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\ This document contain~ responses to public co~nlents on issues addressed intoday's final
rulemaking, "I:-and ~isposal Restrictions-- Phase IV: Treatment Standards 'for Wood Preserving
Wastes, Pape~orkReduction and:Str~amlining,Exemptions from RC~ for Certain Processed ,
Materials, arid Miscellaneous Hazardous Waste P.rovisions". , Additional issu~s ~ay have b~en '
contained in, public comments received by EPA on the proposed, rul.e, supplemental prop'osed rule, ,

, or notice'ofdata availability.' Concurrent to today's.finalrulemaking, EPA is reproposing, ,
portions of the Phase IV rulemaking. As a'result, the is'subs'listed below are not addressed in this
response to comments document, but will be 'considered and responded to 'i~ future rulemakings.,
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Grab vs.' 'composit~ sampling for'metais "
'Achievability ofTC/K06I: treaimentstandards"
Achieval;>ility ofmetal treatmerit' standards in metal foundry sand '
Use ofhazardous waste as "fill" , , ,
,Fropo'sed treatment standards for newly id~ntified TC metal wastes '
Proposed treatment'standards for mineral pr~cessing waste~ , ;

, Coordination of the LDR program with the proposed Hazardous Waste
• • p" • r' •

Identification Rule' ,,'.., \
Est'ablishffient ,~f regul,ations for Underlying ~azardous Constituents in TC
metal wastes ' \"

.' Treatment standards'for metals In soils and contaminated debris
Comment on radioactive mixed wastes
State Aut,hority , ,
Miscell.aneous Issues not applicable ~o.today'~ flJ;lal rulemaking
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List of Phase IV Land Disposal Restriction.Codes,
, . :Description, arid L9~ation by Page Number'

\ Code ". -.:,: ",. .~...
Page, Number

AMEN

CLNP

,

EPA 'proposed maximum acceptable concentrations'for
constituents in wastes entering surface iinpoundments.' The
targeted cOQstituents' are those that are resistant to biological
'degradation, "

The Agency proposed,a'numb~r ofchanges to the current Part ,
_ 268 regulatory language so that the language would be easier '. :

to comprehend; Other huiguage changes were proposed to
remove erral),t referenc~s based on the new language. (for the
purposes,ofthe minirule, only changes' in §268.7 are
addressed.), .,

" . 1

39

EQUV·' EPA proposed three different options'for,addressing theris~s 229
due'to cross-media releases in. Subtitle D (nonhazardous) .

' .
, . "

'surface i~p'oundments that manage decharacterlzed wast~s.
' ,

Th~ thre,e options place' a range:of contr9ls on the treatment, ,
, ' ,

,of underlying h~ardous constituents at different points in the ' ,

, ' surface impoundment tre~t~ent proc,ess. Wh~re the controls'

e ' are placed depen~ upon the extent'that trea~ment is considered "

equivalent ,to usual RCRA treatment.
,

F039 Comments on the proposed addit~on ofUrS constituents to' 821
I

, ., the list ofF039,regulated constituents
"

.

MISC " .Any portion ofa comment'submitted'to the Agency which"did . 833,

,not corresppnd to one ofthe major issues. 'This table include
.

. ' ,only those issues addressed in to'day's final rulemaking...
, ,

"

POG To measure, the underlying hazardous constituent (UHC) , 865
levels in wastes destine9 for decharacterization and treatment .
in surface impoundments, the' Agency proposed that testing of

, UHC levels occur when the waste is initially generated (the, '
"point of generation'~). - . '.

,

'EPA proposed"polymerization' (POLYM) treatment as an
,

. 'POLM 947
alternative to CMBST or RORGS for,those high-TOC DODI ;',

wastes which are chemical. components in the manufacture of
"

plastics; , P9LYM.requires the. addition ofapplymerizing· -.". , , ,

component or catalyst to' the ,discarded high-TOC DOO1
monomer.,stream intended for land disposal. . ' '. I
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Code
. :,

.", .; ". ,,-' '" :

-
Page Number'

SCRP

WOOD1

..
WOOD2

-WOOD3
. ,

WOOD4

<-

WOODS

WOOD6

WOOD7

The Agency proposed to amend the definition ofsolid waste
to exclude processed scrap metal and containerized shredded .
circuit boards that are bing recycled. ".

The Agency proposed to specify CMBST or INCIN standards
for wood preserving w~stes.' .

The Agency requested comment on the simila~ty between
F032 and F024. .

The Agency proposed to regulate arsenic and chromium in
wood preserving wastes. '

The Agency proposed t6 regulat~ dioxins and furans'in wood
pre~eTying wastes.

I I ..

The Agency proposed to regulate dioxin and furans in wood
preserving wastes. These comment ad~ress the Agency's

.proposal to esta~lishaifemission limitations.

'EPA proposed to regu.late dioxins and furans in wood,
preserving wastes. These comments address analytical issues.

EPA proposed to regulate dioxins and furans in wood
, preserving wastes. These comments.address the achievabiiity

ofthe proposed standard in hazardous waste il1cinerators that
meet 99.99% and 99.9999% destruction.

993

1103 ,

1127

, . 1137 '-

1151

. 1173

;

1199

1213 .e

Wood ,Preserving Waste Contaminated Med~a/Remediation '. ' 1241

Dio~uran' Stigma and Cal'acity Issues 1255

. .
Wastewater Treatment Standard 1237

WOODS

..

WOOD9

WOODI0

WOODtl·

WOOD12

RIA

The Agency proposed to regulate various constituents 'in
wood preserving wastes. Tties~ comments address the
calculation of the treatment standards.

Miscellaneous Issues

Regulatory'Impact Analysis comments

.,
n

1225

1287

1309
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. Index ~fCommenters 'a~d Location '~f Comment, ,By Issue

Acrylonitrile ~oup '. ,... .. .
~S .EQU: :.' .'.. ' ~. : ',' : . : . ') , " .' .. , . 346

, l\1ISC ..· ' '.' . '.' '.' . : , ..> .. : "":' ;J. , ..:, ',' .. '. , : . 8~4; .
. Amerada Hess Corp. . " .

. . • l, •

. EQUV '. '. ,' , ', .. ,'. '. '.. , .' , . , , .:, .. : . ~ . , .' 588
,American Dental Association . .

, .EQUV .: . , . ' , . : ; , : '.' .. , . , '.. '; .:. '.. ' '.. ".' , '.' .', 545 .
'POG .. : : - , : .: , '. '. ' ' .' ~ . , .' :, . 903

AmeriCa~ I'orest'& Paper Association ,
Al\ffiN ._ , , ".', , " ,' , 1, 2
EQUV ' ' , . ',' , .. , " : . .-470,471,474-479,4'85,489,492,498, SOl, 503

American Gas Association ',' -. "-,-
. ~,- 't •

.' '. MISC ' ~' . '.' ' .. " ' : , ,; ' '.' : , 8~0 .
American Industrial Health. "', '\ , , ,

EQUV ' '.. ' , ' , ,.; : .. : ., , '.: . ".': :' , . ',' 523,524, 526
. American Iron & Steel I~stitute . , . . ',"

, Al\ffiN . . .'. . . : . ;. . . . . . '. : . . . . . . .'. . . . . . .'.. . . . . . . . . . . . ;- . '. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 16
'CLNP .,;.......:.,............ .. :...,. ~ .'. . : . : .', . , . , . .' ~ . . . , . ,. . . 73, 215
EQUV .'..' ' .. ' .. ,- , 417,419,.421,423; 436, 438, 4fJO; 443, 447;453, 455, 458

..POG ',' . , .. : , ;'. : .: , .' , .. ': . 891, 893, .895
American Petroleum Institute , _

AMEN .. '.' '.' :'. ,' : , ', - : , .. ',,:24
" EQUV : ' ' ' ' '.. ,' ". :" : .. : : . :" '.. , ' 577,
.' POQ -.. : :.'.. ; .' :.. _ , ....•... : .. '.:.: - '," 907,909

Arctco. - , r

POLM ., ' : ,' ; .. - ,.. .- , ,'951
Asarco' -. ."', " .

Al\ffiN ..:. '. ' - '..: : . , ,'.. , .. ': , . '. ' . ',' ' : , ' 1
, . EQUV ' '.- ' , ; ..' , , .'. , 254;260

.SCRP: " : : .. : -.. '. -. ~ '., : .' : ,' 10Q3
Associat~on _of Battery Recyclers'

SCRF . '. .- . . . ...... '. . ...... ','" . . . .. '. . . . '.' . . .... . . .'. : '.. :. ': . . :. . . . .... ':.. . . . . . 1101
Association ofContainer .

SCRP .'. ' :., ' ; '. : , : , ' ' ;. 102~, 1030
ASTS~O '.: ,

. .' I '
, "CLNP. , : ," '. ; : , ' ' : ' , ',' .. ";' 119

EQUV ..' '.., '., ,'.. ,. ,". '," .,.. ' .. - :- ; -., 664;666,667.· r,

F039. ..\. ". '.' : :. -. : ' ' : '.. " ,'. : '.' '.' .. , . _. '. " 828'
POG ' : : . '.' ".: ', ' .. ".' ': , . ' '.. , 917
POLM '. ' '. , : j. '•••. , ••.. , •. : .•••.... , 977;
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Chemical Manufacturers' Assn (cont.), . . .

WOOD6' ' , ' ' : 1208
WOODS : : : .. :.:.: 1232

. WOOD12 ~." . : ' ' '.' .' ' '.. ': ·1305
Chemical Waste. Mana:g~ment \ '. .
. .F039 .. '; ,' ' .. : ": '.'" ·824

AMEN ' :.' .. ' .' '. ' ' ' : '. '. 19
CLNP , ' ~ : ' .. : 77, 185, IS7; 189-191

'. EQUV .- : . ' : : : : ' ' ':. , ' 51t '.
F039 .. :.: .. ,: : _ : ' : .. : '.' .. _. :' .. ' 824.
PoLM '.. ' : .. '.: '. '.' ;' : :.'..'.. :.' .. : .. 96Z

.SCRP ' : .' " "'.' . ','. . . . . . . . . .. 1023, 1024
. WOOD4. . .. : : :: .. : .. : ' '.. ' '.' . 1162 ;.

Chevron .
I, AlVIEN .. ',' .' : .' ;' " : ' : '.., . 33

- ..;g~.':::::::: ': ::' :': ::::::::::': :': ::::::'.: :::::':' :::.: :::: ::.: :':.: ::~ ::::~~'~ ,
. Ciba-Geigy Corp. . _ . . .

. .POLM,'.· : '. '''' '. '.. .', .. : ,,:' ~' ' : .. ' 981,983 .'
. CKRC ,'. " . . . . "-

. "WOODI' , : : '.; , 111~,1121

,WOOD2·' " : ,' , '" ' '" .. JI32
. '. . . . . } . ,

WOOD5 '.' , , : .. ' , ' '.. 1190, 1191
, WOO!?,i2., :, "~~""" .~~ , : DOl

CMA Carbon Disulfide Panel

~~. :':: :.:' ::. :"::: :::: :':: :::: :':::::,: ::: ::::.:::: :::: :::: :,':::: ::::-: ::.~:~.,
POG , .. :': .' .. : : , .. ' ; . t ' ! '888

" CMA UIC Task Force
. , EQUV ~ ~ . '..' , ' '. : ' :'. : .. : : .' , . 382 .

. . ~ I. •

CLNP " '..' : 72,223, 224
EQUV :' .. ' '" : "~ ' ' ; 391, 394, 3~5
,MSC . .' ' '.. : .' ,': . : '." .. :' : .. ' : ; 837·'
POG ' ' : . ~ ' '. ' 889, 890

CONDEA' .' " ' . .., .' ,

WOOD2 ," .'.: :: , : ..' )136
WOODS ' '. ' ; ' : '.' : . . . . . Il96

Copp~r&. Bras~ Fabricator. . '
. . .. SCRP .. :: ' : : : " /.'" :' ' , 1071, 1074 .
Courtauld~ Fibers . . .

. Al\1E.N : ': : . ' ' '.. '.' ' ' '.. 35
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.Department ofDefense ..
CLNP :'.. , '. ' ': : .. ' .' 109

. EQUV,.' .. , : :: · : .-.· ,' ~ 598
Department ofEnergy . "

~~. :.: :::::::: :::~ .: :::.: ::::::::-.: ::.~: ::: :::::. ::::::': :::::::::::: :' ~~: .

CLNP .. '. , : .. , ' '. 59,60,62,66-71,178,214:.
EQUV : ' ' 354, 356, 370,372, 375,377,379 .
F039 '. . . . . . . . . . . . .. : -' . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .. . . . . . , . . .'. . . , , , .. '. . . . .'. . : . . .'822
POG .: ;.' ', : 883, 884, 886
'POLM .' '.' : '.. ' ' :.-. : : 960
SCRP '.. ' '.' '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 997, 998, 1000, IOcn

. Distilled Spirits Council ,
EQUV ' : .. - .' . - '. ~ : .. ' 818

. Dow.Chemical. . I • .

~N"""""""""" ••••••••••••••• " ••:.'•••• ' •••••••• ·•••·••••.• •••••••• 23
CLNP , : .- " '.' .' .' '. . . 108
EQUV .- '" '.: :.' . " : '" .. ' : - 560
'F039 - : ; .. : 827
POG _' , . , '.. '.. : ' .. : ' ~ -. 906
WOOD1 : ' - - ' IIlI
WOOD2' ':' .' _.' .- . '.' :" .' : ' : ~ 129 .

.WOODS' " : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1176, 1178, 1181
I •. .

WOODll '.. : , , .. :' " , ., 1279
, WOODl~ '. ; ',' .. '.. .' , . -: ,'. '.' ' " .' .. 1290

Dupont '. '. - :
WOODS ' ..- .. - - : .. '.: .'. 1192
WOODI2· .- ,.- : :, 1302 -

Eastman
, \' MffiN-' ' .' ' ' '. : ..- : - -,'.. '. , ' 29

'EQUV " 599,601; 603,607,611,618
.:·POG· . : ~ ;'. ,•. , . : , 912; 916

Eastman Kodak Company . .
CLNP ~ ' " . '" .. , : ; .'.. '. :' , , ~ .. 196,197
SCRP.. ,.: ~ :' ~ '" '" 1032-'1034,1036.

EDF
~N' '- ::...•.................... ;.. ' .-.·.. 39
CLNP .- :.' - : 116,117
EQUV : .' : - ' ; .. '. 639, 641, 659, 661,663
WOOD12 -. : _: ., . :-.•... , .. , , '.. :.: " :_1292,1294
.WOODS _: -~ . : ' : . ; " '. 1186
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EQUV : ': ' : :: .- ~ .,: '" ., ".: '749
. POG .. ,': '. , ' ' : ' .. ~ .. ', ,- .. ' 936'

"OFt ",..: " v' . ' '.- .•.•

, ,., EQUV , . , , .'.. ', , " , .. '.. 711, 720, 722,724
.. , .- PaG ',. ,., : .. .' ' ,..' ',', : .. ,·· 927,929,93,1
Gerieral Motors Corp,' ,. ' . ' ' -
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EQUV , 1••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••• : ••••, •••• , •• :.702,706,709 .,
POG . ' ,.. , .' " ' ' :' 921, 924, 925 .'
SCRP , .. , ' .' ' ' , :.' .- 1019' ,

Georgia Department ofNatu:ral Resource~, EPD .
, WOODll .- ' ,. >.. : : ' ' .- ': .-,1285

Electronics Industries' Assn "..
SCRP, . , , ' -' ', .'. '.' ' ' 1093, 1094, 1096 ,

Elf Atochem ' ..'.. - ,
CLNP ' , -'.' .'.. ' '. , :.. : . :' ; ' 111"
POG : .. '..:. : .-, .. ' ': "' , , .. ;' .. : , '. '91l

Env. TechnologiesIntI.. .
, WOOQ12 .: '. ': .- ' ' ' :.. : '.-:' :1300

Exxon
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, Exxon Chemicals Americas .
.CL~ : :.,: , " . >" ,j , .. : ' ; ".:' , : . , .-..226 .
EQUV ' .- ' ', ' '. : . ,' , , , . , . ' 536, 539, 543 ' .,
POG " '.. ~ ' '.' .. '. . '" .. :. 'I 8,97-899,901

, "Exxon Company USA . ,. .,
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CLNP .. , ,.:.- ~ ,'< •.• ,' ••. ·, .. , •.• 39,,225 '
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. Olympic Boat Company .
~OLM : '.. '. ' ' , . ': , .. , .. : :'. , , , .. ', ........•.... : 948

Oregon DEQ .. '
.. ~QUV. , , "',' : . , ' , , , ~ "" '.736

MISC , ' .. '" ' , ' '.. , , ' '.' .. ', , ' 852 -
Outboard MarineCorp.. .

P9LM , .' .. '. , . '.' . , .' ' ' , , .' ' ' 968
Oxychem '
, CL'NP ' , .. , , .' . ;, .. '. '.. : .. , .', , . '. .' ', '.' ' ' ' .', ' :·217

Pacific Gas & Electric . - . \ . .
.CLNP. ' . , .. : ' " ,', '.'..' '.' :.. , 103

" Penta Task Force
WOOD 1 . ',' , . , :, .. : .' , , ,. '.' . ,'. ; , , :1103; 1108
WO'OD4 , ' , : : 1153,1167
WOODS :, : ; '.' ~ : .. : , · 1173
WOOD6 ;.' , _:.' ' : : .. : ' , 1202' .
WOOD7 : : .. ,', .. , :, . , .. , " ' , ' ': , , : , . 1216,1220
WOOD8 .'.: ' : .. , ' .. ,' :' ' ', '.' , ·1226.
WOODl1 , " i .. , , , .. : . " .: . .' .. , .. 1257,1277'
WOQD12' .. '. , . ; .. , :. , . , ' , , . ' ' ' ', .. : ..:. . . . . . 1289

Pharmaceutical Research Manuf Assn.
EQUV , ..' , . '.' .. , . , : , .. :', ' , ' : , .. 741
MISC , '. , , , . : ' '. : .. ~ .' .. ,. , , ,': 853

Phelps Dodge
EQUV ' : , : ' .. , .. '.. : . , ' : , '. 289"
POG' .: .. , .' .'. ' , : . , .. " '.' '.' , .. ~ ' . . . . 870, 871, 873

Phillips Petroleum . ,., . .

..;g~.:::::;.:: ::. :': ~ :: ::< :.:: ::: :::'. :. ::::: ::.: .: -:.: ::::: :::::«:::::'. :. ~~~
Public Service Electric

. . .' . ' . . . 184CLNP ,.,.: '.. , , , " , , , .
. SCRP ..·:· , ,·., ,., ,." ·,., : .. , .. '.' .: '1021

Recyclers of Copper Alloy" . ." . '
. seRP' .', ..' ' , . , .' .. : , : , , : . . . . . 1078
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Regal Marine Industries.. . .
•'.! •

POLM : : ;; ; ·:' : ,952
RETEC' I.

;\V~OD4 ' '. '. ' ' : '. : .. 1164

Richard Andersep .'
. EQUV .- .'. '. '.' . '.' : ' ' - '. : : .. ~" . :.- .. , .' ; 534

Rohnl. and Haas .. . . , ' .'
: EQUV ' " ',' .-:' '. ; " '.' .. , ..' 626,635; 637

Rollins Environmental . , '.
CLNP .: .. _ ~ ' ' - > 56, 57

,~ggE1

: '" : ." .. _.: : :. : •. : .. : : : -0 ·':,':•:.: .:•;:::m
RSR_Corporation'.. , .

. CLNP' : . . .' . . . . . . ~ .. ; . .- . . ... '. . . . .. . ., . .. . .•. . . . . - .. . . . .', : .-. : '. . 209, 210
SCRP '.' : : .. - ' , '. 106p, 1068, 1069

'. I Safety-Kleen Corp..
AMEN : ' ' : .. ' : ; : ' :. : ' ' .. 5
CLNP : ' : ' ' : '. '.- .. 43,44,205
EQUV " '. ", '.' , ', . , . ' ' 566,568, 51·1, 57,3, 575, 576

.POG· , : > '. --.- , .. ::. :~ ;: 865,
", POlM, : : .-: . : ".. ' : . " . : ,' .. .-' : .. , .. : ' . : . : , : 966

, WOOD6 : , : , ,. ': ' 1,• ."" , : • .- •• , •• '1206
,SMA

' . . ."
i. , • ,

:'MISC :'. ' ' ; ,' " .. ' ' ' i , . 856 .
Soci~ty of the Plastics Industry .. , . . , .:~. '. _ ,

.. CLNP ....:.'.'..;'... '. : . : . . . . .'. . .'. . . . . . . .. .. : . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . : 115
POLM ' .. , \ .' : ' , : :- , 970.", . ;

SOCMA . .. .. . ~.

'EQUV : .. ' '. ' :.. : , .. : '. '. ": : .. ": : : .. '. " ; 590, 596; 597
SSINA. " ;

.' ClNP.· ,· ·.. ,. '" ' ~ ~ .. : , ,'.. '. "".' . . . 174
MISC .. ',' :.' .. ::' .. ; ;'. : . ; ,.' .. , , , ..' ". '.. 855 .

Sterling . . .. . ,'. .
CLNP : ' .. ', : ; .' - ' .- ' ' .'.. :' ·74 .
EQUV ., .. , , .. : , , . ' ' , : 460, 462, 464

Sunfish Laser " , . . -
POLM : . , . , ',' ..' ' .. , , , . ' , ,:'949

Texaco
. AMEN ~ . : . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . , : . . . . . . . . . . . .,. . . : . . . .. .' . . . . . .-..... , . . - .' 21

. EQUV.·:.: : :: . " .. " . :., " .' ," ' -.. 516'

: Texas Utilities Services
.. CLNP : '.. '..' ::., ' ·: .. ·:.· 58

- ~ I •
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EQUV' ' ' :: ,' , ~ .. : ' , : . , , , .' . , ~ . 344
MISC ,,'~'; '. ,.; .' : ' :: , . , " .' .- . : 8A3 .

The Aluminum' Association , '.' .
· SC!tP . . '.' .. : ... ,.: . . . . . ". . . '.' . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . ',' ' . ':'" . : '. . 1084

Tiara .', . . ", " , .
. POLM ..' : . '.' .- ' ' : ; ..' 986

Total Petroleum·
:EQUV .: '.; .. , ' : ' .. : '. : ' '.' 5'19,522 '

. Union Camp' .
Ar\.1EN . , , : . . . . .', . . . . . .'. . . . . . : . . . '. . . . . . , . . . .', . . , .' , . . . . . . . . : . . ..' . , . . . 1i

· CLNP ' ' : . ' , . , , : I. : •. '. : 55
EQtJv . : ;~ .. 298, 300, 301, 304, 30~, 308, 310,313, 333, 335,337, 339
MISC.' ' , , .. ~. '.' ' .. 838

. POG ' : , " , , , .. 874-882
Union Carbide Corp. "

EQUV '.' . ' , . : .': 689,693,695,-696
MISC . . ' : . , : . , ' '.. '. ~ , : ' ..: ' .. 851
POG , ' ', , , . , , , ,,920
POLM : .', .' '. , , .. , ' : .. " .. ' ' .. ,' .. , .. , , . 978

,Uniroyal ChemicalCo:. '
CLNP' , ' '. , : ' ' r • . , ...• ' ••• 168
EQUV ' '.. ' : . ' : , : ', ..' , , : .:. , 743, 747,

,Utility Solid Waste Activities Group .
. CLNP ", '.' , -' ' ' , , 41: 218, 219

EQUV , .. ' , :' ' '~ .-. 396,399,401,403,405,408,411,415
, S~RP : .. ' ~ , : ..: ,.": ._: . , .. , ',' .. ' ', , 1076

Vinyl institute .
WOOD I ', ,. ' ; . '.. , .. ' ' , ..'. " '. .' , . 1113
WOOD2.-, " , . , . ,' ' : . ,' .. , ",:, . : ' ' 1131
WOODS , ",., ',' , , . , '.. ,'.. , 1188

. •• 't

WOOD'2 .. , ", , , ',' , .' .. , ,'. , 1296
Westinghouse

CLNP .: ,." . .-, , , , , : .' ' : .. 105,106,192,193
· EQUV : . ' : .. ' , .. , : , .. , , 528

POG , "': ,'.. , ' !.. : , .' , , 896
SCRP,· '. , . , .. ' ' , .. :" '. , .- .' '. : : ' '. : ,.. : 1026
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DCN, PH4P044
COMMENTER Am~can,Forest& Paper Association
RESPONDER·SM. ,"

SUBJECT AMEN'" .
',CO~ENT' ,EPA'~.proPosal'not to.ban purPortedly non~enable wastes

from' land-based biological treatm~nt systems is correct. "
RESPONSE,

. ,

\ .

:.. '

I·

. EPA is not prohibiting certain dec~terized Was~es from land-based wastewater .
treatment systems on the J>asis ofwhether the constituents in those wastes are "amenable" to
biological t:reatment. As,is discussed 'in the April 8, .1996partiij ~thdrawalnotice to, the LDR
Phase III fmal rule (61 FR 15660), the Lan,d Disposal Program Flexibility 4ct of1996, signed by'

, the President on March 26; 1996;provides that the Wastes in question are no longer prohibited
,, ' from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. Because they are decharacterized before ~ey ,

enter the imp~undment, these waStes are n..o longer prohibited wastes wider RCRA, and any
. cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents cannot be.regulated tinder ReRA.' ,

.It should ,be itoted 'that the legislation does, however, mandate EPA to ~dertake"a5-year
: study to detemiin~anypotential risks posed by cross-media, transfer ofhazard:ous constituents, '
, from these surface impoundments. Comments and data which have been submItted in responSe
,·to the Phase III and Phase'IV ndemakingsaddressing.'the issue ofamenability ofwaStes to .'

, .biologi~ treatment will ~ conSidered as part ofthis5-year·study. The findings of this study
. may'result in proposed regulationS for these units, ifrisks'are in fact found that would warrant

such regulation. . . "" ,"

. \
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DCN PH;4P044
COMMENTER~ American Forest & Paper Association
RESPONDER SM .. , . .' .

SUBJECT AMEN
COMMENT, EPA Is Co~ctwhen ItPrQPosed Not To Ban Nomllrienable Wastes
, From ~and-based Bioiogic~lTreatmentSystems. EPA reports in the '

Phase IV preamble that "the Environment8.l1echnoJogy Council '
(ETC) has suggested that EPA develo,p reglJ1ations ~estricting
Subtitle -D surface .impoundment disposal oforgBnic compounds and ,
metals resistant to biological degradation in these units." 60
Fed. Reg. 43677 (emphasis added). ETC's "suggestion" is just
that; it is not backed up by supporting data or persuasive

- 'rationale. For that reason alone EPA'~ proposal to reject this ;
suggestion is correct and AF&PA supports that result. There are:
other reasons to reject the ETC "suggestion." AF&PA agrees with
the A.gency that CWA effluent limitations,are the appropriate way
to address ETC's conce~s about nonamenability. Id. In this

, regard~ the NCASI Wastewater and sludge data discussed above
4emonstrate that constiiuents in paper industry wastest:reams do
not present ,significant risks to human he8J.th arid the
environment. Consequently, as EPA,notes, the Agency,c~urbe
reasonably certain that treatment in paper industry impounqrnents
is adequate and that the "nonamenll-bility issue" is ofno '
practical consequence. AF&PA also agrees with the Agency's '
identification ofnumerous te~hnical impediments to banning "
purportedly nonamenable wastes fro~biologicaltreatment
impoundments. E~A correctly ob~erves that operating condi~ons

in these impoundments can vary widely, making it difficult to
conclude ona national level whether constituents are or are not
amenable to biological treatment.· Also, constituents that may ,
not be regarded as anienaole at the point of genera~on,may be '
rendered amenable J:>y transformation processes in CWA treatment
trains.' Moreover, processes like acclimation of the biomass and
phenomena like co-meta1?olism commonly result in biodegradation
ofconstituents which ETC suggest,ed are nonarilenable. 60 Fed.
Reg. 43677. ETC's "suggestion"'about baiming purportedly
nonamenable wastes is an example ofproofby assertion., They

. offer no data. For example, ETC cl3.imed that "'ICR waste
streams nonamenable to biological treatment'" 'include "I.CR
wastes with 'Water insoluble and highly volatile' F039 _.
constituents ...."60 Fed. Reg. H717:.18 '(March ,2, 1995).
To illustrate that,generalizations such as this are just plain.
Wrong, NCASI analyzed data it gathered during original research

• • I #.
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,.on biodegrad8.bility to'determine whether water'solubility and
volatility'are likely·to have any effect 01). amenability of '
compounds.in surface impoundments. NCASI began by conducting a

, .two-phase $dy to gather data 60nceming the biological I ' ••

· treatability of 14 organic compounds. In thefust phase of .
this study NCASI determined biodegradation rate coIis~ts for
these compounds using bench-scale reactors. ' In the second phase
of the study the fate of individual compoUIids W!lS estimated ',

.. d~ng full-scale treatment using the NOCEPM model, with the .-
f bench-scale biodegradation rate coristants entered as a model

input. The percentage ofeach compound that was removed by
biodegfadation can be used as· a relative. indicator of biolog~cal y'

ani~nability. Complete details about this study appear in'
Douglas A. B8rto~ Summary of Results ofBiotreatability Study
ofSelected BDATCompounds, November, 1995 (tlNCA~I

Biotreatability Reporttl) which is, attached as Appendix ~. Next,
Henry's Law constan~ were obtained from EPA's treatability 
manUal. These v~ues can be used to express a relative tendency
ofeach.compound to evaporate from a'water solution;· Water
solubility for.eacq compound.was obtained from the Envirofate '.
Database. Graphs 1'and 2 present the percentages ofremoval by
'biodegradation for each coinpound stUdied as a function of

· vobitility and,water solubiltty;respectively. Acetone and
· methanQI are not depicted on Graph 2 as·complete miscibility

cannot be represented giaphically.'An analysis ofvariance on,
· ~e r-egression for each graph shows that no sigtiificant
r~lationship exists between either volatility or water
solubility and the amenability.ofa compound to biodegradation..
'Tables 9 and. 10 show'the',analysis ofvariance for, ~spectively,
volatility and water solubijity. As the NcAsI Biotieatability "
SU¢yand data analyses show, for the 14 organic compounds
ex8m.ined, volatility andwater solubility cannot be used to
predict the amenability to ,biologica1- treatment' ofthese',' '
compounds in~urf~ .impoun,dments. ThUs, EPA was co~t in·
rejecting ETC's '!suggestion'" about banning'pUrportedly

· non-~enablewastes from land-based biological treatment· .
systems.
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.As the NCASI Biotreatability Study and data analyses show, for the 14 organic
compounds ex~ined,VObltility and water solubility cannot be used to predict the.
amenapilitY ,to' biological treatment of these compoUIids iIi surface impoundments.
Thus, EPA was correct in rejecting ETC's "~uggestion" about~~ng purportedly
non-amenable wastes from land-based biological treatme~t systems. \ ., .. ...

RESPONSE
. EPA is not prohibiting certain dechm:acterized wastes from land-based wastewater .
treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the constituents in those wastes are "amenable" to
b~ological treatment. As is discussed in the April 8,1996 partial withdrawal notice to the LDR
Phase III fmal rule (61 FR 1.5660), the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996, signed by
the })resident on March 26, 1996, provides that the'wastes in question are no longer prohib~ted

, from land disposal once ~endered nonhazardous. Because they are decharacterized before they
.enter the iIQ.pouncbDent, these wastes are no longer prohibited wastes under RCRA, and any
cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents cannot be regulated under ~CRA. . ,

It should be noted that the legislation does, however, mandate EPA to undertake ,a 5-year
study to detennine any potential risks posed by cross,,:,media transfer ofhazardous cons~ltuents

from th~se surface impoundments. COniments. and data which have been submitted in response·
to the Phase II~ and Phase IV rulemakings addressing the issue 'ofamenability ofwastes to

,. . ·biological treatment will be considered as part of this 5-year Study. The fmdings of this study
. , \ .

, may ~esult in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that woulq warrant.'
such r~gulation.. ..~

, \
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.. DCN 'PH4P065 '
COMMENTER. ' S,afetY-Kle~n Corp.
'RESPONDER SM' ' "-
SUBJECT AMEN ' ,
COMMENT' 7., Safety-Kleen concurs with'EPA that there'is no need to ban

, nonamenable wastes from biological treatment in surface :,: '
. impouildments. In the, Phase III LOR proposal;the Agency .
/ disc~sed the PossibililY ofbanning :~nonamenable cp~tiiuents"

from' biological treatment surface impoundments. In this Phase
, IV LDR proposal, EPA makes the dete~~nation that such a ban is

\,. . .. ... .
not necessary, becaUSe the provisions in the Phase III and Phase
IV LOR rulenialOOgs are sufficient to protect human health and: ,
the environment, and becalise it 'would be technically iiUeasible
,to implement such a ball. :Safety-Kleen commends the Agency for

" its, realistic, common sense evaluation and dismissal of~
, ,i¢"easible and ineffective prQPosed'requirement.
RESPONSE, " ,'. ' . . '

, . EPA·is not prohibiting CertaID dec4aractei'ized wastes from lImd-based wastew8:ter
,,treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the consijtuents in those wastes are "amenable" ~o

~iological treatmen~ .. As is diScussed in the April 8, 1996 partial ~thdrawalnotice to the LOR .',
Phase, III final rule (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program' Flex~bility Act of1996; signed by ",
the ~resident pn ~arch 26, 1996,'provides that the wastes in question are no longer prohibited
:from bind disposal once rendered nonhazardous. Because they are dtrcharactenzed before they

, enter the impoundment, these wastes are no longer prohibited wastes under RCRA, and any .
. 'cross-media tranSfei'ofhazardous constituents carinot be regulated under RCRA: " '

It should be noted that the legislation does, however, mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year'
,study to determine any potential risks poSed by cross-media transfer ofhaiardous constituents .'
from 'these surface impoundments. Comments and data which have been submitted in resPonse
to the Phase III ~d P~e IV nllemakings addressing'the issue ofame~bilityofwastes to
'biological treatment Will be considered as part, ofthis 5-year study. The findings of~s st,udy
may result in proposed regulations for these ~tS,' ifrisks are in fac~ found that wouldw~t
such regulation. .,'.'. , . " .,' .
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OCN PH4P015
COMMENTER, BP Oil
RESPONDER SM
.SUBJECT AMEN

'SUBJNTJM 015',
, .

COMMENT .l.

We support EPA's decision not to ban nonamenable wastes from
biological1reatment systems.

We agree with EPA that the transfer ofnonamenable 'constituents to
air, leaks, sludges, and discharges to surface ,:waters is best ' ,
ad4ressed by the Phase III and Phase'IV LOR rulemakingwhich is
designed to protect human health and the environment from
hazardous constituents. There is no need to issue separate
regulations addressing nonamenable wastes. The comments being'
submitted by the American Petroleum Institute (API) Will provide·
additional information and data 'on petroleum refmery wastewaters
to support EPA's decision on this is~ue. . ,

RESPONSE

.-
.. e

!

, . ' EPA is not prohibiting certain decMracterized wastes from land-based wastewater
treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the constituents in those wastes are "ame~able" to
biological treatme~t. As is discussed in the April 8, 1996 partial withdrawal notice to the LOR

, Phase III final·rule (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1!!96, signed by
the President on March 26, 1996, provides that the wastes in question are no 'longer prohibited

.from land disposal once ~nderednoDhazardous.· Because they are decharacterized before they
enter'the impoundment, these wastes are no longer.prohihited Wastes under RCRA, and any
cross-media transfer ofhazardous·constituents cannot' be regwated under RCRA;

Ii should be noted that the legislation does~,however, mandate EPA to undertake as-year
study,to determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transferofhazardous. constituents .
fr6m these surface imPoundmentS..Co~~n~and data which have been,submitted ~ responSe

. to the Phase ill andP~e IV rulemakings addressing ~e issue ofamenability ofwastes to' "
biological treatment will be considered as part ofthis S-year study. The fmdings of this study'
may result iIi proposed regulations for ~~se tinits, if risks are in fact found that would warrant ,.
such'regulation. '.' . . . . ..' ." -.
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peN; PH4PO19
COMMENTER Asarco
RESPONDER SM,
SUBJECT . AMEN
SUBJNUM '019
COMMENT

'Asarco supports EPA's prop()~ to refrain from banning
non-amenable wastes from land-based biological treatinent systems.

. Asafco supports EPA's conclusion that it shquld not promulgate . .
, regulations restricting Subtitle P Surface impoundment disposaI of. .'
," organic compounds ~d metals resistant to biological degradation in
" those units. EPA'correctly stated in the Proposed RuJethat the
, .existing provisions in Phas~ III and the.forthcoming provisions in
. Phase'Iv. ofthe LOR program will adequately protect human health'
and the en'viro~en4 so that the regulation ofnon~amen~blewastes

, I would be unnecessary. 60 Fed. Reg. 43677. Asarco acknowledges and '
endorses EPA's concern that the"technical impediments" to such .
regulation are too burdensome to impoSe upon the '
,regulated industry. Id. ' ,

, " .

... '

. ,

e'

RESPONSE
. : EPA is not prohibiting certain decharacterized wastes from land~based\vastewat!=~

treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the constitUents in those wastes are' IIamenable II to
, biological treatment. As is discussed in the April 8; 1996 partial withdrawal notice to the LDR' '
PhaSe III final rule (61 ~R 15660), the Land Disposal Program Flexibility.Act of1996, signed by ,
the President on March 26, 1996, pi:Ovides that the wastes in questi()n are no'longer PrOhibited' .
from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous., Because th~y 'are decharacterized before they

: ' enter the impoundment, these wastes are no longer prohibited wastes'under RCRA, and any .
:cross-media transfer'ofhazardous constituents cannot be regulated under RCRA.. '

It sl10uld be noted that the leiisiatiori does, however, mandate EPA to undertake a'S-year .
. ..stUdy to determine any pOtential risks posed by cross~mediatransferof~oUs coilstituents

from 'these ~urface impoundmentS. Comments and data which have been submitted in response' .',
to the Phase III and phaSe IV rUIemaki,ngs addressing the issue ofamenability o(~s to
biological treatment ·will be cOnsidered as part of this 'S-year study. The ~ndingsofthis study
.may result' in proposedregulations for these uDits, ~f risks are in fact found that would warrant
such regulation~ . , ,\ ..
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DCN PH4P018
COMMENTER Mobil Oil
RESPONDER SM,
SUBJECT AMEN

,SUBJNUM 018 ",
, COMMENT~ , 'I

'J EPA should .not speCify constitue~ts that are non-amenable to
biological treatment because as d8ta provided by API demonstrates:

; Many constituents that the' E.nvironmental Treatmen~ Council
listed as .no.n':amenable are ill fact amenable.

/
, - Constituents that~ genui.nely ~on-amenable are absorbed on

bio-sludge and do not leach, pe~ TCLP te~ting" ' '

EPA SHOULD NOT SPECIFY CONSTITUENTS THAT ARE NON-AMENABLE'
TO BIOLOGICAL tREATMENT

Proposed lists ofconstituents that may be non-amenable to .
biologi~al treatment were provided' to EPA, by the ~nvironmental
Treatment Council (ETC). ETCis argument that certai.n
organic compounds and'metals are not amenabie t~ biodegradation and '
shouldn't be allowed ill non-hazardouS surface impoundments is ,

, flawed from both a technical and regulatory perspective. From a "
regulatory perspective, the pathways for release of such compounds
are already beillg addressed ill the Phase IV, rule, so the '
designation ofcompoundS as non-amenable is not necessary to '
protect the environment. From the technical perspective, ETC's '
argUmentS are just wrong, based on the data which API haS developed
and submitted for the record with its comments. 'As demonstrated by
the API study conducted by ERM-Southwest, many ofthe compoUndS

, deslpaiedby ETC as non-amenable were in fact 'amenable to _
treatment based on actual refinery data. Moreover, those .
,conStituen~ which were not biodegraded were absorbed, onto the,
,biological sludges which exit these bioreactors. TCLP testing of

, these sludges demonstrates' that the constituents do not leach from '
these sludges and thus, do not pose a threat to underlyitlg .
groundwat~..

RESPONSE

"',

. "

EPA'is not prohibitingce~ decharacterized wastes from land-based waStewater
. treatnlent systems on the basis ofwhether the constituents in those wClStes ar~ "amenable" to '

, '. '. ..... . . . . ., .

8
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a. biological treatuient. As is discussed in the April'S, '1996 partial withdrawal notice to theLDR
., , Phase IIl.fm~ role (6l·FR 15660), ~e Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996, signed by

the P~sident on March 26, 1996~ provides that the waStes in quesiion are no lqnger prohibited.
from land dispoSal once rendered nonhazardous.': Because they are decharacterized befqre they,
enter the ilnpoundment,·these wastes are no 10ngei'prohibited\v~te5:under ReRA" and any'
cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents cannot be regulated imder RCRA:' .

It should be n9ted that the. legislation does, however, mandate EPA to undertake as-year,
study to deteImine any potential risks 'posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents
from these surface impoundments. Comments and data- which have been submitted in response
to ~e,Phase III and Phase IV·rulemakirigs addres~ing the issue ofamenability of wastes to

'., biological treatment will be'considered as part·of this 5-year.study. The findings ofthis study
may result in proposed regulatiol1$ for these units, ifri~ks are in fact found that would warrant
such regulation. . . '

, '
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,DCN', PH4P020
COMMENTER ExXon

'\ 'RESPONDER 8M
SUBJECT AMEN
SUBJNUM 020,
COMMENT

B. ,Because ABTs treat all UHCs in wastewater and 'wastewater
sludg~ to below UTS, EPA should, not define amenable ~d
non-amenable constituents

, ,

ExX~n supports EPA's po~itiori not to ban npn~amenable constituents
from management it¥and-based uriits. ExXon encourages 'EPA to '
consider APrs'comments on the issu~of amenable and non-amenable

,"constituents. Exxon opposes designation ~f"amenable"and

"non-amenable" constituents and ~ncourages EPA to select ABT as' a
, 'technology-based 5~dard for our industry. ABT is considered Best'

Available Treatment(BAnunder the CWA and is the basis for
wastewater UTS. See 58 FR 29864'on May 23,1993. The court has' , ,
not reqUired EPA to address the issue ofnon-amenables, 50
EPA should refrain from doing sq iIi the Phase 'IV LDR.

D. APldata shows that ABTs treat rather than volatilize UHCs~, .

ABTs are not "media-transfer" units.
, ,

Prior to the, issuance of~e Phase III LDR proposal, API
recognized the importance ,ofABT~ as a technology that-provides

, effective and proven treatment ofwaste,waters. 'An '
extensive sampling and analysis effort from ten refineries (some of
which had co-located petr~liemical plants) was undertaken. EXXQD
participated in the sampling and analy~is effort at its Baytown,
Texas,Complex. The Baytown Complex includes a 396,000 BarrellDay
refmery'and a large petrochemical complex producing , ",
polypropylene, paraffins, hydrocarbon solvents, aromatics arid other
chemical commodities. A subsequent sampling effort of four .
refineries discussed in,the API Phase ,IV LDR comments has "closed

. the material balan~e" ar.ound AliTs. :The,data shows that UHCsare,
either treated in the ABT ,or'tightly adsorbed onto'the sludge ,
(Le., Dot leachable above'TCLP limits), but are not volatilized.

RESPONSE

,EPA is not prohibiting, certairi decharacterized wastes' from land-basedwaste~ater
treatment systems on the ~asis ofwhether the constituentS, in' those wastes' are "amenable" t~

, ,
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. biological tr~~tuient. As is discussed in the April 8, 1996 partial WithdraWill notice to the LDR .
Phase III final rUle (61 FR 1-5660)t the LandDis'posal Program Flexibility Act of1996, signed by
the President on March 26, ·1996, ·provides that the wastes in question are no. longer prohibited' .
from land dispo~ once rendered nonhazardous.. Because they are decharacterized before they ,

, ' , . enter the impoundMent, 'these ~astes are no longer prohibited.w~teS under RCRAt and any
cross-media trarisfer ofhazardous constituents.cannot be regul~ied under ReRA. "

1t should be ~oted that the legislation does, however, mandate EPA to undertake as-year .
study to determine any. potential.risks posed by cross-media trcmsfer ofhazardouS constituents
from.thesesurface impoundments. CQmn!ents'imd'data whi~h have.been ~ubmined in response
to the-Phase III and Phase IV rulemakings addIessing the-issue ofamenabiliiyofwastes to

'biological tteatmen~ will be considered as part of this S-yearJstudy. The findings ofthis s~dy
may result. in proposed regulations for theSe units; ifrisks are in fact found that wouldw~t

. such r~gulation. . '

e.
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DCN' PH4P024
COMMENTER. Vnion Canip
RESPONDER SM
$UBJECT, AMEN
SUBJNUM 024
CO~NT ,

E. EPA. is Correct in its Proposal Not to Ban. Nonamenable Wastes
From lan.d-based Biological Treatment 'Syst~ms. .; I '

'. ,

"
f,

"

EPA reports'in the Phase IV preamble that "the,Environmental ,
Technqlogy'Council (ETC) has suggested that EPA develop regulations
restricting Subtitle D surface impoundinent disposal oforganic
compounds an.d metals resistant to biological degradation in these " ' ' '
units." 60 Fed. Reg.43677 (emphasis added). ,

ETC's "suggestion" is just that; it is not backed'up by supporting
data or persuasive rationale. For that reason alone EPA's propos~
·to reject this sugg~stion is correct ~d vce supports that result.

There are other reasons ~o rej~ct, the ETC "suggestion." VCC agrees
with th~ Age(,lcy that CWAeftluent .imitations are the appiopriate '
way to address ETC's conc~ms about nonamenability. In this
regard,~eNCASIwastewater and sludge data discussed
above demonstrate that constituents in paper: industIYwaste streams
do'not ,present significant risks to human health and the ,
environment. .consequently, as EPA n.ote~, the Agency' can "
be'reasonably certairi that trea~ent in paper indUstry impounmnents
i~ adequate and that the"nonamenability issue" is ofno practical
consequence.

vec also a~swith, the Agency's,identification. ofnumerous
technical impediments to banning purportedly nonamenable wastes ,
from biological treatment. impoundments. EPA correetly observes that
opc;rating,conditions'in these impoundments can vary widely, making'
it difficUlt to conclude on'a national ievel whether conStituentS

, are or are not amenable to biolog~cal treatm~t.

, Also, constituents that may not be regarded as amenable at the
. point ofgeneration, may be rendered ameriable by transformation

processes'in 'CWA treatment tra.ms. Moreover, processes like
acclimation: of the-biomass and phenomena like
-co-metabolism commonly result in biodegiadation ofconstituents
I '

12
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~hichETC suggested are nonamenable. 60Fed. Real 43677. ,

"As tlte NCASI study and.dam" analyse~ sho'V, for the 14 organic '..
compoundS examined, volatility. and .wat~r 'solubility canPot be used
to predictthe amenability to biological treatment of these
compounds in CWASIs. Thus:EPA was correct in rejectiIig ETC's

• : ' \,.' I I

"suggestion"about banning purportedly non-amenable wastes from
,land-based biological ~atment systems..

RESPONSE

.,E~A is not p~ohibitingcertaiIi decharacterized wastes from·limd-based~astewater·
treatment systems on the'basis ofwhetber tlie constituents in those wastes·are~'amenable" to
biological treatment. As is disc~:;cd in the.ApriIS, 1996 partial Withd.I3wal, notice· to the LDR, .
Phase III final rule (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996, signed by .'
the·President on March 26, 1~96, provides that'the. wastes 'in question are no 10hg~prohibited

.. from land'disposal once rendered nonhazardous. B,ecause they are decharacterized before·they
enter the impoundment, these wastes~ no longer prohibited ~astes under RCRA, and any'
cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents cannot be regulated under RCRA.·· ' .
.' .It'should pe note~ that th~ legislation does, however, mand8.te EPA to undertake as-year

stU4y to determine any pot~ntial risks posed by cross-media transfet: ofhazarp.ous constituents
from thes~ surface impoundments. 'Comments and data which have~n submitted in response
to the Phase III and Phase IV rulemakings addressing the issue ofamenability of:wastes to

_biological ti,eatm~nt'wil1be conSidered as part'of this 5-year study. The fmdings of this study
may result in proPosed regulations for these units, if risks~in fact found .th8t would warrant

. such regulation.

. '~,
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I '. DCN PH4PO~ I,
C()MMENTER Dep8rtment ofEnergy
RESPONDER' 'SM "

. SUBJECT ~N
SUBJNUM 031

, ,

COMMENT " ,
II, Proposal Not to Ban Nonamenable Wastes From Land-Based
,Biologic~ Treatment 'systems

II.B Rationale for Proposing Notto'Ban Nonamenable Wastes From
Biological Treatm~Iit Systems

,.1: p. 43677, col. 2 -- EPA explains its reasons for deciding not
to prohibit certain decharacterized wastes from land-based
,~astewater treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the
c:onstituents in those wastes are "amenablelt to bi910gicaI

. treatment; ..

:

DoE agrees diat the key issue in deciding whether nO,namenabie '
decharacterized wastes should be banned from impoundmen~,:,based .
wastewater treatment systems concerns whether cross-media transfers
.ofhazardous constituents would occur in ,the absence ofsuch a
',ban: DOE also agrees that the provisions of the LOR Ph~e III and
IV rul~s (i.e., end-of-pipe limits on~dous constituents

,; coupled with a ~gulatory option to address potential hazardous"', .
constit1,lent releases),when effective" will protect human health
and the environment from risks cauSed by cross-media transfers of
hazardous constituents from impoundment-based wastewater treatment·
systems, inc:luding ~ose accepting nonamenable wastes., Therefore, ",
DOE suppprts EPA's'decision to not ban nonamenable,decharacterized

,wastes from impoundment:based wastewater treatment systems. .. ,

RESPONSE

EPA is not prohibiting certain dec~teriz~d wastes from land-based wast~~er, .
treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the constituents in those wastes are "amenable" to '
biological treatment. As is discussed in the April 8~ 1996 partial withdraWal notice to the LDR
Phase III final rule (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996, signed,by,
the President on March 26, 1996, provides that the wastes in question are no long~r prohibited
from land disposal once re~dered nonhazardous. ' Because they are decharacterized before they
enter theiinpoundment, these wastes are no longer prohibited wastes under ReRA, and any
cross-media transfer ofhazardous cOilstituents cannot be regulated under ReRA., ,',

It should be noted that the legislation does, however, mandate EPA to,undertake ~ 5-year. , .... .'
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. study to determ.ine any potentiai risks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardoUs constituents'
from these surface impoundments. Comments and data which have ,been submitted in response,

. '~o the Phase III'and 'Phase ~Vrulemakirigs addressiI:lg the issue of amenability ofwastes to" :' "
biological treatIn.ent Will be considered as part of this 5-ye,ar study. The findings of this stUdy

.may result in proposed regWations for'these units, if risks are in fact found that Would warrant
:such regulation:' '

"
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DCN ,PH4P036 ,, ..".
COMMENTER-' American Iron & Steel Ins
RESPONDER SM .'•
SUBJECT AMEN
SUBJNUM 036

',COMMENT
AlSI supports EPA's proposal 'not to prohibit certain
decharacterize~wastes from placement into CWA 'surface impound~ents

, based on assumptions about whetherthe wastes are"amenable" to,
biological treatment in such impoUndments. As discussed below, ,
such a prohibitio~ would be unnecessary and inappropriate.
The iSsue ofwhether or not to prohibit "non-amenable" wastes fro~

, CWA surface impoundments was originally raised.by the Environmental
Technology Council ("ETC") in comments on EPA's March 1993
Supplemental Infonnation Report-on potential respopses to the court
decision in Chem Waste ,II. Apparently, ETC waS concerned that

. certain constituents might,not be adequately treated in biological
impoundments, but instead IIiight simply be trailsferred into the ...
env;.ronment in the form of leakS~ volatilization; sludges~ or
discharges to. surface waters. In this way, the risks associated ,_

, with the 'constituents might not be "minimized," as required
under, the statute, and human health and the' environment might not
be adequately protected. -

As an initial 'matter, AlSI believes that ETC's focus on wastes
that are supposedly"non-amenable" to biological treatment is
fundamentally flawed. It is well established that virtually all
organic compounds, and many inorganic constituents' (e.g., cyanide,
ammoni~ nitrate, and thiocyanate), are susceptible to biological"
degradation under cemWi conditions. See, e.g.,. 60 ' " '. .
Fed. Reg;at 11,71~'('·thereare no organic chemicals, other than
[certain] polymers, which are absolutely resistant to' bIological
'degradation"). The extent to which these compounds can
be biologically deiraded. depends upOn a,wide varietY of factors,
including the overall composition o~ the waste stream, the '
variability ofthe waste stream, the dimensions and dc:sign of
the impoundment, the ambient temperature, the time that the waste'
is retained in the jrnpoundment, the amount of agitation·tha~ the, '
contents of the impoundment are subjected ~o, the nature of
the microbes in the impoundment, and the acclimation ofth9se
microbes. See gener~lly,id;,at 11,718-19. As EPA h~

acknowledged, "[c]onsti~entsthat are amenable to treatment in
one system may be nonamenable in another. It Id. at 11,719. _'
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Accordingly; it makes n~ se~ to focus in the -ab~tract on
~'constitUents,thatk "non~amenable" to-biological treatm~nt The '
only oth~ possible approach-would be to_ try iden~ifying

"non-amenable" constituents on a site-specific basis. . '
_However, I the, Agency has properly concluded that this approach
would present an impossible administrative burden. _60 Fed. ~eg. at
43,677~

Even if it were possible to identify ~onstituents that are .- .
non~amenable to Biological Treatment (on a' generic or site-specific·
basis), it does not follow that those constituents should

_ ~ prQhibited from placement in CWA surface impoundm~nts. There
,- are many forms oflegitiinate'treatment other tfu!n hiodegradation

t-hat can take place in 'such impoundments., For example, metals'can
be complexed within-surface impoundments to form compo~ds that
are highly'immobile in the 'environment. W8$tes also can be treated
in surfac~ impoundmen~by means ofpH adjustment, cooling, and
physical'separation (e.g., settling and de-emUlsificatiori). These '

, types ofgood engineering practices.should not be discouraged under the
-, LDRprogiam. Moreover, even ifa constituent is not treated ill a ~' 

surface iinpouitdm~n~ it may be treated in another portion ofthe
'waste~ter trea~e~t system ofwhich the impoundment is only a
part. For example, a constituent that is not amenable to .
biological treatment within an impoun4ment may be subjected to some
other form oftreatment in tanks "upstream" or "downstream" of the
surface impoundment. In these situationS, it would clearly be
inappropriate to prohibit the constituents from being added to the
w~water'treatmentsy~ or from being placed in the '
'impo~ents. Indeed, managing the constituents in such systems may ,
, be the most efficient, ~ible; and protective option avai1abl~.
- To the extent that EPA continues to be concerned that placement of·

supposedly"non·amenable" wastes into CWA surface impOundments may .
,not result in legitimate ireatni~t,may' not "minimize" risks, or may

\.. " , , .
; not be protective of~uman health and the environment, , . .

such cQncerDS shoul,d be adequately add.ressed by other,regulatory
provisions. As the Agency itselfhas noted, ifconstituents are .
not excessiyely migrating to ground water through l~, to air
thro~gh'emissioDs,8dsor~ingonto, sludge sediInents,o~being
discharged at the end ofthe pipe, they m~~ be undergoing
legitimate treatment in the fonnof destruction, removal, or
immobili7Jliion., See 60Fed. Reg. at 43~677 .. The upcoming Phase,
III LDR rule will be design~ specifically to ensure that h3zardous -

-,

.-:::
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.constituents are not merely being discharged,from CWA impoun<hnents
at ,the, endow the pipe: As discussed above, AlS'Ibelieves that
other.regulatory programs'are adequ;ate tonsure that hazardous
constituents are not simply being transfe~ed to the enyironment
in the forin"ofleaks, volatilization, or sludges. See.secti~n

. I1.C, above. Even ifEPA concludes that additional controls on
these releases are warranted, such controls presumably will be
promulgated under other portions of the Phase IV rule, without
regard to the "amenability" ofparticular constituents to -'
biological treatment. Thus, a prohibition on tl)e placement of .

. "no~-amenable"constituents in CWA impoundments is not necessary to
. ensure that such constituents are being legitimately treated.' .
. Moreover, if the constituents are being legitimately, treated, and
releaSes to the environment are being adequately controlled, the riskS
associated with the coristituentS necessarily are being,llminimized,'"
as required by the statute, thereby protecting human health and the
environment.

,For the reasons set forth above, it would be inappropriate,
unnecessary, and probably impossible to impose a prohibition on
placement' oC"non.-amenable" constituents or wastes in CWA surface '
impoundments. Accordingly~ AlSI Urges EPA to fmalize its ,
proposal not to ,establish such a prohibition. ' "

RESPONSE
EPA i~ not prohibiting certain de~haracterized wastes from land-based wastewater

treatment systems on the·basis ofwhether the constituents in those wastes are "amenable" to'
~iologica1 treatment. 'As is disc~sed in the Aprll8, 1996 partial withdrawal notice to'the LOR
phase III final rule (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program FlexibilityAct of1996, signed by
~e President on March 26, 1996, provides that the wastes in question are n~ longer prohibited ,
from land dispOsal once rendered nonhazardous.- Because they are decharacterized before they

, ,enter th~ impoUndment, these wastes are'no longer prohibited Wastes wider RCRA, and any
, cross-medi~ transfer ofhazardous constituents cannot be regulated under RCRA.

, It should be noted that the legislation does, however,'mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year
study tO'determine any potential risks posed by crOss-m~a transfer ofhazardous constituents
from these surface impoundments. Comments and data which have been submitted in response.

"to theP~ ill and Phase IV rutetnakings addressing the issue ofan1e~bilityofwUtes .to .
biological treatment will be considered as p8rt of this 5-year study.. 'The.findings ofthis study
may result in' proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found ~t would.warrant

- .su~h regulation. /, -, .
;

( ,
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,DCN Pfi4P048 ;-
COMMENTER Chemical Wa,ste Man~gement'
RESPONDER _SM, ' '
SUBJECT AMEN
SUBJNUM 048"
COMMENT '. ,'\

, The EPA is proposing not to ban nonamenable \yastes'from bad-based
.biological treatmen~ systems oecause the Agency believes the key "
"issues ofwhetherth~nonamenable constituents are, being ,
transferred to air, l~, sludges. or discharged tQ sUrface , .'
'waters 'will best be addressed by the end·of·pipe limits on '
constituents proposed in Phase III 'or the three options proposed

. in this rulemaking. " ,,

. CWM,~upports the approach'by the Agency, however, CwM is concerned
that the Agency appears to be offering conflicting infonnation
regarding the jUstification for'suppor:ting this option. WMX;

, requests clarificationfrQm the Agency regarding why it discusses
the Phase III ~nd-of-pipe proposal to address this, issue. ' Yet in

,another section of the proposal the Agency states ,that it does not
support this approac~. (See 60 Fed. Reg. at- 43,659). Jhe Agency
needs to evaluate which position it is ~upporting with regard to
the end-of-pipe issue: CWM does not believe that the Phase III, .
end-of-piPe proposal addresses this issue if the Agency is not in '
S1,lpport ofthis type ofcontrol oil discharges to surface unpoundments.

! . I • '. \. • _

.
RESPONSE,

: '

" ,

I ,

, "

I ~...

(j.

"e, .'

. EPA-is not prohibiting~ertain'decharacterized wastes from land-based wastewater
treatment systems on the basis o{whether the constituents in those wastes are "ameIiabie" to ,
biological treatment.' As is discussedbl ~e ApriI8,)9~,6 partial Withdraw~notice,tO,the LDR '
,Phase III fuial rUle (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act oj:J996. signed by
the Presidenfon March 26, i996, provides that the wastes' in question'are'no .longer prohibited.' < '

from land dispoSal opee rendered nonhazardous. Because they are'decharacterized before they
, " 1 - •

enter th~ imPolmdment, these wastes,are no longer prohibited wastes'under ReRA, and any
cross-media transfer ofbazardous constituents cannot be regulatedlmder RCRA. '. "

It should be noted thatthe legislation d~s, however, mandate EPAto undertake as·year,'
study'~odetermii1e any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardouS constituents "

,from these s~ace impoUI1;dments. ,<;:omment,s' and data which have been submitted in'response
to the Phase III and Phase IV rulemakings addressing the jssue ofamenability ofwastes to
biological treatment Will be considered as part ofthis 5-year stu4Y.' The. findings ofthis ,study
may result jn propO~edregulations ,for, these unitS', if risks are in fact found that would warrant
such regulation. . ' - '
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OCN PH4POS3
COMMENTER ' Texaco
RESPONDER' SM,

, SUB,JECT AMEN
SUBJNUM 049
COMMENT,

.. Texaco supports EPA's conclusion in'the' preamble t,o the propOsed
rule, that it is unneces~to 'ban ,"non-amenableIi wastes from

, l~d-based aggressive biologi~al treatment units. This is
, further" supported by API's extensive'c~mmeilts and a detailed

evaluation conducted by E.M.-Southwest, Inc: on the regulatory and
technic81 flaWs 9fETC's argument that ce$in compowtds are
not 'amenab~e to b~odegradation.

, .,
RESPONSE, .J

"

. '

EPA is not prohibiting ~ertain decharacterized w~es from lanp-baSed WaStewater
treatmep.t systems'o!1,the basis ofwhether $e constituents in those wastes are "amenable" to
'biological tre~tment. As is discusseCl in the April 8, 1996 partial with~wal,notice to the LOR

, PhaSe III final rule (6-1 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program Flexibility'Act of1996, signed by'
the President on March 26, 1996;: provides that the wastes in question areno.1onger prohibited
from land dispos31 once rendered nonhazardoUs. Because they are dec~aracierizedbefore they
enter the impowtdmeilt,"these wastes are no longeq;rohibited wastes wtder RCRA, and any

'. . • . .1 ~

,cross-media transfer ofhazardo1,1S constituents cannot be regulated wtder RCRA. I '

It.sholild be not~d that the legislation does, however, mandate EPA to undertake aS':year
, study to determfue any potential risks ppsed by cross-media tranSfer ofhaZardous cpnStituents

~ from these surface impOundments. Co~ents and data which have 'been sUbprined in"response .
to the Phase III and Phase IV mlemakings addressing the issue ofamenability ofwastes~ , ,

, biological treatment will be considered as part ofthis S-year study. The findings of this study.
may result in proposed regulations for these units, ifrisks are in fact found that would'warrant
such ieguiation. ' . I '

, '

'.

"
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DCN PH4P063
, COMMENTER Laidlaw, '

RESPONDER SM ,
,SpBJECT AMEN
SUBJNUM . 063
COMMENT , .

2.~ Proposal Not to Ban Non-Amenable Wastes From Land-Based
Biological Treatment systems ' '

, , ,

LES does not support EPA's decision not to ban non'-amendable .
. wastesJrom Biological Treatment systems. The Agency has stated
that "significant" impediments exist to banning ~esewastes, but
fails to provide a convincing argument supporting such a decision. '
A review of the do~ket indicates that a document submitted by

" the' Environmental Technology Council in 1994 supporting such a ban ,
. -, was not included in the docket material. This document shows that' '

non-amenable wastes 'are not ~ated by the biosystem but'are merely
transferred to th:e sludge which eventually accumulates iIi the ,
bottom ofthe treatment impoundment. Thus, it appears that EPA, by ':
not supporting such a ban, is violatirigthe directive put forth by .
the Court to address cross-media transfer ofhazardous

'. constituents.

RESPONSE' ','

EPA.is not prohibiting certain decharacterized wastes from l~d-baSed wastewater
treatment'systems on the basis ofwhether the constituents in thoSe wastes are "amenable" to "
biologicaJ. treatment. As is discUssed in the April 8, 1996 partial withdrawal notice to the LOR·
Phase III tina" rule (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996, signed by

, the Presiden~on March 26, 199~, provides :that the.~s in 'question are no longer prohibited'
froinJanddisposal once rendered nonhazardous. Beca~ they are 4echara~terized before .they
enter the ,impoundment, theSe w&stes are no longer prohibited wastes under RCRA, ~d any
cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents cannot be regulated.under RCRA. .

" It should'be noted that the legislation does, however, mandate EP~ to ~dert8ke it 5-y~
. study to.determine any potential ri$ks posedby cmss-media~fer~fhazardousconstituents
from these surface impoundm~ts. Comments and data which have been submitted in response

. to the Phase ill'and Phase IV ruiemakings addressing the issue ofamenability ofwastes' to
:biological treatment will be considered as part Qfthis S,:,year stU~y. The ~dlltgs of this study
may result in proposed reguJatil?DSfor these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant
such regulation. . -
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DC~' ,PH4P064
COMMENTER Dow Chemical
RESPONDER SM
SUBJECT 'AMEN

", ' . SU~JNUM '064
COMMENT

Dow supports the decision not to ban nonamenable wastes from
land-based biological treatment systems. The rationale presented "
by EPA accurately rep~sents the facts surro\iIlding this issue.

;, .

RESPONSE', " .
" EPA is not prohibiting certain decharacterized wastes from land-based wastewater

'1reatIneht systems on the basis ofwhether the constituents in those wastes are "amenable" to ,
biological treaiment..As is discussed in the April ~, 1996 partial,withdrawal notice. to the LOR
Phase III final rule (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Prog,.am Flexibi/ityAct 011996, signed by
the President on March 26, 1996, provides' that the wastes in queStion are no longer prohibited

, . I .

from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous..Bec.8:use they are de~haracterized before they
enter the impoundment, these wastes are no longer prQhibited wastes,under RCRA, and any ,
.cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents c~ot be r~gulated under RCRA.

. It sho¢d be noted that the.JegislatiOli does, however, mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year
.. study to det~rmine any potential risks posed by cross.-media transfer ~fhazardous co~tituents
fro~ these surface impoundments. Comments arid data which have been submitted iIi response
to the Phase III and Phase IV nileniakings addressing thb issue of amenabiJity ofwastes to
biological'treatment will be considered as part oftms 5-yeai study. The findings of this study
may result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are iIi fact found that would warrant
such reguhition.' ' .
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DCN' , PH4P066
,COMMENTER API

, RESPONDER SM
" SUBJECT 'AMEN

SUBJNuM 066
.' COMMENT .

ABT provides extremely thorough treatm~nt ofUTS constituents.
Analysis'ofrefme~ABT effluent presented in API's Phase III 'j

comments verified that all but one of the VOC and PAH compounds'
were 'below UTS uPon discharge from the ABT impoundments. API has
further verified that inost of this treatment occurs by means of

'biodegradation. Described in detail later fu these comments,under'a
discussion ofso-called "non-amenable"compounds, is a'recent ,
ERM-Southweststudy (Appendix'A) further verifying that all PAH'
eftluent concentrations from ABTs at foUr refineIjes were'orders
ofmagmtude below UTS for wastewaters. A mass balance for lhese ,
PAR'compounds was performed, w:tJ,i'cp. found that biode~dation'wasby
far ~e primaiy removal mechanism. Also present~d in the
"non-amenables" discussion is evidence that the most common VOCs '

,found: in refinery ~astewa:ters are biodegraded in ART
units. Therefore, it is clear that effective treatment of ',,'
wastewater is occuningwi~ABT units.

.' t,

",e

vI. EPA Should Not Specify Constituents that are' Non-amenable to
Biological Treatment

As EPA co~ectly,poiIitsout in the draft preamble,' it is .
unnecessary to bail "non-amenable" wastes from land-based ABT units..
In their comments to the Phas,e III LDR proPosal, ETC contends that
certain organic compounds and metals are not amenable to
biodegradation,. and therefore should not );)e allow~d in these Subtitle D '.
hnpoundmentS.This ~gument.isflawed from both a~gulatoryand technical

, perspeCtive.,' ,

In'a regulatory, sense, any pathways for "non-amenables" to be
released to the environment are already being evaluat~ in this
P.hase IV rule. Technically, the argument is flawed ,in two
respects: first, it presuJiles non-~enability for many compounds ','

, which are amenable to biotreatment; second, it presumes
that biodegradation is the only environmentally responsible

, , treatment meChanism by which compounds can be'removed in an ABT
umt. '

..
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"

Regulatory Perspec~ive. , "
'As part of the Phase IV prpposal, EPA evalUates pathways for. .
exposure to the'environment from constituents in surface,'
impoundments. IfEPA deems that these pathways present.an
unacceptable risk, then further reguI~tion 'may J;.e ,
appropriate."Non-amenables" have been included in EPA's analysis

\, of the Phase IVl1:lle, along with any Qth~r constitu~nts normally
,found in indUstrial wastewater. As EPA stated in the draft

, preambl~ tQ the Phase IV rule, "if [non~amenables]are not . ,
, excessively migrating to ground'water through leaks, to air through
, emissions, adsorbing onto sludge sediments, or being discharged at
the en4 ofthe ,pipe; then EPA can be reasonably certain that
treatment in the impoundment ~s adequate."

" '

Additionally, air emissions' and excessive adS9rption onto sludge
are alreadycontrQlled.'through existing regulatory requirements.
VOC emissions from refinerY wastewater impoundments are regulated

. ~dei the refinery MACT rule and the benzene waste NESHAP."
'Excessive adsorption ofconstituents onto ~iosludge is. regulated
.upon the sludge's removal'from th~ i#lpo~dment, underth~

toxicity characteristic. As EPA states iIi the preamble to this
'proposed rule, sin~e,leaks frOiD inipouilclmen~ are already being
evaluated:it is I?-Qt necc::ssary to evaluate poten~al impacts from
sludge until 'it is removed, when it could present a separate path
:for environme~tal impact. - , , ' : '

Technical Perspective· .". . \ . \

, Two treatment processes are at work in the ABT units. They are
. bio,treatment and adsorption, arid both play a p~in the treatment
ofttnon-~e~bles.tt They are discussed in'detail below.. ' ,

Bio~egradati~n .... , ,;,
,~y ofthe linon-amenableII compOunds listed by ETC in their
comments to the Phase III rule ar~ indeed degradable. It has been
proven, through literature and field study discussed below, that '
biological'd~gradation, not stripping~ is the primary treatment '
mechanism for bOth Volatile Organic Compo~ds (VOCs), and
PolY8ronlatlc Hyc4'ocarbons (PAHs), also referred to as Polynuclear

, '-Aromatics (PNAs), in l~~-basCdABT ~ts:

Predictions ofbiodegrada~on rates based on constl~ent ,
clW-acteristics have been performed. In the memo presented as ,,' .
·Appendix 'B, relative contI:ibu:t!ons ofbiodegradation and '
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""volatilization are displayed for the most common voe and
PAH compounds in petroleum refinery wastewater by plotting
biodegradation, constants versus Henry's Law constants (a HenrY's
Law constant measures the tendency ofagiven constituent to
volatilize from water to air, and are widely avaiiable in" "
Hterature).The biodegradation constants were derived from actual

"laboratory exp~rimental data. Two graphs were created with
biodegradation c;onstailts on OIle axis and Henry's Law Constants on
the other. The "graphs correspond with diffused and surface"
aeration cases. Lines were then plotted on the graphs to represent

I

equal percentage biodegradation of the influent constituents for a
given pair"ofbiodegradation and Henry's Law constants. The plots

. ,indicate that more than 990.10 of the" BTEX compounds, and " ,
, approximateiy 90% ofnaphtltalene can be biodegraded, depending OD

the type ofABT unit utilized. . "

In the recent ERM-Southwest study discussed earlier and presented
in Appendix A, a- mass-balance was performed"for PAHs in three
refmenes. Influent concentrations mid flow rates were used to
identify masses .0fPAHs:~ntering the ABTs. Likewise, effluent
conc:;entrations and flow rates identified the mas~ ofPAHs leaving
the units. For sludges, total PAH concentration and sludge - .
generation da~ were used to determine the mass ofPAHs'adsorbed to
the sludge. It was assumed that given the low Henry's Law .
,constantS for PAHs,~ emissions froJ'!l PAHs in the impoUndments was
negligible. The rate ofbiodegradation was therefore calculated
from the following: the"biodegladed mass diyidea by the influent 
mass results in the Percentage'of the constituent which has been
biodegraded. The biodegraded mass is.derived from the total" mass
oftJie constituent in the influent minus the sum ofthe ".
constituent mass adsOrbed to the sludge, the constituent mass
emitted.into·the air '(negligible), and the constituent mass in the, ,

effluent~

This study found that for all 18'PAH constituents, biodegradation
was by far the pIjmary removal mechanism..Infact, 140fthe.l8

. PAHs averaged ~ter than"90%biodegradation in the 'three refin~
. mass·balances. Additionally, ofth~si~ analytes samplec;l in this

study which were also listed as tlnon-anlenable~' or "recalcitrant" ..
py.ETC, benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(b)fluoranthrene, . -
benzo(g,h,i)perylene, benzo(k)fluoranthn:ne, .
dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, and indeno(1,~,3~,d)pyrene,b~Odegradation

. rat~s ranged from 84.4% to 98.2%. The only exception to this was
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o~e facility, in which benzo(g,h,i)perylene was less than 1%
,"biodegraded. ,Since the other biodegradailon rates for

benzo(g,h,i)perylene were above 76%, and the iI:rl1u~nt concentration
for,this constituent at this refmery was very low, it is asswned '
that this smgle, extr~mely low biodegradation rate is attributable
t~ sampling error or a minor vari~ce in laboratory analy~is~ ,

Adsorption, ;
In refinery wastewater impoundments,"metals, and'to a lesser
deiz'ee PAHs, adsorb onto the biosludge; thus stabilizing these',
constituents'., Sludge TCLP data for metals in Table 4 ofllie
ER.M-Southw~st study described above indicated' that all sludge
metals results were below UTS limits. Sludge TCLP datafor PAH
compounds were also low, as all analytical results were less than "
one part per billion~ In addition, eftluent concentrations fOf", '
metals and PAHs were within ,UTS limits. Thereforh, this data
verifies that metals and the fraction 'ofPAHs which'were not '
"biodegraded 'were effectively complexed into the biomass, being
,neither discharged from the ABT unit nor leachable from wasted '
sludge.' '.

\ .. i ..

ETC has claimed that,'~non-amenable" co~stituerits should'be
segregated from the waste Stre~ prior to entering into' '
biotreatme~t impoundments. As shown above, this costly al~ernative

'j is not warranted, either regulatorily or technically. FirSt, " '
all potential pathways for envirotimental impact from these_ .
constituents either pose negligible risk or are ~ady subject to
controls. Second~ the contention that the C9mpaunds in question~
VOCs, PARs, and metals, are not adequately treated in refinery ABT'
units is simply untrue. Both biodegradation and, to a much lesser
degree, adsorption provide effective, environmentally responsible
treatment"for these constituents. API therefor~ strongly supports
EPA's decision not to' ban thes~s~led"non-amenable"
,constituents.'

RESPONSE' "
\

" '

\

,EPA is not prohibiting cerUup de~harac;terized waste~ frOm iand-b3s~d wastewater
treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the constituen~ in thoSe wastes are "amenable" to
biological tieatment. As is disc~sed in the April 8, ,1996 pa¢al withdrawal notice to the LDR
Phase III fmai role (61 FR 15660), the Eand Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996, signed by
the President on March 26, 1996, provides that ~e wastes in question are no longer prohibited -.,

,.' from land dispOsal once rendered no$azardous. ~ecause th~y are decharacterized,before they ... ., .

, "
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enter the impoundment, these wastes are no longer prohibited wastes under'RCRA, and any a
cross-media tranSfer ofhaz8rdous constitUents cannot be regulated under RCRA.' •

, It should; be noted that the legislation ~oes, however, mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year, .
study to determine any potential risks posed by, cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents,'
from thes~ surface impoundments., Coinmepts aDd data which ~ve been submitted in response', .
to the, Phase III and Phase IV rulemakings addressi~g the issue of ~enabilityofwastes to, ' .'. .

'biological !leatment will be cons,idered as part of this S-year, stUdy. The findings bf this study ,
. , may result in proposed regulations fOf these units, ,'if ri~kS are in fact fo~d that would warrant

such regulation~
I '

r'
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DeN PH4P()80
. '"

COMMENTER' EASTMAN·
RESPONDER SM
SUBJECT, 'AMEN"" . "
SUBJNUM 080" "
~OMMENT .V. Eastman Agrees .That There is No, Need to Ban Nonamenable ' "

Constituents At 60 FR 43677 EPA say~ that it ~lieves that ,
prohibiting certain decharacterized wastes from land-base4
wastewater treatment systems on the basis ofwhether t;he '

" con~tituents in those wastes are'~amemlble" to ,biological '
treatment is unnecessary at this time. Eastman agrees. This"
proposal was made by an org8nization w~ch stands to gain' ,
economically fro~ its'adoption. It is without merit and deserve~ ,

, no further consideration. The Chern Wa$te decision certainly did .'
not reqUire consideration ofnonamenable coristituents,~, the
Phase IV ~le. The Agency has properly detennined that bans on .
nonamenable constituents is'unnecessary and'that there are ,
numerous technical and practical reasons~why implementation,of
such banswould be problematic. Bans on "nonamenable"
ConstituentS, as,defmed by ETC, would totally disrupt the

, 'enormous capital intensive, cwA treatment systems that have been
• " 'I

" developed over the last 20 years - just the type of result that -
the Agency has tried to avoid in ~e Phase IV rule.

RESPONSE
. EPA is not prohi-bitiIig certain decharacteriZed wastes from land-based wasteWater'

treatment systems on the,basis ofwhether the constituents in those ~tes are ,"amenable" to
biological tr~tment. As is discussed in the April8, 1996 pai:tial withdra~ notice'to the LDR
Phase III~ rule (~1 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program flexibi/ityAct of1996, signed by
the President on March 26,.1996, provides that the wastes in question are'no longei prohibited,
from land disposal once'rendered nonhazardous. ,Because they are decha.i-acterized before they,

" ' enter,the'impoundment, these wastes are no longer prohibited~s under RCRA, and any
cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents cannot-be regwated' under RCRA. ,

; It should be note.d that the legislation does~ however, mandate EPA to undei1ake a 5-year
, study to determine any. potential riSks posed by-cross-media transfer ofhazardouS constituents
"from these sUrface iniPoundments. Comments and data which have been submitted in response
to the Phase ill and Phase IV rulemakings addressing the issue ofamenability ofwastes to
biological treatment will be' considered as part 'of this 5-year, study'. The findings' of this study
may result in proPosed regulations for these units, ifrisks are in fact ,found that wouldwarrant
such regulation.

./
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DeN . PH4POSS
. COMMENTER EDF
RESPONDER SM
SUBJECT AMEN
SUBJNUM . OS'S
COMMENT

Ironically, EPA's'propos~dOption 2 purports to distinguish those
surface impoundm.ents engaged in dispo~ from thQse perfonning
treatment. See 60 FR 43657. Since treatment ofmetals does not

,occ~ in biological systems, the placement ofmetal wast~s in such ,.
systems constitutes de facto disposal. ,Therefore, restri9ting metal
wastes not amenable for treatment, is cOII;lpelled by EPA's underlying
rationale for its proposal: Such a restriction could actually
improve ,legitimate treatment in biologic8:l systems by eliminating ,
metal hihibitors from these units. . ' , '

RESPONSE

, EPA is not prohibiting, certain decharacterized wastes from land-based wastewater .
treatment systems on the,basis ofwhether'the constituents'ill those wastes are "amenable" to

.' biological treatment. As is discussed in the Apnl S, 1'996 parti~ withdrawal notice to the LDR'
Phase ~II final rule (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996, signed by
.the President,on March 26, 1996, provides that the wastes in question are no longer prohibited, ._
from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. Because they are decharacterized before they
enter the impoundment, these WaStes are no longer prohibited wastes under RCRA, and any

,cross-media transfer,ofhazardous conStitUents cannot be,regulated under RCRA. '
It should be noted that the legislation does, however, ~andateEPA to imdertake as-year

study to detennine any 'potential risks posed'by cross-media transfer ofhazaldous constituents
from these surface impounmnents. Co~ents and data which have been submitted .in resPonse
to the Phase In and Phase IV rulemakings addressmg the issue ofam~nabi1ity'of wastes to -,
biological ~tme'niwill be considered as part of this S-year- study. The findings ofthis study

, may result in proposed regulations for these units~ if risks are in fact found that would warrant
such regulation. . ' ,

'.

'j
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DCN PH4P091
" COMMENTER', FMC
'RESPONDER 'SM
SUBJECT AMEN
SUBJNUM' 091" ,

.. COMMENT IX~ FMC Supports, the Age~cy Deci~ion Not to Ban Non-amenable
Wastes fr~m Land Based Biological Treatment'Systems. ,FMC concurs
with 3:I1d' supports ~PA in their decision not to ban nonamenable
wastes from land based' biological treatment units. /60 FMC '
supported this pQsition as part ofits Phase III cpmments.l6 ~

, andJor the reasons statedthe~we continue to support the ' ,
Agency's position:'/S9 S9 Fed. Reg. 47982, 9/19/94/60 60 Fed.
Reg. 43677/61 'RJ Fields to USEPA, Si1l94, Doc~et No.' - ,
F-9S-PH3P-FFFFF"pgJ7" .

RESPONSE, .. ,
, Ep'A ilil nofprohibiting certain decharacterized 'Yasres (rom land-based wastewater _

treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the constituents in those'wastes are "amenable" to', .
') ,biological treatment. As is discuSsed in the April 8, 1996 p~al withdrawal notice to the LDR ' .

, , ' ,Phase III fInal rule (61 FR IS660), the Land Disposai Program Flexibility Act of1996, si'gned. by 
the president on, March 26, 1996~ provides that the wastes in question are no longer prohibited
from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. ~ecause, they are decharacterized before they,
enter the impoundment, these wastes are no longer prohibited wastes, under RCRA,and any

~ closs-mediatnuisfer ofhazardous constituen~ cannot be'regulated under RCRA. "
It shoUld be noted that the legislation does, however, mandate EPA to undertake'a S-year

" study to determine any potenti~ risks posed by ,cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents
from these surface impOundments. Comments and data'which have been submitted in responSe

, to the phaSe III and Phase' IV rillemakings addressing the,issue ofamenability ofwastes to -_
,biological trea~eJitwill be considered as part ofthis S-year study. The rmdings of this study
~y result in proposed regulauo.ns for these Units, ifrisks are in'fact found that would warran~
such regulation. J ,

~ /,-
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DCN _ PH4P097' +

COMMENTER Hazardous Waste Management
'RESPONDER' SM. .

. SUBJECT 'AMEN
stJBJNUM 097 . ..~.

COMMENT, " ' :
Proposal Not To Ban,Nonamenable Wastes From Land-Based Biological
Treatment syste~s'<60 FR 43677)

EPA pro~ses not to ban ~onamenable wastes from-land-based
biological treatment-,systems because whether the nonamenable .
constituents are being transferred to air, leaks, sludges,
or discharged to.surface waters are best addressed by the
end";of-pipe limits on constituents proposed iu Phase III or the /'
three op~ons proposed in ·the rulemaking. HWMA supports
this apprOach. However, ~e Agency appe~ to be offering

.conflicting information regarding the jll5tification for supporting
-.' this option. y{e request clanfication regarding why'the

Agency propoSes the Phase III end-of-piPe proposal to address this
issue, yet in another section ofthe proposal states that it doe~ .
.not support this approach (60-FR 43~S9). The Agency needs
to evaluate which position'it is supporting with regard to the 
end-of-pipe ·issue.

RESPONSE

EPA is not prohibiting certain decharacterlzed wastes fro~ land-based wastewater
~atment systems o~ the basis ofwhether the constituents in those wastes are "amenable" to ;,

. . biologicaltreatment. As is di~sed in the AprilS, 1996 partial withdrawal notice to'the LDR
- Phase In final rule (61 FR 15660), the ,Land Disposal.Program F,lexibili,yAct of1996, signed by

the ~sident on March 26, 1996, provides that the wastes in questio~ are no -longer prohibited
from land disposal once rendered nonhaZardous~ Because they are decharacte~d before they .
enter the impoundment, these wastes are n~ longer prohibited wasteS under RCRA, and-any'
cross':'media.transfer ofhazardous constituents cannot be regulated.under RCRA.

·it should be noted that the legislation\d~es, however, mandatC EPA to undertake a S~year
.study to 4etermine any potential risks posed' by <;rOss-media transfer ofbazardous cOnstituents
from th~se surface impoundments.' Comments and data which have been submitted in resPonse'
·to the Phase III and P4ase IV rulemakings addressing the issue of~enabilityofwastes to
biological treaunent.will be ~Qnsidered as part of this 'S-year Study. The flndingsof this study.
may result in proposed regUlations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would Warrallt

. such regulation. "
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,DeN PH4PI02, I

COMMENTER' Chevron
RESPONPER SM
SUBJECT' AMEN
SVBINUM' 102
COMMENT

4) Chevron Agrees With EPA That Leakage And Sludges From Bio And
Post-Bio'Units Sh?uld Not Be Regulated Under The Phase IV Rule.,

Any water'leaking from sUrfac~ impoundments operated as aggressive '
biological treatment'(ABT)units is su~stantially treated and '
should not be subject to ,regulation under Phase IV. As completely
mixed systems, the, concentration of constitu~ntsin the ABT
surface impoundment is equivalent to the' discharge concentration.

, Therefore, any,leaIaige from the'imj,ouridril.ent or downstream '
" 'impoundments will be offully treated wast~watei that poses little,

risk to,groundwater. In addition; the constituents in $e
- accumulated sludges in these units do not pose a threat to',
groundwater.becau.s,e'they exist in a near'steady-~tate cQndition
with the'impoundments' treated wastewater.,Besi~es, data submitted '
by API to the docket shows that refinery bio-pond s~udges contain '
underlying hazardo~ constitUents at lev~ls significantly below
the universal'trea~ent ~dards. Thus, the sludge is already
Wel}~treated ,and does not, pose a threat to !P'oundwater.

," \
I

,-

, ' ,

1..The TCLP extracts from the bio sludge from the four refin~es
are several oforders'ofmagnitude below tl)e ~versal treatment
~dards confirming EPA's finding that the sludges from biological .'
,and post biological treatment~tS do no~ pOse a threat to ,
groundwater. The attached Figure I and table'presents the ratio of

. ..' , , ~ ~ . '

6) Che~op Encoul8ges EPA to d~lare ABT as BDAT:
Chevron again,encourages EPA to ,declare~t aggressive bjological'
treatment (ABT) is a best demonstrated available technology (BDA1)
for decliaracterized wastes. Subsequent to,our Phase:III commentS~
API performed additioDal sampling on fom refinery ABT Units to
gather more' accurate biformation regarding the fate ofpoly

. , aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in these units. The ailalytical r ,

, services ofArthur D.,Little, 'Inc. were usect to ob~ reporting'
limits of 1:0 parts per trillion 'which allows for more definitive
conclusions on this issue;. This data is presented and discussed in

, detail iD API's ~mment$. However; Chevron emphasizes two
important co~clusions:

.'

.-
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the measured concentration in the extract to the'wastewater UTS for
sixteen refinery PARs. As seen, the'extract'cOIicentnltions are, '

, - , I

typically more than,} ,000 lower than the UTS. '

2.'The mass balan~es perl'ormed Qn the data show that the PAHs are
being biologically degraded and are not simply adsorbing···and '

" , precipitating In the sludge. This demonstrates that these compounds
, l ,

< are very amenable, to bioh>gical treatment ' , ,

The data supports-Chevron's assertion that ABT should be, BDATJor
treating refinery wasteWaters. Further,~ demoristrclted by'this and
other da~ submitted to the docket by API, ABT units: (1) are well _
mixed 'as required in their regulatory definition;' (2) treat -,'
process wastewaterS to universal treatment standard level~; (3) do '
not pose a risk to groundwater since the effluent concentrations
.are equal to the concentrations in the unit; (4) contain
low':'risksludges; and (5) do ~ot emit aU: emissions in ~ounts thai
pose an unacceptable risk.

r

RESPONSE

, ..
, \

.'

"

EPA is not prOhibiting:certain decharacterized wastes from land-based wastewater,
'treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the constituentS in those wastes are "amena1?le" to " a
biological treatment. As is discussed in the April 8, 1996 partial withdrawal notice to the LDR • '
Phase III final r:uIe (61 FR 15660)"the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996, signed by
the President,on March 26, 1996, provides that the wastes in question are no longer prohibited _,'
from-land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. BeCause they are decbaracterized before they, '

.enter the impoundment, these wastes are no longer prohjbited wastes under RCRA, and 'any
cross-media tranSfer ofbazardous constituentS calmot be tegUlated under RCRA•. '

, It should be noted that the legislation does,-however, mandate EPA to undertake,a S-year, .
study, to determine any potential risks posed by cross-media trinisfer ofhazardous constituents
from these surface impoundments. Comments and data which have been submitted,in response
to the'Phase III and Phase IV rulemakings addresSing the issue ofamenability ofwastes to .
biological treatment will be cOnsidered as part ofthis' 5-year study~ ,The findings ofthis study
may result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant
such regulation. , . ' ,

, . . ' (
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DCN . . PH4PllS .;
,COMMENTER Courtaulds Fibers'
RESPONDER SM' ,.

, .
SU:eJPCT " AMEN
SUBJNUM ,115 ' . " .

COMMENT. '.'
CfI supportS EPA's decision in'the Phase IV rule not to ban ,
nonamenable wastes F;rom 'land~based Qiological treatment systems.
CFI con~urs with. EPA's view that prohibitingdecharacterize~ wastes' , ' .
from land-based wastewater treatment systems on the basis of
.whether the constituents in those was~esare amenable to.biologicaJ
treatment is wmecessary.al this time, due to the significant
~echnical impediments such Ii prohibition would pose. CFI
also believes that the ."end-of-the-pipe" limits on constituents EPA
proposed in the pmise III rwe, 2coupledwith Option 1 in 'the
Phase IV rule"will address risks, ifany, to human health and .
the envii-onment'that may be posed by the'management ofhazardous
·constituents in'surface impoundments. .

Additionally, howev~, CFI believes thit'there is no need for EPA "
- , : "to regulate noiwnenable wastes.\EPA has ackno:wledged ~t th~'Phase ' ,

, " , IV rule is intended'to address 'risks that EPA itselfhas ~ ,
, characterized as minor.3 'The risks" ifany, posed by ~onamenable -

, , .
J '

11 60 Fed. Reg. 43654 (Aug. 22, '1995).
2/,60 Fed; Reg. 11702·(Mai. 2, 1995).
3/. 60 Fed. Reg. 1~704.,

: wastes are a subset ofthese mirior risks, and as such pose,
" co~ensurately even fewer ~sks.4 .- , , ' ,

,CFI also wi~hes to comment.uPon the designation of sulfide~beariIig
, -waste streams as not amenable to.biological treatment. The .

designation ofsulfide as'a constituent'dult is not amenabie to ,
biological treatment is based on a list submitted by the Chemical
Manufacturers :Association (CMA) to EPA in response to EPA's March.
J993 Supplemental Information Report on potential respOnses tQ -
·Chemical, Waste Management, Inc. v. EPA.S

, While CMA may hB.ve,created the list and sub~tted it'on behalfof
its members,CFI's experi~ce is that some sulfide-bearing

· waste streams are amenabl~ to biological treatment and thus it is
~ppropriate to clas~ify all sulfide-bearing wastes as

'I .
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',nonamenable. CFI's wastewater treatment system has achieved
consistently high treatability for sulfide-bearing waste ~tl:eams.

While CFI can report only on its own experience with treating
sulfide-bearing waste streams, it is likely that other manufacturing
entities are achievmg similar or better treatability efflcien<ties. '
CFI would be pleased to provide whatever data it has avaiiable on
th1s subject to EPA, ifEPA would find these data Useful.

"

,.'
RESPONSE

EPA is not prohibiting certain C:lec1Uuacteriied wastes'from land-based wastewater,
treatment systems on the basis ofwhether the constituents in those w~es' are "amenable" to

, biological treatme,nt.· As·is discussed in the April 8, 1996 parti8J. withdrawal not~ce to the ~DR
'. Phase III final rule. (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Prog;am Flexibility Act of1996, ~igned by.

the President on March 26, 1996, provides that the. wastes in question are no ionger prohibiteq
frOm land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. Because they are dechamcterized before they.

,enter the impoundment;'these,wastes are no longer prohibited wastes linder RCRA, and any"
crQss.media~fer ofhazardous' constituents cannot be regulated under RCRA.' .' .

, : It should be noted that the legislation does, however, mandate EPA to undert8ke a.5-Year
study to detennine any potential risks posed by cros~-media transfer ofha7Mdous conStituents
from these surface'impoundments. Commep.ts and data which ha~e been submitted in response
to the Phase III and Phase IV rwem8kings addressing the issue ofamenability ofwastes to

. b~ological ~atment will,be considered as part of this 5-year study. The fmdings ofthis study
may result in propOsed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that ~ould wan:ant e

. ~~ch re8U:lation. ' , '

I '

, .
"

-,
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DCN " PH4P1l6
COMMEN'TER ' Occidental Chemical Co.
RESPONDER :SM
SUBJECT' AMEN

. SUBJNUM :1,16 ...

COMMENT
" Oxychemical supports EPA's decision not to a~empt tq bali lion':amen~ble

, wastes from land~based biological 'treatment systems. "
This is necessary due to the complexity ofthe issue' and variety

. ~ of tre~tmentsystem capabilities. . ..,. ' , .'

,. "

, ,

, .

" .

, "
! '

RESPONSE'
. . EPA'is not prohibitillgce~ decharacterizeg wastes from land~b~edwastewater,

trea~ent systems on ~e basis ofwhether the consti~ents'iii those wast~s'are "amenable" to
biological treatment. As is discuSsed in the AprilS, 1996 partIal withdrawal notice to the,LDR
Phase II(final rule (61 FR '5660)~ the La~dDisposal Program Flexibility Ac,' of1996, signed by
the President on March 26, .i 996, provides that the wastes,in question are rio longer prohibited

,from land 4ispos81 once rendered nonhazardoUs.' Because they~ decharacte~edbefore they
enter the impoundment, these wastes are no longer prohibited wastes under RCRA, and any
cross-media transfer.ofhazardous constituents cannot be regulated under RCRA. .

, It should'be n~ted that the legislation doe~, however, mandate EPAto:undertake as-year
:study to detennine any potenti81 risks posed by. cross-media transfer ofhaiardous constituents
from these surface impoi.1Ddments. Comments and datil which have been submitted in response
to the Phase III and Phase IV rulemakings' addressing the issue of~enabilityofwastes to
biological treatmelit will be considered as'part of this 5-year sfudy. The findings of this study

,may result in proposed regulations for .these units, if risks are in fact foitn:d that would warrant
s~ch regulation:. " ,. .

"

I .

,, .

- ,
-' '

I "
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DCN' , PH4P020"
COMMENTER Exxon Company Usa, '
RESPONDER NV " , '
SUBJECT "CLNP
SUBJNUM 020
COMMENT

.. . .

B. EPA should clarify that de minimis losses ofcommercial chemi~81 products to wastewater
systems do not trigger LDRS" ,",." -, , ',:, . , ,' .

. ,

EPA removed the language in 40 CPR 268~l.e.4 that clearly stated that de minimis losses,
ofcommercial chemical products do not trigger LDRs,. Exxon'requests that EPA clarify in'40
CFR fart 268 that the de minimis lo~s prQvision for commercial products still exists. ~is
issue is ofsignificant concern to Exxon Company, tJ.S.A. where our two largest refin~ries '
sh~ aWaStewatertreatment'plant with c9·located pe!!,ochemicai plants manu~acturing
c9mmercial chemical products. '

, RESPONSE
, ,

EPA first proposed to ~reate a de minimis' provisio~ for losses ofcharacteristic wastes in
the report: entitled "Suppleme~W 'Information Concerning the'Environmen~ Protection "
Agency's Potential Responses to the CoUrt Decision on the,Land Disposal Restrictions Third -

, Thjrd Final Rult!" prepared for the Noti~e of Data Availability on the Reponse to the Court
Decision, published January 19, 1993.' In the report, the Agency requested comments on 
~wwhether an approach similar to the mixture rule excepti9n in 40CFR 26L3(a)(iv)(D) should
apply to de minimis losses of ICR [ignitable, ~orrosive, and reactive] wastes;' (emphasis added). '
Again in thiS saine report the,Agency said "Consequently, the Agency is considering~

"'altematiye whereby de minimis'losses ofICR'Wi¥ites(emphasis added) t~ wastewater'treatment :
systems would riot be conSidered to be prohibited wastes." (See,page 39.) Confusion has arisen 
becauseJthe lartguage of261.3(a)(iv)(b) refering to "commercial cheqlical'products or chemical '
intermediates" rather than ~pecifying "characteristic, wastes" waS copied into 268.1.. The
Agency clarified the pro,:,ision in the regulation,of the Phase III final IiUe by:changing ,268.1(e)(4)

, to specify wastes instead ofproducts 'and intermediates. 'Unfortunately, in the Phase IiI -,'
Withdrawal'Rule:pubHshed on the same day; a typographical error occurred whichindicated'that'
the Agency was withdraWing 268.1 (e)--referrfug to-de minimis lO,ssesin general-rather than
268.1(e)(4)(ii)-:-~ferring,tothe de minimis losses ptovi~ion that appli~ only to undergroun~

injection we~s injecting decharacierized wastes. Therefore; in the' Phase Iy fmal rule the t\gency ._
is clarifying that th~ genelaI de minimi:,; provision-of268.1 (e) remains'in the' ~egulations and '

,applies to ch~cteristic wastes rather than ~roducts_or inteml~diates. "

39 . : I



DCN PH4P047
COM:MENTER Merck
RESPONDER NY
SUBmCT CLNP'
'SUBJNUM 047·
.COMMENT .1 ".

•
. ' g. The other misceilaneous changes under 268.7 will also provide clarification and greatly ease'

the bUrden oftljing to understand the requirements wider this section~

RESPONSE .'

. The Agency appreciates your interest in, and support ofour efforts to'sti'earirtine the LOR
program and ~duce paperwork bUrden on the regulated co:m.munity. .

.....

".

•

•, .
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DCN , ' PH4P035 . '
COMMENTER Utility Solid Waste Acti'!ities Grp "
RESPONDER .NV
SUBJECT, CLNP ,
COMMENT VII. USWAG SUPPORTS TI-iE SIMPLIFICATION OF THE LDR' ,
NOTIFICATION' " , " " ',', ": "', ' '

REQUIREMENTS. The propo,sed administrative ch~ges to the LDR
, requirem~nts would eliminate several unnecessary regulatory'

burdens while facilitating compliarice With the LDR regulations.
In particular, USWAG supports the foli,owing proposed changes:
Modification ofth~ regulations to require that a generator

,whose waste meets the appropriate tr~atIilent standard need only:
supply a one·time notification and certification' to the disposal
facilitY, wlIess the waste composition changes. 60 Fed. Reg. at

,43678. Elimination of the reqUirement that a facility treating ,
'waste in a,90-day accumulation unit to meet ~ea~ent,standards
must frrst sUb~t a 'waste analysis plan ("WAP") to EPA.or an
authorized state for approval. Id. Reducing the LDRrecord ,

, "retention time fonn five years to three years.Id.' These'
proposed modifications will greatly .aSsist in streamliiting the' ,
LDR requirements. In' addition, EPA. proposes to allow small '
quantity generators with contt:aetual agreements il\ place for the I

reclamation of their waste to be subject to reduced "
certification and notification requirements, 'provided that the
agreements comp(y with 40 C.F.R °262.20(e). Id. at 43693
(proposed 40 C.F.R. 0 268.7(a)(10»., USWAG believes, that this

.. reduced set ofrequireqtents should beequaliy,applicable in '
" situations where large quantity generatorS have tolling ,
. ,agreements ,in ~ffect, and therefore, should be extended'to cover .

, such arrangements~Exie~ding the scope o(this reduced set'of .
requirements will have the desirable benefit ofencouraging ,
agreements for haZardous waste reclamation by reducing the
admwstrative burdens currentlYassocia.ted with suc~
transactioDS.

'RESPONSE

, The Agencytltanb y~U for yoUr interest iii and support ofthe paperwork bUrde~
reduction effort. The LDRprovisionpertaining to small quantity generators With tolling, ,
'agr~eements was designed to capture the same.universe as those captured ~y' § 262.20(e),
generators of!pore than 100 but less than 1000 kg ofhazardous waste per 'year, thus ,it is not
appropriate to extend the provisions of § 26,8.7(a)(IO) to large quantity generators. 'The Agency
has provided reliefio large'quantity generators, howev~r, by changing the requirement to"provide
LDR notices and certifications with e~ch shipmentofhazar4ous waSte to a one·time'notice and ..

'41 .
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certification~ provided the waste ,does not change and the receiving facility does hot change.
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DCN PH4P065,
) ,COMMENTER "Safety-Kleen Corp.

RESPONDER NY' { , '
SUBJECT CL~P' ,
COMMENT 2. Safety-Kleen requests that the Agency finalize the proposed

, improvements' to' the existing land disposal restrictions 'program '.
separate from the rest ofthe Phase III ;and IV proposals.if the.
Agency decides to defer action'on the res~,ofthese propos81s.
Safety;;'Klee~' is concerned with the possibility that the LDR
Phase III and IV proposals may I)ot be. finalized· for several
mopths or even years, thus exten~ing the time during which we

. must comply with the existjng LOR requirements. Both th.e Phase
III and Ph~e IV proposals offer LDR program modificationS that
the EPA is not under a court order or other time 'constraint to
finalize; and that w~UId benefit the regulated community without: '
harming human health or theenviromnent. Eor example, the
Agency is proposing to r~vise the LOR notifieatiC?n fonn record
retention requirement,to be equivalent to that req~red for

,manifests (3 y~ars); to eliminate referene:e to the California
I List wastes because'they have all been incorporated into other

LOR provisions; and to eliminate redundant tables 'and language
that only serve to confuse'the regulated comm:imity.' .

,\. '

RESPONSE

. , Th~Agency appreciates your iQ.te~st in, and suppoti ofour effortS to st,reamline the LDR .
.' pro~ and reduce paperwork burden on the regUlated coinmunity.

.' '

. "

.\ .<

e,',:
.~ ".
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OCN PH4P065,
COMMENTER Safety-Kleen Corp.
RESPONOaR NV', '
SUBJECT CLNP
COMMENT 8. Safety-Kleen supports the Agency's efforts to.. "cleanup't

the LO~ regulations. Safety-Kleen ,supports the Agency1s effo~
.to eliminate confusion and contradiction in the LOR rules.
Safety-Kleen agrees that most of these changes will serve to
Clarify'and simplify 'the LOR regulations without adverSe affects
on h~anhealth and the environment. Safety-Kleen is
particularly supportive ofthe proposal to modify the LOR
n,otification fonn retention req~ments to correspond directly

. with most other RCRA record retention requirements (3 years).
'The'inconsistency between the 'three-year manifest retention
requirements and the five-year LOR notice retention requirements'
has created confusion in the regulated community, particularly
because the tOR fonn is generally' attached to' the manifest upon,
receipt and in the facility files. Cl~ariy, ifa thi'ee~year ,
records retention requirement is appropriate for the, manifest
infonnation. it is 8.ls6appropriate for the LOR'~otification . "
fonn information. ," .

RESPQNSE I

-' , ""',~ , ~ ,

The Agency appreciates your interest in, and support ofour. efforts to streamline the I;.OR
program and reduce paperwork burden on the regulated~n:Ununity.: . '

I •

, '
. ,
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DCN PH4P008
'COMMENTER Florida DEP

, ,RESPONDER PV
'SUBJECT ,CLNP
SU~JNUM '. 008
COMMENT ' ' , , ",

, , 268.7(a)(5): I agree"with the proposal to del~te the requirement ,
,for: generators to submit Waste Analysis Plans. No one is submitting'
them'anyway. I agree tha( generators should have WAPsa~ailable 'for
inspectio~. . " " ' "
268.7 Notice requirements I would prefer'to see all of these
provisions deleted.' Instead, EPA should adopt an official uniform"
waste profile form. Each TSDF, already requires a generator to
submit a waste profile prior to accepting the waste as'part ofthe
§264 13.Waste Analysis plan. These forms should be adopted "
unifonilly; ,with updates re'quired if the process generating the "
waste changes. f'.,s part <;If §262.11,and §262AQ. each geneIlltor
should be required to keep,a waSte profile on each'hazardous and
solid' waste generated at the facility for3 years from the date 9f
last disposal, excluding office paper'trash and 'garbage.
Analytical data (ifavailable) would be attached to and become,part '
of$e waste profile. The waste profile aIready.includes , ,
information OIi the process, the waste 'codes. and physical
information ~at would affe,ct treatment. The Waste Profile woUld '

. ,only n,eed to t>esubmitted 'to the TSDF <>netime, no~ witlievely' ,
shipment:' .
We'see a lot ofgenerate;>rs and brokers conspiring to ~vade LPRs, ' .

'. an~ RCRA altogether by omitting essential information on the waste
,profile. If the generators were forced to sign certifications that ' ' '
were RCRA enforceable on these docUments,there"w:ouid be a' ,

, greater ,incentive to comply; The curre~tly optional bOxes'I and R,
reserved for the EPA waste number could be'used for the, generatorS'
"Yast,e-profile numbers. The recentchanges in DOT regulations make
the EPA waste number box redundant. There have been recent

. discussions on elinnnation ofthe manifest form, and relying on DOT
bills of lading. This would be a lot more palatable to the
regulators ifbills pfl~g referenced the generator ~PA ID ",
number and a specific waSte profile ~umber. ~ene~tors would keep'
copies ofthe DOT billsofladjng ipstead ofmanifests. TSDFs can
keep copies~ part of their'operating record, cross referenced,to

, waste profile~' ,
A couple ofsample fotins are attached that are already in use. To 
improve the fo~s, I would add check offbox~s for the waste ' "

l ' ., •

•

",e.

'. ,

. '

"
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, ,
, ,

.categones"virgin" "uSed" ,"byproduct" and "sludg'~." I would also'
. a4d spaces for the treatability group and statements regarding'

, . whether, the waste/constituents meet-treatment standards. A "
statement should be added pet §268.7(a)(6}for wastes that become

, excluded subsequent to generation. 'Although\vaste profiles are not
(lon EPA require~ent, they are in ,universal use. If they became~
official form, generator paperwork ,would be reduced and easier to .
underStand•

RESPONSE. . .
. . ' Thank ,you for your support ofthe change made t9 40 CFR 268.7(a)(5). As for your

~uggestion to do away with all riotificationl~ertificationrequirements in '268.7 and rely instead on
the waste profile. the Agency-is unable to make such a broad change at this time.A~ you point

, out in your comment. the w::ste profile is ~ot required by EPA regulations. To adopt it as a
umfonn notification document would require the coordination ofEPA~DOT, the states, the .
·regulated community. enVironmental groups, and ~thers. Such an effort was not possible Within "
the time constr8.ints ofpromulgatmg the Phase IV fin8l nile. " " . . '.

'r'
, I

, '

, ,..
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DCN PH4PO(j8
COMMENTER .Florida-DEP
RESPONDER PV .

, SU:BJECT' CLNP,
, SUBJNUM, ' 008' ,
COMMENT"",'.

,Generator recordkeep~g 'regulations' are scatter~d throughout many
, sectioris which are referred to only by reference in Pari 26~. This
makes it, difficult for the generators to conduct self auditS: Along

, with the. revisions to §268.7, Section 262.40,should be revised as
follows: ',' ,..

. ", (c)A generator muSt keep records of any test results, waste
"analyses, or other determina,ions made in accordance'with §26i.l1

and §268.7 for 8,t least 3 years from the date ~at the wast~ was" ,,
last sent to on-site or ()ff site treatment (inCludiIig recycling), ,

, storage or disposal, including disposal of accumul~tedwastes in on
, site waste water treatinent units.-
(d) Pursuant to §268. 7(a), a generator must keep copies ofall
land dispOsal restriction notices and certificati~nsmade for :
wastes sent off site for treatment, storage or disposal. A '
generator niustaiso keep copies of the waste analysis plan, records .
and certification statemerits for wastes treated'on site or. excluded

", from the definition ofsoli,d,or haZardous w~te subsequent t9 the ."
point ofgeneration. .

. , (e),A gene~tor must keep records ofallins~tionsofrequired '"
, emergency equipment and unitSaccumuiating or treating haiardoUs

, waste purs~t to §262.34. (Add a reference to subparts AA, BB and
. CC rCcordkeeping if~PA does not withdraw these provisions

. for generators.), , , i
, (f) A generator must keep copies ofaU per59nnel training , , J

", records, includingjot)'titles ahdposition descriptions for persons
,managing hazardous wasie as required under 265.16.
(g) 11teperiods ofretention referred to in this
scction...(renumbel and correct typo!),
Also: revise §262.44(a) to read =§262.40 ,(a), (c), (d), (e) and
(g)t recordkeeping., '. "

RESPONSE',

".

"

, ,

. I

.- .. ",

f " - ~',' '. "-' .. "

. .- The Agency thanks the commenter for their suggestions. They'are beyond the, scope of
, , thisrulemakjng, however, they Will be considered as part of the effort to revise tQ.e LOR'

, , ,regulations further in future LDRrulemakings.- . ,
, ,

" ,

I '
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DCN ' PH4POOS, ,
COMMENTE~ , Flori,~ DEP ,
RESPONDER. PV
SUBJECT" ,CLNP ,
SUBJNUM OOS
COMMENT

Pg. 43692,'middle column 26S'.7(a)(S)(iii): There appears'to be a
typographic~ error in the new §26S;7(a)(S)(iii). It should ,
'reference' §269.7(a)(3), not (4). In' addition, there is no provision
,here for sending decharacteriZed wastes'off ~ite for further
\ treatin~nt at anon ~CRA facility. I suggest this section should
read:,
(iii) Wastes shipped offsite pursUant'to this paragraph, or
4ispOsed in,an on-site Subtitle D facility, must comply wi,th the

. notification requirements of§26S'.7(a)(3) or §26S.9(d),
as appropriate.' , . .. . ','-

) , ' -,'

RESPONSE

,The Agency agrees th~~ ~ typographicaIerror, and has incorporated limguage suggested by
the commenter into. the regulation~ The suggested'language will be considered in future revisions
ofthe regulations. . '

"

, .,

'"

, /

, \,
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·DCN ·PH4P008
COMMENTER Florida DEP
RESPONDER PV.·
SUBJECT, CLNP
SUBJNUM 008 ' ,
COMMENT ",

268.9(d)(1)(ii) Reference to "EPA 'hazardous waste code" should
read "EPAhaZardous waste num.,er(s)". This'sectio~ is still fairly
obscure. In low concentration waStes, it is impossible to dete~ne

.ifa sample 6f~pent solvent isignitabl~ because of the listed
<' solvent constituent(such as acetone) or the.unlisted solutes (such .

as styrene, alcohols or aliphatic hydrocarbons)~Since the . .
',FOOI-FOOS listings are almost guaranteed to exhibit'a' .

. .characteristic, why not just make the uts applicable to all spent.'
solvent wastes? . . "

RESPONSE
'...

, ,

. • j

E~A'has changed the,word "code" to"n~ber~.' as sugges~ed language by the'commeriter.
In reference to the whether ignitable wastes ,are ignitable because ofthe'listed'solvent .

constituent or the unlisted'solutes, a waste that is identified as FOOl-~OOS.is not subject to the
, requir~ent to identify and treat lindetlying hazardo~ constituents just because it also exhibits

the ignitable characteristic. In such a case, the treatment standaids'for the listed waste govern,
which are, by the way, ~TS lev.els~ '" . .

, ,
f •

, .

I .
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DCN PH4P008
COMMENTER ' Fiorida DEP'
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM' 008,
COMMENT '.

Revision~ to 268.30-36, Appendix VII Deletion: The appendix:is
still useful to inspectors who are'trying to deteI:ll1ine ifa waste
was restricted at the tiIite it was, generated. I think that any waste "

,. that became subject to re~ctionswithin the previous 3 years
should be included in the appendix, espe~ially ifthe recordkeeping

, time is reduce4 to 3 ye~. In addition, any national capacity
variarices effective during this period should be noted in the
appendix. Alternatively, the appendix should cover back though the ,
time covered by the statue of limitatiOns. If this is done, the
text revisionS to§268.30-36 are acceptable.

"
RESPONSE

The Agency has developed a new Appel)dix VII that ulcorporates the iJifqrmation'
. suggested ~y the commenter, and.has revised sections 268.30 - 268.37'to include newly .

restricted wastes. ' . .' ",' ,

I

, J

, -
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DCN .~ PH4PO13
COM~NTER New York DEC

, "

RESPONDER PV "
SUBiECT' CLNP
SUBJNUM '013. '
COMMENT, .

. DEC agrees with the EPA that there is a definite need'to
streamline the LOR regulation for understandability and ,~ase of .
compliance. Removal of'unnecessary,'outdated, confusing language
is highly recommended. DEC has endeavored to 'eliminate Unnecessary

'. ' lahgu~ge from'its LDR regulation ~ince its ,incep~on. DEC has '
been limited in this effort, due to the inclusion of certain

" language in 40 CFR Part 268, while meeting the requirements for
'State authorization. "l

SPecifically, pECagrees ,with all of the proposed changes outlined
in !II.A I,through 6.Much ofthe difficulty and confusion

. , experienced'with'the LDR are due to the complexity of the,. ,

regulation and its ihtegration,with other hazardous waste.. "
management regulations. These .proposed changes will do much to
relieve that regulatory ,burden for generators, facilities, and , .'
state regulators.as well. Also, the'proposed changes greatly" '
increase the clarity of the regulation, such as the elimmation of'
the references to the California List in40 CFR 268.7, and the '
dimination of40 CFR 268.32. A great deal ofconfuSi~n .,'
'about applicabilitY ofthe C~iforniaList has arisen in the·past., ,

,tt

RESPONSE

The Agency thanks you for your interest in ~d support ofthe pape~o*'burden
. reduction ~ffort, and your support of the LDR c;larification eff~~. ,,' " '.

"

;

e ·''- ' .
, '

~. ,I
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DCN . . PH4P013
COMMENTER New York DEC
RESPONDER PV ' ' .
SUBJECT ' CLNP'
SUBJNUM' . 013
COMMENT .

DEC aI,so agrees with ~e EPA's propose,d ~implification of the'
notification and cet:tification requirements of 4Q CFR 268). DEC
has e~perienced many problems with notifications and certifications
in ~e past and may propose ~ itS next rulemaking to adopt these •
changes and require, With minor exceptions, that only 40 CFR 268.7

. requirements apply in New.vork in Heuofcurrent state
requirements. A workable, simplified recordkeeping approach for
the LOR will aIlowNew York State to defer to 40 CFR 268.7 (and
related recordkeeping,clarifications) and'elimi~te an" , .

. ' unintentional duplication th;at now exists for the regulated
commwlity in New York Stat~.· . .

. - . .~

RESPONSE
. I.

The Agenc;y"thanks you for your interest in and support ofthe paperwQrk burden
reduction effort. '. . '.. ,/

,r' .

- ,
....

-,' I
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. DeN PH4PO17

COMMEN'FER Kod8k
RESPONPER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
StnB~M . 017'
COMMENT

. Finally, we applaud your plan to reduce the pap~~ork associated
. With' compliance with the LOR regulations. .

RESPONSE,
. .

. . The Agency thanks you for your interest in and support of the paperwork burden
.' . reduction effort.

;'

.'

, ' .

. ).
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DeN ,PH4P017
COMMENTER 'Kodak
RESP0NDER PV

. SUBJECT' CLNP
SUBJNUM '017
COMMENT'

Paperwork Reduction
Kodak supports the. Portions of the Proposed Rule that Simplify
Paperwork. We support'the folloWing changes, because th~y win .
reduce paperwork and save money without affecting environmental
protection: I. The use; ofa one-time notj.fication and'certification .
to the receiving facility for generators of waste whoSe:. .

.. composition .does not chaD.ge and which mee.ts the treatment standards
:' for the receIving facility in § 26S.7(a)(3).2. Consolidation of. ;

i paperwoI:k requirements into a table in§ 268·.7(~)(4)for
geneqitors 8.!1d a table in § 268.7(b)(4) for treatment facilities to

_siJ.}.lplify compliance reporting.3. Elimination of the requirement
. in § 268.7(a)(S) for generators managing wastes in tanks or
. containers. to submit their wastt!anaIysis plans to the state or
,EPA .4. Reduction of record retention require.ments in §,' ..
268.7(a)(8) from 5 to 3 years. . < ./

Recommendations Kodak reco~ends the adoption of the preceding.
changes that reduce paperwork.

. ' RESPONSE
"

. I

, .

.'.

, The Agency thanks you for your'interest in and support Qfthe paperwork burd~n
. reduction effort.

• r
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DCN" 'PH4P02~

COMMENTER Union Camp ,
RES'PONDER PV" .
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 024 -, ,

'COMMENT .
R. UCC 'supports reduction ofreportmg requirem~nts

'UCC supports EPAfor its efforts to reduce reporting reqlJi,rements
for' generators to submit waste analysis plans to the state and ,

, region EPA (required by 268.7(a)(5». This will make a big dent in
reduc4tg'the paper work burden on the regulated community, as well
as the agencies. These documents are,already availabl~ for agency

.,inspection at facilities required to have th~ni. uee further
encourages EPA to further @~uce the reporting bUrden to,
the regulated comm~ty in other areas of the regulations.'
Resources' can be spent in much.more fruitful ways.' '

RESPONSE

The Agency thankS you for your interest in and support of the paperwork burden
, 'reduction effort. 'The Agency is committed to finding additional ways.to simplify the
, LDR r~gulatioilsand reduce paperWork in fu~e rulemakings.

, ,

/

, "

, '

" ,.

, ,

"
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oeN PH4P027.
COMMENTER, Rollins Environmental
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP,
SUBJNUM 027"
CO~NT ,

The EPA is proposing several technical modifications to .the Land "
Disposal Re~Ctions(LOR) Program. The purpose of these changes
is to: "clean up", rev.se and simplify some of the requirements' of
~s program.,RES fully supports this'effort to streamline and .
simplify the LOR's. Our only concern is that in some'cases
streamlining may actually compromise human health or
the environment.
The vast majority of the proposed technical modifications do
"clean up", revise; or simplify the program without any

!compromising ofhuman health or the e~virqnment.However, there
are two prow~ecJchanges that could have a negative impact,
In the Agency's proposed change to sectic;>n 268.5 a, petitioner
could ~equest a two year"case-by-ease extension" frOq1 meetingthe
LOR's. Presently, the 'language limits the petitioner to a one year
'extension.with ~e poss~bi1ityofano~erone year extension after .
the filing of it second petition. We support ,n:taining'the existing

require~ent'for a for each one .year exte~ion.
Vie support retainin~ the existiIig ~quirement for two'primary

. reasons: ' ,
,'The commer~ial hazardous' waste 4ldustry has ,grown and matured
sUfficiently to safely 'handle the wastes that are being considered'

" for extensions, there is sufficient' cap~itywithin this industry
to handle these waStes' and ' '. ",,. , . "

Granting two year'extensions leads to the large scale disposal of
. untreated wastes prior to the expiration ofthe extension, as,
, opposed, to treatment to minimize threats to human health and ~e

enVironment. '

1. •

RESPONSE , "
The Agency is persuaded that,granting a second-year renewal at the the time the ~-by-case

I extension is applied for is a disincentive to' speedy development of treatment capacity,
Therefore, the Agency-isnot promulgating its proposed approaCh and,the final rule does not '
make such a change to the regulations at 40 CFR 268.5. '. ,

" '
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DCN .PH4P027.
'COMMENTER Rollins Environmental'
RESPONDER PV,
SUBJECT, " CLNP

. SUBJNUM 027 .,
. COMMENT,

, , ,
'. RES is'also concerned about a c~ge in the "Paperwork .

Requirements Table". We support the intent of-this table, that is:
to .centr31ize and, simplify the LOR paperwor~ requirements. ' .

.' :. However; in column 268.7(a)(2) the Agency is not requiring the.
listing ofunderlying hazardous constituents (UHC's) on the LOR
notification for 0001,2 or 0012-43 ,wastes:' These constituents

. shouid continue to be listed on this notification.

RESPONSE·

I

, ,

e'

. In the phase III rule, $e Agency chang~d its requirements for identificaiton of underlying
.hazardous consptuents inc characteristic wastes. ,The change indicated that if the generator or' ' . ..,
waste management facility waS going to analyze for the presence ofALL ~Cs-in a
characteristic wastes, then none ofthe UHCs had to be included in the LOR notification. The
Phase IV rulemafu~ this provision. Ther:efore if only a subset ofUHCs is reasonablY. ,
expected to be present in a formerly characteristic waste, they must be ,included on the LOR

, notification. · '- .

. . .."

..,

!

"
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DCN, PH4P028
COMMENTER ' Texas Utilities Services

", .
,RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 028",'·
COMMENT \. ," " _

J:exas Utilities supports the change m40 CFR 268.7 related to
testing, tracking, and recordkeeping for generatorS, treaters, and

_ disposal facilities. The proposal would allow a generator to make a
. one-time notification ofa waste's haZardouS ctuiracteristics So

long as those characteristics ,',
do not change. This is a"common sense" simplific~tion of the

,process. In'addition, although a 90 day accumulator would 'still be
required to prep~ea'Yaste analysis plan, ~e plan would ~ot have '
to be submitted to EPA or the state, which would be an
administqltive and paperwork savings for the agenCies ,and business.

. ,Fi~ly, th~ reduction ofLDR record retention reqUirements from
five to three years would benefit those that use surf~e .
impoun~entS for treatment, wit~o~~ haVing ali)' impact on ~uman
health and the environme~t.'. ,

, , "

, '

! '
..

RESPONSE
, .

The"Agency thanks you for yoUr interest in and sup~rt ofthe paperwork burden
reduction effort, . .

. ' ,

, '

"
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bCN . PH4P031
CO¥MENTEI,t Department ofEnergy
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP'
SUBJNUM 031

. COMMENT· ,
'DOE also sUpports EPA's'cOIltinuing efforts to clarify ~d sitn.plify ,
the LOR regulations. -Nevertheless, the Department has several'
.comments oil the sPecific regulatory language propos~d by the '
Agency., I .

III. -Improvements 'to L~d Disposal Restrictions Program "
, lILA. Cleanup ofPart -268 Regulations .

.. L ..p. 43677, col. 2 ~ EPA states that it is proposing to "clean .
l.lpll existing regulatory language that is outdaterl;confusing, or :1

unnecessary by clarifying some sectionS, and by condensing or'
~movingother sections. _; . _ ' ."
DOE supports EPA-'s' continUing efforts to improve and simplify the .
regulations governing the Land Disposal Restrictions Program. The "

" , following comments are provided in respOnse to the specific changes
suggeste~ within this proposed rule:

e,

RESPONSE /

1-
!
I
I
I
I--

I

j. The Age~cy.thanks you for your interest in and support of the"pape~ork burden
reduction effort. ..' .

' ..

, '

" .

•'

\ .
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DCN .. - PH4P031
COMMENTER Department ofEnergy ,
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 031
CO~T _',

2.p. 43677: col. 3, Sec,. 268.5 ~.. EPA states that 40 CFR ,
268.5(e) would be amended to clarify that an'applican~ could be
gtanted additiQnal time (up to one year) beyond the one':'year
case..byooease ~xtension to comply with LOR treatment standards~
The preamble further indi~es that a showing ofthe need for th~

additional time would have to'be made in the application fuSt
'submitted' for the ~ase-by~ extension.
a. DOE agrees that giving individual waste generators an
opportunity to request additional time'as part ofthe application
for the original case-by-case extension otthe etfective, date is an
appropriate revision to the regulations. An approach'of$is type

. could be applied to DOE mixed wastes. For instance, certain mixed
waste streams generated by.DOE are not presently amenable to
treatment using:typical h8zardous waste treatment technologies"
and it is known that more tlian one year will be required for
technology development. Therefore,. allowing the application for a
case..by-case e~ension to cover two years would improve the
efficiency ofthe case..by-ease extension process.'
b. DOE believes'that the preamble language which discusses

, giving individual waste generators an opportunity to request ,
additional time ,oli a case..by-case extension coUld be misleading.
,As written, the 'preamble seems to indicate that additional time
~y be granted only ,ifrequested when first applying for a '
case..byooease extension.' The proposedieguiatorY language presented
at 60 FR 43691, on the other rnmd, does not contain the limitation'
implied ,by the preamblelangtiage. In faet"it specific8lly states
that additional time can be requeste.d either in the origilial
application, ,or at alater date. DOE supportS the proposed

. regulatory language, and requests that EPA clarify, in'the
" preamble to the final rule, its intentwitl) respect to when

requests for ,additioDal time (beyond a one-year case-by..case
extension) may be niade. ' ( .' . .' , " , " .

< ,

, "

RESPONSE .
,The Agency has reconsidered its' proposal to giant a Second-year renewal of a case-by..case

, _extension at the the'time the petition is mad~ for the extensiQn. Opposing comments stated that ,
allowing renewals to be granted when the petition 1s granted would be a disencentive to the '.. -, ..

, !
, .'.

"

.e
60
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speedy development of treatment capacity.' Therefore, final rule does not incorPorate such a
chm,tge' to th~ regulations at 40 CFR 268.5. . ' ,

...

, l .

'.

...
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DCN, , ' PH4P031 \'
COMM;ENTER Department ofEnergy
RESPONDER PV.
SUBJEct CLNP
SUBJNUM 031
COMMENT

3. pp. 43677, col. 3 and 43678;cols. 1&2, Sec.'268.7~~ EPA
proposes to, § 40 CFR268.7'to reflect changes in LOR'

,notification requirements, to clarify existing LOR notifu:ation
req~ents, and to generally simpJify LOR notific~tion .
requirements. The simplifications p~posed include requiring

· generators to submit notifications to receiving faciJjties only .
once for Wastes that meet the appropriate r..DR treatment standards
(i.e., a notice and certification With each shipment would no
longer be mandated; if the' waste composition or the process'
generating the waste changes, anew notice and certification must

"the~ be submitted) and deleting the requirement that generators .
"submit waste analysis plans to States and Regions. (,

, a. DOE supports EPA's ~posal to elimiDate the existing
requirement for a hazardous waste generator to submit a waste
analysis plan to the EPA01 authorized state when treatment occurs
in an'8.ccumulation container, tank or containment bUilding for the
purposes ofcompliance ~th LOR regulations. This approach will'
reduce the burden on,the generatQr, as well as on EPA or'the '.
authoriZed state by eliminating the need to. review suc~ doc:uments. .
b. DOE ~grCes with removal ofthe requirementto send a notice
and certification to the ~atment or storage faciiity with each
shipment ofw8stethat meets the treatment ·standards.. Under the'

· new requirements, a generator'(whose waste meets the
appropriate treatment standards) will be required to submit a
one-time notice and certification to the receiving facility unless
the waste stream or process changes. The new reqUirements
Will, proVide major relief from burdensome paperWork reqmrements. .
c. DOE bas the foUowmg 'specific'coinmen~ on the proposed '
regUlatory language for 40CFR 268.7: . \ ,','

· (1) tiP. 43691, col. 3 - 43693, col. 3 ,
(a) 40 CFR268.7(aXl}~ This rewritten section contains, in
part, th~ following sentences: ,. .
.In addition, some hazardous wastes must be treated by particular

- t treatment methOds before they can be land dispos~d. l'hese
,treatment Standards are also found in§268A;O. and are described in
detail in §268.42, Table 1. These wastes'do not' need to be tes~ed. "
DOE su~ests that thelast sentence quoted above may'ca~e

"
i .•
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'confusion in c~es' wh~re more than one waste code are present in a.. \ . ' .
waste stream, and only one of the waste cod~s present has a .'
treatment s~dard that is a specified technology. In such cases, .
testing may be necessary.. DOE requests that EPA revise the

~ quoted language to cl3rify testirig requirements in situati?ns. where
more.¢an one .waste code are present,arid the LOR treatment ,
standard for only one waste code is ~ specified technology.
(b) 40-CFR 298.7(a)(2) - This rewritten section indicates that a ..
generato.r who·detennines that its ~aste Qoes not meet the LOR .
treatment standards muSt notify the treatment or storage facility,.'

-and the notice must include the informatiori in column It2,68.7(a)(2)'"
of the "Notification Requirements Tablet' in §268.7(a)(4)[emphasis -
added].· '..-

.. (I) .1)le .table in §268.7(a)(4) is ac~l.ly titled "Paperwork
RequirementS Table.""· DOE suggests c~nsistency between the
regulatory text and. the table.. This comment also applies to ~e .-

'proposed §§268.7(a)(3) and268~7(a)(4). . _ . _, .
. .(ii) Based on e~sting 40CFR §268.7(a)(1) [see 60.FR·244-245

(01103/95)], it seems like a check () should appear next to item 4
. in column"268.7(a)(2)" ofthe ~apeIwork [sic] RequirementS Table·

in§268.7(a)(4)[requiring the notice'to state the date,that the
waste is subject·to the tOR prohibition on land.disposal]: DOE
requests clarification on whether EPA inte:Qded tQ change the .
existing information requirement by omitting the check ( ):
(c) 40 CFR268.7(a)(3) - The first seJ;1tence ofthis rewri~en

section rea4s, '~If the wast~ meets the treatment standard: The .
generator must send a one-time notice an~ certification to each

. treatment orstorage facility receiving the-waste."[emphasis added].
In writing the abOve-quoted sentf;'nce, it appears that the existing
requirement (see existing 40 CFR 268.7(a)(2» that the generator'
provide 'a notice and certification to land disposal facilities that·

.receive ~aste meeting'the treatment standard (as wei! as to.,
. ,'treatment or·storage facilities) Was inadvertently omitted.

Therefore, DOE. suggests that the phrase italicized and Underlined
above be revised to say,"treatment, storage~ or land disppsal

. . . \'... .
, faci1ity.~' ' . " \. .

(d) 40 CFR268.7(a)(~) -'The second and third sentences ofthis .
rewritten section read, "The nonce must State that the waste meets
the appiicable treatment ,staDchu-ds set forth in §268.40 o~ §268.45.
Thenotice.must also include the information indicated in column
"268.7(a)(3)" of the Notification.Requiremerlts Table in §268.7(a)(4)."
Based on·eXisting 40 CFR 268.7(a)(2)t it seems like checks () . .
should appear next·to items 2 and.3 in cOlumn "268.7(a)(3)", ofthe. . ...... -. ..

./

/

" .
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. Paperwork [sic] Requirements Table in §268.7{a){4) [req~g,
fespectiv~Jy; that the notice state the constituents ofconcern iri
certain wastes, as well as the wastewater/nonwastewater
category and subcategory within the ~aste code (ifany), ~d
include waste analysis data, when available]. DOE requesYl
c.larifica~on on whether EPJ\ intended to change the existing
information requirem~nt by omitting the checks ( ). " '
(e) 40 CFR 268.7(a)(3)- The fourth sentence·ofthis rewritten
section reads,"However, generators ofhazardous debris excluded
from the definition ofhazardous waste under §261.3{e)(2) ofthis
chapter are not subject to these ~q~ents."
On March,3, 19.92 I~7 FR 7628], EPA promulgated an interim~ >

,rule which simultaneously·removed and reissued 40 CFR 261.~,

including the "mixture" and"derived- from" rules. The revi~d 40 .
CFR 261.3 included a termination date or"sunset provision" (40 CFR'
261.3(e» for the reinstated "mixture" and"derived-from" fules.

: On.October 30,1992, EPA removed the sunset'provision (40 CFR .
, §261.3(e)) from'the reguiations because many commenters c;>n the,
interim final rule urged the Agency,to provide additional time for .
evaluation ofrevisions to the "mixtUre" and "derived-from" rules
an~ expressed concern abo':!t the e?'}'iration date [see 57 FR 49279].
Since 40 CPR 261.3{e) has b.een removed from the regulations, and .
'smce"even before it was removed, §261.3(e) did not address .' .
,~dous debris, DOE believes the reference to §261.3(e)(2) in the'
above-quoted sentence from proposed 40'CFR268.7(a)(3) is an error.

" Based on the existing regulatory language in 40 'CFR268.7(a)(2),
DOE belieVes that-the reference h1 the:quoted sentence shoulc;l be
to' either 40 CPR 261.3(f)(1) o.r 2~l-.3(f)(2) [ex,?luding certain
hazardous debris from regulation], instead ofto 40 CPR.
261.3(e)(2). . ' ' .

, .
RESPONSE ..

.-
The Agency thanks you for yourin~ in~ suppOrt ofthe paperwork burden

. reduction,effort. The commenier references to apparent mi~es in the Paperwork
.. Requirements table have been Doted by other c6mmenters. EPA is working to eliminate

the confusion surrounding the table and wilt publish a revised table With the tiDal rUle.
The commenter points out the facttba~ in 268.7(a)(3); a one-time notification has been
:'req~ only for generators sending waste to·treatmen~ or storage facilities..This .
notification provision should also apply to generators that send waste to a disposal facility

. . as.pohtted out by the commenter. This has been corrected in the final rule. The
commenter 'addressed.a statement in 268.7(a)(I), claiming that it could be confushlg..
EPA agrees,thattms statement could be c;onfusing and .that ifmore than ,one waste code is

• .' I • • '. '. • '. '" •• •
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present, testi.Q.g,may be necessary; language has b~en added to clarify this situaiiort. The ...
commeuter correctly' pointed out that the 261.3(!=)~ not the right citatioI:l--the citation
has been corrected to refer to 261.3(f).' .

-',

, .. ..

.' ,
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DCN· ,PH4P031'. . ~

"CO~R Department ofEnergy
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CL~

SUBJNUM' . 031
COMMENT' '

(f) .40 CFR 268.7(a)(4) ..- DOE requests 'clarification of this
rewritten section. -ExlstingregUlations at 40CFR 268.7(a)(3)
require generators ofhazardous waste that is subject to an
~xemp.tionfrom LDR treatment standards (e.g., acase-by..case , .
extension under §268.S, an exemption ~der §268.6, or a nation..wide
c~pacity variance under subpart C) to include the folloWing
infonitation on a notice to any facility receiving the waste:' ,
'I.' ,EPA Hazardous Waste Number; ii. Constituents ofconcern for
certain wastes~ as well as the wastewater/nonwastewater category
and subciltegory (ifany). within the waSte code; ij~'. Manifest ': .
number; iv. ,Waste analysis "data, when'available; v. Certain .
info~ation for haZardous debris that will/be treated :using' '
the, alternative treatment technologies provid,ed by §268.4S;vi.
Certain'infonnation for hazardous debris that will be treated in '
accordance,with the requirements applicable to the contamiDating
waste; 'and vii. Date on which the waste is subject toth~ ,
prohibition o~ land disposal: . ,
These existing requirements are changed by rewritten section 40 .
CFR,268.7(a)(4).Specifically, items ii, iv, v, and vi are no

'longer required. Further, a new requitementfor acertificatio~ ,
statement has been added'. 'EPA does not discuss or explain these
.changes in the preamble. Therefore, DOE requests "
clari~catioiJ. about whether EPA intended to make such change~.

,Ge~ly, tqe.changes seem appropriate for exempt wastes, ~d DOE '
would support them if they, are being pro~sed. ' '

, , '

RESPONSE

, The omission ofthese data and the requirement for a new certificadon were intenti()nal' .
, changes. EPA considersth~ to have been proposed through general preamble language and

through the regula~rylanguage that the co~enter refers ~. '

66
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. DCN,PH4P031
·COMMENTER Department olEnergy
RESPONDER PV' ,
SUBJECT . CLNP .

,SUBJNUM 031
. COMMENT· ,

'(g)' 40 CFR 2~8.7(a)(4),Paperwork [sic]ReqtiirementS Table -- DOE
suggests that EPA consider expanding this table to inc'l,ude the
paperwork requirements for lab packs. . .
(h) 4~ CFR. 2~8.7(a), Paperwork [sic] Requirements Table (itenf2)

. '. :-- This item, under the "Required'Informati(;m" colwnn, is :"rorded as
follows: "Th~ constituents for FOOI-FOOS, F039, and .underlying
hazardous constituents, unless the w~te wi!l be treated and _
'monitored,for.all constituents (in which case none are required to
be'listed). The notice must inchide the applicable' , , '. '
was~ewater/nonwastewa~er c~tegory (see §§268.2(d) ~d (f) and" .
subdivisions made withllt a waste code based on waste-specific
criteria (such as D003 reactive cyanide).ft .

. 'DOE'requests clarification of~e first sentence ofproposed item
, 2., Should this sentence be modified t~ read, '.'The'constituents of .

concern for FOOI-FOOS andF039 wastes, and underlying hazardous '
. ,constj.tuents for all characteristically hazardous wastes (~J

definedbj 40 CFR 261.21 - 261.24), unless the waste will
" '. be treated and monitored for all constitUen~ (in which case none

are required to be~isted)ft?
" ,

RESPONSE

. I

.'

.,

EPA agrees With the commenter and 'applied the new one-time n~tificationprovision to,
lab packs, along with other hazardous wastes that do not meet the treatment standard as. '
~enerat~d. The'wor~g of 40 CFR268.7(~)~ been clarified as suggested ~y the'co~enter..

. ,

.,
l,l.,

, " ..
, .
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DCN PH4P031
\". . .

.COMMENTER .Department ofEnergy
RE~PONDER"PV
SuBJECT CLNP

. SUBJNUM 031'.
COMMENT, \ ,

(I) 40 CFR 268.7(a), Paperwork [sic] Requirements Table (item 5)
..; This item, under the "Required Information" column, provides

,the wording for a certification statement, but n~ither the item nor
accomp~ying re'gulatory teXt indicates who i~ required to sign the
certification. . ' .
DOE suggests .~t the language'ofexisting 40 CFR 268.7(a)(2)(ii)
indicating that the certification. must be .signed by an authorized . .
l~prese~tative ofthe generator be included either in the Table, or
in accompanying regulaiory text. . ' .

.RESPONSE

EPA has added the n1formation indicating who is required to sign the certifiCatio~
~quired under 268~7(a)(2)(ii).· ' .

",

I ..

. ..

. .
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·DCN' ,,' PH4P031
COMMENTER Department of Energy',
RESPOND~R PV
SUBJECT ,CLNP·
SUBJNUM . 031

,COMMENT'
'(j) 40 CFR 2()8.7(a)(S)(iii)·-: EPA's proposed language for this
section reads: "(iii) Wastes shipped off-site pursuant to this . :
paragraph must comply with.the notification,requirements of, ~
§268;7(a)(4)." ' , " '

, DOE requests verification that the cross·reference is correct., It .
appears that it shoUld be §268.7(a)(3) (discussing'generator "
'notification requirem~nts W'~en waste meets the treatment st.andard)
rather than§268:7(a)(4) (discussmg reportjng and recordkeep~g

for wastes that are excepted from treatment requirements). -

RESPONSE

, /' '

f.

, ,The commenter is corre~t,EPA in&tvertantly refered tQ.268'.7(a)(4) when:in fact the:
reference Should'be to 268.7(a)(3). This haS been corrected in the fmfll rule. "

• .#. :' • • •• '",,-

. ; .
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DCN . , .PH4P031,
COMMENTER . Dep.altment ofEnergy .
RESPONDER PV·, - ,
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 031
COMMENT , " ,

(m) 40 CFR 268.7(b)(4) - See comment liLA, itent3.c.(l)(e)·
, ., above concerning the cross-reference in this 'section to 40 CFR .

261.3(e). It appears that this provision [proposed §268.7(b)(4)]
should be revis~d to refer to §261.3(f).

· 4. p. 43678, col. 3~ Sec. 268.30 - 268.37 - EPA proPoses to'
remove 40 CFR268.31th!'ough 268.37, and to replace the existing 40

, .CFR 268.30, Wj.th a new section that identifies the prohibition dates
, ofthe wastes covered by the LDR Phase IV rule.. . .

\ a. 'The followmg specijic co~ents are offered in response to:, .
the language proposed for new 40 CFR 268.30. .

'(1) p. 43694, cols., 1-3 ,
, (a) 40 CFR 268.30(a) - DOE requests'that EPA confmn that the'

effective date for the prohibition froplland disposal ofD004-DOll
and F032, F034 and F035 actually-should be November 20~ 1995 as
stated in this section. DOE believes EPA intended this proposed
regulatory ,language tQ contain the parentheticali• [insert date 90
days from publication of final rule]" rather than an actual

. date.(b)' 40 CFR 268.30(b) - 'DOE requests that 'EPAcoDfmn that
th~effectivedate for the prohibition from land di~pOsal'ofsoil
and debris contaminated With F032, F034 and F035 and radioactive ,

·wastes mixed,with DOO4 - D0.11 wastes (as measured by the TCLP)
, actu8l1y should be August 22, 1997 as stated ~ this section.

• DOE believes EPA intended this proposed regulatory language to
c~ntain the parenthetical "[inSert date two years from publication

· offinal rule]~ rather than an actwlI date. '
(c)40 CFR 268.30(c) ..:.. DOE requests that EPA confirm the
correctneSs ofthe dates in this proposed ~tion. DOE believes "
that, in the propoSed language, the parenthetical"[insert date·90 :

· days from publication of final rule]" should replace"November 20"
1995" and the parenthetical "[~ert date two, years .
from publication offinal.ruie]" shouid replace "August 22, 1997."

)'

RESPONSE
. ' .\

The commenter is correct that the c~ss.refer~nceshould be'to 261.3(t). In addition, the
~ffective da~s ofthe treatment stan~ds for wood pn:serving wastes-were wrong. These have , '
been cOrrected.in the.final rule. ' : ',' ' . ..

t.
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DeN PH4P031
COMMENTER Department ofEnergy

. RESPONDER' PV
SUBJECT ' CL~
SUBJNUM 031
COMMENT " \

5... p. 43678, col~ 3, Appendices -- EPA proposes'amending 40 CFR
. '. Part 268, Appendix VI ~o clarify that ch811lcteristic wastes that ~ <

. also'contai~ UHCs must be treated not ollly by a."deactivating" '
. technology to remove' the characteristic, but also treated. . ,

to'. achieve the UTS for UHCs. ." .
DOE does not object to the clarification which EPA proposes.

. However, DOE notes that the treatment standard prescribed r~ses a'
troubling issue for deactivation by detonation ofexplosives(D003) ,
con'taiDing toxic metitls. In $e LD~Phase III proposed rule, EPA

,'proposed modifying~th,e ~~Ie in 40 CFR 26.8.40, IITreatment Standards '
for Hazardous Wastes," to indicate that the LDR treatment standard'

, for both wastewater and nonwastewater forms of"D003
Explosives Subcategory'~ would be "DEAe! and meet §268.48
stafi(i~ds:' [60 FR 11702, 11'742 (03/02/95)] This proposed '

. treatment standard for the P003 Explosives Subcategory' is
'replicated in the LOR-Phase IV propOsed'language for the table in '
,§268.40. [60 Fit 43654,43694 (08/22/95)] There is no obvious way,
in certain explosive wastes, that UHC metals can be treated to meet. '
UTS either before or after deactivation by'detonation. Smce .
detonation is the pririuu'y'method by which ~xplosives arC
deactivated, DOE perceives this issue to be, .' ,
potentially sigDificant. Therefore, the Department-requests the' '

, r Agency to address this issue and to provide theoppo~ty for the" ;
affected regulated community to submit'information for the .'

.. Agency's consideration. ' , ,
.J

.e

. '

RESPONSE

The Agency h8s est:ablished a ~atment standard of "deactivatio~" with no requirem~nt to
, meet UTS for UHCs for ~exploded ordnance subject tc? an emergency respo~. The Agency
beli~ves that this treatment staridard·~ll expedite treatment ofWlexploded ordnance in situations"
that cause imminent threats to human health and the environment. In situations other than an' ,
emergency response, UHCs ~ust be treated in cbaracteri~c reactiv~ wasies. In cases w-!len it is

, not possible to treat or confirm compliance with UHC levels, one may,petition for a vanance
from the ~atment standard.

.',
, /

""- .'
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DCN ' ,PH4P034 ,
, COMMENTER CMA UIC Task Foree
RES~ONDER PV '
SUBJECT ' CLNP,
SuBJNUM034 '
COMMENT,'"

The UIe Group has worked with !;PA in the Agency's development ofa
regulatory system that is protective ofhuman health an~ t)le '
environment while enabling reasonable' mechanisms for " , '
timely compliance: We support EPA's efforts to streainIine record
keePing requirements and to'make the land disposal restrictions
(LOR) prognimeasier to comprehend by deleting outdated' ,
language~ 'EPA continues to work towards elimiilating requirements
'that create ~ditional lCgulatory 'burden without providing
additional protection ofthe environment by clarifying the "
applicability ofthede' " '
minimis exemption. 'The VIC'Group, however,' urges EPA to adhere to
the Joint Stipulation agreed to by CMA and,EPA On ~ay 28, 1993,
,which provi4es exemptio~ for ~j~tion ofd~characteri~wastes.

RESPONSE

EP1\ fust proposed to create a de minimisprovisio~ for losses ofcharacteristic wastes' in ..
the report entitled "Supplemental Information Concemhig the EnVironmental Protection . •
Agency~s Potential Responses to the Court Decision on the Land Disposal Restrictions Third
Third~Finai Rule" prepared for the Notice ofData Availability on'tne Reponse to the Court
Decision, published'January 19, 1993. In the repOrt, the Agency requested commer;tts on ,
"wwhether an approach similar to the 1nixture rule exception in 40 CFR261.3(a)(iv)(D) should
apply to'de minimjs lo~ oflCR [ignitable, corrosive, and reactive] wastes" (emphasis added).
AgaiD. iIi this same report the Agency said "Consequ~ntly, the Agency is considering an ' " "
alternative whereby de mjnjmi$lo~s ofICR wastes (emphasis ad4ed) ,to wastewater treatment'
systems would not be considered to be prohibited wastes." (See page 39.) Confusion has arisen
because the language of261.3(a)(iv)(D) re~ering to 6'commercial chemIcal products or chemical ,
intermediates" rather thaD specifying "characteristic wastes" was'copied into 268.1. The.'
AgenCY,cl~edthe provision in the regulation'ofth~ Phase iII 'final role by changing 268.l(e)(4) .
to specify~ instead ofproducts ~d ~term~ates. ~nfortunately, in th~ Phase m' ,
Withdniwal Rule published on the same day, a typographical 'error occurred which indicated that

. "the Agency was ~thdrawing 268.1(e)-~ferrj.ng ~ de minimis 10$sCs ill general-rather than
268~1(e)(4)(ii)-referring to the de minimis losses provision that applied only to'Underground "

, injection,'Wells injecting decbaracteriZed wBstes. Theref~re, 'in the Phase IV fin8l rule the Agency
is clarifYing that the general de mjnimis provisi~n of268;1(e) remains mthe regulations and
applies to characteristic waste~ rather than prQducts or intermediates. . , ,;:., .
',. .' . . .....

" ,
''; .
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DCN PH4P036 . -
. COMMENTER American Iro~ & Steel Ins

RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBINUM. 036

t. '\

COMMENT , . . -',
AISI generally supports,EPA's proposal to "clean'up" the existing
LOR regUlations at 40C:F.R. Part' 268 by clarifying'existing'
provisions~ simplifying the .current regulatory language, ,"
and deleting sections that are outdated or otherwise po longer

, \ ' .
necessary. See.60 Fed. Reg. at 43,677. ' .
Th~ current LDR regulations are unnecessarily complicated,. . .

. corifusing, and in some cases even.. misleading. In order to
.. facilitate compliance, it is imperative that the rules be clear, . ,

,concise, and accurate. Although the Agency's proposal does not
achieve this goal completely, it is a significant step in~the right..

',direction. Acc9rdingly, AlSI urges the Agency to adopt
theflhousecleaning'" amen4ments to the Part 268.regwations.. '

'" . . .

RESPONSE
, I

..-The Agency thankS you for,your.interest in and support ofth~ papervvotk bUrden '
reduction effort. ,. "

, I

'~.'

.:

~;- .

I •
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. DCN PH4P041
COMMENTER Sterling

, RESPONDER PV·
SUBJECT' 'CLNP
SVBJNUM 041.,.·
.COMMENT

Also for this reason, we:support EPA's proposal to revise the
notification provisions of40 C.F.R.§ 268.7 to eliminate the
,requirement to i4e~tify.regulated constituents on waste streams

. injected in Class I wells with 'approved petitions :these
constituents have aIreSdYbeen identified in the petition process
and a reqUirement to further analyze and 'report'on these
constituentS affords no additional environmental benefit-but could
impose additional; costly burdens on deep well operators.

• • ~ • I •

RESPONSE "

The Agency reminds the commenter that the EPA hazar40us waste number(s) for,any
wastes must be included on the one7time notificati~n that is placed'in the facility's records, as
must the wastewater/nonwastewater,categoty. ln addition, the manifest nwriber is included on

, the one-time no~cation, and the facility must include when the waste will be subject to LDR
,,' prohibitions. The Agency signficantly reduced the amount of infonnation required on the '

notice, however, by eliminating the requireqlent to put underlying hazardous constituents '
potentially present in characteristic wast~s. It would,appear that the'commenter is referring,to '
this paperwork reduction, and the Agency thanks the commenter for theirr interest in and support
of~e paperwork burden reductio~ effort. . '. . - . . .. '.. , , ., ,.' \

"

'f

.'

f "
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OCN 'PH4P047 .
'COMMENTER 'Merck.. .. .
RESPONDER"PV
SUBJECT CLNP .

. SUBJNUM . 047 '

. COMMENT.

\

•.1 •

Merck s~pports the Agency's. attempt to clean up the existing
regulat~ry language for the 'LOR pro~. The regulatory language
that currently eXists is confusing and as such '.' ,
needlessly complicates compliance efforts. We believe that
clarification of this.: language will help to ensure a .
high le,vel of compliance in the regulated co~unity and conserve
resources. Specifically we support the following changes:
1. Section 268.4js being' changed to clarify that there are no .
~~dition'al reeordkeepmg requirements in 268.4pver and-above
what's required by 264.13 and 265.13. . . .
2. Section 268.5 is being clarified ~o mdicate that an applicant .
co~d be granted additio~ time beyond the one' year case-by-case
extension; _. , '-
3. a. Section 268.7 is being modified to clarify. what
notifications are required and to simplify the '.
regulatory language. It is critical that the Agency ensUre tlult
the drafted language aCtually achieves this ~bjective to prevent
further confusion from being added to the program..
The consolidation.ofgenel'8;tor paperwork:requireme~ts into a table
at 268.7(a)(4) and treatment facility requirements at 2.68:7(b)(4)
wo~d greatly_ help the Agency aChieve:: this goal. Consoiidation of
.all iequirements from.tlieexisting tables at 268.41, 2()8.42 and.
268.43 into a c9nsOlidated ~ble will also strongly support this goal. ".
b. We 'support the removal qf references to the California list and' .,.
concur with the Agency that there is no longer a reason to evaluate

.' wastes'against this list, since most characteristics of . .. -
- the California liSt wastes are addressed in other-treatment . .

standards under LOR. . . . .
c. Limiting the notification ofthe receiving facility to sone
time notice for .wastes that meet the
treatment standards:and do not change is an mtelligenfapproach
that wjll still ensure enough information is excJ1,anged for tracking
'purposes.while minimizing the regulatory burden. '. .
d. Section 268.7(a)(8) will'81low generatprs managing wastes in .
CQntainers, tanks, or containment buildings to only keep the Waste '.
Analysis PUm on-site rather than submitting it to ~e Agency for
review~ We believe this proposed change is'an intelligent .

',. ~ . .'

"
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ackno~ledgment ofthe ~imi~tions ofAgency resources and therefore
the need to prioritize them to where they are most needed; and the
superior knowledge generators have ofthe cbara~teristics of their
waste. This change is necessary to ensure that'wastes are not
stored on-site for excessive periods oftime awai~ng Agency review

. of Plans. There is adequate guid8nce availa~le to ensure, that
Plans address the issues then need tp and furth~r support oftheir
adequacy can ,be assured ,through,inspections :by the Agency.,
e. Changing record retention times from five to three years will '
allow companies to manage LDR records with other RCM records, thus
freeing company resoUrces for: other RCRA work. "

'f. The Agency has indicated an intenUo change the lab pack', "
notification requirements,of26S.7(a)(S) to only ,include the
requirements of268.7(a)(2), ;268.7(a)(6), and 268.7(a)(7) ,based on
the asswnption~t the alterative treatment standafds for lab
'packs are based on'a method oftreatment and ttierefore is no need '
to know ifthe wastes are wastewaters-or nonwastewaters. We concur
with'this ass~ption and support the' ~liminati~n ofany paperwork
that is not absolutely Il;ecessary. ' , "

i

RESPONSE

.'

, \

'.

The,Agency has finalized the changes pointed out by the co~enter, with one·exception: e
no change is being made to 40 CFR 268.5 to allow a renewal to be applied for at the time the
petition is made for a case-by-case exemption. Therefoie~ the reguiations at 268.5 remain ~
unchanged. 'The Agency thanks the commenter for their interest in and supporfofthe paperwork
burden reduction effort' ' '" ..

, .

, .

f

, ,
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.DCN, PH4P048

.COMMENTER . Chemical W~te Management
RESPONDER, PV , '
SUBJECt, CLNP

'SUBJNUM 048'.
,COMME;NT ,

.1. Section 268.5 - Procedures for case-by-case extensions to an
I . .-.

effective data. (60 Fed. ~eg. at 43,677) .
The.Agen~y is proposing,to amend §268.5(e) to cl~fy an '.

· applicat.'lt'can be granted additio~ time (up to one year) beyond
the one-year'case-by-case extension, when the applicant first ..

· applies for the extension. . ,
CWM supports this 'amendment to reflect that the additional

,one-year extension can be requested ~d received with the initial
application request: ." "

RESPONSE

• I

lhe Agency.has'reco~idered its propoSal t~ ~t a '~econd-;ear ren~al ofacase-by- : ,'J

,c~e extensi~nat the the time the petition iS'made for the' extension. Opposing comments stated
~t allowing renewals to be granted when the petition is granted would be a disencentive to the

~ speedy development oftreatmentcapaeity. Therefore, finaliule does not incorporate such'a 
'c~geto.the regulations at 40 CFR 268.5.

2. S~tion ~68.7 - Waste Analysis 'and Recordkeeping (60 Fed.
Reg. at 43677) .

.CWM supports.the Agency's propoSal to strealnIine the waste'
acceptance procedure by eliminating obsolete' (references to 268.4f)
and inconsistent reci~ents (e.g., 5 years for ~cord .

. retention) from the existing regulations. It luis been CWM1s '
experience th8t the existiDg notificati0t¥certificatio~ ..,., .
~quirementS ofthis section do not yield useful information w~en
evaluating methods for managing a restricted waste. Therefore, CWM

, supports ~e Agency's efforts to delete non-beneficial paperwork.
from the hazardousw~ regulations. Provided below are detailed

·'comments on each section of the proposed amendments to the LOR
recor~eepingreq~ents; I

RESPONSE
. ' ,

.,

The Agency than.kS yo~ for yo~ interest in'and sup~rt oftbe pape~orkbutden
.' .. . '. . .
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reduction effort. :

a. 268.7(a)(2)
1. .California List Applic:ability .' ,
The Agency'has proposed.to delete any references ~o §26.8.32
and RCRA 3004(d), California List wastes because the Agency
·believes that eXisting treatment standards supersede all Statutory
standards. CWM generally agrees with the Agency in its evaluation;
howeyer,'notwitbstanding the Agency's desue to make this change .
the following California List wastes appear to~ restricted ,
under·ReRA 3004(d): LiqUid waste containing: greater than or equal to,50

ppm Polychloririated Biphenyls (PCBs); Ljquid or nonliquid\wastes with greater
. than or equal tol,OOO ppm Halogenated Organic CompOunds (HOCs)

listed~ Ap~ndix III; and Liquid waste containing ~ater\thail or
. equal to 134 ppm Nickel or 130 ppm Thallium.

It is CWM's understanding that a hazardous Waste (e;·g., r-

D002)contaUrlngPCBs at greater than 50 ppm must be treated '
· using incineration (lNCIN) or fuel. substitution (FSUBS): 'CWM
believes that this standard is correCt .because ~hen there is an
inconsisteticy 'betweenRCRA and'TSCA regulations, the most stringent

. standard governs. This citation is,found in §761.t'(e). Areview
· ofboth regUlations findsthat'the regulatory standard ofINCIN or
FSUBS could beco~to be more stringent than existing

, PCB.requirementS. Underexisting'PCB disposal regu1a~ons,
specific liquid PCB wastes are eligible for disposal in a,TSCA
approv~ chemic:allandfill without undergoing additional treatment.
.Speci.fic examples include:' , '
Liquid hazardouS wastecon~gPCBs less than 500 ppm which Ilave.
been treated (i.e., chemic:ally) to render thew&ste non:'liquid.

· See. § 761.60(a)(3) &: .75(bX8}(ii}; and. . . .
C~ntainerized liquid hazardous waste co~taiDingPCBs less than~OO "

"ppm which meet §'264.314(d). .
It is CWM's opinion.that requiring a gen~~tor to meet a
specific treatment technology would be more stringent than the
existing PCB regulations which do not require a specified
treatment technology. . . "

. CWM also requeststbat the Agency clarify its" rational with
respect·to why the other California List (i.e., HOCs apd ~ific
metals)Wastes listed earHer are no longer subject to' S,tatutory ,

.reStrictions. CWM believes that the California List restriction 'is
· appli~ble to a F005 listed"~aste which contains greater than 1,000 .

ppm ofHO,Cs. ~ tlDs 'example the waste contains toluene, which ~as '
, used for its solvent properties, and chloromethane at .greater than. .

~ .
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''P "1,000 ppm; Past g~dancC?,fr~mthe Agency has been ~t the
, C~ifornia List HOC stanc;iarc:ts do no~ ',appJy where the waste is
subject to a part 268, Subpart0 treatment standard for a specified
}joe. In addition, the Agency has stated that where a hazardous

, , waste contains both HOCs and non-HOC constituentS, the waste
would be prohibited from land disposal uiltil it has met the
treatment standard for both HOC and nonIHOC constituents. See '52
F,ed~Reg: at 25~773. In this example there is ~o treatment standard,
for chloromethane,in.subpart O. In accordance 'With the guidance,
given by the Agency, CWM ~lieves, at a minimum,that such
waste would be subject to the 268:42(a)(2) treatment standard
of INCIN. Because ofthe complexity and confusion which

. has surrounded the California List, CwM strongly r~conimends that '
, "', the Agency provide clear and concise guidance as to the' .
. , . 'applicable LOR regula~onsfor such Waste streams. ,

Further, CWM beiieves that a liquid waste which is listed as
I . I • • • •

anF006 hazardo~waste ~d ,contains thall~um at greater than "
130ppm would'be subject to a California Listing restriction. In '
this example, CWM requ¢ststhat the Agency det~rmine the .
waste's applicable LORstandards. Specific~ly, would the waste

. require ~atn1enttomeetthe F006listingunder section 268.40
and to the Statutory'level for nickel, Or would the waste' only be

subject to.the F006listing under section 268.40? CWM,believes that
the waste should only be subject to·the 268.40 requirements for

, nickel under the FOQ6.listing. .
CWM'does not believe that it is appropriate to assume that ..
ailCalifo~alList ,standards have been su~c;:ded. ,CWM believes"
~t it is critic8I that the Agency evaluates whether this unique
type ofhazardous waste continues to have a trCatmel,1t standard
identified under RCRA 3004(d). CWM believes tlu\t it is the
Agency'~ responsibility to provide;the regulated community with ' .
cfear gUidance o~ this complex issue." '. . ~
Ifthe Agency's review c;ietemiines that all California List '
stan~dshave ~Ii superseded, the CwMsupports the Agency's

.' decision to delete any reference with,requires a notification of
, the treatment'Standards for these 'waste. On the otherJumd, ifthe '
, Agency determines that specific Californi~ List standards continue
., to exi~CWM recommends that the Agency identify the types

'of reStric~onswhich may apply~ list them. ListiIlg suth
applicable restrictions should eliminate any future confusion

, regarding the Califo~List.

. ,,

\ ,

!.

I :

. :

'. RESPONSE , .'
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The Agency 'continues to believe that all.the treatment standards for California List / ' _
wastes'have QeeD superseded by more specific standards (55 FR at 22675; 52 fR at'29993).: The' .~ - i

Agency believes that the treatment standards for listed hazardous wastes are the most specific.' ,'
Next would be the cIulraCteristic waste treatment standards With their associated treatment
standards for underlying hazardous consitutents (UHCs). , ,
,' . In 1990, the Agenc;y stated its belief that all standards had"'been supersed~d at that time
'with the exceptions of(1) liquid hazardous wastes that contain o~er 50 ppm PCBs;.(2) HOC- '

.' containing wastes identified as hazardous by a characteristic pro~ly that does not involve .. '
HOCs, as for example, an ignitable Waste that also contains greater than IOOOppm HOCs; and (3)
liquid hazardous wastes that exhibit a characteristic and also contain over 134 mgll nickel and-

, 130 mgil of-thallium. TheSe three exceptions have now become subject to more SpeCific'
, . standards as explained below. All ofthe Wastes iIi these examples are subject to ,the LDR

, ' .requirement that all UHCs reasonably expected to be present in a characteristic hazardouS waste
"at the point ofgeI1efatioD must be treated tom~Universal Treatment Standards (UTS) (and, of
course, the hazardous charaCteristic would also have ,to be treated prior to land disPosal).

What is eliminated under this approach, however, is the requirement in some cases to
incinerate the waSte rather than~t in any Way other than impermissible dilution to meet UTS
levels. The Agency does not view this as in any way making the regulations less stringent. The
Agency sets methods oftreatment when the residues cannot be analyzed to see ifthey m~et UTS,
or when the technology is clearly farsuperlor to other types oftreatmen~for a particular waste.
'Neither ofthese'conditions exist for'the examples p~Vided by the c9mmenter. In ~ecaseof
P.CBs, they must meet tITS and then be disposed in a TSCA-approved landfill•.The Agency. .e

. , belie:ves that regulations under tWo statutes are. as protective as required incinera~on ofthe ~CBs.

While the Agency once believed that it was necessary to require incineration ofbigh-HOC '
wastes, it is possible that they can be adequately treated- i.e.treated in a way that destroys,or "

.remoyes these constituents from the waste before disPosal -by other technologies to meet the
UTS concentration'levels•.l'berefore the California List treatment standards are superseded and '

. are no longer~ effect in the RCRA.pro~.,' ' '. I

, \

. ~- ~

'. 2.' Notifications required for~h shipment
. EXisting regulations require 'that for each shipment ofwaste' .
agenerator must notify ~·ti'eatment or storage facility in
writing ofspecific information. In an effort to assist the Agency
in streamlining the LDR regulations CWM proposes the .
following option. whichC~ believes will provide a greAter benefit
to generators ofrestricted waste•

. The Agency established ~ D:o~ca~on requirement for each shipment
w~ the tiist Land Pisposal Restrictions were promulgated.. See 51'
F~d. Reg. at 40,572 (November 7,.l99~).Be~g with this
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,prohibition ~d continuing ,through the Phase U LDR rUle, the
Agency~ consistently'stated that the disposal facility has the
ultimate responsibility in ensuring that all restricted wastes,meet '

, applicable treatment ~iand8rds before being land disposed. nus
burde~has directly effected how commercial hazardous waste
managemeilt companies develop and maintain waste approval

,"procedures. Waste.,approval proceJdures are designed to evaluate
, _whether wastes are acceptable for ~anagement. One ofthe steps in
, the'process to detCImine whether to ~pprove or disapprove a waste'

stream fOf management is to determine what treatment standards are
applicable and whether the waste requires treatment. This
infurmation must be received prior 'to shipm,ent in order for a
treatment or storage f~ility to detennme if~e waste is . ,
acceptable for recipe aild treatment. The information required in . .

, 268.(aX}), except {or the manifest number, haS already been
. obtained and maintained iIi a file which identifies the
waste stream. This is accomplish~dthrough th~ waste profi:le
and, approval process at all CWM facilities. Through this process
CWM operations know prior.to rec~ipt ofthe waste whether it

, requires ·trea~ent. Therefore, the notifications submitted by a, 
generator with each shipment only provide redundaitt information. _
'In addition, the'waste stream approval process used by'CWM inCfludes
a,comprehensive review process,which provides
significant itffomiation on the critical physical and che~cal
parameters of.the waste ,being. handled. In'fact,' the CWM Waste
stream review and approval process is similar to the recycling
tolling agreemen1$ which are ent~d into by sniall quan~ty ,
generators (SQGs).. Since June'!, 1990 such agreements, have allowed

, SQGs to send a one-time LDR~notiCe to the receiving facility. See
, existing §~6,8.7(a)(10)'forrequirements applicable to tolling

agreementS. The Agency promulgatecfthis,minimal notification
requireJrtent'beCause ofthe beliefthat such tollipg agreements

, provided the receiving facility with sufficient knOWledge ofthe '
. natl.Jre.ofthe,waste, and that recycled w8ste Was picked-up at,
regu1~·iptervals. This faCt is alsO true ofhazard,?us waste which
is not destined for recycling. The'CWM approval process is used to
i~tify the different w;;ISte streamS generated by a customer. Like ..
waste streams are managed under one profile. If the Waste stream '.
deviates fro~the parameters established by ~ewaste profile, the '
deviated waste is required to be profiled differently. The end . , '
result is thatCWM has ~btained the. necessary informaqon, pr:ior to
shipmen4 to manage the waste in aC~ordance'with permit conditions, .
~DR regulations, and operational conditions. I~ is CWM's belief ' ,

:
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that a tolling agreement is substantively similar to a well,
docUmented waste approval'proc~ss. The main difference is that the

, 'waste approval process. The main difference is that the waSte'
approval process provides ~ore'detaiied on a'broade~,range of'
materials than most conventional tolling agreements. The,~test of

,significant knowledge ~s easily met.' Approved ~8ste are also
linked to a busineSs contract whic,h established an airangement for
properly transporting the,waste for proper treatment, storage, ~d
dispos81. ' \
Therefore, CWM recOmmends that the Agency' amerid the regulations
under existing,§ 268.7(a) & (b)(4) & (5) to require a notification' ,,'
an,d certification be required orily wi:th the initial shipment. '
Unless the waste stream (e.g., profile}changes, the generator '
would not be burdened with submitting paperwork and keeping a copy

. , of this Paperwork in their files. This will ~ontribute a '
significant reduction,to the burden hour currently mandated by /,
the Agency's req~ent to send notices with ,evef)<shipment.
In s1.unmai'y, CWM recommends that the Agency amend section

" 268(a) to read: , ' , ',' '
"Ifthe waste'does not meet the treatment standard:'With the
initial shipment ofWaste to each treatment or storage facility, ,
the generator must notify the'treatment or storage facility in ,"
writing." ' .

RESPONSE
" ~ .

The coriunen~'s sUggeStedlan~e has been consid~d in,writing the regulation.

-~..,..". .
, ,

\' ....

3~ Notification'ofdate waste is subject to prohibition
Thjs reqUirement was added during the technical amendments to .
the PhasC nLD~ rule. Subsequent conversations with personnel
from the Waste Treatment Branch confirmed that it was·not the', " ,
Agency's intent to require this information. It was in8dvertendy.
added to this section. In addition, this'requirement hBs, _
historiailly been applicable only to restricted waste which was
subj~ to ease-by-case extension,. capacity variance, etc.
Therefore, CWM supports the Agency's proposal to,delete it from the
proposed §268.7(a)(2).

"' ....
RESPONSE

..

",

"

. , ,

\ '
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·The Agency acknowledges the co~enter~s support.

4. -Paperwork ReqUirements Table . ~

The Agency'has proposed listing the requirements applicable for,
the different notification fonDS by addressing each requirement in
a table. The,concept'is·good, but CWM believes that the

'. . check marks used to identify each ·requirement are hard to
di~ngl.iish. Therefore~ CWM is concerned. that a generator or

, regulator could misread which section is checked. CWM recommends
. that the Agency add aline, which"sepa:ra~es each row in the', ' ' ,.
,required: information column·and each citation column, for easier
confirmation ofwhich row.is checked. .

, this'proposed table 'outlines the n~tification requirementS .
for hazardous debris.which will be treated using the '
~teniati~e treatmenl technologies identified in §268.45. The "
Agency proposes to delete the reference that the date of
prohibition be'listed for ~ach hazardous debris. nUs requirement
was added during the technical amendme~ts to the Ph~ II LDR rille.
Conve~tio~ with personnel froIIi.,the Waste Tr~atment Branch '
confirmed that it was not the Agency's intent to require this
information'for hazardous de1.'>ris. It was inadv~rt~ntlyadded to
the de~ris section. Therefore, CWM supports the Agency's proposal
to delete it as a ~uirement ,from the e~sting §268.7(a)(3). - . ,

, ,
RESPPQNSE .' . '

",

/

, \

\

The Agency modified the table to IDake it easier to read. ,The Agehey 8ckno~ledges the .
commenter's,support on the prOposed change to,the debris requirements. .

, ' '

, -'

, ,
b. 268.7(a)(3)' I

',,1. Clarify "naturally" meets .
, This seCtion is intended to address hazardous waste which at "

- '. • I

the initial Point ofgeneration "naturally" meet treatment
standards~ The Agency proPoses to reduce the notifi~tionan~ ,
certification requirements for gen~tors whic,h have su~h~ .
streams froineach shipment to a one-time notice: CWM supports this
prQpOsal. . ' " .' " ," -, ',.
CWM recommends that the Agency clarify this reqUiremeIit to clearly.:
indicate that this section is' applicable to restricted ' '

,- .
/ ' .
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"
~ous waste which meet the LDR treatment staild8rds as
generated. The proposed language is ambiguoUs enough that a ,
generator could mismterpret this section. For example, hazardous
waste solvents (e.g., F004), when generated do not meet BDAT, may," ,
be subsequently mixed with a solid Waste. After mixture, tJte. ' .
resultant waste is physically solid and meets'the applicable
treatinept standardS for F004. A generator ~ould mistakenly ... ",.
,misread268.7(a)(3) to mean that they could seJ;}d a one-time notice
to a disposal facility ~ (This is assuming that the J\gency
continUes to requite a notification with each shipment.) .
Therefore, CwM recommends that the Agency add' the following
language to this section so that it is clear that the onetime
notification "is applicable only'to nontreated waste:
"If the waste meets the treatineIitstandards at the original point j

of generation;It . ,",

RESPONSE

I,

I
• ,I'

"

:

\,

." The Agency has cansideredthe language suggested by the coDiinenter in the regwatitln. \
. . ./ \ .

2. Receiying facility applicability.
, The language proposed in this section only addi'es$es w8ste}
· which"naturally" meets treatment standards and will be $eDt to

a treatment or storage facilitY. Ifa haz8rdous waste "naturally"
, m~BDAT it is highly Probable that the waste will be sent',

directly to a disposal facility." ,
· CWM recommends that the Agency amend the proposed language so~t
itis clear that this requirement is' applicable to generators who I",'

send waste which '~paturalJy"meetstreatmerit standai'ds to disposal
facilities also~ Amending the language to ~dress a '
disposal'facility will ~)jmina~my potential confusion for'the '
regulated Community. CWM recOmm~dsthat the Agency ~d the'
following language:
"Ifthe.waste meets the ireatment stapdard: The generator must send

· a one-time notice and certification to eaCh treatment, storage, or,
disposal'~acility receivin~"the wast:e." ' .. '

(

RESPQNSE'

.' ,
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, '.The Agericy bas considered the language suggested by the commenter in the regulation. .
. .

, '/

, .

I.'

3..Oefinition ofone-time notice
The Ag~ncy has proposed to reduce ·the frequency which a' generator
must submit' a notification and certification'for waste which
"naturillly" meets applicable treatment standarc;is and is
not prohibited from land disposal from ~very shipment to a ',.
one-time notice. CWM supports the Agency's propt)sal to requce
the frequency ofsupplying LOR fonns., Tliis reduction 'Yill "
greatly reduce the unnecessary bur~en ~hich generators and TSOF's
have in maintaining !fuplicative records. (See discussion on the
necessity to provic;le LOR notices in section IV.A~2.a.2. above.) ..
In addition, CWM recommendS the following clarifi=tion to ,

, th~ Agency's approach. The Agency should identify as~ific point
in time ,when a LOR notice must'accompany the waste. The
te~ one-time is ambiguous and does riot reflect whether, ,
shipments received prior to the notice meet BOAT. 'Therefore,
C~ reconimends that the Agency amend the proposed language
to require that the LOR notice and certification accompany th~ ,
initial shipment. By requiring ~ gen~torto'certify that the

, waste ~eets BOAT with the initial shipment, the generator will
assume some responsibility for determining ifsubsequent shipments

. of the same waste is prohibited. \ . '
Requiring this specific frequency leaves no room!for '"
different intel])retations. For example, one-tim~ many mean that
shipments may be sent ~or 6 months before a'generator provid~ a '

, certification.ofmeeting treatment. While this time fr3me may be
teChnically acceptable, CWM does not believe that this'is the '
Agency's,intent. .AdditioDally, CWMis very concerried that an ,
inspemor with an agency may purSue enforcement 'action bCicause they
believe that the LOR notice should·have' been send earliei' in the

". /'

, example given above. In order to avoid unnecessary resoUrCes and
~osts associated with determining each stat and Region
ii1terPretatio~ the Agency should amend the proposed language to .
read: . , '."
"Ifthe waste meets the treatmentstandard: The 'generator must
send a notice and certifi~on with the initial' shipment to each ,~

treatment, storage, or di$POsal facili~ ~eiving the waste." , " .

c '

,..

-,
RESPONSE "
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The Agency has considered ~e language ~gge~ted by the commenter in the reg~latio~. _

. ..,

'. '.

./

. . . .-

4. Certification required for waste which "naturally" mee~ BOAT
The proposed certifi~tion for waste which "naturally" meets' BOAT
has been changed to incorporate language which addresses waste
which is exempt from .treatment stSndards. ExiSting regulations do

, not require a certification ~o accompany waste subject to ."
case-by-caSe extensions or capaCity varianc~s. While the Agency may
view this change as minor it becomes a very significant issue for
commercial hazal\ious waste management facilities, because _ '

,certification changes require changes to LDRfo~ wliicbareused
by CWM's customers. . '
This proposed change will result in a finand81loss'due to' , 
the discarding ofthousands ofpre..,printed forms, cUrrently in

, " stockbecause they cannot be converted in a cost effective manner
to include the new certifiCation. Changing a LOR form results in

',' the followiJig:"}) art fee~ for creating a new master form for , "
mass copying; 2) purchasmg exiSting LOR forms With the
incorrect certification currently in stoCk from the printer; 3}
disposal Of recycling ofthe old 'forms; 4) printing and
distribution ofthe ~ew folms with the new certification; and 5)
,Computer system changes ,must~made to LDR information maintained
.in CWM's waste approval system which will print out,completed LDR
forms for CWM's customers. Whnethese conditions are fav~rable for
the printing industry it is very Costly for the waste

. Dianagement company who provides their customers wi~ LOR forms. "
CWM d~snot support the Agency's proposal to change,the exiSting
certification langUage for wastes which 'triaturally" meet applicable' ,

,~aun~nt standards. The Agency,must understand, that'changing one
word in a LDR required Certification causes CWM thousands of
dollars. :the.changeS in the LDR certifi~tion'lmlguage'in the
Phase n LDR technical correction (60 ~ed. Reg. at242; January 3,
1995) cost CWM approximately 53,500. This change occui:red 8.fter '

, CWM bad just received the LDR notifications as a res~t ofthe '
" Phase n final rule changes (59 Fed.Reg. at 47,982; September 9,
. 1995). These changes cost the commercial hazardous~ '

'mariagement industry as a whole thousands ofdollars in ~ditional
, compliaric~ costs which are not beneficial~ public health and the
,environment In fact, ifcauses the oppOsite effect on ~e

, environment because natural resources are needlessly utilized.

'. ;.
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' •. RESPONSE

The Agehcy haS.~~~nsidered the certifi~ation lan:guage as suggested by the conimente~,
, .and omitted reference to wastes subject to an exemption; ,.

, 1

c. 268.7(a)(4)
,1. Definition' ofone-time notice
This section addresses notification requirements for . ;

, 'hazardous waste'that meet certain exemptions which ~low the was~e ' , "'
to be land disposed without meeting applicable treatptent . '
standards. CWM support the Agency's proposai to re4uce the ,

, frequency ofsupplying LDR fonns. from ea~h shipment to a ~me-time
, notice. This reduction will greatly red~ce the unnecessary bUrden

which generators and :rSDF's have in maintaining duplicative .
records. As noted above,C~ recoinmends that the Agency identify a .

, specific point in time when aLDR fonn must accompany the waste.
The tenn one-time is ambiguous and leaves a lot of roomfor
different interpretations to develop. . ,
Thus, CWM re~ommends that the Agency amend the proposed language to
require that the LDR fonn accompany the initial ~pment. .
Requiring'this specific frequency places some responsibility on the

. . generator to cotreetly identify the status of their waste under 268 '
. regulatio~. CWM recommends that the Agency amend the proposed,

, language to read: . . '
"I,fa generator's waste is so exempt, then the generator must " ,
su~mit With the initial shipm~nta Q.otice'to each land disposal
facility receiving the waSte." ,

RESPONSE.
~

The Agency has co~ideted the l~guage suggeSted by the com'm~nter in the regulation.. '

, ,

, ,

2,. New requirement to submit acertification
The Agency's proposed language references' the need to submit ..
a certification. When reviewing the infonnational " '
requirenientsoutlined for exempt,waStC in the p~posed " .
"paPerwork;11?quirements table",. the Agency has added a requirement
to provide ~ certification for such~~ CWM is concerned that

e'
..'. 87, "
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the Agency is imposing new and additional recordkeepirig " '
reqWrel;'llents. Under exiSting requirements located iri §'268.7(a)(3)
there is no requirement to provide a ~ertificatioii of any kind to Ii
disposal facility '~heri LOR exemp~ Waste is shipped. Adding a
requirement to submit a certification statement for exempt.,waste,
evep. one-time, contradicts the'Agency's attempt to reduce the
recordkeeping'reqUilements under the LOR regulations., .
New LOR forms mwntained by CWM for use by' generators will also
have to be developed to include the new certification language. As
previously discus~ed abOve, in section iV.A.2.b.4, this propos8l, if
promulgated, will result in the discarding ofthousands of
forms currently mstock because they,cannot be converted~ a ' ,

. cost effective manner toiriclude the new certification. CWM
strongiy urges the Agency t~ evaluate the n~essity in requiring a
new certification. Changing one word in an LDR required
certifipation costs cOmnlercial hazardous waste management
'companies thousands ofdollars in additlOlial compliance costs which'
are not beneficial to public health and the environment. In fact,
it causes~the opPosite effect on tlie environment because natural'

, resources~ needlessly,util~.' , ,
Therefore, CWM requests that the Agency delete the checkmark from '
the proposCd paPerwork requirementS table which identifies that a
certification must be Submitted with waste subject to an ~xemption

,identified under § 268~7(a)(4). Keeping this,requirement in the " '
final rule ~lrundermine'the Agency's attempt to 'streamline the' ,
LJ?:R proceSs. '( , \

, RESPONSE

,The Agency has reconsidered the certification language as suggested by the colmnenter,
~d omitted language indicating a certification is necessary fQr wastes subject to, an exemption.

" ,

d. 268.7(a)(5) ,
1. SubminuofmWrl-WAPs
This section details the requirement for a generator who treats
a restricted waste tQ D1eet BDAT in a 9o-day accumulation '
tank, container, or containment building. Existing requirem~ ' ..
include the submittal ofa waste analysis phin (WAP), ~ the ~PA,' '\
30 days prior~ conducting trea.enl TheAgency proposes to '
delete the requirement for su~niittal ofthe WAP, and omy req~ ,
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~tS avail~bility on-site. , ,
CWM supports the Agency's propOsal,to delete the requirement
to submit a "90-day genera~or mini-WAP" to the EPA. This will avoid
the Unnecessary administrative delays currently associated with the ' ,
requirement for the Agency,to review the contents ofthe mini-WAP.
Even ,though an approval is not required under federal regtiI~iions ..
CWM believes,that some Agencies have an internal policy that when a

I

document ~~ req~d to be submitted, it must be reviewed. ' These'
types ofpolicies ~ve discouraged ,'generators from treating their,
waste on-site. The removal ofa requirement to submit such 'a '
document provides a simple, self-implementing standard that will.-
help promote innovative treatment techno16gies. "

The Agency acknC?wledges,the' commenter"s supPort on the proposed change to, the 90-
, day' generator WAP requjrements., ,- '

'.
/ -

I •

2. lnformation required for,gene~tor treat~ waste
The proposed section (iii) ,of § 268.7(a)(5) notes that site
generated waste treated in 90--day accumulation uDits, when shipped
off-site, mUst comply with§ 268.7(a)(4). Section §268. 7(a)(4)is.
applicable to hazardous waste which is exempt from meeting
treatment'standards. This section requn-es that a generator-submit
a certification that the waste meets applicable treatment,standards

, at th~ point ofgeneration. The date'~e waste is sU,bject to ,- ,
a prohibition is.a1~ required to,be identified on the LDR'notice.
The identifiCation ofa prohibited date is not currently'required .
for generato~ who treat on-site in 90 day units. "
CWM believes that Itwould be more appropriate to reference
The proposed§268.7(b)(4)(i) which outlines treatment "-
'facility requirements,. Since the generator is treating the waste to '
-meet applicable treatment standards under the LDR program, it does.
not make sense to use a certifiCation which has been developed for
use With exempted wastes. ,""
In addition to the certification issue, CWM believes that the "',
Agency should'clarify whether a generator. not a commerci8I
treater, who performs partial treatment on a restricted ~aste is, .
reQuired to use any certification or shoUld,a certification be used' '
only when all applicable ~tmEmt Standards have been met. A

.review. ofexisting and proposed LDR notiflcationregulations does

89,
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not identify a ~lear direction on whether,the gene~ator is required
'to notify ~der such circumstances. Provided below are two examples '
which illustrate the point:, ' '"

,Example number 1 involves a company which generates
an electroplating sh~.dge (i.e., FOO~)which requires ,treatment f9r

" ,both cyanides and'met8Is. The generator treats the cyanide present
, in the w~e In a'90-day accUmulation tank. HQwever, the metals

still reqUire treatment'and mUSt be sent off-site. ' Is the .
generator required to submit a certification,that the waste meets a ,
treatment standard? A review ~f the eXisting and proposed
regUIa,tioDs,does not clearly identify how'a generator should
address such a sitUation. CWM believes that the most appropriate

, , ,

, requirement' is to list F006twice on the, LOR notice. 'After one .
, F006 listing, the generator indicates that the waste requires

treatment. After th~ other F006listing the ge~erator ,would supply
the certification required by a treatment facility located in, r

existing § 268.7(b)(S)(I). , ,
.J;:xample number 2, bivolves a gene~tor'.with'a hazafdous waste which
'exhibits the characteristic ofcorrosivity and lead (i.e., 0002 ~d
'POOS). The generator neutralizeS the waste for corrosivity in '
,a 90-day accumulation container, which is not subject to
e;,WA dischai'ges, and doe~;'~ot treat the lead compound present to ,
meet BDAT. A review of ~xistingand proposed LOR
notification regulations does not identify a clear direction on how '
the generator i$ required to ~otify under such circumstances. CWM
believes that the 'generator in this example should submit with its

'4J,itial shipmenHo an off-site treatmentor storage facility, the
certification requiredby treatment facilities in § 268.7(b)(S)(iv)

" of the existiDg LOR regulations ~cbcovers'characteristic Wastes
treated to remove the chalacteristic, but which contains UHCs that, ' ,

still require t;reatment. Although this certification does not ,
.exactly correspond With the example provided it appears to, be the '
most appropriate ofthe existing'certifications. '
In aD: effort to assist the AgencY in its objective of, "
providing streamlined regulations, CWM recommends that the Agency .,
amend the proposed. language in §268.7(a)(S)(iii) to read:
"Wastes shipped off-site pursuant to this panigraph must comply
with the 'notification Certific8tion requirem,entsof §268.7(b)(S)Q)
ifall applicable~ent standards have been met, or the'
cet1ifica~on requirements of §268.7(b)(S)(iv) ifUHCs require
treatment in decharacterized waste."

90
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RESPONSE' . (I,: l' ,

"

Th~ commenter's ~uggestion that,the'certification used for treatmenifacilities' is ~~re
. applicable to gene11ltors treating in 90~y,tanks ,than the one that ~as been required (for .

generatQ'rs) for several years is beyond the scope ofthis rulemaking. It will,.however, be further
, considered by th~_Agency 4t future'rulemakings" The Agency prefers ~ot to address specific ",
'examples of the applicability of the regulations (as submitte4 by the cOnuJ}enter) in this Response
to Comments Oocument.:'Rather, ifthese examples are raised,.~ a letter to the Ag~ncy, . , '
,interpretations ofthe regulations will be made.

~ '.. 1 .

I "

'.

. ,

e. '§268.7(a)(8), ,
The Agency bas proposed to reduce the,record retention period for
LOR notices from 5 years to 3 years. CWM supports the Agency's
proposal to req~ LOR infonnati0I!- to be retained o~ite for,3
years frO;tn the date such information was generated. This Win .
simplify LOR record retention reqUirements by making them
consistent"with other hazardous waste record retention .
requirements.

RESPONSE

\'

, ,

, ,

"

e,

..

, The'Agenq acknowledges the commenter's support on.the propoSed' cmmge to the 'record
retention ~quirements. •" " . . . ,

, '.
"

f~ '§268.7(a)(9) .' . '
,1. Notification req~ents for lab packs
This section outlines the requirements for, lab packs which.

.are eligible to use the alternative trea~ent stindard of '
incineration. In sUm, the Agency proposes that.there is nO'n~d to,
,identify whethera'lab'pack contains hazardous debris or wastes
which are wastewaterslnonwastewaters (WWINWW),~ the
alternative treatment standard is, a specified technology. See 60 . ,
Fed.- Reg. at43~678. CWM~s with the Agency'sproposal and the
need ~o,deletethe requirenien~ to providethis'infonnatio~ .
Howevert the proposed language in § 268.7(a)(9) notes that.. ,
with each shipment the generator must comply with paragrap~' I

(a)(2)~Oneofthe reqUirem~nts in this paragraph is'the need to
. '. " • • 1

" 9(
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, identify applicable WWfNWW categories. The Agency mUst correct
this error ~r the Agency's intent to reduce useless infonnation ,
will not be implem~ted. CWM recommends that the Agency amend
The proposed language in§'268.7(a)(9). ,
Furlhery CWM recommends that the Agency delete the'
general req~ent under § 268;7(a)(9) to identify"the "
applicable subcategory would be the same as why it is appropri,ate'
to delete the WWfNWW category. Restricted waste placed into a lab
pack which are eligible for the specjfied technology'or
incineration (INCIN) do not have numerical standards to meet. . -'

"'Therefo~~'there is no needoto identify what subcategory the waste
, ,meets. It is also important to note that streams are not '
, ,prohibited from placement into a non-AppendiX lab,pack by

sqbcategory. AgaiIl, the need to identify a subcategory is needless
when the treatment staridard is a specified technology. " '
In summ~,CWM recommends that the Agency ~end The proposed

. language in § 268.7(a)(9) to read as follows:', , .
"Ifa generator is~g a lab pack waste... the generator must

,submit a notice to the treatment facility in accordance With
paragraph (a)(2) ofthis section, 'except for,'The identification of
wastewater/nonwasteWater categones and waste specific
subcategories (such as P003 reactive cyanide)"."

RESPONSE,

, ' 'e

, .
:-

, : The Paperwork Requirements rable 1 has been changed to include a column for lab
~ks~ It Should be noted that there are no requirements to identify'the waste constituents or
subcategories for'the hazardous wastes placed in a lab pack." ;,

2.' ,Lab pack certification' . ' -
This section requires that a generator use a specific
certification when a lab,pack Will be managed using the alternative .'
treatment staridard ofulcinelation (lNCIN). The langUage for the
certification bas'changed several times during the laSt year. A .
review ofThe proposed language\rev~s that the Agency bas once
again cl,tanged the certification language. The prQposed language is "
the same language which~ 'prOmulgated on September 19~ 1994 under
the Phase 11 LOR rule. See 59 Fe<l Reg. at 48y045. On January "

, 3,.1995 the Agency published technical amendments to ~e'Phase '
, l'lLDR iUle and changed the certification language.for lab paCks.
See60 Fed. Reg"at 245. : .
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~WM does not belie:ve that there is,any positive
environmental benefit related to these.changes. ~s noted in earlier
comments, insignificant c~~ges to the wording ofa certification
ca~e the commerCial hai.ardous Waste industry significant cos~ to
create new ~DR forms and buy back and.recycle existing inventory.
In addition, the confusion which is created in the regulated ..
,community is ,Unnecessary. Therefore, ~WM strongly urges the Agency
to·amend the proposed lab ,pack information so that it is identical .
to the JanuarY 3, 1995 t~chnicafamendment version. rodo: ,
otherwi~ will unnecessarily lieap huge amounts ofpaperwork burden'
and cost oli the regulated community.. . "

RESPONSE'
"

, .

"ie

'The Agency is, finalizing the certificatio~ language as proposed. The primary difference
, in,laIigUage ~vocated by the commenter and the language that is being finalized, is that the Una!

, 'language includes a statementthat the I~b pack is being sent to' a combustiori'facility for
·treatment. Other commenters requested this language be added to·the certification, convmcing
the Agency that it is important to certify that the treatment method required'by the lab pack
alternative treatment standard is being carried out., , .

\ '. • " • I.

_. " I

,9. §268.7(b) , "
1., California List, Applicability , \ '
The LDRnotification and; certification reqUirements: fot. ,
facilities treating hazardous Waste, in accordance ~th standards

"estab~shed under 268, are outlh1ed in this section..The mo,st '
significant proposed'amendment identified is the removal ofthe·

,contents ofexisting § 268.7(b)(2) which refeience' the California'
I~st wastes. As CWM Commented msecti~n IV.A.~.a.l. abOve: the
Agency must first determine whether any hazardous wastes continue' .
to compel application ofthe California'List statutory label. .If
the'Agency determination ~s legallr'bindihg it can delete all"
references to C8lifo~a List waste. CWM wo~d support the

, conclusion. ' ' \ '

RESPONSE

, , I

·.'·e "
'.' " The Agency .,eUeve that all the treatment'standards for Califoniia List wastes have been'
). , .. . \"". !

superseded by.more specific Standards (55 FR at 22675; 52 FR at 29?9~).The Agency ~heves
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- that th~·treatment Standards for listed hazardous wastes are the ~ost specific. Next would be th~
':,characteristic Waste treatment stan:~ds with'their associated ~atment standa:rdS for imderlying

hazardous consitutents (UHCs). 'i -, -

The'Agency stated in the In 1990, the Agency stated itS ~Iiefthat all stan4ards had been
, superseded at that time with the exceptions of(1) liqUid haz.arQo~ wastes iliat contain over SO '
, .ppm PCBs; (2) HOC-containing wastes identified as hazardo"QS by a characteristic propertly that '. "

does 'not involve HOC~, as for example, an igni18ble waste that al~~ contai~ grel;'ter than
1000ppm HOCs; and (3) liquid hazardous wastes~fexhibjt a characteristic'and also contain
over 134 ,mgll nickel and 130.mgll oftha1lium. These~ exceptionS have now become subject,
to more specific staridards as explained below. All of the wastes in these ,examples are subject to
the'LOR requirement that all UHCs reaso~bly. expected to be present in a characteristi~" .'
hazardous waste at the pamt ofgeneration must be treated to meet Univers8l Treatment '-

, Standards (UTS) (and, ofcourse, the hazar40us charactenstic would also have to be treated prior
to land disP9sal). ,.' . - ' ." - . '

What is eliminated under this approach, however, is the,requirement in some cases to
incinerate the waste rather than treat in any way other than impermissible dilution tom~ UTS
levels. The Agency does not view this as in-any way making the regulations less stringent.· The
Agency sets methOds oftre8tment when th~ residues cannot be analyzed to see if they meet UTS,
or when the techn910gy is 'Clearly.far superior to other types oftreatment for aparticularw~. ,

, Neither ofthese conditions eXist for the examples provided by the commenter.. In the case of '
PCBs, they must meet UTS and then be disposed in a TSCA-approved landfill. The Agency ,

, . believes'that regulations under two statutes is as protective as required incineration ofthe PCas. '
While the Agency olice believed that it was necessary to require incineration ofhigh-HOC 
wastes, it is pOssibl~ that they can be adequately treated-·Le.treated ~ a Way that destroys or
removes these constitUents from the waste before disposal - by ~ther technologies to meet the .. '
UTS concentration levels. Therefore the California List treatment staDdards are superseded and
are no 'longer in effect in the RCRA program. - , .

",

, i

!

2. Characteristic waste 'with UHCs
, The Agency. has ptoPo~ to require the identification and treatment
ofapplicable UHCs forOO04-DOll characteristic wastes. CWM., .

provides comments regarding its disagreement with requiring UHC·
treatment standards forcharaCteristic metal wastes later in thiS ' '

. document. ~ the AgencY finalizes this apprt,ach, CWM recommends"
~ ,the Agency amend~g § 2~8;7(b)(S)(iv) to reference .

• 0903-PQll. This section requires a specific certificatio~ to be
'filed when the,characteristic has been removed but UHCs

" still require treatment,. The addition ofthese waste codes will f

clarify.what LOR notification,and certification requirements are
, expected for ~haracteristic w8ste. l " . - , " i, '. ' .-

C,WM recommends that the Agency amend the existing language in§
. I, • _ '. _
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268.7(b)(S)(iv) to read' as follows:· ,"
,"For applicable chafacteristic wastes DOOI-0043 t4at are: .

· The word "applicable" should be added becaUse not· , ,
all characteristic hazardous waste is .subject to treatment " ,

· standards for UHCs. For example, 0002 Waste.which is~ged in a
. CWA regulated unit is not subject to UHC identification. This
, wording would h~Jp clarify which c1laracteristic waste is subject to
, 'this section. . ,

RESPONSE' .,I " ..'

\ .

•

• I .:'

. The Agency is not finalizing treatment standards--including requirements t~ treat UHCs--'
.for toxic.characteristic (TC) metal·wastes in this final rule. The commenter's suggestion Will be
considered in the coriteXtof the Phase IV final rule that will be promulgated in' April of 1998,

. when treatment standards- for TC metal wastes will·be fumtiUd. -

,h.. §26~. 7(b)(4)(iii) . "
,This section 'outlines the requirements for a treatment facility ,
which treats organic wastes and uses the aDalytical d~tection limit'

:'as an ~ternative means ofverifymg compliance'without ..
analytical problematic constituents. The proposed language
referen~s§268.43( c) which-was ~eleted and moved as a resUlt'or'.,
the Phase II LOR final rule.. See S9 Fed. Reg. at 48,046. The
alternative means is now located under §268.40(d). Inan effort to
~sist Ute Agency in their ~view ofdeleting and replaCing , _
obsolete,citations, CWM recomme1idsthat the Agency add tl:te cit:ation

. §268.40(d)~ in plaCe ofthe .obsolete citation of'§168.43(c)". This . '
· .wiiI ensure consistency and eliminate confuSi~nfrom the resulated
- commUnity. " . . .

, .
RESPONSE

"\ .
, .' The commenter's suggestion has been incorporated into th~~ ~e.

i.. §268.7(c)(l) ,
Tmssecn'on outlines the requ4"ements for the'disposal of
recyclable.n:j.aterlal used in a ~anner constituting diSposal. The
existing regulation,refe~ces that such'faCilities must comp,ly.

,with the ge~eraior standards (paragraph a) or treatment
.standards (paragraph b) of §268 which are applicable. The proposed

, section eliminates' the reference for c~mplyingwith treatment: '

9S .
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"

. ',~ctards (paragraph b). CwM does'not fully understand,why this
feference has been omitted and the Agency does not explain why it

, is appropriate to d~lete such a requirement. Therefore,'CWM .
believes that it was an inadvertent omission and recommends that
the Agency add this reference to the final section; ",

,RESPONSE, '

The commenter's suggestion has been incorporated int~ the final rule•
..:

.'
\. .

3: Section 268.9· Special ruIes regarding wastes that eXhibit, a
characteristic.(60 Fed. Reg. at 43,678) . ,

" a. The Agency proposes to amend 268.9(a) ~d (b) to clarify ,.!
ho~wastesshou14be identified when they~ both listed,and
exhibit a haZardous characteristic. Existing regUlations require,

, that for the LDR notification a waste must be identified as a
listed waste and also as a characteristic waste, unless the listed
waste has a has a treatment standard for tQe constituent or
addresses the haZardous characteristic that causes the waste to
also be ~haracteristically~ous. If the ~isted waste'has ,', .
~tment st8ndar4s that address all characteristics,'then the', "
characteristic waste codes do not apply.'
CWMgenetally supportS this clarifying change to 268.9(a) &.
(b);however, becaUse the Agency did not print the proposed changes

, . to paragraph (b) (See 60 Fed. Reg. 43,6~4) CWM cannot commen~on,the'"
specific change. Theref~re,CWM recommends that the language in /.

, paragraph (b) stay the same. CWM recommends this because CWM ".
, believes thatthe,l~ein paragraph (b)adequately conveys the . .t

requirements. ' ,.' ,
In addition, CWM believes that the Agency should provide
three clear examples of the clarification in the final rule
preamble discussion.. EXamples are,the best means ofprovlding ,
guidance. 'CWM has three examples it recommends'the Agency use.
Example #1 involveS the w8ste code K061 which ~ontains lead at

.greater than S.O ppm 'determined by TCLP..Since 1<061 has a ..
treatment standard for 1e8d, the DO~8 characteristic for lead'would .
~ot'apply.

Example #2 involves a waSte 'stream that has Specified
technology for its treatment standard. For example, U042 .: .
(2:ooChloroetbyl vinylether) has a specified technology ofINC;rN,
and exhibitS the chai'acteristicofIgnitibility (DOOl) because it
has a flash point of8of. Because the specified technology of

, .,
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. .. . . '. ,~

INCIN is listed in 268Appendix VI as a technology available for
Deactivating (DEACT) a characteristic was~e, CWM believes that the
proper assignment ofa waste code would be U042. There is~o need
to add 0001. :As the Agency, can see, this exampl~ is not-as: '

, obvious as the first.
Ex8Qiple #3 involves the applicabilitY of000I' to a F003"
'FOOSsolvent waste that exhibits the characteristic of
ignitability; The Agency stated in a September 28, 1994, letter to
Ms. Susan Prior, Lai4law Environmental Services~'ihat for larid
disposal restriction purposes tha~ for F003"FOOS solvent wastes
that exhibftthe characteri,stic of igDitability that the \yaste ' ,

, should aJso ~ identified as 0001 (See Attachment 1); CWM agrees
with this position, however, because this guidance was i~sued in a
letter CWM reque~ that the Agenc)' include this example in the , '
preamble discussion. CWM urges the Agenc)' to provide thes~,'

three examples in the final mle:preainble discussion bec~use many
in the generating commUnity still do not understand these, '

, principles.

\ ..

RESPONSE ,/
, ,

" The cOnunenter's sugge~on has beeq incorporatedinto'the final rule. ,

. ,b. The amen4Jnent to p~graph (d)(l)(ii) is to 'clarify that if
all underlYing hazardous wnstituents, reasonably expected to

, .be pre.sent in a c~teristic 'waste, are monitored by the
treatment facility then the generator is not required to list any,
of the WCs on'the LDR notification. If, however, a subset (e.g: ,
230 of~40 UHCs) will be monitored then all constituents must bel', .
included on th~ LDR notification. '. _
CWM'believes that this requirement should be modifi~d to , .
inclu4e less notifications when a subset group ofUHCs cannot be '

_accepted at'a treatment, facility. CWM continues to believe that
,this reqUirement provides no meaningful environmental benefit.
For example, an incinerator may not be permitted to accept a subset
ofcodes or C9nstituents (e.g., dioxin and~wastes) for ,:, ·
tl1ennal destruction. As.'a result of~s permit requIrement each
generatOr is asked during the preacceptance process wht$er, the
waste stream contains dioxins and furans. If the waste stream '.
,cont8ins these ~mpouD.ds the wBSte stream is not aCcepted for
processh1g. The facility evaluates itS treatm~nt residues for all

, .' other 268.48constituents after treatirient. Because the facility ,
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.' does not monitor for six.dioxin and furan compounds each generator
is requiJ:ed to send in additional docum~~tation identifying .all .

,UHCs present in the waste stream. .CWM believes that is ,
unreasonable when The facility already knows that the six dioxin ,
and fu.i'aD compounds are riot present in the waste through the '
approval process. 'The facility should be able to accept these·
waste streams Without the additional burden imposed to reqUire

. additi~nal' UH046cwnentation that provides no additional
environmental benefit. :CWM urges the Agency to reevaluate this
issue especially in the case ofpermit restrict~ons. . '. ,. . .

, .'

RESPONSE

EPA continues to look for Ways to further reduce paperwork burden; how:ever, in order to
, ensure that the Agency's ability to protect human health and the environment is not compromised'
, by these'changes, we are only unplementing those changes that have been thoroughly analyzed .'
.and which have been preyiouSly propo$ed. As stated previously, the Agency will continue to .
implement changes' to the paperwork requirements where practicable and your suggested changes" "
will be evaluated during this process .

. 4. 'Section 268.3Q - 268.37 (Fed. Reg. at 43,678) .
The Agency is propOsing to reinove 268.31 throiIgh 268:371;Jecause the
4"eatment standards for 'wastes in these sections are no\,/' ifeffect,.,
and all ofthese wastes/are now ~hibited from land disposal.
.Thus, the sections are no longer necessary. In addition, the .
Agency is proposing to replace ·old'268.30 with ~ new section that
provides the prohibition.dates of~ewastes included in
this proposal. ' , .
C~ dOes not support the Agencyts propOsal to remove
these sections. CWM believes that these sections provide . .

,'-; . useful historical information, and that the removal ofthese .'
sections will give theap~ce that the wastes are no longer
prohi,bjted~ Therefore; CWM urges the Agency to 'maintain these. \ ,', /

sections. ' ' . . ",'
As an alternative CWM recommendS that the Agency remo~e Subp~ B

.to 268 which contains the schedule'for land diSposal restrictions.
CWM believes that removing 268.10, 268.ll~ and268.12 will-result
in a clearer; simpler revis~on. ..

!
.,
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. ' RESPONSE

The' Agency' has updated Appendix VII'and Appendif{ VIIi· to'Part 268 to include the
effective dates of~atInentstandards for all prohibited hazardous wastes, therefore the
prohibition language for the earlier LOR rulemakings is no longer necessary. The sections have
been superseded or have be d~leted,aS proPQsed. EPA disagrees with the commenter's dr~ing
suggestion since the Califonrla Lis~ wastes are all prohibited, justunder other provisions. Since,
the California List was meant as a stop..gap until these later prohibitions ~ook effect (as noted by

. EPA in'a number of pla~es such~ the Third Third rule preamble)~ eliminating the California'List . ,
. prohibit~on now that the 'other rules have been promulgated makes sense. Furthermore, sections
, 268.10,268.11, and 268.12"were removed"iD a previous rulemaking., . . ' :.' .

" ,

5. Part 268 AppendixI - TCLP .
, ,The Agency is proposing to remove Appendix 1, because the'TCLP teSt
, method reference to'SW-846 will be incorp~ratedinto the text of

the regulatQry language.
CWM supports this proposed ~hange.

RESPO~SE " "
.....

~...

- .The Agenc; acknowledges the commente'~' S ,support for 'this diange in the regwations:. . .
) ,

,
6. Part 268 Appendix 11- Treatment Standards (As CoIicentra~ons .

:in the treatment Residual ExtraeL '
The Agency is propOsing to remov~ Ap~dix, IIto'Part268becaus~
it incorrectly.refers to treatment standards in ,268.41,268.42, and
268.43; ana there is no longer a need to reference the solvent
treau.nei:tt~ds . . '.
C~ supPorts this proposed; text removal.

" RESPONSE

" 'The Agency acknowledges the conimeriter~s support for this. ,ctiange in the reguhltions" :
- .'. -

7. 7 Part 268 Appendix 11 - List ofHalogenated Organic
Compounds RegUlated Under 268.32. . ,,'
.Jne Agency is ptoposin~ to 'remove Appendix III which con~

\

"\ .. "
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alist ofhalogenated organic compounds regul~ted'under
268:32because the California List treatment standards have
been sliperseded by Universal Treatment Standards, thus there is
no longer a 'need for a listing ofhaiogenated organic' .' .
compounds because they are California List wastes. "
CWM disagrees with the Agency's statement that all California. / -

List treatment ~dards have been superseded by the \
Universal Treatment Standards, and that there is'n~ longer a need
for a listing ofhalogenated organic compounds. C\VM believes that
the California List requirements ~e still· in effect. (~ee the,
previous discussion regarding 268.7(a)(2) on page 5 of these
comments ).Foi' example"ifa K061 contains any.ofthe halogenated'
organic,compOunds listed in'~ppendix -111, that are not - _
characteristically hazardous, in a quantity greater than 1000 mglkg
then pursuant to268.4i(a)(2) the waste must be-incinerated in .
accordance with,the requirements of40 CFR part 264.Subpart 0 or

" 265 Suhpart'O. Because California Lis! HOes can still,require a'
waste stream to be incinerated under California List CWM believes

. that the Agency must m~tain the list of Californ.ja List HOCs in '
Appendix III to~ 268. As stated in earlier comments CWM would
support to Agency's fmal determination if the.Agency determines ,
tha:! statutorily California List requirements are no longer in

, effect. If the Agency makes this dete~nation it must ens~ that
clear guidance is provi~ed ~o the regulated community.

.. .' .
RESPONSE , "

, '

..
, '

•
, ' The,Agency believes that all ~e 1rea~ent standards for Califo~aList wastes have been I

superseded by more specific standards (55 FR at 22675; 52 FR at 29993). Therefore, Appendix
II has 'been removedftonl Part 268.

8. Part 268 AppendiX VI ~ Recommended Technologies to
Achieve Deactivation ofCharacteristics in Section 268'.42
The Agency is proposing'to amend,Appendix VI to clarify "
that characteristic wastes that also contain UHCs must be treated
not only by a "deactiyating" technology to remove the

. characteristics~ but8IsO treated to achieve the yrs for UHCs. '
C~ supports this language clarification. .
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RESPONSE

Th~Agen~y acknowledges the c~mm'ente~'s support ~or this ch~ge in the regulations.

..9.' Part 268 Appendix VII .. Effective Dates ofSurface ,
, Disposed W~es Regulate4 in the LORs .
, The ~gency is 'proposing to remove Appendix VII beca~e all of the
w~tes listed in the table have treatment·standards now in
effect, thus there is no need to;lmow the effective dates.
CWM supports this proposed'change. .,

. ;

RESPONSE

I'

'A'.
./ '

,Other commentersrequested that this Appendix be retained, e~pecially because Subpart C~
is being revised to accoIDodate the newly lis~~d and identified wast~s Jor w~ch treatment
standards 'are being promulgated in recent rulemakings. Therefore,·the Agency has updated

, Appendix VII to Part 268 to include the e,r~ctiye dates of treatment ~standards for all prohibited'
,hazardous wastes'· " ' ., ','

.'

'/

I •

10. Pm:! 268'Ap~~x VIII .. National Capacity V3rlances for, .
UIC Wastes, '., ,

,The Agency.is pfoposing to remove Ap~diX VIII because
, the effe~tive ~tes fot these wastes whendeep well injected are
. past and are 'no longer needed. :
CWM believes that thec~t list ofwastes in Appendix VIII

" can be removed; howevert because the Agency is proposing .
national capacity variances for deep well injected Phase IV waste,s'

.,the Appendix should be ~tained. The appendix should then list
~e'~~ IV wastes subject to a VIC capacity variance.,

RESPONSE:

. , Other commenters requeskd that this AppendiX be'retained, especially because Subpart C
,is being reVised to accomod.ate the newly listed and identified waStes fOf' which treatment. .

, standards are being promulgated in'r:ecent rulemakiDgs. Therefore, the.Agency has 'updated· .
. .' , '."
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AppendiX VIII to Part '268 to inciude the effective dates of treatment standards for all prohibited ':, tit
hazardous wastes being deepwell injected., ' ,

, - \ ,

11. Part 268 Appendix IX ~ Extraction Procedure (EP)To~icity .
f The Agency is proposing to remove Appendix IX because as 'of
, this proposed rule all ~haracteristic metal treatIrient standards are
based on toxicitY Using the TC~P rath~r ~an the Extraction
Procedure (EP). " ,
CWM supports this proposed change. '. .

RESPONSE

. \

The Agency acJ,cnowledges the commenter's support for this change in the regwations.

12., Part 268 Appendix X • Rec.ordkeeping, Notification,
.a~l(tlor Certification.Requirem~nts. ", ' I'

The' Agency' is proposing to remove Appendix X because it ~arizes
paperwork reqUirements that are proposed to' be changed in the PhaSe,
IIIproposal'and this proposal. .
CWM believes that the Agency's proposed'tables in 26$.7(a) and(b)
,that discuss the regulatory .requirements, would allow for .
the ~mov8.1 ofApPendix ?C jfthe tables are finalized as CWM
has previously commented under IV.A.2.a.4 on page 11 of
these comments. '

RESPONSE
. I

. The Age~cy acknowledges the commenter's support for this change.~ the re~ations. . j

, .

, ,
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, :DCN - PH4P052" \

'COMMENTER Pacific Gas & 'Electric
. RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP

, SUB.JN1iM052
COMMENT

Pacific Gas an4 Electric Company (PG&E) supports the
simplification ofthe Land DispOsal' Restriction (LOR) notification
requirements. PG&E appreciates the opportunity for comment on EPA's ',
LDR Phase IV PropOSal (66 Fed. ~eg. 43654 (August 22, 1995). The '
proposed administrative changes to the LD]t'requirements would'.
eliminate several wlnec~ssary regulatory burdens'while'facilitating '"
compliance with the,LDR regulations~ In particular, PG&E supports
,the following proposed changes: . " I'

M~dificationofthe regulations to 'require that a generator whose
,waSte meets ,the appropriate treatinent standard need only supply a
one:"tirile notification and certification to the disposal facility,; , ,
,unless the Waste.composition c~ges. 60 F~d., Reg. at 4~678., ",'
Elimination ofthe requirement that a facility treating waste in a ,~

9o-day,acciunulation unit to meet tI;atmen~standards must fli'st
submit a Waste analysis plan ("WAPtI

) to EPA or an authoriZed state
foi'approval.Id. ,

,. -' ," Reducing the LOR' record retention time from five years to three ' ,
years. Id. , '
Th~seproposed modifications will greatly assist in streamlining ,
the LDR requirements. In a,ddition, EPA proposes to allow small
,quantity generators with contractual agreenients in place for the
reclamation oftheir w8ste~ to ~'subject to ~Quced certification,
and notitif;ation requirements, provided that the agreements c.omply
with 40 C.F.,R. § 262.20(e). Id.,~t 43693(proPosed 40 C.F.R. §
268.7(a)(10». 'PG&E'believes that this reduccci"set ofrequirements
should be equally applicable In sitUationS where iarge'quantity ,
generators have tolling agieements in effect, and therefore, should
be extended to cover such arrangements. Extending the scoPe of
this reduced set ofrequirerilents will have the desirable benefit of
ericounlging agreemC1nts for hazardous waSte ieciamation by reducing
the administrative burdens currently aS~iated with '\'
such transactiODS. ' , , " .

\ .
RESPONSE. '

, .

, The'Agency' th8nks' you for your interest in and support ofthe paperwo~k burden
reduction,effort.' In reference to the commenters suggestion regardiJig LQGs, the LDR provision
" . , I '
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pertaining t~ small quantity generators with tolling agre~ements was designed to captUre'the . . ,:. e
same universe.as those captured by § 262.20(e), generators ofmore than 100 but lesstban 1000 .

, kg of llazardous,waste p;r year, thus it is not appropriate to extend'the provisions of § "
268.7(a)(lO) to large quantity generators. The Agency has, provided relief to large quantity
generators, however, by changing the requirement,to provide LD~ notices and certifications with
each shipment ofhazardous ~aste to a one:.time notice and certification, pro:vided the waste doe~

not change and the receiving facility does not chaitg~.· '..
: 'I

.' .
I'

\
".

" .

'" {

.
t'

. \
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DeN PH4POS6,
CO~MENTER 'We~tinghouse
RESPONDER PV'
SUBJECT ,CLNP
SU:BJNU~,', 056
.COMMENT ,

Issue 2: Improvements to Land Disposal-Restrictions
" Program Reference,: Preamble at Section 1II.A.3., regarding Section

268.7~'page 43678, '" ',', ,,' .', ' ",
"Co~ent#1 EPA requested co~ents on deleting the requirement that

, . generators'supmit waste analysis pians in §268.7(a)(S) to the "
, " states and· the regions~ We support deleting the requirement

because it qo~s'notprovide additional protecti09 ofhuman health
or the environment. Regulators will still .' ' . .
be able to inspect the site and obtain copies ofgenerator related
documentation. .The proPosed,change will make generator waSte
analysis plan requirements consiStent with requirements associated,
with contingency, training, or inspection plans, none ofwhich .
have to be subniitted for review. . '

. Comment #2
,The EPA solicited comment on whether labpack information' ,~

requirements should~ reduced. Westinghouse ~upports'EPA's'

ini~ative to el\minate unnecessary paperwork requirements' for
l~bpackS. "

RESPONSE

:

"

'.

. ':' The Agency~ you for your interest in and support ofthe paperwork b~en
reduction effort. EPA appreciates your comments on the elimination ofmmecessary ,",
paperwork requirements for labpacks and'has 'decided to promulgate the proposed change to a
one-time notice and certification for labpac~ that contain the same~douswa,sie eaCh time ,
that!JfC shipped, to the same treatme~tfacility in ~e fiDal rule. '

~.

\ ..

..' '!-
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DCN PH4POs'6 .
COMMENTER· Westinghous~
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT. CLNP
SUBJNUM" 05~ "
CO~~T .

Issue 6: Regulatory Language Found in S~ction 268.1 Reference:
Regulatory test at page 43691 . .
In order to prevent the impositionofLpR on the beneficial reuse
ofbiosolidS by land application, an additional exeinpti()n should be
added to Section 268.1 stating: "Sludges regulated under 40 CFR
503 are exempt from'Part 268." . .

, . .
, .

RESPONSE'

"

"

.'

The comnienter's suggestion is·beyond the scope ofthis final rule, therefore, no change.
, has been made. " . . . ..'.

'.

Issue 7: Recordkeeping Requirements Reference: Regulatory text at .
page 43691-43692' .
Section 268.7 describes frequencies for notifications and .

. certifications (one-time or With each shipment)..Westinghouse
recommends.that EPA add clarification'to these frequencies
to account for situations ~here all phases ofmanagement are under
a single·EPAlstate .identifiCation,number. For example, ifa waste
movem~nt is defined as an off-site shipment because it is .
being shipped on a public right-of-way, but IS being sent to a TSD.

. unit which operates under the same EPAlstate ID num~ as the .
generator and the transpOrter on.contiguous property, did
EPA intend,for the notification and certification requirements
pertainin:g to that shipment to be as ~ the.shipment was bemg made
to another entitY with a separate EPAlstate ID number? In this
cause, the same Permittee may be the generator, transporter, ,.

. treater, and 'dispoSer ofthe waste but the waste waS moved on' a
road that may classify the movement as an off-site shipment. '
Westinghouse manages several DOE sites which store 'sigDificant .

, quantities ()fmixed waste in accordaD.ce with the Federal facility .
. . .. Compliance Act. Wh~ the Waste is treated and disposed, will the:.

sites~ subject to the certification and n~tification .
requirementS that describe the frequency of"each shipment" even
.though the waste is comp~etelYmanaged o~-si~? This iDforma~ioi1

- ·.1 I
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,was intended for off-site ,shipments and did not consider ho~ long
n;tixed wastes would have to be stored until sufficient treatment and'
disposal technologies are available.' What certification frequency
is appropriate for sev~ial thousand_waste drums'which are removed
from storage and treated oli a b~tchbasis? Shouldthe ,

,o~er/op~rator look at compliance with the certifi~atioq ,
, requirements on a pet-batch basis as waste is removed from
storage~ or can the owner/operator look at the waste stream' as a
whole, to eliminate unnecessary paPerwork? 'Furthermore, ,does each
treated drum require ~pling tO'determine whether

, a concentration~based treatment standard is met,_ or ~an compliance
" wi~ the treatment standard be based on a pe~-batch basis?, ,.

RESPONSE

. ,

~,

, ,

, '

; ,The Agency, prefers not to address specific examples of the applicability of the
regUlations (as submitted by the commenter) in this Response to Comments DocUment. Rather,
ifthese examples are raised in a letter to the Agency~ interpretations ofthe regulatio~ Will be
'made. ,EPA believes as a general matter that responding to questions such as these'withQut a , '
specific factual context can lead to confusion or error, and consequently ~eclines t~ do so, here. "

..

.Issue 8: Regula!ory ~apguage Found ~ Section. .'
,268.7(a)(3)Reference:' ~egu1atorY text at page ~3692 " .
Throughout the proposed text of40 CFR 268.7, referenc~ is made to "

,:40 CFR 261.3(e).1'be,correct referen~e ,~h-9uld be 261.3(t).,· .

RESPONSE, '
, )

\'

,The'Agency has'corrected this error in the final nile.
'"

. "

"

, .
\ .

.. '
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DCN PH4P064,'
COMMBfTER'Dow Chemical
RESPONDER PV,
SUBJECT 'CLNP
SUBJN:UM 064
COMMENT ..

Dow supports the proposed improvements to the Land Disposal
Restrictions program. We appreciate EPA's'e,fforts to clean-up and
clarify outdated, confusing, Qf unnecessary language: '
In ~icular,we approve of the changes proposed for 268:7 that
eliminates redun4ance or removes obsolete material and simplifies' .
the requirements for generators. A one-time notification.
and certification to the receiving facility for those wastes that· ,
m~t the appropnate treatment standard, is adefmite ~provement .

. over the current system. The decision ~o change the record
retention time period in 268.7(a)(8) from five years to three years
,is a significant improvement 'that will minimize.confusion over .

. recordkeeping arid will be co~iste~t with,the manifesting
recordkeeping requirements. .,
Dow supports the change ~oimd in 268.9 that State~ that if-all·'
underlying huardous~c()nsti~ents reasonably expected to be present
in.a characteristic waSte Will be monitored, then the
generator, need not ~ist ~y ofthe.~on the LD~ notification.,

RESPONSE '

"

,.

. . . . . ,
- " . . I .

. The Agency thanks you for your interest in an~ support of the paperwork burden
reduction effort. ' , , . ,

"

.. {

, .'.
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DCN" PH4P074'
COMMENTER DOD"
RESPONDER' ,PV
SUBJEq '.. CLNP
SUBJNUM: 014" " " ,
COMMENf '. "

, DoD is highly,supportive ofEPA effo~\to simplify LDR ,
'_ requirements.,While the sugge~tions made "in this section of the

proposed role' are minor simplificationS, DoD does suppprt this
step in the right direction. DoD agrees that the proposed changes

.,hi this section make the reading of the LDR regulations more ;.
straightforward Additionally, th~ streamlined notification and .

, reduction to a three-year records retention 'period is yery helpful,
, for a large organization such ,as DoD. Do~ does_~aIit to mention the
following pOints: . ' "

( , a. Proposed,40 CFR 268.7(a)(4) now conUlins a 'certification
reqUirem~nt which was not presfmt in the previbus correspOnding' ,
section of 268.7 (a)(3). The proposed rUle,discuSses a .
streamlining measure for this section, but. fails'~o explicitly,' ,
mention'that,a'certification'requirenient is being added. 60 Federal
,Register at '43678. DoD requests'EPA to sPe.cifically r~quest '
comment on whether a certification requirement should be added. DoD
does,support the one-time notification streamlining concept
pr~posed.· , .' ' ..

,RESPONSE . ~.

e'

,. The Agency did not intend to add a certification requirementat 40 CFR 268.7(a)(4), and
any indication that a certification is required-has been: removed from the regulatory language in .
the final rule. The Agency acknowledges the coniment~r's suppor,t ofthe one.tnn~ notification 
concept.

I.

" ,

, b. Proposed 40 CFR 268.5 (iii) ref~ to pro~~d 268.7(a)(4).:Did
EPA mean instead to'refer to proposed 268.7(a)(3), as,this section
would correspond to the previous edition ofthe regulati~n? IfEPA
,is c~gmg the reference ~ proposed ~68.5(iii), DoD requests EP~

"to expla.in why this changed reference is suggested arid allow for
. public,comment on tbis-issue after EPA's explanation.

. 1 \ .

RESPONSE

...: ", ~ :,
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'The commenter has found'an inadvertant error in the proposed ~le, however, the
proposect ianguage at 40 ~FR 268.5 has been removed because theAgency is not finalizing that'
provision in this final rule.' There is, therefore, no'cross reference to 268.7 in today's rule.

.. . • • • I • • '. ~ • i

c. In proposed268.7(a)(9), the certifjcation langUage omits the
previously used phrase, ~~ ...or solid wastes not suJ:>ject to .
regulation under 40 CFR part 261.n DoD requests EPA to explain
why this change in certification language is requested and to allow '
for public.comment after, EPA's explanation. This certification
should be amended to include the phrase, "...based on knowledge and

~ : bel~ef," at the beginDin~ of the certification..' ,

RESPONSE

" The Agency does not believe that the language suggested by the commenter is
appropriate, ~d is 'therefore:not incorporating it into the flnaI rule: ,The commenter asks why the
certification omits the phrase," ...or solid wastes'not subject to regulation tinder 40 CFR part "

, 261~" This change was made in tile technic81 amendments to the Phase II final nile. The
explapation' given at that. time waS: "The certification language that reads •or-solid wastes not

, subject to regulation under 40. CFR'part 261' is being removed and is no longer considered
necessary, because 'the regulated community has in appendix IVa list ofwastes that are ' e
prohibited from plac~ment in a' lab pack. The Agency believes that deleting this statement is not
a'substantive change, but rather alleviates unnecessary l~~uage." ,

\

\ '

.,
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DCN 'PH4P07S,,e COMMENTER ElfAtochem : .. -.
'" RESPONDER 'PV;.

SUBJECT ' CLNP
SUBJNUM' 075
COMMENT

.. ,

ElfAtochem believes that both the' cuirent and proposed LDR, .
, noti~cation reqUirements a:re far mo~ bUrd~nsome than necessary to, ,. \

ensure comp~iance·with.substantive LDR requirements. Specifically,
ElfAtochem believes that both the existing and proposed LOR
notifi~ation provisions impo~e substantial infonnation tracking
re.quirements that serve no useful purpose. ' '
EPA has already taken steps to reduce unnecessary LOR paperwork
burdens by limiting the requirement that LDR paperw:ork track
individual underlying hazardous constituents. EPA SHOULD now'
provi'a~ additional relie~by ~liminatfug,tl?-e requirement to tra,?k .
waste codes and treatability groups for characteristic wastes that
hav.e been "decharacterized" but that remain subject to UTS
treatment requirements. In lieu ofthe need to track waste codes'
and treatabilit},'groupsrelated to n~nh~dous wastes Of residues, '.

it should be sUfficient to track only the'fact that ,tn:S treatm~nt '
, I

:' standardS apply~" This seemingly modest ~oUnt of streamlining

It
would provide enonnous ~gulatory relief in 'some,situations, . .

I ._ 'without compromising the Agency's ability to ensure compliance with
substantiye LOR reqUirements.

, The need for such relief is graphically illustrated in the case of
residues from carbon regeneration. Br:iefly, ElfAtochem, .

.'

.manufactUres and'supplies activated'carbon for use in a .variety of .
':"8st:e treatment and manufactuling process'appliCations. As an

. additional part ofthis,business,E,lfAtochem ac~epts spent.
activated~n generated by its customers, regenerates the "
carbon in a rotary kiln, and sells the regenerated activ.ated carbon

. for reuse. 'Because the regeneration ofspent activated carbon ,
produces residual materials (as~ and baghouse dust) that are
ultimately ~sposed ofin a landfill, LDR requirements !pay be
triggered. '

- The difficulty ElfAtochem faces is that the specific;LDR,
treatment requirements that apply to residues from the regeneration

'. ofspent activated carbon appear to include any LDR . ,
requirements that may have attached at the point ofgeneration' to ' "

" any characteristic ancestor waste th8t is traceable to the residue
..

, in queStion: The problem is ag8r:a~ated by the fact.that activat~d
. carbon is often used to. treat commingled wastes, and that spent

" , .... .. .' ;'

e .-
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, .

.carbon from a wide variety of sources is'then c~)fnmingled for .
. regeneration. Consequently,.in order to identify the specific'
'constituents for wl;rlch treatment is r~qu'ired, it appears that "it
may~ necessarY to identify-all of the sources'ofthe spent'carbon·
from which regeneration resi4ues' are,derived, to identifY ~l of '
the wastes treated with each ofthose individ~sources oJ spent
activate<;l carbon, to identify all of these wastes (and all of their

. ancestors) that exhibit~d hazardous characteristics at their point'
, ofgeneration, and to identify' ali underlying hazardous
c~nstituents that were prese~t in such
dist3.nt-ancestor characteristic wastes at their point of
generation.' ,I

Fortun~tely,the book-keeping needed to track individual'
:' underlying hazardouS constituentS can be eliminated if testing is

. performed to ensure that residues .meet UT~ levels for all .'
uts constitUents prior to land disposal. See 60 Fed.'Reg. at
43,678 col. 2. In effect, if is possible to ensure substantive .
compliapce - without the need for complex compliance evalua~ion 
through the expedient ofassuming that every, ,l)TS constituent is an
und¢r1ying ~azatdous ,constituent that requires treatment. .

. '" Unfo~ately; it appears that substantial compliance evaluation
and book-keeping is necessary anyWay. t~ track the original waste ,,'
codes and treatability groups <?f any an,d all ancestor ,
characteristic wastes..This inform~tion tracking. which is not
nece'ssary to ensure subs~tive LDR compliance - is necessary
solely to satisfy LOR paperwork requirements. The specific
paperwork requirements involved'are as follows.
First, it appears that operators that use activate9,carbon to .
treat wastes that exhibit hazardoUs,characteristics ~'or that
e~bited hazardous characteristics at their point ofgeneration 
must prepare LDR ~otificationsrecording' detailed information
concerning these "original" wastes. At least in the case of'
nonhazaidous spent carbon, it appears that the notification must

,identify the waste codes and treatability groups that applied to
these "original" wastes at 'their point ofgeneration. Such
'operators mUst also identify any underlying hazardous constituents .
present mthese tloriginal" ancestor wastes at their poiDt of
generation, unless the residues u1~ately land dispo~d will be
tested for all UTS constituents phor to land disposaL '
The more serious problem is that further P)R notificationand'
certification requirements apply when residuals from the,
regeneration ofspent activated carbOJ1,are 'shipped off-site by
the x:egeneration facility. for subsequent inamlgement: Ag;Un, at

112
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,least in the case ofnonhazardo~residues,' it appears that th~
pa~ork required inU$t include "a des~ription ofthe waste '

. as initially generated." 40 C.F.R; §268.9(d). It thus appears
, that 'the regeneration facility would be ' " .
,required to list the waste codes and,treatabili~ groups th~t

applied at the point ofgeneration to any charactenstic or ' '
fo~erly-ch~acteristic wastes that were treated with,any ofthe
spe!lt carbon '
from which the regeneration residues were in tur,nderived. In
addition, the regeneration facility would need to identify the

"Undei'!ying'hazardous constituents p~sent in these "distant
,ancestor"wastes, again unless residues will be monitored for all '
UTS constituents prior to land dispo~. I~.,

The paperworkmanagemeilt tasks presented by these requirements are "
obviously considerable, and'they 'are certainly far more burdensome
~necess~ to advance ~e environmental objectives ofthe LD~
program. The ljmitations on the need to traek,~derlying ,
~dous ~onstituentsis'important, because residuals from Elf
Atochem's carbon regeneration activity will consiste~tly meet UTS "
k~vels for organic constituents, and they ~ll meet UTS levels for, "

"all coi1stitil~ntS if they are stabilized,prior to, land disposal.
ElfAtoche!J1 should therefore ~e a1?le to '
obviate the need to track individual underlying hazardous "

, ,

,constituents. "Unfortunately,however, the requirement to track
waste' cOdes and treatability groups for c~araCteristic wastes

"still presents extraordinSry'comp1iance challenges in the context \
ofcarbon regeneratjonactivities. These reqUirements provide no
practical benefit that could not be obtained through far. . . .
simpler requirements. .

~. Where a waste is subject to UTS treatment standards'because one of,
its ancestors exhibited a hazardous characteristic, it appears that,'
the waste code and treatability group ofthe original ancestor . ,
,waste is ofno·contiIiuing relevanc~ o~ce $e hazardous '
, characteri~c~ PeeD.'~~oVe4. A statem~nt that a waste is
.' subject to UTS treatmentstandards should by itselfbe -. .

sufficient, together with an identification"ofthe'underlylng
~dous constituents involved unless residuals Will be monitored
for all UTS constituents prior to' ~and dispOsal~ EPA should'
therefore eliminate the reqUirement that LDR certifications

, identify the original ch8racteristic waste codes and treatability
groups that apply in,any .case in which the UTS tre~tment s~~d
applies. This change woul4 dramatically, simplify paperwo~k -
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.'. requirements without any sacrifice of relevant infoI,1I1at.iqn.

RESPONSE'

The Agency'continues'to believe that RCRA mandates "cradle to grave" managmentof
h~OlJS waStes. Characteristic wastes must be identified, ther~fore., even if they have lost the
hazardous characteristic. The Agency has streamlined the process, however; by requiring in 40
CFR 268.9 that orily a one-time notic~ be placed in the files whe~ a characteristic waste loses its
characteristic.

\
.\

\
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, OCN" PH4P976 ' _ , '
COMMENTER'Society ofthe Plastics Industry- ,

, RESPONDER' py. ,
SUBJECT CLNP'
SU~JNUM 076,
COMMENT'

~PI supports EPA's efforts to ,streamline LOR'requirements for '
generators who manage their own Waste, such as by proposing to , "
require' only a one-time notification arid certification to the
'receiving (acility, eliminatirig the reqt¥ement to submit wast~

, 'analysis plants to States and regions, ,and reduce record retention'
periods from five to thrCe years. 60 Fed. Reg. at 43677. It would,
be o(further help for the final rule to remind ~anufacturersof
their inherent obljgations, an9 to infonn them that ihe use of ,
POLYM does not trigger the ne~d for treatment, storage and disposal
facility ('TSOFft

) perIniiting. Although permitting is not required'
if a generator chooses to manage waste mtanks, containers or
containment ,buildings to meet the applicable LOR standards,"other
RCRA generator and LOR obligationS apply. 5"1 Fed. Reg. 10168

, .(March 24,1986). SPI believes that facilities wilr~ able to "
" perf9nn the required polymerization wellwi~ the accumulated
" storage time liniits. The involved facilities are familiar With

safe handling techniques and th~ aSsociated 'part,icUlars of
" iPo~ymerization technology.

"

I '

... \

/'

"

-"

RESPONSE . {.

, . The Agency thanks you for your interest in and support ofthe paperWork burden
reduction effort. The use of POLYM, if it is performed withiit 90 days in a tank or'container.
dges not trigger the need for a RCRA treatment, storage and disposal facility ( t1TSOF") penitit.

, The generator is required;however, to prepare a l-~e notification and'keep it in the on site',files
'\ ,- .' -

,un~er 268.7(a). " ,- ,'" , " ," " :. :

i,

-' ,
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DCN . PH4P085
COMMENTER EDF
RESPONDER PV'
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 085

, COMMENT
'A. Case-By-Case Extensions .
On a generic basis, EPA proposes to amend 40 CFR 268.5 to allow
case-by-case extensions of the effe'ctive date ofup to two years
when first requested by the applic8:l1t. See 60 FR43677. The

, proposal coilflicts with the express language of Section 3004(h)(3)
ofRCRA, authorizing only one year exterisions,'and a maximw:n one
year renewal. The structure of Section 30()4(h)(3) ofRCRA is
intended t~ discourage unnecessary exte~ipns of time by ensuring
the proyisiOIi is utilized only in "extraordinary circums~ces,tI

wit,h regard toboth,'initial applications and the app.ropriate
durations ofeffective date extensions:Z3 The procedure of
reviewing ~evalidity ofthe extension'annually, ana inviting
public comment on the extension and the renewal, are impo~t
elements of accomplishing this Congressionad intent. ;' .'
23 ,~ee' S. Rep. 98-284~ 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 19 (1983).

RESPONSE

.EPA agre~s with the commenter and has,decided not to finalize the case-by-case ,
" .extension.renewal as'proposed. Section 268.5 will remain as·is was before'the proposal, i.e., . ,

provide opportunitY to be grarite~:aone year case-by-case extension, with th~ requirement that a
one-year renewal can be granted upon application at the end ofthe first year of the extension.

, ,-

,. "
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DCN PH4P08S
,COMME~R EDP
RESPONDER' PV' :,
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 085

. COMMENT ,
B. Gerie~tor Sampling Plans. ' ;
EPA proposes to delete the requirement in 40 CFR 268.7 that
generators managing restricted wast;es submit their waste sampling,
plans to the EPA Region Of authori~d state; for review and '
approval. EPA propos~sthis de~etio~ as a~istr:eam1ining".ineasur~",
,but fails to indicate whe,ther and how these sampling plans will be
'reviewed if they are not submitted to the appropriate regulatory ,
agency" Presumably, EPA would rely upon generator inspectionS to
perform this task,' but as recent d~ta regardmg generator . ,

,, inspection frequency indicates, many sampling plans Will remain ,
Unreyiewed for decades ifreview is linked to inspectionS. :'
Through a Freedom ofinfonnationAct request submitted in,March'

, ~994 to' various EPA Regional offices,~QF obtained data regarding
generator inspection frequency in FY 1993and 1994. In FY 1993, the, .
following percen~ge ,of. large 'quantity generators (LQGs) received
inspe~t~ons in Region V: IL (3.67%), IN(4.89%), MI (7.9~), OH
(4.75%). For small quantity gene,rators (SQGs), the applicable
percentages were: IL (O~41%), IN (0.32%), MI (4.45%), OH (O.?7%).
In FY 1994, projected inS~tion LQG percentages were: IL (2.43%), '
IN (2.91%), MI (3.5%), OH (8.98%). No SQG inspe¢ons ,

• ... y

, were projected in these states in FY ,1994. " ,
Region III provided similar but slightly higher percentages for
Pennsylvania InFY 1993, 12% ofLQGs, 3:3% of&QGs, and 71% of
TSDs were ,inspected. In FY 1994, mspection projections w~re 8%,for
LQGs, 3.5%' for SQGs,~d 52~ for TSDs. Significantly,
while Regional staffbelieved Pennsylvania would exceed the 8% . '
target leve~ for LQGs,' app~oximately'60% of the LQG inspectjons

. were ~ted toward genet1!-tors,that have never received ~ RCRA ,
inspection before. ' J

. These inspection frequencies can be expe~d,to decrease since .EPA
no longer specifies minimum'target inspection frequencies for

",either LQGs or SQGs. Accordingly, EPA can hardly ensure a'
,generator's waste sampling plan will produce vali4.1and disposal

'restriction determinationsjfreview ofthe pllUl awaits an
inspection, and a generator may not ever be insPected (in the case
of~any SQ'Os) or will hot be inspected in the next 25 years (in

, the case ofsoJPe LQGs). '" . " - "'" .. "
.' - :.

, ,

) .-.' , ,
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RESPONSE

"

, r . ...~

'•
"

r

The FY 1996/1997 Memorandwn ofAgreement (MOA) betWeen EPA'
HeadqUarters'md the Regions provides for greater risk-based targeting, and ~ncourages the
Regions and St¥tes to focus more atten~ion on hazardous waste generators, a universe which, '. .
previously had low enforcement priority. Therefore, the Agency believes that an increasing
number of generators will be inspected, allowirig ail opportunity for the WAPs in question to also 
b~ inspected. In-addition, .the Agency b~lieves that the generator has an incentive to comply with
the requirement to prepare tlie WAP because it assists them in demonstrating that they are in
,compliance ~th all regulations. applicable ioproper'waste identification,·thereby ensuring a safe' .
.operating environment and protection ofhunian he81th and the environment.. F~ennore, the
. generator is likely aware that there .are serious penalties (up to$ 25000/day) for noncompliance,

so even ifgenerators are not inspected frequently, they mustseriously w~igh the consequences of
noncomplianc~.

"

!

'.
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DCN PH4P089
tOMMENTER ' :ASTSWMO"
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP \
,~SUB~ 089

" COMMENT, '.'

'" '(3) ~otification requi~enients should be reduced.
In response to streamlining,measures for'generators that m~et the
appropriate treatment standards 'which are only required to submit a
one-time notification and certification 'to the receiving ,
facility[26 3.7(a)(3)],the T~k Force agrees with the proposed
sunplification of these notification and~certification

requirements. In addition, the Task Force believes that the
notification should only be a one-time activity for all generators
for shipments to a specific receiving fa:cflity..In a case where the
generator changes the receiving fa~ility, a new'notification would

,be reqUired. " , , . ,
.The notification requirement was established to disallow
generators from diiuting the wastes-in order to circumvl!!nt an '
effective date or otherwise alter ,the applicable treatment "

, standard (5 1'FR40620). In the Phase IV proposal (60 FR 43678),
Appendix VII and VIII ofPart 268 contained all the effective dates

. for treatment standards and are proposed to be deleted because
, ' ,

, ,there is no need to know the efIecti-v:e dates, waste 9Y waste, as
all the wastes in the table have'treatment standards,now in effect.
The se~ond 'issue conce~g the altering ofapplicable treatment

____ is not as .
SIgnificant an issue as it was during the early: implementation'of '

, the L~d Disposal Restrictions. Specifically, the adoption of ,
.Universal Treatment Standards now~ the consequence ofminimizing .
the differences between treatment standards for different wastes '
and minimize$ any inappropri~te s~tchfug ofapplicable treatment
standards. ' , , '

- Furthermore, the information necessary for treatment of the waste
, is dictated by 'the treatml;mt'facility, and these off-site
. facilities require a preacceptal,lce waste profile to determine
" treatability gf the waste. Present notification infonnation such

as constitucmts to be 'monitored, wastewater or·nonwastewater,.and
, subcategory placed on the notificatio~ fonn Will be obtained by
, the treatment facility in order for them to properly certify that' .
.the waste was properly treat~d~ .
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RESPONSE , .

, " The Agency thankS you for yoUr int~rest in and support of ,the paperwork burden
reduction effort.,' ....' " . ' '.' . I '"

.,'
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DCN , ' , PH4P091
'COMMENTER fMC
RESPONDER RC/NV '

, SUBmCT' CLNP
SuBJNUM 091 , "
COM~ENT I.' FMC Supports the Agency in their Efforts to Improve the

Land Disposal Restriction program. FMC fully s~pports an~
, applauds tJte Agency for their efforts to improve the Land.' . , ,
Disposal Restrictions'(LDR) program./1 FMC.has previously,
advocated steps to streamline the Land Disposal program. In our
comments to both the Phase II /2 and to Phase III /3 propOsals, ,
FMC requested modifications to theLDR that woUld streamline the
system withoilt sa,cri~cing prptection ofhuman health and tpe,

, environment. As the Agency is aware, as state,d in the August 22,
1995 proposal, the current LDR program is one ofthe most , 
coDfusing and burdensome (excess, paperwork and recordkeeping)
'systems within the environlnental program. The proposed '
modifications go a long ~ay towaidrevising the system. FMC
,b~lieves ~ere ~e t\irt4er mo~ifi~ati~ns that can be made 'to , .
Jl.lake the LDR program more workable. At the Agency's conveni~ce,
we would be happy to meet \\jth you 'to discuss further '
modifi,cations. a. The Agency is Correct,iil Removing Outdated.
Confusing and Duplicative Requirements 1/ 60 Fed. ,Reg., 43677, .
8/22/952/ J.F. Schinidtto USEPA, 11/15/93, Docket No. '" '
F-92-CS2P-FFFFF 3/ R.J. Fields toUSEPA, 5/1194, Docket No.' ~

. - '. . . ~

F-95-PH3P-:FFFFF FMC c~~curs with the Agency iIi removing the ":
outdated, confusing and duplicative requirements regarding: - .
§268 4:/4: .Treatin~nt in Sulface Impoimdments - §268~7:/5 '

,Notificatiol;1 requirements One time Certifications Deletions of
extraneous tables and referenCes in 268.4143 Dele~ion ofthe .. ,
California Standards Deletion ofWAP. submittals Record retention'
time to ,3 years Ref~nce to SW-846 methodologies: (see below) 
§268.9:!~ "'Code clarification - §268.30-31:n :fimmg "
on prohibitions, • Appendices b. The Agency is Correct ~ . ,
Deleting Appendix l but Needs to Modify,the New Language FMC. .
c;oncurs with the EPA in its intent to ~vise §268.32 regarding
18;the change from Appendix I to SW-846/9 but requests th8t the .. '

.Agency revise the language to allow for either a modified me~od
,or additional methods as approved by EPA.. This can be done by
'adding at'the end oftile proposed change (aft~ ItEPA Puhlication
,SW-846.n) the following: "or o~ermethods. as apprqved by the' ' ,
'Regional.Administrator or Authorized State". In some' .
circUmstances the TCLP methodology cannot be used for vanous

121 -
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'.
·reaSons such 'as matrix interference from various constituent~,
·~etectabillty issues and general safety.procedures due' to .

. . constituents (whether or not listed in 40 CFR §261 Appendix
VIII) that are contained in the waste: Generators, tre~te~s or .
disposal facilities which seek.t~ use a modified method wpuld
bave to follow the procedures for "Petitions for equivalent
testing or analflical methods"'to use a revised method. 110 41
60 Fed. Reg. 43677 5/ ibid 6/ !>O Fed.· Reg. 436787/ ibid 8/

· ibid 9/ I~Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste,
r, ' ..

PhysicaVChemical Methods" 10/40 C.F.R.§260.21

RESPONSE'

. Th~ Agency thaIiks yo~ for your int~rest in and support ofthepaperwork:burden
reduction effort. The Agency views the commenter's suggestion that modified t~st methods be
allowed to be used instead of the T~LP is far beyond the scope of the proposed change to omit f

.an Appendix from Part 268. Therefore, the Agency has not 'considered this comment in the
. context ofthe final rule: . .

'[ -
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,DeN;, .' PH4P093
COMMENTER Heritage Environmental
RESPONDER PM<Z '
SvaJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 093

'COMMENT '
Heritage Supports EP,~'s,ProPosed Improvements to the'N9tice and '

" ':Certificati<?n.Requirements (40 CF~ 268.7) " ..
Heritage supports EPA's proposal to allow generators a one-time
notice ,and c~rti~cation for situations where the waste meets ,
applicable treatment standards.' However~ Heritage requests that EPA,

, 'clarify that the one-time notice may be sent to a disposal
, facility,'as well as'a storage or tre~tment facility. nte preamble'

, ~iscussion of this proposed change states that the on~-time '
.notice would be 'submitted to the "receiving facility," which would

, include a tr,eatment, storage or disposal 'facility (60 FR 4367,8).
.,' The, proposed regulatory language for 268.7(a),however,specifies

" the one-time notice would be submitted to "each ~atment or .
storage, facilitY receiving the'Waste" (60'FR 43691), implying this
option is not available for wastes s¥pped to a disposal facility. ,

• 1

RESPONSE

"

, '

The Agency' appreciates the commenters suggestion for further streamlining of
the LPR paperwork requirements. in this luIe, EPA has made significant changes to the LDR
pro~ ~d its paperwork requirements, greatly reducing the'repot:ting and recordkeeping
burden on the regulated community. EPA continues to look for ways to further reduce this '
burden. However, in order to ensure'that the Agency's ability to ,protect human heaIth and the:
environment-is not compromise4 by these changes, we are only implementing,those,chaIjges that'
have been thoroughly analyzed and which have been previously proposed. As stated preViously,

-the Agency will continue'to implement changes to the paperwork requirements where practicable
and your suggested changes will be evaluatedd~g this process. '

(

\

, ,

,',

\ ,

, .
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pCN PH4PQ93.
COMMENTER. 'Heritage Environmental
RESPONDER PMC '
SUBJECT . CLNP

.'; SUBJNUM 093
COMMENT; "

Heritage also requests that EPA clarify that att~atmen~ facility
. shipping a waSte ~at meets the applicable,treatment standards als9

may send a one-time notice and· certification to the .
" iece~ving facility. ReRA-permitted treatment facilities are Uilder

much greater scrutiny with regard to their LDR~mpliance.
Treatment facility RCRA permits typically include a rigorous
samplmg and analysis protocol to verify· compliance with applicable .
treatment standards. These facilities also typically generate more l

ship~ents per facility that meet applicable requirements than '
generating facilities, since their purpose is to treat the wast~ to
meet'these standards prior to disposal..'J11e . '
-same rationale used to justify the reduced requirement for
generators would also apply to treatment facilities. This reduction
in paperWork.burden would free more resources to perform other more
effective compliance duties, such as reviewing other paperwork' . '.
(Le., manife~ts) and Identifying pOtential waste discrepancies.

. This proposed modification Will greatly reduce the, paperwork .
, burden on both generators, and receiving facilities. The . '.
. .determination as to whether aw~ meets the applicable

treatment standards i~ ariaiogous to the initi8J. hazardous waste
dE;tenhination for a waste stream.--Both determinations are made at
the point of initial generation and are usUally performed
initially, then " , \. .
upclated on a routine or as-necess8l'y basis, depending on the
variability oCthe waste stream or cnanges tO,the ge~erating .
process. Generators ofhazardous waste are not required to submit '

, ,a h~douswaste determination with each shipment. Simnarly,
generators should not be required to s~b~t an LDR notice with'~h
shipmel)t that merely repeats th~ same·infonn.ation~ . .
!' . /

, i
•

·e

RESPONSE "

." The Agency appredates your commentS suggesting that treatment facilities'
,shipping waste that m~et the ~pplicabletrea~entstandards may 8.Iso send a one-time notification
and certification to the receiving facfljty. .It was the intent ofEPA to include these facilities in
this requimlent and' the' (mal rule will reflect this.
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,DCN,' PH4~093 ,
, 'eOMMENTER Heritage Environmental

RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT, eLNP
SUBJNUM 093
COMMENT

In fact, Heritag~,requests_ that ,EPA change the entire tDR notice, '
,apd cez:tification requirement to a one-time,only requirement,_
unless the;waste changes. There seem ~o be few benefits too,
the requirement for an LOR notice with each shipment, as the

, inforin~tion 'once ~ubrt1itted on the initi8.I, notice, seldom ch8nges
" for most waste streams. Receiving faCilities already know .

the applicable tJ:eatment standards based on the was~e codes, ' ' ,
'approved fora Waste stream and inCl:uded on other shipping papers
'received with eachs~pment. Once the appropriate I '

infoimation regarding the LDR compliance ofa specific waste streain'
, is r~ceived and filed by the receiving faciliiY~ it can easily De '
referenced for future shipments: The one-time notice system
would sigmficantly reduce LOR notice errors, as the generator and
TSDF would be able to concentrate on the corrtpleteness and '
correctriess ofthejnitial notice. Under the current system, the
paperwork is so overwhelming and complex, generators often make
errors which divert many ofthe receiving facilities"resources

, towards follow-up arid correction, and increases the potential fot:
- overlooking an inaccurate notice'. · '

, "

'(

-RESPONSE
, ,

EPA'appreciates you comments on this issue and has incorporated your
suggested cbange,thatthe one-~e notification include all facilities in the final rule~

, '

"

,:,.' -,
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DeN ,PH4P093'
COMMENTER Heritage Environmental . '
RESPONOl;:R PMC, ',' . '

SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 093
COMMENT .

" I Hentage also suggests that it would further simplify the LOR
program to consolidate the sections regarding generator and '
treatment facility notice and, certification requirements (40 CFR
268:7(a)and (b». Since generators ,may perform treatment on-site

, and many treatment· facilities are generators, it would be less
confusing and less cumbersome to specify notice and "
'certification requirements to a situation (e.g." the waste requires
treatment, the wast~meets the treatment standards, etc.), rather
than to a facility's regulatory status. Only one)~ertification

statement would be required ifa waste met all of the applicable " '
, treatment standaids, particularly'since many wastes are ~ulti·coded

and would require more than one certification'unde~ the current '
system. "

.'

RESPONSE .." .... I

;

The Agency appreciates the commenters suggestion f9r further streamlining of
the' LOR paperwork requirements. In· this rule, E?A has made significant changes to the LOR'
program and its paperWork requirements, greatly reducing the re~rtingand recor~eeping

burden on the regulated community. EPA continues to look for ways to further,reduce this
burden. However, in order to ensure that the Agency's ability to' protect human,health and the
environment is 'not compromised by these changes. we are.oply implementing those changes that
have been thoroughly analyzed and which IUtve been previously 'propOsed. As stated previously, .

- the Agen~ywill continue to implement changes to the'paperwork requirements-where practicabie
and your suggested changes will be eval~ted during 'this pr9cess. ' ," .

, , .
" -
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DCN ,PH4P093
COMMENTER' ,Heritage Environnlental
RESPONDER PMC ,,'
SUBJECT ,CLNP ' .,
SUBJNUM 093-'
COMMENT,

H~ritageSupports Other Proposed Improvemen,ts to the ~~~nt LOR
,Rules',,' ,.,', .
, Heritage supports EPA's efforts to streamline and simplify oth~r .,

'. 'LPR requirements'and ianguage ofthe rules~ In particular, Heritage "
supports the proposed changes to 'the text of40 CFR'268.7 regardi11g ,

, 'testing, tracking and recordkeeping requirementS. The "
, clarlfication,ofthe language requiring identification of FOO I-FPOS '

, , a.~d F.o39 con~tituents and the paperWork requirements tabl~s help to
clarify the information required in an'LDR notice and
~~rtificatiori. " '. ,

RESPONSE.

, 'Jl1e Agency ~8nksyou for your comments and ~pport ofpropOsed changes to
the LDR requirements and language ofthe rules., The proposed changes. fQr the most part, are

··included in the fmal rule. " .

\'

"

"

• I. :

, , ,
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.DCN PH4P093,
COMMENTER Heritage Environmental

"RESPONDER PMC,
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM .093
COMMENT.

Heritage also supports EPA's proposal to,modify"the,waste analysis
plari requirement foi' generators that treat. in tanks or containers

. on-site. Bymain~g the, requirement to prepm:e il.fid .implement a
waste analysis plan andkeep the plan on site,,but removing the
requirement to submit the plan, EPA h~ streamlined the rule and
still maintaine~ its substantive features. In addition, EPA,'s
proposal to clarify the language at 40 CFR 268.9 requiring'
identification ofcharacteristics in listed wastes and mOditYing .
the constituent list for F039 at 40 CFR 268.40 to
reference universal treatment standard constituents will improve

. and clarify,the LORrequirements as well.

RESPONSE

The Agency appreciates your sup~rt of the proposed chaDges to the waste' ,
anaIysis plan requirements and attempts'to clarify language regarding identification o~ ."
~haracterisiticsin listed wastes. The Agency is not, poweyer, changing the treatment stand~Id fot .•

.F039 as proposed, as' explained in lhe pr~amble to the final rule and elsewhere in this .response to,
comments document.

, "

"
\ '..

I '

"

,.' .
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•••• DCN' . PH4P093
COMME'NTER Heritage EnvirOMtental
,RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT .CLNP , "

- SUBJNUM' 093' ~,

COMMENT , ·7
, .Lastly, Heritage agrees with EPA's proposal ,to mtike the records
, ~teI)tion period for LOR documeJ)ts~e (3) years, rather than
., five (5) years. This is consistent with other RCRA and non-ReRA '

records reten,ion periods. Such, consistency Will reduce the
, unnecessary confusion created by varying the required retention
'period. . ' , . ,

RESPONSE

'- .

The Agency thanks you 'for your interest in and support of the paPerwork-burden,
- reduction effort. ' .

- .,

.-
, ,

, \

...

. '.

, ,
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DCN PH4P094
COMMENTER General Motors Corp. ,
RESPONDER' PV' '
S,uBJECT ' CLNP

"SUBJNUM, 094"
.COMMENT

Streamliclng LOR Notification Req~re~ents (60 FR 43677)'
Generators are c~ntly reqUired to, file this notification and
certification every time a waste shipment is generated. The
original intent of this requirement was to make certain that "
the receiving fa~~lity w~ awar~ ofthe applicability of the LOR's,
since the generator was most familiar with the waste and '
regulations. As the LOR program has matured it lias become,
apparent that the TSOF's are very knowledgt:able ofthe rules and
often assist the generator in fil~ingout'the notification forms
used by the generator to notify the TSOF. LOR n~tificationsno
longer serve any purpose.
,General Motors recommends that the requirements for LOR '
,notificationS be deleted. Although EPA's proposal to reduce the
notification and certification to a one-time re:quirement for new

, and modified waste streams is a substantial' improvement over the
current process, a deletion of the LOR notifications woUld be most'
effective in streamlining the notification process. '

.,

RESPONSE

. ..' '. .,

The Agency does not agree that ~e LD~ notification should be eliminated at
this time. EPAcontinues to look for ways to further reduce 'paperwork burden; however, in order.

, to ensure that the Agency's abilitY to prqtect human health arid'the environment is not ",
compromised by these 'changes, we'are. only implementing'those changes that have been
thoroughly analyzed and which have been previously proposed. As stated previously, the

, , Agency will continue to implement chaliges to the paperwork requirements where practicable
and yo~ suggested 'changes will be evaluated during this process .

, .
, .
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DCN PH4P097 '
"COMMpNTER "Hazardous Waste'Management .
. RESPONDER PV

SUBJECT . CLNP
SUBJNUM 097
COMMENT:. '. , '

, ImprOVements To Land Disposal Restriction'Prograiil (60 FR 43677)' .
Clean Up ofPart 268 Regulations
Section 268.~: Procedures for' cas~-by-case extensions to an :.
effective date (60 FR 43677) , , ,
The Agency proposes to amend §268.5(e)to clarify that an" .
applicant can be granted additional time (up to one year) beyond
the one-year case:"by-case extension, when the applicant first
,applies for the case-by-case extension. The HWMA supports this
amendment to reflect that the additional one-year extension can be '
requested and'rece~ved,wlth the initial application requeSt. .,

RESPONSE

Although the idea ofgranting additjonal time beyond the one-year case-by-case
extension when the applicant first applies was proposed by the Agency, ,it is not tieing in~luded in

.the fmaI'rule. Concerns were raised by commenters about the affe~such a'change would have
on the LOR case-by-case extension process. EPA believes that ifan applicant did not have to file

..a.s~condpetition to g~ additiO,ru:U time, then that applicant woUld not have sufficient incentive :. .
to make a good-fai~ effort during the initial one-year period as reqUired. Therefore, the Agency. '
~s not makiJig any changes to th~ case-by-cas~extension application'process in the fmal rule.

l .
/

. ,

'.

. ,

. /, .
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.' DCN ,PH4P097 "r

COMMENTER. Hazardous Waste'Managemen
RESPONDER PV .
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 097·
COMMENT

Section 268.7· Waste Analysis and Rec~rdkeeping (60 FR 43(77)
HWMA supports.the Agency's proposal to streamline the 'waste ..

, acceptance procedure by eliminating obsolete (e.g., references to §
268.41) and inconsistent requirements (e.g., 5 years for .
record retention) fr~m theexistiilg regulations. Our members

'. believe that the existing notification/certification requireme~ts ,
.of this section do not'yield useful information when.they evaluate
w~etherthey ~an manage the restricted waste:' HWMA supports the
Agency's efforts to del~ non:'beneficial paperwork from the
hazardous waste regulations because these requirements have d~ne

", nothing but provide Agency inspectors With a potentially easy
compliance issue when evaluating ,a gene~tor's LOR records: Below
are more detailed comments on each s~ction ofthe recordkeeping
reqwremen~. '" '

RESPONSE

" .'.

'e. } ...

·r· ....·

The Agency thanks you for your interest in~d support of the p~perwork burden
reduction' effort. " .

. ,

I'

"
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DCN, PH4P097 1

COMME~R Hazardous Waste Managemen
.' RESPONDER PV ' .
,SUBJECT' CLNP'
;SUBJNUM 097,

'.COMMENT, " ' ,'"
Section'268.7(a)(~):'California List Applicabil~ty, ,
The ,Agency proposes to delete any references to § 268.32 and RCRA
§ 3004(d), California List wastes, because existing treatment

,standards supersede all statutory standards. w~ generally agree,
with this evaluation; however, the following California List /

. ' :wastes should continue to be restricted under'RCRA 3004(d) as
.,follows: ,

, Liquid wast~ ,contaiirlng grea~ than or eqwu to SO ppm
Polychlorinated'BipheI;lyls (PCBs); , .
Liquid or nonliquidwastes with greater than or equal to 1,000 ppm
Halogenated Organic Compounds (HOCs) listed in Appendix III; ~d
'Liquid waste containing gre~ter,thanor equal to 134'ppm Nickel or

. 130 ppm Thallium ,
Our members' understanding is that·a hazardous waste (e.g.;0002)

,containing-PCBs 8.t'greater th~ SO ppm must be treated Using .
incineration oduel substitution. HWMA believes that ,"',

I .., • .....

this standard is correct because when there is an inconsistency, ,
between RCRA and TSCA regulations, the m~st stringent standard
governs (40 CFR § 761.1(e». A revtewofboth regulations
reveals that the statutory standard:of incineration or fuel

" substitution could'be construed: to be more stringent.than existing"
.PCB requirements. Under these PCB disposal'regwa~ons,specific "
Iiqui~ PCB wastes are eligible for disposal in a TSCA approved '~"
che~callandfillwithout undergoing additional ,treatment. '
Speclfic,e~ples iric~uc;te: " , ,
Liquid'hazardous waSte containing PCBs less than'SOO ppm wtuch i

'

, ,have'be~ treated (i.e."cheDucally) to render,the~non~liquid ,
(See § 761.60(8)(3) and75(b)(8)(ii»; and
Containerized liquid hazardoUs waste containing PCBs less than 500
ppm which meet §2~.314(d). . , ' .
Our opinion is.that requiring a generatOr to meet 'a specified
treatment techriology would be more stringent th8n the existjng PCB
regulations which do '~ot require a specified treatment technology. '
HWMA also requests that the Agency 'provide the rationale for why'
other California List'(Le.,HOCs and specific met8ls) wastes ,',
listed earlier are no longer subject to statutory restrictions. .
,Our', .

'.

.'
, '\

- "
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members believe that the California List restriction is applicable
to a Fo051isted' waste which co~tainS "greater than 1,000 ppm of "

, HOCs. In this example, the waste contains toluene, which w~used
for its-solvent properties, and chloromethane at greater than, I ,000
ppm. }last guidarice ,from the Agency has been that the California

, List HOC standards do not apply where the waste is subject to Part
268, Subpart D treatment standards:for a' specified HOC. In
addition, the Agency has ~tated that where a hazardous waste
contains both HOCs and non-HOC constituents, the waste would be
prohibited from land dispo~ until it has m~t the treatment, .

, standard for both HOC and nonIHOC.constituen~ (52 FR 25773).-In
" this example, there is no treatment standard for chloromethane in, '. '

" Subpart p.ln accordance with the guidance-issued by the Agency,
", ,such waSte would be subjeetto the §268.42(a)(2) treatment standard

, of incineration. Because ofthe compl~xitY and cogfusion which has ,,'
surrounded the California'List, the Agency needs to provide clear
and concise guidance as to the applicable LDR regulations for such
Waste'streams. , ,
HWMA also believes that a liquid ,waste which is listed as an F006

. hazardous ,waste and contains thalliUm at'greater than 130 ppm would .
,be subject to a California Listing res¢ction. In this example,
the Agency needs to determine the applicable'LDR standards.
Specifically, would the'waste require treatIn-ent to meet the F006
listing \inder sectlon 268.40 and to lhe statutory' level for nickel,
or woUld the waste only be subject to the F006 listing under
section 268.40? ' .
Until the Agency can answer the questions posed, the regUlated
,community must assume that it is appropriate'to assume that all ,
Ca4fornia List Standards' have b~n superseded. 'The Agency'needs to
evaluate :whether statutQrily this unique tYPe ofhaZardous waste
continues to have atreatment stand8rd identified under RCRA
§3004(d). If the Agency's review determines that all '
California List standards luive been Superseded, then we support the
Agency's decision' to ~lete any reference which requires a
,notification oftheir tre~tment standards. However, if the
Agency determines that specific California List standards continue
to exist, we recommend that the Agency identify the types of
reStrictions which may apply and list them. Listing such,' .
.applicable restrictions should eliminate any future confusion over

, ' \

, . the California List.

RESPONSE

\' .
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. 'The Agency continues to ·believe that all the treatIilent standards for California

List waStes have been superseded by more specific standards (55 FR at 22675; 52 FR at 29993)•.
.- The Agency.believes that 'the"treatment standards for list~d hazardous wastes are the most

'. . specific. Next Would be the characteristic, waste treatment standards with their associated . ' f

treatment standards for undedying hazardous ~onsitutents (DRCs).
, ' ~1 "

The Agency stated in the In 1990, the Agency stated its belieftluitall standards
had been superseded at that time.with the exceptions of(1) liquid h~dolis wastes that contain
over 50 ppm PCBs; (2) HOC-containing wastes id,entified as hazardous by a'characteristic .
PfO:Pertly. that d~es not ,involve HOCs, as for example', an ignitable waste that also c~ntains

, greater ~.1OOOppm HOes; and (3) liquid hazardous ,wastes that eXhibit a characteristic and'~

/ also con~ over 134 ingllni.ckel and',130 mgll of thallium. These three exceptions have now
become subject to more"specific standards as eXPlained below. All of the wastes in these '
.examples are subject to the LDR ~quirement that all UHCs reaSonably expected to b.e present in
a.characteristic hazardous waste atthe point ofgeneration must be treated to meet Umversal '
·rrea~ent Stan<hlrds (UTS) (and, ofcourse, the hazardous characteristic would also have to~

\ treated prior to land dispo~1). . . ' . .
" .

.What is el~ted und.er this approach, however, is the reqUire~e~t in'some '.
cases to incinerate the waste rather than treat in any.way other thail impennissible dilution to .'

. meet UTS levels. The Agency. does not view this as''in any way making the reguiations less,
, stringent. The Agency ~etS methodS oftreatment when the residues cannot be analyzed to see if '

they meet Ul'S, or when the technology is clearly far superior to other types oftreatment for a "
particular waste. 'Neither ofthese conditions exist for the examples provided by the comnienter.
.In the case of PCBs, they must meet UTS and then be disposed in a TSCA-approved landfill.
The Agency believes that regul,ations wider two statutces is as protective as ~quired incineration·
ofthe PCBs. While the Agency once believed that it was necessary to requ4'eincineration of
high-HOC 'wastes, it is'pOssible that t4ey can be adequately treated- Le.treated in away that '
destroys or removes these constituents fro~ the waSte before disposal' - l>y other technologic's to'
meet the UTS concentration levels. Therefore the'California List treatment standards are
superseded and are no longer in eff~ct in the·RCRApro~ ,

I.

\ -
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DCN PH4P097
COMMENTER Hazardous Waste Managemen
RESPONDER PV..' "
SUBJECt ' CL~
SUBJNUM097
COMMENT ,

Section 268.7(a)(2): Notification ofdate waste is subject to
pr~hibition (, -,
This requirement appears to have bee~ inadvertently added to the
ru~e during,the technical amendme~ts to the Fhase II LDR rule based
on members conversations with personnel from the waste Treatment

, Branch. In addition, the requirement has historically been
applicable only to' restricted waste which was subject to .',. " " ,
case~by..case exte~ion, a capacity variance, etc. 1)1erefore,H~
supports the Agency's proposal to delete it from the proposed
§268.7(a)(2). ' , ,

RESPONSE "

.Th~ Agency acknowledges'the commenter's support.
, ' ,

I • •

Section'268.7(a)(2): Paperwork :Requirements Table ,
, . The Agency proposes listing the requirements applicable for the

,different notifi~ation forms by addressing each ~quirement.in a
table. ~e concept is sound: however~ the check marks used
to identify each requirement are hard to distinguish~ Agenerator'
or regulator could misread whic~ section is checked. The Agency
should add a lme, which separates each row in the '
required information column and eac~ citation column, for easier
confirmation 'ofwhich row'is checked..

"hi addition; the proposed table outlines the notification ,
" requirements for hazardous debris which will be treated using the

. "

. alternative ~tmennechnologies identified in §268.45. The '
Agency proposes to delete the refererice that the date of . '
prohibition be listed for each hazardous debris. This requIrement
was inadvertently added during the tecluiical amendments to the
,Phase n LDR role based on members' conversations Wi,th persOnnel '
from the Waste Treatment Branch. Therefore, HWMA supportS Ule
Agency's proposal to delete it as a requirement froin the
~xisting§268.7(a}(3). .

136
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, .

. ; . The Agency modified the table to make it·easier to read. ·The Agency . .
ac~owledges the C9inment~r) suppo~ on the proposed change to the debris requirements.

, ,

. ,

...
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•
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OCN ' PH4P097
COMMENTER ,Hazardous Waste M~agemen
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT 'CLNP
SUBJNl,JM - 097

·COMMENT .'
, Section 268. 7(a)(3): qarify "natulaJly" meets.treatment

'- standards ,. ' .
This section aQdress~s hazardous waste which, when originally .
generated, "naturally" meets treatment standards. The Agency

, proposes to reduce the notification and certification requirements
,for generators which have such. waSte streams from each shipment to
a one-time notice. We generally support this proposal and recommend
'that the Agency clarify this req~ement to ~learly indicate that
this section is applicable to restricted hazardous waste which meet
the LOR treatment standards as gene~ated. The wordirig 'proposed.is 
ambiguous enough that a generator could misinterpret this section. '
The addition of the following language to this section is" J

recommended so that it is clear that the one-time notification is .
applicable oilly to nontreated waste: ' '
"If the waste meets the treatment standar~s upon original
generati~n:'" :

" .

-A,.,.

-
RESPONSE'

1_

" ,

~'

The comment~'s suggested language bas ~en_ considered in. writing the
.regulation.

,,-
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,.", DCN. , 'PH4P097 ,

COMMENTER Hazardous Waste Man!lgenlen
RESPONDER PV
'SUBJECT CLNP

. .SUBJNUM 097
. COMMENT

, ' ,

. ' Secti~n 268. 7(a)O): Receiving facility applicability
.. The language'in this section only addresses waste which

': , "naturally" meets ~atment s~dards and will be sent to a
. treatment or storage facility. Ifa,hazardous' waste is not" .
,prohibited from land dispoSal, it 15 highly probable that the waste
will~ sent directly toa disPosal'facility.

,Therefore, the Agency should ~end the proposed language so that
it is dear that~s requirement also is applicable to generators '
who send waste which "naturallt' me~ts treatment standards to '
disposal facilities. Amending the l~guage to address a disposal
facility. will eliminate any potential confusion ~or the regulated
community. The following language change'is recommended:
"Ifthe'waste meets the treatment standard: :The generatorm~t
,send a one-time notice and certification to each treatment,
storage~ or disPosal facility receiving the waste."

'e. 'RESPONSE
, '

The Agency has ~oi1sidered the language suggested by the commenter in the
regulation.

\
. "

I,
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DCN PH4P097'
COMMENTER HazardouS 'Waste Managemen
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 097
'COMMENT

Section 268" 7(a)(3): Definition ofone-time notice '
HWMA supports the Agency's proposal to reduce the frequency with'
which a generator mUst subinit a notification and c~ification for '.
waste whi~h "naturally" meets applicable treatment standards and is
not prohibited from land disposal from every shipment toa
one-time notice. This reduction 'greatly reduces the burden on
generators and TSOFs in maintaining duplicative records(see
.previous section, above): ' , .
However, the Agency needs to identify a specific point in time

. when an LOR notice must accompany the waste. The teon, ttone-tinie,"
is ambiguouS' and does not reflect whether shipments received prior
to the notice nieet BOAT. The 'Agency should amend the .
proposed language 'to require that the LOR.notice and certification
accompany the initial shipment, By' requiring' a'generator to

. certify that the waste meets BDAT with the iJiitial shipment,
the generator will assume som~ responSibility'for detennining if . ,
subsequent shipmen~ofthe same waste are prohibited.
In addition,.this requirement does not leave room for different .
interpretations which may cause an inspector:with an agency to:
pursue enforcement action. In order to avoid unnecessary ,
resources 'and costs associated with detelniining each state's and'
Region's interpretati~n, the Agency should amend the'proposed
language to read: '_,

. "Ifthe waste meets the treiLiment standard: The generator must
Send a notice and certific~tionwith the initial shipment to each
treatrhent, storage~ or.disposal facility receiviltg the waSte~i"

, /

'. RESPONSE
, "

, ,

. .regulation:
The Agency has considered the language suggested by the commenter~ the ,.. ~ " .
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DeN. PH4P097 .,
.COMMENTER Hazardous Waste Managemen'
RESPONDER PV .

"SUBiECT . ,'CLNP
SUBJNUM 097

,-...

COMMENT ". .
Section 268..7(a)(3): Certification required for waste which
llnatwally" meets BDAT, ' ,.
The proposed certifica~on. for~e which "natural~y" meets BOAT
has been changed to incorporate language which addresses' waste. . .
which is exempt .from treatment standards. Existing regulations .do
not requir~ a certification to accompany Waste subject tQ ': .
ease-by-case eXtensionS or capaCity variances. While the Agency
,may view'this ~hange as minor i~ becomes a very siSIiificant issue
for some ·hazardoUs waste management facilities because ' .
certification changes require changes to LOR fonns which are us~d
by customers., . / .:. , . ,
This repeated exercise results in the discarding ,o(thousands of
forms currently in stock because·they cannot be converted ijl a
cost-effective manner to include'the' new certification. ,While
the~ conditions are favorable for the priniing industry~ it is

, ,very 'costly for a waste'management company that provides its
customers with LOR fonns. .
HWMA do~s not support the Agency's proposal t() change the existing
certification languageJor'wastes which "naturally" meet applicable

,- treatment standards: The changing Q'on~,word in an LOR-required
certification can'cost hazardous waste management companies ,
hundreds ofthousands ofdollars in additional compliance costs
which are not beneficial'to public health an4 the environment. In
fact, the opposite effect on the environment re.sultS because'of

, .the natUral resources are needlessly u:tilized;,

RESPONSE ' .,
. I. ~ ..:..,.'

The Agency has reconsidered the certification language. as suggested by the
commenter, and omi~ reference to wastes sUbject to an exemption.
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DCN ' PH4P097 ,
COMMENTER Hazardous Waste Managemen

. RESPONDER PV '
, SUBJECTCLNP,
, SUBJNuM 097
'COMMENT .

Section 268; 7(a)(4):'Oefinition oforie·t~enotice
This,section addres$es notification requirements for hazardous
wastes that meet certain exemptions which-allow the waste ,to be
land,disposed without meeting applicable trea~entstandards. HWMA
supports the Agency·s proposal to reduce the frequency of

.supplying LDR forms from each shipment to a one~time notice. This
,reduction will greatly reduce'the unnecessary burden which'
generators an4 TSDFs bear in maintaining duplicative records. As
state4 abOve, the Agency needs to identify a specific point in time
when a LOR form mUst accompany the waste. ,The term, "one·time," is

,ambiguous and le~ves room for different interpretations.' '
Again, the Agency should amend the proposed language to requite

,that the LDR fonn accompany the initial shipment. Requiring this
specific frequency,places some respOnsibility on the 'generator to' "
correctly identify the status of its waste under part 268 '
regulations. The following addition is
recommended to the proposed lang~ge: ,
"Ifa generatc)I's wa,ste is so exempt, then the generator must
submit with the 4rltial shipment a notice to each land dispos8l '

" ' facility receivi:ng ~e :waste!I. '

'.

,RESPONSE

, '

'regulation.

"
r '

'The Agency bas considered the language suggested by the commenter in the
• • • • • • I
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.' ,DeN PH4P097' ,
CO~MJ;:NTER,' HazardoUs'Waste ~anagemen
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECTCLNP
SUBJNUM 097,
~OMMENT ~

Section 268. ~(a)(4) New requirement to submit a certification.
The Agency~sproposed language references the need to submit a
certification.'When reviewing the informational requirements
outlined for',exempt'waste in the proPosed "paperwork requirements
table,II the Agency has added a requirement t9 provide' a ,
certification for such waste. The Agency appears to be imposing new '
and additional recordkeeping requirements.'U~derexisting -
requirements loc;at~d in,§268.7(a)(3), there is no requirement to
provide a' certification of '
,any kind'to a disposal facility ~~~n LOR exempt waste is shipped~

" Adding'a requirement to submit a certification statement for exempt
, ,waste, even one-time, undermines the Agency's attempt to reduce the:

recordkeeping requirements Under the LOR ,regulations.. ,
NewLDR forms for use by generators~illalso have.to be developed'. '

to inclu~e the new'certification language. As d:iscussed above, this
proposal could result in the discarding of ihousands offo~s
currently in stock because they cannot be converted in acost
effect~ve ~anner,to include the,new ce~fication. The Agency needs,
to evaluate,the necessity ofrequiring a new certification.
We recommend, therefore, thatthe Agency delete the check mark

,fto~ the propo~dpaj,erworkrequirements table which identifies
that a certification muSt be submitted with waste sUbject to
an exemption identified under §268.7(a)(4). Keeping this '
requirement in the final nile will Undermine the Agency's attempt
to streamline the LDR process.' .

,RESPO~SE
.'

." ..-

, ' The 'Agency has reconsidered th~ certification.l~guage~ suggested by the
: ; ,commen~, and omitted language indicating a certification is necessatyfor wastes subject to an

exemption. '

'.'
",

, ,
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DCN" PH4P097,
COMMENTER Hazardous Waste Managenie~
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
.SUBJNUM ,097

. COMMENT .
Section 268.7(a)(5): Submittal ofmini-WAPs. '
This section details the requirements for a generator th8.t treats .
a restricted waste to meet BDAT in a90~day accumulation~
container9 or containment building. Existing requirements
include,the ~ubmittal ofa waste'~ysisplan (WAP) to EPA 30 days
prior to conducting treatment. The,Agency proposes to delete the
.requiremeQt for submittal ofthe WAP'and only require j. . .
i~ availability on·site. ,,'. . . .
HWMA supports the deletion ofthe requirCimep.t because of the
,adminiStrative delays associated,with an Agency reviewing.the
corit~nts ofthe mini-WAP. Even thO\lgh an approval is not required
.wider federal regulations9 .we believe that some Agencies have an,
.~ternal policy that 'when a docume~t is required to be s\ibmitte~
it m~t be reviewed. The~ types ofpolicies have discouraged ."
generators from treating their waste on-site. 'The removal ofa, ,
requirement to submit such a document will help promote innovativC?
treatment technologies.

RESPONSE
• f

'-f'

\ .e

·i

Th~ Agency ac~owledges the commenter's support.on the proPosed'change to,
~e 90-day generator WAP requirCni~~ts.
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DCN PH4P097
C0MMENTER Hazardous W;1Ste Managemen.

. RESPONDER PV'"
SuBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 097
COMM~T I, .

Section 268.7(~)(5):.infonnation required for generator trea~ed

waste' ,
Subsection (iii) of§26S.7(a)(5) notes that ;ite generated waste' ,

" treated in 90';day accUmulation units, when shipped off-site, must' '. ,
coniply With §268.7(a)(4). Section §268.7(a)(4) is appiicabl~ to "
hazardous waSte which is exempt from meeting treatment standar~s.

,This section requires that a generator submit a certifIcation'that
, , the waste meets applicable treatment standards upOn its generation. '

'The date the waste is subject to a prohibitionis als,o, required to
". be identified ort the ' ' . ,
, LDR notice..The identification 'ofa prohibited 'date is not

cuirentiy requjred for generators who treat on-site in 90-day
units. '. .
HWMAbeliev!=s it is more appropriate to .referenc~ the propOsed
§268.7(b)(4)(I) which outlines treatment ~acility req~mentS.
Since the generator is treating the waste to meet . " ..
appl,icable', treatment standards under the LDR program, it does not
make sense to Use a certi~c~tion which has been developed for use
with restricted waste which meets BDAT without treatment
'(. II turall II )I.e., na y: me~ . ,
In 8d.dition to the certification.issue, the Agency should clarify

, whether a generator, not a commercial treater, that performs, '
partial treatment ofa restricted waste is required to use ,

-any certification or should a certific~tion be used only when all
, , ,applicable treatment stan~ds have been'met. A reView ofexisting

, and proposed ~DR, notification regulations does not identify a clear
directiqn on ho~the generator is'required to notify ~der such
circumstances. '

.In order streamline the regUhltioDS, the Agen~ shouJd amend the ~
proj,osed language in§268.7(a)(5)(iii) as follows: '_.: '
"Wastes shipped off-si~ pursuanUo this paragraph must compiy

,with the rlotificatio~ and certification req~ements of ,
§268.7(b)(S)(I) if.all applicable treatment standards have been '

.. m'et, ..or the certificatio~ requirements of §268.7(b)(iv>. ifUHCs '
require treatment ~ decharateriZCd waste.'!, -

,. '

'~

,:.,

RESPONSE
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The Agency has changedth~cross-referen~es as suggesteg by 'the commenter.'
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O<;N ,.' PH4P09.7, ;' ,
COMMENTER HazardouS Waste Managemen
RESPONDER PV '
SUBJECT ' CLNP
SUBJNUM 097,'

'COMMENT
, . Section 268. 7(a)(8): Retention period for LDR notices

,the'Agencypropos~s to reduce the recQrd retention period for LOR '
n9tices from five years to ,three ye~. We support this change' '
because LOR record retention'requirements will finally '.,. , ,

be consistent with other hazardous waste record retention
" requiremen~.

"" '

RESPONSE

The Agency thanks"y~u for 'yout interest in ~d support of the paperwork burden
reduction effort. " ' .

/.
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DeN' PH4P091" ,
COMME~TE,R Hazard~us Waste Mai1ag~men '
RESPONDER' PV
SUBJECT" CLNP
SUBJNUM 097
COM..M"ENT

, " Section 268. 7(a)(9): Notification requirements for lab'packs "
This section outlines the reqUirements for lab packs which 'are "
eligible to utilize the alternativ:e treatment stan~d'of ,

"incineration. The preamble section notes that the Agency believes, '
that there, is no need to identify w~etheralab pack contains
hazardous debris or wastes which~ wastewaterslnonwastewaters
(WWINWW) because the ~temative treatment standard is a specified
technology (60 FR 43678). HW'MA agrees with" this position that'
identifying the treatability group (Le., WWIN'V/W, ~ebris) for waste,
packaged ~ a lab pack subject to alternative treatment stand8rds
serves no useful or practical purpose.
We also support 'th~ Agency's decision to delete the 'requirement to
,provide this information., However, the proposed language in "
'§268.7(a)(9) notes that with each shlpmentthe generator must '

, c,omply with paragraph (a)(2). Orie ofthe requirements in this
, paragraph is the need to identify applicablc= WWINWW categories. The',
Agency needs to correct this error or the intent to reduce useless
information will not be implemented., ,
In addition, the Agency should delete the requirement to identify ,
die applicable subcategory/subdivision. The rationale .lor deleting
the subcategory would is the same'as that for deleting the WWINWW

,category~ Restricted waste plac~ into a ,lab.pack which is
,eligible for the specified technology of incineration:does not have
numerical standards to meet. Therefore, there is no need to '
identify wh8i subcategory the waste meets. It js also impOrtant to' ,
note that waste ~ams are not prohibited from placement into a
non-Appen~ la~ pack by subcategory. Again, the need to Identify a
subcategory 'is needless when the treatment standard is a
specified technology. ' '
,In summary, the Agency should amend the proposed language iri
§268~7(a)(9) as'follows: , , , " , '
"Ifa generator is managing a lab pack waste ~.. ~ the generator
must submit apotice to the treatment facility in accordance with '

, paragraph (a)(2) of this section, except foddentificatio~of
wastewater/nonwaste~tercategories and waste specific

, s~bcat~go~es(such as 0003 reactive cyanide).," , '
. \ I
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'.' RESPONSE

, The Paperwork Req~irements Table 1has been changed to include a column, for
lab packs. It should be noted thatthere are no requirements to iqentify the waste constituen~s, or '

:subcategorIes for the hazafdouS Wastes placed in a lab pack. .
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,DCN.· PH4P097
COMMENTER",~do~ Waste Managemen
'RESPONDER" PV . .
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM . 097
COMMENT

Section 268.7(a)(9): Lab pack certification
.'

This section requires that a generator use a spec,ific
certification when a ,lab pack will be ,manages using the alternative

· treatment standard of incineration. The language for the
". certification has changed several times during the last year and a
· .review ofthe·propo~ reveals that the Agency has once again .
·changed the certification language.. The proposed language i~ the
same hmguage which was promulgated on September 19, 1994, under "

·the Phase II LDR rule (59 FR 48045).However, on January 3, 1995, '
~e Agency publi$hed technical amendments to the Phase II LDR RULE

· an~ changed the certification language for lab packs (60 FR 245).
HWMA does not believe that there is any positive environmental.'

). . .impact supporting these changes. As noted earlier, insignifi<;ant
changes to the wording ofa.certification can cause the haZardous
wasie industry significantcosts.to create'new LDR-forms'and buy

· back and recycle existing inventory. In additic;m, the confusion
which is created in the regulated community is unnecessary.
Therefore, the Agency should amend th~ 'proposed lab pack
information so~t ifis, identical to the January 3. 1995
tec~caI amendment version.

,.

RESPONSE
, '..

The Agency is finalizing the certification language as proPosed..The primary
differe~ce in language advo~ted by the commenter and the langUage thaqs being finalized is
~t the' finallangwige includes a statement that the Jab pack ·ls being sent to a combuStion facility'
for treatment. 1bi~ addition was requested by other commenters that convinced the Agency that
it is·important to certify that the treatment method required bY. the lab pack alternative treatment
St8.n~ is being carried out. . .'I' .' 'J .' .,'.
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I DCN .. PH4P097.
COMMENTE~ HazardouS W~teM~ageme~
RESPONDER Pv., ~'

SPBJECT' CLNP'
~ SUBJNUM' 097
,COMMENT. ,

Section 268.7(b):'California List Appl,icabiliti· ,
The LOR notification and certification requirements for facilities
treating hazardous waste, in'accordance with standards established
under §268, are 'outlined in this section. The most significant ' ..
proposed amendment identified is the removal of the contents 'of
eXist~g· §268.7(b)(2) which ref~rences 'the California List wastes.

, As before, the Agency must.determine wheth~ California List wastes .
", which exist are no longer subject to RCRA. If the determination

is legally binding, then'HwMA supports~e,Agency'spropoSal to
, delete all references to California List waste., ". . . .

RESPONSE

, .'

. . The Agency beiieve that all the treatment starldards for California,List wastes
have'been superseded' by more specific standards'(5S,FR at 22675; 52 FRat 29993). The
'Agency believes that the treatment standards for listed liazar4ptis wastes are the most specific. '

, .' Next would be the characteristic waste treatment standards ,with their,~sociated treatment
standards for underlying hazardous consitutents (UHCs). .
. .'~ The Agency Stated i;n ,the In 1990, the, Agen~y stated its 'beliefthat all standards

, ~been ~uperseded at that time with the exceptions of (1) liquid hSzardous wastes thai contain
over 50 ppm PCBs; (2) HOC-containing wastes identified as hazardous by a characteristic
propertly that does 'not involve HOCs, as for example, 'an ignita91e waste that also contains ,
greater than 1000ppm HOCs; and (3) liquid hazardous wastes that exhibit a'characteristic and.
also Contain over 134ing/l nickel"and 130 mgll ofthallium. These three exceptions haye now
become'subJect to more specifi~ standards as explained below. All of the wastes in these, ,

, examples are subject to the LDR requirement that all UHCs reasonably expected 'to be present in
acharacteristic hazardous waste at the paint ofgeneration must be treated to meet Universal
trea~~nt S_dardS (UTS) (and,' ofcourse, the ~dous characteristic would also 'have to ,be
treated prior to' land disposal).' 'i '. ,

;. . ' '-What is el~tedwider this approach, however, is the,requirement in,~ome
. cases to incinerate the waste rather,than treat in anyway other th8n ilnpermissib~e dilution.to
m~et lJTS levels. The Agency does not view this as in any way making the regulatiQns less
stringent.~e Agency sets methQds oftrea~entwhen the residues c~ot 1?e analyzed to see if
they meet,UTS, or when the tecPnology is clearly far superior to other types oftreatment for a
particular Waste., Neither of these conditions exist for the'examples provided by the comrnenter,: "
In the ~ase of .PCBs, they must meeHJTS and"then be disposed in a TSCA-approvedJandfilL. , .. . , ...

, I , '
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The Agency believes that regulations under two statutes is as protective as required incineration
of the'PCBs. While the Agency Qncebelieved that it was necessary to req~ire incineration of ~.
high-HOC wast~s, it is possible that they can be adequately treated-- i.e.treated in a way that I

destroys or re~oves these cQriStituentS from the waste before disposal--·by.other technoiogies to
meet the UTS concentration levels. Therefore the California List-treatment standards are ,-
supe~ded and are'no longer in effect in the ReRA program.. ", '
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DCN, PH4P097
.COMMENTER Hazardo~ Waste Managemen
RESPONDER' PV '
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM. 097, .
COMMENT '. _' ,

Section 268.7(b): Charact~ristic ;waste with UHCs, , .

~ The Agency propos~s to require' the' identification and treatment of '
, applicable UHCs forD004-DOll'characteristic wastes. Co~ents ' '
" regarding its disapproval to requirC UHC treatment s~dards for :"

characteristic metal wastes appear later in this document.
However. ift,he Agency promulgates such a requireme~t, it should

, , amend existing§268~7(b)(S)(iv) to referenceD003-DOII. This", .
, section requires a,specific.certification to be filed when the
characteristic has been removed but UHCs still require treatment.

..The addition of~ese waste codes will c1anfy,what'LDR '
notification and' certification requirements are expected for '

. . charact~ristic waste. The Agency should amend'the existing
language in §268.7(b)(S)(lv) to' read as follows:' .
'.'For applicable characteristic waSte~ DOOI-D043 that f:lI'e:

.. The word "applicable" should be added because not all
cltalacteristic hazardous waste is subject to t.reatrilent standards
forlJHCs. For example, 0002 waste which is manage(i in a
CWA REGULATED unit is not subject to UHC·identification. This:
wording woUld,help clarify which characteristic waste is subject to
this section.' .' , . , '

RESPONSE
.,

, '. '.

. ': ~Agen~y,is not fu~alizing'~atmentstandards-including requirements to treat· .
UHCs--for toxic characteristic '(TCl metal wastes iii~s final rule. The commenter's suggestion .
,~ l •

,will be considered'in the context of the Phase IV fmal rule that will be ptomulgated inApril of
1998. w~~n treatment standards for Ie metal wastes wj.ll be finalized.' .~

, '
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DeN, PH4PO~7 '
COMMENTER Hazardous Waste Managemen
RESPONDER PV , . . .'
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 097.
COMMENT '. .

Section 268. 7(b)(4)(iii): Analytical detection limits
This sectionoutl~es the requirements for a ~atment facility.
which, treats organic wastes and uses ,
the analytical detection limit,as an alternative means of
,verifying compliance without analytical problematic constituents.
The proposed language references §268.43 which was deleted

. and moved as a restilt ofthe Phase II LDR fInal rule (59 FR.48046).,
, The alternative is now located under §268..40(d). The Agency shouid
.add the citation II§268.40(d)", in place ofthe obsolete citation of

It§268.43(c). It •

/,

RESPONSE
The cpnultenter's suggestion has be~n iIicorpOraied into the final rule.
'. . '. ,. .

, '
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DeN PH4P097.. :
'CO~TER Hazardous Waste Managemen

. RESPONDER PV
. SUBJECT', .CLNP.
, 'SUBJNUM. 097

COMMENT
,t Section 268.7. (c}(l): DispOsal of recyclable ~aterlaI .

This 'section outlines the reqwrements for the disposal of .
recyClable'material used in a manner constituting disposal. The
existing regUlation states that such facilities must ~omply With
the generator standards (paragraph a) or tr,eatinent standards .

. (paragraph b) of §268 whichever are applicable.. The proposed
, ' , section eliminates the reference for complyiDg with treatment

~timdards(paragraph b}. HWMA does not fully understand why this
reference has been omitted and the Agency does not explain why it"
is appropriate to delete such a requirement. We believe the Age,ncy
needs to 'add this reference to the fInal section. . .
..' .. I

RESPONSE

The commenter's suggestion haS been incorporated iDto the fmal rUle.. .
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PCN '" -' PH4P097 .,
COMMENTER Hazardous Waste Managemen
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 097
COMMENT

Section 268~ 7(a)(2): Notifications required for each s~pment

Existing regulations require that f()r each shipment ofwaste a '.
generator must notify the treatment or storage .facility in writing
ofspecific iliformation;'1n an effort to streamline the ,

. " LOR REGULATION~,HWMA proposes the following option which will
provide a grelitbenefit to generators of restricted waste.. ' .
The Agency established a notificationreq~rement for each
shipment when the first LORs we~promulgat~d(~l FR'40572).
Beginning with this prohibition and contiiluipg through the Phase
II LDR rule~ the Age~cy has consistently stated that a disposal. _.

, facility ,haS the ultimate responsibility in ensuring that all.
restricted wastes meet applicable treatnient standards before,being'
land disposed. This burden has directly affected how h~dous

waste ~gementcOII)pames develop and,maintain waste approval
procedures to evaluate whether wastes are acceptable '
for management~ Otie of the steps In the process to determIne'
whether to approve or disapprove a waste stream for management is·

.. to d~terminewhat treatment standards'are applicable and whether :
the Waste r~quires treatment. This i¢ormation m~, be received '

,prior to shipment in order for a treatment or storage facility to
, detemline ifthe waste is acceptable for receipt. The information
, required in §268.7(a)(I). except for manifest nUmber, has'8lready -

been obtafued and maintained in a file which identifies the waste
stream. ITherefore, the notifications submitted by a ' '
generator with each shipment only provide information w~ch is not
used and redundant.
The Agency needs to amend the regulations under existing §268:7(a)
and (b)(4) and (5) to require a notifiCation and certification only
with the initial'shipment. Unless the~ stream changes. the
generator should not be burdened with submitting paperwork~d 
keeping acopy'ofthis paperwork in'its files. The followmg
change to 'sCcuon 268.7(a) is re~oriunended:

"If the waste does not meet the- treatment standard: With the
initial shipment ofwaste, the: generator must notify the treatment
or ~torage facility in,~ting."

I ." •

, .
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" .
RESPONSE

"The Agency has changed the,~DR notificaiionrproces~ in the final ru~e,'
requiring that a on~-time notification be 'sent ~th the initial'shipment if the :waste does 'or 40es "
not meet the tre~tment standards. Nofuther notification is required until such time as the waste,
process or treatment, storage or disposal facility changes., ' ,~
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DCN PH4P097
COMMENTER Hazardo~ W~te Managemen
RESPONDER PV,'·
,SUBJECT CLNP'
SUBJNUM 097'
COMMENT

.Section 268.9: Special rules regarding wastes that exhibit a
characteristic (60 F~4~678)

The Agency proposes to amend, §268.9(a) and (b) to ,clarify how
" . wastes should be identified when they are both listed and exhibit a

hazardous characteristic. EXisting regulations require that,
for the LOR notification, Ii waste must be identified as a listed ,
waste and also as a characteristic waste, unless the iisted waste . .
has a treatment standard for the constituent or addresses .
the hazardous characteristic that causes the waste to also be

. characteristically haz8fdous. Ifthe listed waste ·has treatment
standiuds that address all characteristics; then the

·...chara~teristic waste codes do not apply.' .
HWMA generally supports this clarifying change to §268.9(a) and

. " ( (b); however, because the Agency failed to print the propOsed '
changes to paragraph, (b) (60 FR 43694), we cannot comment o~ the
·specific change. Therefore, HWMA recommends that the language in
paragraph; (b) state clearly that if the listed waste.has a, .
treatment standard that addresses all of the ch~cteristics, '
'then the cftaIacteristic waste cOdes do not attach to the waste

.strea,m. . '.' ,
In addition, the amendment to paragraph (d)(I)(ii) is to clarify
that ifall Wldedying haZardous constituents, reasonably eXP,ected
to be,present in a characteristic waste, are monitored by .
the treatment facilitY; .then the generator is not required to list.

'any ofthe'UHCs on,the LOR NOTIFICATION. If. however, a subset
(e.g., 230 of240 UHCs}will be monitored, then all constituents
must be included on the LOR notifiC+ltion., .

- ,

RESPONSE

. , ,

. I

The coinnienter's suggestion has been incorpOrated into thermal rule.

. . ~".
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DCN ' PH4P097
,..COMMENTER H~ous,Waste Man~gemen

RESPONDER PV '.
SUBJECT CLNP

,SUBJNUM 097
COMMENT'

HWMA believes that thjs requiremeritshould, be expanded to'include .
less notifications when a subset group ofUHCs cannot be accepted,
at'a treatment facility because this require~ent provides no ' '
benefit. Wheri the facility already·knows compounds are not '.
present in the waste through an approv~ process this is an' . " .
unreasonable requirement. A facilitY sho~d be able to accept, ,

, these waste streams without the burden of.requiring additional UHC
, .', documentation, that provides no, eriviromn..ental'benefit.· The Agency
, ' nee~. to reevaluate this issue espeCially in the~caseofpermit

. 'restrictions~

RESPONSE

, '

'-

, '

"

, EPA continues 'to look for ways ~o further reduce paperwork burden; how~~r, in .
order to ensure.that the Agency's'ability to protect humaitbealth and the environment is not' ,
cOP1pro'~sed l?Y these cbang~s;we are only implementing those changes that have been

, thoroughly analyzed and which have been previously proposed. As stated previously, the '
Agency Will continue to ~plement changes to the paperwork requirein~nts where practicable .
and your,suggestect'changes'will be evaluated duPng this process', ," , ' . '

• '. J
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',RESPONSE

, Th~Agency has updated, Appendix VII and AppCndix VIII to Part 268 to include
" the effective dates oftreatment standards for aU prohibited hazardous wastes, therefore-the .

prohibition' language forthe earlier LDR rul~makings is no 'longer necessary. The sections have,. '
been superseded or have be'deleted as proposed.EPA disagrees with the commenter's drafti.ng
suggestion.since the California List wastes are all Pr~hibited, just Wlder other provisions. Since
the California List was ineant as'a stop-gap until these later prohibitions took effect (as noted by

. EPA in a nlJlDber ofplaces such as-th~ Third Third rule preamble), elmunating the California List
prohibition now that the other rule~ have been promulgated makes se~. Furthennore, sections
268.10, 268.11, and 268.12 were removed in a previous rulemaking.

•

.e

" .

:

,,

,r

\

DCN' PH4P097
·COMMENTER . Hazardous Waste Managemen
RESPONDER PV . .

,> SUBJECT CLNP'
SUBJNUM 097-' /
COMMENT ..

Section 268.30 - 268:37' (CFR43678), ,
The Agency proposes to remove §268;31 through §268.37 because
the tieatnient standards for wastes in these sections are,now in '
effect, and all of these wastes are not prohibited from
land'disposal. Thus, Ute sections are no longer necessary. In
addition, ~e Agency proposed t~ replace old §268.30'with a new

, section that provides the prohibition dates for the wastes
included in this proposal., ,
HWMA does not in support this proposal because these sections
pro~ide useful historical infomiation, and the removal otthese
sectionS will give the appearance that the w~tes are no longer .
prohibited. As'an alternative, the Agency could remove Subpart B"
to §268 Which 90ntaUis the schedule for land'disposal .. . ,
restrictions. SectionS 268.10, 268.1 i, and '268.12 can be removed
much easier than the proposed sections.'

,
"
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DCN PH4P097 .
COMME~R' Hazardous WaSte Managemen

. RESPONDER PY
SUBJeCT· CLNP
SUBJNUM 097
COMMENT, .,-;

Part 268 Appendix I • TCLP ,
The Agency propos~s to remov~ Ap~ridix I because the TCLP test,
method reference to SW·846will be incorporated into the text of
the regulatory 18:11guage.HWMA supPorts this proposed change. , '

•

; ... '

RESPONSE

~e Agency appreciates the inierest in aI;ld ,support of its efforts to reduce '1:?urden
. and streamline the LOR pr~gnim.

.\

",' .
. \.
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DCN.· PH4P097 .
. COMMENTER Hazardous Waste.Managemen
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
SUsJNUM .097 '
COMMENT

Part 268 Appendix II • Trearment ~tandards (As Concentrations in
. the 'Tr~tmentResidual Extract). > .' . ' .

The Agency proposes to remove Appendix II to Part 268 because it
incorrectly refers to treatment standards in sections 268.41, .
268.42,. and 268.43, and there is no longer a need to reference the' ,

. solvent treatment standards. HwMA supports this proposed text. " . . . ..
removal.

, )

RESPQNSE

, The Agency appreciates $e int~rest in and s~pport ofits efforts to redu~e bUrden
and streamline the LDR program..' '. .

, .

, '

" .
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DeN. PH4PO~7 '
.C6M~TER Hazardous Waste Managemen '<.
RESPONDER 'PV . .
SUBJECT CLNP·.
SUBJNUM 097 .
COMMENT

Part,i68 Appendix iII.- List ofHalogenated Orgamc ~ol1,lpounds
Regulated Under 268.32. . " '.
The Agencyproposes'to:remove-APRencHx III, which contains a list: .

- ofhalogenated organic compounds regulated under §268.32. beca~e
the California List ~atment standards have been superseded by
Yniversaf'Treatment, StanetardS. and thus 'there is no longer a need .
for a listing ofhalogenated organic compounds because they are

.California List wastes. HWMA disagrees with the Agency's s~tement

'thai all Califoniia' List treatment stand8rds have been superseded
by the Universal Treatment Standards. and that there is no longer a ': '
need for.a listing ofHalogenated OrganIc compoWlds' Members

, believe that ,the Califomj.a Li~ req~emerits are still in effect' ,
(refer to the previous discussion 'regaroi'ng 268~7(a)(2». For
.exampie, ifa K061 contains any of~e halogen~ted organic
compounds listed in appendi~ III.- that are not characteristically" ,
hazardous in a quantity greater than 1000 mglkg, then pursuant to
§268.42(a)(2); the waste must be iqcinerated in accord~ce with the
requirements'of40 CFR Part 264, Subpart 0 or Part ~65,Subpart O. ,
Because California'List HOCs can stiHrequirea waste stream to

I' . be incinerated under the ,California List, the ~ency must maintain.
the inventory ofCalifornia List HOCs in Appendix III to Part 268.. ,
.As stated earlier, we are' indifferent to the Agency's fmal " '
.'determination ofthis matter. However, if the Agency makes'this'
determination, it must ensure that clear guidance is provided to
the regulate~ community. '.

/'

,
.'. k

,t.

/

, .
RESPONSE, '

The,Agency believes that all the treatriient s~d8rds for California List,~tes
have been superseded by more specific standards (55 ·FR at 22675; 52 FR at 29993). Therefore~ .

.Appendix II has been removedfrom Part 268.

! \
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DCNPH4P097
COMMENTER Hazardous,Waste Managemen
RESPONDER PV',
SUBJECT .~LNP
SUBJNUM 097
COMMENT .', '

Part 268 Appendix VI·' Recommended Technologies to Achieve
Deac~vation ofCharacteristics 'in Section 268.42 I' .

The Agency proPoses to amend Appendix VI.to' Clarify that
characteristic' wastes that also contain UHCs must be treated not
only by:a "deactivating" technology to remove the characteristics,
but also.treated to achieve the UTS for UHCs. HWMA $Upports this

,language Clarification. . ' .

RESPONSE

The Agency appreciates the mtereSt in 'and support of its efforts to reduce burden'
and s~eamline the LOR program. '

..
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".;), "D~N' PH4P09.7, ' ,
CPMMENTER .HaZardous W~te Mana:gemen

.RESPONDER PY , "
SUBJECT ,CLNP' -'
SUBJNUM 097,', '.

,'COMMENT· . ,"
Part 268 Appendix VII- Effective Dates of Surface Disposed Wastes '
Regulated iil'the LDRS ' ' ""., , "

;,' The Agency proposeS to remove Appendix VU because ,al1'of~e .
. W8;Stes listed iIi the table 'have treatment standar~ no~ in 'effect; ,

therefore, there is no need to know the effective dates.,,' ' .
HWMA supports this proposed c~ge. .

.. '

RESPONSE The Agency has up~i~d Appendix VII to Part 268 to ,inClude the'eff~ctive dates ,

, of treatment standards fOf all prohibited hazardous wastes.

, \

,e

"
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DeN r PH4P091

, COMMENTER Hazardous Waste Managemen
, RESPONDER PV ' -

SUBJECT ' CLNP
SUBJNUM. 097. ,
COMMENT 0'

J Part 268 Appendix VIII.- National Capacity Variances for VIC
Wastes '. ' , .
The Agency proposes,to 'remove Appendix VIII because the effective
dates for these wastes, when deep well injected, are past. HWMA
believes that the current list ofwastes in Appendix VIII can be
removed; however, because the Agency is proposing national .
capacity variances for deep well injected Phase IV waStes, the
Appendix should 'be maintained. The appendix sh,~uld tist the Phase '
IV wastes subject to a UIC'capaCity variance.

RESPONSE

"

.1._'.. ,.,~.,
\.

TheAgency has. updated Appendix ,VIII to Part 268 to include the effective dates
, of treatment standards for all prohibited hazardous wastes that are deepwell injected.

I
I

, ,
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DCN PH4P097. '

COMMENrER Hazardous WaSte Managemen
RESPONDER PV, ' !

~UBJECT . CLNP
SUBJNUM 097
,COMMENT . "

part 268 Appendix X • Recordkeeping~ Notification, ariellor ,
Certifjcarlon Requirements '~, ' ..
The Agency proposes to remove Appendix X because it sunimarizes .
paperwork requirements ~t are proposed to be changed in the P~e
III proposal and this proPosal. HWMA believes that The proposed '

,tables in §268.7(a) and (b) that discu.ss ,the regulatory
requirements would allow for the removal ofAppendi~X ifthe
tables are fmaliZed as discussed. '

RESPONSE

..

.'
, .

I : •

, .

\
"•

,The/Agencya~preciates the interes~ in ~d sUPPort'ofi~efforts to redu~ burden'·'
'and stre~l~e the LDR program. ' . ,

, "
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. DeN"" PH4PI07
• I'

. . . COMMENTER .U.liiroYal Chemical Co.
'RESPONDERPV. ' .

. SUBJECT CLNP'
,SUBJNUM ,'107 .
. COMMENT .

4. UDiroyal Chemical supports changing the record retention
periqd for land disposal records to three years to .,e consistent
throughout the. RCRA Program. : "
In order to ensure that all records were kept for the appropriate
time period, Uniroyal Chemical~ been in the practice of
maintaining all disposal related records for five years due to
the inconsistency in 'the regulatory reqwrements. We app~ciate the

.. revision as it will result in shorter record retention for ow: .
facilities, more space will be createg."and less time will need to
be spent . .
on file man~gemen~..The existence of records w~ch are four and ;
five years old is not useful as there bas been no need to refer to .
these records unless one was being inspected by an envkonmental
agency.

"RESPONSE

. ~e ~gency thanks you for'yo~ interest in and' ~upport ofthe pa~rwork burden
reduction effort. . ... \ "

"

I.
I
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• DCN, PH4flO9
COMMENTER - Ford
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 109
COMMENT ,

.The rule proposes'a streamlining measure to the land disposal
regulation notification process. It is, / -
proposed that a generator whose waste meetS the appropriate 

_treatment-standards only be required to submit a ()De-time'
notification and certifica~on tO,the treatment st0t:age o~

~ disposal facility (TSDF). Generators are currently' required to
file this notification and certifi~tionevery time a waste
shipment is gene~ted. ,'\,
The original ,intent ofthis requirement was to make certain that
the receiving facUity waS aware of

( the applic$ility' of the LDR's, since the generator was most, '
, familiar with the waste 'and the regulationS. As the LDR program has

grown it1 complexitY it has become apparent~t the TSDF's are most·
knowledgeable of the rules and often assist the generatQf in,
filling out the notification forms used by the generator to notify

, the TSDF. LDR notificatiQnsno longer serve,any purpose.
, Ford recommends that the requirements for LDR notifications be,
"deleted. Although the propos3l to reduce the notification ,to a "
one-time requirement for new and modified waste streams is
a suhstanti81 improvement over the current pracess, a deletion of
the LDRnotifications would best ac~omplish.the goal of "
streamlining the notification process. This is a paperwork change
,that would save substantial expense of resource~with no adverSe
enVironmen~ iuipact :' '-, , . '

, ,

I, I

RESPONSE,
. ;

'...

..
, ,

169

"TheAgency does not agree that the LDRnotifi~tion should be eliininated at ,
this time. EPA continues to look for ways t~ further, reduce paperWork burden; however,' in Qrder
to',ensure that the Agency's' ability to'protecthWI)an heal~ ~d the,environment ~s not, -
,compromised by these changes, we are only implementing those changes that have been
'thoroughly analy~ and wbic~ have been previously proposed. As stated previously, the
Agency will 'continue to implement changes t,o the paperwork requirements where practicable- -

, and your sugg~stedchanges will be ev~uated during this process

I.
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DCN ,PH4PI09.
'COMMENTER Fo~

" RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT ,CLNP ;

, SUBJNUM' 109' '.
COMMENT.

Revisions,to W~te An~ysis Plan Sub~ttalRequirements for ,
Generators " , , '
Currently generators treating prohibited waste in tanks, '.

-' containers, or containment buildings to meet·applicable treatment
standards are required to file a' waste analysis plan with the
EPA Regional Administrator or the authoriZed state agency at least

, -30 days prior to the treatment activitY. The proposed rule would
eliminate the generator fi~ing requirement.,The generator ..
would'still be required to prepare a detailed w~e analysis plan
and keep, the plan on site mthe generator's records. This proposed
streamlining ofthe generator's report filing requirements should
be adopted. The managing of this additional paperwork by the
agency, states and the regulated community do not add any value to
waste management and compliance processes.' The plan stiliwould be

, developed, documented and made available for inspection at the
facility so that agency'enfo~et11;e~t tools remain intact.

RESPONSE

'.

"

: ,

The Agency thanb you'for your mterest in,~d support of the papelWork burden',
reduction effort. '

I \ '

\ .
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DCN 0 PH4PI09·
COMMENTER' Ford
RESPONDER PV ..
SUBJECT' CLNP
SUBJN'uM 109.
COMMENT'

Revision of LOR Notification Record Retention Period
The proposed rule clianges the record retention tune period for LOR
notification forms from five years to three years.'Th1swou~d make 0 •

the LOR-records retention requiremen~ consistent.with the record,
retention requiremen~ for waste manifests, which are closely
related,docwnents.'Ford supports this reviSIon.. Similar record'
retention periods for all paperwork asso¢iate~ With waste shipments . .
will assist facilities' environmental staff,in m~ting records 0 .'

retention requirements. .
Ford believes that these recommendations, if implemented, would
resuJt in an equally or more effec~ve rule tIult is less burdensome
to'both the'regulated community and the regulatory agency;

RESPONSE
.J. .

, Th~ Agen~y thanks you for your interest om and support ofthe paperWork burden
reduction effort. . _,

/'
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DCN PH4Pl13
COMMENTER . Chemical Manufacturers Assn
RESPONDER PV
SUBJECT CLNP " ' .J

SUBJNUM :. 113 '.
COMMENT. . .

. E. CMA. co~endS the Agency fOf its efforts to "cleanuptt'.the
. . existing regulatory language of~e land,disposal restrictionS

, (LOR) and suggests that the Agency finalize it separate from
the Phase III and Phase IV proposals ifthey be delayed.
Both the Phase ill and Phase IV proposals offer needed fixes to

. the existing LOR program that tJ1e regulate4 cominuriity would benefit
from without banning human health or the environment. While CMA.has

, suggested holding up promulgation ofthe LDRPhase III ~d phase IV
. proposals (see Section VII ofthese comments), we believe that'

there are ~o re~onS to hold up fmalizing the "clean ups" that the
agency has proposed. Specifically, CMA supports fmalizing ofthe '
following-proposed ticlean ups": '

~

Phase III ., .'. .
.remov~ of§ 268.2(f)(1), § 268.2(t)(2), § 268.2(t)(3) from the
,definition ofwastewaters
removal of§ 268.8 .
removal of§ 268.10, § 268.11, and § 268.12 from Subpart B

. 'Phas~ IV '. .
revisions to § 268.4(a)(2)(iv) to clarify that there~ no '
additional.recordkeeping requirements,
other·t:han those found in § 264.13 and § 265.13
revisionS to § 268.S(e) 'to cl8rlf'y that a case- by-case extension
to an effective date c;m al~d . . '
disposal restriction can be granted for uP to two years
reVisions to' §.268.7 to clarify the existing notifi~tion . ,
requirements. cMA espeCially concurs with the Agency on: reducing notification
requireinents' for generatorS y.'hose waste streani meets the LOR standards in §
286.7(a)(3); not requiring generators that treat their wastes :
to submit waste aDalysis plans to the Regional' Administrator in §
268.7(a)(5); reducing the record retention time from.S to 3 years ' ,

. in § 268.7(a)(8); and 'su:e&mtining the lab pack notification req~ments -to only
include the requirements of § 268.7(a)(2), § 268.7(a)(6), and §268.7(a)(7). . '

revisions to § 2~8.9 to clarify that a waste stream which cames .
both listed and characteristic .codes that the c::haracteristic codes do not attach when
the listed treatment standards address each characteristic
removal of §§ 268.30 - 268.37 removal of Appendices I, II, II, VII, VIII,' IX andX.·.
\' . . . . .

1
.' ' .. ,
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RESPONSE' .
, j"

The Agency thanks you, for your interest in ~d s~pport of the pap~rwork burden
reduction'effQrt. Most, but,not &:11, of the proposed changes listed above are being made in the '
Phase IV final rule. The Agency is not promulg~ting a change to 268.5 to allow $at reriewals for

'. case:-by-ease extensions could be applied for,at the tUne the hitiaf caSe·~Y-case extension ,is .
applie.d for. ' Furthennore, Appendices VII ~d VIU are being revised rath~rthan deleted.
" . .I""..' I . . '" :
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. DCN PH4PI04
coMMENtE~ ·SSINA
~SPONDER 'RCINV
,SUBJEC;:T CLNP
.SUBJNUM 104· . :, '. \' '.
COMMENT V.P~GRAPH (B) UNDER 40 C.F.R. - 268.9 SHOULD BE REVISED' IN

CONJUNCTION WITH PARAGRAPH (A) TO AVOID UNINTENDED TREATMENT
I , '

. .
REQUIREMENTS FOR LISTEO HAZAIq:>OUS WASTES In the preamble to LDR
Phase IV, the Ag~cy states that paragraphs.(a) and (b) under 40
C.F.R. § 268.9 will be revised to exphiin "how wastes should be
identified when: they are both listed and characteristic wastes.'.' .
60 Fed. Reg. at 43,678. However, the Agency only proposes
revisions to paragraph (a) in LOR Phase IV. Paragraph (b) is not
-revised in LOR Phase IV. ·The Agency should revise paragraph (b)
in conjunction with paragraph (a). 'Otherwise, some listed wastes
will inadvertently and inappropriately be treated as both a '.
listed and a characteristic waste. This·will impOse unintended
treatment requirements for s.ome listed hazardous wastes. '. '
.Respondmg te the proposed rulemaking for LDR Phase III; SSINA
previously commented .that paragraph (b) sh~uld be revised in
conjunction with paragraph (a). See, Letter from SSINA to EPA
(May 1, 1995). These comments on the propOs~d LOR Phase III
rule, 60 Fed. Reg. 1,1,702 (Mar. 2, ~99S), are attached as .'
Exhibit 3. The attached comments are consistent with the

.; Agency's stated intent in the prear,nbl~ to LDR Phase IV. The .. . . - .
Agency summarizes its intention for"the "clean'up" of40 C.F..R;
.§ 268.9 by stating: The existing regulations require that for . . "
the LDR notification, a waste must be iden~tied as a listed . .
waste and also as a ch8racteristic waste unless the listed waste
has a treatment standard for the constituent or addresses'the .

: hazardous characteristic that causes the waste to also'be
characteristically hazardoUs. 60 Fed. Reg. at 43,678. However, .. ., .
revisiilg paragraph (a) without revising paragraph (b) would not
meet this ~clean up" goal and,would unintentionally impose extra '
treatment requirements for some listed hazardous w~es. ,
,Therefore, as SSINApreviously indicated iIi its comments to LOR

\ 'PhaseIII, the Agency shoUld revise paragraph (b) in conjunction .
With'paragraph (a). Paragraph (b) should be revised according to'
SSINA's previously submitted comments. See comments as attached
as. EXhibit 3.. .-
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RESPONSE

, '

, As explained in'the Response to Comments Do~ument for the Phase III final .
, 'ru.ie: the Agency sees no need to amend 268.9(b).. paragraph (b) requires that Wastes mi?Ctures be

evaluated to dete~~ne ifthe listed portion of the waste has' a treatment standard for the' ,.."
, constituent that makes the characteristic portiQn ofthe waste characteristic. If so, then only the '

treatnient standard for the·listed waste mUst be' met for the waste mixture. ,If, however,: the 'listed
waste does not address the constituent that makes the waSte characteristic, a detenninatiori must
be made oli the' characteristic portion of the waste and underlying h~douS constituents (UHCs)

, reasonably expected to be present in the waste must alsp be treated. The commenter's concern
: that paragraph (b) subjects all listed was~s which also' exhibit a characteristic to a requirement to

" ' evaluate whether the waste contains UHCs is unfounded. EPA .~as aIfeatij detenriined the .
constituents ofconcern for listed wastes and is not imposing a requirement to also detennine:the
~haracieris~icand UH~s'in listed. waStes.' . . '

"
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DCN ' , PH4A004
'Co.MMEN'T,ER Heritage Environmental Se
RESPONDER RC
SUBJECT 'CLNP
SUBJNUM 004
COMMENT Reduction~ofPaperworkR~quirementsHeritage strongly ~upports

EPA's proposal to expand tl,1e one-time notice and certification
allowance proposed in the original Phase IV propOsed rule to'

, , generator wastes that do not meet treatment standards and 'wastes
shipped from treatment facilities to other treatmen~ facilitie~

, or diSposal facilities. Expansion of the one~time notice and,
,'certification ~o treatment facilities is reasonable because

" treatment faCility RCRA pCrmits tYPically include a rigorous
sampling and ~ysis protocol to verify compliance with

, applicable treatment standards. The same rationale used'to
, justify the reduced requirement for generators would' also apply
, to treatment facilities. There seem to be few benefits to the

requirement,for an LOR notice with each shipm~nt, as the', ~
information. once submitted on the initial notice seldom changes
for most waste streams. Receiving facilities already, know the
applicable treatment standards based on the waste codes approved
for a wastestream and included on other shipping papers received
With each shipment~Once the appropriate information regm:ding
the LDR compliance ofa speCific wastestreamis received and

,noted by the receivmg facility, it can easily be 'referen~edfor
future shipments. The one-time notice system would '
significantly reduce LOR notice errors, as ~e ,generating ,
facility and TSDF would be able to concentrate on the '
completeness and correctness ofthe initiaJ notice. Un~er the
current system, the paperwork is so overwhelming and cOl:Ilplex,
generators often make errors which divert many ofthe receiving
facilities' resOurces towards follow-up and'correction; imd '

, incre~s the potential for overlooking an inaccurate noti~e.

RESPONSE '
, ,

,\

•

.'

The Agency thanks you for your interest in and support of the paperwork burden
J:eduction effort. ' ",' ,
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, DeN. PH4A006 ,
COMMENTER Department ofEg.ergy
RESPONDER RC
SUBJECT CLNP' "
SUBJNuM 006' ,. . ..
COMMENT .lIL Proposed Reduction in Paperwork Requirements for the Land

, Disposal Restrictions Program IIA' Section 269.7 1.' 0: 2363,
coi. 3., and v. 237f col. 3· O. 2373, col, 1• EPA proposes to
change 40 CFR 268.7(a)(2) which currently,requires generators to'

, notify the treatment or storage facility in writing with each '
I \ . .

shipment ofa waste that does not mee~ the LOR treatment'
standards., As revised, 40 CFR 268.7(a)(2}would require
notification to the treatment'or storage facilitY only with the '
first shipment of .such a waste. A new notice would be required
only ifchanges occurred to the waste 0 r'process generating the
waste"or'the waste.was shipped to a' different treatment or
storage facility. The notice must include the information in
column "268.7(a)(2)"'ofth~Notification Requirements Table in'
40 CFR 268.7(a)(4). DOE supports the proposed modification.,,'
However; as was stated in DOE's cominents 0D: the LOR Ph~e IV
proposed rule, 'EPA should conform the title ,used in 40 CFR
,268.7(a)(2) to refer to the table in 4Q CFR 26~.7(a)(4)with~e

actual title of the table. Presently the actual title is
,,"Paperwork RC?quir~meilts,Tabie,~,rather than "Notification

Requirements Table.'"

"

, ,

RESPON~E,"

The pre~ble and regulatory language correctly refer to the Paperwo*
Requirements Table-t and Table 2 in thef~ rule.

As,EPA states in the preamble, shredded circuit boards are often'shipped
in bOxes, bullcbags, supersacks, drums, ~4 other contaIners
(61 ER 2363, cot. I). DOE Comments, ,
ProPosed Rule regarding Land DiSposal Restricii,o~ - Phase IV,
Specific Comment m.A.3.c(l)(b)(I), p. 25 (11120/95). In ' '
addition, DOE requests clarification b1 regards to the extent of

,the notification and certification requirements1that apply in
cases where" a, restricted waste is ge~erated, stored, treated and
disposed at the Same site. -As EPA is aware, DOE ope~tes large,

178 '... - I
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" complex Facilities whlch may inClude within the,ir boundaries,
, but not proximate to one another, both generating units and '
treatment,. Storage, or disposal units.'~ In such circum~tances,

'shipments of-haZardous w~te may occur entirely-"on-site" (and
, such shipments must comply with certain notification' -
I ",
requireI,tlents). DOE ,requests that EPA clarify how'the proposed
change to'the LOR-notification requirements (.as 'well as all
other LORnotification, requirements) apply to such on-site
shipments.

RESPONSE

, -.Th~ Age~cy p~f~rs not to ad4ress specific examples 'of the applicability ofthe " '
regulations (as submitted by the ,commenter) in this Response'to Comments Document. :Rather" ' \
'if these examples are raised in a letter t~ the Agency, interpretations ofthe regulations will be
made., EPA believes asa general matter'that r~sponding to questions'such as these without a
specific factual conte?d Can lead to confusion or error, and consequently 'declines to do so here.

, ,

.,- '.
2., D~ 236~, col. 3'- D~ 2364, col. 1 - The proposed ,
one-time notifi~ation and certification, requiiements for wastes

" that do not ~eet the treatment standard as'generated would not
apply to lab packs., The Agency asserts that the one-time , ,
notification requirement would be inappropriate for lab pack '

. wastes because it is highly,unl~e~y that lab packs will contain
, ~xactly: the same ~dous vyastes each ti~e they are generated.
EPA specifically requestS comments on'this issue. Although lab,'
packs are highly varlabie in ~ost cases,' there arec~'
instances where generators ship, either o~ a regular or, a " _,

, periodic basis, routine and consistent lab packs. Typicallyn ' •

lab packs are managed in accordance with 0:268.42 and may OccUr
,on a periodic basis. It would seein appropriate that for lab
packs which are managed basedon a consistent process or routine

, waste'stream, the same one-time notificati~n' relief shoUld be
affor~ that is being -~ ,proposed for other ~stricted ~s
(provided the waste, the process, and th~ receiVing facility
do'not.ch8nge" from waste,shipment to waste shipment).. '

, Generators (and treatinent facilities shipping residuals for '
further treatment or ultimate disposal)~~l be required to make "

, this detennination for each waste stream. 'Generators of lab
packs sh~uld ~ n~ different i11 this respe~t. -

, l

,179
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RESPONSE:

The,one-time notification requirement is being eJdended to l~i~ packs.

, ',
f

,
3. D. 2364, col.l:,and ip. 2173, col. 1 - EPA proposes to change 40 CFR
268.7(b)(4) 'which currently requires treatment' f~cilities to
notify subsequent treatment or disposal facilities of the LDR '
statUs 9fwastes or treatment residues with 'each shipment. As
revised, 40CFR268.7(b)(4) would require notification by
treaters only with the initial shipment. A new notice would be
required only ifchanges occurred to the waste or treatment
residues, or if shipment occurred to a different treatment or '
disposal 'facility. DOE supports the proposed modification.
However, as Was stated in DOE's comments on the LOR Phase IV
proposed role,' it appe8fS that the reference/to 40 CFR 261.3(e)
in proposed 40 CFR 268.7(b)(4) should be changed'to'either 40
CFR 261.3(f)(1) or 261.3(f)(2), which excludecertaii1 hazardous
debris from regulation. EPA ~move,d 40 CFR 261.3(e) from the
regUlations on' October 30, 1992 [57 FR 49279]. Therefore, since'"
40 CFR 26'l.3(e) has been removed from the regubitioris, and
since, eve~ befor~ it was removed" O:Z61.3(e) did not addre~~
haz3rdous debris, DOE believes the reference toit in propOsed
~61.7(b)(4) is an error. 3 DOE Comments, Proposed Rule,'
regarding,Land DisPoSal. Reactions -- Phase 'IV, Specific Comment
m.A,3.c(l)(m), p. 28 (11120/95). ' . ,

, \

..~ .
, ' ...

The coinment~ correctly pointed out tbatthe 261.3(e) was,not th~ right citati~n..-the citation has'
been corrected to refer to 261.3(f). ' .

RESPONSE
. \

, .I

.'
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DCN PH4A009
COMMENTER 'fPC " .
RE~PO~DER RC ,-
SUBJECT CLNP , ,
SUBJNUM 009 , .
COMMENT Finally, IPC would like to commend EPA for proposing to·

streamline the rePorting,and ,record keeping burden associated
witllthe 'Land DisposaI Restrictions (LDR) Program. The proposal
would establish a one-time notification process for wastes that .
do not meetLDR treatment standards at the Point ofgeneration.
This process would -,replace a current requirement t\1at requires,
.shipPers to notify the receiving facil~ty every time such~te "
is·shipped. IPCappreciaies E~A efforts to streamline and

\. i eliminat~ 'redundant and unnecessary administrative procedUres
that coilswne facility resources but which do 110t compromise the
prote~tiveness or eI(orceabiJity ,~fthe ~DR program; IPC looks ,: ,
forward ·to EPA's issuance ofadditional streamlined record· , .
keeping and reporting rules in the ~tUre~

RESPONSE ..

'", .

......., "

. "

, ,

The ~gency thanks you ~~r your ~terest in and support ofthepaperw~rkburden
,reductioneffort.' , .

',. ....

. • t,t

"

I,
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DCN .. PH4AOl1
COMMENTER . NY State Dept of Environ
RESPONDER 'Re
SUBJECT . CLNP ..
SUBJNUM .011
c;O~NT 5. Land Disposal Restrictions General This Depktment agrees

with the ·EPA o~ their paperworK: red.uction initiative~ for the
LOR. The proposed changes 'outlined an pages 2372 and 2373 of
the Janu3ry 25, 1996 Federal Resi~er are"welcomed. However the .
revised text of40 CPU 268.7 (b)(s) retains the references to 40

. . .

CPR 268.32 and RCRK 3,004.(4).. These references ap~ar to be no
.longer applicable. The references·are to the'Califorilia list
.which is being elimiJ:lated. Section2G8.32 is proposed~ a
ren~bered section dealing with ~ineral processing w~tes. To
continue in its effort to "clean up" the LDR and remove
unnecessaryt outdated regulatory language EPA should take this

.opportunity to remove all references to' the Califol";l'lia list.
There are.several of these references remaining in·PART 268
which will create confusion for the.regulated conununity. We
~lieve this to be simply an oversight, since EPA has previously
stated the' California list has bean superseded by more specific:
treatment standards. N~w York State also believes that EPA
sho~d clarifY·how the California list has been superseded With
regard to liquid hazardous waSte containing over 50 ppm PCBs, or'

. hazardous waste contajning over 1,000 ppm halogenated organic
compounds, (HOCs), and which is hazardous for a property that
does not involve taxies. Ifis unCIear:thatthis is'the caSe.
and this is a critical issUe, as·the CaJ.ifomia List is still
imposed by ReRA 3004(d) md, therefore, can only be superseded
by requirements that are at le~ ~ually stringent. PCBsor.

: HOCs as regulated' hazardous constituents ofa listed waste, or
as underlying hazardous constituents ofa charac~eristic.·

non-metal'waste would be addressed when the LDR specifies
treatment for underlying hazardous co~tuents to the UTS

, level. .But, for example, how will. iiquid hazardous waste (e.g.,
characteristically hazardous for a metal) that does not have : ,
PCBs as.regulated hazardous.conStituents and contains oyer 50

. ppm PCBs be regulated under the LOR? With the California li~ .
being eliminated from Part 268, New York (which regulates PCB
w8stes over'sO ppm as hazardous) woUld. like to see'in the final
nile'an explanation ofhow this has been superseded. For PCBs, '.
is T~CA the an,swer? It would appear that TSCA would clearly
impose requirements when liquici PCB levels exceed 500 ppm (i.e.,

'-



.,'

l~ •

,land disposal is pr~hibited), but wh~t supersedes the Cal~fomia
list prohibitions when PCBS.levelsare in the range of,SO-500
ppm? The regulated commwiity in New York, and other states

, disposing ofPC~s in New Yo~k, have had many confusing scenarios' ,
arise due to the statement by EPA that the'entire California'
list has, been superseded. " ':' :. "': ;-

RESPONSE
"

, " The Agency continues to believe that ail the treatment standards for California .
List wastes have been superseded by more specific 'standards (55 FR at 22675; 52 FR at 29993):
The Agency believes that the treatment'standards for listed hazardous'wastes are the most , ,-

I'-specific. Next would be the characteristic waste treatment.standards with their associated,
treatment standards for underlying haiardous consitutents (UHCs).. , . ,

, The Agency stated in the In 1990, the Agency statedits,beliefthat all standards
flaCi been s~persededat that time with'the exceptions of (1) liquid hazardoUS wastes that contaiD

, over 50 ppm PCBs; (2) HOC-containing wastes identifi~d as hazardoUs by acharacteristic
propertly tl,lat does not involve HOCs, as for example, an ignitable waste ~t also,'contains >;
greater than 100Opp~HOCs;and (3) liquid h8.?ardous waStes that exhibit a characteristic and
also contain over 134 mg/l nickel-and 130 mgll oftIWlium. These three exceptions have now

, become subject to more specific stand8rds as explained. below. All ofthe wastes in these~

examples are subject to the LDR'req'urrementthat alI"UHCs reasonably expected to be present in
a characteristic hazardous waste" at the point of generation must be treated to meet Universal,
Treatment Standards (UTS) (and, ofcourse, the hazardous characteristic would also have to be
Jreated priortoJand di~poSal). " ' "', " ',,!" ' . ". " . I " .

"What is eliminated 'under this approach, however; is the requirement in some
case~ to incinerate the waste rather than treat in any way other than irnpeimissible"dilution to'

, meet UTS:levels. The Agency does not viewthi,s as" in ~Y way making the J;egulatiqns less ,
stripgent., ,The Agency~ methods oftreatment'when the residues cannot be analyzed to see if

, they meet UTS, or when the technology is cleariy far superior to other types oftmitInent for a
particular waste. Neithet" ofthese conditions eJrist for the e~ples provided by the commenter.
In the case of PCBs, they muSt meet UTS and then be disposed in a TSCA-app'i-oved landfill. '
The Agency,.believes that.regulatioos under two statu~es is as protective as required incine~ti~'n

of the PCBs. While the Agency once 'believed that it was necessary to requ.ire incineratiol) of "
high-HOC wastes, it is poss~ble that they can be,adequately treate4~ ie.treatedhl a way that ,
destroys'or removes these constituents from the waste before disposal- by other technologies to
meet the UTS concentratioillevels. Therefore the California'List treatment standaMs are
superseded ~d~ no'longer in' effect ~ the RC~ program. . . ~

, "

.. ",.

• "

~ . .'
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OCN _ PH4A016
CQMMENTER Public ~ervice Elec;tric &
RESPONDER RC
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM' 016' "

'COMMENT : LOR Notification Simplification ofLOR Notification
. Requirements PSE&G 'supports EPA's proPosaI to ~odify the LDR

notification requirements' by allowing a on~-time notification
for multiple shipments ofthe same waste that do not meet
treatment standards, from'the same generator to the same
treatment facility. (61 Fed. Reg. 2363-64) PSE&G applauds the'
Agency for its interest in eliminating unnecessary regulatory .
burden, while insuring continued compliance with the LOR
requiretnenis and simpliijcatioIi of the LOR process. PSE&G
requests the Agency 'consider el~ation ofthe LOR notification
requirement entirely as mo~t wastes are now subject to'the LOR
program, and incorporate LDR notific~tionirifonnation the Agency
feels nec~ssary,into the Uniform H~dousWaste Manifest.

o •• • •

,/

I .

i.

RESPONSE- :

.', The Agency d~s not agree that the LDR.~otificati~n ~howdb~ elim~ted !It
this time. . '. .
EPA continues to lool;c for ways to further reduce paperwork burClen; however, in order'to ensure

. that the. Agency's ability to protect human health and the environment is not compromised by
these changes, we are only ~mplementingthose ch~ges .that have been,thoroughly analyzed and
which have been previously proPosed. AS stated previously, the Agency will con~ue to .
implement changes to the paperWork requirements where pracncableand your suggested changes
wi)J be evaluated during this p~ess . ':. . . . ' . ".

", ... .
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. DCN PH4A017. . .' .
COMMENTER Chemical Waste Management.

. RESPONDER RC, " ,
SUBJECT CLNP

. SUBJNUM 017 .
; Co'MMENT IX. Changes'to §268.7. (61 Fed. Reg. at 2372)'The Agency is

proposing to reduce the LOR Notifjcation/Certifi~ation
requirements applicable to generators and treatment facilities.·
The Agency is proposing to change §268.7(a)(2),§268;7(a)(9), ,

_§268~7(b)(4), and §268.7(b)(S). Following are CWM's specific
comments on each ofthese proposed changes. A. §268.7(a)(2)'·

. '(61 Fed. Reg. at 2372) Under §i68;7(a)(2), as proposed in the'
. 'Phase IV LOR rule. a generator that is managing a restricted

'Waste, and determines that the waste does not mee~ the
. applicabletreatment standards-is required to'notify the" ,

treatnl.ent o,rstorage facility in writing and include specific'
information. The Agency is proposing to change this requirement' '
to a one-time'notice to each treatment or storage facility ,.
receiving the waSte, 'while also requiring the gener,ator to place
a copy in. the ·~i1e. No further action is n~ces~ ~ii1 the,
.waste changes or the waste is sen~ to a different facilitY. at
which time a new notice must be sent and a copy placed in the '

, generator's file. CWM commends the Agency for p~oposing this
regulatc)ry change to the requirements. CJ:umges s1,lch as this
will help to alleviate the overwhelmiilg paperwork burden for
generators and pennitted TSDFs .

, RESPONSE

The 'Agency thanks y~~fOf yoUr 'inte~si in 'and 'support of the paperwo~k burden
reduction effort: , ' , '.

". \"

"

• I " ..
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DCN 'PH4AOI7 "
'COMMENTER ' Chemical Waste Managem~nt
RESPONDER, RC
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM017

. COMMENT B.' §i68.7(a)(9) (6'1 Fed. Reg. at 2373) The Agency is
, ,proposing that generators managing a lab pack containing' ..

hazardous waste that wishes to use the alternative'treatment "
-' -standard.for lab packs found,at§268.42(c), must continue to _.

, provide a notice with each shipment to the treatment facility.
In addition, the Agency is reducing the amount of information

,required with this notice,. and is'changing the certification ,
statementthat must accompany this notice. CWM pelieves that the
propo~ to require a notification with each shipment is .
UI1i:lecessary mthe, case of lab packs that are being managed
under the alternative lab pack requirements of §268.42(c). CWM
disagrees with the ,Agency's statement "that it is highly' . -

'. unlikely that lab packs will.containexactly ¢e same hazardous
';,~tes each time they are generated, ,since they are typically .
.used to consolidate small am9unts of a number 'ofvarious" .
chemical wastes to facilitate handling and treatments: CWM
'believes tha~ lab p~cks do contain the same hazardous waSte

- codes that are approved on a profile spedfic basis under a
facilities waste anaiysis plan. CWM uses a profile to obtain

~ detailed fufonnation on a generiltor'~ waste which includes the.
process generating the wa;ste; the physical and chemical
parameters ofthe waste,. and whe~er th~ waste requires '

',' .trea1ment. This' ~ormation is then us~ to d~termine. whether
-'. the waste can be managed at the facility~ For ex~ple, an ,

approved lab pack profile to an incineration facility will - .
indic,ate specific waste codes. An approved'lab pack profile may .
be approved for D001 'wastes. Each shipment from that generator
may contain different chemical compoUndS; however, each co~pound

exhibits the chaiacteristic of ignitability.. This 'is an ov~
snnplified example, as mMY profiles contain mUltiple codes and

, some shipments may not include e,;,ery waste code; however, the
key i~ that the lab pac~ consistently contain the same waste '
codes or a subset ofwaste codes approved under a profile.
Further, CWM-believes Utat .the ~68.42 ~quirement to incinerate
lab paCks is 'a clear basis to reduce paperwork, and lends itself ' ,

.well to a one·time notification on a profile specific basis. CWM encourages the
. ... . • I,' . l

, ,

.~,

" ,

, ,

'.' , )
, '-

,~ ,

> ,

, '



Agency 'to re-examine this requirement, and. to reduce the notification requirements
to a one-time notice that is profile specific. .

RESPONSE I .

. Th~ Agen~y has reexamined the lab pack issue and has d~cided to allo~'aone-
time notification for lab packs unless the viaste,'process or receiving facility changes. The
Paperwork Requirements Table 1 has been changed to include a column for lab packs. It should "

" be noted that there are no requirements ~o identify the waste constituents or su~a~egorie~for th~
hazardous wast~splaced in a lab pack. . ...
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DCN, PH4A017 _
COMMENTER 'Chemical Waste Management '

, RESPOND~R :RC - , '
SUBJECT CLN'P' '- .

-"SUBJNUM 017'
COMMENT C. §268.7(b)(4) (61 Fed,"Reg, at 2373) The Agency is -

, proposing to 'reduce 'the notifi~ation 'requirements for a
treatment facility ~at ships ,waste or treatment residues to a

- land disposal facility to a one-time notification. Ifthe Waste
,changes or a new facility is used ~ ne\y notice must be sent and
acopy, placed in the files. C.WM supports this proposed 'change;
however, CWM believes that the proposed langUage should be '

" _changed to ref1~ct the specific i¢'onnation tha~ is required..
CWM recommends that the last sentence in (b)(4} be changed from

, "The one-time notice for all other waste shall include the
- reqUirenients:~' to reference th~ papetwork requirement -tables ror

, '§268.7(b). It is not clear to CWM in the Phase IV lulepubUshed "
on August 22, 1995, whic~ paragraph this table is located ill; or

, what the specific requirements are as the language is currently: -
propo~ed. - '-

'RESPONSE

, \

, '

.,
, '

,The cQmmente(s sugge~tionhas been considered ~ revising the final rule.
/ '

, ,/

'. 1-

"
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DeN _ PH4A017 _,
- COMMENTER - Chemical Waste Management
RESPONDER' RC
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 017
COMMENT D.' §268.7(b)(5) (61 Fed.. Reg. at 2373) The-Agency is

proposing to reduce the certification requirements for a
treatment facility shipping waste or treatment residues to a
land disposal facility where the waste has been'treated to meet
the applicable treatment stanc;lards to a one-time nO,tifl:cation.
CWM supports this proposed change; however, as stated in the
comments on 268.7(b)(4), CWM believes that, the langUage should
be modified to reference the paperwork req~ment table so that
the regulated community can identify the specific infonnation
which must be included with this notice.

JffiSPONSE

The Agency is ~ot convinced there is a need ~o modify 268.7(b)(S) as the
commenter suggests. Wastes that are subject to paragraph (b)(S) are also subject to (b)(3), which
directly references the Paperwork Requirements Table2, setting out the inconnation,needed on
the notification. " " - .

" .

l,

, -
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DCN: PH4A017
COMMENTER' 'Chemical Waste Management

- RESPONDER RC,
SUBJECT'". CLNP

,SUBJNUM '017 , .
" COMrvtENT, . E. 'General §~68.7 Co~ents'Within the §268.7 paperwork

;' ,. ,requirement tables located in pro~sed §2~8.7(a) & (b), as well
as under the current requirements, the Agency requires the

.r identification ofth~ waste code subdivisions/subcategories. In .'
both the proposed'and current language the Agency provides an ,
example which states, "(such,~ 0003 reac~ve cyanideV' CWM
questions whether the entire regulatory subdivision/subcategory
as it appears in §268.40 must be in,cluded on the '

, ' ' notificationicertification, 9r ,whether an ab\,>reviation of the
. sUbdivisi9i11subcategory cim be used simiiar to the example the
:'. . Agency uses in the current and pr9posed tegula~ory 'language.
. The reason (or CWM's question is based on a conversation with

EPA personnel shortly after the Igni"ble/Corrosive rule w~ .'. .'
published ~IJ. May 24, 1993. See 58 Fed. Reg. at 29,8~O. Inthis.
conversa~ioJ;1EPA indicated that the complete

'. 'subdivlsion/subC~tegorymust-be included on the'
, .notification/certification form. CWM believes th:ai th~ complete '

'. . regulatory subdivision/subcategory d~scription is Unnecessary ,
provided,that the information provided allows the .

, .treatnientldisposal facilitY to dete~e the appropriate, .
.subdivisiOlysubcategory..For example,~wM believes that use of
"Reac~veCyanides" shou\d be sufficient information rather than

... having to include "ReaCtive Cyanides subcategory'-based on" .
261.23(a)(5)". CWM specifically requests that the AgencY'provide
detailed examples to address this issue in the fmal rule
preamble c;lisc'ussion so tlult the s~ific reqlrlrementS are Clear
t~ the regula~d comm~ty. In ~dition, CWM encourages the
Agency to allow th~regula~ed commuiUty to use shortened

,, versions Qfthe subdivision/subcategory descriptions. , .
RESPONSE ' ' . .

..
~,~

,.'
" ,

, ,
. ,

, '

. '. . It is the Agency's interpretation that shortened versions of the

. subdivision/subcategory descriptio~ are pennitted so long as they can be easily imderstood.

, .

'.'
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DCN PH4A019
COMMENTER WestinghoU$e Electric Cor.
RESPONDER RC',

. SUBJECTCLNP
SUBJNUM 019'
COMMENT Clean Up ofPart 268 Regulations Reference:. Preamble at Part

Two, Section U.B.3, page 2366 The regulatory'citationS in this .
p~amble part, specifically, Section 268.7(b)(3) and (b)(4) do '
not correlat,e With the proposed regulation provided on page

. 2373. We,believe the preamble should have referenced Sections
268.7(b)(4) and (b)(S). .~ :

RESPONSE
~

The commenter is correct. Changes have bee~ made in the final rule.

,-. '

"

.\
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DCN PH4AOf9
, , . ~ . ." .

.COMMENTER 'Westingholise Electric Cor'
RESPONDER RC . ' . .
SUBJECT CLNP

, SUBJNUM '019' "
COMMENT Proposed Reduction in PaperWork Requirements for the

Disposal Restrictions,Program Reference: ,Pre~ble at Part Two, '
Section H.D, page 2364 We'support EPA's proposal to require a "
one-tillie-only LOR notification. The current requirement to 
provide a notifi,cation for each shipment bya generator or .
tieatment facility-is unnecessarily burdensome'and does not

. provide comiJ)ens\n'ate protection ofhunian health or the
environment. This,chtl&~ge will clarify notification requirements
for generators that also,treat, store, anQlor dispose' oftheiI: '.
oWn waste. This situation is common at many facilities "
WestinghoUse manages for the U.S. Departnient'ofEnergy. For
example, most,~ixed waste is stored ~til appropri~te treatment .
becomes available. 'Under c~nt regulations,LOR notifications
are required for each on·site movement ofwaste.

RESPONSE "
> ,/

",' \

Land, >

, . '

. . " The Agency:appreciate~ your interest in, and support ofour ~fforts '0 streamline _
. " the LOR program and reduce papelWork burden on th~ regulated commumty. '

\ '
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DC!':l PH4A031 ,
COMMENTER Laidlaw Environmental Ser
.RESPONDER, RC
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 031 ,
COMMENT : Laidlaw strongly supports the Agency's proposals which reduce

, I

the recordkeeping and reporting burden for complying with the, .
LDR reqUirements. 8.1 'Laidlaw submits for consideration two
·additional changes that would ease confusion iIi the generator
,and waste management in<~ustry's. Part 268.7(a) of40 C~R
contains waste analysis and recordkeeping requirements for
generators disposing ofwaste subject to the LDRrequirements.
'Section 268.7('a)(1) 'contains ~e information required ·to'be
included·on the notification submitted to the )'SD to the ts~:)'

~ facility for waste subject to the LOR requirements. ,
Specifically, 268'.7(a)(1)(vi) requires the notice to include the ,
'date the waste is subject to the prohibitionS. The language '
contained in-268.7(a)(I)(vi) Was added by the phase 11 technical
corrections that were published on January 3, 1995, on page 242,
column' 3. ,The preamble language on this page states'that ' ,

,"P8n!'graph (vi), with the language that appeared as paragraph'
(v) before the Phase -II rule, is being, added in today's
amendments." Our research ofprevious versions ofthe LOR

,.. requirements indicates, that the language contained in " l

268.7(a)(vi)did not exist ~n this section prior to the ,Phase II
iuIe. Further, this langUage was not in~luded iri the:Phase ,II
LOR proposed rule that was published on September 14; 1993~

Laidlaw que~tions -"he,Agency's reasoning for including the
requirement to-provide this information since it .serves no . , ,
apparent usefulness in complying with the LOR requirementS. Ove,r
the last year, we have received numerouS inquiries'~om ~aste

generators on the reasoning for requesting this information. We
aIso question ,the ~egality ofrequiring this information since
there was no published notice ofthe new requirement or any

.ability, to make public comment. Laidlaw recommends that the
Agency use this opportllIlity,to drop the requirement to provide.
the: ~ormation required by 268.7(a)(1)(vi). This information
serves no apparent purpose toward insuring compliance with the

" LOR requirements by our TSO facilities. By dropping thIs
requirement, EPA will be furthering its goal ofsimplifying the
LDR program and reducing the recordkeeping burden ofhazardous.

.Waste generators and TSD, facilities.
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RESPONSE'

the final rule. .

./

,... .

1J1e commenter has discovered a mistake ip:the regulationS ~~ js corrected in
.' • ".' I • • .

. '.
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. DeN PH4A032 '
COMMENTE;R :E~tm~ Kodak Company
RESPONDER RC

. . SUBJECT <;;L.NP,
SUBJNuM ' 032'

• •. I' I

COMMENT . We are also strongly in favor of the proposal to reduce the
, , paperwor~ 'necessary for notification/certification of~ompliance

with the Land Disposal Restrictions (LDR). '
RESPONSE·

'The Agency appreciates your interest in, and, support of~ur,efforts to streamline
the LDR. program and reduce paperwork burden on the regulated community.

• • J' . •

, ,

, ,
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oeN ,PH4A032
COM:MENtER ,Eastman Kodak Company:--.
RESPOND'~R RC
SUBiECT CLNP

. SUBJNYM 032
COMMENT" . , .' ,.

Reduce.LOR Paperwork for Routine Waste Streams
Kodak supports the Agency's . .
. proposal.to eliminate the need for LOR. ".' -, .
'notifi~ationslcertifications fo(rout4te shipments ,ofthe same
waste to.the same. treatment 'or disposal facility. Over the ' ,
years both generatorS and Treatment, Storage and Oisposal (TSO) .'
facilities have;: leamed to' better understand the implications of ' '.
the LOR: treatnlent standai'ds.· Generators typ::aUy'create a,"
~"w8ste profile" for.ap~cular was~e stream ,with a TSO
facility, 100~g before the first shipment is made. This "waste

. profile'~, establishes an understahding ofarulIyticai data, .waste
. codes, and the applicable treatment standards. Whilte sending a
notification/certification fonn with the rust off-site shipment
may serve to confirm this infonnation, subsequent copies have
little or no envjrollIJi.ental'impact (other than lqlling trees'to

"make the paper they are printed on)~ 'In the past, these . '
additional copies have simply become busywork for the generator
and TSO facilitY~ and have become a target for paperwork .
violations ofthe regulations. We urge'the Agency to take ~s
'step to foc~ the RCRA regulations on more substantive issues
than a piece ofpaper, and to continue reducing the pa~rwork ..

'burden on the regulated communitY. We urge you to adopt the. '
proposed exclusions and LOR paperWork reduction 'noted above~
.you finalize the Phase'IV LDR role. J~ addition, we urge the
Agency to continue work to reinvent e~vironmental regulations by
further revising the definition ofsolid waste and looking for .,
other ways ofeliminating' unnecessary paperwork.

" , ,

, ;

\ .

\

•

RESPONSE, .
.'.: . . The Agency appreciates your in~st'in, and,s!Jpport ofo~~orts to streamline

the LOR-program and-reducep~ork burden on the regulated commumty.., ') "

",

'. I
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OCN '. PH4A035
.Cb~ENTER Metals Industries Recycling
RESPONDER RC .
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM '035
COMMENT . MIRC 'supports EPA's proposed LOR paPerwork reductions.
"" .

. RESPONSE

The Agency appreciates your interest in, and support ~four'efforts to stre~line
the LOR program and reduce paperWork burden on the regulated community.. . ,

, • • I '.

. ...
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DCN· PH4A035' , '
COMMENTER . Metals Industries Recycli
RESPONDER 'RC '
SUBJECT CLNP

. SUBJNUM ' 035 '

.COMMPNT . B.', MIRC S~ppo~ EPA's Propo~ed LOR PapeIwork Reductions and
.Suggests s:Confonning Change to the Land-applied Product
Notification Under,EPA's c~ent LDR·proglam, generator~_of(, ..
hazardous wastes must determine whether, the waStes meet . ,
applicable treatment standards at tbepoint ofgeneration and, .::
if they do not, theY'must notify the 'treatment or, storage "
facility in writing Aith each shipment. 40·C.F.R. 0 268.7(a)..
8.1 Similarly, RCRA trea~ent facilities are required to send a
notification each time they ,ship a waste or treatmentresid~~to
land disposal facilities or 1@@O different treatment facil~ties

- for ftifthermanagement. Id. 0 268.7(b). As part ofEPA's 25 .' ,
.' percent recordkeeping reduction goal, EPA has proPQsed to change

these notifi~tion requirements to one-tUne notifications. ~C
Sf:rongly supports these proposed ameI}dments to 40 C.F.R. 0 268.7 '
and'appla~ds EPA for its effort to eliminate unnecessary " ' '
recordkeepingbUrdens. MIRC requests'~at EPA also modify in' a
similar fashion the notification requirements under 40 C.F.~. 0

268.7(b)(7). Under that subsection, :When recyclable materials'
, are used' inamanner consiitutiDg disposal pursUan~ tO,section
. 26~.20(b), the recycling facility must'separately submit with

- i '. eachshipmentof~ematerial ~,certification (section '
!68.7(b)(5» and a notification (section 268.7(b)(4)-to the ..
Regional Administrator or·delegate@[ representative. ;Thi.s. ".
"landapplied product" notification is identical to the sectio~.

268.7(b)(.t) notification except that the recipient of the, . " .
notice is the RegIonal Administrator rather than a trea~~t or
disposal facility. See S3 Fed. Reg. 31138, 311.98 (Aug. 17•

. ')988) (rationale,foir notification). As with the section
268.7(b)(4) notification, the Paperwork,burden far out\yeighs the
minimal benefits. ifany~ 'of requiring a recycling facilitY ~
submit essentially the, same c~fication and notification with .'
ev~ 'shipment when the nature of the material or process does
not change from shipm~t to shipment. Consequently. MIR~ ,
recommends that EPA change the,;ection 268.7(b)(7) notification'
requirement to a one-wrte notification similar, to the proposed
charige to 40 C.F.R. 0 268.7(b)(4). A one-time notification

, requirementJor 40 C.F.R:o 268.7(b)(7) would greatly reduce the
" paperw~rk burden for recycling facilities while satisfying EPA's

,. .~ '.

"

, .

", .
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. ' information needs.

RESPONSE

The commenter's suggestion is beyond the scope of this nilemaking. Iiwill,'-
however, be considered as part ofefforts to further reduce paperWork in'the future. .

, !

: '
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DCN '. PH4A040
COMMENTER Kennecott Energy Co.
RESPONDER RC
SUBJECT. CLNP·

. , SUB.JNuM' ·040
COMMENT· b. One-time'Notification [FR 23~5]It apPearS (ftom'theproposed

regulatorY language}that EPA intends the condition related ,to .'
onetime notification to app~y whether or not there is land
placement. On the otherhaild, the preamble says ",The one-time

.' notification would be submitted' by the operator of the
land-~ased unit ... tl Where there is legitimate recycling with .
no'speculative accumulation, and no land placement to nuse ,the
,possibility of discard, EPA has no authoritY and no reason to,
, require any notification; IfEPA nevertheless requires'
,'notification, a one-time, briefsub~ttai should be sufficien,~.
,It is believed that, for the majority, ifnot all, cases, any
infonnation provided in the notification would be available'in

. existing operating permits, thus ofquestionabie value. ~uch a'
,rsd~dantnotification reqWremen~ might conflict with the' ,

" Paperwork Reduction Act. In the cQSe of land-based units,
, 'notification seems justified so that an agency can ev8luate .

. whether ~ere is cliscard. '
RESPONSE

.The LOR requirements for one-time notifications attach at the point of
generation ofany hazardous waste destined' for eventual land disposal..- .

~. . - ,.

".

'.
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DeN PH4A040
COMMENTER Kennecott Energy Co.. ,
RESPONDER RC
SUBJECT 'CLNP
SUBJNUM 040
COMMENT' II: Proposed Reduction in P~perworkReq~rementsfor the Land,'

. Disposal RestrictiollS Program A., Section 268.7 Kennecott agrees .
with one.;time notification of LDR fonns ~d submittal ofnew
foons 0ll1y when the waste stream changes.

RESPONSE'

The Agency appreciates your interest in, and support ofoui efforts to s1;reamlirle
~e LOR program and reduce paperwork burden Oll the regulated community. :

'.

. ' ,

, \

..

,e.
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beN ' 'PH4A044
'COMMENTER Battery COUncillntemational .
RESPONDER NV , i

,SUB~CT CLNP' '-
SU:BJNUM ~; , : .

,COMMENT BC strongly supports ~e Agency '~ proposal to reduce
,paperw~rk requirements under th~ ResOurce Conservation and' " '
RecoverY Act (RCRA)tand Disposal Restrictions' (LOR) prognmi.,
A one-time-notification and certification requirement for
~t~als rePeatedly shipped from BC battery manufacturing _ I

plants to secondary'smelters for reclamation wi'l simplify Ule '
tracking ofthese wastes and reduce paperwork burdens, while'

, still ensUring consistency ,in 'waste management and allowing ,
:proper RCRA emorcement. 1 Many 'Be battery manufac~rs and
secondary smelters have "tolling" ai'rangemenlS;, buy~sell . '
agreements, or otherwise regularly do business With each other,
Under these mechailisms, tb,e batterymanufactur:iflg plant .
repeatedly ships the saine type ofmaterial (and approximately
the same voliune per shipment) to the secondary smelter for " ' .
.reclamation. The shipped mat~~als include materials described
in 40 C.F.R. Part 266, Appendix Xl 2. Recovered lead then is '
either returned to the manufacturer or sold to another 'consumer
:as a product. Recovered plastic from the batteries generally is'
handled iIi one oftwo ways: eith~r th~ secondary s~elter '.,
reprocesses'the plas~c o~:'site and ships the reproces~~d "
plastic (i.e.,:molding resin) to tbe battery manufacturer or'

,,consumei' for uSe in a product; or the plastic is shipped,to a '
plastics reproCess or (usually designated by th~'batterY

manufacturer) to be made'into ~olding resin and, then'returned to
,the battery manufacturer for use in a prOduct. Under the
current RCRAregulations, the battery manUfacturer (or its
'shipPer/agent)'is to complete a separate LDR notification'form
.for each oftheSe shipments, Each fonn contains essentially the "
same information as the form sent to the smelter with the
preyiQus shipment. Thus, ~e smelter is riot acquiJ:ing any new .
knowledge about the shipped materia,ls, MoreOver, Smelter
operations are notadj~ based on these certifications. ,The;
forms thus serve no me8ni.ngtW purpose, Be estimates'that in '
1995 apP~9ximately 76 ,000 separate shipments of lead ~aring'
materials were received by U ,S. secondary" smelters. Under
existing ruies, each,of these should'have beeJl. accompanied by'a
LOR certificate, ~ one-time notification would tremendously

" ~ ... .

"
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reduce this paPerWo~,.,eliininating~e need for m~st of these·
. fonns, -BC thus strongly supports this proposal. If. BC supported
this proposed requirement dliting EPA's Definition of Solid'
Waste Task Force Round table discussionS. 2/ These include
plates and groups, grids, 'posts, separators, battery castng$ and.
certain other lead-bearing materials generated or originaliy

. ' produced by the lead~acid batterY manufacturing industry,
RESPONSE .,

, ,

"

•
The Agency appreciates your interest in, and suppOrt ofour efforts to streamline

the LDR program ~d reduce_paperwo~kburd~ on the regulated cominumtj: , ,

. '
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SAFETY·KL~EN HAS THE-FOLLOWING'ADMINISTRATIVE AND ,

DCN PH4A041
, , COMMENTE~ SafetY.Kleen Corp;
RESPONDE~ ,Re
SUBJECT CLNP
SlJBJNUM 047
COMMENT ,C.

• r
, ,

I

"

.. "\

, l

" '

.'
, ,

",

, I

, "PROCEDURAL COMMENTS ON THE'PROPOSED ~UP~LEMENTAL PHASE IV
LOR!' ,

REGULATION 8. Safety~Kleen supports the charlge to requiring a 
one:'time LDR notice to ~atment and'storage f~~il,ities for
wasteS that do not meet the LOR treatment standaids~ under 40,

: CFR,268.7(a)(l) The EPA's proposal to require aone-time LPR
'. " :notification is a significant improvement for reducing paperWork

, burdens associated with manifesting, but,Safety·Ide~believes
that this burden could be reduced even ,further by eliminating. '
the requirement fQr LORnotification for any .waste destined fOf ~ , '
recycling. The LOR notification requir~ment shoUld first apply ,
when,recycling resiaties are transported for dispoSal or

-, treatment. Safety.K.leen encoulages 'and suppOrts all '
'simplifications to the RCRA regulations that ease the paperWork "
'btJr~en,on'the regulated community. Because Safety~KJeeri,handles
hUndreds ofthoUsands ofmanifests each year, each with an / '
associated LOR notification, we strongly support the Agency's
proposal to requnmg only 'a one-time LOR notification for' '

. restricted wastes that~ sent to storage and treatment
- facilities... The Agency',s proposed co~ditionson the ~bR
p~pelWorkmanagemeritand updates appear to be fair and
achievable. The EPA apPears to be makii1g the LD~ notification
revision to the wrong seetion of the regulations. The preamble ,',
states that the one-time 'notificatio~will apply to wastes
"Which do not meet the appropriate treatment stan~ds,but the '
composition ofthese wastes, or the process generating the '
wa:stes, or the treatmentfacility receiving Wastes does n~t

Change .~." (61 FR 2363)~ In the LOR regulations; 40 CFR ' ,'
, 268.7(a)(1) applies to "... a waste [that] does not meet the
',applicable treatment StandardS::.... while 40'CFR 268.7(8)(2)
applies to ".... Waste [thatlcan be lariq disposed without '
further treatment •.." The preamble is clear th8t the one-~e'
notification would apply to the former category ofwastes (Le., .

',40. CFR 268.7(a)(I». Howeyer,-the proposed regulatory language"
, indicates modifications to 40 CFR 268.7(a)(2). The proposed "

, regulatory language must be c~ged to m~di~ the appropriate
, .

."

'- ,.



..

seCtion ofthe rules.

. RESPONS~.

The 'commenter's suggestion that EPA should eliminate the t:equirement for
LDR notification for any waste destined for recycling is beyond the'scopeofthis rulemaking;' It
will, however, be ,conSidered as part'ofefforts to further reduce paperwQrk in the future. The ,

, commenter's concern about the regulatory language cross·referencing.the wrong paragraph mUst
be based c;>n'the regulatory'language' as ~t appears in the current issue of40 CFR 268.7, rather ,

. thali'on the regulatory language as ~written and renumbered in the proposed Phase IV role. The
Agency is fmalizing'the language as it was proposed, andthe cross-referen~ing is correct based,
on this regulatory language. ", ,

.'

I·

, ,.
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DCN PH4AOS3
. .' COMMENTER Inc~ Ltd.• Internat/l M~t
: RESPONDER RC

" SUBJECT' CLNP'
SUBJNUM 053
COMMENT We also support EPA 's proposed r~duction in paperwork.

requirements regarding generator notifications to receiving.' .
;.' facilities under the Land Disposal Restrictions program but
., .believe a clarification is needed. ,,' .

,. ,

RESPONSE "

i .

...

The Agency appreciates your interest in, and support ofour efforts to streamline
the LOR program and reduce paperwork bUrden on the regulate4 community.

, ,.

, ,,

i
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DCN PH4AOS3 _ .
. I

COMMENTER Inco Ltd., Internat'l Met -
• t ' I •

RESPONDER RC .
-' SUBJECT CLNP.' .
.- SUBJNUM 053
CO~MENT III. EPA 'sProposed Reduction in.Paperwork Requirements Is

" Sensible but Needs To Be Clarified. We-support EPA's proposal
to allow one-time notification, rather than shipment-by-shipment

'- notification, when waste that does not meet applicable'treatment
standards is shipped by a generator (or treatment facility) to '
~e same receiving facility as prior shipments of the same type,

; ofwaste, However,' EPA should- clarify the requirement that a new
notification mustbe sent when "the waste .. change[s]. It See - _,

-/ propos~Sections 268.7(a)(2) . 268.7(b)(4), 61 Fed. ~eg. at
2373/1. The concept ofa "change in the waste" is rather vague.
An appropriate clarification might~ to require a new'
notification wheneyer a change in the waste-affects the _'
dete~nation ofwhic~ treatment standards apply to the waste or
which treatment s~dard~ are not met by the waste ~ g~nerated.

RESPONSE ".

.... ,-

.e
• t .

The,Agency agrees that a new notification should 'be done whenever.a change in
the waste·affects the detemiination'ofwhich treatment standards apply to the waste or
which'treatment standards are not met by the waste 'as generated:

,.,)';

'../
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DCN ~~H4A054 '
, COMMENTER RS~ Corporation',
RESPO~ER Roc'
SUBJECT ,CLNP ,
SUBJNUM· 054, , '. _ , '
COMMENT RSR strongly supports the proposed revisions .to the notification

" provisions of40 .C.F.R. Section 268.7" The proposal to reqUire
. .a one-time notification and certification requirement under the

. Land Disposal Restrictions (LDR) requireme~ts will greaily
ease paperwork burdens while ensUring t1¥tt shipments of
secondarY m~terials are appropriately tracked. -A similar

"recordkeeping provision exists today fo~ ~hanicte,ristically

'hazardous wastes that are decharac\erized and shipped to ReRA
,/ Subtit1~ b facilities. nus prlJpo~edrevision al~o is

;,.consistent with EPA's' initiative to reduce by 25 percent -the
paperwork burden on the regulated communitY. Absent this

. ,. 'revision~ it will be difficult for EPA to'achiev:e-its paperwork,
reduction goals. i

RESPONSE

.e.
The Agency appreci~tes your interest in, 'and suppOrt ofour ~fforts to streamiine

the LOR program and reduce paperwork burden pn the regulated comm~ty .

.'
, " I

, I
I
I
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DCN, PH4A054
COMMENTER RSR €orporation '

'RESPONDER RC "
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM 054. .
COMMENT III.' RSR SUPPORTS THE PROPOSED REVISIONS TO 40

. ,SECTION 268.7 RSR supports the 'proposed revisions to the '
notification provisionS of40 C.F.R. Section 268.7; The propOsa!
to require a one~time notification and certification requilement
under the Land Disposal Restrictions (LDR) requirements wili

.simplify paperwork burdens while ensuring that shipments of
secondary materials are appropriately tracke~i. The proposed '
revisions will n.ot·compromise protection ofhuman health and the
environment ot enforcement ofRCRA 's provisions. RSR believes,
the proposed regulatory change i~ 'long overdue. Indeed, this
revision was one ofthe "lowhanging'fruit" that RSR urged EPA
to pUrsue fu the redefuiition of solid waste roundtable effort'
in 1994. RSR urges EPA to act qUickly on this proposed
revision and similar issues raised in the redefinition ofsolid·
waste effort. Many battery manuf~rs and secondary lead

." productionfacilities have sO-called "tolling". arrangements,
buy~sell agreements, or otherwise regularly ship lead~bearing
materials back and forth to one another. Battery m~ufaeturerS

typically' ship the same tYPe ofmaterials (and roughly the same
volume per shipment) to a secon~ lead pr04uction facility. for
reclamation. These shipped materials incluqe lead~acid .
batteries, materials on 40·,C.F.R. Part 266 Appendix XI, and
other lead~bearingmaterials. Under these arrai1gements~

secondary lead production facilities recl~ the lead and/or
plaStic from these materials~ The lead and plastic is then 
either re~old·to the manufac~ror soid to an~thercustomer as
a product. According to data generated by the Battery Council
IntematioDa! (BCI), and cited in BCI 's comments on this'
propOsed rulemaking, in 1~95 approximately 76, 000 separate
shipments of leadbearing matCrlals were received by U.S.

.secondary lead production facilities. 'J11ere is li~e variation
in the types or quantities ofthese materials. The composition
ofthe m~nals,the processes generating the materials, and

, the' facility receiving the Ulaterials also 'rarely change.
Nonetheless, under the existing provisions of40 C.F.R.
,~ction 268.7, each ofthese shipments was required to have bee~

210
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accompanied by' a notification and, in some instances, a
'certificat~on. In addition, each form sent to .the secondary'
lead production fac.ilitycontains'the same infonnation as the
previous [onn. It is not uncorrimon for" RSR, to receive
thousands of these fonns every month.' The fonns must be
reviewea and retained by RSR perso~el, even though 'they

" provide little,' if any, added protection to hUman'health or th~'

.. environinent. A one-time notification would tremendously reduce
this paperwork and-the;associated b~den ~so~iate9 \Vith'filling,
out, reviewing"and retaining the foims. In fact, by EPA ,'s
o\\n estimates, the proposed revision could result in an '
estimated, redu~tionof 1,519,00b hours per year' of paperWork
burden. This is equivalent to 7~0 employee years., RSR
believes the ,proposed changes will achieve greater reductions in
paperwork burden than those estimated by ,~PA. ~pA can save
industry millions <?f dollars that now are 'wasted on paperWork
requirements that: by EPA's'own adqlission, can be ,removed
without abridging' in any way protectiop' of human heal¢ and the
environment. EPA has taken a similar apprOl.icb. to tracking, .
requirements for characteristic;:t1IY hazardous wastes that 'are ' .

, decharacterized and shipped to 'RCRA Subtitle D facilities.
Under,~hat provision, a one-time notice is require,d to be
submitted-to the EPA Regional office or authori~edState agency.
The notice must be updated if the waste or process changes. To

, RSR is knowledge, there'have been no substantive concern~ raised
, with EPA regarding this existing regulatory'provision. ntis, '
'proposed revision also is consistentwith EPA' s initiative'to

,, reduce by 25 percent the paperwork burden on the regulated
community and with President Clinton's report on Reinventing
Environmental Regulation. By EPA's own admission, the LDR'
'progr~ is one of the largest programs in te~s of recoidkeeping ..
and reporting. Nowhere are EPA's paperwork re4uction efforts '

,. more sorely needed than in the LDR provisions. EPA clearly can·
·make significant strides t~wards,this 25perceilt reduction goa"
.and tow!U'ds' reinventing environmental regulation if it
promulgates tJUs' proposed revision. Indeed, RSR is concerned
that, absent this proposed revision, E~A will be hard pressed to
meet this goal. EPA is claiming an overall reduction of I ~ 6

:' ',million hours in ',LD,R paperwork requirements.. 'the General'
"Accounting Office (GAO), however, recently testified before

Congress that this reduction is overstated. ,As explained by .
GAO in its testimony~ in t995 EPA revised its estimate of the

. '. paperwork burden for ~e ,LOR program from 755,000 ~ours to 5.. '. '

I,
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, million hours. ' The effect of this readju;tm~nt has resulted in
a mistaken, impression of the remaining ,LDR paperwork burden.
As explained by GAD: The planned reduction in the paperwork'
bUrden.of 1.6 million hours for the/land disposai 'restrictions ~
program 'is based on a reestimated paperwork burden of 5 '.
million hours. ,Thus, it appear~ that about one-third of the
total burdenJor thatprogram haS actually been reduced, leaving
about 3.4 million hours. However, EPA wilt' apply the 1.6
million reduction·against the,January 1995 baseline of 755;000
hours for the program, giving the mistaken impression that this
burden has been eliminated. Moreover, EPA estimates that, even /
with its projected decreases,' EPA's 'overall paperwork burden

. will continue to'increase t,o about 117 million hours by the end
of fiscal year 1996 . This proposed revision thus is critical to
ensuring EPA/meets its paperwork reduction goals.,RSR also.
supports EPA's implementation requirements associated with
this one-time notification provision. It is appropriate that a
new notice be sent to a facility if the waste changes, or the '
process changes, or'the receiving treatment facility changes.
RSR also supports the proposed requirement tha~ mandates the ,
receiving facility to maintain a ,copy of the one-:time '
notification. Giver:t the tremendous potential savings in, ' "
paperwork reduction and burdens this propo~ed revision offers,

. and the fact that it W9uld in no way compromise protection of
hlmian health'or th~ environment or EPA', s enforcement actions,
RSR sees no reason,barriilg promulgation of this revision. RSR
strongly urges EPA to do So. RSR requestS clarifica;tfon on one
issue raised in the rule. In the proposal, EPA states the
following: EPAiis proposing that when a'n:eatri1ent facility'is
Shipping waste or treatment residue for further management at a'
land dispo~ f~cility or other treatment facility, and th:e
waste, treatment residue or land dispoSal/treatment facility ,
d~s not change~ then the' treatment facility will oi1Iy be '
required to submit a one-time 'notification and certification to

"the receiving facility. RSR; requests clarification that EPA does
,not intend for the notification 01: certification to be ~ent to a,
RcRA Subtitle,'D facility, if that type of facility is to
receive the waste, and, ,of' course, provided the waste is rio ,
longer hazardous. Such a requirement would be inconsistent with
th~ provisiori~of40 C.F.R. Section 268.9(d). For the reasons

,EPA did not require n~ticeslcertifications to be.sent to
'Subtitle D' facilities under that provision, RSR urges EPA to
clarifY that the one-time notice is not to be sent to ReRA
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.Subtitle D f':lcilitie:s, but tQ EPA'Regional offices or
authorized State'age'ncies.

RESPONSE

" The Agency ~ppreciat~syour interest in, and sup'po~ of our effons to. streamline
the LDR program and reduce paperwork;btirden onthe,regiliated communitY. A notification.
does not 'need to accomp~y wastes sent to·a RCRA Subtitle, Dfacility. It m1,1st, however; 'be'

, pla~ed in the g~nerator,'s files in compliance yvith existing requirements,o.f.268..9. .'

. ,

,DCN PH4P008
COMMENTER . Florida DEP

, RESPONDER PV
SyBJECT. CLNP

, . SUBJNUM 008
, COMMENTl

Pg. 43691,'268. 1(e)(4)(ii): This se~tion is a proposed re~isi~n to
the proposed rule from the March'2, 1995 Federal Register. There is '

," • I

. no §268.l (e)(4)(1) that is currently effective. EPA should have .
published the'full text bfthe proposed chax:tges. Waste water .
treatments systems can 'handle flows of several niillion gallons per
day. Ten thousand gallons per,day of a characteristic waste.is not,

- a de-minimis, loss.

RESPONSE

The,cominenter is referring to language that-was deleted from ~e regulations in the Phase III
',final rule on April .8, 1996 in response to the Land Disposal Prosram'Flexibility Act 'of 1996.'
This comment is; therefore, moot. . .

"
"

"

. I

'.
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. , DCN., PH4PD31 :
COMMENTER Department of Energy
RESPONDER;
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM' 031
COMMENT

, .

"

, ,

" ,

"(k) 40 CFR 2~8.7(b)(3) -- See ~omment lILA, item ,3.c.(l)(e) above concerning the
cross-reference in this section to 40 CFR 261.3(e). It appears that this provision
[proposed §268.7(b)(3)] should be' revised to refer to §261.3(t):

• • I ..'

(1) 40 CF~ 268.7(b), Pape~ork Requirements Table (item 2) -- See, comment .
III.A, item 3.c.(1)(h) above concerning the wording of this item.· Should this item
be modified to ,read/The constituents ofconcern for FOOI-FODS and F039 wastes,
and underlying hazardous constituents for all chara~teristically hazardous wastes
(as' defined by 40 CFR 261-.21 .i. 261.24)~ unless the 'waSte ~ill be treated and
~onitored for all constitu~n~s (in which case none" are reqUired to be listed)" ?

RESPONSE

" The co~enter is correct that the cross-reference ~hould be to 261.3(t). This
has been corrected in the finat rule. The wording of 40 CFR 268.7(b) has been clarified as
suggested by the coqunenter.' \

... • r .",

.'

.}

. ".

{-'. ;
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DCN ,PH4PQ36, .
COMMENTER ,Anlerican Iron & Steer Ins

, .. RESPONDER RC·
'SUBJECT CLNP,
,SUBJN1JM 036
.·,COM~ENT

!n one' partic~lar instance, however" AISI suggests that EPA
streamline the regulations'even furth~r.,than the Agen~y'proposes.

'. Under the exis~ing 40C.F.R. §.26~~7(a)(4),·which would be
'redesignated 40 C.F.R. § 268.7(a)(5} under the proposed nile; , '
generatprs treating prohibited wastes, ,to meet applic~ble.treatment
stap.dards~ in ~s, containers, or contaimnent buildings regulated,
under, 40C.F.R. § 262.34 must develop ,and follow a waste analysis.' ,
plan CWApIl) and su:bmit that plan to' appropri~te EPA or. state
regulatory auth,orities. In the P~ase IV ruie, the Agency proposes
to delete the requirement that the' WAPs be submitted tp. the .
regulatory authorities,' See 60 Fed. Reg. at 43,678: AlSI supports,
this measUre, but 'believes that the Agency should go further; and ' '

, ,delete'the iequir~mentto develop and follow a WAP in the
. first instance. The WAP requirement applies only if the generator

, treats the waste to ~chieve the applicable LDR treatIilent standards~
See 55 Fed. Reg. at 22,670 ("EPA does'not believe ... that it needs
to require waSte analysis 'plans from 90-day generators' who treat
partially, but do not treat to achieve the tre~tment standard,"); .

, In suc~ an event, however; the g~neratormust certify that the
waste is eligible .for'land disposal. .See 40 C.F .R.' § 268.7(a)(2).
~s certification·requirement should be sufficient to'ensure that

... ~e wastes ~e, iIi fact, 'treated to meet applicable ,ireatIilent " - ';
standards. Accordingly, the WAP requirement is reduD.~ant and
should be deleted ' . '

RESPONSEO

! .\

.'

, . .
The Agency, does' not agree 'with th~ co~enter that the WAP r~quirement'is redundant, and is
not makin~ the'suggested,ch~ge to the requirements;, ' " '.

, !

, ,

. "

I •

"
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DeN ' , PH4P113 . '
COMMENTER Chemical ManufactUrers A~sn
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT MISe
SUBJNUM '113·
COMMENT

IV. IMPROVEMENTS TO THE EXISTING'LDR 'PROGRAM. . .
A.' EPA SHOULD 9RANT AN eXEMPTION FROM LDR'REQUIREMENTS '

DURING UNINTENTIONAL RELEASES OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS. .
.CMA addresses here the issue ofwhether LDR requirements should

, apply. to uriintentional releases of listed and characteristic
hazardous wastes. Despite best operatIng practices and engineeiing
designy there will be tinies when l)nintentional non.;de minimis
spiIis and emergency releases will occur. Such discharges ~ll '
trigger emergency responses that may require, for safety reasonsy

, the discharg~ ofhazardous (listed or characteristic) or . '.
decharacterized'wastes ip.to subtitle C or D s~ace impoundmerits.

. Currently 40 CFR 264.1(g)(8) and 26S.1(c)(11) exempt the facility
from part 2~/265 emergency response exemptions to e1iminate the
risk of a regulatory violation during' the imInediat~ response to a'
threatening situationyand thusyprovide the facility. with the '
·maximum nexibility to address the situation. , .
CMA recommends that EPA ~end 40 CFR268.1 by adding the folloWing
sectionto subsection(e): ,

, , The foiIowing materials are not subject to any provisions ofPart
268: " .
(6}Hazardous' Wastes that are unintentionally disch8rge~ o~
materials which become hazardous waste after being wrlntention:aIly
dischargedyprovided that upondetectioI)y they are promptly treated'
or contained. After the ii:nmediate response is oyeryfurther
containmenly treatmenly or dispos8l subsequent to that perfonned
for eme~ge~cy treatment Of containment ofsuch waste: is subject to
all applicable " ,

'(

RESPONSE
,The comment is beyond the sc~pe ofthis rul~makiilg. ~e Agency will consider·this suggestion
when making regul~to~ changes in future rulemakings.
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" ..'.' DCN " . PH4'Pl16
" , \

'CQMMENTER Oxychem -
,RESPONDER RC .

SUBJECrCLNP 
SUBJNUM 116· . , ,

'COMMENT' .. , . .
. ,- Oxychem supports the "clean-up" of Partiq8rUle~,. . . '-

, "-

/,

•

..,W

,
. RESPONSE

-,'" .

,'.

. . ' '. I .

The Agency ackp.owledges thecon.unenter' s support. .

;'

(

"

, -' .

"

) -
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DCN PH4A056 .
COMMENTER· Utility Solid Waste Activity Group
.RESPONDER RC . ,
'SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNUM· 056· . .. '.

, COMMENT 'Finally, EPA has proposea a·number ofchanges to the RC~·LDR
program that USWAG supports: .' .

RESPONSE .. .

. . . ,

The Agency appreciates your interest in,'and support ofour efforts to streamline
the LDR program and reduce paperwork burden on·the regulated cominunity... ,

• I j

' ..

, ,,

\ I

. I
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DCN ". PH4A056
COMMENTER Utility Solid Waste A9tiv
RESPONDER RFC .
SUBJE<;:T' CLNP',
SUBJNUM, 056·
'COMMENT Vilt' ,USyvAG Supports Sinil2lification ofthe ,LDR Notification

Requirements. EPA is proposing to modify the LJ;)R notification
, 'requiremerits by allowjng a one time notification for multiple
,shipments.of the same waste that do not meet treatment standards
,from one generator to the same receiving'facility.,61 Fed.' Reg.

. at 2363-64,.. USWAG pre'viously expressed iis suppo'rt for a one
\

. time notification for wastes that meet the treatment standards
, , in,the interests' of regulatory tfficiency and the elimination of

a redundant paperwork requirement. See USWAeJ Comments on "Land'
.' Disposal Restrictions - Phase IV: IssuesAssociated 'with Clean' '

Water Act Treatment EqQivalency', and Treatment Standards for
W09d Preserying Wastes 'and Toxicity Characteristic Metal \
Wastes," Docket No. F-95-PH4P-FFFF:F (November 20 , 1995). USWAG

" is fully supportive ofboth proposals, which will eliminate'an '
.. unnecessary regulatoty b!Jl"den, facilitate c,omp,liance with the
, LDRrequirements, and assist iIi th~ 'streamlining 'of the 'LDR ,.
·program., In fact, because nearly all wastes arl:: now subject to
the LDR S, ,USWAG urges the Agency to eliminate the LDR
notification requirement entirely and incorporate whatever ,
information the ,Agency believes necessary into the ,hazardous'

, waste manifest. -' ,,',:, . - "
," 'RESPONSE ." '

'.
.\, ,

. ,

.'.:,.-
,,'
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DCN PH4A070 .
COMMENTER . FMC Corporation
RESPONDERRC .

. ·SUBJECT CLNP
SUB~UM 070 .
COMMENT X: FMC Strongly Supports The Proposed Reduction In LDR .

Paperwork, FMC greatly appreciates EPA's efforts to streamline'
the 'cumbersome and paper-intensive Land Disposal Restrictions
recordkeeping' and reporting requirements and strongly' supports
the proposed paperwork reductions.71 FMC agrees that th~e"wiU
be significant cost and manpower savings directly attributable

. to the proposed paperwork reductions. One time notifications
l "

instead ofnotices with each shipment will be a: significant .
reduction in paperwork wl~out any reduction in protection of
human health and. the environment.

RESPONSE

( .

.'

the Agency appreciates your interest in, and support of ~tir efforts to streamline
. the LDR program and reduce paperwork btirden qn the regulat~d.comm~t)'; .

\

.'

\ .
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. DCN 'PH4A084.
COMMENTER Chemical Manufacturers As
RESPONDER' RC
SUBJECT CLNP
SUBJNuM 084

• r

COMMENTGMA strongly suppox:ts the. proposed reduction in LDR paperwork
CMA greatly appreciates EPA's efforts to streamline the
'cunlbersome and paper intensive Land Dispos~l Restricti.ons record
keeping and reporting requirements and strongly supports the
proposed paperwork reductions. CMA agrees that there will be:
significant cost and'manpower savings directly attributable to
the proposed paperwork reductions. One time notifications
instead of notices with ,each shipment will be a ~ignificant

.reduction in paperwork without any reduction in protection of
human health and the envirorunent.

RESPONSE'

TIle Agency appreCiates your interest in, 'and support of our efforts to stT~~line
the LDR program and reduce papervmrk burden on th~ regulated community.' .

,.

"

".
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DeN PH4P034
COMMENTER CMA UIC Task Force'
RESPONDER P.MC' .. "

SUBJECT ·CLNP.
SUBJNUM 034

. COMMENT
'-

.'
• l

. ,

•

.Retain existing regulatio~ that exempts listed h~dous
wastes from treatment standards applicable to characteristic wastes
\vhen'the listed waste's treatment staIl;dards already addresslhe
hazardol,1s constitUents atissue. '

RESPONSE ..

S~ction:268.9(b)is retained unchange.d in th~ reguiat~ons .

. .

. , '

\.

..
, ,
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DCN' PH4P034
COMMENTER CMA UIC Task Force

, RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT CLNP. '
SUBlNUM 034,'. " , ,

.' COMMENT .
LF\lI'ther modify the de minimis wastewater exemption to assure that' '
anal~ical costs for compliance are reasonable and.-clarify that
this ,exemption is applicable to all Class I wells. not jusr'to
tl1.ose injecting nonhazardous wastes.

. RESPONSE , .

I'

'In the Phase III Withdrawal Rule published Aprjl 8,1996•.a typographical erior .
'occ~ed which indicated that the Agency was withdrawing 268.1 (e)"~referring to de minimis
losses in generaI--rather than 268.1 (e)(4)(ii)--referring to the qe minimis losses. provision that
applied only to undergroun4 injection wells injecting decharacterized wastes."Therefore, in the

. , Phase IV final rule the Agency is clarifying that the general·de minimiS provision of 268.1 (e)
remains' in the regulations aild applies to characteristic wastes rather than products ~r

.intermediates. No further modification is being made to the provision because the need for such
modification has not been demonstrated. This exemption applies to losses of characteristic

\

wastes to wastewater treatment sy~tems. '

"

..

'.

..
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DCN'- PH4P020
COMMENTERExxon
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT CLNP ,

"

SUBJNUM 020
COMMENT, -, , , ,

D. D~ 'i\o1inimis ~xe'mptions fo~'cl].~act~ristic waste\vater~ should
.be expanded ' .
,To avoidJiriggering extensive requi~ements for low risk
. facilities, EPA should adopt a deminimis exemption for '
,characteristic wastewaters. This exemption should be in the fonn .
of-a headworks-type exclusion for characteristic wastewaters whose
volume comprises lessthan 1% of the total flow sent to CWA
systems.. The cOi1dition that UHCs not exceed ten times the urs·
levels should,be dropped from' the Phase IV LDR proposal, since the
total volume of the streams is so small·that the relationship

, . - between the UHC level arid ,the UTS level is Unimport~t. This new,
exemption would re_cogn~ze the minimal risk to health and the
enviroiuilent from'de minimis streams and not mandate unnecessary,. . .,
mvestment.

, ,

RESPONSE
,In the Phase IV final rule the Ag~ncy is clarifying that the general de minimis' '

provision of268.1(e) remains in the regulations and applies,to characteristic wastes rather than '
products orintermediates.. No further modIfication is being made ~o theprovi~iori because the
need for-.such expansion has not been demons~ated. This exemptioI;lapplies to 10s~es of
characteristic wastes to wastewater treatment systems. ' >

, It is possible that the cominenter is writing this in the context ofregUlations '
proposed for the Phase IIfand Phase IV rules·that would have applied to wastewaters managed in
Clean' WaterAct (CWA) 'and CWA-equivalent.was.e,water treatment systems and Class I '
;/. . ...

,nonhazardous waste wells. The prop<?sed regulations (including a special de minimis provision
for such facilities) were made moot by the ~and' Disposal Program Flexibility Act of i 996, as
explained iIi the with~awal rule on· Apnl 8,,1996 (6~ FR 1566,9): . '

.>

' ..
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DCN PH4P059
COMMENTER Exxon Chemicals Americas

. ... I

RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT' CLNP
SUBJNUM 059

, COMMENT
"

"

4. De Minimis Exemptions: ECA Recommends Modifications to the De '
, Minimis Exemption Proposed for Wastewaters in CVjA Systems

, , To avoi4 requin,ng facilities to develop extensive procedures ~d
, implement capi,tal investm~n~s that are not warranted by the low
risks being addressed by the proposed LDRPhase III and IV rules,

. EPA should ensure'that de minimis provisions are . :'
adequately dined., The first step EPA should take is to ensure
that the provision on de minimis losses of characteristic wastes to
wastewaters which was included in the proposed LOR Phase III rule

·is maintained (60 FR 117-:l0; 268.1(e)(4)(I)):This provision
indicates that these de minimis losses ar~ not subject to any ,

"provision of part 268. The provision refe,renced is 'for de minimis
losses of characteristic wastes to waStewaters that are defined ..
as: " /'
"losses from normal material ,handling operations (e.g. spills from
the ,un:loading ,or transferof materials from bins or other '
containers, leaks from pipe~, valves or other devices used
totransfer materials); minor'leaks of process equipment, storage
tanks or containers; lew from well-maintail!ed pump packil.lgs and
seals; sample purgings; ,and reli'ef device discharges;discharges
from safety showers and rinsing and cleaning of perSonal safety .
equipment; lririsate from empty containers or from containers that
are rendered empty by that'rinsing; and laboratory wastes not

.,exceeding one Per cent ,ofthe f10~ofwastewater ,hito the
I ., • J •

facility's headworks on an annual basis. It, .'

An example ofwhy this de minimis exemption is important is
'illustrated by one ofEeA's plastics plants. This fad'lily has
three surface impoundments ma CWA system that receive streams

,such as cooling water, clean cOI,ldensates, and stOmlwater. Because,
_of the nature ,of these streams, there is nO'need for ,biologicaJ -
, treatment. Current f~cilities allowfor the capture of any reSIdual

plastic pellets, that may be ~ischarged and 'provide hold~up time
prio~ to discharge (which would allow for hydrocarbon recovery in
case of a spill). Within the process ther~.is a steam that is 30% '
methanol and 70~ water. Any drop' from this stream would, at the
poit:ttjust before it enters ~e wastewater system, be a DODI

"
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stream and would 'exceed 10 times' UTS for methanol even though it'
was just a drop. ,There, is always the potentiC),1 that a pump ieak'
could result in some drops ofthis material entering the
sewe~ syste~ l~ading to the impoundments. Without the de minimi~

clause outlined above,and with a narrow point of get.:l~ration

,definition, it would be possible that the LD,R Phase IV rule could
trigger extensive requirements on'the sUrface impoundments (which
would presumablybe called pre-bio since there is no significant '

" 'biological tre~tment).for only a' few drops of material. I' '

In addition to the example provided above, some facilities may
have minor streams, either, continuous or intermittent, that'do not'
meet 'the definition ofae~inimi,s losse~ 'indicated above. Again, to

" avoid triggering ~xtensive requiremeI1ts'for low risk facilities,
EPA should add a second de minimis .~xeinption for characteristjc
wastes. This exemption sh6ul~ be, based oit the, ~()ndition that the
total volume of the charact~ristic waste sent to the CWAsystem is ',' ' ,
'less than I% of the total flow at the headworks of the wastewater '
surfaceimpoundinent. There should be no condition that underlying. ,"
4azardous' constitu~nts (UHC) not e~ceed 10 times UTS, sin9~ the

, total yolume of th~ streams is so small and the effort to quantify ,
UHC for'smail'streams cail be a substantial burden. In addition to " ,
the sampling ~d analyti'~al costs, the ,cost of establishing "-
sampling points in hard':piped systems can be'very expensive. These
costs, in additio'n to the costs associated with any additional
treatment-or surface impoundinent modifications'that might be
required, would be disproportionate to any potential environmental

" benefit that could be achie~ed. It is important that EPA,
main~in focus o~ significant risk areas, versUs overly regulating
low/no risk ~ases~ w:.here cqsts farexce'ed,atly slight benefit. .

RESPONSE·
, .

,>

" '

" '

,l

',' 'fA
. .,

," " 'ln the PJiase IV final ~le the, Age~cy is ~larifying' that the g~ne~ de minimis·
,provision of268.1(e) remains ,in the. regulations and applies to ch~cteristic wastes rather.than 
products Of intermediates.' No further ,nodification is being made to the provision because the
need for such expansion has not been demonstrated. This exempti.on applies to'losses of
characteristic w3$tes to, wastewater treatment systems.' , '

It,is possible that the co~enter is writing this,~n the ~ontext of regulations , .
proposed for the I,>hase III and Phase IV rules that would h~ve applied t~ wast~waters managed in '
Clean Water Act (CWA) and, CWA-equivalent wa~tewater treatment .systems and Class I
nonhazardous waste wells. The' proposed regulations (including a special. de minimis provision'
for such f~ciJities)were made nioot by the Land Disposal ~rogram FleXIbility·Act of 1996,~

.. explained in the' with~awal rule on ,April 8, 1996 (61FR 15660). ' " ,,' .
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• .DCN PH4POO8
CqMMENTER ' Florida DJ;:P " .
RESPONDER PMC

,

,~UBJECT' : 'EQUV , . J

, SUBJNUM ' 008'
,,'

COMMENT

" The preamble only discusses surface imp<.?undments; There is no'-
discussion ofother land disposal units such as spray fields or' ' '

. , innovative treatment units such as created wetlands. Are artificial
wetlaI}ds eq~iva~e~t to waters of the United States or to suIface· ' '

impoundments? Where is the point ofcompliance'with such units? Are ,
septic tanks (Class y injection wells)considered.CWA equivalent '
zero discharge treatment?, EPA only addressed ClaSs I .,

.injection wells in the PhaseIII proposal.
I believe EPA has underestimated th~,
number of facilities managing decharacterized wastes in CWA land
.disposal ~ystems. In addition, the number of these facilities that.
also have RCRA permits has been grossly overestimated., (42%pg.
43659) In mostcases the "d,echaracterization" takes place wlthin
the pretreatment tanks, not before the waste is placed in the
system..What management standards will apply to facilities that·
have hazardous constituents in their: waste water that are not '

e derived from"decharacterized" sources?
EPA need to aqd a discussion clarifying the relationship betwe~n

.§262.10 (b) and §261.5 (c).For ,example, Alcoa, a large quantity
generator in Polk County F19rida manufactures alumina.out ofa
byproductofphosphate manufacture. The wastewater from this '
pro~ess iS,both corrosive arid toxic due to ars~nic. The waste 'Yater

.. is dIscharged to atreatment tank system where it is batch treated ' '

, wIth liIne; which neutralizes the water and binds the arsenic so " .
, that the was~e'is no longeiTC toxic when disCharged to a surface
" iinpoundm~nt: The wastewater is not stored prior to treatment. It ,.
, is stored briefly after treatment long enough for effluent testing .'

pulposes: LDRS do not appearto apply to this waste becaUSe it i~
not ~ccumulatedper§262.3.4 prior to treatment..The site has ,
arsenic contaminated ground water in 'excess ,of drinkin$ water
standards.
This proposal does not discuss WWTIls that have eliminated the' , ,..

, discharge ofwaste water We have 2 enforcement caSes itt Florida .
',that involve blrge petroleum tenninals that have permitted spray /

evaporati(;m'systems for handling stC?rm water and (DOOIIDOl~)

petroleum contact water: The contact water passes through a'simple <

oiVwater separator, supposedl)' removing the ignitability /. . , . . .
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characteristic, prior to being diluted with stonn water. Is this'
system treating aDOO1 waste or recycling a 000rwaste and treating
,a 00,18 residual? .:\t Chevron in Tampa, the d,iluted waste is sprayed
on to'p' of a large tank which has been'painted black

, for evaporation. No secondary containment is provided. Qverspray ,
has been seen to occur, but it. evaporates prior to hitting the
ground. Amerada Hess in JackSonville has a similar systerp, except .

, that the tank containing the spray heads is a concrete sump. Soils
around the sump are visibly stained 'from overspray. These systems
are NPOES'pennitted zero discharge units. On at least one' occasion
in the last year, water collected from the sprayhead'at the
Chevron tenninal in Tampa was still 0018 waste. Amerada He~s has
not tested their waste yet.· Does the treatment 'standard apply at,

. the sprayhead or at the point the spray reaches the ground? If
, it applies at the ground,. there isilO approved method to collect a
~arnple,ofthe effluent for volatile organic,compoWld analysis.

" ,

1,>g. 43673 Are.sludges generated·in up line pretreatment~ and
sumps going to be subject to the same standards as the proposed

, management standards for sludges removed from prebiological CWA\
, surface impoundments?' , . .
The present defmition of Itsludge lt is insufficient to distinguish
it from Itwaste water.1t We have chronic problems with septage .

., haul~rs who' pump out waste water holding tanks for land application
without regard to whether the tank holds sewage or industrial
Waste water. Several years ~go EPA signed a national consent order

"with several'major petroleum companies overdischarging floor waSh
water contaminated with hazardous waste. to septic ~.Not all
.~e waste ~rcolated into the ground. These tanks are periodically . '
emptied ofdirt and sludge by septi,c haulers. The sludges and waste
waters are sometimes t:aken to ~. POTW, and sometime .they are land'
applied after treatment to raise the pH above 12.£or 2 hours.
EPA should redefine some of-the wastewater and sludge listings to '
ciarify ReRA applicability, espe~ially if standards are adopt~d' ;
that differentiate between pnmary, secondary and ,
terti8ry treatment. Otherwise the sludges from seconqary, treatment ' ,
(as you defme it) ofelectroplating waste waters might not be'. . ,

I consi4ered io be listed ifthe sludge is not. I ,

characteristically hazardouS. That would not accord with EPA's,
traditional interpretation! "

,. •

'.

, ,,

RESPONSE '.,
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Inthe August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA'discussed three optionsJor ensUring that
underlying'hazaidous,constituents in decharactenzed,wastes'were not"released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from'surface impoundinentsin systems
regulated by, the Clean '\Vater. Act or SlUe Drinking Wate,r Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized

, wastes are wastes ,which' initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic.of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but ~e no longe~ characteristic). On March 16, 1996, 'the
Pr¢sident signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1~96, which provides that the
wastes in 'question are no longer prohibited frOID: land disposal once rendered'northazardous., As

, " ..' \. ,

,a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these ~astes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludg~s, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed ~ptions on August 22, 1995 (60 FR. - ,
':t3655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatnient standards for IC metal wastes intoday's rule do not J

apply,to IC metal w~tes if the ,characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
. in a unit that is 'regulated by the Clean Water-Act or, forunderground-injection wells, the Safe
Dqnlang Water Act. ' :..

Howev~r, the Land Disposal FleXibility Act does inandate EPA to undertake a 5-years~dy to
det~rmine any potential 'risks posed by cross-media transfer ~f hazardous constitUents from these
surface impowidments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may "
result-in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such'
,re~ula~ion.' , ." ' ".. "

, 'e l
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DCN PH4POl5
COMMENTER BP Oil
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT. EQUV
.SUBJNUM 015
COMMENT,

An exemption fro~ Phase III/IV'LDR'requir~ments is'cri!ically ,
needed for wet.weatherflow stonnwater impoUndments.
BP Oil has sub~itted previous corriments on this issue in the Phase
III Land Disposal RestIjction (LDR) rulemaking (CoInments to Docket
No.- F-95-PH3P-FFFFF~ dated, April 28,1995) and is repeating them

. because ofthe critic~ nature pf this issue for. our facilities.
SP Oil currently has a wet weather flow stonnwater pond at each of
'its two Midwestemrefin,e~es.These refineries, typical'for. .
facilities of their age, have ,lIcombip.ed't sewers which receive
stonnwat~r combined with"decharacterized process water ,during
major stonn events. We recently constructed large-capacity tanks,to

, replace other surface impoundments ai the refineries in order to
'meet primliiy sludge, Toxicity Characteristic.(TC) waste, and
Benzene WasteNES~ requirements. The remaining combined-flow
stonnwater impoundments receive wet weather flow during major stonn
events only' aI!d are used 'infrequently: The replacement~ ,
capaciD' precedes the impoundments. The "impoundments receive flow'
o~y during stonn'events; therefore, they axe not primary 'sludge '
(F037/F038) imP9undments. The influent to the impoUndments is not
TC waste; the water and the sludges in 'the impoundinents are not TC
wastes. ",

, I At both refineri~s, any stonnwater, entering the impoundmentS is
transferred ~o the'aggressive bi!Jlogical treatment system for

.. ' treatment prior to discharge. The transfer is made, as soon as flow
conditions pennit, since water levels in'the .impoundments are kept
lo~ io provide needed capacity for the next stonn' even~.
It makes little c~riunon sense to spend 'tens ofmillionS ofdollars
to construct tanks to replace these impoundments that are used
approximately once or twice per year and that represent very low .
risk to the environment. Space constraints for construction of
additional tanks would be an issue at oUr refineries as well.as the
cost and problems of pumping the significant quantities ,
of stormwater which must be managed during a stonn event if a
gravity-flow sewer system cannot be utilized. The cost of,
insiaIling segregated sewer systems at these refmeries . .' . -
is prohibitive. The existing stOImwater impoundments provide needed 1:
flexibili~ for ~dling storrtlwater flows in:a cost~effectiv~ , .
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I, ,manner. Therefore, EPA should exerhpt wet weather flow impoundments
from the Phase III and Phase IV rules because of the very low ..
risks associated with these facilities and the very high cost~ of
alternative m~ans ofstormwater management.',

BP Oil suppoits proposed Option 'I • ho additionaJ requirements for
non-hazardous surface impoundments under the Phase IV rules.
The courtfs opinion (~hemical,WasteManagerrient, Inc. v. E~A, '
976F.2d.2 (D.C. Cir. 1992),cert. denied 113 S. Ct. 1961(1993)

- clearly indicates that Clean Water Act (CWA)nonhazardous' sUrface
impoundments carl continue to be used to' receive and '
treat decharacterized wastewater, provided that the waste is

· treated to RcRA standards. The court did not address.potential '
risks associated with the,: impoundments themselves and·assumed

. that 'they would co'~tinue to be used for treating decharacterized
. ~ '.

wastewater.

, . .

· The proposed Phase IiI LDR ruiemaking requirements would require
tliat wastewaters m~e.t Universal Trea~ent St3nd;ard (DTS) levels al
the NPDES d~scharge point of the CWA system. This requirement fs '
sufficient,to meet the findings of the court, and no additional
requirements addressing leaks, air'emissions, and sludges for these'. .,

, non-hazardous impoundments are needed in the Phase IV rulemaking.
Fu,rther,.as we rulve suppo~ed in previouS comments, we urge EPA to
deteimine in the Phase III rulemaking that aggressive biological .
treatment (ABT) is the BDAT standard for decharac~erized petroleum

'refmery wastewaters. ' .

,BP Oil agrees wiili EPA that propOsed OptiQn 3 is nol legally or ,
. technically justified and that the coSts ofthis 'option would far
· exceed benefits. '

..
" .

'-

IfOption 2 is selected in spite of the persuasive arguril~nts for
Option 1, SP Oil agrees with EPA that the rUle should not address
'leak and sludge issues for bioiogical and postbiological 'unitS~

The activated sludge in aggressive biological treatment (ABT)
.impoundments'is non-h~dous and meets Universal Treatment' .
Standards CUTS). The American Petrole~ Insti~te (API)submitted'

, data in the Phase III rolemaking .which demonstrate that these

'.

,
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levels are being met" for organic ~onstitu~nts in petrole~ refl,nery
wastewaters and will be submitting additional data in Phase IV, ' .
comments. In our comments on the Phase III rulemaking, BP Oil
submitted toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) data on
'the activated sludge in the ABT impo,undment at one of our

I 'refineries demonstrating tha~ TCLP me~l concentrations'ar~
less than UTS levels. ' -

, The influent water to ~iological and 'pos!.-biological units is not
hazardous, and the contents, both sludge and water, are not '
hazardous. ABT systems are well-mixed in order that biodegI'a;da~ion

can take'place. The concentration ofconstituents is consistent
througho,ut the;imp~undment and generally representS effluent
concentrations, ,e.g. levels less than VTS levels. Therefore, we .

'agree with the Agency that the Phase IV rule'need not addre~s
sludge and leak issues for biological and post-biological units.

, " /'

Under Opti9n 2 compliance with existing Clean Air Act (Benzene , ' ,
Waste NESHAP and Refinery MACT) require~entswhich are applicable
to petroleUm refmeries should fulfill Phase IV. air emission '

'. control requirements for refmery CWA non-hazardous surface
impoundments. '.
Clean Air Act (CAA) requirements such as the Benzene Wast~ NESrrAP
(40CFR Part 61,Subpart FF), the New Source Perfonnance Standards
(NSPS) for Petroleum Refinery Wastewater (40CFR Part 60, S~bpart, .
QQQ), and the pending Refmery MACT requirements(59FR36130, July
14, 1994) are applicable to non-hazardous surface' impoun.dments
at petroleum refmeries, and duplicative air emission require,ments '
under the RCRA program are unnecessary. The Agency shOUld defer to
the CM regulations rather Ulan issue overlappi~g rules under the

'. " RCRA regulatory progr3m. The Agency should also make clear that if
a refinery or facility is meeting requirements under aeAA ,
standard, such as Benzene Waste NESHAP, the refmery is'not subject:
to proposed requirements under Option 2, even if individual units :
are not required to be conu:olled by the CAA requirements or if

. the facility itself falls be~ow the triggering levels of th~ CAA '
, -standard. We have submitted :similar comments on,this issue to the

Agency concerning potential ~visions to the Subpart Cc;
rules(Docket No. F-95-CE3A-FFFFF, BP Oil, comments dated October
10, 1995). ,
As a general comment, the expansion ofthe RCRA regulatory program
to include air emission requirements has becoIIle very..complex ~ince '
the existing and potential RCRA air emission requirements overlap
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,With existing .CAA requirements. As we have commented previously;
air emissions are best regulated under. eM progr~s. If air' '",
emissions from hazardous waste treatIJ1ent~ storage~ and disposal
facilities are a tfu.eat to human health and the enviI:onme~t~ , , ,
'the section 3004(n) provisions of RCM'are best addressed in CM' .
,programs.·We have now come to a situation'where haZardous waste
'regulations are proposed 'to be applicable to nonhazard01.is wastes
and facilities. Air emission requirements designed for
pennitted hazardous waste units (which are not applicable to
non~hazardous fa~ilities or wastewater treatment facilities under '

, current Subpart Ce'rules) are' now proposed.'to be applicable
to non-hazardous wastes managed in some ,CWA treatment fa~iiities,

e.g. non-hazardous surface impoundments.'.nus makes no common
sense. The very lpw risks'to human health and·the environment'
represented by this:rulem~ng do 'not warrant the complexitY that

, has developed", . .

RESPONSE .
~In the Augusi 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed tlu:ee options for ensuring that '
underlying hazardous constituepts in decharacterized wastes were not released to, the
enviro~ent via leaks, sludges, and air emiss~ons from surface impoundments in systems
reg~lated by the Clean \\Tater Act or Safe Dri~ng Water Act (60 FR 43655). Dechanicterized.·
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited~ hazardous characteristic ofignitability; corrosivity, '
readivity, or toxicity when gene~ted.but are no longer: chw:acterlstic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land DispOsal Program Flexibility Act of i996,'whichprovides'that the
wastes ,in question are no longer prohibited from land dispo~al once rend~red nonhazardous. As .
a result, on AprilS, 1996; EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61,FR (5660).

-T04ay's'Phase IV final rule win not promulgate provisions for inanaging leaks, sludges, and air' .
emissions'from surface impoundments'(EPA proposed options on'August 22, 1995 (60 FE.

, 4'3655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards'forTe metal wastes in today's rule do not, .
apply toTe; metaI wastes ifthe characteristic ~s remov:ed and the wastes are subsequently treated
'in a unit that'is·regulated by the CI~ Water Ac~c;>r"for unde:rground injection wells,.the Safe'

. Drinking'Water Act. ' ,

However, 'ti:le ~and Disposal FlexibilitY Act does mandat~ EPA to ~deriake a 5-yeatj s~dy to'
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardo~constituents from these
surface imPoundm~nts: The' fmdings o'f this study~ begun by the Agency in April, 1996, ~ay
resu~t in proposed r*gulations for these units, if risks are in fa~t found that would warrant such
reguhltiori~'

"0;:
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\.DeN PH4P015
COMMENTER BP Oil
RESPONDER 'SS",. ..
SUBJECT . 'EQUV
SUBJNUM ,015·
COMMENT

We support the cpncept of multi-unit ground~atei monitoring and'
.self-implementation by facilities subject ~o groWldwater monitoring
and corrective action under Phase IV requirements. '
Preamble language (60 FI,t 43760) notes that Under the municipal
solid waste landfill regulations, section' 258.51 (b) allows approval
of a multi-uirit groundwater monitoring system rather than ,reqUiring ,
separate groundwater monitoring systems fQr each unit and' that .

. multi-unit monitoring inay be protective and less expensive to
install and'monitor for non-hazardous surface impoundments. BP Oil
strongly supports such provisions. '
Groundwater monitoring must be conduct~d under a number ofReM
program requirements inciuding th.ose for, perm:itted and interim .
status units, ,post-closure requirements,an4 under R<;:RA 'corrective
action r~quirements. Non-:hazar~oU:S surface impoWldments are
classified as'solid waste management units (SWMU's) Wld.er the
corrective action program, and groundwater monitoring will likely
be required for many of these units. In addition, state regulatory
requirement;;; may already require groundwater monitoring of "
non-hazardous impoundments. ' . , ,. , .
Theladdlti:on ofmore groundwater monitonng requirements under the'
Phase IV LDR rule~aking is, unnecessary. The duplicative and
oveilapping 'requirements have already become technically difficult'
and very costly. For example, at one ofour r~fineries we ' .'.

,. consistently obtain groundwater ,monitoring data showing low and .
"non-detect"' levels ofconstituents for certain monitoring wells'.
The data continues to be obtained and reported to authorities, .
ql;W1er afte~ quarter at substantial saI!lpling and analytical costs

-', with little apparent benefit Qruse. We-are working to obtain,
relief for this situation under c,urrent requiremcmis. Adding _,
additional groundwater monitoring requirements in the Phase IV
rulemaking 'only compounds the problem. Site-specific,
technically-sound,cost-eft"ective methods of obtaining needed
data should be allowable, and multi-Unit groUndwater monitoring is
an example of the flexible approach which is needed.

/

RESPONSE: '
In the August 2;2, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discUssed three options for.eris~g that, '
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underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
, environment via le,*s, sludges, and air emis~ions from surface impoundments in systems ,
regulated 'by the 'Cle;m Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exmbited a 'hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
r~activity, or toxicitY when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Lan~fDisposal 'Program' Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no IQuger prohibited from .land disposal onc,e rendered nonhazardous. As

. aresult, on Aptil8,i 996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV filial rule win not"promulgate'provisions for m.anaging leaks;sludges,and air
emissions 'from surface impoundments (EPA p~oposedoptions on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for Te metal wastes in,today's rule do'not

, apply to Ie metal wastes' if the characteristic is removed and, the 'wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by'the qean Water Act or, for undergr0UI?-d injection wells; the Safe
Drinking Water Act~

• , I. .'

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act-does-~andateEPA to undertake' a 5-year study-to
. determine any potential risks posed by'cross~mediatransfer ofhazardous ,constituents from these
" surface impoUndments. The, findings of this study, begun by'-the Agency in Apnl, 1996, may ,

result i~ proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found thai would,warrant such .,'
. r,egulation: .

. ..'
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DCN PH4P017
COMMENTER . Kod*
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQUV .
SUBJNUM 017
COMMENT Kodak ajso has two other recommendations. We support EPA's" .

reasoning that new regulation of surface impoundments is 'not
.~eces~ary beCause threats to hwnan health and the environment are
alre~dy adequately mininiizeq.

'\

Existing Re~lations Adequately M~nimize.Threat fron,:a Releases from
~urface impoundmen~. ,
EPA has proposed three options for minimizing threat from releases
from surfaceimpo~dments. 'We believe that current regulations
already adequatc::ly minimize threat,' so that Option 1 is the best

, . ,

choice and no additional regulations are needed. Mike
,Shapiro, Director ofEPA's Office of Solid Wast~, tes~ified before
the Hous~ Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Hazardous Materials;
that the risks from the wastes regulated under the Phase III and
Phase IV rules, "are 'small relative to the risks presented by
other environmental co~ditions or situations ...,"
indicating th~t EPA does riot feel there are significant risks '.
associated with the surface impoundments regulated unqer this
rule. '
RCRA § 1OO~ ~t8J~s, ':Notlung in this Act shall be construed to .
apply, to ... any activity orsubstance which is subjectto . "
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, ...except to the
extent that such application (or regulation) is not inconsistent
wj.th the requirements of such Acts." 'In the decision of the
District of Columbia Circuit in chemical Waste Management v. EPA
(the caSe reqliliing the promulgation ofthis ru'e)the court
recognized that ReRA requires acco~Qdationwith the Clean,Water

- Act(CWA) "to the maximum extent practicable." 976 F.2d at23.
Since.Option 1 m~ets th~ minimize threat standard in ReRA §

" 3004(m), and it allows surface impoundments to continue to be _
regulated e~clusiveiY.~y' the CWA, it i~ the best accommodation
with the CWA.

/.
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,Optjon 2 creates a whole new set of standards that may duplicate
~r even contradict other regulations. Air regulation~ that Will ,
cover surface impotfudments-are being set under the Clean Air Act, ,

(CAA). This, includes New Source Performance Standards(NSPSs),
National Emissions Standards for hazardous Air Pollutants

, (NESHAPs) (Part61), and'Maximwn Achievable Control Technology
-(MACT) standards (Part 63), as well$ federally approved state
Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) pro~s·and Stftte Implementation' 
Plans (SIPs) that address Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).,
Other potential releases are also controlled. For ex~ple at
Kodak's 'surface' impoundment in Colorado, the surface water,
discharges are regulated under the CWA, the sludge from .
the impoundment requires a state beneficial use permit for land
application, and .the surfaceimpouridrrients have double wall liners

, with leak detection, and ground~ater monitoring. Additionally, .
sludge from a non-hazardous surface impoundment ~ould'be reguh~t~d
as a hazardous w~te if it has hazardous characteristics, l;>ecause

'. . ' the sludge is co~idereda' newpoint of generation for listing
determinations. If EPA promulgates any standards for surface

,~pouh~ents as proposed in Optioi) 2; we believe they should only
, apply in cases where there are no other federal or state standards.

Thiswould.avoid duplic~tive recordkeeping and reporting and the
pOtential for compliance 'with two standards that are inconsistent.

,We oppose Option 3 ~at requires treatment of all Underlying ,
Hazardous Constituents,before entering the surface impoundinent as
exce~si~e. As long as the treatment in the surface inipoundment
adequately minimizes threat, treatment,befo~ entering the
surface impoundment is not necessary.

Recomm~ndatioDs :. . -: .
Becill~se Option'l is the ~east burdensome way to minimize threat

, from surfa~e impOundment releases and the best accommodation with'
-, the CWA, Kodak recommends that EPA choose Option I; ,

RESPONSE: "
In the August 22,'1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that ,
~derlyirig hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the .' '
environment,via leaks, sludges, an9 air emissions from surface'impoun~ents in systems
regulated by the Clean Water'Act ~r Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR43655). Decharacterized

,.wastes are' wastes which initially exhibited,a hazardous chara,cteristic 'o.f ignitabiiitY).'corrosivity"
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~ reactivity, or to?,icity'when generated. but are no longer characteristic): On Mar~h 16,·t'.996, the
.President signed t~e Land Disposal Program 'Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the .
w~stes in question are no,ioriger prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhaZardous. As.,

,a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standardsJor,these wastes (61 FR 'lS660r
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate'provisions for managing leaks, sludges; and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed pptions on August 22; 1995 (~O FR .

• 436SS-~3677»" Furthermore, the treatment'standardsf~rTC metal wastes in today's rule do' not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated·
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection weils, the 'Safe
Drinking Water.Act~ ...' . . .' '

How~ver, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does ~andate EPA to uridertake a'S-year study to I'

'determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these .
.surfac~ impoundments: The findings of this'study, begun by the Agen~y in ARril, 1996,. may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that'~ould w~ant such. . 1 • . . .,
regu atlon. ," , '. " . " " , ...'. .
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p~~ PH4P018
, COMMENTER ,Mobil Oil'

RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV
STIBJNUM 018: '
COMMENT

EPA Should Forgo the Phase IV Rulemaking in its Entirety
In the preamble to the March 2,,1995 Phase III LDR proposal, EPA..
stated II •••the Agency is required to set treatment standw:ds for ..
these relatively low risk wastes and disposal practices during the
next tWo ye~, although there are other actions and projects' with '

·which the Agency, could provide greater protection ofhuman health
and the environment" and "In a time of limited resources, common

• I. • • •

sense dictates that we, deal with higher risk activities first...", ,
60 Fed. Reg.11704; col. 2. Moreover, in.the President's April ~6,

1995 Reinventing Environmental Regulatio~ announcement, the
·Administration made a,commitment 'to "refocus RCRA of:l high ri~k

waste."
While Mobil understands that the Agency is hound by the schedule
it agreed to in settlement ofEDF v. Reilly, and as modifi~d'by.the
decision in Chemical Waste Management ,v. EPA, it is equally clear
that the Agency retains considerable discretion in how it
implements these requirements. In particular, nothing in the'

·Chemical Waste Ma,nagement v. EPA decis'ion requires that the Agency
promulgate standards for non-hazardous surface impoundments.
Mobil urges EPA to'fotego,the Phase,IV rulemaking in its entirety:
(Option 1 ofthe Phase IV proposal) and rely on "~therAgency
programs ~o address these releases under cUrrent rules or future
efforts."60 FR 4365.9, col..2.', . '\'

·Moreover, the Agency's objectives ~stablished for RCRA "Rifleshottl
,

legislation, which would preclude the need to promulgate either the
.Phase III or ~hase IV regulations, clearly indicate that the Agency
1s ,concerned that 'going beyond Option 1 would essentially subject
these types ()f facilities to excessive and unnt:cessary regulation;
At a xDinimum, EPA should make the land disposal restrictions in
both phaSes nfand IV-consistent With the environmental '

,"'signific~c~ of the very limited risks associated with
these activities, taking into consideration the potential high

• '" • J

costs that could be involved. We certainly" '" ,
concur with EPA that we are."in a time of limited reso~ces'i and
Cominon Sense dictates that ~e apply those resources where they will '
achieve the most benefit. The adoption of Option 1 would signify
Common SenSe. . , ' ,

. \
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:RESPONSE:

In the }\ugust 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlylng,hazardous constituent~ in decharact:erize4 wastes w~r~ not released to the' .
environmen~ via· leaks, sludges, and air ~missions from surface impoundments'in systems,
regulated by the Clean Water.Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized '
"waste~ are wastes whichimtially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability;cOITosivity;.
reactivity~ or toxicity When generated but are no longer characteristic). On,M~ch '16,. 1996, the _
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibili~ Act of 1996, w~ch provides that the
wastes inque~tion are no longer prohibited.from land disposal once rendered nonhazar~ouS., As
a result, on April 8, '1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will ~ot promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and a~r .- .
emissions from surface impoun4ments (EPA propose~ options on"August 22, 1995 (60 FR:, ,

~, ' 43655-43677». -.Furthe,rmore, the tre~tment standards for TC me~l wastes'in·today's rule do not
.apply to TC metai wastes if the ch~ct~ristic is,renio~ed and the wastes are' subs~que~tly treated 

" -in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water A<;t or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
. Drinking Water Act: ' . , '- - ,-
.; ,
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,DCN, PH4POl8
.. COMMENTER M;obil Oil '
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV.
SUBJNUM 018
COMMENT , . .

Mobil facilities routinely manage'wastewaters that EPA describes ;
~ as formerly hazardoUS,'decharactet,ized wastewaters 'in CWA treatment

systems, some ofwhich have land based treatment units. Thus,
Mobil has a significant interest in how EPA promulgates land .

" . disposal restrictions governing the management/treatment of such
.' -

wastewaters.),. .
·EPA SHQULDFORGO THE PHASE IV ~ULEMAK:rNG IN'·ITS ENTIRETY Mobil
'noted With interest EPA's comments in the ,Phase III pre~ble that '
stated '''~ ..the Agency is required to set treatment standards for'
these relatively low risk wastes and- disposal practices during the

, next tWo years, although there are other actions and projects with
which the Agency, could provide greater protection of human health
and the environment'~ and "In a time of-limited resources, common
sense dictates that we deal, with higher risk activities first...",
60 Fed. Reg.11704, col. 2. Moreover; in the President's April 16,
1995 Reinventing Envfronmen~ Regulation announcement, the
Administration made a commitment to "refocus RCRA on high risk
waste."While Mobil underStands that the Agency is 'bound by the
schedule it ~greed.to i_n,settlem~ntofEDFv.,Reilly, and as 
modified by the'decision, in Chemical Waste Management v. EPA, it
is equally Clear that the Agency retains considerable discretion in
how i~ implements these requi~ements. In particular~ -nothing m
the Chemical Waste Management v.--EPA decision 'requires that'the _
Agency promulgate standards for non-hazardous surface ,
,impouridments. Mobil urges EPA to forego the Phase IV rulemaking
in its entir~ty (Option '1 ofthe Phase IV proposal) and rely on '
"other Agency programs to address these releases wider current
,rules or future efforts."60 FR 43659, col. 2. - ' '. . , .

·Moreover; the Agency1sobjectives established for RCRA "Rifleshot'i
legislation, which would preclude the need to pro~ulg~te' either the

, Phase III or Phase IV regulations, clearly indicate that the Agency
is concerned that going 'beY,and Option 1 would essentially sUbject
these types offacilities ,to excessive,and unnecessary regula~ion.

,At!l minimum"EPA,should make the land disposai restrictionS in,
·both Phases III and IV CONSISTENT with the environmental

, " significance:ofthe very limited risks asso'ciatedwith
-these activities, taIdng.irito consideration the' poten~i8J high
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'costs that could be invo.lved.· We certainly
'concUr with EPA that we are "in a time of limited resources" and

. Coinmo'n Sense dictates that we apply those resources where they will .
achieve the most bepefit. The adoption ofOpti~n 1 would signify
Common Sense.

.. '

, , ,..

\

RESP.ONSE:~

. in the proposed Phase IV'rulemaking, published on August .22, 1996, EPA discuss~d three ' '
options for ensuring that underlying hazardous constituents in dechar~ctenzedwastes were not
released to the environment via leaks, sludges., and air emissions from sUrface impoundments (60
FR 43655). A$ discussed in the April 8, ~996 partial with~awal no~ice'to the LDR Phas~ III
final rule (61 FR 15660), the Land Disposal Program Ftexibi/iiy Act 0/1996, signed by the
President on March 26, 1996, provIdes that decharacterized wastewaters that are managed in·
surface impoundments regulated' under the CJean Water Act (CWA) ~r CWA-equivalent systems.
are ,no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered non-hazardous. The wastes addressed
by the,August 22, 1995 proposed rule (60 FR 4~654), which are decharaeterized before they
enter impoundment~,are no longer prohibited wastes under RCRA. Therefore, any cross-media
transfer ofli~dous constituen~s'cannot be regulated under ReRA: For thes~.~easons,the
Agency is not finalizing any of the options discussed in Section I ~fthe August 22, 1995
proposed rule. . ' .

....

,\ .
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DeN ' .' PH4P018
:) ,eOMMENTER' Mobil Oil :

>

\ RESPONDER· SS
, SUBJECT ,'EQUV

- SUBJNUM 018: "
COMMENT "

In addition, the EPA Office of Solid Waste. in its recent proposal
regarding ,listing detenninations fOf refining residuais, indicated
that air exposure pathways were not modeled for residuals entering'
the refinery wastewater treatment system because "the Benzene
NESfiAP (55 FR 8292, March 7, 1990) [OSW p~obably intended to cite'
the Benzene Waste NESHAP which was modifie~ and promulgated.in its ,
fmal fonn on January'7, 1993, rather than the Benzene NESHAP th,at
covered benzene traitsfer operations] and the MACT'standards (60 FR

. 43244, August, IS, 199?) for volatile organics emissions were
'-considered to be the pertinent regt4atorymechanisms for potential
,air emission sources." Thus, in the current LOR Phase IV ' '
rulemaking, also Under RCRAlOSW.jurisdic~ion, the Agency should not,
fmd a need for any additional regulation of air emissions from
land based refmery AB~ units or other refinery wastewater surface
impoundmeJ;lts.

. I

RESPONSE:
In ,the, proposed Phase IV rulemaking,published on:August 22, 1996, EPA discussed three
options for ensuring, that underlying hazardous constituents ill decharacterized wastes were not
released to the environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments (60
FR 43655). As discUssed hi the April 8, 1996 partial withdiawal notice to the LDR'Phase III
final rule (61 FR 15660), the LandDisposal Program Flexibility Act ofJ996, signed by the ", '
President on'March 26.. 1996, provides that dech~cterize~wastewa~ers that are managed in
surface impoundmentS regulated under the Clean Water Act(CWA) or CWA~equivalentsystemS,
are no longer prohibited from land disposal once reridered non-hazardous. The waste~ addressed
by the August ~2, ~995 proposed rule (60 FR 43654), which are decharacterized before they,: '
enter iniPoundments. are no longer prohibited wastes under RCRA. ,Therefore.,any cross-media r

transfer ofhazardow; constituents cannot be regtilated under RCRA. For,these reasons, the,
Agency is not fin~izing'anyofthe 'options discussed in Section I oftlte August 22, 1995
proposed rule. '

, l.
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DeN _. PH4P018
'<;:OMMENTEI( Mobil Oil
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQUV' .'
SUBJNUM 018 '
COMMENT . , '.,

EPA Should Exempt Refinery Wet Weather Flow Impoundments.from both
Phase III and ,Phase IV LDRs ' _
DUring stonnevents, combined refinery process wastewater and
stormwater runoff above the capacity of th~ refmery wasteWater
treatment plant must be contained for later treatment during dry ,
weather when there is excess wastewater treatment cClpacity. This

, process is necessary to avoid overwhelming the w~tewater treatnleI1:t
plant.during a storm event, resulting in inadequate oil recovery
and biological treatment, with cons~quent possiple fai1~e to meet'
NPDES discharge limits. Many refineries; particularly those that .-

" are older,Iarger'and/or ingeographic.a! regions'which receive high
average rainfalls, utilize land based impoundrpents to provide, .
containinent for'wet weather, flow. Land based wet weather flow
imp~unchDe~ts are inhere,ntly low risk because: '
They only receive and contain ,wet wea~er flow during a storm '
event and the subsequent period required to work-off the contained
inventory through the wastewater treatmen(plant.: . , .
Wet weather, flow is primanly stormwater and thus ~ontairis only
low cond~ntr~tions of UTS Constituents. The UTS is only likely to
b~ exceeded for·a.very:short period of time early in' a ~to~.event ,
when any hydrocarbon that is trapped in low spots in the sewer,is

:re~n~ained by stonnwater. Even 'then, f~cilities are in place to
try to recover this hydrQc~bon before it enters a land based unit. 
The Agency reCognized the legitimat~need for such lm:.d based wet

, weather flow impoundments when it provided an exempti~n for such
impo~dments from the Primary Sludge Listing rule (SSFed~,Reg.

46354, November 2, 1990).. Aliernatives·to continued use of land,
based wet weather flow impoundments are very ex~nsive and cannot
be Justified by the-minimal ~sk rectuction that would be achieved.
Mobirs other comments Can~ summalized as follows: '

. - The Agency is 1,1~t required to promulgate standards for
non':'hazardous surface impoundments and should not do so.
Ph~e -IV issue~ for petroleum ret:merS represent low 'risk or are 
already adequately regulated: _"' -' , , -
-:' EPA has adequate d8ta demonstrating that risks posed ~by sludges
-or leaks' from refinery biotreatment impoundments are very low.
- Air emissions from CWA·impoundmeI1:ts are adequately addressed

. . . .
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. '. .already by the Refinery Wastewater MACT provisions which invoke the .
. existing Benzene Waste NESijAP. No other i~gulatipnsare needed to
'," .

I

control ~missions from refinery CWA impoundments. "

EPA should not adopt Option 3 because it is not legally required;
is badenvi~onmentalpolicy, ~d fails any reasonable standard of
cost/benefit assessment.

. Adoption 'of the "battery limits" j~sdictionaJ approach
.' (suggested in the Phase III proposal)offers an alternate approach "

..that c;:ould accomplish the objectives ofOptio~ l'
. and administratively'accomplish EPA's Reinventing Environmental

RegulatiQnRC~ "Rifleshot"LDR legislation objectives.

. .
pHASE IV: ISSUES FOR PETROLEUM REFINERS REPRESENT LQW RISK OR
ARE ALREADY ADEQUATELY REGULATED
In addition to not bemg required'to impose additional controls on
non-hazardous impoundments, the Agency can not justify such
imposition based on the very limited' risk 'reduction .
available, especially in view ofthe high cost involved. However,
if the Agency erroneously.decides to regulate non~hazardo~ surface
impoundments, its~ould adopt Option 2., '., . , .
,Mobil co.ncurs with EPA's Option 2 rationale that there is no need
to impose controls on sludges that are deposited in land .based .
aggressive biological treatment (AB11 units, because these sludges

.' have received adequate treatment in the ABT unit~ TCLP testing of
such sludges verifies that they are non-hazaidoUs and dO'not
constitute ~ threat to growidwa~due to leaching. '

. Similarly, Mobil also concurs with the Agencyts Optiop 2 . .
conclusion that there is no need to address·the integrity of these
low risk non..;~ous surface impoundments. Any leaks in
land based ABT units constitute a very low risk because (1) ABT .
units are inheren~ywell 'mixed, and(2) as API. data provided the
Agency ,indicates, refinery ABT units provide alevel of
treatment virtually'equivalent to the UTS. Consequentiy, since,
ABTs'are well mixed, any leak, even one near the inlet, will be
made-up ofwater that has b~en treated to near UTS stimd~ds. :'
Mobil also concUrs with EPA's·rationale that facilities already

. ' ... .
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"subject to CAA 112 requirements do not need additional cqntrols
on air emissions from these low risk suiface impoundmet:lts. Air,
emissions'from refinery surfac~, impoundments are already ", ,
adequately 'regulated by the Petrole~ ,Refining Wastewater MAC):

, (which invokes the Benzene W~te NESHAP (B\VN»,andlor NSPS
standards. Background-data 'used in the development orine B\VN 

- '., demonstrate very low volatilizatio~ ofbenzene in refinery ABT '
" ,units and very thorough biological treatment of benzene and other

, organics. (or this reaSon, the BWN offers one compliance option
,wherein the refinery ABT, in conjunction with sealing sewers, is
the 'control device for.removal and d~stniction'of benzene. Most

-refiners with land b~ed ABT UnitS have opted to remove benzene
(and other organics) at the source due to ReRA TC. Regardless of
the.BwN co~pliance option chosen, in its consideratiOIiofMACT
requirements for Refinery Wastewater treatment, the Agency
detennined that the controls in place for BWN' would also-provide

, substantial control of oth~r volatil~ org~cs, and imposed no new
requirement.

EPA'shou~d Clarify in'the final Phase Iy rule that compliance with
.the underlying standard (0 '1120r NSPS) is sufficient to meet Phase
IV air requirements, regardless of the specific manner chosen for
compliance ¥ allpwed in the p~~ular underlying standard.

. ,

. ,

IfEPA decides to, pursue the approach outlined as Option 2 in the -'
preamble, specific regulatory language should be proposed for

... t. ,

public revi~w and comment before a final rule is promUlgated.

- i

, \

! I "

\

EPA SHOULD NOT, ADOPT OPTION 3' ,
,Mobil concurs with EPA's assessment that Option' 3 is neiilie~ ,
legaily required'nor'good environmental policy. Mobil agrees With
EPA that "impoundment based'wastewater treatment systems can be

. -effective means oftreating decharacterized wastewaters, and can
do so wiihotit,Undennining core values ofRCRA and the LOR program.,:"
60 FR 43677, col. I. The Agency haS received'~pledata 'from API
th!lt clearly supports thiscontentiori relative'to such .
wastewater treatment systems'at petroleum refineries. Mobil "
refmerie~ paiticipated in these data collection, '
efforts. . ,
~e, Agency clearly recognizes that.a decision to impose more,
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. ..
severe regulation of sludge, leaks; or air emissions from land
bas~d'ABT units would effectively preclude the use of land

, based ABT units that are providing UTSequivalent treatnient.
-Replace~ent,ofsuch land basedABT systems with,tank~ge based ABT
systems would impose significant costs to co~struct the ncrw t8nkage
based system and close the land based unit. At pne Mobil refinery
where this option was evaluated, the capital cost associated with
the new tankag'~ based ABT system was esti~ated at$20 million, with

,closure of the land based unit estimated to cost another $5-10
million(depending on clos~method). In the era of Common Sense
:and Reinventing Environmental Regulation; such costs can not be
justified in view Qf the very minor risk reduction achieved. .
Any new requirements applied to non-hazardous surface impoundments'
should be subject to the four year retrofit provisions of RCRA
section·3005(j)(6). l' ., .

. REFINERY WET WEATHER FLOW IMPOUNDMENtS SHOULD BE'ExEMPT
FROM PHASE

',III &IV LORs .
During stonn events, combined refmery process wastewater and
stonnwater runoff above the capacity of the refuiery wastewater .
treatment plant must be contained for later treatment during dry .. :. .

, weather.when there is excess waStewater treatment capacity. This
process is necessary to avoid overwhelming'the wastewater treatment
plant during a stonn event, resulting in inadequate oil recovery
and bio,logical treatment, with consequent possible failure to meet
NPDES discharge limits. The efficacy oftherefmery land based ,
ABT will be equally crucial to maintaining its perfonnancerelative .

, to achieving UTS equivalency, aJ;ld thus, a means of ,
diverting combined process wastewater and stonnwater (i.e; wet' .
weather ~ow) during storm events must be maintained. Many _' .
r~fmeries, particularly those that are older, larger and/or in
geographical regions whicn receive high average rainfalls, utilize

. hind based Impoundments to provide containment for wet weather
flow. . - ,

Land based .wet weather flow imPounchp.ents are iI$erentlY low risk
because: " .
o They only'receiye and contain wet weather flow during a stonn

'- event and the subsequen~ period required to work:'offthe contained
inventory through the wastewater treatment plant. '.
0' Wet weather flow is primarily stonnwater'and thus contains only'

.'
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.. Iow con~entrations ofVIS CONSTlTIrENTS. The VIS is only Iikeiyto
.. be exceeded for a very short,period of time early in a storm' event

, when any hydrocarbon that 'is trapped in low spots in the sewer is
reentrainedby stormwater. Even'then, facilities are in place to, .
try to recover this hydrocarbon before it
enters a land baSed unit. In the event that some sm~lI quantity·
of hydrocarbon does evade' recovery. and ~nter the impoundment,.
.pr~cedures are in place to insure prompt removal. Consequently,' tl)e ",
. wet weather,flow contained in the impoundment is a very dilute . .
• J" . ..

mixture.' Although none of Mobil's wet weather flow impoundments are
so peirp.itted (one has an emergency 'discharge permit), many such'
impoundments are,t:'0utinely permitted'for direct discharge of what .- '.
is 'predominantly storinwater.. Because Mobii's yv'aStewater tre~ttitent
plants were designed to accommodate and work-off such wet weather

, volumes, ~d.because Mobil has had considerable success in reducing
, its' water use/treatment needs, Mobil has chosen to treat wef .. .

weather flow rather than ~eek a permit to discharge directly. '.
o The Ag~ncy ~ecognizedthe legitimate need for. such'land based ,;,
wet weather flow impoundments when' it provicled an exemption for

. such impoundments from' th~ Pdm~ Sludge Listing rule (55 Fed.
'Reg~ 46354, November 2, 1990). 1n the preamble lothat rule, the
Agency states: ,": " ,',
"In cases where stormwater cannot be collected in"storm
sewers(e.g;, proc~ss'sewersareused to collect stormwater),

~' stormwater 'ponds are used to receive surge £low fro~ the process'
sewers during storm eve~~. 'Such facilities wil~.rout~ only.wet,
weather,flow(mixed process and stormwater) to these segregated

. J?Onds;' Sludges generated froin segregated stoImwater ponds that do
not receive dry weather flow (Le., any process wastewaters or 'oily
cooling wastewaters) are'not ~cluded in today's listing." 55
Fed.Reg. 46363, col. 1. .

, ' ,

" .'
• ,'. ... :. I' \. . • ., . , • •

ADOPTION OF THE'"BATfERY LIMlTS~' JURISDICTIONAL APPROACH OFFERS
AN ALTERNATE APPROACH ~THAT COULD ACCOMPLISH THE OBJECTIVES OF.
OPTION lAND ADMINISTRAIIVELY ACCOMPLISH THE OBJECTIVES OF EPA'S
PROPOSED RCRA ItRIFLESHOr' LOR LEGISLAnON . .

- Ifa Perf~ct refmery' ,could be desi'gned, bUilt and operated, it .
.:would convert all crude oil to vaIuable products and not generate
. 'any wastes. Unfortunately; such perfection has not been achieved,

nor is it likbly.' The inefficiency ofvarious processing steps. ' .
and equipm~ntleaks result in small quantities ofhydrocaroons . . ,
which were intended to remain: in the upgradi~g proce~sbeing

.'.
, f

'.
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inadvertently divertecl to process sewers. These hydrocarbons,are.·
, . 'vaJuable and historically ~ even before the advent of envir<;>Iunental

regulation, efforts were made to recover'these, hydrocarbons for
reintroduction into the ,refining process to make petroleum.
prqducts. Regulatory'requirements (the BWNin particular) and

.pollution prevention incentives have cQmbined,to reduce'the amount
ofhydrocarbons·that inadvertently rea~h process sewers, but·.
the basic economic drive toward recovery remains. Hence, e,fforts , \
by·the Agency to defme these materials that inadvertently reach'
the sewer arid are recovered in primary'oil/water separators .
as wastes. or more specifically hazardous wastes, have been ,

,'strenuously resisted by the refining industry. Within the context:
of RCRA, Mobil and other refiners contend that these materials

, are not discarded because they are recovered and reprocesse~ as a
part of the refining prOCess. Hence, if they are' not discarde4,
they are not wastes and cannot be hazardous wastes. Mobil
and other refiners continue to contend that the point at which
discard ofw~tewateroccurs, and hen~e RCRA jurisdiction begins,
is after oil recovery (Le., wastewaters exiting prim8I'y "

" treatment., either ,', .' ,
the oil/water separator ~r dissolved air flotation unit).
While ,Mobil continues to recommend the foregoing position, It is
recognized that the Agency has not yei accepted this positi9n. ,
However, in its Phase III proposal EPA outlined and see~ed to be
willing to consider,a "battery, limits" alternative suggested by ,
,CMA~ The'''battery limits"approach defines a."Point'ofrejection"
.wpere aqueous stre~ are aggregated for the pu.rpOsesof
determining whether wastes are prohibited from land managem,ent._'
The concept would allow combining a battery of processes involved

,in production ofa related group of products for consideration as a,
single manufacturing step.. Su~h aggregation need not.be
considered impermissible dilution because it is "part ofthe nonnal
process that results in the waste." S: Rep. No. 2.84, 98th'Cong. fst

, . sess. 17.' The Agency's expressed concern that it might be
difficult to define "ba~ery liJiut" boundaries would not logically
apply to petroleum refineries. If refinery products c~ be viewed
as "a group of related products" and refmery: processes viewed as
"a single manufacturing step", the ,"point ofrejection" ofsuch an
aggregation would ~'the o':!tlet ofthe primary oiUwater separation .
step, where refinery,waste~ter typically enters the secondary
treatment process (usually ABT). Mobil recommends that EPA at
least adopt the CMA proposal if it is unable to accept th~ more
general solid waste definition jurisdictional argument in this. ' .
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.case. Such an interpretation would a~complish the ~bjectives of
Option 1, as well as the intentions of EPA's proposed RCRA
.:'~Rifie~hot" legislation on LDRs, while avoiding,solid waste
definition issues;' .

RESPONSE
In the A~gust 22, '1995 p'has.~ IV p~oposaJ~ EPA discu~sed ~ee options for ensuring that
un~erlying hazardous constituents iri d~characterized wastes were t:l0t released,ta.the :

,envir~nment via leaks, sludges, and.air·emissions from surface imp~undments iIi systems
regulated by the'Clean .WaterAct or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR, 43655).' Decharacterized

. wastes are.wastes 'which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability~ corrosivity,
'. .' .. reactivity, or toxicity when generated b~t are no lopger characteristic).. On March .16. 1996, the

. President signed the Laild Disposal.Program Flexibility Act of 1996,-which provides that the
'. . . , wasteS iii question ,are no l?nger prohipited from land disposal once rendered nonhazar~ous. As·

a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew it$ treatment standards for these wastes (61, FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule Will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks; sll;1dges, and air
emissions from surface impowldrnents (EPA proposed .options·on August 22; 1995 (60 FR' ,

..43655-43677)).' Furthennore, the treatment standards for Ie metal wastes in'today's rule do not
apply to'TC metal wastes if the characteristic is iemoved.~d the wasles are subsequently treated .
in a urnt that is regUlat~d by the <;lean Water Act or, for underground injection ~ells~ the Safe
Drinking Water Act.. . , ' " , ' ". .'.' . :. ,.. \. -,

However, th~ Land DispoSal FleXibility Act does maI1date EPA to undertake a 5~year :study to'
·detennine any potential risks posed by cross-mediatiansfer ofhazar~ousconstituents :(Tom these
surface impoundments. The findirigs of this study,' begUn by the Agency in .Apnl, 1996, may ,
re.sult in prop<?sedJregtilatio~for these units, if risks' are 'in fact found that would w~t.such
regulation.. . !, ':-.. '. ',: ., .

, ,,
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Asarco is concerned with EPA's proposed imposition ofmanagement
controls under RCRA pertairung ,to decharacterized wastes ,and, in
particular, characteristic hazardous wastes that have been .
deactivated throl!gh diiutio.n as proposed in' Options 2 and '3 .
.As~co is also concerned with EPA',s proposal. to replace LDR

, standards ror land disposal of toxicity characteristic ("TC")
metal wastes from Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure
("TCLP") levels to Universal Treatment Standards (i'UTS") levels.
At the'outset, Asarco wishes to mak~ clear that this Proposed Rule
cannot and must not encompass "surface impoundments," such as
tailings po~ds, that are excluded frpmRCRA Subtitle C jurisdiction,
pursuant to the Bevill Amendnient. These units are excluded even
though they may inyolve the co-management ofmining and mineral
processing wastes (e.g., alkaline tailings and acid plant,
blowdown). EPA analyzed these c.ircumstances in its 1985 Report
to Congress,an.Extraction and Beneficiation Wastes anddetfmnined

. that RCRA Subtitle'C regulations are not warranted~ Regulation of
" ' such impoundments,is beyqnd EPA's RCRAjurisdiction, and EPA should

ensure this' nilemaking adeqUately distingQishes . .
Bevil1~excluded impoundment units. Furthermore, EPA should make,
clear that any Phase IV LDR proposals that, may affect nOD,:,Bevill

, mineral processing wastes are outside the scope of this Proposed'
RUle an,d will1?e ad,dressed in the' upcoming supplement8I role.

.,'

;f ,

~. , .

•
ASarco also endorses the comments'ofthe National Mining
Association and the Lead Industries Association regarding this ,
Proposed Rule and incorporates them herein by refere'nc~. Asarco is
a member ofboth orgariizationS. " ". . .
'Proposed rvtanagement Controls fOf Subtitle D Surface. ImpOrlndments
That Receive Decliaracterized Wastes . .
In this'Proposed Rule, EPA cons14ers thr~e options to control" ,

. "pote~tial cross IQ,edia rele~es from surface impo~dments that
receive decharacterized wastes containing underlying -

. hazardous constitu~nts (IIUHCslI
) above UTS.

Option I, is the most effective and appropriate method by which
potential cross-media releases from ~CRA Subtitle 0 suifac~

, '

,- .
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, ~mpoUndments s~oul~ b~ controlled~

Asarco supports Option 1,' which would appropriately. rely on
existing EPA andstat~ programs to address risks ,posed by poten~ial

, . cross-media releases from sUrface impoundments' ,
, c:ontainirig decharacteriied w~stes: and would notr:equire EPA to,

issue LDR requirements. Asarco supports EPA's position in the , '
, " Proposed Rule that the United States Ci~uit Court of Appeals for-,

"'the District of Columbia circuifin Chemical ~aste Management y;
'EPA, 976 F.2d 2 (D.C. Cir.1992), cert. denied I P S.Ct. 1961 ' "
(1993) (hereinafter referred to as the "Third Third Opinlon")~ does
not require the Agency to go beyond'the PhaSe III rule to ensure ' ",,'
,that"removal ofUHCs' occurs to the same extent in [CI~an Wat~r A~t'

',("CWA")] impoundment~basedtreatment systems-as it does in
conventional RCRA treatment systems." 60 Fed. Reg.43659. Moreover,
as'I;:PA recognizes, in its Proposed Ru~e"exis~ing or fort~coming

; , regulatory mechanisms are sufficient to prevent iIT;lpoWldnients from
. acting as "conduits, for 'extensive cross-media'transfers of ' ' .

untreated hazardous constituents" Id. An example is the .
Arizona Aquifer Protection Act. This Act requires that new and
existing "sUrface impoundments, Inclu~ing holding, storage~
settling, treatment or disposal pits, ponds 'ancllagoons"
'be designed, constructed and operated to: (1) insure the, greatest

, cJegree 'of discharge 'reduction achievable through application ofthe '
best available demonstrated controt'technologi; and (2)prohibi~ ,
discharge of pollUt8nts from causing or contributing to a ,

I , . ~

", violation ofaquifer water quality, standards at the applicable
. 'point ofcompliance: All groundwater ~ the state is classified as

,drinking water and must be protected,to narrative and numeric
drin!Qng water standards. ' . .

, ,, ,

U~der Option i, EPA would create an entifely new, complex system
of ~eatmentstandards and management controls;concerning sludges, "
air emissions, and leaks for ,\yastes ~at are no longer hazardous '

-:wastes. This would unnecessarily impose burdensom~ standards on
\ , ,

Subtitle D surface impoundments receiving decharacterized waste. As
discussed above,existing EPA and state progranl's are sufficient to '
control any potential cr€;)ss-media releases, from such impoundments.
EPA'~ ReRA SUbtitle.C jurisdiction is.limi~ed to, "haiardous
wastes," as defined by,Section1004(5) of the Act, which EPA' .

. acknowledges with regard to imposition ofcontrols on sludges from
Subtitle D facilities: 42 U.S.C. § 6903(5). Nevertheless, in its

,~ .. .. ' .:
. ' ..

, ,
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.. ~iscussion of Option 2, EPA repeatedly sta~es its intention to
impose management controls on"norihazardous wastewater treatment ,

" systems that accept decharacterized waste." See, e.g., 60Fed. Reg.
. 43663,43673. However, even assuming EPA's interPretation of the ,

Third third Opinion is correct with regard to this Proposed Rille,
EPA must justifY the 'need for any management controls based on .
threats to human health and the environment poseQ by the remaining
UHCs pr~sent in a decharacterized :waste stream. EPA has noi done
so in this Proposed Rule. EPA has previously ,stated that the
"characteristic approach does not bring wastes into the Subtitle C
system which do not present a substantial present"or potential ,
hazard to hum~.healthor the'envirqnment,." 55 Fed: Reg. 11798"

. 11805 (March 29, 1990). Thus, any attempt to regulate a waste that
does not pose a threat to human health and the environment, such
'as that proposed by EPA in Option 2~ is'notjustified and, ,
therefore is ,inappropriate. :0 •

EPA proposes in Option 2 to apply sludge and leak controls only to
surface impoundments in which equalization or settling occurS. The
mere fact thatsettling occurs in Subtitle D or CWA-regulated
surface impoundments does not-mean that any riSK exists. For
instanc~, if the dechariicterized waste is placed in, a pond to I '

settle out solids so that the water can be reuSed~ the URC may be
an organic that will typically not settle. In that case, the
sludge would 'not contain the UHC, and' management controls for land
'disposal of the sludge would not be neces~. The need for such' '
management controls is not uniform. 11ri.s approach fails to " .
consider site.: or faciiity-specific factors. EPA's arbitrary ,
assumptions regarding the need for these standards could easily

., result in over-reliulation ofnon-hazafdous ma~erials. While EPA
correctly proposes to apply sludge management standards ,omy when
~ludges'areremoved from a surface impoundment. EPA's arbitrary,
distinction unne~essaiily imposes a significant regulatory burden.

, This,is a burden that is es~ciallyunwarranted in light of the '
. fact that existing or future regulations are sufficient to control
, any potential cross media releases from all three ~es,of .

, . \

Subtitle·D and CWA-regulated impoundments. '
EPA itself re,?ogrrlzes that the proposed management controls for
sludges are linnecessary, acknowledging that,no treatmerit of-sludges
would even satisfy the equivalency standard pronounced in'the Third'
Third Opinion. 'As EPA c~rrect1ynotes in its Proposed Rule,
"literal applicati~n ofan equivalence test would reslilt in no
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.treatment of these sludges [removed from Subtitle D surface
. impoundments], since the sludges Win be non-hazardous by ,
- definition (they cannot be hazardous wastes.because they are being' ,

generated in Subtitle D surface impoundments). an~ so would not

.. .
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'require further. treatment under the standard Subtitle C approach." ./)
60 Fed. Reg. 43673. Asarco concurs with' EPA's assessment and '
believes there should'be no management standards lJIldet Subtitle C

, for 'lind disposal.of sludges removed from Subtitle 0 facilities.

With r~gard to Op~ion'2 management controls for leaks, EPA would.·
, unnecessarily require annwll sampling of decharacterized
wastewaters in the impoumlments to determine if
regulated constituents are present at an arbitrarily established.
trigger level often times the Maximum Contaminant Level ("MCl"),
regardless of whether a leak from an irppoundment has been detected.
EPA would require such annual sampling for as ,lo~g a$ the unit is .
receiving decharacterized waste, despite. the adequacy of the
existing regulatory controls under the CWA, despite the fact that .'
the waste is .nonhazardous and despite the fact that state .
.groundwater protecfion programs ~ay regulate surfac~ impoundments
to minimize risks to human health and the environment. Asarco
believes such'a requirement is.unnecessary and burdensome. In

.. fact, such sampling is more burdensome than the counterp~ .
Subtitle C requirements for aCtive surface i~powid.r:Dents. Moreover,
in light of the non-hazardous statuS of the dechatacterized waste, .

:this requir~ment is not justified and is inappropiiate.

\ '

•

, 'Option'2 also ipcludes proposed managem~nt standards for air
emissions from surfaCe· impoundments receiving decharacterized
waste.. Such management controls are unnecessary. as there may be .
only very limited potential for hazardous air emissions. Thi~ .

. limited potential is already adequately addressed by existing·
controls that are imposed' under the Clean Air Act, such as those .
pertaining to cri~eriapollutants and the National Emissions
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants. . . .

Asarco supports EPA's position that Option 3, which would require
that decharacterized wastes meet UTS before entering surface .
impoundments, is unreasonably burdensome and ~w3.rranted. Asarco
agrees that 'this proposal wQuld Undermine the utilitY of ..

, I .

impoundment-based treatment systems as effective treatment units
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.for decharacterized wastewaters;.Mcireover, in order to fulfill the
requirements proposed in Option 3, facilities' nationwide would be
forced to incur great expense and disrupt necessary and effecti~e .
wastewater tieatmen~programs. This, in.and ofitself, would. make a
proposal that is purPortedly aimed to protect human health and the
environment counterproductive. Asarco also believes that Opt.ion 3
would unnecessarily impose requirements where,there is alre~dy.

little or no risk. ". . . ,
In addition, EPA correctly recognizes in its Proposed Rt:lle' that .
RCRA requires some"accommodation" with th~ CWA regarding
impoundment·baSed treatment system~. gO Fed. RegA3677" Because
Option 3 would ovemde any potential for such an accommodation,
this propo~al,is beyond EPA's au~ority and shquld be abandoned, ' '.

, :

-'

-
RESPONSE

, In the A~gust 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ~nsuring that
. underlying hazardous constitue,nts in <;!echaracterized wast~s were not released to the . _
, environment via,leaks, sludges, and air emissions from sUrface impoundmen~s in systems

regulated'by ~e Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act'(60 FR 43655r Decharacterized,'
wastes are wliStes which initially exhibited Ii hazard~uscharacteristic oflgnitability, corrosivity,
reactivitY, or'toxicity when generated, but are rio longer characteristic): On March 16, 1996, the

'Pres'ident signed the'Larid DispoSal Program FlexibilitY"Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no 'onger prohibited from land disposal' once re~dered nonhazardous. As
a,result, on'April 8~ 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards, for these wastes (61 FR 15660). "
Today's Phase IV fi~ rule will not p~omulgate provisions for managing leaks, slu~'ge~, and air "

,emissio~s from:surface impoundments (E.PA proposed options on ~ugust22, f99~ (60FR ' ,
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment stan<;iards for TC metal w,~tes intoday's rill~'donot,
apply to TC metal wastes ifthe c~cteristic is removed me;! the wastes are subsequently treated
in' a unit.t;hat is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, forunde1;'ground injection wells, the Safe,

;Drinking Water Act. . I

"
,However, the Land Disposal Flexibi~ity Act does mandate EPA to undertake'a 5-year study to '.
',determine any Potential risks Posed by.cross-media transf~r ofhazardous constituents from these

" surface impoundments~,The fmdings of.this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
, . result in proposed regulations for these uni~; 'if risks are in fact fourtd that would Warrant such

regulation. ., ,
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DCN ' PH4P019
COMMENTER, ASARCO INC..
RESPONDER 5S ('
SUBJECT EQUV

'SUBJNUM ,019 .
·COMMENT

. ... . '.
, Proposed Management Control~ for Subtitle D Surface Inipoundments That Receive '.

Decharactenzed Wastes ' . . .

.In'this Proposed Rule, EPA c~nsiders three options to control potential cross media releases from
surface impoundmeIits that receive decharacterized wastes containing u.nd,erlying hazardous

...conStitUents ("UHCsi.,) above UTS. .

. .
"Option 1 is the most effectiv:e and appropriate method by which potential cro~s-media rel,eases' ,
. from RCRA Subtitle DsuIface impoundments should be controlled. .

"

~~~. .
In the August 22, 1995 Phase'IV proposal. EPA discussed three options for ensuring that

" undeilying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were"not released to the ' e
environment via l~aks, sludges, and air emis~ions from surface impoundments in systems
regUlated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized' ,.
wastes are wastes"which initially exhibited a hazardouS' characteristic'of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity. or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic}. On March 16, 1996, the:, ,
Pr~sident signed the Land Disposal Ptognim Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the ' ' , ,
wastes in question are no longer prohibited. from land disposal once rendered'nonhazardous.· As
aresult; on April 8, 1996, pPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660)~

Today's Phase IV fmal rule'will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
'emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on AU:~t22, i 995, (60 FR

. 43655-43677»'-,Furthemiore,the treatment stand8.rdsfor TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to' TC metal wastes 'ifthe characteristic is removed and the waste~ are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulate,fby the Clean 'Water'Act or, for underground injection wells, the ~afe
Drinking Water Act., ' . '

However, the Land Disposal ,Flexibility Act dges mandate EPA to undertake a S-year study to
detennine any potential risks posed by'cross-medi,a transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments; The fmdings of this study, begUn by the Agency'in April, 1996, may
resu,lt iD. proposed regulations for these,units, if risks are in fact found that would \Y3frant such

- regulation. . ,
.' ,

i .
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DCN PH4P020e',: "COMMENTER Exxon Company USA
, RESPONOERHM '
'SVBJECT, EQUV '
SUBJNUM 0,20
COMMENT .'

/

, 3. The point,ofg~ner~ti6n where LORs a~ch,should be at ~~ point ofwastewater discard

, ,\

Notwithstanding Exxon's support of Option 1 (no additional controls), the point of'
generation remains a significant outStanding issue fro~ the Phase IIILOR proposal. It is
unfortUnate that it is not'resolved at this point since it has the potential to significaritly
affect applicability of this rule to petroleUm refmeries, Through ~I, Exxon continues
to challenge EPA's ae!!!lition of the point-of generation for wastewat~rs, Exxon,has _'

" " , joined wjth other APr members and filed a petition for review of the July 28, 1994 ,
. Final rule on the Definition of SoUd Waste in Petroleum Refineries: Exxon repeats its',

. assertion that~wastewater is nqt a waste until it is ~iscarded, The point:ofdiscard
occurs downstream of the last Unit that recovers valuabl,e product from waStewater,'

.namely the oil-water separator. This is the most logicai definition of discard in a
. petroleum refmery and should be ¢.e point of gen~r~tionwhere tORs attach.

,
RESPONSE ,."
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV propo'sal, EPA discu~sed ,three options for~nsuring that
underlying hazardo~ constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
,environment via'leaks, sludges, and air emissions from'surface impoundments in systems
regulated by' the, Ciean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water'Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous chara~teristic of igmtability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or 'toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1?96, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program FI~xibility Act of 1996, which proyides that the
,wast~s in question are no 19nger'prohibited,from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As,!
a result:on April 8~ 1996, EPA withdrew its,treatment ~tandards for these wastes (61 FR 15660)._

.', Today:s Phase IV fmal rulewill not promuigate provisions for managing leakS, sludg~, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed optiQns on ,August 22, 1995 (60 FR,' ,
43655-43677». ,:Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes,in today's rule do not'
apply'to TC met8l wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a uni~that is reguiated,by the Clean'Water Act or, for undergroUnd,injection wells, the Safe
Drinking- Water Act' . J ' '

'Howev~r, the Land Dispo~ FlexibilitY Act does mandate' EPA to ~dertake a5-year study to
.determine any potential riskS P9sed by,cross':media transf~r of hazardo1:1S constitqents fropi these
surface impoundments. ' The fmdings of this study, begun' by 'the.Agency in April, 1996, may .
result ,in proposed regulations for these units, ~f risks are in fact foUnd that would warrant s~ch
regul~tign.
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" DCN'" ~H4P.o20

. . COMMENTER Exxon
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQW
SUBJNUM '020
COMMENT ... ," .

D. De.Minimis exemptions for characteristic 'wastewaters should
, be expanded .
r0 avoid triggering extep.sive requirements for low risk'
facIlities, EPA should adopt a demiiUmis exemption for
characteristic wastewaters. This exemption should ~e in ~e form

. ofaheadworks-type exclusion for characteristic wastewaters'whose

. volume comprises lessthan I% of the total flow sent to CWA
system:s. The ccnditio!l that UHCs not exceed tentimes tpe UT~
levels should be dropped from the Phase IV LDR proposal'sincethe
totalvolume of th~ streams is so small that the relationship
betWeen the UH,C level and theUTS level is unimportant. This new',

" exemption would recognize the minimal risk to he~lthand the .
environment frpm de miniPlis streams and 'not mandate unnecessary
investment. . . 1, •

I

, "

"

, ,

.. '

\ ','

I.

. I

•

RESPON~E '
, • I

The Agency is retaining the de minimis exemption previously promulgated at 40 ~FR
268: 1(e)(4). ,In the,August 22,1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring
that Underlying hazardoU$ constituen~s in decharacterized' wastes were not released to the '
environment vIa leakS, sludges, 'and. inr emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Wat~ Act (60 FR,436S5). Decharacterized',
waStes are wastes which initially exhibited a haurdous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivlty,.
reactivity, or toxi~itywhen generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the,
President signed the Land Disposal Program FI~xibi1ity Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in questionare'no longer prohibited, from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous., As
a result, on April 8, I996, ,EPA withdrew its treatment'standards for these wastes (6t' FR 15660)~ ,
Today's Phase IV~ nile will not prQmulgate provisions for· managing leaks, sludges, arid air
emissions from sutfaee ilnpoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 199? (60 'FR

. 43655-4367,7». Furthermore, tht! treatment standards for.TC metal'wastes in today's rule do n€?t
'apply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated,
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water A~t or, for underground injection wells, the ~afe "
,Drinlqng Wate~ Act.
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A. ClarifY that facilities subjec~ to MACT standards that
address wastewater are not subject to surface impoundment air
emission controls ' , ' ", , ' "
The exemption from surface impounchnent air:emission controls was
not clear-in ~ePhase IV LDR preambie, due'in large, part to the ' '

.. ,"

DCN, PH4P020
COMME"NTER -EXXON ~OMP~Y USA,

,RESPONDER' PMC
SUBJE~t 'EQUV
SUBJNUM, 020 .
COMMENT '

," the 'lack of regulatory hinguage describing the three ~ontrol ' ",
, ' " " options in the Phase IV LDR proposal is a matter of great cdnce,m ,

. to Exxon. Before'promulgation ora Phase IVLDR rule, EPA should
make regtilatory·langu:ag~ aV!iil~ble for nQtice and comment in the'
Federal Register.' . ,
The overviews provided for each of the options in the preamble ' 
generate'many unresolved qt:testions tha(can only~e ~derstood in'
the context of regulatory ~~"lguage._ EPA has provided flowcharts
for some of the Option 2 proposals; ho~ever, it .is·a .very difficult '
'task to translate thes,e'flowcharts into regulatory language. Exxon "
offers two examples where confusion exists due to the lack -

.of regulatory language. First" there are no specific criteria or '
definitions given on the different types of surface impoundments
potentially subject to control (e.g., primary, secondary, ,tertiary,
pre-biological, biological and post-biological). 'Second, ..
the,details or"how,surface impoundments'areexe~pted from air
emission controls ifa facility is subje~t to a Clean Air Act (CM) '.
standard are vaguely described. In a petroleum refinery, for
example, as'many as 21 eAA standards may 'apply including New Source
Performance Standards (40,CFR pait'60), National Emission Standards
.for Hazardous Air Pollutants, (40 CFR Part 61) and National ,:
Emission-Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutant Source Categones '
(40 CFR Parf63 or MACTs).' Ifa petroleum refmery or marketing'
terniinal is.subject to one oftllese standards, is that sufficient
to,preclude,the Clean Water Act (CWA) Surface impoundmentS at,that
facility from Phase IV LDRcontrols? Do surface impoundment
c~ntrol~,need t~ be specificallyaddressecl iil ~eeM standard'
before an eX~rilption is allowed? Will there be any demonstI1ltions

,required in order to claim an exemption from controls? ,These and
many other questions make it criticaJ that EPA propose regUlatory
language for notice and comment~

,- ,

e
"', .

'.
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~bsence of regulatory language in the rule. EPA. should clarify,
that facilities that are an "affected source" per' 40 CFR Part

, -p3and that are su~ject to wastewater standards resulting from 40 _
CFR Part 63 MACTs are not required to install surface impoun~ment

air emission controls. EPA should clarify that the exclusion, ' ,
'~,pplies if the sources are siinply sUbJec,t to the rule. EPA ~hould
clarify that any method ofcompliance with ~ MACT (e.g.,
technology·bas~d standards, de minimis thresholds, deferral,to '
other Clean Air Act rules such as the BWON) provides ' "
sufficient control and precludes the need for' Ph~e IV LDR
requirements.

,B. EPA s~ould expand the Option 2 exemption to Subtitle 'c
Interim Status Surface Impoundments
In Figure 1 on 60 FR 43622, ,EPA identifies an exemption from'
Option 2 ~ontrols for ",...surface impoundments located at a RCRA
Subtitle C Permitted TSOF". Si~ce Surface impoundments locatea at
RCRASubtitle C Interim,Status TSOFs are subject to the ,
same construction'requirements (i.e., double liners with leachate'
collection) as impoundmentsat Pennitted TSDFs, there'is no reason
to limit the ex~lusion to PeQ1litted TSOFs..

Exxon strongly sU~POrt$ EPA's selection of Optio~'I (no additional
controls) for the Phase IV LOR. Existing regulations and low risk
frOm CwA impoundments managing dech~cterized wastes provide '

,sufficient protection ofhealth'an.d the environment. Additionally.
~e Third Third decision~oes not require EPA to promulgate
additional controls. .
A. The Third~d decision'does not require surface "
impoundment emission controls
One of the most compelling reasons to support Option 1 is that the
Third Third decision does not require additional requirements for
surface'iinpolindments receiving de-characterized waste. EXxon
supports API's analySis ofthe legal reasons ~hy the Third Third 
'decision does notreqwre controls for surface impoundments ,
managmg decharacterized wastewaters.. Given the ~owcost benefit
of this rule, EPA should exercise maximum discretion 'and
promulgate a rule with minin:lal a4dit_onal requirements. .'
B. 'Petroleum refinery waterquaJity has improved signific~tly

.as !' result ofrecent rulemakings
Another important reason not to regulate Clean Water Act (CWA)

.surface impoundments further is that three rulemakings have
,sfgIrificantly impro:ved;the quality.ofpetroleimi refinery wastewater.

\
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,and stonnwatet in the last five ye~s. AdditiQnal controls from
the'Phase TV r.DR rulemaking are not needed. the Toxicity
Characteristic eTC) rule promulgated on March 25, 1990 resUlted in
reductions in th~ level of benZene in refinery wastewater and '

, stonnwater. The Primary Sludge Listing promulgated oq November,
7.,1990 required Exxon and others, to perfonn one-tiqte sludge' '

, removal from refinery impoundffients and convert them to'.
non-hazardous service under Delay of Closure provisions 'at 40 CFR '
265.113.d-e. In 1994, Exxon'sretineries in Baton Rouge, .
Louisiana and Baytown, TexaS removed mor~ than 100,000 Tons qf
sludge in order to meet Delay of ClosurerequiTements. As part of ..
thi~ conversion to non-hazardoUs seririce,many wastewater streams '
were rerouted away from the storIl1water impoundment The effect of

.the rerouting was to improve storrnWi:1Ls::r quaiity ~ci reduce the :' ,I

risk from stoqnwater impoundment re'leases. Finally, ~he National
Emission Standard for Benzene Waste Operations (BWON) promulgated.
on Januaiy 17, 1993 res~lted in segregation and treatment o.f .
benzen~':containingwastewater~01.ighout refineries and' "
petroch~micafplimts. In-the process of complyipg with these·~ee
rules, most other ()rganic compounds that occur with benzene'(such
as toluene and. xylene) in'wastewater and stormwater were" .

, controlled. 'Any historic "picture" EPA has of the risks posed
by ~astewater; stonnwater 'and the units managing these streams is .

, outdated unIe~s it ~es into accountthe improvementS achi~ved'by
the TC, Primary Sludge and BWON rules. '
C. 'State Subtitle D and Federal spill rules provide:another
iayer ofepyironmental protection '
~tates already regulate subtitle,D wastewater and,stonnwater'
Impoundments .wherever they feel regulation is appropriate. Federal
r~gulations promulgated by the,Ph8se IV LDR rule woUld be in

" 'addition to state requirements.
Existing EPA rules for,manage~ent of spills address both routine'
arid non-routine releases ofUnderlying Hazardous Constituents
(UHCs) into CWA systems. ' EPA should not promulgate Phase IV LDR
controls in order to mitigate spills. "Toxi~ 'pollutants". (many of '

;'which are UHCs) are defined forCV{A systems and are regulated at,
40 CFR f22.42arid 401 :IS: AdditioriaJ.ly, CERCLA reporting . " ,
requirements at 40 CFR 302~6 require reporting ofmany UHCs' if they
exceed the repoitabl~quantity dt:s~gnated by the regulation. '"

"

The following comments provide a detailed rationale 'for why
stormwater'Surface impoundments should not, be regulated under the.
Ph~ 'IV LDR. Th~ comments belo~are equally applicable to.: \' ". ~ . . .

. /
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regulation ofstormwater' impoundments under'the Phase III LDR
. , proposed rule.' ' , '. '
, A. Descnptiori ofstormwater impoundmen~ at Exxon's re£itieries '

and co-located petro<;:hemical plants '. "
ExXon utilizes cornmon sewer' systems for conveyance of.both process
wastewater and stormwater at each of its four refineries (tWo of
which have large co:-.located petro'Chemical plants'operated by Exxon
Chemical Americas that send wastewater and storrnwater to the, .. .
refinery). At Exxon's Montana refinery~ annual rainfall' is low ..
enough that stormwater impoundments are not required. Other ExXon
refineries in Louisiana, Texas andCalifomia have large stormwater.
impoundments that intennittently store stormwater mixed with .'
decharacterized process wastewater. " ' ,
'I. Stomlwater surface ,impqundments rc::ceive dech~acterized process
wastewater'" '. ..'

During dry weather, Exxon's refmerjes and co-located
petrochemical plants manage decharacterized process wastewater in
their Aggressive Biological Treatment{ABT)uriits. Decharacterized
process wastewater results from the' aggregation'of small.streams of
'characteristicallyhazardo':lS wastewater (generally with low. levels' '
of benZene) with numerous streams ofnon-hazardous wastewater..
Dining rain events, this decharacterized process wastewater str~am
is further aggregated with stormwater and managed in stonnwater
impoundments (except at Exxon's MoIitana refinery, as noted abov~).

With these layers of aggregation, both the concentration'and mass
loadings ofUHCs become even lower and the influent to the
stormwater inipoundment is generally below Universal Treatment
Standards'(UTS). '
2. Sto'rmwater impoundlnent management strategy calls
forimpoundments to be empty whenever possible
BecaUSe the objective of the stonnwater impoundments is to receive
rainfall, Exxon operates them at minimum levels whene~er possibie.

, As soon as ,a rain event ends~ the clean storm~ter ,is either
. di~tly discharged under aCWA permit or processed through the :

'. biological wastewat~r treatment systemJ. Stormwater gene~ly ,
met:ts CWA discharge permit parameters wi~out additional
biotreatment .
The stormwater ciuaiity is generally good because ofthe low '
"concentrations and Ininimal mass loadings ofUHCs in the .
decharacterized process wastewater. The low UHC concentrations
resUlt because only a fraction of the stormw~ter . ' .
was dech~cteri:zed process wastewater and only a fraction ofthe
dec~~cteri~edprocess ~teW'aterwas formerly hazardous. The
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•• .formeJ;'ly hazardous process wastewater usually contains nominal
levels ofbenzene' only. Stormwater ~ormally meets CWA discharge,
'permit param~ters without any additional biotreattnent. This gives . ','
th~ facility the option to directly discharge the stormw~ter if it
meets CWA discharge permit limits or'to process the stormwater

, through the' wastewater treatment plant. ','
4.; Swnmary table orExxon's impoundment management systems
The table below swnmarizes ~ey factors about Exxon's stormwater'
and wastewater iqtpo)JJldment managemem systems. E~on oWns and ' .
operates approximately 45acres of stomiwater impoundments, 18, acr~s of ABT
impoundments and 400 ~cres'of biologicaI impoundments
downstre~ ofABTs.

Table IIl.A.4 - 'ExXon's Refmery Surface Impou.~d.YJlent M~agement
TABLE NOT REPEATEr> HERE, SEE ORIGINAL COMMENT.

.•'

, '

The purpose ofthis section is to present several reasons why
stonnwater impoundments are unique when compared to other types of
impoundments. The uniqueness ofstomiwater impound~entsreduces
their risk to h~alth 'and the environment and decreases the need for

',additional controls such as liners or leachat,e collection systems:
1. Water and sludge quality have improved significantly as a '

-result of the Toxi~ity Characteristic,(TC) rule~ Primary Sludge
- Listing and the BWON', ' '

. '. As a result of three sigmficant regulations promulgated in the
. last five years, the quality ofrefinery and/or co-located '

, , petrochemical stonnwater and waStewater has improved significantly. \,
E~A's historical level ofconcern about stormwater '
Surface impoundments should be lowered ~ a result of these'
regulations. These three regulations are the Toxicity . .'
Charactenstic(TC) rule,p~ Sludge Listing and the BWON..· '
Theseregula~ons have sigmficantly reduced the risk to he~th '

,and the environment from surface impoundments~ Additional controls.
on SurfaCe impoundments, waste~ater,or wastewater sludges'are:
'neither neC~ssary ~or cost.effective. . :
,2. Size of ~t~nnwat~r~poundments
As noted in Table III.AA above, Exxon has 4S acres 'of st~nnwater

,impouridments at its fow refmeries and two co-located
", petrochemical plaiits. The sheer size of the impoundments ~akes any

, ,regulation reqqiring additional controls 've.ry costly~' .
After considering the minimal risk from these impoundments, Exxon,'
urges E~A to not promulgate any addit!<mal controls for them.'
3. Stonn~ater impOundmen~ provide surge protection for wastewater
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:treatment plants and ensure efficacy of biological tTeatme~t units
In three of the four Exxon refineries, stomiwater ir:npound.rrlents are
absol~tely necessary in ord~r to ope~ate biological wastewater '. '
treatment systems in compliance with CWA permits. Exxon supports
EPA's position ,that stormwater impoUndments are irripo~t

equalizers that are required to main~in the efficacy of
biological treatment systems.· See' 60 FR 11718 on March 2, 1995.
Without the.stomiwater impoundments, large rainfall events would,
Vush,;biomass out of the wastewater treatment,system and reduce the' .
treatment plant's efficiency. Addi'tionally, rapid flushing of .
-biomass froni a wastewater treating plant due to the addition of

. 'stormwater could compromise a facility's ability to comply with CWA
, "

permit.parameters such as Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and
Biological Oxyg~n Demand (BOD). . .
4. $tonnwater impdundments are generally empty so the
residen,~e time ofUHCs in the iinpoqndments'is short .
As seen in Table III.A.4, Exxon's stormwater impoundments are,'

. generally at m4tlmum lev,els in 'order to ~e available to receive
stormwater. Since the impoundments are generally empty, there is

. no driving force in the form .ofa liquid level to leach hazardous '
constituents out of the stormwater impoundment sludge into '\
the groundwater., Additionally, the water is either discharge~ or
biologically treated shortly after being stored in the stormwater

,impoundment so uHCs have little chance ofmigrating. The.
intermittent use ofastormwater surface impoundment provides '

, , an excelleni rationalefor'thefr exemption from any Phase Iv LOR
, , leak Qr sludge m~gement standards. Finally, as seen in Table.

III.A.~, natural clay liners beneath Exxon's' stormwater surface· ;
iinpoundnients provide an added level ofprotection,against
groundwater contamination. '
5. DeCliaiacierlzed proCess wastewater constitutes a fractio'nof
the total stonnwater and is predominantly non-oily , '
'In the Primary Sludge Listing, EPA provided general wormation ,
for typical r~finery wastewater 'streams that do not include oi,I.' ..
These 'streams include cooliIlg water, steam turbine water, \x)iler " .
'blowdown, stripped wastewater and water treatment pl~t filter . ,
'backwash. The Exxon Baytown,Texas Complex has estimated~ for
example, that non-oily wastewateJ;s from these soW'c~s constitUte ,
over 70%oftheir daily average flow process wasteWater flow.
The decharacterized'process waStewater results from aggregation of
small stre'aIDS of characteristically hazardous wastewater with
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numerous non~h~dous wastewater streams. During rain events,
decharacterized pt:o.cess wastewater is further, aggrega~ed with
'sio~water and managed in stormwater impo~dments. ,With
these layers of aggregation, the resulting stoImwater influent is

, ~eneraily beiow,UTS and the mass loadings of hazardous,:,coristituents "
e~tering the impoundment are minimal. ' '., .'
Ex?,on has selected RCRA Subtitle C De)ay ofClosure as its
,compliance option for surface impoundments in Bilton Rouge~

Louisiana and Baytown, Texas. Extensive groundwater monitoring
'. requirements including semi-annual samplmg are required 'up'gradient

and down gradient ofthese impoundments. in order to provide some
data on the qualitY of~ater in these impOlUldments, we have '

,swnmarized,the two most recent groundwater sampling events'at the
S'aytown, Texas facility for the largeststormwater i!I1pounc:L.i1~nt .
below: . ' , " -.

Nuinber of down gradient groundwater wells: 26 , '
Number of constituent analyses: 2,164 .
,Number of detectable constituent analyses: 3
(equivaient to 0.14% ofthe total constitUent ani1;lyses)

Details of three ,sample anaIyses with detectable levels:ofcpnstituents' ,
swnmarized below: ' ' "

,'Constiment Meas:ured Valu~ Units UTS Level. Compansori ~fMeasured Val~e to UTS
\., '

·'t

,. '

, Benzene
Lead c,
Toluene

0;002
0.01
0.004 '

mgIL" 0.14 Measured value 70 times lower, than UTS
'mg/L '0.69. Measured val~e 69 times lower than UTS

mg/L' 0.08 Measured value 20 times lower 'than,urs

. As e,:,idenced'by the data above, there is' no concern with levels-of - ,
, lJl:ICs iII'the 'groundwater beneath',this Stormwater impoundment. The
, very large number of non-dete~tsand comparisons to VTS are typical ,

of the groundwater beneath Exxon's Delay of ClosUre iMpoundments.
6. ,Storinwater impoundment influent exceed UTS for only
short periods, ifat,all ',' ,.-
The ratio ofprocess wastewater to stormwater is large,st dUring .'
the fIrst few mmutes ofa rain event. It is during this brief "
period that the c~ncentratioi1 ofUHCs is typicaJly highest and
might teniporarily exceed UTS:at theinIet to~the stormwat~r"

impo.undment. Exxon's Baton Rouge, Louisiana Complex and Baytown,
Texas Complex samp!e,their storlnwater impoundIDent inleteveIY, two
hours during a rain event for benzene~ The results generally show
the fIrst'sample exceeding theUTS level of0.14mg/Lfor,benzene

, . • . • ~. t ~
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with subsequent samples below the 0.14 mgIL VTS I~vel. A
composite benzen~ sample taken every two hours throughout the storm
,is also below the .UTS level. EXxon's California refinery also .
saJl?ples its stormw~ter impoundment inlet every two hours and does.
not generally ~xceed the b~nzene vrs level for any period oftime.
Aggregation ofthe process wastewater with sto1Jllwater quickly .
lowers the concentrations of VHCs below their vrs ie'vels.
Certainly, a brief excursion above the VIS le,veis in the first fe~
moments oJa rain event, when,considered against backdrop that
the stormwater impoundments are generally empty and'
prolUbitively expensIve to replace, does riot warrant any type of
additional controls for the impoundments. '. . '. ' . , " .

\ .
Exxon has a 'total of eight impoundments that are regulated under
the ReRA Subtitle'C Program as a result ofeither the 1C rule or
the Primary Sludge Listing. Five of these impoundments manage ,
storinwater and three are.ABTs.. For each' of the eight impoundqtents,
Exxon has cho~en the' Delay of ClosUre compliance .option outlined
in40 CFR 265.1 13.d-e; To comply with Delay of Closure, Exxon has
removed hazardous wastewai~rs and hazardous sludges from ,these.
surface impoundments to the extent practicable. In addition, the .
impoundments have been· converted to non-hazardous service iIi order _
to allow their continued operation. .. '
Exxon realizes that the Third Thirq opinion appears to allow
continued use ofonly subtitle D impoundments ihat treat
non-hazardo~ wastewaters. PresUmably, this is because the court .
was'not famil~ar with the Delay of Closure provisions;
Nevertheless, Exxon encourages EPA'to recognize that an impoundment
operating under.ReRA·Subtitle C Delay ofClosure provides a higher
level ofhealth and environmental protection than a Subtitle D

. impoundment. Thestringe11,t groundwater monitoring, closure and
post-closure care requireinentsstipulated in 40 CF~ Part 265 '

. Subpart G provide protection'over and above Subtitle D staridards.
Exxon requests that surface impoundments·operating under'Subtitle C

. Delay of C~osurebe exempted from additional controls promulgated
during the Phase IV LDR.. . .. .

8. EPA recognized the ~que nature ofstormwater mixed
with process wastewater'during the Primary Sludg~ Listing
SPecial consideration ofstonnwater impoundments intermittently. .
managing low levels ofprocess wastewater is not precedent-setting
for EPA.' In the .Primary Sludge Listing, stonnwater impoundments
receivingpredominan~ly stonnwater,were exempted from the listing'. '
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The Agen~y agrees witli the commenters that stonnwater umts that '
. receive process wastewaters in thIs manner [from sewer systems

where stonnwater and process wastewater are co-mingled], and qo riot
receive any process'wastewaters or oily cooling wastewaters during
dry 'weather flow, do not routinely generate sludges that are
simiiar in compo'sition,to.the primary treatment.slug,ges subject to
tociais listings. '55 FR 46374,on Novemb~r.2,1990. '
The same logic should be usec:i to exempt stonnwater impoundments

, fr~m adcHtional controls under the 'Phase IV LDR. ' ,

Exxon believes that these impoundments sh(;uld not be reg'ulated "
under the Phase IV LDR;.. The analysis below demonstrates iliat there . ,
~e no cost effective 'alternatives to these impoundments':
Replacing stonnwater surface inlpourirlments ,with tanks or '

., retrofitting them to Minimum Technological Requirements '(MTR) is
prohibitively expensiye and might not be feasible. Alternatively,

, segregati.on of dechar~cterizedpr.ocess wastewater from. stonnwater .
general~y requires a completely new,s~wer system that is also
prohibitively expensive to retr~fit,into an existing refinery
and/or co-located pc:trochemicalplant.: Recognizing these large '
costs and the minimal risk, EPA'should all~w continued use
of stormwater impoundInents and not promulgate additional' stonnwater

. impoundment controls in the,Phase IV LDR. '
I. Replacement of'stor:nwater impoundments ~,s not 'cost effective ?T ." .'

. feasible. . ., ,
. ' In' .1992, APi empl.oyed acontractor to ,estima~e the costs for

closure of Surface impoundments and their subsequent,replacement ,
with tanks. tiIiit cost factors generic to the petro,leum refining "
industry for stomiwatex: impoundment~ePlacement were estimated by
the c9ntractor. Exxon has taken these generic unit cost
factors and estimated a' one-time cost of$10 M and ongoing costs of '
$4 M/year fOf the next30 years·to ·replac~· the Exxon refmery
stormwater iinpoundments with tailks. These costs do nof include the
large pumps required to transport stormwater or the independerit
power supplies necessary to make the large pumps available during .
a pQwer outage. These costs are prohibitive considering the low
risk of stormwater irilpoundtDents. The costs are s~ari~d in,Table
lII.C.1 below.
'Table III.C.l - Costs'to Close Exxon's Refinery Stormwater'
Impoundments as Landfills and Subs~quen~ Replacement with Tanks
Descrip~ion , . . '

. Unit Cost(Rounded)1
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Acreage 6fExxon ImpoUndments
Total Cost(Rounded)I
Landfill ClosUre (One,-iime)
750 k$/Acre ' '.
45 ,/
$35M.
Tank Replacement,(One-time)
750 k$/Acre
45 ..

$35M
Total Costs CPne-tilI1e)
$70M' .
Tapk operations and mai'nte~~e, groundw~t~r monitoring, post closure
care(Ongoing.for 30 years) . .
85 k$!AcrelYear '

.45'
$4 ¥/yr

1 k=I,OOO and M=l,OOO,OOOa. Real estate iimitations could exist'
'In the event stonmyater impoundments are requir~d to be .replaced
and/or closed, there will be~ interim period when teal' estate
must be available for both the new tanks and the existing .
impoundments., The refinery must continue to have aD outlet for its.· ' ., ,

stormwater during the period of impoundinent closure and .
replacement. -nus additional 'real estate requirement will be
difficult to overcome. At each Exxon facility where the Phase IV
LDRs might require stonnwater impoundments to be replaced, ne~ .
tanlcs would consume substantial plot space. The Gulf
Coast refmeries are suftounded by neighborhoodS and the li~elihood

,of increasing·the refmery acreage is low. '
2. Segregation ofdecharacterized process wf;lStewater
from stormwater is not cost effective·
The previously characteristic Wastewater streams that produce
decharacterized'process wastewater con~ low levels ofTe
constituents (generally benzene). The characteristic streams
generally have low flowrates but are located throughout a refutery
and/or co-located petrochemical plant.niey cannot be easily or .
'cheaply,.segn:gated frOm' other non.liazardo~ wastewaters or froin
storInwater.
On th~ basis ofpublicly available cost information from other .
refineries, Exxon would e~timate a cost in excess of$400 Million '
for segregation of decharacterized proce~s wastewater from
stormwater for our four refmeries.and two' co,.located
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, .
, petrochemical plants. Imposing such large costs'to address 'minimal

, 'risks is not ~easonable: Additionally, costs of this magnitUde
, seriously th!eatem the economic viability or'these facilities and'
jeopardize their continued operation: Because of the aggressive '

, nature of biological treatment in an ABT unit, it is unlikely that
segregation would measurably.improve the,quality ofw8.ter being
discharged. ' .
In.summary, there 'is nq reasonable altemativ,e to the continued
operation of stormwater impoUndments. Because' neither stonnwater.
impoundment replacement with tanks nor segregation of wastewater
from stonnwater is cost effective, EPA should riot promulgate Phase

" IV LORs that mand~te additional controls.,\

.IV: EPA should designate Aggressive Biological Treatment units:
: '(ABTs) as "Best D~monstratedAvailable Technoiogy" (BDAT) for

.process wastewater from refineries and co-located petrochemical
plants -., .' , ~ . '. .,'
Exxon encourages EPA to.c~efully consider API's comments qnthis
matter. !3y.choosing·~T,as BDATIor refinery ~d petrochemical
wastew~ters! EPA would adopt a cost-effective and proven tecMology
that meets UTS while minimizing analytical difficulties and .

, monitoring burdens. The combination ofABTs and
40wnstream biological impouridments provides.~ong residence, tlines of.

, 'wastewater in treatment un,its, low cost, ease 'ofoperation and is
more cost effective than tanks in identical service. TheCWA. . .
pennits at refine,ries and co-located petroche~ical,plants

are already protective pf health and the environmet;lt lill'gely as a, '"
result 'of the efficiem£y o~ these wastew~ter treatment units. , :'
Designation 'ofABTs as BDAT helps EPA meet its obligation under
RCRA Section 1006(b) to integiat~RCRA an<;l CWA requirements. .
A. IfABT is designated, the Phase iv LDR compliance point s~ould
be moved , ' " .

, ... AssUming EPA designates ABT as BDAT for refinery and' petrochemical <

wastewaters, facilities should have the ability to move their Phase
IV LDR c9IDpliance point to the ABT unit inlet. EPA should provide .
this flexibility in the ,final Phase.IV LDR.:' :".',. ,

J

'., A. IfEPA detennines tl¥it ~ditional.surface impoundmen~ controls
. are required, afour year compli~ce..period should be provided :

IfEPA decides in the Phase,IV LDR that surface impoun4ments
managing decharacterized Wastes'require additional contr~ls, the

,full four year compliance period provided in RCRA section 3005(j) "
should be avail~ble. Arg':l'lbly, ~ince th~ potential ,surface
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,impoundment cO,ntrols are on non-RCRA.impoundments (and therefore
not subject to RCRA), EPA can set the compliance period to any

. length oftime. The fout year period should begin With the
prom~lgationof the Phase IV LDR. EPA has already determined that
RCM section30050)(6) provides four years for retrofit Qr closutt?'
of impoundments not meeting MTR.57 FR 37218~22 on August 18, 1992.
The entire four year period to install the new controls on a
sulface impoundment will be require4 by Exxon given the
magnitude, expense and technical difficulty of the task~ -. ". ',.

B. Option 2 grounawater and corrective action management,'
standards should allow a site's qualified groundwater 'scientist Jhe
flexibility to select multi-umt or,1ndivid~ unit groundwater
monitoring syster:ns in the event groundwater monitoring ofa surface
impoundment is reqUired~ site specifics require the flexibility to - '
select either an individual unit or multi-unit groundwater
rnQnitoringsystem., ,Exxon supports EPA's P9sition that the
qualified groundwater scientist should have 'authority to make this
s.election. There are instances where surface impoundments are .
closely ~pac~d~dthe addition ofwells between the units to
create individual systems adds no v8Jue to an
up 'gradient/down gradient analysis. Conversely, there are instances
where "interfertinces" exist between surface'impoundments (such as
public water bodies, old Solid Waste Management Units or other '

- 'contBminated property) and the ability to separately delineate the:
units i~ essential.

'C. EPA should expand the list ofcorrective' action'measures to
, include continued use ofsurface impoundments under certain .

, conditions ' .'
,If a release from a suifa~ impoundment is validated, EPA only
allows two options according 'to 60'FR 43612. First;" the
decharacte~dwasteStreani can be rerouted to ~ tank. Second, th~ ,
'surface impoundment can'be retrofitted With a-double liner and
-leachate collection. Bo~ of these options can pe prohibitively
expensive and ~ecessary.

Contairiment and removal/treatinent of the groundwater should be
acceptable as alternative means to allow continued Use.ofan
impoundment. Containment mechanisms such as generation ofa cone
ofd.epression to collect and treat the contaminated groundwater
'or installation of8; sluriy :wall around an impoundment provide
adequate control'ofcont:a.m4lated groundwater and do not force
expensive tankage or double liner~eachatecollection expenditures.

, .
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RESPONSE .
hi the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, ePA discussed three options for e~suring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the .
environm~nt via leaks, sludges, and air ~missions from surface impoundme~ts in systems ,
regulated by the Clean Water. Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized

, wastes 'are wastes which initially,exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity.
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). Op. 'March 16, 1996, tl1f~

, 'PresIdent signed the Land Disposal Program Flexihility Act of 1996, which provides that the .
, wasteS in question are no longer p'rohibited from land disposal ,once,rendered nonhazardous. As

a result, 0.0 April'S, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today:s Phase IV final rule wiil ~ot promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, ~d air
emissions from'surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment stalldards for TC metal wastes in t~day' s rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated,
in a unit that is regulated'by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells; the Safe
·DrInking Water Act.' ;' .-

H<?wever; the Land Disposal, Fle~ibility A~t doe's mandate EPA to ui1d~rtake a 5-year study to '
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents' from these'
surf~ce impo,undments. The findings ,ofthis s~dy, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for th~se unit~" if risks are,in fact found that would warr~t such
regulation.

I

. I

, ',-. . ~. -

DCN PH4P020,
COMMENTER ,EXXON COMPANY USA'
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV,
SUBJNUM 020
COMMENT, , ,.

, B. 'EPA should not modify the treatability group doctrine,
. In the Phase IV LDR'preamble, EPA appears to ~sert that the '

, " treatability group doctrine does riot' need 'tei be modified as a '
result of the Third Third decision bY,stating that
the court likewi~e did not see· that hazardous constituents in .
deposited sludges must be treated.. The court iii fact did not speak
to ~e principle stated by EPA in the Third',Third rule that '
generation ofa new treatability group is ~onside~ed to be a '. . .
new point ~fgeneration and thus '8 new. point for detennining ",
whether a waste is prohibited. '55 FRat 22661-662: Under ~s,

, " principle~ unchallenged in the litigation, wastewater trea1n)ent ' ,
~ludges not e~biting a characteristic are not prohibited wastes,
notwithstanding that they may derive:from prohibited wastewaters.',
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60 FR 43656 on August 22, 1995.
.However, after, supporting the 'treatability group doctrine in these . ,
early pages ofthe ph.ase IV LOR ,preamble, EPA overrides the
doctrine when describing the Option 2 sludge management stan,dards.

. If the concentration level,ofone or more of, the UHCs exc:~eds urs,
'then the sludge mUst be treated by means other than dilution to
meet UTS.60. FR 43675 and Figure 4: ' Option 2 at 60 FR 43674 on
·~ugust 22, 1995. ' ". "
Rather than the trigg~r Jor si~dge treatment being the IC levels
(as would be the case if the treatabi~ity group doctrine was
followed), EPA.has designated.UrS levels as the threshold for'

. requiring LDR'treatment standards, for sl\Jdges. 'Exxon encourages'
.EPA'to reconsider this position and maintain the treatabiiity group
doctrine. Let characteristic .waste testing determin~ if LDR
standards apply. EPA rec'ognizes its.option to maintaintbe .
doctrine. . .. .

. EPA also reiter~tes that, as a legal matter, it can be argued that
, even no treatment of sludges is equivalent to Subtitle C LDR
controls., This is because 'generation of sludges is usually a new
point ofgeneration at which the newly-generated waste is . .
reevaluated to'detennine if it is subject to the'LDR ~tandards.

Ifnon-hazardous~the sludges would riot be so subject (i.e., would
,not be prohibited ~astes). 60 FR43673 on August 22, 1995.

\ .

'" '

.
RESPONSE:
At this time, EPA is not modifying the treatability group doctrine. Wastewater treatment sludges
that do not eXhibit a characteristi9 ofhaz3rdous waste are not prohibited wastes. 1)le sludges ate

'- ..' , ' ,,}

a newly-generated waste. The newly generated waste must be evaluated independently for a ..
, , detenninati~~ ofreguiatory status. .,,' .

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed threeoptions\for ~nsurmg iliat
underlyinghaiardous constituents in decharacteiized wastes were Qot released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and' air emissions from surfac~ impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43~55). Decharacterized

. wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a haZardous t;haracteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
i' .reactiVity~ or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic): On March 16, 1996, the '
;President signed. the Land Disposal Program Flexibility A~t of 1996, which proyides'that the
wastes in question' are no longer prohibi~ed from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a resUlt, on April 8, 1996,.EPA Withdfew·its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FIt 15660)~
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing le~, sludges, and air
emissions from sw:face impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .
43655-43677». Furtherm~re, the treatment standards for TC metal wast~s in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated'
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in a wtit that is r~gulated by 'the CleaQ Water Act or, for underground injection,wells, the Safe

,Drinking Water Act. .,

, However, the'Land Disposai Flexibility. Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-years,tudy to '.:
'detennine any pote~tial risks posed by cross-media ,transfer ofha,zardous constituentsfr~m these
surface impound,men~s. The'findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April" 1996, may ,
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in 'fact found that would warrant 'such,
regulation.' '
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COMMENTER EXXON COMPANY USA
RESPONDER 5S
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 020 /
COMMENT "

VI. Critical Phase III LDR proposed rule' issues should be . . ' ,
consi4ered as part of the Phase IV LDR '

, A. A'ggregation ofprocess waStewater is part of refinery
'and petrochemical processes and should not be considered

"RCRA impermissible dilution" .
, Exxon reconunen9s that EPA carefully examine the hist~rical,

definition of imperrmssible dilution in light of the ,uniqueness of .
, "wastewater collection and conveyance systems. If EPA attaches LDRs .

at multiple pOints in a f~cility's wastewater collection system, ,
, ' the resuh might be that aggregation constitutes' impemi:issible

dilution. This position might drive,the facility to costly and "
unnecessary point source segregation. ,
EPA should recall that many of its RCRA tDR requirements were
established for waste management practices other than coritinu,ous
flow Wastewater systems. However, in wastewater systems the' ,
distinction between "aggregation" for the purposes of treatment and'
','dilution" for the purposes of meeting UTS is unclear. Before the
RCRA statute even existed, industry' aggregated wastewater for the

, purposes of treatment; therefore, aggregation.was not a methodology
developed by industry to bypass RCRA standards. To clarify this
issue, Exxon reconimends that 40 CFR 268.3.b be reinstated to
~ead,llAGGREGATION'ofwastes that are hazardous because they
exhibit a characteristic only, in a treatment system' which treats
wastes:.' .pursuant to a pennit issued under. " .the Clean Water,
Act (CWA).. .is ~ot irilpermiss.ible dilution."
1. Exxon agrees that the CWA has sufficient protection against-dilution. Exxon

supports EPA's statements in the'p~eamble to the'Ph~e III ,
. LD~ suc~,~ EPA a,lso belieyes that there are adequate constraints in the CWA'

implementing rules to prevent these end-of-pipe standards frOqi be41g achieved by
means of dilution.: 60 FR 11711 on March 2, 1995. " ' ,

CWA pennit writers have the authority· to ,consider excessive levels
, ofwater use when setting discharge permit parameters including

protection against dilu~on. this authority' should be sUfficient
protection to preclude additioi1al Phase III or Ppase IV
LDR requu-ements relating to dilution.
2. Exxon agree~thatagiregation is not for the pUrposes 'of

, , \. ,/ ' ,

'.
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.. dilution, but for the purposes of treatment .
If EPA defines points of generatioq for dech:aracterized' proce~s
wastewater far upstream'in a wastewater.conyeyance system, <.

.expensive arid unjustified point source segregation could result.
Exxon supports the Phase IiI LDR preamble language that'

\.. '.where residues are generated within· a unit process, it might
be possible to view these streams as still ,~thin the norma! part
of the process that results in the waste...and consequently"that

:any routine co.mbination of these .streams from, the common prod:ss
would not be impermissible dilution.. 60 FR 11716 on March 4, 1995~

Again'EPA says suc~ aggregation equid...be considered to be "part of the normal
process that resultS in the wast~." '60 FR 11716 on March 2, 1995.'" .
Because of the level of treatment provided by ABTs, it is unlikely
that segregation to avoi4 impermissible dilution would measurably

, improve the quality of water discharged by a facility. .
"

RESPONSE: .
In the A~~t 22,'1995'rh~e IV pr~posal, EPA discusse~ three optio~s for ensuring'that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not reh~ased to the
envirOlunent via l~aks; sludges, and 'air emissions from surface impoundments in systems

I '. .

regulated by the Clean Water Act or ,Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
waStes are wastes which inltially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity \vhengenerated but are no longer characteristic). On 'March 16, 1996, the ' ,
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility' Act of 1996, which provides thai the '

.wastes in question are no longer: prphibited 'from lanc;i ,disposa:!'once rendered nonhazardous; As
a result, on AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 1,5660).
Tod~y's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges,'and ~ir
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
4365~-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's I"qle 40 not
apply to Te metal wastes if the charaCteristic ~s removed and the wastes are subseqliently treated'
in a unit that is regUlate4 by the Clean Water Act or, for undergtound.htj~ctiOli wells, .~e Safe
Drinking Water Act: ,. '

Howe~!=r, the Land Disposal FleXi~ilitY Act does mandate 'EPAto undertake a'S-year study to
. de,teimihe any potential risks posed by cr~ss-media transfer ofhazardous constituents.from th~se

, surface impoundments. The findmgs' of this study, begun by the Agency in April~ 19~6, may
. result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in,fact fOUD(~ that would warrant su,ch
~egul~tion~' ., , :, ' : .

There is one cavea~. Characteristic hazardoUs wastes that are managed in CWA or CWA-"
I equivalept systems; and for which EPA has promulj~ted a method oftreatment as the treatment

. -, standard' (e.g., high TOe igriitable wastes.for, which the trea~eIit standard is recovery of
'organics) r~~'prohibited unless·treated ptirsuan~ by the promulgated method. ' .

'. ,

j'
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Aggregation of process wastewaters within refinery and petrochemical processes is not
"impermissible dilution" subject'to the above-mentioned caveat. '., '

'.
DeN PH4P02.0,
COMMENTER EXXON COMPANY USA

'RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT' EQUV
SUBJNUM 020
COMMENT'

C. ABT unit surface impoundments do not pose any significant risk
'. .

Exxon encourages EPA to 'c~nsiderAPI's comIhents on this 'matter. Because of the design,
ofABTs, VHCs present in wastewater'reach their concentration in the ABT unit 'outlet'
, almost iriu:nediately. Should leakage from an ABT unit occUr, it would be oftreat~d water.

Mixing in an ABT.,unit is mathematically !Ilodeled as a Continuous Stirred Tank.Reactor Of
Perfectly Mixed Flow Reactor. This type ofmodel means that constituent composition ,
and temperature are the same throughout the entire reactor in every direction. EPA.
reco~edthe importance ofbeing a well-mixed system in its definition of ABT units. '
. I . • •
See 40 CFR 261.31.b. Ifthe ABT unit effluent is designated as BDAT technology and
ABTs apPl1?ximate Continuous Stirred Tank Reactors, there should be no concern about e
water leakage from'ABT surface impoundments and EPA should not require tank-based
ABTs.· .

.. E. Selection ofABT as BOAT for wastewaters alleviates monitoring
concerns, ensures proper unit opera~ion~d minimizes analytical costs

1. Matrix' ~terferences In wastewater support selection,ofa
: technology-based standard . .

. '

WasteV{ater is a: complex matrix ofconstituents. Analysis of wastewater is frequently'
limited l:»Y "matrix interl"erences" which resUlt from'the inability oftoday's analytical methods

, to dlstinguish between constituents at low concentration levels. EP~ has set VTS at '
the low ppm ~d ppb levels for numerous constituents, so it is reasonable to expect
,"false positivc;'" analytical results that exceed U~S; In order to avoid these concerns, ,
EPA should select a ~atment technology such~ ABT that has, been demonstrated .
to consistently meet VTS. ',- " .

2. Monitoring of indicator pollutants is suffident to demonstrate the '.
. efficacy\ofABTs " ., ..

,',

:.. ' ..

'I I
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CWA permits typi~ally rely on indicator pollutants to simultaneously represent several
constituents of con.cern ~ 4ischarge permits. Tpe moiecular siIJ)il3rlty· of many' , ..

,hydrocarbon cOIPPoll.nd~ from a refinery and/or c'o-located petrochemical plant makes
the use of these "surrog'a~es" a reliable method of ensuring ~cceptablewater, ,

,treatm,ent. 'Exxon encourages EPA to consider relying on the indicator polhitimts
. measured in afacilitY ,CWA discharge permit as demonstrative ofa'well-operating

ABT unit. rtIe substitution ofCWA discharge permit parameters for aUTS analysis
. ,'will resulrin analYtical savings to' industry facilities without compromising' ,

enviro,nmental"protection.' ,
/ "

" '.. .' ~ ,
V. EPA should limit the scope'ofthe Phase IV LDR. \ \ -

EPA is.not obligated by the Third Thi~d opinion to consider additional requirements for
non-hazardous storage or biological treatment impoundments. As outlined in III.C.l

,andJV.F above, the costofpromulgating additional controls to either stormwater or
. treatment surface impoundments is prohibitive and the risk mitigated, is minim~.
. The high costs coupled with the low risk from these ImpoundmentS makes it critical
that EPA limit the scope of the ~hase'IVLDR.

A. The Third Third opinio~ requires that CWA and RCRi\. treatment
.standards,be equivalent, not that CWA and~RCRAmanagement units be '
equivalent. .,',

E}{xon strongly disagrees with,EPA's proposed extension ofthe,Third'ThiId opimon from,
treatmenfsiandards for hazardous constituents to "release standards" for impoundments

, treating noh-hazardous waste~. EPA apparently considers these "release st3nd~ds"Jor
air, ,leakS and sludges the major componentof thcfPhase IV tDR. This broad reading
clearly contradicts the cour.t's intent, to say nothing ofthe unnecessary'over-regulation of
treatment impoundments. For ex~ple, the court recognize~surface impoundment -
treatmen~ by stating that, I . , , ,

, ,

... treatment of solid wastes in a CWA surface impoundment muSt meet RCRA
requirem~ntsprior to ultimate discharge. into 'Waters o( the Uni,ted States. 976 F.2d '

;at 20. Emplulsis addpd..

The court makes several references to Unlined surface impoundinents, confirming their'
'continued use for managefuent ofnon-hazardous ~characterizedwaStes.. Again, the court stated
that : " , .

Following aggregation, the facilities sometimes place the combined stream in an unlined
surface impoundment as part of the CWA treatm~nttrain. These impoundn!entS
-do not meet RCRA Subtitle'C standards and they are regulated' solely under
RCRA Subtitle D. 976 F.2~ at 20.

,
, ,
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The'court agai~ supported the continued use of surface impoundments by c~ncludlng' th~U
. . .. : allowing temporary deposit ofdecharact~rized wastes is a reasonable '. '
'~ccommodation (between RCRA and CWA] so long as complete circumvention of .
the treatment standards does not occur. 976 F.2d at 24.

finally; in summarizing whether CWA systems treating decharacterized wastes satisfy the
RCRA treatment standards, the court stated that' "

:... the result here is unique to CWA systems.' N~thing herein: permits the placement..
.ofhazardous wastes or fonnerly'ha:z;ardous wastes which'have not yet met, .

\ section 3004(m)(l) treatment standards into non-Subtitle C surface "
impoundments except in existirig'CWA treatment systems whicl1 ultimately treat
the streams to full section 3004(m)(I) standards. See 976 F.2d at 24. Emphasis ,
added. ' .

In summary, EPA is, not obligated by the Third Third opinion to promulgate "leakage
standards" for treatment impoundments managing non-hazardous '-Y~tes. EPA is required to
c~nsider only equivalency.between CWA treatment standards and RCRA treatment
standards. EPA should minimize the impact of the Phase IVLO~which addresses'

. minimal risk, by refusing to consider additional sunace' impoundment coptrols and
promulgating Option I 'under the Phase ~y LOR. .'

.e.

RESPONSE:
, As explain'ed by the Agency in the preamble to the LOR Phase III final rule, biotreatrrient ...

, . ~ystems vary in p~rfonnance both in general and as to specific consti!':lents. The Agency .,
t.h;erefore is reluctant to 4esignat~ ABT as BDAT. The Ag~ncy has data related to the
performance ofABT from only 10 facilities. The main. reaSon for establishing ABT as BDAT.

. that was provided by commenters to the Agency, during the develop.;ltent ofthe fmal Phi!se HI
rulemaking, was the elimination ofthe compliance monitoring burden~ .The Agency does' not
believe that reducing monitoring burden is an adequate justification for creating a new
technology-specific treatment standard. However, EPA did decide, in promulgating the LOR
Phase III final rule, to reduce the monitoring requirements for decharacterized wastes that are

" " managed.in a wastewater treatment sy~tein involving ABT. ,These wastes must be monitor~d
.annually to ensure·compliance with th~ treatment standards for underlying hazardous .
constituents. . .

In the AuguSt 22, 1995 Phase IV'proposal, EPA, discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents·in decharacteriz~d wastes were not released to the
en~ironment via lea¥, sludges, and air emiss,ions from sUif~ce impoUIi~ents in systems
regulated by ~e Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initiallY,exhibited a h8zaI:dous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996,' the

. President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act .of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered n~nhazatdous.· As' .

, :I • ,
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a result, on April 8~ 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
, Today's Phase IV ·final rule Will not promulgate provisions for mariaging leaks, sludges, and air' .

~ ,emissions froin sl,Uface impoundments (EPA proposed options.on'August 22, 1995 (60 FR ,
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC me~l w~tes in today's rule d9 riot

. apply to TC m.etal.wastes if the characteristic is·removed and the,wastes are subseque~tly treated .
. in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Ad or,. for undergro'und, injection wells, the Safe

. Drinking Water:Act..,.... . '

However, the Land 'Dispos~l,Flexibility Act does mandateEPP:.. to ~dertake a 5~year-study to
, determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of haZardous constituents from .these
. surface impoundments. the t,"'mdings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may

result in proposed regulations for these units,.ifrisks are in fact found that would warrant such
'~egulation. . -' .

. "

c .
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DeN . :PH4P021
'COM1Y;IENTER Georgia-Pacific'
RESPONDER

· SUBJECT 'EQUV
SUBJNUM 021
COMMENT

, $upport of AF&PA Comments:

.AF&PA has supplied comments which recommend
. the choice of Option 1 as the regulatory basis for the

Phase IV rule, should EPA determine that such
- regulations are required. As'indicated above,
'. Georgia~Pacific- supports this recorlunen~ation and, .

hereby incorporates the AF8iPA ~onunents, into this
letter. Thes~ co~ents and the information
regarding compliance costs provided above
de~onstratethat the choice of either of the other two
options'would provide no significant additional . .
environmental ~nefit butwould very substantially 
increase compliance costs: We urge the Agency to
make a reasoned choice in this matter, which is
supported by the.overall low priority need for
additional regulation and low degree of risk

-represented by conti~hed operation ofthe Pulp and
Paper, Industry's good performing Clean Wa.ter Act
permitted-treatment systems. _

. "

I _

..

e'

e·

RESPONSE
The Agency notes the 'commenter's support for the comments submi~edby the Arilerican Forest
an4 Paper Association.' , . - ,
-In the August22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, 'EPA disc~sed tbfee options for ensuring that
-underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to'the -
-environment via leaks, -sludges, and air emissions.from surface impoundments in systems
· regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe prinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decbaracrerized
wastes ar¢ wastes which initially exhibited a hazardo~ chara~teristic of igQ.itability, corrosivity,

· reactivitY, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). .On March '16, 1996;'the '
President'signed the Land Disposal Pro~ Flexibility Act of 1996, Which provides that ~e

.. wastes in question'are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhaz.ardous. As
a re~ult, on April·8, 1996, EPA withc:4"ew' its treatment standards for these wastes (61- FR 15660).

. Today's Phase IV ftnal rule will not promulgate provisions for maIlaging leaks, sludges, and air _
, emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on AugUst 22, 1995 (60 F~ .

- '43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not'
. ..apply to l"C metal wastes if~echaracteristic is ~emoved and'the '.Hastes are subsequently treateq

284 .'
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,in a~t that IS regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection ~ells, the Safe
. Drinking Water ~ct~ ,

However, 'the Lan4 Dlspo'sal Flexibility Act $ioes mandate EP.A to undertake a.5:.year study to/
determine any potentiat' risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazarrlous constituents from'these
.s~lfface impoundments~ The findings of this study,:begun by ihe Agency in April: 1996, may
result in propos'ed regulations for these units, if risks are in .fact found that would ~arrant such

.regulation. '..J •

, .'
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DCN ",' PH4P021
COMMENTER Georgia Pacific
RESPONDER PMc:
SUBJECT : EQUY,
SUBJNUM, 021 .
COMMENT -' ,

Each of the LOR Phase rv iiilemiling options proposed by ~PA would
place additional burdens on G-P. Option I, the utilization of the
Phase III rule (as it was:propo'sed) to satisfy the RCRA equivalence
standard, wo~ld require significantly more testing and

~ ~.,

recordkeeping in order ,to track the conc'entration of underlying'
hazardous constituents (UHCs) constitueIJts in decharacterized waste"
streams: The anticipated costs fot this testing activity are
$150',000 per year~ - . .

Option 2, the intennediate approach, ~ould require the'use of
additional treatment systems for.certain waste strearn.s or the
modification ofprimary clarifiers at existing CWA . ,
peimitted treatment plants. In additiop., sludge treatment ,from
primary clarifiers will be required 3,1' some locations. Costs to .
the Company would amount to $30 million to $50 million.
Georgia-Pacific does not favor.this option..

Option 3 wouid require substantial modification or replacement of
. most of Georgia-Pacific's treatment systems. New in':'mill sewer
system~would be required to separate decharacterized WaStes from

'other streams., !reatment would be required for the separated
streams. In some cases, the number ofwaste streams requiring

:-. treatinent'ofuHCs~ their location or concern for protecting large.
areas of the mill for the collection and treatment of
decharacterized wastes may n:J.ake it impractical to p~oyide treatment

.. ~

, '

"

e·

'.
"
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,jn separate units. This would require- replacement or modification
ofthe miWs e~tire tre~tment system. Costs would be very high,

. in the range of$IOOto $400 million fOf the thirteen plant~' ,
combined.' This approach is not warranted, impractical arid cannot

-' be legally 'required as described in comments filed, by,the American
Forest and Paper associatiori (AF&PA). ' II " ,

l • .'. r

To make Option l,'workabl~ 'EPA milst co~C1ude that LDR requireine~ts
are met by compliance with CWApermits. To ~e extent that VTS ,
values exist for s~bs~cesfor which no CWA pe111iit limit has been

" set by the appropriate agency, EPA must rely on the prof~ssional .
judgment that such iimits 'are ~ot needed and LDR requirements have
been satisfied. In addition,' for examination ofwaste streams with
regard'to whether or not they meet hazardous waste characteristi~s,
'EPA must set;the reference'sample location for pulp and pape,r,
making facilities' at the mill process ,unit bOllIldanes outlined iIi
comments filed by the American Forest and Pape~ association·
regarding ~e proposed'Phase III rule.

RESPONSE, .',
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA ~iscu:sseci three options for ensuring th~.t'
und~rlying hazardoUs ,constituents in decharacterized wastes w~ren~t released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems '
regulat~d by the Clean Water Act.o,r Safe Driroong Water Act (60 FR-43655): Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially eXhibited a hazardous characteristi~ ofignitability, corrosivity, '
re~ctivity, or toxicity ~hen generated -~ut are no long~t characteristic)~ On Marc~ 16, 1996, the '

, President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibili~ Act 0(1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no-Ionger,prohibited from land disposal onCe rendered,nonh8?Mdous. As:,

, a result, on April 8, 1996, EPAwithdrew its treatm~ht standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rUle will not promUlgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, ahd air,
emissions, from surface impoundments (EPA proposed.options on AugUst'·22, 1995 (60 FR '
436SS~43677»: Furttu:nnore, the treatment stap.dards· for TC metal wastes in today's rule do 'no~

apply'to Te metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are.subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injectio~ wells, the Safe
Drinking 'Water Act. ' ; . ,'~

I

Howeyer, ,th~ LilDd Dispos~ Flexibility "Act does mandate'EPA to undertake a S-year study to' .
detepnine any potential risks Posed by cros~-mediatran.sfer ofhazardous constituents from these

'surface impoun4ments.The findings·of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1,996, may
. result- in proposed regulat!ons for these units, if risks are in fact' found that would warrant such

regulation. 1 '. ' , , • . • •

" ,
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". DCN', PH4P022' ,
. COMMENTER Phelps Dodge '

RESPONDER ~MC '
SVBJECT EQUV

_ SUBJNU.M 022
COMMENT

, EPA should clarify th~t the treatment or dilution of
char~cteristichaZardous waSte~ in RCRA-ex~mpHreatment units'is' ,
pennfssible b9th to remove the ch~cteristic and to .
meet'applicable LDR,treatment standards (e.g., Universal Tt:eatment' ,
Standards). If this clarification is not made: decharacterized, '

,.wastes may .be'required to' undergo treatinent beyond the
, applicable LDR trearinent stang.ards; Because the treatment or
'dilution to remove the chara",i~ristic may reduce the toxicity of
the hazardous.constituents below applicable LDR concentration '
levds,any additional treatment requirements would be.redundant

. ~d unnecessary. " , ~

/'

.. ",.
.~ ,

, ,

, '

',e"

. . . ..
EPA should ~larify the. term "nonhazardoUswaste, surface" ,

, 'J impoundment" as used in the context ofEPA's,<;ross-media release'
, p,roposals. '. ' ' . " '.

·E~Aalso· should explain howit inteQ.ds to apply its equivalency
. proposals to mining facilities. For exm:nple, EPA-should clarify
whether tailing impoUndments would qualify as "Glean Water,
Act("CWA")-equivalent systems" or "nonhazardous waste Surface
impoundments." '

, PDC supports EPA's proposal to detenniJie LDR treatnient standard
, ": compliance for CWA systems. at the ultimate point ofdischarge'

(i.e., end-of-pipe). this same, approach should apply to. " .'
CWA-equivalent systems. However, be~ause CWA-equivaJent systems'
'and others~lar impoundments do not have an ultunatedischarge, .,

, such systems should be deemed to have satisfied applicable LDR ' . ,
treatment standards'upon thedemonstration that the systemS ,', '
have applied CWA-equjvalent treatment. There 'should-be no
req~ment to .take samples. from sUch systems in order to determine
compliance with LDR treatment standards.

I , ,

With respec~ to ~PAfS proPosals regardillg potential cro~s-media ,
releases from Surface impoundments managmg decharacterized wastes,
PDe strongly supports.Option I.' Option lcorre~tiy defers to ,- ,
existing and ~ture federal, state, and local regulatory programs

.' , that are specific~Uy desigped to address leakS, sludges, and
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potential air emissions from Surface imp()Wldments.'
'Option 2, o,n the other hand, !lot only-would ignore the s~tutory
requirement Wlder'RCM to ensure accommodation With the CWA,but
al~o would result' induplicative arid 'therefore unnecessary
regulation of norma,zardous wastewater management systems.
II. Treatment or Dilution to Remove a Hazardous Chm:acteristic
Should Satisfy LOR Requirements ifTreatment Reduces Any Underlying

- Hazardous Constituents to Levels.Below'the Universal Treatment
Standards.. "
An apparent assumption underlying EPA's proposal to adopt .
"equivalencytl requirements for CWA and CWA-equivalent systems
managing decharacterized wastes is that treatment to remove the .
hazardous waste characteristic does not necessarily suffice for
LOR treatme~tpUrposes even i{the wastes, after removal of the

. characteristic, meet the applicable treatment standards (i.e.; the
Universal Treatment Standards ("UTS"». 60 Fed. Reg. at 43,655. : '
This assumption, howe"v:er, is not required qr supported'by the,
'decision'i~Chetnical Waste management v. EPA ("CWM~I),976 F2d 2
(D.C: Cir. 1992), cert. denied, 113 S. Ct. 1961(1993). Rather, the
CWM,decision arguably 'suggests that the point at which a
decharacterized waste must meet the UTS is after treatment to .'
remove the'~haracterisiic.Consequently, ifthe.~aste meetS, the UTS

, after decharacterization; no further LDR requirements should
apply. It is illogical and unnecessary from an environmental and
human health perspective to require 'additional'treatment of a
dechara¢terized waste that alrea~ym.eets the applicable LOR
treatment standards. In such- situations, there would be no standard
available to evaluate the effectiveness of -

, "

any further treatment. Consequently, EPA's proposals essentially ,
result inJreatinent for the sake of treatment without any
envir~nmentalor human health ben~fifr~sulting from the'
treatment. _
With respect to dilution or treatment to remove the hazardous _
waste characteristic, the CWM court stated that Wlder RCRA,
'''dilution ofcharacteristic hazardoUs wastes may
constitute [acceptable LOR] treatment, but only ifno hazardous

, constituents are present following dilution that would endanger
human health or the 'environment~"976 F.2d at ? (emphasis added).

. The court, implied that compliance with the UTS shoul4 be determined
after treatment or permitted dilution, not.at the point of
generation. The CWM court also stated that "where dilution

. to remove the characteristic meets the defInition of treatment
under section 3004(1p)(1);.n~thingmore is req~i~ed.ll 97~ F.2d at 23

. ., ',,!
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,(emphasis.in original). This statement suggests that the' ..
· court understood that, in 'certain instances. dilution or treatment .

to remove the characteristic would satisfy the LOR treatment
standard. POC believes that these instances' include situations in
which characteristic wastes from related processes are routed to'
elementary neu~lization units or other exempt treatment units for
removal ofthe hazardous waste characteristic. Ifduring removal

,of the hazardous waste charact~ristic, the concentrations of. ,
underlying h~dous constituents are reduced (i~e., the toxicity' .
of the hazardous constituents az:ereduced), this should' satisfy
the applicable LOR treatment standards. .'
The fact that treatment or dilution to decharacterize a waste may
reduce the concentr~tions ofunderlying.hazardous constituentS
below the applicable stin4aTds (i.e:, UTS), is consistent.'
with EPA's interpretation of the principal holdings in CWM with
respect to characteristic wastes. According to EPA, the· CWM
decisio,n requires perso~ managing decharacterized wastes
i~ centraliZ~d wastewater management units. to be able to
demonstrat~ "that hazardous conStituents are reduced; destroyed, or
immobilized to the same e~ent as they would be pursuant
to otherwise-applicable RCRA treatment standards. " 60 F~d. Reg. at
43,656 (emphasis added).PDC believes that the "reduction" in the .
concentration ofunderlying hazardous c'oilstituents during ,
,d~activation,should be sufficient to satisfy the LORs.. ' "
poe is concerned with EPA'.s implica:tio~ that decharacterized
Wastes, eyen ifthe wastes are treated to re~ove the hazardous

" waste characteristic and the treatment reduces the 'concentration of
any haza:rdous constituents below the concentrations'In the UTS,
cannot be land disposed until underlying hazardous constituents are
destroyed or immobilized. 60 Fed. Reg. at43,656. This statem~t .

", suggests that ifdecharacterized wastes ar~ initiallY,managed
· in RCRA-exempt units, such as elementary neutrali.Z8tio,n or totally
enclosed treatment units, and management in the unit not only ..
removes the h8zardoUs waSte characteristic, but also causes
the Waste to meet theUTS, the w~te: still will need" to"be"further
treated'to ensure that ,underlying hazardouS constituents present '

· before the initial treatment are either immobilized or treated ,
to non-detect. This requirement is insupportabl.e and may require ,

, decharacterized wastes to be treated beyond even the. '
constituent,:,specific concentrations established in the UTS.
PDe 'therefore requests ~t EPA amend its proposed Phase III ~d

, . Phase IV LDR proposals to provide 'that iftreatment ofa waste to
remove the hazardous waste characteristiq caUses the·waste tomeei
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,the UTS, the waste will be deemed to have met the LDR
treatment standards (especially when such staridards are set in
terms of constituent concentrations) and can be land disposed, I

(whether in 'a CWA system ~r n~t),without any further i~gal

requirements, ",' ~

.V. Zero-Discharge ¥ining Impol;lI1dments~Including Tailing
I hnpoundmepts. Should Generally Qualify as CWA~Equivalent Systems.

, EPA states'that the term "CWA treatme'nt system" includes :
. CWA-equivalent systems as well,as other nonhazardOUS waste surface
'" impoUndments. 60 Fed. ,Reg. at 43,657. It is unclear in"the proposed,

rule what is meant ~y' "other nonhazar~ous waste surface "
impoundments." For example, does the term app~y to any surface
impoundment u~ed to manage dech~cterized \Vasfes, r~gardlessof

, whether it iIltimately discharges to'a ','wat~r oflhe United States" '
or undergoes CWA-equivalent treatment? poerequests that EPA'

, ' clarify the term "nonh~douswaste surface impoundment." .
It also i~ unclear whether a tailing impouridment that does not
discharge to "wate~ of the Unite4 States" would qualify as a'
"CWA-equivalent system" or "nonP~douswaste surface impoundment"
for purposes ofEPA's proPosed Phase IV LOR rule. PDC believes '
that such irripo~dmen~s should qualify as "CWA-equivalent syst~ms"
sin~e they are subject to stringent federal eff1u~nt discharge
limitations under the CWA that in some instances may require' -

, zero-discharge.,EPA should clarify how it intends to apply its
, equivalency proposals to mining facilities. . ",

, VI. Compl~ance With UTS for Zero-Discharge Facilities Should' Be '
Based Solely on the application of CWA-Equivalent Treatment.
The Pha$e ~II'and Phase IV proposals ~nvision that a' .
zero-discharge facility, such as availing impoundment, is,
pencitted to receive decharacterized Was~es that exceed the UTS at
-the point of entrY into the facility. Ho:wever, it is unclear at. ,
:what point the 4ete~tionofcompliance with the UTS should be
made. In the proposedP~e.II~ LOR rule, EPA clarified that, ,
cOQ1pliance with UTS would be det~rminedat the end-of-pipe for
surface impoundments that ultimately discharge to "Waters 'of the .
United States" or to publicly-owned treatment works(ttPOTWIt

). See
60 Fed. Reg. at 11 ~71 O. Thi~ saine general concept should apply to
CWA equivaient and other nonhazardous wastewater treatment systems.
In other words, the point 'ofdetermining compliance with,the UTS
shoul4 nO,t b~ made at the point ofentry into the treatmen~ train .

, or sUrface impolindment. However, because of the difficulty of
tes~ng for compliance with UTS without a point of discharge from a "
facility, POC believes that as long as a zero-discharge facility is
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able to demon$trate'that it has applied CWA-equivalent
. , treatment, this demonstration should be sufficient to satisfy the '

LORs., Consequently, POC requests that EPA clarify that,
zero-discharge facilities which receive ciechara~~erii~d waStes '
that exceed the UTSat the point'ofentry ~e deemed tQ satisfy the
applicable LOR standard Le., the UTSj ifG.WA~equivalent treatment.
has been applied. "
VII. Option 1 Should'be Ac\opted Because it Co~ectly Oefers to ,

,Existing and Future Fede~, State. or Local Regulatory 'Programs· :
for Addressing Cross-Media Releases From CWA or CWA~Equivalent
Surface Impoundments.
,EPA outlines three options to, address the risks posed by
cross-media releases ofhazardous constituents from surface

, impoUndmentS used in,CWA or CWA-equivalent tr~atmentsystems.
Option 1 would rely on'the end-of-pipe 'approach establi~hed in the'
proposed Phase III LOR rule to meet the treatment equivalency .' ,
requirement established in CWM. PDe'strongly supports this option, .
primarily because it is consjstent wi~ the CWM decision~d would
not impose'far-reachi~g RCRA cont;rol ~equirements on fa,cHities
that do not actwilly manage Ithaz8rp.~us waste. II Option 1 also
correctly defers ,to existing ~d future federal, ~tate, or loc~ , ,
regulatory progriuns that are designed to adequately address, "
cross~media 'releases from surface impoundinents. The adoption of

, duplicative requirements is unnecessary. " ,.
With respect to potential releases to groundwater, POC believes

,that'state groundwater protection'programs can be relied on to'
prevent excessive releases from CWAor CWA-equivalent surface
impoundments. For example, Arizona (in which PDe oPerates
several facilities) has adopted a, comprehensive ~uifer protection '
pennit program that specifically applies to both new and existing' ,
surface impoundmen~, including surfac~ impoundments used as part
ofa CWA system. A.R.S. § 49-241.B.I. This pennit program requires
affecte4,fa~Hities,to enstirethat they are designed, constructed,

" and operated to ensure the greatest degree ofdischarge reduction
achievable,ihrough,application of the best available '
demonstrcited control techriology (e.g., liners~ leak detection '
.systems). A.R.$:. § 49-243.B. I. Affected facilities also 'are '
required to ensure that aquifer water qualitY standards are ~et at
the applicable point ofcompliance (generally ~stablished at a .
point in'the aquifer immediately doWn gradient ofthe facility).,
'A.R.S. § 49-243.~.2. Arizona's aquifer water quality ., ' ,
, standards generally are based on the primary drinking water maxUnUm
co~taminant levels ("MCLs")adopted by EPA.under the federal Safe
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Drinking Water Act. A.R.S. § 49-223.A;. Ariz.. Admin. Code
(ltA.A.C."); T~tle 18;Chapter,t'1, Article 4. Aquifer water qualitY.
standards 'also maybe 'established for pollutants for which MCLs
have not heen esta~lished or for which the Ariz.ona Department of
Environmental QualitY :rmds that the MCL is inappropriaie as .
~n aquifer water quality'standard. A.R.S. § 49-2~3. B. Finally,

, several narrative aquifer water, quality standards have been '
established including a prohibitio11- on discharges to aquifers
that would endanger human health. A.A.C. R18-11-405
New Mexico (in which PDC also operates several facilities) also

. has a comprehensive groundwater protection program. New Mexico's
program requires any person who' discharges into' ground water,
directly 'or indirectly, any contaminant listed in the groUnd water
quality standard~ or any toxic pollutant tQ notify the ,state,
envir~nmental agency. Within 60 days of the notice, the State
environmental agency will infonn the person who made the .
notification whether a discharge plan must be submitted. A
discharge'plan is approved if it meets the requirements set forth
in Section 3-109.C of the New Mexico Water Quality
Control commission"("WQCC") regulations. Oener2.1ly, the approval 'of
a discharge plan may not'ire~ult in either concentrations in exces~ .
of the standards of Section 3-1oj' or the presence ofany toxic
pollutant at any place o(withdrawal of water for'present or
reasonably foreseeable' future use." 'W:QCC Regs. §'3-109.C.2. The
standards established ~ Section-3-103 in most instances track the
federal MCLs. "Toxic pollutant" is deemed as "a water contami~lant

or combination of-water contaminants in concentration(s) which,.
upon exposure,' ingestion,'or assuni1ation either directly from the
environment or indirectly by ingestion through food chains, will
unreasonably threaten to injure human health, or the health of
animals or plants which:' are commorily hatched, bred, cultivated or .

,.' protected for use by man for food or economiC benefit."WQCC Regs.
. § 3101.ZZ. ' , .

In addition to state'gIoundwater protection'programs, federaI law
(4, RCRASubtitle'D)prohibitsany solid waste disposal facil~ty or
practice, ,which would iriclude most mining-related imPoundments,
that c~nstitute,s "open dumping." A solid waste disposal facility
or practice is deemed to be "open dumping" ifit fails tp meet any ,
'of the national perfonnance standards of40 C.F.R. Part 257. One of
the national perfonnance standards addresses ,potential impacts
onground~ater. Specifically, the "groundwater" perfonnance :

, standard. prohibits all solid,waste dispoSal facilities·and .
" practices from "contaminating" an "underground dri~ng water

, .
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.source"beyond the'''so~id ,:\,aste bOU!1dary." 40C.F.R. '§ 257.3A.
"Contaminate" means to introduce a substance that would cause
either (1) the concentration of that 'substarice in the',
groUndwater to exceed the maximum contaminant levels specified'in
Appendix Ito 40 C.F.R. Part 257, or(2) an increase in the· . .', .
concentration of that substance in the groundwater where"the
existi~g c,oncentr~tion of that sUbstanc;e exceeds the maxim1lJ"!l .
contaminant level specified inAppendix I of40 C.F.R. Part 257.40
C'.F.R. § 257.3-4(c)(2). "Solid waste boundary" means "the outemiost

\ perimeter of the solid waste (projected in the horizontal plane) ,
· as it would exist at cOIl)pletion o,fthe disposal activity." 40
C.F.R. § 257.3-4(c)(5).
With respect to potenti~ releases' ~fhazardous constituents to
sludges in CWA or CWA-equivalent surface; impoundments, PDe belieyes"
that the appropriate approach is to use EPA's irea~bility group

· prinCiple. -In oth~r words, once the owner or operatQr ofa CWA ,
or CWA~equivalentsurface impoundment decides to' remove slildge (rom
the impoundlnent for land dispOsal elsewhere, this shoUld be .
considered as a new point 'ofgeperation, and the sludge should be
reevaluated to d,etermine whether it is'subject ,to the LDRs., In ,
addition to the treatability group principle, removed sludges are
regulated under state and federal hazardous and solic:l w8:Ste "
management programs. . "
As recognized by EPA (s~e,60 Fed..Reg. at 43,659.60);PDC believes'
that the federal Clean Aif Act ("CAA'~) provides sUfficient control -
over potential air emissions from CWA or CWA-equiv~entsurface
impoundments that manage'decharacterized wastes. The proposal'

~ to require additional air~related requirements would vi~late R<;RA §:
1006(b) which requires EPA to accommodate CAA requirements.
VIII.,'EPA Proposal (Option '2) to AdoptItEquiva1en~y"Requiremen~

for Sludges. Leaks. and Air Emissions from CWA an4 CWA-Equivalent
, " Surface Impoundments is Inconsistent with the Decision in CWM and "

,Would Ignore Accommodatio~with the CWA. .
~P.A 'freelY admits'in the preamble to the proPosed Phase IV ·LDR .
rule that the court in CWM did not explicitly requp-e EPA to ,adopt, . '
~anagement requirem,ents for hazardous constituent rete.ases from CWA ~

·or CWA-equivaient surface im~undlnents. 60 Fed. Reg. ~t43,656.
Rather, the focus of the c<;)urt waS on the status ofthe waste .

. stre~ beiJIg managed in and eventually discharged from the surface
impoundrrient, and not <;)n the characteristics of~e sulface ' .
impOundment. 60 Fed. Reg. at 43,656. ~PA also points.out that ~e
CWM court did not.address the tre~tability group principie by EPA' .

.in the Third-~ LDR rule (see 55 Fed.Reg. 22;961-62 (June i" .,'

r
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· 1990). Under the treatability group principle, wastewater'
. ,treatment sludges not e~bitinga characteristic are not '

prohibited wastes even though they may derive from prohibited
wastes..
Notwithstanding the lack ofexplicit direction fro~ the court, EPA
is proposing t9 adopt extensive controls for sludges, leaks, and
air emissions from CWA and CWA-equivalent surface impoundments. EPA
Sl;lPports this decision by arguing that the thrust of the
CWM decision was to assure'that LDR treatment requirements are.not' .
thwarte~ by cross~media transfers of untreat~dhazardous, ' ,
constituents, whe~er by dilution or by escape from
treatment units. 60 Fed. Reg. 43,656. These cond~ls, however,
arguably were: not ,raised in the context ofaCWA or CWA-equivaJent
surface impoundment where RCRA requires ;lCCOmInodation with the CWA.
EPA also notes' that the CWM court distinguished between' ,

, temporary placement of wastes in surface impoundments and permanent
disposal. 11Us 4istinction, however, focused on the requirements

" applicable to wastes placed in 'different types of I ,

sUrface impoundments and not on the charact~risticsof the surf~ce.
. \'

impoundments. . . " l', "

EPA's·proposal'also would result, in many instances, in
duplicativ.e regulation at the state'and fedenillevel. For .
instance, 'as noted abQve, both Aiizona and New Mexico, the primary'

· states in which PDC maintains o~rations, have extensive ,
groUndwater protection programs that apply to surf~ce impoUJidments, ,
managing decharacterized ~astes. Although EPA indicates that it .
would attempt to'avoid duplication with s~lar federal, state, o~

· local requirements, this wou!d be very difficult to actually apply
on a site-by~site basis~ Coordination betw~n already' existing
programs and RCRA imposedcoptrols would reqUire
difficUlt judgments. regarding the. similarity of the existing ..
programs to ReRA controls and wh~thertheprograins areas string~nt

,I, 'as RCRA controls. Ultiniately, ~ site may be required in
l

many instances to comply with both the controls established under
Phase IV.and other applicable state or federal requireinents.
PDC therefore urges EPA not to adopt sPecific' control r~quirements
fors.ludges, l~aks, and air·emissions from CWA or.CWA-equivalent

.surface impoundments. Rather, EPA should rely on other current and
future,federal and state programs (Le., Option 1) to address

, .these issues. The Option 2 proposals not only would ignore
accommodation with the CWA, but also would impose ReRA requireme.nts
on units that do not manage "hazardous waste.",'
IX. PDe Concurs With EPA's Decision Not to Rec~mmendOption 3.
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·' ,Option 3 would require that decharactefized wastes be treated' to· ,
, meet UTS before 'entry into surface impoundments. However, because
ofthe high coststo affected industries and ~e lack of, ,-,
accommodation with the CVIA, EPA is not recommending this option.

. PDC concurs 'Yith EPA's decision. Option ~ is directly in:consistent, ,:,
with the decision in CWM, 'which requires at least some . ,

, accommodation between RCRA and the CWA. As noted by EPA,
this option would ~estroy the acc'ommodation between the CWA and
RCRA upheld by the CWM court. Option 3 also would force,industry to'
'manage large amounts'ofwaSt~waters iIi, prohibitively expc;:nsive ..
tanks or other similar systems. ' '

RESPONSE
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV prop~sal, EPA discussed three options for ensuritig that
~dedying haZardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not relt;ased to' the

.: environment via leaks, sludges; and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems '
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking WaterAct (60 FR 4365~): De9haracterized
·waste~ are wastes which initially exhibited ~ hazardous characteristic.ofigni~bility, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when gener~ted but are no longer characteristic). ' On March i6,. 1996, ~e'
President signed the Land DisposalPrograrnFlexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in 'question are no longer prohibited from'land disposal once rendered·nonhazard,?us. 'As ,
a result, on April 8, 1996~ EPA Withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).. ' ,
Today's Phase IV final 'rule will not promulgate'pro~isions for managing leaks, ,sludges, and air' ,
emissions from surface impoundIDents (EPA proposed options on AuguSt 22,: 1995 (60 FR ' .' .
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for'TC metal wast~s in today'srule do not
apply to TC metal wastes ifthe 'characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

, in a unit that is reguiated by.th~ Clean Water Actor, for underground injection wells, the Safe
, PrinkingWater,ACJ. ",

However, the Land Dis~os8I Flexibility Act,d~~s'~d8te EPA to' undertake a 5-yeais~dy to
detennine any poteiiiial risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
sUrface impoundments. The ~dings of this study, begun by th~ Agency in April; 1996, may.:
result in proposed regulations {or these units, if risks are in fBC1 found that would warrant such'
regulation: " , " . '. ,, " . :, . " , ,.
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DeN PH4P024
COMMENTER Union Camp ,Corpora~ion '
,RESPONDER SS: .' , .

SUBJECT ' EQUV " ' ,
COMMENT Introduction and ~ummary The Ph~e IV Rules consist largely of

'. EPA's preamble discussion and an analysis of three proposed
options for addressing'the issue ofRCRA treatment equivalency'
for wastes that are 4echaracterizedby dilution an4 subsequently .
treated in CWA sUrfaC!e impoundments_. Decharacterization by other
means then dilution is'not subject to proposed management
s~dards (2.4 and 7.4, Technical Support Document, July 1995) "
Optipn fl. holds, that the ~paSe III fU}(~ (end-of-pipe,standards) ,
satisfies equivalency requirements noted by the court in'

" Chemical Waste Management, Inc. et.al. v. EPA,.976,F 2d. Option 
,',iwould impose additional Land Disposal Regulations (LDR) , .

.requirements on CWA impoundments. Op'~i6n'3 would precluae use of
, CWA impoun:dments to 'perform RCRA equivalent treatment.'EPA
rejecte~ Option 3 and stated that it i~ "neutral betweeri the

, first and second options II 60 Fed. Reg. 43659, but seeks'comment
on the three options~ EPA has asked' for cOnUnents on which or'the'
three 'proposed options (or aPhase IV rule it shouid chpose" and
-for specific comments on how the chosen option might need to pe
modified. Umon Camp Corporation is very concerned about the
imposition,o(Phase.IV requirements on our decharacterized
wastewaters and surface impoundments. Because of the volume.of_ •vorl

waste streams,and the size,ofinipoun~ents impa~ted, it was very
worthwhile for ow: company to understand in gr~at detail the
impact the proposal would have on our pulp and paper mills and
chemical operations. From our review we believe that the waste
streams qiost impacted in o~ facilities will be the chemical
pulp mill discharges containing black iiquor, bleach plant
discharges, turpentine separation wastewaters and chemical plant
waste streams containing methanol. Even though the proposed .
Cluster Rule or Qther Clean Air Act rulemaking will ' '
significantly impact the disPosition of these wastes in the next
several years (Cluster Rule is imminent), Ph~e IV could impose' ,
another signit;icant body of regulation on top ofthese'
,requirements. "

RESPONSE
In the August 22, 1995 'PhaSe Iv proPosal, EPA 4i~cussed~ee opt~ons for ensuring that'
underlying hazardous constituents in dechai'acterized wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions fro~ surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe DtiDking Water Ac~'(60 FR43~55}. Decharacterized

- -. '! ", ' ,
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wastesa,e wastes which initially exhibited ahazardO!lS characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivitY, ,or toxicity when genera~ed b~i are'no longer characteristic). On March 16', 1996, the
Pre'sident s,igned the Land Disposal Progtam Flexibility Act 0(1996, which provides that the ;

, wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered ~onhaZard~u~. As·
a result, on April 8, '1~96, EPA withdrew its treatment standards.for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
TodaY'$ Phase IV 'final rule will not promulgate provisions for managiIig leaks, sludges, IUld air
emissions ,fro~ surface ,impoundments (EfA proposed options on August'22,' 1995 (60 FR'
4365543677». Furthermor~, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply'to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the;: wastes are subsequently treated'
in a unit that 'is regulated by the Clean'Water Act or, forundergroun4 inje~tion wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. '

Ho~ever, the LMd Disposal Flexibilit}r Act does mandate EPA,to und~rtake a.s.year study to, ' .
determine'any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazard~us constituents from these
surface impoundments. The findings of this study~ beguri by the Agency in April" 1996, may
result i~ proposed,regulati~ns for these U:nits, if riskS are in fact found that would warr~t such

, r~gulatio~.
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DCN PH4J>024 ,
CQMMENTER Union Camp Corporation

.'.RESPONDER S8 I , .

SUBJECT EQUV '.
COMMENT . Therefore, Union Camp's comments on the ,Phase IV proposal are

consolidated around the three basic contentions and presented in
the following order. 1. Option 1 is the correct option for EPA .
io choose. We believe that th~ leg~l arguments made by AFPA:, CMA

, and others are compelling, and will be paraphrased here: We will .
present reasons why w~ believe'$a~Option 2 includes'- ..
unnecessary reg~lation. II. Option 3 is unnecessary, extreme ;
and must be rejected. III. The Pulp and Paper and related '

. industry do' not pose a significant risk, and ~herefore Option 2
must not be applicable to this industry. We,have additio~ .
concerns which did not fit into the body of the above arguments
and are included in a section titled additional concerns

,(Section IV).
RESPONSE
In'the August 22, 1995 rhase IV proposal, EPA'discuss~d three options for ensuring that
underlyi~ghazardous constituents in decha,ractenzed'wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and 'air emissions from surface impoUndments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water.A~t (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially e~bited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, c~rrosivitY,
reactivity, Of toxicity when generated but are n~ longer characteristic). On March "t6, 1996, the,

):President signed'the 'Land D~sposal Prognim Flexibility Act of,1996, which provides that the '
, wastes in question,are no -longer prohibited from hind disposal once rendered. nonhazardous. As'

a result, on April 8, 1996,.EPA withdrew its trea~ent standards for these wastes; (61 FR 15660).
:roday's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges~ and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22,1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment standards ,for TC metal wastes in today~Srule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is re~o:ved and the wastes are subsequently u:eated '.

, in a unit that is regulat~dby the Clean Water Actor, (or underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. .

, However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does. mandate EPA to ungertake a.5-year study to
determine any potential risks Posed by cross·media ~ansferofhazardous constituents·from these

, sUrface impoUndments. The 'findings of this, study, begun by the Agency i~.April, 1996. In:llY
'result in proposed regUlatiOns Jor these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such "
regulation. ' " ." ..:, ,.' ", .-' . , '

.,
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DCN PH4P024
COMMENTER' Union Camp Corporation __ .
RESPONDER SS' : } .
SUBJECT EQUV .. ' . ,
COMMENT G;. EPA Correctly Avoids Regulatory Duplication 'by Deferring 'to

.. Other Federal Rules That Will Protect Human Health and the '
, I . Enviromnent Such as the Proposed MACT Requirements for the Pulp

~d Paper Industry. EPA stated in the Phase JV preamble that "to
avoid duplic~tion with other requirements, EPA would defer'to .
o~er federal rules' which establish controls addressing the ~ame ..
'~~tuations." 60 Fed. Reg~ 43660. EPA is ,correct to do so for at
least two reasons. First, RCRA § 1006(b)(1) requires that th!=
Administrator "shall iptegraie all provisions of [RCRAl for'

-' .purPoses ofadIDinistration an~ enforcement and shall avoid .
. duplication, to the maXimum extent practicabie, with the .
appropriate provisions of the Clean Air Act ...." ~2 U.S.C. §.
6905(b)(1): Second, EPA re~ognizes that certain '.'ine(ficiencies
and copfusion could oCcuriC:Option 2 controls were applied and
soon superseded by upcoming Clean Air Act ("CAA") s~dards" as
iri the caSe 9fthe. pending MACT.standards,for the pulp and paper
industry. Id. It wouid make no sense for.EPA to'imp6se LOR air
emis~ions, standards thatarepossibly inconsistent 'with those·
n9w being considered'by EPA's Offi~e for Air and Radiation.
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Thus, EPA's proposal to defer to such rules honors both it~

statutory requiiemen~s and the concept ofpract,ical· regulation.
The ~ulp:and Paper ~ndustry will soon be imder ~e,new
requirements of the Cluster Rul~ which established Maximwn
Achi~~able Control Technologies, under the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990, and Effluent Guidelines, under the Clean
Water Act. Requirements Will in~luc;ie process changes, management

,systems, pollution control technologies and environmental
',testing to address the'pr:esence of volati,le 'organics,
chlorinated organics, and priority pollu~ts i~ the ,air
emissions and wastewaters generated by this industry. MACT

,, requirements will impose restrictions on the emission of
hazardo~sair pollutants from pulp mills and,bl~achplants.

Effluent guideli~es for the Pulp and Paper Ind~try will impose '
restrictions on the in-plant waste streams and.'end-of-pipe
discharges. Union Camp operates chemical pulp mills ~d bleached .
kraft mills which will be impacted by the final Cluster Rule. As ,
.well our Chemical Division and B~h, Boake, Allen subsidiary
operate chemical plants'which have their MACT and e~uent "
guidelines. With this in mind we have the 'following concerns.- .

RESPONSE' ,
hi the August 22, 1'995 Phase IV proposal. EPA discussed three options for ensuring that"
underlying hazardoUs constituents in decharacterized wastes were not releaSed to the. . . . /

environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoun~ents in systems ,
regulated by·the Clean ~ater Act or Safe Drinking ~ater Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized'
wastes are wastes which:initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
.reactivity. or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the' ,
President'signed the' Lan4 Disposal' Program FIex~bility Act of 1996, which provides that the'
wastes in question are no 'longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
aresult, on ApHIS, 1996; EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today'sPllase IV fuulI rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and alr. '
emissions from sUrface,impauridments (EPA proposed options onAugus~22, 1995'(60,FR.

, ',43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal· wastes in today.'s rule do'not
'apply to TC metal wastes ifthe·cbaracteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated'
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act 'or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinl9.ng Water Act. . .

'.
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However, the Land Disposal FlexibilitY'Act does mandate EPA to unde~e a 5-year study to
deiermine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents fro~ these
surface impoundments. The fmdmgs ofthls study, begun by the'Agency in'APr:i1, 1996, may

, resUlt in proposed reg~ations for these units, if risks are in fact foUnd that would warrant sUl:h
regulation., ' ',' , ,",' ,' . .
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,DCN, PH4P024,
. COMMENTER Union Camp Corpo~tion

RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV ~. .. .
COMMENT C. EPA Should Tailor .its Phase IV Rule Decision to Each

Ind~stry Studied. T)Io~gh we have'statedour co~tention that ' .'
Phase IV, rules are necessary, ~ risk assessment makes sense when
applied to valid data. EPA has crafted industry-spec;ific RCRA
rule~ for many years. See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 261.4' _ ' '
(industry-specific exclusions' from'definition of solid waste)
and'attempted to follow that practice in'the Phase IV
~lemaking! Industry-specific data collected for d~velopment of
effluent limitations guidelines'by E~A's Office of Water was

. ,Cited in Regulatory pevelopment Document 60 Fed. Reg. 43657. EPA
should have been able to assess risks on an industry-specific :. '
basis, but it appears from the preamble that EPA did not
consistently: For example, EPA's discussion ofrisk estimates
for sludge focuses,exclusively on "estimated sludge
'concentrations in the OCPSF industry." 60 Fed. Reg. 43659. EPA
'estimated that potential cancer health risks in the OCPSF
.industry exceeded the Agency's 10-5 threshold. It apparently
applied tbese results to each ofthe five industries studied,
because ~e Agency does ~ot'mentjonvastly differen~ results it

. " obtained for them. 60 Fed. Reg. 43659. EPA's reliance on oilly ,
the OCPSF sludge risk estimates to judge whether LDR niles are I

wartaritea for the pulp and paper and other industries is
erroneous. For one reason~ EPA's "sludge data" for the OCPSF
industry w~ not really data at all; rather it :was cal~ulated "
based on a series ofassumptions conc~ming constituent ' ,
partitionirig factors and sludge generation rates.~ EPA shOuld

'. - :- not rely on estimates when'it has direct measurement data
availab,le. ~or another.reason, industry speCific data for pulp ,
and paper and other iridustries show that releases from sludge
pose no significant health risks.' '

RESPONSE .
. In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the .'
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surfac,e impoundments in'systems '
regulated by the Clean'Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized '
wastes are wastes.w~ch i'mtially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16; i 996~ the'
President signe~ the Land DisposalPl-ogram Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disp~sal on~e rendered nonhazard~us. ,As .
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A." a result, on April 8, 1.996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for, thes~ wastes (61 FR f5660).
- . Today's Phase IV fitial rule Will not promulgate provisions for rn~aging leaks~ sludges, and air

emissions from surface impq(mdments{EPA 'propo~ed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655:.43677». Furthem19re, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC ~etal W8st~S if the characteristic is remov~d and the'.~astesare subsequently treated
'in a unit t~at is regulated by the CI~~ Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the,Safe
Drinking Water Act,. I. \ f '

However, the La,nd Disposal Flexibility Act d~~s mandate EPA 't6 ~dertak~ a 5;.year,study to '
determine any'pptential risks posed bycross-medi~ transfer of hazardous ~ons~ituents from these

, surface impoundments. The, findings of this study, begtinby the Agency in April,' iQ96, may
result in proposed regul~tions'for these units, if risks 'are in fact found that would warrani such'
regulation.
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DCN PH4P024
COMMENtER Union canip Corporation .

.RESPONDER SS '
SUBJECT· EQUV
COMMENT E.: The RiskAssessmenrProgram Conducted by NCASI Shows That

.Possible Releases of UHCs From Paper CWASIs and Wastewate.r·
Treatment Sludge do' not Present Significant Risk to Human Health ,
and ~e Environment NCASI Wastewater Sampling and Analysis'
Program. In 1993 NCASI undertook a 1O'~mill sampling and analysis
program to investigate how various LDR regulatory options might
affect the pulp and,pape~ industry. NCASI selected 10 mills to
represent a wide range ofpaper production types,and,wastewater
treatment strategies. The mills studied inch.lded three bleached
krart facilities, an unbl~ached kraft m~ll, a sulphite mill;-a
de-ink tissue and a d·e.,inknewspri~t inill,a wastepaper board-
and w~tepaper corrugated medium mi,ll, and a groundwood
.newsprint mill. Wastewater samples were taken from the influent J

an"- effluent of the active treatment facilities. For mills that
use aerated basins following 'a primary clarifier, samples were
taken from th~ effluent ofthe primary clarifier'and the
,effluent ofthe'aerated basin.or, if so equipped,from.the
effiuent of the settling.pond. For mills with activated, sludge .
systems, samples were, taken from the effluent ofthe'primarjr. "
clarifier and from the effiuel?-t of the secondary clanfier;
Samples were collected twice per day for three days per week for,
a three weeks. The samples analyzed and the analytical results
represent'athree day composite sample, for each of three weeks.
In all cases, even the high-risk scenario using the '

.ultra-conservative DAFs of 6 and 12, the individual lifetime I •

cancer risk estimates for the baseline case·(Le'., no additional
~hase IV LDR restrictions) are all less than 10-5 and range from
10-6 to as high as 1O~10. All~d quotients are well·below 1.
Thus, USing the EPA's 10-5 significant-risk threshold, we
conclude that releases ofUHCs from possible ~urf~ce impoundment
leaks or wastewater sludge pose no sigIrlficant ri~k to hwnan .
health or the environment. Thedata"col1~cted by'NCASI in its

, above referenced la-mill wastewater sampling and ailalysis
program and from NCASI's ISO-mill waste characterization

I database,substantially broaden and update the effluent
, limitations data on which EPA relied, for its initial risk .

, t ' "

assessment. Thus, EPA should have substantial confidence in the
risk assessment conclusions based on these new data. These '
analyses, perfo~e4 usin.g the same techniques employed ,by EPA;

, .

r·

•
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d~monstrate ~at the individual lifetime cancer risks for pulp
. and pape~ industry wastestreams are more than ail' order of.
'mag~tude:below,the 10-5 significant risk level used by EPA for
this ruleinaking. Similarly, the hazard quotient for each of the
constitueI)ts: found in these wastestrearns is orders ofmagnitude '

,helow I. Thus, E,PA should now'conclude;·that CWA end-of-pipe
,controls for these wastestreams are all that is necessary for, ,
the pulp and paper industrY to achieve' RCRA, equivale~cy'~ Any
additional controls,on these wastestreams would simply
'constitute treaiment for its own sake and would contravene the
teachings of HWTC I~I and CWM. .' "

RESPONSE r'

In the August 22, i995 Phase IV proposal~ EPA disc~ssed thfee ~pfi()ns for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constItuentS in decharacterize4 w~tes were ,not rele~ed to the '
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impQundments in syst~nis

regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacteriz~d
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous c~aracteristic of ignitabiiity" c~rrosivity, '
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer ~haracteristic). On March 16;1996, the

, President-signed the Land Disposal ~rogram FI~xibility Act of 199~, which 'provides thafthe
'wastes in questi9n are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered\nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its ,treatment standards, for these wastes (61 FR 15660)..
T(,')day's Phase IV tinal rule willnot promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655:4367.7». Furthermore, the treatment standards for Ie metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to Te metal w~t~s if the characteristic-is removed and the wastes,'are subsequently treated

, in a unit that is regulated by ~e Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
pririking Water Act. -" , ' ,

....
, ,

,However, the Land'Disposal Flexibility Act does ~andate EPA to und,ertake a 5-year, study, to
aetermine any potential risks Posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents froin these 
surface impoundments. The fmding's ofthis stUdy, begun by the Agency in. April, .. 99~, may, "
result in,proposed regulations ror these units, ifrisks are in fact folind ~t would warrant such.
regulation. - . , " , ' " . . .' " . " . _ .
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DCN ", PH4P024
COMMENTER Union Camp Corporati~n .
RESPONDER .SS ' .
SUBJECT .'EQUV
COMMENT C.' Test Method 250 Produces Artifact VOCs That Bias Test

. '. Results: VCC understands through its association the AF&PA that '
.. test Method 250 produces artifact V'OCs that bias test results.

. In summary the AF&PA has told EPA in its Subpart ee comments,
'. that.Method 250 is seriously flawed because the method creates .
VOCs where none 'otherwise exist. Considering the inherent flaws 
.in this test method VCC believes, it not prudent to incorporate

. .' Method 250 into any possible Phase IV c.oritrols. VeC.h~ also
'learned that Method 25D exagg~rates the amount of volatile ,

. organics· in particular wastestreams. This would results in
uimecessary regulation, when these'wastestreams would not pose a'
risk from volatilization oforganic compoUnds' under ambient
temperatures. This ~ethod should not be used, for the Phase IV·
control until these issues can be resolved. ETC's "suggesti~n't,

.'aboutbanning·purportedly nonamenable wastes is an example of
proofby,assertion. They offer no data. For example, ETC claimed ..
that It ICR waste ~treams nonamenable'to'biological treatment'"
include "ICR waste~ with water insoluble and highly volatile' .
F039 ~onstituents ...." 60·Fed. Reg.'11717.,18 (March 2, 1995). .
To illustra~e that generaJizations such as this are just plain ' ,
wrong, NCASI arialyzed.data it gathered durirtg original research
on biodegradability to determine whether water solubility and .
volatility·are likely to have any effect on amenability of. ,',
compounds iIi surface impoundments. NCASI began by conducting a
two-phase study to'gather data concerning the biological
,treatability,of 14 organic compounds. In the first phase of this .
study ~CASI determined biodegradation rate constants for these

, compounds·using bench-scale reactorS. In the Second phase' of the
study the fate of individual compOunds was estimated during
fullscale treatment ushlg the NOCEPM model, with the bench-scale'
biodegradation rate.constarits entered as a model input. Complete
details about this study 'appear in Summary ofResults of .'.
Biotreatability Stu4y ofSelected~PATCompounds NCASI Technical'
Bulleti~·which is being submitted in AF&PA LDR Pnase IV c.oniment
letter.

RESPONSE I , '

In·th~ August 27,,1995 Phase IV p~oposal, EPA dis~uSsed three options for ensuring that
.underlying haZardouscon~tituents in dec~aracterizedwastes .were not released to the .
~nvironm.ent via le8ks~ sludges, and air emissions from surface impo\D:)dments in systems'. . . . ,

, .
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. reguhlled by the Cle~ Water A,ct or Saf~ Drinldng W~ter Act .(~O FR 43655). Decharact~rized
wC\Stes are wastes which initially e~bited ~ hazardous characteristic of igniuibility,corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity wh~n generated but are no longer chara~t~ristic). On.March 16, 1996~ the'
President signed the.Land Disposal Pr.ogram Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the', .

. wastes in question are no. longer prohibitedfrom land disposal on~e rend~red nonhazardous. As .
a result, on AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment s~daids for these wastes (61 FR 15660). ,
Today's Phase IV final rule will not pro'mulgate prOVIsions for managing leaks, sludges, and air

,emissions from sunace ~mp()undm~nts(EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 'J60 FR
43655~43677)).Furtherrnore,the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's'rule do not
~pplyto TC me.tal wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the waste~ are subsequently treated

, in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for,undei'groun~ injection wells, the Safe, .
l?rink~p.g Water Act.

Howe'ver, the Lan~ Disposal Flexibility Act does mmdate,EPA to underuike a5-year study to ,
',determine any potential risks posed by cross~niedia transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
, surt~ce impoundments. The findings of this study, begun.by the Agency in April, 1996, may
, result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such

, , ~ \ . , . .
regulation. , '. . ," " ..' ,
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~CN ' ,PH4P024 ','
COMMENTER Umon Camp Corporati~n '
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV "
COMMENT J. DCC agrees with the Agency's proposal to trigger· add.itional

requirements for impoundments only when leakage poses' a risk to '
r~ceptors, but believes the appropriate 'levels of contaminants " .
in gro,undwater should be based on site specific factors The
Agency has proposed that further actions beyond monitoring would
not be requir~d ~ess 'a drinking water exceedence is dete~te~ "
by monitoring. UCC agrees that tangible evidence ofa release

, which. is of concern should precede capital and ope~ating cost
" increase. K. vec agrees ,With the Agency's proposal to defer

leakage issues, where a facility is'subject to other programs
addressing ,groundwater qualitY. VCC also suggests ~at ~here an

,impoundment system has been deemed to not r~quire any'action, .
that the Agency also defer in those cases. UCC-agrees, as the '
Agency notes, that many states have groundwater protection
programs.that include groundwater monitoring and correctiv~ ,
~ction. The Agency has s~ted that, to the extent that state
programs require groundwater monitoring and corrective action
that include the VTS constituents of concern (or can be modifie,d
to cover th()se consti~ents) the Agency would defer to those.
programs. vct believes that where.a.State program has made a
'detennination that~ due to site specific conditions (impoUndment
construction, local geology, groundwater usage, etc.),'
monitoring or corrective action is not, required; the Agency'
should defer to'such ~ program~ irrespective ofthe UTS, /
consli,tuent levels in the impOundment. Such a site specific

. detennination must; by definition, be protective ofhuman health
, and the environment as that is the bases for such State
it'ouridwa:ter protection progijuns in the fIrst place: If actions

, are not required under such programs, this regulation should not'
trump those programs~ L. vee agiees that an annUal assessment
,of:Wastewaters, managed in impacted wiits is reasonable" bu~

questions the need for four ~amples for,each sampling event. The
Agency has proposed to 'use annual sampling of the wastewaterS in
the 'surface impoundment to ,detennine if regulated constituents
,are present at concentrations that exceed the triggedevel. The
Agency has proposed that determinations ofwheth~ror not a, "
trigger level has been exCeeded would be calculated from a'
minim~ ofa four-sample set on a four-time per year basis (the
.Agency notes qUarterly). The only basis vee c~ determine for·

,\
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'requiring four ~ample~ per event'is that its origin is in the
~nalized Subpart ee regulations. The logic und~r that ru,le does
not hold for ,w~tewaters treated in impoundments (that the
wastes are potentially ,variable). The'variability,of con,stituent
'concentrations In:wastewaters in impoundments is slight at best,

, especially on a short-tenn sampling event, and requiring fol,lI" ,
samples per event is uhnecessarily burdensome. M. uee agrees:
with the Agency's assessment that alternatives to groundwater
monitoring should be allo~ed where 'site specific conditions'
warrant ~t and requests that the Agency address those types of
units'prior to finalization of the'Phase IV regtiiations. EPA" has ,
c01!ectly assessed that there are situationswhere alternatives
to groundwater monitoring should be allowed when, groundwater'

, monitoring is not practicabie,or would not detect early
,releases. The Agency has rioted that they are preparing' a ,
rulemaking to deal with'those situations, but the inference IS
that tbatrulemaking ,will follow this one rather than being "
aeveloped concurrently.: Subjecting facilities to groundwater

, ,

- monitoring that' is ineff~ctual in advance of the referenced
.' rulemaking is an unnecessary economic burden. EPA shoul4

delineate which types of unit~ it envisions falling into that
. 'category prior to finali~g this rule and defer. the monitoring

provisi9ns finalized un4er this rule for those Units.' N. UCG
believes that the Regional Adniinistrator should be able .to allow
aitematives to corrective action baSed on site specific ,

, factorS. ,The Agency has set up the ie8kage requinrmeiits such
~t ~ specific groundwater monitoring result will dictate
mandated corrective'action. There are bound to be situations
which may not warrant any a~tion, such,aS situations in which

-there is no teceptor doWn ~dient, 'which should be considered
,in detennining if.capital expenditure is necessary. Further
consideration, for "no action;~ would apply in situationS, whet~
ground~ater in vicinity of CWASIs is not usable for pOtable
water use due to.local elevation ofnatural constituents (some:
ofwhich Play be UHes) or to low- water yield. Since the Agency's
rationale for not allowing "no'action" as an option is that,
these provisions are self~implementing,vec requests.that the
:Agency create a provision which allows, with Administrator
revi~w and concurrence, a "no action" option. Subje'ctirig that .

. particular provision to Agency review should give the'Agency ,
, assurance, t:nat the'option would only be implemented in

situations where it is the appropriate option.,' O. v/ee supports
pub!ic participation in the, remediatiori sele~tion process as

, "
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:long as limits are placed on th~ process timing such that
remediation is not unduly delayed. The Agency has included a
public p~icipation c,lause in the proposed process of reme,dy

, selection, and VCC supports that portion of the proposal. '
, However, where such participation results in shutting doWn the
process of getting requisite remediation underway, the Agency ;
needs.,lo place reasonable bounds' on the 'process.

RESPONSE'
I~ the August 22, 1995 Phase'IV proposal, EPA discussed three. op~ions for ensuripg $at
'underlying hazardous c~nstituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and wr emissions from surface impoundments in systems:
regUlated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinkiiig Water Act (60 FR43655). De,characterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardoUs' characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,

"I reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, ]996, the
, President signed the Land bisposciI, Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
, wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once re~dered nonhazardous. 'As

a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA wi~drew'itstreatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660). ,
Today's Phase ry final rule will qot proinulgate provisions for managing leaks, ,sludg~~, and air'
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR '
43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment s~da:rds for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is rex:noved and the wastes are subsequently t;reated

-in'a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for undergroundinjection wells, the Safe' '
Drinking Water Act. .'

However, the t.andDispo~ FI~xibility Act does mandate ,EPA to undertake a 5-year study t~
determine any potential risks posed'by cross~media,transferofhazardous 'conStituents ,from"these
surface impoundments. The fmdings of this study~ begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
~sult in proposed regulationS for these wlits, if risks are in fact foUnd that would warrant s,:!ch',
regulation. '
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DCN' .PH4P024
COMMENTER Union Camp Corp~ration'

I ..

RESPONDER PMC.'
SUBJECT '. EQUV
SUBJNU~ Q24
COMMENT, /

I. Option 1 is the correct option for EPA to choose. '. ,
A: The CWM Court Held That End-of-Pipe Treatment Standards'For_
CWASls Satisfy RCRA LDR Requirements.' .
The CWM Court held that al10wing placemeilt of decharat:terized ~

wastewater in CWASIs represepts a reasonable acc'ommodation of CWA
. and ReRA objectives, and therefore satisfies RCRA LDR requirements, ,
as long as material'exiting CWASls is treated to the same· ,., '
extent required by RCRA. See 976 F.2d 2, 23. The Court fully
appreciated that decharacterizedwastewater is held.tempo~a.ii.ly in
unlined CWASls and eventually exits or "dis~h~ges" into navigable
waters of the UDited States' or publicly owned treatment works '. .
("POTW"): Id. ,at 20,24. The Court also recognized that levels of

i . . •

"pollutants in'decharacterized wastewater passing, the exitpoint, or·
"end-of-the-pipe,i'are regulated by National PoUu;tion Pi~chcirge
Elimination System("NPDES'.') permits.-Id. at 20. -
With full knowledge of-now CWA Systems operate, the Court required
unline.d CWASls to dem<:>ostrate end..of-pipe-equivalence to comply

,with RCRA -- nothing more. The ~ourt articulated its position at '.
two ~ints -in its opinion, in each case making.it,clear that'

''. ~nd~o.f-pipe "
. treatment standards satisfy statUtory LDR requirements: ,

1. [Decharacterized],wast~s may be placed in ... impoundments
that are part of anintegrated CWA treatment train.·How~ver, in .
order'for true "accommodation" to be accomplished, we fmd that
RCRA treatmentrequirements cannot be ignored merely because CWA
'[sic] isimplic~ted .... Thus, We hold that, whenever wastes are
put in CWA surrace unpounchi1ents before they have "een treated . ' . '.
pursuant to RCRA to reduce the toxicitY,ofall"hazardous .
c'onstitilents, these wastes ~ust !>e so treated before exiting the

, CWA treatment facilities. In otherwords,' CWA facilities must
remove,the chara~teristi~ and decrease the toxicity ofthe wast~'s'
hazardoUS co~stituents to the same degree that treatinent ou~ide a

" ,
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CWA system would.
'ld. at22 (emphasis added). (
2. [D]echaracterized waste [containing hazardous constituents] may
be placed in a surface impoUndment if and only if the resulting CWA
treatrilentfully complies with §3004(m)(I). In other words, the "
material that comes o~t o,r C,WA treatment facilities that employ,

. surface impo'undments must remove the hazardous constituents to the
same extent ,that any o~er treatment facility that complies with
RCRAdoes. '
Id. at 23 (e~phasis added). . , '
As noted abov~, the CWM sanctioned the Option I approach 'by making
it ~leat,that EPA could meet its obligations under ReRA §.3004(m)" ', .,
by providing that the § 3004(m) standard must be met at the f;WA .
system discharge point. EPA is not.required to impose the same', ,

treatment s~dardson wastes managed iil CWA systems as those that
are managed elsewhere; it is simply ,obliged to ensure that wastes
managed, in CWA systems meet the §3004(m) minimize threat standard
'at't~e CWA discharge point~ The CWAs permit or pretreatment , '"I

requirements, which require, at the least, application of the best "
practicable control technology currently available(CWA § 30 I, (b»,
supplement~dby, § 268.48 standards for constituents not covered by

, the CWA requirements, clearly meet that standard.
The coUrt's litmus test for equivalency is that treatment mUst

. meet the requirements of the statute. .
The court held that:' "the' hew CWA dilutio~' permissi~n is valid
where the, waste is de,characterized poor to placement in a CWA .
'surface impoundment and subsequently treated in full conformity, '
with section 3004(m)(1) standards." 976F.2d a~ 19..
The end-of-pipe standards proposed in Phase III fully satisfy that
standard, and EPA should go no further.

B" The CWM Court Did No~Require LDR Regulations Addressing The
~ludge That Forms In CWASIs. ' ,
The Court made an informed decision not to require EPA to .
'promulgate special LOR regulations.addressmg sludge that is formed
in CWASIs. Instead, the. Coun held that sludge generated from ~e .
treatment of decharacterized wastewater in CWASIs is covered by
,ReRA 'Subtitle C only' if the slu~ge itself is a h~dQUS waste. Id.
at 24, note 10. ,
'Briefs submitted by the lltigants in the CWM proceeding made the
,Court well aware that treating ddcharacterized wastewater in C;WASls
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, 'results in the precipitatl'!n of sludge. See NRDC' Petition~rs Bri~f '
at 64lMetal-bearing'wastewater c'an evaporate to r~concelltrate

toxic metals.);Industry Intervenors J:3rief at 29 (Treatment in
, CWASIs removes metals by precipitation.);Industry Intervenors

Brief at 31 (Precipitation ofmetals into sludge 'occurs in " , .
£Urface impoundments.); EPA Response Brief at 69 (Treatment of
-wastewater in ewASls normally results in the precipitation of metal,
'hydroxide sludges.); ,EPA Response Brief at 91 (Low TOe ignitable
wastes,managed in wastewater treatment systems generate
'non~hazard9us 'sludges.). , ,
In support of its position that'RCRA's accommodation provision (§
1006(b)(1» allows placemerit ofdecharacterized wastewater in ,
'cwA~Is;EPA argued that its SUbtitle C regulations would satisfy ,
'the:RCRA objective otprQtecting groundwater froni toxic, " "
- ~onstituents ofsludge: ,NRDC Petitio~ers argue ....RCRA~s '

groundwater protection standar~ is not ,satisfied by CWA regulation," ,
. 'ofdischarges to 'surface wa~er. NRDC Br. at 64-68. It is true that :
. CWA rules do not explicitly protect 'groundwater;' this is not to

. " . ~ay, however, that EPA is precluqed under RCRA from balancing tWA
, '. ' and RCRA objectives ,In jntegrating the RCRA dilution prohibition

and the CWA rules. First, ifaregulated' hazar90us waste --e.g., a
toxic sludge.''':'' precipitates out from,~on-hazardous w~tewaters
disposed in the surface impoundment, then thl:\t unit become~ subject
to subtitle c..regu'ation. 55'Fed.Reg. 39,409,39,410/3 (Sept. 27,
1990): NRPC Petitioners' assertion,that such hazardouS sludges
could be g~nerated in these impoundments and escape subtitle C is
thus simply inc.orrect. Compare NRDC Br. at 64 " "

,EPA Response Brief at68~69'.' ,
, In its discussion ofaccomlnodation of CWA'and, RCRA pursuant to' , "
'RCRA § l006(b)(I); the Court wholeheartedly embraced EPA's,
position. It held tIult alloWing placement ofdecharacterized wasi~
inCWASls is a reasonable 'accommodation, in part, because ' .

. RCRA Subtitle,C will protect the environment from threats posed by . '
hazardous sludge that may precipitate during treatment. See 976
F.2d at 24, note 10. In the Court's words. ,
'[A]s the EPA cO,ncedes in its brief, if the ,stream entering the .
'surface imPoundm~nt IS not-decliaracterized, then RCRA requiies the "
impoUndment to meet sub~itleC requIrements. Similarly, any .' , ,
hazardous precipitate or other' hazardous material generated during

'. 'CWA treatment must be managed in accord with subtitle C. '
Id. (emphasis added). '. "
The text ofthe opinion, read in conjunction with the' briefs
~ubmitted to the Court, therefore shows that the C~Urt carefully' ,

,"
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'consider~d the issue of sludge precipitation and decidea
that regulation'of sludge is required only if it is a listed or. ,
charact~ristic hazardous waste. If the Court wanted to impose LDR '
requirements for non,;,hazardous sludge, it cet:tainly would have '
made its intentions clear. .
D. The CwM Court Did Not Require L,DR R~guiations Addressing
Leakage From CWASIs. ' .
The CWM Court focused its analysi~'exclusi~ely on high vol~e
\yastewater that typically passes through CWASIs into na~igabl~
waters and POTWs. See 976.F.2d at 24. With respect to
such wastewater the Court determined, as discussed above, that .
end-of-pipe-equivalence satisfies RCRA LDR requirements. The Court,'
did not assess ~e issue ofpotentialleak~gefrom CWASIs, let.

, alone mandate special LDR. requirements to address it. ,
. Briefs submitted by the ,litig~ts in the CWM proceeding made the

. Court well aw~ that the CWA$Is had the potential to leak. The '
NRDC Petitioners continually referred to CWASIs as"unlinedll

sUlface impoUndments, ~ term which the Court used to discuss
C;WASI'~ in its opinio~. CompareNRDC ~etitioners Briefat 26, 59,
60 wi,th 976 F.2d at 20. ObviouSly, the term"unlined" implies the
possibility that CWASI's may leak. ,Likewise, the Court accepted at

, face value assertions made by EPA an':! Industry Intervenors that
imposing LOR rules on CWASls would require "major revamping" of CWA

, treatment systems, in part becaus~ 'CWASIs cannot qUalify for
nno-migration variances" that would 8l10wthem to receive

, hazardous~e. Compare'Industry Intervenors Briefat 33·35 and ,
EPA Response Btiefat 64-67.with 976 F.2d at 21. EPA went so fat as .
to asse~ that sludges produced during treatnlent in CWASls
"typically leach low, relatively m..iDimalleveis ofmetals" - ~
position ~ot inconsistent with the NRDC Petitioners claim that
toxic metals can leach from CWA surface impoundments int'? '
iroundwater. Compare EPA Response Briefat 69 with~C Petitioners
Briefat 64-68..
After a.full oppartU11ity to,revi~w asserti~ns co~cerning 'leakage
presented by"the litigants, the Court decided to say nothing about
it. Perhaps the CoUrt concluded that RCRA'~ accommodation provision·
(§ 1006(b)(1» gave EPA discretion to decline'to address leakage"
in li~t ofthe massive disruption·and minor environmental benefits. ,
that would result.1 Whatever the Court's reasonhig, the fact that
it decided not.to require,LDR rules addressing leakage is

. unmistakable. Accordingly" EPA cannot invoke the CWM opinion to .'
", justify PhaSe IV regulations. ,
F: Sludges Gene~ted in CWASIs Gomprisea NewTreatability-
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Group;' Therefore are notCovered by LDRs Unless the Sludges are
'Characteristic Hazardous Waste> . , ' " " ':. ,,',
As part of the final Third:Third Ru1e',"~PA developed specific ,

. "decision' niles" (herein~r~"treatabi1itY group 'ruh~s't), which' " ~

make absolutely clear that non-hazardous sludge generated during
, , " ,

treatment of characteristic wastewater ,is not "prol;1ibitea waste"
and hot subj~ct to LOR regulations.. See 55 Fed. Reg.' 22520,
22661-662 (June 1, 1990).,:N'obod'y challenged the Agency's c0i1clusi~9

, in the CWM litigation. In its Phase IV proposal~ EPA aptly" '
obsetves,thanhe ~WM court'did notaddress --let alo~e remand or
vacate -- the treatability 'group rules; which, in EPA's .

. , own words, mandate th,at "wastewater treatment sludges not,
exhibiting a characteristic are not prohibited wastes, " '
,/. ,

',notwithstandi~g that they may derive ~orri prohibited wastewaters."
pO Fed.Reg. 43~54, 43656, col.3 (August22, 1995). Th~refore, the

'treatability group rules clearly place non-hazardous sludge beyond
the scope of the Phase IV rulemaking.Moreover, the rules '

, shed light on why theCWM Court did not require EPAto develop:
special LOR-regulations for sludge. The D.C. Circuit carefully read
the Third-ThiiQ Rule, including EPA's explicit discussion of .
its treatability group concept, and concluded that LOR regulations

,don't apply,to sludge. It therefore held that RCRA equiyalency
could be achieved,through the treatment ofwastewater only. ,','

, . In EPA's own words'. ' ' "
[The CWM Court did not say] that hazardous constituents in

< deposited sludges must be treated. The court ~ fact did not speak
, to the principle stated by, EPA in the Third Third J¥le that '

generation of a new treatabil~ty group is'<;:onsidered to be"a new '
point ofgeneration and thus a'new point for detennimng whether a

, ~ , waste i~.prohibited. S5 f.R at22661-662.Under this principle, :
unchallenged in'tIle litigation, wastewatedrea~ent sludges not
exhibiting a charactenstic are not prohibited wastes, ,

, ~o~thstanding that they may derive from p~ohibited wastewaters
" 60 Fed~ Reg. at43656; co!'3. . '

Therefore EPA must exclude s~udge froII).,the Phase IV rule just to
comply with its own treatability group iuIe~·as well as the CWM

, opinion. I ,

H. EPAH~ Already'Regulated HazardouS AiiEmissions from
, Waste Treatment Systems in Other Statutes of the. Clean Air Act., ., .
, ,Additional Regulation is Under RCRA is Not ReqUired.. .-

EPA must not ignore the,'strong regulatory initiative already in '"
,place for the control ofhazardous air emissions. The amended Clean
Air Act provides explicit regulation ofhazardous~ "

" ,'.'

l
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,pollutaOts(HAPs) in tiile IlL the Agency has statedrepeatedly
that overlapping regul~tory requirements for Part 268 are not
,required' by the Court, ,nor intended in this proposed rulemaking
(60 FR page43659, 4366~:r and other pages). Union Cainp agrees with
this position. In title HI sectio~ 112 of the Clean Air Act,., and

, tlu'ough'Maximum Achievable C~nt~ol Technology (MACT) rules;
the Agency has determined controls of HAPs, and has the ability to
regulate any subsequent "residual risks" even after MACT
requirement~ have bee~, installed. EPA quist also consi'der the huge
cost and environmental penalties' ofr~dundantClean Air Act and
Land-ban requirements. '

, Title III ofthe amended Clean Air Act has provided ample and '
repeated opportunity for EPA to regulate emissions of volatile <

,.hazardoUS air' pollutants. I~ section 112(b)(1), the Agen\.:y has \
listed .
189 air pollutants to be specifically controlled, This list ,

, includes many of th~ pollutants EPA may attempt to ~ontrol under.
this proposal. In section 112(d} of the Clean Air Act, the Agency.
must established lists of industry types and categories that'-have,
or will ~ve h¥.ardous airemi~sion 'standards placed upOn them.
These' standards 'are based on the maximum emissions
reduction achieved 'in prctctice by the best perfonni,ng 12% (or less)
of the industrial group or category for existing sources. The
result of the MAtTis typically a requirement to reduce emissions
ofhazardous pollutants by ,90% an mor~. '
For example, volatile hazardous emissions in the proposed Pulp and
Paper industry MACT, at least 90% ofthe volatile HAPs must be
captured. These must then be further treated in a device With 98%
destruction efficiency. In the HazareJousOrganic NESHAP '(HON)
fmal MA<;;T rule, volatile HAPs must be controlled in process and
wastewater operations to' at least 98% reduction; In th~ proposed
lea4 smelter MACT total hydrocarbon HAPs must retreated in
a high-iemperatuie afterburner with a scrubber. This will affect at

.' . ~.

least 98% control. Many other firiai and proposed MACTs have similar .
high removal and destruction efficiencie~. These' MACTs will cover
virtually 'every major and m~st'minor types of industrial and
process categori~s, (see S6FR 9315). These catego:ries were
established based on emissions magnitude, and" ,
poten~al e~vironinenta14npact. The most important categories,will
be addressed fust. EPA mUst not overlay this'stringent regulatory
framework with a conflicting or ad~itio~'requirementS. The Agency'
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and~the public would be better served if the MACT andother title ,
, 'III processes were allowed to proceed unencumbered by contradictory'

RCRA impediments. " . . ..
Section 112(f) of title III of.the Clean Air Act serves as a
"backstop" for control of hazardous air .
emissions. Ip this section, EPA is.obliged to evaluate the'.' '.
residual risk remaining after MACTs have been in place. The Agency
must,apply risk aSsessm~nt methods to calculate the .
significant public health emissions that may rem~in. EPA must.also
propose,recomrnendations to address' the risk for any industrial ...
category it finds is appropriate. This "fix" is self-implementing, . "

· if ~o~gr~s~.doesnot act on the recomme~dations,the~ the Agency
may promulgate standards with an ample margin of safety to address
the prob~e:n. The initial 112(f) report on residual risk is due
by November" 15, 1.996. EPA must not require overlapping ~d
additional control requirements for hazardous air pollutants when

-section 112(f) has provided for a system for evaluation of
· these pollutants, anddiscr~te rulemaking as needed.
IENDC8

As a:~pecific example, EPA must not apply· RCRA subpart CC to waSte'
· streams neutralized upstream of surface impoundments. The risks
· (and controls if appropriate) will be addressed under title III -of .,

the Clean Air Act. To do so through LDR is poor pOl,icy, and a
, 'waste of scarce Agency/and public resources.

I. The Pulp and :paper and Other Industry are Either Already
Covered by.aRule.for the Control ofHazardoUs Air Pollutants, or;

I . . . . . .

Have Been Considered for Control and Rejected by EPA.
EPA acknowledges !pat ira: source is already. controlled by other
regulations for the release ofhazardouS air pollutants, then no ,
further regulation may be necessary. This is known as IIOption1" of
the proposed lana-b,an rules. As previously stated Union Camp .
believes Option 1 is an appropriate selection. Union Camp has shown '
where,title IIi of the Clean Air Act effectively 'accomplishes the
objective ofcontrol ofhazardous air emissions through MACTs,
followed by. e~aluation of reSIdual risk. This sectio~'will discuss
specifically ~ow the ~p and Paper and other

, specific industries are either covered by an air rule;' or were ,
considered for control'but rejected for cause by EPA. ..', -
. .. . r-. .
The Pu~p andPaper,NESHAP, (known as "the Cluster Rule") was,
proposed on December 17,1993. This rule'was preceded by an'EPA
data-gathering effort includingquesti<;mnaires, sampling and. .
comment soli'citation.. The paper industry also supplie4 EPA with '
• ' - •• 1 ...
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,volumes of data in-support of this rule-m~ng. The' intent of the
Agency was to simultaneously consider the effects on air, water and
.' , I ... •
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.' solid-waste fr~m this "Cluster". rulemaking effort. The proposed
rule considered all these aspects, but especially the air and water

I media. The Agency held.a series ofpublic ~eetings.dWing the'
rlfafting.ofthe.proposed rule to explain their findings'and
sol~cit input. '

· During the early stages of the CIl:lster rulemaking, EPA surveyed
data from Pulp and Paper mills'relative,to.HAPs and especially
methanol, ih wastewater. Methanol is' the Qyerwhelmingly prevalent,'
HAP at a pulp and paper mill.. accountirig'for at leas~ 96%'and in .
mostcases'99%, of the HAPs emitted. Because of this, the Agency , ,
allowed for the measurement of the HAP methanol (or chlorine ·from'

. the bleaching process), as this waS·the orlly pollutant found .
'and measureq in significant amounts. (see NcAsI RepOrts
"Industry-Support~d MACT Sampling,Progratn." 1993-94, six volumes.).
EPA had considered setting a methanol in wastewater limit of

, . , lOOppm, based on.the'presence ofmC?thanol in the process, and that'
"the 100ppm was consistent with other rulem,aking targets such as the'
HON;:rhis initial level-of 1oQppm was a concern to the industi:y~' .

. . and was the focus of a special NCASI condensate characterization
study. The puJp and paper. industry was concerned that the iOOppm .'
was an inappropriate threshold due to the lack of infoimation .'.

\

available to the Ag~ncy at that time, and the c01,1sequences of· :
control to that level. .

. ,Methanol, which is a product ofchemical dig~stiotl ofwood, is '
often found in condensates associated with ,spent wood pulping '.

·'liquor concentration, and in some areas where condensates arid
process ",:ate!s are recycle4. Lessot.amounts 'ofmethanol, are· ,
associated with other areas qfa pulp mill, anc:f became concentrated

· as a facUity ,conserves water and closes up' its production ~ycle. . ,. ,
. Due to\,l~ge ~ounts ofwater used and 'recycled in the process of .

making paper, a treatment threshold of lOOppm was' inappropriate and .
counter-productive to ~onservation ofheat and. ~ater.
For. example, in unbleached paper·niills, water is' efficiently
reCycled throughout the proces~. Condensates are reUsed for their
heat and abilitY' to wash pulp. As a result, the water in some .
pulpmill arid even 'paper mill general sewers could reach the 100pprri
threshold.'The flow of these Str~ams is thousand~ of g~llonspe~ .
minti;te. Had the Agency,required steam stripping on this .
large dilute flow (steam stripping is the control technolo'gy
required by the Pulp and PaperMACT),·the ~ost would have been

,enormous. A rilill would·have had to construct a steam stripper the., ,

, ,
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~ize ofa Saturn Rocket and install a separate boiler to,s~pply the
steam: F~ssiJ, fuel would in ma:Qy cases provide the heat to the
boiler, with the requisite emissions increase ofcriteria '
pollutants. .,. ." ,

. 'The overheads from the stripp~r must go to a boiler f~r further
destruction. The wet gas has no heat ,value and would have required '

,even more fuel to maintain boiler operation. Additionally, it
is doubtful that a steam $trippercould even remove methanol to
lower than IOOppm~ The capital and operating costs would have been
enormous and the resulting increase in the products ofcombustion
'not worth the estimated decrea,se in methanol. Upon leaming.of the'
consequences of this threshold, EPA considered and rejected

, controlling emissions from wastewat~r streams down't~ IOOppm.
As a result, EPA made two, important changes to the proposed"
Cluster Rule. The first' was to allow an option of routing the HAPs
to a well-operated biological treatment'system. The second, was to
propose a higher treatment threshold of 500ppm methanol. In the.

\ proposed CI~ter rule, a source may elect to handle waste str~ams

containing 500ppm.or greater'in a biological treatment system. This
· would bring nearly the en~ire waStewater trea~ent train under the
ambit '~f the Cluster .Rule~ The Agency believed that a wastewater
treatment system would effectively destroy and not just strip HAPs..
Methanol, which is the predominant volatile hazardous',air
pollutant is highly soluble in water. Low concentrations of .
methanol typically found in mill wastewaters would have little
"driving force" to volatilize from the wastewater mixture. EPA.
models, ~d industry supplied data· found in the Cluster docket,

· indicate that over3JHoss ofmethanol from the biological .
· treatment system is expected to be less than O~ I % ofthe total

. (NCASIReport,Table 5atpage 7, Douglas Barton, Cluster Rule
,Water Docket). A treatment system option w~avalid pathway for'
Cltister compliance. The biological system must l,tave high methanol .

, treatment efficiency and demonstrate this ability through testing .
and reporting (see 58 FR, page 66177 etseq., proposed'40 CFR :
63.446).
If a biologicaJ. treatment system is not used for the destruction
ofmethanol, then a pulp and ,papermill must treat 500 ppm streams.
in another fashion. In the proposed rule, a sourc~ may
route streams above the threshold to a steam stripper,then to a
combustion device such as a boiler or thermal oxidizer. Conveyances
for the vapors mUst be leak-free, with specific tes~g
and reporting'to ensUre compliance (see 58 F~ page 66177 et seq.)...
In ~y case, a 'pu,lp and paper mill must identify its HAP .
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containing wastewater streams, then treatiand control th~m,to a
very high degree. Fo'r example, the proposed Cluster nile would
require treatinent of such other pulping component streams as '
turpentin~ decanter Underflow, non-condensible gas system:
condensates, other condensates above the thr~shold; as well~, "
air emissions from numerous processes like brownstock washers,
black liquor storage ,tanks, 'digester systems, chip 'steaming vessels
and others. Control a{eas in a: pulp ble,aching cQmponent
include pulp bleaching stages, bleached pulp storage chests,
filtrate 'storage tankS and others. . "
Effiuent from the bleach plant, once'it. is sewered; was considered "

j • \ I ...

for control but rejected by EPA due to its low: HAP concentrations, '
and extrem~ly high, cost (see 58 FR pg. 66140). The 500 ' ' '
ppm threshold'was proposed ba~~d on what EPA believes is ','
technically achievable, cost-:efIective and reflects operation at

'the ~estperformingpulp and paper mills. Although the'Cluster
Rule is not yet final, the .Agency must not obstruct this process by'
setting an arbitrary standard,under Part268 ~f 100 ppm. This will

~ plunge facilities back into the untenable position oftreating
, enormous qUantities ofwater at huge cost penalties; with no

environmental justification. In fact, this would I

-negate the pUrPose of the Cluster Ru!t;, i.e. addressing .one
environmental me~iwn a~ the expense of another.
As the'Pulp and Pap~r mills'have their proposed Cluster, and many .

,organic chemic11l plants have 'their,final HON;MACT standards are ,
being devel9ped for'soJid wood produ~ts, printing arid publishing,
papennaking, induStrial boilers and miscellaneous chemical,

, production. These and other MACTs will require new controls for,
,,hazardous air polhitarits. The rulemakings for these processes are
sti1l1ri the 'wo~kgroup and data gathering stages. Specific . \
re,quirements are not known. However, the Agency should not get
~ahead ofitseJf. The rulemakings must proceed b~ed: on the

. ". appropriate ·"floor" determinations ofthe ~orkgioups .. This' ,
. ,i,ndus~-by-indl.!SU'Y- review envisioned by Congress is m9re

efficient and effective than arbitrarily assigniilg.a .' ,
, .. ' 1Ooppmstandard,to wastewat~ in any MACT. EPA must allQw the air

re~atory process. to 'piogre~s as pl~ed by the Clean Air Act.. "
This ruiemaking framew~rk is sufficient control for hazardous
ail emissions under both'the Clean Air Act and RCRA. The Age.ncy . ,
must not attempt to graft a patchwork. of conflicting limits through ~.

part i68 onto the CAA and other RCRA sections. ' '
'J. The Pulp ~d Paper Industry~~ Compliance With ,the Proposed

Cluster Rule's Effiuent Guidelines Will Protect H~an He~tQ. and ' . ' , .
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.the Environment by Requiring Process Chang'~s, Management'Syste~s '
an4 Poll~tion Control Technologies.
Authorized by the Clean Water Act to establish the best ~vailable

, " " technology economically achievable (BAT), EPA established' limits in '
the"Clus,ter Rule which would enrorce technQlogies that minimize the
eeneration of pollutants ~d the bioaccumulation potenthil of
,pollutants present in effluents at trace levels through process .
chances.' "
To arrive at these chemicals of conc~mand discharge limitations,

, the Agency completed an extensive study of the paper industry
, wastewaters apparently used in the Phase IV TSD(urider~tood in the

effluent guidelines development as the long-tenn and 'short-temi
studies.)-As described in the "Proposed Development Document for 
the Pulp, Paper and Paperboard Category Effluent Limitations,
Guidelines" 443 specific pollutants were the subject of extensive'

, study, during the development of the Cluster Rule. Through the"
. evaluation,of the processes which form the pollutants, $e Agency "

made a determination concerning which pollu~is should be subject
to further regulations'in BAT. . ' \

. For mills engaged in bleaching ofpulps, the Agency identified and
chose to regulate dioxin and furan (2;3,7,8-TCDD and,2,~,7~8~TCDF),
four volatile organic compounds (methyl ethyl ketone, methylene '
chI,oride, chlorofonn and acetone) and i 2 chlorinated phenolic '
compounds. The list ofchemi~alswas notgreater because the Agency

. reasoned'that regulating the 12 chlorinated'orgariics will ,
essentially regulate many other similar compounds.' Chloroform and ' .
other volatile compounds will De regulated at a point 'very close to
their originate because of,their pOtentiai to volatilize to the
atmosphere during transport, storage and treatment. For ~e,other

, constituents, it
was necessary for the Agency ~o set limitations close to their
point,oforigin becauSe ofdilution effects further away from the'
'generating processes. As·a result. EPA will reqUire bleached
kraft paper mills to comply with production based limitations for
18 to~c pollutants at or near their point oforiginate (in th~

bleac~' plant effluent) and' not at the effluent of Clean,'Water "
Act treatment system.
Due to the restrictions o~ the bleaCh plant effluents upon
.iinplementation ofCluster Rule, bleach plant process changes wiil,.

. be required. Those mills now bleaching with elem~tal chlorine
'.must convert their processes to alternate chemicals. With this .

process change,·bleached kraft mills should be able to achieve
below detection levels for most of the Cluster Rule parameters and. . . .
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, ' near detection level for the remainder. This nieans that v61,atile
r

,

organic comp9unds andpriority POll11tants from the pulp and paper ..
industiy's ~ieaching ,processes will be reduced at their: ",
soUrce through instalhition of b~st available techitology. '
As well the Agency is proposing under the Cluster Rule that
specific best management practices'must be institti~ep as'a
co.ndit~on 'in pulp and paper mill NPDES permits. Through
physical changes made to pulp mill spill control and collection
systems and throu~h"institutirig management p~actiCes, mills will _.
tighten:up their'processes to minimize discharge to Clean Water
Act systems of spilled black liquor. Though'presently ~overed under '
the elementary neutr~ization exclusion, weak black liquor and
black liquor, dependmg,on the point of generation are corrosive~

, ',And liIrtited data which we have suggests th'utthey contain sc::.veral
UHCs a),ove the UIS and VOCs' greater ~an-l 00 ppmw. Hqwever, when'

, Cluster Rule BMPs'are in place, we expect that wastestreams
previously containing spent black liquor will be recovered arnot

, exhibit the ~orrosive characteristic at the p,oint of generation.. '
E~A is ~n the' process of developing guidance under the Cluster Rule
dealing with th~ implementation ofblack liquor spill preventio'n '
and control practices through best management practices pl~ng.' ,
It is anticipated that control systems will be: recoinmended that " '

. depend on'pH o~ conduc~vity measurements in spill c.ollectioli
sumps to divert to recovery spil{s, l~aks, drips and drabs of black
liquor. Depending on the mdividu8l,mill's recovery capacity~ even
very dilute spent liquors streams could be recovered, minimizing ..
their discharge-into tWA systems., t " ,

'-Becaus~ EPA's risk,assessment justification for the phase IV rule
,to apply to the pulp and paper industry was based o,n datil generated
during the Clus,ter Rule development, the: efforts,to regulate will. '
be duplicative. The development ofthe Cluster.Rule was ,
uriderstandably more thorough in itS gen.eration and review ofdata,
and evaluation ofprocess and treatinent technologies, than .
was Phase IV. Therefore, we strongly recommend that the Agency
'adopt Option I and allow the process changes under~luster~u1e to
take effect. ',.' " ,
Under the proposed Option 3,'decharacterized wastes would lulve;~o _.
,t>e' treated to meet UTS before tl;1ey enter into CWA surface '
impoundments. 60 Fed. Reg. 43655, 43675. UCC is thankful to learn
that "EPA is not in favor ofthe third option, as it is likely to '
,disrupt treatment needed for compliance with the CWA limitations and
standards, and impose high costs without targeting risks
adequately." 60 Fed.. Reg. 43655.,UCC b~lieves that EP~is entirely

"
, '
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,correct with its opinion that Option 3 would disrupt CWA treattnent '
.without environmental benefit: Option 3 would ignore usefu~

treatment that ~ccurs in paper, chemical and other industry
surface impoundments and·'lfor,ce.modifications at facilit~es that
do, as well ~ those that do not, pose risks from leaks" "
air emissions, and sludges." 60 Fed: Reg. 43659.

: Option 3 would render RCRA § 1006(b) null, because it would
destroy the integration of RCRA and other acts administered by EPA
as the Congress ordered. Finally, it would'ignore the CWM_ Court's
finding that "under RCRA diluted formerly characteristic wastes

. may beplaced. in Subtitle D surface impoundments that are part ot
art integrated CWA treatment train ... befQre they have been treated

· pursuant to RCRA ...." 976 F.2d 2'at 22. Based on these reasons,
UCC believes EPA's rejection' of Option 3 is not only correct but' .
required.' . -
A. Subpart CC Requirements Should not be Extended'tc? CWASIs
Under Option 2 of the Phase IV LDRs.
Union Camp believes that Subpart 'CC requirements should :qot be
extended to wastewater treatment impoundments under Option ~ of the
Phase IV LDR, because the Subpart·CC regulations have not been

• • • J' •

finalized and ,are subject to modifications .,eliding th~ EPA~s '
response to issues raised during the comment period. '
Additionally, the EPA needs to identify and ~liminate oig~c

compounds which are not VOCS. That is, organic compounds that do ,
· not volatilize and/or are readily biodegradable should ..
, be identified and eliminated as VOCs in waste determinations. VOCs

from nonhazardous wastes also need to be addressed. VOCs from .
nonhazardous wastes should ,not be included in calculating organic
removal efficiency.' '. ' .'

· Cost for compliance ofthe Ph8se IV VOCrefeaseswould be
extremely high and unjustified. For example based on the estimate
of$7:21 per square meter provided ~ the Phase IV RIA, it
would cost $3,200,000 to install a floating. cover to control air ,
emissions from Savannah's wastewater treatment surface impoundment.
This is only one facility: out or'a number in our corporation
iliat, may be subject to this additional unjustifiable cost. As can

:be seen, the cover require~entina:y have amajor impact on the cost
ofthis rule to the pulp and paper industry..
B. ,EPA has Twice Delayed the'EffectiveDate of Subpart CC so
That it can Reassess Fundamental Elements ofThat Rule'Including'
the Underlying Test Method. EPA Should Not, Therefore, Base the
PhaSe IV Air Emission Risk Assessment or,Control Measures on the

. •• I • ,

Subpart CC Rules. .'.,. . .. ';.
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,EPA's Phase IV risk assessment concerning air emissions, "I."~lied
on existing analyses conducted to support the RCRA' Subpart CC
regulation of air emissions from.hazardous wastewater ,treatment
units.~' RIA at 2-5 1.These include the regulatory impact analysis
for Subpart:CC and·thebackground'infonnation documetlt ('~BID").,But

the Subpart CC rules are presently undergoing both EPA' , .
administrative review and judicial review ·in large part becauSe of
flaws in EPA's risk aSsessment and technical background document
which underlie the ,Subpart CC 100 pp,mw regulatory threshold, test
Meth09 250, and other-issues affecting the ~pplicability of the
Subpart CC rules. B~cause ofthese outstandi:r:tg issues, the Agency
has twice postponed the effective date of the Subp~CCiules.60
Fed. Reg. 26828 (May 19,1995), 60',Ped. Reg. 56952 (Nov. 13, 1995).

. . In addition: EPA published on August 14,.1995a propo::i~d rule aJ.ld
notice:of data availability concern.ing,changes to fundamental
aspects of the Subp~CC rule including waste c;letermination .
procedures and ,the applic~bility of the rule to units ~at ,operate
air'emission controls ~der ,the Clean ,Air Act ("CAA"). 60
'Fed.Reg:~1870..In that FederalRegister notice, EPA announced that.
it "is plaiming to publish atechnical coqection notice to the .

, rule ... and may also propose additional changes to the rule in .
, the near future." Id. In view ofEPA's on-going administrative
. review process, the related judicial review of the Subpart CC '

. rules, and fundamental flaws in ~e underlying Risk Assessment and,
test ,methodology .- which we discuss below -- EPA sho~ldnotbase
any Phase,lV Rule decisions' on the Subpart CC rule or its

. underlying analyses.
D. Ingrotind Concrete TaI\ks should not be in 51 category
DCC reco~endsthat concrete inground:tanks,be e~plicitly excluded'.
from'the defmition ofsurface ~poundments being cov~d by ~e .
Phase IV rule~ The surface impoundment definition needs
clarification to ensure cOncrete 'inground ,tanks are' not ·included .
under the phaSe IV role management standards: The 'background
document des~iibes and illustrates on s~veral'occasions "typical"

, surface !nJ,poundments with side s~opes and some,~th liners.' .
We'b~lieve·strongly that EPA should notplace tlie concrete inground
tank hi lite same category as a surface impoundment. Wastewater '

, being treated in pnmary cOlit¢nment Units is not a hazardoUs "
waste, but only a wastewater with a UHC above UTS level. The \
pl.acement ofan concrete inground tank at the same classi~cation'
or "threat to environment" level is totally unjustified with the' . '
nature of the wastewater. . ,
Although these tanks may not'meet the coUrt based decision on the
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RCRA tank definition, they are indeed tanks. Releases if any from
these concrete tanks through construction joints are small in
comparison to releases from earthen clay soil'based impoundments,' ,

, " which have the full' liquid layer as the surface area exposed to the
, soil. This fact should be 'taken into considerati'on in the risk {
" analysis arid 'economic cost analysis. All types of industries as.... \ '

well as local inunicipalitie~ using conc~ete inground tanks for
primary treatment operations could be affect~d by this decision.
Millions ofdollars by industry have already bee;ll invested in

, these units under the Clean Water Act. Municipal POTWs also
receiving decharacterized wastewater via dilution may also be
affected by this rule at a high economic burden, when budgets ','
are already strained. The inability of the regulated community
including munic'ipalities to continue using treatment systems',
currently in place, many meeting mandated government

,construction specifications, would create' an extreme e~onqmic
burden for them.
G. Surface Impoundments at Interim Status and Perinitted TSDFs
Should be E~empted from All PhaSe IV Management\Standards: '
uce agrees With EP~ that permitted TSDFs should be totally
exempted. During the RCRA Part B pennittjng process the: Subtitle D
wastewate:r: surface impoundments receiving non-hazardous wastewater
constituents will be inspected to determine if they are
causing unacceptable environmental impact,via emissions to th~ air"

, runQff to surface waters, and see page into the soil and ground
water (§3004(u)). Such inspections will dete11I1iile ,ifany additional
monitoring andlorcorrective actiori' is needed for the impoundments '
on a case-by-case basis. These inspectionS and subsequent later

,activities, as needed, assure that the iplpoundments are being
operated in environmentally acceptable'manners, according to

" agency interpretations. ,
~nterim s~tus facilities should be provided the~e total'
exemption as permitted TSDFs, since the same amount of inspections
with.follow-up monitoring ~d/or corrective action, ~ n~~dedi will
be c~nductedduring the Part B penni~g process or can be
conducted under §3008(li).UCC does not believe it to be practical
to force interim status facilities to comply with Phase IV
requirements 'ifthe regulatory agency haS the authority'to inspect
the facility and to request site-specific corrective action .

.' me~ures based on those inspections and any further monitoriilg.
uec believes total exemption nom all Phase IV management
standards should be provided for both interim status and pennitted
TSDFs: " - "
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'.VCC also b~lieves.that facilities UlJdergoing corrective action
·under Conse.nt Orders or other suite, federal or local actions
,should also be exempted from Ph'ase IV corrective actiqn management'
standards. States may have their oWn corre,ctive action programs , :
and·therefo~e should be allowed. to.address corrective action issues
'in lieu of federal action.

'. Q. Additional comments on Sludge
VCC believes that EPA's proposed r~quirement fot'annual sludge
removal.fromCWASls is extreme arid not necessary. Frequent sludge
removal may increase ,releases since it stirs up materjal arid may
damage liners of the impoundment. Air releases and leakage may

· also iricrease and carry through of some constituents may occur.
Another concern with the sampling is ¢at the treatment facility

..... may require a·shut down to facilitate the safe sampling of sludge.
: The shut down may cause disruption of a sites treatment operation.

Cost for ~e collection and disruption of plant treatment should
.be·c0!1sider~d in the Cost Analysis. After sampling ,sludge, analysis
for UHC is required. Tests for some UHC are not available,

· unpredictable or extreplely expensive. . .
Another con~ernwith the sampling is.that the treatm~nt facility
may require ashut do~ to facilitate the safe sampling of sludge.

. The shut doWn may cause disruption of a sites treatment operation. .
Cost for tlie collection and disruption of plant treatment should .
be considered in the Cost Analysis. After sampling sludge, analysis
for UHC is .required. Tests for some ,UHC are not available,'
,unpredic~bleOf extre~ely expensive. .'

\ ..

.' '

. " . . '\ . " .
Sludge (p. 43673 2 col) EPA says sludgejn place toa release
path~ay separate from the leaks pathway. We,agree With this·and

·also feel sludges' in place would tend to retard any leakage due t~

. the build up of sludge and other fine particles.
S. EPA-should use sCientific knowl~dge'to'detennine trigger
:levels for corrective action for urs constituents which do not have'
MCLs or State risk-based levels.,
Water qUatity-b8$ed liniits are developed to protect human health,
and aquatic'-life. Section304(a)(l) o~the Glean Water Act (CWA) .
require~ that the qvironrilental Protection Agency develop and
update water quality criteria (WQC)~ These ,criteria are to reflect

'. the latest scientific. knowledge on'the kind and exten~ of all .
, identifiable effects:~fpol.lutarits for the protection of
'aquatic-life and h':J1D~health from the..prescmce ofpollutants in .

any boqy ofwater, including ground water (Quality Criteria for .. '
, Water, 1,986, EPA).·,,' '., '. ','

'. .'
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For UHCs that do not have MCLs or State or tribal risk~based

~umber~,·EPA"is proposing that the UTS level be used for the .
regulated constituent to trigger corrective action .
requirements [p.43669, 2nd colw:nit. Istparagraph] EPA is proposing ..
that the ground water moDitoring and correction action regulations
fOf mUnicipal solid waste landfills (MSWLFs) under the Subtitle 0
.program be adopted with minor modifications for the momtoring and
remediation of surface impoundments subject ~o the LOR Phase IV
proposec"rule~making. EPA states in the pre~ble that it believes,
that the ground water monitoring and corrective action standards
in the'MSWLF rule are appropriate and protective of surface'
impoundments subject to LOR Phase IV. However, EPA is adopting only.
self-implementing-portions of the MSWLF: ground water monitoring and (
correction action requirem~nts. " .
Section 258.550) of those requirements states that these
ground-water protection standards shall be appropriate health-based
levels' th~t satisfy the following criteria: . ' ,

. (a) 'fPe level- is derived in a manner consistent 'with Agency
_ guidelines for assessing the health risks ofenvironmental' :
pollutants{5~ FR 33992,34006,34014, 34028,September 24, 1986).
(b) The level is based on scientifically valid studies conducted '
in accordance with the Toxic Substances Control Act Good Laboratory
Practi~e.Standards (40 CFR Part 792) or equivalent;
(e) For carcinogens, the leve!.represents a concentration
associate4 with an excess lifetime 'cancer ,risk ievel (due to
continuous lifetime exposure) with the 1 x 10-4 to 1 x IO~6range;
and,

-(d) Por sYstemic toxicants, the lever represents a concentration
to which the human population (including sensitive subgroups)' could
be exposed to on a daily basis that is likely to be'without
appreciable risk of deleteri~us'effects-during a lifetime.
(For purpo~softhat subpart, systemic toxicants include toxic
chemicaIs that cause 'effects.other :than cancer or mutation.) .'

I , EPA stated that in light of the self~implemen~ingnature of these
specific standards for leaks for surface impoundmen~,EPA decid~4

not to adopt the provisionS of268.5S(I) which-address site, ,
s~cific pro~ection standards [p',43672,..Jrd column~ 1st , ,
paragraph] . ,.' . - .
-As presented·in tJle "Technical Support Doc~ent - Options for

- Management Standards for Leaks, Sludges, and Air Emissions from
, Surfa~e Impo~dinents Acceptitig Oecharacterized Wastes (page 7-20)",
,MCLs were identified by EPA as a trigger level because they are --
a reasonable benchmark ofrisk posed to human health at a drinking



.. .
'.water source. Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, EPA is'required to

'. publish maXimum contaminant level goals(MCLGs) for contaminants'
·.which may h~ve an adverse human health effect. Since MCLs.and MCLGs
are required to be set at a level which allows an ac:\equate margin
of ~afety, pol.1uulnts with no MCLs o~ MCLGs have not ~een
identified by.EPA as po~ing the significant risks identified for
the others.". ,"., .... ".'
Therefore, if Option 2 is chosen;it is recommended that EPA not

/ defer to the UIS:level fqr constituents for which MCLs have not .
· been established, and th~t corrective action'not be require~ ~til~ .
· an MCL or an alternative ground water protectionstandard.has be

.. established by EPA or the State. As opposed to defaulting to'the .

. VIS, EPA should adopt-the,provisions of268.s5~I) for ~etennining

if corrective' action is warranted for UIS constituents . .' .
without MCLs.

- .'
I. Subpart CC requirements should not be extended to small',

. quantity generators (SQGs) under LDR Phase IV... :
Union Camp believes that Subpart"CCrequiremeritSsho\,lld not be '

. ~xtended to ~Qds. In,th~'preainble'to Subpart CC"EPA ackn~wledges'
that gener8:tors subject to 262.34(d) or (e) are not subject to" .
Subpart.CC (p.62902,.2nd colUmn). However, under Phase IV, SQGs
will be brought .ip,to this "regulatory arena based on VDC
concentrations at the point of generation. hi keeping with its
original intent, .EPA should in~taiI.1 the SQG exemption from, ,.' ,
Subpart CC requirements.

"

RESPONSE ,· .. ..'

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three ,options for en.suring that
underlying hazardous constituen~ in decharacterized wastes were ~ot ~leased to the .'
environment via leaks, s.ludges, and air ~mission's from surface. impoundments in systems "
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Sa(~ Drinking Water Act (60 FR43655). De~~terized .
wastes are wast~s which initially exhibited a hazardous charaCteristic ofignitability, corrosivity, "
reactivity, or toxicity when generated.but-are no longer characteristic). On·March 16,'1996, the
President signed'the Land Disposal Program Fle!,ibility Act of 1996; which provides that the
wastes iIi question are no long~ prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions 'for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissionsfrom surface. impoundmentS (EPA proposed options onAugtist 22, 1995 (60 FR . .,
,43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards for IC met:al wastes in today's rule do not
apply to Ie. metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated·

, in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection 'wells, the Safe
Drinking Water'Act.. '

\
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Howev.er, the Land Disposal FlexibilitY Act does mandate EPA td undertake a5-year"study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous' constituents from. these
sUrface impoundments. The'findings of this study, begun by the Agency, in April, 1996, may .
resuit in proposed regulations for .thes~ units, if risks are in fact foUnd that wOllld warrant such
regulation. . ~
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'. D,CN PH4P024
COMMENTER Union Camp Corporation
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT ~QUV

SUBJNUM 024 '.. '"
. COMMENT· \ '

, E. The Court Did Not Assess The Appli~ation OfLDR Treatme~t··
Standards To Air Emissions From Material Placed In c'WASIs
EPA can find no support for across-the-board Phas.e IV air emission
rules in the CWM opiriion for'the simple I:eason that, with one. ' '.
limited exception~ the opinion did not discuss controlling .
'air 'emissions from materials placed in CWASI's~ The Court confined
its discussiortof air emissionS to the:portion of its holding.that .
vacate~ EPA's deactivation standard for ignitable wastes on' ,
the grounds that diluting'igni4Lble wastes emits high leve~s of .
'VOCs. See 976 F.2d at 1'6-17. The Court never addressed whetherLDR

. treatment requirem~nts must cover air emissions ,
,from decharacterized corrosive ,or reactive waste managed in a

,'CWASI.· . ..

A'{I this analysis'ofthe CwM decision shows, the D.C. Cir~uit 
confined its pronouncements about RCRA equivalency to wastewaters.
EPA recognizes the Court'~ narrow focus when it said in
the preamble "the focus JIere is on the wastewaters being tre~ted,

and the amoUnt hazardous constituents removed from those
wastewaters, not other-types ofwastes (li~e sludges) or - .
other types ·ofreleases." 60 Fed:. Reg. 43656.:thus, EPA's Option I ,_
is the correct course; .the Agency need not promulgate LDR' .
requirements beyond those proposed in the ~hase III rules, which
meel both the Court's conclusion that "RCRA reqwes some .
accommodation with [the] Clean Water Act" and.also ensuredmt
~'what leaves a CWA treatment facility can be no more toxic ~an if _
the waste stre~ were individually treated pursuant to the RCRA
treatment. standards." C~, 976F.2d at 20.

•

e··

••••

. '.
·RESPONSE: <' . "', .

In theAU~ 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three'options for ensuring that .
. underlying hazardous constitUents in decharacterlzed 'wastes were not released to the .: .
environment via leakS, sludges, and air.emissions from surface impounctments in systems ...

-regulated by the Clean Water Actor Safe Drinking ~ater Act (60 .FR 43655). De~haracterized
wastesar~ w~tes'which initially exhibited a hazaidous characteristic ofigni~bility, corr~sivity,

-reactivity, or toxiCity when generated but are no longer c~teristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land DisPoso'!1l Pro~ Flexibility.Act of 1996, which prov~des that the
wastes in question· are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonh~dous.: As

, • • _.1'
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" , a result, on April 8; 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment surndards for, these w~tes (61 FR 15660).
Today's P,hase IV final rule will not'promulgate provisions for managing leaks, 'sludges, and air

, emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options, on August 2~, 1995 (60 .FR
43655-43677))~ Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC m~tal wastes,in today's rule do not

" apply to TC q1etal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the ,wastes are subsequently treated ,
,,' in a unit that is regulatedby the Clean Water Act or, fO,r undergroi.md injectiol?- wells, the Safe
'Drinking Water Act. "

However, 'the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA'to undertake a 5-year study to
d~termine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents 'from these
surface impoundments. the,findings orthis study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996,'may
result iIi propos~d regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. - -,'

" ,
,..; .'
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DCN PH4P024 . ,
COMMENTE.R. Union Camp C9rporation '
RESPONDER SS . .

.' SUBJECT EQUV ",', '. .
'SUBJNUM 024 . .,

, COMMENT" , ,
. A. A De Minimis Exception to the LDRs is Appropriate ~d

Reasonable.' , .

Existing LPR regulations have for some ~ime incorporated'a de.
minimis exception for certain low risk/low quantity waste streams.
See'e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 268.1 (e)(4) (losses to wastewater treatment
syst~ins ofcertain commercial che~ical products) and (e)(5} .
(laboratory wastes).EPA proposed in ~ts_Phase III rules a similar
exception for .material handling losses, leaks, discharges from
safety showers, rinsate from empty containers and for
charac~eristicw~tes injected into cl~s. I non-hazardous wells. In .'
its c<;>mments on the Phase III rules, VCC urged EPA to ex~end the de'
mimniis exception to decharacterized waste streams ~t\are,managed"
in CWA sUrface impoundments. VCC is gratified to s~e that EPA has
proposed justsuch an exception in § 268.1 (e)(4)(ii), 60 Fed. Reg..
'43691 ~ The proposed de minimis exception is essential for practical
impleinen~tionof any Option 2 rules the Agency might adopt and
places decharacterized wastewaters handled in CWA surface
impoundments on an equal footing with those injected into Glass 1

'wells. laboratoiy wastes, and the like., '

, i

.' (

I •

, .",

/'

'··e

RESPONSE: .-.
. The Agency~sre~cing the de mini~sexeqiption p~eviouSly promulgated at 40 CFR .

. 268.l(e)(4). In the August 22• .1995 Phase IV proposal. EPA discussed three options for ensuring
.. that underlying l1azardous .consti~ents in decharacterized wastes were not released to ~e
'environm~nt via leaks, sludges"and air emissio.ns from surface impoUndments in systems -

" regulated by t,he Clean W~terAct or Safe Drinking Water Act (60·FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes ate wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity.

, . ..' .
reactivity, or toxicity,when generated but are no longer. characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the·
President siiPted the Land. Disposal Program FlexibilitY Act of1996, which p'ro~ides that the
was~es In question are no longer prohibited from land disposal' once rendered nonhazardous. As

I a result~ on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew.its treatnient standards for these was~s (61 FR 15660).
: ' ,Today's Phas~ IV final rule will ~ot promulgate provisionS for tn;anaging leaks, sludges. and air
.__"emissions from Surface.impoun~ents(EPA proposed options on August 22,'1995 (60 FR
. '43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes i~ today's rule do pot

apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
"in a unit that is regulate~ by the CI~an Water Act or, for undergfound injection wells, the Safe
Drinking \Vater Act. ,. " " .

..

, .' .,
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DCN PH4P024 .
. CqMMENTER. Vnio~Camp Corporation

RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV"
,SUBJNUM 024' .
COMMENT,

, 'EPA stated that Phase III comments wer~ not reviewed by the ti~e
.this Phase IV notice was issued. It is imperative that all cpmmeni~'
: be ,revjewed before' a finaJ Phase IV rule is promulgated. ,A final .
decision regarding-upgrading or replacement of impoundffients could
be influenced by effluent quality, air emission, groundwater " ,
qUality or sludge quality'issues. In additipn, the compliance time
allowances for both 'Phases should be consistent if not coincident.
Further UCC r~comme~dsth~t Phase, IV be reproposed after Phase III
is finaJized. ' .. , '. '

RESPONSE:' . " . ,
EPA hl;ld the oppo~tY to review and ·consider all co~ents submitted to the Ag~ncyin .
.response to both the Phase III and Phase IV proposed rules prior to the promulgation ofto~ay's

fin~ rille. In'addition, EPA proposed and received and considered public coinments in response
to <me additional proposedrol~~akinganda I)otice of data availability;since publication ofthe
Phase IV proposed rule. -EPA published a Supplemen~ Proposed Rule on JanUary 25, 1996 (61
FR 2338). Anotice of data avail~bility related to some issues proposed'in the August 22, 1994
proposed role was published on May 10, 1996.

< Given the f~ct that the' Agency published, a supplem~ntal proposal, a noticeo{data availability,
, and a partial withdrawal related. to the proposed requireme~ts, and given the fact .that EPA
promulgated Phase III LOR requirements ~m April 8, 199(j (61 FR 15566), E~A disagrees with

,the commenter's assertion that Phase IV should be re-proposed. After consid~ng all comments,
and data provided to EPA mresponSe to the Phase III and Phase IV proposed roles, the Phase IV . ,

"supplemental proposed rule, and the Notice ofData Avai~ability, the Agency believes that :
'sUfficient consideration has been given to the issues raised in the proposed rule that allows for.' '

· promulgation ofthe Phase IV role at this time. In addition, the Agency bel~eves there are no ,".
· discrepancies between or undue burdens caused by the co~pliance schedules for the PhaSe III .
, and P~e IV requirements.' , .

, ;
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In: the August 22, 1995 phase IV proposal, EPA disc~sed~e options for ensuring that:
underlying hazardous consti~ents in decharacterized wastes were not rel~aSed to the ..

· 'environment via leaks, sludges, and air'emissions: from sUrface impoundments in systems
regulated by 'the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR'43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a ha?ardous_characteristic of igmtabiiity, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no long~r,characteristic)~ Oil March 16~ 1996, the
President signed. the Land Dispo~ Program Flexib~lityAct of 1996, which provides that the .
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wastes'in qu~stion,are no lo'nger prohi:t>ited from land ,disposal once rendered nonhazard~us. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment sumdards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV.fiJ:}al rule \ViII not promuigate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, ,and a!r ,
emissions from. stirf~ce impoundments (EPA prOposed-options on August 22, 1995 (6~ FR _
43655·43677»). FUrthermore. the treatment standards for IC me~l wastes in todafs rule do not
apply to IC metal.wastes if the' characteristic is removed and-the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act ~r, fQr underground injection 'wells, the Safe '
Drinking Water Act. ; ,

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to imd~rtake a 5-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross·media transfer ofhazardous 'constituents from these
surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begUn by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result iIi proposed regulations for these units, if risks are'in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. . " ,

, ;

"
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.'. DCN " PH4P024
COMMENTER 'Union Camp ~orpora~ion'

RESPONDER SS·
SUBJECT . 'EQUV
SUBJNUM 024
COMMENT

A.. ! A De Minimis Exception,to the LDRs is Appropriate and"
Reasonable. • ,
Existing"LDR regulations have for s~me time incorporated a de
minimis exception for certain.low risk/low quantity .\yaste str~ams.

,See e.g., 40 e.F.R: § 268.1 (e)(4) (losses to wastewatedreatment
'systems of certain ,commercial chemical products) and(e)(5)
(labor.atory wastes).EPA proposed in its Phase III rules a similar
exception for,material handling 'losses, leaks, discharges from·
safety showers, rinsate from empty containers and for , .
characteristic wastes injected in~o class 1 non-hazardous wells.,In-
its comments on the Phase IUrules, Dee urged ~PA to extend the de
minimis exception to decharacterized waste streams that are managed

. in CWA surface impoundinentS. vee is gratified to see that EPA has
. proposed just such an exception in § 268.1' (e)(4)(ii), 60·Fed. Reg.
. ·43691. Th~ 'proposed de minimis exception is' essential for practical
.implementation ofany Option 2 rule's the'Agency might adopt and'
places decharacterized ~astewaters h~dle~ in cwA surface .

. . itqpoundments'on'an equal footmg with those injected into ClaSs. I
'wells, laboratory wastes, ~d the like: . . ,

'. • ;' \. I

" '\

)

...

,
. ,

, ,
.:.,

•

RESPONSE: . ' ... , ~

The Agency is retaining the'de'ininimis exemption previously promulgated at 40, CJ::'R ,
268.1(e)(4). In the August 22; 1995 Phas~ IV proposal; EPA-discUssed three options for ensuring
that 'underlying hazardous constituents:in decharacterized wastes were 'riot released to the '
enviroIiment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions.from sUrface'i~poundmentsin systems
regulated by the'Clean Water Act or Safe DiinkingWaterAct (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized·
wastes are wastes 'which initially exhibited.~ hazardouS characteristic of i8ni~~ility,corrosivity,
reactivity,. or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the~d DispOsal Program FlexibilitY Actof 1996, which provides that the

_ wastes.Jn questi~n'are no longer prohibited 'from land disposal onc~ rendered n~rihazardous: As' .
.~ ,a result, on'April 8,'1996, EPA withdrew its treatment ~tand~ds for these wastes (61 FR 15660).

Today'sPhase Iy fm~ rule will not promulgate provisions for managing lea.ks~ sludges, and:air
. emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR

43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment s~dards forTC metal·wastes in today'~ nile do npt
. apply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the wast~s are s~bsequently treated
·in a unit that is regUlated by the Clean Water Act or, for undergro\mdinjection.wells, the Safe.
Dr:iDking \yater Act: . '. , . '; ! .
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,
However, the Land 'Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a S:'year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhaziu-dous'constituents from ~ese

" .surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in APtil, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for'these units, if risks are in fact' found that would warrant such'
regulation. . . .,

"

-, .

I ,

'I • 1

, ,

f .
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DCN ,PH4P025 '. ' \

COMMENTER Magma Copper Co.
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT' EQUV
SUBJNUM 025

. COMMENT
,:Magma believes Option 1 i$ adequate to control pot.ential

, ' , cross-medIa rele~es from RCRA ,Subtitle 0's¢ace impoundments..
, EPA 'offers for comment three' options for controlling potential ,

cross-media releaSes from surface impoUndments that receive' .
" decharacterized wastes which ,contain underlying ", :' \

, I .

hazardous constituents ("UHCs") above UTS. Option 1 would not
. require, EPA to promulgate LDR r~quiremenis,but'instead'would rely

. ' ' on existing feder~ and state programs to address risks posed by'.
potential cross-media'relea$es from surface impoundments
containing decharacterlzed, wast~s~ ,
Magma supports Option 1 because EPA and state agencies have ,
successfully implement~dwater quality programs to ensure that

. . surface impoundmtmts present no threat to human health and',
the environment.,More specifically, 'Magma has operations located in
Arizona and Nevada. Both of these states'have comprehensive
programs that address seepage from niining-related,surfa;ce
impoundments as well as' sludges !pat may be fonned in these ,
impoundments, These state 'rules are contained'in aquifer protection
and mining-specific programs (Arizona and Nevada, respectively),
rather than in RCRAprograms, and therefore apply' regardless of '
whether an impoun~entreceives wastes from mineral extra~tion and
beneficiation, mineral processing, or a combination of the nyo.
Based on Magma's' experience, state programs,are' effec.tive ,
in addressing PQtenti81.imPacts from seepage and sludges from its

, CWA imppundmentS. .' , " .
. ' The-Arizona 'Aquifer Protection program foc~es specifically'on any
" "discharge" to the' ground or to an aq.uifer tha~ has the potential '
"to violate the's~te'sAquifer Water Q~itySi:andards. " ,,", '
, The authorizing statute includes the presumption that "mine
tailings pile~ and pondS lt are discharging facilities that require

.,' AqUifer Protection Pennits. (ARS,49.241.B.6). In order to receive
. an AqUifer Protection Pemut, a facility must demoilstrat~ that it
win meet Aquifer ,Water Quality Standards. Facilities .must employ

.' the BesfAvailable Demonstrated Contro~ Technology in order to meet
, the standards,:and verification monitoring mUst .be conducted. .

.' These requ~eme1its apply through the closy.re of the fa~ility,

thereby'subjec~gany seepage from the ~lings,~mainingin·the

! ."
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. .
impoundment (Le., "sludges") to ~ese same staJ:1daids. 11te
co-disp~sal ofacid plant blowdown (a mineral processing was~e

exhibiting a hazardous' characteristic)-and' mill.taili.ngs '
(ci"Bevjll-exempt" .beneficiation waste) through a totally enclosed
treatment facility waS specifically considered in the Aq~ifer
Protection Pennittiilg process for Magma's San,Manuel operations. '
The state of Nevada has regulations that specifically address '
ground. water impacts fro~ niiJring facilities. These rul.es require
pennit. for mining impoUndments managing production-related fluids.. ~. .

These units must be designed, operated and closed such.that·any
seepage will not violate'primary or secondary.diinking water '
standards. Nevada rules require tailings solids to be subjected to ,
a leach test to ensure that seepage from an impoundment will not' .

'release contaminants.in concentnltions that wouici violate these '
.s~dards. As With the Arizona progr~, the "RCRA status" of the
wastes has no bearing on Nevada's regulatory decisions regarding,
th~ applicability of the program or the measUre required to meet "
ground,water standards. ' ;
EPA recognizes in this Proposed Rule iliat existing or forthcoming
regulatory mechanisms wiil adeq~tely prevent impoundmentS from
becoming "conduits for extensive cross-media transfers ofuntieated
q.~dousconstitueQ.ts." Id. Furthenno're, ~ ~cknowledged by the
Age~cy,·the·Phase·IIILDRrequiremerits are legally sufficient to
ens1:JI'e that-..."removal ofUHCs occurs to the same extent in CWA
impoundment-based treatment ~ystems as' it does in conventional

, RCRA treatment systems." 60 Fed. Reg. at 43659. See Chemical Waste
Management v.EPA, 976 F. 2d 2 (D.C.Cit. 1992), cert. deni~d 113
S.Ct. ,1961 (1993) (hereinafter referred to as tlte":CWM Decision").

, 'Magma opposes Option 2, which entails unduly burdensome standards.
but agrees with the EPA that Option 3 is disruptive and

• I • • •

unnecess~.

Option 2 would impose unreasonably onerous management controls on
Subtitle D surface impoUndments receiving decharactenzed waste.
~urthennore.EPA does not identify With· any specificity why it .
believes Option i .is necessary. EPA merely asserts that a certain i

"subset o,fsituatioits" is not addressed by existing requirements or.
those under development. 60 Fed. Reg. at 43659. The Option 2,
proposal, theref01:e; col)Stitutes an over-inclusive, broad ~ased

. approach,to fill unspecified, and per~ps nonexistent. regulatory
gaps. " ,
Magma concurs with EPA that'"Option 3 is an UJ;lduly burdensome'and·'
unwarranted:altemative since facilities could 1;)e forced to disrupt
their wastewater treatment .s~stems in order tc? achieve co~plian~e
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. with the requirements'imposed by this option. Magma also agrees

- ,

with EPA that by requiring ,that decharacterized ~astes meet VTS
before· t;ntering surface impoundments~ Option3 would frustrate the
benefits oftre~tment-based impoundment systems. This-is
particulm:ly disturbing in light of the fact that the requirements

,Would be'uni~ormly imposed even where linler no risk exists~

RESPONSE ..
• • I • ,

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discuss~d three optiQns for ensuring that
..underlying hazardous constituents in dechanlcterized waStes ~ere not released tQ the

'. envirq~ent via leaks, 'sludges, and air emissions from surface ,impoundments in'systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized ,
wastes are wastes which ~nitially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofig~tabilhy, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no lot;lger ,characteristic). On March 16; 1996, the' ,
President signed the L~d Disposal.Prpgram Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the -

-wastes in,question are no longer prohibited from lancl dispo~8J. once rendered nonh~dous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, -;EPA withdrew it~ treatment standards for these wastes (61.FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fi~al rule will'not promulgate provisions for managing leaks"sludges, and air
'emissions ,from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22,1 19~5 (60 'FR
43655-43677). Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal ~astes in today's rule do'not

l _ ,\ • • ,

apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the ~astes are subsequently treated
In a uilihhat is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for undergrou;od injection wells, the, Safe _

,Dri~g Water Ac~. ',' ",

However,' the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does'mandate EPAto ~deriake a5-y~arstudy to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous ·constituents from these
surface impo~dments. The fmdiiigs ofthis stUdy, ,heguri by the Agency in April, 1996, 'may
resUlt in proposed regulations for these unitS, if risks are· in fact found that would warran~ such '
regulation,' . ' .,

, '

"

" .., .
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OCN ", ' PH4P028
COMME~TER Texas Utilities Services
RESPONDER PMC ' ,
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 028
COMMENT

Texas Utilities believes the prop<?sed controls on air emissions,
leaks, and sludges from surface impoundments managing ,
de~haract~rized wastes would have' a significant impact on '
our operations. As a result of op!=rating 24 power plants with 54 ,
boilers, Texas Utilities is familiar with the problem of managing

, wastes resulting from the periodic cleaning'ofboiler steam .
tubes in order to more efficiently produce electricity. Currently,
these boi~er cleaning wastes are treated by containment in a tank ' ,
Jor disposal off site. Subsequent wastes of the boiler tubes to
remove ~e cleaning solution residue are collected, as a diiuted '
solution, in surface impoundments near the.boiler.. " .

, Three treatment alternatives.for sUrface impoundments have been
"proposed. Option I would r~l~ 9n the end-of.;th~-pipe>controls :
contained in the Clean WaterAct management starida~ds in order to "

. . ,treat the wastes~ Clean Water. Act controls are protective of the
'environment for the treatment of discharg~s., Releases to air or
groUIidwater shOuld be treated'in accordance With existing state and
federal standards: A need has not been demonstrated for additional
cOntrols. Texas Utilities would urge adoption of Option 1.
The'additional controls on sludges, surface impoundment integritY:"
and air emissions that EPA 1s'contemp~ating in Option 2 are ,
neces~. Texas Utilities opposes Option 2 ~hich would result in
needless expenditures by the regulated community. ',' "
11.i opposes Option 3, which would prohibit the placem~nt of'
decharacterized wastewaters in surface impoundme~ts unless the
waste is, first treated to comply with treatment standards.
This option is not judicially mandated;is cost-prohibjtive, and

'would provide o~y <i.e minimis additional environmen~ protection.
. .

. ,

•

, ,

RESPONSE
,In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV, proposal, 'EPA discussed three options ,for ensuring that
'underlying hazardouS lconstituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in'systems '
regwatedby the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water, Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but ~e no longer characteristic). ' On March 16', 1996, the
~resident ~igned the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, .which 'provides that the
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wastes !n question are no longer prohibit~d from land disposal 'once rendered 'nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, i996, EPA withdrew its treatment stand~ds for these wastes (61 FR 15660). '
Today~s Phase'IV fin~d z:u,le will notpromulgateprovision~ for managing leaks, sludges, and air

, ' ,emissions from surface impouhdments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 ~R .r ,

43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards for IC me~ wastes in today's rule do 'not,
I '. _. " .

,apply to TC'metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated -
, in a unit th~lt is regulated by the, Clean, Water Act or, fo~ underground injection weIls~ the Safe
Drinking -Water Act. ' i, '

However~ the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does ,mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
deterinine any potential risks'posed by cross-media transfer 'of hazardous constituents from these
surface .impoWldmehts. The findings of this study~ begWl by the Agency in ~piil; 1996, may' --

- " result in proposed reg~atio~ for these units, if risks are i~fact fOWld that would warrant-such
regulation.' .

, ,

'-

, /,

. '
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DCN', PH4P029. .
- COMMENTER Acrylonitrile Group

RESPONDER PMC,
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 029

I '

, COMMENT'
The AN Group then supported, with the CMA, a risk assessment by
,Gradient. Corporation. We believe the ~ndings of this report
further point to an unrealistically high estimate of risk by the
Agency' (660 fo.1d for the air pathway).·Improper methodology and
obsolete and incomplete da~ have resulted in an Agency risk .
estimate which is insupportable., '
,The Agency noted in the Phase IV preamble that the risks involved
with this rulemaking "have the potential to vary from insigI1;ificant
to significarit'(60 FR 43659), and that the Agency.is"required to
address these issues at this tirp.e although there may have been
higper envirox:unental priorities if EPA had sole discretion to order

,its agenda." (60 FR43656). .
We urge the Agency to take the Gradient study into full
consi~eration, and forego, any· further rulemaking by choosing Option

.'1. These,truly insignificant risks do not warrant any
further resource expenditures from 'either the Agency od~dustry. '

"

\

•

, ,

RESPONSE
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV p~oposal,EPA discussed ~ee options for ensuring that .
underlying hazardous'constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the '
environment via leaks, sludges, and 'air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by,the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655)~Decharacterized
wastes are wastes whichihitially exhibite4 a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity,'or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic)... On March 16, 1996, the'
President signed the Land DispOsal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that ~e
wastes in question are no longer prohibited'from land.disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result,. on April 8,1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).

, Today'-s Phase IV f~,ru1e Wi,llnot promU1gat~ provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air '
emissions from surface impowu!ments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR _ ,.
43655-43677». 'Furthermore, tlu~ treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do 'not,
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in 8;wut that'is regulated by'the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells,the Safe
Drinking ·Water Act. " '

. . '.

, " However, the Land Disposal F:lexibi,lity Act does m~date EPA to undertake a 5-year'study to
. determine any-potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents·from these
,s¢ace mpolindrilents., The findmgs of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1~96, may

• • • J ~
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result in proposed regulations for these 'llI1its, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such '
, re'gulation., " , .

, ,

e,

. DeN, PU4P030
" CQMMENTER NationalPetroleum Refiners '

RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQUV'
SUBlNUM 030 '
COMMENT ,

1. ~xisting Clean. Water,.Act controls ar~ sufficient protection
o(human health and the environment, and therefore EPA should,
select Option I, which requires no. additional controis. .

'The Clean Water Act (CWA) regulates surface impoimdments and the
, ',Safe Drinki~g Water Act {SDWA) regulates injection wells very .

effectively because, according to EPA's proposal and comments to'.
Congress, the risk not covered by these existing controls is very
low. EI>;\'s data analysis supports the, i 99,O~etermination' by' the .

" -, Agency recognizing the, value of treatment and disposal by the CWA
and'SDWA. ':.
NPRA'supports the legal analysis ofAPI, which states that th~
Third Third decision does not require additional requirem~n~' for
surf~ce impoundments. Given the high cos~ ofcompliancewith the

,LDRrulemakings of $800 million' per year and the minimal benefits,
EPA should ,selec.t Option'I for this rulemakihg. /
HR 2036 will restore EPA's 'original regulatory determination that ' .

. RCaA wastes that are no longer hazardous need not be 'treated as if ' "
, they were hazardous. HR2036 restores the coordination between'
RCRA, CWA, and SDW~. and'vali4ates 'EPA's orig~na1 decisi'on. '.

., -

RESPONSE . ,
, In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discuss~d three options for ensuring that " ,

underlying hazardous consq,tuents' in dech8racterized wastes were not reI~ased to the - . '
environment via leaks, sludges, and air e~lssioris from' sUrface impoundments in systems ,

, regUlateQ by the Cle~Water Act or Safe Drinking Water A~t (69 FR 43655): Decharacterized
wastes are wast~s which initially exhibite4 ahazardoUs characteri,stic of ignitability, COITosivity,

,reactivitY, or toxicity when generated1?ut are no 'longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, ihe
; President signed the LaIid Dispos3;l ,Program Flexibility Act of 199,6, which provides that the .
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered-nonhazardous. As
a re'sult,.on April 8: 1996, Ep'A Withdrew its treatment standards for these~w8stes (61 FR 15660). .
Today's'Phase IV final rule wjIl not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges~ arid air
emissions from ,surf~ceimpoUnd.ments (EPA proposed options on AuguSt 22, 1995 (60 "FR '.
43655-43677)). Furthermore, the ~eatment standards for TC meW wastes in today's Iule,do !lot

, apply to TC metal wast~s ~f,the characteristic is removed aild the wastes aresubseqllently 'treated

e· '
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" in a unit that is regulated by the,Clean Water Act or, for underground inje~tion wells, the Safe
Drinking ,Water Act: . .

. . . .

. However, the Land Disposal Flexibility ,Act does mandate EPA to undertaKe a S"'year study to
determine any potential risks posed by'cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these

. surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun'by the Agency in April,' I996,.may .
result in proposed regulations for.these, units, if risks, are in nict found that would warrant ~uch
regulation.. ! . .. . .

. \
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DCN PH4p030 " ,
COMMENTER' National P~troleum Refine,
RESPONDER 5S i '

SUBJECT EQ~

SUBJNUM . 029"
,COMMENT

,2.~ Recent ~PA ruleniakings have significantly improved the ,
environmental managemen. of ali media at refineries and .
petrochemical facilities. These regulatio~s have i'n turn ' ,

reducep the risk to human health and the environment from,suIface. . . ,
impoun~ents resulti~g in negligible risks.
The Toxicity Characteristic (TC) rule, promulgated'oil March 25,
,199Q, signific~t1y reduced benzene and other haZardoUs,'
constituents in wastewa~er. , ,

The,Pri~aiy Slu~ge Listing rule,: prom~lgated 'on Nove~ber 2;·1990,
required sludge removal and converted' impoundments to non-hazardous
service under clt?sure provisions, of 40 GFR, 265,.I13.d-e. ,

_The National Emission Standard for Benzene Waste Operations ,
(B.WON);promulgated.onJanuary 1-7, 1993~resulted in the , " .
segregation and treatment of benzene containing wastewater. In the"
'process cpmplying with the B,WON, 'most other organic constitu~nts. . ,
such as toluene and xylene were also controlled in the wastewater
stripping prior to ent~ringasurfac~i~poundment.

:The SOQMI" HON rul~, promulgated on F~bruary28, 1994; has reduced
, hazardQus air 'pollutants from wast~water and other sources at the:
'petrochemical plant. ,
The RFGniIe, promu~gatedon December 14~ 1993, requites

, refine~es to redu~e the benZene content in gasoline. This chari.ge "
in gasoline also resUlts in the reductions of eII}ission of benzene
at refmeries. In addition, the gasoline distribution MACT rule, ,
promulgated on July 28, 1995, reduces the emissions ofbenze~e and

,other air toXics from the 'refinery. Both of these rulemakings '
have significaridyJowered the ,existing baseline emissions of air, , '
'toxics from the refinery., The new'air toxic'emission baseline has:· .
, been reduced t~ a -level that any additional regulation ofair' ,,"
toxics as proPosed by EPA in Options 2 and 3 cannot. bejustified as
being cost effective. .' -'

RESPONSE: .
In the August -22: 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discuss~dthre~ options, for ensu.ritlg- that, .
underlYing hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the . '

,.'environine~t via leaks, sludges, and air. emissions from su.rfac~,impoundments in systems ' '
'. .. , . ~ '" . .
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'" reg~latedby the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes ar¢ wastes which inithl1ly exhibited a hazardous chata~teristic ofignitcibilitY, corrosivity"
reacti'vity, or toxicity when generated but are' no longer characteristic)~ On'March 16, 1996, the
President signed the' Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the :
wast~s in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal 0t:lce rendered nonhai:ardous~ 'As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdre~ its treatment standards "for these wastes (61 FR 15660).

.. Today's Phase IV final, rule' Will not promulgate' provisions for managing leaks, 'sludge's, and air
: 'emissio~s from sUrface impoundmentS (EPA proposed options on Augu~t22, 1995 (60'FR ' ,

43655-43'677». Furtherrriore, tlle'treatment standards for TC tnetal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal Wastes 'if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are 'subsequently treated

. , ' in a uIut that IS regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the ,Safe
. I?rinking Water Act: ," ,

, .
However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to :
determine any potential risks'posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constinients from these' .
surface impoundinenis. The findings of this study, ,begun by the Agency in April,1.996, may .
result'in proposed regulations for'these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. - "

. ,

, \

•
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DCN PH'4P030
COMMENTER National P~troleum Refine
,RESPONDER 55
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM '. 029 .
COMMENT·

3. the scope ofPhase IV rulemaking should,not jnc~~de ~y
. additional requirements for' surface·impoundments: :

Stormwatt;r impoundments are very low risk and .additioI,lalcoptrols
proposed under this rulemaking C,~ot be justified as bein'g .
cost-effective. ,
Treatmettt impoUndments managing non-hazardouS wastewaters are
recognized in the Third Third opinion aS'integral CWA units.
Siormwater impoundments are important equalizers that are required
to maintain ,the efficacy ofbiologicaf treatinent systems and en'sure
that the refinery is i~compliance with CWA permits. 5tormwater .'
'impoundments also provide surge protection for w~tewater treatment
plants arid thus prevent the rapid flushing of biomass from the
'w~tewater~atment plant. As an integral part'of the ' "
CWA treatment,systerp., stonnwatet impoundments should not be
regulated as ReRA units. , ', '
The management strategy for.a stonnwater impoundrpeni r~quires it ,

'to"be empty whenever po~sible so ~at it can receive stormwater:- ' , ,,"
Therefore, the residence time of Underlying Hazardous ConstitUents' ' "

, (UHCs) is low and the water driving f~rce(head) is also low.
',Further, decharacterized processwastewater constitutes,only
a fraction ofthe tO,tal storm water and is predominantly non-oily.
'These factors limit the' possibility ofUHCs ptigrating out ofthe
, stormwater impoundment. '

"

'. '

•

RESPONSE:" , , '
:In the August 22; 1995 Phas~ 1\' prop~sal, ~PA dis~ussed three options for ensuring that
. underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes wc;re not released to the

, environment via leaks~ sludges, and air elIJ.issions from surface impoundments in systems
,regUlated by tlte Clean Water Act or Safe nnnking Water Act (60 FR 43655). De¢haracterized

wastes are wastes whi~h initially eXhibited a hazardoUs characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or,toxiCitY when generated but are no longer characteristic).' On March 16, 19Q6, the
President signed the Lan4 Di~posal Program Flexibility Act of.1996, w~ch provides that the '
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As

, a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatqlent standards for-these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fi~ rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges; ,and air
emissions frOqI surface impoundments (EPA propos~d options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR •

, ' 43655:43677».: Furthennore, the'treatmentstandards for TCmetal wastes in today's rule do not ,
• .... • ., j , •
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~pply t? Te ~etal wlastedsbif ththe cchlaracteristic. is remo;ed and the wastes are. subseqlluently treated· e
In a urnt ,that IS regu ~te y e ean WaterAct (.')r,· lor underground injection we s, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. ..

There is one caveat. For characteristic hazardous wastes that are'·managed in CWA or CWA- '
equivalent syste'ms, and for which EPA has 'promulgated a method of treatment as the treatment
s~dard (e.g., high TOe ignitable wastes for which the treatment standards is recovery .of '
organics) remain prohi~ited unless treated pursuant to the promulgated method.,

However, the Land Disposlll Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
determine any'potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from the~e

surface impoundments. The fIndings of this study, begun.by the Agency in April, 1996, may .
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact. found that would warrant such '
regulation. ' . ,
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DCN PH4P030
COMMENTER National P~troleurn Refine
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 029 \ '.
COMMENT' ',.

4. -, Advanced biological treatment (ABT) should-be designated'as
Best Demo~strated Available Technology- (BDAT) for wastewater and

, wastewa~er sludges'from refinenes and co-located petroch~mical ,
, plants. ..

. The combination ofABT~ and downstream geological iinp~undment$
, provides long residence times ofwastewater in treatment units, 16W' . ,
cost, ease ofoperation, and a cost effective approach to' '
maintaining compli8l;lce with the CWA permits.
ABT,is a proven cost errective technology that meets the Universal
Trea.tm~nt s~~ards (UTS) andmi~mizes.analytical diffic~lties and
monitoring burdens. , "

,The CWA permits at refineries and 'petrochemical plants using ABT
~e protective ~fhUma.n heaith and the environment. .

J '

. ,

e'-

.,

RESPONSE: . . . .,', - ,,-
'As explained by the'Agency iti the preamble to theLDR Phase'III final'rule, bi'otreatme~t',

systems vary iIi performance both in-general and as to 'specific constituents. The Agency,'
.therefore is reluctant,to designate ABT as BOAT. TPe Agency has data related to th~

.performance of ABT from 6rily 10 facilities. The main reason for establishing ABT as BOAT
that was provided by commenters to the'Agency; during the 4evelopment ofthe final PhaSeIII .

,rulemaking, 'Yas the elimination of the compl!ance monitoring b~en. TheAgency does not '.
believe'tha~ reduCing monitoring b~den is an adequate justification for ,creatmg a new ' . '
technology-specific.treatm~nt standard. 'HoW:ever. EPA did decide. in promulgating the LDR
Phase III· final rule: to reduce the monitpring re,q~ements, for decharacterized.wastes that are
managed in a wastewater treatment system-iilvolving ABT. These wastes must be monitored
annually to ensure co~pliancewith'the treatment standards for underlying haz3rdouS '
constituents.

'.

\.' .

. ,
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DCN 'PH4P031 ,
, COMMENTER . Department ofEnergy

RESPONDER .
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 031' '
COMMENT

" , 1 .

/

.,

•
I.F. Overview ofOptions
1. p. 43659, col. 2 -. After'outlining the three

.regulatory options being considered by : EPA (i.e.,
,.' for addressing cioss·media transfer ofhazardous, '

, constituents), the Ag~ncy states, that none'ofthe \..
, options w~uld apply to units which satisfy'the

. 'Mi~muin Technology Requirements [MTRs] o~ the
statutory no.mfgration sta.n~d. .

With respectto the applicability of-the tl¥'ee options,
DOE supports EPA's intention to exclude units that'
satisfy MTRs or the no·migration· stindard. Waste·
management units meeting MTRs or the '.

, 'no.migration standard are' desig~ed and operated to
prevent releases of.h8zardous constituents to the
environment, even 'when they manage wastes'

. containing higher concentrations ofhazardous
- . constituentS than are likely to be present in .' . ,.

decharacterized wastes.. For this reason, it should
not be necessary to impose additional controls on
such units. under the LDR ·Phase.IV rille.

RESPONSE
In .theAug~t 22, i 995 Phase IV proPosal, EPA discussed three options· for ensuring that

·underlying hazardous constituents in decharacteriied wastes were not released to the
enviromnent via leaks, sludges, and air emissIonS from: ~urface impoundments in systems

, 'regulatc;d by the Clean Water. Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized . .
, wastes ~e wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, coqosivity,

reactivity, or toxicity· when generated but are no longer characteristic)~ On March 16, 1996, .the
. Presideni signed the Land Disposai Program Flexibility Act of 1996, ~hicb provides that the

wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land. disposal once rendered nonhazardoUs. As'·
a result, on April 8~ '1996, EPA withdrew'its tre.atment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV tin~ rul,e willnot promulgate provisions for managing leakS, sludg~~, an4 air

·emissions from, surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
· 43655-43677». 'Furth~rmore. the treatm~nt standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not

. apply to TC metillwastes if the characteristic is r~moved and the wastes are subsequently treated
" _ in a unit that:is regUt~ted by the 'Clean Water Act or, for underground injec~onwells, th~ Safe

'Drinking WaterAct. . . .. .
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. However, the-Land Qisposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
determiQe any poteritialrisks posed by cross-~edia transfer 'of hazardous const~tuents from these
surface impoundments. The findings of this stuqy, begun by the AgencY·~n April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations .for these units, if risks are in fact found that,would warrant such

/ . .

regulation. . ,. : .. . '_ ,
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, ,DCN -, PH4P031
COMMENTER Dep~ent ofEnergy
RES}>ONDER ,PMC
SUBJECT. EQtJV
SUBJNUM 031 '
COMMENT

I. DOE provided a nUmber ofco~ents(submitted to EPA on May I, .
1995) in resp~nse.to the Land Disposal R~striCtions (LDR) Phase III
proposed rule. 'Several of these comments are pertinent, and
therefore reiterated; in regards to topics addressed in the LDR
Phase IV 'proposa:l.~· " ,
On March 2, '1995, EPA published the LpR Phase III. proposed rule

, [60 FR 11102]. In part, the preamble discussed potential
regulatory approaches being' considered by EPA that w,?uld
address, through controls on cross-media transfers of hazardous

. J. .

constituents, the issue as to whether treatment received by .
decharacterized wastes in Clean 'Water Act (CWA) and
CWA~equi~alent impoundMent-based waStewate~ treatnient systems would
be equivalent to the RCRA §3004(m)treatment standard. DOE offered
several cbmments in regards to'the (:ii~cussions on .
'cross-media transfer and equiv81ency'issues. Some of these ,
comments are reiterated in this response to the' LOR Phase IV
proposed,rule.,'" , , ,"
Specific DOE comments made in response to the LOR Phase' I~I
propos~d ru~e that are reiterate4 hereincon~em: (1) the '
'adv~sability of adopting; under RCRA 'Subtitle C-(Har-ardous
'Waste Management) authority, ,regulations applicable to nonhazardous
waste management units, especially when existi,ng or forthcoming
regulatory programs under other statutes may provide adequate "

,control; an~ (2) support fot: applying 'the change of treatability
group principle to sl~dges generated by impoundment-based CWA
wastewater treatment systems that-rece.ive ,decharacterized,wastes.
2. With respect to the options presented in the LOR Phase IV '
proposed rule for address~g potential cross-media releases of , .'
hazardous constituents (from surface impoundmen~ managirig

, decharactenzed wastes). DOE encourages EPA to choose the
regulatory scheme referred to as Option 1'. '
EPA explains that (based on available inform!1tion)'decharacterized

'\ ,waste streanis may con~ h3zardous constituentS at concentration
, levels of concern, and that su~h hazardous 'constituents could
potentially be released from surface impoundments handling these

. waste streams. The, Agency also points out that the risks due-to
,cross-media r~leases .could Vary from irisignifican~ to s~gnificant.

, I
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.Hence, EPA is considering three r~gulatory qptions to address the
potential for cross-media transfer of-hazardous constituentS.,
Under Option 1; ,no separate LOR regulations would be issued.
Rather, other Agency programs(either existing'or'funrre) would be' ,.'
relied 'upon to address releases. Under Option 2, control~ would be .'

, "
promulgated under the LOR program which would apply only to "

, situat~ons where releases pose excessive risks, and the, risks' are .
'not adequately minimized as a result ofother existing or currently

,'planned'EPA requirements. Under Option 3, LDRregulations would
be adopted' that ~equire ail decharacterized wastes to be ,treated to
me'et Universal Treatment Standards (UTS) before entering'any CWA

"wastewater.treatment system surface Impoundment.
One ofthe Department's primary concerns with respect to' '. ,
establishing new requirements to contro'- potential cross-media
transfer ofhazardpus constituents, is that these ,new. '

, requirements; not overlap or conflict with staDdards deveioped
pursuant to other regulatory programs (e.g.,RCRA Subtitle D, CWA,
Clean Air Act (CAA) requirements): DOE aclmowledges Utat all
three options proposed by EPA~ ifcarefully implemepted, couief'
avoid'dual,regulation (and 'th~ Department supports this aspect of
the options). However, as is indicated more fully in'the specific'
comments below,I)QE'prefers Option 1 o'ver Option 2 becaus~ of
'concerns about the' complexity of the regulatory framework that
would be reqlJired to implement Option 2, an<;l the 'Cost .of '
,implementation. In fact, DOE belleves that the complexity
:assoCiated with' implementing Option 2would likely compel. members
of the regulated community, including some DOE sites, to 'treat
dechatacterized wastes to meet VTS prior ~o placing them in

, surface iinpoundinents, just to avoid the confusion (anq ac90mpanying
,potetitial for 'noncompliance)...FUrthermore, DOE prefers Op~on J
over Option 3 because the Department agrees with'EPA's assessment
that Option 3would destrOy any accommodatiop between.the CWA and
RCRA (which the court'in,Chemical Waste Management v. E?A expressly
recognized as con~ss~onally mtended) and would be very costly to .
implement, without proportionate risk reduction.
I... -'.Options to Ensure That Underlying Hazardous Constituents
in Decharacterized Wastes are Substantially Treated Rather Than
Released Via Leaks, Sludges, and Air Emissions from Surface
'Impoundments. .' ", , ,
I.l;'. - Back~ound ' , ,

, 1. pp.A365~,.col. 2 - 43657, col. 2 ;.··EPA explains that,'J I

porti,ons ofthe LDR Treatritent Standards promulgated in the Third'
.~rd ~e (55 F~ 22520; 06/0l/90),w~re vacated and re~anded by the,
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District of Columbia Court of Appeals in G:hemical Waste Management,
Inc. v. EPA, 976 F. 2d 2, cert. denied, 113 S.Ct. 1961 (1992).EPA

'. , indicates that. one of the Court's holdings was that ~'situations

where characteristic hazardous wastes are diluted, no longer
exhibit a characteristic(s),and are then managed in centraJized
wastewate~ managementland disposal units(Le., subtitle b surfac,e
i~poundnients or injection wells) are legal only ifit can ,
be·demonstrated that hazardous constituents are reduced, destroyed~

. or iminobilized [in the centralized' wastewater management system] to
the sap1e extent as they would be pursUant to otherwise-applicable
RCM treatment standards." EPA refers to this as an "equivalency
demonstration". In the proposed LOR Phase III rille, EPA suggested .'
standards tO'address one portion of the equivalency demonstration
,issue (i.e., treatnient standards for end-of-pipe discharge~ from
CWA and CWA-~quiv,alentwastewater treatment systems wer~ proposed).
Pllfsuant t9 a settlement agreement regarding the court's mandate, '
the Agency is atso ~equired to address a remaining issue associated \
with equivalency of CWA and CWA-equivalent wastewater treatment
systems (Le., options are being considered for regulating. '
cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents frOID' CWA
treatme~t systems to assure that RCR..!\ ~eatment requirements are
not thwarted).' '
a. In response to the LOR :phase III proposed rule, ODE expressed .
copcem that, although the preamble language ind;icated that the '
final rule will apply only in situ.8tions where decharacterized .

, wastes are heing'managed in CWA, CWA-equivalent (including
, zero-discharge),or other non-hazardous wastewater treatment
:sysiems involving surface impoundments, the actual scope ,
encompassed by the proposed regulatory language was much broa4er.
As a result of the breadth ofthe proposed regulatory language, OOE '.~ .
is concerned that the treatment standards established by ~e LDR
PhaSe III rule for end-of-piPe diScharges from CWA, . .
CWA-equivalent and oth~r non~hazardouswastewater treatment syste~s
receiving ,decharacterized wastes might be applied to outputs from,
ce~ integral facilities 'of the DOE Savannah River Site's'
(SRS)treatment system'for mixed high-level wastes. These integral

. facilities are CWA~penDittedfacilities without liquid discharges
that could be construed as administering CWA-equivalent treatment.
Because the LOR PhaSe III ~e haS not yet been fmalized, and the '.

·:'proposed.LORPhase IV rule sets additional requirements to control
, releases'ofhazardous constituents via air emissions, sludges and .
leaks from the same" wastewater treatment systems as wereaddfessed .
by ~e LOR ·Phase III proposed rule, DOE is now conce~edthat the

, .
." ,
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• LDR PhaSe rv flnal ~le could also be applied iIi the ~ase of the
,.CWA-permitted i~tegral facilities of the SRS mixed high-level waste
.treatment system. Itis DOE's'understanding that this concern may'
be alleviated py a clarification,that EPA'intends to include in the
LDR Phase nffimil.rule, but since DOE is not yet aware of the '
exact natur~ of the clarification, the Department.offers below,
and'in Attachment A, additional i~ormation'conceming the SRS

"situatiori., Alternatives that EPA might adopt to' allay DOE's ' ,
concerns are also provided.., ' ,
Since EPA has' state~ in' preamble hingUage that the LDR Phase ill
and Phase IV rules are i~tended to apply to CWA and CWA-equivalent
wastewat~r treatment facilities utilizing ~urface impoundments, DOE
suggests the three alternatives described below for EPA's ,.,
~onsiderationas,pos~ibleways,to~chieve the clarificati6n' .

,requested above:· DOE requests that EPA adopt combination of the
'~rst,two alt~rnatives in order,to' comprehensively ~ddress the ,
Department's concerns. ' '. ,

, Alternative '1':'- Clarify the Regulatory Language Defining the
~ Scope of th'e LDR Phase ~II RULE
'. . , ~ . i . i ",

.'

:.. .

e,

, • >

'e,,'

DOE'suggests that the language proposed for codification i~ 40,CFR ,
268.39(b) by the ~DR P~SE III notice ofproposed rulemaking (60 FR -',
11742) De changed to clearly state that'decharacterized wastes
managed in surface impoundments'are:the ~astes:to which the
new restrictions from,land disposal apply. The folloWing
modifications are recommended: ,

, §268.39 'W~te specific prohibitions :.- spent aluminum potliners~
..carbamates and organobroinine wastes., : I

• • •
(b) On [Insert date two years from.date of publication, of the
final nile],characteristic decharacterized wastes that are 'managed
in systems a surface impqundinent whose discharge is regulated under c'

, the Clean Water Act(CWA), ,or decharacterized wastes that are
managed by zero dischargers in surface impoundments that engage in ' '
CWA-equivalent treatm~nt before.'~timate land·disposai,are .... . . '

Alternative 2 -- Specifically exclude certain CWA and - .
CWA-equivalent wastewater treatment facili~ies from the tDR Phase
'III and Phase IV rules . _
DOE,suggests that EPA also consider~speCificallyex~hidingfro~
the LDR Phase III'and Phase IV rules. (regardless o(whichPhase IV
option EPA chooses ti) adopt) facilitieilike.the SRS Sal~tone ..

.......

; ,
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·:proce~sing and, Disposal Facilities, that are permitted under
State-implemented CWA AND solid wastedisposallegislatidn, but
that have no sWface impoundments, no "end-of-pipe"discharge to'
surface waters or to publicly owned treatment works (POTWs), and
no permitted 'outfall locations. It appears that EPA does not,
intend such facilities to be regulated 'by either the LDR Phase III .
or the LDR Phase IV rules. Nevertheless, ~ince.EPA has not

.' specifj.cally proposed excl,uding facilities of this type, DOE is
, uncomfortable that future interpretations of applicability
.'may somehow result in the inappropriate application o~ LDR
'contro'is. For this reason, DOE requests that EPA consider '
incorporating specifIc exchlsions in both'the LDR Phase III and

,L,DR PHA~E IV fimll rules. " ,
Altematiye 3 -- Adopt the proposed LDR Phase Iy, Option 1
The proposed LDR Phase IV rule offers threeoptioris for adding (to.
the end-of-pipe standards proposed by, the LOR Phase III role)
controls on hazardous constituent 'releases in ~i'
emissions, sludges and leakS from CWA 'and CWA-equivalent surface
impoundments that manage,decharacterized waStes. Under Option 1;
EPA proposes that no added' controls. be mandated. Instead, existing
or forthcoming regul~tory mechanisms which tend to protect against '
releases ~ould be relied upon. Included among th~ feder31 and
State regulations which tlte proposed LDR,PHASE IV preamble
,describes as possibly providing control of excessive 'releases from
surface impoundnients receiving decharacterized wastes are those
under RCRA §3004(u) requiri;ng that corr~ctiveaction be performed
to reinediate releases ofhaZardous constituents from solid' ,
Waste Management units at permitted ReRA treatin~nt,storage, or
dispo~ facilities (TSDFs) [60 FR43659. col. 3].. The' pr~amble .
notes that surface im~undmentswhich manage' Decharacterized 'Wastes

.at ReRA TSDFs 'would meet the defInition ofa solid waste '
management unit. A similar approach, with regard to surface '
iinpoundments receiving de~haracterizedwastesat RCRA TSDFs~ is
also proposed as a component ofOpnoil2 [See 60 FR 43660, col. 3,
-'43661~col. I].' . .
The SRS is operated as a RCRA TSDF under a site-wide pennit. As
~uch, all solid',WaSte Management units: at th~ SRS site (including'
those located within the Saltstone Processing and Disposal
Facilities) are subject to ,corrective action requirements Under
RCRA§3004(u).Therefore, although the SRS Saltstone Facijities are
not impoundment based. ifEPA chooses to implement the proposed tOR
Phase IV rule,Option I, it appears that such SRS,Facilities' '
wo~d not be subjected t9 added controls for the purpose of.
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containing certain haZardous constituent releases, For this
reaS~m, DOE supports the adoption of Option I in order,to .
alleviate concerns about' the applicability of the LDR Phase 'IV rul~ , .
to the 'SRS Saltstone Facilities, , ,
The adoption by'EPA of the proposed lDR Phase IV rul~, Option I
would similarly'alleviate DOE's concerns about added controls on
the SR~ Saltstone Processing and Disposal Facilities,ifState
c;'nvironmental controls 'on facilitie~ th,at receive decharacterized
wastes, such as groundwater monitoring for hazardous constituents
and cleanup a,ut1?-orities, were recognized as abasi~ for not

" subjecting the Saltsto~e Facilities to such added controls. EPA
,.mentions this approach in the proposed LDR Phase IV rule, Option 1
.preamble [60 FR 43660, cols. 1&2]. The Saltstone Processing and
Disposal Facilities operate, respectively, under'a SCDHEC

'.Industrial Wastewater treatmerit'Facility permit and a SCDHEC
Industriai Solid Waste Disposal Facility permit. These permits"
require p~riodic, Toxicity Characteris~ic Leaching ProcedUre (TeLP)
analyses to inSure that no hazardous waste is placed into the ,,'
concrete vaults. Equally important, the State requires that ground

, . ' water monitoring wells be·installed aroup.d the disposal vaultS. ' ,
" This monitoring is routinely perforlned to identify potential
,'rele~es from the vaults. If releases are identified, corrective'
measiJresmust be investigated. Therefore, the SCDHEC pemiit
conditiorlS require the SRS Saltstone Facilities to routinely
demonstrate compliance with State requirements that the proposed

~ LOR Phase IV rule preamble recognizes as potentially sufficient to
satisfy the need f~r added controls on CWA and CWA~equivalent' ,
wastewater management systems in order to contain certain hazardous

, constituent releases. Hence, DOE urges·EPA to adopt the
proposed LOR Phase IV, Option'l, With recognition of the South.

, Carolina wastewater treatment operating standards'as sufficient to '
'provide any,necessary ad4ed controls. 'This would alleviate
, DOE's 'concenis about the applicability 'O,fthe LDR Phase lV rule to'
, the SRSS~tstone F~iliti'es., " :' ' .
I.C. , ApplicabilitY ofPotential Approache~ to "Industrial D" .
.Management Units , , ,
'1. p. 43657, coL 2 - EPA states.that the three options.behlg
considered in the proposed rule to ensure that underlying hazmdoUs .
constitu~nts in decharacterized wastes are substantially treated" '

" rather than released via leaks~ sludges and air emissions '
, from surface impoim9me~ts will specifically apply to Subtitle D' ,
'(nonhazardouS) surface impoundments ~at receive decbaI1tcterized '
wastes: . " "
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'. As DOE haS'indicat~'iJ? response to previous LDR-related notices,
the Departplent is conce1Jled with the potential proliferation of

.overlapping t:egulatory requirements developed pursuant to different
statutory authorities., The occurrence of such overlapping /'
environmental req\lirements under,separate regulatory programs .
should be avoided to minimize confusion within the'· - .

. regulated commuility and to eliminate 'conflicting standards: With
this concern in mind,'DOE continues to encourage EPA not to 'impose
RCRA Subtitle C requirements on waste management·units which are
not managing hazardous wastes. Instead, if regulations on leak~, ,
air emissions and sludges from.Sub,itle D surface impoundments

\ managing decharacterized wastes are deemed necessary to ensure
. , treatm~nt of underlying hazardous constituents, DOE believes:thes~

regulations shoulu be implemented under RCRA Subtitle D (40 CFR
part 258, or another appropriate Subtitle D set ot'regulations} for
leaks and the Clean Air Act (eM) for volatilization, rather than

, ' in the LDR program under RC~SubtifleC (40 CFR part-268).. ,

I.G.' Option 1
. L· p. 43659, col. 2·- EPA describes Option.l, which relies on

the end-of~pipe standards proposed in the tOR Phase III rule to
satisfy the requirement articulated by the court in CWM~.EPA,
that treabnent of4echaracterized wastes in impoundment-based
CWA wastewater management systems to address underl~g
hazardous constituents (UHCs) must be ~quivalent to treatment that.
would otherwise pe administered, under RCRA. EPA also describes how
federal an~ State regulations, may otherwise provide for con~ol of
excessive releases Que to air einis.s~ons, sludges an~ leaks from '
surface'impOU:lldments receiving deeharacterized wastes.' ,
As DOE has comm~nted in responSe to previous notices regarding the
LORp:"ogtam, ,the'Department is concerned tharproliferation of '
oy.~rlapping rc::gulatory requirements (stemming from ~ariouS '

-.
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'statutory authorities) should be ayoided to minimize confusion
within the regulated community and to eliminate conflicting
.standards. DOE has also previously urged EPA not to establish, . .
equivalency demo~stration requirements In response .~o 'CWM v~' EPA .
that go beyond demonstrating end-of-pipe equivalen~e. Gonsistent .
\.\ith these earlier comments; DOE now,supports Option I (Le., not
to issue ad~itional requirements under the LDR program, but
ratller tq rely on other federal aI1:d State regulatory programs):
As EPA .indicated in the preamble, a number of other federal and .
S~te regulationS already provide envirt?nnle~tarcontrols on. surface
impoundments that receive nonhazardous wastewater~. For example,
.there are'CM regulations that have been promulgated or are under
developmenfwhich 'impos~ controls on hazardouS air pollutants . "
(e.g., the Hazar90us Organics National Emission Standards for,
H~dous Air Pollutants (NESHAP» and would apply to certain
CWA impoundment-based treatment systems.. Furthermore, surface
impOundments ·that manage decharactetized wastes are solid waste
·management \lQits whenihey ~e co-located with a unit subject to a
RCRA perinit. In this case, all rele~·es. fr~m such units will .

, require an evaluation in accordance with RCRA corrective action
regulations to·detennine whether releases from those units pose a
threat'to human health· and the environment. Considenng the

- - coverage offered by these other regulatory'progfanis (i.e;, CM, I

, RCRA Corrective Action, State environmental programs, and ,others), .
. DOE bel~evesOption 1 Wili provide protection that is basically -
.compaz:a,ble to Option 2 -- but wlll be less costly to implement
. ~ecause of the re~i8nce on existing and planned reg~lations.

I.H. Option 2 .
1. p; 43660t co~. 2 -- 'EPA lists ~even'objectives that the
Agency tried to accomplish in defIning reguiatory Option 2· for
controlling leakst sludges and air emissions fto~ irnpoundme~t-based

~ CWA waStewater treatment systemS. Included among this list -are the
following three'objectives: foe:us controls on those situations _
that present risks that amoUnt to significant pennanenldisposaJ;
av.oid duplication with other EPA requirements; and,. minimize
implementation burden. .
-DOE approves ofEPA's efforts to avoid duplication of other
requireme~tS,as indicated in the precediIig comments. The .'
Dep~ent also appreciates EPA's efforts to focus only.on higher
risk situations. -Howevert it appears that the Agencis effort to ~

'" minimiZe implementation burdens may fail in regards to this option.
In fact, DO~_believes that the impl~mentationapproaches

. -associated,' .
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-with Option 2 could be expensive, and,so complex that members of
the regulated community, includirigsome DOE sites~ would likely- .
elect to treat de-characterized wastes to meet VTS prior to placing J

them in surface impoundments (jus~ to avoid the confusion and the"
. acco~panying potemial for noncompliance). More specific

infonnation about this concern is provided below.' '
l.H.2 . Applicability
I; p. ~3660, ,col. 3 --EPA'explains that the mapagement standards '
being considered under Option 2 (for leaks, sludges and air ...
emissions from surface impounclrrients accepting decharacterized
waste) would be applicable to cerwn'facilities (or wastes)which

-- are not addressed by other EPA reg~latory programs or whi~hdo not
meet proposed criteria for scre~ning out low risk situations.
Since EPA is not proposing actual regulatory language, it is

, unclear exactly how Option 2 would be implemented. However, ·it "
appears that implemen~tion could greatly complicate the management
and treatment of decharacterized waste streams, especially in the ''. -

area ofdeferrals to existing regulatory requirements, or _ I

requirements under development For example, EPA states for air
emissions 'that: ' - .
• :Standards (~pecified) regulating total volatile organics
will be ~onsidered to adequately cover air emissions of uHCs.•
Facilities subject to CAA standards for hazardous air pollU!aIlts ,
will not be covered ~y Option 2.e 'F~cilitiessubject to CAA
standards that are under development will not be covered by Option
2 '. - '
lODE requests clarification as to how EPA will evaluate individtial .
.impoundment-based CWA WASTEWA'f.E~ treatment systelp.s to determine
whether,any of these deferrals apply. Will e~ch facility be ,
'required to make its own determination and file a certification? '
If so, h<?w.will individual facilities know whether they will be "
covered by standardS that are still being developed?' '- ,
Will EPA adopt additional standards under the LOR program for ,
facilities that are not eligible for deferrals? If so. will

. facilities have the option to ~e~onSt;ratecompliance with such ,
LDR staDdards in lieu ofseeking defemus, even though they may

. qualify for deferrals? DOE believ~s-~at determining whether' 
deferrals are available to facilities could becom~ a complex·' - ,
process. Therefore, facilities may feel compelled to 'comply with '

_promulgated LOR standards instead of seeking deferrals, in, order to
ensure proper compliance'and avoid mistakes involving
regulatory interpretation., ' , ,

-DOE has similar concerns about deferrals related to sll;ldg~s 'and

;
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, releases tq ground water. , ,
,hi addition to deferring'regulation of facilities to other

, programs, EPA mentions tluit it expects to ,
exclude certainwastes and wast~ m~agement faciliti,es, from'
control under Option 2LDR regulations because 's\}ch wastes and'
facilities' present low risk. DOE support~ this concept, b1:It again,
it is unclear how ,these criteria forscreening out low risk
situations will be specifically Implemented: For exarnpie; wilJ the ,
exclusions all be self-implementing so'that facilities to which the
P~ase IV rule applies will.'simply need to maintain ,ad~quate '-, '
records on-~ite to demonstrate applicability? Or ~ill facilities
be required to submit certification eithc::r with or
without supporting documen~tion?

Because of the concemsstated above, DOE encoUrages EPA not-to
choose Option 2 for regulating' sUrface impoundments that receive
dec!laracterized wastes. While Option 2 attempts to focus the " _
'applicability ofpropose~management stand~ds on a smaller sub~et -' -- ,
of situations'(Le., - . - -
by ex'cIudfug wastes and facilities that do notpresent excessive
risk, and deferripg wastes and f~cilities covered by other' .
regulatory-programs); DOE believes any advantages oftJPs ,
approach could be lost becaUse both'regulators and the regulated' '
comm~ty woUld be confounded by the complicated implementation,

'scheme. Further; if the implementation scheme turits, out to be "
as complex ~ DOE believes it could, adopting Option 2 would ~eeql
to contradict EPA's go~s to"simplify and 'streamline" the LDR' ,
Pt:0gram in order to make it more ~ffi~ient arid easier to'implement. ' "
It is 8lso questionable 'whether:the development ofsuch a
complicated regulatory fr~ework is warranted when',considering the
overall environmental risks associated With the management of

.' 'decharacterized wBste in CWA treatment systems.
b., DOE,requests' clmification of the sentence which reads: '

, i'However, substantive requirements, borrowed'from [40 CPR Part 264, , '
,Subpart eel, could apply to surface unpOundmenlS r~ceiving, '

, prohibited, decharacterized w8stes.'~ In the sentence '\hat· ,'
,iqm:tediately precedes this one in the preamble, EPA $tes that
Subpart CC rules would not apply directly to surface impoundments
:covered by LDR Phase IV. Does this mean that, ifEPA goes"
forwar4 with Option 2, the Agency ,will promulgate LDR regul~tions ,
in 40 CFR Part 268 which essentially'copy cei;tain sections of40 '
CFR Part 264, SubpartCC? or, will selecte4 sectio~ of~e

Subpart CC regulations be referenced? DOE suggests that, if,EPA
goes forward \Yith a regu~atory approach that' applies' certain

.. ,..
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requirements from Subpart CC to surface impoundments covered by the
LOR'Phase Iy rules, referencing pertinent sections of Subpart CC
would be preferable to creating a duplicate set of regulations. -
I:HA.c. Surface impoundment management standards
1., p. 43669, col. 2 ..- Initi~llY.in section I.HA.c of the "
preamble, EPA states that "[t]he Agency is proposing to use annual
sampling of the wastew~ters in the surface impoundment to detennine
if regulated constituents (Le., UHCs) are'present'
at concentrations that exceed the trigger level" (emphasis ~dded).
EPA 'states that UHCs are to be detennined by characterizing each, '
new dec~aracterized 'wastewater at its point of generation. Later.

, EPA states that "[t]o detennine if a trigger level has been , '
'-. exceeded, the o~er or operator would calculate an annualized,

average f?oncc;ntratio~ for each regulated constituent iden~i4ed"
(emphasis added). It is further explained that a minimum of four
sampling events'(i.e:, quarterly) would be'requjred for calculating ,
~e annualized average concentration.
If EPA chooses Option 2 for regulating surface impoundments that
manage'DecharacterizedWastes, DOE requests that EPA-clarIfy in the,
fip.a1 rule whether impoUndment sampling will be required annually,
or four tiIIies'p~r year (Le., q~erly) in order to support,
caiculati(;m ofan annualized average.' DOE suggests that, rather -

, . than quarterly, each facility be required to s~ple in a manner and
at a frequency which appropriately reflects the nature of the
wastewaters and oPerationS Ul.ldertaken,at the facility, and that art', ,

, , annualized average (based on such sampling)be used to evaluate "
whether Ute trigger levels have been exceeded.
I.H.4.d. Ground water and corrective action management standards
I.HA.d.i. .'MSWLF rule , '
}. p. 43670, cols: 1&2 - EPA proposes to adopt only the self

'implementing'provisions of the Municipal Solid Waste Landfill
(MSWLF) rule, but seeks comment on whether'the muiti-unit provision
(allowiIig state ~pproval ofa multi-unit ground-water monitoring
system based on site-specific considerations) and any other
site-specific provisions in the MSWLF rule should be allowed to be ,
self-implemented.. , ;, , .
DOE·agrees that multi-unit monitoring may be the most efficient,
and' r~asoriable approach 'in cll-cumstances involving closely spaced,
surface impoUndments. - Therefore,· if EPA chooses Option 2 to -

I regwate surface 'impoundments that manage decharacterized wastes"
, DOE would support including regulatory language flexible enough to
allow facilities to use multi-unit ground-water monitoring when.
appropriate'(i.e., ~hen such a ground-water monItoring system is as
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, protective.of human health and the environment as an individual
'monitoring system).FUrthermore, DOE would fav'of ~aking such
, reg4lations self-implementing. .
, I.H.4.d.ii. Ground water monitoring,

I. 'p.43670', coL 2 -- EPAp~oposes to require .tl1at; within one .
year of triggerirtg grotPtdwater monitoring, the .owner/opefator' I, .

install a ground wat,er, monitoring system and begin monitoring.
DOE believes that designing,. installing and begi~ng operation of
a ground water monitoring system Within one year of detection of
regulated levels of hazardous constituents.in a surface impoundm~nt
will be difficult for.federal facilities for budgetary reasons. ,

, ,Fedenil facilities need at least one year to al~ocate funding for
new activities. Therefore, DOE suggests that EPA '.
allow 'owner/operators to submit'requests for exteilsions, beyond the ,.
OIie year limit for installing aground 'water monitoring system. '
Alterp.atively,-EPAcould allow the 'ground water monitoring sy~tem
installation schedule to be negotiated on a case-by-case basis. ' .
2.. p. 43671-, cols;, 1& 2 -- EPA indicates that owner/operators
would be required to move directly to ~ aSsessment of-corrective
measures upon, detecting statistically ,
significant levels ofUHCs,above the constituent-specific ground

1 .' -. . •

water protection standards.as determined' by 40 CFR 258.55(h) ofthe '
MSwLF rule. ' ,
DOE believe,~ that the ground'-water mo~toring pr~gram under Option.
2 (if implemented) should provide.an opportUnitY fo~ rebuttal of
,the presumption that assess~e~t of.corrective measures,is required.
up.on detecting UHCs in the ground water at statistically
significant levels'above the constitl:lent-specific ~ound water .
protection standards as determined by § 2S8.55(h).Incorporating
such a provision would be consistent with regulati~ns pr~pose4 by , ,
EPA for corrective ~ction of'solid waste management units'(SWMUs)
at hazardous'waste managein~nt facilities [see Preamble to'Proposed

:. .40 'CFR Part 264, S.ubp~ S, SS FR 3'0798; 30814, cols. 2 &3
. (07/27/90)]. Under the proposed Subpart S regu)atioIis, Permittees

ofRCRA treatment, storage and disposal facilities would be allowed
to rebut the presUmption that a corrective measure study is
required whcm act~o~ levels are exceeded in ground water. For
example, a rebuttal might be success~ if the permittee
established that' the contamipation did not result from

. l~aks. in the surface impoundID.ent, or that ,risk from the
constituents being released was within an accePta.b1e range. DOE
favors basing corrective action decisions on the potential for
threats to human health and·the environment. .
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LH.4.d.iii. Inte'gration of Option 2 with existirig programs
1. p. 43971, col. 3 -- EPA observe~ that many of the facilities
that wouid be. s.ubject to lhe requirements of Option 2 ~ll'be .

· undergoing ground water monitoring and corrective action under
. existing state or federal authorities. The Agency states that it
will defer to such programs. if they are substantially similar to
.the Option 2ground ,water and corrective action management '
standards (Le., .the progr~s inclu~e the UTS constituents of

, concern, and have substantially similar requirements regardjng the
monitoring wells and the frequency ofmonitoring). .
EPA has not proposed a mechanism whereby facilities can ascertain
whether ongoing ground-water'monitoring and/or corrective actions

, are "substantially similar" to the Option 2program: DOE requests
that the final LDR Phase IV'rulC( provide clarificatioii as to "
what ~onstitute~ 'a finding of substantial similarity (Le.,.
id~ntify the associated criteria), an9 how and by ,who~ a
detennimltion will ~ made that eXIsting groundwa~rmonitoring
and corrective action requix:ements at a facility are substantially
similar~ Since DOE funds are limited, the Dep8.rtmerlt is especially:
concerned about how new ground water monitoring requirements will '

. be integrated with the existing requirements under CERCLA, consent '
, orders, and compliance agreements at POE facilities.

2., p. 43672, col. 1 _. EPAtequests comment on whether," as an ,
alternative to requiring facilities to commence directly with a .' '
corrective measures assessment upon detecting UHCs in the surface .'
impoundment (at levels "above regulatory concern"), the requirement
should be to undertake a, de1ection monitoring program. Under
this aiternative, iftrigger levels were exceeded in the surface

.impoUndment. groundwat~ monitoring would be req~ for ~ Set of"
indicator parameters that provi4e" a reliable' indicatiop of the "

· presence.ofhazardous c,onstituents.The focus ofthe '
initial gro\U1d water monitoring, therefore; would be the detection

. of ~eleases. rath~r than the detection of site..;s~cificUHCs that '.
_are regulated. . "

" , DOE would sUpport a progfam that allowedconfirmation ofa release
.before requiring assessment ofcorrective ~easures.
I.I 'Option 3 . , . ,

· 1. p.- 43675; ~ol.3 •• EPA indicates that a third option, Option
3, for addressing·the potential problem ofreleases ofhazardous
constituents from decharacterized·w:astes in surface impoundments
would be to require wastes to meet·UTS for the UHCs before entering
the impoundment (unless the impoundment met MTRs or was qualified
for a "no-~igration" exemption). EPA expresses its view that

"
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RESPONSE
In the August 22, 1995 P~ase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ens~ng that
.underlying 'hazardo~s constituents in decharacterized wast.es were not released to the
environment via leakS, sludges, and air e~issions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Glean Water Act ()r Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 4~655).Decharacterized

.wastes are wastes'which initially' exhibited a'hazardous characteristiC ofignitability, coriosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity whe~ generated but are no longer characteristic). On'March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Pro~am Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that ~he' ."
wastes in question ate rio longer prohibited .from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. 'As ..
aresult, on April. 8, 199~; EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).:
Today) Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions' for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impOUndments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR '.
43.6?543677». furthennore, the treatment standards,for TC me~wastes intodayfs rule do not. .
apply to TC metal wastes if thecharacteristi~is removed and the,wastes are subsequently treated' .
in' a unit that is regulated by' the Clean Water Act or, for undergr01md i~jection wells,. the Safe .
Drinking Water Act. ' .

However, the Land Disposal, Flexibility Act does 'mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
determine any potential ris~ posed by cross-media,transfer ofhazardous,constituents from these
surface impoundments. The fmdings·ofthis study, begun by the Agency ~ April, 1996, may
result iIi proposed·regulations for these units; if risks are in'factfound ~twouldwarrant such
regulation. ' > '.

1 •
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, DCN PH4P031,
,COMMENTER Department ofEnergy
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM '031
COMMENT'

3. DOE suggests that EPA publish for comm~nt a supplemeqtai
notice of proposed rulemaking indicating ,the option selected for
addressing cross-media transfers ofhazardous constituents from
i~po~dment-based CWA, CWA-equivalent and other nonhazardous
wastewater treatment systems covered \lI1~~r the LDR Phase IV
rule. \The supplemental notice should include EPA's suggested '
regulatory language for implementing the selected option. .

"While DOE recognizes that EPA may not be legally required to "
solicit publ~~ comment on a~~ proposed regulatory language for
implementitig the selected C!ption for addressing
cross-media transfers from the suIface unpoundments covered by LDR
Phase IV; the Department believes that EPA anq. the regulated

.community wo~d benefit ifEPA sought such comment. ' Providing
the regulated community with the opportunity to examine and respond '

I to proposed, regulatory'language would serve to reduce or minimize
" problems wi~ the implementation ~fany new requirements.

RESPONSE: ,
~n the August 22~ 1995 Phase Iv proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring ~t
underlying hazardoUs'constituents in decharacterized wastes wex:e not released to the' . ,
environment via leaks, s'ludges, and air emissions from surface ,Impoundments in systems,
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR43655). Decharacterized

, wastes are wastes which initially eXhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosiviiy,
reactivity, or toxicity 'when generated but are no longer characteristicj. On Match 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility'Act of 1996, wJtich provides that the
wastes in question are no J(~nger prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
~ result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards foithese wastes (61 FR,15660),

. ,Today's PhaSe IV finat' role will not promulgate provisions for managjng leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, '19~5 (60 FR"
4365543(77». Furthermore, ~e treatment standards 'for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes ,if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated'

',in a miit that is regulated by the Clean, Water Act or, 'for under~ound injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. ' : ,",

, ,

However, the Land'Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media ~sfer ofhazardous constituent~ from these,
surf~ce impoundments. The findings o(this study, begun by,the Agency in April,.199.o, may
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result in proposed regulations for these un~ts~ if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
, .regulation. '
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DCNPH4P031 ,
COMMENTE~ .Dep~ent ofEnergy
R:ESPONDER . S5 '
SUBJECT EQUY
SUBJNUM, 031'
COMMENT

tH.3. Proposed Management Standatds for Air Emissions
1. p. 43663, col. 3 -- EPA ~xplains that Option 2 would borrow

requirements from 4,0 CFR Part 264, Subpart CC regulations,to,
develop staDdards f9r'~ir emissions from surface,impoundments in
CWA" CWA-equivalent, or other nonhazardous'wastewater treatment
sys,tems accepting'decharacterized wastes. The:proposed
air emission standards would apply only if the decharacterized,
~aste(containing UHCs ~bove tiTS at the point of gene~ation)placed
in the unit is determined to haye an~verage volatile organic
concentration greater than or ~qual to 100 ppmw based 'on the
orgapic composit~on of the waste at the point of generation. .
a. In previous comments, DOE has expressed concern 'about
extending the applicability ofRCRA Subtitle C air emission
controls to nonhazardous waste management facilities, such .

,as surface impoundments in CVIA, CWA-equivalent or other ,
nonhazardous wastewater treatment system~, as part of the LDR, Phase
IV rule. DOE continues to question whether EPA has authonty under

,RCRA 5ubtitle'C to impose controls on airemissions from, '
nonhazardouS waste management facilities.
As was stated in the Department's earlier comments'on the LOR
P~e III proposed rule"EPA promulgated 40 CFR Parts 264, Subpart
CC and 265, Subpart CC' based on sPecific authority to regulate air
emissions from hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal
facili,ties (TSDFs)granted by the Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendmen,ts ~f 1984~ whiclladd~d §3004(n) [Air emissions] to RCRA
Subtit~eC. Additionally, EPA bad determined that existing and
future Fedetal standards 'under the CAA and State air standards
would :not adequately address the control oforganic enussions' from
such TSDFs (~9 FR 62906, col. '2-3 (Dec. 6, 1994)]. '
Similar circwnstances are not present tc;> justify adopting controls
on surface impoundments in CWA, CWA-equivaIent, or other, ,' _
nonhazardous wastewater treatment facilities that receive .
only nonhazardous and decharacterized wastes. To the c~ntr3ry, on
its face, RCRA §3004(n) does not apply to the nonhazardous waste
management facilities which will be the subject of the LDR Phase IV

_ role. F~er,·the court in CWM v.EPA made no rulmg requiring, 
EPA to conclude that Congress intended RCRA §3004(n)' to eXtend to. . .. ..' ','

"
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.. nonhazardous waste mamlge~ent fa~ilities. Meanwhile, §11 i of the .
CAA establishes ,authority, whereby EPA can regulate hazardous
air emissi~ns from nonhazardous waste management facilitie§, and
RCM§1006(b) requires EPA to coordinate its regulations under RCRA
with the CAA, ~d t~ avoid duplication, to die maxiInuIn extent
practjcable. Based' on this analysis, DOE continues' to 1'elieve

'. that EPA may not be authorized by'RCRA Subtitle C to impose,
requ'irements on surfac~ impoubdments in CVIA, CWA-equivalent and
other nonhazardous W;stewater treatment facilities simply because'

, they receive decharacterized wastes. Theref6re, POE again urges,
.E_PA to defer regulation of air e~issions from such:sUrfa~e :
impoundments to the appropriate CAA regul~tory program. ,

, .RESPONSE: ; ._
In the A~gUst 22, 1995 Phase IV proPQsal, EPA discussed'three options fof ensuring tli~t .
underlying hazardous constituents indechara~terized wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissio~s from surface impoundments in.systems ' :._

. regulated by the Clean Water Actor Safe Drin,king Water A~t (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized ,
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,

"reactivity, or tqxiCity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the" ". I

Pr~sident signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the '
wastes in qUf?stion are.,no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a re'sult, on Aprii 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatmen,t standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fmal fuIe will not promulgate'provisions for managing leaks,.sludges, and air '
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposedopiions on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatm~rit standaCds for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes'ifthe characteristic-is removed and,the wastes are sub~equentJy 'treated

, in a unit that is regUlated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
,Drinking Water Act. . ' .

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act 'dOes mandate EPA to undertake-a' 5·Year study to,
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofh~doUs constituents from these
sulface impoundments. The fmdings ofthis study, begun by the Agency'in April, 1996, may
r~sult,in proposed regUlationS for these units, if risks are in' fact found that wo~d,warrant such
regulation.' " . .
RIsks from air emissions will be considered in this study. The commenter is correct in noting
that Parts 264 and 265, 'subparts ce, of40 CPR regulate certain air emissions,from hazardous
waste management units such 'as surface impollDdments, as well as all units downstream from' the
point of introdtict~on,of a sPecific hazardouS waste, until stich,time that treatrilent of the volatile ,
organic che~cals occUrs..The subpart Gt requirements are limited to specific 'Volatile orgarnc ,
,chemicals preseilt at greater than 100 ppmw in these hazardous wastes. EPA cannot predict at
this time whether addition~ volatile or semi·volatiJe.organics not addressed'by the subpWt ce. '.
requirCnients may:'prose ~ potential·risk'to human heaith ~~ the envirOi1men~. EPA may ,
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consider additional requirements for air emissions fr~m hazardous,waste management units if e
slich req~irements are indicated by the risk assessment. . .

. , ,
NOTE TO EPA: Do we need to respond to commenter's assertion that ReRA §3004(n) ..
does,not apply to non·hazardous waste management facilities? "

, .
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COMMENTER Department ofEnergy
RESPONDER SS '
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM' 031

'COMMENT . , . '.
I.fI.7. Sampling and Analysis
.1. 'p. 43675, cols. 2 &3 -- EPA states that sampling and
analysis requirements under Option 2 wou~d not be burdensome, and
tbat.generator kD.owledge could be used in,lieu of sampling and
analysis. Section I.D.3.c is indicated as diScussing,
what constitutes:acceptable generator 1qlowledge.

,DOE suppprts allowing generator knowledge as an' alternative to
, sampling and analysis. For that reason, the Department is ' '.

,interested in EPA guidanc::~ on what constinit~s ac~eptable .. .
generator ~owledge. Since the LDR PhaSe IV proposed rule contains
no section I.D.3.c'providing such guidan~e, DqE requests that, if '
Option 2 is chosen, EPA include iIi the preamble to the fmal rule,
the guidance it intended to put in section LD.3.c. of the
propo~ed rule preamble. .

RESPONSE: '
In the Aug~t 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ,ensUring'that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
~nvironment via leaks, sludges, Wtd air eJ;Ilissions from'surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655).' Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which Imtially' exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, COITosivity,
reactivi'tj, or toxicity ~hen gene~ate9 'but are no longer characteristic). Oil March 16, 1996, ~e
President signed th~ Land Disppsal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer pro~bited from hmddispOsal once rendered noDhaiardous. As

· a resUlt, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew.its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).'"
Today's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks,' sludges, and air .
emissions from surface impoundments'(EPA proposed optionS on,August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». FUrthennore, the trea~ent standards for TC metal w~tes in today's rule do not
apply,to Te me~ wastes ifthe characteJ;istic is removed ~dthewastes are subsequently treated

, in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or; for underground injection wells, the Safe
, Drinking Water ~ct.

, • • f.

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-y~ar study to
detennine any~potentialrisksposed'by cross-media transfer ofhaiardous constituents from these

. ' surface impoundments. The findings of this stUdy, begun by the Agency in April, 1996. may
· result in proposed regulations for tliese units,.if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. ',,' ' . ' ", ' ,

: }.'
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The Agency pr~viously provided guidance on what constitutes generator knowledge in'the' Phase:' _
II proposed rule at 58 FR 48111 (SeptemQer.14, 1993).' . .,.
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DCN PH4P03.( ,
COMMENTER . Department ofEnergy ,
RESPONDER"SS . '
SUBJECT EQUY
S'U~iNUM 031," " , ,

,·COMMENT' . . o'" , "

4. ,DOE suggests 'that, .in order to avoidp'ossib(t: 'confusion, EPA '
define the term "decharacterized wastes," since receipt of such .,' ,
wastes designates the surface i~poundments to which the LOR Phase .
IV rule applies., '"' , .
DOE suggests that the terms "decharacterized wastes" and
"decharacterization" may not be entirely self-explanatory. '
Therefore, since these tenns are repeatedly used in ,the preamble
oftht: LDR'Phase IV proposed rule/to delineate the'~urface ""
impoundments'to which "the proposed rule ,will app~y, DOE believes it
would· be helpful to the regulated community· if one or both .
terms were defined, either in 40 CFR 260,10 or 40 CFR 268.2.

RESPONSE::. . ,,'
EPA uses the term "Q.~characterized" in describing wastes that no.longer exhibit ()ne or more~f

. the characteristics ofhazardous waste. Decharacterized wastes are wastes that have been treated, '
permissibly dilut~d, agwegated or otherwise aI1:~red so thatthe waste no longer exhibits ,a
'nazardous waste characteristic (~.g., decharacteIjzed). The hazardoUs waste ,characteristics are' "".
ciefmed in 40 CFR Part 261,.subpart C. Giv~n EPA's general use of the term to describe a broad'

, universe ofw~tes (rather ,than using the term to'designate a specific wast~ type), and. given that·
the Agepcy received no 'other comments pointing out anY ambiguities with the term, th~, Agency
does not feel compelled to define the term within the Code of Federal Regulations at this time.

1 •

,..

In the August'22, '1995. Phase IV proposal,' EPA discuSsed thfee-~ptioOs for ensuring that
- underlying hazardous constituents in decharacteriiedwastes,were not released to the

environment via leaks, sludges, and~ e~~sions from surface impoundments in systems "
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe'Drinkirig Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized "
wastes are ':wastes which initi~iy exhi.bited a haZardoUs characterisiic of igmtability~corrosivity,
reactivity, or,toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). 'On March 16, 1996, the
Pre~ident.si8ned the. Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the. .
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. "As

,'a result, on AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatnient standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).'
- Today's Phase IV fmal rule wiU.notpromulgate provisions fo~ nianag~rig leaks, sludges~ and air.

'emissions from surfac~ impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .
43t?S5-43677»).' Furthez:more; the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do no~

apply to TC metal wastes ~fthe ch3racteristic is removed and the wastes are ~ubsequently treated
in a uirit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe I

Drinking Water Act. . ' .

•1

'.< , ,
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. However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a: 5-ye~ study to _"
. dete~irie any potential risks pose4 by cross-media transfer ofqazardous constituents from 'these,
surface impoundments. The findings ofthis study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in proposed r~gulaiiop.s for these units, ifrisks are in;fact found that would warrant such.
regulation. ' .
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RESPONSE: ~ . \
, In the-August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that

,, underlying hazardous constituents.in decharacterized wastes were not released to the" ,
enviro~ent via leaks, sludges; and aiiemissions from ~urface impoundments in systems

Iregulated by the Clean Water Act Qr Safe Drinking Water Act (60'FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes Which initially exhibited a hazardous chariicteristic of igriitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated bu~ are'no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the

.', President signed the ~an~ Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1~96, which provi4es that the' ,
wastes in questjon are no.longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As :
a result, on April 8, 1996;EllA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR·156(i0).
Today's Phase.IV final role will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface ~poundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655·43677)). Furthennore, the treatment staOdards for TC metal.w8$tes in today's rule do not
-apply to TC metal wastes ir'the charac~eristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clem Wate~-Actor, for Underground injection wells, the Safe'
Drinking ,Water A~t. ' .

.•:.

'.

, i

DCN . 'PH4P031
.... COMMEN.TER· D~partment of Energy

. RESPONDER' SS
SUBJECT, ,EQUV
SUBJNUM 031
COMMENT

I.H~ 7. Sampling'and Analysis
. ,I. p. 43675, cols.,2 & 3 _. EPA states that sampling and .

analysis requirements under Option 2 would not be burdensome, and
that generator kno~ledge could be used in lieu of sampling and
analysis. 'Section I~D.3.c is indicated as discussing
what constitutes acceptable generator knowledge. ~, .' "
DOE supports alio'wing generator knowledge as an alternative to'
sampling ·and· analysis. For t~at reason, the Dep~ent is
interested.in EPA 'guidance on what constitute~' acceptable

I.generator knowledge. Since the tDR Phase IV proposed rule contains
no'section I.D.3.c providing such guidance, DOE requests that.. if . .
Option 2 is chosen, EPA include in the preamble'to th~ ,fin~ rule,
'the guidance it intended to put in section I.D.3.c. of the .
'prop~sed rule preamb.le. '. ,', ',:.-" "

'f.

··e

. ' .

. . Howeve~, the Land D.isposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake'a 5-year study to'
.! detennine any pote~tial risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these

surface impoundments.· The fmdings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
',result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks.are in fact found that ~ould warrant such
re~ulation. . . , . . ,

. ..... . ~ . .
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The Agency previously provided guidance on wp,at constitutes generator knowledge.in the Phase ,'el
II proposed rule at S8 FR 48111 (September 14, 1,993).. , , . . I. '. ~ .
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DCN " ,PH4P033
COMMENTER, 'CMA Carbon Disulfide Panel
RESPONDER PMC
SUBiECT, EQUV
SUBJNUM ',033'
COMMENT. , '

, The Panel.urges EPA to adopt Option 'I as set forthin'the proposed
rule --,not promulgated land disposal restrictions (LDR) .
requirements for air, emi~sions, leaks to ground water, sludges,
or wastewater discharges, EPA has acknowledged that the phase IV ,

..rule'addresses relatively minor risks2 Implementing Option 1 would
fully address these minor nsks, ,
Moreover, ~hemical Waste Management v.EPA 3 requires EPA to

,select Option I..At the very least, Option 1 is,consisten~ with the
Chemical Waste Manage~ent decision. In add~tion, and as discussed'

, . in the comments separately,subinitted by ~MA"the equivale~cy' of
eXisting,and forthcoming Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act

,.regulatory progranis will ensure the protectiveness of Op~ion 1.
Finally, ifEPA nonetheless decides to adopt Option 2, the Panel', :
'urges EPA to make the modificatiol1:s ,to Option 2 proposed by CMA in
its comments. 'I. '

RESPONSE \' '
. " "

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed ·three, optionsJor ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the "
environment via leaks, s'ludges; and air emissions'from'surface impoundments in systems ,
'regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe 'Drinking Water Acr(60 FR 43655). Decharaeterized

, wastes are'w~es'which initially exhibited a'hazardous characteristic ofi~t8bility, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer c~c,teristic). On March -16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal ProgTam FlexibilityAct of 1996, which provides that the .
wastes itt question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a~result, op. April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards fo~ th:ese wastes (61. FR 15660). ' '

.Today's Ph~e. IV fmal rule will not promulgate,provisions for managing leaks, 'sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments·.(EPA proposed options on August 22, 1~95 (60 FR '
43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC, metal wastes in today's' rule do not
apply to TC metai wastes ifihe characteristic is removed and the-wastes are subsequently tre~ted ,
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground' injection wells, the Safe

'. Drinking Water Act. '

" .'

, ,

• < • i ." .,

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to Undertake a '5.year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents :fi:om these

" , sUrface impoundments. The fmdings oflhis study, begun by the Agency in'April, 1996,.may
, resUlt in proposed re~ulations, for these ~ts, if risks are ~n fact found that wou~d warrant.~uch '

.,
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DeN . PH4P034
COMMENTER CMA
RESPONDER,
SUBJECT, EQUV
SUBJNUM 034,
COMMENT

. t

'. "

"

" -

, ,

·.Minimize the Impact of the"Phase IV Proposed Rule
on Facilities with Approved No Migration.
Exemptions . '

..CMA member companies operate approximately 120' ..
Class l injection wells, two thirds ofw,hich inject
hazardous waste and ha~e obtained no migration
exemptions. The cost of,petitiori modification has
be~ome8.J\l enormous burden for injection well

, operators.'The average cost to complete the no
migration exemption process has been.$8,76,OOO
~th almost halfof the facilities incurring costs, ,
exceeding a million dollars."Many of these,petitions
\yere'modified due to changes 'in regulatory ,
requirements"such as are contempiated in today's
rUle. These modificationS have resulte~ in an .
additional S206;()OO per facility on average. The '
co~ts reported herein'd~ not reflect the costs incurred
by the Agency to review and process the Petitions.
The,~C Group believes that many ofUle petition .
modifications ~thave been required, and might be
required, are not only unnecessary,.but are ' '

, unwarranted to satisfy the intent of the no migration
.exemption pro:visioDs. EPA should recognize the
strong,scientific an'd technical foundatlonon which
the Agency haS based its conclusiorls that injection
iDto Class I wells is a safe and effective waste

, ~/anage~eD:t tool. Class I wells are' thoro~ghly
regulated, particularly those wells that have .
completed the no migration exemption process.
EPA should not waste resOurces to further regulate
these Class I wells, since EPA's own comprehensive
comparative risk assessment determined that' "
injection" ofwaste is virtually the safest.form of

• ..<. . • .

'.'

,; .

,',
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disposal and is safer thap landfilling the,waste, - >

_incinerating the waste, or even storing the waste- in a '
tank. Restrictions on Dec.haracterized Wastes,
ShoU:,ld Not Affect Facilities Wi!h Approved No

. Migration Exemptions. EPA has :the authority
, arid has already committedtq allowing facilities'that
. have obtained no migration exemptions to be exempt

frem specific fur$er regulations.' EPA and the VIC
"_'Group 'agreea to settle a"~wsuit by signing a

settlemen~ agreement which confirms that facilities'
with approved n~ migration exempti<;m t.Q.at does not
change the waste stream injected will'not be affected
by LDRs which affect decharacterized wastes. 
Given the fact that the entire waste stream.was ,
evaluated~during the petition process, approved no
migration petitions address any characteristic wastes

. that may be rendered nonhazardous prior to
injection. Consequently, it is unnecessary .to layer
additional requirements onto these facilities. Even '
though EPA conti~ues the .process ofrefining the .

. LDR program, thejnjecta~e has not changed and the
, conclusions of the no migration petitions remaiJ;!
, valid. Changes to the definition ofthe pointof . .
, generation and to the definition ofcharacteristically
hazardous wastes should not force the facilities that
have approved n6,migi'ation petitions to submit
additional-modifications. These additional, - ,.
modifications provide no extra 'protection or benefit
to. the environment; In short, it is clear that:· -
fl •••characteristic·wastes thai cease tQ exhibit ~ , ,
.characteristic prior to. injection are exempted

,from the lapd dispoSal ptohibitions to'the same
, extent as hazardous waste injection into Class I'
wells With Agency-approved no-migration
exemptions, regardless of ,'whether.the applicable
waste code~ for the characteristic are specified in the
fmat : petition's·approval. No further. " . '
demonstration ,would be required for characteristic , . ,
wastes . that ,are rendered nonhazardous prior to
injection absent the introduction ofa new
constituentnot already consiqered in the '-
demons~tion." The Phase IV proposal should
riot result in the needior facilities to modify -'

-
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pe~itions even though the inj~eted waste h~ ~at
changed ,and the waste at the point of injection is not
characteristically hazardous. EPAcan prevent this.
,misuse of public andpriyate funds by clarifying th~t
the"LDRs do·n9t affect Class I wells that inject.
decharacterized wastes and that have obtained no'
migration exe~ptions. The 'proposed require!Dent
ta impose additional regulatory purde~ far
newly·identified TC metal wastes is especially

. disconcerting because 'EPA ,is merely requiring an
alternative eXmlction procedure and is.not changing
the constituents of concern. In the Third Third LDR

.rore. EPA established treatment standards for wastes
that were characteristically hazardous wastes as

, deteqnined by the Extraction Procedure (EP). EPA _
now requires use of the Toxi,c Characteristic
Leaching Procedure (TCLP) to detenpine whether
wastes containing metals ar.e characteristic~lly

hazardous. The change in extraction procedUres will
result in some'additional ,wastes being captured by,
the LDRs that previously had been evaluated and had
been determined to be nonhazardous. These-wastes
will become regulated even though EPA has not _
changed the constituents ofconcern, but rather the

, method USed to determine the copcentriltion present,
and js n,ow propOsmg to regulate, these wastes as

- newly.1.i~ted wastes.'. Fundamen~ly,wastes that
.are hazardous du~ to elevated leveis ofmetal
constituents .were evaluated 'during the petition , ,
process ~,ed,upon the definition that WliS current at ,
the'time of petition preparation. The injectate, at the
pointo(disposal, was analy~d for metals and'that

, - 8nalysis waS included in the petftiorts. Requiring
modifications of~titionsdue to the minor changes.

, " in analytical procedures wi~l nofresultin greater
'.' protection ofhuman health. arid the environment but:

win result in addi~onalexpenditures by both '
, facilities,and EPA. As previously disc,~sed, the
petition modification p~o~es,s is costly With the "
average petition,modification price of $206,300.
These facilities have already demonstrated thai, the
injected waste will'remam safely cOrUmed within the
i~jection zo~e. beneath the confining zorje, and .

.' .
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. I separated from the iowennost source of any . .,

I , tt'· .potentially usable groundwater', Approvedp~titions, /

I

. have already addressed the potential for migration of
.. hazardoUs consti~ents from the injection zone.. The

change propqsed in the applicability of tre~tment '
standards to waste streams already clescribed iil the
no migration petitions does not affect the technical
basis for the'petition approval; therefore, it is
unnecessary to' require petition modifications.
This type of regulatory scenario, refinements to the
tDRS that result in additional waste codes that, are
.applicable. to the injectate'even though·there has
1;>een no c~ange in the·injectate, was anticipated,. and

.-
both CMA and EPA agreed that petition.
modifi..cations. would not be required. EPA should, . "

~ therefore, Clarify in the Phase IV rule that the
prohibitions for newly-listed wastes will not result in
the need to modify appro~ed no migration .
·exemptions for those facilities at which the waste
streams 'injected have not changed; Absent a

, .
Change in the W~e' Injected, Facilities With
:Approv~d ~o Migration Exemptions Should, at,.a

e Minimum, be Entitled.to Add \\:'aste Codes for
Newly-Identified or Characteristic Wastes as
Nonsubstantive Revisions. In some ~ases, , -
facilities with approved exemptions d~scribip.g the·
.w~te streams inject either newly-listed wastes or:'

- characteristic wastes that are not decharacterized
prior to injection. ,These facilities have not changed ,
the. waste streams injected; however, the Agency has
p~oposed to change the basis for the applicability of '

.waste codes. In 'such·cases, EPA may prefer to
"

:e~ure that the approved exemption reflects·all of the .
waste cod:es ~t actually apply to. the waste at the

/. point of injec~~n. '.This is merely a paperWork
change that does not raise technical issues that
warrant the need to modify\ the petition and to review
the basis for. granting the exemption. No migration

.petitions .in~lude detaileddescript~onsofthe
injectate inclu(ijng chemi~al analysis to identifY

A

hazardouS constituents. Although some petitions
may n6t in~lude det~.)ed descriptions of the
individual streams~t are aggregated to form the

e ..
"
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injectate, the~epetitions.do include descriptions of
,the pretreatment systems, identification of the
source of the "anous Istreams and, using the
definitions applicable at the time of petition;
preparation, identification of*e applicable waste
codes for individual waste streams. The evaluation
ofthe potential for migration q-om !he injectlon,zone
is appropriately based upon the .coh~entrations .

. '. present in ·the injectateand not in the. individual
. streams that are aggregated prior to inje<;tion. The

injectate is typically a wastewater, and even if it is
considered a nonwastewa.ter for LDR purposes it is
aqueous, and the detennination ofmetals present in
the injectate is based: on analysis of an aliquot from
the waste rathc;r than analysis of the extract from a
leaching procedure. Therefore a change in the
extraction procedure used to detenninethe .
applicability of waste codes' to the individual
streams, will, at most, have a trivi~ impact on the

"evaluation ofthepo,tential for the 'injectate migrating
from the injection zone. EPA should therefore
coilfinn that, abs~nt a ch~ge in the 'wastes injected,

,facilities with-approved petitions should be.able to
.add the waste' codes by nonsubstantive revi'sion.
CMA SuPpoJ1S.Changes in Notification .
Requirements thatReduce the Reporting Burden
for Facilities Disposing of Waste into Injection
Wells-with Approved No . 'Migration ExemptionS.
, , EPA is proposmg to modify existjng'regUlatory i .

language to clarify the existing notification
requirements, arid generally simplify, the
requirements (or generators ofha.zardous waste.
These changes will replace the existing language in
40.C.F.R. §268.7. Specifically, for Class I injection

. 'well oPerators"EPA is proposing to simplify the
notification reqUirements. Under the current·
regulations (promulgated in the Phase II rule 'and not
yet published inthe C.F.R.), notifications are
required to include the waste code and regUlated
constituents for all restricte.d' wastes. ~e Phase IV
proposal would eliminatt: the requi.reinent that
'regulated constituents be identified on the LDR
-notification for wastes injected pursuant to no. . . ... . . .
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migration exemptions. This is appropriate'since the
no migration petition includes a d~scription 'of the
waste stream. and the hazardous constituents in the' "
waste stream.. The requireme~t to ~er analyze
and report information about ,the waste streams . . '

,would not protectthe env~ronment but wo~ld result
'in added costs for analYtical,support and . . '
doc~entation. This change Will save considerable
time and .analytical costs Without ~acrificing

protection of human health.and the environment and
is supported by the VIC Group. Further, the VIC
Gro'up reconimends that'EPA finalize the proposed,
improvement~to the existing LDRs program·
separately, from the rest of the LDR Phase IV
proposal., EPA Should,Ensure Adequi?-te Time for
Compliance Most of the facilities'that currently

·inject newly-i(fentified wastes will attempt to
continue to inject these,streams and wi~l apply for
either a no migration exemptjon or a modification of

". ano inigrat~onexemption. "The'no migration
exemption review process has taken an average of
three years, to complete. Similariy, the installation of.
on-site treatment, source reduction, and/or recycling
facilities ,may tak~ several years to complete,
especially if it is necessary to obtain penilits before
inStallation. Off-site management options may be
logistically infeasible or require the construction of

, on-~ite'facilities to make them. feasible; The '
· 90nstruction of transfer facilities may.require,
permits resulting in operation delays ofsevenu years.
Therefore, EPA shoUld' proVide adequate' time to '

· achieve coinplianc~ with the Phase IV ~equirements..
·Due t~ the uncertainty of the outcome of issues .
de;scribed in preambles of th~ Phase III and Phase IV
·proposals, such as:the point of generation definition,' f

·facil~tie~ remain coDfused as to the applicability of . . .
these'proposC?d prohibitions. Compliance options ax:e
expensive (typically in the millio~s ofdollars per .
facility); ev'en preparation orm exemption'request

· can cost between $250,000 and $1;S million~

~oriun~tting large expendiiur~s based upon proposed
rules which are subject to change before ,
promulgation results in unnecess~{and so~netimes
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signif1cant) costs to companies. Therefore, even
, 'though all of the options described above have long

lead times, most companies will await the
publication' of regulatibns to begin pursuing,' '
complian~e options. A more reasonable approach
to achieving compliance would be, for EPA to allow
facilities which submit an exemption' request within
a reasonable time frame (e.g. within 9,0 days after the'

. effective date of the LDRs) to continue to operate' ,
until tWo years after a determination is made by EPA
whether to grant an exemption. this'is permissible '
within the LDR framework for characteristically
hazard~us wastes~ because although EPA is calling
these wastes newly-listed, EPA is actually making'
technical corrections to clarify the applicability ~
based upon alte1Jlative analytical procedures and ' /
making technical corrections which wip modify the ,

, , implementation of existing restrictions. ' The " "
Most Recent Revision of the, De Minimis
Wastew~ter Exeniption 'Needs Furth~r

Modification to As~ure Reasonable Analytical Costs
forC6mpliance and Should~ ,Applicable'to All

, Class I Wells not Just'to Those Injecting
\, \

Nonhazardous Wastes. " The VIC Group
supports EPA efforts to define a de miIiimis volume
exemption. E~A should grant the exemption, but,_
modify it to reduce the analytical' burden. The
proposed exemption requires faCilities to identify
and quantify,the level ofun~erly~ng hazardouS, t

constituents CUBCs) in characteristi,c wastes streams.
Each characteristicallY,hazardous waste stream
wot4d need to be sampled to Identify if the
underlying hazardous constituents are present at
.levels less thaIt' ten times the treatment standards
f01¥14 at §268.48. For 'each saIDple collected the
analytical costs would be approxiMately $1,500. As'
an example, one member's facility has co~pleted'a

, sampling round ~o evaluate the impact of the Phase
, III and Phase IV proposals for characteristically' ,
. hazardous wastes at their site. This single round of
,.sampling, analytical, and.evaluation of data collected
. cost $46,000. Addi!ional costs were incurred to ,
. instali sampling connection pomts .into h~d-~iped.
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, ,

'sYste~ns. , EPA could achieve the-goal Of only ,
allowing relatively dilute streams to'be considered, ,
for the de minimis volume exemption by simply' ,
requiring the 'waste stream at the point ofgeneration
to ~ontain at/least 90 percent water by,weight-instead
of specifying a hazardous constituent concentration.
Detenniningthe percent water weight is much'less'. "

costly, This requirement in~conjuhction "Yith'limiting _
the combined volume to' less than one percent of.the '
total flow at the wellhead on an annualized basis
achieves the goa] of ensuring that the de minimis '
volume provision appiies only to ~elatively dilute
wastes that are relatively small in the aggregate.

. This.change iIi analytical criteria also assures that the:
, , applicability of the provision can be detennined '

easilyfor'both compliance and'enforcement ,
purposes..The de 'miniinis provision,as proposed in ~
Phase'lV,would apply only to nonhazardous

" injection wells. This is contrarY to what we believe
is EPA's intent which is to .provide relief for minor "

, 'waste streams at both q,azardous 304 nonhazardous
Class I injection weWfacilities. .This 'is an
unnecessary restriction in applica~ilitybecause Class,
I wells that inject hazardous waste' must obtain no' .
migration exemptions which include a demonstration
that-the technol~gy is environmentally protective
where~ surface impoundments.and Class I wells
injecting nonhazatdous waste are not subject to this
onerous demonstration requirement. '

l ,

•. " .

In the August 22, i 995 PhaSe IV proposal, EPA discussed thr~ ()ptioDs fQr' ensuring that
underlying hazardous co~tituents in decharacteriZed ~aste~ were not released.to the
enviro~entvia le~, sludg~s, and air emissions from surface'impoundments in systems
regulated by, the <;:leail Water ACl or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a h~dous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivjty~
'reactivity, or to~icitywhen generated but are no longer characteristic). Oli March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program F,le,pbility Act of 1996:which provides that the' ,
wastes in questiQn are no longer prohibited' from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As

'a resurt; on April 8,,1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standlirdsfor these'w~t~s (61 FR 15660). 
, , Today',s,Phase IV final rule willnot promulgate' provisions for managing leaks~ sludges. and air '

,emissions from suiface impoun~ents,(EPA proposed options on August 22,1995 (60,FR
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'4365543677). Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal was~es in today's rule do nottt
apply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the was~es are subsequently treated ~'-'- .

. ,in a unit that is regulated by the Cleaii Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water ACt.

. .However; the Land Disposal.Flexibility·Act does m~date EPA t~ undertake a 5-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments. The (indlngs of this stUdy, begun by the Agency in ~pril, 1996, may
r~sult in .proposed regulations for thes~ units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
reguiatio~. '
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·'e·· DeN PH4P034 .
COMMEN1'ER CMA VIC Task Force
RESPONDER H.M
SUBJECT· EQUV'
SUBJNUM 034
COMMENT

, .

.,

List~d W~tes Should not be Subject to Treatment Standards ,Applicable to
Characteristic Wastes. , "

"e.

•••••

EPA intends to retai~ fue ~urr~nt rule stated in40·~.F.R. §268.9(b): that the treatment ..
, standards for characteristic wastes 40' not apply if the treatnient standard for the listed waste
addresses the ,hazardous constituent at issue. The Phase III prpposal include4 a modification to ':,'
40 C.F.R. §21.'8.9(b) which would have:subjected all listed wastes 'that are ~h8racteristically .
hazardous to treatment standards applicable to characteristic waste. The Phase IV proposal
correctly utilizes limited resources; assuring that listed wastes are not subject to. the double .
jeop~dy of being ev~uated for compliance with both.the UTS treatment requirements ,for the

, listed waste's constitUents and the ~derlyinghazardous constituents~ Further, this ~inimizes
~ " :

- need, to break into hard-piped systems in order to',sample characteristically haZardous wastes
, simply to identify underlying hazardous constituents for those pipe systems that transp.ort listed

wastes, " .' . .

Residues fr~m Pretreatment oflnject~d Wastes are Newly-Identified Wastes and are
... :. Therefore Only Subject to Treatment Requirements for Characteristic Wastes if

They Themselves.Exhibit Hazardous Characteristics.. . .. . . ."

In the Third Third rule, EPAestab\ished 'the principle ~t~e generation of a new. ~eatability .
group is considered'a new point of generation and thus a new point for detennining whether a'
waste is prohibited~ In the PIUtSe IV proposal EPA uses this priilciple ~o evatuate'wastewater
treatment. sludges generated in Subtitle D surface impoundments. Under this principle' .
wastewater'···· .

• • 1 . \ _ •

'. treatmc:mt sludges not exhibiting a characteristic are not prohibited wastes, even·though the
sludges'm~y be derived from characteristicaliy hazardous waste streams. Instead the '; .
newly-generated waste is evaluated t~.detennine if it is subject,to the LDR staridards. .
The PhaSe IV proposal does not, however, directly address th~ LDR statuS of residual solids .
from ClaSs'I injection well systems. The U:IC GrOup has been advised in discussions with the ,
EPA that residual solids from Class I injection well systems Will aIso be considered to be '"
newly-generated wastes under th~."changeintr~atabilitygroup principle:' Under this ,,'.

." interpretation~ such solidS will'~ subjecfto'treatment requirements for.chaiact~risticwastes
only if they themselves exhibit the hazardous c~aracteristic. This verbal uncierstanding is .
consi~tent with the approach taken by EPA in 'the preamble of~e P~e IV proposed rules. The· .,

. VIC Group urges EPA to clarify that the residues from Class I pretreatment systems are I. . . . ... . . \
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newlY7~enerated wastes and are not subject"to LDR:req~ireinents ~ess they are themselves
hazar4qus'wastes. ~', " ' , ' - , : ' '

Nonwastew~ter Re~iduals from Treatment of Mixtures ofAgg~egated'Waste,
Streams, Irre'spective 'of the Individual Stream's Treatability Group~ Should be
Considered as Newly-Generated Waste. " ',' , - '.

CMA member companies continue to be concerned about sludges that are g~nerated' from, ,
,waste streams that are considered Qonw~tewaterS. Due to either'the total organic carbon or ~otal
suspended solids content many wastewater stream~are classified as nonwastewaters for LDR
purposes. Because a residual solid is a nonwastewater for LDR purposes, 'it could be argued th~t ,
no change in treatability, group occurs and that the residual solids which include sludges, filters,

,'filter cakes~ etc. are'subject'to the same treatment standards as the liquid streams. The,VIC
Group believes that these streams are also il,;wly-generated and ,should be evaluated based upon'
the concintration ofconsti~entsin the waste'rather than relying on the charact~~stic~ofthe ,
individual streams that were aggregated and then treated ,tQ form the sludges. i ,

The aggregation of streams prior to injection allows for both chemical and physical changes to
occur in the combined waste stream. Catalyst fines may be present-which will allow for further
reacti0Il: of the unreacted raw material,s and polymerization of monomers. Additionally, salts
may , ,
'forin as a result ofmi,xing streams ofvarious pH and chemical matrices. The settled sludge will
contain a different matrix than does the was~ewaterinfluent. ' ,

, 'Residues are also different from the wastewater streams because they are collected on various
, -media which become p~ of the residue waste matrix. These media can include materials'such

.. • • ~ p , •

as, , ,'.. ' " ,:' . ,
diatomaceous earth and wound fiber cartridges. The constituents adhering to the filter media will
be more sinlilar in nature to th~ sludg~ residue than to the wastewater-influent.' These residues
-are unlikely to be'pumpable materials; whereas, the wastewater influent is ptimpable. The ," ,
organic""
constituents in the residues are more likely to be longer-chained organi~-s and are less likely to be ,
volatile. The residues are also moTe likely to contain higher concentrations ofmetals ,and salts
than is the wastewater.

, ,,

, ,

, -

,Because the residues generated in Class I pretreatment systems,are fundamentally different r
,than the\wastewate~ (which may'be considered~ nonwastewaters for LDR purposes), E~A
should clarify that these waste streams are newly-generated and are only subject to LDR
provisions applicable to characteristic wastes if the resid~es themselves are characteristically
h8zarrlous. ,EPA ,should not create another m~chanismth~t requires waste codes to be_ applicabl~

.' ,to wastes derived from hazardous wastes, thereby ,~ringing'in large vol~es ofnonhazardous '
waste into the perverse universe ~f regulation as hazardous wastes.

'RESPONSE ",
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discUSsed three options for ensuring that

, • • • I
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.. . underly.ing hakrdou5 constituents in decharacteri~ed wastes wer~ not r~leased to the
• ".. environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions'from surlace impoundments in systems

, regulated by the Clean Water .Act or Safe Drinking W~ter Act (60,FR 43655). Decharacterlzed .
wastes 'are was~es whichi~tially exhibited' a hazardous ch~acteristic of ignitability, corrosivitY,
reactivity, or,toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the"
President signed the Land Disposal Progr~ Flexibility Act 6f 1996, which provides ¢at the '
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. 'As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).

,.Today's Phase IV final rule'will not promulgate provisions' for managing leaks"slud'ges, and air
emissions from surfac~ impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .
43655~43677». Furthermore, the treatment'statldards for TC ~etal wastes in today's rule do riot'
.apply to TC me~l was~es if the characteristic is' removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
ina unit that is reglil1!ted by the Clean Water Act or, for ,l,lIlderground injection wells,. the Safe '
Dri~g Wat~r Act' ,

~'However, the Land Disposal·Flexibility Act does ~andate EPA to undertake a5-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from,these

, surface impoundments. The'rmdings of this study; begun'by the Agency in April, 1996, m'!y
.result in proposed regulati(~ms for these units, if risks are in fact found' that 'would warrant such
regulation.

'. ,e,
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Clarify that LDRs do not apply to decharacterized wastes inj~cted
- at facilities with approved no migration 'exe~pti9ns. '

RESPONSE
• ' \ i"

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPPy. discussed three options for ensuring that
, underlying hazardouS,constituents in decharacterized w~tes were not released to the ,

environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissio~s from surface impo~dments in systems t

. regulated- by the Clean Water Act or Safe prinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
waStes are wastes which initially exhibited' a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity, '
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no'loJ?ger characteristic)., On ~ch 16, 1996; the
President signed the Lan4 Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wasWs in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered ~onhazardouS. As
a result, on Apn18, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
T6day'sPhase IV final rule willn~tpromuigate provisions for managing leaks, sludges~ and air ,
emissions from ~urface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not

, , apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and $~ wastes are subsequently treated
, , in a ~t that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for undergroW1d~njection wells, the Safe
, ' Drinking Water Act. ' ", " ,

i-Iowever, the Land Disposai Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5·year study to
determine any potenti81 risks posed by cross·media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments. The fmdings of this study,Cbegun by the Agency in April, 1996, may ,',
,result in,proposed regulations for these units, ifrisks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. . , ,

, "
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COMMENTER CMA
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM', 034..
COMMENT

EPA Should Appropriately Limit the Circ~stancesUnder which Treatme~tto
Address 11nderlying Hazardous Constitue~ts in Ch~acteristic Wastes is Required.

The UIC /Gro~~ has already stated 'its con~em that requiring segre~atio~ and treatmen~ of
characteristic 'streams to meet UTS levels is not ~nly Unnecessary but actually may increase }he
risk to hUman health and the environment. '

, ", ' , " ,

The UIC Group'recommended in th~ Phase III comments that EPA identify'threat levels based'
upon health-based levels modifiec{ by an apprppriate.dililtion/attenuation factor reflecting a .
reasonable mismanagement sCenario.. EPA recognizes in. the Phase IV propoSfU that constituents

. ai UTS.levels may not present risks thafwan:ant regulatory concern. Specifically EPA states that
"MCLs.are a reasonable benchmark of risk posed to human health from a drinking water sow:ce," .
and.proposes not to require controls on surfac~ impoundment leakage unless levels of hazardous .
.constituentS exceed MCLs by a factor.of 10{a reasonable dilution/attenuation, factor according'
to
EPA). The. UIC Group supports EPA's intent to require treatment only if it is necessary to
minimize an actual threat to.human health or the environment'. In the context of injected wastes,
'ifthe commingled wastes already a:re at ahazardo~ constituent'leve,l:which ~11 minimize
threats, -'. . '. .
treatment to further reduce the mass ofconstituents will neither reduce the volume 'ofwas~e ,
injected nor produce any meaningful reduction in toxicity. Therefore treatment to remove .
underlying hazardous consti.tuentS'prior to injection is unnecessary to protect hum~ health and
the environment. . ,

RESPONSE ,
In the August 42~ 1995 Phase 'IV proposal, EPA discussed three'options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the ,
environmentyia leakS,·sludges, and a4" emissions from s~ace impoundments In systems

. regulated by the:Clean.Water Act or-Safe Drinking Water Act (60··FR 43655). Decharicterized
wastes are .waStes which Initially exhibited·a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity"
reactivity, or toxicity,when generated but are no longer ~harac~eristic). On March 16, 1996, the.
President signed the Land Disposal Program Fle,qbility Act of 1996, ~hich provides that the

.wastes in question are no longer prohjbited from land disposal once rendered nonhazar40us. As.
a result, on AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment-standards for these wastes{61 FR 15660).
roday's PhaSe IV final rule will not promulgate pro~isions for managing leaks, sludges, and'air

, emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR.' . / . , ..... .
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.43,655-43677)). Furthermore; the treatment standards for Te metal wastes, in today'~ rule do n~t
iipply to Te t:netal wast~s ,if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

. in a unit that is reguIa,tedby the Clean Water Act or, for ilndeiground injection wells, the-Safe,
Drinking Water Act. ' , ' , ,
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However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake as-year study to
determine' any potential risks posed by <;ross-media transfer of hazardous constituents f!om these
surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by-the Agency in April~ 1996, may
result in proposed tegulation~ for these units:"if'risk~, are ,in fact found that would warrant'such
regulation. .... .. '

DCN PH4P035 ,
COMMENTER Utility S~lid Waste Activities Group
RESi>ONDER. HM
SUBJECT EQUV ,_ " .'
COMMENT. 3. The CWM Opimon Does Not Require EPA To Impose Reg~latory

Standards ~>n Sludges USWAG is especially troubled by the Option '
, , 2 proposal for subjecting sludge to the LDRs.' The CWM opinion ,

do.e~ not suggest, let alone require, that EPA alter its
'''treatability group principle" an,d impose regulatory standards ,

, on the sludges generated during. treatment of wastes in CWA
systems. The "treatability group ,principle" provides that a
waste that has changed its fonD during treatment, e.g:; from·a
waStewater to anonwastewater, i~ sufficiently different in' ,
ch~cter' and characteristics from' th~ original waste that its

I potential threat to, the environment should be assessed anew, and
_that such newly generated forms of the waste .should only 'be, '
subject to hazardous waste regulation if they themselves exhibit .
a characteristic. See SS Fed. Reg. 22520,,22661-62 (June I,
1990). 'This principle w~:not challenged in the CWM
litigation and th~ was not addressed in" .that decision. There -

, ' ,is no reason for EPA to assume that the Court reached olit to
decide an issue that w~ not before it and to infer a ' ,

, ,

requirement to impose LDR regulations on sludges generated in'
CWA systems managing decharacterized,w~tes. EPA itself
recognizes this poin~ and also questions its legal basis for
'abandoning this concept in the Phase IV nile,. ·60 Fed. Reg. at
43673. More fundamentally, the change ill; treatability'group '.
principle re.t1~ts the reality ofmany treatment systems as'well
as the fact that the,chemistry, and'thus the threat posed to the

.-environment, ofconstituents bound up in asolid are
'substantially different from those same constituepts pre'sent in
'a'wastewater and therefore must be an81yzedseparately. EPA has
presented ~o infonnation~ .the current prop~sa1 to undermine

\.

I
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'thatlogical c~nclu~jon.Moreover; if EPA were to abandon' Its
change in treatability' group policy. and thereby, in· effect,
impose a "derived from rule" on characteristic wastes, it would
create' many of the same problems that have resulted from the

. derived from rule for listed wastes. Th~ Agency is well a~~e
" ' , that the derived from rule. has resulted in many low-hazard .

wastes b~ing sU~ject to Subtitle C regulation, and EPA is Q.ow .
going through great pains to correct this major flaw in the
Subtitle C system (via the "Hazardous'Waste Identification Rule'"
process). It wO,uld be nonsensical for the Agency.to '
unnecessarily import one' of the least defensible components of
the Subtitle C program into the LOR program as it relates to .
characteristic wastes. The current .system as applied to .
'characteristic wastes is ratipnal and workable, and the Court's
.decision creates no mandate to abandon and replace it ~tha. .
more burdensome regulatory program. Therefore, USW;\G urges the
Agency to retain the change in treatability group principle and. . .
not to automatically apply LOR standards to sludges generated
during the treatrnent ofdecharacterized' wastes in CWA surface I •

impoundmeilts. . . .
'RESPONS~ " .
In the August 22,- 1995 Phase IV proposal, E?A discussed three options for ensuring that
lJl1dedying hazardous constituents in decharacterlzed wastes' were not r~le~ed to the '
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water. Act or· Safe' Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43(>55). Decharacterized .,
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazar<,lous chaTacteristic ofignitahility, corros.ivity,
.reactivity, or.toxicity when generated but are .no longer, characteristic), On Marc.h 16, .1996, the ,
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which pro,":ides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited fr9m land d~sposal onc~·reQderednonhazardous. As
a re~ult, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660). '
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgat~provisionS for managing leaks. sludges. and ~r'
eI1lissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed'options. on AugUst 22, .995 (60 FR ' .
43655~3'677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not.·
apply to TC metal ~tes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in,a unit that is regulated by~e Clean Water Ac~ or, .for underground injection '-'{ells. ~e Safe

, Drinking Water Act. .

~owever, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to uhdertake a 5-ye~ s~dy to
. 'determine any potential risks posed by.cross-media traIisfer ofhazardous constituents from' these

surface impoun~ents. The findings of this stUdy, begun by the Age~cy in April, 1996, may'
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks ~e in fact fo~d that would warrant such
regulation. . ." .
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DCN PH4P035
. COMMENTER Utility Solid Waste ActivitiesGrp

RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV ,
COMMENT. IX. EPA SHOULD CLARIFY THAT Di~u.TI9N IS .'

,PERMISSIBLE TO REMOVE A CHARACTERISTIC 'PRIOR TO
FURTHER TREATMENT. . llS\VAG believes

. that the"focus of the Phase IV proposal ,on surface impoundment "
standards and its'discussion ofpotential management optio~s '
ne~essitates clarification ofEPA's position on,diluti0I1. In
particular, USWAG urges EPA to clarify in the final rule that it
is lawful to use dilution to render a characteristic waste that·
is subject to an LOR treatm~ntstandard no~azardous. provided,

. tItat additional treatment other than dilution is, used to treat
the "underlying hazardous constituentS" in th~decnaracterized
waste prior to land disposal. Neither RCRA nor the CWM decision'
prohibits the dilution ofa characteristic hazardous'waste for
pUrposes of removing the h~c;lous characteristic 'so that any
additi,onal treatment for the und~rlyinghazardous constituents
in the decharacierized waste can1take place in facilities *<I;t I .

'¥'e not subject to the RCRA hazardous waste permitting'
~equirements. 'In fact, USWAG notes ,that in ~he Phase III ,

'proposal, EPA'clearly contemplated wastes being decharacterized'
through aggregation prior to theIr ma,nagement· in CWA surface, .

" impoundmellts for 'treatment in 'order to meet.LDR sta:ndards. 60
, ',fed. Reg. at,i 1702; I.l710-12., DeSpite EPA's recognition of .

,this principle, US~AG. has found that there is substantial
confusion among state· reguJators and. others regarding wh~th~r.: '
any dilution ofprohibi~edwastes' is allowed. Therefore, USWAG .
urges"EPA to clarify in the'preamble to the final rule, or in,
some other appropriate'manner, that characteristic wastes can be ,
diluted to remove theu hazardous characteristics and that suc~' (. '
decharacterized wastes can be treated in non-Subtitle C

'. faciliti~sto meet applic~bleLDR treatnient'staIidards.
~SPONSE ' "

, '.

. '.

"

\

In the August 22,1995 Phase IYproposai, EPA qisc~sedthreeopt~onsfor e~sunng that
, ~derlying hamdous constitUents in decharacterized ,wastes were not released to th~

'enVironment via le8ks, sludges, and air emissions from sUrface impouridments in systems ,
regulated·by the Clean Wa~er Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initiaily exhibit~d a hazardous characteristic of ignitabilitjr, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxiCity when genet~ted but are no longer qliaracteristic). On March 16, i 996, the'
Pt:esident 'signed ,the Land Dispo~a1 Pr,?gram Flexibility Act of 1'996, w~ch provide~ that the

. /
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'~astes,in que~tioIi are no longer prohibited fro~ land disp~sal once rendered tlonhazard~us. As 'e
" , a result, on April 8; 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).

,.. • I ,

Today's Phase IV final nile will not promulgate provisjons for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions fr~m surface impoundnients (EPA proposed options on August 22;1995 (60 FR
4365543677». Furthermore, the treatmeQt standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is 'removed ~d the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for widerground injeCtion w~ils, th~ Safe,'
DiinkingWate~Act.

, However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
determine any pgtential risks 'posed by cross-media transfer of hazardo'us constituents fro~ these '
surface impoundments., The findings of this 'study, begup. by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in' proposed regulations for these ~ts, if risks are'in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. ' , -', '

,There is one caveat. Characteristi,c hazarq,ous wastes that are managed'in ewA or ewA- ','
equivalent systems, and for which EPA has promulgated a method oftreatment as the treatment

, ,
standard (e.-g., high TOe ignitabl~wastes for which the treatment standard isrecovery,of
organics) remain prohibited' unless treated l?ursuantby the promulgated method',·,
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, DCN. PH4P035
CpMMENTER 'UtilitY Solid ,Waste_Activities Grp
RESPONDER SM" ' ,
SUBJECT' EQUV
~OMMENT VI. 'EPABHOULD REJECT THE ENVIRON~ENTAL TECHNOLOGY

CQUNClL'S PROPOSAL TO BAN NON';AMENABLEWASTES FROM
LAND~BASEDBIOLOGICAL TREATMENT SYSTEMS.

:' EPA propo~es to reject a request that was , .
111ade by the Environm~ntal Technology Council ("ETC") ~o prohibit

, the management of wastes in land based biological treatment'
, systems if the wastes are not amenable to biological treatment. .
60 Fed. Reg. at '43677. 'USWAG fully agrees,with EPA that s1Jch a
ptohibition is tl1U1ecessary, and that the concerns t!tat the ,
proposal purports to address are most appropriately addressed b::

, , the end-o(-pipe'controls discussed in this rule arid in'the Phase
'III proposal. The imposition of additional controls beyond the'
'end-of-pipe requirements not only' wou~dbe superfluous, but it

, also would create significant disruptions in" existing,treatment '
, operations~ As 'noted by EPA, "the provisions'in Phase III an9

PhaSe IV are designed to protect human health and the ,
, enviro~ent fr~rnhazardous constituents in surface impoun,dments,

.therefore, there is no need to regulate nonamenable wastes. ,," ,,
Id. USWAG supPorts this 'conclusion. U8WAG further agrees with
EPA that such a ban would impose si~ficantte~hnical. . "
i~pedimeIits on the regulated community in'detennining "
amenabilitY to bi~logical treatment. In partiCular, EPA
acknowledges that-the ability ofthe regulated cOhununity to
~sess the amenability to ~e~tmeni ofa partic~ar wastestream
or a constituent is "extremely difficult"and.is accompanied by
much "uncertainty." Moreover, there has been nO'indication that '

. excessive migration of "nonamenable" wastes is occurring, or , 
that such wastes in any way impede the functioning ofthe

. biological treatment systems; The advantages of such a '
, pro~bition are'minimal, ~d EPA correctly has proposed its

rejection.' ,
~SPONSE . ",." , ,
,In the August 22,1995 Phase IV proposal, EPAdis~ussed three options for ensuring that
underlying haZa'rdous constituents in decharacterized wastes w~re'not released to the '
environment via leakS, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoUndments in systems .
regulated by the ·Clean Water A~t or S~eDrinking Water Act (60 FR 4,3655). DeCharacteriz~d, /
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability. cotTosivity,
reactivity, or toxic,ity when generated but~e no longer ch8racteristic).' On March 16; 1996, the,
President signed the ,Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act'of,1996, WhiSh provides that the .

., ;
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, wastes-in questi9n are no longer prohibited from iand disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As ,
a result, on April 8, 1996; 'EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these waStes (61 FR 15660). 
Today's Phase IV final rule will'not promulgate. provisions for managing leaks, sl~dges, and 'ai,r .

, emissions from surface impo~dmentS (EPA pr~posed options, on August 22, i995 (60 FR '
,4365543677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today'srule do not '
applx,to TC 'metal wastes if the ch~acterisiic'is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated ~
in a unit that is regulated by'theqlean Water Act'or, for underground injection wells, the Safe

. Drinking W8;ter Act. ' ,

I ,

However, the Land Disposal Flexib~lity Act does mandate EPA to undertake a S-year study to
de~ermine any potential ri~ks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments. The fin,dings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, J 996, 'may

, result in'proposed regulations for the~e units, if risks are in fact fOWld that would warrant such
regulation. ' ...'.' ",.,' I ' "

. . . .
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DCN ' :' PH4P035
COMMENTER Utility, Solid Waste Activities Grp
RESPONDER SS' .
SUBJECT EQUV, ,
COMMENT C. USWAG Requests that EPA Clarify that the LDR Requirements

are Only Applicable to ConstitUents Contained In a Hazardous
Waste at the Point of Get:leration.- USWAG'believes it is
imperative that EPA reiterate in the final Phase IV 'rule that
the only constituents ofconcern that must be addressed under
the i..DR program (and therefore must be trea~ed prior to ' " .
discharge) are constituents that are present in wastes ~at are

- hazardous at the point ofgeneration., Because the CWA 
impoundments that receive decharacterized wastes also receive

, numerous other aqueous wastestreams that are not subject 'to the
R~RA LOR prQgrarn, it is' important that EPA clarifY. that .
constituents contained in wastes Jhat are non-hazardous at the ,

, point ofgeneration and that arefdischarged to the impoundment
are, riot subject to' L'DR requirements and do not have to be, ~

. J1lonitored at the,poi,nt of discharge for cc;>mpliance with the ,
LOR:s~ Mor~over, EPA should provlde a mechanism in the final rule
whereby parti~s can submit diita to demonstrate that certain'
constituents did not come from the waste',that is subject to the
LORs. .' ,

i

RESPONSE .
In the August 22,-1995. Phase IV.propos~~ EPA discuSsed three,opti6.n~. fo~ ensuring that .'
underlying hazardous 'constituen~ in, decharacterized wastes were not'released to the' '
environment via leakS, sludges, ,and air emi~sions from surface impoundments in systems. ' ,

, , 1-., ' ...

regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR'43655). Decharacteri~ed '
wastes lare wastes which initially exhibited a hazardouS characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, ot toxicity when generated'out are no longer characteristicJ On'March 16, 1996, the '

-~resident signed the Land'Disposal Program FlexibilitY 'Act of 1996;which provides that the . .
wastes in ques~ioJ;l are no lo~ger prohibited from land disposal once re~dered nonhazardous. As
a result; on April 8,,1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes'(61 FR 15660).

.Today's Ph~~ lV'fmal nile ~ll ~ot promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air '
emissions from surface imjxnmdments (EPA-pr.oposed optio~s on August 22,1995 (60 FR -
43655-43677)).. Furthermore, the,treatment standards for TC 'metal wastes in today's rule·do not
apply to TC metal waStes if the characteristic is removed aitd ~e wastes~ subsequently treated'
in a unit that is ~gulated by the Clean'Water Actor, fe;tr ,Underground injec~on wells, the Safe

"Drinking Water Act. , .

However, the Lan'd Dispos8l flexibility Act does mandate ~pA to 'undertake a' S-year study'to '
, determine any potential risks poseciby cross·media transfer of hazardous constituents,from these
surface impotmdments. The'fmdings ofthis study, be'gun by the Agericy in April,. 1996;may ,"

. .' . -
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result it.t proposed regulati~ns.for·these.units,.itrisks iu'~ in fact found that woulQ warrant' such _
regulatioIl~. •
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DCN' PH4P035 ,

. COMMENTER' Utility Solid Waste Activities Grp . , ."
,RESPONDER' SS . .: .'. '.
SUBJECT " . EQl)V ..

. COMMENT II..USWA9 SUPPORTS END-OF-PIPE COM~LIANCE 'FOR TC-METAL

WASTES.. '. '. !

, A. End-of-the-Pipe Compliance Fully Satisfies the Requirements'
of the CWM Opinion.ySWAG emphasized in its comments on the
Phase III LDR proposal that it fully supported the requiremem
that compliance with the LDRs for decharacterized waste in CWA '
systems be determined at the same point that NPDES and"

. pretreatment limitS must.be ·met. See ySWAG Commentson.Land
Disposal Restrictions,- Phase IIi, May 1, 1995 (Docket No.. ' ." ..
F-95-PH3P-FFFF); USWAG reIterates'its support for this standard
,~d the Agency's proposed applica~ion of it to the'treatment
standard for TC-~etal w~tes: The "end-of-the-pipe" treatment
standald is fully consistent·willi the CoUrt ofAppeals decision
in CWM. As acknowledged by EPA in the' current proposw, "Option

. l relies on the Phase III rule to satisfy the equivalence ' .
standard enunciated by the D.C: ¢ircuit. .. '. the ~Ourt's'
opinion does not explicitly require more.'l 60 Fed. Reg. at

, 43659. Th,e Court iIi CWM detennined that it was'pennisslble. as a
proper ~ccorrWodation between the CVIAand RCRA, to allow wastes
.thathad not been trea~ed to meet tOR standards to be'placed in
.CWAsirrface impoundments 'as long ~ the waste receives the same
degree'oftreatment for the underlying hazardous constituents as
would be achieved in any other RCRA treatment facility. 976 .
F.7d at 20. Under this staridard, wastes that have been·
decharacterized can ~e placed in' CWA impoundments' for treatment,
provided that the LOR Universal Treatment Standards ("UTS") ar:e
met a~ the point ofdischarge from the impoundnient. . This
strategy is en~ly consistentwith the' CWM opinion because the

'. :decbaracteriZc:d waste':\'8ters' are re~eiving the same degree ~f

treatment at the point ofdischarge that woulCl otherwise be
'obtained in a RCRAPennittedtreatment facility. As EPA has'
already'previously concluded, "there are adequate constraints in

, the CWA'implementing rules to prevent these ~nd-of- pipe
standards from being ~hieved by means of dilution. i

• 60 Fed.' ,
Reg. at It7l1. Therefore, an end-of-the-pipe eqUivalence , . .
stan48rd will ensure that therequi~it~degre~ of treatplent of
underlying hazardous constituents'is achieved at the point of
discharge without inappropriate dilution. the CWA impoimdmen~

at iss~e in the ,Phase IV pro~sal have been used for years to .
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, -manage aqueous decharacterlzed wastes in an envirornnentally :
sound and economicaliy efficient mariner. Indeed, the Agency has
recognized that these systems 'pose little envirornnental risk
that is not already being addressed under existing r~gulatory

. controls. ,Id. at 11704 ("the risks addressed by this rule, "
particularly UIC wells, are very small relative to'the risks
presented by other environmental conditions or sitUations").
Thus, there is nothing to indicate that these 'systems are not
capable of adeqUately treating these wastes or that they are

" ,pos~ng any threat to ,human health 'orlthe envirornnent warranting .
the type of intrusive and-cost prohibitive controls c(;mtemplated ,
in Options ~ ,or 3. B. EPA Should Defer to the CWA Where the
Consti~ent ofConeem in the TC-Metal Waste is 'Addressed,by an

, NPDES Permit or ,Pretreatment Requirement. USWAG also believes
that the Agency should recognize that compliance with a CWA
standard that addresses hazardous constituents ofconcern in '
'TC-metal wastes ~onstitutes compliance with the RCRA tORs. EPA
acknowJedged tb,is principle in its Phase III proposal with
regard to TC-orgailic wastes (Id. at 11711-12), and the same
.rationale'applies with equal force here. Where the RCRA
,constituent of concern is fully regul~ted under the Clean \yater
Act, there is simply no reaSon to impose an-additional ReRA
standard on these same constituents at the point of discharge.
Doing so would merely be redundant regulaiion for its own sake"
and would b~ directly contrary ,to Congress' m~date'in section 
1006(b) ofRCRA (42 U.S.C. 0 6905(b» that EPA integrate
provisions ofRCRA and the C,WA when 'implementing RCRA, and avoid
duplication, to the IIiaxi~umextent possible, wi~ CWA ,
requirements. T1)erefore" deference to Clean Water Act regulation,
is fully cOIl$istent with RCRA, and provides ample protection for
human 'health and the envi~nmentwhile minimizing disruption of
existing'treatment systems. In addition, the treatment '
tec~ologies and·standards developed under the CWA are more
lik.ely,to be better tailored to the Wastestream because th~ CWA
is specifically geared to regulating aqueous discharges and CWA.
permit writers have 'greater experience in reviewing and
perinitting systems for ,the lIl;8I1agement of indUstrial aqueous ' ,
wastes. While USWAG endorses- the Agency's approac~ of deferri~g l

to applicable CWA controls where appropriate, USWAG believes the'
Agency also ·sho.uld defer to the judgments made under the CWA
that certain constituents do not requinr regulation ~~ the point
ofdischarge. For example, if an NPDES pennit write~has
deterinined th~~ there. ~s. no need to impose specific limitations
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in ~ facility's permit for certain c~nstit.uents because.~hat

constituent will not be present in the discharge at a level that
, , poses a thieat·to human health and the environmeni,'RCRA should·
"defer to that judgment and not require monitoring' and compliance

with the LDR standards for these. constituents. ' Th~ permit
. writer's judgment represe~ts the applic~tion of the best '
technofogyor the necessity to ~chieve w~ter quaiitystandards.
Where a permit writer has specifically determined that a .
particular constituent (or constituents) does not need to be
addressed, that detennination represents 'a finding that either '

'" the tec~ology haS adequately treated iha~ constituent or the
._constituent does not pose a threat to environment. In these ,
'circumstances, imposing RCRA tre~tinent standards on the'
constituent simply would be redundant regulation for it~ o'wn
sake. -;',

RESPONSE;
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discu~sed three options for ensuring that
underlying h~dous constituents in decharacterized:waste.s were'not releaSed to the ' ,
environin~nt via leaks, ·sludges, and air emissions from '~urface impoundments in systems .

"regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe ~rinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized'
wastes are wasteS which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, coiTosivity,
reactivity, or toxiCitY when generated but are rio longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the' i,
President signed the Land Disposal Program Fle~ibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA with4rew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660). '

. Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisio~ for managing leaks,' sludges, and air'"
emissions from surface impoundments'(EPA proposed options. on August 22, 1995 (60' FR
43655-43677»,'·FUrthermore,-tbe.treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not

. apply 'to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic iS'removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that i~ regulated by the ~lean'Water,Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Wat~r Aci., ' .

. " '

Ho~ever, ,the Land Disposal FlexibilitY Act does m~date EPA to'undertake a5.;.year stu~y to .
dete~ne any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of~(jous constituents from ,these'
suiface Impoundments; The findiIigs of this study, beg~ by the,Agency in April, 19,96, may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact fo~d that would warrant such
regulation. . ' . ,

, .
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,DCN" PH4P035 ." ,
COMMENTER Utility Soli~Waste Activities Grp
RESPONDER SS ' ,
SUBJECT' , EQUV
COMMENT III. PROPOSED MANAGEMENT OPTIONS F.oR DECHARACTERIZED
WASTES.

..uSWAG i~ pleased to respond to the Agency's request for comment
on the Agency's evaluation of options for regulating potential '
releases 'of hazardous constituents from CWA surface
impoundments. 60 Fed. Reg. at 43659'- EPA has proposed three '

, 'options for i,mposing controls on air emissions, leaks, and '
sludge~ associated with surface impoundments man~ging'

decharacterized waste~. The first option would not impose any
controls beyond,the end-of-pipe limits discussed ,abOve.' Option,

.2 would impose separate'controls on air ,emissions, leaks and
sludges from surface impoundmeI1;ts, and.Option 3 actually would

" ,pr()hibit.decharac~erizc.:d wastewaters from being placed in a '
, surface impoundment until they had been treated to me~t ,

,applicable treatment standards. rd. As discussed in detail'
below, the CWM d~cision does,'not mandate·the impositio~ of any
additional ~ontrols on surfac~ im~undmentsbeyond the "'
en~-of-the- pipe controls described in the Agency's ,Phase III, :
propo~al,land therefore, the only,appropriate management
strategy is that proposed in Option 1. A. USWAG Supports EPA's.
Adoption of Proposed Option 1 tlSWAG fu,lly supports EPA's
propC;>sed Option I ~d its'emphasis on end-of-the-pipe treatment

, requir~ments 'as being most consistent with the mandate, of th~
CWM decision. There is notliing in the opinion ofthe 'Court of
Appeals i:n the CWMdecision that requires any ofthe additional

, controls on'sludges, surface im~undinent iritegrity, or air "
emissions that EPA is co*emplating in the proposal.. In
req!1iring that the treatment ofcharacteristic 1?-azardous wastes
in a CWA system ,be'"equivalent" to that provided by a RcRA .
system, the CWM Court was simply making clear that such wastes, "
when managed in a CWA system, must be treated and cannot be

, allowed to meet LDR requirements simply thrO~gh ll'ggregation with,
other waste streams. 'The Court was not addressing the management
standaids applicable to the treatment facility manag~g a
decharacterized waste. ,As 'a result, the Court's mandate that '

,the ~nfluent wastes receive the equivalent level of.treaf:111ent '
.that they would receive in a RCRA syst~m does riot ~ean ~at the
twA facility itself must be'subject to the same standards that
would'applY·to a RCRA ,facility. In interpreting the scope, '

" '
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. , 9f.the,Court's ruling, it is imperative that the Agency keepin . i

min~ th~ issue the CWM Court was actUally deciding. EPA's Third
Third LOR rule proyided that characteristic,wastes managed in .
CWA systems could be diluted as long as the treatment s~dards '
,wer~ met at the point of discharge. See 976 F2d at 19. 'It waS " .
this amendment to the dilution prohibition that was ,~hallenged

by the petitioper. And ,it was this narrow issue that the Court .'
was addres,sing w~en it spoke 'about the level oftreatm_elJ.~ , .
required. ,ld. An examination ofthe Co~'s o'pinion reveals
that the Court's focus was solely on the w~te stream being
managed in the CWA system and not on any 'aspects of the system
itself..Thus, the Court stated that treatment,of waStes in a '
CWA system must meet RCRA requirements "prior to discharge" to
~urface water or a porw. Id. at 20; Even,more explicitly: the ....

, Court stated that "what leaves a CWA treatment facility can be
no ~ore,toxic than if the waste streams were individually·

\ : treated pursuant to the ReRA tre~tmentstandards." rd.' These
, statements make clear that the Col:U1,waS narrowly focused on the .
specific issue ofensuring that 'hazm:dous wastes managed in CWA'
systems receive adequate treatment prior to discharge and are
not merely diluted, by aggregation with other waste streams. '
Given'this nat:'r<?w scope of the Court!s holding, the' Court's'
opinion does not require EPA to impose ,management standards for

" leaks or air emissions on surface impoundments managing
, .decharacterized hazardous wastes. " '

,RESPONSE', , ,
In the August 22,' 1995 Phase IV ,proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that

, underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
'environment via leaks, sludges"and air emissions from surface impoUndments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act'or Safe DriDking'Water Act '(60 FR 43(55). Decharacterized '
:wastes, are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability,'corrosivity"
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996. 'the' ,
President signe4 the Land Disposal Program Flexibility' Act of 1996. which provid~s that the '
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As '
a'result, on AprilS, i996, E?A withdrew i~ treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today-'s Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface imppundments,{EPA proposed options on August 22., 1995 (60 FR

:, ":43655,-43677». F~ermore, the treatment standards for IC metal wastes in today's rukdo not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed,and the ,wastes are subsequently treated
in a Unit thans regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection well~. the Safe
Drinking Water Act. .: " .

, . , " , \..

J:loweyer, the 'Land Disposal Flexibi,lity Act does ~andate E,PA to ~de~e a 5-y~ study to
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. detennine any pOtential risks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these
~urf~ce impo'1;1Ildments. fhe findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April,. 1996, may
result in proposed regula~ions for these units, ifrisks.are in fact foimd iliat would warr~t such

. regulation.
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DeN PH4P035
.. COMMJ;:NTER Utility Solid W~te Activities Orp
.' RESPONDER- sS . '

'SUBJECT, EQUV
'. COMMENT ij.' The Proposed Controls in Optiqn 2 are Not Mandated by the

CWMDpinion. 1. The CWM OpinionDoe~ not Require the '
Imposition of A4clitional Controls to Regulate Leaks From Surface
Impcu.indments. There is nothing in the CWM opinion that compels
EPA.t~ address the issue"of leaks from CWA s~ace impoundments

. , used to 'manage decharacterized hazardous waste. As discussed .
above, the CWM opinion addressed only the issue ofwhether
dilution in C\yAsystems was by itself an.acceptable fonn of

. - treatment for hazardous waste and held that it was not. .
Notwit~standing this conclu'sio'n, however, the CWM Court. also.

·held that decharacterized wastes could continue t,o be managed in .
CWA systems as part of the required accommodation between the \

: CWA and RCRA. 976 F.2d at 20.. ne. Court recognized that
decharacterized'hazardous wastes that had not yet met LDR ' .

, . tr~atment standards could be place.d 'into uni~ that are not· .
Subtitle Cunits and for which Subtitle C management standards .
are not. required. Therefore, the decision simply cannot be .

.deemed to require the imposition of Subtitle C-like groundwater
monitoring requirements on CWA systems. Such a result would
effectively tum 1;hese Subtitle D units int9 RCRA Subtitle
C-like 1;1I1its,despite the·fact that the C.WM Court explicitly ,
allowed the continued management ;of these wastes in such units
·as part ofthe statutorily 'required accommodation between the CWA
and RCRA. In addition, imposition of Subtitle Cregulatory ,
requirements in this' context makes little regulatory senS~. In
many CWA systems, the decharacterized wastes manage~ in the '
system ~e ~ relatively small ~rcentageofthe total.volume ...

·wastes being treated mthe system. Therefore, it is ~ikely
. '. that the.decharacterized·.waste component ofthe\waste stream

Will significaIlt1yaIter the overall ch~cteristicsof the , .
, waste be.ing m~ged in the umt or Win: significantly alter the'
. .nature ofany ~tentialleakagefrom the unit. Moreover, the .
.CWA systems'at issue in thi~ rulemaking are subject to .

regulation under b9th the 91e~WatetAct and Subtitle 0 of .
'R,~RA. ,Ifthere are anyenviroiunental problems with such units, '.
the Agency has ample authority under those statutory regimes to ....
address such issues. However~ whileUSWAO' strongly disagrees .
that groundwater monitoring standards are appropriate ~o impose.
on CWA surface .impoundments that manage decharacterized waste,"

"

, .

. . ,
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,.USWA9 agrees with EPA, that, if such 'requlre~ents ~e imposed',' '"
the Agency should defer to existing state groundwater monitoring
programs to the eXtent that such requirements are available.
Id. at 43669. USWAG notes tha~, based on available information,
there are 25 sta~es that manage 83% of~e wastew~ters ~at are

" placed i~'surface impoundments. '.Of those 25 ,states, all of them
'require monitoring to protect surface waters, .19 have liner,
requirements, and, J 9 ,require 'groundwater monitoring. This data
demonstrate that there !S widespread 'regulation for releases '
from surface impoundments ~t the state level, and that' deference '
.to this eXisting framework is necessary to avoid the imposition
of redimdant arid potentially contradictory federal and state
requirements on the regulated community. 2. Nothing in the
CWivi Opinion Mandates the Imposition ofAir Emission Controls on
CWA Surface' ImpOundments. As discussed above, the CWM opinion
.does not require EPA to impose additional controls on CWA, ' .

. ~urface,impoundments. This conchlsion:is particularly, true in .
,the case of~~emissions. The CWM opinion does not address air
emissions from wastes that are being managed in surface

'impoundments, and there is :qothing'to ipdicate that the Court
, was concerned with this'iss~e. Moreover,,the statutory provision
th~t the ,Court was interpreting, i.~., the land dispOsal
restrictions, addr~sses only the risks arising from the
pennanent disposal ofuntreated wastes onto the land. Nothing
in the LORs addresses the nsks that may 'arise fro~ '
volatilization ofhazardous conStituents during treatm~nt.

Therefore, the Court's opinion c'annot be construed to require
the Agency to impose air eIniss~on stapdards on surface . ,
impoundmentS that are treating decharacterized wastes. Indeed,

, such a construction ofthe s~tute or the CWM decision is beyond
, any reasonable or defensible interpretation.',Accordmgly, the ,

regul~tion ofany potential air emjssions should approprjately
remain within the purview of the Clean Air Act ("CAA"). As the
Agency is well aware, imposing such air' emission standards 'Vould
lmpose, astronomic8I costs on <?perators of su;Iface impoundments
"",ho could be required either to instali emission control . - ,

·equipment or to conStruct alternative taJik-based'systems to
·manage these wastes... 'The'CWM opiilion does not dictate such an
onerous, re~ult,' and EfA has not developed a record to '
demonstrate that the risk posed by such emissions from the

· decharacterized waste would justify the inordinate expenditur~s

that would be reqUired. Further, ifair 'emissio~sfrom CWA :
systems ~o pose a:ris~ EPA may readily evaluate that' risk and

,
I
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.impose whatever controls are necessary under the toxic air .
pollutants program contained in section 1-12 of the eAA. 42
U.S.C. 0 7412. That section requires EPA to identify major.
sources of~azard9us.air pollutan~ ("HAPs") and to develop:
specific. technology·based control standards for those sources.

, For example~ final NESHAPs' addressing surface impoundment·
emissions have been promulgated for benzene ~astes (40·C.F:R.
Part 61,.Subpart FF) and for hazardl?us organics (40 C.F.R. Part
63, Subparts F·1), and NESHAPs' have been proposed for syntheti~

organic chemical m~ufacturing (40 C.F.R. .Part 60, Subpart YYY)
and off·site waste pperations (40 C.F.R.' Part 60;Subpilrt DD). .

. Mqreover, surface impoundments, like all waste management
,:operations; ,are subject to all other CAA requi!ements. See
Ogden Projects, Inc: v.,New Morgan LandfilJ Co., Inc., No.
CIV.A.94-CV-3048, 1995 WL 564215 (E.D. Pa." September22, 1995)'

, . (landfill subject.to new source review pennit requirements).
" Therefore, the CAA provides the appropriate. mechaDism for EPA to ' '.: .

detennine whether CWA surface impoundments are, in f~ct; major
sources of HAPs and if so to develop specjfic contTolsto _ ,"
address'potential e,missions. This ptograni represents Congress'
determination ofwhich,air pollution sou,i.-ces,requi{e 'regl;llation, '. .
and EPA should not on its own volition 'impose additional
.standards on facilities merely because they are managing

.,f~nnerly characteristic hazardous ~astes. In ad~ition, there is '
no justification for extending the existing RCRA air emission .
standards to these surface impoundments because EPA has qIade no
detenniIiation'that these impoundments pose the,sort of risk that
would justify the cost ofsuch controls. .-

RESPONSE: ' ..
In the August 22~ 1995 Phase IV proposaI~ EPA discUssed ~ee .options f~r- ensuring that

'. underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterlzed wastes, were not released to the
.' environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systemS
, regulated,by the Cle~ Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60.FR 43655). Decharacterized

wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous' characteristic ofignitability; corrosivity,
reac~vity, or toxicity when generated but are ~o longer ·characteristi.c).· On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Larid Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides'that the
wastes iIi question are no longer. pr9hibited' from land disposal on~erendered nonhazardous. As

. a ~esult, on April8~ 1996, EPA withdrew'its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fmal rwe will not promulgate provisions fot managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 2~, '1995 (60 FR .
436554~677». FUrthermore, the treatme~t standards for TC metal wastes in todaY-'s rule do not,
apply to TC metal wastes If the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in,~ unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for 'underground injection wells, the Safe .
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However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Actdoes mandate' EPA t6 undertake a 5-year study. to
, determine any potential risks, posed by cross-media transfer of.hazardolls constituents from these

-surface impoundm~nts. The findings ofthis'study,·begun by th~,Agency in April,.1996, may .
result in proposed regulations for these 'units, if risks are in fact found that wO\Jld warran~ such '

. regulation. ' . , : , '
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,DCN P!f4P035 ,
COMMENTER Utility Solid Waste Activities Grp,
RESPONDER' .SS ' .. .
SUB.JECT EQUV .
COMMENT C. Proposed Op~ion 3 Is BothUnnecess3ry And,Overly·Burdensome.

-Propos~d Option 3 is entirely unjustified and·is in no way ,
contemplated by the CWA decision. Such a regulation would be
enormously disruptive.ofexisting waste management systems. As'
the Agency is well aware, CWA systems handle large'volumes of
waste, on the order ofhundreds of thousands to millions of
gallons, and the retrofitting of s~ch sy~teinS, or the
construction ofalternative -facilities, would require an
e~ormouscapitar outlay. It~ouI~ be rational, for the Agency to
i~pose such controls only if s~ace impoundments created a

,threat to the"environment sufficiently severe to j,ustify the
enormous cost associated with retrofitting or replacing them.
However, there is simply no justification to impose those
requirement~ on all s¢ace impounciplents managing

.decharacterized wastes. The Agency haS developed no recprd to
demoristrate that these units, pose the sort of environmental risk
thatjustifjes the imposition 6fthis sort ofexpenditure,and. '
USWAG does not believe that such arisk actually exists~
Therefore, because neither the CWM decision nor the rulemaking
record support such action, USWAG urges the Agency not to adopt
Option 3. USWAG is encoUraged by the Age:ncy's recognition,that-.
Option 3 would destroy the "accommodation between the CWA and

.. RCRA" upheld,bythe Court in CWMt and that, as a result, EPA may -.
. not even have the authority,to nlstitute 'such a requirement. .'60

". ·Fed. Reg.-at 43677. Moreover; as EPA has acknowledged,
. . '~~mp0U!1dment- based wastewater treatment systems can be .

.effective means of.treating decharacterized wastewaters, and can
do so without undenmning core values ofRCRA and the LDR
program." Id. Based upon the "pote~tial disruption to needed·
wastewater lte.atmen!,. high,costs to' affec~ed induStries, and
lack of targeted nsk reduction" EPA is not recommending the
adoption ofOption 3. Id. at 4~659. USWAG is in fun agreemerit
'with this assessment,-and reiterates ~t the negative''. ' .
ramiftcatiQ.ns, heavy co'sts and negligible benefits associated

. . ·with this option warrant"its rejection.
..: RESPONSE.' .

"In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three optio~ for ensuring that .
w;tderlying hazardous constituents in decharapterized wastes were ~ot released i~ 'the ' .

. environmc;':nt vi~ leaks,.sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in ~yste~
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regulat~ by the Clean ,Water Act' or Safe Drinking WaterAct (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized A
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a haZardou~ characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity, " ..
reactivity, or toxicity when: generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the '
President signed the,Land Disposal Program'Flexibility Act of 1996, whic~ prpvides that the
wastes in question,are po longer prohibited 'from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a res~lt, on April 8, '1996, EPA :withdrew, its treatment standards 'for these wastes (61 FR 15660r' '
Today's Phase IV final rUle will not promulgat~ provisions for managing leaks, ~ludges, and air
emissions from ~urface impoundments (EPA proposed options' on August 22,. 1995 (60 FR '
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards' for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes· if the characteristic js removed and the wastes are subs~qhently treated
iIi a unit that is regulated by the Clean Watei' Act,or, for underground ~njection wells, the Safe' , .

, Drinking Water Act.. ' , ,,' ' , , '"',,, ' ,

. '.' . . . .
However, the Land Disposal Flexibiiity Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year st:udyto

, determine any potential'risks posed'by cross-medi~ transfer ofhazardous constituents from these {
, surface impoundm~nts. The findmgs of this study, begun,by the Agency in April, 1996, may:' ,
" result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found ~at would Wa.rr3nt such
. regulation:'
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DCN PH4P036 '.
COMMENTER American Iron & Steel Ins
RESPONDER' SS .
SUBJECT' 'EQUV
SUBJNVM 036 .

.COMMENT . '.
The 'most fundamental jurisdictional principle underlying, Subtitle ,',
C of RCM is that EPA'~ authority under that 'portion of the statute'

, is limited to the regulation of "hazardous wastes:" See, e.g., '
. American Mining Congress v. EPA, 824 F.2d 1f77, 1179 (D:C.·Cir.

1987) (liEPA's authority [under Subtitle' C] extends only to the
. regulation of hazardous waste. tI,)•. Ofcourse;' one important .

exception to this prin~~ple has been recognized by the courts.
See Amc:-ican Iron and Steel Institute v. EPA:, 886 F.2d 390 (D.C.
Cir. 1989) (noting that the corrective a~tion provision ofRCRA ' .
n$weeps far, more broadly th'an the rest of Subtitle C, with " .
its focus on hazardous waste."), ~ert.denied, 110 S. Ct 3237
(1990). 'However, given the centralrole that the principle plays
in'the,Subtitle C regulatory scheme, it should not be '.
o~erridden without expliCit authority. '
In the present case, th~re ~s nothing in the statute that·
mentions, much less authorizes'EPA to regulate leaks, .
·,volatilization. or sludges from non-hazardous waste surface . ,
impoun9m.ent~ managing formerly characteristic wastes. Moreover, as
EPA: acknowledges in the 'preamble to the Phase IV proposa,t, the .

. decision ofthe U.S"Court ofAppeals,for the District of Columbia.
Circuit("D.C. Circuit") in Chemical Waste Management, Inc. v. EPA,
976 F.2d2 (D.C..Ciu1992) C'Che~Waste II"} does not explicitly' '

- mention or authorize·controls for such leaks, volatilization, or .
sludges. See 60 Fed. Reg. at 43,656. In the absence ormy clear
authority'to regulate releases from non·hazardous waste '
impoundmentS, the general jurisdictional limits of Subtitle C must
be respected. Se~ LOulsiana'Public Servic~ Commission v.. F.t.C.,'
476 U.S. 355,' 374 (1986)(holding that "an agency, literally has no
power to ,act ... unless and until Congress confers :power upon·,
it."); Walter v. Luther, 830 F.2d 1208, 121,1" Ond Cir. 1.987)
(holding ~at statutes ~ting power to admi~strativeagencies
are strictly constrUed to confer only those powers that. "
are expressly grantc;:d or necessarily implied). Accordingly, EPA·
should refrain from imposing ReRA Su~title C controls on
~on.~azardous-wastesurface inipoundm~ntsmanaging ,
formerly characteristic Wastes.

\

. ;
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·RESPONSE ,, a
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discus~ed three option~ for ensuring.that.'
underlying h8.zaI:dous constituents in decharacterized wastes were'not released to the
environment via leaks~ sludges, and air emissionsJrom surface"impoUndments in systems
regulated by the Clean'Water'Act or ~afe Drinking 'Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized,
.wastes LIre wastes which initially exhibiteQ. a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated biJtarc no longer characteristic). O~ Ma;rch 16, 1996, the
P~esident signed the Land Disposal Program flexibility Act of 1996, which provides tl"jat the· ..

, wastes in'question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nOI1hazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards fot these' wastes (61 FR 15660). '.
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC ~etal wastes in today's rule do no't,'
apply io.Te metal wastes if the characteri~tic !~ removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated'by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe"
D~nking Water Act. . '.,

How~ver, the Land Disposal Frexibility Act does mandate EPA t~ undertake a 5~yeai study to
.determine any potential risks posed by cro,ss~media transfer ofhazardous constitUents ,from these
surface impoundments. The fmdings of this study, begun by the Agency'in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks ~e in fac~ found that would warrant such
regulation. ' . ,

There is one caveat.' Chara:cteristichaz.ardo~ wastes that are managed in CWA or CWA- . I

equivalent systems,.and for which EPA has promulgated a' method of treatment as the treatment·
,standard (e.g., high TOC ignitable w~esfor which the treatment standard, is recovery 9f
or~aIiics) remain prohibiteduilless treated pursuant by the promulgated method.'

,
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. DCN· PH4P036.' .... -
COMMENTER American Iron'& Steel Ins
RESPONDER.SS
SUBJECT EQUV

. 'SUBJNUM _036
COMMENT

Even if EPA' had the authority to impose regulatory controls on'
, leaks; volatilization, and sludges~from'non-liazardous~aste' .
impoundments managing formerly chanicteri~tic waStes, there can be ,

·no ,doubt that the Agency isnot required toesta~lish such '
controls. As noted above, neither the statute nor the Chern Waste

, II deCision expliCitly mentions leaks, volatilization, or siudges ",
, from CWA surface impoundMents. Although the Court decision in'

'. some places suggesto;;. vaguely that wastes mqst be treated 'to
minimize risks "before exiting ... CWA treatment facilitie~:' 976
F:2d at 22, the Court clearly was focused on the ultimate . ." "

. ' . end-of-pipe discharge ofwastewat~rsfrom th~ treatment facilities.
For example, in sunumujzmg its holding, the Court stated that ,

. ' . "treatmerit of solid wast~s in a CWA surface impoundment must meet
RCRA requirements prior to ultimate discharge into waterS of the
United States or publicly owned treatment works." 976 F.2d at 20.
Similarly, the Court ,stated ~at n[t]he dilution ofwastes In Clean
Water Act facilities is acceptable so long as the toxicity oftbe
waste discharged from the' facility is minimized oreliniinated '
consistent with RCRA." Id. at 7. '

. . '.
· In short, the Court required only that the· ultimate end-of-pi~ ,

, discharge from a non-h~dous ~Bste surface ,impoundment 'receiving
· fonnerly charactenstic wastes meet the"minimize threat", standard '
ofthe RCRA LDR program..EPA itself has acknowledged'that .

, ' \ lithe court's opinion does ,not explicitly require more. II 60 Fed.
Reg. 43,659. lit light of the limited scope: of the Court decision, .'
!he Agency should not ~akemore work for itseif by developing

·and implementing n,ew regulations to address leaks, volatilizatiOIl,
'and sludges. Doing so would be particularly inappropriate, in this
age oflimited resources, because the Agency its~lf .
has characterized such,regulations as "a relatively low priority"

, that primarily would a4&ess' "facilities [that] are believed'to
• , pose low risks." SeeLetter from Robert W. Hickmott, .. .' .

·Associate'Administrator, EPA, to Congressman Ron WydeI,1 (November 3,
1995). Ac~ordirigly, EPA should not adopt any leak. volatiliZation,: . .
or sludge controls as, part 'of the Phase IV rule~ .

RESPONSE
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, IIi the August 22, i99S'PhaseJV proposal, EPA discussed thre~ option:s for ensuring that . I __ •.

underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were, not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges,aild,'air emissions from surface'impoundments in systems
reg~latedby the Clean Water Act or Safe DriIiking WaterAct (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized "
wastes are wastes which initially exhibit,ed a h~dous characteristic of ignita~ility,.corrosivity,, '
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer chanicieristic). On March 16, 1996, the
Presiden~ signed ~e Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996.. which· provides that the "
wastes in question are nC? longer prohibited frOPl land disposal once rendered n~nhazardo~s. 'As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatnient standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, shidges; and air,
emissions from surf~ce iinpQimdmenis (EPA proposed options on August 22,.1995 (60 FR '
'43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in tod~y's rule do not . ,-
apply to IC metal wastes ifthe"characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated'by the Clean Water Act or, for un~ergfouD.d injection weils, the Safe '

,,Drinking Water Act., , ' ' . ' . ,,
, • , I

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-ye~ study to
d~termine aIiypotential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impoundnients. The f~dings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may. "
result in proposed regulations for these unitS~ if risks are! in fact found that would warrant such

, . . . .(

regulation.: ,.' . . . . ,'. ' . . .
,! ~

There is one ·caveat. Characteristic hazardous wastes that are managed in CWA or CWA-·.
equivalent systems, and forwhich EPA has promulgated a method of'tteatment as the::treatment

, standard (e.g., high TOe' ignitable wastes for which 'the treatment standard· is reco'very of
organics) temain prohibited unless treated pursuan~ by the promulgated method. '

j. _.' "
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COMMENTER American Iron & Steel Ins ,
. RESPONDER S&

SUBJECT' ,EQUV '.'
SUBJNUM 036· '. ' ,
COMMENT· .

... AISI supports EPA's proposai t9 exempt from the requirements of '
, the Phase IV rule impOundments that receive only formerly .

. . characteristic'wastes'·that.have been treated to meet the UTS. The'
UTS limits were' established for the ,express purpose of meeting ~e.

,"minimize threats~'Sf:andard of the LDR program. As aresult,
, 'wastes that h~ve been treated to theUTS do not require any

additional LDR controls. 'Significantly, even wider EPNs most
, 'stringent proposed option, OptiUll 3, impoundments would' be ~ble to '
, receive formerly,characteristic wastes that have been treated to

meet the UTS Without complying with any requirements,for leaks,
volatilization, or sludges. ' T1:lus, EPA should exempt impoundmellts
receiving these wastes from the requirements o(the Phase IV rule:

RESPONSE" ,. . f '

. In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA 'discussed ihree options for ensuring that
~derlying,hazardous constituents in decharactenzed wastes were not released to the :
environment via leaks, sludges, ~d'air emissions from surface impoundments i~ systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655)."DecharaCterized'
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristi~ ofigmtability, corrosivity,
reactivitY, or toxiCity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March' 16; 1996, the
President signed the Land DispOsal Program Flexibility Act'of 1996,.which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohi~ited ft()m land 'disposal once r~nd~red nonhazardous. As. "
a 'result; on April 8, 1'996, EPA Withdrew its treatment standards'for these wastes (61 fIt 15660)..

,Today's Phase IV final rule .will'not promulgate provisions for managing .eales, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impouhdments'(EPA proposed optionS ~n August'22, 1995 (6Q FR
4365543,677». Furthermore, the treatmentstandards for TC metal wastes intoday's rule do not

", apply to,TC metal wastes if the characteristic is'removed 'and the-wastes 'are subsequently treated
.in a unit that is re~ated by the.Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells; tli~ Safe '
Dri~J:.lg Water Act.

,However,'the LaIid Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPAto undertak~ a 5-year study to "
.' determine any.potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of-hazardous constituents from these

" sllrface impoundments. The fmdings oftJUs'study, begun by the Agency in April~ '1996, may
result in proposed regulations, for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. . _. , , , .

!.

. , There i~ Qne caveat. Characteri~tic hazardQus wastes that are ~anaged in CWA or CWA-
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equivalent systems, and for ,which EPA-has promulgated a method of treatment as the treatment"
,standard (~.g., .high T~~ ignitable wasteS for: which the treatment standard is recovery of
org~cs)re~ainprc;>hibited'unless treated pursuant by the' pr~mulgated method.
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DCN _ PH4P03.6, ,
COMMENTER American Iron & Steel Institute "
RESPONDER PMC

, ,

SUBJECT EQUV'
SUBJNUM 036' \

"COMMENT \
C: EPA ~hould Continue 'to,Rely on EXistihg Regulatory Progr$ls

, to f\d~ress the Risks in Question

If EPA, decides (despite the arguments presented'above) to address
in the current rulemaking lea!'s, volatilization~'and sludgesfrom

, non-hazardous waste impoundments managing fonnerly characteristic
, wastes; AlSI 'urges the Agency to continue relying on existing

regulatory authorities, as specified in'OptiGu I., ,AlSI belieyes '
that existing authorities are fuHy capable of

, . controlling all of the risks 'in question. As a result, additional
- controls under Subtitle C are not .. ,. .

Warranted.' Each type ofrisk is discussed separatelyb~low. .
:: Leaks' from non-hazardous waste surface impoundments managing

I' ,

.formerly characteristic waste~ already are being adequately, '
, addressed ,by a wide range offederal and state regulatory'controls.

These control~ obviate the need for addit~onal controls'under the
, RCRA land disposal restrictions program.
For example, as EPA itselfnotes in the preamble to the Phase IV
proposal, virtually half ofthe facilities with impoundments that .
receive formerly cliaracteristic wastes qualify as RCRATSDFs and '
therefore are 'subject to the Agency's corrective action auth9rity.
60 Fed. Reg.at43,659. ,This authority extends to all solid waste
management units ("SWMUs") -- including non-hazardous waste
impOundments -- at the f!1cilities; 'and th~ can ge Used to remedy
leaks'from the units,that are presently ofconcem. AlSI believes
that the Agency's estimate ofthe percentag~ , , .
offacitities that are subject to cor,rective,action may be
significantly too low, because it may 'ignore facilities that have
-RCRA "permits-by-rule"that ~corpOr.ate correc~ve
actionrequiremen'ts. See 40 C.F.R. §§ 270.60(bX3Xi)

, (permit-by-rule for facilities with h~dous Waste mjection /
wells); 270.60(c)(3)(vii) (permit-by-rule for Publicly Owned ,',',

,Treatment Works that accept hazardous ,wastes for treatment).', This
issue' is ofparticular concern to AISI beca~e l'IUUly iron alid steel' '
facilities haYe RCRA permits-by-Nte for hazardous waste mjection
wells located on:-site. Accordingly, AlSI urges the ,Agency to
reconsider its estimate ofthe percentage of facilities with' '
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·.non-:hazardous impoundments receiving formerly characteristic
wastes that are subject to corrective action. r'

Those facilities that are not subject to corrective -action (arid.
many that are) are frequently subject to stringent state
group.dwat,er protection rules.that also control releases " ,
from non-h~dous waste surface impoundments. EPA has indicated
that 36 of the 50 states (72%)have such groundwater prote~tion-

rules. See60 Fed. Reg. at 43,660. AISI believes' that
.the proportion of impoundments subject to groundwaier protecti~n
rules may. be significantly higher, ,due to the uneven distribution
of impoundments throughout the various states. In general,
it seems'reasonabie to ass~e that states with greater amounts of
industrial activity, and larger number of impoundments, are more
likely to have stringent groundwater protection standards. Thus,
greater than]2% of the impoundments of concern can be expected to
be subject to' state groundwater protection regulations. AIthoug~

it is true that the state programs can vary significantly, all of
them provide a significant level ofprotection against .
gro\lJ.1.dwater contamination resuI~ing from s¢ace'impoundment ieaks.
Indeed, many state programs impose detailed design and operating
standards for surfac~ impoun~ents, require momtoring
o'f groundwater, and'mandate corrective action for releases: \
In: those rare cases where a surface impoundment is not subject t9
direct leak controls, inthe form ofRCRA corrective action or
.state groundwater protection controls, it will at a minimum be
subject to a wide variety of indirect leak controls. ,For example"
beca\lse the impoundlpents ofconcern are, by 'definition, .
non-hazardous waste impoundments, neither the wastewaters entering
the impoundments nor the sludges generated in theimpoundments'can
be listed as' haZardous wastes or exhibit a characteristic of I

~dous waste. Similarly, the discharges from the Unpaundments
... must-meet all'ofthe applicable regUlatory standards and pennit
. conditions established pursuant to the Clean ~ater Act,~ weli as

,the requirements that will be established in
the Phase III LDR final ~le. Alth~ugh none of these requirements .
directly address surface impoundment leaks, the composition, of. ' .
leaks from an impoundment clearly isclos'ely related to ~e
composition ofthe wastewaters entering the impoundment, the'
sludge's in the impoundment, aQ.d the wastewaters .ultimately
discharged' from the'impoundment. As a result,' the limitations
on the wastewaters and sludges 4t an impoundment indirectly serve
as a control on any leaks from'the impoundment. '
'Ofcourse, it could be argued that at least some of these indirect'

": ". . .' - .... ..
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controls do not 'address the ful~ range of haz3.rd,oUS constituents " ,
"required to be addresse~ underthe'LDR program: However, the Phase

, III regulatjoris are being designed specifically'to address all of . '
, the underlying hazardous constituents in fonnerly chm:acteristic
, wastes. More!Jver,:the otberindirect leak controls 'cover a '

substantial percentage of the relevant constituents. For e>tarnple,
, the RCRA Toxicity Characteristic' ('TC") covers 8 of.the 13 metallic

constituents ihat can be considered underlying hazardous
'constituents in fonnedy:charactenstic wastes. Compare40 C.F.R.

, §2~1.24, Table 1 with 40 C.F.R. '§ 268.48, Table DTS. In the case
,'ofsopie industries, the TC is likely to cover virtually all of the
, relevantconstituents (e.g., metals and' benzene, in the iron.

and steel industry).' To.the extent that the indirect leak controls
, (o~erJhan ~he Phase III controls) do not c~ver all und~l'lying

hazardous constituents, the constituents that they do cover can >

"serve as'indicators or surrogates for the full range of relevant
constituents: In general, if a wastestream is treated'to remove or
destroy some organics, itwill also be treated to remove or '

, , destroy other orgamcs. Similarly, if a waste is trea.ted to remove
, ,or stabilize some metals, other metals will also"be' removed or
, . stabilized. <.. "

It could als9 be argued·that the ,indirect leak: controls will not,
limit leaks to a level that"minimizes" risks"aS required under " '

, the LD.R,prograni. In fact, however, the Phase 111 controls likely
, will limit leaks to such a level, at least for some impoundIilents. "
Under the Phase, III prop~sal, wastewaters discharged from a
noz,-hazardous'impoundment managing fonnedy characteristic :wastes
would have to meet either the UTS standards or corresponding
CWA standards for all underlying ~dous constituents in the
wastes. In many'cases, leaks from'the impoundment are likely to be .
similar in composition to the'disCharged wastewaters, becauSe, '" '
both materials 'come from the same source. Indeed, ifthe contents.' ,.
of the impoundment are c~nti.iluously agitated (as in ~e case ofa
biological impoUndment), the leaks should~ indistinguishable from
the discha!ged wastewaters. Accordingly, the leaks in many Cases .
can be exPected to meet the UTS or CWA standards; Ifqirect '
4ischarges at these levels ~'deemed protective Qfhuman healt4
and the environment; leaks anhe same-levels should also be ,
de~ed protective. After all, l~aks 'from surface.impoundments
frequently empty into the same receiviDg waters as the discharges
(because the impowi~ents,~ frequently located adjacent to the

, .'rivers into which they. di'scharge, and' groundwater flow beneath such
" 'impoundments is generally in the dirCction of the river). In(f~t, "

',/

. ,
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.leaks should be even le~s, of a ~eat than discharges " ,
: with comparable levels ofhazardous constituents because leaks

,occur iIi much smaller volumes and are likely to be diluted and
, attenUated in the subsurface enviroiunent 'before they enter the ,
, receiving waters,_ Thus, even if the leaks have somewhathigher

concentrations of hazardous constitu~nts than th~ discharges,'they
should not pose a significant threat- to human health and
the e~vironment.. "., ' , .
In sum, because leaks from non·hazardous slufaceimpoundments that '
manage formerly characteristic wastes are already extensively
regulated both directly (through the RCRA corrective action program' , ,
and state gi'oundwater'protection,progr~s)and indirectly,(through '. '
the RCRA definition of hazardous waste, CWA standards, and the .

. upcoming Phase III LD~ rule),there i~ no n~ed for additional leak
controls under the LDR program. For this reaSon, AlSI urges EPA to
adopt Option 1 with respect to these leaks and ~ontinue ~o rely on
existing regulatory programs to address the risks asso~iated with
le8.ks from non-hazardous waste sulface impoundments.
As discussedabove,'AlSI believes that EPA can and should continue'
to rely on existing regul~tory.prograins to addres~le~,' I,

volatilization" and sll1dges from non-hazardous waste surface
impolindmentS th~t man~ge formerly characteristic Wastes; If EPA

,nevertheless concludes' that additional controls are warranted under
RCRA,. the Agency must tailor those controls narrowly to ensure that
they are ,effective and do not impose linnecessary,'duplica~iv~,
or incorisistent burdens on',the regulated cominunity. In particular"

,. ifEPA promulgates new regulations to address leaks,
, volatilization, or sludges, it should exempt or exclude from

those regulations, facilities that are already adeqUately addressed
. by existing regulatory ~uthorities. In some cases, facilities

should be exempt' from,all Piu\se IV controls. In other cases, they
should be exempt from one or more of the media-sPecific controls. ,

, The'diseussionbelow focuses fll'St on gen~ralapplicabilitY
criteria for Phase IV controls arid then on specific applicability
criteria for the controls ,?n l~aks, volatilization, and sludges.
Moreover, hazardous,Jwaste impoundments already are subject to a
number ofregulatory i'equir,ements that adeq~tely address leaks,

I '," .'

, volatilization, and sludges.' For example; prohibited wastes ' .-
.' ' ,generally are required to meet LOR treatment standards before

being placed in a haZardous waste surface impoundment, unless the ,
Impoundment meets the strIngent requiremen~ ofRCRA § 30050)(11)
and 40 C.F.R. § 268.4. These provisions address leaks by
specifying that~e.i~poundmentsmust meet th,e minimUII)
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technol~gical'requirements ofRCRA § 3904(0),which'mandate double
liners; leachate collection systems, and gro~dwater moni~oring.

See 42U:.S.C. § 6925G)(II)(A); 40 C.F.R. § 268.4(a)(3). They
address volati\ization by s~ecifying 'that if evaporat~onIS the
principal means of treatment in a hazardous waste surface' -'
impoundment, prohibited wastes must be- fully treated to meet LDR
requirements before being placed i,nlo the surface impoundment~ See

, 40 C.F:R. § 268.4(b). Ofcourse, volatilization also will'be " '
controlled by operation ofthe Qew air emission standards of
Subpart CC of 40 C.F.R.-Parts 264 and 265.Finally, sludges are
a~dressed by the requirement mat the impoundments must be \dredged '

, at least 'annually, togetl"er with the definition ofhazardous waste, ,,'
which classifies many of the removed sludges as hazardous wastes:
'See 42 U:S.C. § 6925G)(ll)(B),(the removal requirement); 40C;F.R~ ,
§ 268.4(a)(2)(ii) (same); 40 C.F.R. § 261.3 (the definition of '
h8.Z!lI"dous waste). Because leaks, volati~izati(~m, and sll;ldges froII,l
hazardouswaste'impoundments already are adequately being addressed'
by existing RC,RA regulations, these wiits should not be' subject to

_.' any 'new'controls promulgated in the Phase IV rulemaking.
Because leaks, volatilization, and sludges from hazardous waste
impoundments already are-'adequat~ly being addressed by existing
RCRA reglJ,lations, these units should not be subject to any new '
controls promulgated irithe Phase, IV rulerilaking. .
EPA has.proposed not to apply any ~eak, :Volatilization, or sludge

-con~ols to surface impoundnients located at treatment, storage, or
disposal facilities, that are pennitted'under ReRA. See 60 Fed. Reg. "
at 43;661-62: AISI supportS a'regulatory exemption for these

'.imPoundMentS beca~e releases from them either are'being or'c;:an be
readilyaddiessed Under e?dsting ReRA regulatory authorities. '
Indeed, AISI pelieves that the exemption can arid shouid be ' ' ,
exten~ed to inipoundments located at TSDFs operating'p~suant to.

, interim status~ or at other faciliti~s subjectto, enfofceable .,' '
cleanup agreements with federal or state regulatory authorities. '
RCM § 3004(u) mand8testhat hazardous waste pemlits require

,co~ective action 'fOf all releases ofhazardous wastes ,or hazardous' .
constituentS-from SWMUs located at the facility. See42 U.S.C. §
6924(u). As EPA acknowledged 'in the P~ase IV propos8I, the, '
non-hazard~us waste Impoundments that are the focus of this ..

, rulemaking'c1early would qualify as SWMUs: 60 Fed.Reg. at 43,659.
In addition, the tenn ~~teleaselt is defin~dbroadly for purPoses of, '
the corrective action program to include "any spllliIig, leaking,
pouring,'emitting, emptying, discharging, inje~ting, p~ping,- ':.
eSeaPing;leaching, dumpi.ng, or dispOsing ofh~douS ...
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constituentsO'into the environment (including the abandonment or
discarding of barrels, con~iners, and other closed receptacles ' "
contai,ning hazardous wastes or hazardous constituents)." 55 Feci. ,
'Reg~' at 30,8.74(proposed to be codified at 40 C.F.R. § 264.501). . ,
Accordingly, there is no need for additiomil cohtrolsunder the LOR
program for releases from non-haZardous waste surf~ce impoundments
at P,eImitted TSD.I:s. "

: Moreover, R<:RA § 3005(c),requires EPA-to include in hazardous
permits "such terms and conditions as [the'Agency] determines.
necessary to protect hwnan health and the e.nvironme~t." .4~ U.S.C.
§ 6925(c). This so-called "ormiibus" permitting authority is not'· ,
limited to materials that qualify as RCRA hazardous wast~s or units
that manage' hazar~ous wastes. Accc.>rdingly, it c0l:lld be used ~o '
address releases from non-~dous waste surface impoundments that'
are located at permitted facilities. hi this way, EPA has not'
one, but two sepalat~ RCRA authorities for addressing releases of '
hazardous constituents from these impoundments into the
environment. For this reason, impoundments at permitted rSDFs

'should be' exempt from any Phase IV controls that are established .
for leaks, volatilizatit;m, or sludges. ' , , . , '
Impoundments at interim sta1¥S TSDFs also should be exempt from
any Phase IV controls because they, too~ are subject to corrective
action Under RGRA. Section 3008(h) of the statut~ autJ:1orizes EPA
to issue interim-status' corrective action orders on a

" site-specific basis as necessary to protect hu:man health and the'
environme~t. See 42 U.S.C. § 6928(h). 'This authority, 'like the
authority under RCRA § 3004(u), can be used to address virtually
all releases from non-hazardo~ w~te surfaceimpotindments at, . '
TSDFs. Thus, there is no need for additioruij controls under the

,LDR prognUn for releases from non-hazardous waste surface
impoundments located at either pel111jtted or interim status TSDFs.
The same is true for surface'impoundm~~ts located at facilities

,that are subject to enforCeable cleanup, agreements (e.g., consent
'. 'agreements or. orders) with federal or state-regulatory 'authorities~

Ac~ordingly, all three categories of imPoundnients should be'exempt
, from any Phase IV co~trols. ' ,
AlSI supPorts EPAis proposal to,exempt from. ~y Phase'IV controls

, impoundments that meet the minimum technological requireme~ts,
(ltMTRs") ofRCRA § 3004(0).' In general;' ha.?-ardous waste '
impoundments that meet the~ are effectively exempt from
l.;DR REQUIREMENTS underRCRA § 30050)(11). See 42 U.S.C. § .
69250)(11). Non-hazardouS waste impoundni~ntsshould not be
s~bjectto~ymore stringent requirements in this rega,rd. F~r

i.
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thi{i re~on, non-hazaTdous waste impoUndments should be exempt frqm '
Phase IV LDR controls if they m~et th~ MTR requirem.ents of RCRA §"
3004(0). AISI,however, doubts ,whether many, ifany, non~hazardous
waSteimpoundrri~ntscurrently meet the MTRs or could feasibly ,be
retrofitted to meet theMTRs. -Accordingly, AISI does not believe
that this exemption will provide'meaningful relief from any Phase
IV controls. ' ' .'. '

Finally, AISI urges ~PA to ,allow facilities to,t,ak.e pollution,
prevention into account-towards meeting their treatment
obligations, even iftbey cannot fully meet those.

, obligations thro,ugh pollution prevention. Under the Agency ,
" -p~oposal, a facility that reduces mass loadings, to th~ requisite
.. levels entirely through pollution prevention would be ~xempt from

any treatinent requirements within the surface impoundment, and from
any controls on le8ks, volatilization, and sludges from the " ' '
impoundment.' However, if a' facility were only able to achieve 90% .
ofthe required reduction ~ough pollution prevention, ,it would
get no ,c,redit whatsoever for that reduction. Instead, it,would be
subject t~ the'requirements ofthe Phase III and IV rules.just
as if it had not engaged'in any pollution prevention efforts. 'This
approach acts as an unnecessarY disincentive to pollution '
,prevention; In order to elirriinate this disincentive;EPA should
allow facilities to achieve the required reductions in maSs .
loadings throu!Pt'tream{ent alone, through polluti~m prevention .
alone, or thtough any comb~ation ofthe two that the facil~ties '
prefer. "." ',,' , '. " "
As discuSsed above, AlSI believes that EPA can and should continue
'to rely on existing regulatory pr9granls to ~ddressJeaks from
non-hazardous waste surface impoimdments,that manage formerly
characteristic wastes. 'See Section II.C.I. IfEPA nevertheless '
,concludes that 'additional leak controis are warranted under RCRA,
the Agency should exclude from tho$e new controls '(1) impoundments
engaged in biologi~or post-biological ~atinent, (2)
'impound.men~ subject to EPA's c~rrectiye action authority under .
, RCRA,'and (3)impoundments'subje~t to comparable state groundwater,
protection pro~. ',Each class of impoUndments is
discussed separately below. . "

, As discussed above, AlSI believes ~t·EPA can and should continue
to ~ely on existing regulatory programs to address volatilization

,from non-haz3rdous waste surface impoundments that manage formerly "
characteristic ,wastes. ,See SectionII.C.2! IfEPA nevertheless

" concludes that additioruu air emission controls are wa.ria.nted' wider
. I .' .

.R~RA, the ,Agency ,should nomnechanically "extend,1t ~e existing
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, controls under Subpart CC of40 C.F.R. Parts 264 and 265 "
tonon-hazardous waste impoundments, as proposed under Option 2 of
the Phase IV proposal. ' Instead, the Agency should either,develop ,
new air emissIon controls tailored specifically tonon-hazardous
waste impoundments managing formerly charaCteris~ic wastes, or
modify the Subpart CC rules to reflect the differ~nces between such
units and, the hazardous waste units that the rules were designed to
address: ' " ,

. ,

One reason not to extend the Subpart CC rules to non-hazar40us
waste impoundments IS that those rules are cun:ently in a, state of
disarray. The,regulations wer:e promulgated less than a,
year ago and have not yet beco~e effective. See 59 Fed. Reg. '
62,896 (December 6, 1994) (final rule); 60 Fed. Reg. 26,828 (May'
1,9, 199~Hdelaying' the eff<!ctive date imtil December~, "1.995);60 .
Fed. Reg. 56,952 (November 13, 1995) (delaying the effective date '
yet again,'until June 6,1996). In addition, the rules are subject
to eight separate legal challeng~s, whi,c;h have ~eeri"consolidated

:under the caption National Paint & Coatings Assoc~ation, et al. v.
EPA, No~95-1143 (D.C. Cir.). EPA itselfhas acknowledged that the
regula~ions have resulted insubstaDtial confUsion and may be .
serious,ly~flawed in several respects. For this re~on, the "
Agency has indicat~d that it intends to issue clarifications and
amendments to the Subpart CC regulationS in the near future. 60 . .'
Fed. Reg. at 26,828 and 56,952. In the meantime, EPA has taken'
the highly unusual step ofpostponing twice the effective date of
the final rule. Id. In ligh~ of this .
chaos, it would be reckless'for EPA to "extend" the Subpart CC

. regulations to rion-haZaldousw~ impoun~ents at the present'
time..
Moreov~r, the Subpart CC regulations should not he'applied to
'non-hazardoUs waste impoundments because the rules were designed
specifically to address air emlssions, from hazardous waste units.
For example,'E})A decided to require air emission controls imder
Subpart, CC for hazardous wastes containing, at the point of
generation, more than 100 'parts per million by weight C'ppmw")
volatile organics, based on an assessment ofthe risks Posed by

. h~dous wastes exc~eding that Standard. See 60 Fed. Reg. at
62,903-90'5. ~n making this assessment, The Agency collected
extensive information and made what it referred to as IIcritical .,

_assumptions"abo,ut the composition and characteristics ofhazardous
~.wastes, and the design and operation of the units'in which they are
,managed. 59 Fed. Reg. at 33,515. There is no"reaSon'to believe
that the informaii9n that was collected and the as~umptions that .

"
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were made are appropriate for ri:on-h~dous, formerly
\ , characteristic waste~. On the contrary; it seems likely that

th~se wastes, because they are not claSsified as h~dous wastes,' .
·pose less of a threat than the hazardous wastes evaluated in the
·Subpart CC rulemaking~ Because of the lower risks posed·

. ( ".hy non-hazardous, formerly characteristic wastes, such w~tes
.' should not be subject to the same -IOOppmw thfeshold as hazardous .

vVastes. ,
'. In light of the manifest problems with the Subpart CC rules,' AISl

\ believes that IfEPA detennines that additional air emission
, cqntrols are warranted Under tile LOR progtaln, The Agency s!lould

develop (through notice-and-comment rulemaking procedur.es) new
'. rules that are tailored to non-hazardoU;St fonnerly characteristic , ' .
wastes. One possible apprpach would be to prohi~it impoWldments
receiying such wastes from employing volatilization.asthe primary '. :
means of treatment for the waStes; This approach is the one that,
·has beep used for nearly a d~cade for impoundments receivi:t:lg
hazardous wastes that do 'not meet applicable treatment standards.

'. See40.C.F.R. § 268.4{b). There is no apparent reason why more
stringent regula~ions are necessarY or appropria:te for .

. ' non-hazardous wastes. '
IfEPA nevertheless decides to "extend'~ the Subpart CC rules to, , ,
non-hazardouS w8$te impoundments managing fonnedy.characteristic
wastes, AISI is concel'l)ed that the result could be the ~eed~ess
imposition ofsubstantial burdens on the iron and steel industry.
Although most of the wastewaters generated directly from

·steelmaking:operations generally contain less than lOOppmw ,
volatile organics at the Point of generation arid, therefore wouid, .

. 'not be affected by the extension of the Subpart CC rules, so~e of
the wastewaterS from cokemaking and related operations are likely
to coh~nmore th~ 100 pprp.w vo{atile orgamcs 'atthe point of ,
generation and therefore could very well be affected. These
coke~~gwastewaters are almost iI!variably mapaged hi~.based
biological·treatment systems prior to placeinent.in~o·a ,
surface impoundment. However, given the highly sensitivena~ of
the bacteria in· biological treatment systems, the systems may not
tiniforinIy or co~istentlybe capable ofachieving thes~dards..

. ofefficiency set forth in the Subpart. CC rules (e.g., a 95% .
reduction in the mass oforgame compoWlds). See 40 C.F.R. §§ .'
264.1082(c)(2), 265.10~3(c)(2). As a.result, the .
sulface irnpoWldmentS in which the treated wastewat~rs are placed

. could be required to be retrofi~t;.d with covers.that are vented
thro~gh a closec;i-vent system to.~ control device, as spec~fied,in
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the.Subpan CC regulatIons. See 40 C.F.R. §§ 264. t'085 , 265.1086.
Such r~trofitting would be prohibitively exp~nsive, part~cularly

in light of the, large sjze ofmany of the impoundments in question.
Indeed, some of the relevant impoundments in the iron and steel
industry are as large as' 250 acres in size, raising questIons'as
to whether retrofitting would even be technologically feasible.
Retrofitting is especiallyprobl'ematic for those impoundm~nts

engaged in bi~logical treatment, because the bacteria in'such'
impoundments require large amounts of oxygen. Although the Subpart

- CC reguJat.ions appear to'recognize this'problem and in fact exempt
certain biological 'treatment Units from the retrofitting
req':lirement, the exemption applies only to biological impoUndments

,that achieve a specified le~el of efficiency. . .
See 40 C.F.R. §§ 264.1085(a)(2), 265J08~(a)(2). Just as AlSI is

. concerned that the tank.·based biological treatment systems in the
iron'and steel industry would not be able to achieve the .required
level ofefficiency, so it isc'oncerned that -the biological ' .

. J • • . ~

impOundments that sometimes follow.such tank.·based systems would
. not be able to. a~hieve the required level ofefficiency;

and therefore would have to be. retrofitted in'accordance with the
,Subpart,CC regulations.
Certain portions ofthe Phase ly.proposal hold out the possibility

, that at least soine of the imPoundments in, the iron and steel
ind.ustry might be eligible for one or more of the other available

, ,

exemptions from retrofitting r~quirements. However, it'is not at
all clear whether any of" -

.these exemptions ~ould in, fact apply. For example, facilities
apparently would be'exempt from Option 2 ~r em.ission controls if
they currently are, or will in the "near future" be. "subject to CAA
[Clean Air Act] standards for hazardous air pol1u~ts." 60 Fed..
Reg: at 43,660.UnfortunatelY, EPA has failed to'explain in detail'

..,how It would de~ide whether a facility is"subj~ct to" a CAA :
standard (e.g., ~hether a facility that is in an industry 'covered
.by a eAA standard, butbelow applicable regulatory thresholds,
would be 'considered "subject to" the standard). The Agency also
has failed ~o 'explah1 what it means by the ~'near future." 'In
the absence ofsuch information~ it is difficult for AISI to.
provide meaningful comment. AlSI believes that non-h!1Z8fdous .waste '
impoundnients in the iron and steel industry are subject to.. ."
sufficient controls under the eAA as to warrant their exemption )
from any Phase IV air emission controls. For example, the ·benzen~
w~teNESHAP effectively ~ontrols emissions ofHAPs from.
surfa~e impo~dments' ~so~iated with ~oke by-product recovery
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-facilities, wh~re the risks 'associated ~th such emissions warrant
control. . See Sectiqn II.C.2, ,ahove. Nevertheless; for purposes .
of these cominents, AlSI has little choice but to assume tha~.at ~

least some oftbe impoundments in the iron and.ste~l industry would .
,not be eligible for this exemption..' .'. " . '
One other exemption that is mentioned in the Pbase IV proposal is
an exemption for wastes thatare "trea~ed bY'means other than.
dilution ll to below 1qo ppmw ~er the point of generation, but

, : before entering a surface impouniiment. Se~ 60 Fed. Reg: at . . ,
43,664; Figure 2.0nce again, however, EP~ h~failed to provide
any additional information on this exemption. 'F~r exainp~e, the
Agency has failed to explain how it would decide whether'treatment
was achieved by means'other than dilution. EPA also haS failed to..
explain the.relationship, ifany, between this exemption and the "
Subpart CC provision that waStes' entering an impoUndment must be.

.'treated uS,ing a process with a certain leye~ ofefficiency if the " .
impoundmenl is to be exempt :f!om air emission co~tiolrequirements.,

See 40 C:P.R. §§ 264.1082(c)(2), 265.1083(c)(2). In·the absence of
such i¢'ormation, it is ~ifficult for AlSI topro~ide meaningfuI
comment. As nO,ted above, virtuaily..all of the iron and steel
industry wastes that contain gre~ter than· 100 ppm~volatile
.organics at the point ofgeneration'an: manage~ in tank-based.
biological treatment systems prior to placement into an

, impoUndment. AlSI believes,that such treatment should be viewed as
treatment by means other, thari dilution. AlSI also believes that, .
many of the biol~gically treated waStes contain less. than 100 ppmw

.volatile organics before they enter an impoundment, 3.Jld thus ~e '
impoundment should be'exempt from'Phase IV air'emis'sioncontrols.

, Indeed, some of~e trE!ate~ wastes, may contain,barely detectable
concentrations ofvolatil~ organics, making it irrational to
require that they be managed in surface impoundments with~r'
emission controls. Nevertheless,.for purposes of these ~omments,
'AISrhaS little'choice but'to assume that at least some of the ."
imPoundments 4t the iro~ and steel industry-would not be eligible

, ,for this.exemption. , .
One additional exemption'that is not explicitly mentioned in the

. propOsed rule, but is hinted at broadly, i~ an exemption from air
emission requirements for surface impoundments lOcated at

- :facilities that qualify as'TSDFs. See, e.g., 60 Fed. Reg.
43,661-62.. As noted above, such facilities, whether operating

'pursuant toa permit or interim status, are' subject to correctiv~
. action for all releases from SWMUs at the ,facility. Non·hazardous
waste.surfac~ impoWldments' managing formerly ch~cteristic wastes·

"
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clearly qualify as SWMUs. Moreover, the definition,of'release" is
"',broad enough to e~compass'emissions ofhazardous constituents into

the atmospheres., As a result, EPA aiready,has the 'authoritY under
. RCRA to address .the crlr etrlissions ofco~cem in this rulemaking,
\Yhen they ,occur 'at permitted or interim status TSDFs. .' .
Accordingly, such facilities-should be exempt from any air emission
requirements promulgated tinder the, Phase"IV rule. .
In order to avoid,the needl~ss imposition of onerous air'emission ..
controls on non-hazardous waste sUrface impoundments that manage
formerly c~aracte~stic wastes, AlSI urges EPA,not to adopt any
such controls as part of the Phase IV rule. Alternatively, AlSI
urges The Agency'to develop (through notice-and-comment ruJemaking :
procedures) 'ne~ air'emission control requirements tailored to
non-hazardous, fonnerly 'characteristic wastes"rather than.

, simply subjecting such wastes to the existing SubpaI1 CC
requi~ements, which' \yere designed for completely different wastes·
and are currently in a state of disarray. In the event that
EPA nevertheless decides to "extend" ~e Subpart CC rules to
non-hazardous waste impoundments that, manage formerly
characteristic wastes, the Agency shQuld clarify that those rules

, do not apply to impoundments that receive waStes ~at have been
,subjected to biological treatment, even if such treatment does not
achieve the level ofefficiency set forth in the Subpart CC rule.,
EPA also should exclude from any air'emission requirements'surface

.impoun~erits located at j>enni!1ed or interim ~tus TSDFs.,

'. ..,

,'.

RESPONSE . _,
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three optionS for enSuring that .

. underlying h8.zar40us constituents in decharacterlzed waste~ were not released to the .
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoUndments in systems
'regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). I?echaracterized

, wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous charaC~eristic of ignitability, corrosivity•.
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but 8re no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the

, President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996; which provides that the '
wastes-iJ;1 question are no longer prohibited from I~d disposal once rendered no~~oUs. As
a result, on AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew i~ treatment standards,forthese wastes (61 FR.15660).

, Today's Phase IV final rule will notpromulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
, 'emi~sions from surfaceimpoundmen~ (EPA propo~e4 options on AugUst 22, 1995 (60 FR, "

43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes intoday's rule do 'not
apply to TC metal wastes if the c~teristic is removed and the, wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe

." ,DriIikingWater Act. "

I,
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Howe'yer, the Land Dispos8.I Flexibility,Act does mandate EPA, t~ undertake 'a S:year stUdy to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer 'ofhazardous constituents from these
sUlface'impoundments. :The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks ·are in fact found that would warrant such
r~gulation. . .' .
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DCN " PH4P036
COMMENTER' American Iron & S,teel ins:.
RESP,ONDER SS:
SUBJECT EQUY
SUBJNUM ,036
COMMENT· : .. ' . "

'Finally, AISI urges EPA to clarifythat'impoundI1len~s that receive
formerly characteristic secondary materials,that are not wastes are "

,excluded'from any requiremeqts under the Phase III and Phase IV
,rules. EPA has loog acknowledged that at least some: ' .
characteristic secondary materials added to wastewater treatment
systems serve as effective substitutes for commercial products and
,therefore are not solid or hazardous wastes. See, e:g., 50 Fed'.

" 'Reg: 614, 637(January 4~T985) (discussing the'use of spentpickle '
'liquor as a-wastewater conditioner).B~causethese'mat~rialsare '
not solid or hazardous wastes, the requirements of the LDft
program-- includmg the requi,rements of the Phase III and Phase IV
rules -- never a~ch.. Al$ough AISI believes th~t these, ','
conclusions are inescapable under the RCRA regulatory scheme, ~n

" order to eliminate any possible confusion, AlSI requests that the
Agency explicitly state ~at the fina.t' Phase III and Phase IV rules, "
will not apply to impoundments rec'eiving formerly'
characteristic secondary materials that are not wastes.

"

•RESPONSE: .
In the August 22, 1?95 ~hase IV proposal, EPA discussed \hree options for ensUring that
underlyhlg hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes w~re not,released to th~
environment via leaks, sludges; and air emissions from sUrface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean W~ter,Actor Safe Drinking Water. Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no ionger characteristic). ,,On Mar~h 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Proglam Flexibility Actof 1996, which provides that the

, ,wastes in question ate no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
, 'a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA 'withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61,FR i 5660).

Today's Phase I,V final rule will not promulgate provisio~s for managing leaks, sludge's, aDd air
'emissions from surface impoundments '(EPA proposed option,s on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC'metal wastes in tod3y.'s rule do not

'apply to TC metal wastes if the cha.r8ctenstic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated'
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe"

, Drinking Water Act.
. '. . I ....

However, the Land Dispos;U Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to'unde~e a S-year study to .' ,.
determine any' potential ,risks 'posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these
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sUrface,inip~undmentS.. The firidings o(this study, begun by the Agency hi April, i996, may
result in proposed regulations for these units', -if risk~ are In fact found that would. warrant such
regulation. .. . ' -
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.. DCN PH4P036 .
, COMMENTER American Iron & Steel Ins.

RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT.' -EQUV
'SUBJNUM Q36
COMMENT

Finally, AlSI urges EPA to clarify that impoundments that recei\;'e
formerly characteristic'secondary materials that are not wastes ar.e
excluded from ~y requirements under the Phase III and Phase IV
rules. EPA has long acknowledged' that at least some
characteristi~ secondary materials ad!ied to wastewater treatment
systems serve ~ 'effective substitutes for commercial products and'
therefore are not solid or hazardous wastes.. See, e.g., 50 Fed.

.Reg. 614, 637(January 4, 1985) (discussing the use 'of spent pickl~
. liquor as a wastewater conditioner).Because these materials are
not solid dr hazardous wastes, the.requirements ofthe,LDR
program-- including th~ requirements of the Phase III and Phase IV
rules ~. never attach. Although AlSI believes that these "
conclusions are inesc,apable under tQe RCRA regulatory scheme, in
orqer to eliminate any possible ,confusion, AlSI requests that the '
Ag~ncy explicitly state that the final Phase III and Phase IV ruies '
will not apply to impoundments receiving formedy
~haracteristic secondai'y matenals that are not wastes.

RESPONSE:
• J • ,

In the August 22, 1995'Phase IV proposal"EPA discussed 'three options, for ensuring that .
underlying hazardouS constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the' .
environment via le~, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in ~ystems.. ,
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinki~g Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of igItitability. corrosivity•

. reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16; 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program FlexibilitY Act of 1996, which provides that the "
wastes i~ question are no'longer prohibited from l~d disposal once::' rendered nonhazardous: As ,
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 1566Q).
Today's Phase IV rmai nile will not promulgate pro~isions for managing,leaks,sludges, and air
emissions from sUrface. impoundments (EPA-proposed opt~ons on August 22, 1995 (66 FR ..
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in teday's rule dp not
apply to TC me,tal wastes if the' characteris~c ~s removed and the w~es are subsequently. treated
in, a unit that is· regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
prinking ,Water Act. " . : .' . l, ' ,

,However, the Land Disposal FleXibility Act ~oes m~date EPA to undertake a5-year study to "
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardousco~tituents from these
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surfac~ impounqrnents. TI;1e' findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April; .1'996, may
.result in proposed reg.ulations for these units; ifrisks are in fact found that would ~arrant such
regulation. . . . '..',.' .
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DeN PH4P036. ' .
'COMMENTER American Iron & Steel Ins•.

'. ,I

RESPONDER SS
. SUBJECT EQUV

S'UBJNuM036 .
COMMENT "

AISI supports 'EPA's proposal to exempt from th~ '~equifements of ,
'.the Phase IV rule surface impoWldments that'receive'only de:~inimis
quantities of formerly characteristic wastes. 'AlSI is 'concerned~ .. ,
however, that the de minimis criteria under consideration by the "
Agency are inappropri,ate 'and unnecessarily stringent. .
Under the proposed rule, formerly characteristic wastes apparently,
would not be considered de, minimis 'unless (1) they represent less. ",
than 1% ofthe, total tlow of wastewater into the sulface
~poundment, (2)'they contain less tIian 10 times. the .UTS . '

, concentrations ofhazardous constituent~ at the point of '
generation, and (3) they total no more than 19,000 gallons per day.
See 60 Fed. Reg. at r'1.714-1S. AlSI supportS the 1% total flow'
criterion. However, it believes that this criterion alone is '
necessary and sufficient for identifYing formerly ,
characteristic wastes that are de 'minimis. A waste that'contains

,less than 1% of the toial flow into a surface impoundment is
unlikely to, significantly affect, the level of constituents' "
releas~d into the environment from the impoundment. Requiring
monitoring and treatmeI;ltof ~':lch small-voh-lIIle wasJes. however, .
'would be'extremely burdensome. I~ light of the large costs and '
negligibie benefits ,of imposing LOR requirementsonfonnerly
characteristic wastes that represent less tha.it 1% of the total flow '
into.a sUrface impoundment, such w~tes should be exempt from any
and all Phase IVcontrols. Indeed, this approach'is the only one '
that would be consistent with other de minimis tests throughout,the
LOR program and the RCRA regulations, qJ.ore gcmemIly. See, e.g.,40
C.F.R. §§ 261.3(a)(2)(iv)(E) (exempli~ri from the "mixture rule"

,for wastewaters containing de minimis quantities of laboratory
wastes); 268.1(e)(4) (exemption from the LOR prognlm

. for wastewaters containing de minimis quan~ities of ig~tableor
, corrosIve ¢ommercial chemical products); 268.l(e)(S) (ex,emption .'
from the LOR program for wastewaters containing ~e, .
minimis 'quantities of ignitable or corrosive laboratory wastes).'
Adding a c;le minimis limitati~n on the total flow offormerly ,
characteristic wastes into'a surfac.e impoundment.is not'necessary
.or app~op~~te. As noted abov~, f~rmerly characteristic wastes
$.at represent less~ 1% ofthe'toial flow to a surface



e, '.' impoundment are extremely difficult to monitor and treat, and doing
so is unlikely to provide significant environinen~l benefits.
These conclusions hQld true regardl~s's of the absolute quantity, of
the waStewaters in ,questi<;m, and thus a:total flow criterion should

, not be adopted in the fin~ rule. The specific limit proposed'by
'EPA"': 10,000 gallons per day -- is particularly inappropi;~te
because it would unnecessarily and dr~atically restrict the number'
facilities eligible for the de minimis exclusion.

, AlSI "believes that most f~cilities where fonnerly characteristic. "
wastes represent less th8:f11 % of the to'tal flow into a· , '
non-hazardous' waste surface impoun4ment generate, far greater than
10,000 gallons per day ofthese wastes. ~ "
Finally, AlSI believes it would be unriecessary and inappropriate
to add a limitation to the de minimis rule based 0Ii. constituent '
concentrations. Once aga4l, ~ noted above, ,
formerly charact.eristic wastes th~t represent less than 1% of the '
total flow to a ~iuface impoundment are extremely difficult to ,
morutor and treai,' and requiring suc~ 'activities is unlikeiy to "
provide significant environmental benefits. These' con~lusions hold,
true regardle'ss'ofthe concentrations ofhazardous constituents in
the formerly ~haracteristic wastes, and thus aconcentration'
limitation should not be adopt~d in the final rule, In the event that EPA
nevertheless concludes that a concentration limit is necessary and'
appropriate, it should increaSe ~e proposed limit substantially.
If a fomedy characteristic waste that represents no' more than 1% •
of the total fl,ow into a surface impoundment contains no ~ore.,than 10 times the . . " ,

. . ,.,
, .

UTS l«:,vel ofa hazardous constituent; the highest possible,
,concentration ofa hazardoUS constituent in the~impounPme:ht i~ only ,
10% ofthe ujs (0.01 x 19 =oj = 10%). Indeed, in most cases,

, , the concentrations will be ,far lower. 'Such low levels' are not '
, -,necessary to protect human health and the environment~, Indeed,

wastes'with hazardous constituents at these levels ordinarily are
not prohibited 'from land'disposal. Accordirigly, ifthe Agency,

; adopts a concentration thleshold as part of the de " .
'. minimis ,exemption, it 'should adopt a much higher concentration '

, . thi'eshold ~rhaps'wiih a sliding scale that allows even higher
concentrations in lower volume waste streams)~. In addition, EPA

,\. sho~d specify that'the concentratiQn l~t applies to the ,
,'waste streams after'any'tank~based treatment, or before entering the
, surface impo~dment; rather than at the Point ofgeneration. .

,"

RESPONSE:
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:The Agency is retaining the de minimis exemption previously promulgated .at 40 CFR
. 268.1(e)(4). In the August 22~ 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three opttons for ensuring

that ,underlying hazardous constfnients in dech~cterized wastes were not released '~the, '
environment via leaks, sludges, and air'emissions from surface impoundments in systems'
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (~O FR 43~55). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which ini~ially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no 'longer ch~acteristic). On March 16; 1996, the
President, signed the Land'Disposal Program Flexibility'Act of 1996, which provides that .the. '
wastes in"question are 'no longer prohibited from land disposal once render~d nonhazardous. As
a: result, on April 8, 1996~ EPA,withdrew its treatinent standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's PhaSe IV final rule;will not promulgate provisions for,managing leaks, s.l~dges, and air'
emissions from surface impounQ,ments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .
43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards for IC metal wastes in today's rule do not'

, apply to Ie metal wastes'ifthe characteristic is, removed and the wastes are subsequeptly treated
in a unit that is regul~ted by the Clean Water ~ct or, for underground injection'wells,'the Safe;
Drinking Water Act. "

HOWever, the Lanq Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5·year study to '
,. determine any potential ris~ posed by~cross-media transfer,ofhazardous constituents from these",

surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in Apr,il, 1996, may
'result in proposed regulations for these UI)its, ifrisks are ~n fact found that would warrant such
.regulation., ' , .
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2. Air Einissions from Non~Hazardous Waste Surface lI:npo\lIldments Do Not
. Warranl Additional RCRA Controls ' '

Air emissions frqm non-hazardous wast~ sU;Iface impoundments managing fonnedy
characteristic wastes already are being adeq~telyaddre'ssed by a range'of oth~r federal'
regulatory

1" controls. These controls make additional controis under theRCRA land disposal 'restrictions
program unnecessary.

, .,

, ,

For example, where emissions ofhazardous 'air pollu~tS ("HAPs") such as volatile' \
oi'ganiC.~o~poUnds from a surface impoundment,may -be significant, they are likely to be subject \
.to national emission standards for hazardous air pOlhitants ("NESHAPs")'established under the
Clean.Air Act: The NESHAP applicable to the synthetic organic chemical manufa~turing

,industry, ." , ' , '"
,("~OC~I-HON"),which in many ways serves as'a template for other NESHAPs regulations,'
specifically' provides for the control of air, emissi~ns from surface impoundments, where

.. • • t r .
emiSSIOns , J.

from tho$e impoundme~ts are significant. 40 C.F.R, § 63.13~. In particular"surface ",
. ,impoundments receiving'wastewaters containing total volatile organic HAPs at or above
,designated concentrations and''flow rates must have speCific air emission controls. ,40 'C.F.R.
§ 63.111. Those controls include acover, ciosed-y,ent, system~. ~d acon~ol device (e.g:, an

_absorber; condenser, incinerator, or flare) to control vapors'contaiIiingHAPs.: 40 C.F.R. '
§ 63.134. ' )

, "

I With respect to the iron and steel iridustry, the NESHAP for benzene waste operations
re,quires control ofair emissions from surf~e' impoundments receiVing wastewaters from' coke .
by-product recovery plants, among other facilities and operations. 40 C.F.R. §'61.340(a). Like

, the ;, - " .

SOCMI-HON, this'NESHAP requires thai such surface impoundments ~ust be equipPed with a
. cover, 'closed-vent system, and vapOr,control device. 4'0 C.F.R. §'61.344. Wastewaters '

containing benzene below ceruiin concentra~ons ot flow lev~ls may, not trIgger ~ese , ,
requirements; but only where ~e risks do not warrant such tontrols; 40 C.F.R~ §61.342(c)(2)..
Although it is specifically benzene that triggers,the sUrface'impoundment ~ontrols, those' ,
co~trois, , ' ,', ' ,

, once installed, will control other volatile organic HAPs. Moreover"be~ene is ~e primary HAP
. ofconcern for'coke by-product reco~ery plailts. Therefore, benzene ~cts as, an "indicator '.,-,
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-,
pollutapt" ,for determining when controls.on surface impoundments are required. Accordingly. , ..
the benzene waste NESHAP effectively controls emissions of HAPs from surface impoundments . •
associated with coke by-product recovery facilities, where the risks associated with such ' ," ,

, emissions warrant control. ' ., ,

IIi addition to existing requirements, the Clean Air' Act Ame~dments of 19~O created a , '
schedule for examining various processes and industries, requiring that specific regulations

, addressing air e~issions from those processes be' promulgated ~~n,four, seven, Of ten years
from enactnient. For, example, EPA plans to prorpulgate a NESHAP for steel pickling using an .
HCL process in November 1996, w~ll before the statutory deadline ofNovember 1997. 42
U.S:C. ' " . ,
§ 14 I2(e). This NESHAP will examine emlssions ofHCL, chlorine, arid other HAPs in
connection ' ,
with steel pickling procesSes and HCL regeneratioii proces~es.. 60 Fed. Reg. 23,999 (~fay 8,
1995). Like 'the SOCMI-HON, the steel pickling NESHt\P'will analyze the'emissions from the

, entire'process~.includlng wastewater handling. If the emissions associated with wastewater
handling in surface impoundmen,ts merit controls, then such controls will be,required as part or' ,.
the , '. '

,NES~, just~ they are in the"benzene ~aste NESHAP and the s6C:~~1.I·HON.,
• '-. I

"

"

Other NESHAPs that were targeted for pr~mulgation before November 1997 were the
NESHAPs for S~nless 'and Non-Stainless Ste~l Manufacturing ~d Electric Arc Furnace
("EAF") , ,'" . : .
Operation. EPA has'propose~ to delist these two categories 'based on an analysis of information
about emissions from bo~ categories. E~A's analysis,revealed that neither category.is a "major
source" of emissions ofany HAP. A major source is defmed as a source ~th the potential to
~k , .
10'tons per year (tltpy") ofa si.p.gle HAP or 2S tpy ofall~s. EPA calculates this emission
potential in'an extr~elyconservative fashion, assuming that virtually all HAPs used by a fa~ility ,
are eventuallyeltiitted. Accordingly, a fmding that a sOurce .is, not a major source indi~ates . .
relatively low use ofHAPs by the source. A preli~inary risk ~sessment was also performed in ,

, connection with this analysis. Therefore, EPA,has exammed the e~ssions from these facili~es
and 'the risks p(js~d by those emissions' -- apparently inclu~ingthe risks associated ~th .emi,ssions
from surface impoundments - and has determined ~t regulation of these sources is ~ot, ,
warranted. ' ; I '

, NESHAfs for three' other soUrce c~tegories associated with'the iron and ste~l industrY are
scheduled fOf promulgation before November 2000. They inclu4e ir~n' foundries, steel foundries,

,and integrated iron',and steel manufacturing. These f~cilities'were'viewed as,lower priority
sources po'sing less risk, and accordingly were desig~ted to be addressed last; See S8 Fed. Reg.,
63,~4'1, 63,943 (Dec. 3, '1993). Once they are addressed, these facilities will be subject to '
comprehenSive analysis, just like the facilities analyzed for purposes ofthe SOCMI-H,ON:
A,lthough theseNES~s are ~ll'in the developmental stages, 'we have been informed that EPA
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does not currently believe that any controls on the wast~water treatment systems, including
surface impoundments, in th~se industries will be ,necessary., ' "

The federal Clean Air Act regulatory program not-only imposes direct controls ,on ' ,
h~dous air pollutants, but also imposes oth~r controls that indire9tly may reduce ~eleisesof
underlying,hazardous constituents from'non~hazardous waste impoundments ,that receive ' ,
,fo~erly ,,' '. ' , , ,

characteristic wastes. For example, EPA has established/National Ambient Air, QUality
Standards
("NAAQS") for a variety of so-called "criteria pollutailts'~ and'has required all states'to adopt
State Impl~men:tation Plans ("SIPs") for either achieving those 'standards (in areas that currently
are in "non-attainment" of the ~tandards) or preventi,ng significant deterioration of air 'quality (in ' ,
areas that have already attained the standards). The Agency has also developed a detailed

, permitting program'for all significant air emission sources under Title V ofthe Clean Air Act.,
AlthQugh these programs' may liot explicitly address all of-the constituents covered by the UTS, ,
they will in general result in reduced emissions of those, constituents.' After all, air pollution' "
control equipm~nt installedto' addre,ss one pollutant almost invariably reduces emissions of oth;er
pollutants. O!,1ce 'again, therefore, the federal Cle~ Air Act regulatory'program clearly' ,
addresses

" the ~r emission~ ,ofcon~em in this ~l~m~ng.'; " "

In these ways~ air emissions ,from sl¢'ace impo"undments'are already being addressed by
, current and upComing regulations under the Clean Air Act. The Clean Air Act creates a rational

scheme for addressing rislqi posed: by emissions from surf~ce impolind.n1ents in a systematic
: fashi9n. Various processes and indiistries 'have been categorized based on potential emission
ris~ ,~" "

, and will be analyzed' and regulated ifneces$ary, including impOsing controls on emissions 'from
surface impoundments.' The prioritization offacilities and allocation ofresources,created by the
'Clean Air A~t should not be'disrupted by ~ew RCRA regulations.' Therefore, additional einis~ion'
controls on sUrface inlpoundments under the LDR program are unnecessary and could be
disruptive. ,"

, ' '

Finally, it i~ worth noti~g that air emissions fro~ non-hazardous waste sUiface ,
impoundmcmtS locat~d' at facilities that qualify' as hazardous ,waste TSDFs are ,also subject to, ' '

, regulation under the RCRA ,corrective acti,e:m program. As noted above; facilities opet:ating
'. pUrsuant to a RCRA permit-or. interim status are'subject to corre~tive' action for 'all releases of '

hazardous constituents from SWMus at the facility. See 4~ 'U.S.C. §§ 6924(u), 6928(h)..
" , Non-hazardous waSt~ sulface nnpOwldments cle~ly'qualify'aS SwMus. Moreover, the

definition '. , '

of , , . ,'.\ ,_
llreleaSe" is broad"enough to encompass emissions ofhazardous constituents into the atinosphere.
,~ee 5S Fed. Reg. 30,798, 30,874 (July 27, 1990) (proposed to be codified at 40.C.F.R. § ,

, '264.501). As a result, EPA already has authority even under-RCRA to address many of the ~ir

• , , 44S
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emis~~Qns of concern in ~is rulemaking.

,' Clearly, the Agency already has broad authoritY under both ,the C.lean AirAc~ and tJ:le
, RCRA corrective action program to address air emissions from non-hazardous waste surface'
.impoundments receiv~ng formerly characteristic wastes. This al,l~oritY also ,is being used .
extensively to address the emissions ofconcetnin 'this rulemaking. Ear, these reasons, ,AISI
Urges EPA to adopt Option I with respect to air ,emissions and continue to rely on existing
regulatory programs. tQ address the risks associated with ~missions from non-haZardous'waste
surfaceimpoundmen~. .

•

'.

"RESPONSE , .
In the.August 22, 1995 P~ase IV pro~sal, EPA discussed three options for ~nsuring that
underlying hazardous constinien~ in decharacterized wastes Wl:re not released to ~e
environment vi,a leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655): Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially e$ibited a haial:dous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,'
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the.Land Dis~sal Program Flexibility, Act"~f 1996, whic~ provides that the"

.wastes in questiqn are no longer prohibited from lan~ disposal once rend~red nonhazm:dous. As .
a result, oil April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these was~es (61 FR 15660):'

.. 'roday's Phase IV final rule Will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and'air . "A
emissions'from 'surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR •
43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment standards fo!, TC metal wastes in today's rule do riot
apply to TCmetal. wastes 'if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

,in a unit that is regtilated by the Clean.Water Act or, for undergroujtd injection wells, the Safe
Drinking",Vater Act. '., , •

Ho-.,vever, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA.to un~ertake a 5-year study to.' ". ... . . ,"
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardoUs constituents fr~m these .
surface impoundments'. The findirigsofthis study, begun by the Agency. in April; 1996, my
result in proposed regulations for these unitS, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such ,
regUlation. -' , '.. . :' , . . .'.' , , " . '. ".' .

\ "
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1. Cer:tain 'Faciiities ~hould Be Exempt fro~ AU PhaSe IV Controls

In the Phase IV'LDR proposal;EPA indicat~d ~ai th~ following c~tegori~s of'
·impoundnients would be ex~mpted from any new LDR requirements concerning leaks,
v'ohitilization, and slu51ges: : " .

"

(1)' 'Hazard~uswaste impoundments;

(2) Impoundments that do not receive formerly characteristic wastes that contain, at-,
.' . " I

, the pomt of generation;underlying'hazardous constituents in concentrations above
the {,JIS;, '

(3) Impoundments located at 'permitted ~SDFs;

"(4) Impoundments that meet the 'RCRA' minimum techpologicfll requirements;
.' t '. •

, ,
(5) Impoundmen~ that meet the ReRA "no'migration" stan~ard;

. , ,

(6) Impouridments ~at receive only de minimis quantities of decharacterized wastes;'

(7) Impoundments ,at facilities thatmeet the'requjIements for the pollutio,:,- prevention
: complianc.e alternative;and' '"

(8), impoundments ~t receiv~ only de~haracte!ized wastes that !)ave been tre~ted to
meet the VTS. '",' .

"

See, e.g., 60 Fed>Reg. at 43,662. In general: AlSI supports the proposed regulatory exemptions. '
.- However~ it believes that some of the exemptions need to be cl8rlfied or mod~fied in certain' '
. respects. Each exemption is discussed separately below.

..
a. Hazardous. Waste Impoundments ,Should Be'Excluded from Any

P~ase IV Surface Impoundment Controls. " -

"

\
\

••••••

, ;, .
Hazardous waste impoundme.nts clearly should not be subject to any ofthe leak,

volatilization, or sludge requirements that may-be'promulgated iri the Phase IV ruleniaking. This
rulemaking .~s befog conducted in r~sponse to the court decision in Chem Waste II, and~t -

\- . ,

, '



, '.,

" .

,
"

decision was'focused exclusively on non~hazardouswaste surface impoundments. ,See 976, F.2d a
, at 20 (s~tiIjg that the "CWA tr~atment facHitie's" at iss~e in the case "do not'meet RCRA subtitle ,.,

C standards and they'are regulated solely underRC~ 'subtitle D (sof~d wastes)."). ,Thus. it.
would be unnecessary and inappropriate to apply the Phase IV restrictions to hazardQus waste' ,',
impoundments. ',' '

e. Impoundrritmts th~t M~et the RCRA "No Migrati011" 'Stand~d
Should be Exempt from Phase,~V Surface Impoundment Controls

> ,

,AISI supports EPA's proposal to exempt from any Phase IV co~trolsimpoundmentsthat,
m¢et the statutory "no migration'l.s~daid. The LDR provisions of RCRA explicitly state that ,
wastes that are otherwise prohibited from land disposal can be placed in a land disposal unit if "it
has been demonstrated to the [Agency], to a reasonable'degree of c~rtaint), that-there will be no·'
migration ofhazardous constituents from the dispos~ unit '" for as long,as the waste remains '
hazardoUS.", 42 U.S~C. §§.69f4(d)(1), (e)O), (g)(5). ]Jlus, there is no statutory authQrity for

, applying Phase IV controls to "no' migrationll'units. AISI is concerned, however, that EPA is
interpreting the "no migration" ,suind~~ in an inappropriate and utmecessarily stringent mann~r.
Under the Age~cy's,current interpretation, it is doubtful '~hether any non-hazardous waste

, surf~ce impoundments would ,qualify as "no migration" units..Accordingly, an exemption fOf,
, "no ,'. " , ,

, "

migration" ,units is Unlikely to proVide any meaningful relief-from Phase IV LDR controls. AISI
" bf:;lieves that under a properinterpretation, of the "no migration" standard; some non~hazardous •
, waste impoundrrients niight 'be exempt tTom'Phase IV LDR requirements. For thi~ rea:son, AISI

" urges EPA to reconsider its interpretation of the sta~tory standard. "
. . \. . ..

f. l~poundnients that Receive Only De Minimis Quantiti~s of.
Fonnerly Characteristic Wastes Should be Exempt fro~ Phase.IV
Surface Impoundment Controls

• >

I •

g. Impoundments that Elect,the PollutioQ. Prevention Compliance
Alternative Should be Exempt from Phase IV Surface
,ImpOundment Controls

I',

AlSI supports EPA's propoSal to proVide it pollution prevention compliance alternative
fOf facilities that otherWise would have to comply with the requirements of the Phase IV rule. As
the. Agency' pOinted out in the preamble to tl).e'proposed,Phase III ~e, the court in Chern Waste
~1I indicated that one of the chief goals ofthe LDR program. is to reduce the total mass loading of
h8zardouS constituents entering the environment. 60 Fed. Reg. at 1,1,713.> Pollution preveption
is '
one obvio~ method for achieving this goal. Accordingly, it should.~allowed as an alternative
to ,.1, ~
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treatm~nt, if it can achieve reductions:in total mass loading that are comparable to what would be
achieved if the wastes in quest~on were treated to meet the UTS" . '

, .,-

, ' AlSI, howe~er, lirges EPA io make the pollution prevention compliance 'alternative as
flexibJe as possible, so'asto maximize its p~tential usefulness, ~onsistent with 'statutory goals.
For, ", '," """ , '. , , -
example, AlSI supports the Agency's apparent position that'pollution' prevention'measures could

_be applied to any of the wastes entering a surface impoundment, and, not just the formerly
ch~cteristic w~tes. See'60 Fed. Reg. at 11,713, Obviously, the source of the h¥31'dous'

, constituents is ummportarit from an envirorimental perspective. If the mass loadings can be·
'reduced most cost effectively by engaging in pollution prevention with respect to wastes other
than the formerly characteristic ,wastes, there, is no reason to require that the 'reductions come '
from the formerly characteristic wastes; " "

, , AISI aiso supports the idea of allowing "trading" betwee~ pollutaIlts,so that reductions in",
the mass'loading of one constituent through pollution prevention can 'reduce or even elimimitethe' , " . ',' ",., -

, need to treat other constitue~ts. See 60 Fed. Reg. at 11,714. IftWo constituents have similar' '
health effectS, ~ere is no apparent reason why the Agency should r6quire that reductions be made

, for one constituent, rather'than the 9.ther. The statutory mandate is to minimize risks' from .
'whatever source they arise; not to minimize risks associated with particular hazardous '
'constituents. ,Accordingly, th¢ Agen~Y; sho~d authorize tr~ding betWeen pollutants, just as it has
done, or bas propOsed to do, in other related contexts. See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 266.l06(c)(2) , ,"
(establishing an overaIllimit for carcinogenic metals, as opposed to separate limitsJor individual

~ metals, in emissions from boilers and industrial furnaces that bum hazardous'wastes); 40 C.F.R.
. § , , , " ' ' .. - " ,. .' .

. 63.112(a) (estabiishing a single limit for total organic HAPs, rather than separate limits for '
_individual HAPs, in emissions from synthetic organic.chemical manufacturing facilities); 59 Fed,'
Reg. 15,504, 15,548-63 (April 'I, 1994) (proposing to'allow limited "trading" between the
emlssiorts of individual HAPs, pursuant to section 112(g) of the Clean Air 'Act).' -

, "

: a.', Biological and Post-Biological Impoundments Should Be Exempt '
. .from Any New RCRA J;-eak-Controls'

I. _

.' Accordmg to the preamble to the.Phase IV proposal, the reason for considering the ,
imposition of surf~e iin~imdmentleak cQntrols under the LDR program i~ to enSure that the.
underlying hazardous constituents in restricted, formerly characteristic wastes are genuinely
being, ' , . " .
,treated, rat.he~ than simply being released from a swface impoundment into the gro1,U1dwate~ 
underlying the facility. 'However~ if the wastes are being subjected to biological treatment either
,before they ~e -placed mthe impoundn,tent or while'they are in the impoundment, th~re i~ no
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reason to be concerne~ that the constituents' ar~ si!Jlply being released i~to the groundwater. In" ,_
the absence of any such concern, the impoundments should not be subject to additional 'leak

'. controis under the LD~program.' .', .

b. Impo~dments Subject to RCRA Corrective Action Should Be'
, Exempt from Any New Leak Controls. ' .. , ,

As discussed above, approximately half (if not more) ofall facilities With impoundments
, that receive forinerly characteri~tic wastes are TSD.Fs which are subject to' EPA's corrective

action authority Under R:CR,A. ,This authority extends to all SWMUs at the facilities, including'
any non-hazardous waste surface impowi.dments'that may be present, and thus can be used to
addFess the leaks that are ofconcern in this rulemaking. Because adequate authority already '.

,exi,sts to address leaks fr~m non-hazardous waste impoUn~ents at TSDFs, these-facilities '. \
.should . .'. .

be exempt from any leak control requ~rements that may be promulgated irl the Phase IV
rulemakiI?-g.' ' . .' .

. In the case of TSDFs with permits, RC~§ 3004(u) requires the pennits to address'
releases from all SWMUs iocated at the facility; including non-hazardoUs ~aste surfC\ce ' .
impoundments. Specifically: .these facil~ties' must perfonn facility as'sessments and/or
investigations' .

. to identify and evaluate releases from' knoWn SWMUs. lit addition, they must clean up such
releases as nec~ssarytoprotect human health and the environment. Finally, these facilities e
.generallyare required to take similar steps for SWMU~ and releases ,that may be·discovered in
the .' . '. ,..' .

. future~ In these.:ways, E~A can be assured that leakS from non-hazardous waste impoimdments
·at . ,

,permitted f~iiities ~.already adequately, bemg addressed. Accordingly, no new leak control ._
regulations for perrilitted facilities are warranted under the LDRpro~. . ,

In the caSe ofTSDFs operating pursUant to interim status, RCRA § 3008(h) authorizes.
'.EPA to issue interim status corrective action orders on a site-specifi~ basis. Such orders can
.cover all SWMUs at the TSDF, including non-hazardouS' waste surface impo~dments..an4 can
,require identification, evaluation, and cleanup of releases from such units, just as in the case of
pennitted facilities. ' As a result, adequate cleanup authority- alreaqy exists for leaks frOM'

, . non-haZardous waste surface impoundments at interim status TSDFs. EPA has'also been ' '
. 'extremely " ' .' . . .' ..', . . .

" . f

aggressive in exercising this authority; Accordingly, interim 'status TSDFs should be exempt,
fro~ , . .,' , ,
'any leak control requirements that may be promulgated under the Phase'IV nile.: At a minimum,.
interim status facilities should be exempt from such controls in the following circumstances:

, } ... . . .

.(1) If the facility already is ~ctively ertgaged in correctiv~,action for releases frOIJl its

f .
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,~non-hazardous-wastesurface impolindm'ents (in ~l1ich case the releases of conc~rn
. dearly,are being directly addressed); ,

(2) If the facility i~ currently subject to an interiIl,1 st~tlis ~orrective action order (in '
which'case EPA already is focused on risks that may be present at the facility and a
mechanism already exists for quickly addressing any ris~s that may' be deteimined
to be significant); , ,

/ ,

(3). If the facility is tanked "highll
, ~r "II:lediumll priority on the National Corrective '

., Action Priority System ("NCAPS il ) list (in which case the Agency has already
reached a tentative conclusion'about potential risks at the facility and can be
expected to take corrective m,easures iri'the qear_future);

,(4) If the facility has ~ready been irivestigated and a determmat~on has ,bee~ made th~t'
there are no-leaks that warrant c~rrective actio~; or '

(5)' If the facility is currently undergoing an investigation.. · . ,

" ,

, .

e.,

, ,

, c.' Imp!JUndments Subject to State Grouildwat~r Protection Programs
Should Be Exempt from Any Ne~ RCRA- Leak Controls

As EPA acknowledges in th~ pre~ble to the Phase IV proposal, many states' have·
groundwater protection'programs $it apply to 'non-~azardous waste surface impo'undments

.'managing formerly characteristic wastes. 'Several of these programs include groundwater "
monitoring a:nd corrective ,action requirements similar to those that are currently under I

considenition' by EPA as part of the Phase IV rule. Clearly. where s~ch state programs exist, ,no
addi~ional. federal controls are necessary. Accordingly, sulface impoundments subjec~ to such .
'state regulatory programs should be exempt fr~m any Phase IV leak- controls. '

, I '

, "

AlSI is'concerned, however, that EPA may limit the exemption in question to surface':
, impoun~ents subject to state programs 'thatare' virhJally identical to the federal controls

currently under consjderation. This approach would unnecessarily restrict the exemption and ' .'
, could render it 2lniost entirely meaningless. After all. few, if any, state'progr3:l1ls, can be

, \ , . .
,expected,,' '\
to' repliCate_exactly federal regulations that are as ofyet unwritten. The'exiSting state programs"
however; may be adequately protective ofhumf:lIl health and the environment. For example, a

, state,program may not explicitly address the full range ofUTS constituents; but may address
constituents that have been determined (on a site-specific or generic basis) to 'be the most "

. im'portant paramet~rs or suitable i~dicators for other key paiamet~rs.Similarly, a state program, ;,
may not uSe the same corrective action'triggers as the federal program, but may use a different set
of triggers that have been' determined to be appropriate. based on the character and likely ,use of
the underlying groundwater., AlSI encourages EPA to adopt a flexible approach for, "
implerrient~g -
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, ,this reg~latory exemp~ion, so that unnecessary b~dens cari be avoided, while protecting human
, health arid the environment. -

RESPONSE ' ~ ;
In the August 22, i995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three option$ for ~nsuring' tha~ "
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the

" environment via leaks, slu~ges, and,air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
, regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinkirig Water Act (60 FR43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which imtially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosiv(ty,

. " reactivity, or toxicity ~hen generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the ,
Presidenfsigned the Land Disposal Program Flexibility'Act of 1996, which provides that the '

, wastes in question 'are'no longer prohibited ,from land ~isposal once rendered nonhazardous: As
a'result, on'AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its 1!eatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule ~ll not promulgate provisions fOf managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the tr~atment standards 'ror TC metal wastes in today's rule do not.
apply to TC metal wast~s ifthe characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit ~at is regulated,by the Clean Water Act 'or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. ' I.

How~ver, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate ,EPA to unde~e a 57year study to '_
'determine'any potential ri,sks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surf~ce impoundments. The findmgs of this study, begun by the Agency i,n April, 1996; may
result in proposed regulations for tltese units~ if risks' are in faCt fotip.d that would warrant such, \
r~gulation. ' "

, .

, .

, .

"

, "
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3. Any Ne~ Air Emission Control Regulatip;s Promulgated by EPA Sho'uJd
Be Tailored t~ Address,the Risks of Concern

(,

If, despite th~ arguments presented above, any non-hazardous ;urface impoundments
managing fonnerly characteristic wastes are not exempted from the Phase IV rule'and therefore
b~come subject to the requlreme~is of Subpart ce, the resources spent in regubtory 'compliance'
'would not significantly further the goals of the' land disposal restrictions'program. 'According to _
,the preamble to the Phas,e IV proposal, the reason for consi,dering the impos,ition of air emission .
controls under the LDR program is to ensure that the underlying hazardous constituents in '.'
restricted, fonnerly characteristic wastes are genuinely treated, rather than simply volatilized into'

'the air. In the present case, however, there can be no doubt that the (onnerly characteristic
wastes in question are subjected to bona fide biological treaunent prior'to placement into a ' '
sud'ace impoundment, even if such treatment does not achieve the stringent requirements for
efficiency set forth in the Subpart ec rules. 'Accordingly, additionalair emission controls are not

, needed to ensure that-hazardous constituents are not simply being transferred ~nto the
,atmosphere. '

.. '

, !

,\

I '. ,

. \

.: ...
, ,

I" ,I.,

, .
RESPONSE, " , ,

'In the August 22,.1995 Phase IV propoSal, EPA discussed three 'options for ensuring that'
underlying hazaid~Us constituents in decharaci~ri:iedwastes were not, release~' to the

, environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surfact: impoundments iq. systems '
'regulated by the .clean' Water Act or Safe Drinking Water, Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
, wastes are wastes which initial'y exhibited a 'hazardous 'characteristic ofignita~i1ity, corrosivity"
'..reactivity; or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996" the

Pre'sident signed,the Land'Disposal Program Fle~ibility Act of 1996, which ptovi4es ~at the
waStes in question'are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As

-a'result, on'April 8,,1996, EPA withdlew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions'for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissionS from suifaceimpoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .

. 43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for IC metal wastes in today'g'rule do not
apply to TC metal was,tes if the characteristic ~sremoved and the wastes are subsequently trea~ed

"& • • \ ,

.' I·
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in 'a un~t that is 'regulated ,by the CleB;D Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe ..
Drinking Water Act. . ' '~.,

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to Un,dertake a 5-year study to
sIetermine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofh~dousconstituents from these , .
surface'impouridments..The findings p(this.study, begun by the~Agericy in April. 199,6, may'

\ , result in proposed regulations for these units', if risks are in fad found that would warrant such
regulation. ' ,

I,

',.

, '

.,'
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4. Any Sludge Control Regulations Promulgatecl' by oEPA Should Exemp~
Ce~inKey Categories ofSludges ,

, .

, ,

"

I
As di~cussedabove, AlSI believes that EPA can and should conti~ue to r~ly'on existing

regulatory programs to address sludges removed from ~oij-hazardous waste surface'
, impoundments that manage formerly charac~eri~tic wastes. See Section ILC.3. AlSI also' . .

..' believes ·that requiring such sludges to·be treated to meet the UJ'S stanqards for all UI,lder1yi~g
h~dous constituents wou19 unnecessarily impose exorbitant cos~s on domestic industry. For
example, one AlSI member company has estimated that it would cost approximately $150 to
$250 per toil.' to' treat the sludges removed', from surface impoundments assocJat~d with '
cokc;:making operations for the organic'hazardous constinients that they contain (usi~g~either
low'-temp~atureor high-temperature thermal.desorption): Based on an estimated 1,000,000
cubic ' , '

. ,

feet ofsludge in just one such surface impoundment, the total cost of treatm~!1t for the sludges in
th~ single.impoundmeijt would be between $3'.75 million and.S6.25 million (not counting other
expenses, such as the costs of removing, transporting, and ultimately disposing of the sludgei.

. These costs cannot be justified,.,given existing regulatory controls that alrea~y ~equately address
the risks of concern. Accordingly, 'EPA should not ~stablfsh any sludge contrOls as part of the" '

·Phase'IV,rule.

According to the preamble t~ thePh~e IV proposal, the reason.for considering the
imposition ofsurface impotindinent sludge controls under the LDR program is to ensure that the
underlyingh~dousconstituentS in restricted, formerly characteristic.wastes are gen:~inely,
treated, rather than simply transfe~ed into the sludge and released into the environment ~t " ' ,
another . " '. ' \ , .

site. H;owever, ifthe:wastes are subjected',to,biological treatment either ,before they are placed.in
, the impoundment or'while they are iri the impoundment, 'there is no reason to beconcerned that
, the constituents are ,simply being' transferred into the sludge. In the absence ofany such concern,
. the sludge should not be subjeCted to additional controls under th,e LDR program. '.,'

. ,. '

As noted above, 'facilities with RCRA pennits or op~ratingpurswmt to intetim'status are
subject to corrective action for SWMus located at the facility. Non-hazardous waste surface

, - ~. r· . .

~ impoundments managing fonnerly characteristic wastes clearly qualify as SWMUs. ,Thus, any
releases from these impOundmentS are already subjectto EPA's corrective action auth~rity if they

',.1
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.' are located at pennitted or interim status TSOFs. EPA oQviously could use this authority to' _
require removal of sludges from ap impoundment. Likewise, it C9uld require ~at such sludges,
once removed~ are managed in a protectiv~ manner, either on-site or off-site. In this way, the
risks associated with sludges generated at the~e facilities already can be adequately addressed
under existing regulatory authorities. Accotdingly;these sludges should be exempt froW any
Phase Iy shiqge co~trols. / , .' :

. }

Sludges ~isposed at facilities that meet the federal criteria for new municipal solid.waste
landfills under Subtitle D ~fRCRA also should be exempt from any new controls that may be ..
promulgated under the Phase IV rule. The Subtitle D criteria were developed specifically to, "

.address the risks as~ociated with the disposal ofnon-llazardous solid wastes: The 'criteria require,
among other things, that landfills install liners, c'onduct groundwater monitoring, and engage in
unit~specific corrective action, as necessary to protect hu.m:an health and the environment. See 40
C.F.R. Part 258. The~e criteria ensure .that hazardous constituents in non-hazardous solid wastes
are not freely being releaSed into the environment. Indeed, EPA has proposed to use these same
criteria as the basis of leak controls for surface impoUndments under the Phase IV rule. To the .
extent that the Subtitle D criteria are deemed adeqUately protective fodeaks, they should also be

. deemed adequately protective for sludges. Accordingly, sludges disposed at facilities thatmeet '
the Subtitle D criteri~ should be exeqIpteqf!0m furthe~ con~ols under'the Phase IV rule. "

" , • ~ l ." . • . '. • • ~. •

Sludges disposed at facilities that meet applicable state regulatory requirementslikewlse
should be. exempt from any Phase IV controls. As in the case of the federal Subtitle 0'criteria,
state requkements for indtistrlallandfills are designed to address the risp associated with '
.disposal . . '. '
ofnon-hazardous w~te~ such as sludges. Indeed, these requiremen~ are frequently ~lo~~d to , '
·the Jlarticular risks posed ,by individuallandfills. In light of~e protectionS ~Qrded by these
state '

, .requirements~ additional controls' under the ~OR program are not warrante~..Thus, slud'ges
disposed at facilities that meet applicable state regulatory requirements should~ exempt from
any Phase IV sludge controls. . "'. .' , :'. .' .

I

, Finally, EPA should clarify.that sludges destined forreclamation would not be subject to
any requirements Under the Phase IV rule. Under the RCRA. regulations, sludges destined for
reclamation are ~iassified as solid wast~s only ifthey are explicitly listed as hazardoUs. wastes.
See' . .

t .... • ..

40 C.F.R. § 261.2, Table 1. Non-hazardous sludges from 'surface impoundments that receive
,fonrierly characteristic wastes cle~ly are not listed as ~dous wastes and therefore are not
solid wast~s when destined for reclamation. As non~wastes, these sludges are not subject to any, "
requireplents under the LOR program. See,e~g .• 55 Fed. Reg. at 22,660 ("EPA ... will continue'
to provide exclusions from the land disposal restri~tions for waste exclu4ed from'the defmitiQD .
of· "
h~do~ or solid waSte tinder 40 CFR 26'l.2~.6. "). Accordingly, sludges destined for
.reclamation,muSt be excluded.from the requirements of the Pllase IV rule. .

·f :
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RESPO~SE .
In'the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for e'nsl.iring that'
~derlying hazardous constituents i~ decharactenzed' wastes were.not released to the '
environment via leaks, sludges, arid air 'emissions from'·surface impoundments in systems

, regulated by the'Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking- Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharactetized
wastes are wastes which in.itially exhibited a hazardous characteristic. of ignitabi.lity, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longe,r ch~actetistic). "On March ·16, 1996, the '

,President'signed the Land Disposal'ProgramFlexibility. Act of 1996, which provides that the
· wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As'

a result, on April 8; 199~, EPAwithf:irew its treatment stan~ax:ds for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will ,not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air .
emissions from surface impoundments'(EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
436'5543677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal waStes in today'srule do not.

· apply to TC metal-waStes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subseq~e,ntly treated'
,in a unit that is regula~ed by the;Clean Water Act or, for Underground injection w~lls, the Slife-

· Drinking Water Act. .

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does.mandate.EPA to uD~~rtake'a 5:-year study to
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these

.sWface impoundments, The finaings of this study, begun by the Agency in' April, 1996; may
, result in. proposed regu1l:itions for these units, itrisks are in'fac, found that would warrant such
r~gulation: " ' ,.

/ .

. "

"
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.1 • •

E.' EPA Should'Not, and Indeed Cannot, Require Formerly' Characteristic Wastes t9
be Treated ~oMinimize lOsks Before Being Placed in a S~ace Impoundment

/ .'

, The third and/final option proposed by EPA to control pot~ntial.cross.~edia transfers of
.hazarPous constituents from non-hazardous\waSte'surface impoundments receiving formerly
characteristic wastes is to require that those wastes be treated to meet all applicable UTS .
standards prior to being placed in the-impoundments, except in,those cases where'the '
impoundments meet the RCRA minimum technology requirements or the statutory

. "no-migration'" , '
standard. 60 Fed. Reg. at 43,675., EPA has indicated in the preamble to the proposed rule that it,
does not favor, and thus, is not rec~mmending, adoption of this "Option 3" approach,'aS it would
cause costly and unwap-anted disruption of existing wastewater treatment systems~ and would :
"destroy the very accommodation between the tWA and RCRA upheld by the D.C. Circuit" in-
Chern Waste,II. Id. 'at 43,659, 43,675.·~ , .

AlSI agrees with EPA that proposed "Option,311
' would be enormo~lydisruptive of

industrial waste\yater treatment processes and is not necessary to protect human health and the
, environment. As previously discussed,existing state and federal regulations are adequate to

protect against excessive ,cross-media· transfers ofhazardous constituents from formerly ,
characteristic waste~ that are manag~d in non-hazardous waste sUrface impoundments., ,

',Moreover, Optio~ 3 would impose exorbitant costs·on the r:egulated ~ommunity. For example,:
one AlSI member company expects that, if~PA were to adopt pption 3, it would h~ve little '
choice but to replace ,its CWA surface impounqrnents with tank-based u:eatm~nt technologies, at
a
cost ofappro;Umately ~100 millio~~tjustone ofits integrated'iron and steelmaking:facilities.·
Clearly, these costs ,cannotbe justified by the negligible benefits ofadopting Option 3. .
'Accordingly, under the principles set forth in Executive Orde~ 12,866, the Agency must reject
that I , ,

. option.
, .

Perhaps eyen more iniPartantly, as EPA has observed. "the Court [in Chetn. Waste'll]
clearly did not intend to require that treatment standards be met invariably by treatment p'receding

'impoundn.tent-based management systems." 60 Fed. Reg. at 43,656. -On the contrary, the D.C.
Circuit explicitly recogniZed that: ,: ' . " '

RCRA' section 100'6(1,)(1) c~ntempl~~es some accoriunodation wit;h existing: CWA

'-,
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•• systems; to stricti},: apply each RCRA prohibition [prior to pl~cing decharacterized wastes '
into a surface i~poundment that is part of a CWA treannent system] w~u1d nullify se~tion

" lOO?(b)(l) and, we thirik, would be'untrue ,to Gongress·s,in~ent. I.' ' " •

--:'

ChemWaste lIt 976 F.2d at 24. ThuS, the Court nJled that decharacten'zed wastes that do not vet
meet all applicabie LDR treatme~t standards may be placed 'in CWA-regulated surface •

. impoupdments 50'long:as the ultimate discharge from the facility satisfies those staildards.ld. at
, 23-24. EPA,'s proposed Option.) would !'effectively invalidate[]" CWA treatment systems, '
,without reg¥d to the actual performance ofJhose systerps, and therefore w~uld ,contravene '
section 1006(b)(1) ofRCRA~ For this reason, Option 3 must not be adopted in the final Phase IV '
rule. S~e60 Fed. Reg. at 43,677.

RESPONSE.. .-
In the,August 22, 1995Phas~ IV proposal, EPA discussed,three'options for ensuring'tha~

· underlying hazardous~oristituents in decharacterized wastes were liot released 'to the
·environinent via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from s11,!face impoundments in:systems
r~gulated by the Clean Water Ac~ or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655), Decharacterized

, wastes are waste~ which iilltially ,exhibited a hazardous characten'stic ofignitability, corrosivitY•.
reacti:vity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer ch~acteristic). On,March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Fle~dbi1ity Act of1996, which provides that the '
wastes in question are, no longer prohibited from land dispo'salonce rendered nonhazardou~. -As'
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR'15660),
T09ay's Phase IV,final rule will not promulgate provisiorisfor managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from sUrface impoundments (EPA proposed op~ions on'August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-4)677». Furthermore, th.etreatment standards for Ie metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply 10 .:rC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed 'and the wastes are subsequently treated

·ina umt that is regulated by the Clean Water, Act ot, for undergr~und injection wells, the Safe
DrinkiIJg Water Act. ' , . .

\ .

: ,However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandat~ EPA to un,dertake a 5-year study 'to
determine any potenti~ risks pOsed by cross-media transfer or'hazardous constituents from these
surface imPQundments. The fmdings or'this study, begun by·the Agency·in April, 1996, ,may
result in proposed regulations' fOf,these units, if risks are'ln fact found that would wm:rant such
regulation. . :, ' , ,

.:". \
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While Sterling continues to believe that the Chern Waste'court~s '
reading ofRCRA is labored at best, andJar exceeds the~ statutory ,
'mandate, we believe that EllA has developed a fr,amework, which, with
importani c~arifications and minor revisions, responds to this'
opinion and attempts to provide reasonable accommodation between '

, the two regulatory schemes~' Sterling en~orses'the general comments, ' '
being submitted"today by the Chemical Manufacturers Association

, C'CMA")on both the tt~a:~ent equivalency issues related to Clean
Water Act ("CWA") imPoundments an~ on the underground injection
well issues. '. ',
Option One, which essentially defers to the Phase III proposal and "
the Clean Water Act and other existing regulatory~ schemes to ensure

" equivalent treatmenfofUnderlying hazardous constituents, is the '
only legally-supporta1?le approach that EPA can take. Hav~ng said "
that, Sterling urges, EPA to evaluate and respond to all comments on
the Phase III rule (including the point of gene~ationi~sue raised
in that rulemaking) before it finalizes the Phase IV·proposal. The
comme~ts on the ~o rulemakings should be evaluated by'the same EPA
staffand considered together becaus~ the issues are 'very .
'intertwined.

, "

i,

'.•

RESPONSE: '
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discUSsed .thiee options fo~ ensuring tha~ ~,
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized w~tes were not released to the
environment'via leaks, sludges; and air emissions ~om surface impoundments in systems
regulated by th~ Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655).pecharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,

. reactivity, or toxicity when' generated but are no longer c~teristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed ,the Land'Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides.that the .
waStes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal/once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA 'withdrew its treatment standards, for these wastes (61 FR 15660).

.Today's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managing le~, sludges, and air
emissions ·from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's nile do not .
apply to TC.metal wastes ifthe characteristic is removed'Sod the waStes are subsequently treated.~
maunit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe

. , ,. . I / .
Drinkirig Water Act. ..,., ". . . , . . .
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H~wever, the La:nd Di'sposal Fle~ibility A~t does mandate EPA' to und~rtake"a 5-year study to
determine'any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of h!lZ3.fdous constitu~nts from these
surface, impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fac~ found that would warrailt such:
regulation. ' . " " . . ' ' , . ' " '

. \ .

EPA evaluated' and responded to all COrIun~nts on the Phase III rule, before finalizing th~ Phase'
IV rule. EPA's,responses·to 'c:omments received on the ,Phase III proposed rulemal<,ing are
contained in the Comment Respons~ Document developed for the PHase III final rule, which is

" .i~cluded ~n the'docket for the Phase III ~nal rulematdng, ' '

The Agen~y notes the commenter'~ supp~rt (or the comments sUb~i~ed by !he CMA~
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DCN PH4P041
COMMENTER"Sterling 
RESPONDER SS '
SUBJECT-' EQ'UV
,SUBJNUM - 041
COMMENT, .'

n ~ • •

Sterlingendorses, and in~orporates here by reference, the
comments submitted by CMA's ,Underground Injection Control Task

.Group ("VIC.Group") on the i!11pact of the Phase IV'proposal on
,underground injecti(;m wells. Sterling is particularly concerned
-about.the potential i~pact of the proposal on Class I wells that
m-e operating with no migration'petitions. Specifically, EPA should- -
clarify that, for Class I wells operating with ~pproved no .
migration petitions,: (1) ~e LDRs dq not apply'to decharacterized

, wastes; and,(2) waste codes for I}ewly·l,isted or characteristi'c 
wastes may be added as a non.:.substantive revision to the approved
petition. And EPA should revise the ,notification requit:ements, as ,
proposed, to red~ce reporting burdens for Class I wells with
approved petitionS. ,
The CMA VIC Group haS elaborated on each ofthese issues, and
Sterling will not repeat th9se comments: We do want to emphasize,

, however, that the entire point of the no migration petition,process '
'is to demonstrate, c.onsistent with RCRA's directive, that injected
waste' Will remain safely confmed within the injection zone as long

" 'as the waste remains hazardous. If the wastestream ~at was the. ,.'
subject ofthe extensive analysis and modeling undertaken during
the petition process'has not changed, but rather it is EPA's method
ofcharacterizing the.waste that has now _chapged, there is no' .'
legally supportable basis for requiring a modification to
the petition.,'

I.

"
"

)

.' ', ,

'\

, , •. '

, -

RESPONSE: '- . ,'. -
. .The Agency notes the' commenter's s~pport for-the comm~nis submitted by C¥A'~ Underground

Injection Control '!~ Group. ..' .' "
. ,

Facilities that inje~t newly.identified and listed wastes andlQr ~ineral prpcessirig wastes covered
jn !he Phase'IV fInal rule into Class I injection 'wells, will have to make a demonstration ofno,
migration to.be relieved ofthe prohibitions for these wastes. However, the Agency understands
that none ofthe.facilities affected .by the Phase IV final rule that dispose ofsuch waStes in Class i . '
injection wells transport their waste off:site or have the necessary,capacity to treat their waste on·
site by BDAT. For those-facilities affected by the prohibitions which are unable to mak~ a .
succes$ful no-migration demonstration, and/pr are unable ~'? ~eet therequlrements ofother '
treatment options promulg~ted ~ the Ph~e IV,final rule, construct~g a treatment facility 'on-site .
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would be the only permis~ible alternative in meeti.ng LDR t!eatrnent.standaras for their
hazardous wastes. The Agency understands that constructing a tre!itment facility on-site would '.
requ~re a substantial amount of time and e'rfort. Therefore~ the Agency IS granting a two-year
nati0!1al capacity variance 'for these wastes. . .

, .,
The comment~r suggested that EPA state that additional of waste codes to a no-migration'
petition should be 'considered a non-substantive)'evision:' This issue is outside the scope of the
Phase IV rules. The co~enter should contact the USEPAOffice of Water.

'. ,
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DeN PtI4P041 . "
COMMENTER Sterling
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT ,EQUV

'SUBJNUM 041
COMMENT

In general, ~terling supports EPA's efforts to cnift a set'of "
, regulations that both respond to the court's/decision in Chemical

Waste Management v. EPA, '("Chern Waste")' and that seek
the accominodation between the Clean Water Act and RCRA that the
statute demands.
While Sterling continues to believe that the Cherp.Waste court's

',: reading' ofRCRA is labored at best, and far exceeds the statutory
mandate, we believe '~at EPA has developed a framework, which, with
important clBrlfications ap.d minor revisions, responds to this
opinion and attempts to provide reasonable accommodation between

, \the two regulatory schemes. Sterling endorses the' general commentS' ,.
being submitt~d ~oday by th~ Chemical Manufacturers Association
("CMA")on both the treatment equivale'ncy issues related to Clean' J,

Water Act ("CWA") impoundments" and. on the underground injection'
well issues.
In, requiring EPA to address the treatment ofhazardous ' :
constituents of non-hazardo~wastes, the Chern ,Waste court misreads,
RCRA and imposes an undue burden'on the regulated commUnity, with .
no corresponding environmental-bli;:nefit. In fact, EPA,has
acknowledged that it is compelled to address the treatment

"equivalency'issue 'at this time, although if left to its' own
devices, it would probably haye higher environmental priorities. 60
Fed..Reg. 43,656 colt 2 (1995). The Chern Waste court was wrong and
EPA's proposal to impose any req~irementsbeyond Opti~n One would
be eqwlIly wrong. " ,
.Sterling manages decharaCterized \Y3$tewater in a land-based '
surface impOundment syste~ that discharges to a POTW. Sterling has
',invested 536,000,000.00 in the past six years to upgrade ' ,
its treatment system to meet the requirements of three significant
rulemakings that 3ffected its wastewater management: the Organic
.Chemicals,-Plastics, and S~thetic Fibers or OCPSF pretreatment '
standards; the~SHAP for benZene;· and the ToXicity Characteristic·
rule, or TC.' We are also subject to the Hazardous OrganicNESHAP,
or BON rule, and are' facing pending MACT standards. In addition, we
ate a ,permitted TSDF and thus are subject to C<?rrective
Actio~ requiJ."ements. Sterling, ~e~efore, supports EPA's proposal

• ~', • • • I •
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to assume that impoundments located at pennitted TSDF~ are subject
·'to sufficient."regulatory control, and thus achieve _ .

. .equivalent treatm.ent for purposes of the Ch~m Waste court's ruling, .'
'and therefore should not be subject to ~erregulation under the ,
.proposed Phase IV rules: If Sterling were otherWise subje~t to ,
the phase IV proposal, however, Option One is the only proposed
option that would make imy sense at the Sterling facility given the
existing, intense regulation of the wastewater in question atld

,the sy~tem ,that manages it. Sterling's 'support ofOption.One is, .
qualified, however, unless EPA correct$ a' fatal flaw in the .
underlying scheme proposed in the Phase'III ~le.

'. While Sterling supports EPA's proposal in Phase III to defer to
the Clean Water Act standards for equivalent treatment .
determinations, EPA has imposed a treatment standard for total .

.cyanide(TCN) in waste\yaters managed in CWA systems that cannot be 
met by' the best demonstrated available technology. Sterling
operates a treatment'·system for its sodium cyanide wastestream

,that includes both thennal decomposition'and alkaiine
chlorination7-yet~ the TCN lim~t of 1.2 ppm promulgated as a
universal treatment standard ("UTS") for TCN in bo ~ 8 wastewaters
~annot be achieved,on a'consistent basis. Sterling and DuPont
(DuPont owns, Sterling op¢rates the unit in question) submitted a
complete treatability data set to EPA in the Phase III context,
~hich.we incorporate here by reference. While w:e raised-this issue.
with the Agency in the Phase III context, we mention it again in .
our Phase IV commen~ because Option One essentially defers to the
Phase III solution for determining equivalent treatment 'of
dec~cierizedwastewaters managed in CWA systems. Unless EPA's

. proposal in Phase III is legally sound, its reliance on Phase III
in this Phase IV nuemaking as.the Option One solution will~
legally, fl~wed. ." '" . .

RESPONSE . _ , I

In the August 22, 1995 Phase, IV pro~s8I, EPA discussed three options for eris~ng that
underlyiJ;lg hazardo,llS constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, 'and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by, the <:lean,Water Act or Safe D~nking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Dech~cterized
wastes are wast~s which initially exhibited a h~dous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
'reactivity, or toxiCity wne~ generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16,.1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the.
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disPQsal. once rende~ed ·noi1hazar~ous. As'
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a result,.on April' 8, 1996, EPA ~ithdre~ its tre~tment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660)." a
Todafs Phase IV final rule will 'not promulgate provisions for managing le~s, sludges, and air .,
emissions frqm surface imp,oundments (EPA proposed optionS on August 22, 1995 (69 FR

,.43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment,standards fqr IC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes If the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for undergro~d injection wells, the Safe.
Dri~ng Water Act. ' : ' '

" • j , •

.However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a ;;.:year study to'
detennine any potential 'risks posed by cross·media trailsfer ofhazm:dous constituents from these .
surface Impoundments. The findings of this stu4y, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result i~ proposed regulations Jor these units, if risks are in fact found that' would warrant such
regulation, " " .
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DCN, PH4P042'
COMMENTER M9nsanto
RESPONDER' PMC..'
SUBJECT. EQUV
SUBJNUM ' 042
COMMENT "

" ,

The Agency clearlY,should opt to select Option 1, electing no to .
promulgate LDR-based standards related to possible releases from
impoundnlent based systems. The Agency's o\Vl1,analysis clearly
demonstrate!? that there: is, little risk asso~iated with these '
potential r~leases, but $8t the Agency feels it ':is required to
addressed these issues at this time although there may hav~

been higher environmental pri9rlties if EPA had sole discretion tc;>
order its,agenda." (60 FR43656, 8/22,.95) Further, the coIJUrtents '

"submitted by CMA d~monstrate that the Agency's analysis of risk
" . grossly overstates any actual risk .that may be caus~d by these

,releases. . ,.'
'Even if there had been a finding of risk, it is dear that such
risk would be associated with possible"p'athways that are fully

'subject to the authorities that the Agency has from other' , '.." . . .' \

statutory sources. ,,", , ,
Air emissions are subjeCt to regulation under the Clear Air Act
and at least five (5) other ruleinakings,are completed or {mderway
'to address impoundments under.CM Section IIi.' " ,
Groundwater.protecti()n 'can addressed under Subtitle D of RCRA and
in fact many, states have moved ,to do this; A CMA study has .

, demonstrated tha:t all 50 ,states have regulatory programs in place
. for nori-hazardo~ wastes.. In the 25 states which account for 83% .

of the wastewaters managed in surface impoundments: 1) all req~e
monitoring to protect surface waters, 2) 19 have liner .
requireinents, and 3) 19 require groundwater monitoring. While

" '. some will arg~e that these rules need to be strengthened, clearly
.that is,the question that shoUld be addressed:via'state programs
and not the question ofwhether we'should stretCh the federal '
hazardous waste treatmenUules to regulate non-hazardous:
impoundments. EPA has the authority under RCRA'SUBTITLE i:> to
assist the staiesthrough the development ofguidelines for the: \
regulation ofnon-hazardoUS waste management. EPA and the states, ' ,
have in fact recently established a:multi-stakeholder dialogue
group to that end, including EPA, state, erivironmental

. group, generator industry 'and qisposal industry representatives.' ' ,
Section l006(b) of:RCM requires the EPA to "avoid duplication to
the maximum extent practicable" Withtbe ~rovisions o(other

~ ,
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· -statutes. We urge the ,Agency·to ~o that; selecting Option 1 in
this rulemaking. .

. Finaliy, it must be noted that the ~hase IV rulemaking, as ' ~
direct~d at potential releases' from surface impoundments, is not

· driven by any. 'mandate ofthe tinder.lying court decision ' "
(Ch~mical Waste Management v. EPA, 976 F. 2d 2, 1992). EPA'itself
has noted that "The court did not explicitly state that its

.equivalence test, or any other part of the opinion, necessitated
control of all hazardous constituent releases from surface '.
impotindments.~t The court didad~ss, the need to seek treatment
that is equivalent to usual RCRA treatment, but "The focus here is
,on the'wastewaters being treated, and the amount ofl;1azardous
constituents removed fomi those wastewaters, not other types of
,wastes (like sludges) or other typ~s of-releases." (60 FR
43656,8/22/95).' . "

· Again; we urge the Agency to adopt Option 1 of its August 22
proposal. Regulatio~ ofpossible releases to air and groundwater' '
under Land ,Disposal authoriti~s is not warranted,. is not driyen
by the court decision, and is -more properly address~d under other. .
s~tutes.· ," , ' "

RESPONSE' " ,
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV propesal, EPA discuss~d three options for'ensuring that . . e·
underlying hazardous constittlentS in decharacterized 'wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regUlated by,the Clean Water Act or S8.re Drinking Water Act (60 FR.43655):·Decharacterized
wastes are w~tes which jnitially e~bited'a hazardous ch~acteristic ofignitability,.corrosivity, "
reactivity, or toxiCity when generat~d but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the .
President signed t1:le Land Disposal Proghun Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the' .

- wastes in question are no longer prohibited frOm land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As .
a result, on Apri~ 8,'. 1996, EPA Withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes:(61 FR 15660)..
Today's Phase IV fmal rule ,will not promulgate/provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on Au~t 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal w&stes in to<tay's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the chamcteristic: is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated'
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe',
Drinking Water Act' .

. '

, However, the L~d Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a S-year study to'
detennine any. potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface imp~undments. The findings of this study,'begun by the Agency in April, i996, may .
result in proposed .-egulations for these units, if risks:are in fact found that would,~ant such' :.
regulation. .. " . .

I
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D~1If . PH4P044 . "
COMMENTER American Forest & Paper AssoCiation
RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT EQUV (
COMMENT • Sludges comprise a new treatability group ~d are not,

therefore, covered by the LDRs unless they exhibit a ha:z.ardous
characteristic.. ' .

· RESPONSE '. ,. . /, ( ..

In the August 22; 1995 Phase IV proposal~ EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were 'not released to 'the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissiori~ from surface impo':lIldments iIi systems
,regulated by the Ctean Water Act or Safe Drinking WaterAct (60 FR 43'655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which'initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivitY,
'reactivity, or toxi~ity when generated but are no longf;{ ~haracteristic). On March .16, 1996, the
President signed the Land DisP9sal Program FlexibilitY Act'of 1'996, which provides that the
wasies in question are no longer pro4ibited from land disposai 'once rendered,nonhazardous: As

, a result, on AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards' for these waStes (61 Fit 15660).
Tod~y's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, an~ air'
emissions from surface impoundffients (EPA proposed'optio~ on August 22, 1995 (60 F_R ,

. 43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not· "

apply to TC metal waStes if the, characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
· ina unit'that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe'

, .~rinking Water Act. . I • • .

However, the Land Dispo~al Flexibility Act does mandate EPA' to 'undertake a 5-year study to
detemune any potential risks posed by cros~-media transfer ofhazardous.constitUents from these
surface impow),dments. The fmdings ofthis ~tudy. begun by the Agency in April~1996, may ,
'result in proposed regulations for these units, ifrisks are in fact found that would wariantsuch
regulation. ' '. '.

, .
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DCN PH4P044 -
COMMENTER ~erican'Forest,& Paper A~sociation
RESPONDER HM '
SUBJECT' EQUV , ,~ "
,COMMENr Sludges Generated In CWA Treattnent Impound!nents ,Comprise 'A New

" ' Treatability Group And Are Not Therefore Covhed By The LDRs
Unless The Sludges Are'thernselv~s A Charac,t~ristic Hazardous

,,'WaSte. As'part of the final Thir4-Third Rule, EPA dt?veloped
specific "decision rules" (hereinafter, "treatability group ,
rules"), which make absolutely clear that non-haZardous sludge

" generated dU;ring treattnent of characteristic wastewater is not 
'.'prohibited waste" arid not subject to LDR regulations. See 55
Fed. Reg. 22520, 22661-662 (June 1, 1990). Nobody challenged: '

,the 'Agency's conclusion in the'CWM litigation. In its Phase IV' , ,
propo~al, EPA aptly ob~ervesthai the CWM court did not address'
--' let alone remand or vacate -- the treatability group rules, '
which, in EPA's own words, mandate that "wastewater treatment
sludges not exhibiting a characteristic ,are no~ prohibited
wastes, notwithstanding that theymay'derive from prohibited
wastewaters." 60 Fed. Reg. 43654,43656, col.3 (Aug. 2~, 1995).
Because ,the CWM litigatio~ left the treatability group rules'

, I intact, EPA ~ust follow them and refrain from imposing special
,,' ~DR regulations on non-hazardous sludge. TreatabilityiGroup , '

Rules. EPA developed the treatability group rules in an, effort '
to spell out exactly how LOR regulations apply to wastestreams
that change physical form (i.e. change "treatability group"}
during treatment. ,The Agency made a'sPecial effort to clarify
how the r~gulations apply -- an~' don't apply ~- to circti.mstan~es "
where sUspended solids. settle out ofwastewater to form sludge.',
As EPA'put it, The question ofwhether a given waste is going'to , ',-

, prohibited land,disposal is complic~ted~y the fact that wastes , " .
may, change treatability groups after undergoing ~atment~ For
example, treatment ofa wastewater often generates a ,,'
non-wastewat~r,'sludgeas well as a treated Wastewater. 5S Fed..
Reg. at' 22661, ~ol. 1 (JUne 1, 1990). After careful
consideration, EPA concluded that LDR regulations do not apply
'to 'non-hazardous material that r~sults froID. the treatment of "
characteristic wastes unless such non-hazardous mat~rial is in ,
the same treatability group as the .characteristic' waste. 5S
Fed. Reg. at 22661, co"'3. EPA stated that lithis approach is "
ne'cessary to ensure that[LDR treatmen~ levels] are met by
treatment and not by dilution.". 55 Fed. Reg. at ~2661-62. EPA
specifically determined that LDR regulations do not apply to

I
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non-hazardous sludge generated froin the treatment of wastewater
· that exhibits a hazardous characteristic. EPA used the '
fo'llo~~g example to illustrate how the rule work~: Wastewater]
is EP toxic for lead.. It is treated in a tank and generates a

" sludge K, 'that is non"'hazardous~ The treated wastewaier L, .
'.vhich no longer exhibits acharacteri!)tic, is then sent to a
surface impO'i.lndrilent for further treatment, after which it is
discharged under an NPDES pennit. The sludge is sent toa .
landfill.. The sludge K is not a restricted hazardous waste,
notwithstanding that it derives 'from ~eatment ofa
characteristic h3.zardous waSte. This is because it is a new
,treatability group which is not hazardous at the point of .
generation. The status ofwastewaters J and L is detennined by'

· the special ruies for characteristic :wastes managed in CW_A .
systems; therefore, they are prohibited. wastes but are not
subject to a dilution prohibition. Since wastewater L meets the
treatment standard when it'is land disposed" the disposal is
legal. 55 Fed. Reg: at 22662, col. I (emphasis added).'
Conclusion~ The treatability group rules clearly place
nori-ha.z8rdo~s slu4ge beyond the scope of the 'Phase IV
rulemaking. Moreover, the rules shed light on why,the CWM Court

· did not require EPA to develop special LDR'regulations for
sludge. The D.C. Circui~ carefully read the TIrird~Third Rule,
inCluding EPA"s expIlcit discussion 6fits treatability group
concept, and concluded that LDR'regulations don't apply to

, sludge. It therefore held that RCM equivalency could be '
achieved thr~ugh .the treatment ofwastewater only.' In EPA's oWn .
words~ [The CWM CoUrt did not sayJthat hazardous constituents
in deposited sludges must be treated. The court "in fact did' not '
speak to the principle stated by EPA in the ThirdTIrird rule
that generation ofa new treatability group'is consi~ered to be': :
a new point .ofgeneration and thus anew'point for detenIrlning ,
.whether awaste is prohlbited. 55 FR at 22661-662. Under this
principle, unchallenged in the litigation, wastewater tt:eatment
sludges not exhibiting a'characteristic are not prohibited

. : wastes, notwithstanding that they may derive from prohibited, '
wastewaters. 60 Fed. Reg; at 43656,,<:01. 3 (Aug. 22, 1995). To
comply~th the CWM opinion and its own treatability group
rules" EPA must therefor~ exclude sludge from the ~hase IV rule.

RES~ONSE . _ .' , '-
. { In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that

underlying liazard9US constituents in decharacterized wastes were,not released to the. .
. environment via leaks, sludges, and Sir emissions from surface impoundments· in systems .
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regulat~d by the <;:lean'Wa~er Act or Safe Drinking Water Act {60 FR ~3655). Decharacterized .
w3;Stes 'are wastes which i~tially exhibited a'hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosi~ity,
reactivity, or toxicity when: generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 1,6, 1996, the,
President signed the''L3.Qd Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the: ,
~tes in question are no longer pr()hibited from land disposal opce rendered nor1hazardo'us~ As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA,withdrew its treatment standards 'for these wastes (61 FR 15(69).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and 'air
emissions from surface in:J.poundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .

'43655-43677)). Furthermore, die treatment standards for Te metal wastes in today's rule do'not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

. in,a unit that is regulated by th~Ciean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe'
prinking Water Act. .

Ho~ever, th~ ~and Disposal Fle~bility A~t dO~5 mandate EPA to und~rtak~ a 5-year' 'study to
determine any potenti~ risks posed by cross-nic;dia transfer ofhazardous constituents from,these .

, surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April~ 1996, may .
, result in pr~posed regulation~"for these units, If risks are in fact found that would ww:rant such

regulation.
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, DeN PH4P044 . ,
COMMENTER American Forest & Paper Association
RESPONDER SS"
'SUBJECT EQUV
COMMENT: For the reasons sumnlarized below and discusseo iIi detail

throughout these coInItlents; AF&PA's agrees that Opti~n 3 should
,be rejected an~ urges that EPA 'adopt Option 1.. End-ofpipe '
equivalence is all,~at the Chemical Waste M~agement decision

.' I or RC,RA requires. EPA need not, therefqre, consider controls'
for leaks, sludges, or air emissions from'Clean \yater Act
surface impoundrilentsthat manage decharacterized corrosive

l :"

waste.
RE$PONSE ~ ','
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discusSed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decltaracterized wastes were n6t releaSed to the ,
environment via leaks, sludges, and,air emissions from surface inipoundments in: systems .
reguia~ed by the 'Clean Water f).~t or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). De~haracterize~'
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a'hazardous characteristic of ignitabiiity, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicitY when ge~erated ~ut'a:reno longer characteristic). On March 1.6, 1996, the '
President signed the Land,Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
~~tes in question are no IOJ!.ger prohibited froin land disposal once rendered nonhazardous.' As ,,'
~ result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61' FR 1'5660).
.Toda)r's Phase IV fmal ru!e will not promulgate provisions for, managing! leaks, sludges, and air

" . ~missions ,from surface'impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR ,.
43§5S-43677».Furthennore, the treatment standards.for TCmetal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to Te metal wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the w~tes are subsequently,treated
in'a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinkii1g'Water Act...' '". . ",,',' I •

-. .: 1 •

However, the Land DisPosal Flexibility Ac;:t does m~~te EPA"to undertake a 5-year,study to .
determine any potential risks posed' by cross-mediatrarisfer ofhazardoUs constitUents from these
surface impoundments. The fmdings ofthis s~dy, begUn by the Agency in't\prii, 1996, may', "',
result in proposed regu~ations for these units, if~~ks are in fact found ~t would warrant such
regulation. " " ' , .'

" ...
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DeN. PH4P044· . '.
.COMMENTER American Forest & Paper Association
'RESPONDER -SS . .

SUBJECT EQUV
COMMENT ., The proponent of Options' 2 and 3 has pot c~me forward with

.any factual basis supportmg either alternative; EPA must, .
. ' ¢.erefore, reject both Options.• ", If EPA nonetheless decide§. "

to examine Ph~e IV c'ontrols, it,co~ectly concluded that "bare
releases" do not trigger LDR requirements.,. EPA should
tailor i~ Phase 'IV rule decision to each industry studied in .
the RIA.

REspoNsE
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV ptopo.sal, EPA discussed three options for. ensuring that
linderlying hazardous con~tituents in·decharaCi:~iized·wasteswere.not released to the
.environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface. impoundme~ts in systems
regulated by the Cle~'WaterAct or Safe Drinki,ng Water Ac:t (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized

.. wastes are wastes whi~h imtially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
rea~tivity, or toxicity when generated but are n610nger characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the

'. P~~siden~signed the Land Diseosal Program,Flexibility Act of ~ 996, ,which provides that th~
wastes in question are no longer prohibited.from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous: As

, .
a.result, on AprilS, 1996~ EPA withdrew its treatDi~nt standards for these wastes (61- FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will-not 'promulgate provisions fO,r maI1aging leaks, sludges, and air

,emissions from surface, impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60' FR . '
:43655;43677». F~ermore, the treatment standards for Te metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply toTe metal wastes ifthe characteristic is rerriovedand the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is reguiated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injeqtion wells, the' Safe
Drinking'Water Act. '.' '. " . . . . . , ; .. ' '. .

• ••

". "

However, the Land DisposalFlexibility Actdoes'mandate·EPA ~o undertake a'S-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous cohst~tuents from these

. surface imWundmentS. The rmdings of'this study, begun by the Agency in Apri~, .1996, may ..
~ , result in proposed regulations for these units, ifris~ are in fact found that would 'warrant such

re~atjon. .' .

,

"

-.. ;
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,DCN PH4P.044. . . .' .
,COMMENTER American Forest & Paper Association
RESpnNDER, SS

I SUBJECT EQUV
COMMENT .'EPA,has twice postponed th~ effective date of the Subpart

. CC rules so it can r~assess fundamental elements,of the rule,
its Wlderlying ,test method, risk assessment, and applicability ,
principles. 'EPA'should not, therefore; base any part of the .
Phase IV risk assessmen~ or cOIitrol options '~n SiibpartCC until
EPA completes ~s review. , . '

. RESPONSE _ .' . .,
- In the'August-22, 1995. Phase IV proposal; EPA discussed three options for ensuring that .

'Wlderlyirig hazardo~.constituents in decli~acterized wastes 'Yere not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoWldments in systems '
regulated by the 'Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes whic};1 initially ,eXhibited a hazardoUs characteristic .of igJ;litability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or.toxicity when generated but are no long~r characteristic); On March 16, 1996, the
President sign~d the L.and DisP9sal Program Flexibility Act of 199~, which provides that the '
'w~tes in question are no longer prohibited ,~om land disposal 0.1j1ce rendered no'nhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, .1996, EPA withdrew itS treatment sta.n,dardsfor these wastes (61 fR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air

, emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on AugUst 22, 1995 (60FR .
43655-43677». ' Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in toqay's.rule do not.
apply to TC metal wastes'ifthe.characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently.treated
.in a unit that is regulated by the Clean,W~terAct'or,.for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Wat~rAct.

'However, the Land Dispo~al Flexibility,Act does mandate,E?A to ~dertake a 5-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments. The findings of this stUdy, begUn by Ute Agency in April, 1996, may' ,
result in propos~d regulations for ,these units,if risks are in fact found that would warrant su'(;h
regulation.' , ' ,
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.. DCN, PH4P044 ' .' " '
• " . COMf\.1ENTER American Forest & Pap~r Association

RESPONDER SS .
SYBJECT 'EQUV
COMMENT '. EPA has correctly rejected Option 3. ' ,

,RESPONSE' , '. - ..

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, 'EPA discussed three. options for ensuring·~hat.;

underiying hazardqus consiituen~ in decharacterized' ~astes were ~ot released t~ the ' i

environment via leaks, sludges, and air emission~ frorri surface impoundments in systems ,
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Wa~er Acr(60 FR 43655). Dechanicterized

.wastc;s are wastes which initially exhibited a ~azardous chatacteristicofignitability, corrosivity,
.' reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are 'no longer characteristic). 'On March 16, 1,996, the

Presi~ent signed the Land Dispo,s~ Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the '.
,wastes in q¥esti<?n are no longer prphibited from land,disp'o~csl once rendered nonhazardol,.ls. As
a result, on April,S, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment.standards for these was,tes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for mapaging leaks, sludg~s, and air .
emissions from'surface impoundments (EPA proposed'option,son A~gust 22~ 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». FurtheIrilore~ the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today'srule do not
apply to TC metal wastes If.the c~aracteristic is removed and,the wastes are subsequently treaied
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water, Act' or, for underground injection wells{the Safe, '
Drillking Water Act.' \,

_. , I ' " .' .

f!owever, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study'to "
determine'any potential risks posed by cross..media transfer of hazardous constituents from these

.surface impoundments. The findings of this stUdy~ begun by ~e Agency ~n Ap~l, 1996; may "
,result in proposed regulations for these writs, -ifrislc;s are in facrfound that would warrant such' "

I
. .' I, ,

regu anon. . " . ,,' " " ' " ". . ,
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DCN PH4P044
COMMENTER American Forest & Paper Association
RESPONDER S~: ' ,
SUBJECT' EQUV , , '. ,
COMMENT • The"l % flow limi~ in the proposed de minimis exception fot

decharac~erizedwasteWater, precludes significant relief to "
,industries' that 'practice aggressive w~ter conservation.. EPA
should exclude paper industry pre-biological sludge from Option
2 controls, because the ~A sho~s no significant risk from this
'sour~e even at DAF=6.. , EPA correctly avoids regulatory
duplication by deferring Option 2 con~ols to other federal
programs, such as' the pap~r industry MACT rules. But EPA should
defer completely to the MACT rules, even if they hav~ a
different trigger level than: the Subpart CC rules, because the
MACT rules will reduceVOC concentrations in paper ,industry:
wast~water by 98% ~d will ,essentially obviate methan,ol and .'

, chloroform --the principal paper industry wastewater VOCs -- as
'constituents ofconcern. '

RESPONSE , ,

, In,the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal"EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous cori$tituents in decharacterized wastes were not releaSed to the '
environment via leaks" sludges, and illr emissions'from surface impoundments in systems

'regulated by the; Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacteri:z;ed .'
, ' I

wastes are wastes' which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, COITosivity,' ,
reactivity, or toxicity 'when generated but are no longer characteristic). On'March 16, i996, the
President signed the 'Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of ·19Q6, which pro"ides that the

~ wastes in question are no ,longer prohibited' from land disposal once rendered norihazardous. As
, a result, 'on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these ~astes (61 FR 15660).
.Today's Phase iv final rule will no~ promulgate provisions' for managing leaks, sludges, arid air
e~issions from surface imjx)lmdnients (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR

,43655-43677», Furthermore, ,the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in t6day's rule do not'
apply to TC metal 'wastes' if the chlU'aCteristic is removed and the wastes ~e subsequently treated

, in a unit'that is regulated by.theClean Water Act or, for undergroUnd mjection wells, the Safe
. Drinki~g Water Act. ' ' " '

.1

" However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study 'to '
determine any pOtential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impoundmen~. The find~ngs of this study, begUn by the Agency in April, 1996, may.

\ res~lt in pr~posed regulations for these units, ifrisks are in fact found that would:warrant such
. regulation. " .,' , .
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DeN PH4P044, ' ,
COMMENTE~ American Forest & Paper Association'
RESPONDER, SS , ' .

SUBJECT ,EQUY , , . ,
'COMME~T Neither RCRA Nor The Chemical Waste Management DecisiOriRequire

EPA To Impose Land Pisposal Restriction ("LOR".) Requirements On
.CWA Surface ImpoundmentS In Addition To The End·Of-Pipe

. Treatment Standards Already Proposed In The Phase UIRule. I:Q .
C~emjcal.Waste·Management v. EPA, 976 F.2d i'(P.c;.·Cir. .1992),
cert. denied 113 S.Ct. 1961 (1992) ("CWMtI), the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District o( Columbia remanded portions of the ,
Agency's Third Third·Rule that es~blished a "deactivation".' ~

treatment standard for'ignitable, corrosive, and reactive ,
(tlICR") wastes.. 'The Court did so because deactivation could be .
accoinplished~ by dilution; which although a permissible treatment,
',metho~ for certain ICR wastes, did not necessarily address

-, underlying hazardous constituents ("UHCS") that. may be ,present
in decharacterized wastestreams.· Id. at 1,6-18. The D.C.

. ' Circuit found that deactivation ofcorrosive wastes by dilution
was a legitim~te treatment method, but it could he used as the
exclusive treatment method only ifany UHCs present in the ,
characteristic wastes are 'treated to the same extent as they
~ould be in'non-CWA treatment facilities: :Significantly, the, '
Court recognized that "RCRA requires some accommodation With
[the] Clean Water Act" arid, to that ~nd, authorized "minimized
threat" treatment to occur in land-based surface impoundnients.

" Id. at20, 23-24. All the Court required is that "what leaves a '
,CWA treatment facilitY. can be no nlore toxic than if the waste
streams were individually treated pursuant ,to the RCRA treatment
standards." Id~ at 20. EPA refers to this requirement as the
"equivalency determination." The Agency has addressed 'what it
calls end-of-pipe-equivalencein its M~ch 2, .i 995 proposed '
Phase ntRules.Jn general, AF&PA endorsed the Agency's'
general,Phase III approa,c~ which equate4 CWA etlluent
limitations with minimized thieat levels. But AF&PA told the
Agency that end-of-pipe-equivalence Was all th~tthe, CWM C ourt
required. Although EPA candidly dIsclosed in the preamble that

. it hadhigher.enviionmental priorities, it nonetheless issued' '
its Pha,Se IV p~oposa.ls b~c~use it was c~mp'elled to do so by a -' ,
settlement agreement with some of the CWM litigants: 60 Fed.

. . Reg. 43656~ That settlement agreement requires only that EPA '
describe sevefa1 options beyond Phase III-equivalency, butdo~s

, . not require that the Ag~ncy recommend, endorse, or adopt any of,
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.them. Id. AF&PA te~ains of the vieW"that the CWM opinion does .'
not"require EPA to impose aily 'LOR requirements beyond those,
proposed in the Phase III Rules. If the Court intended to' .
require CWAs\liface impoundments that handle' decharacteriz~d _
wastewater (hereinafter, "CWASls")' to· do more thandemonstrate ' ,
end-of-pipe-equivalence, it would have spelled out stich .

.'additional requirements in its 'opinion. Instead, it clearly and
/'. simply requi,res a demonstration ofend-of-pipe-equivalence ,and

not bing more. The Court rendered a highly technical opinion
that resoh:ed litigation among well-financed, motivated parties
with significant incentives to direct tIie Court's attention to

.all relevant issues. In'the ten months betWeen the first '
. petition for review and entry of the Court's decision, the Court
reviewed briefs from environmen~ groups~ industry groups, an~
EPA that 'thoroughly addressed the consequences ofmanaging'
decharacterized was~ewater in CWASIs, including sludge
precipitatIon and potential leakage and air emissions. Based on
the'comprehensive infonnation before it, the Court made an,
infornied decision to require CWASIs to demonstrate
end-of-pipe-equivalence and declined to spell out'anyother LOR
requirements they must meet. EPA is correct when ifobserved in
the Phase IV preamble that "the court did not explicitly sta~e, '
that its equivalence test, or any other part'of the opinioI1-,
necessitated control'ofall hazardous constitu.ent releases from

, surface. impoUndments." 60,Fed. Reg. 43656. 'Given the high
stakes an~ technical nature of the litigation, it strains
credulity, and presumes an uncharacteristic degree of sloppin~~s
on behalf of the Court, to assert that the D.C. CircUit intended'

, ~ , to impose LOR requirements it did not clearly articulate in its
opinion. The <;WM Coun Held That End-of-P~peTreatmel)t Standards

.' For CWASIs Satisfy RCRA LOR Requirements. The CWM Court held
that allowing placement ofdecharacterized wastewater in CWASIs
represents a reasonable accommodation ofCWA and RCRA .
objectives, and therefore satisfies RCRA LOR requirements, as '
iong as material exiting CWASls is treated to the same extent .
required by RCRA. See 976 F.2d 2,23. The Coun'fully
app,reciated that decharacterized wastewater, is held temporarily

. ,\ 'in uiIlined CWASls and eventually exits or "discharges" into
navigable waters of the United States or publicly 'owned
treatment works ("pOTW"). Id. at 20, 24. The Court also
reco~zed that levels of pollutants in decharacterized
wastewater passing th~ exit point, or "e~d-of-the-pipe,"are
regulated by NPDES pennits. Id~ at 20. With full knowledge'of
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how Cw.A system~ op~rate; th~ Court requi~ed unlined CWAsis to'

, demons~ate end-of.pipe·equiv~ence to comply with RCRA - ,
nothing more. The Court articulated its positiol1 at two points
.tn'its opinion, in each case makil)g'clear that end~of-pipe
treatment standards,satisfy sta;tutory'LDR.requirements: "

, . [Decharacterized] wastes may. be placed in ... impoundments,
" . that are part ofan integrafed CWA trea~enttrain. 'However.,in

order for true "accomi:nodation~t to be accomplished, we find that
RCRA treatment requirements carinot be ignored merely because CWA "
[sic] is implicated ..... Th~s, we 'hold that, whe~eyer wastes' " ;
are put in CWA surface impoun~ents before:they have been', .
treated'pursuant-to RCRA to reduce the toxicity of all hazardous
constit,uents. these wastes must be 'so treated' before exiting the .
CWA treatment facilities. In other words. CWA facilities must " .
remove the characteristic and decrease the toxicity of the,
waste's hazardous constituents to the Same degree 'that treatment '
outside a CWA system would. I,L at 22 (empli~is added).
[D]echaracterized waste [containing hazardous constItuents] may .
be' placed in asulface impoundment if and only'ifthe resulting I

CWA treatplent fully complies with' §'3004(m)(1). In other words;
.the material that comes out of CWA treatment facilities that
e~ploy surface impoundJrientS must r~mov~ the hazMdous .',.
'constituents to the saine extent that any other:treatment. '
facility that complies,with RCRA does. Id. at 23 (emphasis

: added). At no oth~r point in the o,pinion ~o~s the Court specify
LDR treatment s~dards that CWJ\SIs must satisfy to ~oJIlPly with ,
RCRA (save volatilization ofVQCs when ignitable wastes;u-e' .
diluted). Therefore,no additional ~DR standards~ required. ,
The CWM Court Did Not Require LDR Regulations Addressing The. 
Sl~dge That Forms In CWASIs. ,The Court made an informed'decisiQn
not to require E~A to promulgate special LOR regulatio~'

, , . addressing sludge that is formed'in CWASls. Instead, the CoUrt, ,
,held ttult s~udge generated from the treatment ofc;Iecharacteriied .
'waStewater in CWASIs is covered by RCRA Subt~tleC only if the ,
sludge itself is ahazardous waste. Id. at 24, note 10. Briefs
subriritted by the litigants in the CWM proceeding made the Court,
well aware that treating decharacterized wastewa~er in C~ASIs'
results in the' precipitation of sludge. 'See NRDC Peti~oners

Briefat 64 (Me~·bearing wastewater can evaporate to
reconcentrate toxic metals.); IndustrY Intervenors Brief at 29 '. '
(Treatment in CWASkremoves metals by'precipitation.);'Induslry
Intervenors Briefat.3 I (precipitatio~ ofmetals into sludge '

. ,occurs in sUrface·impoundments.); EPA Re~ponse Boefat '69' '.
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(Treatme~t of wastewater in CWASIs normally results in the
, precipitatio~ of metal hydroxide sludges.);' EPA Response Srief

'at 91 (Low TOC igriitable wastes managed in wastewater treatment'
'systems generate non-hazardous sludges.). IIi support of its' :

,/ position iliat'RCRA's ac'colnmodation provision (§ l006(b)(1» .
I ' .

allows placem~nt of decharacteriz,ed wastewater in CWASIs, EPA
, argued that its' Subtitle Cregulations would satisfy the RC;RA

objective ofprotecting groundwater from toxic constituents of
sludge: NI.IDCPetitioners argue ... RCRA's groundwat,er

. protection standard is not satisfied by CWA regulation of .
,discharge's to" surface water. NRDC Br. at 64-68. It is tru~ that
CWA rules' do not explicitly protect groundwater; thi~ is not to
say, however, that EPA is precluded under RCRA from balancing
C.WA and RCRA objectives in integrating the RCRA dilution
prohibition and the CWA rules~ first,' if a regulated hazardous

" waste -- e.g., a to~ic sludge '-- precipitates out from: ,
, , non-hazardous wastewaters disposed in the surface impoUndment,

then that unit becomes subject to subtitle C regulation. 55
Fed. Reg. 39,409, 39,410/3 (Sept. 27, 1990). NRDC Petitioners'
assertion that such hazardous sludges could.be generated in
these impoundments and escape subtitle C is thus simply "
incorrect. Compare NRDC Br. at 64. EPA Response Brief at 68-69.

, In its discussion,ofaccommodation of CWA and RCRA pursuant to
RCRA § 1006(b)(I), the Court wholeheartedly embraced EPA's
position. It heid that aliowing placement ofdecharacterized
'waste in CWASls is a reasonable ac<;:ommodation, in part,' because ,
RCRA Subtitle C will profect the environment from threats posed'
by hazardous sludge that may pre~ipitate during treatment. See
976 F.2d at 24, note 10. In the Court's words; [A]s the EPA
concedesm its brief, if the stream'entering the surface '
,impo~dment is not decharacterized, then RCRA requires the.

, impoundment ,to meet subtitle C requirements. ·Similarly, apy..
. hazardouS precipitate or oth~r hazardous material generated ' '

'during CWA treatmentmust be'managed in accord with subtitle C.
Id. (emphasis added). The text of the' opinion, read in .
conjun~tion with the briefs submitted to the Court, therefore'
shows~t the Court carefully considered the issue of sludge
precipitation and decided that regulation ofsludge is required
only if iris a listed or characteristic hazardous waste. If.
the Court wanted to unpose LDR requirementS for non-bazaidous
sludge, it certainly would have made its intentions clear. The ,

, ' CWM Court Did Not Require LDR Regul~tionsAddressing Leakage
From CWASls. The CWM Court focused its analysis exclusively on' ,. .,' .
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DeN PH4P044" ' ' ,
-, COMMENTER American Forest & Paper Association
RESPONDER SS '
SUBJECT .EQUV ,
CQMt\t1ENT" the Proponent Of Options' 2 And·3 Has'Not Come Forward With Any

Factuiil Basi~ S~pporting Either Alternative. Consequently The, ' -
Agency Should Reject Both Options. The Agency,'s preamble'
discussion of Options 2 and' 3 is premised on a 'settlement'
agreement between the Agency and several CWM litigants ("NiU)C
Petitioners") in which the Agency agreed "to describe in detail '
.. : (but not necessarily recomme~d or endorse) ... option[s] ,

, ... limiting rele~e[s1from surface impoundments used in CWA
treatrrientsystems due to volatilization or leakage, and
treatment s~dards [for] impoundment sludges." 60 Fed.
Reg. 43656. But EPA states plainly and candidly in the -preamble
that.crdlting a regulatory system to add~ess such releases' is
lowamong the Agency:s priorities when measured against the

, appropriate standard ofwhether 'new rules are necessary to. '
protect human,health and the enviro'nment Id. The a1?seJ;lce oCa
judicial mandate to engage in Option 2 or Optio~.3 rulemaking,
,tp.e Agency',s correct assessment that it should de:vote its ",

" resources to higher priority maners, and the failUre of the
, NRDC Petitioners to support, their position' With data in the
record, which'we discuss below, together compel EPA to go no
further than end-of-pipe- equiv8.Ience. Because the CWM Court did
not compel the Agency to address leaks, sludges, or air '
,emission~ (save those from ignitable,wastes),resulting from CWA

. surface impoundment treatment, the'Agency m~y'proceed,'ifat

. all, only if the facts and policy considerations warrant'
, creating a substantial new regulatory program. Because it is . ,

under no judicial mandate to adopt any such new rules, EPA ought
to consider the proponents ofsuch new rules to be Petitioners
for rulemaking under 40 C.F.R. Part 260, SubPat1,C.. ~t, '
Subpart. which addresses rillemaking'petitions. places on the
petitioner ,-the burden ofcoming forward with ,"the need ~d ' " '

, justification for the proposed action, including any supporting
tests, studie~, or ,other ii1f<;>nnation." 40'CF.R;. §
·260.20(b)(4).,Other portions of this rule address specific types
ofrulemaking petitions an9 make clear that 'the burden ofprC;>0f
to support the petit~onjs on the petitipner. For example, ,

" petitions for equivalent test procedures "must .demonstrate to ,
the satisfaction of the Adminjstrator that the proposed 'method

" .... ..
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'high'volume wastewater that typically passes through CWASls .into
navigable waters and POTWs. See 976 F.2d a1'24. With respect
to 'such wast~water 'the Court determined, as discussed above, '
that end-of-pipe-equivalence satisfies RCRA LOR requirements.
The Court did not assess the issue ofpotential leakage from
CWASIs, let alone mandate !special LDR requirements to address
it. Briefs submitted by the litigants in the CWM proceeding made', .
the Court well aware that the CWASIs had the potential to leak. .
The NRDC Petitioners continually referred to CWASIs as. "unline~" ,

. ~urface'impoundrrlents, a term which the Court used to discuss ' .,
, '. CWASIs in its opinion. Compare NRDC Petitioners Brief a! 26, ,59,

., 60 with 976 F.2d at 20.' Obviously, the term "unlined" implies,
, the possibility'that CWASIs may leak. Likewise, the CoUrt '

accepted at face value ass~rtions made by EPA and Ihdustry
InterVenors that imposing LDR ruJes on CWASIs would require
"major revamping"ofCWA tr~atn,1ent·systems. in part because
cWASIs cannot qualify for "no-migration variances" that would
allow them to r~ceive h'azardous waste. '~ompare Industry .
Intervenors Briefat 33:"35 and f:PA Response Brief at 64-67 with

,976 F.2d at 21. EPA went so far as. to assert that sludges
"produced during treatment,in CWASls "typically leach low,
"relatively minimal levels ofmetals" -- a position nor ,
inconsistent With the NRDC Petitioners claim that toXic meWs .
can lea~h from CWA surface impoimdments into groundwater. ' .
Compare E~A Response 'Briefa1"69. with NRDC Petitioners Briefat

, 64-68. After a'full opportunity to review assertions concerning
leakage presented by the litigantS, the C.ourt decided to say .
nothing about it. Perhaps,the C.ourt concluded that RCRA's ,
accommodation provision~ (§ I006(b)(1)) gave E~A discretion, to
decline to ad4J'ess leakage in light of the massive disruption
and minor environmental ~nefits ~twould resWt. Whateyer

, the'Court's ,reasoning, the' fact that it decided not to require,
;"

, LDR rules addressing leakage is unmistakable. Accordingly, EPA
, C3:nnot invoke the CWM opinion to justify Phase IV.regulations.

The Court DidNot Ass~ssThe Applicatio~ OfLDR Treatment
Standards To Air Emissions From MaterialPlaced In CWASIs. EPA
can'find no support for' acr~ss-the-bOard Phase IV air einission '
'rules mthe CWM opinion for the ~imple reason that, with one .
,limited exception, the opinion did not discllsscontr«;>lling air
emissions from materials'placed .n CWASls. The Court confined
its discussion ofair emissions to the portion of its holding
that vacated EPA'~ deactivation. standard for ignitable wastes ,on "

I, the groUnds iliat diluting ignitable wastes emits high levels of
\ .'.
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VOCs. See 976 F.2d at 16-17. The Court never addressed whether
LDR' tr~atment requirements must cover air e~issions from "

, .decharacterized, corrosive or reactive waste managed in a CWASI.
• ....... '. As.this analysis oftlle CWM decision shows, the D.C."
Circuit confined its pronouncements about RCRA equ~valency to
wastewaters. EPA recogmzes the Court's narrow focus when it
said in'the preamble "the focus here IS on the wastewaters being
.treated, and the amount'ofhazaidousconstituents removed from
those wastewaters, not other types of wastes (like sludges) or
.other types of releases." 60 Fed. Reg. 43656. Thus, EPA's
Option 1 is the correct course; the Agency need not ,promulgate
LDR requirements beyond those propos~d' in the Phase III rules,
which meet both the C,owt's conclusion that "RCRA requires some
accommodation with [the] Clean Water Act" and also ensure that
"what leaves a CWA treatment facility can be no more toxic than '

',if the waste 'streams were individual~y treated pW'Suant tathe '
RCRA ,treatmen~:'stand8rds.1I CWM, 976 F.2d at 20., '; '\ ,

RESPONSE , "
In the August 22, 1995-Phase IV proposal, EPA discussedthfee options fOf ensuring that, \ ,

underlying hazard~us constituents in dechaiacterized wastes'were not released to the '
, environment via leaks, sludges, ~Q air emissions from surface impoundments in systems

regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43'655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity;

, reactivity, or to~ic~ty when 'generat~d b~t are no longer characteristic).. On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land DisPQsal'Program Flexibility Act of 1996, :which provides that ~e
wastes in question are no longer prohibjted fn;mi land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on~April 8, 1996, EPA ,withdrew'its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660). '"
Today's Phase IV fi~ rule ,will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks~ slu~ges, and air , '
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 'FR . '
43655-43677».. Ftirthennore, the'treatment standards for IC metal wastes in today's rule do not'
~pply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is remoyed and the waStes are subsequently ,treated
ina unit that is reguiated'by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, ~e Safe '
Drinking Water Act. " , '

However~ the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a S-year study to '
, determine any potential nsks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these

surface impoundments. The fmdings of this StUdy t begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may'
,result in proposed ~gulatioris for, these units, lfrisks are in fac~ found that ~ould warrant such .'
'regUlation~,

e
l

" \ ' , '
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at 260.21 (a). Petitioners who want to add additional materials ,
to the Universal Waste Rule or obtain vari~ces fro~.

clas,sification as a solid waste, must discharge similar bur~ens.'

rd. at §§ 260:23, 260.30. Delisting petitions are the,
"flip-side'; of Options 2 and 3, because delisted wastes are not
covered by the LDRs. Delisting petitioners "must ~emonstrate to

,the satisfaction,of~e Administrator that the waste produced
I .' does nofmeet·80Y of [certainlcriteri~...." Id. at §

260.22. Measured against these standards, the NRDC Petiti9ners
have not come forward with a credible, factual basis for
creating a'broad new LDR regime, let alone camed their burdeil
of proof. The only 'support offered by NRDC Petitioners i~ ~ .
March~, 1993 ,rulemaking comment submitteq by the Hazar~ous

Wa~te Treatment Council, now the' Environmental Technology
.Council ("ETC"). That document consists largely of legal .,
arguments (which we refute above) and contains not one, bit of
data, not one bit of research to support ~e proposition that
releases from CWA surface impoundment treatrrient present any risk .
to human he'aith or.the environinent, let alone risks that would '
warrant ~iscretionary'rulemaking by the Agency to "create what· .
amoUnts to a "mini-Subtitle'C" regulatory program for ' .
non-hazardous Subtitle'D surface impoundments. The Agency would
surely reje.ct a request for'such sweeping. new. rules h~d it been
presented as a 'petition for rulem3king UI,lder § 260.20, because:
it lackS any factu8I fOuiuiation. AF&PA believes that ETC's '
.position·ought'to be reject~d'in the present context as well. .
Neither EPA nor the manufacturing coriununity.has '~e resources to '
address low priority, low risk issues supported only by,mere ..
assertions of a litigan~ which would result in rul~~ that do' "
.not advance in any significant way protection ofhuman health

. and the'environment Thus, EPA should reject Optio~ 2 and 3.
RESPONSE ..

In the August 22, '1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
. underlying hazardous constituents in dechalacterized wastes Were not released to the'

". environment via leaks, sludges, and 'air emissions from surface impoUI\dments in systems
regulated by the Clean W~terAct,or Safe Drinking W~terAct (60 F~ 43655). D~characterized .
-wastes are wastes which:initially exhibited ahazardo!Js characteristic ofignitabilitY,.corrosivity,
reactivi~, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On'March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land PispOsal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in'queslion are no longer prohibited from hmd disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April S', 1996; EPA withdrew itS treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fmal11Jle will not promulgate prQvisions for managing leaks,;sludges,.and air, '
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emissio.ns from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR . .-
43655-43677)). Furthennore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not .•
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is retri0ved arid the wastes are subsequently treated'
in a unit that is regulated by the.Clean Water Act or, for underground injection welis, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. . . .... / . ' ..

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to· undertake a 5-year study to
detennine any potential risks posed by cross.medi~ transfer o'r hazardous constitUents from these .
surface impoundments. The findings 'of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may .'
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found' that would warrant such . ,
.regulation. . .

._.
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DeN PH4P044
COMMENTER ' American Forest & Paper Association
RESPONDER 58" ' .

SUBJECT EQUV' , ' ,
COMMENT EPA Correctly Decided That "Bare Releases'" Do Not Trigger LOR

Requirements. AF&PA shows above that no ,Phase IV rule's are '
required by the CWM decision. But ifEPA believes that it must

. :, underthe settlement agreement at ~east examine whether it . ,
should pUrsue LDR requirements beyond those proposed in the

, .. Phase III ,rule, then a risk-based approach makes sense. EPA has
correctly observed that the CWM Court "intended to 'allow
contjnued use'of treatment surface impoundments to treat ,
decharacterized was~es, provided the extent of tieatI1)~nt is
equivalent to usual RCRA treatment." 60 Fed. Reg: 43656. EPA
addressed this requirement, which it named ,"end-of-pipe- ,
equiv.alence," in the Phase III Rules. In the Phase'IV preamble, _
EPA confrOIlts'the issue ofwhether the judicially decreed

, accommodation ofCWAtreatment facilities, which is embodied in
EPA's Phas~ IIi Rules, is somehow'undercut by the assertion that "
underlying hazardous constituents leak' from CWA surf~ce

iqtpo,undments, partition to sludg~s generated in those "
impoundments, or volatilize during'CWA treatment. (We say
"assertionS" because the proponents ofadditional LDR regulation

'have not submitted any data supporting these claims.) Th~'

question is whethe~ if such releases occur in fact, is that ' ,
alone sufficient to invalidate the Agency's Phase III ,
deteimiriation. that CWA treatment c,?mprises RCRA equivalent
treatment? EPA is correct when it concludes that'''sometmng more
than the bare release ofa hazardous constituent is needed to

, trigger this invalidation~" 60 Fed. Reg. 43656.' FIrst, EPA's
: . 'conclusion reco~zes that' "no treatinentunit is absolut¢ly- '.

release-free (there are certainly releases ofhazardous
constituents from comb~on~ts, for example) ...." 60", .'
Fed.' Reg. 43657:' Second"t:h;e Agency corre~tly analyzed the'CWM
decision when it observed that lithe Court did not explicitly, "
state that its equivalence teSt, or any other part of the '

- opinion, necessitated control ofall hazardous'constituent
releases 'from surfa~e impoundments." 60-Fed. Reg. 43656. EPA
concludes based on these observations that EP~'s· fo,cllS should,

.not be confined to whether a bare release has occurred because .,
, . ~'the more fru.jtful inquiry is the extent of the release." 6p,

Fed. 'Reg. 43657. AF&PA agrees that "under this reading [of the .
CWM decisionj','the Agency could eva1~te whether the risk from

" ,
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the various types of releas~s is great enough to warrant
·control." Id: AF&PA also supports EPA's observation that a

,'findirig that there is insufficient risk would mean that the, '
impoundment is not engaging in a type'ofcross':media transfer of

" untreated hazardous constituents that invalidates its treatment
function, and therefore that decharacterized waStes can be

, treated in the impoundment ~o effect the necessary/accommodation,
between ReRA and the CWA. Id. Any other'reading of~e CWM

. decision would ,re'sult in complete d~sruptionof long-established
CWA treatment processes, would 'surely disrupt existing EPA'
Office of Water regulatory programs, and would undercut

/ in-process'integrated rulemaking activities for the pulp and '
, paper industry as'well as others. Such a ~'draconian reading,"

as the Ag~ncy put it in the p~amble,would also 'result in '
treatment for 'its own sake rather than to affect protection of '
human health and, the enviroIUJlent, contrary to the teaching of
Hazardous WaSte Treatment COWlcil v. EPA, 30 ERC 1233 at'1239
(1989) ("HWTC 111"). In that case the D.C. Circuit observed'

. /'1 .. •

, that EPA is [not].free, under § 3004(m), to require generators
, to treat their yYastes beyond the point at which there is no

'threat' to human heal!h or the environment. Tba:t Congress's
, concern in adopting § 3004(m)was with health and the '

. enviro~ent ~ould necessarily make it Uo/eaS<?nable'for EPA to '
pr;omulgate treatment standards wholly without regard to whether
there might be athreat to man or nature. HWTC III at 1239. '
The D.C. Circuit confinned this conclusion in CWM where it
~tated that,' "treatment might be unreaSonable . : . if the EPA
reqUired treatnieIitof waste that 'posed n~ threat to hwnan

. health or the environment.1Il CWM at 14. Thus, EPA is correct
when it concluded that a bare release is not enough to trigger '
LOR requiiements. Ifarelease does not pose a ,significant '
threat to, hwruin health' and the environment then no additional
LDR,requirements arenecessary.'

RESPONSE ' ,
In the August 72, 1995 Phase IV 'proposal; EPA: discussed~e options for. enS~g that
underlying hazardous conStituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the

, :- environment via leaks, sludges, and 'air emissions from surface impoundmentS in systems
, regulated by the Clean Water,Act orSafe Dripking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized

wastes are wastes w~ch initially exhibi~e_d a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
. reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Progr3m Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
\Ya5tes in'question: are no longer prohibited from'land'disposal once rende~dnonhazardous. As
'a,re~ult, on AprilS, 1996, EPA ~thdtewits treatme~tstanflards for these wastes (6'1 FR 15660).

I I,·
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Taday's Phase IV finai rule wiil n<;lt promulgate provisioiJ.~ fOf mana~ing leaks, sludges, and 'air
emi!!;sions from surface)mpoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22; 1995 (60 I:R ,
4365543677»: Furthennore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in'today's rule do no~

, -applyto TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated,
in a-unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for tindergroUIid injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Wate~ Act. " , { •

However, the-Land Disposa.lFlexibilityActdoes mandate EPA.to undertake a 5:-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross"-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Ag~ricy in April, '1996, may .
result in proposed regulations for. these units,' if risks are in fact found that would warr~t such
regulation." . ' . .
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DCN 'PH4P044,
COMMENTER Alpe~~anForest & Paper Associ~tion'
RESPONDER SS . '. , . ' ,
SUBJECT 'EQuV'
COMMENT . EPA Has T.wite Delayed The Effective Dat~ Of S~bpartCC So That

Jt Can Reassess Fundamental Elements OfThat Rule Including The
Underlying Test Method. EPA Shou.ld Not, Therefore; Base The .
Phase IV Air Emission Risk Assessment Or Control Measures On The
Subpart c;C RuJe~.. EPA's Phase IV nsk assessment concerning air
emissions. "relied on existing anwyses conducted to support the
ReRA Subpart CC reguiation.of air emissions from hazardous
wastewater treatment units." RIA at 2-51. These include, "
presumably. the regulatory impact analysis for' Subpart ce' an.d-
the Background Imormation Documetlt ("BID"). But the Subpart CC
'rules are presently un4ergoing both EPA administrative review' .
andjudidal review in large part ,because'of flaws in EPA's risk',
assessment and BID which linderlie the 'Subpart CC 100 ppmw: .
regulatory threshold. Test Method 250, and other issues

.affec:~ing the applicability of the Subpart CC roles. Be.cause of
these outstanding issues. the Agepcy has twice postpop.ed the'
en"ective date of the' SubpartCC roles. 60 Fed. Reg. 26828 (May

, 19, 1995), 60 Fed. Reg.'5695:2 (Nov. 1'3. 1995). In addition, EPA
published on August 14, 1995 a proposed rule and notice ofdata
availability concemi;og changes to fundamental aspects of the . '
Subpart CC rUle including waste determination procedures and the
applicability of the rule to Units.that operate air emission
controls under the Clean AirAct ("CAA"). 60 Fed. Reg. 41870.
In that Federal Register notice~ EPA announced that it "is .,
plaI)lling to publish a technical correction notice to the rol~ . '.
. . and may also propo$C.additionaI changes to the'rule in the
n!=8r future." Id. In view ofEPA's on-going administrative

.review process. the re.latCd judiCial review.of the Subpart CC
rules, and fundamental flaws in the ~derlying ri~k assessment ,
and test methodology -:,.w~ch we discuss below -- EPA should not ...

. base any Phase IV Rule decisions onthe Subpart CC ·rule or its '
underlying analyses. Test Method 25D Produces Artifact VOCs That
Bias Test Results. EPA's. Phase IV preamble discuss~onofOption:

,,' 2_controls for $' em1ssi~nsslates that substantive p~rtions of
Subpart CC would be "borrowed from that Rule"· including "waste
detennination procedures" that use Method 25D to 4etennine
whether the'lOO ppmw regulatory level is triggered..60 Fed.
Reg. 4~663. AF&PA'told EPA i~ its Subpart CC coniments,.andin
communications with ~e Agency in connection With .its ongoing

492
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.administrativ~ review, that.Method 25D is, seriously flawed.
, because, in essence, it creates VOCswhere none otherwise'exist:
We sumn.larize these comments below. MethodJ25D',ern,ploys
polyethylene glycol '("PEG") as a matrix for collecting waste
samples for analysis. The PEG must, however, be "cleaned up"

,hefore use in an actual test procedure to rem,ove organic ' ,.
',compounds that may be'detected,as vol!!tile organics by the test .. ·.

method. Method 2~D § 3.1.1,40 C.F.R. Part 60, App...,A; The..
cleanup procedure involves heating the ,~Eq to 120 0 C and purging
'it wi~ nitrogen. Id. NCASl,informed EPA (in comments on

.proposed Method 25D)'that PEG thermally degrades'during this
. .cleanup. process into volatile organic compoUnds, which are'

purged at low pH conditio'ns. The'se VOC artifacts create fals~'

, positive results that can exceed the 100 ppmw regulatory .'. '.
, ,

threshold. NCASI submitted experimental data to EPA, set out
, , ,

below, which demonstrate this effect. EFFECT OF PEG TREATMENT, '
. '. • :, , ':. t' •• , • •• t •

' ..
, i
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tEMP~RAJiJRE ON BLANK RESPONSE [NOT REPRODUCED HERE] In th~ final'
Subpart CC.rule, EPA responded to NCASI's comment bylowering . .,
the.PEOcleanup temperature from 200° C (as proposed) to 120 0 C.
This does not; however, resolve the problem. The above data " .
show that signiftcant levels of volatile org~cs were found in
PEG even when cleaned up at 125° C and 75° C. Extrapolating
from these data to a cleanup temperature of 1200 C, a sample 
containing no volatile organics with a pHof2 would have a '. .
measured Method 250 response of 126 ppm. This is well above the
regliiatory threshold of 100 ppm, even'after 'sti~tracting the .

. maximum allow~d,10 ppm blank level. IIi other words, using the
..fi~al Method 2~D, alaboratory blank would exc~ed the final 100

ppmw regulatory threshold even before volatile orgariic levels in
.awaSte sample (if any) are considered. NCASI experimented with.

several altemative means of remedying this problem and found' I,

that the best approach to..correct the bi~ in Method 250 is to '
incorporate each of the following points into a revised Method .., ,\,

250: lower the treatm~nt tempe~tureof PEG to room temp~ture

and;increase the purge volume to reach the desired lev~l'ofvoe
removal (48 hoUrs in the case ofNCASI'sexperiments); .
perform the blank analysis at a pH similar to that of the sample

, adjusting for both pH and buffer capacity; and al:low larger .
blank levels to' be subtracted' if the variability of the blank

'<;an be'shown to be less than 10 ppm voe. Reducing the cleanup
temPerature will'minimize the ~EG artifact response, analyzing
the b~ank at the sample pH will measure the artifact response, .'
and subtracting the blank value will correct for the artifact.
response. Although the blank response for PEG prepared at room

, temperature was found to be greater than 10 ppm (Method 250
presently limits ,blank subtract~on to 10 ppm or less), NCASI
fo~d that blank; levels have been very consistent. Therefore~ .
subtracting a: blank level higher than 10 ppm (39:1:: 2 ppm in
NCASI's pH 2 example) would not adyersely affect the accuracy or
precision of the revised method. 9iven the flaWs in Method'2~D,

which we understand EPA is now addressing in the context of its
" administrative review~ it'is not appropriate to incorporate this'

test method into any possible Phase IV controls. Method 450
Overstates The Orgairic Volatilization Potential OfWaste .

'·Material. Volatility oforganic compounds is gen'e111lly a
"function of temperature. As the temperature ofa waste sample
is increased, so does the amount oforganics that, are driven .

. off. Meth9d 25D requires that waste samples be ,h~~ted to ,75 o·c. , .'.

, .
'.
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.8I:ld purged with "nitrogen.' .AF&PA commente:d to EPA during:.~e
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~ubpartCC, rulemaking that'the,extremely high heat 'required' by
the test protocol does not simulate the conditions used by the '
Agency to estimate'risks',from VOC emissi,ons. Consequently, the .

, test method results in regulatory control of w~testreamsthat· '"
would not othe~se contribute t9 the risks that the rule seeks
~o reduce. In other.words, Method 25D' exaggerates the amount of'

. vqlatile'organics in particular waste~treams and results in I

unnecessary regula:tion of them when, in fact, these wastestreams
, would not pose a risk from volatilization of organic compounds ..
under ambien~ and waste Unit operating.terrtperatures. In support .
of this commen~ Af&PA reminded EPA tha~ the Agency used 'an, '
ambient'temperature of 25 o~ C in mathematical models used to

" estimate nationwide air emissions arid the degree of emission '
control 'afforded 'by different control technologies. AF&PA
Comments at 7; BID, 'App. C, p. C-28. EPA also used ambient
'temperatures in ~odels used to estimate maximum individual
cancer ri~kand air toxics emissio~s from treatment, storage and
disposal facilities {"TSDF tl

), which the Agency acknowledged are
sensi,tive to temperatur~sat the TSI;)F site. 56 Fed. Reg. 3351~;,

BID, App. J~ pp. J-9 to J-10. EPA did not, in the final rule,
reduce the purge temperature to ambient conditions to bpI}g tt
into line with the temperature used' in its emissions and risk,
modeling work. EPA explained in the BID that Method 25D was
'intended to provide only a relative'measure oforganic_~mission
potential ofa waste, rather than measure actual emIssions from "
a waste at aQ. operating facility. Thus, EPA reasoned~ it need
not use realistic t~mperatures in the test method., BID at 8-5.
But the Agenc;:y never explaine(i in any readily discemable

. fashion how Method 2SD distinguishes wastes which contributed to
EPA's estimates of risk from those wastes which do.not create

, the 'riskS EPA sou8ht to avoid. In other words, neither the,
pr~amble to the final rule, nor the BID presented aratiornd .
conriection,between wastestreams that would be controlled by
application ofMethod 250 an(j the Agency's emission and risk
estimates, which we:t;e based on mathematical models th~t us~

aII\bient temperatures;
. RESPONSE ,
. hi the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuri~g that

pnderlying hazardous constitUents in decharaeterized wastes were not released to th~
environment via leaks;'sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 ·FR 43655). Decharacterized

, ~astes 'are wastes which initial~y-exhibite(l-ahazardpus characteristic of ignitabllity,corrosivity,'
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, reactivity, or ~6xicity,when ge~era~~d b~t are n~'lohger char~cteristic). 'On Marc~ 16~ '1996. the
, Presiqent signed the Land Disposal Pr~gram flexi~ility Act of t996, which'provides~hat the'

wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonh~dous. As
~fresult, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew i,ts treatment standards' for these wastes,(61 FR 15660).

, Today's Phase .IV final rule' wiU not promulgat~ provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and ai~,

emissions from surface impoundinents (EPA prop'osed options'on,Aug~t 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». ,Furthermore, the treatment standards for Te metal wastes in today.'s rule do not
apply' toTC'metal wastes if the'characteristic is removed and,the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Ch~ail Water Act or, f.<?r underground injection wells, the-Safe
Drinking Water Aet~' •

H6wever, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA'to undertake aS-year, stUdy to
determine any potential risks PQsed by cross-mediatrah~ferof hazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments: The findings ofthis study, begun by the Agency,in April, 1996, may

, result in propos~d regul~tionsfor these units, jf risks are in facffound that would warrant such
regulation~ " .

-'
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DeN PH4P044
COMMENTER Americ;an Forest & Paper Associ~tion
'RESPONDER sS ' .
SUBJECT , EQUV , ,',
COMMENT, EPA's Phase IY.Risk,Calculations Show That There Are No

Significant Ri,sks Associated With Air Emissions Fro~ Pulp and '
Paper Facilities.E~A established a 100 ppmw significant risk ' .
threshold for voe emissions from surface impoundments. 60 F'ed:
Reg. 43663. The Agency calculated,in, the PhaSe rv RIA that voe

, surface impoundment concentrations below this threshold would
result in 0.000824 cancer cases per facility annually.' RIA
,2-51. But EPA also calculated that voe concentrations ranging
from 100 to, 500 ppmw would produce essentially the same low risk

'results of0.000828; RIA Exhibit 2-20,at 2~51. Consequently,
EPA's cqnclusion,that \TOC corl.centrations in surface impoundments
above 1QO ppmw pose a signific~t risk that warrants
con~ideration of control measures is incorrect. 'This flaw'is '
compounded by the Agency's admis~ion,that these population,risk
es~iniates are b~d on'emissions t)'om both tanks (which are not
affected by the Phase IV proposed'~les) and surface
impoundments. RIA 2-5'1, note 34. 'In fact, 80% of the voe

, concentration data points ,used by EPA for this risk estimate '.
. were from tanks, not surfac~ impOunmnents. Id. Thus, EPA's

, Pl¥lse IV risk assessment results exaggerate the annual .
population.risk for voe concentrations bY'including in those
'estimates treatment units that are not covered by the Phase IV
rules. In fact; the risks from VOCemlssions from paper industry

.sUrface impoundments are so sm~l that EPA's'RIA predicted that
imposition ofOption 2 control measures would not furth~r reduce'

. the risk. EPA estimated the potential risk reduction for air
emissions ifSubpart CC controls are'imposed on decharacterlzed
wastewaters with voe concentrations in excess of 100 pprriw.' RIA
at 2-75.· In the baseline ~ase, (i.e., no additional controls), ...
EPAe~ted a 0.1 baseline annual population risk (cancer '
cases) for all 565 facilities in the pulp and paper indUstry. .
Exhibit 2-28, RlAat 2-73., EPA.estimated that the
post~regulatory annual population risk is also 0.1; the same
risk estimated for no additional!control measures. Thus,
aCcording to EPA's RIA, there is no benefit to imposing Subpart
ee air emission controls on pulp and paper industry surface "
~poundments. In other 'words, paper industry surface
impoundments already evidence '·'mirtimized threat" results for voe
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spould, therefore, reject Phase IV air emission control$ fOf
puIP.~~ paper industry facilities. '

,RESPONSE
_. In the, A~gust 22, 1995 P,hase IV proposal, EPA discussed three optio~s for ensuring that

u.nderlyjng hazardous 'constituents in decharacterized ~astes were not released ~o the ' .
environmentvia leaks, sludges; and'air emissions from,surface impoundments in systems
regulated by th-e Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). 'Dechar,actenzed' .

, wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a haZardous characteristic o(ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity,when generated but are no longer characteristIc). ori March 16, 1996, the
P~esident' signed the Land Disposal Program FlexibilitY Act of 1996, which provides that the
,\Ya:;t~s in question are no longer pri?hibited from landdisposal:once rendered norlhazardous. As'
a result, on April 8, "1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these'wastes (61, FR 15660).
Today"s Phase iV finafrule will not promulgate provisions'for managing Jeaks. sludges, and .iir

, emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR', .-
\ "

43655-43677)). FUrthermore, th,e treatment standards for Te metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to Te metal wastes if the characteristic is remov,ed and the wastes' are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground lnje~tion wells, ,the Safe' ..
Drinki,ng Water Act: " ' .

However, the'Land Di~p<?sai Fie~ibility Act does maridat~ EPA to undertake a 5-year s~dy to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
sUrface impqundments. The findings of this study, ~egun by the Agency iIi April,. 1996, may
result in proposed'regulations for these units, if risks are.in fact found that would warrant such .
regulation. " , ":, .: ," ,
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DCN PH4P044
COMMENTER ArnericarrForest &Paper Association
RESPONDER' SS . ,
SUBJECT' ,EQUV ". '
COMMENT ,. EI~A HaS Correctly'Rejected Optk;n 3., Under Option 3,

decharacterized wastes would have to be treated to meet UTS
before they enter.into CWAsurface impo,und.-nents. 60 Fed. Reg,

\" '43655,'43675. AF&PA is gratified to.learn that "EPA'is not in
favor of the third opti9n" as it is likely to disrupt treatment .

/' ,

'needed for compliance with the 'CWA limitations and standards',
and impose high costs 'Without targeting risk~ adequately." 60 '
Fed. Reg. 43655. EPA is entirely correct that Option 3 would

\ . .

disrupt CWA treatment without environmental benefit ,because it
.would ignore useful treatment that occurs in paper industry
surface impoun<4nents and'"force(] modifications at facilities
that do, 'as w~ll as those that do not, pose risks frl?m 1~8.ks, "
air emissions; and sludges."60 Fed. Reg. 4365,9. Moreover. '
Option 3 would renderRCRA § 1006(b) a nullity, because it would '
destr'<?y the. integration ofRCRA and other acts'admini~teredby
EPAas the Congress commanded. ·See CWM at 20; 22-23. Fi:pally,

" it-would ignore ~e CWM Court's finding that"under RCRA diluted
formerly characteristic wastes may be'placed'in Subtitle 0
surface impoundmepts that are part of an' integ~ated CWA
treatment train ... before they have been treated, pursuant to .

. , ", ,RCRA ...." 976 F.2d 2 at 2~. For each of these reasons, EPA
/' has correctly rejeCted Option '3. .'
RESPONSE".- .
In the A-ugUst 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal~EPA discussed three optiori's for ensuring that'

\ underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized Wastes were ~ot ,rttleased to the' ,
environment via.1eaks" sludges. and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated"by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking WaterAct (60 FR' 43655). Decharacterized'
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited'a hazardous characteristic of ignitability,corrosivity,

, reactivity. or toxicity when generated but~ no longer characteristic). On March 16~ 1996, the
, ;president signed the Land Disposal Pro~'Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the .

I wastes in question are no~onger prohibited from land, disposal once ren~erednonhaZardous. As
a'result, on AprilS• .l996~ EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rUle will not ,promulg~teproviSIons. for managing leaks; ,~ludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22,1995 (60 FR
4365543677». Furthermore, the treatment standards (or TC metal wastes in today;s rule do not
apply to TCmet3J wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit thai is regulated,by the Clean Water Actor, for underground'injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water .Act.· . " '

, ,
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However. the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mand~teEPA to.undertake Ii: 5-year study to

-determine any potential risks posed by cross-:media transfer of hazardous constituents from these.'
surface impOundmenis~ ,The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may

.result in proposed regulations for these units, if rIsks are in fact found that would wamint such .
.regulation. .
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,DCN PH4P044',
, 'COMMENTER American Forest'& Pape~ Association :

.RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV
COMMENT Option 2 ,Issues. AF&PA has.w.ged,in thes,e cOJ111Ilents that EPA

adopt Option 'I (i.e., end-of-pipe-equivalence satisfies §
- l004(m» ~d r eject Options 2 ~d 3. We offer the folloWing
coriuilents, however, aboutseveralfacets ofOption ~ for the sake "
of coinpl~teness.The Proposed De Minimis Exception For . "
Decharacterized ~asiewater Does Not Afford Significant Relief To

, Industries That Practice Water Conseryatio.n. Existing LDR .
, regulations have for some time incorporated a de 'minimis '

exception for certain low risk/low quantity wastestreanis. See
e.g., 40 c.F.R. § 268J(e)(4) (losses to wastewater:treat.~ent

,-system~ ofcet:tain commercial chemical ptodu~ts) and (e)(5)
(laboratory wastes). EPA proposed in its Phase ~II rules 'a
similar exception for material handling losses, leaks,
d,ischarges from safety s,howers,rinsate from empty containers
~d for characteristic wastes injected into Cl~s 1 .,.' ,
non-hazardous wells. In its comments on the PhaSe III rules, '

, AF&PA urged EPA to extend the de miitimis exception to
, ,decharacte~zed wastestreams that ~e managed in CWA surface
., iinpoundments. Although AF&PA is gratified to see that 'EPA has
,prop~sed a de minimis exception in § 268.1(e)(4)(ii), 60 Fed. .
Reg. 43~91, the ,1% flow limit precludes signifi~ant relief to ,:"
indust.Ji.es -like ours that'pr~ticeaggressivewater' ,

,conservation. In '1989, NCASI survey~d iU! ~embership to obtain
. infpnnation on wastewater and solid w~te management practices,
inCluding infonnation'on water conservation and reduction in
wastewater flow to treatment works. ' The survey data show'that ",
during the period 1975 'to 1988, p~per,niills reduced water use by, '
27-34%. Even in the short 3-year ~riod from 1985 to 1988,',' , '
water use was,reduced by 7-9%. Significantly, in 1988, ittook'
70% less water to make a ton of paper than in 1959. NCASI _ .'
Technical ,Bulletin No: 603 at 3 (Febt.'\18IY~ 1991) (Technical' '
Bulletiii No. 603 is attached as Appendix G).' As a result of

, these aggressive water conservation' efforts, wastewater~o,w to
treatment'works was reduced by'approximately, the same 'magnitude.
BetWeen 1985 and 1988, untreated wastewater flows were reduced' ,
by'appr()xim~tely8%. The pa~r industry reduc~d Waste~ater
flows by 26-29% during the peri04 1975 to 1988., Iq. The end.
result of the 1% flow limit is to penalize industries that
prac~ice w~ter cons~~ation rehltive to those'industrles that do " .
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110t conserve water. AF&PA believes that EPA did,Dotintend this
result. AF&PA would-like to meet with EPA to develop a,de
minimis exception for decharacterized wastewater that affords
water conserving industries meaningful relief while pro~ecting
'human health and the environment.'EPA Should Exclude
Pre-Biolo'gical S~~dges From Option 2 Regulation Because Both :Fhe

.. Centr~l-TendencyAnd High-End Risk Assessment Results Show No
.Significant Risk from This So~ce For The.Pulp And Paper
Industry. EPA proposed to exclude from Option' 2 controls
'certain low ris~ situa,ti~ns including "sludges and. leaks £rpm
biotreatment and post.;biotreatment units. ; . due to the lower ,

,risks posed by these units." 60 Fed. Reg. 4~660. AF&PA agrees
that this exclusion is supported by the Agency's risk assessment
coupled with the aggressive biological and post-biological

'tr~atment that occ~s in pulp and pap~r industry surface ,
impoun~ents. In 'addition, this exclusion conforms with the CWM
decision, which found that "Under RCRA diluted formerly ..
characteristic waStes may be placed in Stibti,tle D surface
impoundInents that are part of an integrate~ CWA treatment train
.. ; before they have been treated pursuant to RCRA ....".
976 F.2d 2 at 22 (emphasis added). EPA's conciusion is further .
c~nfirmed by the NCASI risk assessment baSed on new data taken
fro,m NCASI's 10':'mill study and waste characterization database.
For the same'reasons, AF~PA urges EPA to exclude pre-'biological
siudges ,from Opt~on 2 control' r~quirements. EPA's risk'
assessment for sludges from the pulp and paper industry show
that for both the central·tendency and high-risk scenarios

,- significant health risks do not occur; According to EPA's RIA,
"in the ... pulp and paper ... industr[y],there are no " '
[sludge] samples expected to ,pose individual lifetime cancer
risks in excess of IO~5 or 'RID exceedences" for the ' "
central-tendency risk assessment. RIA at 2-66. Significantly,
even for the high-risk scenario using th~ conservative,DAF of
12, EPA concl~ded that "in the ... pulp and paper industr[y] ,
there are no significant individual lifetime cancer risks and no
RID exceedences.II Id. For these reasons, EPA should exclude
paper industrY sludges from Option 2controls. EPA Gorrectly

,Avoids Regulatory'Duplication By Deferring To Other Federal
, RuJes That Will Protect Human Health And The Env~ronmerit Such As.
The Proposed'MACT Requirements For.The Pulp And Paper Industry.
~PA stated in the Phase.IV preamble that ~'to a"void Quplication

.with, other requirements, EPA would ~efer to other federal ~les
'whi~h e$tablish'controls addressing the same situationS." 60
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'_ Fed. Reg. 43660. EPA is correct to do so for at least-two
reasons. First, RCRA flO06(b)(l) requires that,the '
Administrator "sh811 integrate all provisions of [RCRA] for ..

'" ,purPoses of adniiriistration and enforcement and shall avoid
,

.. . .,
, ,duplication" to the ~axiinum extent ,practicable, with, th;e '

appropriate provisions ofthe Clean Air Act.. .. ,." 42 U.S.C.
,§ 6905(b)(I). "Second. EPA recognizes that certain ' - ,

"inefficiencies and ,confusion could 'occur ifOption 2 controls
"

. were applied and soon superseded by ,upcoming Clean, Air Act
.("CAA") standards" as in the case of the pending MACT standards'
for the'pulp and 'paper industry.' Id. It would m~e no sense
for E~A to impose LDR air emissions standards that are 'possibly
inconsistent with those now being considered by EPA's Office for

, "

Air and Radiation. ~us, EPA's proposal to defer to such rules
, honors both its statutory,requiremen~ and the concept of
, practical regulation. AF&PA understands from the Phase IV

preamble tQafEPA intends to defer completely'to,the proposed
MACT standards for the pulp and paper industry. The Agency,
'stated that In the case of air emissions, EPA woul~ defer to

' .

standards regulating total volatileoiganics, as adequately
, ,

coveri~g'air emissions' ofUHCs from this type of treatment. In

e addition to existing regulati~ns,' there are some CM air , ..
. ~ -.

e~ission limits under deyelopment. ~nefficiencies ~d confusion
\.

would occur ifOption 2 controls were applied and soon, ,
superseded by upcoming CM standards, Facilitie~ subject to CAA
,standards for hazardous air,polluumts (in particular. those '
pro~ulgated pursuant-to CM § 11.2) in the near future thus would'
npt be covered by Option 2 air emission controls. 60 F~d, Reg.
43660. But the RIA suggests that EPA is·~t'least considering,
giving less than full credit tQ the MACT standard$, because
implementation ofMACT control technologies may no~ lower

I ' concentrations ofVOCs to below. the 100 ppm li~t.1'eing

considere4 for Phase IV 9ption 2 purposes. RIA E8-5, 2-52. ' ,
- AF'&PA urges EPA to give full creait'to the MACT standardS for

the foll~wing reasons. First, as we show above, EPA's risk

; calculationS demonstrate that there i~ no difference in
'cal~ulated risk be~een surface impoundments that exhibit VOe'
concentrations below 100 ppmw (the no significant risk level)
and those thatexhibit VOC concentrations up to'500 ppmw. RIA
Exhibit 2·20 at P-51 , 'The proposed,MACT control trigger feve~ is,'
500ppmw for p~ocess wastewater. 58 Fed. Reg. 66145 and "

proposed 40 ~.F.,R..§ 63.4:46, 58 Fed.-Reg. 66p7 (Dec. 17,)993).
, Th~, the 500 ppmw ~gger level- for .paper industry MACT , .

\
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wastewater controls achiev~s the same level of risk reduction as '
EPks 100 ppmw control' thr~shold for the Subpart ~C rules, 'which ,

, EPA may adopt under'Option 2~ Moreover, MACT technology is·
essentially the analog of LDR Best Demonstrated Available
Technology ("BDAT"). Under § 112.ofthe eAA, EPA sets MACT

-standards that are "no less stringent than 'the average emission
· limitation achieved by the best performing 12 percent ofthe
existing soUrces' or 'th~· average emission limitation achieved
by the best performing five sourcesll

' depending on how many ,
facilities there are in a,given subcategory., 58 Fed~ Reg.
66136. This formulation of the MACT standard is essentially the ,
same as RCRA BDAT, which EPA describes as follows: A treatment
techriology is ~onsidered to be 'demonstrated' primarily based ori
data from full·scale treatment operations"that arc= currently
being uSed to treat the waste ... .' Once the 'demonstrated',
technologies have been identified, the Agency determines whether
these technologies'may be considered 'available'. To be
'available' the technology ... must be able to Qe purchased .
and the techriology must substantially diminish the toxicity of
the waste or re4uce the likelihood of migration from the waste's '
hazardous constituents. 54 Fed. Reg. 48380·81 (Nov. 22, 1989).
Selection of MACT t,echnology from the "best performi~g" mil,ls
mote th~ meets the BDAT definition. In point of fact, EPA's
Office ofAir concluded iliat MACf,technology would reduce
hamdous~ pollutant ("HAP") emissions from pulping by,98%
and will reduce by 99% HAP emissions from bleaching'operations.

.58 Fed. Reg. 66145 (Dec. 17, 1993). This more than·meets the :'
BDAT criterion that "the technology must'substantially'dunini'sh' "

'the toxicity,ofthe waste, ...." Significantly, EPA's Office;
ofAir concluded that "because most ofthe"liAP froql pulping

,'component arid process wastewater emissions is also YOC~ the
reduction efficiency for total HAP was detennined to ~ the same
as that for voe.'" Id. 'Giv~n the e~sential equivalence of the
MACT and BOAT selection criteria and given the'98% or 99% VOC
reduction represented by the pap~r industry·MACT 500 ppmw .

· threshold, EPA should have no reserVations about defemng fully
> to the MACT standard. EPA should defer possible Phase Iy

controls to the,pulp and paper industry MACT standards for
another reason. Methanol is the principal organic cOtl$tituent, . ,

ofp~lp and paper industry wastewaters. 58 Fed. Reg. ~6087
(Dec~ 17y 1993) ("The majontY ofall HAP emissions from the
pulping and process wast~water components are methanol .... .'t)
and Table I, above. Methanol is not a volatile 'material and is

• I . . '. .' 'j'
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. '.almost cOqlpletely, removed fi:om paper industry ~ast~water 'by.
aggressive biological'treatment. in-the NCASI 13iotreatability .
Report attached as Appendix B, researcher Douglas A. Barton' ,,'
investigated ,tl1ebiotreaiabilitY of methanol, among other .
organic constitUents, and concluded that bi~logical treatment in . :.

.paper industry surface impoundments removes more than 99% of
'methanol present. Significantly, less than O.l%-ofthe meth~ol

is removed via air stripping or adsorption. Thus almost 100% of
methanol removal is attributable to legitimate treatrilent. NCA'SI
Report, Table 5 at 7 (Appen~ix'B): But the SubpartCC,'Test

, M~thod 25D does not discriminate ~ortg VO~s, nor does the.
, ,SubpartCC 100 ppmw c0tltrol trigger level. As ~~ show above in '

our discussion of Method-25D, the artificially high test '
" te~perature of:70° C will ,"drive-off,' organic ~ompounds that are . '

not' volatile und'er real world conditions. Thus, EPA's Phase IV
Option 2 control measure's may be'triggered if, as EPA discusse-s,'"

'Subpart CC applicability'standar:ds and test procedures are' :
incorpora~ed, even though the principal orgamc,constituent ~f
paper industry wastewater is not,volatile. Complete def~rral to

, ' the paper industry MACT rille would avoid unnecessary Option 2
controls,of a non-volatile material., In the MACT rule, EPA's
Office of Air used methanol as a surrogate for HAPs when the '
Agency d~eloped and se'lected MACT treatment opti~ns~ 58 Fe~.

, Reg. 66149, (Dec. 17, 1993). It was, therefore~ largely with .
respect t6 ~eth~ol:that ,EP.A's Office ofAir conCl~ded that MAtT
control requirements would reduc~ emissions from process ,'.

.waste~ater by 98%. 58, Fed. Reg. 6614S (Dec. 17, 1993). It is
hard to imagine. that RCM §'3004(m)'s !'miniinized threat"
language would requ.ire anything,more. Consequently, EPA'should
defer possible Option:2 air,emission controls completely to the ,"

. proposed MACT standards for the pulp and paper indust!Y.
'RESPONSE, ' ' ,

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV propOsal, EPA discussed three options for ~nsUring that
underlying h3zardous constituents in deeharacterized wastes were not released to the '

, environment via l~aks, sludges, and air. emissio~ from surface, impoundments in systems
\ regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 4,3'655). Decharacierized

wastes are wastes.which initially eXhibited a hazardous c~aracteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when -gene~ted but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the _
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996', which provides that .the

, _wastes in question are no longer prohibited from 'land (dispOsal o'nce rendered nonhazardous. As
.aresult, on April 8, 199~, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these waStes (61 FR 15660).

. . • I ,

Today's Phase IYfinal rule will not proinulgate prpvisions f<?f IIlanaging leaks, sludges, ,arid air
e~ssions from surface, impoundments (EPA proposed options on' August 22, 1995 (~O FR "

.\
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43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal waste,s in today;s rule do not- ' •
apply to'TC met3.I wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated, "-
in a Unit that is regulate~ by the Clean' Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Sa(e .
Drinking Water Act., ,,' .'

, '

Howe~er, the Land'Dispqsal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to· imdertak~ a5-year study to
determine any potential fisks p~sed by cross-medi,a transfer 'of hazardous constituents from thes~ "

-,surface impoundments. The findings of this study,. begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may ~

, . result in proposed regulations for these units, if,risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. .' ..
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DeN . 'PH4P046
COMMENTER' National Mining Association
'RESPONDER PMC .
SUBJECT ',EQUV
SUBJNUM ,046,
COMMENT

, , As the agency examines the issue of sUrface impoundments that.
. manage decharacterized wastes~ EPA must.remember that Congress has
· nof mand~ted the, imposition of RCRA controls on such impoundments· '
· to control sludges, leaks and air eII1:is~ions. Neither,4oes the
, decision in ChemicalWaste Managementv. EPA ("Chern Waste II)",'976'
: F.2d 2, cert,. den. S.,Ct. 1961~(1982»require EPA to· /' . ' .

regulate, underRCRA, sludges,.le~sand air'emissions from
surfaceimpoundments managing dechatacterized waStes. ,
furthennore, not only are ~CRA regulations not required, they are

. .' 'not necessary in the mining and mineral ,processing indUstry to'
control potential risks from ~h.idges, leaks or air emissioI)s from
,surface impoundments m~aging'decharacterizedwastes~ In fact, the'
Chem Waste I~ decision slipports the adoption of¢.e proposed rule's
Option I, Le.,·the existing panoply qffederal and stat~ , '
requirements adequately address surface impoundments managing

,decharacterizedwastes. To impose either of the proposal's other' '.
two regulatory options would be regulatory ovc:rkill, Wlduly ....

, disruptive of the existing 'Clean W~ter Act tieatment,systems~ thus
" effectively invalidating those'systems. .

'\ < "

\

RESPONSE ,. .
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV,propoSal, EP~4iscussed three options for,ensuring that
underlyiIig hazardouS constituents in decharacterized wastes \Vere not released to'the

'enVrronmeJ;1t -viaJeaks, sludges,.and 'air emissions from 'surface impoundments in systems,
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking WaterAct (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
'wastes' are' wastes which initially'exhibited a hazardous characteristic of'ignitability~ corrosivity"

" re~ctivity~ or toxicity when Igenerated but are n9 longer characteristic). On March 16; 1996:the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996~ which provides that the
wastes in question~ no 'longer prohibited from land disposat opce rendered nonhazardous. .As' '
aresult, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660)..

. Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisionS for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impouJl(bnents (EPA proPQsed' options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR "
43655-43677». Furtheqnore, the treatment stan~ds for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC JIletal waStes ifthe characterist~c is remoyed and the wastes are, subsequently treated
'in a unit that is regulated by the Cle~ Water,Act or, for underground inje~tion wells; the Safe'
. I?rinking Water Ac~.',.
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However, the L~d Pisposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to uridertake a,S-year study to
cietermi~e any potential risks pos.ed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous cons~ituents froin these
surface impoundments. The findings of this' study, begun by'the Agency in April, 1996, may " ,
result in proposed regulatioqs for these units, ifri,sks are in fact found that would warrant such,
regulation" ' ,.' .
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DCN PH4P048 '
, COMMENTER Chemi~~l Wast~:Man~g~ment

RESPONDER' PMC
SUBmCT 'EQuV "
SVBJNUM .048

',COMMENT , .
In light of the President's Common S,ense Initiative 'cWM' believes'
that option 1 is the most practical approach of the three options
proposed. CWM does not see the-Benefit of adding another layer of
regulatory requirements on top ofexisting regulations - '
which address Subtitle D suiface impoundments when they exist at . '
'RCRA permitted o~inierim status facilities: Since 42% of these '
, Subtitle n surface impoundments exist at TSDFs which have,
~onitoring and release reguiat~ons, (See 60 F~d.- Reg. at 43,6'59)
it appears to CWM that ifc~os~.mediareleases 'occur from these

, unpennitted impoUndments that they can be addre'ssed by the Agency
under the authority ofRCRA §3004(ufor §3008(n).
CWM believ~s that this option provides, adequate protection and
thus should be fnialized by the Agency.
B. : Optfon 2' ~ , .
Option 2 would require'the development ofcontrols that focus on

. situations positing excessive risk. This option w9uld exclude· '
controls from the following: 1j wastewaters that do'not have '

, J •

hazardo,us constituents above the VTS at the point of genetation~
, and 2)wastewaters with de minimis amounts ofh~douS
.' constituents, as deti.ned in th~ Phase ill rule with regard to

discharges to, UIC well~. lbis optiqnproposes to defer controls,
, for air emissions froq! Subtitle D surface impoundrilents t:eceiving
decharacterized wastes to Subpart CC type controls~ It would also
apply existing 40 CFR 258 Subpart E groundwater requirements for'
the 'control of leaks at these surface impoundments., This option 
also recogniZed that if a Subtitle D impoundment that 'receives '
decharacterized waste streams is located at a permitted.TSDF that,

" no furtlier control under this proposal are necessary: . - \ '
. As noted earlier CWM supportS Option 1; however, ifOption 2 is

pfomulgated CWM supports the subset of this option that recogni~es
, that Subtitle D surface,impoundments receiving dechafacterized' .
waste streams l~cated at a pennitted TSDF are'not subject
to furth~ control. In addition, CWM believes ·thaqt is important '
for the Agency to indicate that interim status .facilitie,s with '
these types ofsurface impoundments are also not subject to further
control. ,This was indicated by th~ Agency mth~ discussion of
,opti'on 1. (See60 Fed. Reg. at 43,(59). This is becaUse the ' ' .

. ,

.,.1

.\
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RESPONSE .
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three optionS,for ensui'iilg~t
Underlying hazardous constituentS in decharacterized wastes were not releaSed to the
environment via' leaks. sludg~s, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems .
regulated by the CI.ean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wast~s which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability. ~orrosiviiy,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March. 16, 1996, the'
President signed the Land' Disposal Prdgram Flexibility Act'of 1996, which prov.ides that the '

. .~ . . " ..

, ,

. interim status facilitjesare subject to cleanup under RCRA §
30q4(h); which provides the Agency the authority to c~mpel
correct.ive action. ' . - ,
In conjunction with the comment the Agency, must amend the
flowchart "Figure 1: Option2-General Applicability ~.riteria and
Compliance Alterna~ives for S4I'face Impoundments accepting
Decharacterized Wastes" (See 60 Fed. Reg. at 43,662) to reflect -;
that interim status facilities are subject to the same requirements
as pennitted facilities. Spedfically'; CWM recommends that the"
bottom left decision box on the flowchart should be amended~,
follows:
,"Is th~ Surface Impoundment Located at a RCRA Subtitle C P~nnitted
or Interim-Status TSDF." , .
Withtegard to air emission controls discussed under Option 2 CWM

. does 'riot support subjecting surface impoU11-dments receiving
decharacterized v.:astes at non-pennitte4 or interim status I

facilities to mr emission controls similar to those issued under
Subpart CC because Subpart CC applh~~ to hazardous wastes placed in
tanks, containers, or imppundments. CWM believes that air emissions
from these impoundments 'are most 'appropriately' addressed under th~

I Clean Air Act. ' . -, '
,- C. Option 3 " ,

Option 3, which'the Agency 'states it does not support~ would
require that Decharacterized Wastes be treated (not merely diluted)
to meet Uiliversal Treatment Standards (UTS),which includes

, applicable underlying hazardous constituents (UHCs), prior to
entry' into SubtitleD s!JIface impoundments.
CWM believes 'that this option is identical to the Phase 111
proposed rule {60 Fed..Reg. at 11,702; March 2, 1995) for
discharges 'to nonhazardous surface iIiipoundnients.,CWM i~ in
agreement with the Agency's opinion that this option would be to
disruptive to the induStry. CWM.l?eIieves that the net' benefit of
requiring' such .~eatment far outweighs the higp. costS associated'
with such a requirement.
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wastes".in question are no longerprohibit"ed from land dis'posal once rendered nonhazardous. As
. aresult,ort AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standard!rfor these wastes (61 FR 15660).

Today's Phase IV finahule will not promulgate provisions for m~aging leaks, sludges,.and air
emissions from surface impouildments.(EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
.43655-43677)): Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes.in today's rule do not
apply to rC metal ",:astes tf the characteristic is removed and the wastes are s~bsequentl},' tt:eated
in a unit that isregulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe

, '. .' I •

Drinking Water Act.. . . . . ' ,.'. .;
, . I

However, the Land'Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a '5-year study to
determine an); potential risk~ 'posed '1?y cross.;.m~dia· transfer ofhazardous constituents from ~hese
surface impoundments~ The findings of this study, begun by-the Agency in April, J996, may
result in proposed regulations for these ~ts, if risks are in fact found ~at would \:Varrant such
regulation." " . -

. \

, .
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DeN. PH4P049
COMMENTE~ Molten Metal Technology'
RESPONDER> PMC . .
SUBJECT EQUY
SUBJNUM '049
COMMENT;. .., .

. A~cor4ing to the proposal, II [t]he central legal and.policy
issue... is if and when releases ofhazardous constituents' from

. sUrface impoundment~ which are part of a treatment train
for,decharacterized wastes are so extensive as to effectively
invalidate the tr~atment process as a means ofLDR compliance. 1I 60
Fed. Reg..At 43656, col. 2. EPA is evaluating at least ,

'three options for 3;ddressing this issue. MMT has no position on .
which, if~y, of the options unoer consideration should ultimately ,
be adopted. H9wever, MMT is concerned ~at EPA is' considering
allowing substantial cross-media transfer ofh:azardous "
constituents and; relying on"after-the-fact" remedial authorities
(e.g., RCRA Corrective Actio'n) to address resulting threats to
human' health and.the envirqnment. See;e~g:, 60 Fed. Iteg. At
43659, col. 3 and at 43661, col.l. '
RCRA provides that EPA m~ establishtreatqle~t standards under

, 'the LDR program.' These stand8!ds are defined as "those Jevels or
methods oftr~atment,·if any; which substantially diminish
the toxicity of [a] waste or substantially reduce the likelihood
of migration of,hazardous constituents from ~e waste ,so that
short-:term and long-term threats to human health and f >

the e~vironment are miDi~zed.,; RCRA § 3004(m)(1). Eurthermore,
EPA is authorized to allow land disposal ofha?ard,ous wastes only
if such disposal is deemed "protective ofhuman health and the
environment," meaning that "thete will be no migration of .

. hazardous constituc.mts from the disposal ... fOJ: as long as .the
wastes'remain hazardous.'" Id; §'3004(d)(1),(e)(1),(g)(5)., .
.These legislative provisions establish'a,very high standard for, .
allowing land disposal, and EPA has ~ecognized thi~ standard in its
regulations. For example, prohibited wastes may not be treated
in surface,impoimdments ifevaporation is the principal m~ans of

.treatment: 40 C.F.R. § 268.4(b).According to EPA, t1evapO~tion
, ...do[es] ,nothing to remove; destroy, or immobilize contaminants as

. 'conte~plated by RCRA ..... [T]he objectives of section 3004(tn) [are'
to] reduce levels of toxicity, or reduce the potential for hazardous' . , ,
constituents to migrate from the waste. Practices which do nothing "
more than tranSfer constituents: to other media fail to satisfy .

, this objective." 52 Fed. Reg. 25760,25779 (July 8,,19,87) '(emphasis .
, . ~ . .
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,-added). , ,
~MT agrees ~hol~heartedly with EPA's oft-stated po~itiqn t~at

" cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents is an unacceptable
means ofachieving LQR standards. -Thus, we' ~ge The Agency t9 very'

• carefully consider ~e issue of ctoss-me4ia transfer of hazardous
constituents for surface impoundments, and"limit the allowable 
releases appropriately. In particular, we question whether any'
option that relies on,RCRA Corrective Action 'or other remedial

" programs can possibly meet the statutory requirement that selected
. treatment methods minimize threats to'hwmm health arid the
'enviro~en't. ~ . '

RESPO~SE ,
'. I~ the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three'options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the '

,environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions froin ~urface, impoundments in systems
"regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized '
wastes ,are wastes'which i.rltially exhibited a hazardous characteristic' of ignitability, corrosivity,'
reactivity, or toxicity wh~n gener!lted but are no longer characteristic). On,March 16, 19~6, the :,.
Presidentsigned 'the LanCl Disp<?sal Program Flexibility Ac~ 9f 1996, which provides that the '
wastes iIi question are no longer prohibi!ed from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As '
a result, on April.8, 1996, EPA'withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).'
TOday's Phase!V final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air .
,emissions from surface impoundinents (EPA proposed options on August 22,'1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatlilent staIidards for Tt metal wastes 'in today~s rule do not

. ,apply to Te metal wastes if the ch;aracterlstic is'removed and the'wastes ,are subsequently treated
it) a ,unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act ~r, .for undergroUnd injection wells, ~e Safe
Dri~g Water Act., ' ;. '

However, the Lan~ Disposal Flexibiliiy Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5·year study to
dete1111iD.e any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these ,
surface impoundments. 'The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may .' ,
'result mproposed"regulations fOf these UnitS, ifrisks are iii fact found that would warrant such . )'
regulation. ~. . '

. ,

, ,
. ~ .-
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DCN PH4P053
COMMENTER Texaco'
RESPONDER PMC ' .' I

SUBJECT EQUV,
,SUBJNUM 053·
COMMENT

In both the Phase III and Phase IV proposed nl1~s, EP'A
acknowle~ges that the risks addre~sed by these proposals are
relatiyely low,. Instead, EPA bases their rationale for regulation
-9n the requirements of the holding in Chemical Waste Management.

. ,Inc.:v. EPA, 976·F.2d 2(D.C. Cir1992): cert. den 113 U'.S. 1961'.
(1983). However, the case holding-does not require such regulatio~ .

'. on sulface 'impoundments. EPA should not read into this case such
, overly broad requirements. Therefore, EPA should adopt Option I in: '
the proposal-~no. further regulation of non-hazardous surface' '
impotin~ents. Also, stonn water impoundments that receive
process water during storm events should be exempt from Phase III -.
and Phase IV proposed niles. "
II.. EPA should adopt Option: I, No Further Requir~ments for Non.
Hazardous Surface impoUndments ' .

, tex~co strongly urges EPA tQ adopt Option I of the proposed rul~ .
as the risks posed by hon-hazardouS Clean Water Act (CWA) surface
impoundments 'do not'wai:rant any additional regulatIons. EPA has
already recognized that any, risks would below. As a result of the

,Toxicity Charactc;:~stic rule and the Primary,and Secondary Sludge'
, Listings, any potential risks associated with sludges and leaks
, from petroleum industry nonhazardous CWA surfl.\Ce impoundments

are already minimized. In addition~'any potential risk from air r

emissions are minimized asa result ofCAA Benzene Waste NESHAP and
.. Petroleum· Refmery MACT applicable to wastewaters managed by the
:. petrolelim refining industry. Therefore, any additional RCRA,

regulatory reqUirements which may be imposed by this proposed rule
would be unne,cessary as well as overlapping those requirements to
which our refinery wastewater treaQIlent systems are
already subject. Additional RCRA requirements would not·
'significantly lower any risk while the costs to implement would be.
su:bstantial. . ' . , ,
III. . IfOption II Is Adopted, EPA Should Implement the

. Following Modifications ; ,
IfEPA should decide to regulate non-hazardous surface

.impoundme,nis'~der this proposed rule, EPA should-adopt Option II,
" in conSideration of the following comments: . , . \ .'
" Texac~s~ppOrts EP~'s proposal to eXcl~de from 'regulation, ~1JJ.dges

.,

, \
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. , ....

.and l,eaks from biotreatment and, post-biotreatment surface .
, 'impoundmentS as supported by our comments in section II. EPA should
, clarify that ,this includes an exclusion from 'any groundwater "

monitoring requirements. '
,Te,xaco~uppo~ EPA's' position that ~acilities reguhited 'under CAA
regulations will automatically fulfill any Phase.IV air emission '
obligati~ns. However, EPA should CI~fy thatCWA' ,

.,surfaceimpounqments which are already subjec~ to regulation under
... theB'enzene Waste NESHAP, NSPS, Petroleum Refinery MACT or,
.' H.~aous Organic NESHAP MACT (including compliance with bubbling,
· de minimis threshold~, or technology standards) would be' .
· ~xcluded from Phase IV air emission control requirements. This

. l should be specified as aD. exemption, from ~d not a fulfillment of
, ! -, Phase IV air emission obligations to avoid any unnecessary. ' ,

'duplicate monitoring aDd record-keeping which may be interpreted as
being required. .' " " .
IV. EPA Should Not Adopt Option III
Texaco supports EPA's conchisloifthat Option III is not
appropriate. SUbjecti~g' non-hazardous sUrface impoundme~~~ to RCRA .
'Minim~ Technology .Requirements.would re'sult in a significant and
· un1l:ecessary regulatory burden to Texaco's op,erations. Substantial. '
'costs wOl:lld. be incurred in retrofitting, costing millipns'of
dollars, with no·commensurate environment8J. benefits.
EPA should exempt wet weather flow impo~dineh~s from regulation

'. ' ,under.the Phase III and Phase.IV LDS. As the'~PA appropriately. '. "
co~cluded during the primary'and secondMy sludge. listing .
det~imination" RCRA regul~tion ofsurface impoundments that

,'receive small quantities ofprocess water along with'storm water
'during storm evenlSis Umiecessary. In addition, subjecting wet
weather flow iinpoundrilents to the regulatory reqUirements imposed

, by the Phase III and 'Phase IV LDS would'represent a significant
cost and'burden to Texaco's operations With little, ifany,
e~vironmental,benefits. '" ' I '

, \

, (-,

'- '

,,'tt,

. RESPONSE
In the August 22, 199~ Phase IVptopo~al, EPA discus~~d three options for e~suring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterizcd~es were not released to the '

. environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface Impoundinents in systems
regulated by, the Clean Water Act or,Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized

, waStes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity,.or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). 'Oil March 16, 1996; the .
President signed the Land DispOsal Program'Flexibility Act 9( 1996, which provides that the
wastes inquestio~~ no longer ~r~hibited from,land disposal once rendered nonhazardo~s. I As"
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a result,.oIi.April8, 1996: EPA wlthdrew' its treattneI)t standards f~r these wastes '(61 FR 15660). ' _.
. Today's ,Phase IV filial rule will not~promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air •

eI11issions 'from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43?77)). Furthermore; the treatment standards for TC metal w~tes in, today's rule do not
apply to TC metal waste~'if the characteristic is' removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe'
Drinking Water Act. ".

, .. .
However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year stu,dy to

, . determine any, potential risks posed by cross-media transfer· of hazardous' constituents from .these .
, ,',surface impoundme~ts.,The fmdings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, '1996,may

result, in proposed regulations for these ':Ulits~ if risks are in fact found that would.warrant such,
regulation. .

j.

'\

. "
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'DCN _ PH4P054
,tOMMENTER Total,Petroleum

RESPONDERPMC '-
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 054
COMMENT _ ' , '

,Total Petroleum,' Inc. is an independen~ refiner Cl;l1d marketer of
, petroleum products; primarily fuels, in the central United States.'
This rule will have a direct impact on our refining operations and
we ,appreciate this opportunity to comment on the prpposed PhaSe, IV,
Land Disposal res~ctions~ It is our belief that Clean Water Ac~ , '
and Safe Drinking Water Act regulated units, such, as 'injection '

..'wells, accepting "hazardous wastes" which are rendered'
non-hazardous by dilution pose only minuscule, negligible risks and
should not be regulated further. This'is another example 'of a rule
whose ~osts are extreme and benefits are low~ EPA shouid select

!. Option 1,which requires us additional mandates. _. .
Recent EPA ~emakings have'significantly improved the ' , - ,
environmental management'ofall media at refineries. The
regulations have in'tuni reduced the'riskto human health and the '
environment from surface-impoundments resulting in ~egUgible ,

-risks. : ' '. '
~ The Toxicity Characteristic (TC) rule promulgated opM~h 25,
1990 significantly reduces benzen.e and-Qtlier hazardous constituents
in wastewater. ' ( .
The Primary Sludge Listing rUle promulgated on Nov~m6er 2, i990
required sludge removal and ,co.nvert impoundments to non-hazaidous
~erviceunder closure provisions of40 CFR 265,.113.d":e.

. The 1;'Jational Emission Standard for Benzene W~te Operations (BWON)
promulgated on January ~7, 1993,. resulted in the segregation and '

, treatment ofbenzene con~ning ~a;stewater. In'the process '
complying with the BWON, most other org~c constituents such as '

'. toluene arid xylene'were also controlled in the wastewater '".
'stripping prior to entering a ~urfa.Ce hnpoundment.
The SOCMI HON'rilIe,promulgated on February 28,1994 has reduced
hazardous air pollutantS from wastewater, and other sources at the '
petrochemical plant. -, ,
The RFG rule, promulgated on December.l4, 1993, require$ .
refmeries to reduce the benzene content in gasoline: This c~ge
in gasoline also results in the'reduction oferirission ofbenzene at
refineries. in,addition,.the gasoline distribution MACT~'
rule, promulgated o~ July 28, 1995', reduces the emissions of'
benzene and other air toxies from ,the refinery: Both of these"

,) _..' ' "

. !
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. 'RESPONSE ,
In the August,22, 1995 Phase IV propoSal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that'
underlying hazardous·constituents in decharaCteri~d wastes were not released to the '
environment,via leaks, sludges, and air emissions fromsurjace i~poundments in. systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act,or'Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a.hazard~us characteristic ofignitability, corrosivlty,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no, longer characteristic).. On March 16, 1996, the"
Preside'nt signed the Lan~' Disposal Program FlexibIlity Act of 1996,_which provides that the '
wastes in'qu~stion are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardpus. As
a result, on AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment 'standards for theSe wastes (61 FR .5660).'

, Today's Phase.IV fmal rule will not promulgate 'provisions for m~ging leflks, sludg~s, and air:,
emissions from surfac'e impoundments (EPA proposed optiolll> on August 22, 1995.(60 FR '

~ ;. . ~~

-- "
, ,

,I

~lemak.ingshave significantly lowered'the'existing
,baseline emissions ofair toxics from the refinery. The new air
toxic emission~aseline hasb~en reduced to a level that any
additional r~gulation of air toxics as prop<?sed by' EPA in Options 2
and 3 cannot be justified as being cost effective.,
The'scope ofPhase IV rulemaking should not include any additional
requirements for' surface, impoundments or underground injection
~~ , '

Stormwater impoundments 'are very low risk and additional controls
proposed under this rulemaking cannot be justified as being'

,cost-effective. " ",
,Treatrrlent impoundments managing non-hazargous wastewaters are
r:ecognized in the Third opinion as integral CWA units. I,

. Storm water impoundmentS are important equalizers that are ' '
re'quired to maintain the efficacy ofbiological trei1tment systems'
and' ensure that the refinery is in compliance with cWit. perm~ts: '
Stormwater impoUndments also provide surge protection for
wastewater treatment.plants and thus prevent the rapid flushjng of
,biomass from the wastewater treatment plant. As an integral part of
,the CWA treatment, system, stormw~ter impo,undments should not be

regulated as RCRA units.: ,
The managemen~ strategy for a'stormwater'impoundment requires it
to be empty whenever possible so that it can ~eceive stonnwater. ,
Therefore, the residence tinie ofUnderlying Hazardous Constituents
(UHCs) is low and the water driving force (head) is also low.

" Further decharacterized process wastewater constitutes only a :
fraction 9fthe total ston:IJ.water and is predominantly non-oily.
1J1ese factors limit the possibility ofUHCs migrating out of~e '
stormwater impoundment. , . '
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43655-43677».', Furthennoret the treatment s~dards for TC metal wastes in'today"s nile do not' ,
apply to TC metal waStes if the ,characteristic, is r~moved and the ~astes are subsequently tx:eated.
in a unit that is'regulatedby the Clean Water Act .or: for Undergro~d injection wells, -the Safe
_Drinking y.;ater ,Act. ," '

Ho~evert 'the Land Disposal FlexibtIity Act does mandate' EPA to Undertake a 5-:-year study to
determine any p~tt:ntial risks'posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these ,
sUrface impo~dme'nts. The findings of-this study, begun by the Agency i~ April, 1996, .may
result i!1 proposed regulations'for the,se units, ifrisks a:r:e in faet,fOlmd that ~ould warran,t such
'regulat~on." I I .'

"
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OCN .·PH4POS4
"C9MMENTER Total Petroleum
RESPONDER SS'
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 054

'COMMENT
Advanced biological treatmex:tt (ABn should be design~t~d as Best
'OemonstratedAvailable Technology (BACn f9r wasiewaterand
wastewater sludges from refineries and co-located petrochemical, .

. plants; ,;,' ,
The combination ofABTs and downstream geological impoundments
provides long residence times ofwastewater in treatment units,;
low cost, ease of operatio~,and a cost effective approach ~o

.maintaining compliance wiPI the CWA permits~ .
.AB! is a proven cost effective technology that meets the Univer~al

~eatment Standards(UTS) and minimizes analy.tjcal difficulties and
" monitoring burdens. ,
,The CWA pennitS at refineries and petrochemical plants using ABI
~e protective ofhuman health and the enviroiunent

~,

. RESPONSE:" " , ,
As explained by the Agency in the preamble to-the LOR Phase III final rule, oiotreatment
systems vary in perfonnance both ingeneral and as to specific constituents. -The Agency
therefore is reluctant.to designateABT as BDAT. The Ag~ncy has data related to the '
perfonnance of ABT from only 10 facilities. The main reason for establishing ABT as BOAT
that was provided by commenters to the Agency, during the' development of the final, Phase III

. rulemaking, w~ ~e elimination of the compliance monitoring burd~n,., Th~ Agency, does not,
bel.ieve that reducing monitoring bur.den is an adequate justification for creating a new
'technology-specific treatment standard. However, EPA did decide, in promulgating'the LDR
PhaSe III fmal rule, to reduce the momtoring requirements for decharacterized wastes that are,

'managedhl a wastewater treatment system involving ABT: These wastes must be monitored
annually to ensure compliance with the treatment ~t8ndards for underlying hazardous
constituents.

.\
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DCN " PH4P055
COMMENTER' ~erican Industrial 'He~(th
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM; 055
COMMENT '\ ~ ,

, For evaluation of risks from 'transfer of constituents to air, EPA
relied on ~e g~nenc risk estimate for VOCs derived iQ the Subpart

, ' C¢ ris~ assessment for air emissions. The Subpart CC Rule,is'
, currently under litigat~on tO'resolve critical issues including

, : the appropriateness ofthe 100ppm VOC trigger level. ,There are
, ' .subs4U1tial' concerns about this earlier risk assessment, ~d EPA
" should at least consider usi~g chemical-specific emission rates as

recommend,ed by Gradient Corporation instead ofthe gel1,eric risk
"estiinatefor ~deritifi,ed vots, particularly iri'ligh~ of th~ "
, fact that there are numerous differences betWe~n the makeup of

, : VOCs evaluated in the CC rule and those treated in surface
, impoundments. ' ,

.'

, .I

. ~RESPON~E ,
" In the August 22, 1995 Phase.IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that' ,

_ wigerlying hazardous constitUents in,decharacterized wastes'were 110t released to the' "
.., " e~vironment via leaks,'sludges, and air emissions' frpmsurface impoundriients in'systems

r~gulated by the Clean Water Act orSare Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
" .waste's are wastes which initially ,eXhibited a hazardous,characteristic of ignitability, cOI:rosivity,

, , reactivity, or toxicity when generated'but are no longer characteristic>,. On March 16, 1996, the
President signe,d the Land 'Disposal Prognim Flexibility Act of 1996~ which proyides that the
wastes in question are no longerprohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As 'f

. a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatme~t standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).'
Today's Phase' IVf~ role wil,l not'promulgate prOVisions for'managing leaks, sludges, and air '
,emissions'from surface impPUndments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677»; .Furthermore, the tre~tment standards for Temetal ~astes in today's rule do not
apply to TC m~tal wastes'if-the characteristic i,s removed and the wastes are subsequently treated _
in a wiit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe, '
Drinkfug Water Act. ' '

However, the Land Disposal FleXibilitY Act does mandate EPA to Wld~rtakea 5-year study to
determine any poteI],tial risks posed by crQss-media transfer ofhaZardous ~o,~tituents from .these
surface impoundments. The fmdings Qfthis study, begun by the Agency i;n April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations fC?r $eseunlts, if risks are in fact fOWld that would warrant such
regulation. . , , ," .', , . .' " :' .',,' ,
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, DeN' PH4P055 ,
COM~1ENTER American Industrial Heafth, .
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT 'EQUV

,SUaJNUM 055'
COMMENT

In'gene~al, AlHC supports ~e Agency's' use of a risk-based
approach to ~valuate chemical releases associated with the' , "
treatment and disposal ofnon-h~douswaste from "
surf~ce impoundments. However, we have significant concerns with
the nature in which a number of technical issu~s were evaluated, as
illustrated'inGradient Corporation's report-Overall, we support

,Gradient CQrporation's'technical comments and, in this letter,'
highlight some of the issues which are ofparticular iInportance to "
AIHC.
The mission ofAIHC is 'to promote the sound use of scient~fic .
p'rinciples and procedures in public policy for the assessment and

'.. regul~tion ofrisks associated with human health effects
'. and ecological effects.. Although'AI;HC does not act as an advocate

for any 'product or substance, its generic positions directly affect
the scope.and,. impact'of individual regulatory decisions. .
AIHC is a broad-based association that representS a diverse

. coalition of-companies and trade associations, including .
manufacturers ofconsumer products, pharmaceuticals, petroleum,
paper, chemicals, motor .vehicles, foods and beverages, high . '
technology, and aerospace'products. Many ofthe Council's members
curient1y~use impoundnients for treatment.ofnon-characteristic '
wastes. Further,- AIHC has a signitl.cant interest in the 'proposed
rule due to the reliance upon arisk-based approach to regulatory
decision-niaking. Overall, AIHC is concerned that the development

. of regUlatory options farland· disposal as it stands today is not
based upon'sound science and that the options do not provjde
sufficient regulatory ,flexibility to take into account new or
sit~,:,specific information and data.

. RESPONSE: _,
-In the August 22;, .1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discusse~ three options for e~uring that
.Underlying haZardous constituents in 4ecliaracterized wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air eMissions fr~m surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized

, wastes are wastes which initiaily e~bited a hazardous characteristic of igniuibility, corrosivity,.
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16,- 1996, ~e "
'President signed the Land DispO~at.Program Flexibility Act of 199q,.:which provides' that the
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wastes- in question ate no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on.Aj>I118, 199(5; EPA wit,hdrew itstreaunent standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase rv. final rule will n~t promulgate provisions for m~aging leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface i~pouPdments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1'995 (60 FR' . "
4365?-43677)). furthennore, the t~eatmept standards for TC metal wastes in today'srule do not
apply to TC metal wastes' if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in aUnit that is regulated·by the Clean' Water Act or, [or underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. '\ . I . .. '.

However, the Land Disposal FlexibilitY. Act does m~date EPA to ~dertake a 5-year study to .
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from 'these
swface impoWldments.-The findings dfthis'study,begWl by ~he Agency in April, 1996, may. .
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant su~h
regulation.
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DCN '. PH4P055
COMMENTER Ainerican Industrial Health
RESPONDER SS,
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNuM 055
COMMENT, . ,

We commend the Agency for using two ~iffere.nt values for the
dilution attenuatio,n factor (DAF) in char~cterizirig the risk via
the groundwater pathway: one to est~mate high-end risks and
the other to estimate average risks. However, the Agency has
selected a point estimate for a'high-end DAF which is greater than
the 95th percentile previo~ly identified in the Toxicity
Characteristic Rule. The. Agency provides no rationale as to why
that point estimate 'was selected ra~er than the high-end DAF. more
re~ent1y supported'by the Agency.' In addition to changing the .
high-end DAF, we urge the Agency to consider a range ofvalues "
mther than the two point estimates.. . .

\ .

RESPONSE: .,
The commenter'sissue regarding th~ dilution attenuation factor (DAF) used by the Agency in
characterizing the risks from releaSes ofdecharacterized wast~s from surface impoundments to
ground watez: has,been rendered moot by subsequent legislation and rulemakings..

However, the 'Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
de,termine any 'potential risks posed by cross-media mmsfeJ; ofhazardous constituents from these
'surface impoundments. The'fmdings ofthis 'study, be;gun by the Agency in April, 1996, may '. .
result.in proposed regulati()n~ for these units~·ifrisks are in fact found ~at would wairant such

,

In the AugUst 22, 1995 Phase: IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constifuents.in decharacterized wastes, were'not released to the'
environment via leaks, sludges, and ail emissions from ~Urfa~e impoundments in systems

.\. i , •

; reglilated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). DecharacterizeQ
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when ,generated but are no'longer characteristic). On Mareh 16, 1996, the

. • J ' •

President signed.the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provi~es that the
. wastes il?- question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhaZardous. As

a r~su1t, onApril 8, 1996~ EPA withdrew its treatment standar~s for these waSt~s!(61 FR 15660)~
Today's Phase IV fmal rule will not 'promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoUl?-dments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677). ,Furthennore, the treatnient ~tandards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
iit a' unit dult is regulated by ~e Clean Water,Act Of, for undergroUnd injection wells, the,Safe
Drinking Water Act. .

. , I,
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DCN PH4P056
COMMENTER. Westinghouse
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT ' EQUv . . '.
SUBJNUM 056'

,COMMENT " '
1. Due to ,inconsistencies between'the preamble language and the

'regulatory language, his.unclear whether the Phase III and IV LDR
proposals apply only, to CWA and CWA-equivalent systems that includ~

surface impoundments or to all types ofCWA and C,WA equivalent
systems. We expressed this con~em in our comments on the Phase~"

III proposal andA remains with the Phase, IV proposal.
;2. EPA 'should take into consideration that the, impacts oftlie
proposed Phase III rule could not be considered when reviewing
Phase IV, since Phase III has not yet been finalized. Under option
I, EPA would rely solely on existing and future state and Federal

. regulatory programs, other than the LI?R program, to control' ,
.~ross-media transfers ofuntreated hazardous constituents .
associated with CWA surfa~e impoundments managing decharacterized
.wastes. To satisfy the criteria setJorth in Chemical WaSte

. I '

Management vs. EPA, that a,d~monstration be made ofequivalent
treatment between CWA surface !mpoundments and conventional RCRA
treatment systems, the EPA propOsed. to rely on a demonstration of
compliance with the final end-of-pipe LDRstandards. This has' '
a bealing on the sel~ctio1,1 of option 1 since the, end-~f pipe LDR
standards have not been finalized yet. ,
The 'application of40 CFR Part 264 Subpart,CC air emission "
requirements to surface impoundmen~ in Clean Water Act, Clean
Water Act-equivalent, or nonhazardous wastewater treatment systems
that accept decharacterized wastes should not be required. the " .
~pplication ofthese reqwrements to surface irnpoundInents de~cribed
in option 2 is ~ot·in aliiP,lIllent with th~ congressional directive' .
which provided the regulatory authority for the development of ,
S,ubpart ce, ~or does it appear to be consistent with the EPA's

,intention to develop Phase III implementation 'ofthis directive as
discussed in 56 FR 33490. These statements are based on
the following:', .
The promulgation of 264 and 265 Subpart CC imple~ented

congressional directive in Section 3004(n) of RCRA, which directed
EP}\ to "...promulgate regulati9ns for the monitoring and control of
air emissions from h~dous waste treatment, storage, and disposal "
f~cili~es, including but not limited to open tanks,
surface iz.npoundrnents, and landfills, as may be necessary to protect
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human health and the environment." The standards were propQsed and.
, "ultiIp.ately promuigated under Subpart CC of 264 and 265 during PhaSe
.Ii of the EPA effort to implement this statutory directive. The' '
standards established nationwide regulations for the monitoring and

, control o{air emissions from ~ertairi ~aste management units
at treatment, storage, and disposal f!icilities (TSDFs) subject to
RCRA subtitle C permitting r~quirements. Phase II in Subpart CC
specifically excludes surface impoundments as described in'option
2. '. ',' , ,

· According to 56 FR 33490~ the-EPA planned to address residual :risk,
after promulgation of the Phase I included in2~4 and 265 Subparts. '
Af.., BB, and Phase II included in 264 and 265 Subpart CC. ,The EPA
discussed plans to investigate additional cancer risk reduction
approaches beyond those considered in selecting the, basis o( the
standards in Subpart CC as' part of the third phase of the .. ,
EPA's program to develop hazardous waste TSDF air emission "
standards. "If it was determined ,that a need,for additional risk
reduction was needed, the EPA was to'provide additional hUman
health and' environrn:ental protection by developing a nationwide

, standard tha~ would reduce the emission of the specific
toxic constituents ofconcem~ The EPA also intended to update and
'improve the database used for analyzing the human health and
environmental impacts resulting from TSDFair emissions. It does

, not appear ~e F;PA has investigated residual risks nor'the ne~d for'
.their, reduct~on. It is not clear this da~base has been up~ated as
recognized necessary by, the EPA in 56 FR 33490. Until these
issues are addressed, further application of these air emi~sion '

· 'standards to waste in ,surface impoundments should "not be
'promulgated., '.. ,
Comment #21t is not clear where in the CFR the air emissions ,
requirements for surface impoundments disc~sed,in option 2 would"

· be placed. It appearS the requirements' would no~ be 'placed in '
40CFR 264 ~d 265 Subpart GC be~ause these types of sulface
impQundmen~sare speci~callyexclud~d. ,However, it does not s~em
appropriate to duplicate. these requirements in .another portion of "
the CFRbecause this would lead"to inconsistencies when.revisions
are made to Subpart ce. Ifoption 2 is selected, consideration
should be given ~o expanding the applicability ofSubpart CC or
simply r~ferencing the requirements of Subpart CC to'avoid as
many inconsistencies as possible.' .

Coniment #3 '.1

A public comment period for the promulgated regulatQry language in. . ".
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~64 and 265 Subpart CC recently closed on October 13, 1995. EPA
in,tends to modify an4 clarify a large portion of the regulatory
language included in these subparts. We recommend these , ". '
mod~fications be completed ·before furth,er action is taken to extend
these air emi.ssion standards to other applications.
C~mment #41f the EPA decides to implement option 2, the proposed
regulatory language. r:el~ted to' air emission standards should be
available for public comment. The regulatory devel~pment :
of Subpart CC 'has presented several problems, most recently
resulting in an oppo~ty to' provide public comments on a rule
that has already been promulgated..Co~entson the
gen~ral approach of option i are insufficient in providing input to
the' regulatory language development of ~ese air emission
standards. . ...
Comment #5 . ,
Several types ofwaste management units are not applicable to the .'

. requirements'included i~ 264 and 265 Subpart ce. These are
specified in 264.1080(b) and 265. 1080(b}. These types of-units, as
,summarized bel,?w, should also not be subject to the air emissions
requirements discussed iIi option 2:.1 units that do not accept waste

. after the effective date of the final Iule.. a surface impoundment'
in which waste is no longer being added except to' implement
an approved closure plan- a unit used solely for on-site .
treatment or storage ofwaste that is generated as the result of
implerp.entation of remedial activities ,; ,
- , a unit that is used solely' for the managetpent ofradioactive
nUxed waste in accordance with all applicable regul~tions Under the
authority. of the Atomic, Energy Act and the Nuclear W~te Policy Act '
In addition, surface impow;lCiments are exempt from the requirement
of264 and 26SSubpart.CCifth~yareused for biological treatment

,.ofwaste (264.1085 and 2~5.'1086). This exemption should also ~
,included for surface impoundments described in option 2.' .
'Recommendation A: Clarify the ·R~gll.Iation'sintent to Apply Only
to Surface ImpOundments and Injection Wells,

·Clarify,the langUage 'proposed for codification in 40 CFR 0

268.39(b) to clearly state that disposai of characteristic wastes' .
only into surface impoundments or injection wells are .
the prohibited activities (60 FR.11742): The background' of this

· rulemaking as discussed in :the preilIIlble distinctly and 'continuoUsly
· refers to surface impoundments and injection wells. Further, the
emphasis on disposal in surface impo~dmeritscontained 41 LDR III
is succinctly referenced in the summ&-y to Phase IV LDR which
states that. "~PA's recently proposed Phase III LOR rule...addreSsed

, • I '. . ',.
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wast,ewater discharges involving characteristic ,wastes that are"
'deactivated through dilution and treateq in surface impoundmeqts,"
[60 FR43655 (emphasis added)]. The Saltstone Processing an,d'
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Disposal Facilities operate under both Industrial Wastewater
Treatm~nt Facility permit requirements and I~dustrial Solid Waste' ,

'Disposal permit requirements. The,proposed·~68.)9(b)provisions ' .
-can be interPreted to indicate a broader applicability than that 
intended by EPA; ,resulting iIi the Saltstone facilities possi~ly.

," being construec;laS,a,zero discharge facili~ engaging in Clean
Water Act-equivalent treatment. 'In the Phase iv preamblet EPA is ,

, mostly concerned with,surface imppundments whose emissions to the'
air and groundwater 'are not controlled. The waste tre~ted in the :
Saltstone facilities are produced during the pretreatment step
to ~eat high level waste by vitrificati(;m, which is the specified
technology. If prpcess changes were requirec;l to comply with ~is

, proposed rule, delays to the high level waste treatment
program would undoubtedly restilt, with~ut a commensurate'
environmental benefit. . - '_

, Recommendation B: TSD Facilities Are Not Subject to Adcii~ional
Requirements '_ I . _ '- '

-The SRS is managed as,a RCRA TSOF under a site-wide permit. Under
RCRA and its associated regulations, all so~id waste management
pnits located at the site are subje,ct to ReRA CORRECTIVE action '
requiremen~. These controls have been recognized by E'pA_as a '
proposal in option 1 to be sufficient so as tQ,exclude TSDFs from

_th~ appl~cability qfcertain port~onsof~ephase-IV LDR '
regulations (see 60 FR43~61). IfEPA is unable to clarify the

. proposal as noted in (A) above,-tlien Westinghouse supportS the
adoption ofoption 1 including the provision'to exclude TSD
.facilities from certai~ provisions 'of the Phase IV LDR rule.
Recommendation C: Def~r Management Standards to Existing State
Pennit Progfams - ' .
-The Saltstone Processing and Disposal Facility operates under both
Industrial Wastewater treatment Facility permit-and Industrial .'
Solid Waste Dispo'sal Facility permitrequirements issued by the .

, SCDHEC. State wastewater treatment operat~g standards, in this
case comparable to the RCRA Subtitle C (Hazardous Waste Management).
and Subtitle 0 (State S9lid Waste Plan)requirements, should be '
c.onsidered by the EPA in detennining whether acceptable-
and ertforce~blecontrols have'~eri implemented by the state which' .
would satisfactorily~ize short and long tenn threats to hUman
heal~ and the environment. At Saltstone, such' .
enforceable contro~s_'are in place as required under the South 
Carolina peITIJits. To?clCity (::haractenstic Leaching Procedure
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. ,".(TeL:?) analyses are mandated periodic8J.ly to ins.ur~ "thai ~o·
hazardous waste is placed into the conc,rete vllu1ts. EqUally
important, the S~te requires that groundwa~er monitoring wells be
installed around the disposal vaults. This monitoring is
routinely perfonT)ed to identify potential releases from the vaults.

'Therefore, based on the State's permit conditions'aione, the
Saltstone facilit~es routinely demonstrate compliance with·, .
requirements that are equivalent to (although.potentially different
from) both LOR Phase III,and Phase IV management standards.' EPA
recognizes that compliance with the LOR regulations can be " , / .'

o achieved through adoption ofgroundwater.monitoring;qetection, and,' .
correction mechaiusms associated with impoun~ents. Therefore,
facilities such as those at Saltstone which have management .",
'standards in place as mandated by.other permits or permitting
authorities.c.ould continue to, use impoundments (or CWA-equivalent
treatment systems) to. manage .decharacterized.Wastewaters(See 69 FR
43666)..

. .~

0"

- ' .

. .

"e

i.

RESPONSE , .
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV pr~~sal, 'EPA discussed thr~e options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized waste;s were not released' to the", 0 •

environment.via leaks; sludges, and air emissions frOlp sUrface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (6q FR 43655). Decharactenz~d
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characterist~c,of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are ~o longer characteristic). On March 16,1996. the '
President signed the pmd Disposal PrograniFlexibility Act of 1996, which provides ~at the
wastes in questionare no longer prohibited from land dispOsal once rendered nonhazardous. :As
a result, on Apri.l 8, 1996, EPA Withcfrew-its treatment standards for thes~ wastes (61.FR'15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on AugUst 22, 1995 (60 FR

" 43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standard~ for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
.:applY,to TC met8.l wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes ~e subs~quently treated
, in a Unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe .
Drinking W~tei Act." .. .

. ,

However, thet~qDisposal FlexibiHty.Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
. determine any potential risks posed by cross-media trarisfer ofh~dous.constituents from these'

surface iinpotindments~ The findings ofthis study, begun by the Agency. in April, 1996, may .
result in proposed regulations for. these units, ifrisk.S are in fact ,found that .wo~d ~arrant such :
regulation. " . , ,

:e
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RESPONSE ,
In the AuguSt 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA ~iscussed three options for ensuring that ' , ,
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized,wastes were not released,to the .
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions ~om surface im~undm~nts in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). 'Decbaracterized '

,.wastes are wastes which'initially exhibited a hazardous'characteristic of ignitabiIity, 'corrosivity;
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer,characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the

, ,President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wasteS in'question are no longer prohibited fro~ land dispo~ once rendered nonhaZardous-. As,

(, ,.

DC:N PH4P057
COMMENTER Richard Andersen

, RESPONDER .. PMC
SU~JECT EQUV

,SUB.JN1lM 057
COMMENT, '

I am writing,today both as a geologist and as a concerned Texan'. .
Th~ preamble .to the. proposed LDR Phase IV rille, vol. 60, No. 162,
ofth~ Federal Register, page 43671, seems to relate Clean Water

. Act surface impoundments in arid areas to'the small arid landfills
,which have special a~commodatioit in the Municipal Solid Waste
Subtitle D rules.: However, 'there are major differences whjch, '.
preclude applying the MSW small arid landfill provisions to .
surface impo~dmentS." ,
'I) "The arid provision in Msw rules uses'the rationale that,
because of low raiiifall, the landfill won't contain significant
quantjtie~offree'liquid. However; a s¢ace imp9Wl4ment no~ally

"does cqntain liquid under a hydraulic head. An arid. climate
is irrelevant for a surface impoundment.
2) The Phase IV preamble spoke of arid regions where groWld"
water is deep, and where a considerable rel,ease woUld occur before
contamination \yould reach ground water. However, some arid areas in
Texas have shallow ground water, and even desert springs. Other
Texas localities with deep ground water have karst conditions
where a leaking ,surface impoundment could contaminate ground water '
very quickly. While I support EPA's efforts to allow alternative
Iho~toringwhere conventional systems will not. work well, the rule
for ~urface impoundments-should be bas~d on site-specific'" .
~eohy~ology, rather: than on ,a ,blanket provision for low rainfall
~as. ' , :
3) 'The MSW,small arid ,landfill provision also is based on
transportation, economic, and,population density issues 'which donlt

J -

apply to surface impoundments. ,
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.e a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment .standard~ for the~e wastes '(61 FR 15660)~

..Today's phase IV'finalrule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sl.udges, and air .
emissions from sUrface impo.undments (EPA proposed options on' August 22, 1995 (60. FR .
43655-43677».' Furthermore, the treatment standards for Ie metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the was~es'are subsequently treated.
in a unit that is regulated by the Cle~ Water A(.':t or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. .. ' ",

H~wever, the Land DisposarFI~xibility A~t does mandate EPA to' Undertake as-year snidy,to'
determine any potential risk~posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these
surface impoundniet:lts. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency iIi· April, 1996, may
result in proposed .regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such

. regulation; , :
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"losses from nonnal material handling operations (e.g. spills from
the Unloading or transfer of materials

l
from bins or other

containers, .leaks. from pipes, valves or other, devices 'used
.totransfer materials); minor leaks ofproces$'equipment, storage
tanks or containers; leaks from well-maintained pump packings and
seals; sample purgings; and relief device discharges;, discharges
from safetY showers and rinsing and cleaning of personal safety
equipm~nt; rlnsate trom 'empty containers.or from containers that'
are rendered empty by that rinsing; and laboratory wastes not '
~xceediIig one per cent of the flow ofwastewater into th,e
f~ility's headworks on an annual basis." \

. An example ofwhy this' de minimis exemption is important is "
illustrated by one ofECA;s plastics plants. This facility has
three surface impoundments in ,a CWA system that receive streams
such as cooling water, clean 'condensates. and stormwater. Because'

. of the natUre ofthese streams, there is nO. need for ~iological' '
trea1m~nt. Current facilities allow for'the capture ofany residual
plastic pellets that may be discharged and provide 'hold-up time .
prior to discharge, (which would allQw for hydIocarbon recovery:in

'case ofa spill). Within the process there is a ste~ that is 30%
, methanol and 70% water. ,Any drop from ~s stream would, at the,· "
point just before it enters the wastewater system, be aDOO1
stream and would exceed 10 times UTS for methanc;>~ ev~nthough it.

DCN PH4PQ59
COMMENTER .Exxon Chemicals Americas
RESPONDER· MC '.
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 059·.
COMMENT

4. De Minimis Exempti9ns: ECA Recommends Modifications to the De
.Minimis Exemption Proposed for Wastewaters in CWA Systems
To avoid requiring f~cilities to develop extensive procedures and -\.
imple~entcapital investments that are not warranted' by the low
risks being addressed by 'the proposeq LDR Phase III and IV rules,
·J;:PA should ensure that de.minimis provisions are
adequately defined. The first step EPA should take is to ensure, . .
that the.provision on 'de minimis losses ofcharacteristic wastes to
waste~aters'which was included in the proposed LPR Phase III rule '
is'maintained (60 FR 11740; 268:1(e)(4)(1». Jhis prqvisiQn ' .
indicates that these de minirms losses are not subjectto any
provision of part 268. The provision referenced is for de minimis
losses ofcharacteristic wastes to wastewaters that ate defined,

•
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~as just a·drop. There is alway~ the potential that a.pump leak
, cou~d result in som,e drops ofthis material entering the .
, sewe,r system leading to the impoundments. Without the de minimis

clause outlined above, and with-a narrow,point of generation '
definition, it would be possible that the LOR PhaSe IV rule could
trigger exte~sive requirements on the surface impoundments' (which
would presumably be called pre.bio since ~here is no significant
biological treatment) for only a few drop!) ofmateriaL

, . '

In addition to th~ example provided above,. sonie facilities may' ,
have minor streams, either continuous or intermittent, that do riot., I

meet the definition of de mini~is .losses indicated ~bov:e. Again, to
avoid triggering extensive requirements for low risk facilities, "
EPA should adc;l a second de minimis exemption for characteristic .
wastes.' This exemption should be based on the condition that the,
total v~lume of the characteristic waste sent to the CWA system is
less than 1%.of the total flow l1t the headworks of the wastewater'
slJ!face impoundment. There 'should be no condition that underlying
hazardous constituents (UHC)not exceed 10 times UTS, since the

'total volume of the' streams is so small and,',the effort to quantify,
UHC fOf smail streams can be a substantial burden. In addition to .
the _sampling and analYtical costs, the cost of establishing "
, . . ..
sampling points in hard-piped systems can be very expensive. 11,lese
costs, in addition to, the costs associated with any. additional
treatment or surface impoundment 'modifications :that might be
required, would be disproportionate to any potential environmenuil .
benefit that could b~ ~chieved. It is important that EPA' "
maintain focus on significant risk areas, versuS overly regUlating
low/n9 risk cases, where costs far exceed 'any slight benefit. ' ,

. RESPONSE

. \

. 'i .

... '"

, ,

. \

·.e·.

" The Agency is re~mng the de minimis ex~mptionp~eviouSlypromulgated at 40 CFR .
'268.1(e)(4). In the AugUst 22, 1'995 Phase IY proposal, EPA discuSsed three options for ensuring,
',that rin~erlying hazardous copstituerits in dec~ara:cteriZed,was~es were 'not released to the
environment via leaks, '~ludges, and air emissions, from surface impoundments in systems

- regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR'43655). Decharacterized
..wastes are wastes.which initially exhibited a hazardous charaCteristic ofignitability,"corrosivity,
:reactivitY, or toxicity when generated'but are no loriger characteristic). On March 16, 1996,th.e
, President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act pf-1996, which provides that the .
wastes in question are no longer prohibited fro~ land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As,
a res~lt, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these\~asies (61 FR 15660).. . \' , , .

,Today's PhaSe IV final rule will not promulgate provision's for managing leaks, sludges~ and air
emissions from surfa~e impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, i 995 (60 FR. . . . . . . ..,.....
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43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today"s' rule do not' , -e,
,apply'to TC metal wastes if the characteristic'is removed and.the wastes are' subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water A.ct or, for undergroUnd i~jection w~lls, the Safe'
Drinking Water Act:

,\
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D.cN PH4P059 "
C.oMMENTER . Exxon Chemicals Americas .
RESPONDER' .PMC ~

SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM .059

.,

COMMENT .
.1. ~CA reCOlTlxn..ends EPA select Option 1 in the Phase IV
rulerriaking. In addition, this letter includes comments appiicable' .-

, to Opti.ons 2 and 3 sho'uld EPA decide to further'refine and progress'
the.s.e options. '" . ' ,

" 2:' EPA shoul~ giant a generafapplicability exempt~on for Wet
Weather Flow Impound.rjlents " ..
4. EtA recommends modificati9ns to the de minimis exemptioJ:l'
proposed for wastewaters in CWA systems' ,
Selec~ion of Option.l would rely 'on a~hievement" of Clean Water Act '
(CWA) permit requirements and Uni'versal Treatment Standards (UTS)

.at the point of discharge from a CWA treatmept syst~m to constitute
treatment equivalent to RCRA LDR requirements; This is a,defensible '
option baseq on the decision in Chemical Waste M~agementv. EPA,

i 976 F.2d(O;C. Cir. 199i), and EPA!s docume~ted statements that
;'the risks addressed by this rule(from the LDR PhilSe III p~eamble '
and by extension to LOR Phase IV) ...are very small relative to the'
nSks presented:by other'environmental conditions or situations."

, .The CMA'comment letter provides more detail on this issue.' Summary ,
.. comments include: . .' , ~.,

, When R;CRA was enacted in 1976 Congress explicitly excluded from
regulation under RcRA iildustrial discharges subject 'to permits
under the 'CWA to avoid duplicati~nand to recognize the lead role
.0f~eCWA in regulating discharges to sUrface ·waters., ,
EPAis:proposedPhase'III approach, setting trea~en"StandardSat
the discharge point ofthe CWA treatment systeql; 'represents .

'. accommodation ofthe RCRA LOR ~~rementsto thepre-existing CWA
. program. This approach must preserve the integrity of c.;,WA .
..treatment ·systems.while addressing .the RCRALOR program. .

/ . The' propOsed Phase IV rule tuns contrary to Congress' iqtentions
, in structurlng Subtitles C and D 0 because two ofthe options unpose '

technical ,requirements on Subtitle D units under subtitle C
8utliOrity. While the Chemical W~te Management decision indicated
EPA may have aUthority'in some circumstances to'set LOR treatment
standards fQr characteristic wastes below the characteristic level,
it did not state that EPA has Jurisdiction .to impose' .
techni~al requirements on Subtitle D units that are ac~epting no
hazardous wastes. , .
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.There is nothing in the Chem~cal Waste Management decision which ,
, precludes EPA from selecting Option J. In"fact, in the court's ' ,

discussion of CWA systems there is not a single mention ofsludge~, '
leaks, air emissions, or any other movementS of constituents to
the environment, other than what exits the'CWA sys~em at its point
of discharge: 'Proposed Options 2 and 3, go far beyond the Court's
discussion. '
EPA itselfhas indicated publicly ~at it would not oppos~ ReRA,
legislative fixes which would not require the regulations proposed'

-'under the LDR Phase III and IV rules (reversing the Chemical Waste
Management decision). '
EPA is not permitted to select Option 3, which would require
'treatment ofDecharacterized Wastes to vrs staIidards before
placement 'in aCWA surtace impoundment. This woul4 eliminate any
reasoned or appropriate accommodation ofthe CWA in the tDR ,

, program. The Chemical Wasie M~gemenfdecision held that,
accommodation with the CWA is required "to the,maxIDnun extent
practicable'~.The court also ,made it dear that placement '
ofdecharactetized wastes in CWA surface impoundmenf$ prior to
satisfying vrs standards was acceptable and a reasonable' :
'accommodation with CWA. ,
EPA has overstated the risks addressed by the Phase IV proposal.
The data used is very old, often more than 10 years old, and does

, ,not reflect, CUlTent operations. CMA has provided more specific '
informatio~ on this issue " .
CWA systenis 'are currently extensively regUlated by both the CWA

'and numerous Clean Air Act regulations either in effect or under
development. ManyJacilities ,are already subje<::t to MACT (Maximum

, A~hievable'Control Technology) standards and other standards
under vanous Clean Air Act'authority: For example, chemical
manufacturing facilities are often subject to the HON (Hazardous

,Organic National Emi~sion Standards for HazardouS Air pollutants),
the Benzene'NESHAP rule, the O~site WaSte Rec;overy MAC~ standard,
,and/or by the Wastewater New Source, Perforinance Standard. Typically
these regulations result in managing wastewater emissions prior to
treatment jn surface impoundments due tc th~ significant cost'
associated With covering and controlling emissionS from these <

impoUndments, which can be several acres in siz~. EPA's proposal.to
, .' extend the applicability oftile new Subpart CC RCRA air emission

standards to nonha.z8rdoUs waste surface impoundments ,
is inappropriate and notjustifiable; The cUrrent Subpart CC rule
has major deficiel!cies whIch are ~urrently under I:eview,and legal
challenge.
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"2. EPA should'grant a general applicability exemption for'Wet
'Weather Flow Impo~dm.ents

. Many petrochemical/refinery facilities, as well as other large.
industrial complexes, utilize integrated sewer syste~s in ~hich _

, both process wastewaters and storm waters are managed in the same
collection',system. Wet weather flow impoWldments (surface .
impoWldments) are commonly used in integra~ed sewer systems to
temporarily store exces~water durjng' storm. events.:The water'
diverted to these impoundments is'then eitlier transferred to a .
wastewater treatment system at controlled rates or directly

, discharged through a pemlltted sy~tem.
I

ECA recommends that wet weather flow imp~Wldm.ents, which are' a key
" to the efficient operation ofa facility's wastewater management
_ system, be exempt fro~ the LDR Phase IV regulations because of
'their low environmental risk and the 'significant cost of replaCing
andlor' closing the impoundments. ' , '
,Wet weather flow'impoundnients pose an inherently lowenvironme~tal
'risk since:' '. .

Underlying Hazardous Constituents CUHCs).In the wet weather flow
impoWldment influent have the potential to exceed Universal

,Treatment Stanpards (UTS)orily for very short periods oftime. Such
exceedances may occur during the beginning ofa storm. event when
the proportion ofprocess wastewa~er tp stormwater is greatest.
Peak storm event flows ,will ~e primarily stormwater .With the result'
that the flow weighted average copcentration ofUHCs in
the' impoundment influent during a storm event will be significantly
below UTS levels. .'
Wet weather flow impoUndments are generally at minimum levels, so,
,the residence time.ofaftY UHCs,present is short. This further· '

. ~~educes the,potenti81 for leakage tq'groundwater and air emissionS. ,
Wet weather flow impoundments are critical to the efficient

,. operation ofa facility's wastewater management system by providing
, temporary storage capability so that the large amounts of ' .
water managed during a stoflI.l event will not flood the wastewater
treatment system. In a biological treatment system, a hydraulic'
'overload will. reduce orgamc removal. efficiency and cause

- .the exc~edance oftota! suspended solids emuen~ liInits. ' ,
Closing and replaCing wet weather floW,impoUndments would be
prohibitively expensIve. ~t one Exxon facility these ,impoundments
cover more than 25 acres. The; actions necessary would include one

" or more of the following steps: . '. ,
Sigmficantlyenlarge the capacity.of the wastewater transfer'
~ystemgownstream of the point where wet ~eathei~owis_currently
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_diverted to the impoundments and enhirge the treatment system
capaCity to manage peak flows 'that will occ~ only,during sto~

, I

events.
Replace'the impoundments with a tank storage system capable of

, 'managing hu-ge volumes of combined process wastewater and '. .'
stormwater.
Segregate the process wastewater from stormwater. This would be
prohibitively e~perisive due to the size and location (under'
,operating units) of sewer systems in well-established
, industrial complexes. . ,
Based on these points, EPA should grant a general applicability ,
exemption for wet weather Flow Impoundmen~. ". .

I •

~~~~l

In the A~gust 22; 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discUssed three options for'ensuring ~~t
"underlying hazardous 'constituents in decharacterized wastes were not releas~d to, the ,
,enviro~ent via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes ,-".pch'initially exhibited a haZardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,

, reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no .longer characteristic). On March 16, 19~6, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility A~t of 1996, 'which provides ~at the
wastes in qu~stionare no longer.prohibited from land 'disposal once rendered nonhazardous. A~ ~ ,
a result, on Ap~18, 1996, EPA \Yithdrewits treatment standards for ,~ese'w~tes(61 FR.l~660).

,Todafs Phase IV fin_a! rule will not pI:omulgate provisions for managing ,leaks, sludges, and, air
emissions from surface impound.ments,(~PA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
436~5-43677». Furthermore, the treatIrient $tandards f~r TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal.wastes i(the characteristic is removed and the wastes are s~bsequently ~eated ,
in a unit that is regulatec;l,by the Clean Water Act or, ,for underground injection wells, the Safe
I?rinking W~ter Act. ' .

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardouS constitUentS from,these
surface impoundments. The fmdings oftms study, begun by the, Agency in April, 1996, may
result ,in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact' found that would warrant such
regulation. ' . ' " . " ' .
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DCN PH4P059. .
COMMENTER,' E~on Chemicals Americas·
~SPONDElf S~

. SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 059'
COMMENT.

6. ECA recommends that the ,LDR Phase III and IV rules be '
progressed only after integrating comm~nts from both rul~s,

finalizing the Point of Generation definition, providing regulatory ,
, .'text, and integrating the Hazardous Wast~ Identifi~ation

"Rule impacts and timing

I
I.
i

',.

RESPONSE: ,
, 1ii the August 22, ~ 995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discusse4 three options for ensUring that

Underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the .
environment vl~ leaks, sludges, ,and air emissions from surface impoundments 'insystems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe·DrinlQ.ng Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes ~e wastes which initially e":hibited a haZardoUs characteristic:ofignitability, corrosivi~,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but'are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the; Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provIdes that the

. wastes in question are no, longer prohibited froth land disposal once 'rendered nonhazardous..As
a result, on'April 8, 1996, EPA withdreW its treatme~t standards for ~ese wastes (61 FR 15660).
TOday's Phase rv final rule Win not promulgate provisions for managing'leaks, sludges, and,air

" emissions from surface impoun~ents (EPA proposed,oPlions on August 22, 1995 (60 FR'
43655-43677». -'Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes iri, today;s rule do not

'.. . apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed aild the wastes are subsequently treated
'in a unit that is reguiated by the ,Clean Water Act or, for undeI:ground iiljection'wells, $e Safe
Drinking Water.Act. " '.' ,,' , : ' ',i:, ' " "

.,

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does 'mandate EPA to uridert8ke a 5-year study to
detc-mnine any potential risks posed by cross-media tran.sferofhazardous constituents from t,hese
surface impoundments. ' The, fmdings of this study, begun by the Agency fu April, 1996, may' "
.result.in proposed regulationS for these units; if nsks are in fact foUnd thatwould warrant such'
regulation. . ' " " .

Although the Agency cannot predict exactly how. the constituent-specific exit levels for certain
low-risk solid wastes in the ,HWIR final rule will compare with the U;rS levels, the Agency did .

" consider available risk information when making decisions regarding final treatment ,standards in
the tecIulology-based LDR program. During the developme~t'offinal treatment standards,the

'. , Agency examined ~hethei the UTS for some metals may be far more stringent than any .
reason:abl~ minimi~e ~eat level. The initial reas~nlng was that if the Agency found eyidence'
that the f~al HWIR minimize threat level was likely to be much higher than'the proposed,UTS
'for any toxic chanicteristic wastestr:eam, EPA woul~ consider whether t9 rai$e the proposed '

. • I • - .' _ • , •.
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treatment standard prior to finalizing the Phase IV rule. EPA examined the proposed HWIR exit' ,
levels for me toxic meta~ ~astes including in ,the Ph~e IV rulemaIqng. When EPA compare9 the ,e
proposed HWIR exit levels to the VIS for each metal constituent~'the Agency found that the
BDAT-Ievel was, in mostcases,~withinan order of magnitude ofthepr()pos~dH~R exit level.
There were signi~caD:t differences between the proposed HWIR exit level and VTS for two'
metals, _'_ and . As discussed in section __' of the preamble to the Phase IV final
rule•.....[n~ed to complete o~ce preamble language is written] .

"

In 'light of the differences in 'timing betWeen the'HWIR and the Phase IV final"rule~ 'there is too
muc~ ,uncertainty aboui what the final HWIR levels Will, be to incorporate those levels into the
VTS for any.,constituents'. S~ction 3004(m) ofRCRA requires that the' Agency promulgate
treatment standards that specify levels or methods of-treatment that "substantially diminish the,
toxicity of the waste or substantially reduce the likelihood of migration ofhazardous constituents',
'from the waste so that short-,tenn and long-tenn threat~ tn human health and the environment are'
minimized." The proposed HWIR levels have not
yet been established as "minimize,threat" levels. Therefore, EPA is promulgating the Phase IV:
rule arid the HWlRrule in~ependently. EPA Will address 'any differences between th~ VTS and
the HWIR ~xit levels either in the final HWIR nile or once ~th rules are prom~lgated.
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DCN PH4P060
COMMENTER American Dental'Association
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQUV
,SUBJNUM 060'.. . - . ~

'COMMENT, '.' , ,
, In general,. ADA'believes of the three options presented in the .

Notice, the use of exist~ngprogfams is the preferred meanS to ' ,
, address non-hazardous surface irnpo~dments. Such an approach would'

avoid UnnecessaIy costs to impacted parties, which include the many
small businesses and other entities whose wastes are, treated,
at such facilities. ADA also believes that.the proposed regulations
regarding surface impoundment sludge have not been shown to be

, necessary'as a legal and practical matter. In addition, ADA ui'ges
, E,I>A~ in this and ,other regul~tory ~ontexts, to ~nsure that any new

.- trea:ttile~t ~tandards for toxic characteri~tic me~ w~tes account .
, for differences,among specific metal substances, ~d differentiate

appropriately among different metal species.' , ' ' -
As an ini~ial m~tter, ADA's review oftl?-e,proposed regulations
indicates that they would leave unchanged ~e existing special
requirements for, conditionally ex~mpt small quantity generators
(CESQGs) iii 40 C.F.R. 2~1.5. Accordingly, waste from
such generators that is considered ha:zardous would not be' .
implicated 'in ~e proposed sUrfac~ impoundment coniroJs or
treatment standards if the CESQG treats or disposes of its '

-waste through means authorized by 40 C.F.R. S 261;5 but by means
other than a. facility subject' to' the proposed regulations.. ' .

'With respect to the proposed regulations regarding dechatacterize4 '
wastes in surface impoundments, ADA supports the first of the three
regulatory options presented. As'discus~ed in,the Notice~ EPA is

, already equ~pped,with a ~umber ofreg~atorytoolsto address '
potential releases from surface impoundme~ts. Although not stated
in the Notice, these tools include the' 40 C.F.R.,.. Plirt 503 '
regulations regarding biosolids use and Disposal. Use ofexisting-

,fedenll and state programs would avoid needless complication of the' ,
already complex regulatory environment,~egarding wastewater and 
solid waste. Such an approach would help'limit compliance costs for
the many entities (many of them small businesses) whose waste
materials are treated at surface inipO~dments.

ADA's review ,ofthe proposed Option 2 regula~ion indicates that,
wastewater containing only de minimis quantities ofcharacteristic
~aste would be 'exempted under proposed 40 C:F~R. 268.1 (e)(4)(ii).. '"
60 Fed. Reg. 43691. ,However, the exact meaning and scope of this

/

J
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" ~xemption as 'currently drafted i~ n~t clear., ADA requests that
. EPA,cl~fy this language, particularly with regard to flow
r~quirements at'a surface impoundment, and with regard to whether

, I ,

the reference to the 40 C.F.R. 268.48 limits is an additional or
alternative criteria for the'de minimis exemption. '
Eyen aside from'these concerns, ADA notes that.the, Notice includes

, little if any discussion regardihg health or environmental risks '
associated \Yith pre-biological sludge. ADAis particularly .
concerned regarding the'pote,ntial for new sludge regulations to.
result in restrictions or burdens on use of amalgam, even'though
the only data on this issue found no detectable soluble mercury

. when amalgam particulate was subjected to a simu,lated wastewater J

treatment processing. This stUdy was performed under contract . '
with the AP~ and has been ~ubmitted for publication.'AD.".. ~ges EPA,
to fully demonstrate actual ris(cs presented by sludge disposal

. before proceeding With any new reg~lations in this area.

, ' I

. "•

, ,

RESPONSE
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal. EPA discussed three options, for ensuring that
underlying hazard(}usconstituents indecharacteriz~d wastes were ,not rel~ased to'the ~
environment via leaks, sludges~ and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems'
regulaled by the Clean Water Act 'or Safe Drinking Water Act '(60 FR 43655): Decharacterized .
wastes are waStes which initially exhibited al,tazard9us c~cteristic ofignitability. corrosivity.
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic)~ ,On March 16, 1996,. the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the :
wastes in question are no longer prohipited from land ,disposal'onc,e rendered nonhazardous. .As
a result,' on April 8, 1996. EPA Withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today~s Phase IV 'final rule will not prorttulgate provisions foJ' managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22. 1995 (60 FR ,
43(5543677». Furthennore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in t<;lday's rule,do riot
apply to TC metal wastes if the'characteristic is removed and the ~tes are subsequently tre~~ed
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe ,
Drinking ~ater Act.. " ' . . ' -. _ I., ' '~.

" Howev~r, the Lan~ Disposal Flexibility Act doe~mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year stu4y to '
determme, ariy potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous ,constituents from thes~

surface impoundments. The findings of this study, beglin by tbeAgency m,April. 1996. may', .'
,result in proposed regulations for these units. if risks,are in fact found that would warrant such, '
regulation."",'

f '
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DCN . PH4P061
COMMENTER BP Chemical
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQl!V
SUBJNU¥ ..061 ,
COMMENT 3)8P Chemicals believes that the decharacterized wastewaters

mariaged in,CWA surface iinpoWldment's and disposed in UIC wells··',
are very low risk wastes and Urges the Agency to adopt "Option
1",as the ~hase IV:i-ulemaki~g approacp. BP Ch~micalsbelieves'
that the n*s posed by decharacterized waStes and the Wtits
managing these wastes are very low. This,is.especially true for:
the streams manag~d in class 1 WldergroWld injection control

. units where there is virtually no exposure to the Wlderlying
haza;rdous constii.uents in the wastes. In the preamble and'in
testimony before Congress, they Agency has dearly indicated
that they also believe the risks are l~w relativ.e to other more
pressing environmental issues. Furthermore, for the reasons .
stated above in comments l'and 2, BP Chemicals believes the risk.
screening analysis cobducted:t~ support'this rule significantiy
over estimates the potential risks po~ed by these. w~tes. ~ , ,,.
Therefore, we'strongly urge the Agency to adopt "Option 1" as .
the,approach for regulating these units. This option relies on
Phase III to addre$s' decharacterized wastes and defers to other
Agency programs to address potential releases from these,
nonhazardous units. We .believe adeqUate co~trols currently exist "
on th~se units. All of the nonhazardous uni~s ~t BP Chemicals"
sites receiVing potentially decharacterized wastewaters are.
subject to State Su~title D requirements (Ohio and Texas), Clean' .

, " Air Act HON NESHAP and/o~Polymer & Resin Mt\CT Standards, and
RCRA Cortee,tive Action. Existing controls are clearly in-place

. and potentia;11yconfusing duplicative i'ulc=s are not needed. , '

. RESPONSE:
In the August 22, 1995,Phase IV propos~,-EPA discussed t,hree options for ensuring that 
'underlying hazardous constituents in decharaderized wastes were not released to the
envi~o~ent via leaks, sludges, and air emissio~ from surfaqe impoun<4nentS ~n systems "
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water'Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized .
,wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corros~vity, '
reactivity, or toxicity wh~n generated b~t,are no ,longer ~haracteristic). On March J6,1996, the '
President signed the Land Disposal.Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which'provides that the'

o wastes in'question are no longer prohibited froqlland disposal once rendered nonhazar40us. As i

a result, on,April 8, 199p; EPA withdrew its tre~tment standards for these wastes'(61 FR 15660).
Today'sPhase IV final rule will not promulgate ,provisions for managing leaks, sludges, arid air.. '.' . -~.. '.

, ,
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.emissiqns·from .surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 '(60 FR
43655-43677»: Furthennore, the treatment standards fOf TC metal wastes in today's rule do not·.
apply to TC ~etal wastes· if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act 'or, for und~rground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water. Act.. . ' . . .. ..

_ t • . '

However, the Land Disposat'Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year'study to
determine any potential risks posed· by ~ross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these' "
surface impounqments. The findings oftliis ~tudy, begUn by the Agen~y in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant suc~ .
regulation.., . ..

'.
..'
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DCN PH4P061
COMMENTER BP CHEMICAL", , .
RESPONDER· SS '
SUBJECT EQUV 7

-SUBJNUM, 061"
COMMENT 5) Class I VIC wells with approved no migration petitions

should not be required to modify their petitions to acc0l:iDtfor
·the underlying hazardou~ constituents in decharacterized waste
streams. To do' so would createan'unnecessary hurden'on, both the
'reguiatory community and the Agency with' no resulting benefit to. -, -'"

, the health or the environment. 6) EPA should clarify in the
Phase IV rule that Class I injection wells with approved no '
migration exemptions are given aD. exemption for the injection of

" de~haracterized wastes. 7) Addition.of wastli codes to a no'
migration peiition for newly listed waste~ should.~ con?ider~d .
a norisubs~tive r~vision.

, I

RESPONSE: .. . ,_ '
In the AuguSt 22; 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discuSsed three options for ensUring that"
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were nQt released to the

, environment via leaks, sludg¢s, and air emissions from sUrface impoundments in ·systems '
regulated by th~ Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655): Decharacterized
,wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofigniuibility, corrosivity,
~eactivity, or toxIcity when generated .but are no longer characterist~c). On Mc;u-ch 16, 1996, the
Presid.~nt sIgned the Land Oisposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which,'provides that the

. wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardoUs. As
a result, on ApplS,. 1996, E~A withdrew its treatment'standards for,these wastes (61 FR 15660). '
Today's Ph~e IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for, managi~g leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoun~en~ (EPA proPosed options on Augus~ 22, 1995 (60 FR '
43655-43677».. Furthennore;the treatment standards for TC metal wastes ,in today's rule do not
"apply.to TC metal ,wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit th:at is regUlated by the Cle~ Water Act or, for underground injection wells; the Safe
Drinking Wat~ Act.· ., ' - ,.'.. ' , '. " " ," ' .. ',' .

f.Iowever,'the I.:anci'DisposaIFlexibilityAct doe~ mandate'EPA to undertake ~'5-year'studY to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media,transfcrr ofhazardous constituents from these

. surface impoundments. ' The findings of this study, begun by the Agency inAptiI; 1996, may
. r·result in proposed regulations for these units, if,risks are'in fact found that would warrant'such

regulation. . .

, -EPA ,clarifies that, as ~ ~sWt ofwithdiawing the proposed provisions, generat~rs with
decharacterized wastew~tersthat are managed by injection into Class I non-hazardous. injection.
wells do not have to identify Underlying h~dous c~nstifuents.·, .
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The commenter suggested that EP'.f\ s~te that additional ~f waste codes .to a no-migration .....
petition should be considered a non-substantiverevision. This·issue is outsid~ the scope of the •
Phase IV rules. The commenter should contact 'the USEPA Office of Water. ' ,
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'•. ,DeN . PH4P061 .'

'COMMENTER BPCHEMICAL
RESPONDER SS,
SUBJECT EQUV
,SUBJNUM ' 061
COMMENT ,5) Class Iute wells with .approved no migration· petitions

should ~ot be requi~ed ~o modify,their petitions to account for
the underlying '~azardous constituen~ in decharacterized waste .

. 1 . •

" streams. To do so would cre~te an unnecess~ burden on both the,
, 'regulatory community and the Agency with no resulting benefit to
. health or the enyironment. In 199~ EPA and CMA agr~ed to'settle

. a lawsuit regarding land.disposal restriction issues by' signing'
. .a settlement agreement, or Joint Stipulation, whereby ~acilities '.' .. )

." , . .
'. with no migration ~xemptions that do n~! change the waste stream

inje~ted. will not be affected by LDRs which affect
decharacterlzed waste: Thus, not only does EPA have the
authority, but the Agericy has·already committed to allowing

,.
, .

facilities. with no migration exemptions to. be exempt from
. . further ,future regulations~ In the fmal Phase IV rule EPA

.shoul5i clarify the status of Class I VIC wells with no migration
lexemptions because the Joint StipUlation clearly directs that .
EPA IS to allo~: "characteristic wast~s.that cease to exhibit·

e the characteristjc prior to inj~cti<?,n into Class 1..wel~s with
Agency-approv~d no-migrat~on exemp,tions, regardless ofwhether

, the applicable waste codes \for the characteristic are'specified
"in th~ final petition's approval. No further demonstration would

be required for characteristic wastes that are rendered ,
nonhazardous pIjor,to injection absent t1;le intr<?'(ltiction ofa new'·

j constituent no already conSidered in the demonstration."
(emphasiS added) The Phase IV'PrOPo~ will.res.~t in the n~d
for facilities to modify petitions even though the injected .

. waste haS not changed and the waste at the point of.injection is
not charact~ristically hazardous. EPA can prevent confusion and

, IIl;isdirected use ofpublic and private moneys and resources by
...... making it clear in the final ~e that the LDRs are not . I

applicable t~ Class I wells that inject dechamcterized·wastes
and that have obtained no migration exemptions. Approved ,
petitions lt8ve alrea~y ac:tdressed the potential for migration of' ,
hazardow; colisti~ents from the injection zone. A~ a result~ ,
there is no impact ~nhuman health or the environment. nie
ch~geproposed in the applicability oftreatriumt standards to
waste streams alre8dy described in the no .migration petitions .-
does not affect the techni.cal basis for the petition approval.

e - .'
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Thi~ o/pe of situation was contemplated and both the CMAand EPA ,
,agreed that petit~on modifications would not be required. 6) ,
EPA should clarify in the Phase IV rule that ,Class I injection :'
wells wi~ approved nomigt:ation exemptions are given an

, exemption' for the injection of decharacterized wastes. As
, '

discussed abov~, the Joint Stipulation is rather clear in that
LDRs,do not apply to decharacterized wastes injected at
facilities with approved no migration exemptions. The agreement
states, "No further demon~tration would be r~quired for "
characteristic wastes that are rendered nonhazardous prior to
injection absent the introduction of a new conStituent nQt
already considered in the deJ'!ion~tration." We ask that EPA
clarify this exemption in the final rulemaking. 7) Addition of
waste codes to a no niigration petition for newly listed wastes
should be considered a nonsubstantive revision. There may be
times when a facility with,an approved no migration exemption
injects anewly, listed waste or characteri'stic waste that is riot'
decharacterized prior, to ipjection. In this sitUation; although

, , the waste is 'fully characterized in the petition, the new waste .
codes are not. EPA has preferred to have no migration petitions
identify all waste 'codes that apply to the ,waste at the point of
injection; This situati~n is merely a' paperwork change thai does,
not raise new technical 'issues 0t:' require very detailed review. "
The technieaI basis for the petition approval has not cQ,anged.
The Ag'eney ~hould clarify in the final rule that addition of
waste codes to an approved'no migration petition iS,a '
noIi$ubstantive revision. '

"

"

"
•

"

I,

",

RESPONSE:, ,
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardoUs coIistituents in decharactex:ized wastes wer:-e 'not ~leased to the, '
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emi,ssions from surface impoundments in systems ,
regulated by'the Clean Water Act or Safe'Drinking Water'Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited ahazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactiyity, ~r toxiCity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, ~996, the , .
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land dispoSal once rendered nonhazardous. As

, a result~ on April 8, 1996t EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660). '
Today's Phase IV'fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges,and air

'. emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on AuguSt 22, 1995 (60 FR,
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do riot
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is remoyed anq th~ wastes are subsequently treated
ina' Unit"that 'is regulated by the Clean WaterAct or, for underground injection wel1~, ,the Safe

I,

S~2,
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The commenter suggested that EPA state that additional of waste codes to a no~rnigration-
, 'petition shoul~ be considered a non~su~stantiverevision. This issue is outside the scope of the

, • j - • .• ,I

. Phase IV rules.' The commenter should contact the USEPA Office of Water. '. '
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. DeN " " PH4P061 ,
COMMENTER ,BP CHEMICAL
tlliSPONDER MC
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBINUM 061,
COMMENT 3) BP Chemicals,believes that the decti~acterized wastewaters'

managed in r;.viA surface impoundment's and disposed in mc wells
. are very low risk wastes and urg~s the Agency toadopt "Option

1n as the Phase IV rulemaking approach.
RESPONSE ." '

,e,

., ! ..

•
.' .
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In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensUring that 
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the ':"
enviromnent via leaks, sludges, and ai! emis~ions from ~urface impoundments in'systems .
regulated by.the Clean Water Act or Safe prinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized

, wastes are w~es which ip.tially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the "Land Qisposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides' that the
wastes in question are ~o longer prohibited from land. disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, ~>n April 8, 1996, EPA withdr~w its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase.IV finalrtlle will not promUlgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air

'emissions from' surface impoundments (EPA proposed Qptions on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore; the tJ.:eatment staridards for TC metal wastes in, today's rule do not
apply to TC m~~'Wastes if the characteristic is removec;i and the wastes are sUbsequ~tly treated

. in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, foi undergroUnd injection wells, th~ Safe
D:r:inkiilg ~aterAct.' . , ,

-, However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act d~es mandate EPA to imc:iertake a 5.year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross·media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impOundments. The findings ofthis study, begun by, the Agency in April, 1996, ~ay
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
r~gulation.' .' .

, ;



DCN PH4P061
COMMENTER BP CHEMICAL
RESPONDER, MC' "
SUBJECT EQUV'""
SUBJNUM , 061 .
COMMENT ; 8) '~P Chemicals supports the EPA's approach'of exempting

. , 'wa~tewater' impoundment's located at permitt!=d TSDF's froni the
Phase IV management standards.

RESPONSE,' "
In the August '22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that

, underlying haZardous cqns,tituents in,decharacterized wastes were not releas~d to the
environment via leaks, sl~dges, bd air e~issions from sUrface impoundments in systems' "
regulated by the Cle~ Water Act 9r Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 4j,655): Decharacterized

. ') .

wastes are waStes which intially exhibited ~ ha..zardous characteristic ofignitability, C9ITosivity,
"reactivity, or toxicitY when generated but are no longer characteristic). OJ;l March 16, 1996, the
Pr~sident signed the Land Disposal Program FlexibilitY A~t of i996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no ionger prohibited from land disposal once'rendered nonhazardoll,s. As
a result~ on,April 8, 1996, EPA Withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today'sP~ IV fin,al rille will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks,'sludges,and air
emissions,from surface impoundmen~s (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR ,
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatmentstandards for TC metal wastes in today:s nile do npt
apply to TC,metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the'walites are subsequently tre'ated '
.in a unit that is r~gulated by the Ciean Water Actor, for underground injectio'n wells; the Safe'

,) 'Drinking Water Act. ,:" - . ' ,,'
. l " ..

•
, \

. '. \

; "

•

However, the Land Disposal FlexibilitY Act does mandate EPA to undertake a S-year study to ,
determine any potential riskS posed' by cross-media 'transfer ofhazardous constituents from these

" , ,

surface,impoundments~ The fmdings of this study, begim by the Agen~y in April, 1996; may "
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact 'found that would warrant such '
regulation'. ' -. " " .
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In the August 22. 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA dis~ussed three options for ensuring that
, und~lyinghazardous constituents indecharacierized wastes were not released t<;t'the e
'envIronment via leaks, 'sludges, and air emissions from surface impoUJ:ldments in systems ,
regUlated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water A,ct (60,FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes~ wastes, which intially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity whe~ generated but are 'no'longer characteristic).. Oil March 1.6. 1996. the, .

.,President signed ~e Land Disposal Progiam'Flexibility Act of 1996; which provides that the ' ,
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonli~ous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 156(0).
Today's'Phase IV final I:Ule ~ll not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and ail'
emissions from surfaCe impoundments (EPA prop<?sed options on August 22. 1995 (60 FR '
43655-43677)). Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC ~etal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the ch'aracteristic is removed 'and the wastes are subsequently treated
jp. a Unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. ' I , " '

Howe~er, the Land Disposai FlexibilitY Act does m~date EPA to undeitak~ a 5-year study to
determine; 'any potential risks posed by cross~mediatransfer ofhazardoUs 'col1$tituents from these
surface impoundlDents. The fmdings'ofthisstudy, begun by the Agency.in April, 1996, inay
resultin proPosed regulations for these'units. Jf risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation.' , .

, '

DCN- PH4P061
CQMMENTER BP CHEMICAL
RESPONDER' ~C
SUBJECT EQ'VV
SUBJNUM. 061
COMMENT. 8) BP Chemicals supports the. EPA's approach of exempting

wastewater mpoundment's located at permitted TSDF's from-the .
Phase IV management standar~s. As indicated in pre:vious I

commentS, BP C?-emicals urges the Agency to adopt the "option 1" ,
appro~ch to Phase IV rulemaking. Should the Agency. not select'

,Option 1'and instead promq.lgate an "Option r type approach~

than BP Chemicals supports 'the, prpposed exemption for wastewater .
, impoun4ment's located in facilities subject to'RCRA 'Corrective

Action. During the sites RCRA permitting process, ,ali soJid
,waste management units (SWMU's) are subject to unit specific
'evaluatIon, reporting,and potential agency,corrective action
'authority. This process is more than adequaie to ensure any ,
releas~s from these units are being addre'ssed. .

RESPONSE· 't, '
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.: DCN PH4P063
- COMMENTER' Laldlaw.

RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQUV'
SUBJNUM' 063.
COMMENT .',

1.0 Management Standards for Air Emissions
Laidlaw Environmental Services; Inc. (LES) generally supports
EPA's approach ofextending the substantive requirements of Subpart
CCregulationsto surface imp~undments in CWA, CWA-equivalent or'

· nonhazardous wastewater treatment systems that accept wast~s that
have been.decharacterized. We also'believe:that it is reasonable to,

· not require facilit.ies' subject to Clean Air Act (CAA) s~ciards
" ·for hazJ1rdouS air pollutants to be subjectio'controls under this ,

rul~niaking, so long as the applicabie CAA standard has been
'promulgated in final forin, the standard addresses the specific
;underlying hazardous constituent(s) of conceni~"and the s~dard
c<?ntains control requirements at ll:ast as stringenl those propOsed

, in this rulemaking~ .
While we believe that the application 'of the ~ubpart CC
requirements will achieve the'goal of minimizing cross-media.
transfer of pollutants, we are conceme4 over the.manner in which
EPA'is addressing this issue. The technical provisions of the
Subpart CC standard, which is the cornerstone for addressing aU
emissi~n control under Phase; IV, are not only in a ~tate of flux, -

\ . . . .
but are the subject ofanumber 6f legal challenges by induStry and
environmental groups. In'addition, the'Offsite Waste NEStIAPS .
fU:le, which was proposed in Octo'ber 1994 ~d contains provisions
minost identical to Subpart CC, has yet to be fmalized. Add to "
this the fact that the Agency iricluded within the preamble, '
discussion ofvarious "concepts" for implementing the requirements,

, but failed to' in~lude specific regulatory language, and you have
a situatiQn in which the regulated community has ,very lIttle in the
way of "substantive"proposals upon which to' comment. While i~ is

"'recognized that the Agency has been working under specific time '
. constraints, it must allow for adequate pUQlic commen,t on proposed
t:Ules~ It is recommended that once the Subpart CC provisions have
been fully"finalized,'t the Agency,publish a supplc~mental proPosal
~utlining the specific provisions for controlling air. emissionS :
from surfac~ impoundments managing decharacterized waste.

· In developing the air ~mission control requirements for surface,
}mpoundme~ts,.TheAgency must becogni.z8nt of several key issues:,

r~ •

f ..-
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1., Waste Determination Procequres
The discUssion in the preamble to the proposed rule does' not
specify the analytical method to be used to make waste

· determinations, although the reader cap. infer 'that the methodes) of
, choice would'be those required by Subpart CC. The preample also,

discusses that facilities which are subject to other CAA standards,
in particular the Offsite NESHAPS, would not be subject to ,
the provisions in this prop'osal. Waste determination is critic~ to
both Subpart CC and the Offsite NESHAPS; it determineS whether or
not a facility is 'subject to ,the technical requirements of the
rules. CU1Tently, the procedures utilized in these two rules, while

, similar, are sUbsumtially different. The Agency must be careful to
craft the re~uirements'ofthePhase,IV'air emission s4mdards so

.as not to subject the regulated coinmunity to an overlapping,'and
confusing, set of regulatory requirements. To this end it is '
recommended that the Agency Unify the waste determination ,
,p'~ocedures for the Offsite NESHAPS, Subpart CC and the Phase IV air
emission requirements. '
2. Regulatory Threshold .
'In itS comm~nts on the prolX?sed Subpart CC standards, LES
supported The Agency's determination ofa 500 'ppmw threshold for
applicability of the teChnical requirements of the nile. In ,the
final Subpart CC rule, this thresho~d was lowered to 100 ppmw. LES'
does 'not believe the Agency has adequately 'demonstrated' the
justification for this action. In the Phase IV proposal, The Agency "
.has applied the' 100 ppmw thieshold as the determinant ofwhether
or not a'particular unit is su~jectto the control requirementS~
LES doe:s nofbC?l~eve that the Agency has; adequately justified the
application ofthe 100 ppmw threshold to wastes managed in '
non~ha7ardous sUrface impoundmen~. It is recommended that the EPA
'apply the threshold level of500 ppmw that was originally proposed

, in the Subpart CC iule. '
'j. .,

· 3. Surfa~e.lmpoundmeniCovers ,
In the :proposed IuIe, EPA discUSses 'the use of air ~upported
stru~tures~dmembrane covers as potent~alme$ods for co~trolling' . '
.air emissionS. While these~s ofcontrols 'may be technically .
feasible, there are worker health and safety concerns that must be 
addressed. Covers placed'on or aro~d th,eseimpoundments would have
the ten4ency to concentrate the vapors given 'off from the .
impoundment Within the headspace beneath the cover. Has the
Agency co~ideredthe impact ofexpos.ure'of the employ~esworking
in and around the covered impoundments to the concentrated vapors

· in its risk analysis? At miniJPum, the Agency shOUld, conside~

',.
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specific OSHA confined 'space and personilel protective equipment .
requirements. Are these technical controls ones that OSHA could

.support given the potential risks 'to workers? ,'.
'Finally;"LES supports EPA's,use of the alternative control device
requirements ofdemonstratIng either a 95 percent reduction in the
total orgaiuc content of the, vapor stream vented to the control
device or; iIi the case ofan enclosed combUstion device, .
a reduction of the vapor stream to a level less than·or equal to 20

.ppmw on a dry basis corrected to 3 percent·oxygen. This' will ..
provide .the regulated community With-the flexibility needed to
COInply With the rule while providing adequate protection'ofhuman
health and .the environment. It is recornmendeq, however, that the '.
\20 'ppmw option not be limited ~'? enclosed combustion devices but be

. expanded to other.types ofcontrol d~vices (e.g., activated " .
carbon). .

•• oJ ." I

, :However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to unde~e aS-ye.ar study to
. detennine anY,Potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofh8zardous coDstituerits from these

surfaceimpouridments. The findings ofthis study•'begun by the Agency in April,.l996, may ,
result in 'proposed regulati~ns for these.units, ifrisks are in fact found that w~uld warrant such .

, regulatioQ.. . ' . -,"
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DeN· PH4P.064
COMMENTER , Dow Chemical'
RESPOND'ER PMC

.. , ~UBJECT EQUV :
SUBJNUM' '064
COMMENT,

. , I. EPA SHOULD SELECT OPTION 1 FOR PHASE IV LDR RULEMAKING
The Chern Waste decision d~~s n~t mandate that EPA set standards' .

. for non-hazardous waste surfacc::..iinpoundm:ents handling
decharacteIjzed non:-hazardous wastes.
As a result of the Chern Waste decision (Chemical Waste Management
v. EPA, 976 F. 2d 2(D.C.Cir. 1992», EPA was required to' set
tre~tm,ent standards for prohibited decl:1aracterized hazardous wastes,
which are managed in Clean Water Act (CWA) facilities; The. Phase '
III Land disposal Restriction rule was proposed in response to this
mandate and satisfies the mandate of the Court ruling. Dow'does
not agree that the court decision extends beyond the Phase ,III
rule to require c,reation ofa set ofregulatory standards for ' '
non·h~dous,waSte CWAsurface impoundments. The court stated

,'that "we agree with the EPA ,that, under RCRA, diluted fonnerly' .'
. characteristic wastes may be placed in S~btitle D surface" '

impoWldments ~hich are part ofan integrated CWA treatment train",
Id~ at22. The Court also said: 'Thus we hold that, whenever '
wastes are put in CWA surface impoundmeius before they have be~n'
treated p~uant to RCM/to r~duce the toxicity of all hazardous

. constituents,.these wastes must be so treated before exiting the
CWA treatment facilities." Id. at 22. Tht;se statements illustrate . '

"
that the focuso(the Chern Waste decisio~ was to require that decharacteri~

,'wastewat~~ meet the iand disposal restrictions at the point where
the wastewaters exit the CWA treatment facility. Furthermore,
Subtitle D surface impOlmdments can'be.used as long as they are
part ofa CWA~regu1ated treatment system. The Courtls"ruling does
not in any way'specify that Subtitle D surface impoundm~nts be
modified to meet a Subtitle C management standard. Inste~,

the court1s stipulation was that decharacterized wastewaters b~
treated to a level such $at the, NPDES discharge was, equivalent to
ReRA LDR treatment standards.
Creating m~agerilentstandardS for non-hazardous w~~e CWA surface
impoundnients would violate the intent of Congress-and
inappropriately expand Subtitle C authority tonon.hazar~otis waste '
facilities. _ ,_ . _,
RCRA Subtitle D was establi,shed under RCRA as the mechanism by
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, which non-hazardol,lS facilities ~e regulated, primarjly by the .
'states~ It' is inappropriat~ and,contrary to the ,law to ' .
create technical standards under Subtitle C for management of
non~hazafdouswastewaters. Such stiuidards would impose e~tensive
RCRA requirements on low-risk units and create a very real economic
hardship for those who currentiy are in ,compliance with all Clean'
Water Act requirements: Congress did not intend for this to happen ..

, or they would have, required EPA to regulate both hazardous and
non-hazardous waste management units in the s~e way.
Phase IVconcems are properly and sufficiently addi'es~ed,by other
regulatory authorities., ' ,
RCRA i~ not the only vehicle for addressing the'concerns raised by
EPA in this Phase IV rule. There are many other rules in place that
provide environmental safegUards arid eliminate the need for
additional reg~lation of-lion-hazardous waste CWA surface _'
impoundments.
The potential for leaks from tion-hazardou~ w~te 'i~poun'd.ments are
addressed in several ways. Corrective action programs are required
for all RCRA-permitted or interiin status hazar'dous waste treatment,
storage, and disposal facilities (TSOF). These programs require', ,
,specific plans 'to evaluate ,and address any contamination from solid '
waste management fuuts on the property whether the umt is· .
hazardous' or non';'hazardous. Additionally, 'there are various state :
prohi.bition son releases to groundwater (Texas) and numerous state
Subtitle D programs. As an example, the Louisiana Solid Waste
Amendments (1993) require a sYntheti~ liner'with leachate
'coHection for new solid wa:st~ impoundments., Groundwater "
monitoring is tequUed 'for both new'and existing' units 'with' ',"
requirements for remediatiop- ifcontamination is detected. Th~se

stilt~ regulations also exempt systems which functiop similarly to
those described in LOR Phase'IV as tertiary impoundments (e.g.; pH
adjuStment). . , '
Should EPA adopt option 2 fro~LDR Phase IV, Dow agrees that such
impoundments located at a permitted 9f interim'status TSDF should
no~ have LOR Phase IV requirements." .
Dow Strongly supports the EPA position that iinpoUndmentS locat~d - \
at TSOFs would have no further controls under'LOR Phase IV. This,
is an important reqognition by the agencY,that corrective,action
requireqlents under RCRA will adequately address, Phase IV issues'
for non-h~dQus w:aste.cWA surface impoundments. Subsection u, of . ,
the Solid Waste DispoSal Acfstates: ' .
Standa;rds promulgated under this section shall require, and a .
permit i~ued after the date ofen;actment ~f the H.u.ardous and

"
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. ..
, .Solid Waste Amendment of 1984 by the' Adrriinistrator or ~State sh~ll

require, corrective action for' all releases of haZardous waSte
or\constifue~tsfrom any's~lid waste management uhit at a: "

, l" ••

treatment, storage, or .disposal facility seeking a perinit under
this subtitle, regardless of the time at which waste was placed'in
the unit. . . .

ReRA corrective action program r~quires an interim status or
permitted facility to (l) identify all solid waste management
units, (2) determine ifarelease has occurred and i~s

nature/exte~t, (3)add.i'ess· the clean up ofcontaminated media, and
(4) incorporate the flnal solutions· into a Compliance Plan. These
meaSUres ensure that any risk associated with a unit '
includi~g rion-hazardous waste CWA surface'inipoundrrients are '
addre:ssed and mi'nimized. EPA d~es not need to add another layer of
re'gulation to this already comprehensive corrective action '
program.and should exempt Units at TSDF,facilities from Phase IV .
LOR should Opti~n 2 be adopte~.· .
Should'EPA-choose to adopt Option 2 forLDR Phase IV, then ~

proposed rule must be published for notice and comment.
EPA'has not written any language for this rule (whiqh Dow believes
was apP,ropriate since Option2 should npt"be adopted), however,
~smakes it very difficultJo' comment on the. potential impact to·
non-haZardoUs waste units. IfEPA chooses to pr,omulgate a Phase
IV. rule based on Option 2, it must fl!St propose actual language

. , that can be thoroughly evaluated by the regulated community. Also,
EPA, must wait until Phase III-is fmal before proposing any Phase
IV language. Both propos8.ls are mterrelated and the dire~tion for
LDR Phase III must be fully known'in order to assess potential, .-

, impac~ to Phase IV units from ~y proposed regulatory language.
To adopt Option 2, EPA'must-propose specific language and then only; '.
after LDRPhase III rules' are fm~nn order to comply with EPA'$ .
notice and comment-req~ments.. "
S~bpart CC is currently Wldergoing extensive revision and should 
not be evaluated for inclusion in this rule until all the changes
to the'rule have becomefmal.' . , "

, The Subpart CC standard, although promulgated. is still uitdergoing
extensive debate and significant revisions are anticipated in the "

.near future. It is inappropriate to be advancing a management·
scenario in the midst of such controversy. EPA should reexamin~ -

'. Subpart CC after all ch8nges are final to detennine if these '
requirementS are justified for ~on-hazardous waste surface ,
impoundments. At a miriimum, EPA should not reference Subpart cC
requirements as a control mechanism for Phase IV UI)til after all

" '

I

, "
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Subpart CC changes are finaL " .
, .Shoulq 'EPA select Option 2 and extend the applicability of RCRA

Subpart CC, then it is requested that the applicable standards be
taken from 40 CFR Part 265'and not 40 CFR Part 264.
D9~ is 'concerned that the reporting requirements under Subpm:t CC

, ,for non-hazardous wastewater CWA surface iInpoundments are more
, stringent than those reporting requirements for RCRA interim status

or <90 day hazardous waste surface impoundments. In the ,Phase'
IV proposal, EPA discUSses reporting requirements and references .
the pait 264 requirements under Subpart CC (60 FR 43666). These

, . requirements ,would ~equire reporting· in certain circumstances for '
, non-hazardous waste surface impoundments, however, RCRA interim

status ot <90 day,hazardous waste facilitie~ do not have any
, reporting requirements under 40 CFR Part 265 SUbpartCC. It is.
,unreasonable for EPA to require reporting for non-hazardous =,

, wastewater surfac~ impoundments when RCRA ,interim statUs and
<90:,day,hazardous waste facilities are exempt from such'reporting
uilder Subpart CC (especially since EPA agrees that these units are
low risk).In order to rectify this inequity,pPA should reference
the Part 265 staDdard~ ofSubpart CC rule. if used for the Phase IV ,
rules.
Should EPA adopt Option 2, Dow urges EPAto.accept alternative
programs by states or other authonties as a whole and not .

, line-by-line or constituent-by-constituent comparison: '
At 60 FR 43671, EPA states that "~O the e~ent.that state programs
require gro~d water monitoririg and corrective action that include':
the UTS constituents of concern and are substantially similar to '
loday's proPosal, E:PA is defer:ring to those State and Jribal ,','
·pro8raIns."EPA further describes that where,there are differences,

, a facility may need to modify the existing ground water monitoring
program. ,Such micro management ofminor ditJ:erences
"betw~n programs is };loth burdensome and confusing to the regulated
community ,and is particularly inappropriate when considering the
'low risk presented by these'Phase IV facilities. EPA should defer' -

, to the alternative progr3ms in their entirety.' , ' , '
Should EPA choose,Option 2 for LOR Phase IV, Dow agrees that a

,two-year national capaCity variance is appr9prlate but requests. '
that the additional two yearS for retrofitting also be avaiiable to

, facilities that c:;hoose ~o' discontin~e receiving .
decharacterized wastewaters.
At 60 FR 43663', column '1, EPA discusses th6 two-year national
capacity vari~ce and a self-implementing procedure for two
additional year~,.. Dow appreciates the self~implementing'pro~edure
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:that EPA is prop'osing. However, Dow believes it is necessarY for
the agency to allow the' additional two years for facilities that "
choose to discontinue placing decharacterized wastes into a surface
impoundment but may need the two additional years to accomplish

"the'transitjon. EPA is ailowing such a time frame for facilities
" that choose to continue receiving ,decharacterized wastew~ter but

need tJ:1e additional time to complete the i~trofit. Furthermore.
the more time that is provided, the more likely source reduction ,

, can be implemen~ed as opposed to tr~ating the wastewater or
retrofitting the impoundmen~. Dow recommends that EPA grant an
additional two years for facilities that stop receiving .
decharacterized wastewater after the promulgation date. ;
Should EPA choose Option 2 for LDR Phase IV, they should recognize
that sludges and'leaks from non-biological treatment and' '

, . post-treatment systems ca,n also be lo~ risk."
- At60 FR 43660; EPA states that sludges and leaks from

bi0treatment and post-biotreatment systems ~ould not be covered by
,, Phase IV due to the lower.risks posed by these u,nits. Dow a~es

that this exemption is apptop~ate, }l(~wever,"we believe that there
are other types ofunits that treat waStew~ter prior to placement _
in a surface impoun4ment which likewise achieve effective'removal" I

ofconsti1¥ents. Th~se units~ air strippers and steam
strippers used to remove' .
HAPs or VOC from wastewater. }bey achieve a significant removal
effiCiency ofvolatile organic co~pounds. In fact, steam strippers
are considered to be the reference technology for Group' .
'lwastewater streams under the HON. The wastewater from these
non-biological treatment W1;its is' generally ofdischaige"qUality
and probably ~ady meets NPDES limits, for specific
constituents, however, they may send the water to tertiary

~ impoundmentsJor cooling. Since these units are similar to
biological ~tS ~ terms of risk, EPA should exempt those surface '
'impoundments that are downstream ofair strippers and steam '
strippers~m 'the Phase. IV requirements. ' '
III. OPTION 3 MuST NOr BE ADOPTED AS THE MECHANISM OF-

, COMPLIANCE FOR PHASE IV! ,
Option 3, which requires treatment ofdecharacterized wastewater
t~ UTS limits prior to placement in a Subtitle D surface, ',,' ~ "
impoundment, is not mandated bY'the Chem Waste decisiQn and should

, not be adopted by' EPA. It would be extre~ely ,costly and provide. ,
only minor environmental benefit. ' " .

RESPONSE-

j i
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In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three'options for ensuring'that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released'to the, .
enviroIlII)ent via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in syst~ms . '/
regulated by the Clean Water. Act or Safe Drinkit,lg Water Act (60 Fit 43655)~ Decharacterized
w~tes are wastes.w~ch initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability,,corrosivity,
reactiyity, or toxiCity when generated but are no longer characterist~c). On March'16, 1996; the '

. ,Pteside~t' ~igned the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
:vastes'in question are no longer prohibited fr0t:Jl land disposal once render,ed nonhazardous., As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 1?660).
Today's Phase Iy final rule will not promulgate pr,?visions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from sUrface imPQundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatme,nt standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply'to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wast~s are s1,lbsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or; for undergr~und inje~tion wells, the Safe'
Drinking Water Act. . , , ' '

Howe~er, the Land Disposal Flexibility ,Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
detennine any potential risks posed by cross~media transfer of hazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments; The fmdings ,of this study, begun ~y the·Agency in April, 1996; may .
.result,in proposed ~gulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such "

, . regulation. . . ' -' ' ,

..
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. 'In the August
j
22, 1.995 ~h~'IV proposal, E~A discussed,three options for'ensuring that

underlying hazardous constituents in decharact~rizedwastes were'not released to the
environment via l~aks, sludges, and air .enUssions from surface unpoundments ~ systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe orinkiilg Water Act (60 FIt 43655). pecharact~rized
wa,stes afewaste·s'which.initiaily exhibited a haZardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity~ or toxicIty when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, i 996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in quest1()n are no longer prohibited from land disposal once.rendered nonhazardous. As
a "result, on AprilS, 1996;EPA withdrew its,treatment standards for these wastes (61FR 15660).
~.. ".'. . ..' .

DeN . PH4P065
COMMENTER Safetjr.KleeIl,.Coq,.
RESPONDER SS.·· . . .
SUBJECT' EQW
COMMENT I ~ Safety-Kleen encourages the Agency to address the Phase III

and Phase IV LPR rulemakings concurrently~ with a common
promulgation and implementation schedule. EPA has acknowledged
~at it did not ~ave time to review the comments'submitted on
the Phase III LOR p,roposaJ prior to'p.ublication of the Ph~e IV.,
LOR notice ofproposed rulemaking. Safety-Kleen believes that
the comments submitted on the Phase III proposal wiil strongly

, , influence ~he Agency's actions and decisions on· this ,Phase IV .
proposal. Safety-Kleen agrees With the Agency's statement that .
."[d]ecisions on \;un,trolling releases Will be made,after careful
considera~ion ofpublic conuhents on both.proposals '(60 FR
43655/2)." Furthermore, Safety-Kleen believes that careful

'evalUatioIl ofthe Phase IV comments Will enhance the Phase,III
rulem~g. Clearly, the Phase III and Phase IV rules affec~

. highly similar facilities and are "si~ter" regulations. However,
the currently anticipated promulgation schedules differ by .
seve~al'months, which wi'U result ~n staggered implementat(on
deadlines. This may:cause confusion in the regulated community

·'(e.g., which rule applies at which time), and may result in· '.
additional and unnecessary burdens (e.g., the cost and training
requirements for changing the content and fonnat ofthe. LDR

· notification fonn multiple times within a year).. SafetY-Kl~en
· encourages the Agency to promulgate the Phase III 'and Phase'IV
, regulationS simultaD.eously, in order to simplify the .
~mplementaiion process for the state agencies and' the regulated

· co~uriity, and' to eDh~ce facility compliance. '
RESPONSE

•

.
·e.
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Today:S Phase IV.final rule' will not promulgate provisio~s',for managing leak~, sludge.s~ and' air'
emissions from surface impoundme~is (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR '
4j655~43677)r F,ur;thennore, the treatment standards for T~ metal wastes i~ today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes -if the, characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated'

- in a unit that is regulatea: by ,the Clean Water Act or, for Wlderground injection wells,. the Safe
Drinking Water'A,ct. - , '

.. I ,

However, the'Land Dispo,sal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study JO :
,determine any potentia1.ris~ posed by' cross-media transf~r ofhazardo~sconstituents from thes~

suIface impoundments. The findi~gs of this study. begun by the Agency .in April, '1996, may'
'result, in proposed reg~lations for these units, if risks are in fact founq that would warrant such
regulation.
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DCN PH4P.065
COMMENTER Safety-Kleen Corp.
RESPONDER .ss - . .
SUBJECT 'EQUV .
COMMENT 4. Safety-Kleen has significanrconcems about the approach ,

taken in the Phase IV proposal to addressing emissions from
non-hazardous surface impoundm~nts.The Agency should defer to
the Clean Air A~t (CAA) to add!ess :emissions from no~-hazardous

. -waste surface impoundments.. The Agency has already developed
numerous regulations.that limit air emissions from non-hazardpus
waste surface impoun~ents~' and still others are in development.
Safety-Kleen encourages the Agency,to defer toexisting
requirements Under 'the Clean Air Act, .and to reft:ain from
creatIng further duplicative and overlapping air emission
requirem~nts under RCRA. SafetY-Kleen believes that imposing air
emissions requirements under Phase IV would not significan~ly

reduce elnissions and ~o~d not have any-beneficial 'eff~ct on
human health and the environment. Emissions of hazardous air
pollutants (HAPs) are already subject to extensive regulation
und~r Section 112'ofthe Clean Air Act (CM). Section 112 ,
requires EPA to promulgate emission standards for industrial

, source categories with respect to nearly two hundre~ emission
: standards fo~ industrial soUrce categories, establishing Maximum

Achievable ControlTecllllology (MACT) for such categories. The
. following CAA regulations currently or wil~ soon impose HAP '

emission restrictions'on non-hazardous waste surface imix>lJPdinent
operations: 'Hazardous Organic National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Polluumts (HON), promulgated on Apri122199.4 (59
FR 1,9402); BenzeneNESHAP, promulgated onJanuary 17, 1993;
0tr~Site Waste and Recovery Operations MACT, propo.sed October
13, 1994 (59 FR 519'13); and MACT Standards for other industrial
categories (including production, manufacfuring, and
distribution source categories), promulgated, proposed, ~d
anticipated according to the statutory-requirements.of Section
112 of-the CAA. These regulations place stringent controls on'
~e emission ofha7ardous,air Pollutants,fro~ industrY
operations. Because regulations promulgated under Section 112
.are, designed t~ address all major sources ofHAPs within the
relevant source~ategory, there is simply no need to ,impose' '
~upiicative requirementS under RCRA The provisions of the Cl~an

Air Act,goveming nonattainment areas (CM Sections 171 through .
193}may'also overlap with the proposed ReRA~ emissions " '
~~quir~ments. 'Those requirements ~po~e restrictiqns{including

(
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,the use ofReaso~ably Avaihible Control Teclmoiogy; or.RACT) on
, the emissions from' existing major-air pollu~ion·sol.ll"ces in areas

, .. that have not attained established air quality standards. The
E~A has released Co~trol Teclmique Guidelines establishing RACT'
for many ind~strial oper~tions. Finally;:new or modified . '
facilitIes ,nay be' subject'to several requirements, as discussed .

· below. For certain industries, EPA has promulgated New Source
PerforrnaIice Standards (NSPS) under CAA Section Ill, imposing
specific requirements on all facilitie~ Within the industrial :
category. For areas!n compliance with ~ir quality standards,

, CAA ,Sections 160 through 169;.governing,Prevention of '.
· Significant Deteriora~ion, require new or moqified sources to .
install the Best Available Control T~clmology (BACT). For' ",

, nonattaullllent areas, CAA .Sections· i 71 through 193 require new
"and modified sources to apply the· te'clmology that achieves the
. Lowest Achievable Emissions Rate (LAER). Under the Phase IV
regulations as proposed, a facility could becom~'subjec~to b()th
CAA and RCM regulations addressing similar air emissiqns but 0

with different regulatory requiremertts' (some facilities are '
already. subject to multiple and conti'adictoryregul~tions. .,:

·governing air emissions)..Sat:ety-Kleen strongly.obJects to *
regulatory scheme that'creates situations ofcontradictory
regulation at a giv~nfacility. 'Safety-Kleen therefore'urges

. ~the'EPA to address the control of air emissions through CAA
authority ~ opposed to generating separ.ate RCRA-al!thorized'
regulations. The Agency should not impose RCRA Subpart CC
organic emissions n;gulations on n!ln-hazardous waste sUrface

,impo1JDdments. Safety-Kleen believes that extending the
applicability oftbe Subpart CC RCRA aU: enussion stan<;iards to'
non-hazardous w~te sUrface impoundmentS is neither appropt:iate. '

·nor justifiable'. The Subpart CC regulations are applicable to
certain hazardoUS wastes. However, the impoundments proposed to'

. be regulated 'under the Phase IV,LDR rule manage only "
non-hazardous (tfdecharacterized") wastes. Therefore, Subpart CC,

. should not apply: The Agency has acknowledged that the .RCRA ;
" <Subpart CC,regulations promulgated in December, 1994,'have

significant flaws and require modification prior to" .
implementation. There have b~en numerous legal challenges to
the Subpart CC regulations, and the effective date of the rule
has twice been delayed because major issues have not been '

.. resolved. FUrthermore, the Agency has indicated that it intends
to publish,both a technical correction to the regulation and at

,'least one major revision to the rule. Even if the Aget)cy were. , . .
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to determine that the Subpart CC requirements are ,to be imposed,
-on units regulated under Phase IV, these requirements should be' . '
'def~rred until the many. problems with the Subpart CC regulationS .
are resolved. In fact, Safety-Kleen recommends that the Agency
avoid applying the SubpartCC requirements in any proposed
regulation until the problems with Su~part ~C are adequately
addressed and the rule is corrected. '

RESPONS~ . \ , '
, In the August 22, '1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that \

- "

underlying h,azi.u:dous cop.stituents iIi decharacterized wastes were not released .to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emisstons from surface impoundments in systems" , ,

'regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655)..oecharacteriied
wastes are wastes which initIally exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,

, reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March'16, 1996, the
. Pre~ident signed the Land Disposal Pro~ Flexibility A~t of 1996, which'provides th~t the
. waStes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous..As

,a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew-its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule Will not promulgate provisions for managing'leaks, sludges, and air
einis~ions from surface impoundments (EPA propose~.optionson ,Au~ 22, 1~95 (60 FR
4365543p77). Furthem1ore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is remoyed and the wastes are subsequently tre~ted

in a unit.that is regulated by the Clean Water Actor, for underground injection weUs, the Safe
Drinking Water Act.

,However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act'does mandate EPA to' undertake a 5-year study to,"
,deterMine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments~,The fmdings of this study, begUn by the Agency in April, 1996, may,'
result 'in proposed regulations for ~ese unitS, ifrisks are in fact found that would warrant such ' ,
regulation. ' ,
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"DCN PH4P065
COMMENTER.Safety-Kleen Coq,.
RESPOND~R .SS ,,'

',SUBJECT .EQUV ' . . .
COMMENT' 6. Safety-Kleen recommends that the Agency clarifY that the

Phase IV LDR regulations do not apply to on-site stormwater ..
surface· impoundments. Surface impoundments are commonly used to

. manage stormwater at iridustrial facilities, Waters accumulated
in these ,impoundments may"flow into and out ofthe'impoundinents

. ,via overland flow, through earthen:ditches, or through pipes and
culverts. Discharges from these impoundments are, generally'

... _, controlled under '~tormwater permits or, in'some cases, National·
Pollutant Oischarge Elimination System (NPDES) or Publicly-Owned
Treatment WorkS (POTW) discharge permits. Safety-Kleen believes
that stormwater impoundments can· be legitimately exempted from .
the Phase IV LDR requirements because the impoundments'are .

• '\. • f-

. generally regulated und~r a separate regulatory program (Clean'
W~ter Act, or CWA, stormwaterregulations), the influent to:the'
impoundrilent i~ generally ,not hazardous waste, the impoundm~nts,

. pose low enviroiunental risk, and stormwater impoundments are
, critical to,effective facility opeJ;'ation~ . '
RESPONSE, . ' '

In the August'22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring th~t . '
'underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
'environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from 'surf~ce' i~poundme~ts in systems,
regulated by the Cle~ W~ter Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes arecwastes which ,initially exhibited a hazardouS,characteri.sticofignitabili'ty, corrosivity;

, reactivity, ,or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). Ori March 16, 1996, the .
Presi~ent signed the 'Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, ,which.provides ~at the·

; ,\yastes in question'are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous: As
aresult. on April 8, 1996. EPA withdrew its·trea~ent standards for lhese wastes (61 F.R 15660).
Today's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissi.oDs from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options onAu~t22, 1995(60 FR, '
43655-43677». Furthermore; the treatment'standards for TC metal wastes,in tbday's rule'do not'
apply to Te metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

. I .

. in a unit that, is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, fQr underground injection wells. the Safe
-Drinking Water Act. ' ' ..

~ .'.'

•

,.
However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year stu,dy to
detennine any.potential risks posed by cros,s-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments. ' The fmdings ofthis study, pegun by the Agency in April, 1996. may
resuit in proposed regulations for these units; if risks are in fact found that would warrant such,
regulation. . ". .' . . .
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- '-DCN' PH4P065 ",,e ' COMMENTER Safety-K1e~n yorP. '.
: 'RESPONDER SS " ,"/"

SUBJECT -EQUV'- ,
COMMI;:NT' 9; Safety-Kleen believes that wastewater surface impoundments

. located in both interi~ st~tus ,and permitte'd TSDFs ~hould be . r ,-

'. ,au~omatically exempted frqm all Phase IV ~anagement standards\
Safety-Kleen agreesWilh EPA that. permitted TSDFs should be
-totally exempted from the Phase. IV LDR requirements. During the'

. RCRA permitting.process,' Subtitle D wastewater ,surface
, hnpoundnients receiving hazardous waste constituents are required

to be evaluated (as Solid Waste'Management Uriits, or SWMUs) to
detemiine'lfthey are causing unacceptable environmel)~limpact

-'::, , viae,missions to th~ air, ~of!!o surface waters, and, seepage -
into the soil and gr0UI1:d water. Such evalUations are used by
the permitting authority to deteimine if any additionaI
monitoring and/or corrective action is needed for the ,
impoundments on a case-py-case basis. These,inspections:and 
subsequeni later activities (as needed) assure that the
impoundments are.being operated, in an environmentally acceptable.

I ,manner. TSDFs under interim status should be provid~d the same
total exemption as permitted TSDFs, because the sameSWMU
evaluations with subsequent monitoring and/or corrective action,
as neede~ will Pe ,conducted during the Part B permitting

,process or can be conducted under Section 3008(h) ofRCRA.
Safety-Kleen believes it :would be unreasonable and unnecessary
to force interim status facilities to comply With Phase IV

,requirements if the regulatory agency has the authority to
evaluate the facility and t() request site-specific corrective
action measures 'based on thoSe inspections and any further ,:'
monitoring. Safety-Kleen requests that the total exemption from'

. all Phase iv management standMds' be provided for both'interim -
status and pennitted TSDFs. ' . -

, RES:PONSE "
.In the'August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal,'EPA discussed,three options for ensuring 'that
'.underlyIng hazardous constituents i,n decharacterized wastes were liot released to the
environment vi~ leaks, sludges, and' air emissions from surface impoundments in sys~JIlS
regulated by the Cl~ari Water Act or Safe Diinking,Water Act (60 FR 43655): Decharaeterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited ahazardous charactt:nstic of ignitability, corros~vity,
reaCtivity, or toxicity, when generated but are no.. longer characteristic)~ ,On M~ch 16, 1996, the
-President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited.from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, op. April 8, ,1996, EPA withdrew its treatm~nt stan~ards for these wastes ,(61 FR 15669).,
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.' Today's Phase IV finaJ rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air' •
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed' options on August 22,; 1995 (60 FR '

, 43655-:43677)). F~errilo~e; the treatment standards for TC me~l wastes in today's rule do not
apply to Te metal wastes if the characteristic is removed ,and the wastes are subsequently treated

, in a Unit thai iS'regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underg:round injection wells, the Safe
,Drinking Wat~r Act.' ;, " '

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA 'to'undertake a S-year study to ~, , 
determine cmy potential risks posed by cross!-media transfer of hazardous constituentS- fiom' these
sUrface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April; 1996, may,
result in proP9sed regulations fOf these units, ifrisks are in .fact found that would warrant such
regulati.on.' "
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DCN PH4P065
COMMENtER Safety-Kleen Corp.
RESPONDER SS' ,

, StJBJECT EQUV
COMMENT " 10. The tank-,based exemption reference included.in Figure l'is .

lmneCeSsary. The ."tank-based". exemption question is an '
,unnecessary question because (1) Phase IV regulations ~:mly'

address wastewater surface impoundments, and (2) the question' as
to whether or not wastewater surface impoundments are present _ '
has been previously addressed. Safety-Kleen recommends removing- ,
the Uulk-based exemption question from Figur~.1." .

RESPONSE '
In the August 22, 1995,Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three opiions for, ensuring 'that '
underlyirtg'hazardciUs constituents in decharacteri~ed wastes were,.not rel.eased to the
environment via leaJcs, sludges, and air emissions fr0ITl surface impoundments in systems

, regulated by the Clean Water Act or Scire Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decha~-acterized

wastes are wastes which initially eXhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity, '
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but.are no longer ,characteristic); On March 1Q, 1996, the: '
President signed the Land Disposal,Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longerprohibited' from land disposal once rendered nOIihazardous. As'
a result" on April 8, 1996, EPA withdre:w its treatme~tstandards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule Will not ,promulgate pro~is~ons for managing leaks, sludges, and 'air
emissions from surface impoundinents (EPA piopos~d options on A~gust ~2, 1995 (60 FR .
43655-43677». Furthenilore, the treatment standards for TCmetal wastes in today's rule do not ,,'

- apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently' treated
in a ~t that is reg~laied by the 'Clean Water Act or, for ~derground.injectionwells, the Safe .

. Drinking Water Act. '

However, the Land Disposal Fle~ibi1ity Ac~ does mandat~ EPA to un4erWce a 5-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media' transfer ofhaz.ardoUs constituents from these
surfac.e impoundments..The fmdings of~s study, begun by the Agericy in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations.for these units, ifrisks 'are in fact found that would wimant such ' .

. regulation. '

';
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beN 'PH4P065
, COMMENTER Safety-Kleen CorP.

RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT· "EQuV .. ,
CO'MM,ENT 5. "Safety-Kleen agrees with the Agency's definition of

point-of-genet:ation for certain'sludges. Safety.:-Kleen'air~es
with the Agency's stated'intent to consider the generation of
sludges in S,ubtitle P\yas~ewater surface impoundments as new
points of generatiQn and, as such, outside of Subtitle C~DR '
controls since they are, by definition, non·hazardous wastes.
Safety-Kleen points out that a similar definition__would apply to
a tank performing the same'function.

RE'SPONSE ' ,
.' In th~ August ~2; 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discu~sed three options for ensur!!!g that , ,
, ',underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized was~es were not t:eleaSed to the' ,

enviro~ent via,leaks, sludges, and'air emissio~s from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean'Water Act'or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized

,wastes are wastes which initiallY,exhibit~d a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactiv~ty, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On M,arch 16, 1996, the

. President signed the Land Disposal Pr081:aln Flexibility Act of 1996. which provides that the
,wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatinentstaDoards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fuial rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
,~,missio~ from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22; 1995 (60 FR
.43655-43677». Furthermore, the, treatment standards for TC metal wastes ,iti'today's rule do not·
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated ,
in a w}it that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground inje~tion wells, the Safe
Dt;inking Water Act. ' '

HQwever, the Land DisP9sal Flexibility Act does m8!1date EPA to'undertake a 5-year study to
determine ariy potential risks posed by cross':media transfer ofhazardous ~onstituents from these
sUrface impoun4ments. The findings ofthis study, begun by the'Agency in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regu.ation. ' , '

.,
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DCN PH4P066·. .
COMMENTER American Petroleum Institute
RESPONDER· PMC '
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNiJM 066 .
COMMENT

In both the Phase IIi NPRM and this 'proposal, EPA acknowledges
that the' risk 'ad~essed ~y' these proposals are relativ~ly low·. '
compared to other environmental pr~blems faced by the Agency. 60.
Fed. Reg. 11704 (Mar. 2, 1995); 60 Fed. Reg.43~56 (Aug. 11,1995)
Indeed, EPA. has supported legislation whicp allows EPA not ,,' '
to promulgate·the Phase III rule ,and clarifies that EPA is not

, required to proceed with thePh~e IV rule. API understands EPA
must address the demand of the ChemicalWaste Management, Inc~ v.
EPA, 976 F. 2d 2 (D.C. Cir.1992); cert.den H3 .U.S. 1961(1993) ,
'(hereinafter the "Third-third'! decision) and the consent d,ecree
lodged in that action. However; EPA should not compound the burden
imposed by the redundant regUlation attributed to the Third-third'

~ 4ecision by adopting an overly ~xpansive reading of the opinion Of
promulgating a rule that goes inu~h furthrr than the coUrt r~quired.
Since these impoundments pose little, if any, risks to human'

,health or th,eenvironment, EPA should: exempt stonnwater
impoundments that receive dilute process water during storm events

. from the Phase III and Phase IV rules, and; adoptOption I in the :
proposal; Le., no further regulation ofnon-hazJlfdous
impoundments.' A discussion of these stonnwater impoUndments is
provided later in these comments. '
II. EPA shouid Allow Public Review'ofthe Regulatory Language of

,~eOpiion they Use. . ". '
EPA has not 'propOsed any specific' language for the three optionS
discussed inthe preamble. To the extent that this suggests that
the Agency is in~liiled,·to adoptOption I, API strongly supports
EPA's approach~ How~ver, should EPA choose OptionSIlor III, the .

.Agency should provide public review ofthe regulatorY language.
The details ofthe,regulatory language are particulm:ly important
mthe implementation ofa complex regulatory sc~eme, such ~ the
L,DRs. While EPA has explained its intent inthe preamble, it is ...
important for ·the regulated co~uniiy to have an opportunity ,
to review the actual regulatory language to ensure that-it achieves
EPA's intent. '

, Consequently, EPA 'should submit any regulatory language to the
do~ket prior to finali~tion of the rule. ., ' .
III.. EPA Should ,Adopt Option I, No Further Require1J.le~ts for Non

\
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H~dousSurface Impoundments., .'
EPA discusses three potential options,for addressing what, if.anY
,requirements should attach·to,land based units that manage

, decharactenzed wastes. API urgesEPA to adopt'Option 1, which
provides for no additional controls outside of the Phase III LDR.
As discuSsed more fully below, the "Third-Third" 4ecision does not
requi~e, or: even suggest, any additional requireme~ts for surfac'e ' . '
impoundments receivingdecharacterizea waste"nor was the
"treatability group d,octrine ii affected by th~ court's decision.
FUrthermore; the low risks posed by surface impoundments regulated
under the Clean Water Act (CWA) do not warrant any additional
regulation wider RCRASubtitle C.. " '
,A. The IIThird-Third"'I~ecisionDoe~,NotRequiie.EPATo Impose,
Additional Controls ForNon-Hazardous SUrface ImpoUridritents.
API disagrees with the discussion in the' preamble suggesting that ,
ttte ','Third-Third" opinion suggests that ,EPA should adopt'
requirements on surface impoUndmen~ integrity in order, for the
impoundment to be RCRA equivalent. Indeed~ APi believesthat,
rather than bei'ng ambiguous or silent on this issue, the court's '
opinion is quite-clear in its conclusion that an equivalency .

,demonstration is ~ecessaryfor these surface impoundments. 'Any
contrary reading of the opinion by the Agency to support such '
demonStrations would constinite a constrUction of the opinion that ,
is clearly adverse with the court's inte~t, and that' would be

. _contrary to the requirements of RCRA s~ction 1006(b) that mandates
-the integration ofRCRA and the.CWA. "
In explah1ing its position on this issue, the Agency states,that',:
the opinion couldbe read to encompass requirements respecting
surface impoundment integrity, airemissioIis and sludge treatment.

• I,

60 Fed. Reg. 43657. In EPA's ,view, the court's primary con~em is
to distinguish treatment impoundments versus impoundments disposing
of pr~viouslyhazardous wastes. An impoundment would be
considered a'disposaliInpoundment by EPA'if it allows untreated
hazardous constituents to enter tpeenvironment through,
impoundments or ,from sludges in amounts sufficient to
impose, significant risks.
To the contrary, the only correct'reading of the opinion is that
the court considered the continued use ofnon-haZardous surface ".
impoundmen!i; (which include bOth Subtitle I? impoundments and '
impoundm~nts under Subtitle C delay ofclosure) 'to receive and' ,
treat decharacterized wastes to be permissible;provided only that

. the wastes themselves are ultimately treated to levels equivalent
to RCR/\ standards. The opiriion focusses primarily on whether,

f "
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.diluted 'or decharacterized wastewaters are treated ~o as to comply
with the Section 3004(m) treatment standards (or their equivalent).. '
For example,. the court stated that ·"treatment ofsolid wastes in a

, CWA surface impoundment 'must meet RCRA requirements prior to .
. ultimate discharge'into waters of the United States."Language can
he found ~oughout the opinion that indicates a focus 'onthe " . ' ' I

treatment of the wastewaters themselves; whether prior to or dUring
containment in surface.impoundments. Nowherejn the opinion does
the court'criticize or. even address the substantive merits of

, non-hazardous (v. Subtitle C)impoundments.
By ,way ofcop.traSt; the opinion mak~s' several critical references
to the continued use of unlined surface impoundments, which' .' .
confirms'that the court contemplated their continued, use managing
decharacterizeCl,wastes.· For exampl~,in.~escribirig the CWA

, treatment systems at issue, the' court stated that: ." "
) Following aggregation, the faciiities sometim~s'place the combined,
, stream in" an 'unlined surface impoundment as part 'of the CWA
treatment train. These impoundn1ents do not meet RCRA. SubtitleC
standards and they ,are regulated solely under RCRA Subtitle D. .'
Later, the court expressly held that diluted, decharacterizecf ..
wastes "may be placed in subtitle 0 surface impoundments that are
p~ oran integfated CWA treatnient train," provided that th~
wastes are themselves treated to meet.RCRA standards. Several
other references are made by the court to the continued use of
unlined impoundmentS to receive decharacterizedwastes, but nowhere

, In the decision does the court indicate'or infer that the 'use of,
unlined, impoundments is prohibited or that an equivalency ,

\ " demonstration is required. ,
.' Further language Sl,lpportitlg a co:n~lusionthat an equivalericy ,

di:?monstration ~~ not required , '
" may,be found'in the court's discussion of the integration that is

reqiJiied under section 1006(b)(1)between RCRA and the CWA. In'
r:eferririg to the laccommod3tion" required'by section 1006,
the court agreed that "allowing temporary deposi~ of '
decharacterized wastes [in a Subtitle D impoundment] is a '. "
reasonable accommodation so long as complete circumvention'of

.the treatment standards does riot occur;" ". ' .
The court clearly attempted to remove any confuSion or doubt

, regarding its decision, and API believes that it did so with .
respect to this issue. .In explaimng.the impact of its holding, " .

.the coUrt clarified that a decharacterized waste may be placed in a:' ,
noh-hazardous surface impowidment:· . .
ifthe resulting CWA trea~ent fully complies with RCM §
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3004(m)('l). In other words, the material that comes out of CWA
treatment facilities that employ sutface impoundments ~ust remove
the hazardo,us constituents ,to the same extent that any other "
treatment facility that complies with RCRA does. " '-
Beyond any dOl,lbt, the court considers non-hazardous surface
impoundments to be acomponent of the entire CWA treatment
facility, and it is the ultimate discharge of wastes from this
facility (i.e.~ end-of-pipe discharges) and not the status of the
facility itself~ that is the' court's paramount concern. Finally;the
most convincin'g language on this issue is found in the court's
summai)' of whether CWA systems treating diluted ordecharacterized
ICRwastes satisfy the section3004(m)(1) standard. In this

, section of the opinion~ the court stated that:', '
.the'result here is unique to CWA systems. N9thing herein pe~its

, the placement ... ofhazardous wastes or fonnerly hazardous
.waStes whi~h ~ave not yet met section 3004(m)(1)
Treatment Standards into non-~ubtitle Csurface impoundments except"
hi existing CWA treatment systems which ultimately treat the '
streams t~ full section3004(m)(1) stand~ds. - '\,' -' ,
Clearly the court was well aware'th~t these CWA tre!ltment systems
do not meet Subtitle C requirements (e.g., ~ey utilize unlined '. _.
surface impo.undments), but it did not rn*e.~y statement, implicit
Qr othe~se, that the. de~ign and operation of the' impoundiilents -
itself had to be altered.,' ,
In summary, there is absolutely no Janguag<j: in the opinion that
can support the Agency's mterpretation that 81l'equivalency
demonstration for surface impoundments treating diluted
or decharacteri~d ICRT wastes is necessary to ensure that the'
court's mandate is satisfactorily met. In (ac~ 'API- believes the
mandate is 'Clear in its approval ofthe continued and unaltered
use of such impoundments; agam, provided only,that the
wastestreams'themselves are ultimately meet RCRA standards..
C. The Non·Hai:ardous CWA Surface ImpoundmentS Do ,Not Warrant
F~er Regulation. ,_ "
As EPA obs~es in the pre~ble to the proposed rule, there are

. numerous regulatory authorities that EPA has or may' use to regulate
non-hazardous surface impoundments that pose unacceptable risks.
60 Fed. Reg. 43659-§0. Indeed, since1990 there have been'numerous·
regUlations, ~everal·ofwhich are discussed below, which-haye
drainaticillly'reduced the tpxicity ofwater.managed in wastewater
treatment systems. ,For example~ the organic Toxicity
Chllr&l~teristic (TC) rule bec~e effective subsequent-to the
promulgation of the' "third~third~' rule. '55 Fed~ Reg. 11798 (Mar.
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i9 ~ 1995). The TC iule regulates the toxic ,constituents that are
most likely to, pose a risk to human health or the environment. As
a consequence of the TCrule, many ~urface impoundments that were
not regulated when the "Third-third" rule was . , '
originally'promulgated, have become subject, to RCRASubtitle Cor,
to avoid suc;:h regulation; have reduced the concentration of toxiC
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'c'on~titue~ts entering the impound.m~nts. .
Similarly, the Agency ~as promulgated listings that have subjected
CWA surface impoundments to full RCRA Subtitle C regulation. 'For
examp\e, iIi ~990 EPA listedF,037-038, Primary Refining Sludge. 55 ,
Fed. Reg. 46354 (Nov. 2, 1990). This listing resulted in the
Subtitle C regulation of surface impoundinents upstream. Qf
biological treatment at petroleum refineries. If EPA believes that
·there are unacceptable threats posed by a particular uiUt, the
Agency can apply a more appropriate mec;hanism to address' those
threats. A lis~ing determination allows the Agency to target .
its regulations towards. actual environmental threats, rather than

·employ an over inclusive blunt instrument such as option III in the
· preamble. . . '. " " . I . .

In a9dition.many federal air requirements reduce the risk ·posed· .
by leaks and sludges as well as ris~ posed by air emissions. For
example, in the recent Refinery MACT. rule 60 Fed. Reg: 43244 (Aug.
18, 1995) tne most common complian~e strategy is to reduce the
con~entration ofVOCs before the waSte water is introduced to ,
the surface impo~dment. Since there are less hazardous organlcs .
entering the impoundment, the risks from any water leaking is
reduced, as well as the potential adsorption oforganics in the

· sludge. In fact, the industries covered by the PhaselV PROPOSAL
, have'or ",nfhave.air regulation$ that could cover wastewater

treatment systems if they represent a significant source of .
emissions. All the industries identified as being affected by the
Phase IV draft RIA are in whole or in part covered under a source
category that is regulated or will be regulated under Section 112
,ofthe CAA.. Compare id~ to 57 Fed. R~g·. 31576 (July 16, 1992). As
· a consequence, EPA either has or will'have an'opportunity to .

. . regulate air emissions from waste water in a ~anner most '
appropriate to the covered facility.
In addition to these significant. regulations that would directly "
overlap.with any P~ase IV regulation of surface impoundments, there
are numerouS reporting requirem~nts that allow EPA or the States' to'
ensure that toxic c~nsti~ents do not pose an undue risk.' Both .

, CERCLA and the CWA have such'reporting requirements.. See 40C.F.R.
~§302.6, 122.42. These'ge~eralrequirements are in addition to '.
spe~ificpennit conditions.. .
In addition, regulation ofnonhazardous, subtitle D surface
impoundm~nts is contrary to the R;C~ ~tatutory scheme, and would
provfd~ redundant regulation to state Subtitle D. regulatory ', .

• , J _ • I· •
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.programs. As EPA knows, RCRA generally reserves the regulation of
. --non-hazardous solid waste units to the,states. See RCRA Section

4001 et.seq:.. Accordingly, EPA should 'not leverage its authority
under secti~n 3004(m) to regulate non-hazardous sUrface
impoundn:tents. _
JV. Discussi!->r1 of Option 2.
If EPA decides ~o regulate non-hazardous surface impouncim~nts

under the phase IV rule, EPA should adopt Option 2. As explained
more fully below;biological surface ~mpoimdn1ents do not pos~
significant environ,meptal risks for sludges or leaks. F\irthermore,·,
since all petroleum refineries are subject to the petroleum
~efin:ery MAeT, air emissions from was~e water tmits ar~ already ,
.regulate,d under the CAA~ . ,
1. Any Water Leaking from ABT Impoundmerits is Substantialiy
Treated. . , '.' ,

,The March 2, 1995 proposal states EPA's concern that Je~s from,
, surface impoundnients may result in the disposal, rather than
',treatment, ofdecharacterize.d wastewaters. Therefore, tpe Agency
"is considering the addition of-controls 'on surfa~e impoundmentS

-'used to manage such wastewaters. API strongly believes
that aggres,sive biological treatment (ABT) UIiits and units'
downstream used to'manage decharacterized wastewaters do not
warrantadditional controls. '. ,

3. ' Air Emission from Wastewater Treatment Systems are
Effectively RegUlated under Other Authorities.
As EPA is aware,.air emissions from the wastewater treatment
systems ofpetroleuin refineries are extens~vely regul~ted. The,
Benzene Waste NESHAP, 40C.F.R. Part. 61, Subpart'PF, New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) For Petroleum Refinery Wastewater, 40
C.F.R. 60 Subpart QQQ; the Petroleum Refining MACT~ 60 Fed. Reg.
43244 (Aug:18, 1995); arid the RCRA Subpart CC Rule, 40C:F.R. 264,
and 265 Subpart CC; ~l extensively regulate air emission from

,non-haz3rdouS surface impo~dments. These controls are in addition '
. . to state requirements. ',',

. API supports EPA's position in Option II that facilities which are
covered by, CAA re~t;ltions (such as'petroleum refmeries)wilJ .

. automatically fulfill any Ph~e IV air emission obligations.
Hpwever, to avoid duplicative requirements, it is essential

. that EPA clarify that however a facility complies with CAA
requirements, through bubbling, de minimis thresholds; ,or
technology standards, it would not be subject to any'additional
PhaSe IV air requir~ments. For,ex~ple, under the refinery MACT,
ifafac;:i1ity manages less than 10 ~~tric tons of~enzene per'ye~. . . - / . '. .
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·in total waste, th~re are no further waste water requirements. In.
. this' instance, even though control measures are not required, such
a'facility has achieved compliance withCAA regulations. Therefore, '
since this'standard was deemed envirOninentally protective under '
the CAA, EPA sJ1ould'not impose further unwarranted regulations on,
wastewater impoundments in the Phase IV rule. '.
4. Groundwater Monitoring Provisions
~I agree~ with EPA that groundwater monitoring should not be
required for biologi.cal and post biological impoundments. However,
API offers'the following comments on EPA's discussion of ,
groundwater inonjtoring.The Option Ii groundwater monitoring
proposal was based the Municipal Solid Waste L~dfill (MS\YLF)

.rule, which allows an authorized state to approve a multi-unit
groundwater monitoring system: However, this flexi};)illty is not
included in OptioI) II of the Phase IV proposal. Under the proposed
.Option II, a separate groundwater monitoring system is required for .
each individual treatment unit. API believes that ifOption II is .
chosen; a flexible approach towards monitoring system design ~hould

be included in the rule. '
, For e~ample, there are instances where theadditic;lO or'ni6nitoring ..
wells between closely spaced impoundments will not significantly

. increase the effectiveness ofa gr~undwater inonito~g system. A
, mounding effect will be present on the watertable beneath a
leaking surface impoundment, locally alt~ring groundwater
flow. Therefore, a monitoring well placed between.two units will
not be able to identify w~ch of the unitS is leaking,' ev~n with .
prior knowledge ofunaltered groundwater flow. While detection may.
not be as rapid, the only environmental impact that could result

, "from one multi-unit monitoring system is to the soil and
groundwater directly beneath,the unit(s).ConverSely, there are
instances where interferences exist between surface inipoundments
(such as public water'bodies, old Solid Waste M~agemen'tUnits '
or other contaminated property) and the ability to separately' \
d~lineate the unitS,is essential. "
API therefore feels that ifOption'n is adopted,by EPA, a
flexible approach is warranted, allowing each facility ~o design an
appropriate groundwater monitoring system based on site-specific
conditions. ' .
Ifa'release from a surface impoundment is validated, EPA only

. allows two options. 60 Fed. Reg. 43672. ' FirSt, the , ,
de'characterized wastestream can be rerouted to a tank. Second, the
surfac~ impoundment can be retrofitted' with adouble liner ' .
and leachate collection. B6th of these options can be .

, , ! •
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_prohibitively expensive and unnecessary.
-Containment and removalitre.atment of the groundwater should be
acceptable as alternative means to allow continued use ofim
impoundment. Copfuinment mechanisms such as generation or'a cone

'. of depression to collect.and treat the contaminated groundwate~ or
installation of a slurry wall aro.und an impoundment provide

',' ,adequate control ofcontamipated groungwater and'do riot force
· expens~ve i:ankage or double linerlleachate collection expenditures'-

V. EPA' Should Not Adopt Option III. .
:c\PI agrees with EPA's. conclusion iliat Option III would not be an
appropriate way to regulate these units. Requiring MTR forsurfac'e
impO\i~drilents -managing non-hazardous waste-is clearly not required
by the "Third-tlUrd" decision or. the RCRA statutory scheme. It
would create an exce'ssive regulatory' burden and would-override many
reasoned 'and consi~ered decisions that EPA has mad~ in' facility
specificregula~ionS. Further; retroqtting a large impoundment at
a petroleum refinery could cost as much as $100,000,000 per'· .,
impoundnie~t. A~EPA observed, these costs are not justified by the. _,

, risks that these units present. However, should EPA make
.the clearly erroneous dec~sion to adopt Option III, the four year

, retrofit provision ofR~RA SECTION 3005G)(6)should apply.
If EPA detennines that surface impoundments which manage

, . 'decharacterized ICRT wastes must meet additional technical
requirements, then the full fo~;;.year compliance-period provided by-.

· section 30050) inust be avai,lable. The i~sue is governed by th~ .
position adopted by E~A that section 30Q50)(6) provides that
nOJ;1-MTR impoundments must retrofit or close within four ye~s o(
the date of identificatiop or listing of the newly regulated :
wastes. See, 57 Fed. Reg. 37218-22 (Aug. 18, 1992).API supported
this interpretation in its FebruaIy24, 1992· comments on the .
proposed.~DR for Newly Identified Wastes and Hazardous Debris, 57

· Fed. Reg:'9S8 (Jan. 9",1992), and in)ts ~arch'20,1992col1)l11entson
the proposed Timing ofSurface impoundments Retrofitting Rule~ 57
Fed. Reg. 4~70 (Feb: 4, 1992), both ofwhich are incorporated here

_ by reference. _ - .
, API believes the, four-year retropt periodshould run from the
, ." effective date of the forthcoming revised treatment standards for

ICRT ~astes. First, it would be both illogical and inequitable to
,'. conclude the period would run from the initial identification of
, , '~e ICR wastes (well over four yem ago), ~ince generators of

such wastes will have no way ofknowing that their decharacterized
" . '.'

. non-hazardous wastes could not 'be placed in ilQn-MTR surface.
,impoUndments. ,Thus, it would be impossible ~o co~ply with:that
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requirement now and'.unfair to s~ the ciock before notice is
given that additional requirements will 'apply. , .
Second, beginning the four-year period from the ,date new i,re~tment

standards take effect would be consistent with EPA's.conclusion in
the Third-Third rule, that the period for variailc~s frorp a new
treatm'ent standard can begin at the time the new stapdard is
identified, given that for a change in the standard is
functionally equivalent 'to applying a standard in the first .
instance (e.g., triggers a need to find additional or different
treatment c;apacity). S~e, 55 Fed. Reg. 22594 (capacity variance ,.
for K048;.K052transferred to 1hird-Third). The same analysis holds
for imposing MTR's under section 30.050), Le.; the affected
parties would not know and could not begin to plan for, nor
undertake expensive and technically difficult retrofitS or I'

replacements of impoundments until they becaitie aware that the ,
decharacterized ICRTs remain subject to section 3004(m) ~eatment
standards. , "
yU. Wet Weather Flow Impoundments Should Be Exempt from the 'Phase
III and IV·LDRs. ','
I' .

Because many petr~leum refineries are located in areas that .
receive large amounts of rainfall, most facilities have ~x~emely .

.' large stormwater'impoundments. 'These'impoundn1entsgenerally fall
under ~o classifications.. One type of system is connected tQ, '

segregated storm sewers., These sy~emswould not receive any
process wate.r, and therefore would not be covered .under either the I

Phase III or IV LDRrules. The seco~d type of syste,m is a
. stormwater impoundment which receives relatively 'small amounts of
process water 'which may contain dechantctenzed wastewaters,
cilong with stonnwater:, (HereiDafter r~fetr~d to as "Wet weatheJ;, . \
flow impoundments','). Wet weather flow im:po~dmentsfurther break
down into two different types. Sometimes the mixture ofstonnwater

, and process water is retained in the basin and fed back through the
wastewater treaumint,systein at acontrolled rate. In other cases,
the mixture ofprocess water and stormwater is sUfficiently clean

,so the ~~te~:.is dif~ctly discharged. Separate stormwater \ .
impoundments are necessary so th;at the large amounts of '
water managed during '3, storm event will not flood the wastewater

.treatment system and interfere with the efficiency o,f the
aggressive biological~tmentumt. Also~ by diverting a large.
flow ofwater it helps a wastewater system mai~tain its , . "
effiueIit discharge limit, 'especi81ly for total suspended solids
(188). Wet weather flow impoundments are fundamentally different
from process water impoundments consider~d under~s
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rulemaking~ Typical wet weath~r flow impoundments only receive
:waste water ,infrequently, in 'some cases only one or tWo days 'a '
ye,ar. thus, they are most often dry, and lack' not only the, ,
hazardous c~>nstituents, but also the hydraulic head necessary to
influence migration of,constituents. Further~ if the vrs are
exceeded.'at all, they are only exceeded for short, transient peak~
at the beginiting of storm events when the proportion of process
water'to storm wat~r is the greatest. Conseqqently, there is .' ,
limi~ed total loading ofUTS cOQstituents into wet weather flow
impoundments. B,ecause ,of the very low levels ofvrs constituents

that find their Way into such impoundments, and the ,lack<if '
a migration'mechamsm for constituents, the environmental risk'

, , posed by these units 'is small or nonexistent. ' "

RESPONSE'
'" " '

~ In the August 22, 1995. Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that <

underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized Wastes were not released to the ,
envir~:mment.via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoun~ents in systems
regulatedby the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Ac((60'FR 43655). Decharacterized
,wastes'are wastes which initially exhibited'a hazardous characteristic of igIiitability, corrosivity ~

reactivity, or toxicitY when generated,but are no longer characteristic). On March' 16~ 1996, the'
President ~igned the Land Disposal Progniin FlexibilIty Act of 1996, which provides that the' ,
wastes in question are no 'longer prohibited, from land disposal 'once rendered nonhazardous. As

. a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisjons for managing le~, ~ludges"and air
emissionS from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22. 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for :rc metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to'TC metal wastes if the characteristic is.removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by th~ Clean W~ter Act or, for underground injection 'wells, the Safe

, Drinking Water Act.

Howey~r. the Land Disposal Flexibility Act doe~ mandate EPA to undertak~ a 5-year study tQ ' ,
detenDine.any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constitUents from'these

- surfage impoundmentS. The fm,dings ofthis study, begun by the Agency· in April, 1996. may
, result in proposed regulations for these units, if riskS are in .fact found that would warrant such' ,

,.. regul,a~ion., .' - "
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" DCN PH4P068
COMMENTER Amera4a Hess CorP.
RESPONDER PMC' ,
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM, 068
COMMENT, ,

: Amerada Hess Corpora;tion has reviewed both the final regulation
and the subsequent revision to the Option 2flowchart and revisions
to the proposed BOAT standards. It believes that Option las set'
forth in the proposalp~esents the nio~t reasonable and practicable
approach of the options presented in the proposed regulation.
Amerada He~s understands that the intent ofOption 1 is tallow

" reliance Oli Phase III I:.DR regulations to satisfy the equiv~lence ':
standard and link Clean Water Act end-of-pipe and-LOR standards to

j - ,'assure that the mass removal 'of Underlying hazardous Constituents
(UHC) occurs in the CWA impoundmen~to the same extent that it;
does, in conventional RCRA treatIilent systems. Ifour understanding
is cotTeet, we can support promulgation ofrules ,encompassing

. option 1. We view this mechanism, coupled with existing regulatory
mechanisms such as those detailed in the proposal, as preventing
or sufficiently diminishing risks due to cross-media releases.
Adopting this option will diminish concerns about 'excessive
comple,xity and,cost from the more complicated option 2 and the
overregulation represented by. optio~ 3, which would tmdennine ,the
value of impoundment-based w,astewater treatment systems. "

;. ,

, ,

, '

, ,

RESPONSE, '"
In the August 22, 1995 P~ase IV proposal, EPA discUssed three options for enSuring that
underlying hazardous constituents- in decharactenzed wastes were not released t6 the
environnient,via le~, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the ,Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (C:;O FR 43655). Oecharacterized

, wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a luizardous characteristic ofigm~biIity, corrosivity,'
, reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic): On March 16, 1996, the
, President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility, Act of!1996, which provides that the

wastes in question are nq longer prohibited from -land'disposal once tendered nonhazaI:dous. As ,
a result, on April 8, 1996, E~Awithdrew its trelitmentstandards for these wastes (61-FR 15660).
'roday's Phase IV final'rule will not promulgate pro~isions for managing leaks, ,sludges, aild air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR ,
43655-43677)). Furthermore. the tre~tment standards for TC metal wastes i,n today's rule'do not

, apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
ina unit that is regulated,by the Clean Water Act or~ for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking W,ater Ac~. '-

,.
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Howev~r.' the Land Disposal Fle;l{ibility Act does mandate ~PA to undertake'.a· 5~year stu,dy to
determine' any potential ,risks posed by'cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from these
'surface impoundments.: The,'findings of this 'study, begun by the Agency in APril, 1996, may
result in proposed regul~tions for these ~ts"ifrisks are in fact Jound that would w¥J'ant such'
regulati~:m. .' ." ' ,
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DeN' PH4P071
COMMENTER SOCMA

.RESPONDER PMC .
SUBJECT' EQUV
SUBJNUM . 071
COMMENT

SOCMA strongly supports' Option 1 as an appropriate and reasonable .
accomniodation and integration of the overlapping compliance
obligations which otherwise could be imposed on Subtitl~ D surface
impoundmen~ under the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act and

. the Resource Conservation and Recov~ry Act (RCRA).. " " '.
As ,is discussed·beJow,SOCMA opposes bath Options 2 and 3 because
they could seriously and unnecessarily disrupt ~e existing'

.• wastewater' treatment systems used by its members without any
demonstrated environmental benefit. Option 2 is of particular' . '.
concern due to its potential to rely on' a.series of exemptions
which could subject s~aller'companiesor facilities to significant
and disproportionate regulatory burdens: ~OCMA member
small companies,and small facilitie~ would be at a. significant '
disadvantage as a result ofthe sjgnif}cant capital and operating

.cQsts which they (but not all others in the industry) would incur '
:' ., in order ~o cope with the regulatory impact ofOption 2., .

COMMF:NTS ' ~

.t The Potential, Impact ofthe Proposed fhase .IV Land Disposal
Restrictions Rule.Must be Assessed Relative to the Batch
Man1;lfacturing Typical ofSOCMA,'Members' ,
In order to understand the potential significance 'of the proposed
Phase IV Land disposal Restrictions (LOR) rule on SOCMA members, it "
'is necessary to understand and consider the unique natUre ofbatch
'processing. " ,
Batch processing provides an efficient arid.frequently the 'only
method to make small q~tities of chemicals t~ meet specific needs
and consumer demands for speciali?ed products. 'Batch processors
must be able to respond quickly to new req~ementsby customers,
fill'small market Iuches and develop p.ew products. They are at the
cutting edge ofnew technology, provide products often made n~where

,else in the world ,and heip keep imports down by responding quickly
to customer demands for service and delivery. This segment of " .
The Chemic~ industty retains a high degree ofentrepreneurship and
must retain·the flexibility to meet changing needs. and new .

, technological developments. . ' , I .,

Batch'processes are distinct from continuoUs operations in that a '
continuous operation has a constant raw material feed: ,to each unit, .
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operation and contimiaJ product withdrawal. from each unit
.operation: A,batch process has an intermittent introduction of >

.changing raw ,materials into the process and v~ing process, "
con9itions. imposed on the process 'within the same vessel. Thus, .

, w~te streams fr,om batch 'processes can VaJ'Y. sul'stantially over
.. time a;Scompared with those ofa continuously operating process.
Characteristically~ this s~gment of the chemical industry produces
small amowits ofa large variety of specialty chemicals. which

',result 1n the generation of low volwn~, highly variable
vvastestreams. . , '

, for example,a,study conducted by SOCMA of several mem~r company
facilities indicated that the nUmber of different products produced
at a given faCility could vary significantly from one year to the

, next: In addition, at ~ facility where the number of
. ,products produced was relatively more co~tant from one year to the
next, there'still co.uld be an almost complete turnover in product
·mix, with few repeat products from one year to the next. ,
Thus, whil~ there are several aspects of batch processing
,?perations that have significant compliance' consequences'for SOCMA

I' 'members with respect to the Phase IV LDRRU~E, 'the m'ost.notable "
, characteristic is the variable nature of the product mix which .

,makes it impossible to predict which products will be made over the
course of a year. : " , . '
II. 'SOCMA Supports' Option 1 and Opposes Options 2 and 3 Due
tb Their Potential to. impose Disproportionate Compliance Burdens on
Many SOCMA Member Opera,tions , '. '
Since many'SOCMA· members currently, commingle formerly_ '

. characteristic waste with nonhazardous wastewat~r in Subtitle D
surface impoundments and rely onthese'impoundments to meet
wastewater standards under the Ciean' Water Act; SOCMA is concerned
about the'Potential impact of the proposed PhaSe IV LDR~e on its .
·members.,~s SOCMA commented in previous comments on ·the Phase III .
LDR propo~l,we believe that the court's mandate,ofminimizing

I threats to human health and $e environment must be read in the 
context ofthe overlapping compliance obligations imposed by
different-environmental prograIns. SOCMA supports Option 1 as set
out in the proposal,beca~eit reflects an appropriate
accommodation and integration ofthe different waste treatme~t
obligatio.,s imposed by the Clean Water Act(CWA) and the air
emissions standards imposed by the ~lean Air Act. .'
For example, the Clean Air Act liazardous Organic NatioIl;~1 Emission
StandMds.for hazardous Air Pollutants (HON) wastewater'emissions
prOVIsions apply 'only to plants which are maj()r. emission SOllI:ceS of

>'
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.HAPs. It is unclear from the preamble discussion whether or
.not plants which would be regl:lhlted by the HON but for the fact
that they are'minor sources·would be·exempt from the air emissions
controis of Option 2. Similarly, the applicability level's for.
process ~aste Volatile Organic·Hazard~us Air Pollutants (VOHAPs)'
in the HON 'ar~ significantly higher than the·Yolatile Organic
Compowids (Voe) ,applicability level~ Und~r Option'Z. As a result,
many small plants could be subject to Option 2 air emission·
controls which were not considered to he sufficiently significant
sources of air polhitants to be regulated under the HON. '. .

, ·By way of further example, SOCMA notes ihat'the majority'ofits
members that g~nerate hazardous waSte have made a ,conscious
decisiop to' manage this waste in 90-day storage areas in order to
avoid obtaining a Part B permit for on-site treatment, storage
or disposal operations; In order to comply with the provisions of
the' 90-day exemption, SOCMA members have carefully reviewed their
waste generation activitieS and developed and implemented. '"
strategies w~ch ensure that facilities do not generate or ,stqre

. more waste than can ,be stored and shipped within the consn:aints of·
the 90-day time 'limit. ~resumably, there are significant . '
environmental benefits bOth to SOCMA members and th~ public as a
result ofthese tailored waste management activIties. . . _
Yet, under' Option 2, SOCMA members who comply with ,the 90-dayrule

:are placed at a di~vantage insof~ ~.th~y would be regulated '
. u,nder Option 2'while facilities with a Part Bpeimit would not. EPA '

generally justifies' the ex~ptio~ by reference to th~ RCRA " ,
'site-wide corrective action progr;un. Yet, even EPA has acknowledged
that ,there is a wide range ofexperience, Under the corrective, >

action progiam.ThuS, it is quite possible thatSubtitle >

D impoUndments ataparticular Part B permitted facilitY may not be ..
addressed'under a corrective action progi'am for some time to come.

, . Yet, Option 2 would automatically impose controls over comparable
. .impoun~ents at facilitfes which have used the 9o-day storage ,
. 'option notwitbstan~g the absence ofany adequate demonstration,of

harm or rjsk froin these units. , . , '
socMA is also concerned about the potential impact ofthe Agency's
proposed exemptions with respect to pending Clean Air Act . I

reguJations. It is unclear·how these exemptions would be. ' '.
jmplemented. For example, if those exemptions were not clearly
d~fmed by the effective date of Option 'z under Phase IV; then
facilities presumably would still have to proceed to comply with

: the PhaSe IV regulation in the interim. 'Insofar as some ,
compliance options would,require signific~t capital expenditures " ..
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to modify.existing wastewater treatment systems, 'it is imclear ho\'V
SOCMA'members ~ight'benefit from: the so-called relief .'
afforded under a su~sequent1y promulgated CJean Air Act reguJatio~.

, 'SOCMA appre'ciates'that, in crafting Optiotl2, the Agency sought to '
, identify simple mechanisms which would allow one to conclude ¢at a

, facility might present a i9wer risk and therefore, could ,
appropriately be.exempted from regulation. SOCMA wo~ld,like 'to
make three 'ov~rall comments regarding this approach. First, the

.exemptions created under Option 2finesse rathe~ than directly
address the key problem which underlies the Phase, IV LDR proposal

,-- the.absence ofa degree ofrisk whic;h warrants regulation. .
Second, a number of the exemptionS require knowledge ofprecise, ,"
levels of constituents present in a waste and thUs would'impose the, .

•1 , ,types oftesting obligations which are particularly burdensome for '
SOCMA MEMBERS, as noted below. Third, the exemption approach is
also flawed insofar as the exemptions fail to provide 'equivalent '
treatment for comparable, or even identical, operationS:
B. SOCMA Members Would Be DisproportiQnately and Unfairty

, Burdened By Compliance with Either Option 2 or 3 " . ,
Determining'iliat only, decharacteriied wastes will enter a Subtitle

" D impoundment, as,would be required under Option 1, imposes~a'
manageable compliance obligation on, SOCMA MEMBERS. However,
adoption ofeither,Option 2 or 3 would impose significant, ,
l.l.tlnecessarytesting burdens on.SOCMA members. As noted above, t1:le
~quent1y 'changing nature ofwastestreams from batch processing
operations is a characteristic trait of many SOCMA :

,"member operations. The frequent testing that wou!d be'required for
\. '. ~. .
SOCMA members to eval~tc;: these waSte streams f9r eIther OptIon 2
or 3 wouldeause theql to incur disproportio~te compliance costs .
and to carry ab~deri not shared equally by other segments ofthe '
chemical i1'!dustry. ' '.' . , _' ",

, Further; these sIllall ~ompairles and facilides would need t~
asSess, prior to, decid;ing' whether to make a new or slightly

.. different,produl:t, whether the,resulting wastestream might trigger
any new or different compliance obligations with respect to their,
'SubtitleD surface impoundments. Previously~ companies could .
satisfy this concern by determining that only decharacterized
wastes would enter those impOundments: However, under Options 2 or
3, the companies wotilCi need to consider how to quantify and treat'. "
the r~latlyely insignificant levels ofhazatdousconstituents that
'might be p~esent in the ultimately non.,.characteristic wastest:reartl

" resulting from a Q.ew or, modified product. Failure to predict .
accurately or manage correctly the resulting waste stream'could .'
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RESPONSE
, In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying ~~dous constitlien~ iri decJtaracterized wastes were not ~eleased to the,
environment via leaks, sludges; and air emissions from surface impoundments in, systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibitedahazardous characteristic of ignitability~ corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicitY'when generated but are no longer characteri~tic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the, Land'DiSposal Prograin Flexibility Act of 1996, which px:ovides that the ,
wastes in question'are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered ~onhazardous. As'
a reslilt" on April 8, 1996, EPA, withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).

,Today's Phase IV final role'will not promulgate provisions for managing l~aks~ sludges, and air:
: emissions·from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR -,

43655.43677».' Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
, apply t~ TC metal wastes if the c~cteristic is removed and the wastes are'subsequently·tre~ted

in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act 'or, for underground injection wells" the Saf~
OriIiking WaterAct.'·' . , '

have significant co,~pliarice consequ~nces. A_small company or
- facility understandably might be reluctant to imdertake a new
, production activity under these cir~umstances. Thus; Option~ ,2 and

3 could adversely 8.ffec::t.th~ flexibility that is 'a critical element
Qf competiti~n in the batch processing sector. By contrast; these
same concerns would not be present 'at ongoing continuous operations
which h~ve constant raw material feed _and continuous product '
Withdrawal. " , , "
A final compliance concem:~elates to ~e sheer complexityrofboth

': the proposed and existing land disP9sal restrictions regulations.
Small companies often donot have the resources to call upon' an
outside consultant or lawyer to lead them througp this regulatory"

_maze. Nor d~, they necessarily have extra iil·house staff that is in
a position to ,play that same roie;' Simply understanding when, how
and w~ether the Phas~ IVtDR regulations would'apply to, " ,
batch operations at small facilities could be a major complianc~ ,
obstacle. This. is particularly tnle insofar' as Opt~ons 2 and 3
would take the, unprecedented step of imposing these complex, RCRA, "

h~dous waste compliance obligations oit previously unregulated,
~onhazardousSubtitleo surface-impoundments.
Consequently, SOCMA believe~ that the Agency has failed to' '
':J1lderstand and assess the p<?tential impact of Options 2 and 3 on '
many of its me~bers. Given that the Agency has failed to identify
any' significant environmental ben~fits fro~ these 'options, EP~ .
should conclude i~ Phase IV LOR rulem~ng by adopting Option 1. ,

",
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However., the Land bisposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA tO'undertaKe a5-year: study to' .
determine any'potential risks posed by cross-media transfe'r ofhazardous constituents from'these ..
sUrface imppundments. ' The findings of this stUqy, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may' ,
result in proposed regulations for these units, if ris~s are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. . ." (',
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DCN. ,PH4P071
COMMENTER SOCMA
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT' EQUV
SUBJNUM 071
C.OMMENT ' r

The proposed Phase IV tDR rule also discusses'two other options:'
Option 2, which would impose ~ddi~ional regulations on certain
facil1ties with several listed exclusions; and Option 3, which
'would require full' treatment to Universal Treatment Standards
(VIS) levels pri9r to release to a surface impoundn;1ent. SOCMA
opposes Option 3, because it fails to recognize the need for an,
acconimodation 'between the CWA and RCRA (as the Agency itselfpoints'
out in'the proposal). SOCMA also 'oppose:; Option 2, because its
impact on SOCMA members potentially could be the same as Option 3:'
compliance could require that facilities. segreg'ate decharacterized
waste~ater~ and treat them separaiely from other wastewaters.. '

. ,

I

However, the Land Disposal FlexibilitY. Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year Study to
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments. The fmdings ofthis study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996" may
re~ult in'prop~sed, regulations for these units, if risks are in' fact found tbat would warrant such
regulation. "

,RESPONSE: '
In the August 22, 1995:Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three,options for ensuring that

,~derlying hazardous constituen~ in decharacterized wastes were not releaSed to the "
environment via leaks, sludges; and air emissions from surface impoundme!1ts in ~ystems

~~gulated by the Clean: ~ater Act or Sa(e Drinkilig Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized 'e '
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of igni~bi1ity.corrosivity,
reactivity, or tox.iciiy ..~hen generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16; 1996, the'
P~esidentsigned the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question a.'re no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous.. As
'a result, on April.S, 1996, EPA-withdrew its treatment standards fot these wastes (61 FR 15660):
TOday's Phase IV fmal,role will not promulgate pl9visions for managing leaks, sludges, and mr ,
emissions from surface. impoundmentS (EPA propOsed options on August 2~, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthennore, the tTeatment standards for TC metal wastes in today'srule do not'
apply to TC metal WaStes if the characteriStic is removed and,the wastes are subsequeritly treated'
in a'unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, .the Safe,
Drinking,Water Act. '

, .'
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DCN' - PH4P07l
COMMENTER SpCMA
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJN'tJM 07.1 "
COMMENT
A. The Proposed Exemptions Noted for Opti(m 2 Could Place an Urijusti~edLevel of '.

Control on Smaller operations ' . . ' - ,-
. . .~ ~

As an initial matter, SOCMA notes thath i~ difficult~ based-upon the preamble ,
discussion alone, to trY to determine the exact scope 8!1d impact 'of the multiple exemptions '

, which are used to def1ne the universe of facilities that would'be covered by proposed Option 2.
'Nonetheless, based on the information that is available, SOCMA .is concerned that small
facilitie~ may not be addressed hy these'multiple ~xemptions;

RESPONSE . - .

In the August 22~ 1995 Phase)V proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring th~t
underlying hazardous constituents in decharactenzed wastes were not released· to the
environment via leakS, sludges, and air emiSSions' from swface iIilpoimdme~tsin systems

'regulated by the' Clean 'Water Act or Safe Drinkirig Water Act (60FR 43655). Decharacterized
'wastes are wastes which initially exhibited'a haZardous charact~ristic o(ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity. or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristi~): On March J 6, ,1996, the
~resident signed the Land Disposal ,Program Fle?cibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
w~te's in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonh~dous. As,
~ result, on April 8, 199(j" EPA ~thdrewitstreaime,nt standards for these, wastes (61 FR 15.660).'
roday's Ph~~ IV :r~al rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges,and air "
'emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22. 1995 (60 FR
,4365.543677». FurthermQre, the treatment standards for TC metaiwastes intoday'srule do not
apply t~ TC metal wastes if the characteristic. is removed and the wast~s are subsequently treated, .
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for undergroUnd injection wells, the Safe
D~~gWater Act. " , ,

However, the Land Disposal'Flexibility Act, does mandate' EPA to undertake a 5~year study to
.determine any potentiai risks posed by cross-medi~trarisf~rofhazardous co~tituents from these
surface impoundments..The fmdings of this study, ,begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may .'
resul~ in proposed regulations for these,'units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. . ' . , .

, ,..- ,
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. DeN ' - ' PH4P074
COMMENTER Department of Defen~e
RESPONDER PMC,
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 074
COMMENT "

DoD supports.Option One mentioned in the proposed.rule. Option One'
has the advantage of utilizing existing federal and state programs '.

, to regulate potential leaks and air emissions from sUrface, '
, impoundments. Option One thus avoids 'duplication and'is consistent
with EPA'~ goal of clarifying and simplifying EPA LDR requirements.
60 Federal Register at 43679.' '

,"

/•

RESPONSE
,In the August 22, 1995 Ph~e IV proposal, EPA discllSsed thre~ optio~s for ensuring'that
Underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the , '
,environment via, leaks, sludges;' and air' emissions from surface impoundments in systems'
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking'Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes' are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivitY, ,
,reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic): On March 16; 1996, the

, , President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the ,':
, wastes in qu,estion are no longer prohibited from land disposal once renderea nonhazardous; As

, a result, on April.S, 1.996. EPA wlthdrew'its treatment standards for these 'wastes (61 FR 15660). 'e
Today's Phase, IV fmaJ.,rule will not promulgate provisions for managing -leaks. sludges, and air' :
emissionS from sWface, impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». 'Furthennore, the 'treatment suindards for TC metaLwastes in today's rule do not

, apply to TC metal wastes ir'the characteristic is removed and the wastes are Subsequently treated '
in a unit that is ~gulated by the tlean Wate;!r Act or, for undergro~d injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. '

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to Undertake a 5-year study to,
detennine any potE;ntial risks posed by cross~,media transfer ofhazardous constituents (rom these
surface impoundments.. The findings ofthis study, begUn by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result iIJ. prqposed regulations for these units, ifrisks are in fact found that would warrant such
regUlation.',··'
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.DeN PH4P080
COMMENTER . EASTMAN
RESPONDER 55
SUBJECT EQUV

, SUBJNUM 080
COMMENT. IV: ' E~A Cannot LegallyiAdopt Option 3 In its ,~hem Waste

decision, the court made clear, th.at non-hazardous CWA treatment
impoundments can be used to manage untreated characteristic
w'astes if two criteria are met: (I) the waste is decharacterized '
and (2) thetmZicity ofhazardous ~on~tituents in the waste has

.been reduced:pefore exiting the CWA treatment facility. ·'Thus,·
we agree with the EPA that,'under RCRA, diluted;formeriy
characteristic w~tes may be place'd in subtitle D surface ,', .

. impoundments which are part of a..'! integrated CWA treatment
train. However, in order for true "accommodati.on" to be
accomplishea, we find tp.arRCRA treatment requirements cannot be .
ignored merely because CWA is Implicated; that is, the CWA does
not oyerride RCRA. Thus~ we hold'that, whenever wastes are put

,.... ' in CWA surface impoundments before they have been treated '
., ,', ' pursuant to RCRA to reduce the toxicity of all ,hazardous '

, constituents, these wastes must be so' treated before'exiting the ,.
CWA treatment facilities. In other words, CWA facilities
han4ling charac~~ristic wastes must remove the charac:teristic '
and decrease the toxicity of the ·wast~'s hazardous constituents . <, •

to,the same de~ee that treatmen~ outside a CWA system' would. il
'

(976 F;2d at 37) (emphasis added) EPA's option 3 requires that
char~c~eii.stic ha2;ardous wastes ineet UTS for underlying .
hazardous constituents before enterirtg the· impourtdment. This
option is totally inconsistent with·the court's dictate si~ce it
would prohibit ~e management of untr~ated'decharacieriZe~:
wastes'in nonhazardous CWA. impoundments. I~ muSt therefore'be "

, rejected by ~pA. .' - . .
RESPONSE ,
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV prQposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuriitg th~t

: underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized waStes were not rele~ed to the
environment via leakS, sludg~s, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulate,d by ~e Clean Water Act or Safe'Drinking Water Act (60'FR 43655). Decharacteri:zed
wastes are wast~s which initiallY,exhibited a haZardousc~aracteristi~ ofignitability, corrosivity, .
react~vity, o~ toxicity when gen~rated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16,199,6,' the', ,
President ,signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, \Yhich provides that the , '

,wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land'disposat-once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes '(?1 FR 15660).
Today's' Phase IV fiIiai rule Will no~ promulgate provisions for m~aging.1eakS; sludges, and air'

I ... ,. '. •
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emissio.ns from surface impound~eriis (EPA proposed optjons on ~ugust 22,' 199~ (60 F.R ,' __
43655-4~677)).,Furthermore. the treatment standards forTe metal ,wastes in today's rule do not ..
apply to rC metal wastes. if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treate4
in a unit that is-regulated by the.Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking w:ater Ac~..'. .

However, the L~dDisposal flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to .
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer:of h8?JlI'dous constitiJents from these
surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may.
result-in: proposed regulations for ,these ·units, if risks iiI'e in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. .

"Dtere is· one caveat. 'Characteristic hazardous wastes th~t ar~ managed in cWA or CWA- '"
equivalent systems, and for whic,h EPA has promulgated a~ethod of treat~entas the treatment .
standard (e.g., high TOe ignitabl~ wastes for which the treatment standard is recovery of
organics) remain prohibited wiless treated pursuant by the promulgated method. .

~ . . ,
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DCN' . 'PH4P080',
COMMENTER Eastman
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV, ' '

, SUBJNUM : 080. ,
. COMMENT B. EPA Should Include Draft Regulatory Language in.Rulemaking

Proposals In the Phase IV rule, EPA has provided preambular. ' .
discussion of several options for potentially regulating air .
emissions, leakage and sludges from nonhazardous <;W~ :
impoundments that 'are used to manag~ d~characterized hazardous'

• 'r wastes. However, the Agency has failed to provide complete draft
T~gubitory language with the proposal. Eastman believes .that it

, is important for regulatory language to be included in propos<¥s
so that the public can ascertain whether ideas Wid concepts
discus~ed in the preamble have been properly carried forward to' .
actual rule language. The cUrrent proposal resembles an Advanced '
Notice of Proposed ~ulemaking (ANPRM) in that a number of ,
options are dis~ussed, rather than having',a speCific proposal.

,from the Agency, and regulatory language is not provided. ' .
Eastman be~ieves that the,Agency and public,are better served
when regulatory language is included in a proposal. Review of
'both the preamble and regulatory language by the public can help
identity errors and needed corrections before a rule is ' ' ' ,
finalized. ,.'.

, ,RESPONSE: _ .
In the August 22, ,1995 Phase IV, proposal, EPA discUssed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in dech8racterized wastes were not releaSed to the
environment via leaks,' sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems" , "
reguiated by the Clean W"ter Act or Safe'Prinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized' ' ,
waste$ are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity", '
reactivity, or toxicity when'generated'but are no longer'characteris~ic). On March 16, 1996, the-
President signed the Land Disposal Pro~ FlexibilitY. Act 'of 1996, which provides, that the .
wastes in question are no longer prohibited~m land disposal once rendered non1)azardous. As .
'a result, on April 8~ 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards fOT these wastes (6. FR 15660).
Tpday's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisio~ for managing leaks, sludges, and,air
emissioris from surface impoundnients (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995.(60 FR
43655~3677». Furthermore, the treatment standards fOT;TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
appiy to TC metal wastes.if the c~acteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently tre~ted
in a}lUit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or. for underground injection wells, the:; Safe'
Drinking Water Act. ", . '. /', ' " ,.,.",'

- , .

, ~, f. •

Ho~ever. the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
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det~nnine an~ pote~tial risks posed bycross-media t~ansfer of. hazardous constituents from 'these
sUrface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these up,its, if.risks are in fact found 'that would warrant such.
regulation.' '

Si~ce the' Agency is not 'finaliiing any of the·options addressing equivalency of treatment in
wastewater treatrrient systems regulated under the Clean Water Act, the commenter's concerns
regarding publication of regulatory language for notice arid co~ent is mQot... " ',,"

I •
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'. DCN PH4P080'. .
'COMMENTER EASTMAN
RESPONDER' MC
·SUBJECT· EQUV . , .
SUBJNUM .080
COMMENT . A. EPA Should ClarifY That the Phase ill.and IV LDRStandar~s

Are Applicable Only to Nonhazardous Impoundments L'1 the Phase '
. III and :(Y. LDR proposals', the Agency addresses the need to treat
, underlying hazardous constituents that are present in '

, decharacterized hazardous wastes which are managed in Clean
Water'Act (CWA) surface'impoundments. The discussed in th~

court's decision and the Agency's Phase ill and IV proposals
'j " focus on the management of decharacterize'd' wastes in .

,nonh~dous. subtitle D surface. impoundments that are not
, subject to the mo.re rigorous RC~ subtitle C regulations (note
the following citations). 1. Chemical Waste Management 't. EPA
976 F. 2d, 2, pages ~,344 - "Treatment facilities operating' ,

, pursuant to the CWA .often ~eceive waste streams from many
sources,and generally these streams are~combined for
c~ntralized treatment. Following 'aggregation, the facilities
so~etimes place the,combined stream in unlined surface
impou~dm~nts. These imp~undments do ,not meet the R~~ ~ubtitle C,
standar4s and they are regulated solely under RCRA subtitle D '.'
(solid .wastes). (emphasis ad.d,ed)."2. 60 FR 11704'-' ,
"Characteristic hazardous wastes that are treated or diluted
such that. they no longer .exhibit a characteristic ar~ no longer _ .
subject to RCRA Subtitle C·management staIidards, 'and thus may be "
discharged into uriits tb,at ate not subject to the stringent RCRA
Subtitle, C standards, such as mC wells:"· (emphasis added) 3.
60 FR.1170S ~ "(3) sitUations where'characteristic hazardous .
wastes~ diluted. lose their characteristic(s) 'and are. then.
managed in centralized·waste. water ~gement land dispOs~ .

. ' -units (i:e. subtitle -D surface impoundments or ClaSs I injection
wells) ...~(emphasisadded) 4. 69FR 11708 -' "EPA is '. . ,
considering, in addition to evaluating equivalence at the point
of ultimate discharge to surfaCe waters:.or to a 'Publicly-Owned

.Treatment Works (POTWs) ("end-of-pipe equivalence"), conditions
, for determining equiValence of treatment for decharacterized .
waste~_~ged in nonhazardous waste (subtitle D) impoundments
:Which woul4 ... " (emphasis added) 5,' . 60 FR436S7 - "Today's .
op~jons to address surface impoundment releases specifically .
apply t~~Subtitle D (nonhazardous) surface iinpoundJnents ~t .
receive dechara~terized wastes~" (emphas.is add7d).~t ~s clear '

"
, '
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.: that ~e court's concern and directives were ~imed at r

decharacterized wastes managed in·nonh~dous sUbtitl.e D
· impoundments. It did not expJ;ess concerns, or require any

additional. controls, for similar wastes.I .1a~ged in subtitle C
permitted impoundments. At two of Eastman's manufacturing

· plants, decharacterized hazardous wastes are, treated'in .
centril1ized CWA treatment systems that-are comprised of .
state-of-the-a!1' above-ground tank .systems follo~ed by landbased
surface impoundments. At both facilities, the land-based units'
are not Qnly Permitte~ under the' facility I·S CWA permit but are
also fully permitted under RCRA subtitle C pursuant to the .
provisions of RCRA 3005(j)(3f ImpounQments ·permitted subject to .

'. this statutory provision must ~ ones which: (A) con~in .
treated wastewater during the secondary or subsequent phases of.
an aggressive biologiCal treatment facility subject to.a perinit
'issued un4er section 4~ of the Clean Water Act (or which hold
such treated waste water after treatment and prior to ..
discharge); (e!Jlphasis added) (B) are in compliance with
.generally applicable ground wate~ monitoring requirements for
facil~ties with permits under-subse<?ti9n (c) o(section ~OO5(c);
and (C) . (i) are part of a facility in compliance with
section 30I(b)(2) of the Clean W~ter Act. or (ii) in the case of

. a facility for which no effluent guidelines required under
section 304(b)(2) of the Clean Water' Act are in effect and no
permit under section 402(a)(I) of such Act implementing section' .'
301(b)(2) of such Act has been issued, is part of a facility in: '

· compliance with a ,permit under section 402 of stich Act, w~ch is
achieving significant degradation of toxic pollutants' and .
hazardous constituents contamed in the untreated .waste stream
and which bas identified those toxic pollutants and hazardous
co~tituents in the untreated w~te stream to the appropriate
permitting.,a1:1thority·~ RCRA section 300S0)(5)(D)(ii) requires
that owriers/oper~torsprovide certification ,that the .

, impoundments meet 'the ,~onditions of 300S(i)(3), based on
analysis of toxic pollutants and hazardous constitu~nts that are
likely to be present in the ~treated waste"stream. this' .
certification muSt be made by a registered professional engiheer '
with academic training and experience in ground water hydrology. ;
.Eastman believes that neither ·the coun nor EPA intended to
impose additional Phase mor IV LDR restrictions' on ,CWA ; I

impoundments that are 3.lready permitted and stringently
. regulated under RCRA Subtitle C,such as the Eastman~. . . "
'. imp!Jun~ents discussed above. Ho~¢ver, Eastmait is c~ncemed ~t .
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the Agency has looselyused the terms ;, surface impoundment" and
"wastewater treatment systems" w.hen discussing the requirements ,
of the phase JIl and IV rules, rather than using specific teens
like""nonhazardous surface iinpoundmentsll or "Subtitle D
impoundments. (see the following example). 60 FR43654 - The
Environmental Protec~iop Agency is addressing issues arisi,IJg, '

.from the September 25, 1992 decision of the U.S. C0'!1rt of
- Appeals in Chemical Waste Management v. EPA, 'g76 F. 2d (I).C.
Cir. 1'992) on the equivalency of 'treatment ip wa~tewater"/
treatment systems regijlated under the Clean Water Act (CWA) to
treatment required by the Resource 'ConServation and Recovery Act
(RCRA). Specifically, the Agency .is considering 'whether to. '
regulate potential releases to air or· groundwa~er, of haZardous, .
constituents from surface inipoundments treating wastes, ... "

'. '(emphasis added). Eastman asks the Agency to add a spc;:cific
statement to the applicability portions of the Phase m and IV
LDR rules ciarifying that they only apply to nonhaZardous CWA
impoundments. Also, Eastman suggests that th:e language in the

.: seconddiamond in FigUre I, oPtion 2 ~ changed to read: "Is '
the Decharacterized Waste Managed' in a Nonhazardous Clean Water
Act or Equivalent Wastewater Treatment System(s)?~

RESPONSE' . " . .

In the A1;lgust 22, 1995 P~ase IV 'proposal, EPA discussed three op~ions for ens~ng that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the .
environment via leaIq;, sludges, and lPr emissions from sUrfac~ impoundmen~ in systems i " •

. r~gulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking WaterAct (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which intially exhibited a hazardo~ characteristic o{ignitab~lity, corro~ivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no lqnger characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal PrograIn Flexibility Act of 1996, which provide~ that the
waStes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. A,s'
a resutt, on Apnl 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards' for these wastes (61 FR '15660)..

. ' .. '/ . " .

. J"oday's Phase IV fmal rule will 'not promulgate provisions for managing:leaks, sludges. and air .
emissions from surface unpoundments (EPA proposed options on Auglist-22, 1995 (60 FR

.. 4365.5-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards :for TC. metal wastes in ioday's rule do nor
apply to· TC metal wastes if the characteristic, is removed and the wastes are'subsequently treated
in a unit that isregUIated by the Clean W~terAct or, for under~ound injection.well~, the Safe

· :oriDking Water Act. . .

.e"

••

Howev~r, the Lanq DispoSal Flexibility Actdoes mandate EPA to undertake a '5~ye3r study ~o
determine any,potential nsks posed by cross~media transfer ofhazardous constituents from ·these

·surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may , ..
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. . .' . . ' .

, I
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DCN . PH4P080
COMMENTER EASTMAN
RESPONDER MC
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM '080
,COMMENT ,C. Sludges Are Prohibited Only If They Are Themselves

Hazardous UIider option 2 in the proposed rille, sludges removed
. " from prebiologic.al CWA surface impoundments that accept

decharacterized hazardous wastes would have to meet UTS levels.
,Eastih~ believes that no additional controls for sludges are
warranted for the following reas~ns. First, as the Agency has'
stated, controls for sludges residing in the ~poiJndments. '

I separate from' controls th8t a«;ldress impoundment leakage, are not
,needed. "...EPA does not believe in-place sludges would be a
. release path~ay separate 'from the leaks pathway. Put another

way, by controlling leaks (~ expiairi~d"in the previous. .
se~tion), any risks posed by ~ludges while in the impoundment
should be accounted for. II (6.0 FR 43673) Secondly, sludges' :.
represent a·new point of generation when they are removed from
the impoUndment and·are, therefore; subject to land dIsposal.
restrictions only if they are hazardous. (exhibit a hazardous'
characteristic) at the time they are removed. (see)Vow) "EPA
also reiterates that, 'as a legal matter, it can be argued that
even no tre.atment of sludges is equivalent tosiJbtitle C\LDR
c(,)O~ols. this is because generation of .sludges ·is 1}sually,a new'
point of generation at which the newly-generated waste is
reevaluated'to determine'if it'is subject to· the ~I)R standards... '
If non-hazardous, the sludges would:not be so subject (i.e.,
would not be prohibited wastes). See SS FR 22661-62. Thus, '

'literal application of an equivalence test would resUI,t in no
. treatment of these sludges~' sin~ the sludges will be, ,
non:bazardous ,wastes by definition (they cannot be hazardous' .
wast~s because they are. bcHng generate4 in 'subtitle D .
impoundmeIit), and so would not ~quire ~er treatment under
the standard ~ubtitle 9 approach.~ (60 FR 43673).As the Agency' "

" . has properly recognized, sludges removed trom a nonhazardous
impoundment are not hazardous (because they were generated in a
.noilhazardous impoun~ent) unless they ~e determiiled.to be .
hazardous (exhibit a hazardous constituent) at the point that .

, they are removed. No land'disposal restrictions attach to the '
removed sludges uDIessthey' exhibit a characteristic: In its .
Phase ill discussion of sludges generated from·the treatment of

~ ... '., . -. . .
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" ,characteristic wastes ineWA impoundments (60 'FR 11709), the
, Agency 'says that "Under' EPA's existing interpretations of the
, ru,les, such sludges are usually considered to be prohibited

wastes-only if they are themselves hazardous. This is because
, generation ofanew trea~bility group is conSidered to be a,new'
'point 'of generation fO,r purposes of de,termining'where LDR'

,prohibitions attach. II In the initial proposed rule setting forth ,
land disposal'restrictions (LDR) the Agency recognized that the
most effective and·efficient way' to develop treatmeI]t'methods
woul4 be to divide wastes into treatabilitY' groups based on
similar physical and chemical properties. See 5,1 FR 1677. Th~
Agency recognized in this propo~ed rule that setting trea~ent"

standards on the basis of Waste codes is not appropriate. .
"Because of the large number and variable nature' of the waste
within most EPA waste codes, it is 'usually not appropr,iate to
evalu~te 'treatInent methods and thek, effectiveness on a' waste

'code basis.... Waste may also be grouped according to the
, constituent properties since these propenies influence waste

treatability. For example. all waste containiIlg volatile organic
. constituentS may form one treatability group. while waste

containing soluble organics may form ~o,ther group. Other groups
may consis~ of wasteconta~gmetals or cyanides. '" ~t follows
from this pos~tion tha~ in or~er to detern;tine 'what treatment
standards ~pply one must know,what treatability group is .

, ipvolved. And the determination,o( a treatment standard can'
occur ~)Dly after the treatability 'group is, generated. EPA 1,

confmned its use'of treatability groups in making a
dete~tion of applicable 'restrictions in the fmal 'rule
issued November 7,. 1986~ 51 ~ 40572. In describing the se~ence
to be followed ill determining LDR the Agency stated at page' '
40620: "Sequence 1 in the gene~tor's decision-making process
commences with a, determination of the appropriate ,treatability
group and corresponding Parr268 Subpa~t'D'treatmentstandMd .'
. ~ ~ The Agency is,requiring ~t applicable Part 268 Subpart D

, treatment standards fO,r a restricted waste be'determined at thf?'
point of generation." A'statement that a change in treatability
group creates a J,lew Point of generation 1s found in the fmal
rule for land disposal restrictions for California list waste,
~2 FR 25760 at page 25767, which in tum rei~rateda statement
found in '52 FR22356 at 22357. In both instances the Agency .
explained an exception to the principal that treatment residues
from pro~bitedwaste mustcontinue to be treated until they··

). meet the tte~tment standard. As the, Agency explains: "This is ,

608..
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where treatIi1ent~results in.a residue that belongs to a different
treatability group than the initial' waste 'and the Agency has ,
already determined that there is inadequate nationwide capacity

'to'treat the waste belongmg to that group. II A.s, an example. the'
Ag~ncy described the incirieration-of an FOOl-;FOO5 spent solv~nt
that' generates a scrubber water ~ 'Further, treatment of the . 0-

scrubber water is ·not required because this scrubber water
,belongs to a different treatabil~ty group It is obvious from
this' discussion that'as the' treatability -group changes the >-

determination of applicabie land disposa} restrictions changes'
a1so. -It follows that since hin~ disposal ,restrictions are
determin~ at the point of generation (as des<;ribed Previously)
then a change ,in treatability group is a new point of, '
generation. See also 55 FR 22520 at 22544:. "Additionally. this 
is in keeping with the general'principal established'in these' , '
rules that determination o(whether a characterIstic Waste
achieves BOAT must be reevaluated whenever a,treatment residual
is generated. Put another way. each new' treatability ,grollp has a
new point of.generation for a c~act~ristic w~te. ""See 'also 53.
FR 31138 at 31209: "Of colirse. iiin the course of managing the:
waste'il new tr~tability group IS, created. for ~xairtple. scrubber

, water from the tncineration of a nonwastewater. the treatment
standard applicable to this' new treatability group will apply. "
Fro~.the above it is apparent that from-early on in the '
development 'of, the land disposal restriction 'rules the Agency
has emphasized' both, the concept of determining appliCability of,
land, disposal restrictions at the point of generation and the
concept that. treatments~ds are based on treatabilitY
groups. and that a' change in a treatability group is 'a :new point

-of generation. As EP~ pointed out in the third-third role. this' -,
approach to treatability groupc~ges "provides a'clear'line of'
demarcation. avoids the enormous. difficulties associated with
deterrniniitg new treatability groups every time a hazardous waste
(in this case non-hazardous waste) is altered in some respect '

-and avoids having an: initial waste' s s~tus as prohibited
'determined in all cases by some later management of a residue .
derived from the initial waste". See 55 FR 2266. 'It is also ~

: apparen(that the. court in the third-third decision nowhere,
, addressed the is~ue of achange.oftreatability groups or, ,for -
" ~t matter the issue o( treatability 8roups,at all. ThUs; EPA

,cannot rely on the court ~ecision as a mandate t~ change its
position on point of generation or treatability groups. If these'

, : changes are. t~ be made, they must be made on their own merits and'
'.' . . .' ,
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. not as a requirement of thecotirt..
RESPONSE ' e'
In the August 22, 1995 ~ha;se IV proposal, EPA di~~uss~d thr::.e options for ensuring that ..
underlyipg hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were riot released to the '
environment via leaks, sludges, and air em~ssions from surface impoundments in system~ .
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized'
\yastes are wastes which~intiallY'exhibited ~ hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivitY, or t~xicity when generated but are no longer ch8.ract~ristic). On March 16, 1996, the "
President signed the Lahd'Disposal Program FlexibilitY Act of 1996, which provides'that ¢e '

"wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazaraous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61.FR 1'5660):
."roday's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks,sludges, and 'air' ,

: emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 12, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not

, apply,to 'TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a~t that is reg~iated by'the Clean Water Act or, for undergroUnd injection wells, the Safe' .

. DriD1dng Water Act. " "

. . " ",'

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act ~oes mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year stUdy to '
detennine any 'potential risks posed by cross-media tr~fer ofhazardous constituents from these '
surface impo~dments.·the findings of this study, begun:by the Agency in'April, 1996, may' (

, \ result ip. proposed regulations for these,~~, if risks are in fact found that would w~ailt such
regulation. . 'e '

"
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DCN PH4P080,
COMMENTER EASTMAN'
RESPONDER MC
SUBJECT, EQUV ,
SUBJNUM 080
COMMENT 'A. Option.1 Satisfies ·tJ:1e Court I S:Mandat~ When Congr~ss '" '

enact~d- RCRA-in 1976, it recognized the pre-:existence of several
environment"statutes including the Clean Water Act (CWA), and in-'" ,
section 1006(b} of ReRA, instructed the Age~cy 'td integrate "
pr~visions of ReRA and other statutes when' implementing RCR,A and
to avoid duplication, to the maximum extent practicable, with
the provisions of those statutes. In the Third Thit:d land '
disposal restriction (LOR) rule. EPA made a key policy decision
consistent with Congress' directive when it getermined that '
charac~eristically haz3.rdotis wastes were no longer regulated,by
ReRA once they lost their characteristic, thereby allowing .

. decharacterized wastes to be managed in nonhazardous CWA
, 'treatment systems withou~ having, to meet ~e ~equfrementsof

RCRA subtitle C. EPA's policy decision was challenged in,'
.' Chetnical Waste Management v. EPA, 91~F. 2d 2(D.C. Cii. 1992). In

this Third Third de~ision. the court said: "Although a surface "
impoundment is tecluiically a.form of "rand'disposal," and ,
treatDlent therein Iic:>nnally -would be at odds'with the Commands of
RCRA, this approach is nonetheleSs acceptable Pecause RCRA· '
requires some accorimiodation with CWA. However. in'all other
,respects, treatment' of'solid waste~ in a.CWA ~urface impo~dlnent
must meet RCRA.requirements prior to ultimate discharge into

, waters of the United States or pUblicly owned treatment works
(ttPOTWstt) 976 F.2D at 20. Therefore. the coUrt upheld EPA's

"accomrriodation ofRCRA and the tWA by allowing continued use of'
nonhazardolis CwA impoundments to .treat formerly characteristic,
hazardous wastes. The court added 'only o~e qualifier to this ,,'. : '

,-acc~mmOdation. that the 'wastes meet -ReM requirements prior to
discharge into surface waters or POTWs." EPA has addressed this
requirement in the proposed Phase m role where it proposed . ,
that treated effluent froin 'a nonhazard~us ,CWA system (managing
decharacterized hazardous wastes) m~t CWA technology~basedor'
.wat~r quality-based s~ds, or the RCRA Univer~a1T~atment

Standards (UTS). This ttend..cf-pipe" treatment demonstrations'
fully satisfiE?s the courts mandate. Nowhere in the Third Third
decision d~s the court require. or even address. air eqrissions,

- leakage, or sludges. In the Third Th;ird, rule, EPA acknowledged
" .

"
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· that the NPOES technology~base~ requirement~of the CWA provide
for treatment of. wastewaters pdor to discharge and that, r •

indeed, many of the LOR treatment standards are based on data "
'used to set the CWA standards. Therefore. the Agency concluded: .
"Thus, EPA believes the overlap of~ LOR dilution prohibition .
where an NPDES treatment train include$ a nonh~dous treatment
impoun~erit would not substimtially further the treatment goals
of the land'disposal restrictions/'(55 FR 22657) Therefore; the
Agency need not set any additional requirement other than- the .

, . ,

· Phase m '-'end-of-pipe" treatment demonstration to meet the
court's requirement or .the intent of the land disposal program.

· In fact, to impose VOC, leakage, and sludge coIitrois, beyond th~.
. . .

end-of-pipe ~emonstration, would saddle no~dous surface
· impoundments with more stringent land disposal treatm~nt

demonstrations than are required of haZardous' waste treatment
units. The court did. not inte~d or, even suggest that EPA. iinpose
this additional burden· on nonhazardous impoundments. When it· .

'rendered its decision, the court fully understood that the '
impouDdments at question were nonIiazardous CWA' impoundnlents not
subject to'RCRA controls for-VQCemissions, leakage, or sludges. '
Yet, ..it did not specifY that these issues need be addressed, "
only that a demonstration be mad~ that hazardous constituents in '
the characteristic wastes be reduced prior to discharge to the

. ' . '\ '

same degree that they would be by other RC.RA trea~ent. Again,
this requiI:ement is fully satisfied by th~ Agency' s propo~ed'
Phase m "e~d-of-pipe" tr~tment demonstration. Bo' VOC

· E~ssions, 'Leakage, or Sludges from Nonhazaidous Impoundments Do
Not Represent a Significant Threat to HUman Health and the
Environment In the Phase m proposed'role, EPA ,acknowledged that
characteristic wastes treated in nonhanardous sUrface
impoundments pose li1;tle risk. "That'being said,'~e risks
addressed by this.role, particularly me weiIs. are very small
relative to the risks presented by other environmental .
cQnditions or solutioIis. In a time of limited. resources. common
sense dictates' that we deal withhigh~r risk activities (1I'5t. a .
principle on which EJ>A, members of the regulated community. and- . ,

, the pubiiccan,all agree.," (60 FR 11704) The wastes at issue·in
this ruleniaking are 10'W~risk dilute wastewaters containing
formerly characteristic wastes, ~t' no longer exhibit a ,
hazardous constituent. Managing these:wastes in CWA-pe~tted

· .treatment systems insure that they are properly treated prior to
, i discharge.. The end-of-pipe treatment dem~Dstration proposed in

the Phase ~ propo~al further insures that hazardo'Qs cOl1$tituents
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in the wastes have been treated. EPA has,not adequately .
demonstrated'that the residual risks associated with management
of d~characterizedhaza~douswastes in no_ardous CWA '
impoundments, ~er implementation of the Phase m controls, are '
sufficient to justify additional controls on sludges, VOC
emissions, 'or-leaks. Based upon very conser:vaiive generic risk
assessments which did not,include consideration of site-specific

'parameterS, EPA concluded,thai leakage is likely t(> be of ' '
, concern only 'from pre.;biological,treaonent units and that risks
, fi;om sludg~s ~e low for all industries for whi9h data was

available ("Regulatory Impact Analysesof.the Ph2se IV Lan~

Disposal Restrictions; August 7, 1995 p. I ES-7). 'Easunan believes
. that the Agency's risk screening is flawed and that it
, overstates the risks associated with nonhazardous. CWA .'
lmpoundll.lents. Eastinan is a member of the Chemical Manufacturers
Association (CMA). CMA commissioned GradienfCorpcmltion to·, '
review EPA's risk ~ssessmentmeUtodologies and ~onclusio~. '
Eastman,includ~s the Gradient study and CMA's !=onunents 6n th~
risk assessment by reference in its cor;nments. The CMAreview '.
showed that much of the data'used~ the Agency's risk screening
is old, outdated, and not representative of current impoun~ent'
operations. Gradient found a number of.problems with EPA's.· ,
screening methodology and concluded that the'Agency's estimates
of risk are greatly oversta~ed, in some cases by a factor of '.
over 660; EPA has e,ven pUblicly supported $e prerirlse that
'additional controls on CWA treatment ,systems aic: not needed. On
~uly 20, 1995, Michael S~piro, Director of EPA's Office,'of '
Solid Waste, testified'before the House Subcommittee on r

\ComDierce, Trade and Hazardous Materi8Is, in connection with a
bill proposed by Rep. Oxley,that would, among other thi.Ugs~
reinstate much.of EPA's Third Third Regulation. Mr. shapiro .
described ,the Third Thifd role as originally promulgated by, EPA,

',and the decision of the D.C. Circuit in Chemical ,Waste
Management v. EPA. 976 F.2d 2 (D.C. Cjr. 1992) (hereinafter

'. referred t9 as the ~dhem Waste" decision), which fOrced EPA to
.modify th~ rules. He pointed out that the risks addressed by the .

. resulting Phase m rule,£and thus tho~e addressCd by the Phase IV
rule as well "are squill relative to the nsks presented by ,other ,

, environmental conditions or_situatio~; ~evertheless, the Agency,
. is required to set treatm~nt stan4ards for these r:e~atively low
risk wastes and disposal practices. ~ (Shapiro Testimony at 13.,
14.). Published~reports have indicated that Mr. Shapiro stated .
that-he would' not oppose the section of the Oxley Dill that'

, -..,
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, , would reverse the Chern Waste decision as to' wastf:s managed in' .- _.
CWA systems or VIC injection wells. (Pestici4e & Toxic Chemical'

. News, July 26, 1995~ at 13.). In March 1995, President Clinton
promised to proyide Congress with a. list of "dfl.e-shot"· .
legislative proposals that would "[f]ix provi~ions of RCRA which

" result in' high' cpst while providing only ririnimal environmental
benefits." The Administration has drafted two ritle-shot reform ,
propos~ls. One proposes a ie,tum to .the' Agency's position prior
to the·Chem Waste decision,.that.i.s, acomplete deferral to CWA
regul~tions for decharacter'izeo hazardous Iwa~ies managed in
nonhazardous CWA treatment systems (Inside EPA, October 25, . ,
1995~ p.l). In light of the low'risk posed by decharacterized
hazardous wastes that are treated sUbject'19 CWA regulations ~d
the Agency's consistent support ,for the policy deCision (to" . :
defer to CWA r~gulations) that it promulgat~d in the Third Third .
rule, it cannot in good conscious Impose additional costly ,
.burdensome regulatory requirements on tWA ~eatme1l:t syste~. To
do so would be totally inconsistent with the Agency I s regulatory'
refonn objectives. The Agency must recognize that manY of the
additional contro~s that it is contemplating will be very
expensive to implement. Eastman' alone could ~cur costs in

. excess of $100 million dollars if it is forced to replace its,
CWA impoundments 'with tank systems. EPA ha~ no justification for
disrupting theSe long-,standing wastewater treatment operations.· .
Eastman agrees. with· the Agency's preambular discussion; oUr
eneigy and capital funds could be much more producUyely q.seq in
other areas. Eastman urges the AdnUnistration to accelerate its, "
rifle-shot legislative I:efonn efforts.. bi the'meantime, the . . . .
Agency'sh9uld adopt op'tion lin ~e Phase IV proposal. C. Air'
Emission, Leakage and Sludge Concerns Ate Already Addr~ssed By
Other Statutes and Regul~tions'Section lOO6(b) Qf RCRA instructs
the Administrator to :avoid duplication, to tlle maximum extent
practicable•.with the appropriate provisions of other statutes.

., 'In the contextof the Phase D;.l and IV rulemakings. it is ,.
imporiarit'not only for,EPA to integrate the 'requirements of RCRA
with existing CWA requirements, b~t that it also avoid
duplication wi~ existing federal, state, local·and tribal
s·tatutes and regwatipns. Eastman believes that existing
regulations are sufficient to adequately address air emi.ssions.
leakage'and sludge concerns at nonhazardous CWA treatment
systems. EPA need ~ot. and should not. add· duplicative controls
,on top of those that already exist. 1:' Air Emissions Emissions
of hazardous air polluulnts are already subject to Secti9n 112 '

, ... . . ~ ,;
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. of tJ1e Cleajl Air Act." Section, 112 r~quires -EPA, to promulgate .
emission, standards f~r industrial source categories with respect

.' to <nearly two hundred hazardous ~ir pollu~ts. establishing
Maximum' Achievable Control Technology '('~MACT") for such' ,
categories. Many chemical:companies ar~ already covered by the
HON ("Hazar90us Organic ,National Emission Standards for '
Hazardous Air Pollutants") regulation, promulgated on April 22,
1994 (59 Fed. Reg', 19402),; or by the Benzene NESHAPS.
promulgated on January '17. 1993. Another' relevant' NESHAP that
has rece~tly been proposed ,governs off-site waste management'
operations. These 'regulations,' takeJ) together. place stringent
controls on the emission 'of hazardous a~ pollutants from the ,
organic chemi9als industry. MACT standards for, other ihd\J:strial
categories have been or will be'promulgated, by EPA according to
3: statutorily-imposed sC,hedlJ,le, including some 70 additional
chemical production or manufacturing source ~ategoiies aqd the
orgamc liquids distribution source category,_ E1>A is also
required under ~ection 112(0' of the 'CAA to review the residual
risk after MACT controls are establisJ:1ed as part of the' overall ,
program to control HAP emissIons. This CAA-authorizedprogram'
wiil address all emissions of HAPs" lncluding MACT controls on
HAP emiss~qns from wastewat~rs generated from manufacturing
'operations. 'SinCe regUlationS promulgated under Section 112 are
to cover all major sources of hazardous air pollutants.. there is ,
simply no need to impose duplicative' requirements under RGRA:
The pro~isions.ofthe ,C,lean Air AC,t governing nonattainm~ni', "
areas (CAA §§ 171-193) may also overlap with the proposed RCRA
air emissions requirements. Those requirements impose' ' '
limitations (including the use of Reaso~blyAvailable Control
Technology, or "RACT") on'the emissions frQm existing major air., .
pollution sources max;eas that hav~ not attained established' .'
air quality standards. New or',mOdified facilities maY,als,o be'
subject to'several' requirements: (a) for certain industries, ~PA
has promulgated New Source Perfonitance Standards under Section

, 111 of the Clean Air Act, imposing specific requirements on all '
facilities within the industrial categorY; (b) for areas in
co~pliance with air quality standards, Sect~oiis' 160-169 .of the
Clean Air Act, gove~g Prevention of Significant ' '
Deterioration, require new ~or modified sources to install th~
Best Available Contr~l T~hnology ("BACT");' or (c) for,
'nonattainment areas. Sections 171-193 req~ire new and modified
sources to apply ·techno~ogy that achieves the Lowest Achievable '

.Enu~sions ~te ("LAER"). E~A should'defer to programs, already in
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. place or scheduled for deveiopmentunder the., CAA rather than
generating separate regula~ions under RCRA authoritY. 2.
lmpoundmeQt Leakage Leakage from impoundments are usually
addr«;:ssed under state water' or 'solid waste authorities. For

" example, the Tennessee Water Quality Act requires the state to
, ' issue a permit for any activities that result in the\discharge

of sewage, industrial wastes or other waters into sunacewaters,
or groundwatert ,or, from which it is likely that the discharged .
substance will move into surfacewaters or groundwaters (IN '
69-3-108). Typically CW,A surface impoundments employ completely

,', ,mixed biological tteatment'such'that ~e concentration of a '
contamiDant in the impoundment and in any leakage is the same as' "

. that discharged: ,in the effluent. Since any leaka,ge from these ' ,
units tYPically moves, toward and discharges into nearby surface
waters, and since the yolume of leakage is small. in comparison '
to the discharged effluent, no appreciable risks are ,typically .
'associated with leakage beyond the risks addressed in the CWA
'permit for the effluent~ Many, CWA surface impoundments ar~ I

'lOCated at RCRA-penriined or inte~ status TSDFs an4 are '
'subject to RCRA 3004(u) or 3008(h) corrective action. Therefore,
authority already existS to address leaks frol;D Solid, Waste' ,,'
Management Units (S~Us) at ,these facilities. In addi~iont EPA
has,authority under RCRA7003 to take action when',a leak of any

,solid or,hazardous waste may present an imminent and substantial
endangerment to heal~ or the environment.

RESPONSE, , '
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proPosal, EPA discussed three' options for ensuring ftlat
~derlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the "
environment via leakS,'sludge!,); and air emissions from surface impoundments iiuystems
regulated by the Clean WaterAct or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
waStes are wastes which intially e~pited a hazardous characteristic of ignitabilityt corrosivity, ,
reactivity; or toxicity when,generated but are no 10ngeI: charact~ris~cj. On March 16, 1996, the ",
Presidentsigned the Land DisposalPro~ Flexibility Act of 1'996, which provid~s that the
'wastes in question are no longer prohibited from bind disposaI once ~ndered noQhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatmentstandards for these 'wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promUlgate provisions for m8naging leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPAproposed options on August 22~ 19~5 (60 FR

.. 43655-43677). Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC'metal wastes in today's rule do not" .
, apply to rC metal ':Vastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently tr~ated '

in a unit~at, is regulated by the Clean Water,Act ~r, for underground injection wells, the Safe
", D~gWater.Act

'l. ' . ,," , ,,' • I· , '

. ,Howeve~, the Land'Dlsposal,F~exibility Actdoes mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to "

\ '
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detennine any potential risks posed.by cross-media'transfer ofhazard6us constituel').ts· from these
surface'impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by th~ Agency in April~ 1996, may

. result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are 'in fact found that would warrant such

. regulatiOIi.
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DeN .PH4P080
COMMENTER EASTMAN

.RESPONDER 'MC '
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM .080 , ' " '
COMMENT Thus; RCRA regulations are adequate to manage sludges,from

nonh~ardous CWA systems. D.', RCRA Land Disposal Rules Are Not
the Right Mechanism to Regulate NoDhazardous S,ur{!1ce
Impoundments Eastn,lan has presented a' number of reasons why i~ is'"
not necessary to impose any additional' controls oD-air "
emissions, leakage, or sludges. Nevertheless, if the Agency.
should determine that additional controls are necessary, they
should be implemented u~der more appropriate Subtitle D,
authority. The impoundments at question in the Phase IV rule are
·nonhazardous impoundments managing·nonhazardous wastes. The
propet: arena for implementing any additional requirements for
these noilhazardous iIripoundments is through state industrial' '
nonhazardous "vaste programs. m. Comments on EPA'.s Proposed
Option 2 A. ' 'EPA Should Resist'Adding the Administrative Burden
That Option 2 Imposes Conceptually the approach proposed for
addressing air emissions. leaks and sludges in Option 2, is
reasonable in· that it exempts facili~ies from additional '
contro}s where it is detenniried that adequate requirements 3:I'e
a.lready iii place. ,However, this option places additional .
admini~trative:burdens on tpe Agency and regulated facility, to'
make that determination. eyen- where adequate controls do
actually exist. EPA should refrain from adopting Option 2,
including ~s increased administrative burden, just because'it
may be more politically.palatable. EPA,should not fail to adopt: .
Option lout of fear of being criticiied for not taking any ,
action. There are, as Eastman has previously discussed, adequate /
t~hnical and policy reasons why the Agency can feel comfortable
adopting Option 1 and restoring a meaS,ure of the RCRAlC}VA
accommodation that i~ pro~ulgated in the Third Third rule. EPA'
has sufficiently addressed the'court's requirements by its

. proposed Phase m "end-of-pipe" treat:rilent demonstration. Nothfug'
more is needed. B. If Option 2 iS,Adopted, Exemptions Should
Be Broadly Defmed As 'Eastman has said many. times' in 'these
.comments. it beJieves that EPA,can. and should, adopt· Option 1 ';
(coupled',with the end-of-pipe demonstration proposed i;n Phase m)

, to·achieve the accommodation between RCRA and the CWA dictated
\)y Congress and the treatment demonstration requited by the Chern
Waste decisi~n. However,. if for any rea~on ~PA 4eci~~s to adopt

,- .
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" Option 2, it is extremely important tlia~, the exemptions pr~posed '
, ',in Phas~ IV be'retained. Eastman believes that these exemptions
, should be written as broadly as practicable so that the Agency ,.
can avoid imposing duplicative, ,unnecessary requirements where:

,federal, r~gional" state, local or tribal controls already, '
exist. Eastman believes that the general exemption for units
located at TSDFs and the exemption from air emission controls
for facilities otherwise subject to federal,' regional, s'U:lte',:' '

,local, or tribal requirements are especially critical. 1.: TSDF,
Exemption :- Eastman·agrees with 'the p~oposed.ex~mption from

. Phase IV requirements for impoundnients, located at TSDFs.' Units;
includirig no~hazardous CvfA impoundments, loCated at permitted or
inter~ stanis TSDFsare subject to RCRA con:ective action under.
ReM section,3004(u) ~r 3008(h). Any 'r~leas~sJrom these u~ts·

, are subj~ct to investigation and potentialcorrective meas~res.
.EPA need not add' any, additional conr:rols unger,the LDR program. '
Eas~ believes that the'diamond dealing with this, exemption iJi' ,
Figure I, Opti<?n 2 should be changed to'read as ,follows: '"Is. the,
surface nDpoundment loca~d: at a TSDF w~ch is subjeCt to,
corrective action under RCRA 3004(u) or 3008(h)?" 2. De
Minimis ExemptIon - 'Eastman believes it isapP'ropria~ to '
establish a de minimis exclusion from the definition of a '
hazardous waste for decharacteiized hazardous wastes managed ,in
Clean Water Act Systems consistent with'similar de minimis
pro.visions included in 40 CPR 26L3(a)(2)(iv)~The establishment

, of such apr~vision would ~ cons~stent with EPA I S ,stated goal
I of providing regulatory flexibility, while recognizing the " ,
c~urt I s desire to' avoid 'a \yliolesale dismption of existing CWA
surface impoundments as long as hazardoUs constituents are .
adequately managed so as to assure protection of human health
an~ the environment. 40 CPR 261.3(a)(2)(iv)(D) excludes de

'. minimis loses of commercial chemical products or che~cal
, intermediates (many of which con~in high percentages pf
hazardous constituents) from the defmition of a hazardous waste'
if t:he de minimis losses are combined ,with·wastewaters for
treatment in wastewater systems the discharge of which is '
subject to regUlation under either section 402 or section' 307(b) .,'
of the.Cle~.Water Ac~. IIi add~tion, 40 CPR 26L3(a)(2)(iv)(E) ,
excludes laboratory operado:r;tS containing toxic wastes (ami.
therefore. hazardous constituents) from the defInition of a 
hazMd~us waste if th~ generator meets certaiIi ~onditionS'. The,
generator must de~onstrilte that laboratorY wastes are discharged
to,onsite wastewater treatment facilities the discharge of which
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. is s~bject to regulation under;: eith~r section 402 or' ~ection
307(b) of the Clean Water Act. 'In addition, the annualiied
average flo~ of laborator)' wastew~ter must not exceed one
percent of total wastewater flow into the headwork of the

, . facility's wastewater'treatment of pre-treatrilent system, or .
" provide4 the' wastes combined annualized average c~.ncentration·
. does not exc~ed one part per million in ~e headworks Of the

·fa:cility I s wastewater treatment or pretreatment facilitY. In
both cases~ EPA recognizes the practical as~cts of materials.
handling and laboratory waste generation and management
activities while recognizing that inSignificant 'contributions of
hazardous waste do not measurably compromise the protection of
human health and the enviroiunent. Eastman recommends that the
Ag~ncy follow the, precedent it set with the lab wa~te de Iliinimis
exclusion by exclUding de minimis quantities of solid wastes
exhibitirig a hazardous characteristic from the defInition of a .
hazardous waste if they are treated' inCWA impoundments. This

, can 'be accomplished by adding the following at 261.4(b).
261.40»(15) WaStewaters which ~xhibit one of the :' .
characteristics. of a hazardous waste defuied in subpart C of40
CPR part 261;, provided, the generator can dtmlons~t.e that tile
wast~waters are treated 1n the 'facility's wastewater treatmeri~

or pretreatment system~ discharge of which is subject to
regulation under either seCtion 402 or section 307(b) of the .

.Cleap Water Act and: (i) That the total annualized flow of the
, characteristic wastewaters does not exceed one percent of tQtal .
wastewater flow into the hea4works.'0f,the facility's wastewater
'tr~atment system or p~treatmentsystem, .or (ii) PI:ovided that
th~ combined average .concentration of underlying hazardous
constituents'in the waste does not exceed one partper'million
in the headworks of the facility ~s wastewater treatment facility
.or pretreatment system. 3.' Biological/Post - Biological '
Exemp~on for ImpoUndment Leilige and Sludge Controls - Eastman '

. supports the proposed exemption from Phase IV leak and sludge,
control requirements, for biological and ~st-biological .
impoundments but believes that it should be ext_ended,to exempt
biological arid po~~-bfological CWA impoundm~nts from additional .
air emission controls. From its risk screening evaluations, the '
Agency concludect mat no significant health risks were'
aSsoCiated with leakage from CWA biological and post-biological
impouqdments. "Our analysis also suggests that there is unlikely
to ~ a significant difference in- the risk reduction benefits ,
between variants that consider all surface 'impoun~ents and. .' ,'. ., ,

• : I
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, varianlS that consider only pre-biological surface iIripoundments.
In .the baseline risk analysis. ye,fo~nd'that no significant
health'risks were, associated with sampling points after the '. .
biological pond influent. These data' indic~te, there are no
incremental ·risk reduction benefits of leak. requrremenlS for
post-biological ponds. Unfortunately. there are no direct
me~'s)Jrements of constituent concentrati9ns· in biological ponds'
or in leaks from these ponds. "If leaks from biological ponds"

.contain concentrationS that are dose to the effluent
concentrations from these ponds, our arudysis ,indltates that
there wo~ld be no incremental benefits from req~irements on
biologica,l p<?nds either. ". (Regulatory"Impact Analysis of the
,Phase (V Land Disposal RestrictionS and Summary of Data Needs
for p,hase IV Rulemaking, August 11, 1995. page 2 63) (empnasis

" added). As stated elsewhere in these comments: biological
treatment units uS\J:ally employ very thorough qJixing' so it is
reasonable to assume,that.any leaks'from the impoundment and the
~frtuent.from·the impoundment will have essentially ,the same
constituent concentration. Therefore, EPA's conclusion that
n~ither ~iological nor post;'biological mpoundment le~ge'pose . .
ahealth threat 'and that imposition C!f additional controls on ' .
these impou~dments would .result in no incremental environmental

. benefit is, well founded. Similarly. the Agency concluded from
its'risk screening that requmng removal of sludges from, .'
biologicafand post-biological inlpoundments and treating
hazardous constituents to UTS levels' would result in' no
significant incremental environmental benefit. "mthree of the
four industries for which sludge data ate available~ we estimate

, there are no significant health risks associated with'the
" baselin~ management practices (Le., leaving the sludge 'in place
'. ,or dredging and disposing without treatment). In the fourth

industry, OCPSF•.our results ~icate there is a sinall reduction
in health risks when OCPSFsludges are treated to UTS levels.
WhenDAF 5'00 i$ used. there ,are potential heal$ risks·from'one
pre-bio sample under baseline management practices 'and after UTS . ,
treiument; however the risk posed is one order of magnitude '
lower after ·treatment to UTS.· At the, bio'sanipiing point.
treatment to UTS does' not change the distribution of risks'
.presented by the sludges. These results are reported in Exhibit
2-25. If.tbese,d3.ta are representative. the incremental risk "
reduction'for sludges appears to be~~. As ~ result;
variants of Regulatory Alternative 2 that include the slUdge
requirements may haye very li~e additional health risk
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reduction benefits compared to variants that exClude sludge
requirem~nts. It i~ important to note, however, that only a very
limited quantitY :of sludge 'datil was available. II (Regulatory
Iinpact Analysis' of the Phase IV Land Disposal Restrictions and
Summary of Data Needs for Phase IV Rulemaking, August 11, 1995,

,page'2:63 ahd2 '64.) (emphasis added). Eastman believes that the
Agency risk screeillng methodology and underlying data are flawed
and overstate the risks associated with CWA impoundments. Even
so, the Agency's cOnSe~ative-screening results fail to .
demonstrate that sludges- in any CWA' nonhazardous surface
impoundments,pose a significant risk or that imposing the
proposed Option 2 sludge,controls would result in any
appreciable inc~emental environmental beI'lefit, let a~one justify
the costs assoCiated with implementing those controls. This lack
of risk showing, coupled with the Agency's acknowledgment that'
~y concerns over sludges resi~ing in impou~dments are,
adequately addressed by le~ controls and the fact that shiC:,tges,
removed from a nonhazardous CWA impoundJDent represent a new
point 'of generatioI1 to which no LDR requirements attach unless
the sludge exhibits a hazar~ous characteristic, lead to the
,conclusion'th3.t no sludge controls for pre-biological, '
biological, or.post-biological'CWA impoundments are justified.
EPA clearly ,~hould adopt Option 1, requiring no additional
sludge'controls. 4. BiologicallPost- Biological Exemption for'
Air Emission Controls - Easnnanbeliev~s'that the Option 2
exemption from leakage and sludge controls affordedbioiogical

,~d post-biological impoundments should be extended to air
emis,sion controls. East:mari has used EPA's WATER.,8,emissions

.m04el to estimaJe tlle potential air, emissions from various parts .
of one of its large wastewater tre.atinent sy~tenis; EaSt:mal1
,modeled ~e 46 organic;:s ~t 'are included iD its annUal :rRI
report, This system is comprised of equalization apd
neut;nilization' (pre-bio) conducte4 in tanks, aggressive ,
biological treatment conducted in tanks (blo), and.fmal ".. ) '

'polishing conducted in'a CWA impoundment (post-big). While
Eastman believes that this model'is conservative and

, overestimates the magmtude of air emissions, it is instructive
. to compare the relative, predicted ennssions levels from the
three types of units (pre-bio, bio, ~d post-big). This

.comparison -shows that" for this E,8stnian tr~atment system, .77.7%'
. of the tq~l predicted org~c emi~sions are attributable to, the

, pre-bio units, while 22%is anribU:table to the bio units and
. "only 0.3% tQ the post-big ~Dk In P11?J?aration for:' , . .
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. impl~mentation of the RCRA subpart CC ,rule, Eastman has'
, detennined the v~latile organic concentration, usuig, EPA znethod

25D, at various locations in this 'same' treatment system.', .
"Specifically, samples from the influent to the pre-:bio unit and
the effluent from the bio unit were sampled every 15 minutes for

'three hours on February 22, 1995. These samples were' sent to
Research Ti'i~ngle Institute,' Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina for analysis by EPA MethOd 250. Results show that,
while the total concentrations of volatile clrganics introduced ,

, ,

to'the pre-bio units ranged up to over 200, ppm, none of the
samples co{lected at t.l\e efflueflt from the bio uniis contained
det~ctable levels of volatile organics. ,Wastewat~rs in the
biological 'units are well mixed so it is iogical to assume that
the measured effluent concentrations (non-detect) are reasonable :
approximations of the concentrations i,nthe biological units:
So, Eastman's datil shows that the concentration of volatile
organics' in,its bi~ and post-big wiits are very low
(non-detect).Therefore. the potential'for volatile organic '
emissions from these umts is'inuJ)eastirably low. In E~bit 2-24
of EPA's Regulatory Iinpact Analysis ,of the Phase IV ,rule (August
11, .1995, p. 2-62)" the Agency lists the'estimated baseiiile.

, annual population risJcgattributable to' organic air 'emissions
,for the ele~enindustry categories evaluated in the,rule. The
toral estimated baseline ,cancer cases are 2.3~25 a1ml;lally.
Exhibit 2'"24 also list's the estimated post-regubitory (after
~plementing Option'2 air ~~ssioncontrols) annual population
risks: The total estiMated post-regulatory cancer cases are '
1.5-1.6 annually. In other, words. the Agency has estimated that

,implementation' of Qption 2 organic air emission controls, on all "
'types of CWA impoundm~nts (pre, bio, and Post) will result in a ,
reduction of ;8 to '.9 cancer Cases per y(:ar. Eastman questions

, whether the Agency's risk assessment,meth04010gy)s even precise
enough to measure this small chan~~with'any degree of
statistical 8;ccuracy. particularly when the Radiant study shows '
that the Agency's risk estimates related to air emissions ar~ ,
high by a factor of over 600. Eastman believes that the high ' .
costs of implementing subpart CC controls on CWA impouiidments' is

, totally unjustified relative to the"very small ~eduction in risk '
that ,may be achieved. They certainly· are not justified for bio,
aild 'post~big units. '~tman data shows that only 22.3%:of~

, predicted eini~ions,from'its wastewater treatment system can be
attributed to bio arid post-big units~ Therefore. applying Option

':',2 air emission controls to'-these types of units, by EPA's own. , - ..
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estimates. would likely res~lt in a reduction of les,s than 0.2
'cases per year lCS--:-9) x 22.3% L EPA 'must not"impose the costly
Option 2 controls on these units with such meager. questionable'
benefits,. 5. CAA Exemption - EPA has proposed to exempt CWA

,sulface impoundinents from the option 2.air emission'requirements
'if other federal rules already address VOC emissions. "To avoid
duplication with omer ~equirements.E}>A would defer to other'
federal rules which e$tablish controls addressing the same
situations.,Defe~al would occur where the existing progr~ 
addressed the specific WCs of concern. In the:case of air

, einis~ions. EPAw,ould,defer to standards regulating total ,',
, volatile organics, as, adequately covering air emissions ~f UHCs
from this tyPe of treatment. In addition to existing
re~lations, 'there are some CAA air emission limits under'
development. Inefficiencies and. confusion c<?uld occur,if Option
2 controls wer~ applied and soon super~eded by upcoming CM
standards. Facilities subject to CAA standards for hazardous air
pollutants (in panic~lar, those promulgated pursuant to CAA - .
112) in'the,near funire thus would not be'covered by Option 2 '
air emission,controls." (60 FR 43'660) (emphasis added) Eastman

, supports this exemption. It is necessary to avoid the
unnecessary 'overlap' between statutes that Congress prohibited at

,R<:RA section iOO6(b).Ea~tm~encourages the Agency to structure
this exemption very broadly ,to include ,air exemptions not only,
'for impoundments subject to federal eAA'standards, but also to
impoundments ~t are subject to constituent-specific or total
voe emission controls under regional" state, local, ~r tribal

, authorities. This exemption could be implemented simply by,
requiring the regulated facility to maintain in its' oPerating
record verification and a certification that its affected CWA
impoundments are regulated for either specific-constituent or
total VOC emissions. E})A should not limit this' exclusion to a
.speCific list of federal CAAreguiations but, rather, should '
defer to any fecteral. 'regional. state, local. o~ tribai' '
authority that specifically regulates speCific-constituent
emissions or VOC's from"the affected impoundments. ,

~ro~E , '
In,the August 22;'1995 Phase IV propos3.I, EPA discussed three optionS for ensuring that
underlying hazardous consthuents in'decharacterized wastes were not released to t1}e '

, environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundmentS in 'systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43(55). Decharacterized,
wastes are'waS~es 'which intially exhibited a hazardous c~cteristic of ignitability, corfosivity. _ .
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but,are no longer characteristic). "On March 16~ ,1996, the' ", .e'
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Pres'ide~t sigrie4 the Land Disposal ~rograin Flexibility Act of 1996;' which provides th~t the
, ,\., ' .

wastes'in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal orice ren~ered nonhazardoUs. As
a result, on April,g, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
roday's Phase IV final rule will.not promulgate provisions 'for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emis~ions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed opti~ns onAugust 22, 1995 (60 ~R

,43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment' standards 'for TCmetal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to Te metal wastes if the characteristic is :removed arid ,the waStes ~~ subsequeritly treated.
in a unifthat is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for undergro~d injection wells~ the ~afe '
Drinking Water Act. " "

However, the Land'Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to 'undertake a5-;ear sfudy'to
detennine 'any potential risks posed by' ~ross:.inedia transfer of hazardous constituents from 'these

,. surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may ,
result in.proposed regulations for these units, i(nsks are in fact f~und ~at would~~ such
regulation. . ',' ,
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DeN PH4P081. , . .
COMMENTER Rohrn and Haas
RESPONDER PMC.
SUBJECT EQuV
SUBJNUM 081
COMMENT

Rohm and Haas is a world class manufactl:U'er ofmethyl m'ethacrylate
(MMA), a monomer'used in the manufacture ofPlexiglas"". This '

, useful compound finds its way into automobile light lenses, floor
-' pollshes~ laundrY detergent, and numerous other'consumer products.

Rohm and Haas operates an integrated manufacturing facility for
, the production of,hydrogen cy~de (~CN) and acetone cy~ohydrin

, (ACH) as precursors to MMA 'and other products. The plant is
located ,on the Ship ChaDnel outside of Houston, Texas.
The HCN and ACH processes generate large volumes ofwaste wat~r.

Some of the waste water streams are hazardous at their point of' \
. generation because they exhjbit the characteristic of corros~vitY,

i ' .and some of those hazardous waste streams contain. ,

low concentrations ofcyanide (10 to 50 times the Universal
Treatment Standards ("UTS".) 'and ammonia. HeN is also used in the
manufacture of various amines in the Primenes"" area. Some ofthe

, inteinal streams from the Prlmenes"" area are also characteristic
for corrosivity and contain cyanides.' .
Most of the hazardous' waste water from the units that manufacture
or use cyanide-bearing matenals is collect~d in one larg~ tank
identified as the 91357 Tank. The individual feed streams to the
91357 Tank have one thing in'common ~ th~y,have the potential to
contain and must be treated 'to remove cyanide. Although the . ,
composition and characteristics ofthe individual waste stream~ may
varY based, on the operating parameters and -the exaCt product
maliufactured, the composition of the wast~ in the91357 Tank is
relatively uniform over time: ,
From the 91351 Tank the aggregated waste water is fed to an
ammonia and cyanide stripper. The cyanide.and waste ammonia,
streams are destrpyed iIi ~ flare, aner the waste water;containing
reduced levels ofcyanide, is sent to the centralized waste
:watertreatment plant. However, this treated stream may contain
cyaiude up to 10 times the vrs·after treatment ~d be(ore '
'commingling. The waste water goes through API-type separators and
:pH adjustment; foll~wed by aggressive biological treat;ment in a
large, aerated, clay-lined surface impoundmep.t. The treated waste
wa!er is discharged und~r'a NPDES permit ,to the Houston Ship ,
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Channel.
The NPDES permit contains 'speCific limitations on the discharge of

- cyanide which. tor both total and amenable~cyaniaes. are greater" ~
'than the vis levels. The Rohm and Haas operatio~ may b~ severely
i~pacted ifPhase IV sets standards for leaking., sludges and ' ,
volatilization which the surface i~poundments will not meet. ~ven
though Rohm and HaaS is doing appropriate non-hmd based treatment
.'forcyanide and is subject to'Clean Water Act limits at the waste

, water,.tr~atment plant outfall. ' " ,. " ,
" Rohm"and Haas strongly suppOrts the promulgation of Option 1"

Rohm and Haas strongly supports'the promulgation of Option 1 as'
set ,forth in the proposed Phase IV rule. If the Phase IV Option I

.' approach' is adopted. Rohm,and Haas expects to continue its
operations and waste ~atmimt as they are today a.~d to , : '.' .

· address leaking, sludges,and air emissionS under the appropriate'
'regulatory schemes. ,This is clearly Rohm and Haas preferred .,
option. . . "
.Rohm andH~ has consi~tent1y stated' that the LDR program is the:
wrong regulatory scheme to address the purPorted risks from waste
water treatment plant effluent. and surfaceimpo~dment le~,
sludges and crlr emissions. ,Rather, the effluent s~ould'be . .
addressed by the Clean Water Act (as proposed in'Land DisposaI
Restrictions Phase III 60 Fed. Reg: 11702, March 2, .1995). the
leaks should be addressed by corrective,action' and groundwater ,
protection laws, sludges 'should be' addressed by nom:uil RCRA ndes
(with the removal of the sludge constituting' a new'point of "
generation), and air emissions should be addressed by the-Clean Air
Act. EPA should use this and every opportUnity to halt the
tendency of RcRA to encroach 'into all areas of.health, safety
and environmental regulation. .-
V.Option·2' , , ' ,

, Rohm and Haas believes that Option 2 as set forth in the August
22, I995proposed rule is-too complicated. is overly restrictive,
and creates too much uncertainty.. The 'effects ofPhase'YV Option'
2 are unclear at this point, l~gely because the~e are so many , ' , \

, unanswered-questions regarding the implementation details. At .
· best~ Rohm and Haas expects' to spe~d $25,000· $50,600 in initiaI

costs and at least foo hours ofengineering and unit personnel time
, to' determine and document the applicability of exemptions, from the

air emission rules. At wOfst, RobIn and HaaS woUld be required
to move its entire waste water treatment system into tanks,' at an .
estimated cost of $1 OOmillion and a minimum five ,year time line for

· design,and constrUction: This represerits a major investment and
~ .
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.disruption for. the C~mpa,riy With no corresponding
environmental benefit. Therefore, Rohill and Haas urges EPA to adopt'
Option I. " , , ' , "
EPA shoul~ not'regulate leaking and sludges from biological ' .
surface impoundments under the Land Disposal Restrictions'
Rohm and Haas agrees that biological surface impoundments should

,not be subject toLDR regulations for leaking .or sludges. These
, potential pathways m:ealready adequately controlled by existing

regulations ,and present low risJc.s to human 'health and the, '
. environment. For example, groundwater momtoring in the viciDity

of the Rohm ~d Haas i~poundments·at,the Texas facility has not
, shown significant levels oforganics from the surface impoundments.

The operation ofan activated sludge aerate4 s~ace impow:tdment
,precludes the accumulation ofhigh concentrations oforganics in .
the impoundment, and therefore there could be no leaking ofhannful
concentrations to the surrounding soil. , Certain sludges from the' '
Ro~ and 'Haas ~mpoundmen~ J:1ave been fully'characterized under:RCRA ..
and have beendetennined' to be'non:'hazardous. ,These sludges are
landfilled in a pennitted and lined municipal landfill and pres~nt, ,
no, threat the human health or the environment. t', ' "

The' ~r emissions rules in Option i would require Rohm and Haas to
, expend $'100 million with no benefit to the environment "", ,

The largest impa~t QfPhase IV Qn Rohm and Haas'is likely to be
caused .by, the..proposed rules' regarding air emissions from surface
impoundme~ts. In the event that Rohri:t and Haas does not meet any of
the exclusions from the air rules ·(the lack ofclarity of the air:
rules'is addressed below) R,~hm and Haas would be required to "
expend $lOOmillion to design and mstalla new tank-based waste'
~ater treatment plant. this effort would require a minimum of five
years. The, tank-based treatment plant would not be subject to'

,"the land disposal restrictions, so ,the RCRA air emissionS rules,
would not apply; Instead, the Clean Air Act HON MACTstandards for
.waste water woul~ apply. Those~e Clean Air Ac~ rules Will 8lso
apply to the air emissions from the existing impouridments. ,,
Therefore, ROhm and Haas expects-the regulation and the allowable'
levels ofair emissions will be the Same'whether Rohm and Haas
installs anew $100 million:tank-b~ed syst~m or uses the eXisting
land-based system. 'In essence, the RCRA LDR air.emission rules
,would simply force Rohm and Haas to spend $100 ~llion for no
added benefit to the environment.

.. The instalbition ofa cover over the impoun~ents as propOsed iIi
PhaSe IV -is not feasible, an~ the only optio~ Rohm and Haas would
have for compliance wo~d be the construction ofa new _-~w,;ed
. '.' .
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.system. ,At the R.ohm: and Haas fac,i1ity in Ho~ston, Texas, ~
, surface impoundment is !lSed as an aeration basin for biological
degrada~i<?n or process waste water as required by the. facility ,s .
NPDES permit. As detailed above, sqme dech~acterize~ waSte water

.'

,"..
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is also commingled with other process waste water.' Th'e aeration
basin i~ irregularly shaped and approximately five agres in size
with a nominal basin depth ofeight. feet Twenty surface ae~tors,

. supply dissolved oxygen,to the aeration basinJ9f biological ' .
oxidation of soluble organics in 'the waste water. The basin is
located 'at the western edge of the property adjacent ~o, property

. owned by-another chemical manufacturer and o~cupied by storage
tanks and other chemical process 'equipment. Rohm and Haas pl~t'

processes surround the basin on the remaining sides. .
, ' E~imated emissions'from the basin are less than two ton~ per year

(less than eleven pounds per day)based on modeling. Dischargesof
treated waste water from the facility are already regulated under -
the Clean Water Act (CWA). '" '

, The basi~ "cover" required under 40 CFR 0 265 Subpart CC and
incorporated into the proposed Phase IV regulations'would not be
technically feasible, let alone economically feasible, to construct

, at the Rohmand Haas Houston Plant for many reasons. First, it is .
, not 'possible to design an air handling system which could supply . .

the amount of oxygen needed for five acres of biomass in a covered
, basin. By design, natural air- flowaci'oss th~ basin provides oxygen
to the surface aerators and cooling to the basins. The surface '
aerators capture and disperse oxygen from the air into the basin
water to continually replenish dissolved oxYgen.:A c~verwould stop
die necessary air flow across the aeration,basin which is critical

- for basin operation.. Without oxygen, 'the microbial populations
;would not be able to process dissolved orgairi~s in 'the 'basin
'water and treatment efficiency would, be significantly reduced so
that it would no longer provide effective treatment.

- Surface aerator operation and air flow across the' basin also cool
the biomass,in the basiI,t and prevent the microbial populations from
'overheating and expiring. 'Microbial action in the basin is'
, inherently'exothemiic (Le. heat is produced). This heat must .
, be removed or ~e biomas~ Will be unable to support the ti'ea'tmel;lt

efficiency required by. the 'permit and the LDR ,Phase III. Heat
exchanger or coolmg towers could not be used to remove heat from
the biomass in the basin \\<jthout becoming fouled because of '
the characteristics ofthe aeration basin s contents. Without
reinov,al'ofexcess heat,. cov~ring the basin wquld create a 'giant
oven in which the microbi~ populations wou~d be destroyed within a
matter ofdays., '
It is not possi\Jle to design~ economical treatment system for,
the infinitesimally small am9unt ofcontamin~tspotentially
present in the air after it passes over the basin and is captured

' ..., . ."
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, .by a cover. ·Moreover. even if the baSin could be covered; the .
, blowers needed to supply cIjticai alr flow' across the basin would

likely generate'sigrufiC8;l1t1y more air' emissions than the limited ,
air emis.sions curr~ntly produced by the aeration basin. Covering .'
the: basin would not be more protective ofhuman health.and the '\
environment than the current treatment system. ' ,
·There is insufficient available land' area to support the structure
·for a cover. As noted above, the basins are landlocked. Without " 
sufficient spac~ for a support structure,' a cover could not be
built over the basins alone. A cover over the facility would.' .
necessarily cover parts ofprocesses located on hoth Rohm and Haas .
and' the adjacent property. That would ~reate explosion or fire . ,
hazards and jeopardize h~an health'and the environmen~.

The final reason a cover is not ~echnically or economically' -,'
feasible is that any modificatIOns to, the surface impoundm.ent would
require the e.ntire production. fa~ility to be ,shut 40wn. The plant'
cannot opera~e without facilities to handle and treat the ; .
3.4million gallons per day of waste water. The facility does not
have sufficient storage capacity to hoid.theprocess waste.water
during major modification to the a~ration Basin. A shut down of .,

,this vital plant would be' devastatingto the entire North' .
American operatioQ,S ofRohm arid Haas because the Houston plant'

, manufactures most of the monomer that is.used at other Rohm and .
Haas plants. '

\ Therefore, the o~y tech,ri.ically feasible option for this facility' .
, . would be to construct a totally new waste water treatment facility..

, There is 'no justification fQf this expenditure given the fact that
the current CWA permits alr~ady provide the necessary protection of .
human health and the environment.'. .
Even ifan exclusion'applies so that the.air emi~sioris do .not·

· reqUire controls, the costs and burdens ofOption 2 would be heavY.'
'Ronm and Haas ~ould expect t() expendS25,000 ~ $50,000 and at least
100 hollfS of-engineer and U¢t personnel time over the course of
six months simply to further Statistically sample and analyze the
characteristic wastestr~s,detennine, the ~eatment efficiency of
the hnpoUndments, evaluate the'applicability of the ,exemptions, and ", J.

clarify outstanding questions. . . .
Rohm and Haas emphasizes that air emissions from surface
impoundments should be addressed under the Clean· Air Act rather.
than under the land disposal restrictions. Asid~ from high cost an4

·'limited environmental benefit, the LDRs will address only a "
tiny fraction of the potenti8.1 sources of air emissions, namely the

, ' ,,-
, VOCs in deactivated characteristic waste containing underlying. . ('
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',hazardous constituent~ above UTS. By contrast, 'under the'Clean Air
.Act, EPA w01,1ld have jurisdiction to look at the total emissions,
from. the impoundments, make'a specific judgment about itle overall
threat' to human health and the,eilvironment~and tailor the ruld to., .
the actual threats.
The definition ofva must be clarified
In the initial Feview of the proposed nile, RohID arid Haas has
encountered difficulty in determining exactly what is a volatile . .
organic ("Va") that would be covered by the rule. Specifically,'
the COlTosive waste water generated at the Houston facility" :.
may c~>ntainhydrogen cyanide (HCN)~ other cyanide complexes, and
amenable cYanld~ above the UTS at its point ofge~eration. The

, waste water also contains ammonia. These 'compounds may also exceed
100 ppmw at thepo'int of generation. Rphm and Haas believes these: .
compounds are' not VO sand would. not be subject to Phase IV or
Subpar:t CC but has been'unable to confirm that understanding.
Ph~e IV and Subpart CC give no assistance in determining whetl;ter
HCN is a va such that the waste water will be subject to the air '..

."~mission rules. Subpart CC, 40 CFR 0 265;1084(a}(5)(iv)(C),
identifies Method25D of40'CFR Part 60; Appendix A as a method to
measure V0 concentration, but it does not i4entify, what compounds
should he ineasured by that method. Sever'ai of the 'ail regulations~ '
such as the HON, have lists ofVOs,' but they are not mentioned or
referred to in Subpart CC or Phase IV. RobIn and Haas suggests that.
the listofVOs subject to the rule be clearly identified, and that .
HCN and'ammonia should not 'be on.that list. ,
EPA should' clarify that the treatment efficiency of the '
impoundments need only be detennined with respect to the,LOR
regulated constituents " ". .
Phase IV Option 2 would extend the Subpart CC to those '.
impoUndments that manage deactivated characteristic waste' .
containing underlying .hazardous consthuents("UHC~I) above the UTS .'
and VOs ~bove 100 ppmw at,the point ofg~neration. EPA SHOULD'
clarify that the surface impoundment treatment efficiency " .
dete~aiion set forth ~40 CFR 0 26S.1083(c)(2)(iv)(A) only.

, applies to the individual VOs that' are contained in the deactivated. , .

charac~eristic waste that .contains UHC above UTS. ·For example, at .
the Rohm andH~T~xas facility, assuming for sake ofargument
only that HCN is aVO, Rohm and Haas would only determine the
treatment efficiency of the impoundments for HCN, and ~ot for the
methyl methacrylate or Qther organics that are contributed
by no~-restrictedwaste water from other processes. As 'writ,ten, , .
Subpart ~c would seem require the treatment efficiency to be

" ,
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.dete~inedfor, every constituent that enters the impoUndment, even
those ~at are not contributed by restricted waste streams,
If EPA adopts Option 2, it must allow s1;1fficient time fQr
facilities to come,into compliance
As stated abo:ve, if EPA finalizes Option 2 of the proposed,Phase

,IV, Rohm and Haas expects to und~rtake a major construction '
, ,project. This Will require five years from the effective date to

" design and construct. Therefore, RoluD. and Haas suggests that
, ;EPA allow the maximum pOSsib!e time for compliance. ' Roimi and Haas

supports EPA sprQposal to allow an initial two years for
compliance plus an additIonal two years' capacity variance. Rohm
and Haas has previou$ly submitted, ~ Request for a ' ,
CaSe-by-Case Extension and would request EPA to review 'and approve
that Request'in addition tathe four years that would be av~i1able

under, the Rule..
In the event that EPA decides to eXtend the RCRA Subpart CC ,air
emissions roles to surface impoundments that are affected by Phase

. • • r •

IV, Ro~~d Haas suggests that the effective date of Phase IV air
,rules be pOstponed until afterth~ uncertainty that

',,~wTent1ys~oundsSubpart CG is resolved~ EP1 ~as said that it "
, will publish a subStantive notice and afford additional opportunity
to comnlent op Subpart ce, and EP!\ is 3.150' engaged' in legal
challenges to SubPaI1,CC,' 'RobIn and HaaS further sugge~ts that ~e
effective'date ofPhase IV should'be postponed until after "
finaJjzation of the Hazardous Waste Identification Rule (HWIR) for,
process'was~e. 'Tha~ iule may exclude from· Subtitle C standards,
some of the waste streams that are now'identified ashazardQus,
wastes.
VI. EPA Must Ensur~ It Has The Resources To Process A Large

.. ~uinber OfTreatabiljty Variances -
r,

In the event that EPA,does not adopt Option 1, EPA mUst be ..
prepared to receive ~d process 'in a timely manner a large number

, of treatability variances. As described above, Rohril and Haas
../ ' ~ I

operates a sophisticated system that pre-treats its, : -', ,
major characteristic waste stream before commingling in the
centralized waste water treatment system. RobIn and Haas belieyes,'
it can demo~te:that system:constitutes th~ best demo~trat~~ .
available technology for that ~am, ~d 'is sufficient to meet' ,
the ~'Runimize threat" levels'required by CWM y. EPA. Ifthe Land

, Disposal Restrictions Phase IV severeiy impacts Rohm andH~ ,
, operati6ns, it m~ywell fil~ a request tor a treatabilitY varianc~

in order to haye'its existing pre-treatment regimen declared. " " '.

, ' ,
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'sufficient to. meet the ,LOR and thereby be exempt from Phases III
, ~d IV. Considering the cost ofupgrading impoundments or '.
, converting to tank.based systems to' meet Ph~e IV requirements,
. EPA SHOULQ expect a greardeal of'generator iilterest in '

treatability variances. " .

RESPONSE
.In the August 22, i 995 Phase IV proposal, EPA, discussed three options for "ensuring t1)at
underlying hazardous·constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to'the ,

. ~nvironment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundm~nts in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacteiized
waStes are wastes ·which initially exhibited a hazardous- characteristic of ignitability', corro'sivity,
reactivity, or· toxicitY when generated but-are no longer characteristic).. On March 16, .1996, the .
President signed the Land Disposal Program flexibility Act of1.996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazard()us. As
'a result, on AprilS, 1996; EPA withdrew·its treatment standards forthese wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisigD.s for managing leak;s, 'sludges, and-air
emissions from surface impOlindments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR ,
4365S-43677}). FUrtherrp.ore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's' rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the, characteristic is removed and the wastes are'subsequently 'treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe ;,
Drinking Water Act. '

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake,a 5-year study to ._
. . detennine any poteilti~ risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these

surface impo~aments. The findings.ofthis study, begun by the Agency in April. 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for the~e units, Wrisks are in fact 'found th~t·would warrant such .

. regulation. . - '

I
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DeN. PH4P081
COMMJ;NTER Rohm and Haas
RESPONQER SS.·
SUBJECT EQUY I ' .

SUBJNUM' 081 .
C.OMMENT

In 1990 EPA promulgated. the Third,Third rule (55 Fed. Reg. 22520,
- June 1,1990) that requirl:d the deactivation of hazardous waste ,
, prior to land/disposal. In a ~~ntralize~ waste wat~r treatment

, system subject to·the'Clean' Water Act, this deactivation could be
: accomplished,by means of dilution or commingling'with other waste

streams. Rohm and Haas believes that was th~ correct approach und~r .'
the Land Disposal restrictions ('~LDRs~~)and would support
legislation that would return the program to the status quo prior .. '
to Chern'ical Waste Management v. EPA, 976F.2d2, cert.,d!=nied
113S.CT 1961(1992) (CWM v. EPA). 'Such a bill-has recently been
proposed in the ~ouse of R~presentatives; and· Rohm and Haas urges

, EPA io actively support passage of a bill tha,t would'accomplish
that 'goal. Rohm andH~ is consi~ering comrilUnicating its support

-for this goal to its.legislative'deIega;t1.on, and the likelihood of
passage may be enhanced if EPA also d:emonstrates its support. .

RESPONSE: .
In the August 22, 19~5 Phase IV proposal, EpA discussed three options for en~uring that
underlying hazardo~s constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released 'to the
environment via leaks,'sludges, and air emissions frOqi surfa~e impoundments in systems
regulated by the Cl~an Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FIt 43655). Decharacierized
wastes are wastes which initiaIJy exhibited a hazardoUs characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity.
reactivity. or toxicity when generated but are 'no longer charact~ristic). On March 16, 1996. the
President signed the Land D~sposal Program FlexIbility Act of 1996, which provides that the" ,

. wastes in ,question are no'longer prohibited from land disposal 'once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8; 1996, EPA ~thdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 fR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fInal ru~e will not promulgate,provisions for managmg leaks, sludges, and air·
errrlssions from surface jmpound,ments (EPA.proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-436,77». ,Furthennore, ~eireatnient standards for rC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the Wastes are-subsequently treat~d

.' in a unit that is regulated by the Clean WaterAct or, for undeiground injection wells, the, Safe
',' Drjnkihg Water Act.

\,

I. " •.". J •

, However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to :
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these.

. surfaceimpQundments. The fmdings of this study, begun by, the Ag~ncy in April. 1996, may
~esult in proposed regulations for these, units, if risks 'are in fact found that would, warr~t :such.
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The c:::hara<;teristic c'an'be removed by any means, ip.cluding dilution or'other deactivation through' r
aggregation ofdifferent waste stre~s preceding l~d disposal. '. .'. . .'
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". DCN PH4P081'
COMMENTER Rohrn 'and Haas

, .
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT ' E,QUV
SUBJNUM 08 I,

, ,
COMMENT' ' ," ..

, Rohrn and Haas Company (IlRohrn and Haas") hereby submits its "
, Comments on the 'Land Dispos~l Restriction~ Phase IV Proposed Rule,
, ,60 Fed. Reg. 4'3654, Aug. 22,19,95 (,.'Phase IV'~). As discussed in ,

detail below, Rohrn and Haas primary focus in these comments is the
qigh costs and minImal benefit that will be realized by the air "
.emission ~les o,f the phaseIV proposal. Specifica~ly, Rohrn and "
Haas expects Option 2 of the proposed rule to' require tne

, expenditure or'Sl 00 million for installation of a new, .
.tank-based waste water treatment syste~. However, that system wil"
not be required'to reduce air emissions below those of the curr~nt

land~based system and will have limited benefit fot the
environment~ This re~ult ~s patently outrageous and should be
avoided by adoptirig Option 1 as described in the proposed rule.
Robin ahd'Haas appreciates the opportunitY. to participate'in this
rulemaking and would be pleased tor(liscuss these Comments at, EPA s

,convenience. Rohrn and Haas is a member, of the Chemical
Manufacturer s Association ("CMAIl) ,and supports the co~ents. ,
submittedbY'CMA. Ro.lim and Haas is submitting sep~ate'Comments' .,
in order to emp~asize issues' ofpartic~lar importance to Rohm arid '
Haas.' ' .' '

.~. t

....RESPONS~: . I.

The Agency notes the' commenter1s support for comments submitted by CMA.
. . In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for enSuring that

underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized Wastes were not released to the ,
'environment vi~ leaks, sludges, and air emissions from 'sUrface impoundments in.systems
regulated by the Clean'Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized ,"

_ wastes are Wastes which iriitially exhibited ahazardous charactenstic ofignit8bility"co~osivity,.
reactiv~ty, or toxicity when generated but are rio longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the .

,' , .President ~igned the Land Disposal Program Flexibiljty Act of 1996, which provides that the
. ,'wastes in question are no longer pro~bited from land dispo~alonce rendered nonhazardous. As

'. a resUlt, on' April 8, 1996; EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not.promulgate proyisions for managing.le~, sludges~ and mr
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 'FR

, 436'55-43677». Furthennore, the treatment standards,forTC ~etal waStes in today's rule do not
apply to.TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently' treated ,

- in a unit that is regulated 'by the Clean Water Act or, :for Underground injection wells,_ the' Safe
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Drinking Water Act.

However,~the Land 'Disposal Flexibil~ty Act does mandate'EPA to undertake a 5-year stUdy to
determine any potential riskS posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardOlls constituents from these
surface impoundments. The findings Qftitis study; begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may'
result in proposed regulations for ,these units, ,if risks are iIi fact found that would warrant such
regulation.' , .' ,
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,e' DeN PH4P085
COMMENTER EDF
RESPONDER SS.',
SUBJECT, , EQUV '

, SUBJNUM, 085' .
, I '

COMMENT \, ,

2. Sludge Management, ,
EPA's propQsal would requir~ treatment of the sludge priqr to land
disposal if any Qfthe underlying hazardous constinients in the
sludge exceeds UTS. However, EPA would allow reliance' on generator,

, knowledge, in lieu of sampling and analysis, ~o determin~ . "
,the concentration of contaminants in the sludge. See 60 FR 43675.'
,'EPA offers no ev~dentiary basis for concluding fac'ility ,
owners/operators 'can determine'sludge concentrations of
all underlying hazardous constituents to the degree of precision'
necessary for determining compliance with vrs cont;entrations. EPA
fails to offer such,evidence because none,exists. that level of
precision ~aim.otbe reached for all relevant constituents without
,sampling and analysis. Therefore, the proposal is substantially' .
deficient irfthis regard. '

\

, .

, ,

RESPONSE ,
IIi the August 22, 1995 Phase' IV, proposal: EPA discussed three options for ensuring that 
underlying hazardous constituents ih decharacterized wastes were not released to the
,environment ~iaJ~aks"sludges, and ~r emissions from surlace impoimdriients in systems
regulated, by' the Clean'Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655).'Decharacterized
wastes are wastes whi~h initially e$ibited'a hazarqous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity~ or toxicity when generated but are no longer charaCteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Diswsal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provid~s that the' ,
wastes' in question are no longer'prohibited from land disposal once'rendered nonhaZardous. As
a result, on Apri18~)996,EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's,Phase Iy fmal rule ~11 not promulgate provisions for managing,le2ks, sludges, and air
emissions fro~ surface impoundments (EPA propoSed options on,August 22, 199~ (60 FR
43655-43677». FUrthermore, the treatment'standards for TCmetal Wastes in today's rule do not

,apply to.TC metal wastes if the characte.rlsticis removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit ,that is'regulated by the Clean Water Act or; for underground injection wells; the Safe

,Drinking Water' Act. ' , . ' , I'

However~,the Land Di~posal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a5·Yt:ar ~tuciy to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
sUrface impOundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996. may,
~esult in proposed regulat,ions for these units. if nsks are in fact foimd' that.would warrimt such'
regulation.
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There i's one caveat. Characteristi'c hazardo~s wastes that ~~ managed in ·cwA or CWA- e .
equivalent systems, and.for whi9h EPA h~promulgateda method of treatment as the treatment

< standard (e.g., .high TOC ignitable wa$tes for which'the treatment'standard- is recovery of
. organics) remain proQ,ibited unless treated pursuant by the promulgated method..
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DCN PH4P085
COMMENTER 'EOF
RESPON:DER, PMC
SUBJECT, EQUV
SUBJNUM 085
COMMENT ,.' ,

. Option I'will, simply maintaip the status quo, apd thus fail to
establish the systematic and effective program needed to, address " '
the risks posed by the impoUndments covered in this rul~makirig.
Existing federal and, state' requirements are grossly insufficient '

. as a s~bstitute for immediate EPA action.. "
, While Option 2 is superior to Option 1, a series of~waIranted
exemptions and a·complete lack of emphasis on preventing,

, 'groundwater releases'substantially compromises its ability
to protect hunian health and the environment. Option 3 is
prematurely rejected by the Agency in the"case of-metals..
A stren~ened Option 2 ~om~ined with prohibitions on metals in '

'wastewater 'treatment system impoundments would' constitute a
meaningful response to the Chemical Waste Management d~cisi0I1.

Under Option 1, EPA would rely upon the Phase ill LOR rules '
addressing end-of-pipe di'scharges to comply with the Court decisio~
-in Chemical WaS~e Managem_ent.]~ effect, EPA would defer to
ex~sting programs which the Agency argues "tend to.protect"-
against·impoundment leaks, improper sludge management, and air' "
emissions. Se~ pO FR 43659.However, even a cursory, review ofsuch
programs'~dicates'the absen,:e of the comprehensive and effective -

, coritrols necessary .to,meet the standard governing this rulemtUcing ,
-- that the threat from decharacterized wastewaters are '
"minimized" pursuant to Section 3004(m) ofRCRA.
FirSt and foremost, the human health and environmental threats
from de~haracterized wastewater impoUndment air emissions, leaks to
ground\yater, an~ improper sl~ge management are not systep1~tically

addres~ed at all UIiderthe Clean Water Act or any other federal '
environmental law. Indeed, "in reviewing EPA regWa~ory programs,
the Agency determined that ~ere was no existing or planned program
'specifically,addressing leaks,'sludges,'.and air emissions from '

_,surface'impoundments accepting decharacterized wastes."Technical
.' Support DocUment at 4 l.,-. ' ' ", .

Therefore, EPA attempts to justify Opti,on 1 through a p,atchwork of
existing programs that cannot possibly substitute' f~r ameaningful
'outcome,in this rulemaking. For example, EPA suggests since ,42% of
the facilities. that would be affected are RCRA treatment, \

.storag~,. and disposal facilities (1S0s) requiring a permit for' , ,

, .
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wiits other than the.decharactenzed
, , I

3 E;ffluent g~idelines sampling and analysis data Undergo technical
, review by the reg~lated community, and are ~ubject to, "strict" data

quality assurance and quality control procedures administered py a
Sample 'C~ntrol Center dedicated fqrthis purpose.: EPA Technical
Support Document at 5720,5.21. . _
wastewater impoundments, reliance on Section 3004(u)'ofRGRA
c~rr~ctiye action.:authoritY may adequately p!otect ag!1inst , ,
groundwater-releases. 60 FR 43659. This suggestion is absUrd for at ,
least the following reasons. First, if 42% are RCRA TSOs, 58%are
not, so'the Agency's Section 3004(u) argument is inapplicable,to
most ofthe facilities. Second, corrective action is not an
adeq~te substitnte for px:eventing 'enviroilmental releases in ,the' 
'first instance, since the principle purpose ~fRCRA,generally and
the, LOR program parti<;ularly is release prevention-or minimization.
Finally, Section 3004(u) ofRCRA does not even require the
monitoring ofdecharacterized waste~ater impoUn9ments to
detect contamination, so identifying leaks will be unlikely. 4'
EPA then observes some of the industrial.sectors covered by thi~

rulemaking are or will be subject to air emission control
requirements 'promulgated pursuari~ to Section 112 of the Clean Air
Act. While EPA is factually correct in this regard, other sectors, "
'will not be subj~ct to 'air emission controls absent EPA action in

, 'the Phase IV LOR rulem~g.See 60FR 43660;.Thus, signiticant air
emissions will ~main uncontrolled in the ,absence of the phase IV
rules. 5
EPA fails to identify even one federal program addressing improper·
'sludge 'management, and acknowledges 37 states lack any sludge
requirements. 6~Q FR 43660. ,

, In short, except in the case ofair'emission con1;rols for some \,
. ind~trial Sectors, there is no federal prograril that acts to
, prevent or minimiZe releases to air, 'groundwater, ~dand
, from either decharacterized wastewater impoundments or the disposal

. ,ofthe sludge accumulating therein.
, Faced with little or no federal basis for Option 1, EPA then
. suggests state programs may form a basis for taking no action in

this rulemaking, particul~ly/with respect to impoundment'le8ks. In
support ofthis copcep(theAgency merely asse~ 36 states
tt~ve"some"regulations applicable to decharacterized wastewater
impoundments, admittedly without an analysis of the nature or
efficacy ofthose requirements. 60 FR 43660~

4 Se~ the comments below on proposed Option 2 for additional
, .
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.discussion on the inadequacy ofrelying upon corrective action,
autho~ties alone to comply with ~e Court ofAppeals opinion, '
and on the/shortcomings of deferring to Section 3004(u) ,
authorities.
5,Where meaningful Cl~an Air Act controls are actually in place,
it may be appropriate to defer to suc,h rules, therefore EPA may' "
still promulgate air emission contrpls in this rulemaking and '
'avoid applying 'unnecessary and duplicative requirements. See,

" discussion below, 011 'Option 2. . . ,. . , ...
6 EPA notes. it is "actively" investiga~ing whetller to .list such
additional wastes as hazardous, but'this ilactive investigation":
does' not match the prioritY sectors co~ered in tJ;Us nilemiling. In

. fact, EPA.has no plaris underway which co~it the estimated $1.4. .
. million and 9.5 FTE necessarY to undertake such listings 'over a'

3:5.year period. See Attachnlent to letter from Roben
Hickmo~ EPA AssistaptAdministrator'to Congressman Ron Wyden,

I • • .' . •

November 3, 1995, at 4.
Presumably, this number "36" 'is'derived fro~ ~e recently rele~ed
EPA study of s~te nonhazardous waste programs~, T1}e study inCludes
a section on surface impoundment requirements, including design

, standards aIld groundwater monitoriilg~ the cornerstone of an ".' "
, effective surface impoW1dmen~ regulatory program, "
. 'According to the EPAstudy, only 26 states require IIsome fonn of

,liner" for any industrial waste suIface'impoundments, and ,
substantially fewer require leachate coUection systems. 'EPA State
Program Report at 6: Therefore,EPA,'s o~'daia.indicates almost
half of the'states ~ompletely lack program~ aimed at preventing or, .
minimizing groundwater releases from industrial ,waste impo4ndments
heretofore Unregulated Under Subtitle C ofReM., ' .,
Significantly~acloser'review of individu8l sUitepro~s .

, 'reveals even less coverage for the surface impoundments at issue in
this nilemaking. The Illinois design standards do not;apply to " j

onslte facilities, the Florida requirements apply only to ' .
impOundments handling landfill ,leachate; and the standards iIiNew

,York and Colorado do not apply to faciljties subjec~ to C~eait Water;
Act discharge requirements: Id~ Table 3. In addjtion, the .

, Te~as requirements are voluntary, and the state does not even "
perfonn,an engineering review ofa sUrface impoundment design. Id.
See 8.Iso Envirorim~ntal Safeguards for Industrial Facilities need to "
be Developed, United States General Accounting Office, April 1990', ,,'
p', 30. In South Dakota, Rhode Isllmd~ and South Carolina, ,
grandfathering and other provisions likely exempt ~any .of the

I impoundments'covered in theJ~starit ,rulem~~g. 'Therefore, '

-,
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the ~Umberof states with relevant design standards is no more !han .
18. '
In the vast majority oftbe remaining 18 state~, design", ,: ,
requirements are applied on acase-by-case basis. EPA State Program
Repor,t,at 9, EPA makes no attemp~ to eval!JBte whether the design .
~tandards would actually be imposed on the surface impoundments
at issue in this rulemakip.g, and whether such design standards are

.. . ,.', \

adequate. For ex~ple,Maine is counted among the states with
c8$e-by-case liner requirements, budn fac~ Maine officials dO,not
typically assess the need for liners or impose such'requirements '
when processing perinits for Clean Water Act \Vastewater tteatment '
systems. Therefore, while.s~tes may poss~~s the authority to " '

.' prevent groundwater releases, EPA prc;>vi~e~ no evidence tI:1e "
, authority is actually used, and used appropriately. .'
Similarly, according to the EPA ~~dy, only 28 states'req~ire
groundwater monitoring for any industrial'waste surface /
impoundments. EPA State Program Report at 8. Therefore, almost half
the states completely fail to impose requirements to detect '
groundwater releases from industrial waste 'surface impoUndments
heretofore unregulated under Subtitle C of RCRA. ' <

Again~ a Closer examination of individual state programs indicates
the Illinois, Florida,
7 State Requirements for Industrial Non-Hazardous Waste.Management
Facilities, Office of Solid Waste;EPA, October 1995' (here~er;
"EPA State Program Report")., ~

~olorado,New York, South Dakota, South Carolina, and Texas
requirements are inapplicable to the impoundments at issue in this
rulemaking for the same reasons as the liner,requirements. Id., ,
'Table 3A... In ~dition, the Montana requirements apply to
facilities not discharging to·surface waters. Id~ Moreover,
grand fathering provisions. may exempt decharacterized 'Vastewater
impoundments trom groUndwater monitoring requiiements in ~ew
Mexico. Therefore, the number of states with relevant monitoring
requirements is no more than 19. ", ,
In nuu;s.y 'ofthese 19 states groundwater monitoring requirements are
imposed on a'case-by-case basis. Theobservation'abo~e regarding
states such as Marne not typically using available authorities
applies with equal force to both .iner and groundwater monitoring
requirements. Therefore, while states may possess the discretion
to impose certain requi.renients, there is no evidepce,in the record'

,that the authorities are used, and ~ed appropriately. ,
. FUrthennore, there is no evidence the,require~entsare properly .

enforced even when ~~tially' imposed. For example, New Hamps~ is
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-counted as a state with groundwater monitoring req'llirements, but
EDF is Unaware ofany regular ins'pection program applicable to the .'
relevant impoundments in that'state.
In sumiJ:tary, there is no factuai foundation for Option 1. The Phase

. IV'LDR rules provide the only opportunity for timely'and systematic ,
, controls over non-surface water' toxic contaminant releases from
, d~characterize(i wastewater impoundments.

• ...., I.

, !

Although Option 2 would establish a set of requirements for
decharacterized'WaStewaters, the option as proposed contains
numerous exemptions; In 'addition, the management stanqards
theniselves have important weaknesses, as discussed in subsection B
-of this section~

A. Proposed Exemptions ,
1. Secondary and Tertiary Impoundments
EPA proposes to exclude biotreatment and post-biotreatment .
impoundments from the management standards discussed below
governing leaks a,nd sludge management The basis for the ex~mption'

is the allegedly "lower risks" posed'by such impouiidments. S~e 60
FR43660. .
This gen~ric exemption forleaks'is inappropriate for several
reasons. First, EPA proposed a second risk-based exemption for. :
leak.~ discussed immediately ,below, 'based upOn the concentraiion of
toxic constituents in the impoundment wastewaters. A ' ,
risk-based e'.'erilption taking nito account actual constituent

, 'concentr~tions has greaiervalidity and,precision than the instant
, 'exemption 1?ilSed up,0n impoundment functi~n.8,A~cordingly, secondary
. and tertiary impoundments should be judged individually under the '

other risk-b~ed exemption rather than generically excluded:
The importance ofevaluating each secondary and tertiai-y ,
impoundment is 'Underscored by EPA's own sampling da~ In the
pharmaceuticals sector, the majority'ofbiotreatment impoundment
wastewater samples and facilities sampled exceeded a 1 x"IO-S, "
cancer, risk. In addition, at 60% of the facilities wi~ ,
post-biological'treatment irilPoundm~nt waStewater sampling data, the

,mlpoundment'y;astewaters posed acancer risk greater than 1 x .
lo-S.RIA, Exhibit 2~2i. " ,. '
Similarly, in the OCPSF'sector,- at halfoftbe' facilities with ' , .

'biotreatment impoundmen~ sampling data, ,the wast~waters exceeded a
1 x 10-5 cance~ risk level, and at 40% of the facilities the
wastewaters exceeded a cancer risk of I x 10-:4. Id. Therefore; the ,
function of the impol;ll1chnent is not it reliable indicat6r ofsafety, ' '

r '
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o,n a generic basis.'
Second.'secondary and tertiary impo~dments are not entitled to
special status as a Class in the instant rulemaking. While EPA,
correctly notes (at 60 FR 43663) that such impoundments are exempt
from minimum technology requirements Under Section3D05(j)(3), the
Agency fails to acknowledge the more relevant provision of RCRA
which does not' exempt suchimpoWldments from the land disposal
restrictions program. See Section 300SO)(11) ofRCRA. Indeed, .
other inipoundments may be used to treat restricted wastes without
complying With minimum technology requirements' (MTRs), but '
secondary and tertiary impoimdrilents are no~ similarly authorized,

, pre~umably because the terms of the Section 3005(j)(3) exemption '
fail to'ensure the impounqrnent contents will not leak into the

, environment. See 51 FR 40602 (Nove:r.ber 7. 1986).
, 2. Risk-Based Exemption ,

EPA proposes to' exclude from the requirements governing le~ "
those surface impoundments containing'hazardous constituents below
.atrigger level. The proposed trigger level ,is 10 times 'the Maximum
Contaminant Level (MCl}if$e constituent has an '
8 Option 2 is proposed by EPA as a methodology for distinguishing
between treatment impouridments. and impoundments operating as both·
treatment mid disposal units. See 60 FR43.6S7~ A generic exemption
based solely upon the method of treatment employed'in an impoundment
c~ot possibly, identify those impoun<4nents also functioning as .
disposal units ([e.,treatment units that also leak), and is I ,

therefore inconsistent With the upderlying ~tionale of
the proposal. . ' '
MCL; if no MCl e~sts, then 10 times the state or tribal
risk-based number; and in the'absence ofeither an MCLor other

\' risk-based number, the Universal Treatment Standard(UTS) becomes'
the trigger level. .9 ..
While EpF does not oppose a properly constructed risk-based

. exemption"the teririsofthe proposal m:e substantially·t1awe~ in
'many respects. First, MCls are not an appropriate,basis for trigger
levels'in this context. MCLs are drinking water standards for
public water supplies which may be substantially affected by
irrelevant considerations such as the cost and technologies' .
aSsociated with public drinking wa~er treatment systems. Moreover,
MCLs "do not apply to private water' systems where water treatment
may be unavailable, and protection ofsuch private wells is a. '
priricipal purpose of the RCRA program. The uSe ofMCLs also fails
to consider ~cologic ris~ and potential human ,exposure routes '
other than groundwater'ingestion. Accordingly, MCLs are not pure or

, . ~ . .
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.comprehensive risk~based'standards, and'are ofte~based upon
factors unrelated t~ whether .wastewa~er contaminants would pose a
threat to hUman health wilen released into the groundwater; "
9 The Universal Treatment Standards are concentrations of over

,200 toxic compounds that hazardous wastes -must meet prior to'land
disposal. See 59.FR 47982 (~eptembet 19, 1994).'
Significantly. for some hazardous constituents, the pure risk. '

.' 'levels ,underlying the MCLs'are e~ceedingly high. App~oximately half
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of the' existing MCLs are for carcinogens, and the vast majority of
those MCLs are set at leveis e~ceeding'a l~x lO~S cancer risk,
including arseriic and other MCLs posing a greater risk than 1 X' ,
]0-4. 10 Therefore~ both the variability between and the weakness .
of someMCL~precludes their use as vali4risk-b~e~ num:be~s.
'Second, there is no evidentiary s~pport in the rul~making record
or, otherwise for a dilution and attenuation factor (OAF) of fO in
this context. Previous ~PA modeling.efforts e~ploying a OAF of 10,
such asin ~e delisting context, involved dispo~al in landfills.
As'EPA readily ackpowledges, the OAFs associated with surface .
impowulments are smaller than for landfills, thus the Agency's .'
modeling probably understates-downgradient contaMinant . , .
'concentrations. See S5,FR 11825 (March 29, 1990). Accordingly, if·

, EPA utilizes 10 as the appropriate OAFs for delisting high volume
landfilled wastes, a smaller DAF is necessary in the instant . ,
rulemaking. 11 Indeed, in a verY recent letter to Congressman
\\lyden, EPA observesPAF~of 6 can occur at surf~ce .
impoundments covered in this rulemaking. See Attachment to letter
from Robert Hickmon, Assistarit AdIltinistrator to Representative
Wyden, November 3, 1995, at 3; . :
Third, EPA's proposal ignores the cumulative risks associated with
multiple constituents·leaking from the impoundment at the same· .

· tin'ie. 'Since the typic'al groundwater damage case involves
the release ofmultiple contarnimiriiS simultaneously, and many of .
the impoundment wastewaters at issue in the instant ,rulemaking .
contain multiple constit4ents of concem-(se~60 FR 43658·9),

. . The.Agencts proposed trigger levels substantially understate the
risks posed by leaking imPoUndments. TIlls failure to consider risks. .
posed by' the release ofmultiple constituents is contrary t9 E.P"-
risk assessment policy in the ReRA program and elsewhere
throughout Th~ Agency.:·See e.g.~ 59 FR 66075 (December '22, 1994).
Risks are also understated because of the failure to consider the
additive impacts ofexpOsure'to background levels ofcontamination _
and/or other sources 'ofcont3mmant exposure in addition to sUrface
impoundment leaks. Therefore, EPA's'proposed trigger levels are
.not based upon tge true health risks poseQ by th,e groundwater ,
· releases. , .
Fourth, automatic use ofa state or tribal groundwat~r protection

· number, ~thout a minhnaI federal standard as to human health and·
. environmental risks allowed by such a state/tribal number, {ails to
. ~ur~ protection ofhuman health arid the enviro~ent or
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. compliance with,the minimized ,tI1reat standar~ underlying Section
3004(miofRCRA. For example,Montana recently adopted a
groundwater staridaid for arsenic consisting of the 1 xl0-3 risk,
level or the MCL, whichever is more stringent. As discussed above,

• • I .,..-

'even the more ~tringent ofthese standards90es not a4equately
, protect hUman health and the 'envirohment. For other carcio9gens;

Montana adopted a 1 x 10.:5 risk level groundwater standard. Again,
this dichotomy between arsenic and other.carcinogens cannot be'
justified based upqn 'considerations relevantto this rulema.Iq.ng.' .
10 IlJ. addition, it is unclear whether E~A would deem the existing

" 15 ppb "action level" for lead an MCL for the purposes ofthi~

rulem~ng. Such'a course ofaction would be inappropriate, since
the action level applies to first draw samples from the consumer's
'tap, and is used to trigger ' .: .
a response by the drinking water system when exceeded in more than
10% ofthe taps tested. As EPA noted when promulgating the action
Jevet, it corresponds to approximately 5 pph.as~ average lead ',' '. ' "
exposur~. 56 FR 2()460, 26477 (June 7, 1991). In'other wo~ds, the
higher a~tion level was ~esigned to' reflect the elevat~d

concentrations experienced 'in first draw samples, so that
!overall lead exp9sures,would not exceed 5, ppb if the first draw
samples did not exceed 15 ppb. Therefore, at most~ 5 ppb is, the
appropriate risk-based number for lead in'this rulemaking.

, 11 Even ifEPA prese,nted evidence in the record supporting a DAF,
,"of 10 for surface' impoundment waStewaters in either the delisting
,or HWIR context, the DAF of lOis still inappropriate in thi~ .
, context because the "~iI¥mizedthreat"s~dard in Section '
. 3004(m)goveming the ins~t rulemaklng req~res a more stIingent

analysis th8n simply detelmining levelsJor c.lassifying 'a waste as
,hazardous. As the Court held in Chemical W~teManagement, the
, fact that a waste no longer meets EPA's definition ofa hazardous
: waste does not necessarily mean The Agency has satisfied the ,
minimized threat stand8rd!of Section 3004(m) ofRCRA. Indeed,
EPA must take action pursuant to Section 3004(m) unless/EPA can
demonstrate the risk fi:om surface impoundment leaks is "minimal" ,
for the wastewaters covered in the instant rulemaklng. EPA cannot
me~t tmsevidentiary b~den by simply borrowing OAFs 'from o~er

( portions of the regulatory,,· program w~ere they are used forO
different reglilatory purposes 'under less stringent statutory
directives.'0:" .. ,
Fifth, the proposed adoption of the UTS number as the default
"risk':'based level" is inappropriate for b9th legal and policy
reasons. Pursuant to SectIon 3004(m)(2)'ofR:CRA, the UTS values '... "
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are intended to satisfy the minimized threat standard for wastes
when,land disposed in units meeting subtitle C design requirements
-- multiple liners With leachate collectiort/leak detection
systems, not the unlined surface impoundments at issue in this
rulemaking. Moreover. the UTS represents the concentration of
cOIitaminants remaining aft~r applying BestpemQn~trated
Available Technology (BDAT). ~us it is not risk-based..
Therefore, the release ofcontaminants int~ groundwater at UTS

. coIic~ntr~tions (or 10 times this 'level) cannot ensUre protect human
healtlJ. and the environment and dges not co~ply with the minimized
threat-standard governing this rulemaking. 12 The UTS number. '

is nei$errelevant nor valid for this purpose. 13
12 Significantly. EPA dges not even attempt the slightest
demonstration in the record for this rulemaking that UTS numbers
are adequate surrogates for meaningful health and
environmental risk-based sta,Ddards.
13 EPNs proposal regarding groundwater protection standards
essential.1Y acknowledges the irrelevance ofUTS numbers as
indicat~rs ofhuman health or environmental' risks,' The
proposal requires use ofMC~s, and where MCls are unavailable. use
of the background ct?nce~tration as the groundwater protection .
standard, See 60 FR43672. The use ofUTS numbers as
appropriate me~ures of groundwater ~ontaminant:risks is not even
discussed by the Agency, It should also be noted that use of the .
MCl as" a irouridwater protecti~n standard is inappropriate for' .
the reasons provided above regarding the proPosed trigger level.
Sixth, annual sampling ofthe wastewaters is proposed to determine
whether wastewaters qUa1ify for the risk-based exclusion, No
evidence is provided which would demonstrate annual'sampiing is

,sufficient to determine compliance, taking into account routine
but significant Yariation in wasteWater concentrations, , '

, ' particularly ~t batch plant operations. Signifi~tly, EPA often'
,'. requires'weekly or monthly sampling' under the Clean Water Act for

the same industrial sectors and the same chemicals at issue in " .
r • .' \

this ruIemaking. For example, EPA recently proposed weekly sampling
.for toxic contaminants generated by the pharmaceuticals industry.
~ee 60 FR 21657 (May 2, 1995). Discbaige limits p,romulgated for the
OCPSF sector are based upon daily maximum and monthly ,average,
limits. See 40CFR 414.91. See also,60 FR 5483 (January 27, 1995).
Ifth~se'sampling frequencies are necessary to ensure compliance
with impOlindment effiuent standards. at least such frequencies are
req~ed to ensure 'compliance with concentrations applicable

- to' impoundment inputs which may be subject to ~ven gf~ater, .

-,
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variation since they are often pre"':treatnient concentrations.
.Similar sampling approaches ar~ especially appropriate in
this context given E~A's desire to accommodate and integrate the
RCRA and Clean Water Act requirements as much as possible.

, 3. Deferral to Clean.Air Act Rules '
EPA proposes to exempt impoundments from air emission controls in
theins~t rulemaJdn~ if Clean Air A~t rules currently regulate
VOC emissions frOnt such,impoun~ments or if CAA rul~s covering the
i~poUndments are anticipated i'in the near future,.:' See 60 FR

,43660.Insofar as EPA's,proposal defers to Clean Air Ac~ I1:l1e~ '. ,
cu.rx:ently in effect which actually, address the VO~ releases from '
the impoundments covered by thisrulemaking, the concept has merit. - ~,

However, since EPA never defines what is meant by "in the near j,"

.future," the aspect of the proposal regarding antiCipated rules is , ,
extremely am1;liguous. AIlY deferral applicable to CAA RULES,which are,'

, not finalized prior to the effective date of the rules will delay ,
control of the eq1issions i~ 'violation of the minimized ,threat

" standard governing this rulemaking:14 As discussed further below,
EPA's proposed effective date for the instant rules is ~ontraiy " "

, to law 'and sound policy. The appropriate national effective date is
no later than two years from date of'promulgation. ' " •
14 An exception may be appropriate for rules propo'sed but not ye~ "
finalized prior to the effective date, where thefmal rules are, .
scheduled for promulgation within the comuig year to 18 rD:onths, and
the excep,tion expires by'the ~xpected promulgation date. , ,
4. Defe~al to StatelfribalProgr~s,

, , EPA prdposes to 4efer regulation under the instant rulemaking'if
state/tribal programs control releases ofhazardous constituents in '
a manner rendering Phase IV controls unnecessary. 60 FR 43661. With,: "

, ~~~pect to the leak stan~ds, EPA indicates it would defer to
state/trib~ programs that are "substantially similar" to the .

, proposed requirements~ 60 FR43669. .. . ,
Since no discussion is provided·as to. t:he, scope of the "
requirements that may be deferred, theme~g ot "substantially ,

" sinlilar," the criteria for detennining whether a ,
state/tribal program meets this t~st, the process by which EPA '
would determine "substantiali'equivalency, andwhether the public

, would be provided an opportunity to comment on s'tch a
,determination, this aspect ofEPA's preamble canIi9t,possibly
constitute a concrete proPosal ripe for public comment. However, . '
.EPA musfbear in mind that if it wishes to develop a prop~sal along
thes~ lines, SectionS 3006 and 3009 ofRCRA explici~ly

reject reliance on'state requirements l~ss stringent thail~ .
" '

. ,
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, ~ompa:table federal requirements, and expressly provide for public
-notice and participation in the state authoriZation proc,ess.

, EPA CANNOT ~ypass these statutory provisions.,by callin'g its
approval process a "deferral" rather than an "authorization."
5.' Deferral to Section 3004(u) Regulations ,
EPA proposes to exempt from regulation the de~haracterized
wastewater impoundments at42% of the'affected facilities simply
because those facilities requjre a Subtitle C permit for units
other,than the impouridments. EPA reasons the permit for the other
units subjects the decharacterized wastewa~er impoundments to

, corrective action requirements pursuant to Section 3004(u) ofRCRA.. , .
.60 FR 43659. Moreover, EPA (in~orrectly) asserts if
. these facilities are currently in compliance with S,ubtitle C ,
requirements for groundwater monitoring and corrective action, the , .
monitoring and controls associated with air emjssions',"leak
control,S, and sludges provided in the instant rule·for' ,
d~characterized wastewater iqtpowirlments wouid already be in place.
RlAaf2-10.
However, as 'even a curs.ory review ofEPA's rules indicates,
Section 3004(u) requirements are not evenreinotely equivalent to
the Option 2 controls. There are 'no monitoring requirements for
either air or groUndwater releases at decharacterized " -

. wastewater impo~dments or.any other solid waste management 'units.,
See 40 CFR264.10I.. In fact, theonJy evaluation such units 'are.
required to receive cprisists of a ~esk top review ofavailable
information~ and a vIsual site inspection.,See S5 FR 308QI (July
27~ 1990).Releasesto the air and groundwater prior to the
evaluations may remain undetected, and'no ongoing monitoring ofthe .
unit is required after. the i¢tial ~valuationis performed. , '

"Furthermore, no thres}1~ld for con~ol1ing air eniissions is
established, and n9 ~tandards govemfug air emission controls are
imposed. In addition, no'requirements,apply to ,the management of.
sludge f:hat may be removed from the unit. Therefore, the fact that
an impoundment, may be subject to Section' 3004(u) authorities does,
not mean therem coinparable air or groundWater monitoring
requiJ,"ements, air emissi~ncontrols, or sludge management '

, . reqUirements under EPA's rules which would ensure equiv8Ient
Protection to the' Option 2 controls.
6. Minimum Technology Requirements ,~;, , '
EPA proposed exempting units meeting'mininium technology
requirements (MTRs) frQm all Option:2 require~ents, including
sludge management an4,air emission controls. See 60FR 43660. Yet
mer~ compliance with MTRs accomplishes .little or nothing to ens~e' ,
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.threats are minimized from' the, disposal of impoundment s!udge or . /'
VOC air erpissions. Indeed, Congress recognized these potential
impacts by: (I) adding annual sludge removal as a conditi,)n of

. allowing the continued use ofcertain storage and treatment , .
impoundments meeting MTRs; (2) linking the no migrat~on standard
for ~DR exemptions to releases into any environmental media; and .
(3) requiring th~ promulgation of air 'emission standards.' :

", for surface impoundments in addition to the MTRs and LDR program. '
See Sections3004(g)(S), 3004(n), and 30050)(11)(B) of RCRA...,
Therefore, the proposed'MTR e~emption for ~ludge'managemen~ and air'·
erniss.ion controls lacks b.oth a legal and factual ,foundation. . . .
B. M~agement Requirements for, Non:'Ex~mpt Units

, ·1. Le8k Controls.. . ' .
· EPA's proposed leak controls consist entirely ofgrouuuwater .
'morlitoring'and corrective action. While the proposed requirements
contain significant shortcomings, the principal deficiency'ofthe
proposalis'its (ailure to prevent or mimmize groimdwater

,releases into the environment. As EPA has acknowledged from the
, early days of the RCRA program, groundwater monitoring/corrective.

action provides a useful sec~nd:line' ofdefense in the event· .
release control requirements fail;but such requirements rely upon
complicated and uncertain predictions regarding contaminant fate
,and transport that do not provide an adequate margin of safety by

· themselves to protect fragile groundwater resources. See 47FR, ..
, 32283-85 (J~ly 26, 1982): .

This need for release prevention was emphasized and mcorporated
jnto RCRA by the 1984Amendments, particularly in the case of .
surface impoundments l*e those covered in the mstant rulema1Gng.·
See Section f002(b)(~),(7); 1003(a)(5). In the ~ontext o'rthe.
land disposal restrictions Pt:ograni, only surface impoundments that .
are not leatong were authorized by.Congress to receive for storage ....

· or treatment otherwise restricted wastewaters. See Section
· 3005(j)(lI)(A) ofRCRA. Accordingly, EPA's failure to incorporate

release preventionl~inimizaiion ~to the Option 2 controls violates
,'both,the statutory land disposal restriction requirements and the "

underlying objectives ofRCRA generally. The Age1l:cy proposal also
,~ violates the policy einbedd,ed in the Pollution Prevention Act of,

199Q .ofencouraging pollution prevention and discouraging ... '
environmental releases. -' . .
EPA's failure,to stress release prevention is 81fthe more ' ,
egregiqus because of th~ special challenges posed by rel~ases of
chlorinated solvents and other Dense Non-AqueoUs Phase Liquids
(DNAfL) compounds: Th~ Agency's own policy d~e.ctives stress'the

.. .
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,unpredjctable nature of the~e compo~ds in grolindwa."ter due to ,their
. '. insolubility and propensitY for migration as a separate liquid -
-,' phase moving a~ross groundwate'r flow. 15, Leading groun4water

." scientists confirm the extraordinary ~ifficulty associated' with
'both monitoring the migratic;m ofDNAPLs and,cleaning'up releases
t;'lnce they are detected. 16 Some ofth~ principal constituents of
concern 'In this rulemaking are DNAPLs, including
methylene chloride, chloroform, 1,2-Dichloroethane, "

:1,1,2,2-Tetrach!oroethane, and carbon, tetrachloride. 17 See RlA,
Exhibit B-2. , . ,
15 See e.g., OSWER Directive 9283.1-06 (May 27, 1992); DNAPLs -- A.
Workshop sUmmary, EPA Office ofResearch and Development, .
EPA/6001R.;92/030, Febiuary 1992. " ' "
'16 See e:g., Pankow ~d Cherry, Dense Chlorinated Solvents and
other DNAPLs in Groundwater, Waterloo 'Press, 1996, pp. 14, '15.
17 Id. At 4, 5. : " , '
Therefore, while reliance o~ groundwa~er monitoring and correctiye

~ action is inadequate by itselfgenerally, it is particularly ,
foolhardy in the case, ofDNAPLs because contaminant detection is
extr:emely uncertain and restoration.of the' aqUifer may, not be
possible using available remed~ation tectulologies. Allowing'
groun4water releases With a high probabilitY that such releases may
not .be detected or remediated will not protect h~an health an~

the ·environment anel cannot possibly comply with the statutory
"minimized threat'" standard gove~ng thisrulemaking. 1,8
18 The Agency also violated the Pollution Prevention,Act when it
failed' to consider-the iinpact of~lowingadditi<?naIreleases of
hazardoUs constituents into the,environment, particularly

, DNAPLs, on otherwise available source 'reduction efforts. See 42
. . . l· •

U.S.C.13103(b)(2). ' '"
At a minimum, the Agency must incorporate into, the leak'controls a
requirement which ensures that surface impo:undments receiving ,

, decharacterized wastes are designed to'preven~ the release of ,
:h~ous conStituents into the environment. EPA can accomplish . .
this goal through a similarly drafted perfonnance standard or
minimUm design specifications, or both. However, should EPA utilize
a Performance standard, a process must~ created whereby unit '
designs are reviewed by regulatorY officials to' determine
compliance with this standard and an opportunitY for public
partiCipation in such review is provide(j.' ,
In addition to the failure to emphasize release prevention, ,

, particuhir aspects ofEPA's proposed ground~at~r '
, monitoringlcorrective,"action requirements ~ack merit..In some
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cases, EPA\a4opts the Part 258,requirements wi~out evaluating
,whether the underlyiI)g rationale for their adoption applies in the
instant rulemaking. ,"
For'example, EPA proposed extending the 'point ~of complil:~nce for

,monitoririg 'groundwater releases and taking corrective action up to'
lSq;meters from f:he,surfa~e impoundments, simply because that is
the maximum distance allowed for municipaIJandfill
monitoring systems.Wider Part 258.'See 40 CFR2S8.40(d): In
contrast,. the relevant, point of compliance for hazardous waste

. units is the(edge of the unit boundary because early detection
facilitates successful and cost effective corrective action, and
reduces substanti~lly the pos~ibility, the plume will migrate beyond
the owner/operator's control. See 40CFR264.95;'47 FR 32285 (July

·26, 1982).' . "
In the case of municipal landfills, EPA promulgated the 150 meter
provision because.of the"unique characteristics ofmunicipal
landfills.~' The landijlls are owned and operated by local
governments'With very Iimited'techIucal and economic reso~ces,
and ~ince the 'landfills are owne4 by local governments, po~ential,

groundwater use within the 150 meter radius ofthe unit can be
·controlled in'perPetuity through local land"use authorities. S~e ' ~ ,
56FR.51068 (October 9, 199f). Neither characteristic ofmunicipai.'
land~lls is' factuil1ly relevant to the instant rulematang, and as a
matter oflaw, the owner/operator "practicalcapability" factor
decisive to the Agency 41 the municipal landfill rulema¥ing UnQer
Section4010 ,of RCRA Calmot be applied- in the instant rulemaking.
19 Instead, EPA is compelled as amatter of ~aw and poiicy to
establish the point ofcompliance at the waste management boundary.
19 EPA's. fmding that 42% of the facil~ties covered by the instant
~emakfug are fa~ilities requiI'i:ng a Subtitle C Permit illustrates
that Jargely·the same industries already regulated'~d~r subtitle C
of RCRA are the principal industries affected' by, the' instant '
rulemaking..These ind~tries now comply With the Subtitle C point
ofcompliance, and have substantial technical arid .~conomic

resources available to meet RCRA standards.. Therefore, EPA's
appropriate'~preference" for detecting contamination at the
earlieSt opportunity is ~e only relevapt factor for
consideration in this proceeding. See 56 FR 51O~8 (October 9,.

. 1991~ ..
EPA also proposed adopt~on of the, remedy selection criteria of
Part'2S8; and self-implementation for all aspects of the ,
groundwater monftoringlcorrective action program, including but not
limited to the selection of remedy at the site.'Since the,
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" .
remedy selection 'criteria in Part 258 include the "practical.'
capability" of the owner/operator justified in that rulemaking
solely due to the statutory provisions of Section 4010 ofRCRA,
the' adoptiofl of the same criteria in the instant rulemaking lacks '.
a sOWld iegal and factual basis. See 56 FR 50983; 51090 (October'9, ,
J991). "
Moreover, EPA's tWin rationales for the self·implementing aspects
of the municipal landfill program governing corrective action ~ere '

. the difficulties associated With authorizing from scratch state ", .
mWlicipai landfill progranis i,n only a24 month period, and the
expectation ofadditional rules covering pub.lfc participation with
respect to both permitting and corrective'action. See 56(~R 50995,
51091 (October 9, 1991). Again, neither'rationale is relevant '
in the insian~ 'rulemaking since no further rules are contemplated, .
and EPA is required to administer the LDR requirements Wltil'states
are '~uthorized for'the LDR'revisions. Equally importaIit, in the
Subtitle C context, EPA has stress~d the importance ofboth
public participation 'and r~gulatory oversight in ~e correct~ve

, aetionprocess.See 55 FR30834,30847-50(July 27,,1990).
EDF Urges EPA to review all the mtmicipallandfill groWldwater'
monitoring ~d corrective act~on require~ents the 'Agency is
considering applying in the' instant rulemaking, compare those
criteria to Subtitle C requireme~ts, and revise the proposed' "
'requirements which reflect inapplicable statutory or factual bases..
SignificantlY,,~PA didperfonn such an an~ysis in at least one, ,
area, and concluded that,moriitoring for the regulated constituents
covered in'the rulemaking is:more effective than monitoring for the'
indicator parameters specified· in the municipal l~dfill rule. See
60 FR 43671. EDF agrees, and urges EPA to extend this analysis to:

,,other Portions of the Phase IV rules as ,well.· ' '
In its proposal, EPA indicated facilities with existing

, , .
groundwater monitoring and/or corrective action programs "may be
ab~e to continue those programs in lieu of·the '. .
proposed regulations," even if such programs are not' required by
state or federal law aild presumably were never reviewed or approved
by regulatory authorities for efficacy or consistency 'with the
upcoming regulations. See 60 FR 43669; Insofar as EPA contemplates,

, defenjng Opti~n2 controls to inferior monitoring Of corrective .
action programs already in place, such deferral violates Sections
'3006 and 3009 ofRCRA; and fails to protecthuman h~aIth and the '
environment. DefeIral to a. ~ubstandard progn\IIl,violates' the
Congressional purpose underlying Sections 3006 and 3009 of.RCRA·
that minimUm federal·reqw.reme~ts are applied pation~lly.
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,EPA proposes to reject the conceptual approach of restricting the
placem<:nt ofwastes not anienable to treatment-in ,Clean Water Act

, syst~rris. E~A's ra~ionales for rejecting this approach lack merit as
applied to metals.
First, EPA ,argues' restricting land placement is not n~ces,sary' .
because promuigation of the Option 2 controls would,protect tIuman
health and the environment. See 60 FR 43677. As discussed above,

" 'Option 2as proposed would not protect human health,aqd" '
, the environment. Of equaUmpoItance, even if Option 2 was
strengthened by limiting e'xemptionsand including-design controls
to prevent groundwater releases, two key purposes,of RCRA are
restricting lan'd placement due to the i'long-term "
Uncertainties"associated with land disposal, and simultaneously
eric9Uraging- source reduct,ion as the preferred form ofwaste
management. See 'Sections 100i(b)(7), I063(~), 3004(g) of RCRA. The
LDR restrictions were enact~d by the Gongress in 'addition to
provisions related to strengthening minimum technology standards
and groundw~te,r monitoring/corrective action requirements. And

,-
exemptions to the LDRs were expressly crafted by the Congress ,
tQ ensur~ me~e compliance ,with the- MTRs and other.requirements' did '
'not widermin~ the congressional intent that land disposal,would be -,
severely restricted: 20 Therefore, it is inappropriate for EPA to'
equate the imposition of monitoring and Cleanup,requlrements'with
the policiesl:lI1dedying 'the LDR pr,ogram. ._
Second, the technical' 'concerns EPA raises about ~xpressly
excluding certain types ofwastes from biological treatment all
relate to organic wastes. There is no ,dis~greement about '
the inability or'biological' systems to treat metals, regardless of
system type or waste' feed variation. '. .
According to a,study prepare4 for the Environmental Technology

,'Council, -most metals and' inorganic chemicals ate not uSed by ,
-microorganisms thus they are not biodegradable, and the presence of

. '. 'metals c;an inhibit the proper functioning ofwastewater bioiogical ,
. treatmeIit systems. 21 In addition, the Chemical ManUfacturers, " ,

Ass~ciation retained'a consultant to d~termine which compounds were. " " \'

amenable to b,i,otreatmeIit utilizing bot!) literature. sources and '.
,professional judgment, and ,no metals appear on that list. 22. ,
Similatly,:EDF is not aware ofany evidence in the record linking"
the uncert8.intiesofconcern to EPA to metals. - ,

, Fimilly, EPA argues that by con~olling the emissions and leaks,
EPA can be reasonably certain that "treatment" in the'impoundIilent
is adequate. 'nus argument is wholly.without merit. Monitoring and
cleaning up metal cont.anlinant releases,to groUndwater

- I ~ ' ...
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har41y ensures treatment within the impoundment.ln fact,
" compliance with surfa~e water discharge standards In:ay be bbtained
, through the accumulation of metal contaminants in the sludge and/or,

. groundwater releases, not trea~ent prior to discharge.
,20 See e.g., 11. Rep. '98-198 Part 1. 98th Cong., 1s1' Sess, at 38

, (1983)("The Committee does not intend that the Administrator
cir~umvent the Committee's intent to restrict land disposal by
simply imposing additional conditions on,land disposaLfI)2l

" Evaluation ofthe Biod;egradability ofVIS Constituents in
,In~ustrial Wastewater·Treatment Lagoons, JHE Technology Systems,
Inc., April 1995, pp. 10, 11, Iabl~ 7. ' , ,
22 See July 16, 1993' and September 8, 1993 letters with
attachments from Cindy Bryck, CMA~o Davier Case ofETC: '

, ,

•

\

RESPONSE ,
litthe August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal. EPA discussed three ',options for ensUiing that
underlying hazardous cOIistituents in decharacterized wastes were not released t9 the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface' impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking 'Water Act (60 FR43'655).·Decharacterized:
wastes are WaStes which'initiallyexhibited ~ hazardous characteristic ofignitabiiity, corrosivity"
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic): On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexi'bility Act of1996, which provides that:the ,
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered J1,onhazardo,us. As
'a result, on April ~, 1996, EPA wit.h<kew its trea~ent standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660),
Today.'s Phase IV,final ,rule. will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludgest and air "

, emissions from 'surface impoundments (EPA propo-sed options on August 22, 1995 (60 F~
, ,43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metai·wastes.in today's rule dc)'not

,apply, to TC metal wastes if the. characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated .
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the'Safe
Drinking Water! Act. ,I ,"

, , '

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
.determine'any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofh~dous constituents from these

, surf~ce impoun~ents. The findings ofthis study, be~ by.the!Agency in April, 1996 t 'may
result in proposed regulatiQns for these units,. if risks are in fact found 1hat woulc;l warrant such

gul
. \ .' .

re ation.. , , ' " , . " , "

..
.f 1
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2. Sludge Management , , ,
EPA's proposal would require treatment ofthe sludge prior to land
disposal ifany ofthe underlying llazardousconstituents intlte '
sludge exceeds UTS. However,.EPA would allow relian,ce on gene~tor,

. knowledge, mlieu ofsampling and analysis, to detennine "
the concentration ofcontaininants in the ·sludge. See 60 FR 43675.
.EPA offers·no evidentiary, basis for cdncluding facility
owners/<;lperators can·determine sludge concentrations or '-,' .
alI-underlying hazardous constituents to the degr~e ofprecision ,
necessary for dete~ning comp}jance with UTS concentrations. E»A
fails to offer such evidence because none exists- that level of
precision'cannot'be reached for all relevant constituents without
sampling and analysis. Therefore, the proposal is substantially

.deficient in this regard.

,>

,.',

. ,

e.,

RESPONSE: ,
The issue msed by the commenter pertains to the'sampling and analysis requiremerits that were,
proposed as part ofOption 2 ofthe Agency's original ,Phase IV propo~d nile (60,FR 43654)
addressing equivalency'oftreatment in wastewater treatment systems regulated under the Clean
Water Act. In the, August 22, 1995 Phase'IV proposal, EPA discussed three optio~ for ensuring ,;'

, .that'undedying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were notreleased to the '.
- 'environmen~:via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems' .'

regUlated by the Clean Water Act of Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 436~5). Qecharacterized
waStes are wastes which initi81ly exhibited a hazardo~ characteristic ofigiritability, corrosivity, ,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no 10Qger characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996; which provides that the . ' .'

'. wastes in question~ no longer prohibited from land disppsal once rendered non)lazardoUs. As'··
.a resUlt, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its ~tment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final role.will notpromulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and-air
emissions frOm surface impoUndments (EPA proposed options on AuguSt 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677» ..Furthermore, the treatment standards for TCmetal'wastes'in today's rule do not
apply to TC ptetal.wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the wBstes are subsequent1y'~ated

, in a Unit~t is regulated by the Clean Water'Act or, for underground iDjection ,wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act.' '. ;. - '

. ..
However, the Land DisPosal Flexibility,Act does mandate EPA to undertake a S-year study to ,
determine any potential ~sks posed by 'cross-m~dia transfer ofhazardous constituents from these ~

'659



.
surface.impOundments. The fmdings ofthis study, begun· by ttte Agency in April, 1996, may .
result in proposed regulations for theSe units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such '
regulation. / . ., . -.,, .

_NOTE to EPA: i .

. . . .Should this response also address methods and analytical precision for
sludge m~trices? "

, -

'.

.- ,

\ .

, 1
. ,
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COMMENT.
B.The Importance of~s Ruleinalcing

, '

At present, wastewaters $it contain'signifi~antlevels ~f toxic cons~ituents are routinely managed
in unlin~ unmonitored surface impoundments that are not regulated under existing federal ,
prOgrams, and are largely unregulated at the state level as well: Though the contaminant levels do
not trigger the hazardous waste toxicity characteristic (in large part because the characteristic
only covers 38 che~~s), they are comparable to concentrations found in many listed hazardous ,
~astes, as discussed.beiow. ,'.' . , .. , ' ,

.These contaminants can an.d do migrate both to air and groundwater. Significantly, many ofthe
compounds found ,in these wastewaters include'chlorinated sOlvents and other halogenated .
organic chemicals that, upon leakiIig from an impoundment, fonn aDense Non-Aqueous Phase

,Liquid, or DNAPL. As 15 years ofexperiepce in the Superfund program has painfully shown,
such releases "are, in general, exceptionally difficult to clean up," and can persist for' :
decades o~ centuries.1 In addition, DNAPL 'plumes can migrate in ways that are, exceedingly 'hard
to locate, thus plumes may uneXpectedly co~taminate 'wells used for drinking water or other
purposes. To protect drinking water sources, the release ofDNAPL compounds must be.
Prevented. . .". .' '.' '. .

, , ,

;RESPON~E. '. ' ',.'
. In the August,22, 1995 Phase IV proPosal, EP~ discussed three options for ensuring tl:Jat
'underlying hazardous cOnstituents in decharacterized,wastes Were not released to the .

".environment via leaks, sludges, ahd air ~sSioDs"fromsurfaCe impoundments in systems
, ~gulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Dlinking'Water Act (60 FR 43655).bec~zed

Wastes are~which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when g~erated ~ut are no longer ch8racteristic). On March 16, 1996, the'

"P[e~ident signed the Land Di.,sal Progranl Flexibility Act of 199,6~ which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited fr~m land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. ,~ .
aresult, on ApriJ, 8, 1996, EPA withdrew. its t;reatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's PhaSe IV final rule will not promulgate'provisionS for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22,1995 (60 FR ,'.'
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do.not

" apply'to TC metal wastes iftbe characteristic is removed and the~ are subsequently treated
in aunit that is regulated by the Clean Wat~r Act or, for underground.injection wells, th~ Safe -) .

. - .. "

, ,
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Drinking Water Act..

However,. the Land DispOsal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undert8.ke:a 5-year study to' ,
determine any potential risks posed by tross~media transfer ofhaZardo':JS constituents from th.ese
sUrface impoundments. The findings of~s 'study, 'begun by the Agency in April,: 1996, may,
result in proposed regUlations for these units, if risks are iri fact found that'would warrant such
regwation. .' " '. .,,' . .< . . . '... • ". .' .
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RESPONDER MC
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SUBJNUM 085 '
COMMENT \ . ,
Several proposed generic changes to' the' LDR program lack'merit, particularly eliminating the
s~bnllssion and reviewQfgenerator sampling plaits.. Without such subQ1issions, EPA and state
agenc~es are hugely' dePendent upon generator·inspecti-ons to review such plans. Current and ,'.
future generator inspection frequencies ofabou~ once every,25 years'or less cannot possibly
ensure generat~~ sampling plans will produce valid LDR detenilinations. '

RESPONSE
. \. .' .

In the August ~2, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying ~dous constituents in dec~terized wastes' were not released to the' ,
environment via le8k:s, sludges, and air emissions from surface impo~dments in systems "
,regulated by the Clean Water Act or Sue Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized·
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteriStic ofignitability, c~rrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer cl1aljlcteristic). On March 16, 1996, the '
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that tl)e
waste~ in questiQn are no IQnger prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardoUS: As
·a result, on'ApriIS, 1996~'~PA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks. sludges. and air
emissions from surface impoundments {BPA proposed options on August 22, 1995'(60 FR
43655-43677». 'Furthermore~ the treatmentstan~ for TC metal wastes in.today's rule do riot.
apply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the wastes are Subsequently treated
in a Unit that is regwated by the Clean Water Act or, for Underground injection wells,'ihe Safe .
~w~tCrJ\et. _.. ' .. ,. '.' , ;' '. . ." .' ..

, .

.' "
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, 1. On the discussion concerning the different levels of.
:-treatment ofp~'versussecondary and ,~ertiary, the usage of
.the tenn "treatment" is not as appropriate as the . r

'tenn"dest:rUetion." A'case could be made that more treatment
occurs in the primary Ponds, as these concentrate m~re solids than
the'secondary and primary impoundments.. ~nstead ofcomparing

, treatment, destruction of organic would be the distinguishing
factor between primary, s~condary and tertiary systems: "
~ '. .

•
, '

,RESPONSE:' " ,
,The Agency'appreciates the commentets offered 8nalogy of the distinguishirig differences across .
primary, secondary and tertiary systems. However, the Agency did not present its analogy ofthe
differences between these three'types ofsurface impoundments to spark debate regarding the .i . , '

'exact types oftreatmeri.t being c~nducted in each unit. 'The"Agency was merely providing an'
ov~rviewofSome potential differentiations amo,ng types of surface impoundments'to help iIi

, distin~shing which impoundments most resemble permanent di~posal. Using the commenter's
.sug~ested~ogy, rather than that offered by'the Agency, ~e same conclusions could be drawn.

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV 'proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
envfronmef;lt via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from sUrface impoundmen~ in systems '
regulate4 by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act .(60 FIt 43655). Decharacterized

, wastes are 'V8stes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, en: 'toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility.Act of 1996, which provides that the

, Wastes in question are no longer prohibitecffrom land'disposal once rendered nonha~rdous. As '
a result, on April8~ 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air

, eniissions, from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options,on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
4365543677»~ Furthermore', the treatmen,t standards for ICm~wastes in today's ~e do not.
apply to TC metal~ ifthe characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequ~ntly treated ,

, in a umt that is, regulated by the Clean Water ~ct Of, for undergro1:Jlld injection wells, the Safe
,. ,Drinking Water Act.

'e

664 ..\ '
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However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does maD;date EPA to undertake. a 5-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross~niedia transfer ofhazardous constituents frOm th~se

~ surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may' " ,. . '. . . '
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res~lt in'proposed regul~tioris for these',uni~, ifrisks are i~fact found that would w~ant such
regulation.
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,:8. The r~gulatory' status of the decharacterized waste should be
clarified. Many State'agc!mcies' ahility to regulate a waste is
based on.RCRA claSsification. For example, if decharacterized waste
was considered a Subtitle.C RCRA waste"e~isting State law ,
would not allow s~ch waste to be disposed in Clean Water Act (CWA)
sw:face impo1lI1dment systems. .'

...

, ;

, .

•

RESPONSE:, _
'The,mariner in which tidecharacterized wastes" are re!gulated under 'any particular state regulatory
program depends, ,i!J, authorized states~ upon how the state p~ogram defines the regulatory ~tatus '
of such Waste.s. In unauthorized states, such wastes must be managed in accordance to federal
'regulations.' ~.., . ..." I' ,. ,

In the AugUst 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discusse~ three options for ensuring that .
underlying hazardous'constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
envir0t¥I1ent via leaks, siudges, and air emissions from sUrface impoundments, in systems .a,
regu~atedby the Clean'Water, Act' or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655); Decharacterized 'W,

.wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when gen~rated but are no longer characteristic). On M~ch 16, 1996, the:: .
President signed the Land Dispo'sal Progtam Flexibility Ac~ of 1996, which provides that the "
wastes in·question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhaz3rdous. As

, a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA wi$drewitstreaiment standards for these w:astes{6'IFR 15660).' .
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate pI:ovis~ons for m~ging leaks, sludges, and air '
emissions from surfac~ inipoundments (EPA propOsed"qptions on August 22, 1995 (60FR
4365543677» ..Furthermore, the treatment standard~ for TC metal wastes in tOOay's rule do not
apply, to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed arid'the wastes' are subsequently treated ' ,
in a unit that is regulate,d by the Clcan Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the S~e
Orinking W~terAct. . . ' "

, How~ver, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act d~es mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to,
. determine any potential risks posed by cross-l'Q.edia transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface imPoun4me~ts.. ,The findings of this study, begun by me Agency in April, 1996, m~y

~,' result in prop9sed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation.,' ,. . . , ", ' " ",.' ','i.,

, .'~
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COMMENT . , ,. .
4. The fact that the air emission standards wo~ld require a membrane or Ii cover with

ventilation to a control device is not practical. For example, in April 1991 iIi California,
. the San Joaquin Air Pollution Control Distric,t required siinilar controls"for pon.ds from
crude oil pr9ductic)n.' The regulated industry has not installed such controls, but has "
'converte~ the' st9rage ofcrude oil from pond~ to, tanks..Given that the economics of crude·

. oil has a higher..payback than wastewater treatment, one .wouldnot expect wastewater . ,
plants to retrofit their ponds to inchide cove~ or membranes to allow acceptance othigqer
\ioc waste. ' '. ;.... . . , ".." ,

. - .. ' -,

5. On page 43666, reference to ~ethod 27 seems to be, incorrect.,Should it be Method 21 ?

"

, ,

-.

(.

".

RESPONSE,
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensUring that

" underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized ~astes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges. and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water' Act or Safe Drinking WaterAct (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
waStes are wastes which initi.ally exhibited a hazardous characteristic ,of ignitability" corrosivity.
reactivity, or toxi~itywhen generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996. the '
President signed the'Land Disposal Program Flexi:bi1ity Act of 1996, which provi~s that the

,wastes in question are no longer pro!ribited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
'a resu.t, on April 8, 1996. EP,A ~thdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660)...
Today's Phase IY flpal rule Will not prom~gate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on AUgUst'22;1995 (60,FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the ~tment standards for Te metal wastes in'today'srule do not

. apply to T~ metal wastes if the characteristic is re,moved and ,the wastes are 'subsequently treated'
in a Unit that is regmated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground, injection wells, the Safe
Drjnlqpg ,Water Act.. .. , '-.' ' '" ,.., ' . '. . . .,

However: the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year stu~y to
determine any potential riskS posed by c.ross-media transfer ofhazardous conStituents from .these
sUrface impoundments. The findings ,ofthis 'study, begun by the Agency in April, ~ 996; may
result in proposed regulations· for these units, if risks are iii fact found that would warrant such

, reg~lation~ 'J " .. ' • • . ' • .. ' , ',' ,

/.• ' ..
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SUBJNUM 091
COMMENT b. The Phase III and.Phase IV rules should have a common

effectiv~date. FMC believes that significant disruption could
arise ifEPA establishes different.effective dates for the Phase
III and Phase IV rules. At the outset, it must'be noted that the
tWo rule~ are ostens.ibly part 'of the same effort, to determine
what regulations to impose on decharacterized wastes placed in
CWA surface impoundments. Having the two rules as separate
'proposals With sep~te but 0.ver1apping comment periods is
already creating difficulties for industry.' More importantly. ' .
however. serious problems could result if the Phase III rule is
:promulgated and made effective before the Phase IV rule is.
promulgated. On the effective date of the Phase III rule,
companies will be forced to decide' whether to c~ntinue to place'
dechiiract«:!rized wastes 'in CWA surface impoundments, or to switch
to oth~r fonns of.nianagemerit (such as tank.baSed systems). In .
many cases, because theriew requirement to meet vrs at the point

, ofdischarge for constituents is not addr~ssed in the NPDES
pennit, 'significant capital expenditures may'be required in
order.to coritinue operating the surfaceJmpoundments. Additional
treatinent steps may, have to ~. added. either in the impoundments '

, \. or before them. In other cases, NPDES permits'may be amended to
add' additional constituents, pften requiring additionai .
u:eatment steps as ,well. However, companies t8kmg these .

. expensive steps may discover later that the regulatory option
ul~tely,c:hosen underP~ IV for cross-media contan'$lation:
make's such· treatment or permit limits impracticable or too
costly. Furthermore, the particular, cc;>mbination ofPhase IV., '
requirementS EPA chooses (ifariy) could determine the most' .
cost-e~ective Way to modify aCWA system to rpeet the new VTS·
requirements at the point ofcompliance. 121 EPA is considering
three different options for Phase IV. Companies cannot
adequately pl~ for compliance with PhaseIII without a decision
by the Agency on which option (if any) will be chosen under '
Phase IV. In short, staggered effective dates for Phases III and·
IV would result in a tremendous waste'of resources for

. companies, as well as significant confusion and difficulty in
..coniplianc~: /21 IfEPA chooses Option 3~ essentiall:y all of

the affected sUrface impoundments will have to be replaced with
'. '
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~-based systems, because UTS will have·to be met before
wastes can be placed in the·impound~ents. IfEPA makes ~at :
choice, any'cJ'tanges made within surface impoundments tei allow
UTS to, be inet at the CWA point of compliance would be wasted. '
If,- on th~ other hand, the Phase III and Phase IV requirements .

. are made'effective simultaneously, companies Will be able to
make an· informed decision about whether to retain CWA surface
impoundments, and whether,and how to modify ~emto comply with
the new requirements. c. EPA has A~ihority under R~RA to De.lay
the Effec~ive Dates of the Phase III and Phase IV Rules. Subject
to court-approved schedules for developing the LDR'and ~WI:R
rules (which can, ofcourse, be changed with leave Qf cQurt) .
/22, EPA has ample authority tQ establish a common'effective' .. ~

date for the 'Phase HI and IV rules, and to dl;;lciy that effective ' .
date UQ.til after promulgation of the fmal HWIR rule. First, the .
PhasevIII and IV rules are not new treatment standards cir

. .
prohibitions subject to the iinmediateeffective dateurtderRC~
section, 3004(h)~ /23 Section 3004 (h) provides that prohibitions.
from land disposal shall becom~ effective immediately upon .

. promulgation, and section 3004(m)(2) provides that treatment .
standards are to become effective lion the same date" as the /
co~esponding prohibition. In the cC1:Se of the was.tes addressed
in Phase III and' IV, EPA has already promulgated the ' 
prohibition~ in the Third Third rule. /24 Furthermore, EPA lias
already promulgated currently applicable treatment standards
applicable to these wastes. 125 EPA has stated clearly that' . .
treatment staildards are currently in place for these wast~s, and
'that the Phase,iII aJ1dIV rules will merely amend these .

. standards. /26/22 In most.cases, court-established'schedules .
.merely set the date for a fmal rule.to be promUlgated, .eaving
the effective date up to the :Agency's discretion. /23 As .' . , 'J

explained iIi more deta,il below, the .requirements contained in
Option 2 of-Phase IV woulc;i not be treatment standards at all.
/24 40 C.F.R. §268.33 125 40 C.F.R.'§§268~4.1-43126 58 Fed
,Reg. 29863, 5/2~/93 Accordingly, it is not possible for the
Phase III and IV regulations to become.effective on the same date '
as the prohibitions to whlch they will correspond, because those,
prohibitions occurred in the past. The statute does·not say that ,
amendments to treatment standards must be effective immediately,

;. and there is no reason that they should be. /27 In faCt.~ as
. noted above,' EPA should ensure that the regulations do not ':
become effective until after-the HWIR rule is finalized./28/27
Clearly, the statute required prohibitions to'be effectiv~ ~ .
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, .immediately because Congress set stI:ingen~deadlines for ' ,
promulgating prohibitions. RCRA sectio~s.J004(d)-(g).Treatment
standards were to be set on .the same date 'so there would be no
gap betWeen prohibitions' and the corresponding treatment
,standards. Here'there wil~ be no gap if the amended treatment
standards are not effectiye immediately, because there are
a~ready prohibitions and treatment standards in place. /28

,Nothing in RCRA Section 3006(g)(l) changes this conclusion. That
section pr~vides~ in pertinent part: Any requirement or .
prohibition which is'applicable to the generation, .
transportation, treatment, storage, 'or disposal of hazardous .
'waste and ~hich is imposed under this subchapter pursuant to the
amendments made by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of
-l9~4 shall take effect in each state having an interim or . \ ,
finally authorized State,progiam on the same date as such
requirement takes effel?t in other States: A.c~ordingly,while',
amendments to LDR treatment standards might arguably have to be "
~ffective iIi authorized states at the same iim~ as ~n"

, non-authorized states, there is nothing in this provision that
states such amen~entsplust be iminediately effective'in any
·states. Fuithennore, the Phase IV rules, if Option 2 is chosen,
would not be subject to the LOR timing requirements ip. section
3004 at all, because they would not be LOR rules /29 RCRA
sectioils3004(l)and (m) refer to "prohibitions" and ';treatment'
standards.", The requirements that are contemplated in Option 2
ofthe Phase IV proposed nile areneither'one. The proposed
'requirements, addressing air emissions, sludges; and leaks from
CWAwastewater surface impowulments, would ,be neither '.- '
prohibitions 'from land diSposal under Sections 3004(d) through

, (g), !lor treatment standards pursuant to Section 3004(m). If '
there is any authority in RCRA for such requirements, /30 it
does not come from the LOR provisions. The technical surface

'impoundment requirements in Optio~ 2 of the Phase'IV proposal '
are clearly not "prohibitions," becaus~, as no~ed above, the
hazardous wastes involved are already prohibited from Hmd
disposal. The proposed Option 2 requirements cannot be
treatment standards, because they are not "levels" or "methods"
oftre~tment as set out in section 3004(m) ofRC~. The Option,
2 requirementS woUld not be prohibitions or treatment standards,
and thus are not subject to the LDR'timing'requirements in, .
section 3004. /31./29, PPti9n 1, to rely on Phase 111 alone,
would essentially m~an that there would be no Phase IV ..

'requirements. Option III, ~o req~e UTS Standards tOcbe met
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,pefore placement in a'surface impoundment, would:supers~d~Phase ".
III./39 .As discussed elsewhere in these comments in connection '
wjth the MSWLF: stanC:iaids, there in fact is no such authority
anyWhere in-Subtitle C of RCRA. The Phase IV Supplemental LDR
rule will be, a hew prohibi~onandtreatment staildard. and ~ '.
such is required to be effective within six months of mineral

, processing wastes being listed or idtmtjfied. Because the,'
- relevant'six month period has alre~ciy expired, the Agency -,

, clearly cannot comply wi,th this requirement.,As a result, the
Agency should promulgate the rule at a time that makes sense
from a policy perspective. In this case, that means that the '
Agency should issue,theP~ase IV supplemental qate with' an,
effective date after mat of the HWIR rule. I~ 1 IfEPA believes
that authoritY, exists for the Option 2 requirements ih svwe 'par,t
ofRCRA other than the LOR provisions. one remaining issue ~ould

be whether RCRA §301O(b) would require the regulations to be ' ..
,effectiv~ within six months of final pro~uigatiori ofthe rule.

',' EPA has determined that,it has tl)e discretion to stay the
effective date ofRCRA rules where necessary (as with the " ' \
Su~part ct rule. see 60 Fed. Reg. 50426 (Sept. 29. 1995). If . }
~uch a stay is notan'option. however"EPA should delay final
promulgation of the P.haSe, IV rule until aftenhe HWIR rule is "
prom':lIgated. As noted above, EPA has sufficiept authority and
discretion to prom~lgateall four of the rules described above'

.' in an order that prevents waste and confusion. However, it :"
should be added that E~Aalso haS authqrity to grant National

.Capacity Variances under §3004(h)(2) for the Phase III, IV and'
, IV Supplemental LDR rules so ,that the ultimate effective dates ,

will fall after to the effec~ve date of the HWIR. d. If EPA
Fails to Promulgate the Rwes.oiscussed Above in a Proper Order,
Real Harm Will Result for Many Companies, Including FMC. IfEPA
promulgates the four rules'discussed aPove in an unreasonable
order (as desc~bed above)~ the confusion ~dunnecessarYcosts
described above Will be substantial," and will affect many
comp~es, including FMC. The exarrip~eofa single FMC faciiiiy·
illustrates ~epoint. At its facility in Institute. West ,
Virginia, FMC generates waste that has been newly lis~ed ,as,K157'
in EPA's February 6;1995 rule addressing carbamates./32 The,
,effective date forthe'listirig was August '9, 1995. Ci.uTently, .

. that waste'is piped to a·NPDES treatment system owned by
Rhone-Po~lenc.Rhone.Poulenc's,systen,t includes a surface
impoundment utilizing aggressive biologIcal treatment. FMC's .

\ 'contract with Rhone-PQulenc states that if new regulations cause,,
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· changes in the regulatory status of the ~astes, Rhone-Poulenc
·.can refi,lse to accept the wastes.'. FMC does not have sufficient
·space at its leased facility to construct its own wastewater
treatment system, and'the only alternative to Rhon~-Poulencis

· system would be sIVpment offsite by rail'or ·truck. The Phase III'
p~oposed rule includes a'land disposal prohibition and treatment
standards for this carbamate waste, and the current proposal is .
for these' requirements to go.into effect 90'days after the . .
publication of the final Phase .III rule, while two·year national
capacity· variances' are granted for other wastes. /32 60 Fed..

_. Reg. 7824, 2/9/95 This.siniation creates a subs~tial di~emma

· for FMC. Rhone·Poulenc's wastewater treatment system does not I

currently satisfY the treatment standard for K 157, and it would '
be extremely expensjve to alter the system to meet that. ,
standard. From a:purely technical standpoint, it is probably
'impossible to design, purchase the equipment needed, ,in~tall and
start up a'tank based biological treatment system before the end

· or'1996. As suggested abqve, the only other alternative for FMC
· would be to ship the waste offsite for treatment elsewhere. FMC

ge.nerates ~,~50,000 gallons per year of wastewater thaiwould ~

h~ve to be shipped offsite. This amounts to 130 railroad tank
.cars or 295 tank trucks.. The disposal cost for this 'material .
would be'$~42,000 per year and the transportation cost wQuld be
$658,000 for a tot8I of$940,000 per year. To iinpose .this ,
tremendous expense for an interim period is cl~arly

unreasonable~ This is particularly the case where FMC believes
.that the upcoming HWIR iuIe is likely to remove this waSte from
covet:age by Subtitle GofRCRA. It woul~ be unfair and w~teful

· to require either exte~ive retrofitting or offsite shipment of
, ,

a .waste that is likely to become exempt from Subtitle C
requirements within a, short time. /33· Proposed 40 C.F.R.
,§268.39(a); 60 Fed. Reg. 11,742 ~le FMC believes that the
·problem at the Institute 'facility could be addressed with a: '.
national ~apacity vanance, a better solution would ,be to defer .
the Phase III iule until after the HWIR rule. IV. EPA Shoul~

clarify niat,; the PhaSe IV R,egulations Apply Only to Subtitle D
SUrface Impoundments Receiving Decharacterized Wastewater. Both
Subtitle C and D wastewater surface impoundments may receiv~ . .
decharacterized wastewaters. However, only'Subtitle D surface
impoundments should be impacted by the Phase IV regulationS.
This is co~sistent with ·th~ Court ofAppeals in Chemical Waste .
Management v. EPA, 976 F. 2d 2 (D.C. Cir. 1992),cert. denie4
113 S. Ct. 196.1(1993) decision which Was d~ctedtowards
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Subtitle D surface impoundments- and not to ~Subtitl~ C sUrface
.' irhpouD.dments~As the court stated, "Thu,s we agree with the EPA

that, under. RCRA, diluted fonnerly characteristic wastes may be
. placed in Subtitle D surface impowldments which are part of an .

iritegrated CWA treatment train." /34 This applicability ,
difference between Subtitle C and D wastewater 'surface

, • '. r ,

impoundmentS is further acknowledged by EPA in Section I.C: of
, , the preamble: 1~4' 976 F 2d at 22 "Today's options to address '

surface impoundment releaSes specifically appiy to Subtitle D
(non-hazardous) surface impoundments that receive

, decharacterized wastes. tl /35 .
RESPONSE: . "
EPA promulgated ihe Phase III, fin3.l rule on'April 8, 1996;' Prior to finaliZing that rulemaking,

-EPA considered and responded to all public cornm~rits received'in response to the proposed
Phase I~I iuIemaking. Whenever relevant, and as time and resources allowed, the In the August
22, 1995 Phase IV proposal~ EPA discUSsed three optipns for ensuring that \mderlying hazardous
consti~ents in decharacterized wastes were not ,released to the environment via leaks, slu.dges, '
and ak emissions from surface impoundments in systems regulated by the Clean Water Act or'
Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). DecharactenZed waSte.s are wastes which intially .
.exhibited a hazardouS characteristic of igIiitability, co~osiyity, reactivity, or toxicity ,when'
generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16,'1996, the President signed the Land
Disposai Pro~ Fle?cibiiity Act of 1996~ which provides that the wastes iil question 'are no '

'longer prohibited from land di~posal once rendered nonhazardous. ,As a reslilt,on April 8, 1996, '
EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660). Today's Phase IV final:

.rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges~ arid air emissions from sUrface
impoundments (EPA proposed options on AugUst 22,1995 (60FR4365S-43677». Furthennore,
the ti'eatmentstandards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not apply to Te metal wastes if
the characteristi9 ~s reIjloved ~d,the waStes are subsequently treated in a unit that iS"regulated by
-the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the',Safe Drinking Wa~erAct. .'

However, the Land DispoSal FlexibilitY Actdoes manetate EPA to undertake .a 5~year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross.media transfer ofhazardous constituents from ,these
surface im~undments: ,The findings ofthis study, begun by the Agency. in, April, 1996, may'

. re~ult in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would W'~t such.
regulation: _. . " .

Agency considered adtlitional comments and'data submitted by the public in 'respons~ to the
'Phase IV rulemaking, prior to fin8.Iizing the Phase III standards., Given this, the Agency saw no
need to 'delay the effective d~te of t\1e Phase III rulem8kmg so that it corresponds with the ,
effective date for the Phase IV rule:

J, . •

Although the Agency cannot pr~dict exactly how the constituent·specifi~ exit l~vels for certain,
low--:risk solid wastes in theH~R fmal ruJ,e will compare with the VTS, levels; the Agency did

I .... I" ..' ' •• ' _. • •••
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consid~rayailable risk inforrh.at~on ~hen making decisions regarding final treaunel)t standards'in "
the. technology·based LDR program. During the development of fi~al treatment standards, the .
Agency examfued:~hether the urs for some metals may· be far more'stringent than any ,
reasonable minimize threat level. The initial reasoning was that iftbe Agency found evidence
that the final HWIR minimize threat level was likely tQ be much higher than the proposed UTS
for any toxic'characteristic wastestream, EPA wo~ld consider ~hether to raise th~ proposed
treaunerit standard prior to finalizing the Phase IV rule. EPA examined the proposed:HWIR exit
leyels for the toxic metal waStes including in the Phase IV rulemaking: When EPA compared the
proposed HWIR exit levels to the UTS for each metal constituent, the Agency found that the. 
BDAT l~yel was,.iri most cases, within~ order of magnitude of the proposed HWIR ex;t l~vel:
There were significant differences between the proposed ~WIR exit level and UTS for m:o ,
metals~ __ and . As di,scussed in section _._ ofthe preamble to the P~ase IV-final
rule,.:...[need to complete once pr~amble language is 'writt~n]

In light of the differences in timing between the HWIR and the ~hase IV 'final rule, there is 'too
much uncertairity about wh~t the final HWIR levels will be to incorporate those levels into the
UTS for any.constituents. Section 3004(m) ofRCRA requires th~t,the Agency promulgate
treatment standards ,that specify }eve~s or methods,of treatment that "substantially dimini,sh the,
toxicity of the waste or substantially reduce the likelihood ofmigration ofhazardous constituents
from the waste so that short-tenn and long·term threats to human heBIth and the environment are
minimized." The proposed HWIR levels have not . . -
yet, been establlshed'as ~lminimize threat" levels. Therefore, EPA is promulgating the Phase IV
rule and the HWIR rule independently. EPA will addre~s any differences between the UTS and'
the f:lWIR exit levels. either in, the 'final HWIR rule or once both rules are promulgated~

• I I :
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DCN PH4P091
COMMENTER FMC "

.RESPONDER' 'SS, '
I "

SUBJECT EQUV'
SUBJNUM 091" .
COMMENT', a. The Regulatory "Trigger" for Grouri4water Monitoring Using

the VTS level Should be a Multiple ,Greater Than 1. The current
proposal specifies that groundwater monitoring for a.. '
decharacterized surface impoundment will be required if thea'

"regulated c,onstituent in the impoundment is greater than: (1) 10
times the'Maxixp.um Concentration Limit (MCL);hr ifno MCL '.
exists~ then (2) 10'times the Staten:ri~al groundwater, .
protection nUmber, or if none exists, then (3) The Universal
Treatment StandMd (UTS). /52 By.using the UTS without a
Dilution Attenuation Factor'(DAF)multipli~ron ,the surface
impoundment, the Agency has failed to equalize the '
concentrations'between the various values. As the' Agency is
aware, tlJ.e UTS levels are likely to be significantly revised

,upon the' promulgation of the HWIR proposal. This rulemaking is
, not 'final (and' not even formally'proposed) at this time. FMC '
believ~s it inappropriate for the Agency to base a proposal'.
requiring the mstallarlon ofa'monitoring system upon values
that have, not been subject.to notice and comment; there i~ no
certainty. for the' regulated co~unityin what the "trigger
value" will be. This represents an unknown target for purposes,
of either comnienting or compliance. It is impossible for the
regulated community to either comment on'this portion of~e '
proposal because no'values have been proposed, nor can the
regulated community adequately plan the future complia,rlce. If

'the UTS based upon'HWIR is to be the trigger leveis, FMC '
reql,lests that EPA delay the final date (i,.e., effe~tive date of:

, Phase IV) until after ~WIR is final and proper notice and
, comment is made available; see comments in Section III. /52 60

F~d. Reg. 43669 Even ifHWIR is published on sche~ule in
December 1996, without changes to the values in,the unpublished
propOsal, th~ is a six-month gap between when the exi~ting

values take effect and the new,values are promulgated. It is
uncertain what UTS value~ will Pe used by.the regulated
community as the basis for these valuesd~g the interiin period.
FMC believes that to allevjate this problem, EPA should either
postpone this'section'oftheregulation (until the HWIR values
are' final, the urs is adjuSied and adequate notice and comment
is 'allowed on the Phase IV propoSal) or similar to the MeL and, ,.
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·Staterrribal v~ues include a multiplier (ofat' least 10) t(>the
. 'current UTS. b. TheRegulatory"Trigger" for Groundwater

Monitoring,Should be AdJusted.on.a'Site-Specific Basis The'
proposal for the regulatory triggers is based on a 'fixed Agency .
dilution factor "taking into account ~e reasonable dilution and
attenuation that woUld occur." /53 Using the' "one size fits·all"
~pproach defeats the genenil approach that EPA proposed taking' ,
in tliat the regulation should be self-implementing bas.ed on site '
specific ·conditions. FMC believes that the'pr~posal'should be. ' ,

.modified to allow, on a.site-by-site basis, that ~e affected
location to be able to'adjust the DAF, based.on sound technical.
justification. This modification would be self-implementing with'

. the Regional Administrator'or Authorized State having the .
ability, after notification from the affecte.d location, to
readjust the OAF: This would be with no pen~lty for use of a

·higher PAF prior to Agency reconsideration. c. StatisticaJh,:
. Significant Releases Should N.ot Require the Owner to Move
, DirectlyJo Corrective Action. FMC believes that any corrective

action measures should be based upon risk to human health and
the environment and not result from' astatistic81ly 'significant

·iJicrease.over a fixed value. Even the evaluation ofvarious
remedial alternatives should notbe done until a demonstrated
threat to human health and the environment exists. The 0

I

expenditure oftime and effort by the regulated 'communitY to
.' implement potentially'unneeded corrective action measures is

unwarranted.IS3 60 Fed. Reg. 43669 The trigger for moving'from
,detection monitoring should'be based upon risk either through a·
· site specific risk evaluation or through generalized values _ ' .
developed by EPA such as Preliminary Remediation Goals (pRGs) '.. '
whichever the regulated fac1lity chooses to use. PRO's have been' "
.developed by Regioil'IX, San Francisco, CA, which can be made
available to the ~g\uated·community. '.

RESPONSE: ' '.. '
The' commenter's reference to the Phase IV gro.und-water monitoring requirements refers to'

. requirements h1cluded in Option 2 oftbe Ag~ncY's.originldPhase IV proposed rule (60 FR' .
43654) addressing equivalency oftreatment in wastewater treatment sYstems regulated undetthe .
Clean Water Act. In the August 22,1995 Phase IV propOsal, EPA discusSed; three options for'
ensUring thai underlying hazardous ~onsiituents in decharacterizettwastes were not released to
the environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions {rom surface impoundments in systems'
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
,wastes are wastes which intially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosi~ty,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996. the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act o,f 1996. which provides th~t the .

i.
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wastes.in question are no longer prohi~ited from land d'isposal once reI)dered Qonhazardous, ,As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's .Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, an9air

} emissions' (rom sUrface. impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
,43655-43677». 'Furthennore, the treatmentsta,ndards for .IC ~etal wastes in today's rule do I)ot,
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated ..
in a unit that is regulated by, the~Ctean Water Act or, .for underground injection'wells, the Safe

.. Drinking Water Act,', '

However, the Land Disp~'sal Flexibility Act does mandate I;:PA to undertake a5,.year study to' .
"detennlne:ai1y potential risks posed by cross~media trarisf~r ofhazardous constituents' from these
surface illJpoundments, The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996; m~y \.
result in proposed regulations for these units. if risks are in fact found that would warrant such,
regulatipn,' '.' -., ' .
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, DCN ' PH;4P091'
COMMENTER FMC
,RESPONDER MC
SUBJECT ,', EQuV'
SUBINUM ,091 " ,_
COMMENT.' EPA should specifically state in the final regulations that the

Phase IV regulations for,decharacterized w~stewaters only apply'
to Subtitle O.sunace impoundmen~.V. FMC Supports,Option 1 and

· is Oppos,edto Option 3.:FMC believes that EPA ,should sel~ct

Option 1 in the Phase IV rule. FMC believes that any further
regulation of decharacterized land; based waste units is better
regulated under other, Agency programs. ,As the Agency has stated
in the Phase IV pre~rnble36. the Chem Waste decis~on sp¢c;ified
that It ••• [ the] court's opinion does not explicitl:;" -require
more... ~' than meeting the UTS or CWA treatment standards at

, end-of-pipe. Discussion of the various options has s~tisfied any
other. a!Jditional requirements of the opinion and if ,th~ Agepcy

. believes it is necessary to, further regulate these units under
Subtitle C()f RCRA~ this caD. be construed as nothing more than
regulation for regulation's sake. Additional regulations. if'
any. for decharacterized waste surface unpoundmentS. to control ,
releases from these uriits, would be better promulgated'under the

, CWA: Clean Air Act (CAA). or RCRA; SUbtitJ~ D (for industrial
· units) rather than by LOR program. /35 6Q Fed. Reg. 43657 136

60. Fed. Reg.45: 659,8/22/95 FMC agrees with'EPA that,it is
"unwise" to require decharacterized waste to meet the UTS before . ,
entering the surface, impoundment as would be required under
Option 3. This was' clearly the court's intent1in the Chern Waste
decision. /37 Requiring industry to further treat
decharacterized wastes (they have already been su~ject to some,
trearinent to remove their' hazardous waste characteristic) would

· add an unneces~ary and undem~nstratedburden on industry. In
these times of global competitiveness. additional b~rdensome and.
unwarranted regulations cannot be justified. /37 976 F.2d at 23

.. (Noting that RcRA § 1006 requires accommodation with th~ CWA)
VI. The Phase IV Rule Should Not Apply The Municipal Solid Waste
.LandfIlI'Standards (MSWLF) To Clean Water. Act Surface ' "
Impoundments. (Option 2) As part of Option 2, EPA bas pro~sed '
[0 apply certain MSWLF standards under 40,CFR Part 258 ~o CWA,
surface impoundments.receiv~g decharacterized,wastes. However.
ReRA does not authorize the Agency to promulgate such standard~.

,I and even if EPA had such authority, it should refrain fiom
promulgatin~'such standards as a matter of policy. a,. EPA Lacks

/
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Authority Under RCRA To Apply MuniCipal Solid Waste Landfill
Standards.To Clean,Water Act Surface Impoundments. Under RCRA
section 3004(m)(1), EPA .s authorizC?d to ~ssut:.treatment levels
or methods of treatment for prohibited wastes. The Municipal
Solid Waste Landfill Standards· are neither levels nor methods of
treatinent, and thus are riqt ~uthorized under secti~n 3004(m).
Futthennore, because they would etpply' to units that are,
receiving no hazardous wastes, they are. not au~orized elsewhere
in Subtitle,C of RCRA: As explained e1sewher:e in these comments
in conne~tioil with the Option 2 requirements in general, EPA's
proposed use' of selecte4 Pait 258 MSWLF standards !s' neither a '
treatment level nor a method of treatment. The MSWLF standards
proposeQ for us~ in the Phase IV LDR,rule concem,groundwatc:r
monitoring and corrective action at Subtitle D surface ' .
impoundments. They do not' set an acceptable level of,

.. constituents or provide a methpd of reducing constituent
concentrations, to acceptable levels. Indeed, the standards have
nothing to,do with the treatment methods ~mployed in ·the sulface ._
impoundment. Accordingly, these requirements cannot be imposed
as part-of the LDRprogr~. FUnhennore, -~f the'MSWLF standards
cannot be impos~d as LDRs, EPA lacks authority elsewhere in'

. Subtitle C to impose the iequireme~ts, be~ause they regUlate.' _
Subtitle D units that do not receive any' hazardous wastes. The .

-- ." - "\

Chem Waste decision /38 allowed EPA to impose certain continuing'
requireIIien~on wastes that were no longer hazardous wastes· "
(i.e., imposing Best Demonstrated-Available Technology (BDAT)
levels below :the characteristic level) but only ~cause of the -

, ,special natllre of the LOR program. Apart from the LOR program"
EPA is limited to the regUlation of hazardous -.yastes under .

\ '. Subtitle C. In.American Miirlng COligress'y EPA /39, the court .
rebuffed EPA I S attempt to expand its- Subtitle C jurisdiction by
broadening its. regulatory defmition of "solid .wast,e." The court

',stated: "RCRA includes two major parts: one'deals with
. nonhazardoUs solid waste ~geIIientand the other with' baza:Cdous _

waste management. Under the latter, EPA is diI:ected to", .
promulgate regulations establishing a c;omprehensive mariagement
system. [42 U".S.C. § 6921] EPA's authority;' however, extends
only ,to the regulation of "~douswaste." /40 /38 . 976 F.2d
at 12-19 -/39 American Mining Congress v'. EPA, 824 F.2d 1177
(D.C. Cir.1987) /40 824 F.2d at 1179, See also American Mining
Congress v. United States -Envjronmentall7otectfon Agency, 907

.. ' F-.2d 1179, ,1185 (D.C:- Cir.. 1990). The court went on.to say that .
. ' "[t]he very care evidenced by Congress in defining ReRAls scope ., ,
. '. I
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. certainly suggests that Congress was concerned-about d~linea[ing ,
and thus cabining EP~ I S jurisdictional reach.~' /41' Th~ s\lrface ,
impouIidme~ts.being considered in the Phase IV role' are Subtitle
D units that are part of CWA or CWA-equivalent systeplS'. They do
not accept.hazarqous wastes. 'EPA thus has no authority to " '
regulate th~m unqer Subtitle C of RCRA. /42/41 824'P.2d at
1189/42· Furthermore, even if EPA could find general authority

'elsewhere in ReRA to impose the-Option' 2 requirements (;ni
Subtitle D uIiits, it still could ~ot lawfully do so because '
those requirements are not "necessary. to protect human health
and'the environment." RCRA §§3002(a), 3004' (a). EPA has'made it
quite Clear that it does not consider the Phase iv roles to be
necessary - indeed, it does not even'consider the Phase ill '

, rules to be necessary: Although the D.C. Circuit rejected EPA's
legal construction in the Third Third rule, the, court did not
d,isturb EPA's fmding that further regulation of decharacterized

, wastes placed in CWA systemS was unnecessary as a matter of .
policy and environmental protection. Accordingly, bC:eause the
MSWLF standards cannot be applied to c;.WA surface impoundments as
LDR r~quirements, and because there is no authority for the
requirements elsewhere ip Subtitle C, EPA is precluded from
imposing these requirements as part of ~e Phase IV regulations.
b~ Application Of The MSWLF Standards In Phase IV Is
Inappropriate And Unnecessary Even if EPA believes that it has'
statutory authority to impose ~e MSWLF standards as part of
Phase IV. ~t should decide not,to do so, becau~e impositio~of
the standards is inappropriate and unnecessary. First of all•. ' .'
us~ of modified federal MSWLF· standar~ for CWA surface .,
impoundments will add unnecessary 'complexity to ,the regulation· '

, of solid and hazardous wastes. It will mean that there, will be '
, . one set of technical standards for Subtitle eunits, a seCond

set of fed~ral standards for CWA surfac~ inlpoundmentS accepting
decharacterized wastes; and a third set of standards imposed by
states under ,Subtitle D programs: This added level of regulation

, is particularly unn~ssary when many states already have
Subtitle'D regulations in place that govem the same surface
,impoundments. For Subtitle. D units. the double set.of regulatory
standards (LOR for decharacterized wastes and state programs) .
will add'.a level of complexitY as to which regulation is
applicable'that will cause confusion both Jo the regulated ,
community and the various federal and state 'agencies. Second,
the MSWLF standards will create additio~ confusion and
complexity because they are too dissimilar from other e!ements
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/47 See, e.g., 55 Fed. Re~. 22,651,-52,22,656-57 In the Phase '-m.proposed rule ,preamble, EPA pointed qut that the Chern Waste
,decision was forcing EPA to adpress risks that did not Justify .
Agency action from a policy perspective: "First. the risks. .
?ddressed by this rule . .'. are very small relative to the
risks presented by other,environmental conditions or situations.'

, In a time of limited reso~rces, common sense dictates that we
, deal with higher risk activities first, a principle on which

EPA, and members Of the regulated community, and the pUb~ic can'
agree. Nevertheless, $e Agency is required to set treatment
standards Jor thes~ relatively low. risk wastes and disposal' ,
practices during the next twq year~, although there are other'
actions and projects with which the' Agency could provide greater
'protection of human health and the environment." /48 Similarly, , ,

OSW Director MiChael Shapiro test~fied before the Ho~se ' ~
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Hazardous Materials on Ju.ly ,
20, 1995, that the risks addr:es'sed by the Phase ill rule '(and '
thus those addressed by the then yet-to:-be proposed Phase IV
rule as well) ~are small. relative t~ the risks presented by
other env~ron:inentalconditions or situations." In a recent
letter from Robert Hickmott (Ass~~ate Administrator USEPA) to

. , ,
U.S. Rep. Ron Syden, EPA confmned,that the Qsksare low, and
that there is little data showing risks. Given thes,e smillI- •risks, it is>unreasonab~e to impose the significant costs on .

, industry th8.t would result froin application of the MSWLF '
.standards on CWA surface impoundments. /48 ~ Fed. Reg. 11704
'~. EPA Should Not ImpO~eMSWLF Requirements Without Also
Including Ute Variance ProvIsions In Part'258. ~f'EPA d~ides,
despi~e the arguments outlined above, to impose the MSWLf
standards on CWAsurface impoundments, FMC strongly urges the _
Agency to apply the same variance provisions that are found in .
Part 258. EPA bas indicated that its preference is tomake.the '... . . ' ,

standards ~elf-implementing.and requests comment on how to deal' _
with provisions that are not self- implementing in Part 258.
such as ihe mul~-unitprovision. /49 FMC believes dult all su;ch
provisions allowing for. variances and exceptions should be .

/ . included. and should be made self-implementing'to the-greatest
degree pOssible. Particularly consi<;lering the low risks that

, would be addressed by any suc~ standardS, th~ regulated " ,
- commuriity should be ~fforded the ~imum possible flexibility in

'.
applying the standards. vn. If Option 2 is Selec~ed. then the
MSWLF Stalldards M~st be Further Modified to Better Reflect

-Industrial, Unit Operations and/Requirements If ~e EPA decide~
, ( .', ,
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to pursue this option, revisions to the MSWLF standards i50
beyond those expressed in the Phase fV'preanible /.51 "are.needed:
However, it,is extremely difficult, .'if not impossibl~, to'

.comment on the sp,ecifics of Option 2 wjthout'the proposed
regulatory language. /49 60 Fed. Reg. 43671/50 40 C.F.R. §258
/51 60 Fed. Reg. 43666-73 "

RESPONSE

In·the August 22, ~ 995 Phase rv Ptopos~l~ EPA discUssed three options for ensuring iliat '.
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes wer~ npt released to the .
environment via leaks; sludges, and air emissions from ~urface impoundments in systems
!~gu.hited-by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655): Decharacterized,
wastes are waStes whichjntially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ,of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or, toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristj~). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the'Land Dispos3.l Program Flexibility Act of 1'996, which provides that th~

.wastes in question .are no ·longer prohibited from land disposal once ~endered nonhazardous. As'
a'result; on April 8, 1996, EPA withdfew its treatment standards for these waste,s (61 FR 15660):
Today'sPhase IV final rule·will not' promulgate provisions f6r managing leaks, sl.udges, and air

, ezpissions"from surface impoundmen~ (EPA prop~sed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .... "
43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment standards'for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply. to TC metal wastes if the Cluiracteristic is ~emoved and the wastes are subsequently treated
in aunit that is regUlated by.the Clean Water Act or, for underground'injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Wa~er ~~t. ' '

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does manda~e EPA to undertake a S-year stUdy to .. ,
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impo.undments. The findings of this study, beguil by the Agency'in April, 1996, may

. result in, proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such .
.regulation. ., ,

I ,
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DCN PH4P091
COMMENTER FMC
RESPONDER 'MC
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 091 "
GOMMENT d. Corrective Action Should be Based Upon Risk and a "No' ,
, , 'Actiop" Alternative 'Should,be A~lowed. The, EPA prop~sal, in the '

Selection ,of Remedy section (adopted (rom 40 CFR 258) /5.4,
requires that the owner/operator select a remedy that meets ,
several protectiveness standard /55 and that the facility either
cease discharge ofdecharacteriied wastewater to the impoundment
or install a double liner system. The protectiveness standards
are 'not based on risk nor do they include a "No Action"

, alternative. FMC believes that it is particularly'important that
there be an opportunity for a decision of no remedial action~
pursuant, to 40 C.F.R. §258.57(e), because in many cases such ,a
decisio~ will be appropriate for a particular site and will
prevent wasteful expenditures on unnecessary remed~ation

activities. 154 60 Fed: Reg.. 43611-72/55 ibid Similar to
FMC's comment on statistically significant releases '(see itemc.
above), any cprrective action'selected should ill'st be '
pro~ective of human health ~d the envii'0J1ment. This can only be

,demonstrated through a ri* ,analysis of the release and the
,various,protective measures being contemplated inCluding No
Action. No Action is a plausible scenario, for example, where
the natural ground,water,quality makes it unfit for human/animal
cons,umption, or the rate and direction of groundwa~ermovement
is such as not to represent a threat, or where, due to natural
attenuation, the groundwater is not a threat at the proPerty
line. This is.especially, true where the Agency has already'
sta~ ~t the waste in question, prior to any treatment in the
impoundment, represents only asmall' threat to human health and .
the environment. PMc requests that EPA specify :that any rentedy
'selection be' based on a risk evaluation and that an' alternatjve ;
to corrective action include the No Ac~on alternate. Fu~er
the No Action alternative, ifselected, should include Ute
continued use Qf the surface impoundment without modification e'.
EPA: Should Grant a General Applicability Exemption for Subtitle
'n Impoundments that Receive Stonnwater; Numerous industrial
facilities utilize integrated sewer systems in which both ,
process wastewaters and stonnwa~ers are managed in the same ,
collection system. Surface impoun~ents are commonly used'in
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integrated sewer systemS to ,temporarily 'receive excess water
flow during 'stQl'IJl ev~nts. These impoundments can include, both'
stonnwater and Irrewater. F4'ewaterponds are used to 'store

.. water for use in fJre,emergencies and are nonnally maintained at
relatively high levels: Water (or excess water from firewater
ponds) divert~d to these units during stonn events are either'. .' .
transferred to the wastewater treatment system at controlled

'rates or. if sufficiently clean. allowed to discharge to the
receivmg body. FMC's Bayport. TX facilitY discharges iis ,
combined process water and stormwater to .G~lf Coast Trea~ent
facility (POTW). fMC collects all its stormwater (non-hazardous)
from its process area'in the process sewer prior to discharge.
This is combined with the'plant's process water in a process

, water tank'. One stream, a city wate~' deionizer regeneration:
" stream, is characteristically haZardous'due to corrosivity at, '

the point of generation (if the Point of Rejection from the
process rather\than the headwQrk to, the wastewater treatment

, system is used 'as the Point of Generation) but is neutralized
, p~or to, discharge. Du~ing he~vY ,storm events. Gulf Co~t

discontinues taking FMC's discharge. Since the storage
, capability is 'mininial~ arid the amount of stonn collected water

can be quite large. the current procedure is,to overflow the.,
process water tarik to the firewa~er system and pond. Any excess' , "

, 'w:ater is then ,discharged after Gulf Coast beg~ receiving water ,
~galn. This is an 'il~f:requentoccurrence but without an exemption
as proposed, FMC's frrewater,system would be sUbject,to the' ;

'PhaSe IV requir~ments. The cost to separate out this stre3J;J1 and
;build.separate tankage is not warranted ,by theenvilonmental '
risk it represents. FMC believes that these impoundments should
be exempted due to their low environment;a1 risk, their

, importance to the operation of th~ facility I s ~astewater ,
, ,management system. and for 'existing systemS, the impracticality

.of closing~ imPoundnients~ Stormwater and frrewater
. ,impc;lundme~ts pOse an inherently low environm~ntal risk since,: .,

Underlying Hazardous Constituents (UHCs) in theinfl\J:ents to
these impo~dments ~ve the potential to exCeed UTS only for

. very short periods ~f~inie. Such exceeda;nces will onlyoecur
during the, verybegiooing and end of the storm events when the
proportion of process 'wastewater to stotmwa~r is at the
greatest~~The UTS levels will not be ,exceeded during the "
majority' of the. ti¢e when the' flowiate of ~ater"to ~e ,
stormwater impoundment is at the greatest. Thus, the floy/-rated
average concentration'of UHCs in the influent will be ,

~ .., '
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~ignificaptly below the UTS levels. Stormwater impoundmeJ?tS are
generally empty, so the residence time of the UHCs is shon. , . '.
Thus, the already diluted UHCs will have only a relatively brief
time to cause any penetration into the underlying soil (low .
potential for ground water contamination) and to generate any
.emission to· the atmosphere (low, intermittent exposUres to' 'down
wind receptors). Stormwater and firewater impoundments are
important units to the. facility is wastewater management system .

, . ,since temporary storage during storm events is necessary so that .
the large amounts of water managed during a stone event will not
overwhelm the waste treatment system and interfere with the '
efficiency of the treatment system. It ·is impractical to close
firewater or stormwater impoundmentS since: It would be
prohibitively costly to close them because of their sheer size
(greater than 25 acres at ~ome facilities). Closure would entaii
one. or more of the follOWing: -, Replace the impoundments with
~ vas! storage tank system to manage the large volume of .
fire/stonn/process .water. One inch of rainfall over a ten .acre
facility is equivalent to 270,000 gallons ofstormwater. During "
a major storm event, such as four inches of rainfall' this .
represents l,OO(),OOO gallons of stormwater.;' Significantly.

.eilIarge the capacity of the wl:istewater transfer system .
downstream of the point where s~onnwater is currently divened ,
to iQe impoundments AND significantly enlarge the treatment '
system capacity to manage, peak flows thai will only' occur dUring
storm ·events..- , Segregate the process wastewater from
stonnwaterwhich, in many cases, would be prohibidv~ly .'

" expensive due'to, the size and location (under operating units)
of sewer systems fu well-established industrial complexes. Thus.
FMC believes EPA should grant a general applicability exemption

" ,for frrewater and stonnw~ter impoundments that ~ive .
decharactenzed wastewaters. f. EPA Should Not Regulate
Non-.Hazaidous Sludges Removed From tWA Surface Impoundments In

,The Phase IV Rule. FMC believes that it is both unlaWful and
unnecessary for EPA to impose additional regulations on sludges
as part of the, Phase IV role. First, it is unnecessary for EPA '
to ~pose new regulation$ on sludges removed .from CWA ,

,impoundments in order to ensure that treatment in such ' '
impoundments is equivalent to RCRA treatment. 'When sJudges are
removed from surface impoundmen~, they are newly generated
wastes at a ~ew ,point of generation. just as is the case with
sludges removed'from Subti~e C units, inclUding tanks. /5.6
EPA f sown discuSslon in the preamble conclusively sh~ws that
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sludges fr:om CWA impoundments need not be further regulated to'
. achieve equivalent treatment.: "EPA also reiterates that, as a : .

.. ' .' .legil1 Inatter, ~t can be argued ~that.even no\treatment of sludges
is equivalent to subtitle C LDR controls. This 'is because
generation of sludges is usually a new point of generation at· .
which the newiy generated waste is reevaluated to determine if
it is subject to the.,l.DR standards. If non·hazardous,' the
sludges would ~ot be sl? sUbject (Le., would. not be prohibited
wastes): See 55 FR 22661·62:Thus, literal application of an '.
equiyalence test' would result in no treatment of these sludges,
since the sludges will be non·hazardous wastes by.definition
(they cannot be hazardous wastes because they are being. "
generated in subtitle D.impoundments), and "so would not require
turther treatment under the standard subtitle C approach." ·/57 .
In other words,' the LDRS never 'attach to non·hazardous siudg~s,
because they are newly generated wastes. 156 . 60 Fed. Reg. 43673
157 "ibid 'Sec~nd~ as with the MSWLF s~dards discussed above, '.
regulation of nonhazardous sludges from r:,WA surface impoundments· '
would be 'neither a prohlbition nor a treatment standard under
ReRA section "30Q4(m)(1), and, thus EPA lacks authoritY to '

. regulate such sludges under the LDR. program. Furthe~ore,
because the sludges are not themselves hazardous and are being
removed from 'Subtitle D units that do not accept hazardous. '
wastes,·EPA is with~ut authority to r:egulate them under any
other poniQn of S~btitle C ..Before sludges are removl:d from the
surface impoundment, they' do not pose. risks different from-those ,
potentially posed by leaks~ and ate thus would be addressed by
leak prevention measUres. As EPA says~ '"EPA does not believe

. in-place sludges would be a release pathway separate from the "
, le~ pati:lway. ""58 Thus, EPA should not ,address sl~dges'as a

separate issue in.the Plulse IV regulations, for both legal and· :
. \

policy reasons. /58 60 J:ed. Reg. 43613 ,,'. .'
RESPONSE ,.' ".~.

In the Au8ust 22, 1995 Phase N proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring tha~

underlying hazardous constituents in dec~cterizedwastes were'rtot released to the '.'
enyironment via lea,ks, sludges, and aii emissions.from surface iIIlpoundments in systems /
regulated'by the Clean Water ACt or Safe Drinking Water Act (60.FR4365S). Oecharacterized ,
wastes are,wasteswhich intiaIly exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofigIiitability, corrosivity, .
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, die'
President signed the .Land Disposal Program Fle~bilityAct of 1996, which provides that the
wastes'in question are no· longer prohibited from iand disposal once rendered nonha.za.rc:!ous. 'As'
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wasles (61 FR 15660): .
.TQ4ay~s PhaSe!V final rule. will not promulgate provisions for managing.le3ks; sludges, and air

. .. . ". '.. .' ..
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emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed opt~ons on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthennore, the n:eatment. standards for TC metafwastes in today's rule do not -.e
apply toTC metal wastes if the characteristic is ~emovec;l and the wastes are subsequently treated
,in a unIt that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground' injeCtion ~ells, the-Slife.
Drinking WaterAct.' -

\ '

However, the Land Di~posal Fi~xibility Act do~s mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to :
detennine any,potential risks posed by.crass-media transfer ofh~ous constituents from these
surface impoundments. 'The findings oftbis study, begun:by the Agency in April, 1996, may'
result in pr~posed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. ' .
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DCN , P~4P092

COMMENTER Union Carbide Corp.
,RESPONDER PMC
SUB~CT EQlJV
,SUBJNUM 092
COMMENT. ., .

I.C. The''phaSe .IV wastewater landban rules should not apply to
subtitle C iinpoundment$ receiving decharacterized wastewate·r.
The preamble statement "roday's options to address surface

,, -impoundment releaSes specifically apply to Subtitle D
, (nonhazardous) surface hnpoun4ments that receive
decharacterized,wastewaters)" (page 43~57), implies that the phase
IV rule would not apply to Sl:lbtitle C impoundments. EP,A should,
make'thi,s eJl..pHdt in·the' final rule. In particular, the·
folloWing types of subtitle C surface impoundments need'not ,be

- subject to the phase IV wastewater landban standards 'because they
, ,are already subject to subtitle C control$: ,
. 'impoundments,openiting under 265.113 (d) and (e), delayed closure

provisions " , " ,
impoundments',whic~ have received' a 3005(j)(3), aggr~ssive'
bi.ological treatment yariance '. ,,\' "
I.G. Union Carbide Supports Option 1

, '\

Un!on Carbide agrees ~th EPA that this rulemaking wilJ.achieve
.little risk reduction' for the effort '
mvolved. -In particular, there would be no slgn:ific~t risk '
reduction at Union Carbide facilities which treat decharacterized
w'astewatei in,surface imPoundments. A plarl.t'Qy'plant .
description and analysis is att.aCh~d to these comments. : .
Union Carbide believes subtitle D surfa~e inlpowidments should be
regula~ed thro,ugh Federal guidelines impleme~ted by the states.,
EPA has embarked'on a program to do juSt that. Union Carbide
supports EPA's approach for.developing industrial subtitle D ,

, "

:guidelines and is p~cipating in the program vi~lthe Chemical
Manufacturers.Association.' ..-
I.G. Option 3 would ~pose significan~ unneces~ costs on Union

. Carbide' ,
The cost ofoption 3 would probably exceed $106 million, more than

, Union Carbide has spent on all other facility. modifications driven
'by RCM subtitle C to date~ See the plant by plant c;lescnption,
.attached, for de~ils., \ " .
I.H.2Union 'Carbide supports the proposed exclusi~~ for subpart C 

,permittec;l facilities under option 2 .
A condition for granting an RCRA pennit for tre~tm~nt,storage or
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disposal is that t~e entire facility be subject to corrective
a~tion for releases from Solid Waste Managerpent Units(3004(u».
Thus, all wastewater treatment units, incl~ding surface , .

'. ' impoundm~nts, Il1ust meet a standard of release prevention and
remediation that protects hUman heal~ and the environmelit. EPA or
the delegated state agency already has the authority and ongoing.
programs-to regulate releases from th;ese solid waste management
units. ,
I.H.2.The subpart C penni~ed facility exclusion should include '

.facilities subje'ci to Subpart C permit requirements. ' :.
The exclusion should be worded along the following lines: "if an
impoundment is locat~d at a facility subject to RCRA permitting, no
further control would be adopted unde~ Phase IV'.' rather than the . .
preamble statement (page 43661], "if an impoundrrient is l,~cated at
a Permitted TSDF, .no further ...." The reasons are as follows: .

, i. EPA has not yet' iss~ed fmal permits to all facilities subject .
to RCRA permitting because'ofthe large administrative bUrden
involved. Eligibility for the exclusion should not depend on a
Regiqn's or State agencies r,esource limitations or priorities.
2. EPA has directed its regions to iss.ue corrective action permits
based on a '''worst first"prioritY~ a ~ound policy which·Union

-Carbide supportS. Thus, facilities which the Region pelieve~ pose
, the lowest risks Will receive their permits last. It would be

illogical to subject these 'lowest risk facilities to the new phase
IV standards; while facilities judged to be, higher risk are

'excluded. '.
3. Some facilities subject to RCRA perinitting may not have .
recdved permits because they are newly regulated from expansions I

, to the hazardous waste'defmition (e.g. tJie.1990expansion ~~,the.

Toxicity Characteristic). . ,
4. Some facilities subject to RCM corrective action have c:losed
their subtitle C treatment, storage and disposal units. These .
facilities are nevertheless subject to postclosure care
requirein~nts and ~o 'corrective action for release~'from all Solid
Waste Management Units, even though.they no longer are permitted·
for treatmeJit, storage or disposal ofhazardo,us waste. .
lH.2Union Carbide supports the concept ofexempting wastewater:

. 'treatIDent surface'impoundments from.phase 4 emissions standards
. , where einissions are subject to ~ternative state, Federal or tri1?al

reqUirements. . .
Air emissions should be regulated under air programs and not
subject to' overlapp~ng or duplicative ReRA requirements. '
I.H.2EPA should clarify which future alternative Fede:r:al, state

. " - .
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,',and tribal emissions control program~ quaiify for the option 2
, ~ ,exclusion., ,, , ',' "

Ho~ n¢ar is linear futUre?" MACT standards Will be pro~ulgated over,
.-. the next se:veral years on,a schedule established 4nder section 112

of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. The listing and schedule'
were'published on Dec,ember 3, 1993 at 58FR page 63941. ErA should
expliCitly state that, for purposes of exemption from the phase'IV .
emissions standards~ "CAA standards for hazardous air pollutan!S"

'includes all sources listed at in the December 3~ 1993, Federal
,Regi'ster n~tice apd wastew~ter from all sour~es, listed in the .
Dec~mber 3, 1993, Federal Register notice. This is particularly

--important to Union C~bide locations. Dmon Carbide curr.ef1tly, 'I'

.generates characteristic wastewater iIlunits subject to future' ,
Olefins MACr staI'idards, which we un,derstand EPA willli~t soon, and
may generate,characteristic waStewater from groundwater remediation
activitiessubje~tto fu~e MACT standards for corrective a~tion, .'
scheduled for2000. ' In addition, 'Union Carbide treats .
decharacterized wastewateri~ offsite iJ;npoUndments,in aPOTW', ,

, (scheduled for MACT standards in 1995)." .",
• • • • J

, H.20ption 2 emissions,standards should not apply to wastewaters
" subject tp,altemative state, Federal and tripal standards. \

EPA creates some confusion in the preamble by u;sing the terins
"addressed in-CAA-stapdarg"(Figme 2) and "suQject to CAA '
standards" (page 43660). Alternative Federal, stii~e or

, tribal standards typically do' not require controls on' all
wastewaters fonn a source. 'Air regUlations have coniplex
applicability criteria in order to focus control efforts,on th~
most significant emissionS.
For example. for TexaS RACTstaridards apply controls to wastewater
using applicability criteria based on their.potential to emit,. .'
es~matedby 'a fonnula based on 'Henry's·law. It would make little' "
sense, and create much confusion and unnecessary expense, to
require additional'controJs for wastewaterS with low poteritial to
,emit. In other words, the phase ~ rule'exemption'shoula no~' ,
be narrowly liinited to wastewaters for which physical controls are-
required. , }' .
I.H.2U~C supports allowing alternative standards, that control: .. ,

. either VOC's or Hazardous Air pollutants iIi lieu'ofphase 4 land
ban standards fOf' emissions. "

, I~ particular~ Wa,stewater' from sources subject t6 RACT standards
,for volatile organics shoUld be exclud~d from phase; 4 land ban .

, standards for emissionS., , .. "
,I.H;2Surface impoundments.atoffsite TSD's,should be excluded from

\, .' -.
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·phaSe 4 Elllission SJaIldards if the dischargers' ICRT wastewaters are
subject,to altemativ~ state~ Federal or tiibal standards. . .
Union Carbide uses an industrial, noOhazardous POTW tQ treat .. .
wastewaters from one of its 'major facilitie~. This POTW does not,
at preseflt, accept domestic sewage and is therefore not .
presently eligible' for the domestic sewage exclusion. Corisequently,.
the surface impoundments at this POTW' would be subject to the phase
4 einission standards. unger option2.' .
The current preamble implies that the POrW facility must itselfbe
subject ,to Clean Air Act Standards to be exempt from th~ Option 2. ,.
emissions standards. '. .
The phase 2 option shpuJd b~ revised so that facilities subject to

. CM standards for hazardous aIr pollutants in the near future or '
faci~ities th3t receive, treat, or store influent wastewaters.
from sources which are subject to Clean Air Act requiremen~(such
as MACT standards prmnulgated under Section 112 of the CAA or state
RACT standards for volatile organic em~ssions)would not be covered
by Option 2.
The state RACT standards and MACT staridards for major sources .'
include specific provisions for control ofemissions ofhazardouS
air pollutants from wastewaters generated by the source.
For example, the HON MACT imposes standards on wastewaters from
SOCM! units which ensures that the emissions ofHAPS from :such
w~tewatersare app~opriately,regillated. Thus, it should not be
necessarY for the Phase IV rule to address air emissionS from
POTWs which receive wastewaters subject to a MACT standard, since
the air emissions from suc~ waters have already been assessed and .
addressed under the CM:' , .

RESPONSE'. .
In the August 22, 199.5 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardoUs constituentS in decharacterized wastes were not released to the ..
environment via lew, sludges, and au emissions from surface im~und.ments in systems
regulated by the Clean,Water Act or Safe Drinking.,Water Act. (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardoUs characteristic of ignitabilit)t, corrosivlty,
reactivity, or toxicity when'generated but are no. longer characteristic). On Match' 16, 1996, the .
Pre~ident signed the Land Disposal'Program FlexibilitY Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land dispOsal once renderednoIlhazardous.· As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes·(61 FR 15(60).
Today's Phase ~V final. rule will ~ot promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions. from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options'on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today'.sruledo. not.
apply to TC metal wastes' ifthe ~haracteristic.isremoved and the wastes are subsequently trea~ed. . . .
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in a unit that is reg~lated by' the 'Clean Water Act or,for underground inj~~tion wells', theS'afe
Drinking Water Act. . ,

, However,' the Land' DisposaIFlexibility 'Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5~year study to
dete~ine l:ply potential risks P9sed by cross-inedia transfer of ha:zardous constituents'froQ'l these '
surface impoundritents. The findings of this stu~y, ~egun by- the Agency in April, 1996, may ,"

, result in proposed regulations for these units, if rfsks are in fact found that would warrant such .
regulation. ' ,' " " '.

. ~ I

DCN PH4P69~ ,
COMMENTER' Union Carbide Corp.

!RESPONDER'SS '
SUBJECT . EQUV
SUBJNUM 092
COMMENT

, I.H.2 'EPA's flow diagnim~, which combine applicability logic and
.) summaries of requirements, are excellent and should be included iIi

the final rule, ifoptions 2 or 3 are' selected.
Thes~'flow charts' are among the best 4es<.:riptions ofa complex
rule we have seen. We encoprage EPA to incluqe $is type of
diagram in all major ,rules with complex applicability criteria.
EPA needs to be careful that the flow charts are fully consiste~t

. With the rule. For ,example, options to (1) pretreat wastewater to

. 95% VOC rc;du.etionl5Q'ppmw and (2) pretreat wastewater to site
specific exit concentration determined by an equation sh6~ld be "
included in the figure 2 flow chart for com,pleteness.

'RESPONSE: '

, '

, ,

,·,'e'

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal~EPA discUssed three, options for ensuring that
,underlying hazardous constituents in decharacteri~dwastes wer~ I.lot released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean ,Water Act or Safe Drinking' Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a,hazardous' characteristic ofignilability, corro~ivity,
'reactivity, or toxicity when generate~but.are no longer ch~cteristic). ,On March 16, 1996, the
, President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited' from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous~ As
a resui~ on April 8, 1996, EPA 'withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR'15660).
Today's PhaSe IV final rule will not promulgate,provisions for managing leaks~ sludges, 'and air
emissions from suttace ImPoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, ,1995 (60 FR

. 43655-43677»:" Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes-ip toda,y',$ nile'do not'
apply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the waStes are subsequently treated, ,
in,a unit that is regulated by the Clean.Water Actor, for underground'injection wells; the'Safe

~ I _ '. • • • • • ....... I • ~ /
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Drinking Water Act....
'..

. ,

However, the Land Disposal Fl~~ibilitY Actdoes mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
.determine any potential risk$ posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from thes~

surface impoundnlents.· The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, .1996; may
result in prop,?sed regulations for~ese units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation.
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DeN PH4P092
, . .

COMMENTER Union Carbi~e·Corp.

RE~PONDER S8
SUBJECT EQUV ~

.SUBJNUM 092.'
COMMENT

III. ,EPA should add additional flexibility to the. LDR program by
, adding an emerge~cy response exemption worded along the lines of .
. , the emergency response'exemptions fro~ pennitting and other'RCRA

,~ .. suindards at 264. 1(g)(8), 265.l(c)(1l) and 270.l(~j(3). ., '
Union C~b~de manages reactive materials which also exhibit RCRA
characteristics. The safest way to manage large spills of these'
materials is to dilut~ them with large qWm~ities of water and,send
to the location's wastewater treatment system. This practice is
far safer. than retaining them In an undiluted fonn' wh~re th~y could
react or 'ignite:, The 264, 265 and 270 exemptions make it pennissible to manage'. ... . .

- .- large spills in the safest way, but 268 illogically forbids ii." ,
~ .. .. .... \

RESPONSE:· '" ".. , . . , ' , ' .
The emergency response exemptions cited bythecormrienter apply to tr~atment and containment' ,
activities during immediate ,response to haZardous .waste discharges.' The ex~lusioIl;S do not: apply I,

to the ultimate'disposal ofhazardous wastes. All three exclusionsprovide that IIany person who,
continues or irrltiates hazardous waste ~atment or containment activities after the immediate

,response is over'is. s~bj~ct' to all applicable requirements...:' The intent ofeach of th~se
.exclusions is to facilitat~ tile, quick implementation ofimniediate re,sponse.activities to ensUre
immediate' containment and·initial treatment; The ultimate treatment and disposal' ofany' "
hazardous wastes, includiitg contaminated media, that is generated during ~ediate response
~ctivities 'must be conducted in full aCcordance with all applicable hazardous waste management
regulations io~ze any con~ua1 or, potenti~ ~ats tohum~ ~ealthand the environment.

N9TE to EPA: how"do we resp~nd to theeommenter's'sp~eific'~xampleoflajoge-spills-'of
reactive materials that exhibit one or more characteristics? ,Tell them to 'askfor a
treatability variance?.,,' . \,'

.. '
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DCN PH4P092
COMMENTER UNION CARBIDE
RESPONDER S8
SUBJECT 'EQYV
SUBJNUM 092
COMMENT

"

.I.G.
,Option 2 needs further cl¥ifications and modifications to' avoid duplication or overlap with;

. 'other programs.

- -L~d ban ~egulations should not impose overl~pping or duplicative requirements over other _
statutes or regulations~ .Sev~ral clarifications and modifications are needed in option 2 to fully
meet this go~l. These conce~ are elaborated in greater detail elsewhere in these ~omments. 
Without these \.:hanges, significant disruptions and, costs of $40. million or mQre to Union Carbide
are possible. ' . . I' ,

•
, -

I.H.2 ,
The exemption for "facilities which meet the pollutio~ prevention" compliance option
should be available,to off-site facilities if~e dischargers to the off-site facility meet the
appropriate requirements., ' ' ,

This'will not penaliie.facilitie~ in states that have designed their programs to encourage source'
reduction approaches in tJ:1eir~pro~s. 'e

, I.H.2
.. Option 2 leakage standards appropriately recoglUze the substantial ,difference in risk,

between pre biological and t>iologicaUpost-biological treatment impoundments.. "

Any'seepage from biologi~ or post bioiogicai impoundments luis already undergbne biological
'treatment. Hazardous constituents have'been substantially, ifnot completely degraded. In .
addition, the seep~g'e contain.S nutrients and, for aerobic impoundments, oxygen, which
stimulates biological activity witlUnthe natural soil liners. Congress recognized the substantially .
.lower risks posed by these units 'by including the 30050)(3), Aggressive Biological Treatment, . ,
variance from mimmum ~echnology requirements. '

RESPONSE
In theAU~ 22, 1995 Ph~e IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring'that ..
und,erlying hazardous constituents in dechalacterized wastes were not released to the '
~nvironmeJit via leaks. sludges. and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity, ,-
reactivity" or, toxicity when generated but are no longer characi'eristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President si8ned the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the

" -
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" waste'sin question are no longer prohibited from land disposal oncerehdered. nonh~qous. As
a result; on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards. for these wastes (61 FR 15660). '
Today:s Phase IV final rule Will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges,aild air . ,
emissions from suiface.impoundments.(EPA proposed options on August 22; 1995 (60 FR '
43655-43677)). Furthermore, ~e treatment standards for TC me~l wastes in tod~y's rule do not
applY to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the, Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe

-Drinking Water Act.

. How~ver, the Land Disposal Flexibility. Act does m~date EPA to ~dertake a 5-ye.~ study to :
-determine' any potential risks posed by cross-~edia transfer ofh~dous ~onstituents from thes~
surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may .'
result in proposed regulations for these uni~s, if risks are in fact found that would. warrant such

-~egu~ation.'" . .
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oeN > 'PH4P093
COMMENTER Heritage Envirom:nental
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQUV

. ·SUB.JNUM 093 . .
COMMENT' ; .

f The Applicability of the Characteristic Waste Treatment Standards
, is not Clear Relative to Tank~Based CWA Systems' ,

, ,As a result of the Chenii~al Waste Management v. EPA court decision '.
;' regarding decharacterization ofhazardous waste by dilution, EPA

lias implemented the concept of Clean Water'Act (CWA),or
. CWA~equivalent,treatment versus non~'CWA treatment. In the May

24,1993 interim final rule for ignitable and corrosive was~es (58 ,
FR 29860), EPA addr~ssed treatment of0°91 and 0002 wastes managed
in treatment systems other than' centralized wastewater management
systems covered by 40 CFR 268.1(c)(3) (Class I underground
injection wells) and 268.3(b) (CWA treatment sY$tems). A CWA

.. treatment system is defined by 40 CFR268.3(b) as, "...a treatment
system which treats wastes subsequently discharged to a water of
the United States pursuant to a penriit issued under. section 402 of
the Clean Water Ad (CWA) or which treats, wastes for the purposes.
ofpretreatment requirements under section 307 of the CWA...." This
definition seemingly includes tank~based as well as land~based: .

. (surface impoundments) treatinent systems" '
However, Ulroughout the preamble discussion of the Phase IV' .

, , treatment standards regarding meeting universal treatinent standards '
(UTS) for the underlying hazarqous constitu¢nts of characteristic
wastes treated in CWA systems, EPA only discuSses treatirient in .
'surfa~e impoundme~ts. In fact, Sections I and II of the proposed'
rule 'are limit~d to 4iscussion of surface impoundments. Nowhere are
tank~based treatment systems discussed relative to this ,
proPosed rule. Yet, the aCtual proposed language for 40 CFR 268.40 .

,did not speeifythat these Treatment-Standards would apply 'only to
.CWA .systems involving surface iinpoundments or Class I
injection wells (Le., land~based:treatment systems). Thus, it is ,
not cle~which CWA systems would be stibj~ct to the requiremeht to .'
identify and treat underlying hazardous constitUents in ' '
characteristic
wastes. ,. .

'. Although'lleritage has already submitted c~mments regarding this
'"\ issue itt response to the proposed ~OR • Phase'III rule, we would

like to reiterate that the treatment' standards for underlying ,
hazardous constituents in characteristic hazardous. wastes, should

.'
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,be limited tonon-CWA treatment systems,'surface impoundments and
injection wells due to the potential risks t,o human health ~d the
environment inherent in'these activities. There is no land
disposal involved With 'tank-based wastewater treatme~t, ,
particularly in situations involving indirect discharg~s. CWA
system~ that do not indud~ surface impoundments do not present
the same level of potential risk of leaks, as such systems are
trpically tank-based with associate~ secondary
containment"structures.
In addition, coil~ems regarding tank leakage, air ,emissions and '
discharges to POTWs or surface waters are'already addressed by a
myriad of existing regula~iol1:ii including: technical .
requirements for the design and operation of tanks under Subpart J '
of40 CFR Parts 264 and 265;RCRA 'CORRECTIVE action requireme~ts to
address releases from permitted facilities; release ' '
reporting requireme~ts under Comprehensive Emergency Response,
Compensation. and Lhibility Act(CERCLA) and state and ,locai ~pill'

repOrtmg regulations; air emissions 'standards under federal Clean
Air Act regulations and similar'state and local requirements, as' ,
well as the new organic air emission control standards under . ,

. Subpart CC of40 CFR Parts 264 and 265; and permitting requirements
with stringent constitllent limitations under provision of the '
Clean Water Act and state lind loc~ regulations. . ,
In fact, discharges from centralized waste treatment facilities
fQllowing treatment ofhazarcious wastes will be subject to'the
applicable constituent limitatiol1$ in each facility's discharge
permit. EPA is. well aware that such limitations will become·even
more stringent upon promulgaiion of the pretreatment standards for·
centraliZedwaste treatment facilities. The d.ewatered

, (Le.,nonwastewater) re,sidues resulting from such CWA treatment
.. will be subject to the Treatment Standards applicable to the Wastes
- treated in the system prior to land dispos8l.· Thus, there seems to
\ be no rational argument for additional regulation ofwastes

treated'in a CWA tank-based system. Heritage requests that EPA
specifically address how the requirement to identify and
treat underlying h3zardous constituents applies to'tank·based CWA .'
treatment ~ystems, as opposed to the land·based systems disc~sed ~
a~ great length in the proposed P~e III and.Phase IV rules.

RESPONSE ,
In the August 22, 1995 ~hase IV p~oposal, EPA discussed three ~ptions f01;. ensuring thai
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" underlY,ing haiardous constituents in"decharacterized wastes were ,not rele~ed to, the
" environment via leaks, sludges, and air'emiss,ion~ fro~' 'surface impoundinents in systems

reg1,llated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60'FR43655). Decharacterized ,
..' 'wastes,are' wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability. corrosivity~ _ '

, reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, ,1996, th~
president signed the Land Disposal Program,Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no IQnger prohibited from land disposal onc~ rendered nonhazardous.' As
aresult, on, April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its 'trea~entstandardsfo~ the,se wastes (61 FR 15660). .

, Today~s PhaSe IV final rule ~ill riot promulgate provisions, for managing leaks, sludges,:and air ... '
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR. '" '
43655~43677)). Furthermore, 'the treatm,erit standards for IC metal wastes in today's rille 'do not

, apply to IC metal wastes if the ,characteristic is remc;we~ and ~e wastes are subsequently treate~

. in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Wa~er Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. "

However, the Land Disposal Flexibiiity A,ct does mandate EPA to undertake a S·year s~dy to
de~enD.ine any potential risks posed by ,cross·media transfer ofhazardous constituents ,trom these
surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by ~e Agency in ~April, 1996, may ,
result.in'proposed regulations for these units, if risks 'are in fact foUnd that would warrant such'
regulation. '
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DCN PH4P094 '. .
COMMENTER General Motors. Corp.'
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQW'

. SUBJNUM· 094 .
COMMENT

Integration with Other Statutes Sec. 1006(a) and (b)
Several of the options discussed in this pr~ainble overlap' with . .
regulations and programs covered more appropriately under other
specific statutes. These RCRAJegulations are focused on haza'rdous
waste emissions 0' discharges taking place in media other then
solid waste, that is, water and air~:)What appears to be happ~ning
with the Phase III and. Phase IV proposals is that the ReRA

. regulation writers are unaware of the imbalances that"are being
created "Yith the CWA,and the CAA. Conflict with.this portion of
the statute has arisen; because other sections of RCRA' have caused
the Agency to develop duplicative regulations which are obvious in
some of the options discussed in this proposal. . Two eXaII;lples are
described below: . . '

Example1. '.,
Section 3004(n) Air Emissions.':'-Not later than thirty month~ after

..the date ofenactment of the HazardQus and Solid Waste Amendments
of 1984, the Aclniinisfrator shall promulgate such regulations for
the monitoring and contt:ol 9fair .emissionsat hazaidous waste '
treatment, storage, and disposal 'facilities, including but not '
limited,to open tanks, surface impoundments, and landfills, as may
be nec~ssaryto protect human health and.the environment.[§3004(n)
added by PL 98-616]. "
This section ofRCRA has generated the Su~partCC regul~tions2

that are d~sigtied to control volatile organic emissions from TSn
and generator tanks, containers and sUrface impoundments. In fact,

'. the Agency a~knowledgesthat "many industrial sectors'that may
manage hazardous waste are li~ed: as specific NESHAP source
categories.. Consequently, facilities at \yhich hazardous waste are
managed may be subject to both NESHAP and the ReRA air standaI:ds
..... The Agency failed 10 recognize other areas'oftbe CleanAir
Ac~ [New Source Reyiew in Non-Attainment Are3;s at 40 CFR 51.165(a)
or Prevention of Significant Deterioration at 40 CFRSl.166] also
regulat~ the emissions from hkardous waste units. . '
In fact, certain sections ofRCRA seem to confli~ting with itself.
Subpart CC regulations enabled ~der Sec. 3004(n) have been
developed to control organic emissions from tanks, containers
and surface impoundments. This Phase iv proposal suggests that the

, . .
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.Subpart CC regulations be expanded to ,include 'Ildecharacterized"

: wastes in 'an apParen(overexpansion of3004(n). " '
Ex~ple 2 .,,' . ';

:3004(m) Treatment Stanaards foiWastes Subject to Land Oisposal ,
, Prohibition.--(l) Simultane.ously.With,the promulgation of
. regulations ':Jl:lder sllbsection (d), (e), (1), or (g)prohibiting one'

, " ormore methods. of land disposal of a particuiar h~dous waste, .
and as appropriate' thereafter, the Administrator shall, after

. notice and an opportuniJ)' for hearings and after consultation with
appropriate Federal and State agencies, promulgate regulations
'specifying those levels or methods of treatment, if any, which' .
~substantially diminish the toxicitY of the waste
or substantially reduce the likelihood ofmigration ofhazardous
~onstituent5 from the waste 50 th~t short-tenn anet long-term',
threats to human health and the epvironrnent are miniII}ized.
Although, the statutory conflict is less apparent then in the
pr~vious example all the s~~ a'conflict which involves tl)e Clean

',Water Act does exist. LDR treatment levels are baSed upon Best
.Demonstrated Available; :Treatment (BDAT) technology for both solid
and liquid forms ofhaZardous waste. Setting B"DAT for liquids that .
are treated prior to disposal is. t~chnologically feasible.
However~ the LDR Phase III and portions of~¢ Phase iv proposals
state that an impounded liquid hazardous Waste must meetLDR
treatIp.ent levels prior'to treatment; a technological impossibility.· ,
The Phase iv proP9sal suggests that ce$in nonhazardous impounded'
wastewaters (decharacterized,~es) also, meet. the LDR treatment .
levels. This requirement may be acceptable for those wastewater
systems that use impOundments after treatment (final polishing); ,
but those systems that utilize impo~dments in the early Stages of
their treatment train (equalization, recirculation or settling .
baSins) ibis is a technical impossibility since any waStewater
treatment occurs after the basin itself;" By defUrltion BDAT·
levels are based upon wastewaters that have been treated with the ,

'. BestAvailablc'Treatnienttechnology.' ' "
Phase III D~finition ofDe-minimis Volume and 'Ma1~ction
Exemptions (Discussed on 60 FR11714)
If the Agency decides that decharacterized wastes must meet tDRs . '

."then exemptions should be-written into the fmai nue which account'
- for small volume waste streams 'and operational anomalies that occur
'beyond the: control ofthe facility operator'(Le., spills,

, ,equipment malfunctions). Additionally, the mcreased regulation,
ofwaste generated by laboratories and low-'vo~ume-Iow-concentration
waste streamS require significant allocation,of resoUrces

. . ; ~
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and provides very little benefit to the environment. -Exempti~n'
language could be dtafte<;l to in~lude a maximum concentra~'ionof
each constituent ~a function of its UTS and a maximum',flow

. rate(vol:urne per.unit time). .
Malfunctions of properly maintained equipment or processes'
resulting in specific, finite releases should be provided for in

:- the final rule. Facilities ~hould not be-immediately subject to
Phase III '
or, Phase IV if~ malfuncti~nof a single process causes a: no~aily
non-hazardous waste stream to exhibit hazardous characteristics.

, Language should be ,added to exempt a ~acility from applicability
to Phase III and Phase ,IV 'requirements if it can be demonstrated
that the equipment was properly designed and operat~d with
appropriate maintenance procedures in place in the cac::e of a
malfunction:, -,,
Inclusion ofexemption language to cover these two general .

, categories ~ould significantly fe<;luce the burden of the regulation'
on these de-minimis sources. Analytical requirements should
be'minimized in the implementation ofany exemptions for their
practical appiication. Ifthe cost of analysis and record keeping
approach that ofthe alternative; the efficacy of the exemption is
Defiriition ofDecharacte~zed .'

, The word decharacterizi ,lthough used a couple of times in two
previous Federal Register preamble discussions it has Iievc:=r been
',codified. General Mot,ors does not accept this term on its face 'as ,

- definepby language in the pream}>le to this rulemaking for reasons
stated previously. ,General Motors recommends that the term
"decharact~rized" be defmed in a regulatory proposal and published
for proper public 'commenting and then codified 'into 40CFR ~60JO.

RESPONSE "
In the August 22, 1995 Plulse IV proposal, EPA discussed three optio~ for ensuring'that
underlying hazardouS consti~ents in dechanlcterized wastes were not released to the" .
envirQnnient via leaks,'sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water, Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacteri:ied.
wastes are w3$tes which initially exhibited a'h~dous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteris~c). On March 16, 1996, the

, President signed the: Land;pisposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
'wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered noDha.z3rdous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these waSte~ (61 FR 15660):
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions'for managing leakS, sludges, and air '
emissions from sUrface impoundments (EPA proposed option~ on AUgust 22, 1995 (60 FR "

-'43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment staIidar~s for TC metal wastes in to~y's rule d~ not "
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\ apply to TC me~'wastes if the chaiacteristic is re~oved ancfili~ ~astes are suosequc::ntiy ~eated '
in a unit,that i~ regulated by the Clean Water,Act or, for underground injection weI,ls, the Safe . "
Diitlking Water ACt. ' '

,However, the Land,Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA, tq undertake a 5-year study to.
, determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardouS constituents from these' ,

surface impoundm~nts. Th~ findings of this"study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
, result in proposed regulations for these,units, if risks are in fact found ~at would 'warrant such .

" . regulation. ' ,
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DCN, 'PH4P094
- . COMMENTER General Motors Corp.

RESPONDER SS,
SUBJECT ,EQlJV.
SUBJNUM 094
COMMENT ..

Executive sti.mtriary •The following sections [Statutory Authority •
Judicial Ruling Integration with Other Statutes Sec. 1006(a) and
(b) Intentional and Unintentional Dilution'Effects Described by, CWM
'v. EPA and Point ofGeneration] describe and pose several ,
arguments favoring Option 1, and disfavoring Options 2 and 3. '
These arguments are ~ased prim8I:ily on statutory and'
judicial interPretations which explained in detail in the following
sections and are summarized as follows: ' .
The Court in CWM v. EPA stood mute in distinguishing between
Unintentional and intentional dilut~on. Congress clearly 'intended to·
not to include mthe LOR program those ~treams that
~e unintentionally diluted in a manufacturing process (emp~asis, .

,added). 'RCRA Sec. 1006 states that RCRA. should not conflict with
other environmental statutes or with itself as in the case of -
controlling organic air emissions (emphas~s added).Statutory
requirements 'under'Sec 3004(d) have not been-satisfied when
corisidering the regulation of "decharacterized" wastes.. A particular
waste's characteristics as described under 3004{d) at the point of,
environmental,i"mpact should be the fac;tofs that are considered when '
expanding the"LOR program and n9t what the ~aste may have been at .
Its point ofgeneration. Unintentional dilution effects are .
accepted and dealt With in other environmental programs. Increases,
in capital7 labor, a~strative cost and risk to the workforce
outweigh any environmental benefit that may be realized. Options 2
and 3 are counter indicative of the goals ofpollution pre~~rition. "

"Intenti()nal and Unintentional Dilution . .-,
Discussion ofthe Legislative History in the P~ase III proposal

· (60 ~R 11707) describes legislative intent with,regard to dilution,
'ofhazardous conStituents either intentionally (diluting for

· p~oses only to meet LOR) and unintentionally (dilution that ,
occurs as part of the manufacturing process). FootnoteS (60 FR -

· 11707) states: . ._
"The.Committee intends that dilution to a concentration less th~
the specified thresholds by the additio~ ofother hazardous waste ,
or any other material during waste handling,
tranSportation, treatment, or storage~ other than diluti!>n which

. "
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, occurs as a nonnal part of a manufacturing process', will not be
allowed., Such hazardous waste would still be prohibited froin
land disposal. II iv (emphasis added)
Clearly, Congress expressly intended a PI;ohibition against the '
intentional dllution ofhazardous,waste to comply with LOR as

.supported by the coUrt in CwM v. EPA. Howev~r,',Congress '
also expressly'intended to not include that "dilutio'n which ~ccurs
as part, of the man~facturingprocess." iv' To this point: 'si~ation' ,,'
or intent the Court in CWM v. EPA~ppeared to stand silent.

Dilution'Effects Described by CWM v. EPA
A~ditionally~in CWM; V" E~A the Court states that dilution does
not destroy, remove or immobilize hazardous constituents. \I~

, , should be noted that dilution' does indeed cau~e a drop in the " .
, ,concentration of hazardoUs constituents where the toxic~ty:or the

:, likelihood of migration of the hazardouS constituent 'has been
substantially diminished or reduced to a point \yhere 3004(d)4 'and
3004(m)(1)~ satisfied. However, the Court i~ CWM v. EPA failed
to'recogmze that the ability for ~_ contaminant to ,migrate and
cause detrimental effects upon the environment are directly
proportion~ to that contaminant's 'concentration in a particular
environmental media. Granted, as pointed,out by the Court (976 f 2d
,2 at 23), that a ~eefold increase in water causes a threefold
decrease in the' contaminant's concentration the net effect on the
mass 'of contaminant is zero. That is,'regardiess o'fthe'amount of
dihition'occurring the aniount of.contaminant remains the same.:.
What the Court did not acknowledge is tha~ threefold increase~ in '
9.ilution;· dec~ase effects C)ftoxicitY.and tq~ abili~ to migrate'
'approximately three times.. . -' - -'... " , . .
EPA has cons~deredsuch unintentional "dilution" effects in the

, management of co~taID.inants~ other media. For example, concepts
'of'~mixing zones·f and "dilution factorsltin_Clean Water
Act regulations; air dispersion modeliIig iri the Clear Air Act and

. m~ltipath analysis in th~ HazardouS waste'Identification Project of
R<;::RA, are used'to assess a contaMinant's ,detrimental.' '
'effec~(toxic) ()D aquatic life, etc., and its ability to mig'rate

, at the point of e,nvir()nmental impact.

RESPONSE: ,
In'the August 22, 1995 Phase IV- proposal, EPA discussed three options for ens1;1I'ing that
underlying haZardous constituents in decharacterized'wastes were not releas~d to'the
environment'via leaks, sludges, and alr emissions, from surface impoundments in systems '

-regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe priiling Water Act (60.FR 43655). Dech~fterized'
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wastes .are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteri~tic of ignitability~corrosivity,
treactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996; the

. 'President signed the' Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides.that the ' ,
wastes in question are'no longer p~ohibited from land dispos~ OIlce 'rend~red nonh~dous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA wi~drew its treatment'standards for these 'wastes (61 FR 15660).'
Today's Phase Iy final rule will not promulgate provisi<;>ns for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed,options on August 22, }'995 (60 FR '
43655-43677». FU;rthennore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not'
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is reg~lated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Wat~r Act.' , ,

However, ,the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a5-year study to ,
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constit\.ie~!S from these'.
surface impoundments. The findings of this study', begunby the Ag~ricy in April, 1996, may ,

, result in i)f(~posed regulations for these units" if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. '. , , , , .

There is one,'caveat. For characteristic hazardoUs wastes that are managed in CWA' or tWA
,equivalent systems. and for which EPA. has promulgated a method oftreatment as the treatment
standard (e.g., high TOe ignitable wastes for which the treatment standards is recovery of.
organj,cs) remain prohibited unless treated pursuant to the pr~mulgated 'method.

NOTE TO EPA: This' response may still need to address the larger comment ofintentional
vs. unintentional dilution•. Direction is need to develop this'response. '.

, - ..
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DeN. PH4P.094··'
COMMENTER General ~otors Corporation
RESPONDER SS· '
SUB~ECT . EQUV'
SUBJNUM ,094
COMM.ENT .' ,
Conciusion~d Recommendatio~ with Regard'to JudiCiS! andLegisl~tive Intent (Options 1,2, or, .
3)

Arguments presented in the p~ec~ding sections have been sUmmarized as foliow~:

The Court in CWM v. EPA stood mute in distinguishing between unintentional and intentional
dil,ution·. COIigress,clearly.intended'to not include in the LDR program those streams that are'
unlntentiol1;ally diluted in a manufacturing process (emphas~s added): . . '
RCRA Sec. 1006 states.th~t RCRA should not coi1fljct with other environmental statutes or with
itselr'as in the ca~e ofcontrolling orgailic air emissions (emph~is added). statutory requirements
under S~c 3004(d) have not been satisfied when considering the regulation , , '
of "dechara~terized"wastes;~ pa!ticular waste's char~cteristics as. described ,under 3004,(d) at the, '
point of environmental i~pact should be the factors that are considered when'expanding the ,LDR
program'and not what the waste may have been at its point of generation. Unintentional dilution

,effects are accepted and dealt with iIi o~er environmental, programs. ,: " .
Increases in,capital, labor, administrative cost and risk to the workforce outweigh any. ;
environmental benefit that may be realized. Options 2 and 3 are counter indicative"ofthe goals of
pollution prevention.

• "I ' •

For these reaso~s the.only Option the ,Agency should 'consider' is Option 1 as deScri~d in the
. ~ '" "-

pream~~eon60 ~R 43659. ' .. '

RESPONSE - . . . I

, in'the August 22, 199~ Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensUring that
Underlying hazardo~ constituents in decharacterized wastes we~ not released to the
environment Yla leaks, sludges, and air emissions from'surface impoundments ill systems
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking W~ter Act (60 FR 43655). Dechal-acterized '-

· wastes are wastes which initially ~xhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitabiljty, corrosivitY, . .
· reactivity, or toxicity when g~nerated but are, no longer characteri~tic). On March l~, 1996, the
Presi4ent signed the Land Disposal' Program FlexibilitY Act of 1996, which provid~s that the

.'wastes in questi4?n are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered: no~azardous. As
·a result; on April 8, 199(),EPAWithdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
,Today's·PhaSe IV final rule Will hot promulgate provisions for managing leaks,-s,ludges, and air
emissimls from surface imPoundments (EPA proposed option~ on August 22~ 1995 (60 FR .
43(i55-43677». Furtherplore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes iI,l to4ay's role do not

';- • apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes' are subsequently treated
- in a unit that is regUlated by the Clean.~ater Act or, for underground injection wells, ,the Safe'
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Drinkin.g ~aie~ Act .

However, the Land Disposal 'Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a S-year study ~o
detennine'any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ,of hazardous constituents from these
slirface impoundmentS. The fmdingsof this' study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may ,

, result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that wouldw~ant such
regulation. . .
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_ .'. DCN. PH4P09~·

... - COMMENTER GE
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJ,ECT' EQUV
SUBJNUM 095
COMMENT

A. The Agency should adopf Option 1 because it is consistent With
the Chemical \y'aste Management c(;mrt's decision and represents. sound .
~~ , , .

. 1. The Agency should adopt Option 1 because the- court's decision
in Ct1emical Waste Managem~nt only requires control ofhazax:dous
constituents prior to'discharge from CWA SURFACE impoundmentS.
EPA indicates that it is disposed toward' interpreting the Chemical·

, Waste Management decision to require that the Agency takes steps to
'regulate cross-media transfers of UHCs from CWA'surface ' . .
impoundments~ including subjecti~g,CWA surface impoundments ~o

leak,detection and Ri~ emission.requirements, as well as stand~ds
for sludge that accUmulates in impoundment seven if that sludge
does not exhibit ahazardous waste characteristic.6 With the
ex~eptionof the, courtis s~t~mentthat EPA must'~proposea methOd
of treatment" that would'deal with significant .threats to human'
health and the environment P9sed by dech3.racterized ignitable
~astes containing"high levels ofh~clousconstituents" that may .
~olatilize in 'sUrface impoundments,7'there is,no basis whatsoever
in the op'inion for EPA's suggestion that it is required, or
allowed, by RCRA to promulgate surface impoundInent standards. As
indicated by the following messages from the court's decisio~, the'
decision is absolutely clear that' if a formerly ~harac~eristic
waste no longer , ' .
eXhibits a characteristic'at the time It enters a CWA surface
impo.uil(lm~nt. the surface impoundment shouid'~ot be regul~ted'under
RCRA: . . I .

"Congress, when e~acting RCRA, waS cognizant of the substantial' :,
development ofCWA systems,.and, thus, permitted regulatory, , '.
"accommodation~' ofRCRA and CWA systems. Thus, we agree with the
EPA that, under RCRA, 'ctilut~d formerly characteristic'wastes may .
~'placed in Subti!le D s¢~ce impoundments, which are pari ofan
integrated CWAtreatment train,"8 ,

.. ' "Alth~ugh a surface impOundinent"is te~hnic~ly a fonn of 'land·
disposal', and treatment therein normally would be at odds wi~ the

. coinmand ofRCRA, this approach is nonetheless acceptable because
RCRA requires some accommodation With CWA."9 .
"The'EPA's decision to permit 'dechi.mlcterized' h~douS wastes

e'
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, ,to be deposited in surface impoundments as part of cO,ntinuing
treatment is a reasonable accommodation~"10 '

3. The Agency shou1d adopt Option 1 because planned, proposed,
and existing state and federal requirements provide adequate

, protection ofhw:nan health and the environment, deferral to'those
'programs'would avoid co'iifusing, potentially overlapping regulatory

programs, and adoptjon ofOption I would 'avoid significant
regulatory disrupti<;>D incurred at great expense with relatively ,
little benefit. "
As the Agency has pointed out in the tec~cal Support Document,
there,are a number pfexisting statutory and regulatory provisions "
that address risks intended to be addresse~ by the proposed Rule.20

, These state and federal provisions include regulations covering ,
construction and d~sign of Subtiile D municipal solid waste.
landfills, air emissions from ,certain non-hazardous wastewaters,
and design and operation ofwastewater surface impOundments. '
Th~ Agency did not, ,however, consic,ierone, important category of
'state law. In many, ifnot all,'states, the state water pollution
control actS and regulations prohibit the"discharge ofpollutants
,into groundwa~ers ofthe state.21 Accordingly, in these state~,

l~aks ofwastewater from aCWA surface impoundment would be flatly
prohibited without a state discharge permit These latter pennits "
generally set limits on the amount of toxic substances that can be '

, ,,~ischarged.
These state provisions, therefore, prohibit the, very releases that '
Option 2's leak d~tection '~quirement are intended to prohibit.

,Based upon the totality ofprovisions that may apply to risks
posed by ~remissions, leaks, and s~udges from surface' .
impoundment, it is clear that',the Proposed rule will provide little
environmental ,benefit.
At the le~t. the Agency should include cons~deration ofthese
potentially 'available protections when assessing the ~s~ posed by
surface impoundments. The essential question in this case is
whether additional regulations are necessary to reduce risks posed
by ~urface~po~dmeptsto acceptable levels., As such, surface

. ,impoundment risks cannot be considered'in'a regulatory vacu~.

Rather; the nsks must be considered iri light ofexisting' .
statutory and regulatory controls. OtherWise, the Agency runs a
significant risk ofpromulgating reguiationsthat overlap. with
existing regulati9ns, thereby creating a confusing mass of
requirements. The Agency' has already, recognized this concept in
its proposed exemption for corrective action.22GE's review ofthe,

\" ,\
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',Agency's risk detennination methodology. however. iq.dicates.that .
,existing prohibitions on unpermitted gr~uii9-water discharges w~re
,not fa~tored 'in to this risk detennination.23 Accordingly.' the '
Agency's risk detennination does not accurately reflect.
~e potential risks posed,by surface impoundments. "

, , \ .
. . - .

"B. If ~he'Agency nonetheless adopts Option 2; the, Agency shouid
, modify and clarify the proposed Rule. ' ,
, 1. If the Ageri~y adopts Option 2, the Agency should exempt from
Option 2 wastewater sumps, wet wells. and lift statjons because
such units do not meet the Agency's definition of '. ,
"surface impoUndments~' and do not present the risks that the
Proposed,Rule is intended to address. ", ,
Th~ proposed Rule applies'to'certain "surface impoundments". rus
definition ofa surface impoundment is therefore critical to the .

,,applicability of Option 2. The Agency's regulations and background'
~ documents supporting the Proposed Ruie.indicate that the Proposed

Rule is intendedto apply only to those' units that are comnionly , '
thought ofas surface impoundments. Suc~ units include ,wastewater
holding ponds. ~~ttling basins. aeration ponds, andc:larification '

. and finishing ponds. In,applying its regulations in the past, , ,
however,. the Agency haS adopted an extrerilelybro8cl definition of ,
surface impoundmehts~, Under'the Agency's broad interpretation of
the :def~tion of surface impoWldments. Options 1-3 of the Proposed·
Rule woul~ apply to units~~t are not coriun~rily thought of as .
surface impoundments and are not utilized for those
purposes identified~bove'. 'Such units include ~on,crete wastewater
treatment system sumps, wet wells, and lift stations., '
The Agency's regulations defme a'surface impoundment as '
A facility or part of a fadlity wbic~ is a ruituial toPographic ' "

" depression, man·made excavation. ,or diked area fonned primarily of
eartlu:n materials. " . which is designed to hold an accumulation

,of liquj,d w~tes or wastes containing~ liquids. and which is
not an injection well. Examples ofsurface impoundments are '
holding~ storage. settling,.and aeration pits; ponds', and " '
'lagoons.24
This de~tion indicates, that a surface ~poundment is'a
basin~like structure with earthen sides, and-foundation. This view
is supPorted by the background doc~e~ts for the PropOsed ,Rule. The
technical support document for the Proposed Rule states that CWA
surface imPoundm~rits arebas~Used to hold large quantities of
wastewater and ate comprised ofa fotmdation and an earthen dike,
with asloping side.25 ~oth the Agency's regulatory definition
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and the Technical Support Docwnent also indicate that in ~astewate'r
treatment systems, sunace iJripoundmentS are Used for wastewater:
clarification~equa1ization; and treatment.26 ' "

,Jt is unclear, however, whether the :A:gency would interpret the
definition ofa' surface impoUndment much more broadly ~an the
above sources would suggest. 'Previously, the Agency' has addressed

,the issue of how to distinguish a,tank from a surface imp6tJndment
for the purposes of-RCRA. The Agency has essentially stated that a"
tank is any ,unit which, if free standing (Le.,not surrounded by , '

. earth) and filled to capacity with the material it was intended to
, hold, would plaintain its struc~al integrity.27 This could

'. arguably be read as'implying that any unit not meeting the ,
definition ofa tank would be considered a surfac~ impoundment.'
'If so. under such abroad view of what constitutes a surface
~poundment,the applicab'ility of the Propos~dRule would also be
much broader than the Agency apparently intended. l!nder'such a
broa4 view, a concrete sump used to aggregate wastewater in a

> treatment sy~teI1l could be considered a surface impoundment and,
accordingly, wouid be subject to the Proposed Rule.'

.Most ofGEls facilities,have extensive systems to collect,
transport, and treat wastewater from ahuge number of individUai
sources withi~ a facility. as do most manufacturing'
facilities. These systems often include nwnerous concrete
structures that are either partially ~r completely surrounded by
earth and thai.are lJSed to aggregate two or more:wastewater
streams for more efficient'transport or treatment. -IIi some cases,
these units are'also used for elementary neutralization ofhighly

. acidic or basic wastewater streams. In'essence, these units serve·
as a part ofthe wastewater collection-system.' As an example, at
one ofGEts facilities:SO percent of the potentially affected
Units are sumps that are integral to the proper operation ofth~
facility's wastewater treatment system.-. ' I ,

Comparing the construction and uses of these sumps, wet wells, and
lift stations to the cons~ctionand uses ofsurface impoundments
as described by the Agency in the Technical S~pportDocument, ii is' .
clear that the Agency did not intend for the Proposed Rule to I

apply to such'sumps, wet-wells,and lift stations. As noted above, ,
the Agency describes a surface impoundment as a largebasin·like
structure that is constructed primarily of earthen' materials
and that is used to contaiIl wastewater. for some period of time in
order to conduct some form of treatment. In contrast, sumps, \yet

'wells~:and lift stations are usually much' smaller structures
14at are constructed ofreinforced concrete an4 used primarily to
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,aggregate and transmit wastewater to other units. . .'
hi addition, sumps, wet wells,.arid lift stations wotild not· .
generally' pose the same level of~sk.tliatmay be posed by. a

, surface impoundment. Because sumps, wet wells, and lift stations
.are genera~ly much smaller than surface impoundments, and '
accordingly have a much smaller liquid surface area, the air
emissions from ~umps, wet ~ells, arid lift stations would be .
considerably less than.from surface impoundments. As a'result,

,risks posed by air e~issions from sumps woul4 be con;espondingly .
less than from suIf~ce ,impoundments; Also, be~~lUse of their uses" '
sump.s, wetwells, and.1ift stations would generally not accumulate
large amounts of sludge; whereas sUrface impoundmen~s ate 4~signed

, generally to accumulate sludge. Therefore, the ov~rall nsks.
posed'by s~ps, wet wells, and lift stations is much le~s than the
risks po'sed by surface,impoundments and require less regulation
th~ surfaceJmpoundments.· . ,
2. If the Agency adopts Option 2,. the Agency should clarify'that '
Option 2 does not apply to corrosive wastewater that IS '
neutralized. . ,
Th~ briefdescription of the'Proposed RuJe suggest:s, but d<>esnot
c!early indicate,'that'Option 2 would 'not apply to Units managing
waste water that w~ corrosive at' the point of generation but that
has been "decharacterized" by neutralization rather 'than
diiution.29 'The Agency does make' tI:Us point in the Technical \
Support Document, which' stat~s that ifthe characteristic

, wastewater is dech8racterize4. oy any mean~ other thari dilutio~,
then the Proposed rule-doe_s notapply.30 Moreover, in Chemical
Waste Management, the relevant portion ,oftJ:1e court's holding was,
'limited to the narrow i,ssue ofwhether dechal1!ctenzation by
,dilution is an acceptable fonn of~tment.31 .

""As such, the Proposed'Rule should be similarly ~owly tailored
'to address only'situations ~here the c~cteristic ofcorrosivity
is,removed by dilutio,n. Where corrosive:wa.stewateds
cheniically neutralized, the court's edict is satisfied because, ' '
neutralization dfectively eliminates the risk posed by such waste
and therefore 'm~ets the iequirem!=nts of RCRA 4:1 3004{m):32 It,

< should also be pOinted out that neutraliza~on can occur, and is
the case for several ofGE's facilities, by ~h,ing, .
ali acidic wastewater with a basic wastewater. This'type of'
neutralization should also·exempt w~tewater from Option 2 because

. it is chemically removing the hazardous characterjsti~s of
both streams just as ifeach stream ~ere separately neutralized.

, This "mutual neutralization~' ofacidic and basic w~tewater streams'
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,
,also eliminates the need to transport,and use hazardous material;
for neutralization ofth~se streams, thereby eliminating risks to
human health and the environment. Accordingly, the final rule for,

,Option 2 should clearly state that the ru~e does not apply to .
surface impoundinents managing wastewater that exhibited the.
corrosivity characteristic, but was,decharacterized by
neutralization:

8. If the Age~cyadopts Option 2, th~ Agency should exe~pt froJP.
Option '2 surface impoundments,that are used for spill containment:
or storm water overflow. " ' "
Several GE facilities have suIface impoundments that are .used for
spill containment and containment ofwastewater during overflow

, conditions. These surface impoundments are used oJ;l1y occasionally.
For example, wast~water would be diverted to a .spill containment
basin if a spill occurs in the manufacturing area and contaminates
the wastewater with an excessively high concentration of
pollutants. Such high levels pose a risk to, the biological.
treatment system. .Accordingly, such wastewater must be isolated and

, bled into the system over time. Because such events are not part
of the nonnal manufact1.¢ng operations, the spill containment
basin would contain wastewater only occasioilally. Moreover,

, 'bec~use many or'GE's 'operations are batch operations and wastewater
, can, be'diverted to the spill basin from ,sevenil areas ,ofthe ' ,
plant,'.it is also possible that when such an event does occur,,the , .'
wastewater,that is discharged to the spill contail1l'J1.ent basin would.

, not contain decharacterized ICR Wastewater. This means that a
spill c~)litainment basin is likely to contain dec~cterized ICR
Wastewater-very occasionally. ' >

Siinila.dY, several GE facUities utilize surface iinpoundmentS to
contain wastewater during overflow events., These eventsare'
,typi,cally due to the fact that stonn water'~off from .'
process areas is discharged io,the waste~ater treatment system.
During tiDies ofunusually heavy stonn events, this stormwater
nmoffmay overload the wastewater,treatment system's . "
hydraulic caPacity. Therefore,' it'is necessary to have a way to
contain this overflow until it can be bledback into the system
gradWlIly. For the saine reasonS explained above, these overflow
basins would contah1 dec:hafacterized ICR wastewater only

. occasionally. '.
As such~ these basins do, not pos~ 'anywhere near ~e same risks. '
posed by wastewater surface'impoundments'that contain'wastewater'
c,ontinuously. It would not IJUlke sense to 'require (acilities to

.~ _' I •
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,undertake costly modifications ofspill and overflow containment
"-

'basins in order toprptect against releases of hazardous
'constituents tl)at may occur ohly rarely. :Moreo~er, i:t is clear, , ,
that the Agency aid not include such basins in its cost and risk
estimates: For these reasons, the Agency should.exempt from Option
2 any surface impoundments that are, part 'of a cwA WASTEWATER
treatment system and are used to contain wastewater overflow or' '
spill containment. ' , ,

"

RESPONSE , "
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed, three options for ensuring that
Underlying hazardous constituents in decbaracterized wastes were not releas~,ho the' ,
environment via leaks, ~ludges, andait emissions from' suiface impoun<4nents in systems
'regulated by the Cle~ Water Act or Safe 'DriDkmg ,Water Act (60 FR 43655). pecharacterized
wastes are waste~, which iDi~iaily exhibited a paZardous characteristic ofignitabilitY" corrosivity"
'reactivity;o~ toxicity when gen~rated'but are no longer characteristic). On March'16. 1.996. the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
Wastes i~ question are no longer prohibited from'land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. A$ ,
a result. on April'8. 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wasies (61 FR 15660)..

. Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks. sludges~ and air
.emissions from surface impoundments, (EPA proposed options oil August 22. 1995 (60 FR
, 43655-43677». 'Furthennore.the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rille do not
"apply to TC metal wastes' if$e characteristic'is removed and the wastes,are subsequently treated ' "

, in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water'Act or, for und,erground injection we,lls"the Safe '
"Drinking Water A~t. " ,

. However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA 'to undertake a 5-year study t~ .
" ,', ,detennine any po~ntial risks posed by cross-media tranSfer ofhaz8rdoUs constituents from these '

surface iinpoundments. 11Ie findings ofthis study, begun by the Agency in April. 1?96~ may
, result in proposed regulation,s for these umts. if risks are in faet found that wouid warrant such
, regulatioQ. - ,

"

••

, ,

DCN PH4PQ95
COMMENTER GE
RESPONDER SS . ,
SU~~CT EQUV, . "
SUBJNUM 095
COMMENT " ,

4. the Agency shou).d'adopt Op~on 1 in or4erto avoid:imprismg
any poteptially'unnecessary requirements on cwA: surface
.'. .'..

'"
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imp0W!dments until the Agency finalizes other relevant rules '
'and the Agency obtains more data regardi~gnsks posed by CWA
sUrface impoundments.
GE believes that the Agency should defer promulgating a-fin~ rule
until after the Agency has resolved issues ra:ised by related ,

" proposed and, final rules. Previpus}y~ the Agency has proposed or '
finalized a number of rules that raise issues pertinent to ~e

Proposed Rule. One such'rule isAO C.F.R. Parts 264 and 265,
Subpart ce.' Under Option 2ofthe Proposed Rule, the Ag~ncy is
currently proposing to adopt Subpart,CC requirements for

, controlling air emissions from'surface impoundments. Subpart CC,
however, is currently being challenged and may change. Most
notable, 'the method to be used to determine the concentration of
.VOC~ in the wastewater is in dispute. Because of the uncertainty
iIi measuring-applicability levels, interested parties cannot

, '

determine whether the Proposed, Rule applies to them.

RESPONSE: '. ,

In the August 22, 1995 ~hase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring' that ' ,
'underlying hazardous constituents in dech~acterizedwastes were not released to the

l - _environment via'leaks, sludges"and air emissions from surface impoundments in syst~ms

regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Acf(60 FR 4365~).Decharacterized
- wastes are ~astes whic;:h initiaily exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, ,corrosivity; ..

reactivity, or toxicity whe* generated but are no longer characteristic}. OrtMarch 16,'1996, the, •
" President signed th~ Land DispOsal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides Utat the

wastes ill question are no longer prohibited from land disposal,once rendered,Iionh~dous. As
a resUlt, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR,15660).
Today'sPhase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions fOf lTllUl8ging leaks, sludges, and'air '
emissions from su:d'~ce impoundments (EPA 'proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60,FR . , ,
'43655-43677»~ Furthennore, the treatnl;ent standards fQf TC metal wastes in tooay's rule do not
apply to TC ;l11etal wastes if the characteristic is remoyed an4 the wastes ~esubsequent1y treated
in a unit ~at is regulated by the Clean Water Act Of, for undergrOund inj~ciion wells, the S~e
Drinking Water Act. :

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility' Act does mandate EPA to Undertake a 5-year study to
, determine any-potential risks posed by 'cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these

surface impoundments.. The fmdings ofthis study~ begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in 'proposed regulations for these units, itrislcs are iil fact found'that .would warrant such
regulation:

.' . ,
Risks from air emissions will Qe considered in this study. The commenter is correct in noting ,
that Parts 264 and 265, subparts CC; of40 CFR regulatece~ air emissions from h~dous 
waste management 'umts such as surface impoundmentS, as well as all units downstream from the"
~ • . '.. ' I

"
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point ofintroductiol1 ofa"specific hazardous w~te, until such time that treatment of the volatile.
organic cherrticals'occurs. The subpartCCrequirements are limited to specific volatile organic
chemicals present at greater than 100 ppmw in these hazardous wastes. 'EPA cannot predict at

, this time whether additional volatile or semi-volatile organics no~ addressed by the subpart cc
.requirements may prose a potential risk to human health and the environment. EPA may '.
.consider acidition~ requirements for air emissions from h~dous waste.m~agement uni~s i:f
such requirements are indicated by the risk a;ss~ssmeI,1t. " ,,' .
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DCN', PH4P095
COMMENTER' dE
RESPONDER'SS
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 095.
COMMENT

4. Ir'ihe Agency adopts Option 2. G:E supports th~ Agency's
proposal to exempt all facilities that are subject to RCRA's
corrective action provisions because such provisions give ,the
Agency adequate and flexible authoritY to address any unacceptable
risks posed by CWA'surface -impoUndments;
Th~ Agency, has proposed exempting from Option 2 all facilities
that are, part ofa permitted hazard.ous waste treatment. storage•

., and'disposal facilitY becaqseRCRA's.coiTective action authority .
'would provide'adequate authority to address releases from the'
surface impoundment. GE fully supports this exemption. A numPer
ofD.S. facilities operated by GE currently have Part B permits and
additional facilities,are or were under'interim status. All
of these facilities ~e subject to the. Agency's corrective action
authority. Requiring the~e facilities'to also comply with the

. exiepsive and 'expensive requiremen~ of Option 2 would be :
unnecessary and would provide no additional environmental benefit.
Therefore, ifthe Agency adopts Option 2, GE strongly urges,the
Agency to exempt facilities that are subject to RCRA corrective

• ' . I • \ , ~

actIon.. '. , ., '
.GE would also that note the scope of this exemption should be
coextensive·with the corrective action Jurisdiction. Accordingly,
because this authority ~so appli~s to (acilities that previously " .

, had a TSDF part B penni\: but·have smce converted to generator-only
status, 36 the exempti~n should apply to these facilities as well.

.\

'- . ,
'.

RESPONSE: " , . .
In the AuguSt 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal,.EPA discussed three options-for ensunng that .
Underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to 'the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions 'from sUrface impoundments in systems

, regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655).. Decharacterized .
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reac~ivity, or"toxicity y{hengenerated but are no longer characteri~tic). On March 16, 1996, the
~resident signed the Lanti Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes In .question are no lopger prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April. 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatnlent stelndards for these wastes (61. FR 15660).

, Today's Phase IV final rule wil~ not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments {EPA propo.sed options on August 22, 1995 '(60 FR

720 "
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43655-4~677». Furihennore, the treatment standards for Te metal ~aStes in today's rule 'do not
, .apply'to TC metal V{astes if the characteriStic is removed and the, waStes are su~sequently treated.

in a unit that is regulated by the.Clean.Water ~ct or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking _Water Act.' . ..' I

H9we,:er, the Land Di'sposalFlexibility Act does mandate EPA to Undertake-a 5·year study to
deterriline any potential risks posed by cross-media transf~r.of hazardo~sconstituerits from these
s¢ace impoUndments. The findings of this study, begun'by the Agency in April,.1996, may
'result in prop9sed regulations for. these 'units, if risks are in- fact f9und that would warrant such
regulation. .
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',. DeN::, PH4P095,.
COMMENTER' OE
RESPONDER SS:;

,,' SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 095,
COMMENT

. . 10. If the Agency adoptS Option 2. the Agency sho~~d seek p~blic'
, comment, on the pre<;ise language ofthe regulation prior,to

pI:omulgating' the fmal rule in order to provide for adequate public
review and comment.' \. ,
Option 2 of the Proposed Rule is set forth in the Federal Register
in narrative fonn only. The Agency ~did not provide the text of'

: Option 2. As the Agency is well aware, howeVer, the precise
wording oi a regulation is e~tremely important in detennining

, whether and how a regulation will work in practice. As such, it is
, imperative that the Agency provide interested parties with an

opportunity to comment on the text of Option 2 before the Agency
finalizes this rule. Therefore, if the Ag'ency adopts Option 2, the .
Agency should publish the text of Option 2 as a'proposed rule and ,
seek comment on such text.

i,

I

, ,

• I)

RESPONSE~ I.

In the. August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that e
underlying hazardous constituents in dec~aracterized wastes were not released tP the
enviromnent via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Wa~er Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterizeq
was~es are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteriStic of ignitability, coi:rosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no "o~ger characteristic).. On March 16~ 1996, the
President signed the Land Dispo~al Program Fle~bility Act of 1996, which provides that the , '

:wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As '
a resU1t~ on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61. FR 1~660).
Today's Phase IV firial rule will not promulgate provisions 'for managing leaks, ~ludges, and air

. emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22~ 1995 (60 FR .' '
43655-43677).Furth~ore~ the ~atment standMds for TC metal 'wastes in today's nile d6 not
apply to TC ,metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated'
in a unit that, is regulated by the Clean Water Act Of, for underground' injection'wells; the Safe

.Drinking Water. Act. \ ' . '. ' I

.However, the Land Disposal FlexibiJity Act does mandate EPA to Undertake a 5-year study-to
detennine any potential risks posed by cr~ss-media ~fer ofhazar40us 'constituentS fro~ these
surface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun'by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for the~e units, if risks are in fact (ound that would warrant such '
~egu1ation. . . . .
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DCN. PH4P095
COMMENTER GE
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT,' EQUV
SUBJNUM 095

I. COMMENT :'

•
, '

Of greater significance is'the impending hazardous waste identification· rule f'HWlR").' It
.is GE's understanding that the.HWlR'will set concentrations ofhazardous constituents below . \
,which a waSte would no longer be subject to regulation tinder ReRA, including the land disposal
resulctions.. lt,is also,GE'sunderstanding that these HWlR "exit criteria" are risk.basedand,
accordingly, for some ~aZardous constituents will be lower- than the Universal treatmeJ;lt
standards,
which are'technology.basc::d.' If the Agency promulgates the Proposed Rule before the HWIR, a

· number or'facilitieswould be required to come .into compliance wi,tli the Proposed Rule~s '
requirements only to be exempted under HWlR: .

\

· ;"~

However,. the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandateEPA to undertake a 5.ye~ snidy to 
determine any patenti3.I risks posed by cross·media: transfer ofhazai'dous constituents from these
sUrface impoundments. The findings ofthis study, begun by the Agency ip April, 1996, may""

.resUlt in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that woulq warrant such
reg~ati.on. ' , "

RESPONSE' . ,
-In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, .EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in de~haracterized wastes were not r~ieased to the
environment via l~aks, sludges, and air emissions from surflilce impoundments in systems'
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are'~astes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, co~osivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land DispoSal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which proVides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once.rendered n~:)Ilh82;Mdous. As

.a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA .withdrew its· treatment standards for these wastesJ(61 FR 15660). ,
Today's:PhaSe IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proPQsed optionS on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
4365543677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in tod~y's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteri~tic ,is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

· in a writ that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for UI)derground injection wells, the Safe
,) . .' ,

Drinkin~ Water Act. " , . , ' , '.

\ ..,
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DCN, PH4PQ97
COMMENTER: Hazardous Waste Management
RESPQNDER PMC '
SUBJECT . EQUV '
SUBJNUM . '097
COMMENT· , ,

.oPtions'To Ensure That Underlying"Hp.ardous Constituents In
Dechara~terized Wastes Are ~ubstantia1ly Treated Ratht:f Than
Released Via Leaks, Sludges, And Air ,Emissions from Surface
Impoundments (60 FR 43655) . " . -

_The Agency proposes'three options for addressing cro~s-media

releaSes via leakage, air emissions, or disposal of untreated "
slildges from Subtitle D surface impoundments which .' . , '
receive'decharacterized wastewater discharges. Of the three options

. ,'presented, the'HWMA favors Optionl because it is the most .'
, . .' practical approach proposed and d~es not add another layer

.- -of requirements to existing reg~lations which adequately addIess .
, Subtitle D surface impoUndments when they are located at RCRA
:.permitted or intenm 'status facilities. Because 42% of

these Subtitle p surface impoundment~ are located at tSDFs which
already have monitoring and release requirements (60 FR 43659), if .
cross-media releaSes occ'urfrom these Unpermitted impO-Undments .such
impoWldmentscan be addressed by the Agency under the authority of
RCRA§300~(u)or §3~08(h). ' . .

, .

/ -

''.

'.

, RESPONSE , . . _ . _:
In the August ,22" 1995 Phase IV propOsal" EPA discUssed three options for ensuring that

:underlying hazardouS constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the'
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from sUrface impoundmentS' in syst~ms

regulated by the Clean Water'Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
, wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardouS characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,

reactivity, or toxicity when g~neratedbut ate no .longer characteristic)., Oli March 16, 1996, the
. President signed the L~d,Disposalp'rognUnFlexibility Act ~f 1996, which Provides that ¢.e
wast~s inquestion are no. longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a 're~uli; o~ April 8, 1996, EPA' withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 1~660).
Today's Phase, IV final rule-will not promulgate provisions for. managing leaks, sludg~s, and air

. emis'sions from sUrface impOundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .
43655-43677» .. Furthermore, the treatmen~ stand~ds for TC met8l ~es in today's ~le do not

'~ iapply to Te metal waStes, if the c~cteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently,treated '
. in ,a unit that is regulated by.the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells: the Safe

Drinking Water Act.' . -,
I • ~ •

Howeve~, the Lan~ Disposal Flexibility A~t.does.mandate EJ;>A to uridertake a 5~y~ai study to

. '
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detefll?ine any potenti~I risks posed by.cross~rriedia trahsfer ofhazardous constituents from the~e .~'
surface iIilpo~.clnien~s. The fi,ndings of this study, begun by/the Agen~y in ,April, 1996, may ~

result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant s~ch
regulation. . . ,...'. '
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. DeN PH4P099
COMMENTER Ohio EPA.
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT" EQUV
SUBJNUM 099,
COMMENT" "'

Ohio has few' pre-b.iological wastewater surface ~mpotindments in
,Ohio. Most of the surface iinpoundments remaining are \
,post-biological polishing ponds. Ohio has some aged ponds which are

. still in operation which have no liners, no leak dete~tion, and no '
, groundwater monitoring. ;In addition, some surface i~poundments are'

.' operaimgwith'no point ofdischarge. "

DHWM, di~agrees with the 'posftion that properly operating. surface
impoundInents that receiv~ decharacterized waste should be
considered land disposal.units.liowever, it is conceivable .
that leaks from these units may be considered dispos3.l of UHCs. ,

'. Contamination may enter drinking water, tables, via groundwatir thus, .
potentially hanning hUman h~althand the environment. If there is a' .
subsu,mtiated ri~k froni URes; DHWM supports,option 2 propos~d by
U.~. EPA. Ohio believes that this option will best·control those
'impoundnients which'are'not being managed properly. "
Wastewater treatment faciliti~s in Ohio are subject to regulations
promulgated under the Clean:Air Act (CAA). Ohio EPA's Division of'
Air Pollution Control require~ facilities emitting more than 10
lbs/day/unit,to obtain pennit arid maintain records. Facilities ,

'. .·e~tting less than -l Olbs/day/unitare required to keep reco~ds for,
. " verification. DHWM prefers"that our progressive ail pollution

control dlvision continue to successfully oversee (:,AA programs' ,
that regulate surface.impoundments. In addition; it is realized ' '

", that the CAA prograuis is develoPing regulations' that~ll address
ail- emissions from ,waStewater surface ,imPoundments in certain
industries. .
The :p~senceofvol~tileorgamc compounds (VOCs) does not
guarantee that these compounds ,will be released- into the _.
atmosp~ere. ~any factors affect YOC emissions, sucp. as .
evaporation rates ofwastewater, flow rate through $e impound:ment,
type ofVOC's, and chemical makeup ofwaStewater..Therefore, ,
wastewater impoundnients'should be, evaluated on an iridividUaI .'
basis. DHWM prefers that the regulation of air emissi~ns from
surface impouridments reinain solely under'the oversight ofCAA. "

program. '.
DHWM request's 'de~led guidance on ~ow de~erral to, CAA :',

• I
t,
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,regulations will be implemented. It is uncl~ar as to whether a . ,
facility which is excluded from CM·will also be excluded from
the proposed RCRA. extended Subpart CC rules. Will a facility need
to hold a permit issued ,by CAA program to be'excluded from these
RCRA rules?

. RESPONSE
In the August 22;,1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed thiee' options for ensuring that I'

. . underlying hazardous constituen~ in decharaet:erized wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions fr~m. surface impoundments in systems
regulate'd by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking o/ater Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized

,-wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous c.haracteristic, ~f ignitability, corrosivity.
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic); 01) March l6, 1996, th~
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibiiity Act' of 1996, Which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from larid disposal once'rendered nonhazardous~ As
a'result, on April 8, 1996, EPA wi~drew its treatment standards fortpese wastes (61 FR 15660).-

'Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air .
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do'hot
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed ~d the waste~ are subsequently treated'

, in a unit that i~ regul~ted}ly the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, ~e Safe
Drinking Water Act.' . '

... ~ ,

. . ~ . \.

. However, the Land Disposal Flexibilityt\ct'does mandate EPA to Undertake as-year study to
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surface impoundments. 1J1e findings of this study, begun by the' Agency in April; 1996, may
re~ult in proposed regUlations for these units, if risks are in fa~t foUnd that would warrant such
regulation. '

. ' .

I .
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DCN : PH4P099
, ! COMMENTER Ohio EPA
RE'SPOND~R' , SS.. '
SUBJECT EQUV '
SUBJNUM ; 099
COMMENt

ohio EPA's Division of Hazardous Waste Management (l~:HJWM) ~evlewed
t)le above referenced Federal Register ,'and has, ~he follow comments., ,

, Although the U.S. EPA has good intentions, we did not find evidence
. , ,that the presence ofUnderlying Hazafdo~ C;onstituents (UHCs) in '

" sUrface ~mpoundments containing dechara:cterized wastewater pose'a
:risk,to the environment that justifies addi~g them 'to the universe
of.faetlities r~gulated under RCRA. V!~ agree that .
,addi~ional regulation of these types of impoundments may be ' '.
necessary. ijowcver, RCRA is not the best program to regulate them.' "
Most of oli,io's wastewater surface, impoundments are'secondary or -'
terti~ treatment·units regulated under'the Ciean Water Act (CWA).

, DH\\1M does not believe properly operating surface impoundments
otherwise regulated under tJ:le tWA need to be regula~ed :under RCRA.

.' . Omp has few primary surface impoundments. W~tewater surfa~e
impoundments ar~ not required to remove sludges baSed upon a time

, schedule. Sludges are removed when it is deemed nece~sary by, tlle
f"dUty. By managing leaks, DHWM feels that any risk p<?sed by
sludges inthe surface impoundment will be contr~lled. W,e are' .
confident that any:situation resulting from improper handiing of
sludge will 'be regulated Under other iaws: Regulation under RCRA

.. is not necessaly. .. ,

RESP~NSE: ". _,',. . . ' , " , ,,' , '
Ip the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that.
Underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
environme.nt via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments i~ systems

. regulated by ~e Clean Water Act ~r.Safe Drinking Water Act,(60 FR 43655). Decharactenied
"':wastes'~e wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous charact~ristic ofigmtability, corrosivitY,
reactivity, or toxicity ~hen generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the .

, Pr~sident signed the Land O'isposal Program Flexibility Act ,of 1996, w~ch provides that'the ..
wastes in questjon are no longer prohibited from land disposal Ollce rendered:nonhazardolis. As .
aresult, on AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards'for these ',Wastes (6fFR 156(0).
Today's Phase IV final rule ~ll not promulgate provisi9nsfo~ managing leaks~ sludges, and air .' .
emissions from surface,impoundments'(EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677»; Furthermore, the treatment standards for IC metal wastes iIi today's'rule do not ,
apply to TCmetaI wastes if the ch~cteristic'is ~e~(~ved ~d the wast~s are su?sequently treated

. \
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in a Unit that is regulated by'the Cleai1 Water Act 'or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
. Drinking ~ater A,ct.' -' , . .•

Ho~ever, the Land Dl~p~~al Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to u~dertake a 5~year study to
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardo~constituents frotp these
surf~ce impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency in Ap~l, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if ris.tes are in fact found that would warrant such

, regulation.' ' . . ,

I
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DCN. PH4PIOO
COMMENTER Phil~ips Petroleum,
RESPONDE;R ,PMC
,SUBJECT' EQ~
~UBJNUM roo
COMMENT "

II.Wet Weather,Flow (Stormwater) Impoundments Sh~uld be Exempt
" . from Phase III and IV LDRs ' . ".

Because many petroleum refiperies are,'located i,n are~ thal' ' ,
receive large amounts of, rainfall , most facilities have large ,
stormwater impoundments.These' stormwater impoundments ("~et

wea~er flow impoundments") receive relatively small overflows of
proce~~water w~ich may contain decharacteri~edwastewaters; along
With stormwater. After the storm event, the mixture of stormwater .
and process w~teicaIibe retained iIi the impoundment'and fed back

'" 'through the wastewater treatment system at a controlled rate., or if
,sufficien~ly clean~ may be directly dis~harged. Separate stormwater
impoundments are necessary so that 'thl: large amounts,.of ' ' ,

.water managed during ~ 'storm event will'not flood the w~tewater
,tre~trneht system and i,nterfere With: the efficiency of the' "
,aggress~ve, biological treatment process.' ('
Wet weather flow impoimd,ments are fundamentally different from the
process water impoundments considered under this'iulemaking. .
Typical wet weather flow,impoWldmentS receive water infrequently•.
and afterreceil't are~ed to make space, available for the next
storm. ,.
event. If the UTS are exceeded'at all, they are only exceeded for

· short, transient peaks at thel;>egbmmg of storm events when the '
'proportion'ofprocess water to stonnwater js the, .

I greatest Consequently, ~ere is limited totaHoading ofUTS
constituents into ·wet weather Flow ,Impoundments. Because ofthe
very low levels ofUTS constituents that find ,their way into_
such impoundments, 'and their short-lived resid:ence time, the
environmental risk posed by these units' is sni~l or nonexistent.
Because of the low risk associated with these W:rits, and QigQ co~t

, of ~temativemeans ofmanaging stormwater, EP~ s~ould exempt wet
. weather flow impoundIDents fro~ the P~e III AND Phase'IV rules. A

similar finding waS made ~n the F037 and F038 '(Primary Rer~g
Sludge)listing [55 ~ed. Reg. 46374 (Nov. 2, 1990)]. The

· environmental benefits offered by these units, by insuring the
qualitY of the Wastewat~r treatment in' the process wastewater

, treatme~t system~ when _balanced with the very minimal risk and high
· cost ofaltem~vemeans ofcoiUiguring the stonnwater management

. , . . .
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system, suggest that these units should be exempt from the P.h~se

i' III and Phase Iy rules.

J:

III. 'EPA Should Adopt Option I, No Further Requirement for
, f'iori-Haiatdous Surface impoundments. ,."

EPA discusses three potential options for addressing' what, if any'
requirement should attach to land based' Units that manage '-:
decharacterized wastes: Phillipsurges EPA to adop! Option I,which
provides for n,oa9dition~ c~ntrols outsid~ of the Phase III LDR.
As discussed more fuHy below, the "Third-third" decision'does not
require, or even suggest. any additional requirements for surface ,

, impoundments receiving decharacterized waste, nor waS the "
"treatability' group doctrine" affected by the court's decision.:
Furthermore. the low risks po~ed by Clean Water Act(CWA) surface,
'impoundments do not wammt any additional regulation trnder RCRA"
Subtitle C. ,
Unfortunately, whil~ EPA seems to support the "treatability group

, I •

doctrine" in the early pages of the Phase IV preamble. the sludge
m~gement standards presented in Option 2 und~nnine

the"doctrine". Instead of the trigger for sludge treatment being'
the TC levels (as would be the' case if
the "treatability group doctrine" was 'fo'llowed)~ EPA designates
UTS levels 'as the trigger for requiring LDR treatment ofsludges.
Phillips urg~s EPA to. reexamine its position'~d maintain .
the"trea~bility group doctrine~' as it was originally applied.
V. IfEPA Should Adopt Option 2
If EPA decides it must regulate non-hazardous surface ;

. impoundmen~ under the Phase IV rule, EPA should adopt Option,2. As.
.explained in the Comments of the American Petroleum Institute(API)
submitted to the docket in response to this propOsal, biological
surface impoundments do not present significant environmental risKs
for sludges'or leaks. Furthermore, since 'all petro.eum refineries
aresribject to the petroleumrefmery MACT, air emissionS fro-!Jl
wastewater units are already regulated under ,the CM.

,VI. EPA Should'Not'Adopt Option 3. .
Phillips agrees with EPA'~ conclusion that Op~ion 3 is not'

,appropriate. Requiring MtR for surface impoundments lllanagiIig \
~non-haz3rdous waste is clearly notrequired by the -' '
Third-J1lird decision ~ftheRCRA Statutory scheme. It would cause
excessive cost and regulatory burden and would truttlp many reasoned

I ,and ,considered decisions !hat EPA matle in ' " ' .
f~cilitY-specific regulations. As EPA observed, the',costs a:e not

/ '. i
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.justified by the risks that these units present. It would be' .
. clearly erroneous for EPA to adopt Option 3. It would be

I '

, completely unconscionable should EPA do so and not allow t~e full '; ,
, f~tir-year compliance 'period provided by Section3005(j).' The i~sue

is governed by the position adop.ted by EPA that Section 30050)(6)
non-MTR impoundments must retrofit or close within .

four years of the date of identification or listing of the newly
regulated wastes. i ' '..

It would be both illogical and ineql:litable to'conclude the period
would run from the initial identification ofthe ICR wastes (well
over four years,ago), since generators of such wastes will have no
way of knowing that their decha:racterized/p.on-hazardous w~tes

, could not be placed in Non.:.MTR surface iinpoundme~ts. Thus,' it would
pe impossible to comply ~th that requirement now and ¢air to' ;.
start th~ dock before notice is given tha~ additional .
requirements will apply: , "
VII. . N9n-Hazardous CWA &urfac~ Impoundments Simply Don't
Warran~ Further'Regulation. ' '..' .

" . .,' "
As EPA ,observes in the preamble to the propose9. rule, there'are .
n~e~ous r~gulatory authorities thai EPA has or may use to regulate
non-hazardous sUrface impoundments that pose unacceptable risks [60

. Fed.,R,~g. 43659-60]. Inde~d, since 1990 there have been
numero~sregulations, several ofwhicn are discussed below which' '
dramatically reduced the toxicity of water managed in wastewater
treatment systems since 1990. For example, the Organic .
Toxicity Characteristic (TC) nile' [55 Fed. Reg..-11798 (Mar. 29,
,1990)] t:egulates the toioc constituents that are most likeJy to .' '
pose a risk to human heal~ or ~e environment. As a consequence
of the TC rule, many surface impOundments have become sUbje~t to
RCRA,Subtitle C, or to avoid such reguiation,h8ve reduced the .
concentration of toxic conStituents entering the impoundments. ,
Similarly, the Agency nas promulgated listings that have subjected
additional CWA surface impoundments to full RCRA Subtitle C .

, regulation~ For example, m1990 EPA listed F037 andF038, (Primarr
Refining Sludge) [55 Fed. Reg. 46354 (Nov.2, 1990)]. This listing" '
'resulted in the Subtitle C regulation of surface impoundments

"upstream ofbiological treatment at petroleum refineries. IfEPA
believes that there are unacceptable threats posed by a, '
particular industry, the agency can apply a more appropnate
mechanis~ to address those threats. A listing determination allows

, the Agency to target its regulations towards actual .
environmental threats. An overly 'inclusive 'i~stru~ent such as

, , prop~sed Option, III is s.implY,not warranted. .
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.'~SPONSJ;: .
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed·three options'for ensuring that
Underlying hazardouS constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the '
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions f.Tom surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean Water A~t or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR436SS). Decharacterized'
wastes ,are wastes Which iDitiaUy exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivitY, or toxicity when generated but are no.longe~ characteristic),. ~n March'16~ ~996, the

, ,In addition; many federal air requirements, reduce the risk posed
by leaks and sludges as well as'risks posed by air emissions. For

,example, in the recent Refmery MACT rule [60 Fed. Reg.43244 (Aug.
,18, 1995)] the most ~ommoncompliance strategy is to reduce the
concentrationofVOCs before the wastewater is introduced to the
surface'impoundment. Since there are less hazardous organics
entering the impoundment, the risks from any water leaking is
reduced, as well as the potential adsorption oforganics 'to the
sludge. In fact, the industri~s covered by the phase IV proposal' ,
have or will have air regulations that could cover wastewater ,
treatment systems if they, were significant source of emissions. As
a cons~quehce, EPA either has or Will have an opportunity to
regulate,air emissions from wast,ewater in a manner appropriate to:
a particular industrY or facility. ' '
In addition to these significant regulations that would Qverlap
with any Phase, IV regUlation 'ofsurface impoundments"regulation'of
non-hazardous (Subtitle P) sUrface impoundments is contrary to the
RCRA statutory scheme, and would prov,ide redundant regulation t,o
:State ~egulatory ,programs. RCRA g,enerally reserves ¢,e regulation
ofn6n-~azardoussolid waste(Subtitie D) units for the state. See
RCRA Section 4001 et:seq:. Accordingly, EPA shou~d not leverage its'
authority under Section 3004(m).to regulate non-hazardous surface
impoundments. '
.VII.L EPA Should Allow Public Review of the Regulatory " ,
l~anguage for the OptIon Selected. '
EPA has not proposed any specific language for'the three options
discussed·in the preamble. To the extent that this suggests that
theAgency is inclined to adopt Option 1, phillips supports EPA's
.approach. However, should EPA choose Options lor 3, tl\e Agency
should allow public review of the regulatory language.'The'details '
of the regulatory language are particularly important in the . '
implementation ofa complex regulatory scheme, such as the LDRs.
Wmle EPA. has explained its intent in $e preamble, jtis
important for the regulated: commuility to have an .opportunity t~
review the actual re~atory.language .

. "
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. President signed the. Lanci Disposal Program FlexibilitY .Act of 1996, wh~ch pro~ides that the
wastes 'in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal OIice rendered nonhazardous. As
~ result, on. April 8. 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61. F,R 15660).

, Taday's Phase IV,final rule \ViIi not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges. and air
'emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR ",
43655-43677). Furthermo.re. the treatment standards for Te metal wastes hitoday's' rule do 'not
apply to tc metal w~tes if the characteristic is removed ~d the:wastes are subsequently tre,atesJ
in a unIt thatis regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, ~e Safe
Drinking Water Act. . ,

- .... . . -

,Hqwever, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
determine any potential risks posed by- cross-media transfer ,ofhazardous constituents from these
stJ!(ace impoundments. The findings of this study. begun by,the Agency in April. 1996. may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fa~t found'that would warrant such

.regulation. '

.\
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. DeN PH4PIOl
.COMMENTER Oregon PEQ {
RESPONDER PMC. .
SUBJECT' EQUV; .
SUBJNUM 101
COMMENT ., . , :

1. Cross-Media Releases . .: " . . . f

If an envirQnmental regulation addresses specific hazardous '
constituents, and those constituents default into another program,
then it too should evaluate those same constituents I.. .
for environqlental effect before they are ultimately disposed.
There is no rationale addreSsing the constituents in the first'
place ifonly to ignore ,them when they are disposed. For 1

instance; it does not make sense to'evaluate hazardous wastes ai,
'the point '9f generation for 'underlYing constituents (UHCs) and the~
not llddress them at the point ofdisposal in a surface
impoundment regulated under the Clean Water Act.
EPA's proposed'Phase IV rule does not adequately resolve f:hi,s'
issue. The options being considered are'very complicated and

I confusing. Instead, Ep1\ should siream~i'ne the program
by evaluati~gUHCs at the point of generation, during the hazardous
waste characterization phase, rather than under the LOR as is done
currently: The multi-pathway analytical model being considered
under HWIR could serve'as basis for a revised toxicity'
characteristic (TC)determination regulation, which could include
the,UHCs. Under this scheme, generators would evaluate UHCs up
front and·know whether they pose. a hazm:dto hwnan health'or .
'the environinent:This would eliminate having to regulate the UHCs '\
under LDR ifthe waste is hazar~ousor has been dechaiacteri~d.

RES~ONSE

"

, I ,

"."'" ,

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV prqposal, EPA di~cussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituentS in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, slu9ges, and air emissions from surf!l:ce impoundments in systems

. regulated by the Clean Water Act or SafeD~gWate~Act (60 FR 43655). Oecharacterized . '
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a: hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, ~r toxicity wh~n generated butare no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the '
President signed the Land Disposal Progi'am Flexibility Act of 1996, which provid~sth;at the.
wastes in question are .no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonh~dous. As .
a result, on Ap~l 8, ~ 996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15~60). "
Today's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air

'. emissions from surface impo~dments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR,
'. I.. • " • .' '. .
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43655-436il». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC'metal wastes in today's J1lle do npt
apply. to TC metal.Waste·s if the characteristic is 'removed and the wastes are'subsequently treated
in aunit that 'is regulate(i by the Clean Water Act o,r~' for undergroUnd injection wells, ¢~ Safe
Drinking ~ater Act. .' /' ' ,

, ,

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to ,.
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media.transfer,ofpazardous constituents from these,
slirface i~poimdrttents. The findings ofthis' study, begun'by the Agency in April, 1996, may'
result in proposed regulati'ans for these units, if risks ,are in fact found that would w~ant such'

, regulation. .,
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DCN PH4PI02 ' ,
,COMMENTER Chevron

RESPONDER' PMC
'SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM ' ' 102 "

. COMMENT' . I

1) Option #1 Cornplies'w~th'the Court's Chern Waste Decision. :,
As noted in Chevron's May 1,'I ~9S comments to EPA on the proposed '
Phase III LOR-rule, achievement ofCWA ~pbES pennit requirements

. including compliance with whole effiuent toxicity limits should
constitute treatment equiv'al~nt to RCRA LOR staridards. Thus,
because the court in the Chem Waste decision made it clear that
satisfying RCRA treatment 'standards at the point of CWA discharge '
is sufficient to satisfy RCRA section 3004(m) requirements, any , "

. further ~OR regulati~n of CWA surface impoUndments is not necessary
imder the co1;Jit's decision, because any 'such regulation would,not

.' accommodate the,LOR'requirements and the CWA "to the maximum extent'
practicable." As such, EPA should adopt Option I (no new LDR
regulations)because it complies with the courts decision.

,2) EPA's Risk Assessment Is Flawed And Can't Be Used To Justify
, New LOR Controls on Subtitle q Surface'Impoundments.
, Besides the above argument, there are other valid reasons 'that EPA'

should adopt Option foporemost, EPA has simply not shown that the
risks justify additional regulations. EPA's Risk Assessment lacks
thoroughness arid sufficient documentation, 'and certain risk
calculation uses worst-caSe and extreme assumptions (contrary to
EPA's own guidance), and can not be relied upon to justify new ~le

making. Speci,fically: " r
I.

,Leak Risk Assessment Used an inappropriate arid overly, conservative .
OAF of six, and old Wastewater data developed before many,
industries upgraded their practices, processes and WaSte\yater

, ,systems to ~omp'lyWith CWA NPDES pennits, ~e Toxicity
Characteristic rule, or other laws/regulations, or as a result of

, changing business needs. Even so, the Risk Assessment supports.
EllA's analysis that biological treatment and post-biological
treatment surface'impoundment do not pose significant risks and
should not be 'regulated by the phase IV ru~e. .

: Sludge Risk Assessment Also used an inappropriate and overly
conservative OAF and out-of-date data. Even so, the assessment
sho~ed that only three pre.;bio surface ~poUndments"outof some

, 377 industiy-wide units. evaluated by EPA, may po~e~tlally pose
, unacceptable risks. Thc:se risks are driven by two UTS '

. 738
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"',constitUents~ ~hich we understand are detected today in ~astewater
systems at signific,antly lower concentrations than assumed by EPA
in' the, risk asseSsment. Cleariy~ even using the existing estimate. , \' ,

ofrisk~ sludges in JJ,on-hazardous surface ,impoundments do not pose',
significant risks to justify industry-wide controls'. .
Air Emissions ,Risk Assessment Relies cqmpletely on' EPA's flawed
risk asses~ment from 'its problematic Subpart CC nile: Extremely
,conservative assumptions are used~ like assuming that all VOCs act.
as carcinogens and basing maximum individual risk calculations on ,

, exposure 9ccurring continuously 24 hours per day for 70 years; 25
, yards 'from thesourc~. Inaddition~ EPA did not distinguish risks' ,

trom surface impoundments compared: to'riskS from tank units when it
, applied the assessment to the Phase IV rule (As EPA ~oted in , '
"footnote 34; page 246 ofRIA) ,and did not present any brealq:lown of
risk 'by type of surface impoundment. Yet, EPA has applied the
resulis'ofits flawed risk'estimaie,equally~o all types of sUrface
impoundments~ CI~arly~ the flawed Subp~ CC Risk Assessment should 
not have been simply transferred to this rulematdng.
3) ~ii Emissions Fro~ Phase IV Surface Impoundments'Do Not
~WarrantFUrther Regulation. -' .' - .

• '. t' • t

Since regulations 'promulgated under ~e~tion 112 of the Clean Air
Act.are to cov~r all major sources ofhazardous air emissions
within releVant source categories~ there IS no-need to
impose 'duplicative-requirements under RCRA. Under Section '112,

, emerging,MACT standards (e.g.,Refinery MACn ,and'existing , 
llazardou~ Organic and Benzene NESHAPs regulations currently or soon
will adequately address air emissions from Chevron's surface.
impoundInents. '
7) Stormwater Itripoimdm~nts Which Receive Small Amounts OfProcess

, Water With Previously Characteristic Waste Duri~g Storm Events
Should Be.Exempt From The Phase IV Rule. ~

A nUmber ofChevron facilities are located in areas- that receive.. .' .
.large'amounts 'of rainfall..These facilities have stormwate.i' ','
impoundments -which are used to manage large quantities of
stormwater runoff. These impoundments cali receive relativ~ small, :,
intermittent quantities ofproces~water for limited amoUnts or"
timeduring storm events. ' , . , ,
Because Chevron's stormwater illlpoundments,are regulated by NPDES

, direct.discharge permits and pose negligible risks, they should.~ .
e~enipt from the Phase IV rule. The negligible risks associated by

,these unjti; woul4 not justify the large cost and technical
difficulty associated'with alternate means of managing large
quantities ofstormwater. ,
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RE~PONSE "
In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed thre~ optiol,lS for ensuring that
'underlyiQ.g hazardous' constituents in dec~cterized wastes were,not released to the ' "
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
re,gul~ted by, the Clean' Water Act or.'Safe Drinking Wat~r,A9t'(60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes ~e wastes which iriitially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land Disposal Program FIexibiljtY Act of 1996, which proyides'that the '
wastes in question are no longer prohIbited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
'a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Tod~y's Phase IV final ru.1e will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and ail

,emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options Qn Aqgust 22, 1995 '(60 FR
43655-43677)). Furtherinore, the'treatment statidards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do nol' .
apply to TC metal wastes if the charact~ristic is remoyed ~d the ~astes are subsequently treated

, in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Saf~

Drinking Water Act., '

Howev.er, the Land Dispos~ Flexibility Act does m~dateEPA to undertake a S'-year study to

determine any pot~ntial risks posed by, cross-media transfer'ofhazardoUs constituents from these
, surface htipoundments. The findings of this stUdy, begun by the Agency in Ap~I,.1996, may
,'lCsult in proposed regulations for these units, if risks ~e in fact found $at wouldw~t such "

regulation. ' ,

, "
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RESfONSE " , "
In the August ~2, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
Underlying hazardous const~tuents in decharacteri~ed wastes were not release~' to, the

"
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DeN . PH4PI06. ,

, COMMENTER' PhannaceutiCal Research Manuf. Assn.
, RESPONDE~ ,PMC' .. ' '

SUBJECT EQUV'
SUBJNUM '106'
COMMENT I ' "'

, PhRMAagn~es wIth EPA's deferral t~'existi'ng{ederal rules and
~les underdevelopment, such as Ph~aceuti~al MACT and Off-Sit~
Waste Operations NESHAPS, to avoid dupli~ation of air rules.
As stated in the preambleJo Phase IV, EPA is presently'
imple~entingSection 1'14:of the CAA to impose'technology-based '.
standards forhazard()us air, pollutants. at enumerated major sources,
requiring control. by means of Maximum Achie~able Control'

,Technology(MACT). " , " " '
'Examples of. forthcoming standards are the Phanmiceutical MACT and
Off-S'ite Waste Operations NESHAPS. These rules are suj;,ject to
explicit dea,dlines, and will address'emissions from wastewater,
potentially affected 'by the Phase IV Land, Disposal '
Restrictions proposed rule. . " .....

, PhRMA notes that cat~gorical rulemcikings are now in progress that'
, .: will apply specifically to phapn~ceutica1ope.rations.. Under these

r new rul~~ phannaceutical firms need to meet the requirements of the' ,
, Ph~aceutical EffiuentOuidelfnes (Office of Water) and, '

the Phannaceutical MACT (Office ofAir).B,oth of these are .
technology~based,reg\l1ations, one addressing treatment for . '
constituent concentra~ion in wastewater the other dealing ~th
'percent removal' requiI:ement~ to control air emissions.' The '

, ,disposal of~siduals (e.g.; ~astewater treatment sludge) from
phannaceutical wastewater treatment operationS wotild also: '
be addiessed by the Off-Sit¢ Waste .operations NESHAPS (Office ~f
Arr' ')' ,.', ',' . , ', ,,' '

• 0.' •
, ' '

, PhRMA believes that once the above regulations' are inplace,EPA's
,conce~ will be more than adequately satisfied with the need for

, .any additional requirements under HSWA. ' .
Therefore~ PhRMA suggests that EPA include an exemption from: the
Phase IV Landban rule for surface impoundments that comply with the
fo.rthcoming Phannaceutical Effiuent Guidelines or the

, Phannaceutic'aI'MACT,and for residuals from.'surface impoundments
that comply ,with the Off-Site Waste Operations NESHAPS.

... .' t •

",
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enviroQ.Illent, via leaks, sludges, and air emissions 'from" surface iinpoundments in systems &
regulated by the Clean Water Actor Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655),'Decharacterized •
wastes ate wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity .wh~n generated but are no longer'characteristic)~ On March 16, 1996, the,

\ President signed the Land DisposaJ Program ~lexibility Act of 1996, which provid,es that the
.\yastes i~ ques~on are ,no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As'

. a result;on April 8, 1996,'EPA- withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660),
: Today's Phase IV final rule will not prom~lgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
, emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR I

43655-43677»., Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wast~s in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes'ifthe characteristic ~s removed and tl1e wastes are subsequently treated
in aurtit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injecti'on we~ls, the ~af~ ,
Dri~ng Wa~er Act. ' ,

However. the Land Disp<;lsal FI~xibility Act does, mandate EPA to undertake a 5~ye~ study to
determine any potentiaJ risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
s~ace impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency ~ April; 1996. may
result in proposed regulation~ for these units,'if,risks are in'fact foUnd that ~ould.·w~ant such

. regulation.', ", ,'.,' I '\
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'DCN, PH4P107 .
COMMENTER Uniroyal ,Chemical Co.
RESP9NDER PMC
~UBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 10.7
COMMENT '. . .

1. Uniroyal Chemic~recommends that the USEPA address'releases
reiated to ,Subtitle D surface impoundments 'through.existing and '
future Agency:programs as proposed'in option 1 rather ,than moving'
.forward with the proposed rule. , . "
, The proposed rule regulates releases to 'theiair; releases to the' ','. , \ '

gr,oundwatc;r, and releases from management of"derived from" wastes .
such as sludges removed froni tJ1e impoundments. In Unjroyal '
Chemical's opinion, moving fo.twa;rd'with options 2or 3 will result
in'uimecessary regulatory redundancy and yet ~ll not further the
goals.of the 1984'Hazardous and S()lid Waste Amei1dmen~s (HWSA) to. "
the ResoUrce and Recovery Act (RCM). The USEPA has embarked on a

, regula~ory simplification process this past calendar year. Moving, '
, forward ,with either Opt~on2 (;rr 3 is inconsistent with this goal as '

these options will add air standards to RCRA rather than the aIr, -,
, . regulatory program, these options will' add standards to' S~btitle C

for Subtitle D impoundments, and these-options will revise the
defi~tion of "point ofgeneration" in 40 CFR 268rather than 40
CFR 2()1. " ,
The HWSA statue requires th8t any treatment standards established'
under the .land disposal prohibition prQgram substantially diminish
the toxiCity or mobil~tY ~fhazardouS waste such'that short aijd
long term threats to human health and the environment are .
mi~mized: Uniroyal Chemical does not believe that tl:teproposal is
dealing wjth constituent levels that are high enough in qUantity to
be a "substantial" threat. Uniroyal Chemical also,believes that
~wTent regulationS together with planned regulations ·will
accomplish the same environmental benefits as'implementation of t4e

.Option 2 or 3'pro~s. There'hils been significant activitY.in _
regulating air'emissionS from surface impoundments in the last five. .

, years. Mahy of these will 'impactSubtitle D surface impoundments
which receive decharacterized wastewate~. The USEPA descnbes"
these rules on pages 43659 to 43660 of the preambl~ to this rule:

. They include standards relEltCd to the New Source Perfonnance
Standards(NSPS) and Hazardous Organics National Emission ~~dards

fOT Hazardous Air Pollutari~(NESHAPS)programs. The USEPA notes
that" notall surface .impoundInents which are coyered by this rule'

I are already covered 'by the current or· planned NSPS or NESHAPS
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rules. Uniroyal Chemical has r~viewed these rules for applicability
to their facilities. If these impoundments are not covered '¥lder
this large body 'of r~gulations, it is likely ,indicative th~t the .
air emissions are
not ~ignificantly h~fulor l~ge to warrant significant control
standards. If the USEPA has reason to believe otherwise from their
.information collection: activities, these'air programs woul~ be a. '
mor~ appropriate place'to add air rules rather than attempting ·to
regulate air ,emissions under the ReRA program.
This proposed rule applies to only Subtitle 0 surface impoundments
which receive decparacterized wastewaters. As noted on page 43660 '

. ·1.

ofthe preamble, many states have Subtitle 0 programs which '
r,egulate'the entire universe ofSubtitle D surface'impoundnients.
While there is a broad spectrum of variation in the,state
regulatory programs which vary from those which include liner,
leachate collection. and groundwater monitoring requirements .to
those wp,ich do not address sUrface impoundments. it is recommended '
,that the USEPA review the critica;l details of these programs arid
move forWard with its own activities related to Subtitle D rather
~~ regulating Subtitle D impoundinents under the Subtitle C

, , '

, program.
With regard to management ofa sludge generated in a nonhazardous
surface impoundment which'rec~ived decharacterized wastewater. "
Uniroyal Chemical believes that managing this waSte as anything
other than a newly generated waste is contrary to the framework
'upon which the Hazardow waste management program is built and will
result in over management' ofwastes which has littie potential to "
cause signific~t harm to people or the environment. There haS
been sigIiificant distinction in the manage~ent of hazardous wastes
which are hazardous dq,e to beinglllisted" or being "characteristic"
from the beginning ofthe hazardous waste management programmg
1980:A iisted waste' has always been subject to the derived from

'rule under 40 CFR-261.33(d).The wastes which are-listed'under this
, rule'are by far and large listed.for to~icity. A ,
" ,characteristic waste has never been subject to the S8llle degree of

management ~d with the exception of the toxicity characteristic
wastes is required to be managed as hazardous waste more for its
potential to. cause flres, explosion" and' other potentially ,

.damaging events rather than toxicity related to human health; Note
on page 33108,ofth~ May 19;1980 Federal Register/that in
regulating ignitable wastes the USEPA's objective was "to identify

, wastes capable of causing fires. during routin~ transwrtation,
storage and disposal and wastes capable of severely exacerbating a

. . I, • .
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fire once started.".'With regard to corrosive wastes, on page 331'09
: of~e 'May '10, 1980 Federal Register the US.EPA defined corrosive
. wastes such that ~e definition "attempted to address the various
·hazards presented by corrosiv~ wastes. EPA chose'pH as one
barometer of corrosivity beca~e waste exhibiting 19W or high pH
can cause harm to human tissue, promote the migration of toxic
cont&ninants from other wastes, react dangerously with othe~

r wastes, and l!aim aquatic life: II Land disposal restrictions applied
·to decharacterized wastewaters treate,d in surface impoundments have
little relevance to the initial objectives. If it were, appropriate
to carry "through the defitution of "h~dous\' to characteristic
wastes, Uniroyal Cheinical believes·that it would be more
appropriate for the USEPAto manage this 'activity 'under 'the
definitions of.hazardous, waste section of tb.e rules rather than oy . "
the land disposal restrk:tions; "Point of Generation" is a

. criti~al definition, not a term of art. Uniroyal Chemical
recommends that the USEPA not revise the definition through the .
Phase IV proposed rule.. .
3. .Uniroyal Chemical'recommends that stormwater i~potindme~ts not
be included iIi the rulemaking ~foption 2 or option 3. is selected. .
The discussions for options 2 and 3 indicated various categories '.
'o(Subtitle D surface'impoundments that would be excluded from this
··regulation. StormWater impo~dments were not in the exclusions:'The

., .' regulatory ex~lusion under 40 CFR 264.1 (8)(1) and 40 CER . .
265.1 (8)(I)excludes immediate' response 'activities related to

, immi~entp.azard (spill) situations. The extension of this section ,
to. any Subtitle D surface impoundments regulated under Phase IV
land disposai restriction~' is appropriate as any spil~ which was.' -'
other than de minimis ~ quantity wo.uld result in '.'
a. reportable quantity and the Na~onal ResPonse Center~ the USEPA,
or 'state environmental'agency :would be informed. These agencies .
could advIse the facility. regardmg any special requirements. A
stormwater·impQundment should normally receive only dill:lte
wastewaters thus provision ofspecial emission controls or design
criteria directed towards a potential catastrophic event wQuld be
an unnecessary and costly burden. .

.' .

.,

RESPONSE . . ,
, In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three, options for ensuring that:
. underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to t4e
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissio~ from surface impoundments in systems . '. ,
regulated: by the Cl.ean WaterAct or Safe ~rinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are waste,s w~ch initially exhibited a hazard~~s characteristic ~figniiability,corrosivity",.,., .", .
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reactivity, or toxicity when generated bilt are no longer characteristic). On March 16,.1996, the
Pre~ident signed the'Land Disposal Program, Flexibility Act of 1996, which pro~ides thatthe
wastes in question are nQ longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhaZardous: As
a result, on AprilS, 1996, EPA, withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not pr01l?-ulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air'
emissions from 'surface impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1~95 (60 FR, '
4365543677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes·in today"s rule do not,
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic IS re!Iloved and the wastes 'are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Actor, for underground injection we,lls; the Safe
Drinking Water Act.' " ,

, Ho~ever, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake as-year study to
, determine, any potential riskS posed.bY cross-media transfer of:hazardous constituents from these

swface impoundments. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency' in April; 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are' in fact found that would ~arrant such .
,regulation. \.

.'
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DCN PH4P107.
COMMENTER Uniroyal Chemical 'Co'. -.
RESPONDER SS'
SUBJECT EQUV-
SUBJNUM 107
COMMENT,

2. Uniroyal Chemical supports the delay of these rules until the
ySEPA has fully eva)4'lted the Phase III and Phase IV comments as .
mentioned on page 43655. ' , . , ,
Full. consideration of all submitted comments should be a part of.

. everj regulatory rulemaking. It is especially important iii
" .' .implementing or deciding not to implement the Phase III and Phase

IV L~d Disposal Restricti~ns'due to the cUrrent proposed
legislative revisions related to updeiground injection -w'dls and
surface impoundments. -In addition, Uniroyal Chemical believes that
the USEPA 'has significantly underestimated the impact of this ,
regulati~l;l on the,r~~ulate~community ifit believes that omy 300 ' .
.surface impoundments will be impacted. This proposal' if promulgated
wili impact fu~e ~xpansi6n decisions in any company~which '
operates a S.ubtitle D Surface impoun~ent. The selection criteria
.for w~e~e io install riew production facilities at'existing. ' . .
manufacturing facilities will need to include the impact on any
surface impoundments if a decharacterized waste ~i1l be generated.

RESPONSE:
In the AU8Ust 22,. 1995 Phase Iy proposal, EPA discussed ,three ~ptions for ensuring that

, underlying hazardous constituents in dechamcterized wastes were,not released to the , .
. environment via leaks, ~ludges, and air emissions fr9m surface impouD~ents in systems

regUlated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water A<:t (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized .
was~es are waStes which ini~ial)yexhibited a h~dous'charaCteristic ofignitability, coriosiYlty,'
'reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
Pres,ident,signed the Land J;)isposal Program,FI~xibility Act of 1996, which provides that the.'
wastes in question are 'no longer prohibited.from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment ~dards'forthese wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV fmal rule WiU-not proqlulgate,provisions for managing leaks,sh.idges, and air
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA proposed optio~ on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». FurthermQre, the treatment standards for TC ,metal waStes in today~s rule do not
apply to TG metal.wastes if the characteris~ic is removed and the waste~ are subsequently treated
in a wlit that is regulated by the. Clean Water Act or, for ~dergroUnd injectioJ:l wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. . . .

- , .

Howeve~, the Land Disposal Fl~xibilityAct does mandate ~PA to inidertake a -S-year ~tudy to
determine any p6teni~al risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous ~_oI:lsVituents from these "

I·
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~urface itppoundrpents. The findings of this study, begun by the Agency·in April, 1996, may e
result in' proposed regulations for these units; if risks are in fact found th~t would warrant such . .
regul~tion.' '.
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DeN PH4P109
GOMMENTER Ford

. RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT EQUV

.SUBJNUM 109.
COMMENT. .

The proposed rule provides three separate opti'ons for ~ddressing

the cross~media transfer ofhazardous constituents to air or ground
. ' water from air emissions, sludges, and leakage . . ,

.' from"decharacterized" wastes managed in S,ubtitle'D surface
· ·impoundment's. Although the term"decharacterized" has never been

fornially defined, it is understood to'des~nbe waste streams which
have been physically changed to no longer exhibit ah~dous
characteristic. Options 2 and3 would require large expenditures of
precious r¢sources to apply Subtitle ~ monitoririgandcontrol- " .
requirements.to .Subtitle D surface impoundments (Option 2), or
treat each individual waste stream to meet the wtiversal treatment
~tandards (Option?) Without corresponding environmental benefi~.
Option 1, which relies on existing and proposed regulation to
con~olth~se cross media tr~sfers, i~,a better approach'when"
considering'the effective ,use of resources, statutory authority,
and media~'specificexperience within the agency and the
regulate4 commwtity. . '
Both Option~.2 arid 3 would require a facility to identify the

· ."point of generationlt for all"decharacterized" waste streams. This
, jnformation w<?uld b~ used to determine if the rules are applicable
. to a'given~Subtitle D lagoon or surface impoundment ~.well as

which streams Would require pre-u:eatritent (in the case ofOptiOI) .
,.3).' .', . . '"

This·detennination would require'costly sampling and'8naIysi~on.
· potentia1ly huildreds ofsources for a large facility. Currently, it
. is unknown whether a \VaSte stream has been.ltdecharacterjzedlt .or not
beca~e individual sewer point source discharges have not been .'
historically Sampled for RCRA characteristics. The sampling would
have to be coupled with process mowledge by tec~calC!xperts to ~

assure ttmt the "snapshot" provided by a liniited samp.ling' .
adequately characterized the paint soUrces; The cumwative costS

. described above as well as the 'added overhead burden of
~ocumentation make this. approach unworkable.'
Option 3 requires waste streams to be treated such that the
underlying hazard~usconstitue~ts 'Yould meet the universal
treatmerit stan~ds at the "point ofgeneration. It Typ.ical ,

, ' Wastewater treatment facilities'at manufacturing ,facilities have
• , • " - I ••
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.been designed' so the industrial wastewa:t~r is segregated into at
most two or· three streams. That is oiiy wastewater and wastewater
'requiring metals trea~ent. These wastewaters are aggregated at 'the '
headworks oCthe wast~water treatment facility 'and then processed
in a semi·baich manner. This particular arrangement of ' . , '
the equipmentestablishe~ a "central point" within the facility for
wastewater treatment and .thus allows for manageable labor :-

.allocation, maintenance .and capital spendmg. To treat ,
haZardous waste streams (wastewater streams flowing to wastewater
tr~atment) at eachpoint ofgeneration' is technically and· .
'administratively impossible. To identify and control these
discharges'at the point of generation' would be extremely costly'
with respect ~o both capital improvements'and labor, with mirumal'

, '. environmental benefit.' . '

" .

•

•• j'

, RESPONSE I • •

In the August 22, 1995 Phase, IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous cons~ituents in.decharactenzed wastes were not released to the

"environment v'ia ie~s, sludges; and .wr emissio~s from surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the Clean WaterAct or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially ~xhibited 'a hazardous characteristic ofignitabHity, coriosivity,

, reactivity, or toxicity when generated'but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996,'the
President signed tqe Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land 'disposal once rendered nonhazardous.' As .
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment. standards for these waste~ (61 FR 15660). '
TodaY's Phase IV final role will not promulgate provisions for managing, Jeaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface.impOundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 «(lO. FR

.4365543677». Fur$ermore, the treatment standards for Te metal wastes. in today's role do not
, , apply to Te metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells,.the Safe
. Drinking W,,:ter Act.

Howe~er, the Land Di~posaJ.FleXibilityAct does mandate EPA to imdertake a'S-year sfudy to
deterini~eany pote~tial.risks posed by ,cross.media transfer ofhazardoUs constinientS' from '~ese
surface impoundments. The fmdings ofthis study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may ,

,~esult in proposed regulations for these units, if riskS are in fact found that would warrant such.
regulatioD:.
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• ',DCN RH4P1l3
COMMENTER CMA
RESPON.DER SS
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 113
COMMENT
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C. The Phase III and Phase lV Rules Should Have A
Common Effective Date.
Sig~fi~ant 'confusion and qisruption cquld result if
EPA imposes different effective dates for the Phase

"HI and,Phase IV rules. At the outset, it must be noted
that the two rules are ostensibly part of the same: .
~ffort, to detennine what regulations to impose on
decharacterized wastes placed in CWA surface' .
impoun~eIits. Having the two 'rules as separate'
proposals with 'separate but overlappin'g comment "
periods is already ~reating difficulties for,industry.,'
'More importantly, however, serious problems could

'result if the Phase III nil,e' is promulgated and made
effective before the Phase IV role IS promulg~ted .

.On the effective date of the Phase III rule, companies
will be' forced to.decide whether to continue to place
dechara~terizedwastes in CWA surface

, impoundments" or ~~ switch,to other fonns of
management (such as tank-based systems). In many

, cases, because of the new reqUirement to meet UTS
at the point ofdischarge.for constituentS not'
addressed in. the NPDES p~t, significant capital
expenditures may be required in order to continue
operating the sUrface impoWuJ!nents. Additional .
treatment steps 'may h8ye to be added, either in the
impoundments or before them. In other cases,
NPDES permits may be amended to atfd \addition81,
constituents, often requiring additional 'treatment
steps as well. However, coq'ipanies' taking these
expensive steps may discover later that the '
regUlatory option ultimately chosen under Phase IV
for cross media ~ontaminationmakes such trea~ent

or permit limits impracticable or too costly.
Furthennore, the particular combina~ion 'of Phase 'IV
requirements EPA chooses (if any) could detennine

, $e most cos~-effectiveway to modify a CWA,
"syst~m ,to meet the Phase III requiremen~ ~t the

,7~1
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point of compliance.5 EPA is considerh;tg three
,'different options for Phase. IV. Companies cannot
adequately plan for compliance with Phase III "

, without a decision by the Agency' on which option (if,
, any) \Vill be chosen under Phase IV. In short,

staggered effective dates for Phases III arid IV would
result in a'tremendous waste of resources for '

, ,

, companies, as ~ell ~ significant cont¥sion and
difficultY in compliance. ' , ,
If, on the other hand, the Phase III ?fld PhaSe IV
requirements ate made effective simultaneously,
companies Will be able to make an infoIll.led decision
abOut whetqer to retain CWA surface ' -
,impo,undments, and whether and,how to modify

, them to comply with the new requirements.
, D. EPA Has Authority Under RCRA To Delay The

Effective Dates For Phases III And IV. '
, Subject,to,~ourt-approved schedules for developing

the LDR and l:iWIR rules (which can, of course, be
changed with leave of court)6 EPA haS ample
authority to delay the effective da~es of Phases I~l

and IV in order to prevent'the.. confusion and
disruptions described above. '
Fir~t, the Ph3:?e III and IV rules are not new

, treatment standards or prohibitiol1;S subject to th~

immediate eff¢ctive date provisions ofRCRA §
3004(h). S~ction 3004(h) provi4es that 5 IfEPA

,chooses Option 3, essentiaIly all 'ofthe affected
surf~e impoundments will have to be replaced with
tank-based systems~ Pecause UTS will have to be
inet 'before'wastes can be placed in the
impoundments. IfEPA makes that choice, any

, changes inade within surface impoundments to allow
,UTS to be met at the CWA point ofcompliance '
'would be wasted. '.
6. In most cases, co~":established schedules merely
set the date for a final rule to be promulg~ted,

leaving the effective'date up to the Agency's
discretion. ' '
Prohibitions from land disposal shall become '
effective immediately upon promulgation, arid §
3004(m)(2) provides that 'treatment s~dards are to
become effective "on the same date'i as the .'

,'752
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. , corre~ponding prohibition. In the case of the wastes

addressed in Phase III and IV, EPA,has already.
promulgated the prohibition, in the Tliird-third rule.
40 C.F.R. § 268.33. Furthermore, EPA has: already
promulgated .currently applicable treatment standards
.applicabl~ to these waste~. 40 C.F.R. §§ 268.41 ~43.

· EPA has stated clearly that treatment standards are
. c.urrentIy in place for these wastes, and that the ;

.. Phase III and IV.niles will merely amend these
· standards. S8 Fed. Reg. 29,863 (May'24, 1993). 

Accordingly, it is notpossible-for the Phas~ III and
.' IV regulations'to become effective on the. same date

as the prohibitions to which they will correspond,
because those prohibitions occU!Ted in the past. The'
statute d~es not say that anien<4nents to treatment . . .
standards must be ~ffective immediately, and ther~ is

.. -no reason that th~y should be.7 "
Furthennore, the Phase IV ·nlies, if Option 2 is

.. chosen, 'V£ould not be .subject to the LDR timing
requirements in § ~004 at all, because they would
not be LDR rules,. as explained above. RCRA §§

· 3004(h) and (ni) refer to "prohibitions" and
" ,"treatmentstandards." The requirements that are
contempl~ted in Option 2'ofthe Phase IV propOsed
rule are neither'one. The proposed requiremen~s, '

,. adctressing air emissions, -sludges, and leakS from
CWA wastewa~ersurface impoundments, are not
prQhibit~onsfrom land disposal under §§ 3004(d)
through (g), or treatment standards pursuant to §
3004(m).lfthere is any,authority iIi RCRA for'such
requireIJie~ts it does not come from the LOR, -
provisions.8 . . .
As noted abOve, EPA~ sufficient authoritY and,
discretion io delay the' effective dates ~fPhase III j

and IV as appropriate t9av,?id c!Jnfusion and
disruption. However, it should be added tha~ .EPA
also has authority to grant-National Capacity.. '

'.'{~an~es·under § 3094(h)(2) for the Phase III ~~,
IV LOR rules ifriecessary.9 ..
7 Clearly, 'the statute required prohibitions to be
effective immediately becaUse Congress ~et stringent
deadlines for promulgating prohibitions. RCRA
sections 3004(d)-(g). Tre~tm~nt standards were to be .
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set on the same date so there would be no gap
oetween prohibitions and the corresponding
treatment standards. Here there will be no' gap if the
amended treatment standards are not eff~ctive'
immediately, because there are already prohlbitions
and treatment standards in place~ .
8 IfEPA believes that authoriD" exists for the Option
2 ~equire~ents ~ some part of RCRA other than the
tDR provisions, one remaining issue would be)
whether RCRA § 301 O(b) would require the
regulations, to be effective within six months of final
promulgation of the rule. EPA has detennined that it
has the discretion to ~tay the effective date ofRCRA
rules ~here'n~cessary (as with the Sub~~CC rule, .
see 60 F.R. 50426 (Se'pt. 29, 1995». If such a stay is,
not an option,. however~ EPA should delay final
promulgation ofthe Phase'lV nile until a common .'
effective date can be set for the four rules.

, 9 Indeed, CMA believes that EPA has dlscretion'to
establish longer vari~ces thanprovided for in
section 30Q4(h). That section provid~s for variances
from land disposal prohibitions, including two years'
for lack of capacity, and the possibilIty of two
additional'years on a case-by-case basis. ReRA
Section 3004(m)(2) provides that treatment
standards are'to become effective on the 'same.date .
as the relevant prohibitions. 'EPA should'recognize
that these limitations do, not apply to the ,,'

\ contemplated.Phase IV requirements~

First ofall, as noted, above, Phase IV requirements
would not ,be "treatment standards" under Section.
3004(m), and thus would not be subject ~o the
Section 3004(h) limits. Second;even if the PhaseIV

,' rules could be construed to be treatment standards, a
.prohibition from land disposal f9f th~ hazardous " '
wastes covered by the rule is already in place, as are
~eatment standards; If Phase IV requirementS are .

< promulgated, they will at most modify those .
preexisting treatment standards. Nothing in the

, statute says tbatnio4i~cationsto treatment standards
must become effective immediateiy, or that they are
subject to the limited variance pe~ods set out in
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Section 3004'(h): indeed, it would be logically
impossible for modifications to treatment standards
to be'promulgated at the'same.time as the

'correspoI').ding prohibitions. Furthennore, because
such modifi~a,tions are not subject to any
Congressionally. mandated schedule, it is'not :"
re~onable to impose the same limitations on .
variances for ,such modifications. Instead, EPA

- ,

-'should detennine that it has the discretion to -gra,nt
, 'different and longer variance~ with respect to

trea:tment standard modifications where-appropriate~

e·'

.,.-','

In the August 22, 199? Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options forensuring:tlu1t . , '
underlying ~rdous conStituents in decharacterized wa~tes were riot released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and ail emissions from surface impouil<lments in systems ,

, regulated by the' Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized '
wastes are wastes which initially 'exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability,
corrosivity, reactivity,. or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). "On March
16, 1996,' the Preside~t signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, w~ch
provides that'the wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land-disposal once rendered
nonhazardous. As a ie,sult,' on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its'treatment standards 'for these '. .. .. \

wastes (61 FR 15660). Tod~y's, Phase IVfInall11le will not promulgate provisions for'
managing leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface unpoUndments (EPA proposed '

,options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR4~6SS-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for,
TC metal wastes in today's 1111~ do not apply to TC metal wastes if the~liaracteristicis ' ,

'removed and the wastes are subsequently treated in 'a unit that is regulat~ by the' Cle~ Water,
Act or, for underground irijection wel~s, the Safe ~dnking Water Act.

However, the Land Disposal FlexibilitY Act does mandate EPA to undertake a '5-year study to
-- detenriine .any poiCntial risks posed by cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents from
" these surface impoundments. The fmdings of~s study, begun by the Agenc;y in'April, 1996,
, may result in proposed regulations for these uirlts, if risks are in factJound ~t would warrant
,such regulation.' _ ' , , .

'.
, ,
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. DCN, PH4Pl13
COMMENTER' Chemical Manufacturers Assn.
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT', EQUV: .
SUBJNUM 113. '
COMMENT

, .
The Che'mical Manufacturers Association (CMA) appreciates the

. opportunity to comment to the United States Environmental Protection:
Agency· (EPA or the Agency) on its proposed Phase IV land 'disposal

, , re~trictions (LOR) rule. 60 Fed. Reg. 43,654 (to be codified at 40
CFR Parts148, 268, and 271) '(proposed Aug. 22 1995). In its
proposal, EPA is discussing whetheI,' to establish additional
disposal practices for the m~agement of fonnerly characteristic
wastes in surface impoundments tJ:1at are part ofa wastewct::
treatment facility whose discharge is regulated by the Clean Water
Act (C~A). The Age~cy's proposal comes in the ~ennath of the D.C.
Circuit Court ofAppeals decision,'Chemical Waste Management
v. EPA, 976 F.2d 2 (D.C.Cir. 1992), cert: deqied, 1.13 S. Ct.. 1961
(1992). As we demonstrate in ~ese comments, w~ do not see anything

" in the court's' decision that requires ,EPA to change its position '
on allowing treatment ofdech~cterizedwastewater in centralized·
wastewat~r treatment systems. We also concur with the Agency~s
statements.that these practices present little or no risk to human
health and the"enviropment, and we demons~te that the risks the
Agency believes may exist, are overstated.

, Incjdental to the .manufacture of chemicals, GMA member companies' .
generate and, ·after decharacterization, manage formerly' '. . .
characteristic.hazardous wastes in centralized wastewater'treatriicmt
systems that comply with the Clean Water Act. The chemical
indtistly's installa~ion ofthese systems is based onllong-standing .
Agen~y policy that has legitimizc;d such practices. Radical changes
in the Agency's land disposal restrictions rules could. invalidate .

.many existing wastewater treatment systems, .and seriously'disrupt
mandated Clean Water Act-upgrades, deepwell injection, and
pollution prevention efforts all without commensurate
environmentitl benefit. .
i~ its Phase IV proposal EPA has asked for comments on $'ee
proposed options and how the chosen,option might need to be
modified. Generally, CMA urges EPA to promulgate rules' w ith the '
great~st degree offlexibility possible, given the low risks
presented by the,waste manag~ment practices addressed in the rules
and,the significant costs that could be imposed on industry
by winecessarily.rigid regUlati~ns. SPecifically; CMA stron~y
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,supports the Agency selecting Optionl. EPA's statements arid
findings regarding the risks posed by such'management practic"es

· clearly show that this Option is protective ofhuman health and the
eri,vironment. CMA's comments demonstrate how Option 1 is legally,
,practically, "and environmentally supportable. . , '
CMA believes that Options 2 and 3 are neither l~wful under R,CRA,
rior are they supportable from a policy basis given the low risks'
posed by decharacterized wastes in CWA surface impoundments. If,
however, the Agency decides to choo~e Option 2, CMA's comments
offer suggestions relating to clarific~tionsand m09ifications, {
which must be made prior to promulgation,
As we aemonstrate in these comments, we do 'not see anything in the
coUrt decision's relating to tile 'land d'ispos~l restrictions that '
requires EPA to change its position on allowing treatment

·'of decharacterized w~tewater in centralized wastewater treatment
systems that are ,regulated under subtitle D of~e Solid Y!I~te

DispOsal Act and the.Clean Water Act. In addition, we concur
with the Agency's statements th8t these practices present little or "

, no risk to human health and the environineilt,and what risk the
Agency, believes may exist, is overstated. Thus, we urge The Agency
to ,adopt the fir~t option that it has proposed in'the rule. "
CMA has previouSly commented on virtually, all aspects of the tDR '
proit-am. CMf\.) UndergroUnd Injection' Control Management Task Group', "
is filing separate comments on Phase IV issues that affect
injection wells. ' '
In its Phase IV proposal EPA has asked for comments on three
proposed options and how the.chosen option'might need to be

. modified. Generally, CMAurges EPA to promulgate,ruIes witbthe
greatest degree offlexibility possible, given the :lowrisks . '
presented by the waste management practices addresSed in the rules,

, and the significant costs t4at could be imposed on industry
by Unnece~sarilyrigidregulations:'! "-,

Specifically,'cMA strongly suppOrts the Agency selecting:Option 1,
which would rely on the phase ill controls to address '

, decharacteriZed wastes in surface impoundments. CMA belleyes,
that Options 2, and 3 are neither lawful under RCRA~ nor are they
supportable from a policy b~is given the low risks posed by
decharacterized wastes in CWA sUrface impoundments.

,Indeed, EPA has already recognized tbelow n~ks of j .'

'decharacterized'wastes. EPA's Third-third rule woUld 'have deferred
.entirely to CWA treatment for decharacteiized~3stes, on the' .
grounds that further ~eatment oftbose,wastes was not ~equired as , '

· a policy mattctr..I~ EPA's. Phase III PROPOSAL EPA pomtedly n9ted
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,that the practices it Was addressing presented little or no "risk
-to human health and the environment and, but for the court's'
decision~ need not be addre~sed at this tfme. 60 Fed. Reg. 11,704/2
(March 2, 1"995). 'EPA has continued to state its opinion that

. Further Regulation ofCWA surface impoundments is not-necessary. On
July 20, 1995, Michael Shapiro, Di~ector of EPA's Office ofSolid
Waste, testified before the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade I

and ,Hazardous 'M~terials, in connection with a ~ill proposed by
Rep. Oxley that would, among other things, reinstate much ofEPA's
Third~third Regulation. Mr. Shapiro pqinted out that the'risKs .

'addressed'by the resulting Phase III rule [and thUs those
addressed by the Phase IV.rule as well] "are small relative to the
risks presented by other environmental conditions or sit'liations;
ne~ertheless, the Agency is requireq to set treatment standards
Jor these relatively' low risk wastes
and dispo~al p~ctices.!' Shapiro,Testimony at 13;14. Published
reports'have sta~ed that'Mr. Shapiro stated that he ~ould not· ,
oppose the section ofthe Oxley bill that would reverse the
Chern Waste decision as to wastes managed in CWA.systerns or VIC
injection wells. Pesticide & Toxic Chemical News, July 26,1995, at
13.
EPA's statements' and fmdings regarding ·the risks posed by'such

,management practices, clearly show that, as 'a general policy
matter, EPA should choose Option'l, which would rely on the phase
III standards, that can be met at or,prior to the point of , ,
discharge, to consti~te tr~atment equivalent to RCRA's LPR _ ,
requirements. CMA'S comments below will demonstrate how that choice

, is legally supportable, even required, and why it is 'practically
-,and environmentally supportable as we~l. . _
In the Third·Third regl.l1ation, EPA integrated RCRA with the CWA by
providing that certain characteristic wastes could be aggregated, .
decharacterized, and ~en placed in CWA SURFACE impoun4ments,
with~ut the imposition of further RCRA requirements. EPA's,
,integration was rej~cted in the Che,m Waste decision. In that
deCision, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals.announc·t:d a new
"a<;commodation" that it said was "required", by RCRA §1006. As we
noted in our·Phase III comments, we believe that the Agen~y has
already proposed implementation ofthat accommodation in the Phase
III rul~, and nothing more is needed. See CMA Supplemental Comments

.on EPA's Phase III rules, July 21, 1995; pp. 1·10.We also do not
believe tha~ the Court's accommodation authorizes the options that
the Agency h~ pr<?posed ~ Options 2 or '3. .
But perhaps more importantlJ', we do not b~lieve that these other
.: . '.'
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,options are needed to protect hwnan health and 'the environment
either.'As EPA noted in its Phase III proposal: '
.First, the risks"ad~essed by this rule ... are very small
relative to ~e risks presented by ot~er enviromp.ental conditions
or situations. In a time of limited resources, common sense
dictates that we 4eal \\ith higher risk activities first, a
principle on which EPA; and members ofthe regulated co~unity, and
the public can agree. - . .
Nevertheless, theAgency is required to set treatment s~dards,
for these relatively low risk wastes and di,sposal practices during.
the next two years, although there ate other actions and projects' .
with which the Agency could provide greater protection of hwnan'

.health and the environment. 60 Fed Reg. 11,704/2 (March 2, .1995).'
- As we will' demonstrate in·these~comments, even those,low risks are
over~tated, and EPA 'does not have any basis (or establishing' .
technical standards or additional' disp'osal regulatiQns ...
for decharacterized wastes that are placed into land-based
treatment units as part of CWA treatment systems.
.Iv. EPA Should Select Option 1 In the Phase ,IV Rulemaking
A. EPA Is Required To 'Select Option 1 \

, CMA believes that RCRA and the Chern Waste decision requi~e EPA to
select-Option 1:As we explain below: the co'urt'~ deCi.sion"requires
Option l.as the required accommodation ofihe LDRs with the Cleari
Water Act; the:court's holdings on equivalency of treatment do
not authorize any further regulations; and EPA lacks jurisdiction ' "
under RCRA to impose technical requirements on(S,ubtitle D units ' .
managing n9n-hai.ardous wastes.
2. The Agency's New~st Theory Regarding Pennanent Disposal and
Equivalency ofTreatment DQes Not Support AddItional DispOsal
Requirements .' , . , ". .
In our Supplemental Phase III comments, we·notedthat EPA's"
proposal,for the Ph~e IV'RULE is based on a tenuous theory that
the Chern Waste decision may require additional ~isposal practices,
in the form oftec!mical standards on land based uiritS. to ens~ .
that ,Decharacterize4 Wastes managed in CWA sys~ems "are treated in a
,m~er that is equivalent to Decharacteriz.ed Wastes in non-CWA .
systems. See Attachment B: CMA's Supplemental Third-Third' .
Comments, pp. l-10. In the.Ph~e IV proposal,the Agency off~ a
new theory for ex~anding its Subtitle C authority to non-hazardous .
was~e rn~agement units. The Agency n~w' believes that the
·Court decision requires it to inquire whether "such treatment .in
surface'impoUndments results incross-media releases. via le~ge. ..
air emissi9ns~ or.dispos3I .ofuntreated' sludges. rfcan. be ...
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so exeessiv~ that the impoundmem effectively runctions as ~
· disposal unit." 60 Fed. Reg. 43,555/2.Thus, ~~ Agehey's

'''preferred'' reading of the opinion is to "establish the parameters
which distingui~h pe~anent land disposal impoundments from those
'performing the type Qftreatment to be accommodated under t4e' "
court's·opinion." SO Fed.. Reg. 48,65712.
In this section, we will reiterate why the requirement of

· ,"equivalent treatment", is not sufficient to justify additional
regulati~ns and why the new theQrYof "permanent'land

.. disposal"does not extend th~ Agency's a~thority to non-hazard<?~

waste management~tS. . ,
'. 'In our previous comments we addressed EPA's theory'regarding
whe~er the ~oUrt's"equivalency oftreatment'~ requirement could
allow the Agency to require additional disposal requireme~ts on ~' .
non-hazardous surface impoundments. See Attachment B: CMA
Supplemental Phase III comments, pp; 1 -10: Before addressing EPA's
newest theory on "thwarting cross-media transfers" due to
"permanent land disposal," we want to reiterate o,ur corifusion
over why the Agency is trying to, stretch itS Subtitle ~ authority
over non~hazardouswaste units, while also lamenting that these,
units present a low risk-that should not be dealt with at this
time. See 60Fed. Reg. 11,704/2; 60 Fed: Reg. '43,656/2.

, EPA relies on miscellaneous passages spread throughout the Chern· )
Waste decision to support its new theory that the' Court's holding'
'regarding "equivalency of treatment" authorizes an expansion ~f.the

Agency's,Subtitle C regulatory authority to non-hazardous w~te '
m~agerrient units. While the co~ discusses the need to treat
characteristic wastes to 'co~ply with $e land disposal treatment:
standards, nowhere does the court express the desire to thwart
"cross-media transfers.'i See 60 Fed. Reg. 43,656/3.'ln addition,

, the Court's discussion~ch distinguishes between "permanent" and
"temporary" land disPosal anses in a discussion which suppOrts
Optiont. . ~ ,
In support of it new theory, the Agency fust cites to page 22 of
the 'court's opinion. We note that the only holding on that page' is ,
as follows:
Thus, we'hold that, whenev~r 'wastes are put in CWA surface
imPoundments before they have.been treat~d purs~t to RCRA to

· reduce. the toxicity ofall h~dous constituentS, these wastes
must be so treated'before exiting the CWA trea~ent facilities. In.
other words, CWA facilitiesm~ remove the characteristic and .,:
decrease the toxicity of the waste's hazardo~ constituents to the
'same degree ~at trea:tmenf o,utside a CWA system w~uld. Chem ,Waste. ,
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.at 22.(Court!s emphasis). . '. .
This is hardly 'a'ringing statement mandating that EPA "thwart

'. cross-media trmsfers." Instead this 1)olding mer~ly states the key,
,narrow,holding o~the case: that prohibited .
characteristically h8.zardous waste must be treated to LOR levels by

" the time they.leave the non-hazardo~waste impoundment.'
. Perhaps the Agency's citation is referring to a p~sage, ~at is '

merely explanatory and not the basis of this hold.ing, that
"dilution.does not prevent'any of the metals from entering ,
the enviro~ent." Id. at 22. This statement by the Court arises as . .
the predicate to the court explaining the difference between NRDC's
concerns 'and EPA's response. The Court,after inclu~ingthis '

~ statement in its issue sta~ement, went on to explain in the next
paragraph that The Agency's current "deactivation" treatment
standard was not sufficient to meet the LOR treatment standard even
though the ,waste Was no 'longer hazardous.' The co~ stated:· ~ . ,
"The EPA's.rejoinder, that because the waStes being phlced in the' ,
suifa~e impoundinent are no longer'''haiardous'' they need,not be
treated, is exactly the argUment industry petition~rs previo!JSly ,
made, [regarding point of generation] and EPA rejected. RCRA
attaches to ~'hazardous 'wastes" that are destined for land disposal
facilities, and':the statute requires complete treatment. ld. at .

'22-23. '
'Thus, the court's resolution of the issue is' not a mandate to'
"thwart inter-media transfers." Rather it is apart of the 'holding
:$at all prohibited wastes must receive the same degree of' ,
treatment' even ifthey are dech~cterized first.' . , '.
This part ofthe',court's decision actually demonstrates that the '
€hem Waste c~urt was NOT. concerned about thwarting inter-m~dia

, transfers. Instead, it specifically recognizes that decharacterized
wastes would be treatedin surface impoundments that did not
comply with-eqUivalent RCAArequirements: double l~ers and
leachate collection requirements. In the very next paragraph, the '
Court explained that decharacterized ~astes could be managed
,differently. The court,noted that Congress allowed' treatinent ~
surface impoundments of haZardous \,Vastes that did not meet the LDR·
treatment stand3rds ifthe sUrface impoundment met certain ,
conditions, including MTR's. RCRA § 3005(j)(l ). However, thc? court
noted that in the case ofdecharactenzeCi'wastes, the treating .

, " impoundment did no~ need, to meet these equivalent ~dards. The
coUrt said: . ....

, Here, however, .~e liquids,'at'the time, they are p.laced in ~lie _
surf~e impoUn.ditients, are.not technically hazardous wast~s :..:'

. . ."
J
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Additionally, the liquids here ,are only placed in the , ..
"surface impoundments temporarily; in API, the "land treatment"

I, represented the.final resting place of the'Hazardous waste. Id. at
24:' .. , " '

Thus the court recognized that the these suptitle D Units would
not provide the equivalent protections as wastes treated in
hazardous waste impoUn<:lments. The court's reference to permanence.
is merely ,to distinguish CWA treatment impoundments from petman~nt
disposal units, such as landfills (or land treatme.rtt; as in API). '

.-If the ~ou.rtwas concerned about cross-media transfers, it would'
not have allowed.the~e decharacterized wastes to be p~aced '

, " . ,into arguably 'less protective uni~. instead, the court was merely
.noting that'landfills and land treatment wUts are intended for the
permanent disposal ofwastes, whereas surface impoundments that,are
part of CWA systems are intended for the treatmenfof such Wastes '
on their way to the CWA point of compliance. ','
Finally, the. Agency cites to two additional instances in the

" opinion where the court specifically ad~essed the issue of
releases into the environment. .In me first instance where the
COurt remanded the Agency's ,ideactivation" standard for corrosive
wastes, the court mer~ly stated that the Agency need not c,hange
this standard if it could make a statement, backed by evidence.
that deactivated corrosive wastes "do not contain hazardous .
constituents that pose a ~eat to human heaith and the ' ,
.environment. ld. at 18 (emphasis added). A recounting of RCRA's' :.
general standard should hard.ly qwilify as' a mandate for EPA'

'.expanding its Subtitle C authority to non·hazardous waste surface.'
" • J

, " impoundments. " .
The second reference deals with reac~ive wastes. In this se~tion,

the to~ remanded the deactivation standard for reactive wastes,
even though no one produced any evidence that these wastes
contained hazardous cQnstituents that were n6t addressed by the
deactivation, standard(except for reactive s~fide~ and cyanides
which EPA addressed,by promulgating a treatment method). The court, ,.

, however. grant~d the petition to review. on "narrow grounds" for
.the purpose ofthe Agency "mandating] preliminary steps to prevent
, such reactions" and not for the analogous situation of pres~ribing
controls duting tr~atment.·' .
Consequently nothing in'the ,Chem Waste case silpports the Agency's

, newest theory fOf establishing additional controls on '
decharacterized'wastes that'~ managed in non-hazardous surface
impoundments. in fact. as we demonstrate in the next sections, 'the
Agency is precluded from establishing such requiret:Den~.

• 1·
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,Accordingly, EPA i~ limited·by both its Subtitle Cjurisdicti,?n
, ,and by its o~ligation to' accommodate CWA requirements to choose

Option 1and thus refrain from.imposirig'technical'requirements on
Subtitle Dunits., .' . . ...

,,4. EPA Is Free To Select Option 1~nder Chern Waste
Even ifEPA were to reject the arguments above that the Chern Waste
de'cision and RCM require E~A to choose Option 1 in'the Phase IV
rulemaking, it is qUite clear that there is nQthing in th~ court's
decision that..prevents EPA from selecting Option 1.' In the court's' '.
discus~iorl of CWA systems, there is 1)01'a single mention .of sludge,
leaks, air emissions, or any'other movement or'hazardous ':
constituents to the environment other than what exits the CWA .
system at its point ofdischaig~,even though the court was fully
a~are that cwAimpoundments are typically unlined. Chern WaSte; 976
F.2d. at 20. Ifttie court hac;[ intended that Subtitle C impose any
such requirements on sUrface impoundments that manage nonhazardous
waste, it surely would have discussed how this decision was either
consisten.t with, or"deviated from pnor precedent .,
As noted above, the Chern Waste court sanctioned the Option 1
approach by making it clear that EPA cpuld meet its obligations

. "under RCRA § 3004(m) by requiring that the §30W(m}standard must "
be met at the CWA system pOint'ofdischarge not in the '. ' . . .
impoundment. As we~xplained in our Phase 11 comments, the CWA

.". r pemiit orpretreatm!=nt requirementS, which require at Ute least, .

. _. application ofthe ~st pract~cable control technology
currently available (CWA §'301(b»; clearly meet that standard. S~e,
Attachment A: CMA,Comments on Phase III, pp. 12 -16..
The co~'s litmuS ~est for equivale~cy is that treatment must .
me~t the requirements ofthe statUte. The,court held that: "the'new
CWA dilution permission is valid where the waste is decharacterized
prior to placement in acwAsurface impoundment and subsequently', -,
treated in full conformity with§'3004(m)(l) standards." Chern '
Waste, 976 F.2d at'19~ The end-of-pipestandards proposed in Phase·
III fully satisfy that standard, and EPA should go no further. .

. EPA~ however, is consideti,ng the argument that the Chern Waste
'opinion would support a decision by EPA to establish perfonnance
.standards. for surface impoundments 'that'manage norihazardous wastes

, so that mass.loadmgs ofhazardouS co~tituents to the environment __' .
(other than through the CWA outfall) are reduced. ~MA does not '
agree that the court's opinion.reaches so far: There is absolutely· .
no discussion of this point in the court's decision, and it '
requires an'~guished stretching ofthe C~urt's language to 'fmd
statements that ,eve~ ar~bly would SUP{)ort ~uch regulations.

" '
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'EPA'cites a footnote in Chern Waste~ 976 F.2d at 23 n.8, to support',
the 'argume!lt that EPA can impose regulations on the op~ration of '
surface'impoUndments managing nonhazardous wastes. 60 Fed: Reg" ,
43,656.2 The Agency has asserted that the footnote illustrates the' ,
court's fultdamental concern that dilution does not reduce or-'
destroy hazardo'us constituents, and therefore does not prevent them
from entering the environment. The Agency then attempts '
.to extrapolate from this a concern on the court's part about "mass
loadings" and possible releases through air emi&slons, leaks, ~d '
sludges. . , ' ,
However, the footnote merely points out that a unit treating ,

,djluted waste will have to treat a larger volume td remove'the same
amount ofa hazardous constituent than will a unit'treating
concentrated wastes. The footnote do~s Q-ot use the tenn' "mass
loadings"apd certainly does not,refer to any "loading" ~o the
environment other than at the CWA discharge point. " '

,EPA can point to only a few other statements in the opini~n to
, support an argument that the court authorized requirements more

extensive than the Phase III end-of-pipe S:tanda;I'dS. EPA REFERS to
other p~rtions of the opinion that,discuss volatilization and I

dilution of charac~eristicWastes, 60 Fed. Reg: 43,656 (citing Chern,
Waste, ')76 F.2dat '17, 18, 22, 24, 29-30), but these portions did'
not involve the issue ofplacement'ofdecharacterized wastes in ,
CWA surface impoundments;and thus did not involve accommodation
with the CWA: EPA also points to statements by'the court that

,placement in CWA surface impoundmentS is "temporary" and ,
no~ pennanent disposal, and thus argues that it Can impose
reql:lirements to control any aspects ofCWA surface' impoundment
management that might constitute ttpennanen,t" disposal,'such'as
air emissions or l~aks.60 Fed. Reg. 43~656 (citing Chern Waste,
976 F.2d at 24, 95). As EPA implicitly notes in the permeable, this
Brgument turns the court's opinion on its head. 60 Fed.Reg. .
43,657/2. The court's statement that placement in a CWA surface'
impOUndment is tempOrary is more, r~8sonably 41terPreted as:
recognition by the court that 'some leaks and air emlssions are

-,pOssible from an unlined impoundment (se,e Chern. Waste, 976 F.2d at "
20), but that this is accePta.ble because of the I)eed to accommodate
the CWA~ The court intended that the compliance ofthe CWA,
impoundments be contrQIled not by managemeilt standards, but·
by 'eIid-of-pi~co~pl,iance witl1.treatment standards..

2 The footnote reads, in its entirety, as follows:
TO'illustrate RCRA's focus on 'treatmen~of the hazardous

v'
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constituents in awaste, consider awaste stream hazarqous by

:' characteristic for cadmium. Both'the characteristictmd :" '
,,~atment levels,for the hazardoUs ~te Me 1.0 mg/l. As~ume.that
;a stream of3.0 mgll ~ly 'deposits 1000liters into ,a treatment ,
facility. A RCRA.treatnieri't facility would remove at least 2000,mg "
ofcadmi~fromthe,~testream~ A CWA treatment f~cility mus~ do
the same althou~ to do so itwill have to process at least three '

. times as much water (because dilution of 1000 liters of3.Omgll to
, just below the characteristic level will yield just'over 3000
" ..' liters). 'Allowirigdilution,alone would decharactenze the waste~' .

but it would not reduce the'total amount of cadmiumeritering
the environment. One thouSand liters of3.0 mg/l cadmium yields the
same amount ofhazardous constitUent as 3000 liters of 1.0 mgll
cadmium.

Accordingly, nothing ~ RCRA 'or in th~ Ch~ Waste decision ,
precludes EPA from selecting Option 1 in the Phase IV rule, and for' -(

, "the reasons set out below, EPA should do so.

. 1 .'. .

C. Other StanJtes And Regulations Provide Adequately Regulate the '
'Surface Impo\lI)dments In que~tronSo That ~um~,Health,AildThe '
Environment Is Protected. .
There are numerO~ statutes and'regUiations that govern the .
protectivene,ss ofth~ surface impoundme~ts at issue in the Phase iV !

rule. EPA should not, disturb the statutory scheme ~stablished'by,
Congress to protec~ human health and the environment by imPosing .

,,' ' . additional requiremeqts oq these surface impoundmentS.
1. Th~ ImPosition ofAil Ehussions Requirements In The Phase IV
Rule Is Unjustified" , ' . .
There is little reason for EPA to regulate, under the LOR program, ,
air emissions from CWA surface impoundments. With'respect to the
potential air'emissiops that would be addressed lU:ld~,Opt;ion 2 of

, the'Phase IV rule, '~ere are aIre8dy in place numerous, ' .
tequirenients that limitair emissions from CWA surface
impoundments, ~d others min developl11ent. ~' .
In order to maintain, to the greatest extent possible, a ' ,
consistent approach to, air pollution control,~ emissions should
be regubited under the Clean'Air Act (eAA), not imder· .
RCRA. Therefore, CMA urg~s EPA to -a~ferto p~existingand
scheduled,requirements under the Clean Air Act, and refrain from,
creating further duplicative and overlappirig air ~mission
requirements under the aegis ofRCRA. CMA thus believes that no air
emissions requirements should be'imposed wider Phase IV: because , '

, ;
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,such reqUirements are wmecessary to minititize threats to human ,
health,and the environment from CWA surface impoundments.· : , . . 
In the eM, Congress has established ~ compt:ehensive scheme for

, regwating air emissions that represents a delicate balance betw~n
protecting human health and tile environment USing abest technology
approach, ri$k aSsessment, arid rule scheduling that ameliorates

, some ofthe economic impact resulting form the new requirements. '
Emissio~ ofhazardous air pOllutants (that equate to the toxic . '.
constituents EPA is concerned within the Phase IV rule) are subject
to extensive regwation under Section'112 ofthe Clean AirAct. '.
While not all ofthe RCRA b8zardous constituents are HAPs, the
list ofHAPs is exte~ive enough and representS Congress' decision
that control ofthese constituents ale all that is necessary' 'to "

, proted human health and the environme1JL., ' ,
Section 112 requires EPA to promulgate emission standards for
industrial source categories with respect to nearly two hundred
hazardqus air pollutants (HAPs), establishingM~um Achievable
Control Technology (tlMACT") for such categories. Many
facilities operated by CMA members are already covered bY,the HON
("Hazardous Organic NatioDal.Emission Standards for HazardoUs Air .,
Pollutants") regulation, promulgated on April 22, 1994 (S9Fed. '
Reg. 19,402) or by theBe~e NESHAP, promuJgated on January" 17,

" 1993. MACT standards for other in~ustrial sourc~ categories will be
promulgated by~A according to a statutorily-imposed schedule, .
.which represents CongreSsional balancing regarding how the
nation should absorb the costs ofsuch additional regulation. These
rules will cover some 70 additional chemiCal production or'
'manufacturing source categories,and the off-site ~'and
recovery operations Category. 59 Fed. Reg. 51,913 (Oct. 13, 1994).
TheSe regu1atioDSt taken together,'place stringent controls on the
emissions ofhazardous 'air pollutants from the / , '

,nianufacturiniind~ in an orderly process that is
Congressionally mandated.,Additional MACT standards,will address

\ treatment ofgenerated wasteWaters to control hazardous air F,
pollutant emissions. Since regUlations'cover all major sources of
hazardous air pollutants withili a relevant source category and
there is simply n~justifi~tion for imposing duplicative' .
requirements under Rc.RA. ,., '

, Congress also required EPA to reView'residual risk as~ ofthe
.overall program'to control HAP emissions under the eAA. The results' ,
ofthis review may stretigtheil a1readypfomulgated MACT standardst

ifnecessary to further protect public health. The strengthening' ,
ofa MACT stand8rd will likely result in tighter emissions limits

"
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, for wastewater treatment unitS. Moreover, EPA is required tc? list,
and regulate, categories,of~a sources if they present a threat
ofadverse effects to human health or' the e~vironmentwarnmting

, regulation.. EPA isaIso required to review residUal, risk for these
" area source categories. . ' ,

Furthennore, the provisions of the Clean Air Act governing
, nonattainment areas (CAA§§ 171-193) ~ay' 'also overlap With th~ ,

.proposed ReRA air emissio~ requirements.'Those requir~ments impose
" limitations (including the use,ofReasonably Available Control _ .
, Technology, or "RAeT") on emissi0D:S from existing major air'

pollution sources in areas that have not attained established air " '
quality standardS.,For example, EPA has already released '

, Contro~ Technique Guidelines 'establishing RACTfor many'induStrial '
,operations, including the Synthetic Organic Chemical M.anufacturing
Industry, EPA 459/3-84-0IS,December.1984, (Group,III)NTIS No~

'PB-85-164 #275~' ' ,
,,Finally..,new or modified facilities m~y be subject' to ~everal " ,
requirements under the CAA: For certain industries, ,EPA has

, 'promUlgated New So~e~erfC?nn~ceStandards tmd~t §III ofthe
Clean Air Act, imposing,specific requirements on.all new, modified
or reconstructed facilities within the in~ustrialcat~go~. For,
areas in compliance with air quality standards, §§ 160-.169 of the
Clean Air Act,'gove~g Prevention ofSignificant Deterioration, ,
require new or modified sources to install the Best Avmlable
Control Technology ("B~t~"); For'nomittmnmentareas, §§ 171-193' ' ,
require new 'and modified sources to apply techno~ogy that aclJieves
the Lowest Achievable Emissions Rate ("LAER").
Clearly, this comprehensive regulatory 'scheme is all that is
needed to control air emissions from nonhazardoUs waste'surface,
impoundments handling fomierly characteristic wastes '

- It should also be noted that states m~y, mid oft~ do, 'impose air
regulations that are both broader in applicability and more .

, . \

'stringent~ those reqUired under the federal Clean Air Act. For,
. example, TexaS, New York; and Califc)Diia all have'such .
requirementS.' . '_ . ,

'_ The capital and manpOwer investments that a facilit): would have to
make to remain incomplian~ ~th siniuItaneous CAA and RCRA .
regulati~ns addressing: similar air emissions from: wastewater are

, Qot justifiable. SO,me facilities are already, or will soon be,
, , subject to federal, 'state, and local regulations governing~

emis~ions. Thus, EPA should continue to address the control ofair .
'emissions through CAA authority as oppOsed to generating , ."
separate RCRA:-authorized' regulations.3 .
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. 1·2. Leaks Detection Requirements Are Not Neces~ary.
. There are already in place significant federal and state

regulations tha,t either reduce the likelihood that CWA surface
, impoundments will leak or thatensure leaks are d~tected

-- and addressed. ' ,
First, there are a number ofother RCRA regulations that address
CWA impoundments managing non~hazardous wastes. At facilities that
are RCRA-permitted or interim status TSDFs, RCM's corrective
.actiQn require!De~ts. apply to all SWMUs. inclUding these CWA.
surface impoundments. We estimate that at least 25% ofthe surface
unpoundments EPA estimates will be impacted by this rule are'in .
fact, c~vered by RCRAls,corrective ~ction provisions. ~ .
Many companies, including CMA members, are in' fact pursuing
corrective action f~r such SWMtJ's', Furthennore,'RCRA § 7003 allows
EPA'to take action whenm~ement ofany solid.or hamrdous waste
"may present an~ent and substantial endangerment to health or
the ertvironment.":Clearly,.this provision could be invoked to ..
p!Cvent endangerment resulting titlm CWA impoundment leaks...
·3 If-EPA decides to impose air emission requirements under Phase
IV. CMA agi-ees that EPA SHOULD exempt from such requirements any "

. . I .

surface impoundments t:bat~ 'already addressed by relevant \
requirements.Under other statutes or regulations. See ..
discussion below in Section VI A. Item #10 of these comments. ,
'Second, there is a strong incentive for all owners and operatorS .
ofsurface impoundments· to ensure that th~ is no leakage of
hazardous constitUents, because ofthe risks ofCERCLA liability
and th~ tremendous costs (inclUding natmal resource damages) that' i

can result. 4~ U.S.C.§§ 9606, 9607. CERCLA requires the reporting
ofreleases ofhaZardous c;onstituents above specified reportable
quantities. 42 U.S.C. § 9603. In addition, leakage ofhaDrdoUs
constituents can lead to major common law tort liability., See" .
e.g." Davey Compressor Co. v;' City ofDelray Beach. 639 SO.2d 595
(Fla. 1994); Ewell v. Petro Processors ofLouisiana, inc., 364
So.2d 604(C.A. La. '978). cert. 'deni~ 366·So.2d 575 (La. .1979).
Fi,nally" as Congress intended, States are taking the lead in :
regulating Don-hazardouS Waste Managem~t units. For,e~ple"
states (such as California and Louisiana) have in place regulations
addressing Subtitle D disposal units that, in many cases" impo~

. requiiements intended to limit leakage. Other states have other " ,
regulations that would coDuolle8kage from· such imPoundments" such
as.state NPDES permits that control releases to groundwater (as in

-. Texas).As reve~ed by studies perfonned byC~ many states have
p~gramS in,place addrc?ssing leak prevention and detection, as they
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'determine necessary. See Attachment D: Study of State industri8I ' ,
Non-H~~ous Waste RegUlatoi'Y Programs: 2S ~tate Profiles. (Apri~
.1994); Study of s~te Subtitle D Regulatory Program Stafus "
(September, 4, 1991). ,', . I

Many stat~s also have sole source aquifer or. wellhead' protection
program~ under:the'Safe Drinking Water Act that protect
groundwater. State ~upport for the,~xemption of \ .,
Decharacterized Wastes, as managed under the Clean Water Act
equivalent treatment systems, and inje~ted into UIcclass i' ,
nonhazardous 'injec~ion. wells under the Safe Drinking Water Act, ,
from meeting additional LDR requirements' is ,demonstrated in letters
from the AssOciation ofState and Territonal Solid Waste,
Management Officials (ASTSWMO) and the Ground Water',
Protection Coiincil (GWPC) to congressional representatives.
3. Sludge Requirements Should 'Not Be Imposed In Phase IV.
CMA also believes ~t it is unnecessary for EPA to impose:
addition81 regulations on sludges as part of the Phase IV rule.
Before sl~dges are r~moved from the impoundmen~ they'do not pose a '
risk any different fi:om leaks, 'and are adequately addr~ssed 'by
existing me~ures controlling leaks. .As EPA commented, "EPA does

.' , , 'not believe in-place slUdges would be a release pathway separate'
, froin the leaks pathway." 60 'Fed. Reg. 43,673. Thus the management

of sludge' should be 'governed by a determination, at the time 'of
removal, of the controls' appropriate to prote!:;t human he81th and
the'enVironment.. 60 Fed. Reg. 43~673/3 ' ,
Accordingly, EPA should not include sludge i1:qUirementsin the
P~e IV regulations. ," '"
b~ The Cheni Waste Decision Precludes·EPA From Selecting Option 3
In The Phase IV R~emaking" '. ,
Under the Chem Wastedecisio~EPA is clearly not permitted to ,
select Optio~ 3 in the final Phase' IV rule, which would iequire '

, treatment ofdecharacterized wastes to UTS standards ' ,
, .: before placement in a CWA 'surface impoundment. Option'3 would , . '

eliminate anYaccQlDmodation of!:he cWA in the LDR program, becaUse
~ the CWA surface impoundments would be treated like any other ,
. . Subtitle b impoundments.' -," ,

As noted above: the Chem ~aste decision held that 'accomriiodation
with ttIe' CWA 'is req~l1to the maximum extent practicable.i, Chem
Waste, 9'J6 F.2d at 20. The court also made it clear that placement
ofdecharacterized wastes in CWA surface impoundments prior to '
Satisfyuig tITs ~dai-ds was acceptable, and a reasonable
.accommodation with.CWA. For EPA to choose an option under which
there was noaccommodatio~ with ~e CW~ would violate RCRA § 1006 .

, ,
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and the court's decisionA
<VI. IfEPA Insists on Selecting Option 2ln The Phase IV
Rulerilaking,< Significant Clarifications And Modifications Are Needed .
Asdisc~d previo~ly-.in these comments, CMA believes ErA is . <
req~ by<the C.hem W$ decision to< select Option 1, or at the
very least is not preclucied from choosing Option'I.However, ifEPA .
4ecides to select Option 2 in the Phase IV rul~making, several
Clarificati9ns And modifications must be made <prior to
promulgation. Further, as noted abOve, the uPcoming HWlR iule will
make significant changes 'in the SubtitJe C program that would have .
important implications for'the Option 2 requirements. When this is
coupled ~th the fa~t that EPA has not proPosed regulatory language
fo.r Option 2, CMA believes,that ifEPA'plans to choose Option,
:2,that it should repropose the reqUirements for further comment . r

after the HWIR rule is finalized. .
Although CMA's ability to 'comment adequately'is hampered by the .'
absence ofpr9POsed regulatory language, th~ followjng are specific

" comments on the elements ofOption 2. <.
A. EPA Must ~od1fy The Applicability ofOption 2 .
1. EPA Should Change Option 2 Applicability Shown In the Preamble
Figures. , < . "
Attached to this document are two figures Figure A: EPA's Proposed
Applicability Criteria, and-Figure B: CMA's Proposed Applicability
Criteria. (See Attachments E and F) The two figures are composites .
ofthe Option 2 figures in the pfealpbie (Section,I.H.) "

: presenting general appliCability (EPA Fig. 1), 8ir enUssions
.. management applicability (EPA Fig. 2), leak management

applicability (EPA Fig. 3) and:sludg~management applicability . ,'.
. (EPA Fig. 4)•.We will use these tWo figUres to compare andcon~

our suggestions with EPA'~ proposal. The item numbers associated
.' with these commentsma~h those in Figures A aDd B. '
, a) EPA should grant a general applicability exemption for Wet

. W~aiher Flow ImpoundmentS.(Item #1) , .
Many facilities ~tilize< integrated sewer systems in which both

. prOcesS wastewaters and storm waters are managed in the same· .
" ,cOllection sYstem. Wet weather flow impoundments are commonly used

'. in integrated seWer systemS ,to temporarily store excess<water f

. floW$ during storm events. <Water diverted to these impoundments are
I either tranSferred to the wastewater treatment system at controlled

rates or ~ctly di~har8ed 'through a permitted outfall to a .
receiving waterbody or to a< POTW. .
.CMA recommends that wet ~eatherflow impoundmentS be exempted from
the LDR Phase.IV regulations d~ to their low environmental ris~
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'their importance to the efficient .Qperation ofwastewater
, 'managemenfsystems, and the significant cost of replacing and/or

.. ',' closing the ,imp~Undments. ,. . , , .

Wet weather flow impoundments pose~ inherently 10':" environmental
. . risk since: \ ' '" ,

-i,Jnderlying Hazard~us ConstituentS (UHCs) i~ the wet weather flow
. ~ - I

impoundment intIuent rarely exceed UTS and then only for very short
periods of time. Such e~ceedancesmay oc;cur during the beginning of
'a storin event when the proportion of process wastewater' ,
, to stormwater is at the greatest. Pe8k stonn event flows will be '.
,prim~ly st0t:D1water, with the result that the flow.~ted averag~ .
.concentrationof~C~ in the impo~dment influent during a sto~

.' . event will be significantly below' the UTS levels. ,
.Wet weather flow impoundments are generally.empty, so the " ~

, '- residence tiine ofany UHCs present in the impoundments ~s short.
This further reduces the potential for leakage to. groundwater and

. air emissions.·This clearly classifies as'the.kind of temporary
containment that EPA believes the col;lrt de~ermined could occur in
subtitle D. units
The use ofwet weather flow impoundments is vital in ~e operation
ofcombined process wastewaterlstormwater management systems since
temporary storage of the large amounts ofwater associated with'a
storm event is es'sentialin preventing exceedance ofthe system's
·col~ection an:d!or treatment capacity. ~or example, a hydraulic. \,
overload in a biological treatment system wili reduce organic

. removal effiCiency and cauSe exceedance ofto~ suspen~edsolids f

effluent limits.. .
Closing and: replacing wet weather flow impoUndments wouid be
.pio~bi~vely expensive. IDipoundment closure would~ extremely "
~xpensiv~ since at somefacilities these impoundments cover mo~
than 2S acres. Removing the impoundments from service would
reqwre the facility to, do one or more ofthe followiDg e~mely
expensive steps: ,
Replace the impoUndments with a vast siormwaterstorage tank

. syStem to manage th~ large volume ofstormiprocess water. .
SignifiCantly enlarge the capacity of the~watertransfer .
system downstrean1 ofthe point where stormwater is currently'
diverted to the impoundlnents AND significantly erilarge'

. the treatment'system capacity to manage peak f1o~ that ~ll only
occurd~g storm even~. ._

,'Segregate the process wastewater from Stormwater which, in'many
.~es,would be prohibitively expensive due to the size and, .,
location (under operating units) of sewer systems in .,'
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.well-established indusm81 complexes. '
Therefore, EPA.should grant a'general applicabilitY exemption (or'
wet weather Flow Impoundm~nts.. !

, d).Surface impoundments subject to RCRA corrective action
,provisi9ns should be exempt from all Phase IV management standafds.
(Item #4) . .
CMA agrees with EPA that permitted TSDFs should be totally .
exempted from Phase IV REQtrrREMENTS since any o( th~ir subtitle 0
impoundments are subject to corrective action. Durjng the RCRA Part,
B ~rmitting process, all Subtitle D wastewater 'surface ,

, impoundments receiving,hazardous waste constituents are evaluated.
to determine ifth~ are ca~mg unacceptable environmental.impact ,

. via emissions to the air, runoffto surface Waters, and seepage
into the soil and ,ground wa,ter. Such evaluations determine ifany

, additional monitoring and/or corrective action is needed for the
, , .

impoundments on a case:'by-case basis. These evaluations and
subsequent later activities, as needed, assures that the '
~pOundments are be4tg operated in an ~nvironmentally acceptable
manner.

:CMA also believes that TSDFs currently and 'previously under ' '
interim status shotild be provided the ,same total exemption as
permitted TSDFs s~ce the sam~8moUnt.ofswMuevaluations' with
follow-up moDi,toring and/or corrective action, as needed, Will be .,
conducted during the Part B permitting proc;ess or can be conducted
under § 3008(h). CMA does not believe it to be practical to force

.' / -

interim status facilities to .comply with Phase IV requirements if -
~e' regulatorY agen,cy has"the authority 'to ~valuate the facility
and to request site--specific corrective.
action me8sures based on those evaluations and any further
~nitoring. . .
Thus, CMA recomm~dS that wastewater surfaCe impoundments loc8ted
in!all facilities Covered by RCRA TSDF corrective acti~ proVi~ons

be ~utOmatica1lyexempted from all Phase IV lJlaIUlIement standards..
e) EPA should clarify the MTR exemption reqUirements and not

'. 'reflWre ground water inonitoring.(ltem #5) ", '. . /
'The preamble'states that the MTR exemption is applicable ifthe
f1decbaracterized Wastes Are discharged to,a surface imPoundment
~t meets the substantive miniinumtechnology requirements of40

. CFR268.41t
• 60 Fed.·Reg.,43~669/1 (emphasIS added).: '

CMA believes that the phrase "subStantive minimUm. technology
requirementS" should only refer to subse~oli '(I) of§ 268.4(a)(3).
Limiting the subStantive MTR requirements to these would (1)
~liminate the ~~d to ,condUctground water monitoring, whi~J;1. is
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one',ofthepurpOses of the exemption; and, (2) provide flexibility'
,', ,in the design,and operation\of the impoundment[221(c),.(d)'or (e)l '
, while staying Within the spirit ofcomplying wjth MTR

, requirements., ' '
, Thus, CMA recommends that EPA limit the "substantiv,e minimum '
tec~ology requirements" to the design and oper~tion of,the

'impoundnien~'and not require ground water monitoring. ,

t) CMA'agrees th~t surface impoundments 'that m~t 'the no migra~on
standard should be Exempted. (I~em#6), '
CMA concurs that the "no'migration" exemption: should be ageneral
applicability exemption; To successfully demonstrate "no mi~tionft

, one must ,show that actual or predicted concentrations 'ofhazardous '
, concentrations or emission rates at the edge of the land-based
, unit do not ex~eed healih-based'or, environmental-based levels for

'.' grOwid water, surface water, soil and air. Thus, all emission,
concerns are addressed for the wastewater surface inipoUIidme~ts
that are eligible to obtain a "n~ migration" determination.

/

g) EPA should adopt a "de'niliumis"·exemptiori patterned a&r the
laboratory exclusion and provide optional lin1jts o~ either flow or .
concentration ofUTS constituents. (Item #7) "
The Agency has proposed to extend ,"de minimis" provisions it
pr9posed in the Phase III rulemaking for mc waste systems to CWA
systems. As we,commented ih our Phase I~I tomments~ we suppqrt a de
minimis volUme exclusion for CWA and CWAE systems. See Attachment. .' .
A: CMA Phase III Comments atpp. 32·33'. We suggest that instead of ','
using the exclusion that they propasedfor mc wells, EPA $houlc;t "
model the CWA or CWAE exclusion after the cUrrent de minimis
exclusion for laboratOry wastes. Id~ I

We note that the flow limitation in EPA's proposal is conSistent
with'the labOratory waste excllision provide4 under~§ ,

, 261'.3(a)(2)(iv)(E). Likewise, limiting the 'cOncentration
ofconstituents ,in an excluded waste seems reasonable and

, ,concentration limitation is also a proVision of the § ,
.'261.3(a)(2)(iv)(E) exclUsion ~thQugh we disagree with the'level
, EPAis proposing and suggest 1 ppm inStead. . ,

. However, CMA qUestions~y the Agency has abando~ed tl?-e, .
long-standinglogic ofthe laboratory wastes exclusion under §

, 261.3(a)(2)(iv)(E)by proPO,singto require that an excluded 'waste
I ',to meet both criteria to qu8J.ifyas an excluded waste stream " ,

instead of.either criteria, as allowed in § 261.3. That logic," _
unchallenged by the Court decisio~, contin~es to h~ld and should be

",
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.extended here. As long as the waste flow is small (i.,e.., less than
, 1% of the total waStewater flow for all charactenstic wastes), the

concentration ofconstituents in that 'small flow should not ,
matter as long as' the resultant mixture does'not exhibit' a
characteristic ofhazardous waste. Conversely, as long as'the
concentratIon ofconstituents is small in the streams bej~g
aggregated, the percen~ge 'of total flow they comprise should not
matter. The fact that a percentage or aconcentration restriction

.precludes any sizable waste streams from ql:J3lifying 'for the,
exeinptionunless they pos~ little hazard provides the Agency with
adequate assurance that the provision C81,U1ot be abused by the

. regulated community. , . _ , _
As we noted in our Phase III comments, some. may·question whether
the l~boratory waste exclusio~ represents an analogous situatiQ~

since laboratories ilsU3J.ly generate small quantities of
listed wastes. We think th8t such an objection would be
irrelevant. At facilities that trea.t a large
amount of-wastewater the Agency's exclusion could allow a
laboratory to send large quantities ofconcentrated listed waste to
the treatment-f~ility, without any restriction on the amount of _
waste it caD. send in any one ~vent. Thus the Agency has already
determined that there are some situations where the quantities or
Potential imp8ct is so small that an exclusion is Warranted'
CMA urges EPA to adopt a similar exclusion for all ¥haracteristic

,wastes. Please see our Phase mcoMMENTs for proposed'regulatory
language~ " ." ".
j) The CAA applicability exemp~on should embrace additional CM .
regulations. (Item #10) . " , ., , " '

_GMA recommends that the applicability ofthe following groups of
air regulations be eligible for determining itthe surface
impoUndments need to be cov-ered by J;lhase IV air .emission management .
stand8rds~ ,Applicable promulgated and proposed New: Source .

. Performance Standards (NSPS) under 40CFR Part 60. One example is
the proPosed NSPS for SOCMI Wastewaters (Subpart YYY).This ,
regulation will address the control ofvolatile organic compoUnds "

,'(VOCs) which EPA believes "is'an a:PPrOpri~te measure for ' -
determining when potential releases through ajr emissions would be '
excessive." 60 Fed. Reg. 43,665/1. Note: The preamble alsO states .,

.that"EPA would defer~ standards regulating total volatile
organics, as adequately covering air emissions'o(UHC~ from this
type oftreatmentII 60'Fed. Reg: 43,66012. ,We concur with EPA's .
mtent . _

. Applicable pminulga~ed and proposed National Emission Standards .
.. >.' . -, ••
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:- for HazardouS Air pollutants (NESHAPs) under 40 CFR p~. 61. One
example is the NESHAP for Benzene Waste Operations (Subpart FF).·

, This regulation address~s the control ofbe~ne emissions from
surface impoundments. .
Applicable promulgated, pr~posed and future MACl' regulations 10'
required Under CM §112 (40 CFR Part 63). These include all MACT
.regulations that have been listed pursuant. to CAA § 112 and'

· sub~equently scheduled,according to.CAA § 112(e). :These
·promulgated, propo~d and near future regulations address the
control ofhazardous air pollutant (HAP)emissions from ~aste~ater

streams: Examples'include the promulgated SOCMI Hazardous Organic'
NESHAPs (HON) which addresses the cortrol oforganic HAP'emissions
from wastewater streams, thel proposed MACT regulations covering
off-site waste and recovery ope~tions (Subpart DD), and future

· MACT regulations covering publi~ly-owned wast~water treatment
facilities and site remediation. Note: The pre~ble' states that .
"facilities subject to CAA standards for h~dous air pollutants '
(in particular, those promulgated pursUant to CAA 112) in the nCar '
.future thus would not be covere4 by Option 2 air emission
controls"(Id. at 43660/1); '. .

.Facilities which ~ve already addressed the need for control of .
,secondary emissions as part of the CAA Title V progiam which
requires States to conduct case-by-case MACT·de,tenninations for
facility modificationS, reconstructions and ne conStructions for .

· major sources ifthe applicable MACT regulation(s) have not been . .
es~lished. (CAA _§ §. 112(g)and G». ' . .

' .. ~ 10 Pursuant to CAA Section 1l2(e) EPA must promulgate MACT .
standards for all sOurce.categories by the year 2000. The.attached ' ,
list ~etails the exorbi~t numbef ofMACT standards scheduled to'
be promulgated'by EPA between now and the year2000 and likely to
apply to the chemical ~dustry (See Attachment G)..' ,
'Facilities covered by F,ederally-approved Statelrribal programs', ,

· which address HAP eJl)issions. (CAA §·112(l»•.Such.facilities Will -
need to Comply with regulations that are essentially equivalent to

· federal MACT stand8r~ .developed by, EPA.
,- Facilities cQvered by Fed~y-approved ~tatefTribal.

Iniplemen~tion Plans"(SIPs) that require control of.v~C emissions
(CAA §182). Such facilities are required to use,Reasonably .'
Available Control Technology (RAC1). ", .

. .... . (

In:'sum, EPA should expand the air regulation.exemption to include
facilities covered by(l) applicable promulgated and p;ropo~ed NSPS;

· (2) applicable promulgated and proposedNES~s (part (il); (3)
.' .
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applicable promulgated,. proPosed and futUre MACT-based
. 'regulations(part.63); (4) Title V case-by-case MACT
,determinations; (5) Federally-approved .State HAP programs;: and, (6)" ,
Federally-approved SIP plans addressing VOCs. " "

, k) There should be an exemption for hazardous corist~tuents covered
by EPA Regional, State or tribal prograiJis that specifically address'
emissions ofthose cOnStituents~ (Item #11)
CMA concUrs with the following statement in the preamble:
EPA Regional, State, or Ttiballimits which control releases of
specific UHCs [regulated constituents] from impoundments also would
be'considered controiling and so make Phase .V~ controls
unnecessary. 60 F.R.• 43661/l.' " "

.CMA recommends that EPA. include an exemption for those regUlated
.hazardous co~tituents :tha~ are covered by EPA Regional, State or

, tribal programs that specifically address emissions ofthose " ,',
cQnstituents. -
1) ~ost-biological surface'impoundments should be exempt from air

. emissions management standards.'(Itein #12)' ,..'
Those surface impoundments that are used to clarify or store
biologically treated waste,waters prior to discharge through' a
NPDES-permi~ outfall will have lowlevels ofdissolv~organics
in the·water. For example, CommOdity Organic Chemical facility ..
outfall wastewaters must have a maximum monthly ~verageBODS

concentration ofno greater than 30ppmw (40 CFR §§ 414.61 &
414.64}.This emuent concentration,translates to a Total' _
Organic Carbon (TOC) concentration in the order of 150 ppmw. Such a
level ofTOe will likely have a VOC concentration below 100.pp~w
since the ~rganics in the treated Water will be refractory orgaDics , . ,
which will have relatively low vapor pressures. Thus, there is no .
need for any form ofiir emission control for such impoundments. .

, since the emission rate.ofVOCs would-be inherently low.
CMA recommends EPA to provide anexemption from air emissions
management standardS for post-biological surface impoundnlents~. '
store or clarify treated wastewaters prior to discl1alie thrOugh 'a
NPDES-permitted outfall.' ,
m) EPA should clarify Subpart cc before,requiring surface
impoundments to comply with il(ltem #.13) . .
The Subpart CC regulations have ,raised numeroUS comments from
industrial and waste treatment groups, such as CMA, that could
impact the appli~blJity ofthese roles to surface impoun~ents
affected by Phase IV. The con<;ems are important enough to warrant

, litigation by affected parQeS unless current negotiatio~ generate
. ,mutually agreeable modificationS'to the regul~tions. " . : ,
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, Establishing the vee trigger level at 100 pp~w ai the po~t 'of ,
'generation. ,,' ' .' , -. "

"Eliminating thos~ Ofganic compoUnds that are not vQes ~mwaste
detenninations~ ,
Using the' flI'St potential exposW'e point as the point for waste
vee detennination ' - ' . "
A treaiment alternative requiring 95,% mass reduction and an exit

, conc~ntrationofless t4a¢iO.ppmw (impacts applicability of '
downstream ,impoundments). ' .

.-- Lack ofacknowledgment ofthe exi~~ence'ofnon~hazardous wastes in
. _ ' c8.lculating organic removal req~men~ (impacts applicability' of " .

, ,doWnstream inipoundmentS); ,-,' ,
'The need to considertreatin~rit time'when' conducting compliance .

, sampling'(impacts applicability ofdoWnstre~impoundments).
We also note that EPA jss~ed a Federal Register notice on August
14,-1995,60 Fed. Reg.41,870! whi~h addressed what analytical

-, methods and pro~edmes may-be used to determin~ the vee o~a given
waste stream. 'Until this issue is resolved, ,no facility will be, . ( ,
certain as to what analytical methods and procedures will be
available to them to.detennine if the extended Subpart CC '
regwations are applicable for a given impoundment.
eMA does not believethat it is, prudent to require facilities to '
comply with' significant- requirements that may.well prove to~
unnecessary when the reguhitions are truly clarified..eMA
recommen~'thatEPA place~e questions governing whether
.wastewater sUrface impoundments ,comply with Subpart ec regulations

, on hold until all pending regulatory changes to the'Subpart'ec
regulationS are completed. "

, n)EPA'shoul~ exempt:sui'face iplpoundmentsfrom ground water
-moniioring and corrective action ifa state or. Tribal program has

. ' ,!

.' determined it is not necessary. (Item #14), _ '
CMA believes that a facilitY should be relievea'from 'ground water

, monit9ring and/or colTeCtive action requirements ifa State or
Tribal program has already detemiined that such'is not required for .
a given_~aceimpoundment. Such,State or'TribalprO~ will"
have already determined that various factors (impoundment '

, construction, local geology, local groUnd water usage, etc.) are
such that the surface impOundment is iriherently safe and'does not. ~ . '- - -'

warrant monitoring and/or,corrective action. 'It would appear to be
a w3ste oftime, ~power and capital 'to require the facility· ,
operator,to perform such activities in the name ofPhase IV '
"compliance.','. ,""
Therefore, EPA should proyide an, exemption~m the. giound,water '
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.monitoring and/or corre~tive action requirements ifa State or
T~bal program has determined that.such is.not required for the
given wastewater surface impoundMent. .

.0) EPA should exempt certain constitUents from ground water '
monitoring .and corrective action if they are covered by a State or'
Tribal groundwater protection program that is substantially
similar to the EPA program. (Item IS}
CMA concurs with the following Stlteinent.in the pre~ble:
Many states have ground water protection programs that include
ground water monitoring and corrective action that-may apply to the

, types: ofunits that EPA is coverjngin today's proposal. To the
extent that state progI;amS require ground w~ter monitoring and .
corrective action that include the UTS constituents ofconcern (or
can be modified to cover those constituents)-and areslibs~ti81ly .
similar to today's proposal'(i.e., frequency ofmonitorhig, .
requirements regarding ground water momtoring wells), EPA would
defer to those Sta~e and Tri:tJal Programs. 160 Fed.Reg. 43,669/3]

. EPA shouid, therefore, include an exemption from the leak .
/ management standards for those regwated constituents that are

covere4 by a:State or Tribal ground water pro~ction program
that is substantially similar to the EPA program. /
p) EPA s~ould exempt surface impoundmen~ from ground water
monitoring and corrective action ifthe facility has an existing'
voluntary program~t is, substantially 'similar to the EPA, " _
program. (Item#16) _
CMA concurs with the following statement'in the preamble:
Further~, facilities affected by today'srulemaking'that have'
existing ground water moni~oring and corrective action programs
that are 'not required by State orfederal government may be able
to continue those programs in lieu ofthe regulations proposed
here. (60 ~ed~ Reg. 43,669/3) . , ,
EPA should allow those facilities that have existing,. voluntary
ground Water monitoring and corrective aCtion programs/thai-are
substantially similar to the EPA program to be exempted from the
leak management standalds. ' \ .,'"
q) EPA should reaffirm that sludgc;s, removed from Subtitle D "

_.surface impoundments are not subject to LD~ unless,they' are .
~ous.(I~#ln ..

" In the preambleEPA states that the generation of sludges is a new
point ofgeneration where the applicability of·LDR 'standards needs '

, to be evaluated.
- This i~ because g~era:tion ofsludges is usualiy a ~~w point of

generation at wbic~ the neWly-generated ~aste is reev~Uatedto
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determip.e if it is subject to the LDR standards. Ifnon.ha:zardouS,
·th~ sludges would not be so subject n.e., would not be prohibited
waStes). See SSFed. Reg. 22,661·62. (ld. at43,673/31~' "

.1 ". t.

There is no ·reason why EPA should r~frain from applying the above
pOlicy to shidges removed from Subti~e'O wastewater surface "

- impoundments. Thus, EPA should reaffmn that the applicabilitY of
LOR requirements to. sludges removed from ~u~tit1e 0 wastewater
surface impOundments is solely dependent on whether or not' the
remov~d sludge is ~haracteristicailyhazardous. .

b).Applicability ofpotential approaches to "Industrial D"· ,
management units. .
CMA supports EPA's statement'that the proposed' PhaSe IV LOR .
requirements wuuld not necessarily set a precedent for any future
.reg~ations regarding surface impoundments. manag~g nonhazardouS
industrial waste. Putting aside the question ofwhether the Agency
even has the authoJ;ity to esiabli~li such requirements by rule, CMA .
agrees with the.Agency's current approach, which is to address such
units by means.of voluntary guidelines that would be deyeloped by

, EPA, States, and affected stakeholders. CMA has accepted EPA's
invitation to participate in one EPAIASTSWMO Industrial

. Non':Hazardous Waste Initiative, and looks forward to that· ".
initiative moving foiward in the near future. . .
B. EPA Should Modify,The Leak ContiolRequirements In Option 2.. . . " , .
1. EPA should'not impose'leak control requirements oil facilities. "
.subject to other programs addressing groundwater quality. ,
CMA agrees with the Agency's proposal to defer to State programs .

1 that require groundwater monitoring and corrective .action .'
·provisions that in~lude the UTS constituents concern (or whJ~h Can
be modified to cover those constituents). However, CMA 8l~
believes that where a state program has nWtea determination that,
due to ~ite-specificcond~tions,(such as impOundment construction,
local geology, or groundwater USage), monitoring or corrective
action should not be'req~ the Agency ~ould defer~ such a
deteimination, ~thout,regard to the SpeCific UTS constituents that
Might be present in the impoundment. S~ch a

·site-Specific determjnatio~ under a state groUnd~tCr.protection

program, ,based upon specific.data and local expertise, is., ..
·protective ofhuman health and the environment, and sho~d not be
trumped by the more general requirements ofPluise .IV" . .
.2. CMA agrees with the sequential approach to leak requirements ,

_ " under Option 2. , . .' ,
CMAa~switp the AgencY's~ue~tial approaehto l~.control

. ,

I
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requirements as set out 'at 60'Fed. Reg.'.43.666. This approach'
establishes a logical sequen~e ofmonitoring, detec~ion, and
correction mechanisms, with more burdensome requirements only

'bemg triggered when necessary. CMA also agrees with EPA's proposal '
that facilities would have the option to avoid grolJ!ldwater
monitoring requirementS by ,pretreatirig waste,s or by managirig

, sufficient~y dilute wastes.
-3. CMA supports proposed exemptions from the Option ~ groundwater
monitoring req~rements. '. ., I .

, CMA agrees that certain units potentialiy impacted by the ,Phase,IV ,
rule, such'~·biological8I)d post-biological units, are highly -
'unlikely to pose risks ofgroundwater contamination, and should be
exemp~ from gro.undwater monitoring requirements.
4.CMA supports the use of site specific factors in d~tennining the

: best method ofinstalling'monitoring wells. ' .
The Agency has requested co~ent as to whether site specific
factors,-such as the physical.layout ofan impouncbDent system,
should be considered Indesi~g a well monitoring system to
address leakage. CMA~s tbB.t such consi~erations • .
appropriate. A number ofmember.companies have impoundments that '
are separated orily by a benD. system, and installation ofwells up .. .
and down gradient ofeach individual unit would be problematic in
those cases due'to the difficulty ofaccess for drilling- equipment~' '

.. Additionally, since the iJ)tent ofmonitoriDg is to identify',
_situationS 'which'may imp8ct-groundwater,receptors, any 

configuration ofwells which includes monitoring ~fgro~dwater

between the impoundment system and receptor is adequate to meet
the need. . - .' . '

, S. CMA agrees with the Agency's proposal to trigger additional, .
requii'ements for impoundments only when le8kage poses a risk to
recepiors but ~lieves the appropriate levels ofcontaminants
in'groundwater should be based·on site specific factors. .
:Jbe Agency has proposed that further actions beyond monitoring
would not be required unlesS a~g water exceedance is
detected by monitoring. CMA agrees that tangible evidence ofa
release which is ofeoncein Should precede capitaland opelating .

, , - ,cost incmrence, and that any such detemiination be based on
.site-specific.factors~ , - " , ' I.

7. CMA agrees with the Agency's assessment that alternatives to
groundwater moni~ring should be allowed and requests that ~e
Agency finalize this gmdanCe prior to promulg~on ofthe Phase IV

. ,! regulations. , .
: EPA has correctly observed that ~ere~ situations ~here

-'

, .
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alternatives to ground wat~r monitoring should be 'allowed. such as :.
, when' ground water monitoring is not practicable <?r would nbt qetect

'early releases. The Agency has noted it is preparing a rulemaking .
to deal with those situations. but the inference is that that
rulemaking'Will follo~ this one'rather than being developed
to'ncurrently. Subject4tg faciliti~s ~o grouridwater monitoring that .
is in~ffectual in advan.ce of the referenced rulemaking is an
'unnecessary economic burden. EPA should delineate which situations

" will fall into this"category prior to fi~izing this rule and ' '
, defer the monitoring , ~'

,provisions under this rule for those units. '. ...., .

, RESPONSE,' ,
In the August,22, 1995 Phase IV'proposal, EPA discussed'three options for e:nsuring that
,underlying hazardous constituents in decharactenzed ,wastes were not released to 'the "
environment via le~, sludges, and air emissionS from surface impoundments in systems. ..

'regulated by the Clean Water Act 'or Safe Drinking Wat~Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a'liaZaJ:dous characte.ristic of'ignitability, ~orrosivity,

, ,reactivity, or toxicity when g~~¢ratedbut are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
, President signed the Land Dispo~Program Flexibility Act"of 1996, which provides that the
, waStes in question are no longer prohibited' from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a reSult, on ApriI8,'1996~EPA withdrewlts treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
TodaY's Phase IV final rule will not.promulgate provisions for managing lew, sludges, and air
emissions from surface'impoundments (EpA proP9Sed options on August' 22, 1995 (60 FR

, 43655-43677» .. Furthermore, the treatment stan#r4s for TC metal wastes in today's nile d() not
apply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is remoyed ,an~ the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the ,Clean Water Act or, for undergroUnd injection wells, the Safe'
Drinking Water ~ct., ' ,

. ,

, H~wever, the 'LandDi~salFI~xlbilityAct 'does mandate EPA to undertake a S-y~ar siu4Y to
deterinine any potential risks pOsed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these

,~urface impoUndments. The' findings of this study, beguJ;1 by theAgency ~ April, 1996, may
. 'result in proposed regulations for these units, ifrisks are in faCi found that would warrant such. . "

regulation. ' , ' , ' . ~'

, ,
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DCN' " 'PH4P113
COMMENTER' Chemical Manufacturers Association

.' RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM 11-3.,
COMMENT

CMA appreciates the opportunitY to submit comments regarding EPA's
proposed Phase IV Land disposal restrictions rule. In its proposal,
EPA is discussing whether to establish additional disposal
practices for the management of formerly charactenstic wastes in '

" s¢ace impoUndments that~ part ofa wastewater treatment
~ility whose discharge is regulated by the Clean Water Act (CWA).
The Agency's proposal comes in the aftermath ofthe .0.<;:. Circuit
Court ofAp~sdec~sion,Chemical Waste Management v. EPA, 976
F.2d2'(D.C.Cir.1992,cert.,denied, 113 S.Ct.1961 (1992) ..
[hereinafter Chern Waste]. As we demonstrate in these comments, we
do not see anything in, the court's deciSIon that requires EPA to
ch8.nge its position on allowing treatment'ofdecharacterized
wastewater in centralized waste~ater treatment systems. We:also
concur with the Ag~ncy's statements that these practices present,
little or no ,risk'to hwnan health and the envm)nment, and we,
demonstrate that the risks the Agency believes may exi~ are '
overstated., '
As We'have pointed out in pre~ouscomments, the chemical.
~dustry's reliance on centralized wastewater treatment systems is
based on long-standing-Agency policy that legitimized
the aggregation ofdecharacterized wastes for management in
cen~ized :wastewater treatment systems regulated by the Clean
Water Act. See AttaChment A, pp. 13':14 and Attachment B, Excerpts '
from tMA Comments on EPA's March 2, 1995 Proposed Rule Regarding
Land disposal Restrictions For Decharacterized Wastewaters, .

- . Carbamate and OrganoBrqmine Wastes~ and Spent Potliners~ pp.6 -8.
'. Radicai changes in the Agency's land disposai restrictions

lUles could invalidate many exiSting wastewater treatment systems,
.and seriously dismpt mandated Clean Water Act upgrades, deepwell ", ,
injection, and pollution prevention effons and as the
Agencyreco~ all ~thout commensurate',enviro~ental' benefit.

,

. ~. .
RESPONSE:. ',. .
.,~ theAugust ~2, ,1995 Phase IV proPOsal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
, underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the <

'environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions-from sUrface impo:undments in sYstems
regulated by ~e Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 4365,5). Dec~terized
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wastes are wastes which initially ,exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or to~city when,generated but are no longei' chai'acteristi~). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed,the Land Disposal Prograni Fl,exibility Act of 1996, which provides that the'

_' Wastes mqueStion are'no longer prohibited from land 4isposaJ once'rendered nonhazardous. As.'
a resUlt, on April 8, 1996; EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660)..
Today's Phase IV final,rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air

, .emissions from surface impoun<bents '(EPA proposed optionS on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
4365543677». 'Furthermore, the treatment standards forTC metal wastes'in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated'
ili'a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or~ f6r underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. . ,.' . . " .

. However, theLand 'Disposal FlexibilityAct does mandate EPA to undertake aS-year study to '
deterinine any potential risks posed by cross-media tral;1Sfer ofhazardous constituents.from these
surface impoundments. The findings ~fthis study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may

, .result in proposed regulati~ns for these units, if risks are, in fact found that would warrant such
. : . regUlation. '; .

'j..
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DCN PH4PI13 ,
COMMENTER Chemical Manufacturers Association'

• • t·

RESPONDER. SS .
SUBJECT' EQUV
SUBJNUM' 113,.
COMMENT

i. The Che~ Waste Decision Requires EP~ To Select Option 1.
~MA beljeves that EPA s~ould not enact ~y furth~r regulations
under Phase IV. The Chern Waste court recognized that § 10060fRCRA
requires accommodation with the CWA "to the maxiinum extent .

.-practicable.II Chem Waste, 976 F.2d at 23 and established a ' " .
:carefully ~rafted accol'DIJlodation between the'LDR-program and 'CWA
requirements. The court made it clear that RCRA "requires some'. .
accommodation with the CWA," and satisfying RCRA '.'
treatnient stan~ at the-pomt ofCWA discharge is sufficient to
'satisfy R~RA § 3004(m) requirements. ChemWaste, 976 F.2d at 20.
Thus, any further regulation of CWA surfac~ impoundments
is prohibited by the court's decision, because any such regulation ' ,
would not accommodate the tOR requirements and the CWA "to the,

.' maximum,'extent practicable." .
The court ~derstoodthat imposing technical requirements under

I, RCRA on ·such'~ts would ,seriously disrupt CWA activities ~a'use
the surface impoundments in question were Subtitle D units managing
non-hazardous wastes ,and should not be subject to ,RCRA
regUlation. Id. at 24. See alsO next section ofcomments. As a
result, the coUrt authorized an accommodation that did asJittle
violence as possible to CWA operations. '
CMA urges the Agency to'promulgate a final rule that tracks th~

specific accommodation authorized by the court in order to avoid
the risk that a different accommodation could again be struck down,
~er delanngthe LDR program. . '

•I

•

RESPONSE: !

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
.underlyh1g hazardous constituents in decharacterized wasteS were not released to the .

. environment via leaks, sludgts, and air emissions from Surface impoundments in systems
regulated by the C~ean Water,Act or, Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR'43655). D~haracterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited ~ h8zardous c}mracteristi~ of ignitability, corrosivity, ,
react!vity, o~ toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristiC)f On March 16, 1996;the
Presjdent signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the,
~es in question are ~o longer"prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhaz8rdous. As
a result, on April.S, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wast~s(61 fR 15660).

'. .Today's Phase IV fmal rule w;ill not pro~U1gate provisions .for managing leaks, sludges, and au

".,

.. "", .
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~. enussi9DS fr~m surface impoundments (EPA propOsed opti~ns on August 22. 1995 (60 Fit.
• 43655-43677». Fuithermore~'the treatment sumdards for TC metal wastes in today's nde do not

apply to Te metal wastes ift1;le characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated '.
, ' in a unit'that is,reguiated,by the Clean Water Act or. forundergro~d injection wells. the Safe '

Drinking Water Act. ' ; ,

H~wever, the Land Disposal Flexibility.Act does mandate EPA to.undertake a 5-year study to
determine any potential risks ,posed by cross..media~fer ofhazardous constituents from these.
surface impoundments.' The fmdings ofihis Study, begun ~y the Agency in April. i 996. may
result in proposed regUlationS for these Units. ifrisks are i,n fact found that would, warrant ,such

. regU1a~on. . , ' ,.' -'. ,". ' ' " , " ' , ,. '

, ,

\
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DCN . ' ,PH4Pl13
COMMENTER" Chemical Manufacturers As

- ,·RESPONDER SS, , ,
S\Jl3JECT EQUV ,
SUBJNUM· 113
COMMENT'. .. ' .

TlieAgency's second citation is'to page 24 ofthe,cqurt's opinion.
Again~ it is not clear exactly what passage the Agency is referring

.. to on that page. Since the Agency ties its new theory fOf'
, . supporting its "preferred reading" ~f the coUrt's opinion to the \

concept ofpennanent"land disposal, perhaps it is the coUrt's
truncated and not very illuminating discussion ofpennanent
disposal to which the Agency refers. Id. at 24. cMA believes that',
rather,than being rationale for th~ Agency to b~oaden its .
SUbti,t1e C authority, to nonhazardous wast~ management units~ the
court's discussiop juStifies why the Agency can allow placement of
prohibited wastes that do not m~et the land disPosal restrictions

, into a land baSed~ nonhazardous waste management unit without
further regulation. It is ironic that the Agency would take a .

,. 'passage from the opinion that supports treatment in non-hazmodous
waste management umts, -and try to tum it into the basis for '
regulating these unitS eve~ though the risk from such management
is low. ' .
After describing the accommodation that EPA is required to make
between RCRA and the CWA, ,the court justified it,' by saying: .
.This result ~tisfies RCRA'srequirement ,that any accommodation
"be done in manner consistent With the goals and policies" ofboth
RCRA and CWA. RCRA § 1006(b)(1). First, under this approach,

,treatment is accomplished in 'conformance with§ 3004(m)(l). •••
Secon~nothing in ReRA'demands, as NRDC petitioners would suggest,
that treatment occur pnor to aggfega~on or dilu~on or that '
dilution not be a step in the treatmerit process. Third, the
diluted streams deposited in the surface impoundment are not
"h~zardous" when placed there, and they are not held there '

, permanently. Id. at 23-24. (Court's ~mphasis.)

;The Court then proceeded to discuss the concept ofpermanence by
juxtaposing this case with a previous LDR'case that dealt with ~e
land ~tment of listed not characteristically hazardous was~.
API. v. EPA;906'F~ 2d 729 (D.C. tir. 1990). Since,the API decision
stood for the propoSition ,that "hazardous wastes must be treated
before being land dispOsed" id., the Chern Waste coUrt needed to -
~xplain,why it wasn't requiring LOR treatment before land' '
placement even ~o~gh $e API court did.

786
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, The Agency's third citation is to pages 29 and 30 ofthe court's
'decision. :~ere does not appear, to be anything on these pages that '
address cross-media transfers, or the'.issue ofpermanent land ,"
disposal. In fact, ~ese pages contain discussions about different
legal issues such as: was the rUle impermissibly vagUe ,and whether
the Agencyfsexception to ~e dilution'prohibition impermis~ibly

'excluded listed wastes. In regard to'the latter issue, the Court '.
held that EPA,did not
need to ~xtend its exception to listed wasted notiltg that "the , "
distinction is based on the primary difference between listed
wastes and'characteristic wastes." Id. at 29. In additio~, the '
court proceeded to note that dilution could be considere~ a proper,
form oftreatment in some cases and meet the requirements of RCRA

r §~OQ4(m).", , , ' . ,

" RE~PONSE:" ' , ' , '
" ' In the August 22, 1,995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that

underlying hazardous cons~ituents in decharacterized Wastes were not released to the .
~nvironment'Via lew, sludges, and air ~nussionS from surfa~e impoundments in systems ,
regulate4 by the Clean/Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wast~s are Wastes, which initially eXhibited ,a hazardous characteristic of igmtability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). .on March 16, 1996, the
President signed the L~dDisposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the· "
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardouS: As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these' wastes (61FR 15660). ,
Today's Phase IV tmal rUl~ will not promulgate provisions for 'managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface, impoundJIients (EPA proposed options on Augusi 22;, 1995 (60 FR '

. 4365543677».·Furthermore, the treatment stanqards for TC metal wastes in today's nile do not,
. "apply to tc metill wastes ifthe characteristj.c is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
" ina unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act ,or,Jor underground injection wells, ~e Safe

Drinking Water Act,- , " !
. .; .

However, the Land Disposal FlexibilitY Act doe~mandateEPA to undertake a S-year study to
detennine any potential risks posed by cross-medi~transfer ofhazardoUS constituents from these .
surface impoUndments. The findings ofthis stUdy, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may ,

"' result in proposed regulations for thesemrlis, ifrisks are in faCt found that would warrant such .
'regulation."/"

It •
/',

There is one caveat. J"or characteristic' haZardoU§ wastes -that are mBnaged in CWA or CWA.~
equivalebt systems, and for which EPA"has promulgated a'method'oftreatment as the treatinent
standard (e.g., high TOe ignitable wastes for which the treatment standards is ~coveryof
organics) ~main prohibited unless treated pursuant to the'promUlgated method.' ~

NOT~TO EfA: This response may still need to addreSs ,the larger comment of inteDtioD~1 '
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:: DCN PH4Pl13
I '

. .' COMMENTER Chemical Manufacturers As
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV' .
SUBJNUM 113, ' . '

,COMMENT. ,
As noted above, EPA i~elfhaSstated that even the, Phase III arid
Phase IV rules are unnecessary and is an unwise .use ofAgency
resources. See 60 Fed. Reg., 11,70412 and 60 Fed. Reg. 43,656/2.,-

· Cl~arly, the imposition of any reqtiiremepts beyond those in Phase
,III wOuld be even more unwarranted. / " ,
The cursory risk assessment perfonned mconnection with the Phase
IV rulemaking does nothing ,to change the conclusiQb that further '
regulation,ofCWA impoundments is riot needed. This risk assessment

,is so serio~ly flawed and niislead,ing that it cannot supPort any .
· fuiding that further regulation is needed to protect human health
. and the environment. The flaws in the assessment were only, '
,exacerbated by the fact that the assessment and its underlying .
infonnation were not made adequately available to the public for
review and' comment. ' , ..
l.:As.ShoWn mthe Attached Report, The Data Use4 In EPA's Risk
Assessment is ~riouslyFlawed. . ' ,
CMA and The Acrylonitrile Group asked the. Gradient Corporation to .
examine EPA's riskassessment developed for the Phase iv propOSal.
That report 'is attached an4;i incorporated With these CMA c~mments.
The Gradient report concludes that tlie Phase IV risk \
,assessmen~ contradicts the Agency's risk assessment.principals and
guidance by, among other things, using a worst case approach as
opposed to conservative but re8listicesiim8tes ofupper bound

· risk. The resulting overstatementofrisk may be as high as 660 .
fold for the air exposure paihway and, as CMA has pointed. out in: .
p~vious comments, at least 240 times greater for the . ,
grolmdwater pa~~y (See Attacmnent CMA's 24 July, 1992 comments to '
CBECIECHO, P12 and Appendix A 'of those comments). ,' .

. Reaso~ble and appropriate corrections to the risk assessment:
, result in the conclusion that either population or individual risks

, !" .'are well below the "aC~eptablen range, and any potential benefit
afforded by regulating these surface impoundments via Option 2 or '
Option 3 are no~ necessary. ...
the repOithighlightS sPecific concerns ihcluding:
The data sets'used by the Agency in 'th~ screening'risk ~sessment
were obsolete and incomplete. ~s means tI;l8t the riSk BsSessment,

r ,
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.is not bas~d on accurate ,information.
Although'the Agency would not ide!ltify the exact ,source of the

, data, some of~e data used from the Effluent Guidelines program is
'more than 10 years old~ Industry has made numerous changes to their ,
wastewater treatment facilities over this' time: For example. .'
process changes have been made which changed composition and flows
ofwaste streams,' and facilities and equipment handling waste , .
streams have been modified or replaced. Especially relevant 'to'
Phase IV. many, impoundments have been closed during this period.

" The Agency recognizes the proble~s with its data base 'and has ,
-requested updated iilformation. 'In particular. the Agency does not
know how much oftheir data Used in the risk assessment derives
from tank~based·systems as opposed to impoundment systems. In
~th. induStry cannot tell either, since the Agency has refused to '
release the data base because it claims that the material was,
submitted'as confidential ,business information. CMA has repeatedly
requested that the Agency find a way ofsharing its infonnation

· with~Without'violating the claims ofconfidentialitY. To date,
the Agency has not done so. Clearly, no amount of .
anecdotal information supplied by individual industiy companies or
ass~ciationscould satisfy the Agency's need for compt'ete '
infonnation on all impoundments c~ently in use which.
manage decharacterized wastewaters. However, if the Agency believes

·that the risks truly are significan~ they should use the statutory
·authority granted to them in'RCM § 3007 to obtain cUITent and
complete facility data for an'accurate assessment of risks.

"The risk assessment overStated risks via the groundwater'exposure
pathway and the dil~tion and attenuation factors (OAF) were
inappropri~te1ychosen~ . , , . . "
The DAF values chosen were inconsistent with earlier data sets
uSed in previous rulemaking risk assessments. The generic,DAF of6
associated with the highest Agency calculated risks did not take .
into account any site or chemical specific conditions. or'the, (
biological degmdation·which.occurs with organic constituents.
The risks calculated for air emissions from nonhaZardous surface

. impoundments wereovefsiated by a factor of660:
,EPA's assessment of "baseline", risks for Phase IV are 25 canc~

~s annually (Exhibit 2-28 ofthe 8/18/95 RIA for Phase IV)..
Giadient estimate~' that these risks are overstated ~y 660 fold, so,
that cancer iricidence would be 0 annually (uSing one significant

, fi~), with no additional Ph8Se IVreguiation. .
The 100 ppm VOC trigger level used tQ estimate risks was deriyed
without adequate explana~onin·thebackgroUJ.ld,documents. The ,
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.' Subpart CC rolemaking, which is where ~s trigger comes from, is
·currently being litigated on several grounds, including this .,' .
inappropriate threshold for control req~~ents. ,
In sum, the risk .assessment is simply inadeqUate to s\lggest that
risks exist ,which justify additionaI regUlations. This is. 
particularly true if the cost ofOptions 2 or 3 are taken into
'account.
2. CMA has serious concerns that the public was not provided with '
adequateinfonnation abo,ut tlie Phase IV'risl<assessment in a timely,
enough fashion to enable comments.:

· It is axiomatic that the basis for the Agency's poli~y

determinations must be tnadeavailable for review asp~ ofnotice'
and comment rulemaking. Unfortunately, many ofthe Agency's

", back~ound documen~ \,Vere either not available t~ the public, or
, 'not available in the docket None of the facilities' of the '.
original data set were 'identified by the Agen'Cy, which claimed that .
it was ~onfidential business infolmation. Therefore, industry is .
unable to make specific comments on this da~ or provide the

, . Agency with current information about these facilities. M~ch of~e
information which pertained to the risk assessment (such as '"
.Subpart CC risk assessIIlent documents, and calculation spreadsheets \
used in the screening risk assessment)were not available in the ' ."
Phase IV d~ket, ~~ 'significant resources and time were required '. .
to track down the infomiation from Agency personnel. Thi~ ~er.
to public participation in the notice and comment process is a
·significant impediment to the public's right to comment on

·_the Agency's proposal. ' . "
·In addition, we believe that the Agency's current risk ~sessme:nt

, .. is 'so' flawed that the AgencY should not go forward with the final
nile' (uD.t~ss they select Option l)'untiltheY'reyjse ~e riSk
asses~men~ and,op.ce again" subj~t it to notice and. :comment. , '

. Without an ad~qua~e risk assessment; the Agency cannot demonstrate
· the basis for this rule and any revision to the risk assessment '
" based on comments/data,received should besubjec~ to notice and
~ODUDen~ " . '

. RESPONSE: ". . . . , .

. In the August 22; 1995 ,Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring' that '.
underlying hazardous constituentS in decharacterized wastes were not released to the .'
environment via leaks, sludges, and air eMissions from surface unpoundments hi systems,
regulated by thf: (::lean Water Act Qf Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterlzed
wastes are'wastes which initially eXhibited a hazardous characteristic ofigriitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristjc). On March ,16, 1996, the
Presid~nt signed the Land Disposal.Program Flexibility Act'of 1996, which provides that the "

- ' ..' . . .. ~ . '.' " :. .
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wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered.nonh8.?JU'dous. As "
a resul~ 'on April 8, 1996; EPA withdrew its treatment standards far these wastes (61 FR 15660)." ,
Today'sPhase IVfm;l! rule Will not promulgate'provisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emi~sions from surface impoundments (EPA propos,ed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR '

'4365543677». Furthenno~e,the treatment standalds for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to Te metal wastes if the characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

, in a unit that ~s regulated by ~e Clean Water Act or, tor underground injection wells, the Safe
'Dri~ng Water Act.

However, the Land Dispcis8J FleXibility Act does mandate EPA to undert8ke a S-year study to'
, detennine any potential ris~(posedby cross-media transfer ofhazardouS constituents from these
, surface impoUndments. The findings of thi~ study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may , ,
, result mproposed regulations for these units, ifrisks are in fact found that wauld warrant such
,regulation. '

, ,

Sil,lce the Agency is not finalizing anyafthe options addressing equivalency oftreatment in
wastewater treatment systems'regulated under the,Clean Water Act, the commenter's dispute with "

, the validity of the Agency's risk analysis related to facilities managing decharacterized wastes
containing hazardo~ co~tit\ients aboveUTS in CWA treatment systein~ is moot.

. '

" '
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DCN ' PH4Pl13
.COMMENTER Chemical Manufacturers Association
RESPONDER .SS
SUBJECT EQW
SUBJNuM 113
~COMMENT. ,

V. EPA Should A~opt A Sens~bleTime Sequence FC?r Its Phase III and
Phase IV Rwemakings , .
EpA has p~posed, or will soon'propose, a number'ofseparate RCRA :

.. hazardous waste r~gulations that are closely inteiTelat~d: the . .
Phase III and Phase IV LDR rules, the HWIR process waste rulemaking ,

. and a"supplemental'rule relating to the poiDt ofgeneration for ,':. .
hazardous wastes..CMA believes that because of the significant
ri~ks ofC9nfusion,. conflict, and wasted expenses, E~A should not
fmalize the Phase III or IV regulations until after ithas . . ,
Clarified the point ofgenemtionaild fmalized HWIR. CMA further

, urges EPA. to issue the Phase III and IV niles with a cOlnmon '
, effectiv~ 'date~ . " .

In Phase III, EPA·proposed.tha~ the facilities managing formerly
characteristic"~dous wast~s, must mee~ LOR treatment standards
at th~ end-of-pipe. As part of that rulemaking, EPA asked for,
comments relating'to the ,where prohibited wastes are generated.
Because of industry's long-standing"practice ofaggregating ,

, ,wasteWaters for c~ntralized .treatment, this a criti~ issue for·
d~termining th~ applicability ofEPA's P~e III ,requirements and
will have a maJoreffecton·compliance strategies. Because ofthe
importance 'of this issue,,EPA announced that it would .
seek additioiial comments on it~ Iii Phase IV, EPA is considenng .
whether to impose additional requirements on the. same surf~
impoundments addressed in Phase Ill, ,with resPect to
potential'leaks, a4' emi:ssioDS, and sludges. Agam, the point of .
generation is a critical issue for determiriing which impoundments

. will be subject to the,rule. In the HWIR rule, EPA will establish
risk-based cOncentration levels for many hazardous constituents,

. below which wastes will no longer be considered to be hazardous
~, and thuS will not be subject 'to ,further Subtitle C
regulation, including the LDRs. The HWYR rule could thus delimit
the number of impoundments th8t are subject to the land' disposal
restriC!joDS Under Phase -III and IV. .
CMA believes that if these. rules are not fmalized in the.
appropriate order, the resulting disruption ofthe regulated '

.' community will be severe, as well as unnecesSary. As explained, '
, . in detail below, the HWIR rule could make significant ~hanges in '
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.the LD:R program, rendering worthless the substantial capital
expenditures that will be necessary to comply with Phase III and IV
regulations. Similar wastes of resources·will result ifEPA m~es

the Phase III rule effective earlier than.the Phase IV rule, ,
. becauSe the choices EPA makes in the firial Phase IV rule will " ,
, often detennme the most cost-effective way to comply with the LDR
requirements. Finally, EPA sho~d not ask facilities to address
compliance with ei~er the Phase III or IV rule without fmalizing

\ the point where the land disposal restrictions 'attach.
It is also difficult, ifnot impOssible, for CMA to comment on .

. the specifics ofOption 3 without proposee;t regulatory language. .
RESPONSE: .... .
In the August 22, l~,95 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying h3zardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
environment Via leaks, sludges, 'and air ,emissions from surface impoundlnents in systems .'
reguiated by the Clean WaterAct or Safe Drinking Wat~r Act (60 FR 43655). Dech~terized

",wastes are wastes which initi81ly exhibited a~dous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when geperated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the .
President signed the Land Disposal PrograriJ. Flexibility Act qf 199~, which provi4esthat the

,wastes' ill question are'no longer prohibited "from lan4,disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As ~.
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes' (61 FR 15660).

.Today's Phase IV fmal rule will not promulgate provisions for managi~g leaks, sludges, and air
e~ssions from surface impoundments (E,PA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR .
43655-43677». Furthennore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's,ruIe do not
apply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

, in a unit that is regwated by the Clean.Water Act ':lr, for under~und injec,tion wells, the Safe ,
Drinking Wat~r Act.

Ho~ver, the Land DisposalFle~bility Act does mandate EPA to 'undertake a S-yea.r study to
detennlne any potential riskS posed by cl'Qss-media transfer ofhazardous constituents frOm these/
surface impoundments. The findings 9fthis study; begun by the Agency 'in April, 1~6, may .
result in proposed regulations for these units, ifrisks ate in fact found that would warrant such· .

. . I - t' •

re.gu1ation.. ...,.. ';, . '.' '. , '

Although the Agency cannot predict exactly'how the constituent-specific exit ievels fOI-certain
low':'risk solid wastes in the HWIR final rule will compare,with, the UTS levels, the AgenCy did "
consider available risk information 'when making decisions regarding finaltreatmerit·standards in
the technology-based LDR program. During the development.offinal treatment standards, the

, J}.gency examined whether the UTS for some 'metals may be.far more stringent than any ,
. reasonable minimize threat level: The initial reasoning was that if the Agency found evidence
that the final HWIR~ threat level was likely to be much higher than the proposed UTS
for ~y toxic characteristic wastestream:EPA would consider whether to raise the proposed '
treatment standard prior to finalizing the Phase 'IV~e. E.PA.. examined th~ proposed HWIR exit '

: '
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l~vels for the'toxi~ meiaI wast.es including'in the Phas~ IV'rulemakirig. When EPA compare,d the
proposed HWIR 'exit levels to the UTS for each metal constituent, the·.Agency found that the
BOAT level w~; in most cases, within an order of magmtude of the' proposed HWIR eXit level:.

.There were sjgnifi~_ant,differences between the proposed HWIR exit level and UTS ,for,two
meta!s,~ and '. As discussed in section~ of.the preamble to the Ph~. IV tmal

·rUle,....:[need to complete once preamble language is written]. . .
.1

." . .

In light ofthe differences'in timing Detween the, HWIR.and the PhaSe ~V filiat .rule, there isioo
much uncertaintY about 'what the fmal HWIR levels will be to incorporate those levels into the

·UTS for any constituents. Section 3004(m) ofReRA requires that 'the Agency promulgate.' '
.' ' treatment'standards that specifY levels or methods oftreatment that "substantially diminish the

, toxicity ofthe waste or substantially reduce the'likelihood ofmigration ofhaZardous constituents
from the waste so'that short-tenn and long-tenn threats to human health and the environment are .
minimizeq." The proposecI HWIRlevels have not yet been established as ~minizpize threat" ' .
levels~ . .' , .

, . .
The Agency discUssed possible changes that could be made to th~ "~int ofgeneration,"· or the
point at which LOR requirements"attach toa hazardous waste in the proposed LOR Phase III
·iulemaking (see 60 FR 11717, March 2, 1995). The Agency is still considering the opti9ns
discuSsed:in that pro~sal and potentially other optiQns 110t ~scussed. The Agency will reopen
the pOint ofgeneration i~sue for'further comment, and' is intending to fmalize aJ1 option in a
·fu~ rulemaking. ." .

.r )

" .
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RESPONSE:' . '
In the August 22, 1995 Phase N proposal; EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardOus constituents m, dechai-acterizedwaStes were not released to the ' .
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems
,regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60' ~R 43655). Decharacterized
~es are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous chaIl1cteristic of ignitability, c~rro~ivi~,

DCN. ,PH4Pl'13' ,
COMMENTER Chemi~ ManufacturedAssoci~tion.· ,
RESPONDER S8.' .
SUBJECT EQlJV
SUBJNUM 113
COMMENT

b) The Phase IV regulations should only apply to Subtitle D' ,
wastewa~er surface impoundments,rec~iVing d~characterized
wastewater. (Item #2) , ' .
Both Subtitle C and D wastewater surface impoundments may. receive
dec~cterized wastewaterS. However, only Subtitle D surface
impoundrDents shoUld be impacted by the Phase IV regulations.
This is consistent wjth the Chem Waste court ruling which was
directed towards Subtitle i:> surface impounqmentS and not to '
8ubtitle C surface impo~dments. this applicability difference
between Subtitle C and D wastewater surface impoundments is

,ac~owledged in Section I.c. ofthe preamble:
"Today's options to address surface impoWldmerit releases

. specifical~y apply to Subtitle D(noiih.az8rdous) surface
impoundments that receive decbaraCterized wastes." 60 FeeL
43,65712'- " . '
Therefore, EPA should specifically state in the regulations that
only Subtitle D wastewater surface impoundments ate covered by
Phase IV ~gulations. , "
c) The phrase "and other nonhazardous waste surface'impoundments'~ .
~hould be either subject to notice and comment rulemaking or'
removed. (Item#3).' " '
CMA is confused as' t~ the meaning of "and other noDhazardous waste .
surface impoWldments." The Chem Waste court ruling only addressed
CWA treatment systems. The phrase "and other nonhazardous waste'
surface impoundments," or any s~lar phrase, is not used in t;he \
Chem Waste decisi~n or the associated regulation. Thus, EPA should
either defi~e, The plUase "and other nOnhazardoUs waste sUrface ','
impOundments'" in a Federal Register notice prior to'promulgation of'

, any, Phase IV reguladons so that comments c~ be submitted from
the impactCd community, or delete it. '
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reactivity, or toxicity when generated.'but ~~ no longer ~h~~teris~ic). On March 16, 1996, the
':Presid~nt 'signed the Land Disposal Program'FlexibilitY Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are, no longer pr~hibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As.

. a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA Withdrew its treatment standards for these.waStes (6r fR "5660).
Today',s ~hase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions (or. managing leaks~ sludges, and au- .
emissions from surface impOundinents (EPA proposed options"on August 22, 1995 (60 FR ' ' .
43655-43677». Furthe~ore, the t:reatment'standards for TC metal wastes in today?s rule do not'

'. apply to Te metal wastes if~e characteristic is removed and th~ wastes are subsequently treated
. \ in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for undergrounC:l injection wells, ~e Safe

,Dri~ng Water Act. . , .. " . ,

However, the LandDisposal Flexibility.Act does mandate E~A,t9 undertake a 5~year study to .
de~ermine any potential risks'pOsed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these' '
surf~ce impoundments. The.finmngs of,this study, begun by the Agen~y' in April, 1996~ may

'. result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
:regulation. . ' ' ".., , .' .
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DCN ': PH4Pl13
CO~ENTER 'Chemical Manufacturers Association

, ,RESPONDER SS' ,
SUBJECT' EQUV' ,.
SUBJNUM 113
COMMENT

. . 'I) CMA could improve their pollution prevention option. (Item #9)
.' "ClviA believes that pollution prevention could be. an alternative to

, the uswilLDR treatment requirements, but only ,if the Agency allows
its use, and, Qoes not mandate it. Since pollution prevention can be
aprohibition'on generation ofa type ofwaste,·it can never.
qUalify as a treatment standard for wastes that are generated. '
Pollution prevention, however, could be used as an alternative that
allowS a facility to designate a source reduction project for a
particular constituent and then use that reduction as QD offset
against treatment'ofanother wastestrea.rQ that is less effective
than'BDAT. -
Wastewater collectipn,and treatment systems are complex ~n their 
nature, as the Agency is aware.·The source wastewaters vary from

. potentially more concentrated waste!S 'from column~ and other unit
operations to very dilute waStewaters from utilities such, as
cooling tower blowdown. The Agency has proposed 'to allow.as

,exCluded systems those for which source wastewaters can be'
identifiedand.pretre~ted to an equivalent mass remoyal,as wotild

,be achieved ~y tre~ting the combined waste to UTS levels. WhileCMA
agrees that there may bewastewate,r systems which can av~f '
themselves ofthis option as 'clafted, it is too narrowly crafted
to be ofuse to many member company facilities, respectively.
However, removal efficiency achievable by steam stripping,' the •
'required MACT-based technology Wlder,the HON, is 95 and

" 96, respectively. Thus, t1;J.e recovery efficiencies are not'
achievable by traditional wastewater ,technologies (such as steam
stripping) and would require ~e ofdestruction
technologies(chemi~ or thermal) which preclude recovery ofihe~e-,
organics (which is the focus of the Agency's push for pollulion
,prevention). ' .
In order to encourage pollution prevention.in all instances where

, a small and concentrated enough stream can 'be identified, CMA
, requests that the Agency con:si~era broader allowance. Where the

configuration ofa given'wastewater system is such.that an
operator can show that insufficient streams are identifiable to
meet the target and c~ demonstrate that to the
regulatorY auth9rity (State or Regional), CMA believes 'that·the

. . •. , I
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. facility should also be exciuded'from the r~quireine~tsof the Phase
IV regulationS relate4 t9Ie~~ sludges. and air emissions. For .
facilities' ';, " .
~o be eligible for this exclusion,C~ believes it is appropriate
~at EPA require that the fadlity, . '. .'
actually pretreat all strelllllS feeding the.waStewater system which
have recoverable materials in them. ' .
Therefore, the Agency 'shoUld adopt a req~iremerit under the . . ,
pollution prevention .option that organics be remoyed froni stre~s
by traditional wastewa~er techitologies (or,alternative technologies
which the generator can demonsf:t'8te.are appropri~te for the
stream) where it is reasonable to do so, but should not impose a' I

concentration limit on 'such streams~

RESPONSE:
Allowing a facility to de~i~tea source reduction project:for a partic~ar'constituent and.them
use ~y ~eduction in the quantity ofthat was~e generated to offset require4 treatment ofan~ther
wastestream to a level that is less effective than BOAT may not necessarily reduce the overall
risk tobuman health and the environmen4 and could, in fact result in a greater risk than ifboth
waste streams were generated~d treated tq ~OAT ~taIidards: The Agency'is not proposing or
finalizing, such a pollution prevention tradeoff at this tUne.

In the August 22, '1995' Phase IV proposal, EPA discuSsed three optiQns for ensuring that,
underlying hazardous coIistituentS in dech8.racterized wastes were not released to the

. environplent vi~ leaks, sludges, and air emissions from ~urface impoundments in,systems '
. regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe~ng Water Act.(60 FR 436,55). Oeeharacterized
. wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a'hazar40us characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity, '

reactivity, or toXicity when generated bu~ are no longer charactenstic). On March 16, 1996, tht: '
, President signed the Land OisposalPiogram Flexibility Act of 1996, whjch:provides that the'.

wastes in question are no longer prohibitea from land disposal once rendered nonhazardoUs. As"
a result, on April 8, 199~,)~PA withdrew its treatment ~dards for these wastes (61 FR 15660).
Today'sPhase IV final rule will not promulgate proVisions for managing l~aks,sludges,and ,air " .
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA.proposed options on August 22,1995 (60 FR',' .
43()5543677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's nile'do not' -'
apply to TC metal wastes if the chaiaCt~stic is removed and the wastes are su~sequentlytreated
in Ii unit that is'regUlated by the Clean Water Act or, for ,undergi-ound injection wells, the'Safe .
Drinking Water Act." . ,.. ,

However, the Land Disposal Flexi~ility Act does'mandate,EPA ~o undertake a,S-year study to
.determine any ~tential risks posed by cross-media transfer of~dous,constituentsfrom these
surface impoundments. The findings ofthis study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these unitS,' if nsks are in fact' ~ound that would 'warrant such
regula~on.,
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DeN', PH4P113 ,
COMMENTER Cheriiical Manufacturers As'
RESPONDI;:R 5S"
SUBJECT 'EQt.!V
SUBJNUM: 113,
COMMENT

I .

D. CMA conc~s thai no disproportionate risk will be impos~d on
any community ,as a result ofthe Phase IV fule. . "
CMA supports the goals'ofthe Agency in 'ensuring that no segment
ofthe population bears disproportionate risk~ and to el}hance
environmental quality for all residents ofthe U.S. CMA does not
believe that the Agency has demo,nstrated that any significant ' .
risks 'to human health andth~ environment are currently posed by ,

. non-hazardous impoundments handling decharacterized wastewaters.
, ~ .. " '. .

"

, ...,.

I'

,e'

, . I

RESPONSE: ,."
,In the AugUst 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for e~tiring that
underlying hazardous constituents in dechar8:cterize~ wastes were not released to the '
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface irilpOundnients in syStems
regUlated by the Clean Waier Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60'FR 43655). Decharacterized

" wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, ~orrosivity,
reactiVity, or toxicity whe~generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the

" President signed the Land Disposal Progmm'Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the' .
, . v{astes ,in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered. nonhazardous. As

aresult, on AprilS,"1996, EPA withdrew its treatment statldards for these wastes (61 FR 15660)..
Today's. Pha:se IV final rule will not promUlgate provisions fOf managing 1.e8ks, sludges,and air'
emissions from surface impoundments' (EPA proposed options on AuguSt 22, '1995 (60 FR .
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatm~t standards for TC nietal wastes in today's iul~ do not

. apply to TC metal wastes ifthecharacterisnc is removed'and the wastes are subsequently treated '
, in a unit that is, regulated by the Clean Water Act Of, for underground injection wells, the Safe
\. ~ , ... \ ......

, Drinking Water Act

However, the Land DisPosal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
," .. 'determine any Potential risks posed by cross-media trimsfer ofhazardous conStituents from these

surface imPoundments.· The findings ofthis study, beSun by the Agency in April, 1996, may'
result in proposed regulations fOf these units, if risks are in fact ,found that'would warrant such

. regulation..
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DCN PH4P1l3
COMMENmR CMA
ReSPONDER SS. .
'SUBJECT' EQUY
SUBJNJJM 113
COMMENT
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3. RCRA Doe,s Not Give EPA JurisdictionTo Impose §ubtitle C Technical"Requiremeilts On
,Subtitle D Units.

It would rUri. contrary to Congress' clear intentions in structuring Subtitles C and D for
EPA to impose technical requirements on Subtitle'D units under Subtitle C authority. While
Congress intended for E~A to regulate hazardous waste managemenl under 'Subtit'e C, it made it .
clear that Subtitle I? regulations were to; be primarily a responsibility ofth~ states. Although
tl:te Chem Waste decision indicated that'EPAhas authority to set numerical LDR treatment
standards for characteristic wastes below the characteristic level, it did not state .that EPA has
jurisdi~tiori to impOse technical requi~ments on Subtitle D units that are not managing
hazardoUs ,"
wastes. In fact, as we demonStrate above, the Court specifically authorized such subtitle D Units
to accept these formerly characteristic wastes stating'that such accommodation was conSistent
with both RCRA'.and the CWA. '.

The contemplated Option 2 i~quirements, addressing air emissions, sludge~, and leaks from, 'e
,CWA wastewa~er treatment unitS" would be neither prohibitions from land di~posal under §§
3004(d) through (g)"nor treatment standards pursuant'to § 3004(m). The technical surface .
impoundment requirements in Option 2 are clearly not ,'·prohibitions;" because the hazardous

"wastes involved are already prohibited from land disposal. 40 C.F.R. §§ 268.35~ 268.37.
Furthermore, the proposed Option 2 requirements cannot be treatment standafds;~because they ,
are neither "levels" nor ."methods" oftreatment as set out in.§ 3004(m) ofRCRA. EPA lists
treatment stan~ that are'nUmericallevels in 40 C.F.R. §§ 268.41 and 268.43, ~d lists
methods in 40 C.F.R. § 268.42. ' .

.. Because ih~ Qptio~ 2 'requirements would not be prohibitions or treatme~t standar~, they :
are not LOR provisions, and EPA's authority to impose them must come from elsewhere in '

. RCRA. 'However, there is no authority. for the requii-ements elsewhere in RCRA, because they
,would regulate Subtitle 0 uni~ that do not receive any hazardous wasteS. The Court's decision in

, Chem Waste allowed EPA to impose certain continuing requirementS on wastes that were no
longer 'hazardous wastes (i.e., imposing BDAT levels below the c~teristic level) but oDly
because of the s~ial nature ofthe LDR prograin. Apart from the,LDR p~ogram, the coUrt noted .
that EPA is ljmited to the regulatio~ ofhazardous wastes under Subtitle C. Id., ~t 20 and 24. In
American Mining Congress v. EPA, 824 F.2d 1177 (D.C. Cit. 1987), the court rebuffedE~A's
~ttempt to expand its Subtitle C jurisdiction by proadening its regula~ory defInition of"solid
waste. The coUrt stated: . ,

"
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RCRA in~l~cles two m.ajoqiarts: on~'de;Us with i1on-~doUs soiid'waste ri1anage~ent and the
other with hazardous waste m~gement.·Und~rthe latter, EPA is directed to promulgate'

. regulations eStablishing a'comprehensive management system. [ 142,U.S.C.'§ 6921] EPAls
authority, however, extends only to. the regulati~n of 'lhaZardous waste. 'I 824 F~2d at 117~.

The ~ourt went on to say that 'II[the" very care evidenced by Congress in defining RC~'s,~cope
certainly suggests that Congress was concemed about delineating and thus cabining EPA!s '

,jurisdictio~ reach. II 824 F.2d at 1189. See also American Mining Congress v.;-U~ted,.states ;
, Environmental Protection Agency, 907 F.2d 1179, 11-85 W.C. Crr. 1990). '

I,

.• ',

•

, "

, " The surface impoundments being considered iIi the Phase Iv:. rUle are Subtitle D units that
are part of CWA or CWA-equivaleni systems. They do no~ accept hazardous waStes. EPA thus .
has no ~uthority tQ regulate them under· Subtitle C of RCM.. .

-. Finally, even if there were jurisdiction 4t-some part ofRCRA other than the'L)JR provisions
for the Opti01i2,req~rements, the standard for imposing such requirements-is that . _ '

. they must be "neces~ to 'protect human health and the environment." RCRA§§,3002(a), ,
3004(a). EPA has made it quite clear'that 'it does not consider the Phase IV rules to be necessary'

.. indeed, it does not even consider the.Phase III rules to be 'necessary. The Agency has ,- '
, reinforced this Policy determination many times in statements to proposed rules or before ,:'
, .Congress: See Sections i and Ifofthese comments. Although the D.C. Circuit'rej~tedEPAfs,
_legal construction in the Third-third rule, ,the court did not disturb EPAls fmdhtg, in the

. ' "third-third" rule, that further regulation ofdecharacterized ~tesplaced in CWA systems was
winecessary as it. nia~~r ofpolicy and environmental protection: See e.g., 55 Fed. 'Reg.

, 22,651-22,652 and 22,656-22,659 (June 1~ 1990). . -,
" RESPONSE' ' ,

- lit the August 22, 1995 PlUtse,'xV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
, underlying hazardo~ constituents in- decharacterized wastes were not released to the , .
,environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions frOIJ;1 surface imP.o~dments in systems
regulated by ~e Clean Water Act or S~e Dririking Water Act,(60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are'Wastes which initjally exhibited a hazardous characteristi<; ofignitability, corrosivity, ,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated"but are no longer characteristic). on March 16~ 1996, the ..
President signed the Land Disposal Program,Flexibility Actofl996, .which provides ~t th~ ,
wastes in'questiOD are'no longer prohibited from land'disposal ,once rendered nonhazardous. ' As

- aresuit, QD AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61'FR 15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not proinulgate provisionsJormariaging le8ks, sludges, and'air
emissions,from sUrface'impoundments (EPA propoSed options'on August 22, 1995 (~QFR.
43655-43671»: Furthermore, the treatment stand8rds for TC metal wastes in ~day's rule,do not
app~y to TC metal waStes ifthe characteristic is removed and the was!es are subsequently treated,
in a unit that is regulated by lIle Clean Water Act or; for underground injection wells, the Safe- ,

, -Drinking Water Act. '. ' ,

, . Howev;~r, the Land DisPosal Flexibility Act does m~date EPA to undertake a 5-ye~ study to
. , " .

J •• ,
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, ,

detennine any potential risks posed by cro~s-mediatransfer ofhazardous constifuents 'from these a.
surface impoundments. The findings ofthis. study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may ...
result in proposed regulations for these units, ifri~ks are in fact found that would warrant such
,regulation..
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" DCN PH4P116
COMMENTER ' Occidental Chemical Co:
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT, EQUV
SUBJNUM 116
COMMENT, ,

" 'Occidental C~emlc8l,Company (OxyChem) is,~ diversified
manufacturer ofiJ;1dustrial and s~cialty chemicals. ,Twelve (12) of. '
our manufacturing locations utili~ thirty~five (35)non-hazardous '
impoundments, primari:lY to mariage wastewat~. Seventeen of
these impoundments maybe affected by the proposed Phase IV (and
Phase III) RCRALand DisPosal'rules. Therefore, our facilities
will be'directly impacted by this rule and comments are: '

, being offered fOr'the record. ' . .
OxyChem supports comments submitted for the record by the Chemical '
Manufacturers Association, ~ well as the American Industrial
~ealth Council (AIHC)." '

1. sunuitary,. .
,OxyChem urges EPA to adopt Option I 'because of the relativ~ly low
risk to the ~nVirOIiment flom non-hazardous wastewater impoundments.
Aity potential risk from non-hazardous waste:water'impoundments can
be addressed by existing state and EPA programs. OxyChem'agree's

, With EPA that.Option 3 would be disruptive to ,existing wasteWater
, treatment systemS. with minimal environmental benefits.

, IfOption 2 is selected, it should be modified to be less "
, 'Proscriptive'and allow state aiiand groundwater programs to

,miliimize any enViro~ent8.l risks rather $In create an overly,
, 'reStl"ictive federal rule., -nus ~OdifiedOption'2 requires ' '

time allowances ofup to four years for major,replacement projects
where needed to comply with Phase III and IV iules.
'Our commenis are categorized by the seven basic objectives which ."
EPA. set for the ~emaking: ,.

,IL Focus on Significant Risks from Permanent Dispo~ ,
A. Potential risks from non-hazardous impoUndments caD be more'

\ effectively addressed through the CAA, 'cWA and state groundwater '
,ph?t~on programs. _. ,
OxyChem agrees with EPA statements that' higher risk activities
should supersede this rulemaking. Therefore, Option'I sh~uldbe
selected. Ifgaps exist ip·current state programs, they ,should be
identified and'ad~ssed through the current regulatory struciute
after prioriti~tion by ris~ , ' ;

.'

. ,

, . '

.";
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B. Risk'estimates for non-hazardous impoundment~ are
overstated.
OxyChem supports CMA s evaluation which states that risks to "
groundwater and to ambient air may be significantly overstated.
Therefore, Option 1 should be sufficient. .
E. .A rhec~sm must be provided to continue to use impoundments .

· after constituepts are detec~d in'groundwater, ifwarranted by'
site-specific factors. . , '
Ifthe Agency selects Option 2, axyChem supports a

· self-implemenqng ~oundWater protection program. However, a
mechanism similar to 258.55(1) is necessary to allow use ofrisk
assessments where'the self-implementing process is inadequate. 'For '
'example, a constituent detected in the groundwater may not have
'originated from the impoundment ,b~ing monitored. , •
E. EPA should clarify that these rules do not apply to ditch and
trench convey~ce systems which d,o not function as disposal or
treatment,units. ,:'

· If there are concerns with these conveyance,systems, ~e Agency
should address them.in a separate rulemaking. -

III. Avoid Duplication with other EPA Requirements
A. Existing CAA and CWA programs will yield more environmental
protection in a more cost effective and less confusing manner..

. Cross-media transfers are possible to aU:, surface water or ':'
. , groundwater. However, the proposed Option 2 creates a fragmented'

. and confusing system. Existing CAA~ CWA and stilte groundwater
progr8mS incorporating EPA subtitle D guidance are the more .
effective authorities to 'address these issues. It is impossible to ,
prevent releases ofevery molecule ofh8zardous", ..
constituents..DuplicatiQn and confusion with overlapping provisions
ofeXisting and forthcoming eAA iules and state.groundwater
protection rules willbe created ifEPA promulgates Option 2.

B. Exemptions should be gianted on the 'basis ofeAA
standard applicability and riot on equivalence to Subpart CC rules,
ifOpti()D 2 is selected. _ . .
The wasteWater. generated at our facilities, which could be
point-of-gen~tion hazardous wastewater with greater thari 100 ppm
VOC s, is ~r will be subject to one or more/EPA air re~tioDs,
including,NESJ{APIMACT (part 61IPart 63)or NSPS (Part 60) air
emission standards and-their asso~iated control requirements. If .'
EPA air regulation development concludes eInissions from wastewater·
are insignificant, no further action should be ~quired ,under,
RCRA.
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" C; SubpartCC. rules proposed under Opti~n 2 pr~vide.a confuSing
,'overlap with othe~ above-mentione~ air rules. ,:'
, Analytical Method 2S 'picks up a variety ofcompounds which 'may'not
be volatile undedyi~g hazardous constituents' (UHC s) addressed by
~s rule. If.Qpti<>n 2 is selected, air concernS should be limited '
to volatile UHC s as measure~ by any approved analytical meth()d,
iatherthanj-ust Method 25. _' ,

'D. QXyChem applauds the deferral under Option 2 to states where
groundwater programs 'are "substantially similar."

, However, 'if this option is selected, EPA should include a list ot: ,
. states that are' similar, those that are substantially similar but

need a few modifications, and those
'~at are not~urrently'similar" The criteria for jUdgmg ,

, i similarity should not be the MSWLF (part258) rules. 'Thecriteri~ , '
," should i~clude program elements which can be Used to protect, "

groundwater and be flexible enough to allow' for different state
.,' appro,ches, as long as groundwater is adequately protected.

E. A deferral should be provided for non-hazardous surface
"i~poundments located ala penniued TSpF and/or subjec~ to RCRA

, Corrective Action. . .
, One-third ,or-our affected facilities will avoid duplicative
requirements ifdiis exemption is'offered under,Option 2.
C. Jlroundwater proU;ction procedures should be in the fonn of
gUidance to the states. , . ,
Grotindwater sampling, 'analytical requirements and statistical ,
requirements should not mirror Subtitle C or Part '258 iuIes. '.
Maximuni flexibility woul4 be provided by incorporating options into
,a gUidance document for use by state regulatO~ and the regulated '
public. j " : ' ,

V. Reco~ Valuabl~ Treatment inImpoUndinei1~ . :
A. OxyChem disagrees with statements that priMary impoundments '
provide only incidental treatment. " ,
Carefully, designedpriinary treatment units often provide greater
'than 50% TSS; BOD and hazardous substance removal, as well as
valUable equalization ofintermittent ,waste streams, flow,' "
temPerature and pH. - ' , , '
B. Biological impoundments shoUld be exempt from severaI ofthe ,
,Option 2grQundwater requiremen~. . .
Biological impoundments pose armnimal $reat to groundwater and
should be exempt from monitol'ing requirements. In ~dition,

post-biological impoundments should,al~ be exempt from air
emission" controls. ' ' ' ,

C.' Impoundments that are used for containing wet '
• ,l

/

" I
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·weather flows should be
. exempted under Option 2.
. This is particularly true in southern ~taies ~here tank-based

waStewater treatment systems often have impoundments to contain
diluted process ~d stormwater generated periodically during 'high .

. .. , ' .

.rainfall events. These impoundments often are used to protect
tank-based systems fr<?m hydraulic surges and prevent
weather related effluent excursions. .
D. A waiverofremedia~iori shoUld be allowed 'ifwarranted by
'site-specific factors. , 1 '

.If Option 2 is selected, a proVision allowing for a waiver of
remediation, similar to that provided iri the MSWLF rules, Part
258.57, sholild be incorporated. Provisions should, be made to'allow
continued use of.an impoundmerit ifno threat exists to the
environment and if the discharge to the impoundment is , .
modified. This would allow consjderation ofsite-specific factors.

VI. Protect Human Health and Environnient
A. It may be unfeasible or unpecessary to remediate alileab. .
OxyChemdoes not'agree with EPA logic under Option 2 th~~ ifan
underlying hazardous constitUent is leaked; it is illegally .
disposed ofwaste that-must be retrieved and properly managed. In'
some situations, there may be no sigilificant threat to the _.
~nvironment, especially' for compounds'wher:e no dlinIdng water MCL
exists or where an active remedi.ation program already exists.
C. Using driilking ~ater standards to trigger monito~g is
reasonable.' .

.. Setting the trigger level for monitoring weil installation under
Option 2 based multipliers ofdrinking water MCL s or state

· groundwater protection standards seems reasonable.. Again, hqwever, .
if technology based UHC s are used, it should not be assumed they
are groundwater protection standards~

VI.' Minjmize Implementation Bwden '.
A. IfOption 2 is ~l~,thePhase In and IV rules Should be

·merg~ into one ruie, with one schedUle of'compliance.
EPA stated that public comments on the Phase III rulem~g were
not reviewed by the time this rule was proPosed. Fin3l decisions
on upgrading or replacement must consider imp~t ofbothp~ ill
and IV rules. ,. .
D. OXyCbem favors the self-implementing nature of Option 2
regarding 'groundwater protection, but flexibilitY Illust be'added.
This closely parallels elementS ofthe CMA Responsible Care

·ProWam. However, ~~olesale ~option ofMSWLF Part 258 rules is not
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warranted They are't~ proscriptive, overly detailed, and do not ._
address inad~quacies in the Subtitle C gro~dwater program. ' ,-
BecauSe ofthe detailed natUre ~fPart 258, the majority of, .

,self·implemented prognUns will require agency involvement. Guidance'
for groundwater protection prograrDs should be develop~d for
states. If,a state program d~es not meet all elements of the .

. guidance, a site should be able to denionstratehow it can "
accomplish the overall objective ifone or mote elements from EPA S' ..

"program are 'missing from the stai~ program. Sites' with existing
.state· ,or EPA· approvedground\\,ater monitoring programs should
',not h8.ve to repeat at?- adequacy demonstration. '

. .E. .Other mechanisms for ,detecting releases to gto.undwater should,

. be allowed under Option 2, especially for existing impoundments. '
. For example, vadose zone monitoring or leachate collection system' ,
'monitoring should be allowed in place ofgroundwater monitoring if
'Jio leaks are detected. , ' , .

'. G., The appli~bilitY scope ofthe rule should be clarified.
This includes stating that both Phase III and Phase IV rules do , '
not apply to non.hazardo~ sludges gene!8ted from tank-based

, wastewater treatment systems to prevent future confusion. ,

.VIII. . CreateIncentives for Alternative Controls
A. Controlling ~nllssions at impoundments is'impractical.
ifOption 2 is selected with Subpart CC air controls,; . 
point·of-geileration recycle or pretreatment options must be done
because covering ~poundments and adding~ controls to the covers'
will rarely~ "feasible.' , ,

'.

I'

',.

e.

RESPONSE' . .'
In the AUgtist 22, 1995 Phase Iy proPosal, EPA discussed three options for ensUring that
~derlying hazardous consti~nts in decharacterized wastes were not released to ,the
environment via leaks, sludges, and air ~missions riom surface impoundmentS in systems
regulated by the Clean WaterAct or S~e Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially ex4ibited a hazardous charaCteristic ~figniti:lbility, COITosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March ,16, 1996, the
President signed ~e Land Disposal ProgriunFlexibility Act of 1996, which provide.s that the',
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazard~us. AS
a result, Qn AprilS, 1996, EPA withdrewiis treatment standards forthese~tes (~1 FR .15660).
Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for inanaging leaks; sludges, and air
emissio~ from surface impoundments.(EPA propOsed. optionS on AUium 22, 1995 (60 FR .

,'. ,4365543677». Furthennore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do·not
apply to TC metal ~tes ifthe characteristic is remoyed and the wastes are subsequently treated
iIi a uni~ that is re~at~d by the Clean Water Act or, for.und~rground injection wells, the Safe
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·Drinkip.g·Water Act.
,-

,. ,

/

• J

. . .'

, Ho~ever, the LandDisposal ,Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5-year study to
determine any potential ris~ pOsed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
surf~ce' impoundments. The fmdings of this study, begun by the Agency ~ April, 1996. may. '
'result in proposed regulations fOf, the~e unitS. if risks are in fact found that would warrant such. '
regulation. "

/
- '
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DCN. PH4P1l6
COMMENTER' Occidental Chemica! Co. '

, RESPONDER. SS,
'SUBJECT EQUV .
SUBJNUM 116.-

,COMMENT' . .

B. A mechanism should be.provided to allow' use ofsite·specific.
factors in detennining site'grouridw~terpro~ection levels. .
Use of.tech;DologY·baSed univetsal treatment Standards (DTS) as
default groundwater protection standards may not always be
appropriate. Additionally, we agree it may not be reasonable to
clean up to below background le.vels. In some cases~ it may not~
feasible to clean up to ba~kground levels. Clean up to background.
or UTS levels should not always be reqUired ifhazatdous ": : '
wastestream constituents' are reduced·in the disc~arge to'the .
impoundment and no significaiit threat to groundwater exists.· ,;

.' '~SPONSE: .'. ,'. ' .'. . .
In the August 22~ 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying haZardous constitUents in decharacterized Wastes were not released to the .

" environment via leaks, sludges, and air emi"ssions from surface impOundinents in systems I

regulated by the Clean Water,A~t or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 ~R 43655)~ Dec~terized

wastes are wastes,which initially exhibited a~do~ characteristic ofignitability, corr~sivity; ,
reactivity; or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land DisposalPro~ Flexibility Act of 1996, which pJ;:ovides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from landdisposal Ollce rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996,.EPA withdrew its ~tment standards for these Wastes'(61 FR '15660).
Today's Phase IV final ~ewill not promulgate provisions'for mailaging leakS, sludges:and air " " .
'emissions from surface-impo~dments(EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (6~ FR :
43655-43617». 'F~ennore, the ~atment sumda:rdsfor TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC inetal~s if the characteristic is removed 'and the wastes m:e subsequently treated ' . , .
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act or, for Underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking Water Act. . . ' ' ," .' ',.".. "

, .

,- However, th~ ~dDisposal Flexibility A~t d~smandate EPA' to undertake ~ S-year~y to
, determine any pOtential risks posed by cross-media transferof~ousconsti~ents from these

,surface'impouildments. The findings of this study; ,begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
.result in proposed regulations-for the~ units, ifrisks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulation. ' , '\ '-.
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'. DCN. .PH4P·1l6 .
, 'COMMENTER' Occidental Chemical Co.

RESPONDER: SS,
.SUBJECT EQUV'
SUBJNUM' i 16.
COMMENT

D. the main fucus ofgroundwater remediation should be to '. . ' \

prevent offsite releases. ".
OxyChem agrees with EPA in that, under Option 2, in some
industrial settings, the point ofcompliance may be the, property ,
line. i . .

, I

In the August 22, .995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in:decharacterized wastes were' not released to the
enVironment via leaks, 'sludges, and air emissions froin surface;impoUndments in systems "
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking 'Water Act (60,FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes ~e wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic ofignitability, corrosivity"
reactivity, or toxicity,when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the .
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibilitr Act of 1996, which provides that the :

, wastes in questio~are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardOus. As
, '" a result, 9n April 8, 1996, EPA withdrewits treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660). _
.. Today's Phase IV fmal rule ~ll not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sllidges, and air ,/ .

emissions from sunace impoundments (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR'
4365"5-43677)); Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal Wastes' in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes' ifthe characteristic.is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that isreguIated by the Clean Water Act or, for Underground injection wells, 'ih~ Safe
Drinking.Water Act. . . . ,

However, the Land DisposalFlexibiliiy Act does m~date EPA to. undertake a 5~year study to
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer'ofhazardous constituent$ from these
surfaCe'impoundments. The findings of.this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996. may
result in proposed regulations for these·units. ifrisks are in fact found that would warrant su~h
regulation. . '.

RESPONSI$:

.' ..

, .
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DCN PH4Prt6
COMMENTER, Occident8l Chemic3I CO.

• 1 ,_

RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT EQUV ' \
SUBJNUM" 116' '
COMMENT

"

B. OxyChem supports br~adenin:gofthe wllution prevention
. compliance'alternative. '. '
":.:However, it should,}je coiisu¥cted as broadly'as possible. The
" option ofpursuing equivalent air; water or groundwater reductionS

ofconstituents from sources other than the point ofgen~tioncan
be highly effec~ive and environm~tallyprotective.

·to _-

.1.•, RESPONSE: I .

In the August 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, :EPA discussed three optionsJor ensuring that
underlying hazardoUs constituents in decharaeterized w~teswere not released to the.
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions·from surface impoundments in systems .
'regulated by the Clean Water'Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized'
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited 'a haZardous.characteristic of ignitabiiity, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toXicity when generated but~ no longer c~teristic): On March 16, 1996, the
President signed the Land..DispoSal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on APril 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatment standards-for these'waStes (~1 FR 15660).

..Today's Phase IV:final rUle will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, '~ludges, and air
. emissions from'surface.impoundments'(EPA proposed.options on,August 22, 1995 (60 FR

43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment stand8rds for TC metal,wastes in today's rule do not
, , apply,toTe metal Wastes ifthe characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated

in a unit that is regwated by the Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe '
Drinking Water Act. . . .'

,:J .. ' j

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to uDd~e~5.-year study. to .
determine any potential risks posed by cross-media transfer ofhazardous constituents from these
'surf~ imPoundm~tS. The findiBgs of this study, begun by'the Agency. in April, '1996~ may'
, result inPropo~regulations for ~ese units, if risks are in fact fOUJ;ld that would'Warrani such
re~~~, . ,.

SUice the ASency..is not finalizing any ofthe options addressing equivalency oftreatment 'in
wastewater treatnientsy~ regulated under the Clean Water Act, the commenter's suggestions
regarding the broadening ofthe pOllution preventionco~pliance 8.lternative are no longer
relevant.

, I
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. ,DCN , ,PH4P1l6
'COMMENTER Occidental Chemical Co.
RESPONDER, SS'

.' SUBJECT· 'EQUV

.. SUBJNUM 116
COMMENT '

. . (

D. The proposed wastewater standards for volatiles should~
. reeval~ted to acc~unt for efficiendes of treatment'technology
applicable to wastewater.', ,
As indicated in our comments on Phase' III, differences in
available treatment technologies must be considered for organic and'
inorganic chemical production facilities. For example,biological
treatinent was used'as the basis for the chloroform standard of
0.046 mgll. As iDdicated 'in th~ OCPSF Effluent Guideline~ (4Q CFR

.; ~14), direct dischargers{e.g., chlor/aikali facilities) that
do not (and could notbecause of low organic content)·use
end-oC-piPe biological treatme~t'are s¥bject to different
'standards,based on different treatment technology. Inorganic
chemical facilities would consider the use ofstripping technology
for their wastewater, particularly for waste streams'with a series
oforgamcs. The proposed chlorofonn standard of0.046 mgll may
not be consistently achievable. In fact, 40 CFR 414.101 specifies
a chloroformlimit of0.325 mg/l to account for these perforinance
variations.

RESPONSE:
In the August 22, 1995 phase IVpropo,sai, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that
underlying hazardous constituents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the ,
environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impoundments in systems '
regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initiaily exhibited a hazardous characteri~c ofigDitability, corrosivity,
,reactivity, or toxicitY when generated but are no longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, the.
'President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohibited from 'land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April. 8,,1996, EPA withdrew its treatnient standards for.these wastes (6lFR 15660).
Today's PhaSe IV final rule will not promulgate provisionS for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from surface impoUndments (EPA proposed options on August 22., 1995 (60 FR, ' '
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards 'for TC metal wastes in today's role do not"
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic. is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean \Yaier Act or, for underground injection wells, the Safe
Drinking ,Water Act.' " '

" ,

However, the, Land DisPosal Flexibility Actdoes mandate EPA to undertake a S-year study to
" ' ,

, ,
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determine any pOtential risks posed by c~oss-inedi~ trans'fer ofh~dousc~~tituen~from these' .
~urface inipoundments. The fmdings of this study, beguri by the Agency in April, 1996, may'
.result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are,in fact foimd that would .warrant such ,
regulation. ' .

. \
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DCN PH4f116
COMMENTER Occidental Chemical CO.
RESPONDER SS

- _SUBJECT EQlN
SUBJNUM - 116 -
COMMENT _

B. .Final regul~tory languagenee~ to be'issued for public -_
comment. ' r _

This is' not a proposed- rule but a discussion ofpossible -. . _ .
approaches. Therefore, review ofthe fmal rules shoulq be .
allowed, unless the-final rule is issued· as guidance only.

RESPONSE:
In the AuguSt 22, 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA dis~ussedthiee options for ensuri~g that'
underlying hSzardous constituents. in decharacterized wastes were not releaSed to the

- environment via leaks, sludges, and air emissions from surface impqundments in systems .
regulated by the Clean Water Actor Safe Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a hazardous"'characteristic ofigni~bi1ity, c~rrosivity, _
reactivity, or toxicity when generated ~ut ar~ no longer characteristic). 'On March.16, 1996. the
President signed the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. which provides that the
wastes in question are no longer prohi~ited from land dIsposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on AprilS, 1996"EPA withdrew its treatment standards for these wastes (61 FR 15660). -a.
.Today's PhaseJV final rule.will not promulgate provisions for inanaging leaks, sludges, and air .,
emissio~from sulface impoUneime.nts (EPA proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's·rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes if the characteristic is r~moved 'and the 'wastes ate subsequently treated
~ a unit that is regulated by the 'Clean Water Act or, for und~ground' injection wells; the Safe

, 'Drinlting Water Act.' - .

However, the _Land Disposal ~lexibilityAct does mandate EPA to undertake a 5·year study to
dete~e any potential, ris,ks posed by cross~media transfer ofhazardous constituents from ~ese 
surface impoundinents. The :findings' of this study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may
result in proposed regulations for these units, if risks are in fact found that would warrant such
regulatio~.· . . "

Smce the Agency is not finalizing any ofthe opti~ns addressing equivalency oftreatment in '
wastewater treatment systemS regulated under the Clean Water Act, the commenter's concerns
regarding publication-ofregulatory language for notice and. comment is moot. -

, I
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DeN " ',PH4P116'
COMMENTER Occidental'Chemical Co.
RESPONDER SS, , .

SUBJECT EQUV
.'

SUBJNUM 116,
~OMMENT

I,

"
, , .

,

•

I'
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, ,

B. OxyChein supports broade~g of th~ 'pollution prevention
~,mpliance alternative,. ,
However, it should be constructed as,broadly'as possible. The
option ofpursuing equivalent air, water or groundMter reductiQns' ,
ofconstituents from sources o~er than the point ofgene~tioncan
be highly effective and envirorimentally protective.. .... ."

,RESPONSE:

InJh~,A~g~22, 1995 Ph~ ry p~opOs8J, EPAdiscuss~d three optiQns for ~nsUl'irig that ' '
underlying' hazardous co~tuents in decharacterized wastes were not released to the
environment via leaks, sludges, and'air emissions from surface impoUndm~ntsin systems ,
regUlated by'the,Clean Water Act or Safe Dmiking Water"Act (60 FR 43655). Decharacterized
wastes are wastes which initi~ly'exhibiteda~do~ chaiacteristic'ofignitability, cOITOsivity, ,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer characteristi~). 'Qn March 16, 1996, the '
President signed the Land Disposal Program flexibility Act of 1996, which provides that the
wastes in question~ no long~ prohibi~d from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous~ As '
a'result, on' April 8,1996, EPA with.drew its trea~en{standardS for these wastes (61. FR 15660).,
Today's, Phase.IV-final rule will not promulgate provisions for, :pmnaging leakS, s'udges, and air '
emissions from surface impoundments (EPA propoSed options on'August 22, 1995 (60 FR '

, 43655-43677). Furthermore, the treatment,standards ,for TC met8l wastes in,today's'rU!e do not,
, apply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is ,re,moved and the'wastes are sUbsequently treated
'in a wUt that is regUlated by the Clean W~te~Act or, for underground injection wells, tlte Safe . '
Drinking Water ~ct. ' J , "

'How~~er, the~dDispOsal Fl~xibiliiy Act does mandate EPA to\lIldertake'~5-year'st;udy to '
, determine any Potential risks posed by cross-media transfer othazardous constituents ~om these

. surface imPoundments.' '11J.e findings ofthis study, begun.by the Agency in April, 1996, may \ '
, ' result in proposed regulations for these umts, ifris~ are in fact found that would warrant such

regulation. " I ", ,

Since the Agency is no~~~g any ofthe' options addre~sing equivalency oftreatment in .
~astewatertreatment systems regulate4 under the'Clean Water Act, the commenter's s;uggestions

. regarding'the broadening ofthe pollution prevention ,compliance alt,ernative,are no longer.
relevant.

-'

.... "
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Occasionally, 'distilled spirits products may need to"
be 4isposed ofdue to organoleptic concerns,
'mislabeling, discontinuation ofa produ(ft line, or '
excessive age. In each instance, the discarded
product Still is potable.: Further, ethanol is totally
mi~cible ~n water and disperses rapidly; therefore,

. dilution prior ro,introduction into'a surface
impoundment fully satisfies the deactivation
stan~ard set forth'in Table 1 of40 C.F.R. :§ "268.42.
Ethanol, diluted, ~pidly biodegrades to carbon , .
dioxide and water once places ~Il an,impoundment. .
Thus, iIi light ofthe fact that distilled spjrits contajn
no underlying hazardous constituents, deactivation
of the hazardous characteristic through dilution is ~
satisfactory as aexcluSiv~ method of treatment '
within the meaning and purpose ofRcRA §
3004(m). '

DeN. PH4PL02
COMMENTER' Distilled Spirits Council" .'
RESPONDER SS· .'
SUBJECT EQUV
SUBJNUM' , L02,
COMMENT

J
, ,

, .j

. ,

DISCUS agrees with EPA that the court in Chemical
Waste Management y, EPA, 976 F.2d 2, "-It. demed
113 S.Ct.1961 (1992), did not intend to require that
LDR standards be met by treatnient prior to
"impoundment for such waste. 60 ,Fed. Reg. at '

, ,

43656. DISCUS therefore srippoitsthe first
,proposed option, which would reiy,upon the Phase
III rule and other Agency'programs to address
poten~al cross-media releases from surface

. inipO\JD:dments.

, "

, . ,

Pursuant to this option, ignitable wastes that have
been deactivated through dilution to eliminate the
hazardous characteristic may be placed in surface
impoundments without further treatment unless they

. contain underlying hazardous constituents in .
", sufficient concentrations to pose a threat to hunian

health or the environment. While -DISCUS favors
this option, we also request a clearer staten:tent in . ,

818
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,both the Phase III 'and Phase IV rules to the effect" '
. 'that ifa hazardous waste' has been deactivated so that;
no haza.i.dous characteristic remai~s and th~ waste '
contains no underlyiIig hazar~ous constituents (or
contains constituents 'in concentrations below the
threshold in the Universal Treatment Standard), then ,
dil!Jtion is acceptable as an exclusive method of

'treatment. '
RESPONSE ,
In the August 22~ 1995 Phase IV proposal, EPA discUssed three options for ensuring that
Underlying hazardous constituents 'in decharacteriZed wastes were riot released to the

"environment via'leaks, sludges; 'and air emissions from surfac~ impOundments in systems,
regulated by Ute Clean Water-Act or Safe,Drinking Water Act (60 FR 43655). Dechafacterized
wastes 'are wastes which initially 'exhibited a hazardous>~hara~teristic ofignitability, corrosivity;
reactivity" or toxicity whe~ generated but are ~o longer characteristic). On March 16, 1996, Pte
President 'signed the'Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of-1996, which provides, th~t the "
'wastes ,in question are no longer prohibited ft~m l$d disposal 9nce rendered nonh~dous. As
a result, on April 8,1996, EPA ~thdrew its treatm~nt ,standards for the$C wastes (6i' FR 15660). ,
.Today's Phase IV final rule will not promulgate provisions for managing leaks, sludges, andaii
emissionS'from surface impoundments (EPA proposed options onAu~22, 1995 (60 FR _
43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today~s rule'do ~ot
apply to TC metal ~tes ifth~ characteristic is rem~v~an4 the wastes are subsequentlr treat~d
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Ac~ or, for ~dergroundinjectionwell~, the Safe __
DriDking Water Act., , "

However, the LandPisposaI Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to ~dertakea'S-year stpdy to
determine any pOtential riskS posed by'cross~mediatransfer ofhazardous constituents from ,these

, 'surface impoun~ents. The findings of this Study, begun by the Agency in April, 1996, may '_
result in proposed regulations for these Units, if risks ilre ~ faCt.found th,at would warrant such
,regu1ati~D. :. ' , ' - ," , ,-" .,,' " ' " ','

" :
, , .

, There is onecaveai. ,Characteristic hazardous~es that are,managed in GWA or: CWA-
- equivalent sy~ms, and for which EPA has promulgated a m¢1od oftreatment as the treatment "

standard (e.g., high TOe ignitable wastes'for,which the treatment standard is recovery of '
organics).remain prohibite" unless treated,pursuant,by the promulgated method. -

" I

-~. .

, ''r

, '<,

,,:.' ,
, , '
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DCN PH4.P013 I, ,

COMMENTER New York DEC
RESPONDER SS

,SUBJECT- F039
SlnB~ .013

, " COMMENT
. . DE~'a.so agrees with EPA's proposed si~plificationofthe

, : ,treatment standardfor wasteF039., There iS,no need tQ separate .
the treatment standards for F039 in the table Wlder 40CFR 268.4(t, -

. ',",

. 
"

I'

.'

"

'.

.'

. ;- .•

- ,

RESPONSE: " .
The Agency appreciates the'commenter's stated support for the proposed change 'to the F039 ,
treatment standard. However, the Agency' has decided to maintain the existing F039.treatment
,stan~d (as'promulgated under the LDR Phase III ruIemaking), rather than change it as . _

, ,I

proposed. The Agency's intent in propo!!ing the change to the F039 treatment standard was to
simplify the LDR re~ations. EP/\ did'not intend to broaden the scope ofthe treatment,
stan~ for F~~~. However, the change to the F039 treatment-stalidard, as propose~w()uld ,
have resulted in ,both a simplification ofthe regulatory language (e.g., eliminating the need for a
separate list ofconstituents for F039) and a broadening ~fthe scope ofthe,standards, (e~g.,

. increasmg the number ofconstituents applicable to F039). Although the Agency could continue
,to ref~ce tJte list ofconstituents and the applicable UTS provided in §268.48 for, F039 arid
expand ~e proposed list ofexempt constituents for F039, the result would be to complicate, .
.rather than sunplify the regulatory hmguage. TherefQre, EPA is ·maintaining the existilig
~atment standar~ for F039, as listed at 40 C~R268;40.· ,

.. \

'.\

.' .
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DCN .' PH4P031
COMMENTER Department'of Energy
RESPONDER. SS, "

. l .'.

SUBJECT F039
\ ,SUBJNUM 031

COMMENT
IIlB. Simplification ofTreatment Standard'for Waste Code F039.

: '. 1. p. 43679, 'col. 1':" EPA proPoses that the 'tOR'treatment .
standard for F039 be changed from specifi~ concentrations fQf a .
list ofhazardous constituents to the Universal Treatment Standards
in §268.48, with the exceptionoffluoride,-vanadium and Zinc. •

a. DOE requests that EPA clarify the excluSion ofconcentrations
for fluopde, vanadium and zinc from the, LOR treatment standards

. for F039 wastes. The reasoning fOf this'is unclear. The existing
LOR treatment standards for F039 iIiclude concentration limits for
fluoride, and vanadium, but not.zinc (see existiD.g 40 CFR §268.40,
Table -Treatnlent Standards'for HazardouS Waste). The existing UTS'
(§268.48 Table UTS - Universal Treatment Standards) include
conc~tration limitS for all three constituentS; IfEPA is .
excluding these three 'constituents from the LOR treatment standards
applicable to F039 because they are excluded from the definition of
"underlying~dous constituents,II DOE is confused as to the

. connection and requests that EPA address~s issue iil the
preamble to ,the final rule..
. . .

b. EPA appears to,be broadening the scope ofthe F039 treatment
standard by referencing the tITS Table because there are eight
organic conStituents on'the UTS· table that are not now covered by .
the F039 treatment stan4ard. These cOnstituents.are Acrylamide, .
Benzal chloride, ~Chloro-m-cresol, p-Dimethylaminoazo-benzene,.,
o-Nitro~e, o-Nitrophenol, Pentachloroethane, and Phthalic
acid These eight organic constituerlts should ~so be deSignated

. '. 8$ exceptions from the UTS that-constitUte the F039 treatment .'
staridard. This should be done either in the columns ofthe table
in.§268.40, "Treatment Standards for HazardousW~~ II labeled.
'-'Wastewaters" and "Nonwastewaters,'1 or in a footnote'the :table.

" ,

.'

.·e·

: .
.c. DOE provides the following'comments on the proposed .
tegu!atory'language implementing this section ofthe preamble.
(l) p. 43697, 40 CFR 268.40, Table - Treatment Standards for'
Hazardous Wastes -EPA proposes,that the LOR ttea,~ent starid8.rds, ,

822' .
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, 1 ••given 'on this ~le for F039 wastes be' changed, for both wastewater
and nonwastewaterJonns, from alist ofmdividual chemical
constituent concentrations to the Universal Treatment Standards, '"
in §268.48, with the exceptions ofvanadium and zinc:

, (a) DOE notes that'the proposed tegulatory l~guage for the'Table
(Le., proposed 40CFR 268.40,.Table - Treatment Stand~Ids for
HazardouS Wastes) differs from the, preamble (60 FR 43654,43679,'
coL.l) in that the preamble states,ihat fluonde will be an

:' exception 'to the UTS for this waste stre~ in addition to v8nadium
and,zinc. DOE requests that EPA resolve the inconsistency between'
the preamble and the proposed,regulatory language~"
(b) 'In the proposed regul~tory language for the Table (Le., "
proposed 40 CFR 268AO,Table- Treatment Standards for H~do~ ,
Wastes), the coluinn labeled"Co~onName" contains the folloWing' .
words for the F039 waste code:"Univeisa.J. Treatnient Standards in '
§268.48, apply, with the ~xceptionsoffluoride, v'ahadium, and

'zinc." Such'wording isinconsisteiit with the language proposed,
for the F039 columns labeled "Wastewaters" and "Nonwastewatm." ,
Also~ it appears that the words "multi-source l~ch8te" might be , '
more appropriat~as the "Coriunon Name" for the ,F039 waste code.

RESPONSE: ;" ,
The Agency has deCi~Cd to maintain the existing F039 treatment stand8rd (as,promulgated ~der
:~e.LpRPhase.III rulemaking), rather than change i~ as proposed. The Agency's intent in' ,
proposing the chailge to the F039 ~atmentstandard was to sImplify the LDJ;t re~atiq~. EPA
did ~ot intend to broaden the,Scope ofthe treatment standards for F039. However, the change to

. ' the f039 tr~tm~ntstandard, as proposed, would have resulted in both a siinplification ofthe
,regulat~ry langUage (e.g., eliminating the need fora separate list ofco~tuentsfor F039) and a
broadening ~fthe scope ofthe standards (e.g., increasmgthe number ofconstituentS applicable'to'
F039). Although the Agency could 'cOntinue to re~erence the list ofconstituents aDd the ," ,

, applicable UTS pr.ovided in §268.48 for ~039 an:d expand the proposed~ ofexempt
constituents for FQ39, the're~twould be to complicate, rather than simplify the regulatonr
language. Therefore,EPA.is ~tainiDgthee~g treatment standards for F03,9, as listed at
40 CFR 268.40. . '

Thecommenter is correct in pointing out the inconsistency'in the 'proposed rule related to the .
. exceptions to the applicable UTS fo~ F039. )be Agency's intent was t~, exclude vanadium and
zinc from the list ofapplicable UTS, due to their exclUsion from the definition ofUnderlying

.hazardous cOnstituents. However, since the Agency Is maintaining the existing trCatme~t
standard forF039y the pomt is moot. .

\ , ,;

" ,
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'DCN PH4P048. . . ..
CO~R Chemical Waste Management .,
RESPONDER-SS'. .
SUBJECT :F039.
SUBJNUM 048 .
COMMENT

· B. Simplification ofTreatment Standard for Waste Code F039 (60
Fed. Reg. at 43,679~ .'

Ostensibly, the Agency i~ propOsing to simplify the treatment
standard fQr multisource leachate (F039). The Agency ~tes that
with the promulgation ofthe UTS in th~ P~e II LDR rule (59 Fed.
Reg. at '47982) there is no longer a need for the separate list of
constituents for F039 which currently apPears in 268.40. The Agency
is proposing that F039 meet the UTS for the constituents at 268.48, .
with the exception of fluorid~,vanadiwjl, and zinc. - .. .. .

· While on its face this proposed 'change has the'appearance of ..
~implicity, tWM ~lieves that the Agency has seriously understated
the impact ofconverting F039 to lfTS. The Agency's statement that
there is no longer a need for a separate list ofconstituent$
implies that the two lists are the same, except for fluoride,
vanadium, and Zinc. This is not the case. C.WMcoDd~ a
detailed review of268.48 "CUTS) and 268.40 (F039)which highlighted
the following facts. First, EPA's proposal actually alt:ds six· '.
new'constituents (Acrylamide, BenzaI.Chloride, 2-Chloroethyl vinyl
ether, o.Nitroaniline, Pentachloroethane, and Phthalic acid) that were
~ot previously regulated in F039 'M\Ste and nonwastewater. Second,
this proposed change adds twelve new constituentS (AcetOnitrile,
Carbon.disul~de, 2-Chloro-l,3-bUtadiene, Cyclohexanone, \
Diphenylnitrosamine, Methanol, N~Nitrosodimethylamine,_Phthalic

· anhydride, tris(2,3-dibromopropul) phosphate; Beryllium, Cyanides
(Amenable), and 1ballium) to the F039 non~water treatment .'
standards that ire cUrrently'aniy regulated for·F039 ~ewater.
Merely referenc~g that the Universal J'reatment Standards in 268.48
apply to F039 in the 268 table does not simplify the issue. A list
of these F039 standard changes is provided below: ;

268A8 Co~tuentSCutrent1y Not Regulated Under F039 ' .
CONSTITUENt WASTEWATERBDAT NONWASTEWATERBDAT

. I

.e

Acrylamide
Benzal ChJoride

.' .

19
0.055

. 824.
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",

,
I .'

'2-Chloroethyl vinyl e~er 0.062• . } "

,
· o-Nitroanilinc'

Pentachloroe_e , .
Phthalic acid .

0.27 '
. . 0.055
,0.055 I

,NA

14
6.0 '
28

" '

I '

Phthalic

Thallium

. Methanol

0.10 .
0.014 TCLp i

·2.3 .
,28

~039 CoDstituen~ Currently Only Regulated As Wastewaters. '
CONSTITUENT CURRENT F039NW:W B~AT, Nevi UTS NWW LEVEL .

,-Acetonitrile ' NA" 1.8
. Carbon DisUlfide I 'NA 43.8 TCLP

2-chloro-l,3-butadiene NA .28
CycloheXanohe' , . NA .75, TCLP

. 'Diphenylnitro~e NA: . 13 .'
. NA .75 TCLP

N-Nitrosodimethylamine . NA
anhy~de{ . . NA .
tris(2,3-dibromopropyl) phosphate NA
, 'Beryllium' ' ,N-A

'Cyanides (Amenable) NA'. "" , 30
NA 0.078 TCLP ,

· 'CWM does notstippo~this Proposc;d change. CWM believes that
the Agency must provide specific 'discussion and analysis as to why
it is necessary to add these compounds to the treatment standards

. for F039. The FQ39 BDAT standards are based on the actual analysis
, of leachate samples from TSDFs. CWM sees no advantage in Bdding' "

random compounds just because they ale found in 268.48. Tremendous
~urces were expended by the leachate task forceco~panies in the.

. ,development otF039 standards for the,~Third~ role (55 .
, Fed. Reg. at 22520)..These proposed changes,would forCe costly , <

. recharacterization ofmultisource leachate at every on and off~site ' '
'~linthecoUntry. . . ".' '.' :'

",'e'

··,·It. \
"

Further, ifthe Agency maintains tbischang~ to the F039 " '
~tment standards CWM sti'ongly objects to the addition of
tris(2,3-dibromopropY.1)phosphate to the liSt ofNWW constituents
as the proposed treatment standard is not analytically achievable.
CWM has previo~ly commentec1 on the 0.01 ppm standard for this

· compound, and EPA has n~t taken.to ~solve this technicali~
puis~ to these Comments. A reviewof SW-846, Third .. '
Ed., ,proposed Update m,,-~hows that the EPA has two me~ods that
are suitable for the analysis of the cc;»mpound. One uses "

'" .gas chromatography (Ge) and the other high perfonnance
: liquid cln'omatograp~y (HPLC); both ~tJ.? mass spectro~opi~ (MS) , , "

" .

. I

1_. ,.

" '
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..detection syste~s.
. .

Method 8270, using GCIMS, has an esti~at~c:i quantitation limit
(EQL) of0.2 ppm for ground water (page 8270C~35 ofproposed Update
III).' While no, EQL is provided for tris(2,3·dibromopropyD

. , phosphate in solids, the EQL for a nonwastewater sample; like a
treatmentresjdual prior to land disPosal, Will be at least one to
two orders ofma~tudehigher than the EQL for ground water. This
suggests that the EQL for a' solid sample will be approximately 10'

" ppm. The second approach, using UPLCIMS, is method 8321. This
. gives a detection limit of33 ppm and an EQL'range of Illppm to
, 172 ppm (page 8321A·35 ofproposed 'tJpdate III).

The above data, presented in EPA methods, clearly imply the
. . regulated community will'be ex~~ted to document achievement of ./

treatment standards that are s~bstantially lower than quantitation
limits that can be attained iD a laboratol)'. CWM strongly t¥'ge~

that the EPA refrain from including tris (2,3·dibromopropyl)
,'. phosphat~ in the NWW .standards forF039;

If the Agency maintains this change'to the' F039 treatment
standards as proposed, which CWM opposes, the Agency must amend the
proposed.language in 268.40 for F039 ~ewaters and .' .
nonwastewaters~ .The proposed language needs to be amended to .

. reflect that flu~ride ~s an exception for both.ofthese waste
streams..

I'

. ,

'.

•I'

, .
. RESPONSE: . .
llte Age~cy lias decided to maintain the existing F039 treatment standard (as promulgated und~

· , the LOR Phase mruleinaking), rather than change it as propo~. The Agency's intent in
proposing the change to the F039 treatment standard was to simplify the,LOR regulations. EPA·

" did·nol intend to broaden the scope of.th~ treatment standards for F039. However, as the
commenter points Ollt, the change to the F039 ~tmentstandard, as proposed, would have . .
resulted in both a simplification'ofthe regulatol)'.binguage (e.g., eliminating'the need fora
separate list ofconstituents for F039) and a broadening ofthe scope ofthe standards (e.g.,

· increasing,the number ofconstituents applicable to :f039). Although the Agency.could continue
to reference the ~st ofconstituents and the applicable UTS provided m§268.48 for F039 and . ,
expand the-Proposed list ofexempt ConstitUents for- F039, the result would be to complicate,
rather than simplify the regulatory language. Therefore, EPA is maintaining.the existing

· treatment staridards for F039, as listed at 40 CFR 268.40. ', .

- \\
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,DeN PH4P064 , '
" Cc;>MMENTER, Dow Chemical .
, RESPONPER 5S

SUBJECT F039
SUBJNUM 064 '
COMMENT, .

. , EPA is proposing~t F03~ wastes meet all the VTS 'for the ' ,
constituents at 268.48, with the ex~eptiorisof fluo.ri~e,vanadium,
arid zinc. This presents a problem as more constituents are,added
to the VTS list. For instance, the carbamate waste standards

. 'added many constituents that are unique to those wastes. By
" , applying UTS to F039 waste~we could be pressured'by region8I and

state'inSpectors or permit writers to analyze for these materials. '
, CU&-rently~ a generatOr can use knowledge ofthe Waste to,determjne

those constituents expected to be present in the F039 Waste and· .
only analyze for those compo~ds. This ability to analyze for \
appropriate compounds,must be available should EPA ,choose to apply'

, UTS to F039 wastes., Dow recommends that UTS not be applicable'to
, 'F039 wastes, however,' should EPA do so, the use o~ process "

knowledge shoUld be expressly allowed to feduce the list of', .
constituents required'to be aDa1yzed for F039 wastt:s.· - '

RESPONSE: ~. ' " ,
,- The Agency has deCi4ed to maintain,the existing F03~ treatment ~dard (as promulgated under

the LOR Phase III rulemaking), rather than change it as proposed. The Agency's intent in
,proposing the change-to the F039 treatment standard was to simplify the 'LOR regulations. EPA

, did not intend to broaden the scoPe 'ofthe treatment ~tandards for F039. However, the change to
the F039 treatment standard, as proposed, would hav~ resulted in both a simplification ofthe " '

I regulatory language (e.g., eliminating the need.for a~te list ofco~tuentsfor F039)'and a
broadening ofthe scope ofthe standardS (e.g., increasing the number ofconstituents applicab~e to
F039). Although t)le Agen~y!couldC()~tin~ to reference the list ofconStituents and the

, applicable UTS,pl'9vided in §268.48 fo~ F039 and expand the proposed list ofexempt
constituents for FO~9,'the result would be to cO~plicate, rather thaD simplify the regulatory, ,
language. Therefore, EPA is maintairiing'the existing treatment ~dards for F039, as listed at

" 40 CFR ~68.40. - .
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DCN PH4P089
CO~R·ASTS~O

RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT F039 '.
SUBJNUM .089 :

, \

COMMENT . r
9. The proposed simplification of the'treatment standards for
waste F039 is appropriate as there is no need to separate the
treatment standards for FQ39 in the table under 40 CFR 268.40.

RESPONSE: ,
. The Agency appreciates the 'commentets stated support for the Propc,lsed change, to the F039
treatment standard. However, the Agency has decided to lila4ttain the existing F039 treatnient. '
standard (as promulgated under the-LDR Phase III rLi1~making), rather than change it -as
proposed. The Agency's intent in proposing the 'change to the F039 treatment standard was to
siniplify the LDR regulations. EPA did not intend to broaden the scope of the treatment' .
standards for F039~ However, the change to the F039 treatment standard, as proposed, would '
have resulted in both a simplification ofthe, regulatory lanpge (e.g., eliiniriatiJig th~ need for a
separate list ofconstituents for F039) and ~:bioadeningofthe scope C)fthe standards (e.g.,
increasing the number ofconstituents applicable to F03'9): Although the Agency could continue
to reference the Ust ofconstituents and the applicable UTS provided in §268.48 for F039 and
expand the proposed list ofexempt constituents (or F039, the resul:t would,be to complicate,.
rather than simplify the regulatory language. Therefore, EPA is maintaining the existing - .
treatment standards for F039, as listed at 40 CFR 268.40~

I .

\ .
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D-CN" PH4P097
GOM:MENTER Haz8rdous ,Waste Managenient
RESPONDER SS,' " . "

SUBJECT F039 ,
SUBJNUM ,097
COMMENT'

Simplification ofTreatment Standard for Waste C'ode F039 (60 CFR
43679) ,'"' ,, ,",',' , .. "

. "

. ,

, ,

•

. '

.! .

, , .

, The Agency proposes to' simplify the presentatio~ofthe treatment
standard for lD:u1tisource leachate (F039). The Agency states that ,

. with the promu1gaiio~of the UTS in the Phase ~I-LDR rule (59 FR
- 47982) there.is:~o longer a need for, the separate list cif . . ','

conStituents for F039 wlUch c~ntly apPear in~ §268.40. Also, . '
the Agency proposes that F039 meet all the UTS for the ,consti~ents '

- in" §268.48, with the exceptions of fluoride, vanadium, and'zinc.
The'Agen~yhas understated the imP8:ct ofsuch-a ch~ge iIi its '
preamble discussion. HWMA believes that the proposed change does '

'not simplify the FO~9~tment~~d. EPA's proposal actually
adds six new consti~~tS(AcrYlamide, Benzal Ghloride,
7,,:Chloroethyl vinyJ ether, o-NitrOaniline, Pentachloroethane, and
Phthalic acid) that have never been regulated'in F039wastewater
and nonwaste~ter.1n~dition, the prO~saladds thirteen neW
constituents(Acetomtrile, Carbon Disulfide,

. 2-Chloro-l,3-butadiene, Cyclohexanone,
Diphenylnitrosamine, Methanol, N;NitrosOdhnethylamine, Phth8lic. ' "

, 'anhydride, tris(2,3-dibiomopropyl) phosphate, Beryllium, Cyanides
-(~eQable),ThalJiu:in, and Yanadium) to the F039 non~water
'iTeatm~tstandai'ds that'are currently only regulated for F039 "
wastewater: The Agency's statement that there is no long~ a need '
for a Separate list ofcOnstituents implies that the two lists are '
the same, except (or fluoride,' vanadium, and zinc. This is 'not-the
case and the Agency needs to ~va1uate the impact or"this proposed:,
change. A detailed comparison of §~68.48 and F039 standardS
listed in §268.40 reVeals the true impact ofthis change whether

, intendeclor not Simply referencing that UDiveisal Treatment
• • - ~, , J

, Standards. in §268.48 apply to F039 in the §268.40 table does
no~ simplify the issue. A list ofthese ~039 standard changes is _

, contained in the tables below. '

HWMA does not support this proposed change and believes the Agency '.'
, muSt provide sPecific discussion and analysis as to why it is now . "

appropdate to add theSe cOmpounds to the treatment stan~ for '. _ .,

829
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F039 when it was originally dete~ined mat these co~tituents

, ' '. were not applicable to F039 when the, standards'were promulgated in'
the Third Third rulemaking (55 FR 22520). If the Agencymamtains

.. this'change to the F039 treatment standards as 'proposed, it must '
ainend the proposed language in .§268.40 for F039 wastewaters and
nonwastewaters. The proposed language needs 'to be amended to
reflect that flu<?nde js an c:xceptipn for both ofthese
waste streams ",' .

....\
I ' '

268.48 Constituents Currently Not Regulaied Under F039 .
CONSTITUENT WASTEWATERBOAT 'NON\yASTEWATERBOAT. . ...

Acrylamide . 19
Benzal Chloride ' '0.055.. ,

2-:Chloroethyl vinyl ether' 0.062'
o-N~troaniline 0.27
Pentachloroethane 0.055 '
Phthalic acid , 0.055

23
1>0......
NA

14 .

: '6.0
28: '

\

•
Thallium

Methanol

t " ~

.. Phthalic .

.,

0.10
,O.014TCLP

30'

2.3
28

, .
F039 Constituerits currently Only Regulated As Wastewaters '
CONSTItuENT' CURRENT F039NWW BoAr New UTS NWW LEVEL
Acetonitril~ .NA 1.8

Carbon Disulfide NA 43.8 TCLP .
.2-chloro-l ,3-butadiene NA .28
Cyclohe~one .. ' NA .75 TCLP ,

.' DiphenylDitrosamine . NA ) "13
NA, .75 TCLP

N-Nitrosodimethylaniine ' NA
. anhydride . NA
.\ tris(2,3-dibromopropyl) ,phosphate, NA

Beryllium NA
Cyanides (Amenable) , NA -

~ .' , NA 0.078 TCLP
\ .

. '

RESPONSE:
The Agency has decided to maintain the existing F039 treatment,standard (as promulgated under,
,the LDR Phase ill i.1.demaking)~rather than cbang~ it as proposC:d. The Agency's intent,in '
proposing the change to the F039 treatment Standard w8s to.simplify the LDR regulations. EPA
4id not intend to broaden the scope' ofthe treatment ~dards for F039. Howe~er,as the' '
commenter points'out, the c,~ge to the F039 treatment~~ as proposed, ~ould have
resulted'in both,a simplificatioJ:l ofthe regulatory language (e.g., eliminating the need for a
~~t~ list ofconstituents for F039) and a broadening ofthe scOpe ofthe standards (e~g.,

incre~ing the number ofconstituents applicable to F.039). Although~e Agency could continue
I '

830,' .'
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"; .

, '

to reference the list ofcoilStituenis 8Qd the applicable UTS provided in §268.48 for F039 and
expand the proPosed list ofexempt constituents for F039; the result wo~ld be to complicate, ',','
rather than simplify the regulatory language. Therefo~, EPA is maintaining the exi$ting
treatinent standards for F039, as listed'at 40 CFR 268.40. . '

" ,
" ;-
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DCN· ·PH4P008. "
COMMENTER Florida DEP

. RESPONDER' PMC
SUBJECT· MIse
SUBJNUM·. ,'008
COMMENT

r

". ' .

\,. ,

.'

. ~ . /;. ".

~-'.

• ,,

"

. Adopting ever more co~plicated rulesis not go~g.to ~ake the CWA, , .,
-CAA and ReRA interaction problem go away. Neither Option. I nor .'

, _. /

Option 2 resolv~s ttte conflicts between the statutes:. " -
One problem' with curreni CWA and RCRA regulations is that NPDES
outfalls are 'no(all on large ri~ers or streams. In severafFlorida
locatio~,only a seasoIUil creek or dry ditch would remain. if the '

. discharge was elimiriated. When does'a discharge swale ~c~:)lpe a .
stream? Eftlue~t toxics leach' from surface waste waters to the
ground water regardless ofwhether the disposal "unit" isa ditch, . .' \
a creek, a constructed impoundment, or a small lake. \
it 'Would be.more sensible to·adopt a realistic toxiCity

.characteristic for wastewaters that included all hazardous ..

.constituents. The c~cteristicshotiJCl~ applicable to all waSte .
waters, including·POTWdischarges. Failing that; EPA should coinbine . :
·this issue·with the contaminated media issue and 'make the '
-"waStewater" exit le'Vels applicable to process wastewater mixed
with listed or characteristic 'Wastes. It would eliIilinate the need /
for section261.3(a)(2)(iv). The risk analys~s for waste water exit
erite.ria woul~ have to be based on a tealistic expo~ure analysi~.
Children still play in-contaminated ditches and streams. .

~ " . " .' " ~ .

- It is not ·aiways easy to telfthe difference between a l~d :based
~d'non land ~ased sto~e 'or dispOsal'unit. Are drip pads sloped' .

. to a Sump for air craft stripping'ot electroplating . .' ,
operations ancillary equipment and part ofa taJ)k system? Or is the .
drip, pad a lan4 based storage unit? Ifthe pad has numeroUs . , .
,unseated cracks and jointS does it then-becom~ a land unit? I(tIle - . ,
a drip pm had a liner, leak detection arid a containment wall that :
complies with 40 CFR 465 Subpart J, it would be more clearly '. _
ancillary equipment to a·tank system? Ifa definition ofland base4 Waste water treatnient'

unit is adopted, EPA should also 'clarify the definition of "tank system" .-
pertaining to WWTUs as defined iii 260. iQ. There are no . - - '.

-.. tightness.standards for NPDES pfetreatinent systems. Releases of . .
·hazardous constituents from icaking wwrus have resulted· in soil and .~

ground water containmation·~m ~th solvents and heavy metals. One'
example is H9neywell in Clearwater, Florida. The facility~ an

833
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,-,extensi~etrichl9roethyle~epiurne beneath one of the bUi1di~gs from
ahole between a sump collecting electroplating wast~ water
discharges and,the pipe conveying ,the waste water to the',sewer. '
(A vapor degreaser was located within the area drained ):)y the '

\

plating room drip pad.) This solvent plume was not detected,in the
, initial ~CRA Facility Assessment or Investigation. It was only

found when Honeywell dismantled the plating line', Plating ,
,facilities usually have duck boards on the floor ofthe room
between the tanks; ~aking it'impossible to do regular inspections
of the floor. The Honeywell release 'might 'never have been'found or
rep~rted if the, facility did not have a ReRA permit.
EPA doe$ not know the scope ofthe contammation problem from
wWTu,s because in most cases the releases are not reportable under
CERCLA. WWTUs develop slow leaks' that do not release reportabie
quantitieswithin 24ho~.' ,

.",

RESPONSE:
I,

The issues raised by the commenters are beyond the scope ofthis rule. They
arose in response to the part of the priginal Phase IV proposal,concerned with equivalent ,
treatment ofdec~aracterizedwastes. ',That PaI.'t is moo~ due to the I,.and Disposal Flexibility Act. e,

834 '
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DeN.· PH4P008
'COMMENTER Florida'DEP
. RESPO~ER.·PMC .

SUBJECT MISC
SUBJNUM 008
COMMENT

DOOIRORGS Standard: ]his standard leaves a l~ge loophole; Still .
bOttoms that no longer exhibit a hazardous char'acteristic may stilt
~have substantial concentrations 'ofun~erlyinghazardous .
constituents. However further treatment is not.required, as EPA .-"

. considered the still bottom to be a ~ewly generated waste and . .

... non-hazardous. The RORGS standards should also be amended.to
. require process' ~siduais from organ to recovery to meet the .' .
universal ~a~entstandard prior to disposal, unless tre~ted by
CMBST.· .I·

I

i· RESPQNSE .J

.' Reco~iderationofthe RORGS (recovery oforganicsfstandard for DOOi Wastes
is beyond the scope ofth~ Phase IV rule. At this time, EPA believes Ute RORGS method of' .
'treatment is sufficient to ensure minimization of threats 'to human health and the environment.. '. . .

/

I ..

- .'

:.

"

I
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DeN-, PH4P017
COMMENTER ~Kodak

RESPONDER 58
SUBJECT, 'MISC
SUBJNUM' 017
COMMENT

Kodak supPorts the Chemical Manufacturing Associations comments,
on this role and incorporates them by reference.

- ", .

RESPONSE .
The Agency notes the commenter's support for the comments submitted by Chemical
Manufacturers Association.

"/

. '
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'. ,DCNPH4P034 "
• . - 1

COMMENTER CMA UICTaskForce
, RESPONDER PMC

SUBJECT .MIse.
SUBJNUM 034
COMMENT

Clarify that abse~t a change hi the waste injected, 'facilities '
with approved no migration exemptions may,¢d waste codes for
newly-identified'characteri~c w~es as a n~nsu~st3ntive'
reVision. '\

RESPONSE

. )

, .\ , ' \' '

"e,
,',

.The issue ofrevis.ions to no~migi'ationpetitions 'forUIC wells is beYOhd the
" scope ofthe Phase.JV rule. The commenter may.wish to contact the U.S.EPA,Office of Water'

with his'suggestion. ~ , '

~ .
-, .

, .

•
",..

,.

, ;

, ,

.\
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DeN. PH4P024
'~OMMENTER Union Camp
RESPONDER' PMC,
SUBJECT MISC,
SUBJNUM 024
COMMENT '" .

EPA says sampling and analysis of sludge "are not overly.
burdensome." Collecting representative samples is not only time ,
consuming and expensive, but also places an employee in a dangerous
location. Bo.ats may be required for facilities not having
platforms or oth~ldevices to get to selecte~ saIllpling points. This .
would'require'at least two employees, one abackup to assist in the
e:vent ofaccident. , '

RESPONSE

, . .,.'.

. The commenter'5 concern arises from the PJtase IV proposal discussion 'of
management of sludges.from surface ,impoundments holding decharacterized wastewaters. In . '
that propo~, EPA discussed three options for ensuring that underlying hazardous constituents in :'
.dechaIaeteri:zed wastes were not re~eased to the environment via leaks, slu4ges, and air emissions
from surf~e impoundments in system~ regulated by the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water
,Act '(60 FR 43'655). Decharacterized wastes are wastes which initially exhibited a~ous
characteristic of igni~bility,cOrrOsivity, reactivity~ or toxicity' when g~nerated but are no longer e,
ch~cteristic) ..On March 16, 1996, the President signed the Land DispOsal Program Flexibility .
Act of 1996, which provides that the wastes in question are no longer prohibited from land
disposal once rendered' nonhazardous. As a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA wiPtdrew'its trea~ent
standards-for these wastes (61 FR 15660). Today's Pha:se IV fmal rule will not promulgate
provisions for 'managing leaks, sludges, and air emissions from ,surfaCe impoundments (EPA
proposed options on August 22, 1995 (60 FR 43655-43677». Furthermore, the treatment

, standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not appJy to TC metal wastes ifthe '
characteristic is removed and the wastes are subsequently treated in a unit that is regulated by the .
Clean Water Act or, for underground injection wells, ~e Safe Drinking Water Act. " .

However, the Land Disposal FleXibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5
year'study to d~termine any potential risks posed by cro~s·media transfer ofhazardous
consti~ts from these 'surface impoundments. The findings of this study;,begun by the Agency
in April, 1996, may resul~ in proposed regulations for these units, ifrisks are in fact found that
would warrant such regUlation.

" '

, .

'.•
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, DCN PH4P113
COMMENTER: Chemical ManufacturerS Association
RESPONDER PMC
SUBJECT' MISC

,SUB),NUM 113.,
, COMMENT

2. Additional comments regarding generaLapp~icabi1ity ..
'a) CMA requests that the Agency, modify its process for adding
constitue~ts to the VTS listing to recognize,the impact on previolJS
waste detenninations. -
'CMA is concerned that the Agency has proposed to expand the .

,( conStituents list in the UTS to include the Carbamate c,onstituents
not aireaety included on that list.CMA Understands the Agency's -.
rationale for domg this but is concerned that the fi:nancial

,'burdens such moves hnpose have J:lot been well deffued'l!Y the Agency.
, In discussions with the Agency about the phase III propoSal; Agency

representatives have indicated that they recognize a burden ,is
.placed on generators when the UTS list is modified and have further
indicated they are reluctant tomake'frequent additions to the .' ..

, list.C~ concurs that frequent additions to 'the list will be
. problema'tjc for generators and treaters ofwastes. Each time that Ii
new constituent is added, a reassessrpent 'of - ' "
all waste streams subject to UT~, is required. ~ee Attachment A; .
CMA Phase III Comments, p.SS. CMA requests that EPA pr:ovide an
asseSsJilent ofeconomic impact on waste'generators for all future.',
changes that are made to the urs list.- ' '

I,

I RESPONSE:

TheAgency recogniZes there are'costs involved when it changes'the set ~fUniversalTreatment
S~dards (UTS).. For this re8so~' and to keep 'from making the'L~d Disposal Restrictions
progi8m overly complicated, EPA makes only those changes it deem~ necessaiy..

• . I • ....

"

"
I,
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DCN ~ PH4P099 '
" COMMENTER .Ohio EPA

RESPONDER ~ PMC
SUBJECT . MISC ,
SUBJNUM ' 099 '
COMMENT ,

We are unclear as to whether Publicly OwnedTreatment \Vorks, .
(POTWs) are considered CWA'or CWA equivalent treatment syste~
receiving decharacterizedw~te. Marty POTWs'in larger cities
pretreat wastewater before entering the impoundment. However, some.
small towns Which do not' pretreat may be significantly affected.

, POTWs that potentially fall under this rule, if fInalized, could
carry a heavy fmancial burden "
DHWM~ reviewed the study ofcast tesuhs done by U.S. ERA. No
sufficient evidence was available in Ohio $at showe4 the risks ..
justify the proposed control measures. DHWM is concerned that the '
cost ofthe control measures will financially harm surface

. impoundment facilities with no enviromnental gain.
, ,

RESPONSE:

',.

',' I

. ' In the August 22, 1995 P~e IV proposal, EPA discussed three options for
ensuring that ~derlying hazardous consqtUents in decharacterized wastes were not released to . _
the environment via leaks, sludges, and air enllssions from surface impoundments in systems " .
regulated by,the Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act (60,F,R4365S). Decharactenzed ,
wastes are waStes which initially exhibited a hazardous characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity when generated but are no longer chafacteristic)" On March 16, 1996, the

. President sigit~d the Land Disposal Program Fle"obility Act of 1996; which Provides thai the .
wastes in question are. no longer prohibited from land disposal once rendered nonhazardous. As
a result, on April 8, 1996, EPA withdrew its treatnlent standards for ~ese wastes (61 FR 15660). .
Today's Phase IV,fina1lule will not promulgate p1'Qvisions for managing leaks, sludges, and air
emissions from ~Urfa'Ce impoundments (EPA proposed options on August,22, 1995 (60 FR

, 43655-43677». Furthemoi'e, the treatment standards for TC metal wastes in today's rule do not
apply to TC metal wastes ifthe characteristic is reI,Doved and .the wastes are subsequ~ntly treated
in a unit that is regulated by the Clean Water Act'or, for underground injection wens, ·the Safe '
Prinking Water Act. '

However, the Land Disposal Flexibility Act does mandate EPA to undertake a 5:
. year study to determine any potenti8I risks posed by cross~media transfer of'hazardous . '

constituents from these surface'impoundmentS~ The fmdings ofthis study, begun by the Agency
in April, 1996, may result in proposed regulations for these units, ifri~ks are in fact found that ..'
~ould warrant such regulation. ..
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D.CN PH4J>015
COMMENTER BP Oil
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT MIse
SUBJNUM .015 ,"
COMMENT "( "

BP Oil supports the comments being submitted by the American
P~troleum InstitUte(API) and hicorpQrates'those comments by
reference into these comments.

RESPONSE: . '
." The Agency notes ~e coinmenter's support for the comments submi!ted by the American
..Petroleum"Institute (API). " .
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DeN , PH4PO18
COM:M.ENTER Mobil Oil
RESPONDER $S
SUBJECT 'MIse
SuBJNUM .018
COMMENT . .

'Mobil wis~es to f.ormal1y support and hereby incorporate the
. comments of the American'Petrole~ Institute.

RESPONSE:. . . .

The Agency notes the commenter's support for. the comments submitted by the American
. Petroleum Institute (APi). . .

.J

, ,

,. , .
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DCN: PH4P028
COMMENTER Texas Utilities Services

. ':RESPONDER SS
'SUBJECT MISe

. ' . SUBJNUM 023 .
. COMMENT

. Texas Utilities is also a ~eniber:ofthe UtilitY SoJid Waste
J\ctivities Group (USWAG), and support comments submitted by them

,.' U,nder separate cover. . .

. ,

RESPONSE:, . . . ,
The Agency il(~t;es the commenter's support for the comments submitted by the Utility ·Solid -

, ·Waste Activities Group (USWAG).. . .

, 'I

\
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DCN .. ' PH4P033 .
. COMMENTER CMA Carbon Disulfide Panel
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT ~ MISC-
SUBJNUM 033
COMMENT·. . .

The Panel endorses and. supports the commen~ on generic'policy and
te~hnica1 issues separately'submitted by CMA.

" '. 1

,
RESPONSE: ., .

The Agency notes the coIIUhenter's support for the commentS submitted by the'CMA.
r .' ..' •

, .
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DCN, 'PH4P037
eOMMENTER Natural Gas Pipeline Comp
RESPONDER SS', .
SUBJECT MIse

,'SUBJNUM 037
COMMENT . .'

The effective date ofthe; land disposal restrictions for metals· is'
Noveinber 20,1995'. This is unre~onabieand ~ust be extended'to'
allow for ,future planing and trea~ent ofwastes which are
currently in the disposal process. At least a year shoul4 be
provided to phase in these.l~ddisposai re~9tioris and ; '. ,
treatabilitY requirements." , "' " '

',~ ,RESP<?NSE: . "( " ". '
The.date cited by the commenter, November 20, 1995, 'was the final date ofthe public comment
~od published in theP~ IV propo~ed rUle'on August 22, 1995. The Agency' has not yet '
fmalized new land disposal restrictions for metal waStes. The'PhaSe IV SecoQd Supplemental I

proposal,' published c~ncurrently ~th this ftD.a1 rule, proposes revised tr~~ent standards for
metal wastes. ' '. .' . . . "

,\

" . . "

'.

/
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. DeN PH4P042
COMMENTER 'Monsanto
RESPONDER SS '
SUBJECT MISC
SUBJNUM' 042·
COMMENT

Monsanto Company haS provided substantial support 'to, the effort by
the Chemical Manufacturers Associ,ation (CMA) to review and comment'

, on this rule. These comments are being submitted separately by ,
, CMA. However, they are referenced here in their entirety and

submitted by reference as the comments also ofMonsanto Company.
For that reason" our comme~tsh~re will be brief. .

RESPONSE:
The.Agency notes the commenter's support for the comments sub~itted by the CMA.

,',

'.

, ',
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'DeN PH4PQ6i ,
COMMENTER ,BPChemical:
RESPONDER SS ",.
SUBJEcT' MIse
SUBJNUM 061
COMMENT .,

,.

BP Chemicals has also participated in the development of the
comments submitted by Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA)
and hereby incorporates by refe~nce those comments in their '
entirety., / ' \

RESPONSE: ,

.The Agency notes the cOlD:lYlentets support for ~e comments s~bmitted l!y the CMA.
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DCN. PH4P078.· .
, COMMENTER Batt~ryCOWleil International

RESPONDER' SS .
SUBJECT MISC
SUBJNUM 078
COMMENT

C. EPA, Lawfully May Co~iderEconomic and Policy Factors a Setting:'
~ , LDR Treatment s~dards I .

The legislative history ofRCRA Section 3004(m) indicates that '
Congress intended the Agency to take nito consideration all of the

. . foregoing factors~,includingeconomic impact, when developing'
" treatment standards. For example, during consideration ofS. 757 (later)ncorpotated .

iui.O H.R. 2867. the Hazardous and Solid Waste'Amendments of 1984).
Sen.,Chafee offered a floor amendmentto Section 3004(b)(7). which
subsequently, became,Section 3004(m). Theamendment(Amendment No.
3409) was intended to clarify the authority of the Administrator . '
in establishing treatment standards applicable to land disposal
practices. In'explaining lU;s amendment, Sen. Chafee stated that .
"{t}he requisite levels ofmethods of treatment established by the '

"Agency should be the best that has been demonstrated to be
achievable. This does not require a BAT-type process as under the .
.Clean Air or Clean Water Acts which contemplates technology-forC~g
standards. The. intent here is to require uti~izationofavailable;
technology in lieu ofcontinued and dIsposal without prior ' ,

"

, treatment. it is not intended that every waste receive repetitive
or ultimate levels ofmethods or treatment, nor must all '
inorganic constituents be reclaimed." 40 '.
'The significance ofthese directives is apparent when th~y are
contrasted to the policies embodied in, for exampie. the Clean Air

. and Clean Water Acts. Those statutes expressly FCquire development
of f;tandards based on best available' technology (BAT) .
without consideration ofeconomic factorS. 411 Here, Congress said

, sucb restrictions should not apply. It thliS authorized the Agency ,
to develop demonstrated technologies that 'Yere both technologically
and economically achievable, and consistent with other Pollcies.
This conclusion is fully consistent with the'Hazardous Waste ' ,
Treatment CoUncil decision. There, the D.C. Circuit specifically
.recognized that EPA's development oftreatment standards under
Section 3004(m) "lies'within the informed'discretion ofthe Agency ,
as long as the result is that short-term and long-term.threats to . . f

. ,hum.a.Ji health and the'environment are minimized. 42 That discretion
necessarily extends to evaluation <;>f economic impacts ~d .

. ,

848
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e.
.- 'balancing ofother poli~y concems~43 EPA itself recognizes that

:tl[t]he plain language ofthe statute [Section 3004(m)] does not . ,
, I - . ' .

compel the Ag~ncy to set treatment standards based exclusively on
the capabilities ofexisting techitolo~."44 . . .

. ~

RESPONSE: The Agepcy takes into consideration economic factors as much as possible in .
. setting land disposal restrictions. However, it i~ the Agency's yiew.that coUrts have required that

- treatment standards be based on what technology can'achieve~ to ensure that short-term and long
term threats posed by the waSt~ are minimized. See Phase II, LOR rule, '59 FR 47982, September .
19, 1994. In any case, the Agency believes the comm~nter's concel'l)S arise from the proposed
imposition of treatment staJtdards fordecharactenzed wastes, an issue which is made moot for
the time being'by the Land Disposal FI~xibility Act. ' . '.
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-DCN', . PH4P086. . '
"COMMENTER American (3as Association.
RESPONDER SS, ,

SUBJECT~: MISe
SUBJNUM 086 .
COMMENT '"

The effective'date of the land disposal restrictions for metals is
, NovC!mber 20, 1995. This is unreaso~bleand-must be extended to'

.' 8.J.low for futw'e'planning and treatment ofwastes that
.," are currently in the disposal process. At lea:s't a year should be

, provid~d to phase in ~ese land disposal restrictions and .
, treatability ~quirements.· '

RESPONS~:

The ,date cited by the cOmInenter, November 20, 1995, was the fmal date ofthe public comment
.period published in thePhase,IV proposed rU:le on August 22, 1995. 'The Agency has not yet
finali~d new land disposal restrictions for metal wastes. The Phase IV.Second Supplemental ';
proposal, published concurren~ly ~th this final rule, proPQses revised treatment standards for
metal wastes.
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.. .. DCN: PH4PO~2 .
COMMENTER.lJnion C~bideCorp:
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT . MISC ,
SUBJNUM· 092
COMMENT' _ ... ; ,

UI. AU~~ sUPJ?Ortsthe proposed siIriplification for lab packs:
. . . .' ..

RESPONSE: ..' , " ....
-The Agency appreciates the commenter's stated support for the proposed.sunplification,ofthe' .'
LDR requirements for lal? packs. '.. '. . .
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DeN" PH4PIOl"
COMMENTER Oregon DEQ
RESPONDER SS. .
SUBJECT 'MISe
SUBJNUM' 101
COM¥ENT . ,.

. TheOreg,?n Department of Environmental Quality agrees with ~e
.. November 20.1995 conunents sub~itted'to the.Environmental"

Protection Agency by the ijazardous Waste Policy & Evaluation Task
Force ofthe Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste. '
Management Officjals (ASTSWMO).

., l

RESPONSE: .
The Agency notes the commenter's supPort for comments submitted by :the Hazardous Waste
Policy & Evaluation Task Force ofASTSWMO. ".

I I
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DCN .' P~4PI06 :.
COMMENTER Phannaceutical Research ManufAssn
RESPONDER' SS .
,SUBJECT ' MISC
SUBiNUM 106
COMMENT. .

, PhRMA genefaIly supports·the comments subinitte~ by the Chemical ,
Manufacturers'Association ("eMA") on the proposed Phase IV Land

. DispOsal Restrictions.. ' \.'. . .
"RESPONSE: . . :.

The Ag~ncy notes the commenter's support for comm~nts submitted by CMA.
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OCN. ,PH4Pll0
COMMENTER :AFS

.RESPONDER SS..
SUBJECT' MISC
SUBJNUM 1'10
COMMENT .

During'the week.ofNovember 13, 1995, in preparation for filing" "
, . comments on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (liEPA's" or

the Agency'stt) proposed Land oispos~ restrictions Phase IV Rule. .
'. ("LOR Phase IV"), we attempted on'numerous occasions to .

obtain access tothe.rulemaking do~ket. Because of the government
shutdown and/or the Agency's decision'to relocate the docket, we

, were unsuccessful in our attempts to 9btain an appointment
to inspect the docket for informatiull germane to our commen~. See
attached declaration ofPeter G. McHugh. .
Accordingly, we request an extension of seven days to the comment
,period in which to prepare and submit comments on'behalfof the
.Americ~ Foundrymen's ~ociety ("AFS"). Based upon a November 20,
1995 telephone conversation with Ms. suSan G. Slotnick. Workgroup
Chair for LOR Phase IV, we understand the comment period has been'
ext~ndedto 4:00 p.m. on November 27, 1995. We intend to submit
comments on behalfafAFS by that date." We expect these comments
to be treated as,ifthey were received on'or before November 20, .
1995. . .. . ,

, Also: after careful review of the rule and as thorough ~ revi~w of the record as possible
(given the limited and inadequate access to the record), AFS believes the LOR Phase Iy ,'.
rulemaking record is incomplete.T~e defectS in the' record make it impossible for AFS to
adequately comment on the proposed rule in the time. gnulted l)y the Agency for public
comment. Therefore, AFS ,reserves the right to supplement its comments in order to complete
and correct the reCord! . . " . , . \ ' "

\

RESPONSE:.

The Agency apOlogizes for the unavoidable mconveniences pres'ent~'by the government
'shutdown duripg the final days ,of the public comment period for the proposed rule. The Agency

did extent the comment penod until November 27; 1995.,.The c~mmenter's ~ommentswere
received within this timeframe. The Agency reviewed.all ~omments submitted in response.to the
proposed rule during the Agen~y's deUbet8tions for the development Ofthe ti~ rule~ .

, .
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, DeN, 'PH4Pll1'
" .: CqMMENTER SSINA

. RESPONDER· SS
SUBJECT MISC
SuBJNUM '.111":'
COMMENT

During the weekofNovember 13,1995, in preparation'for filing
comments on the O.S. Environmental Pl'9teetionAgency's ("EPA's"·or
·"theAgency's") proposed~d DispOsal testricti9DS Phase IV Rule

.. ("LOR Phase lV"), we attempted on nUJllerous occasions to' .
, obtain access to the nalemaking docket. Because of the government

shutdoWn and/or.Ute Agency's decision to. relocate the docket, we
were unsuccessful hi our attempts tQ obtain an appointment
·to inspect ~e docket' for infonnation 'ge~ane to our comments. ~ee
. attachedd~claration ofPeter G. McHugh..
Accordingly~we request an extension of seven days to the comment .
·period in which to prepare and submjt comments on,behalfofthe , .
Specialty ~teel I~dU:StrYofNorth Ariierica ("SSINA").Based on a .
November 20, 1995 telephone conversation with Ms. Susan G.

. .slotnick, Workgroup Cluiir for LDR Phase IV, we underStand the
comment.Period has been extended to 4:00 p.m. on November 27, t995.

. ' We'intend to submit comments on behalfof SSINA by.that-date. We
expect these comments to be treated as if they were received on or
·before November 20,1995. " .

. ,

. '

. t

;

, , , .. .Also, after careful review ofthe:ru1e and ~ thorough a review of
th~ ~cordas possible (given the 'liinited and inadequate access to
th~'record), SSINA believes the LDR Phase IV rulemaking record is

· incomplete. The defects iii the record make it imPossible for SSINA
. to adequately comment on the proposed rule in.the tiIDe granted.by

, " the Agency for public cOmment. Therefore, SSINA reserves the 'right
to supplement.i~"commentsin order to complete.and correct the " .

'.. record. ..'

RESPONSE:
; Th~ Agency apologizes for the unavoidable inconveniences presented by the government

shutdown dWjrig the, final days of the publ~c commenfpeiiod for the proposed rule. The.Agency,
.did extent the comment period Until November 27, 1995. The commenter's comments were
received Within this timeframe. The Agency reviewed all coIIUtients sub111;itted in response to the '
proposed ruled~g the Agency's ,deliberations for the development ofthe final, rule. ' .- .
- , '.. ,.' \

• .'
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I •DCN _ PH4P112
. COMMENTER SMA

RESPONDER SS
; SUBJECT MISC

.SUBJNUM 112'
COMMENT -During· the week ofNovember) 3, 199~; in preparation for filing

comments on the U.S. Environmental Protection Ag~ncy's ("EPA's" .'
or "the'J\.gency's")ptoposed Land DispOsal Restrictions Phase IV
Rule ("LOR Phase Iy"), we attempted on numerous occasions to"

. obtain access to the rulemaking docket. Because of the .
government shu~ownand/or the Agency's deci~io~ to relocate the.

· docket, we were unsuccessful in our attempts ~o obtain an
appointment to inspect the docket fQrinformation germane to our
·comments. -See attached declaration ofPeter G. -McHugh. :
Accordingly, we request an extension of seveildays ,to the_
comment period in which to prepare and submit comments onbehaJf
ofthe Steel Manufacturers Association- ("SMA"). Based on a
November 20, 1995 ~lephoIie conversation with Ms. Susan G.

. ' Slotnick~ Workgroup Chair for LOR PhaSe IV, we understand the
· coIIlIi1ent period has been extended 'to 4:0Q p.m. on November 27,
· 1995. We, intend to submit comments on ~halfofSMA' by that

date. We expect these comments to be treat~d as ifthey. were
received on or before Nov~mber 20, 1995. Also, after careful
review ofthe rule and as thorough a review of:the record as
possible (given the -limited and inadequate access io the
record), SMA believes the LOR Phase IV rulemaking record is
incomplete.' The defects ill the record make it nnpossible for .
SMA to adequa~lycomment on the proposed rule in the time
gran~ed~y the AgenCY for public comment. Therefore, SMA
reserves the right to supplement its comments in order to .

. complete.and correct the record. ' ,".
RESPONSE: -

, \.. . ".
The Agency apologizes for the Unavoidable inconveniences .presented by the government -

,shutdown during the final days of the public comment period for the proposed rule.llte'Agency,
did extent the comment period until November 27, 1995. The cotnn1enter's comments~
received within this timeframe. The Agency reviewed all comments submitted in response to the
proposed ruled~g the Agency's deliberations: for the development ofthe final rule.

, .
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DCN-, PH4P113 ~

'COMMENTER Chemical Manufacturers Association
RESPONDER SS
SUBJECT 'MISC' ,

.SUBJNUM -113 .
COMMENT

IV: IMPROVEMENTs TO THE EXISTING LOR PROGRAM
·'A. EPA SHOt,TLD GRANT AN EXEMPTION FROM LDR-REQUIREMENTS .

, DU~G UNINTENTIONAL RELEASES,OF HAZARDOUS MA~RIALS.
" .CMA addresses here the issue of.whether L:O~ require~entsshould

apply to unintentional releases of-listed and ,characteristic
" 'hazardous wastes. Despite best operating practices and engineering.

design, there will be tinles when unintentional non;.de minimis· '
spills and emergency releases Will occUr. Such discharges wili

, trigger emergency responses that may require, for safety reasons, .
, the discharge ofhazardous'(listed or characteristic) or ' .
, ~echaraCterized wastes intO subtitle C or D surface impOWldments.
, Cum:ntly 4Q.CFR 264.~(g)(8) and 265. I(c)(lI) exempt the facility

.. ' from Part 264/265 ~ei'gency response exemptions to eliminate the
ris~ ofa regulatory violation during·the imIDediate response to a ,
threatening situation, and,thus, provide the facility with the '
maximum flexibility to address the situation.
CMA reC9mmends that EPA amend 40 CFR 268.1 by adding the folloWing
section'to subsecuon(e): : ' _

, The' following materials are not subject to any provisions ofPart '
268: /, . I,

(6) HaZardous Wastes that are unintentionally discharg~ or " ,- ..
·r materials which becOme haZardous waste after being unintentioDally
discluqed, provided that uPon detection, they are 'promptly treated'
Or c~ntain~. After the immediate response is over, further, '
containment, treaUDent, ~i" disposal sUbsequent to that performed, .
for emergency treatment or'cOntainment ofsuch waste is subject to
al~ applicable' ' ,

e"

'j

- REsPONSE: -
The Agency is aware that unintentional non-deiniDiinis spills and emergency

,releases occur, however it does not have the statutory flexibility to exempt nori--deminimis '.
, releases from the LDR requirements: However, this si~tionwould~m to be .ess ofa'concern

since the Land Disposal Program,Flexibility Act of 1996. ;The legislation exempted, " , '
,chai:acteristic wastes that have been deactivated from LDR,req~ents ifthey~ managed in ..
,wastewater treaUDent systems regulated under th~ Clean Wa~~ct (268.1(a)(4».
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DCN PH4A044.
COMMENTERBattery COWlcil International _
,RESPONDER SS' , '
SUBJECT MISe "

,SUBJNUM 044 ' .
COMMENT , II. BC SUPPORTS THE AGENCY'S EFFORTS TO ADDRESS RCRA

DEFINITION OF SOLID WASTE ISSUES, AND URGES THE AGENCY TO ACT ON
BC 's TRANSPORTATION'MANIFEST PETITION BC supports the Agency

-'s effort to address issues related to the RCM defmition of ',
" solid waste iii dUs rulemaking independently ofthe forthcoming

proposed RCRA red~finition ofsolid waste rule, We believe,BC's
'petition regarding revisions to the RCM regulations for
,recyclable materials ~houl4 be responded t9 in a similar rn~nner
(that is,. Pefore the Comprehensive rulemaking). In August 1994,
BC petitioned the Ag~ncy to 'modify the'- RcRA hazardous waste
transporta~ion regulations (40 ~.F.R. Parts 262 and 263) to '
allow recyclable hazardous wastes identified in 40 C.F.R. Part

"766 Appendix XI to be transported in commerce Wlder a new'
. 'recyclable materials tracking document. See attach~d petition.

Under our proposed approach, the materials could be shipped
without a hazardous waste manifest, would not be subject to EPA
's transportation requirements and would not have to be shipped
by a hazardous waste transporter. The new trclcking document we
proposed, however,' W9uld require disclosure ofthe same
information as required by a hazardous waste manifest and thus~,

- .no ~ta collection or tracking capabilities would:be l~st., ."
M;oreover, all subStantive transportation requirements in EPA's

. rUles would still apply. 'The source of the requirements,
however, would be the DePartment ofTransportation 's (DOr's)
Hazardous MaterialRegulations, not EPA's regulations, The
petitions proposal would implement recommendations adopted by
EPA's Defln,ition ofSolid Waste Task Force, Moreover, in .
Nov~ber 1994 , we received a response from the Agency, stating
tba~ BC 's petition will receive "full consideration as'the .
Agency evaluates the range ofpossible changes in how reCyclable '
materials are regulated." 3 Then, in March 1995 , in response
to President Clinton,'s reinventing government initiative, EPA
issued a ~rt stating its intent to revise the RCRA manifest '
sy~em Siong the lines ofthe BC petition. -However, no action
yet has been tak~ Given the fact that EPA h8s begun a .

, comprehensive effort to detennine the appropriate RCRA'
regulatory f framework f or certain recyclable materials, 'as

/ . "

. "
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, refl~ted 'in this ruiemaking and other,past rulemakings. 41 BCI
, believes that the Agency should addless o~ petition 41 the ,
~mmediate future, It involves a far.less contentious issue than','
other def inition ofSolid waste issueS. Fu$ermore, the'
,proposed modification would remove burdens on recycling without
jeopardizing the integrity ofthe. solid waste progriun, which is

. " the p~e purpose ofEPA's redefinition of solid waste eff0!l~ . '
\ '

Dear Ms.,BroWIler: This is a petition for a modification ofthe.
Environmental Protection Agency's ("EPA,") hazardous waste
,transportation regulations. .1 The petition requests limited
changes.that would,allow certain recyclable materi81s lobe

. shipped in commerce tising a new recyclable materials'tracking
doc.ument arid not the Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest, This
c~ge w~uld advance recycling; eliminate unnecessary ~osts and .. '

,fully protect public health, safety ,and the environment. The
proposed modification aiso is fully consistent with '
recommendations adop~ed by EPA Is Definition ofSolid Waste Task
Force after numeroUs meetings and monthcs ofstudy on ways to
remoye burdens on recycling without jeoPardizing the integrity

'. :ofthe solid waste program, Specifically, the Battery Council
Ill:temaiional ("BCI") seeks a modification ofEPA "s '
transportation rules'(40 C.F.R. Parts 262 and 263) to allow
recyclable hazardous waStes identified in 40 ~C.F.R ~art 266
Appendix'XI ("Appendix,XI wastesll

) to be transported in commerce
., un4er a new recyclable materials tracking document: .In

additio~ l?ec~Use the matenalscould be shipped without a .. .'''. ' .
hazardous waste IIlanifest, they would not be ,subj~ to EPA's '

, .transportation requirements and would not hav~ to be shi~by
.,a hazardous waste transporter. See 40· C.F:~ S 0263.10

: . Nevertheless, th~ new tracking .docum~tBCI is proposing would '
requite discl~sure oftile same information as required by a
hazardous waste manifest and thus, no data collection or . '

,', tracking capabilities would be lost. MoreOver, all substantive
'~rtation requirements in EPA '5 rules would still apply. '
The source ofthe requirements, however, would~ the .Department
ofTransportatlon 's'HazardoUs MaterialRegulations: ("DOT's'
HMR"),49 C.F.R. ,Parts 170 to)79, not EPA's regulations,
From an environmental standpoint,.reCycling undoubtedly is the
best way to manage the Appendix XI wastes. Yet,~_the

, existiJig hazardous·waste ~rtation requirementS have beco~e '. .
. Unjustifiably expenSive, the present system, requiring the use . '

ofhazardous wa'ste mariifests and hazardous~ tl'anSpo.rters,' ,

859
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.·is an impedimen~to recycl~ng. Indeed,. the costs ~f'
transporting Appendix XI recyclable wastes to the recyCling

, facilitY under the existing system often exceeds the net vaiue
ct:Cated from recycling the materials, Where this IS the case,
the current system creates econor;nic 9isincentives for handling'
the 'Appendix XI materials and is.unjustiflable in light of$e
fact that~ alternative, less burdensome but equally protective
transportation scheme is available. A~cordingly, BCI requests
that the EPA amend sections ofthe hazardous waste management
regidations;40 C.F.R. Parts 260 to 299 ,so that (a) recyclable
hazardous waste~ id~ntified in 40 C.F',R. Part 266, Appendix XI,
may be transported in mterstate and ~trastatecommerce for

,recycling accompanied by a tracking document other than the
Uniform HazardouS Waste Manife~ (40 C.F.R. Part 262, Subpart
:8) and (b) these same wastes can be carried by an authorized'

,hazardous materials transporter other than a transporter meeting
all of the requirements of40 C.F.R.Part 263 and any related .
requirements imposed by various states.2I BACKGRO'VND'BCI is a
not-for-profit trade assOciati~n representing commercial'. . , '
entjti~s involved in the inanufac~', distributio~ sale and
recycling of lead-aCid batteries ("lead batteries"). aCI's

,members include manufacturers and distributors of leild batteries .
and the secondary smelters that reclaim or recycle lead .-
batteries once they ale spent Bel's membership represents .

,more than'99 percent ofthe nation 's domestic lead,battery" .
manufac~g capilCity and more than 84 percent of the nation's

, lead battery recycling or secondary smelting capacity, BCI,
strongly supports lead batterY recycling. BCI actively promotes
the enactment ofmandatory recycling laws, Sponsors campaigns to
encourage recycling and, through ,its members, is directly

, involved'in the recycling of lead batteries. In part as a result
ofBCI Is efforts, thirty-seven states have:adopted

, , . "
compreh~nsive lead batterY recycling laws and five additional
states have aQopted disposal banS that have the practical effect
offorcing recycling. Due to these measures,~e'U.S. battery
lead ~cling,ratehas been' at or above 94 percent for the,' last
three years. In addition to batteqes, Bel's members also
collect and recycle other lead bearing materials. For example,
virtually all ofthe by-pfoduets generated in the course .of
producing a battery (e,g., 'baghouse dUst, waste water I

, . treatment sludge, plant scrap, dross, f loot sweepings and ,
others) have recoverable lead values and are collected and sent
to secondary lead smelters for recycling. All,of the r~cy~lable
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,materials coming to, or pr~duced at, a secondary 'lead smelter ,
'~,iecycled, including first-run'slags" baghouSe dUst, ,
treatment sludge and plastic casings. 'Recyclable materials
handled,by'BCI 's'memPers,are identified in 40 C.F.R. Part'266 '
Appendix XI.. This appendix lists those recyclable wastes that
are so similar iIi' character to primary materials tJult !bey are "
considered feedstock, not'wastes, when reclaimed. See 40 C.F.R.
Part 266, Subpart H. Appeildjx XI materials,are generated by
manufacturers"assemblers and other entities in the lead. '
processing and affiliated industry., Once generated, the
materi,als either are collected ~yor sent to secondarY sm~lters , '.
for reprocessing. Certain Appendix XI materials also' are
generated by secondary smelters who send them to other smelters

, for further,teproces~ing.and recoverY oflead. DISCUSSION A.
The Issue Some Appendix XI materials are regulated as haZardous .

1 wastes w~e:n'reclaimed; When these materials~ transported from
one location to another, they~ust ,be accompanied by 'a Uriiform
Hazardous Waste Manifest and the generator and'transporter must'
comply with the relev~t Portions of40,C.F.R. Parts 262 and .
2~3. ·These regulations require that ~hipments meet the
applicable packaging, labelirig, marking and placarding standards
in DOT's HMR, Transporters also must comply With all applicable "
requirements',in the HMR,.must have avalid EP~identification '
number, ~d .must respOnd to any discharge or release occurring
dining tranSportation.. See 40 C.F.R. GO 262.3Qto 2~2.33 .. :

, Notably, with the ex~eption of.the transporter's obligatio~ to' ,
have an EPA identification number, the paekagmg, labeling,:_
marking, pl8carding and other transportation related
~uirements imposed under EPA's rules (partS 262 and 263) are .
identical to those required for common Carriers ofhazardous

,ma~als under the HMR.' That is, the requirements that '
.presently apply to shipments of.ApPendix XI materials'wouid
still'apply by ~'ofthe'HMR. even iCEPA's Parts 262 ~d 263
rules did not exist. See 49 C.F.R.. ,0 172.101 While there is .:
no,dIfference in the substantive requirements. Involved in
handling ApPendix XI materials under EPA ts farts 262 and 263
rules or the DOT's HMR, the coSts ASsociated'with 'shipping
under the two schemes are significantly different. RCRA
hazardous waste must be transported by 8; liccmCd hazaidous . ..!

waste hauler. The cOst ofshipping a, RCRA tnaJ;lifested hazardol:JS
waste in a hazardouS waSte hauler is mu~h higher than the cost
ofshippjng essentially the same material iii a common cairler .

; licensed to' carry hazardous materials.. In 'an informal· survey '.

I "
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.c~:mdu~ted by one' B,Cl me~ber, the costs ofshipping ReRA'
tnamfested'hazardolis wastes were more than double the cost of
shipping DOT hazardous materials even ,though in ,all insiances
the materials being transported were fundamentally the same.
The cost differential between 'shipping under RCRAls rules and
the HMR is attributable primarily to addition8J. ~qwrements
'imposed by various states on transporters ofmaterials requiring
a 'RCRA hazardous waste manifest, These extra state
requuements include'such things as spe~ial training or _

, , ' equipment, high~ limits for .iability insurance, local taxes or
fees and additional,reporting requirements. See, e.g~,- .
Pennsylvania Code; Title 25, ~ 263.23 (imposing a~dous
waste transportation fee on transportation ofmanifested wastes "
paid into the State Hazardous Sites,Clean~p Fund) ; Alabama' ,
Hazardous Waste Management Regulati9n, 0 335-14-4-04 (requiring

, applicants for ,transporter pe11Ilits to submit a performance bond
guaranteeing compliance with,,'8mong other things" the
regulations, permits, orders and corrective action measures); , , ,
Arkansas Hazardous Waste Management Code, 00 16, 11(r) ,
(charging $2 .00 pet manifest issued); ,Maryland Hazardous Waste'
Rliies 026.13.04 (requiring ~uler certificates, performa.ltce ' '

, bonds, special training for drivers and 'instructors ofdrivers, ,
ann'ual ~gistration fees on cabs, containers and trucks, vehicle ,
inSPections); New York Waste Transport Permits Regulations' 0

. 364,5 (requiring $5,000,000 in lia~ility insurance 'for vehicles
carrymg 10 ,OOO'pounds or more ofwastes requiring manifest; . ' '
federal requirements are $.,000,000 in liability insmance).
States imPose additional requirements either because they

.perceive a need for tighter restrictions on hazai'dous~
transporters,than onco~on carriers or, as is evi~t from some
ofthe state schCmes, healusethey see this area itS a poteJ:1tial
source ofadditional reven~ The motive in some caSes may be
both. Regardless ofthe reason, BCI is confident that no state '
has focused on the ~verse impact these added ~rtation
rules ,have on legitimate recycling. Moreover, neither the DOT
nor,EPA h8ve cOncluded that the vast array ofadditional
requirements iinposed by stateS are necessary to protect the
public'health, safety or: the envirQnment To the'contrary, EPA
's Defiriition ofSolid Waste Task Force found that th~'high ,
costs arising ft9m the added: state req~entsBdversely affect
the·waste management system:. The added cost eliminates
competiti()fi between canierS as fewer cani~ are wiJling to .
compete in the haZardous:~e transportatil;»n market with th:e

8.62 .''''~
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. .added requirements and associated increased burdens and cost of
, " doing business~ Further, the fact that requirements vary,from

", state-tO-state adds to'the complexity and cost. And, as noted
above, the higher costs of transportation' create a disincentive' '.

, to recycling where the 'recyclable materials have a low, recovery
value relative to the high cost of transporting the materiai to

, '. <th~ recycling facility. Because it i~ impracticable to seek '
changes on a stateby-state basi~~ Bel requests a feder:al
response. B. The Solutjon Transporting Appendix XI hazardous
wast~ destiiled for recycling under EPA's roles costs twice, as '
much as shipping the same materials under the HMR , The

- substantive requirements .of EPAI,'s rules and the HMR are
. virtually identical" and no added protection to heal:th, s,afety

,or the environment is gained by the additioI)a1 costs. Yet, the'"
added cost ofEPA ts niles affects the efficiency of the
hazardous waste management system by,reducing competition and
impeding a preferred method ofmanaging'certain recyclable '
wastes, E~A could eliminate these disincentives to recycling'by

, adopting a rule applicable to Appendix XI materials that woUld
3J.low those materials to~ shipped in commerce ~th-a ,.' '_ '

, "Recyclable Materials,Tracking Document" ,and not a 'hazardous -"
waste manifest: The Recyclable Materials Tracking Document

. " would require the'same infonnation as a hazardous~e manife~t
with the ex~eption ofcertain infonna~on that is relevan~ only _ '
to shipments underParts 262 and 26~,., e,g.•;a- transporter's '
U .8. ,EPA ID N\UIlber" waste ininUnjzation certification and land

, disposal restriction notification. 3/ Like the inanifest" the 
tracking document would follow the shipment to itS destination

,_ and the receiving entity,would be reqUired to' acknowledge .
, ,receipt, noting anY,discrepancies. Because AppendiX XI materials

would not bereq~to be transported with a'manifest"
transporters ofthese materials would not,have to compJy with 49 ,
C.F.R. Part 263. See 40 CFR 8 263,iO, ~evertheless, ~noted,

, above~ all ofthe requirements that would have applied (e.g.,
labeling, placarding) will still apply pursuant to the HMR. ,_
Finally, under Bel,ts proposal. a state'or EPA"s ability to
~k'shipments and the sub~tive 'shipping 'requiremen~ will "

, not change. What will change, however, is that the state ' ,
requirements applic~ble to shipments ~quiriDg a UnifonD. '
H8zardouS Waste Manifest will not apply to ApPendiX XI materials
unless th~ sti\tes, after notice and oPen deba~, d~termine such

,req~ents are needed for this limited 'class of recyclable - ,
materials. Bel-appreciates Y9Ul attention to this matter and '

, "
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, .
,stands ready to provide whatever additional information you may
need in conducting yom: evaluation ofthis re"quest~ 1/ This
p~tition is submltted in accordance With 'Section 4 (e) of~ ,
Adririni~tive Procedure Act, 5 V.S,C; S553(e), 2/ Not all
ofthe wastes listed in Appendix XI are hazardous wastes when
being reclaimed:The transPortation ofnonhazardoUs wastes,
while not subject to the:requirements ofthe Solid Waste
Disposal Act ("R<;:RAII) set forth in 40 C.P.R, Parts 262 'and
263, may ,be subject to similar statetrallsportation
requirements, ,te., california ts transportation rules.
Accordingly, this petition' is ,intended to cover all-Appendix XI
wastes whether or not they are RCRA hazar~ous wastes subject to
the manifesting an4 tgmsportation related requirements'in 40

, C.F.R. PartS 262 and 263 , 3/ 'The waste minimization
. , certification would not be applicable to materials shipped under

a Recyclable Materials Tracking [)ocument because it would be .r

'understood that these materials were to be recycled and the ,
generator thus was engaged in waste minimization. Forth~ same
reasons, a land disposal,re~ction notification would be . '
unnecessary.

RESPONSE

Thecommenter's, request for approval 'of Ii p~viously submitted peti~on is beyond the scope of
, the tOday's ,final rulemaldng. ," ,

, ,
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. OCN PH4P065
COMMENTER '~afety.K1een Corp.
.RESPONDER' HM,:- ''-
,SUBJECT 'POG, . '
COMMENT 3: . EPA shoUld' finalize the "pomt ofgeneration" rulemaking

prior to promulgatio'n'ofthe fuial Phase III and Phase IV LOR'
regulations. In the preamble to the proposed Phase III LOR .
regulations (60 FR 11702)~ the'Agency requested comments on'

. potentially altering the "point ofgeneration" definition as.it .'
. app~ies to wastewater streams. SafetY·Kleen understands that

.the,Agcmcywill respond to,the received comments in an upcoming
" rulemaking specific~l1y addressing pomt·ofgeneratiol!.

: " Obviously, the Agency's' propose~ rulemaking may,have a
.. significant impact on the applicability of the Phase~IV LORS,
because the basic applicability questions are premised oli waste
character at the ,point of generation. If the definition ofa . .
waste's point ofgeneration-is revised (i.e., to process limits .
or battery limits), some wastes,will not be defined as hazardous
and'will exit the ~CRA system (e.g.,:due to aggregation and .'
resulting incidental ,treatment close to the originating,
prpcess). Thus, a facilitY mi~t be required to spend \ ,
sigriificant money developing a prograrh, to'comply with the Phase ,

, III ~d P~e IV LDR pro~s, 'which would sub~eque~tly be~ome '
, completely unnecessary under the revised definition ofpoint of

" ·generapon. Safety.K1een strongly recommends that'the Agency,.
~omplete its point ofgeneration rulemaking prior to the ,
promulgation ofthe fInal Phase III and Phase IV regulations; to ,
allow the regulated community to implement complying programs
without the concern that the applicability may change ~t a later
date. .. .

, .

RESPONSE

".

r • . . • .~

, ,The Agency thanks·the commenter for suppOrting EPA's re-ex8mination ofthe point of
generation issue. EPA did propose several point ofgeneration optionS in the Phase III _
rulemaking, however, many ofthe pointofgeneration issues were resolved wh~n, 'on March 26,

. 1996, President Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996. This
Act provided; among other things, ~t decharactenzed wastes'treated in CWA.regulated units '
are no longei'"prohibited from land disposal so long ~. they are not hazardous wastes at the point
they are land disposed. The Act alsO reqUired that EPAstUdy the c~tenstics ofsuch .'

, decharacterlzed'W8stes~ Ifat 'sonie 'future time, the Agency determines that certain
decharacteriZed wastes r~quire LDR treatinent standards, the EPA will revisit the options for .
point ofgeneration that were presented in the Phase III rule.· '- ...

"
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DCN PH4POlS
COMMENTER BP Oil \ '

'RESPONDER HM
, .,SUBJECT· POG

SUBJNUM,. '015'
COMMENT

In a~d~ti~n"the court's decision in no way affected the current
"~tability group doctrine" or indicated that it should be . I

invalidate~or discarded. '

RESPONSE ,

--- " '

The Agency agrees, with the commenter that the court decision did not invalidate or discard the
• • f • •

treatability group doctrine. - , '

".
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DCN PH4POIS
COMMENTER BP Oil
RESPONDER', 'HM .
S~JECT:. P~G"

SUBJNUM QIS
COMMENT

- Point ofgeneration i~sues 'are generally difficult i,n'the overall
land disPo~ restriction (LDR) program-but are especially onero~

regard~g the Ph8se IV proposals and. for the Subpart cC air .
emission rules. We SuppOrt EPA's planned re-examination of ,
these issues. ' , . ,
Current reqUirements concerning·the ~Ipoint of generation",include ,
.sampling and 'analysis ofeach individual waste stream at its source .
·to deteqninc'Whether or not it is·hazardous and to determine,
. whether/or not it excee~ applicable volatile organic

. concentration'leve,ls..1bis requires extensive, e~mely costly and ,
sOmetimes techDically impossible sampling and aIialysis programs.
Method 2?D for determining thevolatlle organic concentration is
very costly to perforni, and laboratories ~pable ofperforming the

,analysis are difficult to locate. In many cases it is impossible to ,
separate wastewater streams for individual sampling. Taking into
account variabililY or attempting todetennine annual average ' '
concentrations oPJy increases the nwnber of samples that must be
collected and'8nalyzed. In.the Phase IV rulemaking,ihe point of
generation that makes 'sense,for aggregated, .
non-haz8rdous wastewater is Sampling and .analysis at the point.
where the,wasteWater enters the-surface nnpounwnent. :. ' ,.

, RES~ONSE'

The Agency thanks the co~enterfor ,supporting EPA'sre-exaDunati~nofpOint of generation
,issues. Many ofthese issues were resolved when, oil March 26, 1996, President Clinton signe4

into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. Tliis Act provided, among other
.. thiDgs: that decliaracterized wastes treated in CWA-~gulatedUnits are no longer prohibited from
land disposal so long as they are not hazardous wastes at the point they are land disposed. The .

,Act also ~uiied that EPA~yth~ characteristics ofsuch decharacterlZed wastes. Ifat some
future time, the Agencydetermines that certain decharacterizedwastes require'LDR treatment
standards, theEPA will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were presented~in the~

, Phase III rule. , -':" ," .
"

, ,

" .
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DCN .PH4POI5
COMMENTER. 'BP Oil
RESPONI;>ER' HM

. SUBJECT POG
SUBlNUM 015.
COMMENT

The issues being addressed in this rulemaking ha~e th~ pote:ntial
-to req~re significant costs with little apparent benefit. The' .
Agency should determine in the Phase III and Phase IV RULEMAKING

" that meetiIig the UTS at ~e NPDES discharge point.ofa CWA system
which includes non-hazardous surface impoundments satisfies the , '
findings ofthe ~ourt and that further requirements are not needed. '

RESPONSE ,.

.' ,

I, '

',J .'

. The Agency did propose several.point of generation options in the Phase III rulemaking,
however, many ofthe point of generation issues were resolved when, ,on MarCh 26, 1996, ,
President Clinton s~gned into law the Land Disposal Prognim Flexibility Act'of 1996. This Act

. provided, among other QUngs~ that decharacterized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units,are no .
.longer 'prohibited from land disposal so long as they.are not hazardous wastes at the point they
are land'disposed.. The Act also required that EPA study the' characteristics'of such
decharacterized w~es. Ifat some future time, the Agency'detenpines that certain.
decharacterized waStes require LDR treatment standards, the EPA will reVisit the options for ''II'
point of generation that were presented in the Phase III rule. . . , ..j

I. • •

.'

"

, '

.'
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DCN' PH4POl7
COMMENTER 'Kodak
RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM 01.7
COMMENT .

Additiomilly, sludge from a non-hazardous surface impoundment
would be regulate4~ ~ hazardous ~te if it has haZardous .,
characteristics, because the sludge is conside!ecl' a new point of ,',
generation for listing determinations..

RESPONSE

, .

, . ~,~ . . \

The Ag~cy did:propose several point of generation options in the Phase III ridemaking,
however, many ofthe point ofgeneration issues were resolved.when, on March i6, 1996.
President Clinton signed into I~w the Land DisPosal'Program Flexibility Act of 1996; This Act '
provided, arno,ng other things, that d~luiractC:rizedwastes. treated in CWA-regulated units are no

, . longer pro~biied from land disposal so long as they are not luizard9US wastes at the point they,
.. are l~d disposed. The A~t also req~~t EPA study the c~stics of such '

decharacterized wastes. Ifat some future tiine; .the Agency determiries'that certain
,', decharaCterized ~,require LOR treatment,staildards,.the E:PA.will revisit the optioris.f9r

point ofgeneration Jhat were presented in the Phase III rule~ , '.

"
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DCN . _ PH4P012',
COMMENTER . Phelps t)odge
RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM ~22,

COMMENT
, -PDC supportS EPA's proposal to clarify. the 'point ofgeneration as

applied to separate waste streams that are routinely aggregated as
part,of 8: series ofmanufac~gprocesses associated with making

,a single -product. poe believes that this concept should be
, expressly recognized ,in, the rriining context especially for waste '
" streams that have been routinely. aggregated as an efficient and

environmentally sound wastewater management practicC?

RESPONSE

The Agency thanks the commenter for' supporting ,EPA~s re·examination ofpOint·of generation
. issues. Many of these issueswefe resolved when, on March 26, 1996, President Clinton signed,
into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provi~~d, among other
things, that decharacterized wastes treated in CWA·regulatedU11;its are no longer prohibited from
land disposal so long as they are not hazardous'wastes at the point they are l~d dispo~ed. The
A~ also req~red that EPA study the characteristics of such decharacterized wastes~ Ifat so~e
future time, the Agency determines that certain decharac~eriZed wastes require LDR treatmen~ 't.)
standaI:ds, the Ep,A, will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were presented in the : '1:".-
Phase III role~ , .

, '
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DCN PH4P022
\ COMME~R ' Phelps Dodge
, RESPONDER, aM

SUBJECT, POG
SUBJNUM 022
'cOMMENT" ,

. III. poe Supports EPA's Proposal to Redefine the Point of
Generation for Commoilly aggregated Waste Streams and Believes that

" the Proposal Should Extend to Routine Ag~egation ofProcessing
. Streams That OccurS in the ~ining Context. . .
,PDC,supportS',EPA's Phas~ III propOsal to clarify the point during
an industrial process at which a Waste is generated and the LDRs
become applicable..60 Fed. Reg. at i 1,715-17. The proposal would
allow for routineaggregatlon ofwaste streams from related .
man~acturirig processes before RCRA regulation and the LOR dilution "
prohibitionS would, attach. The proposal also would recognize that
the routine aggregation ofwaste streams from a rel~ted

manufacturing process,is "a nolmal part ofthe process that results'
in the wiste" and therefore "can be,taken into' ,',
account [or'a1low~dl in establishing.concentration levels." 60 '.
Fed. Reg. at 11,7Q7 (citing S. Rep. No. 284, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. "
17). .

-~bc supports EPA's point ofgeneration proPosal as applied to each
, .ofthe three options contemplated including the "battery limit"

option. The,"battery, liinit" option is necessary to recognize
routine wastewater treatment practice~ occurring at ritiirlng
facilities. For instance, a common practice at man}' integrated
copper Infuing facilities is the aggregation ofmineral processing
wastes (e.g., acid plant blowdown) with tailing as,part ofthe '
facilities' wastewater management practic,es. PDC believes that such

_' longstandiJig practices should be' allowed'under EPA's "battery' ,
limits" option since the manufacturing steps producingtbe mineI:Bl
processmg Wastes arid the tailing constitu~e an entire battery of

, procesSes that are associated with making a single product (Le., ' .
anode copper). Additionally, the aggregation of tailing with

. mineral proCessing streams often is environm~nta11ybeneficial ~ue
to the·stabilizing and neutralizing aff~t ofthe tailing. PDe .. '.
further believes'that the appropriate point for determining LDR •
compli~ce ~d point ofgeneration issues is a~ the ~int th8t an
aggregaied waste ~am exits ~e ~water treatment unit, which
in the mining context is a' necessary· component of the'

.manufacturing process.: " .
Accordingly; PDC.requests thalEPA account for existing waste'. '. .'

. .

"
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.'. .
management practices that occur at·mining facilities in applying
.LOR requi~ements. Specifically" PO~ believes that EPA should adop~
the Phase III point ofgeneration proposals, including the .

. tlbattery limitstl option, and
~larify the option's application,to waste streams commonly .
aggregated and m~aged at integrated,mining facilities.

RESPONSE
-

The Agency thanks the ~ommenterfor supporting EPA's re-exammation ofpoint of generation
issues. The Agency did propose several point ofgeneration options in the Phase'IIIrulemaking,
h'owever, many ofthese issues were resolved when, pn March 26, 1996, President Clinton sigped
into law,the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided, among other' ".
things, that dechria-aeterized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units are no longer prohibited from
land disposal so long as they are not hazardous wastes at the po~t theyaie land dispo~d. The'
Act also required. that EPA study the charaCteristics of.such decharacterized wastes. If at some.

. future time, the Agency determines that certain decharacterized'wastes require LOR treatment :.
standards, the EPA willrevisit the options for point ofgeneration that were pres~nted in the
~m~ , I

,i
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DCN . PH4P022
CO~TER . Phelps Dodge
RESPONDER .HM . .
SUBJECT POG.· ,
S~BJNUM022 ..
COMMENT -

I~ 'its discussion9f Option 2, EPA' presents sever8I situations
.which would be' excluded from the Option 2 controls. 60 Fed. Reg. at
43,660. for example, wastewaters that meet the UTS at the Point of,

.. generation would be excluded. Additionally, wastewaters that do,
not exceed 100 'parts per million by weight ('~ppmw") oftotal
volatile orgaDics' on an annual average deterinined at the point of.
generation would not be subject to the air ~missi~n controls. POe(
believes that these, exemptions should not be detennined at the
point ofgeneiation. Ratlier, as noted above, PDC believes that the

~: application ofthese exclusions should be detennined after', ,,'
treatment has occurred to' remove the characteristic. It s~ply .
does not 'make senSe to apply controls to surface impoUndments that, '
'manage wastes which do not pose risks to the environment or human

I . .

health after decharacterization.Additionally, it- is difficult '.
'to detennine the effectiveness oftreatment and/or controls when'

: the was~es already.satiSfy the UTS or are al!:eady within a certain, . ,.
.concentration oftotal volatile organic~. .

_J

RESPONSE
~ ,

. ,
: '

"

ni~ Agen~y did propOse seVenlI priint ofgeneration op~ons in, the~Phase'111 rulemaking,
however, many ofthe.point ofgeneratiori issues were resolved when, on March26, 199~,
President Clinton sign~d into law the Land Disposal Program FleXibility Act of 1996. This Act .
provided, among.'other things, that decharacterized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units are no
,longer prohibited from land disposal so, long as they are not hazardous wastes at the Point ~ey ,
are land disposed. The'Act also reqtdred that EPA study the characteristics of such ,'- .'
decharacterized wastes. If at some future tim~, the Agency detennines that certain '
decha}'acterized wastes'require LDR treatment standards, the EPA will revisit the options ,f~r .
PO,int ofgenei'a~on~twere presented in thep~ III rule. .

'-,
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DCN .' PH4P024'
COMMENTER' Union Camp

'RESPONDER HM '
;,SUBJECt", pod
, ,SUB,fNUM' 024. .

COMMENT "
H. Redefme the "point of generation" to unit process
EPA needs to redefine the "point ofgeneration" definition in
order for the 'Pollution Prevention exemption '0 be useful. UCC sees
a significant problem iri attempting to use the Pollution Prevention, .
Compliance;Altemative as a way to obtain,an'exemption from the
Phase IV regulations 'by the shear number ofpoints of generatiori
that would likely.have to be analyzed. '

. t •

.RESPONSE " ,
'.'

"

.~ 1.

The Agency'did propose several Point ofgenemtion optio~ in the Phase III rulemaiang, ,
J

. howeyer, many ofthe point ofgeneration issues were resolved wh~n; on M~ch 26, 1996,
President Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996.. 'This Act·

,provided, among other things, that decbaracterized wastes treatecJ. in CWA-regulated units are no
longer prohibited from land disposal So long as they are not haz8rdo~ wastes at the.point they
are land disposed. The Act-also reoquired that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch .
decharacterized wastes. Ifat some future time, the Agency determines that certain ' .. •
decharacteriZed wastes require LOR treatment standards; the EPA will revisit ~e optionS for
'point ofgeneration that w~re presented in'the Phase III rule. -... . . . , ". .

I' "
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DCN _ PH4P924 ,;
CO~R 'UmonCmnp_
RESPONDER .HM
SUBJECT POG

,SUBJNUM 024 .
COMMENT 0 _

, ' A m~ufacturing facility may have significant number of
,',' characteristic waste streams which would need to be sampled and

anat.yzed~to det~rmine the total amount of a specific UIlCs ~t is
generated at the facility. This-enormous mnount ofpoints will
create a huge amount of costs associated wit,p sampling and .
analysis, and deciding which streams to address ill . ,

" minimizing Pollution. Fufther it Will be difficult to demonstrate '
:compliiWce with the exemption. Such a sitUation will likely keep -, :

facjlities'from even considering using this exemption criteria - 
with the subsequent disadvantagethaHhe facilities are addressing
treatment ofwastes as opposed to~zing the generation of -
wastes. , '

RESPONSE'

_ Many ofthe point ofgen~tionissues were resolyed wheri, o~ MarCh 26,'1996, President ,
0' Clinton signed ~to law the Laild Disposal Program Flexibility'Act of1996. This Act pr~v1ded~

, among 9ther things, d.mt decharacten.zed wastes ~atedinCWA-~gulatedunits are no longer
prohibited frOm land disPosal so IODg as they are not luiZardous wastes at ,the point they are land
disposed. The Act also required that EPA study'the characteristics ofsuch decharacterized. -',

, ·wastes. Ifat some future time, the'Agency determines that certain decharacterlzed wastes leqUire .
LDR'treatment standards, the EPA will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were

, " ,presented in the Phase'III rule. - ',' -'
. \ - . .
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DCN PH4P.o24
"COMMENTER Union"Camp
RESPONDER HM"
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM 024
COMMENT·

There is aneed to redefine "the pOint ofgeneration" in ord~r to
make this exemption at all appealirig. Such a redefinition was'
discussed in Section IV.I> ofthe,LDR Phase III proposal ,(60 FR :
11702). Locating the point ofgen~tiontothe "~t process" ,or

,the "battery"limit" ofthe facility Units would signific~t1y' .
reduce the number ofwaste streams that' would need to be addreSsed

," when using the Poll~tion Prevention" exemption option. This' will. "
make this'option n:tuch more workable to facilities with the ultimate
advantage ofpromoting Pollution Preventio~.,

RESPONSE

, • I ~

......

The Agency did propose several point of generation options in the Phase III rul~making .
(including uilit process and battery limits), however, many oftbe point ofgeneration issues were
resolved when, on March 26, 1996, President Clinton signed into law the"Land Disposal Program
Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided, among,Qther things, that decharacterized·wastes .

. treated in CWA-regulated wiiis are no longer prohibited from land disposal so long as they are' ..
not hazardous wastes,at the point they are land disposed. The Act also required.that EPA study
the characteristics ofsuch decharacterized wastes~ Ifat some future time~ the. Agency determines
that certain decharaeteri~4 wastes require LDR treatment standards, the EPA will revisit the '
options for pomt ofgeneration that were preserit~d in the Phase In rule~' . - ,
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DCN PH4P024
COMMENJCR Union Camp

.. RESPONDER HM·. ,'.

SUBJECT . POG .
SUBJNUM 024

. COMMENT, . ,
It is WCCis 'recommendation that EPA redefme the definition of. '. . .
"po.int ofgeneration" to be the·"~t process" as recommended by

.UCC and AF&PA during the Phase III comment period. VCCalso
believes other option discussed during the Phase III comments,such "

. as "battery limits" are also plausible.
'.'

RESPONSE . \

.' .

. . Many ofthe point ofgenerapon issue~ were resolved when, on March 26, 1996, President
.' Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program' Flexibility Act of 1996. This·Act provided,

. 8Itiong other things, that decharacterized wastes treated in CWA.regu1E~ted units are 0:0 longer
prohibited from land disposal so long as·they are not hazardous wastes at the point they are land

.disposed. The Act also required that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch decharacterizCd . i

wastes.. Ifat some future time, the. Agency detemPnes that certain dechara~rized wastes require
LDR treatment standards, the EPA will revisit the optio~ for point ofgeneration that.~ere

.... " .... J 1 •

p~s~ted in ~e Phase III role. ..' ' . .' , , ,. "
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DCN PH4P024
. COMMENTER Union Camp

RESPONDER HM
'. SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM' 024, "
COMMENT

I: EPA should complete the change ,to the ~'point ofgeneration"
defmition prior to promulgation of~y Phase IV regulations.. ,
In the preamble ~o the proposed '~hase III LDR regulations (60 FR I
1702, Sec. IV.D)EPA requested comments I;)n changing 'the defmition
ofPoipt ofgeneration as it' applies to wastewater streams. The' .
regulato,ry community is wai:ting to see how EPA will react to

.. .the received comments. EPA's reaction could have a significant
impact on the applicability ofthe Phase IV LDRs since two ofthe

.. basic. ~licability questions are "ls the,waste a hazardous wast~'
at the point of generation?", and "Does ute dechaiacterized waste

· contain' underlying hazardous constituents at concentratio~ greater
..their respective Universal Treatment Standard levels at the .-
point ofgeneration ofthe decharacterized waste?"· ' ,
EPA should complete its,review of'potentially altering the "point _
ofgeneration" definition prior to'the promulgation ofthe Phase IV
regulations so that the regulated community can determiite the .

· impact ofthe regulations without the concern that the '
applicability may change at a later· date. Therefore, EPA should not

· promulgate phase IV regulations wltil it has ,announced any changes
to the definition ofthe point ~{generation. .

\.

RESPONSE

The Agency did propose Sevmt-point of generation options in the PhaSe III'rulemakiJig, '
I however, many of the point of generation issues were resolved when, on March i6, 1996,
President 'Clinton signed into law the Land DispOsal Prograni Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act '.
provided, among other things, that ~ec~terized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units 'are no,' ,
longer prohibited from land disposal sO long as they are not hazardous wastes at the point they -
are land disposed. I The J\ct also required that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch .
decharacterized wastes. Ifat some futuie tiiDe, the, Agency d~teimines that certain ',: '

" 'dechar3cterlzed wastes require LDR treatment-stand8rds, the EPA will revisit the options for
. pointofgeneration.t.hat were pre~nted in ,the Phase III rule. ' .
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DCN PH4P024 -,'
'COMMEN'TER Union Camp

RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM' 024'
COMMENT

, ,

UHC brought in from other waste streams (not hazardous in past),
may be Carried into CWASIs and transferred to ,sludge to' increase "
UHC above UTS. Treatmen,t of the regulated constituents' brought in
from'no~h~douswastes should not be subject to Phase IV~,' ,
C~)Dtrol., '_.. '
Sludges' are notalways disposed in landfill. Some may be
bCnefidaily used ~ is done at several ofour paper mills for i~
nutrient and soil conditioning ,,·al~e. :Also it is very common for ,
~unicipal sludge to ,be utilized in this manner,mstead ofbeing', '
disposed into a landfilL These sludges serve; useful purposes and

. should riot be subject to pretreatm~nt for UHC's prior to land "
applic~tion. For example, ,wee's Prattville,Al mill uses sludge',

- from its one selected CWASI on crop l~d for, its nutrient value and
,'water retention value. Many states and local governmentS have rules
, on land application which are protective ofhuman health

, '-
and environment., '

I

'RESPONSE

r

, .

Today's rule 'does not address the issue that th~ commenter raises because it is ~utside the sc~pe ,
of the ~e: However, EPA 'shall consider this is~ue in thr',future. .' ' ' '

" '

"

, "
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DCN PH4P024
COlylMENTER Union, Camp
RESPONDER HM' . .
SUBJECT' 'POG'
SUBJNUM 024 .

-COMMENT •
"Other sludges high in· fiber may be used for fu~l value and should

not be subject to pretreatm~nt for UHC's. Any UHC's would be
controlled by pollution control devices on the c,ombuStiOli unit or
destroye4 by ~e combustion process.

--.

-RESPONSE , I

" '

~s issue is outside the scope oftoday's rule. The Agency win, however, co~ider this issue in - .
the future.
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'DCN PH4P024 _
GOMMENTER Union Camp
RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT' POG

,SUBJNuM 024
-COMMENT _

Wt;: agree 'Yitl1.the EPA that sampling for only UHC identified in the
characteristic wastewater at the pOint of generation. Samplingfor
-sludges prior to removal may be required under EPA'spropcisal.' If

, sludge is removed and stockpiled while awaiting 'sampling &
: .'analysis, improper~gemeni co~d be construed. How will this be
, ,addressed by EPA?, " ' '

RESPONSE " ..

Today'-s nile does not address the issue that ,the commenter raises becaUse it is outside the scope,
of the rule. However, EPA shall eonsiderthis issue in the future. ' I '

, ~.
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DCN, PH4P024
COMMENTER Union Camp
RESPONDER HM,
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM 024
COMMENT

, , .
Sludge (p. 43673 2 col) EPA says sludge in place to a release .

. ' . pathway separate from"the leaks pathway. We agree with this and
also feel sludges in place would t~nd to retard any leakage due to ,

""" the build up ofsludge and other fine particles. '
- . "

.. "..
RESPONSE

'.

" .

, 'I "' , . ,. .

The Agency,thanks ~e commenter for supporting EPA's po~ition on sludgl':.·
, .,

, , .
. '

,...
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Ll.,• DeN, PH4P031
, COMMENtER Department ofEnergy
',RESPONDER 'HM ' '

,"SUBJECT 'rOG
,SUBJNl!M ' , 031
COMMENT

I 2., p. 43663, col. 2 - EPA ,indicates that management 'standards
are described for controlling leaks, sludges, arid air emissions
fr~in surface impoundments accepting decharacterized, wastes. ' EPA

, seeks' comment on these standards, "including the JX?ssf~i1ity,of'
adopting s~dards for certaiD ofthe potential problems and
not otherS, e.g.; finalizing standards for leaks arid air emission

, control, but not for sludge controL'" ,
, IfEPA,decides to p~mulgatean Option 2 regulatory program, DOE

would 'support.not adopting s~dards for sludge controL As in
'previous,Departniental c~mments on LpR-rela~ednotic~s,,POE urges
EPA to allow evaluation ofwastewater treatment system surface
impoundment sludgeson their own merit; tismg either sampling and '

, analysis or process knowledge to determine what management is '
~ted in order to protect hwrian'health ~d the environment.
This appI:oach would allow control of such residuals when
appropriate, but would not require continued control when ~e ','
residuals no longer pose risks to human health or the '. , '
env4'0nment. Comment I.H.S.b; item 1 below offers additional
remarks on why,it should not be necessary to impose controls on
sludges.

RESPONSE

Many ofthe point ofgeneratJon, issue~ were'resolv~when, on March 26, 1996, President
,Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program FleXibility Act of 1996. This Act provided,' .
among other things, that decharacteriZed wastes treated inC~A-regula~ed units are no longer -
,prohib~ted from land disposal so long as th~y are not hazardo~~s at the point they'are'land '

. ' disp>sed. lThe Act also required that EPA study the charac~sticsofsuch decharacterized
wastes. Ifat some future time, the Agency ~etermine~ thatc~ decbaracterized wastes require
LDR treatment standards, the EPA will revisit the options' for point ofgen~tionthat were
presented'in the Pb8se In rule. '-,

- '.'
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DCN '. . PH4P031 .
. .COMMENTER DepaJ1ment ofEnergy
,RESPONDER HM.

. SUBJECT' POG.r ,
SUBJNUM .' 031 .

. COMMENT
I.H.4;b. Applicability ,
.1. p. 43669, col. 1•• E~A defines the tenn"regulated
constituents" as uaCs that are present in characteristic wastes at
the pomt ofgeneration arid prior to decharacterization at, ','
'concentrations that are greater than UTS leveJs.. The Agency,
further indicates that: . .
"Only thes~ regulated constituents must be considered in complying
'with the management standards for leaks. UHCs prese~t,in a
·characteristic waste at levels less than-or equal to UTS are not
subject to the pro~sed:management sumdards for leaks."
DOE ~lieves that defming the term "regulated constituents" in
the t:JlaDner suggested here is urinecessary and will likely ca~e
confusion. EPA luiS promulgated a 4efinition 'for' .' . , '
!lunderlying.hazardous constituent" (UHCs) which reads as follows:'
Underlying hazardous constituent means any constituent listed in
§2~8.48~ Table,UTS - Universal Treatment Standards, except

,vanadium'and'~c, which can reasOnably be expected 'to be preseQt
. at the point ofgeneration ofthe hazardoUs wastC!, at a

concentration above the constitUent-specific UTS treatment·
standai'ds[40 CFR 268.2(1); 60FR244, JahuarY 3, 1995]. .
.HoWever, ·EPA seems to ignore the existing definition ofUHC inits
fonnulation of the new defuiition for IIregulated constitUents."
DOE suggests that by using "UHe" in a manner inconsisten~ with its

.. regulatory definition, EPAcreates confusion. Further, in the
pas~ EPA has used the term "regulated constituents," without,
specifically defining it, to-mean the constituents in alisted' .
hazardous waste for which iDR treatment stand8rds have been set
(e.g.,'see 60FR11702, 11727 (referring to a table showing '.
"regulated constituents, by waste code~" where adding eithera

·wastewateror nonwastewater UTS was' proposed». Therefore, it .
seems'inconsistent and confusing to create a new, definition.for

, "regulated constituents" 'for·use in the limited context of,the LDR
PhaSe IV proposed management standards'for leaks from

·surface impoundm~nts. DOE suggests that proper use of the tenn
"uHG" [Le., as defmed under 40 CFR268.2(I)] would make such a .
definition unnecessary.' ,,

"
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RESPONSE
- . , ~ '".

Today's rule does not address the issue that the ,commenter raises bec~Use it is outside the scope ,
of the rule. However.. EPA shall consider this issue in the f\1ture. -

"
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DeN " PH4P03'1 .
_COMMENTER .Department ofEnergy

RESPONDER HM·
SUBJECT POG,
SUBJNUM . 031
COMMENT ,

I.H.5. f • Proposed Management Standards for Sludges
LH.5.b. Rationale .
1. p. 43673, cols. 2&~ --.EPAstates that the evaluation of I

sludges under Option 2 (i.e.,to detennme ifthe sludges pose 8:
significant risk)'will not be ~uired until the sludges are
removed from the surface impoune4nent._ ,This is because

, in-place sludges are not believed.to be a release pathway separate
from th~ leaks pathway. When removed from the impoundment, if .
sludges contain hazardous constituentS in eXt:ess of the VTS, r ,

treatment will be required prior to dispos81. EPA notes that
it could be argued that even no treatment ofsludges would satisfy .
the requirement ofRCRA-equivalent treatment since generation of
sludges constitutes a new point of g~neration. .
DOE agrees,that in-place sludges should Ii~t be considered a·
separate'release pathway for hazardous constituents, and that . 
controls directed at le~ should pr~vide adequate protection
for human he~th and the environment (i.e., without placing .
additional cOlltrolson in-place sludges).The Department also
concurs that nonhazardous sludges need not be treated at all in
order to ac~eveequivalency with the treatment required by RCRA
Subtitle-C LDR standards. Treatment ofsludges' is unwarranted
unless, upon remov~~Ute sludge is independently found to
be characteristically hazardous, and therefore, 'pose a threat to
human health or the environment DOE holds the view that for
characteristic wastes, treatinent residues (such as
iDtpOundment sludges) hav~g a different physical form, and possib~y
different treatability group,~ the.original waste should not be
mahaged baS~don the characteristics of the original Waste.
IIistead, such treatment residues shoUld be judged based on their, .
own characte~stics. This position is consistent with the rule.s
regarding treatabilit)rgroups articUlated by EPA iithe LDR Third
~d F418i Rule [55 FR 22520,22661·22662 (June 1, 1990)]. Henc.e,
DOE believes that sludges,removed from surface impoundments
receiving decharacterized wastes should not be required to undergo
treatmeJ;1t, unless such sludges eXhibit a hazardous characteristic .
~emse.lves. However, as EPA has pOinted out, a c«?mpliant S~btitle
o surface impoundment would (by defInition) never produce sludge.

• i""
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that exhibits a hazardous characteristic. ,
ConsiStent with this position DOE's conpn~nts on priorLDR proposed

.. iulemakings encouraged EPA to apply the change of treatability
, gfoup'principle{instead of IIwaste code c8rry~through") to certajn
treatment residues; including sludges generated in wastewater'
treatment, siJrfac.e impOWldments accepting decharacterized wastes.. ,

, DOE'continues to,encourage EPA to allow evaluation ofsuch
treatment residuals on their oWn merit. " .

RESPONSE,

The Ag~ncy thanks the co~enter for supporting EPA's p~licy on the eval~tion ofsludges for
haiardous constitUents. ' , .

.'-
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DeN ~ .. PH4P033
COMMENTER' CMA Carbon Disulfide Panel

, 'RESPONDER' HM
SUBJECT ·POG

',I

SUBlNUM 033 '
,COMMENT ,,'

The Panel also believes that EPA's current interpretation ofthe
"point of generation" ,is overly stringent. The Panel Urges EPA'to
iinplement revisions to the defmition of the "point of g~neration"
as reco~ei1ded by CMA'

RESPONSE

" '

"

• • . .I ••

, Many ofthe point ofgeneration is~ues were resolved when, on 'March 26, 1996, President
Clinton 'signed into law the Larid Disposal Program Flexibility Act of1996. This Act provided,
among other things, that decharaderized :Waste~ treated in CyvA-regulated units are n,o longer, . ?

prohibited from'land disposal so 'long as they are not hazardous wastes at the point they are land
'disposed. The Act ~so required that EPA stUdy the characteristics of such decharacterized
waStes. Ifat some future time, the ~gency detennines that certain decharactenzed wastes require
LDR'treatment standards, the E~A will revisit ,the options for point of generation that were .'
presented in the Phase III rule. '

i • • •
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DCN ··PH4P034
. COMMENTER' CMA mc TaskForce
. ,RESPONDER' HM

SUBJECT', POG
.Sl)BJNUM:. 034
COMMffiNT, .

Limit the circwnstances under which: segregation for Treatment of " i

underlying'hazardous constituents in characteristic wastes is'
,required. "

RESPONSE, '

'. ~

e,
, "

:rms issue isouiside the scoPeoitoday's rule,. The Agency will, how~ver, co~ider this issue in
~~' , '

, "

, . . "

'.
. ( ,

"
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DCN ;- PH4P034
. COMMENTER CMA VIC Task Force

RESPONDER HM·
'SUBJECT POG..
StTBJNUM 034
COMMENT

'.. ,Clanfy that resid~es from pretreatment of injected wastes
are ne~ly·geneiated wastes, irrespective of the individual stream's
u:eatability group prior to aggregation, and therefore the residues.
are only subject to treatment requirements for'clW-acteristic
wastes if they, themselves, exhibit '

RESPONSE .

TIlls issue is outside the scope oftoday's·m!e. The Agency will, however, consider this'issue in
, . . \

the future. ". . .' -. .

"

,
?
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OCN, PH4P036
COMMENTER' American Iron & Steel Inst
RESPONDER HM

, SUBJECT' POG
S"UB.JNUM 036'.
COMMENT, .

It bas long been EPA's positi'on thai when a ~ludge is ge~erated '
from the treatment ofa"wastewater" (as defined for purposes of .

, the LOR prograIJl at 40 C.F.R. § 268.2(f)~· thereis'a change in , ,
·'treatabilitygrOups:" and therefore a new "point 'of generation"
for regulatory 'purpose~. '
See, e.g., 55 Fed. Reg. 22,520, 22,661-:6~ (JWle 1,1990)., Under
this approach, if the sludge is non-hazardous at this point of " "
generation, ids not subject to any RCRA regulations, including
the LOR prograin. Id. This EPA position was not challenged ip the
Chem Waste II case, and was not und,er'mined in any'way'by the '-

,Court's deCision. See 60 Fed~ Reg. at 43,656. On the '
contrary, the Court appeared to enVIsion !bat non;'hazardous, sludges, '
generated in CWA surface impoWldments would not be s~bject to·any, ,
LDR,'require~ents. See 976 F.2d at 24 n.l 0 (stating only that, "any'
hazardous precipitate or other hazardous ma~~al generat~during ,
cwA treatment must be"managed in accord with subtitle CII (emphasis,
added». :Accordingly, Wldercurrent law,;EPA need not develop new'

, 'regulations"for non-hazardous sludges genenited in CWf\-regulated'
surface impoundments. '. . .
Indeed, it would be arbitrary for EPA to impose LOR requirements
on non.;,hazardous sludges' removed from non-hazardous waste s¢ace

" , impoUndments that manage formerly characteristic wastes. Ifa .'
,non-hazardo1;JS sludge were removed from a hazardous wast;e
surface impoundi)1ent (as mighthappenif.the impoundment received
only charaCteriStic wastes"arid qualified for the "treatment iri '
s~ace'~poundment~ exemption ofRCRA§ 3P050)(II) ari~ 40C.F~R.'
§ 268.4), it would not have tom~ an.,y LD~ requirements, due'to " ~'

EPA's' policy'on changes in treatability.groups qUalifYing as new
J poiIits ofgeneration (which the' AgencY ~s not revisiting in ~~" ".,

context ofhazardous waste impoWldments). ~ere is no app~t '
, reason why ,non-hazardous ,sludges that are'removed from , ,

. non-hazardo~ waste.smfaee impoundmen~ should be subjeCt to mole
stringent regu1atio~.',Consequentlyt these waste~ should remain .'

" , exempt from any LDR fequirements~ ,JuSt like sludges from~ous
waste sur(ace impoundments, from non-hazardous waste swface '

, .impoundnlents that do riot ~eiye fo~erly·characteristic . .
,wasteS,~d in~ee~ from all ~ther sources (including~)~. '.

;.

,e,
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Many ofthe point ofgeneration issues were resOlved when, on March 26, 1996, President
Clinton'signed into law the L~dDispOsal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. 'This Act provided,
among other things, that dec~terizedwastes treated in tWA-regulated units are no longer
prohibited ftom land disposal so long as ~ey are not ha1-ardous wastes at the Point tJ;1ey are land

'disposed. The Act also required that EPA st\ldy the characteristics ofsuch decharacterized
wastes. Ifat some future time, the Agency determines that certain decharacterized wastes require
LOR treatment standards, the 'EPA will ~visit the options for point Qfgeneration that were
presented in the Phase ITl mIe. Also, as the commmter notes. the change of treatability group'
principle continueS toappbJ.·· ,

, "sludges from non-hazardous waste iqlpoundments that re~eive fonnerly' ,
characteristic wastes'should be, evaluated when they are initially'
gene~ted,and subjected to LOR requirements only if they
constitute RCRA hazardous wastes at that .point:' , ,
Perhaps most importantly, non-hazardous sludges generated' in
impoundments managing formerly characteristic wastes do not merit

, additional control ~der RC~, because any_ risks posed by releases
. ofconstituents from those sludges are adequately addressed by .

existing regulatory programs. Many' state solid waste progtams
already regulate the handling and disposal of mdustrial solid '
'wastes, including sludges from non-hazardous waste imPoundments.
,EPA's Part 258 criteria for municipallap~l1s,which reqUire the
installation of liners ~d.leak detection sy~tems, also provide'
substantial protection'of~e environment from risks posed by the
disposal ofnon-hazardoUs wastes, including sludges. Under the \
RCRA corrective action' program, EPA can require that sludges'
generated in non-hazardous waste impoundments that are located
at pennitted or interim status TSDFs be removed from the ,

: impoundments and .managed in a protective manner, either Oil-site or
. off-site. Finally, in order (or non-hazardous waste .

surfaCe ~poundments to remain outside the scope ofSubtitle C
regUlation, the sludges generated in them cannot be hazardous
wastes by,virtue ofeither the RCRA haZardous waste "listings1

' or
'theReRA lIcharacteristics." In this way, RCRASubtitle C imposes'
certain limits on the risks associated with sludges that are
generated in and removed from non-hazardous waste
surface impoundments. In light ofall of these regulatory .
controls, there is no reason to impose further controls, under the '
RCRA land disposal restrictions program, on non-hazardous sludges
removed from im~undmentsthat ~eive formerly characteristic '
wastes.

RESPONSE

892,
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DeN 'PH4P036
CO~MENTER:Ameri~Iron & Steel Ins:
RESPONDER lIM'
SUBJECT, POG
SUBJNuM ' 036
COMMENT ,,: 1, •

Non-hazardous,waSte surface impoundments that do'not receive '
J • '.' '. I

,'formerly characteristic wastes clearly ~hotild l?eexcluded from any, ,
Phase IV r~gulations because the wastes that they receive are J;lot '
prohibitedftom land, disposal and, inde~d, are ,bey~ond EPA's ! ,', ' ,

jurisdiction under Subtitle C. Similarly, ~fan impoundment' ":,
, ' , " ,)

receives formerly characteristic wastes, but those wastes meet the
univerSal treatinentstaridards at th~ point ofgeneI:ation; the ,', '
impoundme~t should'be~excluded from'any Phase IV c9ntrol~., In this

. case, the wastes already meet the "minimize thr~at"standard ofthe
LOR program and thus, once again, arc: no~ proIiibiteci from land

, disposal. EP:A itselfhas recognized the'necessit}/and, .
appropriateness ofthese limitations on the Phase IV larid disposal
restrictions. See 60,Fed. Reg. at 43,657,.43,660. AccordingIy,
there is little ;need to'addless the limitations further in these

, ' I
comments. , " , ' , '

, AlSI, is concerned,'howe~er, that 'EPA is interPreting the "Point of.
'generatioJi" for pmposes ofthe LOR program in,a 'manner that is '
,inappropriate and unnecessarily stringent. In the Phase III LOR
proposal, EPA. appearEd to recogmzeSome ofthe 'problems
associated With its current interpretation.'ofthe "point,of ,
generation," and requested com:ments'on various pOssible approaChes
for modif)iingthat mterp~tation. See 60 Fed. Reg. at 11,71,S"!17,. '
AJ;SI ,believes that the,.bestapproach, and perhaps the only lawful'
app~h, would be the "battery liD#ts"'apj'n'oach suggested by the '

, Chemical ManufactUrers Association ("C~"). Under,this approach, "
all ofthe residues associated with the manufacture ofa' single .'

.; ,product, or~upofrelated products, could be cOnlbjned before a ,
de~tioD is made as to ~h~therthe, Wastes are, prohibited from ,
land disposal under the LOR program. For example, ifan iron and
Steel facility separately aggregated all ofthe residues from,
steel making (including the furnace, ~g",milling~ and"
finishing processes), all ofthe residues ih?m ironmaking, ~d all
ofthe residues from the manufacture ofcoke and coke by-prOducts, .'

, a determination could be made on each ofthe three wast.e streams', "
(or,'-if apprOpriate,'~y combination of.the~ residues), without
'evaluating'residues within the individual process units: '
~SI beJieves'that this approa~h is essential to ensure, that the

"

, "
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LDR regulations do not conflict with the admonition ofCongress
that RCRA t'do[es] not authorize the EPA ... to intrude·int~ the
.production process or production decisions of individual
generators." S. Rep. No. 284,98th Cong.,.lst Sess. 6 (i983). See
also S. Rep. No. 988, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 26 (l976)(RCRA "does'
not establish any federal agihority with respect to decisions. in
the manUfacturing process."). In ~ddition, this. interpretation
would allow for dilution that is "part of the normal process that

, , resUlts in the waste," which Congress specified should not be
considered a form of impermissible dilution. S. ReP. No. 284, 98th

. Cong., 1st Sessa 17 (1983). The "battery limits"approach also '
would have a number of iMportant practical penefits, such as
,facilitating point ofgeneration determinatio~ (which otherwise
mighthave to be made ~n hundreds or even thousands o(streams

".'. within hard-piped collection systems), encouraging etfJ.cient and
.' legitimate wastewater treatment, easing monitoring burdens, and

elimin~ting the need for evaluating s~auis that are generat~d O:Q a
,orie-time or occasional basis (e.g., spills or residues from batch .
processes).These benefits likely could be obtained without' .
significantly affecting the o,ver~ll mass loadings of -
hazardous 'constituents entering the environment, or otherwise
undeimining the goals ofthe LD~ program. S~ 60 Fed. Reg. at
11;715-16.

'. '

For these reasons, AlSI encourages EPA to 'adopt the "battery
.limits" appro~ch for identifying'the "Point ofgen~tioritlof
wastes for purposes of the LDR program. The adverse consequences

, ofthe Ag~cy's current'approach already are, quite severe, mid are
likely to be magnified substantially as a result ofthe Phase III
and Phase IVLDRrul~s! Accordingly, it is iinpoitanithat,EPA
change its interpretation ofthe "point ofgeneration" as soon as
possible, andc~y no later than the date ofpromulgation of.

"the Phase III rule.

RESPONSE

.'

'. '

, , ,
Many ofthe point ofgeneration issues were re~lved when; on March 26, 1996, 'President
Clinton si'gned into law the Land Disposal Proglam Flexibility Act 9f 1996. This Act provided,
among other 'things, that decharacterlzed wastes tle~ted in CWA-regulated units are no longer-

, 'prohibited from land disposal so long as they' are not hazardous waste~ at the point they are land
disposed. The Act also required that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch decharacterized
wastes. Ifat so~e future time, the Agency determines that c~rtain deeharacterized wastes,require '
LDR treatment,Standards, the EPA Will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were

, presented in the Phase III ,'rule~ , , ' ',.
894 ·>
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DCN PH4P036
COMMENTER American Iron & Steel Ins' ,
RESPONDER HM: '. .
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM 036
COMMENT 'i.

IfE~A nevertheless concludes that additional sludge controls are
warranted under RCRA, the Agency should finalize its proposal to
exclude sludges' from biological and post-biologic81 impoundments.
In ~dition,EPA shoUld exempt sludges generated in surface ,
impoundments at TSDF~ that have RCRA petUuts or are operating
pursuant to interim status, sludges that are disposed at facilities
'that meet the criteria for new municipal solid waste iandfills .
underRCRA Subtitle D or other applicable ~te regulatory ,

" requirements, and sludges thatare d~stined'forreclamation. Each
exemption is disc~sedseparately below. .- ,", .. ."

. RESPONSE. '

, -'

, .

e
• ~J ,

. ~ ,"

Many ofthe point ofgeneratiOllissues were resOlved when, on March 26, 1996, President
Clmto~ sisned into IlllW-~e Latid DispOsal: Program FleXibility Actof 1996. 'This Act provided,
among other things: that dechal8cterized wastes treated in CWA-regtilated unit$ are no longer
prohibited from land dispOsal so long as they are not hazardous ,wastes at t!te point they are land',
disposed. The Act also require~ that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch decharacterizecl" '

, ',wastes. Ifat some future time, the Ag~cy deiermines that certain decharacteri~wastes require
, LDR treatment standards, the EPA will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were'
presented in the pluis~' III rule. ' " - , _ . . : . : ' .'
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DCN PH4P056
, COMMENTER Westinghouse

,RESPONQER HM
SUBJECT ' POG '
SUBJNUM 056
COMMENT ,
'4. Westinghouse supports the continued application of the

principle' s~ted by EPA in the Third Third rule that generation of
a new treatability group is considered to be a new point of' I

generation and thus a new point for detennining whether a waste is
prohibited (S~e 55FR 22661-662). This ip.terpretation was '
discussed, but not challeng~ in the U. S. Court ofAppeals in ' ,
Chemical Waste Management vs. EPA, 976 F.2d 2 (D. C. Cir. 1992)
which suggests that it is not in question. Therefore, wastewater

,treatment sludges not exhibiting a characteristic are not .
prohibited, even though they may have been deriv~d from
a proiiibited wastewater. It would be beneficial for .EPA to .
reassert this in this role as welL' '.

'.

I '

~SPONSE

. I : \ ....' •

The Agency thanks the cOIDIDenter for supporting EPA;s re-examination'ofpoint ofgeneration
issues. Many ofthese issues were re,sOlved whe~ on March 26, 1996, President Clinton signed ",
into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided, ~ong other .

.things, 'that decharacterized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units are no longer prohibited from
land dispo~ so long as they are not hazardous wastes at the pOint they are land disposed. The
Act also required that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch decharacterized wastes. Ifat some
'future time~ the' Agency determines that certain decharacterized wastes require LDR treatment
standards, the EPA wiu revisit the options for. point ofgene~tionthat 'were presep.ted in the
Phase ill rule. . ' '. ;,

. 1

, 896
/ '

_, I.

5; . The EPA should clarify, when generators muSt detennme what
underlying hazaidous constituents,(UHCj are present in th~ waste.
Specifically, are applicable UHC 'for treated s~ams and residues
8lways based upon ·the designation at the initial point of
generation for the waste? Westin8house supports efforts to

. establish reasonable parameters for determining what constitutes a .
point ofgenerationreq~g an UHC evaluation.. Does a residue

.' ever constitute an iriitial pOint of generation requiring an UHC
determination? Furthennore, ifwaste~are aggregated in tank

, .systepis to' facilitate centralized n-eatnient, how do changes in
treatability group affect the UHC monitoring requirements for the
waste being treated or for residues that are generated?
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. DCN '. PH4P059,. . .
COMMENTER Exxon Chemicals Americas. _
RESPONDER liM

.SUBmCT POG
SUBJNUM . 959
COMMENT. .

J" . •

3. On the Point ofGeneration defmition, ECA supports a
.: ". . "process area" approach for ~8kingLDR determinations

.. . ..

RESPONSE, . '.'

-/

e.:"

,Many·ofthe point ofgeneration issues were res~l~ed when;on March.26, 1996~ ~resident
Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program FleXibilitY Act of 1996. This Act provided, '
among other things, that decharacterized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units are no langei '
prohibited.from land disposal so long as they are not hazMdous wastes at the point they are land
disposed. The Act also requked that ErA study the chalacteristics ofsuch decharacterized

.. wastes. Ifat some future time, the Agency determines that certain decharac~zed wastes require
LDR treatment standards, the EPA will revisi~ the'optioos'for point ofgeneration that were \

, " \ " . ~

presented in the Phase III rule.' , '. ," .
. . ' .,. . .' .. ~ ;
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DCNPH4P059 '
COMME'NTER Exxon Chemicals Ainericas
RESPONDER' HM "
SUBJECT POG

, SUBJNUM' 059 ........
COMNffiNT. .

5. ECA requests EPA to clarify that wastc~watertr~a~ent sludge
is a new. treatability 'group :" " '

RESPONSE
, ,

Many ofthe point ofgeneration issues were resolved when; on March 26,. 1996, President ,
,'Ciinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided,
among other things~ that decharacterized wastes treated in CWA-regU!ated units'are no longer
prohibited from land disposal so long as they are not hazardous wastes at the point,they are land .
disPosed. The Act:als~ required that EPA stUdy the characteristics of such dech3racterized ,
wastes. Ifat some future time; the AgencY'9~eImm~s that certain dech8racterized wast!=s require
LDR treatment standards, the EPA will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were, '
presented in the Ph8se III rule;" ,

. "

"

" .

. "
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DeN. PH4P059
COMMENTER' ..Exxon Chemicals Aniericas

'RESPONDER HM· .
. SUBJECT .POG

, ,

, .SUBJNUM 059.
COMMENT. .:. .. .,

3. PointofGeneration: ECA SUPpo~'a "Process Area" Appr~ach for.
Making LDR Determinations . ' .. I .' ,

In the preamble ofthe proposed LDR Ph~e III ~le, EPA soli~ited
comments ona number ofapproaches to define. the point of
generation for wastewaters for the purpose ofmaking LDR' ,
determinationS. A key factor to consider in assessing alternate' .
approaches is.the potential ~ignifiqant regulatory burden that may

, , Dc: plaCed on l~ge industrial complexes.
As background, iarge'industrial facilities manage wastewaters'fro~ ,

, hUndreds or thousands ofsources within a manufacturing complex~
,., ,'One Exxon Chemical pl~t has over 160Owastewater'sources.

. Oftentimes these wastewaters are hard~piped'directlyintosewer
sy~ems and are not rea~iily accessible for sampling and analysis. .,'

-', Wastewa:ter stream flows can be continuous, iniermittcmt,..or very
. 'infrequent (e.g. annwil shutdown cleanouts), and the composition of; .. "
, any one s~am may'vary 8s,a'func~on ofthe.typC·ofproduct being' ,
.'prod~ced at a particular point in time, as well as the efficienc;:y

· ~d operating conditiQns CJfthe manufacturing process.. . '. "
, Ifeach individual wastewater sOurCe was def~ed, for, LDR Phase
III and IV rulemaldng purposes, as the point ofgeneration, a . '.,

· ,. generator would be required,to analyze/assess each stream to ' "
determine whether it is hazardous, what the underlying h8zardous "
conStituents are ,in hazardo~ wastewaters (either throu8banalysis
or process knowiedge), and, ifnecessary, what treatment method is
required. For large faciliti~s with many~~ter streams
this would impose a s~gnificant burden'for cl~sification,

record ,keeping, and in many cases analyzing large n~bersof
,indiVidual Streams, many ofwhich are not easily accessible..
, The environmental benefitS associated with this.apJ».'OaCh.are .
:minimal versus allowing for reasonable aggregation ofstTeams in
ProCeSs AreaS (certainly the benefits'do not justify the'extensive
costs involved)~' , . .: .\ .
ECA suppOrts aProcess Area approach for making LDR determinations

· . in chemical operations; A Process Area can be'defm~~ by the '
· equipment and associated facilities included within a geographic

'boundary which are used to eithei'proc~ss materials to a primary-,
"product (wl.rlch,often 'tim~s is used to describe the unit) or

.~ .

, '

/
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provide a utility for common use amo~g other processes within a .
facility'(e.g. steam generation). Generally these process areas are
within the operatiotial control ofadiscrete opemting
organization and the ~setslcostsare collected separately. The
wastewater exit poiilt{s) from the'Process Area would define the LOR
~pplicability. These points are :where specific wastewater lines
leave the geographic 'boundary circumscribing operations of the
Process Aiea. U,se 'of Process Area for making .LDR detenninations
would lessen the'burden ofaDaIyzing or aSsessing, ..'
individual wastewater streams, while recognizing in acommon ~ense
fashion the practicaLrealities ofoperating amanufacturing :'

. process. , '
Contrary to EPA's comments~ the preamble, :Process Areas' can
'easily be defined in cheI:tical manUfactu#ng operations. , '
Manufacturing facilitic~s are typically. subdivided by a product
de~ignationor cost center. ECArecognizes that not all industrial
sectors can be divided into Process Areas as well as the'chenucal
-industry. nUs difficulty, however, should not be the basis for 
establishing an overly burdensome approach for the 'chemical
industry. IfProcess A.reascannot be ~efined, a m~ufactl:Jrer sho~d
still have the option to use thellStreams fro~ a Single Process" or
"Similar Streams Generated by Similar Processes"options which EPA
outlined. However, because·ofthe physical layout ofmost .
chemical facilities, these two options would have limited benefit
to the chemical industry.' ' ,

RESPONSE

the Agency thanks the commenter for supporting EPA's re-examination ofpoint ofgeneration
'. issues. ~any ofthese issu~were resolved when, on March'26, 1996, President Clinton signed,

into law the Land Disposal Prognuil Flexjbility Act of 1996. This Act provided, among ~ther

things, that decharacterized ,wastes treated in CWA-regulated·tinits,are no longer prohibited.from
land dispOsal so long as they are'not hazardous wastes at the point they are land disposed. The
Act also required that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch dechalac~dwastes. If at some
futme tiD;le, the Agency detennines that certain'decharacterized wastes require ;LDR treatment'
standards, the'EPA will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were presented in the \
Phase III ruleA .

, .
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OCN : PH4POS9 .
COMMENTER Exxon Chemicals Americas ' ,.
RESPONDER' HM f ' ,

SUBJECT' POQ
S~JN:UM 059
COMMENT

s. ECA Req~estsEPA To Clarify that Wastewater Treatment Siudge is
a New Treatability Group, " ,
ECA agrees with EPA's irit~rpretationthatihe generat~o~'C?f a new '

, . treatability group iS,the new point ofgeriera~ion for purposesof.
. determi~g where LOR prohibitions a~9h. Slijdges from was~water .

management in CWAlCWA-equivalent systems should be
considered restricted wastes only if they~ ~emselves haZardouS' I

, ' at their point ofgeneration. This approac9 provides a clear line, .
, ofdemarcation and avoi4s the diffi~ultiesassociated . ,
, with determining ne~ treatability groups every'time a waSte is

. ".' altered in some respec1. 'EPA SHOULD make this approach explicit in'
, '. the Phase IV rule. ' " , '

.CWA wastewater treatment:sludges are typically oflrlgh v~lume ~d
. low toxicity, do not exhibii any. haiardous characteristics, and do '

,', not pose a threat to numan healtha:tld the environment. Such large
volumes of low toxicity material that is not catising .
substantial thre.ilts should not be covered· by LOR requirements

; , unless the ~ludge itself is determined to bea h8:zardo~waste
" , AS,currently~~, the LOR Phase IV 'rule would trigger the need

'. to identity UHCs that exceed UTS even for sludges that ~'
. non~hazardous.This is inconsistent with the new treatability group .

concept an<;l the comment EPA makes in the preamble that "it can '.
be argued t1Ult even no tteatmen~ofsludges'is equivalent to .
subtitle C LOR controls. This is·because generation'ofsludges is
usually a new point ofgeneration at which the newly-generated '
waste is·reevaluated to determine if it is subj~ct to the LOR "
standards.Ifn~n-~ous,.the sludges woUld not be so subject"
(60 F~ 43()73).: "

( ,

.'
,.

RESPONSE

'. ,Many of~~point ofgeneration .ssU~s were resolved when, on'March 26, i996, President \ '. ,
Clinton, signed into law the Land DisposaI P.roiram Fle,xibility Act of 1996~ .This Act provided, , .
~ong other things,' that.dechatacterized wastes, treated in CWA,;,regul!lted units are ,no longer, ' .
prohibited froID: lan<;l disposal so long as they, are not hazar~ouswastes at the point they are land
disposed. 'The Actalso required that EPA $dy the ch8racteristics ofsuch decharacterized

.Wastes. If at some future time, the Agency determines'1hat certam decharacterized wastes require
.. . - '..' -.' , ' . . . . .

"e,~"
..... 901· , , J
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LOR ~atment standards t the EPA will revisit the options for point of generation that were, a
presented in the?hase III rule~' EPA agre~ that ~he .change of treatability group principle ..,
~~~~u~·r .
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, With ~gard to the'proposed Option 2 regulations regarding sludge~
.: ADA believes that no additional treatment requirement for '

p~biologica1 sluc;ige is necessary as a legal or practic~ matter:
As'discussed in the Notice, 60 Fed. Reg. 43673, generation of '
the sludge (e.g., upOn remoyaJfromthe surface impoundnleitt)
constitutes a new point ofgeneration for ReRA purposes. Where the
sludge is non-hazardous; there is 'no need,'or legal basis, to" ' j
subjeetthe material tQ ReRA treatment requifeJ]lents~ Also, as

" stated above, E,PA.'s Part 503 program'already regulates the Use and "
disposal of sludge~ Subjecting sludge to' requirements under a new, .
separate r~gulatory program would unnecessary burden sUrface·
i~po~dp1ent faCilities arid the many entities whose wastes ale
treated' there. '. .,' ' . "

RESPONSE

Many ofthe Point ofgen~ratio~is~ueswereresolved,whe~, on March 26, 1996, President'
Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided~
among 'other things~ 'that dechar8cterized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units are' n() longer

. prohibited from lan~ disPosal so long as they are not hazardous wastes at the,poiritthey are· land'
~sPQsed. The Act. also ~guired that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch <lecharact~ ." ,
wastes. ,Ifat ~ome future time, tJ;1e Agency detennines that <;ertain decharacterized, wastes require
LOR treatment standards; the EPA will revisit the opt;ionS for Point of ge~erationthat 'were
presented in the P~e In rule. . ' .

i

. "
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DCN. . PH4P061
COMMENTER BP Chemicals
RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT' POG
SUBJNUM 061·
COMMEJ'lT 4) The Agency should promulgaie the LDR Point ofGeneration

rulemaking prior to fmalizing the ~hase IV management
standards. ,.

RESPONSE

The Agency f:las decided to address certain specific point of generation is~ues in the Phas~ JV
~em~ng, along'with fmalizing management standards. Many ofthe point of generation issues
were resolved when. on March 26. 1996, President CliilLon.signed into law the Land Disposal
Progfanl Flexibility Act of 1996.: This Act provided. 'among 'other thfugs, ~t decharacterized· ",
Wastes ~eated in CWA-regulated units are no longer prohibited from land disposal 'so long as
they are not hazardous wastes at the point they are land disposed. The Act also reqUired that.' .
EPA study the characteristics ofsuch dec~terized wastes. Ifat some future time, the' Agency
detennmes that certain'decharacterized wastes.require LOR treatment standards, the EPA will
revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were presented in the Phase III rule.

"
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OCN 'PH4P061 ._. '

COMMENTER BP CHEMICALS
RESPONDE~ HM'
SUBJECT .POG .- ,
SUBJNUM' 061' ,
COMMENT 4)' The Agency ~hould promUlgate the LOR Point ofGeneration, ,

'rulemak.Qig prior to'fiilalizing the Phase IV management," -
stanaards. I~ the proposed Phase III LOR Rule (60 Fed. Reg.
117029 March 2, 1995), the Agency solicited comments from ,the'
public on the issue ofe~blishingan alternat~ve pOint of . _'

Jgeneration defrilition for the decharacterized wastewater streams
potentially subject the Phase'IIIand I'V rules. lbePoiIit of, -
_generation deffuition is critical in d~:cnnining which waste"

,, ' streams and waste management units will ,be subject to the Phase
~V ru~es. Depending on where the po~~ ofgeneration is ,

" " estabtished, the applicability ofthe P~e IV rules and ,
., 'potential compliance options and associated costs cannot be
'determined. In. April 19959 BP Chemicals submitted c9mments on
.the pOint ofgeneration issue stro~gly encouraging the Agency to
adopt the ~ c~lled "Battery Limits" optio~. We believe this
option offers significant logistical advantages and cost savings
to there~ate~,community without any adverse impact tO,the

,- effectiveness of the LOR program. The deeharacterizedlCRT
, ,waste~ thEmiseives are relatively low risk streams. The
, ,"potentially huge reduction in monitoring, control al;ld

recordkeeping offered by the ~attery limitS option is more than
justified given,the actual risksposedby thestreams.= We urge
the Agency to finalize -ai1al~ernative LOR Point ofGeneration

.rule prior to finalizing ~e both the PhaSe III and Phase IV '_
··ruies.

RESPONSE

" .

, e'

, .
····e

•

The ~gency has d~ided to address cerWn specifi~ ~int ofgeneration'issues-in th~ pli8se IV
rul~n18king, along with finalizing ,management'standards. Many ofthe point ofgeneration issu~s
were resolved when, on March 26, ,1996, President Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal '
Program Flexibility Act of ~996. This Act p~vided, among other thiIlgs,' that decharac~d
w8stes treated in.cWA-regwated,units -are no longer prohibited fromland diSPQsal s(o'ong,as'
they are not hazardouS wastes at ~e p<>ilit they are lan4 disposed. The Act also miuired that

, " EPA study the charac;teristics ofsuch,decharilcterized Wastes. Ifat some future time, the Agency
..-, determines ·that certain decharacierized wastes require LOR treatinent standards, the EPA will .

. ~visit'the' options fo~~int ofgeneration that were'presented'in the P~~ II~ rule.
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DeN ' PH4P064
COMMENTER Dow Cheinical
RESPONDER ,HM
SUBJECT' POG
~UBJNuM' 'O~4. .-
COMMENT-." .

Sludges do not ~eed to be further regulated under Phase IV LDR to '
.. achieve equivalent 'treatment as EPA haS already stated (5,5 FR .

22661-62 and '60 FR 43673). Sludges removed from, an impoundment '
,must be evaluated to determine if they are hazardous since'they ,.
are considered anew point of generation (60 FR ~~673). Ifthe
residues are hazardoUs, the land disposal restrictions attach and,
the sludge,S would have to be ~eated to meet UTS prior to land
disposal. If the sludges are not hazardo~, they would not be

. regulated 'by Subtitle C but would be required to,comply with any
applicable state waste management prognim. Sludges not removed ,
from impoundments w<?u1d be addressed by,measures implemented for
l~aks (60 FR 43673).', . _.

.Firially, there are an abundance ofair regulations promulgated by
EPA that appropriately and eXtensively addres~ air elnissions: .
These air mlesinclude existing and future MACT ' .
standards promulgated und~r 40'CfR Pait 63, the new NSrS regulation
for VOC wastewaters, State RACT rules addressing VOCs in wastewater
as part ofnon-attainment requiremen~,NESHAP.mles for'Benzene .
waste, and state air permitting roles required under EPA New
Source Review Programs. These programs are.sufficient to address '
the potential for mr.·emissions from non-hazardous surf~, .
impoundments. Adding a.separate program for these impoundments
is redundant and unwarranted. . .

RESPONSE

, .
" .

:e
'.

. Many ofthe point ofgeneration issues were resolved wheQ, on March 26, 1996, PrCsi~nt
CI~wnsigned into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act'of 1996. This Act provided,
among other things, that dech8racterized wastes .treated in CWA-regul~ted units are no longer '
prohibited fto~ land disposal so long as ,they are not hazardous wastes at the point they are land
dispose4. The ACt also required that EPA study the characteristics of such decharacte~zed

wastes. Ifat some future time, the Agency determines-that'certain decliaractenzedwastes require
LDR trea~ent standards, ~e EPA will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were
presented in the Phase III rule. . , .

. ,
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, DCN PH4P066'
COMMEN~R API

, RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT POG~',

SUBJNUM 066.'
COMMENT "

B. The "Treatability Group Doctrine'~ W~ NC?t A4dress~d In The
"Third-Third" Decision. " , '

" As part ofthe Third-Third LOR rule, EPA detenniIied,thai when a
prohibited characteristic waste changes tI:~atability groups, this ,

, ,c~ates a new point ofgeneration for purposes ofdetemiining if
the land disposal restrictions apply. A~ EPA observes, ~e ' ,
treatability'group doctrine was not challenged as part of the
'~Third-Thirdll litigation,nor was it addressed ~y the court in the ,,'
"Third-Third" decisio~.'" 60, Fed. 'Reg~ 43656.Under EPA's previous
pronouncemen~, the appl~cation of the treatability group rules
to chaiacteristic wastes was straightforward. Se,e, examples. of
treatability group doctrines applied to characteristic wastes, 55 ,
Fed. Reg:-at 2266~. As EPA itselfpointed out, In the i'11lir'd;.Third"
preamble; this approach to treatability groups:' ,
provides a clear line ofdemarcation, avoids the enormous
difficulties ofdet~gnew ' , " '- '.
points ofgeneration every time a haZardoUs waste is altered in.
some respect, and avoids haviItg an inltial waste's status as.

,prohibited determined in all cases bY,'some later management ofa
residue derived from the initial wastes. ' :"
,55 Fed. Reg. at 22661. EPA h~ ri~t suggested any reason;other'
than an·overaggressive·reading ofth~ "Third-Third"- decisiol4 to
reverse this longstanding agency policy. Consequently, EPA should
'notc~e the ':treata~i1ity gtoup,do~trine.'l , . J', • '

Unfortunately, while EPA seeinsto support the "treatability group
doctrine" Iil the ear~y pages ofthe Phase IV preamble, the, sludge
management standards presented-in Opti~n ,2·undennine the , '_
"doctrine." Instead ofthe trigger for sludge treatment being the'
TC levels (as would be the'case ifthe ~'tJ:eatability group ,
doctrine"was followed), 'EPAdesignated uts levels as. the' trigger .
for requiring LOR treatment of sludges~ EPA should therefore.
reeXamine its position and m8inwn the "treatability group
doctrine." , !. ••

. ..

"

. \

,e··

I • '

'RESPONSE :' , "\

, Many,ofthe'pohtt of gene~tion·issues were resolved when, on March 26, 1996, ~side.nt .'
•• L' .... .' ,f' ~ . . . . .
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.Clinton signed into'law.the Land Disposal Prog~ Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provi'ded,
. among other thi;ngs, that dech~t~rizedwastes treated-in CWA;.regulated uni~ are no longer e

prohibited' from ~and disposal.so long as they are· not hazardous wastes at the point they flre l~d
disposed. 1,1le Act also reqwred that EPA study the characteristics of such decharaeterized '
wastes. Ifat some' .future time, the Agency determines that certain decharacterized' wastes require "
LOR treatment·standards, the EPA Will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were
presented ih the Phase III rule. .

'.
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. DCN, PH4P066
COMMENTER API
RESPONDER' HM

.. SUBJECT . POG
SUBJNUM 06t!.
COMMENT,

Land based ABT units ,are designed'to,be well mixed systems. In'
our Phase III comments, Aj)I demonstrated: that the contaminant
concentration,throughout, the ABT unit are statistically equivalent
to those in'ABT eftluent. This demOnstrates that the water' ..
throughout the ~t'is well treated; Consequently, any leaks that '
may:occur from ADT impoundments will be oftreated'wate~,.and: "
therefore do not require any further controls. Furtller, the ,TCLP ,

" ' extracts from the biosludges at'the four refineries in I' , ,

, the 'ERM-Southwest study are several orders ofmagcltiide below the
UTS for was~ewater (typically,more, than 1000 times lower thaIi UTS),
confrrming EPA's fmdmg ~~ the sludges fr9m biological treatment "
units do not pose a·threatto'groundwater. .,' ,
2. Sludges ShoUld Not Be.F,urther Regulated Under This Rule., ,
Wasted"sludges from. surface impo'Wldments do not pose ~ignificant

ris.lcs., The above referenced ERM-Southwest s:tu4y (Appendix A) also
collected sludges 'from fourpetro~eum·refineries. Total PAH,
analyses from sludges at all four refineries showed that the levels
were all below IrfS., Further1no~, TCLp·analyses Perfonned on the~ ~
sluoges for both metals and PAHs mdicate that all parameters were

.. much less than UTS iimits..In fact, met8JsTCLP ~yseswere all
at least three orderS 'ofma~tude below TCLP limits; and pAil

, . ,analyses w~re.allless than one part per billion. It is clear .
, , therefore, that the sludge serves,t9 stabilize the ~tion of

constitUentSnot biodegraded, effectively'complexing them into the
biomass. ·As areswt,refineiy AaT sludges do not pose a . ", '
significant environmental threat after their ~moval

. .
from wastewater impoundments, and should not pe ~ubjectto ~y

additional regulation. ,",

RESPONSE

" ,

'.

, ,

I ,~' 0

•

, ,Many ofthe point ofgenerati~n.. issuesw~ resolved:"when~ o~ March 26; ~996, President
Clinton signe~ into law'the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996.: This Act prQvided,
among other things, that 4ec~terized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units are no longer' ,
prohibited from land disposal so iong as ~ey, are riot hazar~o~ wastes at the point they are, iaild'
disposed.. The Act also required that EPA Stlldy the characteristiqs ofsuch decharacterized '

. . wastes. Ifat some future time, the Agency detepnin'es that certain deeharacterized wastes require. .
,",
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, LDR treatment standards, the EPA ~11 revisit the options for point of generation th~t wer~
.presented in the Phase III rule. ,. " . -, ' }" e .
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DeN .PH4Pois'· •
Cb,MMENTER' ,ElfAtochem
,RESPONDER HM

, SuBJECT' POG
, SUBlNUM, '075'

COMMENT
, 11te more serious problem is that further LOR notification and '

c~rtificationrequirements apply when residuals from the
regeneration ofspent activated carbOn are shipped off-site by"' .
the regeneration facility for subsequent management: ,Again, at
least in the case ofnonhazardo~residues~ it appears, that the
paperwork required must include "a description of the waste
'as initi81ly 'generated." t 40 C.F.It'§268.9(d). It thUs apPears
'~a~ the regeneration facility would ,be " . '
required to list the waste codes and treatability groups that
.applied at the pOint of gen~ratiQnto any characteristic or / . .
,formerty-c~teristic Wastes that were treated with any of the, ,; :

'. spent carbon ' . ' .
.from' which the ,regeneration residues' were in tum derived. 10, 

. addition, the regeneration faCility would need to)dentify the, .
, underlying hazardous constituents pres~nt ~ t:Qese "distant ' "

ancestor" wastes, again unless' residues will be monitored for all "
, UTS co~~titueritspri~r to land disposal. Id. J •

RESPONSE

I,

...

. . . ' . \

. ' Todayts rule does not address·the issue that the commenter raises becaUse'it is ou~idC the scope
'. ofthe rule. However, EPA shall consider this issue in the"futUre. ',,' ' , ' " '
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DeN . 'PH4P080
COMMENTE~ E~tman
RESPONDER -HM
SuBJECT POG

.' SUBJNUM· 080
.COMMENT C. Sludges Are Prohibi~ed Only IfThey Are Th~mselves

HazardoU$ Under option 2 in'the proposed rule, 'sludges removed ..
from prebiological CW~ swt"ace irilpoundme~ts that accept .
decharact~rized hazardous wastes would have to pIeet.UTS levels..
eastman believ~s that no additional controls for sludges are
waIranted for the following reasons. First, as the Agency has '.
stated, controls [or siudges residmg in the impoundments,
separate from controls that address impoUndment leakage, are not
needed. Ii •••EPA does not believ~ in-place sludges woul~ be a .
releaSe pathway separate from ~e leaks pathway. Put another
way, by controlling leaks (as explained in the previous
,section), any risks posed by sludges while in, the impoundment'
should be accounted for." (60 FR 43673) Secondly, sludges
repre~ent a new point ofgeneration when they are removed from
the impoundment and are, thereforef subject to land dispoSal
restrictions only if they'~ hazardoUs (exhibit ah8zardous
characteristic) at the time they are removed. (see Wow) "EPA .
I;l1so reiterates that, as a,legal matter, it can be' argued that
even no treatment ofsludges is equivalent to subtitle C LOR

, c<;lntrols..this is ~cause generation ofsludgt:s is usually a new
point ofgeneratiQn at which the newly-generated waste is
reevaluated to determine if it is subject to the LDR standards.
Ifnon-hazardo~,the sludges would not be so subject (i.e.,' .
would not be prohibited wastes). See 55 FR. 22661-62. Thus;
literal application ofan eq~valence test would result in no
treatnient ofthese sludges, since the sludges will be

.non-hazardous wastes by definition '(they .cannot be hazardous '
wastes because they are being generated in subtitle D

. imPoundment), and so would not require further treatment'under .
the standard~~title C approach." (60 FR 43673) As the Agency
has properly recognized, sludges removed from a nonhazardous
impoundment are not hazardous (because they:were generated in a
nonhazardoUs impOundment) unless they are detennined to .be ..
hazardous'(exhibit a hazardous constituent) at the point that.
they are removed. No land disposal restrictions attach to the
removed sludges unless they eXhibit a chanicteristic. In its
Phase III discuSsion ofsludges generated from the treatment of

. ~characteristic wastes iIi CWAimpoun~en~ (60,FR 11709), the
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,Ag~ncy ~ys that "Under EPA's existing interpretation~or'ihe
rules; such sludges are usually considered 'to be prohibited ,
wastes only if-they are themselves hazardouS. This is because'

,,generation ofa new treatability group' is considered to be a new
point ofgeneration for purposes ofd~terminingwhere LDR
prohibitions attach." In the initial proposed rUie setting' forth

, , I

land di~posal restrictions' (LDR) the Agency recognized that the,
most effective and efficient way to develop treatmentmethods

- would be to divide wastes into treatability groups based on
simIlar physical' and chemical properties. See 51 FR 1677. The

, Agency recognize,d ill this propOsed role that se~g treatment
standards on the basis ofwaste'co~es is not appropriate.
"8eca~e of the large number and variabl~ nature ofthe waste

, within mqst EPA waste codes;. it IS usually not appropriate to '
, . 'evaluate treatinent methods and their effectiveness on a waSte
, code basis... ~ Waste may also be grouped'according t<> the'

constituent properties since these properties influence waste
: , . treatability. Fo~ example, all waste containing volatile ,organic

" constituents may form one treatabilitY group, while waste , ' ,
" ,containing soluble organics may form another group. Other 'grouPs,

may consistof~e ~oritainiJ;J.gmetals orcyanides.~' It follows .' ,
, : . from this ,position ,thai in order to, dete,nnine what treatment

standards apply one ~ust know ~hat ~atabilitygroup is ,
involved~'And the determination ofa' treatnient st8.ndard can

, occur only after the treatability group is 'generated. EPA
:confumed'its use oftreatability groups in makiIig a

detennination ofapplicable' restrictions in the.fmal rule
issued November' 7, 1986, '51' FR 40572. In describing the sequ~nce
to be. followed in determining LDR the Agency stated at page ,
40620: "Sequence 1 in the generator's decision.~gprocess
commences with'a de~jnationofthe appropriate treatability
group and corresponding Part 268 Subpart 1> :treatment standard
:.. The, Agency is requiring that applicable Part 268 Subpart D

\ treatment standards for a restricted Waste be determined at the
point ofgeneration.",A statement that a change iIi treatability

.: group creates a new point ofgeneration is found in the final
, ,rule, fOf land disPosal restrictionS for California list waste;
, 52 FR 25760 at page 25767; which in tum reiterated a statement .
found in 52FR 2~j56'at 22357, In ~th instances the Agency, -, .'
expl~edan exception to ~e pIjncipal that treatment residues
from prohibited waste must continue to be treat~ until they, _
meet the treatment standard: A!i the Agency-explains: :"This is '
where treatment results in a residue that belongs to a different

, < • ~ I
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, ,
.treatability group than the initi~.waste and the Agency has .

. *eady detennined that there is Inadequate nationWide capacity
to treat the waste belonging to that group." As an example, the
Agency described the incineration of an. FOO I-FOOS spent solvent
that generates a scrubber water. Furth~r.treatmentofthe ,
~crubber water is not required because this scrubber water
belongs to a different ~ea~bility group It js obvious from

, this discussion~t as the treatability group changes the
determinatio~,ofapplica~le land disposal restrictions chailges "
also; It follows that since land disposal re~ctions are
determined at the point ofgeneration (as described previously)
then a ch~ge in treatability group is a new point of . .
.generation. See also 55 FR 22520 at 22544: "Ad4itionally, this
is in keeping with'the general principal established lit these
rules that determination.ofwhether acharacteristic waste
achieves BOAT must be reevaluated whenever a treatni.ent residual
isgenerated. Put another way, each' new treatabilitY group has a
new point ofgeneration for a c~cteristic waste." See also 53

, ~ .FR 31138 at 31209: "Ofcourse, ifin'the course ofJ;Ilanaging the
waste a new treatability group is ,created, for example, Scrubber
water from the incineration ofa nonwastewater, the treatment
standard app~icable to this new treatability group will apply. II ,

. From the above it is apparent that from early o~ in the
,development ofthe land dispo~ restriction rules the Agency
~emphaSize~ both the concept ofdete~gapplicability'of.
land disposal restrictions at the 'point ofgeneration and the .
concept that treatment Standards are based on treatability .
groups and that a change in atl'e8.tabilitygroup is a new point'
ofgeneration. As EPA pointed out in the third.thiid'rule, this
approach to ~tabilitygroupch8nges "provides a clear line of.
demarcation, avoids the enormous difficulties associated with .
deternilirlng new treatability groups eiery time a hazardous waste
(in this case non-hazardous waste) is'altered in sOme respect
and avoids having an initial waste's status as prohibited .
determined in all cases by some later M,ana&ement '?fa residue
derived from the initial Waste". See SS FR 2266. It is also
apparent that the court in the third-third decision nowhere
addressed ihe issue ofa change oftreatability groups or, for ,
that matter the issue oftreatability groups at all. Thus, EPA
cannot rely on the court decision as a mandate to charige its
position on point ofgeneration or treata~ility'groups. Ifthese .

.changes are to 'be made they must be made on their own'merits and
not 'as a require~ent ofth~ court. ' .-- ' . . .'

.-
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RESPONSE ' '" I, '

Many'ofthe ppint of gene~tion issues were resolved when, on Man;:h 26, 1996, President
Clinton signed'into la-w the Land' Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This J\ct provided~ .
'among other ~ngs, that decharactenzed waste~ treated in CWA-regulated units are no longer:' .
, prohibited from land disposal so long as they are not hazardous wastes at the Point they are land,
disposed. The'Act also required tha~ EPA study the characteristics ofsuch decha!acterized .

" wastes. Ifat some futUre time~ the Agency'detenirines that certain decharacterized wastes require
LDR treatment staDdards, the EPA will revisit the options for Point of generati~nthat were, :'
presented 'in the Phase III rule. EPA also is not altering the change of treatability groJip
pri,nc;iples discussed hi previQUs FR nptices. r • '
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DeN, PH4P080
COMMENTER EASTMAN .

"

~SPONDER HM
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM 080 ..
COMMENT 3. Sludges At 60 FR 43673, EPA acknowledge~ that any concerns "

about sludges residing in nonhazardous CWA impoundments are
. addressed'by the same measures that ~ontrol impoundm~nt~eakage.

Therefore, no additional control is warranted to'address sludges
'( in the imp<;Jun~ent. EPA cannotar1>itrarily attach land disposal
restrictions to sludges when they are removed from the' . ,
imp<>.undment,. Sludges-aren't subject to a detcmniriation as to the
applicability ofhazardous waste regulations untii they are ,
removed from the,impoundment. When.the sludges are removed from
the impoundment, they.represent a new point ,of generation, and
,land disposal (or any other RCRA requirements) requirement~ ,
attach to them only if they exhibit a characteristic ofa .
hazardous Waste. The sludges cannot be presUmed i~ereniIy' , .
hazardous (and thuS ~ubject to LDR i'equirements),when'they are

. removed, because they were generated in' a nonhazardous:
impoundment. They are hazardous, and subject to RCM'subtitle C
requireniehts~ only if they exhibit a hazardous characteristic .
when removed from the impoundment. ,

RESPONSE '
",

Many ofthe point ofgeneration issues were resolved when, on~h 26, 1996, President
Clinton sigiled.into law the Land Disposal'Program Flexibility Act o~ ,1996. This Act provi4ed, \"
among other things; that decharacterized wastes 1re,ated in '.cWA,:,regulated units are no longer.
prohibited frpm land diSpos8.l SQ long CU! they· are not hazardousw~s at the.pomt theY are land
disposed: The Act also reqUired that EPA stu4Y the characteristics ofsuch decbaraeterized
.wastes. Ifat some future time. the Agency detennines that cerlajn decharactenzed wastes require
LOR treatment standards, tHe EPAwill revisit the~ options for point ofgeneration that were ,
presented in.the Phase mrule. '
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.DeN PH4POS9 -.. ,

COMMENTER ASTSWMO'
'RESPO'NPER HM
SUBJECT, POG'

, SUBJNUM' OS'9
. COMMENT '" ' ,.' '" '" I

'(2) Treatmen,t s~dards for underlying hazardousc,onstituents '
" sho~l1d be applied at ~e point ofdispoSal rather .than the,ppint of:

'generation. ' . ,
Many ofthe issues s~01mding 'the'application ~f~atment. '
standards to unde~lying hazardous constituents can be addressed by

,,' applying these treatment sumdards at the point ofdisposal. "
,For the purpOses of land disposal restrictions: at the point that a
waste is generated, the waste should' "
,be evaluated to detennine ifit is restricted.' Ifthe' waste is
restricted; it may be treated, as neces~~ At the point o{ ,"
disposal, the waste should be ie':'evaluated to 'determine 'if the ,- '

" waste is prohibited. Ifthe waste meets its treatment standards, it .
',is'no longer p~hibited ~d J;11f1Y be hind disposed. Under thes~\ ,
,circ~stances; a gene,ratoror.the receiving facility ofwaste that
,was restricted as generated and no"ong~r prohibited~ dispo~ ,
would 'be required to document or demonstrate how the waste was '

. treated and,that the treatment method(s) used to meet the treatment
standard did ,not involve dilution. Su~h docUm~ntation' coUld be .

. retained in the, facilitY's.file, or submitted upon request; and
, wouid "~tly ad~ss the issue of dilutio~by requiring'
the generator or facility to demonstrate dilution was not use4 to·

, avoid LDR requirements. \ ; ,
I ' ! ..

"

" .

,'\

" .

,,'

...~

, I

,RESPONSE

Many ofthe point ofg~erationissuesw~ resolv~d when, on Man;~ 26, 1996, P~siden~ " ,
Clinton signed,into law the Land Dispos&J Prognm FleXibility Act of 1996. This A~'provided,
~ong other things, thatdec~ wastes treated in· CWA-regulated units are no longer
prohibited from land di~posal so long as they are not hazardous wastes at the point they are land
dispOsed. The'Act also required that EPA study the characteristics C?f such dechaiacterized
wastes. ,Ifat,some tuture time, the Agency detennmes that certain'dechaiacterized wastes' require ,
LDR treatment standards, the EPA will r~visit 'the options' for point ofgeneration thatwere
presented in',~~ Phase I III nile. :,.' , . .' , I" , .' " '" '.
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DCN . PH4P091 '
,COMMENTER FMC. . ."

.'RESPONDER' HM
,SUBJECT POG'

SUBJNUM '091
/ -COMMENT" II. FMC Opposes the New Tenn "Point o'fOrigination". EPAhas

, . proposed to add the ne:w tenn "Point ofOrigination" in ", ,
, classifying materials as'wastes. FMG is opposed to ~s addition
iand instead recommends that 'EPA clarify the "Pomt of
'Generation" and use this tenn in.lieu of "Point ofRejection",
"HeadworkS~' and "Point of Origination,". The use ofmultipie .
tenns with respect t~ the same propOsition only. produces
'confus,ion. This'coDfusion, since 1980, has caused numerous_

: misinterpretations that have resulted in problen,s between the
-regulated communitY ~d the ,EPA. 13/ '~CRA §3004(h)(3) EPA needs

, to clearly define the "Point~fGen~ration".FMC has previously
expressed support.fora "battery lilnits" approach to ~'Point of
Generation"'/14 This would include revising 40 CFR §260.10 by
,dding the definition of "Pomt ofGeneration" as: "The point at
which wastes become, subject to Subject C regulation and at which
land disposal restrictions apply is the point ofexit of .

, material froin a process, except for aqueouS yvastes managed in
. Clean Water Act (CWA) or CWA equivalent systems, where the pomt' .' .
ofgenerationi~ defmed as the wastewater discharge point(s)

.. for the process area (also conimonly tenned "battery limjts")."
It ~ FMC's understanding that EPA is planning to issue a
Fe4eraI Register notice clarifying (and perhaps amending) its
interpretation ofthe pamt ofgeneration ofhazardous wastes.

, This issue is c;ruciai, b,ecause a detennination ofthe point of
generation can determine whether a materiaJ· is a hazardous ,waste
at all, and what LOR standards are applicable. Even more
fundament8l, clarifiCation ofthe pOint ofgeneration will
determine whether a material is a waste at all. 11lis
clarification coUld elimjnate certain waste streams from
Subtide C regulation (or clarify that they never should have.:
heeD included in the first place). _ThuS, the clarification couJd
have a significant effect on the upcoming tDR'rules and on,
Hazardous Waste Identification Rule (HWlR),anq·should be i~ed
before ~y ofthose'rules are finalized./14 R.I. Fields to
USEPA, Sl1J94~ Docket No. F-9S-PH3P-FFFFF, pg 14

RESPONSE .

- -/

Many ofthe point ofgenera~on~s'sues'were resolved when, 'on March 26, 1996, President,
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Clinton.'signed into law the L~d Dispo~al Program Flexibility Act of 1?96..This Act provided, ,
among'other things, that dech~cterized wastes treated in CWA-regulated umts are no longer' "'" :
prohibited from land disposal. so long as they are not hazardo~ wastes'at the point they are land
.dispOsed~ The Act also required. that ·EPA study the characteristics of such decharacterized' . .
wastes. ,Ifat.some futll{etime~.th,e Agency detennines that certain decharacterized wastes' require:
LOR treatment standards, the EPA ~ll revisit t;he options forpoin~ ofgeneration ~at were .

. presented in th~ Phase n~ rule..
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OCN PH4P092
COMMENTER Union Carbide Corp:
RESPONDER HM
~UBJECT ' ~OG
SUBJNUM 092
COMMENT

I.H.3The discussion ofphase'2 emissions standards refer to the "
"P9int ofgcmeration" and the "point oforigination." EPA should
clarify what :is 4ttended for'off-site treatment facilities.

,

RESPONSE

.,'

e'

The Agency believes that. this Point is not at issue because many of the Point ofgeneration issues
were resolved when, on'March 26, 1996, President Clinton sigried into law.the Land Disposal
Program' Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided, among other things, th8t decharacterized

. wastes treated in CWA-regwated umts are n~ longer prohibited,from land disposal so long as
they are not hazardous wastes at the point they are land'dispOsed. Th~ Act also required th~t

EPA stUdy the characteristics ofsuch decharacterized wastes. Ifat some future time, the Agency
. . detennines that.certain deeharacterized wastes require LOR treatment standards, the EPA'will

revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were presented in the Phase III rule.
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DCN· PH4P094
" COMMENTER' Oen~~Motors Corp.,' .

RESPONDER ~ ,
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM .094,
,COMM~NT , .

, Wastewater Treatment Aggregation for Treatment- Typical
,Wastewater Treatment facilities at manufacturing faciliti~s have'
~en'designed in such a fashioll: so as the contaIriinated,' .
water requiring tr~atment is segregated'into .at most two or three'· ~.
streams (that is, oily wastewater and wastewater requiring metals ,
treatment)~ These waStewaters are agyegated at the headworks . ,
ofthe separate wastewater treatment trainS and then process~d in a
semi-batch manner., -nus particular arrangc;ment oftlie equipment'

'-'establishes a "central point" within the"facility for wastewater' .,
. treatment and thus"allows for manageable labor allocation, .
maiDtemmce, capital spending and'hazardous chemical handling. To,
'do; as this proposal ,suggests, that is, treat hazardous waste '
streams (wastewater streams flowing 'to wastewater treatment) at-'
- - , \

, " each point o(generation is technically and administratively , ,
, impossible. 'As mentioned in'the,CaseStu.dy No.2, below, large .
ind~ complexes coUld have upwards of 10,000 points ofentry
in the waStewater treatment system~ To identify l~t alone control·
these discharges at die point ofgeneration'would be extremely ,
costly both in capital and labor " . .. ' . '

, The treatment ofwaste' streams at each point ofgeneration to '(:.
eliminate haz8rdolis waste characieristics by separation of specific
constituents would: caUse' mcreased riskand worker exPosure. nie

.danger to the workers comes'from an increased risk due to Ute'
,handling ofhazatdous wastewater treatment chemicals (sulfuric, ,
sodium hydroXide, etc.) in a production envil'C!nmentas opposed to 'Ii
dedicated wastewater treatment facility. AdditioDally, the \
treatment ofspeci:qc hazardous constjtuents by.individwlI p~sS' .
units woUld dictate the use ofa large work foree with a

'.cortespondingly.'escala.ed,probability 'of exPosure.. Labor .
bargaining agreements wo~d require minim~ staffing leyelsev~
though many ofthese treatment units would be small With relatively'
inSignificant waSte volumes treated. This would cause' . .
the establishment ofa very mefficient system of.labor,aqd "
capital. ' ....
The establishment ofmany ha?ardous waste treatmentprocesses
would penalize generators that chose to operate Without a'Part B

. 'permit by mmimizing waste storage times. 'Most of the tr~atment '.
, ,

. ..,.
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.processe$ that wo!J:ld be'require4 could not fit within the current
regulatory exemptions (such as elementary neutralization). This
would greatly increase the reglllatory burden pl~ced on' a facility's
compliance staffand.require the consumption of s~gIi.ificantagency
resources in permitting an~ enforcement. Agency initiatives under
way to reduce the administrative burden on generators treating
waste would help to mitigate the impact of this rule but an
.increased burden would still be pl~c~ on the generator and the.
deleg~ted RCRA autpority. .
Case Study No.1 - foundries whic~ utilize imPoundments for the
aggregation ofwater and sand Jised in the casting process for

.purposes of recycling ofboth may have upwards 'of 100 pointS
.of entry <Poin~ ofgeneration) 'wastewater system. Some o~ these

, points ofgeneration coUld'discharge acidic wastewaterS that meet
. the definition ofhazardous wBste because of the Unlikeii problem,
with pH controilets or,because ofion exchange regenerative3.
foundries reCirculate (reuse) Water at ,a flow rate ofapproximately
18 million gall~ns per day and discharge to stream approximately
0.23 million g31lons per day,or in percentage terms; 98.7% ofthe
water used 'within a foUndry is used 'and reused. Sand is

, recirculated at ~ rate ofapproximately 5 million' .
,tons per year and purchased and disposed at a rate of . . .
approximately 300,OQO'tons per year or:in percentagete.rms; 94% of
the sand used within a foundry is used and reused.
High recirculation rates are inv~lved in the foundry, process (that
is, water and.Sand are reused many times.To attach LDRs to either
San~ or water that is' currently'being reused and reey,cled could,
result in a lowermg ofthe recirculation rates within the process.
which would result in the more ftequent,direCt seWage or disposal
ofthese'materials.-The recircUlation rates for the wat~ and sand

, in uSe ifOptions 20r 3 ofPhase IV are passed will be based ':lPOn
UTS contaminant levels and not technical feasibility and as such
would become ~ount~ indi~tive ofthe goals ofpollution '

, prevention.

RESPONSE

"

"

·e,

Many ofthe point ofgeneration issUes were resolved when, on March 26, 1996, President
Clinton, signed into law the Land DispOsal ~gram Flexibility,Act of 1996. This Act provided,
among oth:er things, ~t decharacterized wastes treat~d in CWA-reguiated'units are no longer
prohibited from land disposal'so long as they are not hazardoUs wastes at the point they are land
disposed. The Act also required that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch decharacterized
wastes; Ifat some future time~' the Agency detennines that certain decharacterized Wastes require

, I. .
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" LDR treatment standards,. the EPA .~ll revisit ~e options for poirtt of generation that ~ere
pres~nted in the Phase'IiI rule. ". . '.. . ." ',.: '. .
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DCN " PH4P094., "
COMMENTER Gene~Motors'Corp.

..RESPONDERHM. '
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM , 094
COMMENT, ' ,

Case Study No.2- the proposed regulations seem to'iIp.ply that the
UTS (Universal Treatment Standards) levels at the point of
,environmental impact attach ,to those UHC (Underlying Hazardous
Constituents),present,from sources that were a hazardous waste at

" . the point ofgeneration. This implication would allow generators
to "back-out" the mass ~fUHC coming from sources that are not

. haZardous Waste at their point of generation. However, in order
,to do this a generator would have to measure flow and concentration
.ofeach UHC at each ofthe'pomts of generation (both hazardous and
. nonhazardous) within his process. It is not uncommon for large

manufacturing complexes tO,have upwards of.l0,OOO points of
generation (processwastewater contributors ~ both hazardous and
nonhazardous) being aggregated in wastewater treatment syStem. To
proPerly characterize all these steams, in order to conduct a, .
mass balance, the analYtical cost alone (sampling and flow measurjng
excluded) would exceed $15,000,000 Per manufacturing facility (UHC
scans cost approximatel~$1,500 each).

RESPONSE

"

,/

I

·e.

·Today~s. rule does ~ot address the issue that the ~ommenterraises because itis outsi~e the scope
ofthe nile. However, EPA shall consider this issue in the future.. .
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'DeN PH4P094
COMMENTER General Motors Corp. '
RESPONDER HM 'I '

,SUBJECT POG
~' 'SUBJNUM , 094
. COMMENT ."

Point ofGeneration '
Disc~ion ofLegislative'History,in the Phas~ III propos~ (60 FR
11707) describes the legislative intent with regard to dilution of ,"

, , hazardous constituents eithe~ intentionally (diluting' for
PUrposes'only to meetLDR) and,unintentionally (dilution that .
'oC~urs as part ofth~ ~anufa~turing process). Footnote 5. (60 FR ' .
11707) states: , ' . , ., . "
"TIll; Committee intends that dilution to a,concentratlon less than
the sPeCified thresholds by the addition ofother hazardous waste
or any other material during waste handling,
transportation, treatment, or storage, oth~r than ciilution which
occurs as a normBI part ofa manUfacturing pI:ocess, will not be
allowed." iv (emphasis added) , ," ' .

. The'language ofthe first sentence ofthis pasSage refers to .
dilu~ion ofwaSte during waste handiing, treatment, or, storage and,
as such would still be prohibit~d 'from land disposal. .
Congre~s simplied that intentional 'dilution is' prohibited for those'
waStes that 'have distinctly ent~red the"strjctUres" ofRCRA (or
conversely'exited'the manUfacfuring process), that isit (the ",

,hazardous Waste)' is being handled or managed after it is generated,
'I ' .

tranSported, treated or stored. , ,
FaCtors such as persistence, toxicity, mobility, and proPensity,to'

, bioaccUlliulate at the point ofenvironmental impact should be. ' ~. .
considered when determining the need for expansion ofthe
Land DisPosal Restrictions into Subtitleb wastes _and unitS.
:For purpos~ ofthe Land Disposal Restrictions "the point of ,',

" generation" i~ iITelevant a,Jong with what has occurred to a'.'
particUlar cOiltanliiymt Pl10t t~ its J;X>ssible,entry,into ~e '.
':environment.The concern ofEPA is "what is the waste possibly, .
do~g to ~e environmenttt ; therefore, concern and focus should be,
on' "the possible entry into the enviromrie~ttt, and not on the
regulatory status ofthe contaminant when it was first exiSWd. If
'EPA is concerned with contaminants possibly entering the"' .

. e~viio~ent then the'regulationS should be written as such. These'
regulations should,regul~te all stream~ regardless ofwhether or '

. not the waste stre~ is a dechai'acterized \\faste.

.''.

',' ~ ... \
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,RESPONSE,

Many ofthe po~t ofgeneration issues were resolved when, on March 26, 1996, President
Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program FlexibjIity Act of 1996: This Act provided,
among other things, that decharacterized wastes tr~ated in CWA-regulated units are no longer
prohibited from land disposal so long as they are pot hazardous wastes at the point they~ land

" disposed~ The Act also required that EPA study the characteristics of such decharacterized
wastes. Ifat some future time;the Agency detennines that certain decharacterized wastes require
LDR treatment standards; the EPA will revisit the options for poirit of generation that were

" presented in the P~e III rule. '
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, DCN" PH4P095 .-
COMMENTER, GE
RESPONDER,' HM '
SUBJECT POG
'SUBJNUM 095
COMMENT _ , ,

" ' ,As recognized by EPA, the oilly clear holdings the court made "
, ,regarding' CWA surface impoundments are that fcnnerly characteristic '

, :,wastcIIlay be managed mthem without complian!=e with, Subtitlt;',C" .-
that treatment,to attain'ReRA treatment standards may be '
accomplished inimpoundmerits, and that fOrmerly characteristic
wastes must meet ~CRA treatment standards only upon exiting ,
impoUJ)d.ments.ll ' EPA:s suggestion that "the opinion can be read
,more broadly" t~ iJiclude requiring LDR standard~ to prevent

'" releases via routes other, than through wastewater discharge is' '. '
incorrect. EPA founded its suggeste4,interpretation of the
decision on twostatements the Icourt made: (1) that the RCRA.land
ban'requirement:may not be 'thwarted by cro~s.media ~fers·o.f

,' .uritreated hazardous consti~ents; and (2) that non-Subtitle C ' '
, regulation o(CjWA surface ,impoundments is necessary ~o ensUre~ ,
, waste remains in such imPoundments onlY'tempor¢ly.12 In EPA's ' " ,
view, the, fU'St statement may reqUire it to promulgate ' ,, '
• • • • J . ..

RCRA regulations reducing all environmental emissions from surface
impeundID.ents, and the second statement suggests'that it is required, .
to regUlate CWA,llnpOUndJDent ifall wastes d~ n9t, in fact" remain
in~em only "temporarily.','13, .., ".' ',",'
EPA's reasoDing is, contiary to the decisjon. The court's
statement regarding reduction ofuntreated hazardous constituents

, .entering the"environinent was clearly'directed at pollutant' ,
mass be~g discharged through the surface impo~dme~t outfall~ "

. This is particularly clear from 9.76F.2d 23, footnote 9, where the,
,coUfl provides an exampl~of a 'mass-balance calculation of
,the'amount-ofcadmium that would have'to be'removed from a, ' '

mixed formerly-haz8idouslnever-bazardouS waste stream to assure
that effluent from the impoundment would contribute no more m~s of
~~ to the environment than,would be th~ c~eifihe formerly
hazardous waste stream was treated'sep8rately. Just as "
sigDificant is the fact that, ~th the exception ofvola!ilization "
'oforganic chemicals from fonnerly ignitable waste streams,- ,
the court'never mentions any other route by which chemicals in "

, , .. , surface impounc:hnents Il)iiht ~nter the e.nVironment. There is ,
, " ' absolutely no indicatio~ that the court was prese~ted 'with,

'0 rconsidered,-the issue ofcross-media ~fers,ofUHCs due'to

, '

"e
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8ii emissions~ .leaks, or sludge disposal.
, 'The. court's statement recognizing that formerly characteristic

wastes are present in CWA impoundments only temporarily does not, '
support EPA's :broad,reading. The court's point was that because
wast~s are present in CWA surface impoundmentS only temporarily,

_ they should notbe subject to Subtitle C-type standards.14 EPA's
observation that ifa 'surface impoundment leaked, the wast~s would
not be there temporarily, is beside,the point since this issue was ' , "
not addressed by the coUrt. Moreover, the entire'tenor of the
court's opinion was that CWA sUrface impoundmen~ shoUld not be
regulated under Subtitle C because to do so would be ~ontrary ,

, to the "a<;commodation" of the CWA under RCRA that was mandated by ,
Congress. '

RESPONSE

J

/

Many of the point ofgeneration issues were resolved when~ on March 26, 1996, President
Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided, .
among other things, that decharacten..zed wastes treated'in CWA-regulated units are no 10ngeI:," '
prohibited from land dispoSal so long as'they are noth~ouswastes at the point they are land
disposed. The Act also required' thatEPA study the characteristics of such decharacterized ' ' ,
waStes. Ifat some fV,ture time, the Agency determines that certain decharacterized wastes require
LDR treatme~tstandards, the EPA will revisit the options for point of generation that were .a
p,resented in the Phase III rule. ' '.,
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DeN PH4P095 '.
€OMMENttR GE
RESPONDER ,HM
SUBJECT "POG

.. ' suBJNUM ,095 -~

.. 'COMMENT ' '" "
, Not o'nly ,did the Agency 'not inten4. ~e Proposed Rule to ~pply t~ '." ,

wastewater sumps, wetwells. and lift stiltiOl~s,"it is unlikely that ",,' '
placement ofmat~rials in such units would be land disposal because
s.uch muts 'are not the fmal resting place of wastes. In Chemical '" .'
Waste Management, the co~ ~eId that ~astewater being mariaged i~ a :

, surfa~e impoundmen~ was no trequired to meet land disposal' "
". standards prior to entering the'impoundment. In distinguishing
. its deCision from a'previo~ decision in which land d~sposal .

s.tandards had to be met ~fore was~e was' placed :in the land~based '
"'unit, the court noted that liquids are only placed in 'CWA '

surface impoundmentS tempOrarily, whi~e in the previous case, the "
"l~d treatnient" at issue represented the final resting place of
the'hazardo$ wastes.28 The courtts decision makes clear that the"

" land dispoSal restrictionS were intended 'to apply to land-baSed
, units th8t represent' the ,tltin~ rest~g placet! ofhazardous waste.

'; Wastewater sumps, wet wells, and'liff,stations, however. are not'
the final resting pl~e ofthe wastewater. If fact, 'the wastes "

, .'" l

managed in such units generally reside in the wpt for even· .
less time that waste would generally reside" in a surface "
impoundment. Typically; sumps, wet wells,and lift stations,are
designed to have waste residence tinies ofmuch less than 24 hourS. ,
For these reasons, ifthe Agencyad~pts either Option 2 or Option
3, ,the Agency ,should clearly state that the Proposed Rule do~s not '
apply to uni~ that (i) are, c<?nstruc,ted of reinforced concrete,

, ' (ii) are part ofa wasteWater collection system, and (iii) are
designed and operated sO that the re~idence time ofwaste managed

... in the unit is l~ss than 24 hoUrs.' Such "exempted't sumps, wet
wells, and lift stat;j.ons should also include wiits m~eting the '
above criteria and in which'neutralization ofwastewater is

, ,I· -

.accomplished.. ' ' , "
Ifthe Agency 4etermines that such:units are subject,to the ,
requirements ofOption 2; then the Agency should reevaluate,the

. potential impacts ofthe Proposed Rule. ,As noted above,
the background dacumenis supporting the ProPosed Rule:clearly did
not consider such"sumps in estimating the potc;ntial.costs and
benefits ofthe Proposed Rule. Moreover, the Ag~ncy did
not consider,~e Potential risks pos~d by_such unitS. Because of

I ,
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the tremendous number of such W)its in operation (which ,GE
estimates' to be at least equal to the number of surface

"impoundInentS previously identified) and the.potentialimpact of
having to bring such units into compliance with options 2 or 3, the
Agency mUst carefully review the costs, benefits, and risks .
asso~iated with such units. .I

RESPONSE.

..

.'

, M~y ~f the point ofgeneration iss~es w'ere re~olved when, on MaTch 26, 1996; President
Clinton signed into law~e Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided,
among o~er things, that .deeharacterized Wastes t:reated in CWA-regulated units are no longer
prohibited fromland disposal so long as they are not hazardous wastes at ~e point they.are land
disposed..~e Act alSo required that EPA.study the ch~teristics ofsuch decharacterized
wastes. Ifat some future time, the Agency determines that certain decharacteri~d wastes require

'. LDR treatment standards, the EPA will·revisit the options for point of generation that were· "
presented inthe Phase In rule. .

, '
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. DeN PH4P09S
COMMENTER 'GE ,'.
RESPONDER' HM

'. ·$UBJECt,· POG
SUBJ'NUM 095
COMMENT , , I' " ~ ,

3. !fthe Agency adopts Option~, the Agency should adopt GEls
i proposed v~rsion ofthe"batt~ry limits".concept for detennining
the point ofgeneration' because the current role for determining
the point of generation 'is confusing and resultS in overbroad
applicati9n'ofOption 2., :" '

, One of the most crucial concepts:ofthe Proposed' Rule, and any
, ~ther land'disposal standard, is the concept of "pCsint of
generation." Traditionally; '~e Agency has taken the position
that land disposal.restric~ons apply at the point ofwaste
:generation.33 Simila,rly, Under the Pr~posed Rule, it is at the
point ofgeneration that one must detenDine whether the
wastewater exhibits a hazardous ch8racteristic, whether the air
enussions standard ofoPtion 2 applies; or whether the waStewater.
i~ exempt from the ~oposed Rule'because levEHsofunderlying , ,
h3?Mdous constituents are below the universal treatment standards.,
Neither the Agency's regulations nor the'Proposed Rule define

. ' ,,' "point ofgeneration." In general, however, the Agency has
, 'traditionally taken the Position that the po~t ofgeneration; .

and therefore ~e point at which land ban restric~ons apply~ 'is
the poiilt at whic~ a secondary material is fii'st removed froIl) the
process in which it is produced. As~~~. previously noted,
howeVer,appiying land disposal ~strictions at·the point of . . "
genera~on poses a number ofdifficulties.34 Consequently, the }

.' Agency requested comments on other approaches for detennining.
,applicability ofland disposal re~ctions. 'General Electric h8s
previo~ly submittedeomments on this issue.3S :
'In those comments, GE supported.the adoption ,of~ variation ofthe
Agency's proposed "battery limits" app~ach. Under this approach,
the'determination ofwhether IBll:d disposal restrictions apply to
wasteWater would be made at the fIrst readily accessible sanipling
pomt downstre~;of a proCess Of group ofprocesses. ' " . ,

. ,As GE has'previ~usly pointed out, the "poin~ ofgen~tion" "
approaches preViously proposed by the Agency do ·not take'into

. account the tTemendous .complexity ofWastewater collection .:, .
land treatnient syStems'at large manu,faeturiDg facilities. Many of
these plants, including most ofGE'~ faciliti~s, are' aider , ,
facilities.that have, grown iIi aso~ewhat haph'azax:d ~ashion. As

e,

e·
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.such,. the wastewater lines at GE's facilities are not always
segrega~ed by pr~cess or product. .By defining 'the "point of
generationtt.to be the.first readily accessible sampling point
downstream' ofa processor'group ofprocess, the Agency could avoid
all ofthe practical problems that 'would be otherWise encountered'
in trYing to determine wastewater characteristics at a point

-farther upstream.Accordingly, GE believes that the Agency should
adopt this "point ofgeneration" approach for determining.
applicability of Option 2. . '

RESPONSE

The Agency did propose several options for the determination ofpoi))t of generation~however, r

many ofthe point ofgeneratIon issues were resolved when, on March ~6, 1996, President
Clinton signed into law.the Land DispOsal Program Flexibiiity Act of 1996. This Act provided,
among other things, that decharacterized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units are no longer

. prohibited from land disposal so long as they are not hazardous wastes at the point they are lana
disposed.. The Act also required tlult Ep,A study the characteristics of such decharacierized ..
wa.stes. Ifat some future time, the Agency detemiines !hat certain decharacterized wastes require ,
LOR treatment standards, .the EPA will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were .
presented in the Phase ill rule.
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'DCN. PH4P099. "

COMMENTER, QhioEPA ' ; ,
RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT poq
SUBJNUM 099 ,. . '
COMMENT, ',' . ' .

, Sludge removal shoUld be coriside~d apoint of generation ofa new
wast~s s~eam. These sludges should fall under RCRA only when
failing rCLP standards and otherwise be co~siderednon.~c;lous, - '

" (55 FR 22661-62). ' _ . ' .
: . Solid waSte f~,ilities are,not prepared to handle non~hazardous

, ' was~ involving treatment standard notificationS and .
certifications. These Subtitle D facilities m~y atso be yery
hesitant mhandling wastewaterS or wastewaters treatment sludges,

, '. for fear of future liabilities tinder the hazardous waSte programs.
• t' I • _....". .,' • I

RESPONSE'

/' '

"

. ',

~ ".

, I

'/

,'e

Many of.the point ofgeneration' is~ues were resolved when, onM~h 26, 1996, President
Clinton.signed into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996.. This Actprovided~
among other things, that decharacterized'wastes treated mCWA-regulated umts are no longer
prohibited frOm land disposal so long as they ,are not hazardous wastes at the point they are land
disposed~ The Act also required that EllA study the characteristics of such ~echara~terized

_waStes. Ifat some future time,' the Agency detelmines that certain dechara~~erized waStes require
LDR: treatmeQ.t' standards,the EPA ~ll reyisit the optionsfor Point of generation that were
presented in the Phase III role~ ,EPA a1s9..D not alterlDg change of treatability, group:
prjnciples 4iscussed in'earlier FR notices.' '.,
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.DCN .PH4P100
COMMENTER Phillips Petroleum
RESPOND~R HM
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNPM 100'
COMMENT .. :.

, . IV. The "Treatability Group Doctrine". Was Not Addressed In the
"Third-Third" Decision... .
As part ofthe Third-third LDR role, EPA detennined that when a
prohibited' charaCteristic 'waste changes treatability groups, this
creates a new point ofgeneration for purposes-ofdetennining
ifthe land disposal restrictions apply. The treatability group
doctrine was not challenged as part of the "Third-third"
litigation, nor was it addressed by the court in the "Third-third" "
decision. Under EPA's previous pronouncements, the application of'.,
the treatability group rules to characteristic wastes was , "

, straight forward. EPA has not suggested any reason~ other than an
-overly aggressive reading ~fth~ It~d-third" decision, to reverse .
this longstanding Agency Policy. Consequently~ EPA should"not
change the ~'treatability·group doctrine."

, ..,

RESPONSE, . ,

The Ag~ncy~ the commenters for the interest in this is~ue. It is not EPA's intent~ change.
the treatability gtoupdoctrine. In. today's rule, EPA i$ only clarifying specific point ofgeneration
issues. . - .

I •
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DeN ,PH4PI02'
.COMMENTER Chevron
RESPONDER ·HM· .
SUBJECT POGo
SUBJNUM' 102
COMMENT ... . .

'5) CheVron Supports EPA'sInterpretation That The Generation·Of .
.' A New Treatability Group Is The New PoinfOfGeneration For
. Purposes OfDetemumng Where LDR Prohibitions Apply. '.
;. .Fo~ wastewater: treatment sludges in non-hazardous surface
imPoundinen~, Chevron supports.EPA's interpretation th~t ~e
generation 9fa new treatabilitjrgroup is the new"point of .

. generation for purposes ofdetennining where LOR prohibitions .
apply. Thus, sludges 9erived from wastewater'managem~nt in CWAand , '

CWA-equivalent impoundment systems should not'be subject to LDRs .
unless they themselves are'hazardous wastes. ., .

. . .
RESPONSE .'

, .

'.

. '.

<

. ,. ,
Many ofthe po~t ofgeneration is~ues were resolved when, on Marcl.t 26,.1.996, Presi~ent
Clinton signed into law the'Land'Disposal Program FlexibilitY Act of 1996. This Act provide~
among other things, that decliaracterized' wastes treated in CWA-regU!ated units are no longer' .
prohibited from land disposal so'}ong as'they arC not hazardous wastes at the point 'they are land .

, .", .. ,

.. disposed. ~~ Act also req~d,that EPA study the <ih~cteristics ofsuch d~characterized ' .' .'.
wastes. Ifat.some future tinie, the Agency detennines that certain decharacterized'wastesrequire
LDR treatment st'iindards, the EPA will revisit the options for point ofgen~ti~ilthat'were
'p~sented in the Phase III rule. '
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DCN, PH4J»109
COMMENTER Ford
"RESPONDER· HM
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM 109'
COMMENT
\ Option 3 requires waste streams to be treate4 such that the .

~derlying hazardous constituents would meet the universal
treatment standards at the "p~iilt ofgeneration." Typical
WastewaterTreatment facilities at manufacturing facilities have

.been designed so the industrial wastewateds segregated into-at .
most two or three streams. That is oily wastewater~d waStewater

. requiring metals treatment. These wastewaters~ 'aggregated at ' .
the headworks ofthe wastewater treatment facility and then'
processed in a semi-batch manner. This particular arrangement of
the equipment establishes a "central point" Within the facility for

I "wastewat¢r treatment and thus allow~ for manageable labor
allOcation, maintenance and capital spending. To treat
hazardous w~te stre~s '(wastewat~i' streams,flowing to wastewater
treatment) at 'each point ofgeneration is technically and .
administratively impossible. To. identify and control these
discharges:at the pOint ofgeneration would be extremely costly,

. with respect to both capital improvements and labor, with Diinimal
en~ronmeqta1 benefit~ ., .

RESPONSE

,.

.. Many of the point ofgeneration issues were resolved when, on March 26, 1996, Pre~ident
Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided,
aniong other things, that dech8racterized wastes treated,iIi CWA-regulated wuts are no longer .
prohibited fr~m land disposal so long as they are not hazard9us wastes' at ~e Point'they are land
disposed. The Act al~ required/that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch decharacterized . ..
wastes. Ifat some future tim~, the Agency dete~es that certain decharaCterized.wastes require
LDR treatment siandaids, the EPA will revisit the optionS for point 5>fgeneration that 'Yere
presented in the:Phase III role. .

. ,
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DCN .. ,'PH4Pl13· ' , "
CO~tER 'Chemical Man1.IfactUi~rs Assn'
RESPONDER HM,
SUBJECT. ' POG '
SU~JNUM . 113
COMMENT :

, .. -.A. EPA Should Not Promulgate PhaSes III or IV Until It Has . "
.'\ . , Clarified Its Interprc=tation OfThe Poi~t of Generation. .

, EPA1s planning to. issu~ -a 'Federal-Register notice ciarifYing (and .
, perhaps amending) its interpre~tion of the point of gen~rationof '

" hazardous wastes. This issue is crucial to facilities who-Will need
'to develop'~tegies for c~p1plying with Phases I1~ and IV~ The '
pomt at ~hich a waste is either generated or prohibited will

"whether and what LOR standardS are applicable. Thi sclarification·
could eliminate cert8in waste 'streams from either Subtitle C . _
• I • (. .

'regulation (or clarify that they never should have bee~ included iIi
the·fllSt place) or the land disposal restrictions. Thus, \.

, the clarification could have a profound effect on the upcoming,LOR
, rules and on HWI~ and shoUld be issued before any ofthose rules'

_ are finalized. Indeed, it is hard to see how EPA can make a 'final . I

. decision on any these 'ndes witho~t deciding tl).epoint of .
generation issues, s~ce·the environmental and regUlatory impact of
these niles will change 'depending'on how the Agency decides the

, 'point ofgeneration issues: Thus, unless the ,Agency ~ecides to
choose Opti,on I, we urge EPA to refrain from fmalizin:g either·
Phase I~I orPhase IV-until after it has ci~fied'the point of .
generation.

,.

, .

e,

...

, '

RESPONSE
" • ! " '" I ' ,

The Agency did propose Sevefal optionS'for the point ofgeneration in the Phase III i'Ulemaking,\
. howeve~,.many· ofthe point of ge~ei'ationissue~were'resolved when, on March 26, i996, ,
President Clinton signed into law th~ Land'Oi~sal Program- Flexibility Act of 1996. this Act
provided, among other things, that dech8racterized waStes treated in CWA-regu1ated~tsare no

.-longer prohibited from land disposal so long as they are not hazardous waStes at the po~t they
are land dispOsed. The'Act also required that EPA study the characteristics ofsUch
_decharacterized wastes..Ifat some futUre time, the Agency detennines that certain
decbaracterized Wastes require LOR treatment standards, the EPAwill revisit th~ options for :
point ofgeneration that were presented·in the Phase III rUle. ,However, EPA has chosen to clarify
certain specifi~'poini ofgeneration issues-in the fhase IV rule; "

\".'
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DCN , ' PH4P1l3; ,
COMMENTER ,Chemical Manufacturers As
RESPONDER HM.
SUBJECT" POG
SUBJNUM 113
COMMENT . ' .

I '

, h)'EPA needs to redefine the "point ofgeneration",defuiition in
order for the Pollution Prevention exemption to be us~fuI. (Item
#8) , . ,
CMA sees a significant problem in attempting to use the Pollution

, 'Prevention Compliance Alternative as a way to obtain an exemption
fro~ thePhase'IV regulations the sheer number ofpoints of' .

, generation that would likely.have to be analyzed. : '
A chemical facility could have on the order ofa hundred or more
characteristic, wastestreams which would need to be sampied and

, analyzed to,determine the total amount of a specific underlying
.hazardoUs constituent that is generated at $e facilitY_ This

i, -enormous amount ofpoints will create'a, huge amo~t ofcosts
associated with sampling and analysis, and deciding which streams
to address in minimizing pollution; let alohe the difficulty of
4emonstrating compliance with the exemption. ~uch ~ situation will.

o likely keep facilities ~om even conSidering using this exemption
criteria, With the subsequent.disadvantage that the facilities are
addressing treatment of "
wastes as opposed to minimizing the generation ofwastes.
There is'a need to redefine the "point-ofgeneration" in orderto' '
make this exemption at all appealing. Such a redefinition was
discussed in S~ctionIV.D ofthe LDR Phase III proposal. Locating
the "point ofgeneration" to the battery limit ofthe facility ,
units would sigmficantJ,y reduce the number ofwaste streams ~t,

, would need to be addressed when Using the ,Pollul:ion Prevention c

ex~mption option. This will make the option muc;h more workab~e to
faciliti~swith ,the ultimate advantage of-promoting pollution
prevention~ ,
It is CMAts recommendation that EPA redefme the definition of .'
"point ofgen~tionlt to be the battery limits of the' facilitY's,
Units. .
I

\ '

"

RESPONSE

Many ofthe point ofgeneration issues were resolved when, on March 26, 1996, President'
Clinton ~igned,into law ,the ~and Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided,
among other things, that dech8racterized wastes treated in CWA-regulated units are no longer

. . . . . ,..... ..' .'
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prohibited from iand dispoSal so long as they are not hazardoU$ ~astes' at-the po~t they ate land ,\
disposed. The Act also required that EPA study the characteristics of such decharacterizeq ", ,,'

, wastes. Ifat some fu~ tim.e, the Agency determines that certain decharacterized wastes require .
LOR treatment sta'ndards, the EPA will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were
presented in the Phase III rule. ' ," -;,' , '. '
". . '., '
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DCN . PH4Pl13
COMMENTER Chemical Manufacturers As
RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT· POG.

. SUBJNUM -113
'COMMENT

1. CMA suggests that the Agency define the point ofgeneration for
wastes.~hich 'polymeriZ¢ on a rapid .time frame.
"CMA requests that the Agency detennine thafmaterials that are
undergoing rapid polymerization (i.e:, within a few moments of
removai·from the process), without catalyst addition should be .'
evaluated as"to their physical state (i.e., liquid Of solid"using
the paint filter test) once the material has reaChed standard

. '. temperature and pressure. Thus, a waste which is solid within
mmutes ofbeing removed from a.process should be viewed as a
.ge~erated soii4 for purposes" ofwaste classification. .

RESPONSE'

f

. . .'

This question is outside the scope ofthe point ofgeneration is~ue and has been addressed in the
response t.o comments for POLYM. . . " . .

, .,

. ,

- !

. .'
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'DCN, PH4P116
COMMENTER Occidental,Chemical CO.
RESPONDER' HM

.. SUBJECT .POG
SUB.JNVM, ' '·116

,COMMENT" ,
. C. No tr~atment standards should be set for non~hazardous

sludges. " '. '. '. '.
. . . I· . .

OxyChem a~es,~th EPA that'sludges produced in tr¢atment ,
impoundments should be conSidered new pqipts ofwaste genei'atio~..

, . .RCRA Subtitle C sludge management constraInts should apply only if
sludges are haiaidous wasteswhe~removed from impoundmen(S..' .,

J ,D. 'If Option 2 is selected, EPA should clarify, reqwrements 'ror ' ,
C,WA and CWA-equivalent impo~dmentswhere sludges are destined to ' .' ,
be'left in place. ' , ,. . .

Sludges pr~duced'inexisting wastewatt! treatment impoundments :'
that cl~se ~th non-hazardous residues in place would not be
subject to UTS standards unless sludges are re:moved.Th~seumts
would,. ~owever, be subject to groundwater,monit9Mg and corrective
ac~ion, ifne~es~~ ,' .: ' , r

. I . .

, ,

,e

,'M~y ~fth~ point ofgeneration issues ~ere re~olved when; on March'~6; i996, President,
'Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program Flexi~ilityAct of 1996. This Act provided,' '.
among other thfrtgs, that dec~cte~dwastes treat~d in CWA-regulated unilS are no longer ';'

,prohibite4 from land'disposal So long as they are not h8zard9us wastes at the poiDt,they are )~d
disposed. The Act also reqUired'tbatEPA study the characteristics Qfsuch decharacterized ',,'
wastes. !fat some future ~e, ~e:Agency deiennmes that certain,decharacterized wastes require.: .
LpR~tmentstandards, the EPA vnn revisit the optio~ fQr point-ofgeneration'that were

",presented in.the phase III role. , ' ' ,,', , ; , ',' '. > " ....', • '

, ,,

e', RES;PONSE "

, '.

. ,
f'

., '

, ,

: •...

" , f
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DCN PH4Pl16
COM.ME~R Occidental Chemical Co.
RESPONDER HM
SUBJECT, POG .
SUBJNUM· 116-
COMMENT

IV. Provide Flexibility and Cost Effective Alternatives
,A. Requiring treatment ofminor constituents in decharac'terized
·vvastewater before impoundments, would disrupt our current wastewater,

." treatment operatio~ and would be prohibitively expensive for ' .
minimal environmental benefits.
OxyChem agrees with. EPA and is also not in favor of Option 3. Oui
previous eStima~es incijcated capital,costs up to'$25 million could'
be required to replace 'wastewater impoUndments with tanks. '
B. the"definition of point of generation 'shoUld be broadened.
IfOption 2 or 3 is selected, as stated in our comm~tson the '
Phase III proposal; a."battery limits" definition is a practical
way to simplify compliance detenninations. C~st effective
accommodation with existing collecti~n~d treatment systems will
result from this approach.

, '

J '.

\'

RESPONSE

. Many of the point ofgeneration issues were resolved whet), on March 26; 1996, President· e
Clinton signed into law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility Act of 1996. This Act provided,
amo~g other things, Utat decharaeterized wastes'treate4 in CWA-regulated units are no longer
prohibited frolilland disposal so long as they are not hazardousw~es at the point they are.land
disposed. The Act.~so'required that EPA study the characteristics ofsuch' decharacterized .
wastes" Ifat some future time, the Agency determines that certain decharacterized wastes require

. LDR treatuient standards, the EPA will revisit the options for point ofgeneration that were
'p~seilte~ iIi the Phase III rule. . ' . . I ,

i •
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DCN . PH4A070 ,
COMMENTER FMC Corporation
RESPONDER HM"· .
SUBJECT ( POG'
SUBJNUM. 070'" '. , ,.
COMMENT . Vnt EPA Clearly Needs To Derme The "Point Of Generation".

As Battery Liinits, EPA ,needs to clearly derme'the "Point of
I'. Generation". FMC has previously expressed support for'~

"battery litriits" approach to "Point ofGeneration" .68 This .
~()uld include revising 40 C.F.R. _260.10 by adding the . ,
definition 'of '.~Point ofGeneration" as: "The point at which "

"wastes become subject to Subject C regulation and at which hmd .
. dispo$8l. restrictions apply is the point ofexit of materi~.

from 'a process, except for aqueous wastes managed in Clean Water
Act (CWA) or 'cwA equivalent systein~, where the pomt of
generation is defined as the w~ewater discharge'point(s) for. '"
the process area (also commonly termed "battery limits").", It is
FMC's understimding that EPA is pl~ng to issue a FedelaI .
Register notice clarifying (and'perhaps amending) its

_' " ,interpretation ofthe point of-generation ofh81MdouS ~astes. ,
~s issue is crucial, 1?ecause a dete~nation ofthe point of' '
generation'can determine whether a material,is ahazardous waste .

,, at all, and what LDR standards are applicable. Even more
fundamental, cl~ficatioiJ. ofthe .,omt ofgeneration will
deteimine whether a material is a waste at all. This
clarification could eliminate certain waste streams from
Su~title C regulation (or clarify that they never should have
been included in the fU'St place)~ Thus, the clarification could·
have a significanteffect on the Phase IV LPR aDd 'Phase Iv
Supplemental rules and on,the Hazardous Waste' Identification
Rule (HWIR), ,and:should be issued before any ofthose rules are ,
fuW~d. .

.' \ .

RESPONSE

e·'

The Ag~,?y did p~po~ sevCral 'options for the point ofgeneration in'~e Phase Innde~g,
.' however, many ofthe point ofgeneration issues'were resolved when, on March 26,1996,

. President Clinton sign~,d int~ law the Land Disposal Program Flexibility :Act of 1996..nus Act
provided, among other things, that decharacterized wastes treated iIi CWA-regulated uni~ are no

, longer prohibited from land dis~sal so long as they are'not hazardous wastes at th~ point they
. are lan4'disposed. The Act also required that EPA st.udy the characteristics ofsuch. ..
decharaetenzed wastes. Ifat some.future time, the Agency detennines that certam

\ .
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decharacterized wastes require LDR treatment standards, the EPA will revisit the 'options for ..
point ofgeneration that were presented in the P,hase III rule. ' •

.,'

, .

I • ..

, .

..

. J
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, Many of the pOint ofg¢neratiori issues were resolved when, on March 26, i996,:President , .
Clinto~ signed into law the Lan~ Pisposal Program ~leXibilitY Act of 1996. ,This Act provided,
among ,other thing~, that decbaractelized wastes treated in CWA-regulated'unil$ are no longer

.prohibited from l~d disposal so long as they are not hazatdous wastes a(~e point they are land
disposed. The Ac~ 'also required that EPA study the charactenstics ofsuch decharacterized ..

, . ,wastes. Ifat so~e future time, the Agency determines that certaiJi dechafacterized wasteS 'require
"LDR.treatment stand8rds, the EPA will reyisit the options for pomt.~fgeneration ~t were ' ,
'pre~nted iiI ~e Phase III rule... .' ", I"" , . .'

.... . " • r .

, ,

DGN' ,PH4A084, - " ' "

"~=~~~~e~iCalMan~~¥:ers'AS"
SUBJECT POG
SUBJNUM, 084 ' ,
,COMMENT" cMA C~~tinues to Advocate a Battery LimitsApprbach,for'

Deflriing the Po{nt ofGeneration As we suggested -in om· '.
.comments to EPA's proposed Phase-lIf rule, CMA urges EPA to :

, " clarify the point at which a facility must determine that wastes" .
.. , are ptohibited from larid dispOsal: It is CMA's understanding" ,

-, th~t EPA is planning to issue a f edei'al Register notice '-
, clarifying (and perhaps amending) its interpretation of the , ' ,
, "poi!!t Qf generation'~ for hazardouS Was~es.- This issuris '
crucial-to the RCRA:progmn because the point of generation
determine whether amaterial is a hazardous waste and what LOR

',' .. \ . . \

standards are applicable. ,Thus, the clarification could have a '
significant effect' on future LDR rules and on the Agency's '

. HazardouS Waste Ide~tification Rule (HWIR). ThUs, ~ we
, recommended in oUr commentS on the'Agency's 'propOsed Phase IV'

rules, EPA should clarify the po~t 'ofgeneration before any of,
'these ruies are fmalized.

RESPONSE

I ,

L, ,

",
I -

, ,

, "
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. ~ .
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:··e DCN. PH4POOI
COMMENTER Grady white'Boats
RESPONDER iL '
SUB'.JECT POLM '
SUBJNUM. ' 001

'. COMMENT
" "This'letter is in support of the EPNs pr,OposaHo add , " :

I pOlym~rization as, an approved treatment technology for disposal of .
. exc~s ofpolyester resin. I would like to thank the EPA

. ..'., I , .

for recognizing the National Marin~ Manufacturer Association's ' '
petition to add this trea~ent technology. The addition ofthis
treatment technology:will allow, us to malee us~ble prod~ctS ,

'. with previouSly Unusable waSte ~sin and reduce,waste through, ': '.
pollution prev~ntion. '

, , ,

'. '

"

/ .

'. .RESPONSE: " . , I

/


','

, .

. '.. . '

The Agency thanks the commenter for supporting EPA's proposal to add polymerization to the
methods' ottreatme~t designated as Best DemonStrated Available TeChnology (BOAT) for high~ ,
TOC ignitable'(0001>.wastes re,sulting from cornri:lereiai polymerization proc~sses. Th~ Agency,

.agrees with ~e coriuile~ter that the availability o~ this treatment method (or high-TOe igni18ble ,
..wastes will reduce the risks'associated with these wastes and adequately protCeth\Ul1an health ,
and the environm~t., ' " , . . . ' , ',.,.

, ,
, ..

• r

. ;. .

.' .'
' ..

'. , , '

I . .. '"

'. .1

,AI .
~ ~ .

. \

.' "

, "
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DCN .' PH4P002. .
COMMENTER Olympic Boat <;ompany
RESPONDER JL.' .
SUBJECT POLM. . -
SUBJNUM 002 '
COMMENT _

It was ~th great interest that I read the ,proposed nile regarding
"Polymerization 'as an app~oved treatment technology for polyester.'
resin." Needless to'say it makes me very·happy. This material is no
different than the boat that sets in the water. " " . "
This will allow boat builders as well as all the fiberglass :
indUstry the opportunity to reduce waste
through pollutio~prevention, making.usable products that ~ere
previously considered unusablewas~e. . - ' _
Olympic Boat Company Inc. wants to thank NMMA for their petition 
on this mater and also ,we want to thank your department for taking
these progressive steps toward the reducing of the waste stream.

. ,

RESPONSE:

e,

'The Agency thanks the commenter for supporting EPA's -proposal to add polymerization to the:
methods of treatment designated as'Best Demonstrated Available:rechnology (BDAn for high-
TOe igDitable (0001). wastes resulting from commercial polymerization processes. The Agency ,e

. agrees with the commenter that tlils new method of treatment wili be bene~c~al to all concerned.

" .

.....

.-
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DCN PH4P003'
COMMENTER,' S1,111fish Laser
'RESPONDER Ji. . I

SUBJECT' ; POLM
SUBJNUM 003
COM11ENT " ' '. .

SUQ.fish Laser is strorigly 4t favor ofapproval of POLYM method of
treatment for High-TOClgnitable 0001 wastes. By a4ding' .

. polymerization as aD approved treat:rD.ent technology we jwill be able ,
. : to' re4uce'waste throil~'pollution prevention as well as reduce

'. emissions through source,reduction .
. ,

. RESPONSE:
• I '.'" • •

The Agency than;ks the c~mm~nter.for supPorting EPA's propo~ to add ~lymeri~tion to the
methods ,of trc.:atment designated: as Best Demonstrated Avai.lable Technology (BOA1) for high
toc ignitable'(D,OO.J) wastes resulting from 'comnlercial polymerization processes. The Agency
agrees,with thec,:o~enter_that the addition ofthis method oftreatment.wi~l be beneficial to all

,.concerned. . .,'" \ ,~

" !

- ;

\ ,

. ~ ..

A: "I,.. . " '.
. -,

" ,

..

, ~

. "
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DeN . PH4P004
COMMENTER Larso~

".. RESPONDER JL \
SUBJECT POLM
S~JNUM 004
COMMENT

" "

We fully support your proposal to amend theRCRA regulations that
ad9s polymerization as an accepted method oftreatment for TOC .
ignitable (0001) wastes. We believe that this method oftreatment
is enviromnentally acceptable"and also the most. economical for the
manufacturing sector. "

RESPONSE:
". "

The A~e~Cy thanks the commente~for supporting 'EPA'sproposal to add ~lymerization to the,
methods oftreatment designated as Best,Oemonstrated.Available Technology\(BOAT) for high-
"TOe ignitable (0001) wastes resulting from commercial pol~erization processes. The Agency

. agrees with the commenter that the addition of this method of treatment will be beneficial to all
concerned. " .

\

l
!

"

.-
• r
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DCN ',' PH4POO~ '
'COMMENTER Arcteo

, RESPONDER' JL', "
, SUBJECT' POLM

'SUBJNUM 005,
COMMENT , ' J

. Arctco feels that this is a very wise decision as this'will reduce
our waste and preyentenvironmental,corltaminatio~.ArcteQ strongly"

,~agrees with the Agency's statenient that "the ongoing practices of
, polymeri~g characteristic waste toa non-characteristic mert, "

mass adequately protect hUman health and'the environment. It '. . ",' ,
, ' .

, .
RESPONSE:

. ,.

, . -

,\

, " .

,e'

, "

,The Agency thanks the commenter for s~pporting EPA's proposaI to add polymerization to the
methods oftreatllient designated as Best Dem~nsti1ite4Available Technology (BOAn (or high

'TO,C ignitable (0001) wastes resulting from'coinmercial polymerization processes. The Agency
a~es with the ~ommenter that the 'addition of the, it)ethod of tr~atmentwill be beneficial to au
concerned. . ' " , '

.\

'-,' . '

\ '

. '.

, I
"
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DCN PH4P006 .
COMMENTER Regal Marine Industries
RESPONDER. JL " .
SUBJECT . POLM
SUBJNUM . 006
COMMENT / .

When considering the approved process for tr~atment of waste
, ·resins and gelco~tS, being able to polymerize the product is most

definitely a win/win situation. It helps in the following ways.
First ofall, a usable produ;ct can be made with the waste (parking
lot bUIIipers); and it reduces the costs associated with hazardous
waste removal. Enclosed are pictures of parking lot bumpers that

. our firm made using waste resin and'gelcoat.
I applaud your efforts and support this proposal ,to add
polymmzationaS'an approved treatment technology for Polyester
Resin.·' "

RESPONSE:
, .

·e

The Agency th3nks the c~~enter for supPorting EPA's proposal to add 'polymerization to the
methods oftreatment,designated as Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BDAT) for high
TOC ignitable (D001) wastes resulting from commerCial polymeriZation processes. In ~ddition,'
the Agency ~anks ,the commenter for the information qn recycled-content products provided by e

, the comrilenter. The Agency agrees with the commenter that the availability of this treatment
\ . method for high:TOC i~tablewastes will be beneficial to,all concerned. .

..
')
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DeN . ,PH4P007. '.
'COMMENTER Godfrey Marine
RESPONDER,JL.
SUBJECT POLM

t'!-

,SUBJNUM 007'·
-: COMMENT,

. We would like to applaud the EPAfor rec;ognizi~g the NMMA's'
. position to 'add polyuieriza~on as an approved treatment technology
for disposing of1,lI1usable ~sin waste. ' ,
'This technology will help reduce waste through pollution ,
.prevention and'will also enable us to make uSa~le products with' .
previoUsly Unusable resin Waste., ' . , ' ' .

,Thi~ is a. "win·· Win" situation' for ~veryon~and should be ~,
.action'welcomed by all in the recreational boat building industry."

'. ..' ..,1 •

,', .

r

F •

"

\ .

•. :

RESPONSE: ' .

. ,
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DeN '. PH4P008 .
COMMENTER ·FloridaDEP.

.RESPONDER JL .
SUB~CT POLM'
SUBJNUM 008
COMMENT .

, Polymerization Treatment ofHigh TOC DOOI Wastes: Based onwhat I
.know ofboat buil~er waste management practices,. non-polymerizable
wastes are already being added to waste polymerized resins for
disposal. Sometimes manufacturers have to discard ~sins

because th~y won'~ polymerize properly. Th~ resins remain
semisolid, too thick to be properly tested by either the
Pensky-Martens o~ Setaflash methods. Ifpolymerization is
incomplete, but the residual can't be tested, will EPA consider the
waste to have been,treated properly? Two modifications seem'·
necessa'ry:

.. ' 1. Split the high T09 treatability group into 2, only allow. .
. polymerization for pOlymerizable organics that have not been'mix¢d
'with other hazardous Wastes. '
2. Require the decharacterized high'TOC waste to either be
incinerated in a MSW faci.1ity operating ih co~pliance with'the
Clean AirAct or meet the universal treatment standard..
Polymerization conducted. within the origiD.a1 'container .within 90
days ofthe decision to discard the material is already excluded
from regulation under §261.4(c). The waste is not be subject to the.
accumulation proVisions under 262.34, ~d therefore would not be 
subject to land disposal restrictions per §261.5 and§262. l(b). .
~e polymerization process can generate excess heat and fumes and
should not be conducted in units which are not subj~ct to 262.34.

RESPONSE:

, >,.

,.

. , .

The conimenter does not specify the cl1aracteristics ofthe non-polymerizable wastes that the·
commenter asserts ale being added to waste·polymerized resins for dispoSal. However, the .
Age~cynotesJ;hat ifpOlymerization does not result in an mert mass, the treatment standard is not

,_ achieved. Such wastes must be treated further, or treated using an aite~tive treatment method
(i.e.; CMBST OT. RORGS). In'addition, ·the,Agency points out~t Polyinerization is being added
to the methods of treatment desigriated as Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BOAT)
only for high-toe igJ;1itable (0001) wastes resulting from commercial polymerization processes.
This·tre~tment i~chnology is not being finalized for other hazardous wastes. Other hazardous
wastes, including npn-polymerizable wastes, must be ~haracteri~ and must meet all applicable

. LOR treatment standards for the hamrdous constituents contained in the waste, includmg the
, . UTS~prior to .land disposal.. Th~ mPdng or 'dilution ofnon:pOlymerizable wastes,with

\
\.
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, polymetizat~on process wastes is not acceptable treatment.
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.·DCN· PH,4P009. \ . ,
.COMMENTER National Marine Manufacturers
RESPONDER JL

.SuBJECT POLM
SUBJNUM .. 009
COMMENT

The National Marine '~anufacturersAssociation, with it's 1600
member companies, is grateful to .the EPA for recognizing our
·petition and proposing to add polymerization as an
approved treatment technology for polyester resin. By permitting
boat builders to pOlymerize scrap resin, uSable products can now be
made with what had previously been unusable waste resin:

,- .We appla~d this effort and are encouraged by EPA's response to our
petition.

.RESPONSE:

.1

"

) .

"

The Agency·thanks the commenter for supporting EPA's proposal to ~d polymeriiation to the
methods of treatme~tdesignated as Best Demonstrated Available technology (BOAT) for high
TOe ignitable (DOOl)-WaStes resulting from c~>Ilunercial polymerization processes. The Agency
agrees with the comment~rthat the availability of this 'treatment method for high-TOC ignitable
wastes ~ll be beneficial to all concerned.

"

. .... \ .

. I
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, 'DGN ' ('PH4POll
COMMENTER Blue Water Boats..
RESPONDER JL' :

,SUBJECT 'POLM
SUBmuM 011
COMMENT , ' ,

, With present technology and 'design, large quantities ofpolyester
t •. •

resins are use'd in the production of fiberglass boats., As ~ result, \.
there are a variety ofcontainment systems required for storage" "
and transpOrtation. Our concern is how to clean an9l0r dispose of
residual resin left 'in,the ~ed containers safely, cost effectively'

" .and within en:vironmental guidelines. Here are -some, current optiQns:
, 1. Cleairlngconta1ners requires solvents and rags. Solvents. '
evaporate and the rag~' now contain the resin. Labor in~ensive~ does ' , .

. n?t solve the problem. ' •
2. Inciileration bums,.depleting ~upplies of fuel 'and emits its "
'own hazardous pollutants, ~hich is danger~Us 'and very expe~iye .

. 3., Organic r~covery is not p~ticalwith the high level viscosity'
ofpoly~terresins. ,\
4. Fuel blending would require a ~hemi~' an engi~eer and a

, . pyra.tech to apply this meth~, which i~ not practical..
5. 'Polymerization requires taking,two hazai:dous residual liquidS

': (resin &. MEKP) and putting them together to fonn a' non-h8zardous
solid. Therefore, sate, enyironmentally so~d, inexpensive and ' . ,
effective. " '/ ,
,Allowing Fiberglass Reinforced PI~cs (FRP)'manufactw:e~ to

" dispose ofiesid~ resins through pol~enzation involves a common
sense approach toward 'the balance between the environment and' '

,business. Your consideration and approval of this technique are ,"
needed. ' . .:

•

, '.
, RESPONSE:' ,

111 today;s'~ rule,' EPA is ad~g pol~eriZation (pOLYM) to the m~th~ oftrealment j "

designated as Best Demonstrated Available T~hnology,(BDAT)-for high-TOC ignitable (OOOI)
wastes resulting from commercial polymerization'processes.,"The Agency 'agrees with the
commenter, ~d believes that polymerizing charaCteristic~es to ,anon-characteristicinert .
mass adequately protects human he8Jtb and the environn1en~., The Agency notes that 40 CFR
262.34(a) provides that it generator may accumulate hazardouS waste on-site for 90 days or less "

, without a'~lt, or ~thout haVing interim'status, ifthe waste is placed either in containers that, '
are in compliance,With subp$ I, AA, 'BB and CC of' 40 CFR part 265andlor'in t8nks in .
'compliance with subp~J, AA, BB and CC of40 CFRpart2~5(ex~ept for §§265.197\and'
265.200), andlor in drip pads if the generator complies with subpart W0£40 GFR part ,265 as

• 4 ." • • '. '. • ',. '-' '. • • • • { • I'·e • I' . , ' , ,
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well as ,additional reco~ keeping requirements.
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DCN . PH4P013
COMMENTER 0 New York DEC '. . . .

, RESfONDER 0 JL
SUBJECT POLM
SUBJNUM 013
COMMENT. \ ,0 ,.... .,

DEC has no objections to the proposed polymerization (pOLYM) 0,

method of treatment for DOOI High-TOC ignitable wastes. .
. .' .'

o '

RESPONSE: .

....

The Agency thanks the commenter for supporting EPA's propo~ to add polymeri~tion'toothe
, 'methods oftrea~ent designated as Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BDAT) for high
.. TCe igtiitable (0001) wastesre~ulting from ~ommercial polymerization processes;. .
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DCN PH4P031
COMMENTER Department of Energy' ,
RESPONPER JL
SUBJECT POLM'
SUBJNUM '031,
COMMENT

UI.C POLYM-Method QfTreatment for High~TOC Ignitable
0001 Wastes
1. p. 43679, col.' l' -- EPA proposes to add 'polymerization
(pOLYM) to the'set of required methods of treatment designated Best

, Demonstrated Av~lable Technology (BOA1) for high-TOC ignita~le

(0001) wastes resul~ing from commercial· polymerization processes.
DOE believes that polYmerization is a superior method 'for' treating
certain high~TOC ignitable 0001 wastes, and supports its addition

, to the set of treatment methods designated ~ BD~T.

RESPONSE: '

/

e.

The Agency thanks the,co~enter for supporting'EPA's proposal to add"polymenzation to the
,methods of treatment designaiedas Best·Demonstrated Available Technol~gy (SOAn for high-
TOG ignitable ~D()O1) w~es resulting from co~ercial Polymerization processes. ,,' '

, I
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DCN PH4P047
COMMENTER Merck
RESPONDER' JL ,
SUBJECT, POL~

SUBJNUM '047
,COMMENT

'.'4..The EPA has proposed to allow'Polymerization as a method c;>f
treatment for high TOC 0001 wastes. While we, support'this changeJ

we request ~t the Agency also reconsider it'sdeteimination tnat
biological w~e treatment is not an appropriate method for high .'
Toe DQOl Wastes. Merck~d othe~ companies have submitted extensive '
data demonstrating that wastewater treatment is an effective means ". ,ortreating $ese Wastes; that with equalization these ~astes "

, . : :,' are easily assimilated and thoroughly treated in a waste treatment
. plmt; that air enussicins ofthese compOuil.$ in many cases are "

minimal (see comments on proposed Pliarinaceutical '. '
Effiuentguidelines); and that manyofthese:streams have'no

. underly~g toxic constituents (such as a waste e~oi stream) and '
yet are prohibited from a very effective and safe mearis of, .

:, treatment. There now exists information that wo¢d allow companies ,
, to' predic,t which,wastes have ~ higher tendency to volatilize in a ,
,waste treatment plant and as for "toxics along for the ride" if
identifying underlying constitu~nts is appropriate for low Toe·DOOl-

, s~eams it is not clear why this would not be appropriate for hi~, '
TOe DOOl..stre~. '

" ,

.: "

RESPONSE:

The Agency thanks the commenter for· supporting EPA's'proPosal to add polYmerization to the
methods oftreatment designated as Best Demoristrated Avail~ble t~bnology (BDA1) for hi~•.
Toe igiUtable (0001) wastes resulting from comn;t.ercial polymerization processes. .

. .:.",. .. \ .' . " .

.' .The Agency th8nkS the commenter for 'submitting data 'along ~th'the reque~ for the Agen~y to '
reconsider its preVious decision not to d~ignate biologi~ treatment as BDAt for high..TOe
,wastes. Th~ commenter's rCqu~ is beyond ~e scope ofPqL~~. Ho~ever,EPA haS addressed
the issue'of~ting high-Toe wastes in tank based biological treatment systems in the preamble

,discussion ofPoint ofG~tio~'The Agency is taking'the position that this type oftreatni~nt
is allowable ifthe system 40es not include any land disposal units. The sludge generated from', .

, . the process should·be evaluated~ generated to see if it is ~ hazardous waste. '
. '
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OCN __ PH4P048 .
'COMMENTER Chcplical Waste Man~gement
RESPONDER JL "

~.

SU~JECT POLM . ,
SUBJNUM . 048·
COMMENT . _ _

· C. POLYM Method ofTreatment for High-:-TOC Ignitable oooi Wastes
(60 Fed. ;Reg: at 43,679) .

· The Agency is proposing to add polym~rization(POLYM) to the set I··'

ofrequired methOd oftreatment for high-TOC ignitable (D001)
wastes resulting from commercial polymerization processes. POLYM
is proposed as an" alternative toCMBST or RORGS fOT only thoSe .
high-TOC 0001 wastes whi~h are chemical components in the
.manufacture ofplastics {See 60.Fed. Reg. at 43,679). Typical'ly
waste polyester/styrene monomers and MEK peroxide are commonly:.
disposed by reacting small quantities together to create fiberglass

· scraps that"are no longer characteristics. POLYM woUld allow the .
., practi~e ofpolymerizing high-TOC ignitable(pOO1) characteristic'
· wastes to a non-characteristic inert mass which .the Agency believes
adequately protects human health.and the enviromnent. .
CWM generally supports the promulgation offOLYM as a
specified technology for high-TOC ignitable wastes from the
plastics'manufacturing industry; however, CWM believes that the

,description of p,oLYM proposed in 268.42 Table 1 s~ould be modified.
The current description reads as follows: "
."P,OLYM - Fo~ulation ofcomplex JUgh-molecular wei~t solids
·through polymerization ofmono.mers in high-TOC 0001 .
nonwastewaters." .
CWM believes the description should be amended to'reflect that
this specified technology is onlyavailabl~forthose high-TOC:; 0001
wastes.which are chemical components in·the.manufactme of
plastics. CWM .believes that a list which. reflects some ·ofthe
acceptable constituents wpuld be helpful. In addition to the list
the. suggested clumge is as (ollows: . .
"POLYM - Formulation.ofcomplex high-molecular weight
solids through polymerization ofmonomers in high-TOC .
0001 Donw8stewaters which arC chemicai, Gomponents in the manufacture
ofpl~cs."

RESPONSE:

The Agency thanks the commenter for supporting.EPA's proposal to add polymerization to the
me~odsoftreatment designate~ as Best Demonstrated Available ~echnology ~OAT) for high-
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e, "~TOC'igriitable,(QOOl) wastes ~esuI~ing'fro~ commerdal polymerization processes.

" " ..
The'Agency appreciates:the commenter's suggestions .for clarifying the availability of
polymerization for high-TOG 0001 wastes which are chemical components in the manufacture
'ofplastics~ The Agency haS included this clarification in,the preamble to the fInal rule.

. .. '. . '. .. .' .
At this' time the Age~cy is not publishing,a,list o~ ~ceptable constituents. EPA believes that the . :,'

, ' definition'ofPOLYM is explicit enough for,generators to make a'determination as to whether '
POLYM is applicaple to their wastes.:,Anyone who has a question is always free to contact State
or EPA o.fticials'at any time. '
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DCN PH4P063 .
COMMENTEJ{ ,Laidlaw.
RESPONDER JL '"
'SUBJECT ,POLM.

, . SUBJNUM 063'_
COMMENT

4.0 POLYM as a Me~od ofTreatment for High-TOC Ignitable 0001
Was~s .
LES does not support 'the Agency's decision'to allow POLYM as a ,

, . alternative method of treatment' for those high-TOC 0001 wastes
which are chemical components in the manufacture ofplastics. 'While
the polymerization technology employed may reduce the toxicity of '
the waste (although this has not been adequately demonstrated), it·
does not reduce the overall volume ofwaste ~hich goes against the
general goals ofwaste minimization. Further, the Agency haS not

, addressed whether the polymerization process adequately treats any ,
underlying hazardous constitUents thatmay,be present in the -waste:

.,

RESPONSE:

Bas~d upon public comment, the Agency decided to finalize the propOsai to add polymerization,
to req~edmethods of treatment designated Best Demonstrated Available Tecbpology (BOAT) a
for high-TOC ignitable wastes resulting from commercial polymerization processes. The •
Agency made this determination after apalyzing data made, available to the Agency and after .

, reviewing public comments submitted in response to the proposed rule. The Agency believes
that the practice ,ofpolymerizi;ng ch8racteristic wastes to a non-characteristic inert lI)ass
adequately nUnimizes threats posed by land disposal ~fthe was~.' , ..

,The Agency h8s several goals for~riiliumi~tion. Although the primary goal ofwaste .
minimization i~ source reduction, other goals for waste minimizati~n include reducing the
q~tities ofwastes that are ~sposed and reducing-the overall toxicity of.wastes.' A reduction in

~ the toxicity level of~streatedhy polymerization is achieved through the reduction in 
mobility ofthe constituents in the wastestream. Although the treatment ofhigh-TOC ignitable

, WaStes that are chemical components in the manufacture ofplastics may not necessarily result in '
a chemical conversion,ofth~ UHC, such treatment will result-in reducing the mobility ofUHC
through ch~calbonding. \ .

The Agency believes that the addition ofpolymerization to the list ofdesignated BOAT for .
wastes resulting from commercial polymerization processes also will allow some generators to
recycle the waste into useable products. The Agency received public comments that included
-information on'recycling alternatives' for s~ch wastes treated by p6Iymerizatic:m. Therefore, the
.Agency disagrees with the commenter ~dassensthat th~ addition ofpolymerization to the set of
required.methods oftreatm~~tdesignatC?das BD~T for high-TO<: wast~s resul~g, froll\ . •
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commercial polymerization processes may further the Agency's waste minimization gows.
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DCN PH4P065
COMMENTER Safety~K1een Corp.
RESPONDER' JL

,SUBJECT POlM'
:; COMMENT ..11. Safety-Kleen supports the Agency's propo~al to add ' "

polymerizalion (POLYM) as ~ BDAT treatment method for high-rOC
ignitable (0001) Wastes from commercial polymerization '
proces~es. Safety-Kleell believes that the POLYM treatment
technology pro'vides.the' regulated commWiity with a
cost-effective, environmentally sound method ofmanagement for' ,
high-TOC ignitable (DOO1) wastes resulting from commercial
polymerization processes. However, Safety-Kleen seeks Agency

., clarification that it is possible to generate monom~r 0001' ,
wastes which continue to undergo pblymerizativn without the' need "
.for additional catalyst (e.g., where catalyst is present in "

, lower co~centration thail needed for commercial production, such
, as a bad reaction'batch). 'Thus, the addition of'a polymerizing I

component or catalyst to ,the ~iscarded materi~ need not be a
, 'require'd condition where the material is deemed capable of

polymerizing fully without additional 'catalysts. 12. For wastes',
. which polymerize ~n a rapid time 'frame, Safety-Kleen requ~sts'
that the Agency find that the point ofgeneration is after such '

., polymeri~oh.occurs for pUrposes ofwaste classification and
·therefor~ fQr lDR dete~tion.Safety-Kleen requestS that the
AgencY determine that materials that are undergoing rapid
po,lymerlZation without catalyst addition can be evaluated as to '
their physical state (i.e., liq¢dor solid using the p~t ' ,

, filter test) once the material has reached standard temperature', I

an4 pressUre, rather than at the immediate point and tim~ of .
generation. Stated another way, awaste which is solid within

." minutes ofbeing removed from a' process can be viewed as' a
'generated solid for purposes ofwaste classification.

RESPONSE ',' '
,.The Agency,tluuiks lbe commenter f~r suppo$g EPA's proposal to add polymerization to~th~:
methods oftreatIn:ent designated as Best Demonstrated'Available Technology (BDAn for high-'
TOC igni~ble (DOOl) wastes resulting from commercial polymerization,p~esses., '

Polymerization may be used to render both the reactive monomers and the catalysts in ihe
. reaCtion non~hazardous ..In addition, other high-TOC (0001) monomers and ca~ysts, .besides

~ 'polyesterlstylene monomer andMEK peroxide, thai-ate hazMdous because they exhibit-the high~ ..'
TOCIDOOI characteristic, may be 'managed through po'ymerization. Ifa waste monomer has

,', suffiCient amounts 'ofcatalys~mixed 'with it fOf polymerization to occur, then that process may 
, meet the definition ofPOLYM;.,However, treatment of the characteristic hazardous was~e by
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.pplymerization mUst re~ult in the high-TOe ignitable waste being converted to'~ inert material
. that d~es not.exhibit any characteristic 'ofhazardous waste. Semi-solid mate~a1s would not

achieve treatment as intended by polymerization..
. . . \ ) .

Ifawaste is generated under the defInition ofPOLYM (as defmed in today's rule), then the point
,ofg~neration is defIned as being' ~hen an inert,mass that does n~t exhibi~ any ch~ct,eristic of . i

hazardoUs waste is produced. If a waste monomer is discarded With sufficient catalyst mixed in '
at the time ofdiscard; and the niixture produces an inert mass that do~s not exhibit any
characteristic ofhazardous waste~ then.POLYM has taken place regardless ofttle amountoftime .
it takes for that mass to be produced~ Within storage and accumulation' regulations. '. },
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The Agency thanks the commenter for supporting EPA's propOsal to add polymerization to the
inethods of treatment designated as Best DemonStrated Available technology (BOAT) for,high·
TOe ignitable (DOOl) 'wastes resulting from commercial polymerization processes.' .

,

Although the Agency only made mention ofthe generator ~ccuuiulation pro\'i~ions for st~rage in .
tanks in the preamble to the final rule, 40 CFR 262.34(a) provides that a generator may

.accumulate hazardous waste,on·site for 90 days or less without a pennit, or without having
interim status, if tbe~waste"is placed either in containers that are iIi compliance with subparts' I,
AA, BB and CC of 40 CFR part 265 and/or in tanks'in compliance with subparts J, AA, BB and'
CC of40 CFR part 265 (except'for§§265.l97 and 265.200), ~d/or in drip pads ifthe generator
complies with sU9Part W of40 CFR part 265 as well as additional record'keeping requirements·.

.' - . ~

•

,.-
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RESPONSE:

DeN PH4P073
, ,

COMMENTER ,OutbQard Marine Corp.
RESPONDER JL '
,SUBJECT POLM
SUBJNUM 073
COMMENT, . '

OMC supports pPA's proposed change as described in the preamble to
,the proposed role (60'F.R. 43679). Ol\:1C also supports the proposed
,changes to 40 CPR 268A2 (60 F.R. 43~97) allowing polymerization as'
, Best Demonstrated' Available Technology,(BOAT) for high TOe,
(Totai'Orgamc'Carbon) 0001 ignitable characteristic
nori·waste waters.

, '

, When this rul~ is finalized, OMC plans to use this technologyJor .
satisfying LOR requirements for waste polyester resin and gelcoat
generated in the fiberglass boat manufacturing process. 'Based ~n

OMC data, polymeJ;ization ofwaste resin and gelcoat reSults in a
solid waste that does not exhibit any 'hazardous waste'
characteristics. OMC believes that polymeriiation of
'waste polyester,resin'and'gelcoat eliminates the ignitability
characteristic ofa hazardeus waste via a"common serise" approach.
We·ask that the EPA clarify its preamble st8.tements regarding ~e
90.day storage oft1)is type ofwaste, in tailks (60 F.R. 43679). The
provisions of40 CFR 26234 allow large quantitygenerators t~

store haza:rdous waste up to 90 days in adequate containers and
tanks. It is not cle~ why EPA specifically a4dressed'tanks under '
40 CFR 264.34 (a)(I)(ii).in the preamble. It is OMC's belief that
the majority offiberglass boat builders would store these types '
ofwastes 'in contain~rs as opposed to tanks. The preamble to the
final rule should address this issue. '
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,The Agency's mention in,the preamble to the proposed ~e of the generator accumulation
ProVisions related to tanks·Was pr<~vided only as guid8.nce and in no way limits agenerator's'

". resPonsibility to comply wi~ all applicabl~ lJazardoUs waste management requirements.
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DCN· PH4P076
COMMENTER Society of the 'Plastics'Industry
RESPONDER JL' ,

'SUBJECT POLM
,SUBJNUM -076' '
,COMMENT

, I

For over a decade, SPI, which represents all segments of~e
plastics' industry in:the United States; I has recognized the merits
ofpolymerization as an acceptable waste management technique and

- promoted its use. SPI is a participant in EPA's Sustainable·
Industry Project for the express purpose'ofdeveloping a proposat
on' polymerization as a LOR methodology for certain plastics
operations. SPlcoII$ends EPA for taking the initiative in the '
propos~ rule to approve polymerization as an acceptable LOR
technology~ Polymerization is' a safe, efficient, and \
effective means ofdmunishingthe to,xicity and mobilitY ofcertain
hazardous wastes ,and eliminating or minimizing any threat to human
health or the environment. " .. -, . .
EPA is proposing to add POLYM to the set of Best Demonstrated :,
Available Technology ("BOAT") methods for 0001 ignitable liquids
high-Total Organic Car~n("~OC") nonwastewater subcategory.
Without jeopardizing the'significant gain that even
limited recognitiQn of this·technology represents; SPI asks EPA'to
consider some additional points-,which are detailed in the remaindeJ;
of these comments: -,

,',

Clarify that th~ rule is not intended to be limited'to reactions
'which,are initiated by'chemical catalysts. -Other methods of .
polymerization,-including thermal and light-initiated reactions, :

. should be allowed, within the defmition ofPOLYM.
Clarify that high-TOC 0001 monomers and cat8lysti besides
pOlyester/~nemonomer and ME~ pe~o?dde are-covered under this
proposal. _ . - - ,

, Consistent with EPA's Common Sense Initiative and the Sustainable
'lIidus~ Projectts Itcleaner/cheaperfsmarter" approach, consider
expanding the use ofpolymerization beyond high-TOC 0901
nonWasteWaters to include managed waste that is listed (and has a
specified treatmenl technology.that does not include deactivatio~) ,
or,characteristic;, as long as the hazard is eliminaied. -
Clarify that generators which polYmerize waste are not regulated

.as treatment, storage and disposal faciJities. '
-SPecify that POLYM may be used as a deactivation technology to
accomplish this goal..
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). Clarify Scop~ ofP~oPosedRule , , ,
EPA defines POLYM as the "fonn~tion ofcomplex high molecular

,weight ~oli4s throUgh polyme~tion of monomers'in high Toe oooi
,,' nonw8stewaters." 60 Fed. Reg., at43679..EPAexplai~ in'this '

J disc~sion that POLYMmay be used t~ manage "those high-TOe wastes, ," ,
, ,which are chemical components in the manufacture of plastics." The ,

preamble discussion on page 43679 provides, as !In example ofan
appr~priate case in which'POLYM may be ~ed, the reaction, ,
ofpolyesterlstyrene witli methyl ethyl ketone ("MEK") peroxide in a
~old to fonn an ,inert fibergl~s material that no longer exhibit a
hazardous waste characteristic. The waste " ,
poiyesterlstyrene mo~omerand' the MEK'peroxide are currently
regulated as high-rOC ignitable 'wastes. ' ,

,. " ,spi understands the preamble language to mean that polymerization
, 'may be used to render' both the reactive monomers' and,the ca:~ysts '
,in the reaction nonhazardous. As proposed by EPA, POLYM simply ,
requires "the addition o'a Polym~rizingcomponent or catal~st'to , . '
the discarded high-Toe 0001 monomer stream." Therefore, SPI ,.
understarids'that other high-TOe 0001 mono~ersan~ cataly~tsbesides
polyesterl styrene monomer and MEKperoxide may be managed through

, 'Polymerization. " ,
.. , FUrther, the preamble: language appears to limit POLYM to re~tioD:s

,. initiated by "a polymerizing component or catalysi." The ' .'
. polymerization prOcess need not be limited to a chemical reactiQn
, involving the'addition ,ofa cat8lyst. SPI is'asking EPA to clanfy
,iilthe final rule that at "~a polymerizing compOnent" includes typic~r
'polyinerization'methods, including thermally initiated ' ., ,
polyinerlzation. Another'~xamplemight be ultra.;violet (UV)", , ,
light-initiated polymerization. '
II. Polymerization' Should Be t\vailable ,For Any Reactive Monomer
0:1' CurlDg A$ent Whether Listedot:,Characteristi~Waste
SPI supports the use ofpolymerizatio~technology to manage
monomers, 'ca~ysts, and other reactiv~'st8rting materials that are,
considered to be high-TOe D001'n.onwaStewater. More than .this, SPI '

, is asking EPA to allow POLYM to' be used to manage otPer' ,
characteristic, and/or listed wastes which are chemical' components,,' ,;
'in'tb;e manufacmre,ofplastics, althou8It SPI d~es not wish to delay
'or derail the pfQposalin any way. - , . ;'",
EP:A does not proVide a basis for limiting POLYM to.high-TOe ,DOO1
nonWaslewater monomers and catalysts. Indeed, $ere are several
Policy'reasons for e?'cpanding the use ofpolymenzation in the LDR '
program to characteristic and hazardoQS re~tive waste "
streams. Expanding POLYM ~s consistent with EPA's endorsement of

, I

:

, ,
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,
...the ongoing practice ofpolymerizing characteristic wastes to a

. non:-ch8racteristic inert' mass" as a practice which"adequately
.. protects hwnan nealth and the environment." 60 Fed. Reg: 4~679..

Expanding POLYM is·conslstent with th~ practice ofwaste ,
. minimization and pOllution prevention. It will also reduce the
incidence of cross·media releases via lealc:age~ air em,issions, or
~iisposalbecause there is no cross-media contamination associated
.with polymerization., IfEPA expands the.circwnstances under which
POLYM can be used, more companies will be able to avqid the need to
incinerate and create cross-media feleases via air emissions.
In addition, current methods are 'not as safe, effective, or
economical as polymerization for treating certain types ofwaste., .

. Expan~ng the use ofa known technology wo~ld sub~tially

.'ease the compliaiice and cost burdens of the LDR program for many .
, small businesses. Polymerization is the most efficient and .
,environmen~ly soimd way to render waste nonhazardous in many,
cases, in part because it eHmmates the need for 'long tennstoragc'
ofignitable and' other hazardous ~aterials. Also,-manufacturers do
not have to ship the,haZardous material off-site;and this reduces

, both the cost and risk ofhazardous waste managemcmt~ Such a
change is consistent'with the "cleaner/cheaper/smarter',' approach
embodied in EPA's Common Sense lnitiativ~'and the Sustainable'
IndUstry Project.
A 'way to effect this change, in part, is to revise the definition
~fPOLYM to eliminate the reference to high·TOe '0001" " .
nonwastewaters, so that POLYM' is defined as: "Fonnation ofcomplex
high-molecUlar weight solids through a chemical or physical
process ofpolymerization of reactive C?Omponen~ uSe~ in the
manufacture ofplastics.II In addi~on, EPA should make POLYM one of
a number ofavailable technologies for manag~g LOR waste when

,"deaCtivation" is the speCified standard. "Deactivation" (or
"O~eT") is defined as "to remove the hazardous characteristics of
a waste due to ,its ignitabilitY,.corrosivity, and/or reactivity."
40 C.F.R. §268.42, Table 1. Pol~erization fits this definition
and would then be suitable.for. use With,other DOOlignitabl,:
liquids, 0002 (corrosive), 0003 (reactive), and other wastes.
Califo~a serves as an example ofwhy lhis'change,ls needed; The
State has tried.to amend its rule~ to pennit polymerization of
small amounts ofwaste resin. However, because ofLOR constraints"
this effort was unsuccess~. EPA's recognitiori ofPOLYM will· '
'allow California and other states to go forward with their
proposals. This will benefit many companies in the
plastics industry.
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'SPI is urging EPA to expand the uses ~fPOLYM beyond high TO,C.
'DOOI nonwastewaters t08t least include a.ll hazardous reactive ' 
s~g materi,als \Yith specified titethods of treatment under the

, land disposal restriction program. SPI understands that~ in the
case oflisted wastes with specified concentration levels, "
polymerization may be used now to treat the waste to below these
concentration levels. For those characteristic and Jisied 'wastes'
wi-th specified ' , ,
treatment technologies, a change' in current regulations' ~s needed; "

- Furthennore,'SPI's,experience in this area lead:s us to.suggest
that the use ofpolymerization need not be-tied to whether the, '
reactive component is ~ II,lonomer, ,curing agent, or other starting
material used in the manUfacture of plastics, or why the waste is

-hazardous. For example, 2,4-Toluene diisocyanate ("TDl") is a
listed hazSrdous waste (i.DR waste code U223). Alth~ugh reacting
pllyol ~d roI produces a nonhazardous polYurethane; currently EPA
will only 8110w incineration or fuel substitUtion as treatment

. , meth04s for U223,nonwastewaters. ADother example isa small class
'ofcwing agentS used in the polymerization 9fepoxy resin that may .

,~ flammable. A:.different set ofepcJxy curing agents exhibits the
, characteristic.ofcorrosivity, , ,
but" ifPalyme,rlzed,.are rendered noDhazardQus. other ~~~osetor 

. thermopiastic materials for \lV~ch 'polYmerization coUld be 'used to
render reactive~~uslw~te ·nonhazardo.us '

. include: polyuret.ha.Q.es, epoxies, phenolics;melamine fonnaldehyde~

" . '. Urea formaldehyde, alkyd polyester resins,' and acrylic casting .
materials~ The same principle-applies to other.thermose~ in which
the normallnanufacturing process could be one which uses a process'

. -other thana catalyst, 'such as thermal orlight polymerization t6'
initiate th~ reaction. -
Once polymerized, these wastes,would be typically disposed of in
landfills once'pe;,lymerized;which is an ~cept!lbleenvironniental
outcome because they would be rendeh;d nonhazardous: The possible

.expansion ofPOLYM to other reactive polymer constitUents would not
result iii a re9Uced lev~l ofproteCtion for human heal~ and the" "
environment. POLYM would just'be one'a pernUssi~leway'to manage
hazaidous waste, and facilities would still have generator's .. .' -,...... .

"obligatiQn to ensure that,the waste is appropriately teSted and·'
,-handled prior to land disposal: Generators must ensure that the ,

wastes they manage do not retaip a hazardous ch8racieristic or are
. ,oth~rwise nonh8Zardous prior to land disposal, or they are . .

: _'obligated to ensure that the Waste continues to be properly managed
for its associated haZard. Take 'the case of an'off,specification

• . . .' I .
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batch ofmateriai that does not polymerize well: Th~ generator
would have to manage the.off-spec material using a method other
than polymerization. . .
California serves as an example ofwhy this change is n,eeded. The,
State has tried to amend its rules to permit polymeriZation of
small amounts ofwaste resm. Howevert because ofLPR CONSTRAINTS,

: this effort was unsuccessful,. EPA's recognition ~fPOLYM .will
allow California'and other states to go forward with their.
proposals. This wi~l benefit many companies in th~

plastics industry.
III. Gen~rators That Polymerize Waste Are Not Regulated As
Treatment,'Storage and DispoSal Facilities·' '
·SPI supports EPA's effortS to stre~ineLDR requirements for
generators who manage their own waste, such as by propos~ng to
require only a one-time notification anc;i certification to the' ,
receivingfacility, eliminating ~e requirement to submit waste·

, analysis plants to states and Regions, and reduce record retention . ,
periods from five to:three years. 60 fed. R~g. at 43677. Itwo~d, .
be offurther help for the final rule to remind manufacturers of.
their inherent obligations; and to inform them that the USe of ,
POLYM does not trigger the need for treatment, storage and Disposal

·facility f'TSDF") Permitting. Although permitting is no~ required
if'a generator chooses t'? manage. \Y8Ste in tanks, containers or
cont:ainment·buildings to meet the applicable LDR standards, other
RCRA generator and LDR obligatio11$.apply. 5l Fed. Reg. 10168.
(March 24,1986). SPI believes that facilities will be 'able ,to
perform the required polymerization well Within,the accumulated
storage time limits. The .involved facilitie.s m:e familiar with
safe handlmg techniqUes and the associated partic:wars of '

. polymerization technology. '. . ' .
. . SPI believes that (acUities will be'able to peno~ the required .

polymerization well within the accumulated storage time l~ts. TJte'
involved facilities are familiar With safe handiing techniques and
the associated particulars ofpolymerization technology..
IV. CONCLUSIONS .
Since 1984, the. land dispoSal ofhazardous waste has. been
prohibited ~ess.thewaste meets treatment standards set by EPA..

·RCRA'require~ that the treatment Standards It'substantially diminish .
the toxicity or mobilitY ofhazardous waste such that short- and
'long-term threats to human health and the envirOrim~ntare ,,\
~d.1t 60 Fed. Reg. at 43655.
.Polymeriza~ol:1 is recognized as a way ofhandling material so that
it no longer presents the~ thafprompted the charact~tion. '
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,ofhazardous. The use of POLYM h~ benefits that extend far beyond,
one process. EPA is propOsing that ~lymerization be limited to "

. certain polymer:ized monomerS and catalysts which~ haza;dous due.
to ignitilbility. As discussed in these comments, SPI is requestiIig

, certain cl8ri(acati(ul ~d believes that-a broader application
ofpolymeriZation is consistent with safe"effective, ~d' ,
ecohomic~ waste management,under ReRA, the eo~on Sense Initiative
.and the Sustain~ble Industry Project Th~ toxicity and mobilitY, '
"ofhazardous waste are rendered nonexistent by the technology"
regardless'ofwhether the need to treat the waste is based on a

, hazardous w~te listing or because the waste e~bits a .'
- haZardous chaJ'acteriS\ic: EPAshould consider SPI's comments oli

additiomu sectorS in which this technology m~y be effectively
: ~d,'and incorPorate thes~ recommendations to' the extent that ' '
it can do so without disrupting the fmalization'ofthe proposal

, for high·Toe iP:itabie wastes. ' '

RESPONSE:
, ,

. ,

, ,

'e,

"

. , '

The Agen~y~ the commenter for supporting EPA;s proPosal to add polymeriZation 'to the .,' ,,'
methods oftreatment designated as Be~t Oem~nstrated Availa~le Technology (BOAT) for high- '
Toe ignit:able (0001) wastes resulting frOm commerCial Polymeri~tion processes. " ,

The commenter is .correct in stating'that polymerization may be uSed to 'render both the reactive' ;
.monomerS and the catalysts in the reaction non-~dous. ,~n ,addition, other. high-TOe (0001)
monomers and catalysts, besides p<>lyesterfstyiene monomer and ME~ peroxide, that are
hazardous becaUse they e~bit the high7TqelDoo1 c~cte,ristic, ~ay be m~ged through

'Polymerization. However, treatment ofthe characteristic hazardous waste'by polyme~zation '
must result in the high-TOe igmtable waste'being converted to an inert material that doe~ not·

, exhibit any characteristic ofhazardouS waste. AS the co.inmenter points out, ifpolyuierization'
, does not result in an ~ert Il;18sS, the 1:reatme~t standafd is not ~hie~ed, and the waste must be '
managed using a different form oftreatment (i.e., CMBST or RORGS).

1 -: . ' • •

At this tinie~' the Agency i~ l~~g the definition ofPOLYM to in~lude ~n1y those rea~tio~
initiated by a pOlYmerizing component Qr catalyst..EPA has no data on' other polymerization

. methods such as thermal or.u1tra..violet light initiated polynierization..The data you have \
'. submitted and any further data you,or oth~ submit will be ev~uated;-aD.dthe Age~cy will revisit'

.this issue in·the future. '.

"

The Agency ~otes that the addition ofpolymerization to the set ofrequired methods of treatment
des~gmited ,3:5 BOAT ~pplies to high:'TOe ,ignitable(DOO1) non-wastewaters o~y~The Agency
is not designating ,polymerizatio~ as BDAT f~i any listed hazardou:s wastes. the Agency'does
not have' suffiCient da~ at this time to make adeterniination of the applicability of ,"
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" polymerization as BOAT for listed hazardous wastes.

In addition, the Agency is not adding polymerization to ,the list'of designated BDAT for any
characteristic hazardous wastes other than high-TOC 0001. The Agency does not have the data
to make a detennina~ion ofthe' applicability ,ofthis treattnent technology to 9ther characteristic '

, hazardous wastes at this time. Such'a determination is beyond the scope oftoday's rulemaking.

The Agency appred~tes the commenter's ~uggestions' for clarifying the availability o(
polymerization for high-TOC ighitable wastes which are chemical compounds in the
manUfac~ ofplastics. ,The Agency has included ~s clarification in the preamble to th~ final "
rule. "

, .
J1te Agency notes that 40 CPR 262.34(a) provides that a generator that manages high-TOC

.ignitable 0001 wastes on':site, may manage the wastes through polYmerization while
accumUlating the wastes on-site without obtaining a pennit, or, without haying inte~ statuS;
provid~d the wastes, are not stored for more than 90 days ,and provided the wastes are placed .
either in containers that are in,compliance with subparts.I; AA, BB and'CC of 40 CFR part 265.'
and/or in~mcompliance with subparts J, AA, BB and CC of40 CPR part 265 (except for' .
§§2~5.197 and 265.20Q), and/or in drip pads ifthe generator complies With subpartW of40 CFR

, pan 265 as wel~ as additional record keepmg requirements. ..

, .
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'.. DeN' , PH4P089
:COMMENTER .ASTSWMO

. RESPONDER ')1.:. . . .
SUBJECT POLM'
SUBJNUM 089 , I'

·COMMENT·· . . ,,' i

10; The Task Force has no objection to the proposed, . .
Polymerization (P<;)LYM) method'oftreatment for 0001 Higli.TOC
igtUtable wastes.. ' ' , " I,' ' ," , ' . , ,',

. " ..
. !

.e.. ,

. ., , "

. . The Age~cy thanks the comm~nter'for 'supporting EPA's ,proPosal to add polymerization to the
. methodS oftreatmerifdesignated as Best D~monstratedAv8ilabl~TechDology (BDAn for high

.'TOC ignitable (DOO I) wastes resulting from commercial polyinerization processes.
. " .' .' '. ,'.' . I '

. " , ,

, . I ...
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.:- DCN , PH4PO~2

COMMENTER Union Carbide Corp.' .
RESPONDER I JL " ' .
SUBJECT POLM
SUBJNUM 092
COMUdENT .

III.B. Union Carbide suppo~ addition of the proposed POLYM '
standard for treatnient ofhighTOC ignitable nonwastewaters.
The proposed defmitionofPOLYM appropriately includes '

.' applications beyond styrene monomer. For example, the proposed
POLYM option wili faci1itate~e most safe and' effective
management of the fo~lowingemergency response scenario:
Union Carbide manufactures a product using a highly reactive
.monomer. The reaction sy~eni is designed so that the contents can
pe purged in case of process upset. The unreacted mixt:ure, 'which
wo~ld exhibit the characteristic of ignitability, would be sent' .

. to a sectio~ ofpiping (a totallY,enclosed treatment unit) into '
,which caustic soda'is introduced. The 'caustic would cause the
polymerizati9n ofthe monomer and ~move the char8cteristic of
ignitability. The. polymer.in this case wguld be a fme suspension
ofparticle~ in an aqueous stream. The most practical ~eans'to
cont41ue treatment woUld be to sewer tP-e polym~rized stream for
further biological treatment in the location's .
surface i~poundments. . .

RESPONSE:

.The,Ag~l,lcytl1anks the com'menter for supporting EPA's propoSaJ. to'add polymeriZation to the
methods oftrea~entdesignated as,Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BPAT) fox: high-,
TOC ignitable (0001)~s resulting from cOmInerci~polymerization processes.

'. .' . ' . {. -.

The Age~cy notes that the commenter is incorrect in assuDnng that polymerization is ~ppropriate
treatment for a high;.TOC ignitable waste where the treatment ~Sults in a fme suspension of .
particles in an aqueOus' stream. Treatment by polyme~tion must result in'an inert mass, and
not result in.suspended particles'in an aqueous stream that must be further treated by biological
treatmem. .

... "
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OCN . "PH4P097 ' ,
, . .

CO~NTER Hazardous'Waste Management. '
RESPONDER JL

'. SUBJECT POLM'
, SUBJNUM' 097'.

eOMME;NT
PolymerizatiOllMethod ofTreatment ,for Hiih~Toe Ignitab~e000I
Wastes (60 eFR 43679) '.
The Agency proposes to add polymerization to the set ofrequired ,

:methods oftreatment fOl- high~Toe ignitable (000I) wastes resultil1g
from commercial polymerization processes. Polymerization is' ,
proposed~ an alternative to eMBST or RORGS for only those
high-TOe 0001 ~teswhich are chemic~ components in the

. manufacture ofplastics (60 F.R. 43679).Typically, waste"
':'polyester/styrene monomers and MEK peroxide are commonly 'disPosed
by reacting small quantities together to· create ,fiberglass scraps'

" 'that are no longer characteristics. Polymeri~tion would allow~e

practice ofpolymerizmg higb:'TOC igriitabl~ (0001 )characteristic
waStes to 'a ndn-characteristic inert 'mass which the,Agency believ~s ,. '
adequately protects huinan health1aud the environment.
HWM generally, supports~ promulgation ofpolymeri~tionas a ,

, 'sPecified technology for high-TOe ignit~blewastes from the
plastics manufacturing'industry; 'however, the ~escription

,ofpolymerization'proposed in §268.42 Table I 'should be qlodified.
The de~criptionshould be amended to reflect that this specified, '
technology is only available fOr,'those high-TOe DOOl'wastes which

.' are chemical components in the manufacture ofplastics. A list,', :.
, which reflects'someofthe acceptable constituents would be helpful

and should be iriclud~. In addition to the list, the
, "suggested change is ~ follows: , '

", "POLYM" - Formulation ofcomplex high:mQlecUlarweight solids :
. thro~gh polymerization ofmonomers in high-TOe 0001 nonwaStewaters

'. which are chemical components in the manufacture ofplastics.
. RESPONSE:' , f' , .

\ .

"

, ,
','

. '

• •. I • •

, ,Th~ ~genCy th3nks the co:mmenter fo'rsuPpo~lng EPA's proposal to ad,d polymerization ~o the
meth~dsof treatment designated as Best Demonstrated Available :rechnology (BDAn fOI: h;igh-
TOC ignitable (0001) wastes reSu1~g from ,commercial pOlymerization pI:Qcesses. . '

, I

, ,

:' I
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·The Agency appreciates the commenter's suggestions for, clarifying the availability of
,'polymerization for high-TOe 0001 wastes which are chemical components in the manufacture, '

.. of plastics. The Age~cy ~as included this clarifi~ation in the preamble to the final ~le. '

At'this time the Agency is not publishing a list ofacceptable'constitUents. EPA believes that the
definition ofPOLYM is exp\icit'enough for generators to make a detennination as to whether
POLYM is 'applicable to their, wastes. Anyone who has a question is always free to con~ctState
or EPA officials at ~y tinie. . , . .

"
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DCN ' 'PH4P193
COMMENTER Ciba-Geigy. CorP. \

I '

:RESPONDER JL .. ' '
',' SUBJECT POLM

. ,SUB!NUM 103
: COMMENT . "

. 'Ciba supports the fin'alization ofPOLYM as an a1tem~tive to C;MBST '
'or RORGS for those high-toc DOO1 wastes which can Polymerize to .
fonn coinple~high molecuiar weight so'lids. Although'~PA in its

,discussion focuses sOlely on the reaction ofp0.lyesterlstyrene
wi,~ methyl ethyl ketone ~roxide. a POLYM alte~tive is
,applicable to ~ nlim1?er: of thermosetting resin w~es. As a' , .,
manufacturer ofepoxy resin, which cures in an addition reaction
wi~;amine an~p~ei1olic hardeners ~o~g otlters, ,we~ application
for this treatment metho,d for labora~ory wastes in addition to
manufaeturIDg materials. ' -
ExpandiD.g the Appli~bilityofPOLYM to Thennosetting Resin

,Wastes. ", ~ ,

Ciba questions the need to limit the, ex~lusion: to ,commerci~' ,'.
- processes and chemical comPonentg-' iIi the m~ufaCtureofplastics.

,' C~ba recommen~ ,that the preamble to the fmal rule not appear,t~
, ,unduly'limit the applicability ofthe polymerization ~temative.

,Without any discussion, the EPA proposed rule apparently iritendsto .
. limit this alternative to "commerCial polymerization processes" and
,~o manufacturing wastes. '''Today's Nle proposes' POLYM~ . ,'

an alternative to CMBST or RqRGS for thoSe high-TOC DQOl~s
, which are chemical "comPonents in the manufactUre ofplastics."1 The"
, preamble statements'appe8r to limit the applicability of the 'POLYM '

alternative for labOratoryw~. A~ditionally, many' . ,
-commercial~ermosetting resin applications'resul~ in coatiJigs or " ' ,
, 3dhesives and these application wastes maybe prevented from using -,.
this alternative because neither of:these uses produce a "plastic" I

l]Sing the common meaning of~eword.! '

RESPONSE:

"

.'

c·

t,"·

-.

. ' ,

, . ,.'. I .,' .

:The Agency thankS the commenter for supporting pPA's proposal to 'add ~lymerization to the '
. set ofrequired methods oft.:reatment designated as Best Demonstrated Available Technology

(BOA1') for high-TOC ignitable (DOOl) wastes resulting from 'commercial pol)rmenzation "
~ . . . . . .

pro..cesses. ,
. t. . I

PolYmerization may 'be used to render both the reacti"e monomers and the catalysts in the" .
reaction non-hazafdous~ In' addition, other hiih-TOC (DQO1j monomers' and catalysts, beSIdes

I '
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polyester/styrene monomer and MEK perox.ide, that are h~do~'because tlieyexhibit the high
TOCIDOOI characteristic" may ~e managed through polymerization. However, treatment of the
ch!UClcteristic hazardous.waste by polYmerization must result in the high-TOC ignitable w~te
.being converted to an inert material th~t d~es not exhibit any characteristic of~dous waste. '

, ,

At this time, the Agency is ,limitirig the definition of POLYM to include'9nly those reactions
" initiated by a polymerizing component.or catalyst. EPA has no data on other polymerization',

methods such as thermal or ultra-violet light initiated polymerization. The' ~ta you have
submitted and any further data you 9r others submit will be evaluated and the Agency will revisit'
this issue in the future.

,~ •

, I

, '.
, ,

"

,'.'982'
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Th~ Agency notes ·that the addition ofpolYmerization to the set ofrequired methods oftreatment
designated as BDAT appiies to characteristic (high-TOe 0001) non-wastew~tersonly. The
Agency is not designating polymerization as BDAT for any listed hazardous wastes or for any
other characteristic was1es at this time. The Agency does not 'have sufficient data'at this time to 'e
make a determination ofthe 'applicability ofpOlyme$ation as BOAT for listed hazardous .wastes
o~ other characteri~cwastes.

, '.....

'\ .

The Agency notes tha~ in the case of laboratory wastes, better treatment options are available to' ,
the generator.. Conibustion may be a JJetter alte~ative for these wastes than. polymerization.
There are few limitations tO'the types'ofconstituents that may be present in lab packs destined ' .. '
for incineration (i.e., no mercury or arsenic). Bpming achieves complet~ destruction of the
organic components ofthe wastes. However, EPA does not have data to support a finding that
polymerization will result in the conStruction or adequate chemical reactions of the hazardous' '

- co.nstituents in lab'~cks, particularly since the compos~tionof these wastes can vary greatly.
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,D~N ,PH4PI03- .
, COMMENTER Ciba-Geigy COrp.
, RESPONDER JL', ' ' ,

SUBJECT. . POLM
SUBJNUM, - 103' .
COMMENT ". ,

" ~asing Implementation Without ~ompromising Environmental ,-' !

, Protection. ' ' , ' . ' , ' ','
In the propOsed rule, EPA states ignitable materials can be' stored
forup t~ 90 days in RCRA generatot-tanks: Amore use~l

I impiementation discussion for generators ofthese wastes would have
" been to' propose an accommodation to resin manufacturers' and Users

,so that waste harde$g oPeratio~could' be intepted into, ~eir, ' .
day-to-day operations. Ciba believes this regulation would be

, greatly improved by.allowing generators to polymerize thejI own
.wastes. Sinc,e polymerization is a staitdard operation for these ' '
manufactUrers this treatment should not reqU:ire tlult pro~ess, .

, vessels meet ReRA ta.1.1k regulations provided the state .._
, ';,; \enyirQninental agency"agreesY/ith the.generator thai the equipment /

used for polymerization is suitable": ' . '
In'summary, th~ POLYM alternative is too Il31'fOwlydrafted~ It does
not appear,to be applicable to many thennosetting ,resin "
waste 'streams where POLYM is an appropriate .and disposal

, restriction technology. Ciba recommends that preamble language in
." the tiDal rule show that the POLYM treatment technology alternative'

has broader applicability, iDcluding the tIeatm!=nt of laboratory ,
/ wastes'amenable to polymerization. . . .'

In ord~r to 'reduce the cost and difficulty 'oftitilizing this land
disposal restriction alternative, the EPA should sPecify·~t POLYM

'. " ·need not be perfo~ed in liCRA tanks "<including the requirements of
" "Subpart AA, S,ubpart SB, and·Subpart eC).as long as the storage and

, treatment operations are pro~ve .ofhUman 'health'and the "
,enviionment and deemed suitable by the state RCRA authority. .
As a' side note, eiba recommends that the parenthetical in~luded.in

. the DOO1 high-TOc IGNITABLE Subcategory in the 268.40 Table
Treatment Standardsifor Hazardo:us Waste be clarl::fied,." (Note: this
subcategorY consists ofnonw&stewaters omy)." This Parenthetic81
,is confusing in 'that the land disposal restrictiondefinition for'
·waste waters is typically InDited to aqueous waste which contains "

, less than i%,Toe and less than .]%TSS. By definition, all high-TOe .
ignitable wastes do no~ meet this definition of~tewater.Ifa .
different definition ofwastewater is intended, it has not bC:en
elucidated by E~A and should be re-proposed so that stakehol4e~ ,

,) ',"
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,c~ understand the scope ofthis limitation.
. .

, ., . 'RESPONSE:

- "

•. .

The Agency disagrees with the commenter',s'assertiort that 'genc:rators should be allowed to treat
high-TOC / 0001 wastes on-site in unregulated storage units. ·The Agency belicrves that the
required generator accumulation and storage proVisions are necessary to ens~e adequate,
'protection ofhuman..,eaIth and the environment. Generators who manage high-tOC 0001
wastes on-site may manage .!he wastes ~hile accumulating the wastes in tanks or containe1'§,

. without obtaining a permit or interim status~ provided the wastes are not stored for longer than 90
days and provided the generator is in compliance with all applicabl~ ReRA management
requirementS, including the accumulation and storage provisions of40 CFR 262.~4. 40 ~FR
262.34(a) provides.that a generator may acc':lIl1ulate hazardous waste on-site for 90 days odess
without a vc;rmit, or without having interim·status, if the waste is placed either in containers that

. are in compliance with subparts I, AA, BB and CC of,40 CJ:R part 265 ancilor in tanks in
compliance with· subparts J, AA, BB and CC of40 CFR part 265 (except for§§26S.l97 and
265.200).'· .' , .,.' , ' , '. . " . . ..

Polymerization may t>e used'to render both the reactive monomers 'and the catalysts in the,
reaction non~~dous. In addition, other high-TOe (0001) monomers and catalysts, besides,
polyester/styrene monomer and MEK peroxide, that are hazardouS because they exhibit the high
TOCIDOOI characteristic, may be managed through polYmerization. However, treatment of the \
c~aracteristic hazardous waste by polYmerization must result in the high-TOe ignitable waste e

. ~ing converted ~o an inert mat~al that does not exhibit any characteristic ofhazardous waste. '
, ' ,

, '

At~~e, the Agency is limiting the defurltion ofPOLYM to include'only those rea~tions' ..
initiated by a polymerizing component' or. catalyst. EPA has no data on other polymerization
methOds such as thennal or ultra-violet light initiated polymerization:' The data you have ','
submitted and ~y further data you or others submi~ will be evaluated and the Agency will revisit
this issue' in'tQe future. '

. . ...,

The Agency notes that, jn the case of laboratory~s, better treatment options are available to
~e generator. Combustion may be a better alternative for these wastes than polymerization.
There are'few limitations ,to the types ofconstituents ,that'may,be'pre~nt in lab packs destined,
for incineration (i.e., no mercury or arsenic). Burning achieves complete 'destruction ofthe
organic components ofthe wastes. However, EPA does not have data to ~PpQrta find.ing tha~
polYmerization will result in ,the construction or adequate chemical reactions ofthe hazardous ,
constituents in lab packs, particularly s~ce the composition oftheSe waStes can vary greatly. '

"

The Agency also notes' that the addition ofpolymeriZation t'? ~e metho~ oftreatmen~'designated
as BDAT applies to characteristic (high-TOC 0001) non-wastewaters oilly. The Agency is not '
designating polYmerization as BDAT for'~y listed~ous wastes or for any other "

.' . characteristi~ wastes at ~s,time. "The Agency does not have sufficient data at this time.to make

. '.
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a ~etenniDatioD ofth~ applicability ofpolymerizati()D as BOAT for listed h~do~s wastes ~r
other ch~cteristic wastes. ., . ;,'
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The Agen~y thanks'the coIrimenter for supporting EPA's proposal to add po~ym~rization to the
methOds oftreatinent 4esignated as Best Demo~stratedAvailable Techno.1ogy (~DAT) for high
TOe ignitable (0001) wastes resulting from,commercial polymerization processes. The Agency
agrees with the commenter that the availability of this treatJp,ent'method f9r high,;,TOC ignitable'
wastes will reduce the risks aSsociated,with'these wastes and adequately protect h~an health
and the environment. ' ' ,

. )

:".. ,
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\
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RESPONSE: ' .

DCN' PH4PI08'
COMMENTE~ Tiara
RESPONDER' JL..
SUBJECT' ,POlM
SUB.JNUM 108 '
COMMENt .

SO Yachts, Inc. supports the proposal to a4d polymerization as~ ,
approved treatment technology for polyester resin. Polymerization
creates a: non-hazardous waste, thereby protecting human health and '. '

the enviroiunent.

, "
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,·DCN. PH4P,j'13. .
. COMMENTER Cheniical Manufacturers Assn· . . ,

.RESPONDER JL'
SUBJECT 'POLM ..
SUBJNUM 113

. . (

-·COMMENT '

.' \.

-.' "

VII. Additional Comments· , . . \

, .

• J • _

. ,

\. "

, \
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, A. CMA supports the AgencypropoSaI ,to establish POLYM as an LOR
treattrient method but believes the preamble discussion·unnecessarily.
constrains the qptior). . ' . , ' '., . _ ..'
CMA believ~s·that POLYM provides the regulated community, with a
cost effective, environmentally sOund method ofmanagement for
high-TOC ignitable (DOO I) wastes resUlting frqm commercial '.'

, . polymerization processes. However, CMA seekS Agency ~larification

. ()n language contained ,within the diseussi()n tha~ ~ppears·to '
unnecessarily constrain the use ofPOLYM .
The Agency discussion (60 Fed. Reg. 43,679, August 22,'1995)' .

, ., . \ .
states: .
"POLYM requires the addition ofa polymerizing compone~t or·

·catalyst to the discai'<ied high-TOe.000I mO~Qmers~ intended for
land disposal." . ' ..' " ..

· <;::MA requests that the'Agency alsO ac~owledge that it is possible. '.
to generate mo~omer·DQOI wastes which continue to undergo. '
p61~erization Without the need for additioDal catalyst (in .
~tances where catalyst is present in lower concentration than
needed for commercial production, such as a bad reaction batch).

·Thus, the addition ofa pOlymerizing component or catalyst to the
discarded mllteri81 should Q.ot be a required·condition where the .
material is deemed capable ofPolyriJ.erizing fully without additional'
'~taly~. . .

I. CMA'suggests that the Agency define the Point of generation for·
w3.stes which pOlymeriZe on a rapid~e frame. ,
"CMA requests,that the Agency deternprie that materials that are
undergoing rapid pOl~erization(i.e;, within a .few mOII1en~ of.
·removal from the process), Without catalyst addition should be .
evaluated as to,theu, physical state (i.e'" liquid or Solid using .
the paint filter'test) once the material has reached standard .

· temperature artd p~ssure. ThUs, a waste which is solid within ~
·minutes 'ofbeing removed from a process should be viewed 'as. a ., .
generated solid for'purpo~ ofwaste classification.,. .
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2. CMA suggests that the' Agency ~low POLYM for off-specification '
U-iisted catalyst monomers which are characteristically hazardous. '
Ina parallel request and employing the same logic as the Agency

-. has advanced~ GMA requests that the Agency consider that
,off-specification monomer which would otherwise be a U-listed waste
~d which is listed due to a: c~aracteristic other thail toxicity be .
eligible to employ'. ,.'
this treatme~t method as well. CMA 8Iso sees no reason why

, off-specification characteristic initiator cannot have monomer
added and accomplish the same goal. ,CMA asks that the Agency, apply
POLYM to these wastes,as well. .

3. CMA'suggests that the Agency not subject the storage of
,polymerizing wastes in 90-Jay areas to waste analysis plan'
provisions.
CMA requests that when DOO.1materials are left to polymeriZe (with
or without the addition Qfcatalysts), and such polymerization

. , takes phlC~e in a 90.day tank.or container, that this
activity beJxempt from the requirement to prepare and subniit a .
Waste analysis plan to EP,A Regional Administrator. (Since
,verification ofcompletion ofpolymerization would likely involve a

, .'combination ofvisual, p~ysical and proce~ural steps, and the
number ofprohibited s~ams treated is very limited'at most
facilities, i.e~, a lack ofvariability in waste streams
eliminates much ofthe need for detailed waste aDa1ysis plans, the"
c~nt generator requirements'to charact~ze the treated resi4ues

.under RCRA woUld piovide adequate pro~ction as well as the fact, ~

that in some cases the catalyst or additional Polymerizing.
. materials would be added direCtly to the manufacturing unit, i.e., ,

the batch is determined.to be off..spec and 'catalyst '
'. and/or polymerizing materials are add~~ directly to tI,le process.
4~ CMA suggests that the Agency allow ~tes which are treated
Using POLYM be eligible for use as sealing agents under the debris
standards.
CMA' requests'that the Agency consider allowing the use ofthe

. ' Polymerizedw~s in satisfying the Sealing technology option
.specified under the debris land diSposal restrictions. Ifa
facility is going to, allow a batch ofwaste to polymerize, that
,polymer should be. allowed to additionally serve the function
specified in the debris rule ofa polymeric agent, which will
save raW. material and energy othenyise req~d to create
first-quality PQlymers to serve that purpose.., '

.'
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Poly~eri~tion m~y ~e used to render boili the 'reactive mo~~mers and the catalysts in the '
reaction non-haZardous. In addition"oth~rhigh-TOC (DO()l) monomers'and cauilysts, besides" '
polyester/styrene mon~mer andMEK peroxide~ that are hazardous because they exhibit the'high- '
TOCIDOO1 characteristic, may' be ~8naged through polymerization. 'If a waste mono~er has . ,

" sufficient ~oUntS ofcatalyst mixed with it for polymerization to oc~ur, then thatproces~may ,
meet the defInition ofPOLYM.,However, treatment ofthe characteristichazardous waste by'
,polymerization must result in the high-TOC ignitable waste being converted to-an,inert material
th~t does, not exhibit any.characteristic' ofhazardous ~aste. Semi-solid materials would not, '
achieve tr~atment as Intended by polymerization.

, -' ,

The Agency notes that the addition ofpolymerization to ~e set ofrequired methods oftreatment
designated as BDATapplies to characteristic (high-Toe DOO1) non-wast~w~terS only, .The
Agency is not desigrlating polymerization as ,BOAT for any lis~ed hazardous 'wastes or for any" ,
l0ther c~c~eristlc,.wastes at this time., The Agency d~esnot have sUfficient data at this time to..
~ake a detennination ofthe ~pplicabilityofpolymeri~tion"as BDAT for listed hazardous wastes
ot other characteristic waSt~~. . ' ,,- . '" ' ". i . . " "

. i.

Ifa waste,is generated under the defInition ofPOLYM (as defiiled intoday's rule), then the point
of generation is.defined as being ~hen an inert 'mass that does not exhibit.any chaiacteristic of
hazardous waste is produced~ Ifa waste monomer is discarded with sufficient catalyst mixed in'
at the time ofdiscard, arid the nrlxture prod,uces an'inert mass ~i does not exhibit any , " '
characteristic ofhazatdous waste, then POLYM has'taken place regar~lless ofthe amount of time

· itt8kes for tb8.tm~ to be produced, within .storage and 'BC?cumulation regulations. . " ' .' '. . '" , .. . . .

Ge~eratbrs whom~gehigh-TOC DOOI wastes on-site may'~ge the wasie~ while .
accumulating the wastes ill tanks or containers;without obtaining a permit.or. interim status, .

'provided the wastes are not store forJonger than 90 days and proVided the 'generator is iit '
·,cOmpliance with all applicable RCRA nianagemen~requirements, incl~ding the accumulation' '.

, and,storage.proVisions of40 CFR 262.34. 40 CFR 262.34(a) provides that a gellerator ~ay"
accumulate hazardous waste on~site for 90 days or less without ~ permit, or Without haviIig· '
interim Status, ifthc' waste is placed either in containe~that are in compliance with 'subparts I,

, AA~ ~B and CC of 40 CFRpart 265 andJ~r in .tanks, in compliance ,with subparts J, AA, BB and
CCof40 CFR part 265 (except for §§265.l97 and 265.200). " . ",
• • < I

" .. . , In addition, 40 CFR 262.34(a)(4) doesreqiure'generators who ~athazaidouswastes on-site in
" ·tanks, con~erS, and/or containment buildings to comply with'the waste analysis plan .

provisions of40 CFR268.7(a)(~)~ The Agency does not believe that this provjsion is oyerly
bUrdensome. Generators must de.velop a: waste analysis plan, keep a copy ~fthe'p-lanon-site, and

· muSt make one-time submission ofthe plan to EPA or an authorized state. The Agency does'not
beiieve that the development ofawaste analysis plan for a generator treating high-TOC igni~ble.

, l?OO1 waStes on-site in tanks or containers is a complicated or oyerly burde~some process.,. In ,

• j.
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, .
addition, the Age~cy believes that'such a requirement doe.s proy-idea'necessary le~el of 'It_.

,accountability on the part ofhazardous waste generators. Therefore, the Agency· is retaining this
requirement with tQday's final rule. .

:. . .
The commenter~~'request that the Agency allow wastes that are, treated using polymeriiation, to ,
be render.to be in compJiance ~th the sealing fe~hnology option specified, under the debris land
disposal restrictions requirements is beyond the scope ofthi~ rulemaking. At present, the Agency
had no data to support the commenter's request. The Agency.appreciates,the commenter's'
request, and may ~visit the issue at a future time when comments can be requested and fully
considered on this .topic. ".

\ .
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DCN " ,PH4PII7 ,.
COMMENTER Boston.Whaler
RESPONDER JL '
SUBJECT POLYM '
SUBJNUM '117 "
COMMENT . ..' ., '

the polymerization 'of resin can'be an environme~tally sound, saf~~
and efficient solution for the many boatbu,ilders across the'
country. First, the polym~rization'ofresin can be controlled and ,
,accomplish,ed in a safe manner. Moreover, the polymerization or'

,.' 'resin ~illiessen the potential d~gers and, liabilities associated
" with waste transportation and disposal. ",:,," '. . : . '

, \

RESPONSE:
. ,

, \

·,e

The Agency thariks the commenter for supporting EPA's proposal to add polymeriza~ion to Ute
methods of treatment designated as Best,DemonsllatedAvailable Technology (BDAn for high- ' '
TOC ignitabl~,(DOO 1) wastes, resulting from commercial Polymerization processes. The'Agency , .
agrees with the commenter that the availability of this treatment method for high-TOC ignitable ,
wastes wili reduce the risks ,associ~ted with these w~tes arid adequately protect human'health
and th~ environment. ' . '. -,

; ,
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DCN .. '. PH4A004 .. '';
.COMMENTER Heritage Enviro~entalServices

" RESPONDER RE' ,
SUBJECT SCRP
SUBJNUM ·004
COMMENT .Scrap Metal Heritage agrees with;.EPA's conclusio~ that scrap

metal is a valuable national resource, the recycling of which
should be encouraged. In addition, scrap metal has ,little.
pot~ntial for release ofhazardous ~onstituents to the ,
environment. Therefore, Heritage supports EPA's proposal to
e"empt processed.scrap' metal that is recycled from the .. .
definition of solid waste. Herit:age further encourages'EPA to
include unpi~essed Scrap m~tal that is recycled in the .

. exemption from the definition ofsolid' waste. While Heri~ge .
~es not have hard data'demonstrating Unprocessed scrap, metal is

- a,similarly minimal environmental risk, it is intuitive,~t if .,
it is destined for recycling it: a) has undergone some ininimai

',prOcessing, such as collection for shipment, dismantling of ' .
equipment, or sizing prior to shipping to a scrap d~er,
smelter, mill orfoundry; b) has eConomic value as,it will '.
~ventuallybe processed and sold in ~ manner similar to '
processed,scrap metal; c) is just as Bnalogous to raw metal '
concentrates as ,process scrap metal; and d) has the same end' ,

. ',market (Le., scrap metal reclamation) as processed scrap, metal, ,
, 'otherwise it would not be destined for recycling. IfEPA

determines'it Will not eX~IJ;lptall scrap metal destined for
recycling froq! the defini~onofsOlid waste, Heritage suppo~ " "
maintaining the e~stiDg exclusion from the definition of
~ous'~for recycled sa:aP metal other. than procesSed .- .
scrap metal. Heritage 'would like to Point out that some scrap " .
metal is marketed difectly to the' fotmdry~ mill or smelter '
without the involvementofa scrap metal dealer trading'-on the'

. recycling market. As currently written; EPA's ,rule appears'to .
exclUde scrapm~ that is not handled by scrap metal dealers.' .'
The'exemption should.apply to all scrap inetal destined for
recycling, whether it has passed. through the hands ofa~p
metal dealer or not. In fact, it seems a ,more environmentally,
sound method 'ofnlariagement to ship Scrap metal directly from the
generatorto·the.mill~foundQ' or smelter. This eliminates the .

, additional.shippmg and storage.at a scrap processor's site that
could potentially resUlt'in a negative environmental impact: In

I addition to the preceding comments, Heritag~ requests that EPA
furiher'~lapfy~e/-de~tion:of"processedscrap metal". For
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'example~ would a-decommissioned steel tank. cut to meet the size
'specification'ofa scrap metal dealeror foundry be considered

. processed Sc~p metal; even though the ta,nk was cut on-site and
the proce~s was not performed by a scrap.metal recycler7As '
another example, would piping~ pumps or other processing ,
equipment dis~ant1ed for shipment to a scrap dealer or fOlJIldry
be considered processed scrap mc=ta1,· even though the work was . ,
performed by a demolition contractor and not a scrap met8l

. recycler?,

.RESPONSE: '
, , . ,

, The Agency thanks the comme.nt~ for ~upporting the proposed exclusion for
'processed scrap metal. The commenter raised a number ofadditional issues arid concerns. First;'
the commenter suggests that EPA expand its exclusion to cover all ,scrap metal being recycled.
The commenter asserts that the five factors that EPA used to evaluate whether processed scrap

. metal is "commodity-like"u used in 40 CFR§26031 apply equally to unprocessed scrap metal
, being recycled. hi res~nse. to' information provided by similar commenters, EPA id~tified and

lanaly:zed three different types ofUnprocessed scrap metal to determine whether the scope of the
exclusion shoul~ be expanded: home: scrap JIletal., pro~pt scrap metal and obsolete scrap metal; _
Home scrap is scrap metal generated 'by steel mill, foundries, and refineries such as turnings,
cuttings, punchings~ and borings. Prompt scrap, alSo known as industrial Of,new scrap'metal, is

. , generated by the metal workiitg/fabrication industries ,and includes such scrap metal as turnings~ .
, ..cuttings, punchings, and borings. Obsolete,sCrap metal is composed ofworn ~ut metal or a metal

FOOuct that has oudived it original use, such as a~tomobile hulks, railrOad cars, aluminum I

beverage cans~ steel beams from tQrn (fown buildings, and household appliances.
The Agency used five f~orS to evaluate partially-reclaimed solid wastes to

,determine ifit is appropriate,to exclude a waste,from ReM Subtitle Cjurisdiction (40 CFR
§260.31(c». the five factors are: 1) the degree ofprocessing the materi~ has Undergone and the .
degree offurther processing that is required, 2) the value ofthe material after it has been
reclainied, 3) the degree to which the recl~ed materi~ is like an analogous raw material, 4) th~ /'
extent to which an end market for the reclaini:ed material is guaranteed, and 5) the'extent to
which a material is managed. to minjmj~loss. The Agency applied th~ five factors to the three

, cat~gories ofunprocessed scrap metal to~e if these categories are "commodity-like" (as .
used in 40 CFR §260.31(c» and not part ofthe waste management problem.., " '

The Agency !=Valuated unprocessed home scrap and prompt scrap against each of
the five facton and found that these-categories ofscrap metal~ substantially similar,to
processed scrap metal due to the availability ofestablish~markets for the material~s, util~on,

inherent Positive ~conomic value ofthe mate~al, the physical'~orm,~fthe material, ,and absence
ofdamage incidents attributable ,to the material. However, the Agency has not foupd sufficient
<,tata to justify an exclusion f~ unprocessed.'obsolete scrap metal at this time. .

, , '." Based on its analysis, the Agency haS determiried that the sco~ ofthe 'exclusion
should be expanded to inclUde unproce~sed home and prompt scrap metal. The Agency is not

.. '
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expanding ~e scope ofthe, exclusion from the definition of solid waste to, mcludeobsolete scrap
'metal..Providing~ exclUsion from the' definition.9f solid waste (or'!->bsol~~e scrap metal at this

" . time would be premature and is \?etter addresse~ in the Definition ofSolid Waste rulemaking, .
due to be.proposed m,the near future.,: . "
, . ' The comnjenter als~ pointed out tha~ ~e rule;'as written, appeMs to exclude ','

materials from the defiirition ofprocessed scrap metal' if the processing does not occur at a scrap
metal dealer. The language in the proposal waS not intended to limjt the excluSion in this way.""
In the fInal rUle the.Agency clarifIes thai the exc'1usion for processed scrap metal being recycled,
applies to scrap metal ~at has,under gone' a processing step (as defmed~ the preamble to the
proposed rule) regardless of who does the processing~' In other words,' a processing st~p may b.e
perfonned.by the generator"an intennediate scrap handler (e.g.·;broker, scrap processo~),~or a
scrap recycler. Once the scrap metal has undergone a processing step, it mayqualify for the '
exclusion frOJD the'defmition of solid waste. " .

, . The com'menter also asks for further clarification, of the temi "processed.scrap
. 'metal",'and gives examples .ofgene~iors w~o perforin some w~rk on scrap, metal before sending,.
, it off-sit~. ' In response to this commenter and other ~ommenters, who requested more specifically ,
, defined processes in the 4efmition of"processed scrap metal," the Agency is 'addingc~
processes'to the defwtion. Specifically, the Agency is adding choppmg crushing, flattening,

:, cutting and sorting to the types ofprocesses th8t qual~fy as "pr:o~ssed scrap metal.'? Therefore, i

, in the first 'example, a'tank that'is cut at ageneiator'~ite prior to shipmen~ to a'scrap metal dealer'
or foundry would, meet the definition of"processed scrap metal" after the, firs~processingstep ~t

. the generator site. Additionally, in the second example,'equipment that is dismantled arid .
shipped toa scrap d~a1er or foun~ also ,would qualify as processe4 scrap metal, as dism11l1tling
(i.e~, manual separation) of th~'eqUipment serves to improve the handling of the materialr

. .' . .
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DCN '. PH4A004.·· . \
COMMENTER Heritage Environmental Services .
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT SCRP
SUBJNUM'" 004 . . r

COMMENT _ Heritage also supports EPA's propo~ to exempt shredded circuit'
boards destined for metal recovery from the definition ofsolid '

· waste. However, Heritage does not understa.nd wilY EPA'does not
eXtend this exemption to whole circuit boards and make this
.explicit through a rulemaking.' It appearS thQ,t EPA is being
unnecessarily obtuse by allowing the exemption ofwholeclrcuii

" boards from th~ defmiti~n ofhaza:rdous waste as "scrap metal"
through·internal memoranda and minimal preamble"discussion in a
-proPosed rule. Very few members of the ~gulated commUnity have
access to, or the time for _reading~ unpublished internal .
memoranda Of preambles to p~posed rules. IfEPA wishes to

· facilitate recovery ofcircuit boards and does not feel it
, "inappropriate.to manage whole circuit boards differently than '

shredded circuit boards, Reritage suggests that the EPA simply. "
publish~ exeniption from the defiriition ofsolid waste f~r "

· whole and shredded circuit boards with appropriate management "
requirements~ such as storage and shipment in containers.

. .'

RESPONSE:

.'

,.

.\ ,

.e
. "EPA thanks the comrri~ter for supporting. the shredded circuit bOard exchision

from the def\ni:t~onofsolid waste. J'}le commenter also req~e~'~t the exclusion be extend~ .
to whole circuit boards.

Since 1992. used whole boards are' claSsified as sCrap metal and therefore when.
recycled.whole circuit boards are completely e~empt from RCRA regulatorY requirements.
Theref9re, no RCRA"regulatory requirements such as manifesting~ export or storage permit
:requirements currently operate as disincentives to environmentally sound recy~ling ofthese '.

. materials. Used whole circuit bOards clearly meet the definition ofscrap metal '. It is not
practical for the Agency to list individually all items that meet the definition ofscrap metal. The
excluSion from RCRA jurisdiction for used shredded circuit boards is necessary onJy beca~ .
they do notq~ for the definition ofscrap metal and thus may be subject to RCRA regulatory
requirements that may serve as dismcentives to their recovery.' EPA ~so believes that because
whole used9ircuit boards are classified as scrap metal, excluding whC?le :USed b9ards from the

. definition ofsolid Waste is not necessary to ensUre environmentally sound recovery of these,
materi8.ls and would be 'confusing to the Agency.'s curren~ de~tion ofscrap metal.

!: .
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DCN PH4A006

. COMMENTER' Dep~entofEnergy
RESPONDER RE f

" SUBJECT' ,seRP
SUBJNUM 006

,COMMENT EPA is proposing'to amend the def~tioll ofsolid waste by
excluding processed scrap metal being recycled from RCRA,
jurisdiction...The Agency is alSO. proposing to exclude shredded
circuit 'boards destmed for metal recovery that are qIanageQ ' .
in containerS during s~orage ~d sp.ipment prior to recovery ~om ' .
the definition 'of solid waSte to facilitate recovery of ' ,
this material. DOE generally supports these propo~ed regulatory

, changes in that they will facilitate and expedite the recycling
: oftwo' types ofmateJjals which are managed at ,certain DO~ \ .

facilities. Moreover, by minimizing the regulatory and' '
,reporting burdens associated with these recoverable materials" .

, 'the proposed, regulatory, changes provide economic impe~ that
, should benefit the regulated community and the recycling ,

industry. , ',' '

RESPONSE:

I

\',

, ,

'. Th~ Agency 'thanks the commenter for supporting the proposed excltisio~ from
. the definition,ofsolid wast~,for scrap metal and slUedded circuit boar~ be4tg recycled.

, . '. . . '. . .

, '.,
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DCN PH4AOP6
COMMENTER Department ofEnergy
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT, SCRP
'SUBJNUM- 006
COMMENT Other RCRA Issues: Exclusion ofProcessed

,Sct:aP Metal and,Shredded Circuit Boards from the Definitiop of
Solid' Waste LA. Processed Scrap Metal Being Recycled IA.2.
Background 1. D. 2361"col. 3 - EPA describes the proposed'

, exclusiQn ofprocessed,scrap metal being recyCled byrefe~g
to its ttco~odity-like" nature and to the Agency's belieftbat
"processed sc:~p metal being recycled should be e~cluded from

, the definition ofSolid waste because this type ofmaterial has ,
" . not been shown to be part ofthe waste disposal problem." EPA

also' describes the .e~s~ing regulatorY exemption from J::egulation
under RCR,A Subtitle C ofall scrapmeta1 being recycled as "an ,
interim measure to allow the Agen~y to stu4y scrap metal
management." As explained in the preamble, EPA has heretofore'

J exempted all scrap metal being recycled from regulation under
_ RCRA Subtitle.C, but not from the!definition ofsolid waste in

40 CFR 261.2. The'defmition ofhazardous waste pursuant to 40
CFR 261.3 is specifically limited to those wastes defined under
'40 CFR 261.2 as soli~ wastes. ThuS the definition ofbazardous "
waste would not include processed scrap metal being reclaimed
,under the proposed exclu:sion. Under the mixtme rule
~61.3(a)(2)(iii) and (iv»), rDixtures ofsolid wastes with
listed'hazardous wastes, and mixtures ofsolid wastes and
~dous wastes that e~bit hazardous waste characteristics,
are regul~d as hazardous. Considering the above-mentioned
regulatory provisions and the proposal to amend ~e definition
o~ solid waste by excluding proces~ scrap metal being recycled
from RCRA jUrisdiction, clarification is requested as to the' ,
regulator status and exact applicability of the ReRA
r.egulations to the potential situation where scrap metal (Le.,
p~ scrap metal being reclaimed) is contaminated with a
hazardous WaSte residue. :

.' -
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. waste. -Under today's final rule, excluded scrap metal being r~~y~led is not a ~olid waste, .
, ", theref~rethemixnire rule does not apply. Today's exclusion is not intended to,modify 'the - "
, existing definition of scrap metal.. Therefore, the detennination as to whether a waste meets the

definition of.scrap metal has not changed and is mad~ at me ,point ofgeneration... Undeithe' "
definition of scrap metal, a secondary material from smelting and refining operations (e.g., slags,
drosses, and ,sludges), liqUid wastes c~ntairiing metals (e.g., spent acids and caUstics), liquid '.
metal wastes (e.g., liquid mercury), and metal-containi:ng wastes with a significant liqUid . _
component (e.g., spent lead acid batteries) do ,not meetthe defmition"of scrap metal and therefore .
also are hot classified as processed scrap metal. If, at the point of generation, a sec~ndary' .
'material has enough hazardous waste residue to constitUte a'~'significant liquid component," the
material would not qwilify~ a scrap metal. For exampl~, if a tank is being decommissioned,

- ' I .•

and it has some hazardous ~sidue on the bottom; the tank may not qtialify as' scrap met8.l if the
implementing agency determines that the residues constitUte a significant liquid compOnent. In
~rder 't~ lI)~t the definition ofprocessed scrap metal, the material m\lSi ~rst meet the defmition
ofScrap metal. Therefore, any distin~t componen~ .that are separated from a scrapm~ that

. would not otherwiSe meet the c~nt d~fmitionofscrap metal would not meet the demution of
processed· sCrap metal. The separated material would be a newly generated waSte aDd therefore
subj~ct.to a hazardous waSte determination. Ifthis newly 'generatedw~ isa hazardous :waste,
then the waste must be handled as haZardoUs waste: . '. ,

'.

. '

", , .,
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.DCN .' PH4A006
COMMENTER Department ofEnergy '"
RESPONDER' RE ..
SUBJECT . SCRP .
Sua~ 006 " .
COMMENT Definition ofProcessed Scrap Metal 1. D.2361,

col. 3 - p. 2362, col. I - EPA describes the scope ofthe '
proposed scrap metal exclusion (i.e., it is '~restricted to scrap

. metal which' has been proCessed by scrap metal recyclers to be
traded on recycling markets for further reprocessing into metal
end produCts"), offers a defmition of "processed" ~rap me~.. ' .

. .an<l in~uces the terms "unprocessed" and "partially processed"
scrap metal. EPA further limitS the extent ofthe exclusion by.

,stating .that "processed scrap metal does not include any' , :
distinct components separated from unprocessed or partially .
processed scrap metal that would not otherwise meet thec~t \.
d~finition ofsCrap ~etal.1t The defimnon for '~processed Scrap
metal" is clearly described in the propOsed amendIDent to the
regulatory langUage for 261.1(c)(9). The Agency should conSider
equally explicit defmitions for "unprocessed" and "partiaily

· proCessed" scrap metal~ F~ennore, clarification w~uld be
helpful in regards to the points(s) at which processing may
take pl~ [i.e., relative to the proposed exclusion of
processed scrap.metal being recycled]. As described in the .
preamble to the supplemental notice, the propo"sed-exclusi.on (and

· assOciated definition) ofprocessed' scrap metal is "restri~ted'

to scrap metal which has been processed by scrap metal
recyclers" [emphasis added]. The preamble and proposed ,
regulatory langUage [61 FR 237~; §261.1(c)(9nals~provide a .
reasonable set ofcriteria for what is meant by "Pl'QCessing" of
scrap metal. However, clanfication is not o~ered as to who
does apd does not belong to the ~mmunity of 'scrap metal
recyclers.' Thus, it is possible that anyone who carries out the
'ptocesses described.qUalifies as a "scrap met8l recycler," and
thuS, would be eligible for the exclusioil~ DOE requests that
EPA clarify its.intent concerning the qualificatioQS of "scrap 0

metal recyclers.II The tenn partially processed" scrap metal is
;I introduced in the preamble but is not defined, nor is it. ,

· in~ludedmthe proposed regulatory 'language. It can be
inferred that scrap metal-that still contains "distinct
coniponeri'ts ... that would not otherwise meet the current
definition ofscrap metal'i would be considered partially
processed, and w~Utd not be eligible for the exclusion. DOE

•
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,Suggests th~t,'if"partialiy processed" is intended to provide a
~ meaningful di~tinction to generators arid recyclers ofs~~p ,
metal, EPA should provide specific,clarificatiop or guidance on
how to distinguish this from of scrap me~, and on the

,. consequences relative to the prQpose4 ·exclusion.Such
clarification or gQidance would help' the regulated community

.. deterrniD.e wh~ther,scnip metal containingce~ "distirict
.' comPonents" could be subject to the proposed excluSion.'

.Clarification is requested in regards to 'whether the ' .
appli~ility ,ofthe' exclusion woul4 be af'fectedbY the pqint at
which processing IS conducted :- e.g., the scrap metal is "
"processed'l at th~ point ofgeneration '(by the generator) versus' ,
by aco~ercial "proc,essing" facilitY. GUidance on practices
considerea to be manual sepa,ration methods a~ the point of , .
generation, and the applicability of.speculativeaccUmulation

• • • •.. 'J

requirements per ~61.2 to the proposed exclusi~nwould also'be
useful., '.', . ,

RESPQ~SE:- . . J

.'

.-
. I .

, ,." Th~ ~o~ente~requests clarification ~n several different topics: th~ defurltion
': . ofpartially processed scrap metal and unprocessed scrap metal; whether a sCrap metal recycler' ,

must be used to qualify for the proPosed exclpsion; a:ndr~e point ai which the e~clusion for'
processed scrap metal takes effect,'and the applicability ofthe speculative accumulation' .

'-r~quiremen~., " " " .',' "". ,
" , In regard to the firSt issue, EPA us~d' the tenDS ~\m:proCe~sed" and ~'Partially
processed" scrap metal in the preamble'to clarify·th~ term uprocessed scrap metal." Partially" , .

, processed scrap' metal was~d in the p~amble as away ofindica~gthat the processed scrap,
metal need not be completely recyclf1d, but may have completed one of ~yeral,stepsin the ' :.
process of recycling' the materia..', For instanCe, scrap metal that~ been cut apd sorte~'by the

. generator prior to being sent to,ascrap metal recyCler would meet the de~tion 'ofprocessed
, scrap metaL The term pamally processed scrap metal was intended.to convey this type'of . '
activity. Therefore; in the conteXt oftheflna1 rulemakilig, the term,"partially proCessed scrap' , '
'metal" h8s the sam~ meBning as the term llprocessed scrap metal." The, term l~processedscrap "
metal" ~overS the universe of scrap metal.which does not fall within .the definition and 'scope of '
processed·~pmetal. ,':- '" " ,': ,", : - ',',' ',_

'. ' . The commenter also pomted oilt that tJte;rule, as written, appemto exclu~. f'

materials ftomthe definition'ofprocessed scrapm~ ifthe processing-does not occur at 8: scrap
metal dealer.' The langUage in the I'roposalwas not intende~ to limit the exclusion in this way~,

In the final rule the Agency clarifies that the'e,xclusion for processed sCrap metal being recycled'
,applies to scrap metal that has Wlder gone a processing step (as defined 'in the p~bleto the

" proposed rule) regardless ofwho does the'processing., In other wordS; a prOcessing step,may be
" . ~performed'by the generator, an intermediate scrap ,handler (e:g., broker, scrap processor), ora·

o • • • • • ..' '.. • • _ \". •

:.
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,'
scrap recycler.. ' ,' " ,

. .' The colnntenter requested ciarification concerning whether the applicability of :e
the exclusion would he affected by the point at which the processing is conducted.' As discussed
in,the preceding ~ection, the exclusion for processed material is not effective until the scrap metal '
has been.processed. Once the scrap metal has undergon~ a processing step, it may qualify for the
exclusion from ,the defmition ofsolId waste. And finally, in todayts final rule t the excluSions for
excluded,scrap metal and shredded circuit boards hemg recy<!led are not condidtioned on
speculative accumulation requiremelits. '

, . '

..

, '

, "
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. DeN ',' , PH4A006
'COMMENTER Deparbnent of'Energy
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT SCRP

;,SUBJNUM -006,.
COMMENT Shredded Circuit Boards 1. D. 2362','coL 3 - v. 2363,

, col. 2 ·'EPA is proposing to exclude shredded circuit boards
destined for metal.recovery that m:e managed in containers during

, , storage and shipment (prior to ~covery) from the defInition'of
solid waste in order to'facilitate recovery, 01 this material.
Used whole (i.e, intact) circuit boards sent for reclamation " "",
,may be considered to be scrap nietal and may therefore be exempt from
,RCRA regulation. Used whole circuit boards, however, do not meet
'the definition'ofprocessed scrap metal (thus, the proposed '

. exclusion forprocesse4 scrap n"etal would not apply to these
,materials). DOE supports EPA's propo,sal to 'exclude ~hredded

circuit boards from the defin,ition of solid waste when such ..
~aterials are managed in containers ,dUring storage and shipment
prior to recovery. However, as discussed, in the ,following .
,paragraphs, the Department, requestS clarification in regards to' ,

, .. certain issues'and terms associated with the managemen~ of'
circuit boards destined for recovery. Under the proposed' .
exclusion, shredded·circwtboards that would potE;l1tially' "
exhIbit a hazardous charaCteristic would,remain outside ofRCRA I '

~dous waste regulation. It would be uSeful to the ~~ated ' .
communitY ifEPA were,to provide clarification in the tiDal rule ",
explaining that shredded circuit boards man8ged in contain~ . ,
need not becharaC~ (i.e:,' analyzed using the TCLP) and, ,
th8t there are no time limitations uSociatedwith the sto~e
ofshredded circui~ boardS subject to the exclusion. In tIi~ ,
preamble,·EPA uses two expreSsions (speCifically, "properly
containerized" and "managed in containers") in deScribing how
shredded circuit boards must'be stored and shipped'to qualify' "
f6t the proposed exclusion from the definition of8' solid waste.'
Ifit is .EPA's intent thatth~ types ofcontainers typicaily , ,
used,to ship~ded circuit boards will ,suffice for the

.'purposes ofthe proposed excl~ion, then the~~properly , .
containerized" should be, removed in favor of.language such as

, "managed in containers". Use ofthe term t1properly
containeri.zed" is va~e (without further clarification) and,' .1

,th~fore open to a range offnterpretatiollS- EP~ acknowledges
·that processing through "shtedd~rs, hammer mills, 8nd siinnar ,
deyices to dec:rease the size ofthe bo~" is common (p. 2362,

"

•

•'
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. .coI.3)', DOE requests EPA to clarify whether, and under what

. circ~ces, such volwne-reduction measures are to.be
considered ~attnent ofhazardous waste; ~ompactible solid
waste material' (such as Tyvek or paper) is routin~ly 'compacted' .
to remove void spaces and maximize the efficiency ofthe
container. There are instances where States have requited
treatment permits for volume reduction measures such as '
comp~~g, hamm¢ng, or shredding. DOE believes in general
that volwne-rc;duction measures that do not alter the fundamental
,physical, chemical, or biologi~~ character ofthe material,
and are not intended to remove or reduce the hazardous nature,of
the'material in any way, should not be conSidered "treatment":
As such, no permits for this type ofactivio/ should be
necessary,

RESPONSE:

•

. '. -
EP~ thanks the commenter for supporting the exclusion from the defmition of

- solid waste for shredded' cifeuit boards that are reclaimed Of recovered. The eommenter
requestedclarification regarding se~eral issues: whether shredded circuit boardS managed in
contain~ need to be characterized; whe~er there is a time limit for storage; how the Agency

. defines or characterizes'the phrase "properly containerized;" ~d whether volwne reduction
techniqUes (such as compacting) are considered treatment.

. In regard to the first issue, whether shredded circuit boards managed in
containers require hazardous' waste'chan1cterization, the'Agency is'not modifying the current
regulations. Under 40 CFR §262.11, generators"are required to determine'ifa waste is hazardous I

only if they· generate asolid waste. Therefore, if the shredded circuit boards are iii compliance.' ,
with the exclusion from the definition ofsolid waste, the generator would not be required to
Perform a hazardous waste characterization. However,the commenter should be aware that. "

, Under 40 CFR §261.2(t), ifa materiai is eXcluded from the definition ofsolid waste, the claimant
must provide'approPriate documentation to demonstrate that the matmal is excluded from
regl1Iation and therefore itn~'notbe characterized." ,

The commenter also requested clarification ofwhether there is a time limit for
storage ofshredded cirCuit boards that are excluded from the definition' ofsolid waste. Iil the
final rule, EPA,is placing the exclusion'from the definition ofsolid waste fotshredded circuit
boards under 40 CPR §261.4(a)(l ~). This exclusion is not conditioned on the speculative
accwnulation provisions and therefore those particular storage requirements do not apply ~o

. these materialS., .
, The 'commen. requested clarification cOOceming how the Agency defines

"properly contain~d." In the~ble oftile propoSed rule, the Agency stated·that the'
exclusion for shredded circuit boards was contingent upon the shredded:circuit board being .
"properly containerized~" In the final rule, the Agency codified the exclusion to state that
shredded circuit boards are e~cluded from the definition of,solid waste only ifthey are stored in,

.\ • 1

"
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containers that are sufficient to prevent a release to the environment. Although the final rule ,
. does hot define ~~sufficient to'prevent a release to the -environment," the Agency would consider a·

" claimant to be in compliance ifthey can s~ow.that the contai~er intended to hold the shredded
"circuit boards is sufficiently soUnd to carry ~e materia. ~o, its ~ntended destination without any ,,"
po~ibility ofa l~ak or emission int~ the environment. . . , '

I , Lastly, the commenter as~ed whether volume redu~tion techniques (such as
compacting) are considered treatment. Since the definition of treatment under §260.l0 is such a'
broad definition, 'volume reduction techniques ofwastes de(med as hazardous, could be '

'considered treatme~t under an implePlenting agency mterpretation. However, when the
exclusion for shredded ciicUit bo~~ becomes eft"ective;whole boards.destined for recycling will
be exempt from ~e definition'ofhazardouS w~te, and shredded boar~ will be exclu~ed from' .'
the defniition ofsoUd waste. AssuMing that all handlerS stay iil compliance with the conditions

,of the exclusion, there will not be any point in the generation and recycling ofprinted cirCuit ,
,," '- boards that hazardous waste is being handled.' If \Yaste defined as haiardo~ is not being handled,

treatment can not occur~

r·W
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DCN .' PH4A009
COMMENTER IPC
RESPONDER RP
SUBJECT SCRP
SUBJNUM 009' ,
COMMENT As the trade ~sOciation representing the US electronic

interconnection industry, the Instifute for Interconnecting and .
Packaging Electronic Circuits ope), woUld like to submit these'
comments'on the propOsed rule that would exclude shredded
circuit boards fro~ the Resource Conservatio~ and Recovery Act
(RCRA) definition of solidwast~ as long as the boards are· '

·destined for metal recovery and. are managed'in containers during
storage and shipment prior to recovery. The proposed ~e was
published in the Federal Register on January 25., 1996 (61 Fed.
Reg. 233~)., IPC represents approximately 1900 companies in the
electronic int~rconitection industry. Our regular membership .
includes comp!iirles that produce bare printed circuit boards
(which are commorily referred to as printed wiring boards in the
industry) as well as companies t¥t produce electronic ,' .
assemblies by attaching electric components to bare PWBS~ IPt
members also include suppliers to the industry as well as major
original equipment manufacturers '(OEMS) that use PWBs in their.
own products. These products include consumer electronics as'
-well as more sophisticated industrial and military electronic
systems. In addition, the.IPC membership includes over'100

· representatives from goverinnent and academia with vital .
interests in this crucial tecQnol~gy. IPC and itS member . '
companies are·committed towardS improving the environmental
performance ofthe PWB induStry. IPC is actively involved in

·the EPA's Common Sense Initiative, participating as an industry
~. representative ,on its Computers and Electronics Subcommittee.

That SubcoDnnittee is examining barriers to pollution prevention
in the computers and electronics industrie"s, and has identified
RCRA's solid waste definition as'a barrier to htcreased
materials reuse and recycling..•PC is also working with EPA's'
Design for the Environment project whjch is examining and
testing alternatives to PWJ3 Dianilfacturing processes.that may.

, . result in better environmental perfo~ce.

. .IPC would like EPA to comment on why F006 sludge has not
,been selected for exclusion from EPA's solid waste definition.
Like shredded boards, F006 sludge contains high levels of
valuable reusable and recyclable materials -namely, precious

, .
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'. metals. F006 sludge can also be easily containeri~ed duling"
" "storage and shipmerit prior to recovery. Given the, reasoning

that EPA used to 'exclude shredded circuit'bOards from ~e

defmition,ofsoliCl ~8ste in the'proposed'l'U:le; EPA could also
,exclude F006 wastewater sludge from the definition of solid ,
waste. Excluding F006 wastewater' sludge from the qefinition of
solid waste woUld go a long way towarqs encouraging facilities'
to recycle this metal-rich material.' 1.7.3 The Nation3I Mnung, .
Association has proposed that the EPA provide an excluSion for
metal-bearing secondary materials from outside industries (e.g.,
el~troplating slugge froni the metal finishing industry, F006)
that 'are 'processed within the primary mineral processing ,,
.industry. EPA has ~ontended ..how~ver, thatsuch an exclusion is

-"beyond the scope ofthis luJemaldlig. it ~e EPA staies that the" ..
, scope ofthe rillemakirtg is "to amend the solid waste defmition

specifically for !b:e mineral ,proce~sing industry at this time in ,
order t,o mo~t accurately set olit the scope of land disposal

, prohibition and treatment standard for minCral processing ,
,, wast~.~l, 61 Fed. Reg: at 234~.lPC contends, however~ that since
, , EPA is. addressing industries other than the mineral p~essing' , ':

induStry in this proposed rule as well as the recovery of
materials genetjted by such industries (e.g., processed scrap
metal,'shredded circuit boards), the exclusion ofF006 .
wastevVater sludge, which is ,a significant by-product 'of the '
prihte~,circw.tboardindustry, is in~eed within the IIscope of

'. ,this rulemakirig". '

RESPONSE: ,
, 1

.~. . .

"

'; ,

- ,

, The Agency 'still sUpports that ~ancling the exclusion t~ inclUde F006 is
beyond the scoPe ofthis rulemaking. EPA is currently working on a proposed rule to amend the

" ' definition'ofSolid waste and
l

believes that effor:t is the correct forum to address the status ofany .
additional materi8ls. '
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.DCN , PH4A009 .
COMMEN"TER fPC
RESPO~ER RE
SUBJECT' , SCRP
SUBJNUM '009
COMMENT 'IPC would also like "EPA to expre~sly verify in the public record'

that EPA has detennined that 'spent solder baths~ also knoWn as
"pot dumps," meet the definition of scrap metal and, therefore,
are not subject to R~RA solid Waste regulatio~ as long as they
are being reclaimed. Jeffrey Denit, Acting Director ofEPA's
Office ofSolid Waste, Sent a letter to the Lead ~dustries
Associa!ion on September 20, 1993, stating tIlat ~e EPA, has

, 'determined that spent solder baths meet the definition of.scrap
metal when'reclaimed and, therefore,~ not dermed as sOlid,
waste under RCRA (see Attachment). Many IPC memberS'are unaware,
ofthis EPA,detenninatio~and, therefore, treat their spent ,
solder baths as RCRA-regulated·solid waste despite the fact that '
EPA has det~nnine4~t such treatment-is unnecessary. It is .
important for EPA's internal detenninations to' be disseiDinated '
to regulated entities, particUlarly when such determinations '
represent a cost savings to the industry. ' As a ,result, IPC
requests EPA to include spent solder baths in the definition ot .

.scrap ~etal' in the Code ofFederal Regulations.

RESPONSE:

. In respOnse to the commenter's request that the interpretation ofthe reguiat9ry
status ofsecondary materials associated with the generation or management ofprinted circui~ I

boards be made available in a rolemaking, rather than sol~ly in the form ofan interpretive letter, .
EPAis publishing a ciarification ofthe regulatory status of these inaterials (including pot dumps) .
in the preamble to th~ :final role. Spent solder bathS meet the definition ofscrap metal and are
thet#'ore excluded frOm RCRA regwation under the regulatory exclusion 'for scrap metaI being
recycled. It is not p~tical for th~ Agency to l~st individually all items that meet the definition of
scrap metal. ' .C •
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DCN PH4A009- ....._
COMMENTER, IPt .,
RESPONDER RE

. SUBJECT . SCRP
SUBJNuM 009·-
COMMENT IPC applauds EPA f()r proposing to exclude shredded circuit boards from the' .

- RCRA defInition ofsolid waste. This exclusion will remove shredded circuit boards from the
, jurisdictional reach ofRCM Subtitle C which, when triggered, requires solid waste generators
to comply with costly and administratively burdensome hazardous waste management practices.
The.costs and adIDinistrative burdens associated with ~ubtitle C managem~nt discourage the
.recovery and reuse ofmaterials contained in substances that are characterized as hazardous under .
ReRA. AS a result, the propOsed~e Win encourage the reUse and recycling ofmaterials
contained in shredded circuit boards and will greatly assist the PWB industry iniprove its'
environmental performance., __

_ EPA's propOsed 'rule represents a reasonable approach to the RCRA
classification of solid waste, which acknowledges that materials, even those in a ~'waste-like"--
stage (i.e., shredded), . , '" .
should not be classified as a sOlid waste if they contain valuable reusaJ,le and/or recyclable
.materials, such as precious metal, if their constituents can be containerized during storage and
shipment prior to recQveti', and ifthey are destined for m~teria1s re~overy. .

IJ:lC applauds EPA for acknowledging that the
regulatory costs and administrativeburdens
associatCd with RCRA solid waSte management can
operate as ~.det~rrent to the successful reuse and
recycling ofmaterials, particUlarly those that are
generated as a by-product ofmanufacturing

, processes.' EPA's proposed rule, excluding s~dded
. circuit boards~m theReRA definition.pfsolid
,: waste, will go a long way towards r.emoving that

dis4teentive. However, since the proposed rule ,
applies only to shredded circuit boards, IPC urges
EPA to use the reasoning behind the proposed rule to
craft a multi-purpose exclusion rule that will aChieve
.greater environmental gaiDs through increased reuse .
and recycling for all industries. For,example,.EPA .
could issue a proPosed nue, which could be used to "
exclude materials that contain high levels ofvaluable
'constituents with high reuse ~d/or recy~lability .-
potential (e.g., precious metals) as long as they are
sufficiently containerized when stored or shipped
and as long as they are destined for metals recoverY.
IPC would lik~ EPA to comnient on the feasibility of

I
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proposing such a mUlti-irt9ustry solid waste
"exclusion n:lle that builds on EJ:»A's current scrap

metal exclUsion. I'

RESPONSE:

I '\'.' " , ' • ' , -

, :. The Agency thanks the commeriter for supporting the exclusion for shredded
, circuit boards that are being reclainled or recycled from: the definition of solid waste'- The

, Agen,cy notes that the exclusion froqI the definiti9n of solid waste for siUedd~d circUit boards is
'. being promulgated based.upon 'an analysis of the available nformation on the characterization

. and management' ofthese wastes'against the five 'factors that the Agency'has establis~CdJor
determi~gwhether materi8.ls are "commodity-like.'~ The Agency notes that ~ontainerizationin
and of itself was not the only reason the Agency concluded that shredded circuit boards should .
be'excluded from the definition ofs,?lid waste. 'The other five factors sup~rt this determination '
as well~ , ," , ' . .
." .', .', . EPA further notes for the commenter that the Agency will be addressing broader
issues'and clarifications related to'the definition of solid waste in ~ fu~e tu1e~aking.Modifying .
the Agency'~ currerit interpretation .Qfthe definition of solid waste is beyond the scope of this .

.rulemaking and js more appropriately addressed in the con~ ofthe Definition of Solid Waste' "
rulem~g~ which will be'proposed in the near futUre. The deflilition ofsolid~te rulemaking
is the correct fonmi to address the regulatory status ofantadditionalUletal"be~gmaterials.

. However, the Agency points' out that any party may petition the EPA or state, ifauthori~,for a I

,. yariance from claSsification as a solid waste for materials that are partially· reclaimed. Partially
:, reclaimed materials may 'be ~ted avariance from classification as Solid waste, if after

reclamation, the resulting materlal is "commodity-like." The Regional Administnltorwill
evalUate such a ,petition and 'make a determination based on the evaluation factors for .
detennining whether a partially-reclaimed material is "commodity-like" provided in 40 CFR.
260.3 I(c). . , , '
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DCN ,PH4AQll
COMMENT,ER NY S~te Dept. ofEnviron '
RESP.oNPER RE
'SUBJECT, SCRP ',,'
SUBJNUM, 011'
,CQMMENT EPA propOses to-exclude processed scrap' , .' ,

metal being recycled from RCRA jurisdiction. "Processed scrap'
metal" means scrap metal that has undergone sorting or
proces~ing that separates'Olit non-metal materi81s. The .. .
Department agrees that a material which has been processed to '
the point that it has become equivalent to' a product or raw
in'aterial in qqalitY 'would be excluded from RC~ jurisdiction as
a "c;:omm~'!itylt when used or reused. ~PA should emphasize,
however, tha~ any residues ge~erated by the processing of scrap

. metal are not scrap'metal and if~uch reSidues exhibit a waste .
chat:actetistic, or are derived from a listed hazardoUs'waste,
they w9-uld be subject to full regulation under Subtitle C. EPA

.only partially addresses~s in paragraph 2 ofpage 2362.-Page
4362, paragi-aph 2 suggests that items can qualify as scrap metal .
even though they' include components su;ch as batteries and . .'
mercury switches which, when separated, cannot themselyes qualify .
as processed scrap metal. This contrasts with.OSWER document
9442.1994(06), dated July 22, 1994; where EPA determined ~t;

'. lS'-pound natural gas flow regulatOrs ~onsisting maiilly ofmetal ' "
were not allowed.to qualify as scrap metal because ofthe two .
ounces of liquid mercury present. ('!1Ii general, any quantity of
liquid DiercUrY o~er thaD. trace amounts,attached to or contained
in a spent material preCludes that material from being a scrap

. In$l.lt) Please clarify when a maierial consisting primarily ofmetal, . .. :
tiut which'Con~ some non-metai components'such as mercury, ,
qualifies as sCrap metal. On page 2362, pm:agrap~.7,suggests that

: the variance provision of260.31 (c)(3) (thede~ to which the
reclaimed material is like an analogous raw material") is not
when a partially reclaimed materiai is similar in concentration .'.

.. ,to intenn~ates produced (rOm virgin ores, etc•.EPA should' .
make it Clear that 260.31 (c)(3) is met by having the candidate· .
material ofthe same.concentration as an early raw ~ediate.·.

J .ID the'eIse of~rapmetal, the "8.naJ.ogo:us raw materials" are
manufactured metal,productS. Comparison shoul4 be made to metal .
products with regard to quality. According~ our undersmn4ing

. ofthe preamble discussion ofthe January 4, 1985 Federal·', '.
Register ,(page 6SS) the measure ofwhether condition 260.31 .
(c)(3) applies' is' riot the degree to which the 'candidate material is like

, .'
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, ..an equivaieiit virgin finished product. It is ~ot met whe~ the
candida~~'niaterial simply has the same concentrati9n as virgin
are or as some early intermediate. In short, !.be test- is how:- .
product-like or commodity-like the candidate material is.
Therefore, the reference 'to' a reclaimed material being like an .

. analogous raw material when taken in context, addresses the
, '~ituatioil where the "raw material" is itselfa product. .

I" • \. .

, .
RESPONSE:

.. .-

, The commenter has raised several different issues that require,response: the'
status ofany residues generated by the processing'of scrap metal; a request for clarification that a'

\, material that consists primarily ofmetal,.but cOntains some non-metal components, 'still qualifies
for the defInition of SCI11p metal; and a request for clarification that 40 CFR §260.31(c)(3), which
sets the criteria of "the degree to which the reclaimed materi8J. is like an analogoqs material," is
satisfied when the candidate material is ofthe same concentration as an early raw intermediate.
'.' . The commenter first requested clarification of the status ofresidues from scrap
metal recycling and. ~econd, whether 'or not materials that are primarilY,metal, but have some

, non-metal components still.qualify as scrap,metal. Today's ex~lusi()n is not intended to mo4ify
the e?cistiitg definition of scrap metal.1 Therefore, the deteimination as to whether a waste meets

, the defInition ofscrap metal has not changed and is made at the P04tt ofgeneratio~. Unde~ the '
definition.ofscrap ~etal, a secondary material from smelting and refining operations (e.g., slags,
drosses, and sludges), liquid.wastes containing metals (e.g., spent aci4s arid caustics), liquid
metal wastes (e.g., liq~d mCfC?ury),and me~-containing wastes witJJ, a significant liquid .
component.(e.g., sperit lead acid battenes) do not meet the definition ofscrap metal and ~erefore

also are not Classified as processed scrap metal: If,.at the point ofgeneration, a secondary
. ..,.. ~ material has enough~ous :waste residue to constitute a"signifiCant liquid component," the

material would not qualify as a scrap metal.. For example, ifa~ is being decommissioned,
and it has some~ous re$idue on the bottom, die~may not qualify as scrap metal ifthe
implementing agency 'determines that the residues Constitute a significant liquid component. In
order,tomeet.the definition ofprocessed scrapm~t the material must first meet the definition
ofscrap metal. Therefore, 'any distinct·components that are separated from a scrap metal that .
Would not otherwise meet the current definition ofscrap metalw~uld not meet the definition of
processed scrap metal., The separatedma~ wo~d be a newly generated waste and therefore
.subject to a hazardous waste determination. Ifthis newly generated waste-is a hazardous waste,

. ". then the waste must be bandled as 1uiz8rdous waste. .
, ; The commenter alsO.asks about the applicability ofone ofthe factors at 40 CFR

§260.31(c)(3) that the Agency'uses in determining whether a material should.be granted a
partially;.reclaimed material variance. The Agency evaluates available information and data
related to a material agaiDst the five factors in 49 CFR: §260.31(c)(3) for determining whether
partially-reclaimed mat~81s are "commodity-like" an~ not pari ofthc, waste management
problem. The commenter specifically references the factor ~lated to the degree to which the

". initially-recl&:iJned ma~al is like,an analogous raw material. This factor examines ifa material

'1014 •
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'~ans~bstitue, for a virgin materi~ in a process. The Agency notes that in the context'oftoday's'
ruleptaking~ these factors were us~d to e:Valuate'w~etherexcluded scrap'metal being recycled is'

, "commodity-l~e" rather than part C?fthe waste management problem. This evaluation was not
, . intended to determine whether this materi81,should be granted a partially-reclaimed variance"

under 40 'CFR §269.31(c)(3). The' Agency did 'not rely on,a'single factor"iii it's analysis for the
exCluded st,rap ~eta1 exclusion, but based this decision on availab~e data and inforInatio~ pn all .
of the five factors. Discussion of the criteria found at 40 CFR-§260.31(c)(3) as it is used in, ' ..
evaluating materials (or a partially-reclalmed D¥ltenal variance is beyond the scope, ofthis
rulemaking. . . . '.

, 1 '

. EPA further notes for the .commenter that the Agency will be addressing broader
, issues and 'C1arificationS relatCd to the definition of solid 'waste in a.future rulemaking. Moqifying
,. ". the Agency~s current interpretation ofthe'definition of solid waste is beyond the scope ofttrl.s

, rulemaking and is more appropriately addressed in the context of the Definition ofSolid WaSte
,rule~~g~ which will be proposed in the near future. '

"
, .

i
I '
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DeN. PH4AOIl
COMMENTER NY State Dept. ofEnviron
RESPONDER RE . , ,
SUBJECT - SCRP
SUBJNUM -OIl ,

. COMMENT .EPA proposes to exclude from RCRA jwisdictlon Shredded
, . Ch;cuit Boards destined for m~tal recovery that are managed in

_ .' containers during stonige and shipment prior to recovery.
C~ntly, whole circuit boards are recognized as·"scrap metal,"

..which is currently exempt from regulation. According to EPA the '
PurP<>se ofthis proposed exclusion is to facilitate recovery.of

. this material. The'Department finds EPA's reasoning difficult
.to follow, particularly when EPA suggests that shredded circuit
boards may not qualify as .":s",,-rap metal." Shredding does no~ .
enrich or deplete the mat~rial ~th respect to metal content~ ,
Since shredding does not involve separation ofnon-metal .
components, seBs have as much "scrap metal" after shredding as
before. As scrap metal, shredded circuit boards would be exempt

. .from regulation and ibis .would facilitate recoverY of this
material as well as a jUrisdictional exclusion.. Perhaps the ' .
issue can be resolved' by reexamining the reasoning used onginally to
designate 'printed circuit boards as scrap metal,in .
the 1992 memorandum. This memorandum, believed to be OSWER
number 9441-1992(27), ~ted Au~t 26, 1992~ states that. '
II ...scrap me~ is defmedbased in large part on the physicll1 ,
appearance ofa secon~material...." That same memorandum
allowed circuit boards destined for metals ~lalnation to be '
burned. For shredded circuit boards that do not qualify as ,
scrap metal, would the proposed regulatory exclusion of~61.4

. (a)(14) 'allow the burning ofthese'sl,uedded boards prior'to
,metal reclamation/recycling/recovery?,Or, since burniDgin .

. incinerators is "... never an exempt·type ofrecycling ... "
(OSWER.document 9489,1994(02), dated September'19, 1994), are
these shfedded bOards forbidden 'from being conSidered destined
for reclamation/recovery ifthey are burned 'first? Also, please
clarify how the Sept 19, 1994 document's seemingly unqualified

.rejection ofbuming as a prelimlnary recycling step can be
reconciled with the August 26, 1992 document's allowance'of
.burning as a preliminary recycling step. It is more difficult to
understand why ajurisdictional exclusion is proposed for SCB
and why it is conditioned upon'managemen,t in containers. EPA has
'never before conditioned a jwjsdictiona,1 exclusion on.the type
or'storage units employe~ except ,where it was necessary to lute
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I, . out the uSe' of land-based u'nits ~t might provide ari element &f "
.,discard., We do not see why SCB are "more like articles in '
commerce" _ whole circuit boardS, whe~ further processing is
still required to separate out the non-metal components..

. I
Moreover, by requiring management in containers in order to
utilize the jurisdictional e~clusion~ shipments of-SCa in bulk '

-would ~en, presumably, be fully regUlated (Le., it not
excluded or consi~ered'tobe "scrapmetal~'),unless managed In

, large co.n~ners, such as roll-Offs~ Ifan~g, this proposal
could establish a barrier to the recycling ofprinted circuit

,boards reinov~g all regulatory exceptions and not allowing the
jurisdictional exclusion for bulk shipments ofSCB. It would be '
better for EPA to remaiD'si~ent on this 'issue or,to affimi that - 0

'SGB would still be regarded as."scrap metal II 'and exempt from
regulation. Ifcircuit boards were processed to separate out

. non metal components, then, at that Point, the eririched niaterial
could properly be excluded from RCRA jurisdiction, consistent
with the'propOsed exciusion· for processed scrap metal. '

r '.,

'RESPONSE:, . ,"

Thecomm~ter rai~es three issiie~: a req~est 'for 'clarific~tion of.why whole
circuit boards alsO are not excluded from the definition ofsolid waste; clarification of two policy

"'directives that ~ppear to contradict,each other.concerning burning as a recycling step; and .
clatification ofwhy containers are reqllirtd to meet the shredded circuit board exclusion.

The conunenter first discusses the issue ofextendmg the proposed exclUSion to
whole circuit b9ards. TIte cominentei argues that since the content of the boards is no different,
before or after shredding, there should be no difference in their regulatory~status. TheAgency
disagrees. Whole used circuitbo~ are less cQmmodity-like thaD shredded Circuit boards:
Whole used~,com~dto shredded c~uit'boards,are harder to assay, more difficul1>tO.

" handle and may contain proprietuy information ofgenerators and manufacturers. EPA also
, n~ies that sin'ie 1992, used whole boards ate currently classified 'as scrap metal.and therefore .
, wheri recy~led are completely excluded from RCM'regulatOry requirements~ Therefore~ no

RCRJ\ regul~tory requirements such as manifesting, export o~ st~rage'periirit requirements' ,
C\1II'ently o~te as disincentives 'to environmentally ~und recycling ofthese materials.. The '
~xclusion from ReRA jurisdiction for used shredded circuit bOards is neCesSary because they do

, ,not qualify for the definition of scrap metal and thus may be subject to:RCRA regulatory
-: requirements that may serve asdisinceniives to their r~overy. EPAalso believes that because
. whole 'usedcifcuit boalds are classified as scrap metal, that exclu~g whole used boards from:

the definition ofsolid ~aste is not nec~ssary to ensure environme.nt8l1y'sound recoyery of.these' '
materials and would be confusing to the Agency's current defmition ofscrap metal~ ,
• 0 The commenter also requested clarific,tic;m ofhow to reconcile a 1994 policy

. letter stating that the re~atOry'exclusion for certain recyclable materials (e.g., precio,Us metal,;,,'.0.. ,
l • ' •.
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, bearing recyclable materials are not exempt from incinc;;ration requirements) with a 1992" " '
memorandUm on c~rcuit boards that identifies burning as a possible preliminary step in recycling ,
ofwhole 'circuit boards. First, the commenter's request is outside'the scope of the final rule., The
policy the commenter is discuSsing pertains to an Agency memorandum'on whole circuit boards
rather than shredded circuit boards. ~Second, the commenter is'incorrect in assuming an apparent'
conflict exists between these two Agency statements. 'The commenter assumes'that all burning
ofsecondary materials must occur in incinerators insteaQ ofother thennal devices such as ', ,
bOilers, industrial fum~ces and miscellanC9us thennal treatment unitS. The recycling exClusion

',of40 CFR 261.6(a)(2) o~y pertainS to shredded circuit boards, with economically recoverable '
amounts ofprecious metals. IIi 19~3, EPA 'clari,fied that precious metal~bearing hazardous '
wastes, when 'legitimately recovered in thennal recovery units, are not 'subj~ct to 40 CFR Part'
264, Subpart 0 requirements (Simon to Shapiro; December 27, 1993 memorandum). The

ISeptember 1994 letter does not disturb this policy and descnbes the status of the thennal'unit as
an incinerator rather than a boiler or industrial furnace.

Lastly, the commenter requests a clarification ofwhy containers ~e required to
'meet the shredded cireuit board exclusion. The process of shredding the boards producc;;s small
,fines from the whole board which are dispersible and do not meet the RCRA regulatory
definition ofscrap metal. Howev~, the Agency has concluded that the application ofRCRA
re~atoiyprovisions, to shredded boards may present serious disincentives to their recovery.
EPA proposed to exclude shredded circuit Ooards being reclaimed frQm the definition ofsolid

,waste to facilitate their recovery. In adc;iition, the Agency detennined that shredded circuit boards
, satisfy the five facto~ for evaluating whether ~ material is "commodity-like,ft and therefore not a
part of the waSte management problem. 'Containeri~tionof ~e shredded circuit boards, along , '
with the value ofthe material, serVe to minimize loss. Note that containerization in ~d of itself
was not the only reason the Agency concluded that shredded circuit boards should be excluded
-from the definition'ofsolid waste." The other-five factors supported this determination as well.

, . '.'
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DC~ , PH4AOis ,
COMMENTER 'General MO,tors Corporation
'RESPONDERRE
SUBJECT SCRP. '

SUBJNUM 015 . ,
COMMENT Processed Scral,,[61 FR 2361, 40 CFR 261.1 (c)(9)] The p~eamble

" diScussion and the proposed ,definition ofproc~ssedscrap does '
not at all re~ognize the handling methods that may be in use at .
~ partiC'uI~ generator site. The proposed definition of . ,

.' processed sCrap metal is'scrap metal which luis.been manually or ~

mechanically altere4 to either seParate it into distinct . , ,
materials to e~ce~conoMicv~ue or to improv,e th~ handling'
ofmaterials. 'Processed scrap metal includes, but is not limited

,'to s~rapmetal which has been bailed .•..Thisd~finition is
, adequate for its ,intended purpOse; however,. an inspector using a
,Q81Tow interpretati9n definition could cause diffic::ulties to'

/'. , 'arise at facHitie,s that generate scrap metal.' Scrap metal'in
route from its Itpoint'of generation" to the area oCthe'facilitY "

, where bailing, shredding, melt.ing"etc., 0c:curS could be called '
, a solid w~te. General Motor.;.does not believe, especially in.

, light of this preamble discUssion and proposed ~emaking that '
" . the Agency intends for scrip metal in process at a manuf~cturing

, '.' facil~ty t9,be subjectto solid waste regulati~ns. ~ene~ , ." ,
, Motors sugge~ that the definition of "processed scrap metal" be

modifled·to include an addition stich as the 'one utilized ii1 the -'.
, text below. 'Processed~p metal is scrapmet8J. ~hich has 'been ' ", '
,or ~ll be processed on.:site Such that it will be manually or '
meChanically altered to either separa~ it'into distinct. . ,
materi~s to enhance economic value or to improve th~ handling

, ofmateriais. ProceSsed scrap metal includes but is not IUnited' ,. . .., ,\_. , ,
.to scrap metal whic4 has~baU~ ... .' . , '('"

•

RESPQNSE:

,'.. " ... ; U~derthe tiDal rUle's exclusion forexcl~dedscrap metal, ifthe scrap metal'is \'
not home or prompt Scrap, the exclusion will not take effect at facilities until,scrap ~etal has '
undergone a processing step~' ,Therefore,'there~will be a certiWJ. period'oftime (rom me .,oint that

, the scrap,metal is geJierated to the~ proCessing step tha~ scrap metal will be exe~pt'froni the,
hazardous.waste definition, but-not exciuded from the defInition ofsolid waste (40 CFR '
§261.6(a)(3)(ll». The commenter seems to be reque~ing that the exclusion from the definition

, \, ofsol~dwaSte be exten~ed'to unprocessed sc~pmet8t if.~e processing will ~ccur on·site. 'Pte.
Agency has shown tbafthere are some types ofunprocessed scrap. metal (home and prompt)
which are sUfficiently commodity·like that they will be'handled properly.. HQwever, other types
. • ~ ~'l" '

, /
. :....t~"
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of unp~oce'ssedscrap m~tal are n~t similar to analogous raw metal concentrates and·
intemlediates, and therefore were not granted an exclusion from the definition of solid' waste., In

. . I •

~oday's fmal rule, the Agency has expanded th~ scope of the exclusion to include home scrap .
metal. (e~g., tUmings~ cuttings, punchings, and borings generated by steel mil~s, foundries, and '
refineries) and prompt scrap metal (e.g., turnings~ cuttings, punchiIigs, and'borings generated by .
the metal workinglfabricatipn industries). Although the Agency appreciates, from a theoretical
standpoint, that there are situatiops where the time between the point ofgeneration and the first

, processing step could .be ~ little as a few minutes, there could also be situations where ..
unprocessed scrap metal is' stored on-site for a significant period o'f tim~. The Agency is .

.. \confident that pro.cessed ~crap metal is sufficiently copunodity-like that it will be haridled as.
caref\illy as a raw ~aterial.'

"

.,
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, DeN PH~A016,

CoMMENTER Public Service Electric & .
RESPO~ER RE,"
SUBJECT . SCRP·, , .
SUi3JNl.iM . '016 ; , , ' ,

COMM~T' PSE&G supports EPA's proposal to exclude
scrap metahLl1d shre4ded circuit boards ItUUUiged ,
in con~ers from the defInition ofsolid waste. (61 Fed.
Reg. 2361-63) PSE&G"which is actively jrivolved in resource
recovery operations views this proposal as very much a .
progressive step in the right direction to\Yards promoting
recycling,ofth~se products. As EPA'~ recogniZed, the
designation o.f recyclable materials as .solid waStes stigmatizes
the material and,c~ates asignifIcant deterrent to 'its
qeneficial reuse. (id. at 2363) While this initiative is
well-intended, PSE&G is concerned that such ruleinaking, on a'
caSe';'by-,c~'basis~ thi-ough individual proposed mlemaking and .'
comment is inefficient. W~ alsO believe that such regulatory ,
development leads to confusion by promoting differing regulatory ,
positions for different materiais that are inherently siinilar in :'
their marketability and val~e. PSE&Q, like ma1;lY other companies,

, •. generates recyc,lable materials that are marketab~e and
'.. considered value~comm()dlties, rather than solid wastes. ,These
'. materials are· inherently more commodity-like than waste-like.

Because ofthis distinction, PSE&G believes a more productive . .
approach would be for EPA~ establish criteria that may be uSed,
to distinguish between solid waste anci commoditY-like' . ,
desipations. This approach,would be consistent with that uSed

'. 'by the regulated community under the ReRA program, where the
generator determines Whether a solid waste is ahazardous waste '

. (40 C.F.R., 262.11) PSE&G encourages the Agency to move 'forw8rd
: in acompreherisive propOsal to amend the,defiiUtion ofsolid '
,waste to encourage reCycling and reduce the generation ofsolid,

. , '

'wastes•. '

, \,

RESPONSE:

I ,

, .

..'

"

• 'j

•

, : The cOmnienter appe8rs to be t8.king the po,sition that promulgatfug exclQSions
for-recyclable materials one by one is inc=fficient because there are many waste;s that could be .
considered to be ·oo~odity-like~.and therefo~ shoUld be excluded from the definition ofsolid

: <waste. The commenter's req~st is beyond the scope ofthis rulemaking and is better'addressed
, in the'J;>efinition of ~~lidwaSte rulematdng, due to pc proposed in ~e near fu~. .

• , • I ~ •
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DCN . PH4A017 ,
• . 'I .

coMMENTER Chemical Waste Ma:ri.agement
RESPONDER RE',
SUBJECT seRF.
SUBJNUM '017" ' '. _
<;9MME1';IT ExclusionofProce~s S~rap Metal from the Definiti~n'of

.SOlid Waste (61 Fed., Reg. at 2361) The Agency is proposmg to
, amend the definition ofsolid waste by excluding processed scrap
, metal bC=ing recyc'ed from RCRA jurisdiction. The proposal is' ,
restricted to scrap metal which has been proCessed by scrap . '
,metal recyclers to be traded on recycling'markets for' further
reprocessing mto metal end products. The Agency describes

. processing ofscrap metal to include: 1) manUal or m~hanical· ,
separation. ofscrap'metal either htto specific scrap categories

. contaiiUng' different metals or metal and non·metal components,
and 2) unit operationS such as sintering and melting operationS
which melt or~glomeratematerials such as drosses and fines

, into scrap metal. CWM supports this·change to the definition of
solid waste.' , , . '

, '

RESPONSE:'

,\ ,

\. '

\

, ,

, '" The Agency would lik~ t6 thank th~ commenter for'supporting the excl~ion
from th~ definition ofsolid waste for exCluded~p metal. 'in today's final rule, the Agency has'

,". expanded the sCope ofthe exc.usion to include home scrap metal (e.g., turDmgs, cuttings"
, punchings, and borings generated by steel mills, foundries, and refineries) and promPt scrap

metal (e.g."tUmings, cuttmgs, punchings, and borings generated by the'metal working/fabrication
industries). 0 The Agency nQtCs , . ' '.

,that in the final rule the Agency clarifies that .the exClusion for processed scrap metal,being ,
.~ycled awiies to scrap·met8i that has Wider gone a processing step (as d:efine4',in'the Peamble. '
'to the proposed'rule) regardless ofwho does the proceSsing. In ,other wordS, a processing;stCp "
may be performed by ~e generator, an intermediate scrap luindler (e,g., broker, scrap processor), ': . !

or a scrap.recycler. "Once the scrap metal has Undergone 'a processing step, it.may q~ify for the
excluSion from the definition ofsolid waste," , ' ", ' ..

. /'

\., .
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DCN PH4A017
COMMENTER, Chemicat WaSte Mariage~ent "
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT SGRP
SUBJNUM 017 ,
COMMENT, Exclusion'ofShredded Circuit Boards From the ' .

Definition ofSolid Waste (61 Fed. Reg. 2362) The Agency is 
proposing to exclude shredded circuit boards destined' for: metal
recovery that are managed in containers during storage and, .
shipment 'prior to recovery from the definition of solid waste,_ "
CWM supports this proposal. CWM believ~s that shredded c~~t

. .boards should be excluded from the definition of solid waste in
order to facilitate recovery. In addition, CWM believes that
the,Agency should clarify the regulatory s~tus of sweeps/ash,
fluff, and baghouse dust associated with the shredding of
circuit 'board~. In a August 26, 1992 memorandum from Sylvia K.
Lowrance, to Region Waste Management Divi.sion Directors (See
Attachment. 1j, that discusses the regulatory status ofprinted '

, circuit boards, the Agency indicates that shredded circuit'
boards are no longer similar to the materials that meet the
defmition of scrap metal. AS a result, the sweeps/ash, flUff,
and baghouse dust also 'do not meet this defmition. Smce the

, Agency is PI'9posing to change this position CWM belie.ves that it
, is. ~ppropriate for the Agency to also address sweeps, fluff, and ,
baghouse dust. CWMbelieves that the Ag~cy should also exclude '
theSe items from the definition of solid' wastes when they are
destitied for metal recoverY. , ". :'. '...,,.

, RESPONSE:

,~

"

f '

The Ag~ncy,would lijt~ ~ thapk the ~mmenter ~or supporting the e~clusion . '.
from solid \y~e for shredc;led circuit 1;»oards. The commentel' also requested cl8rificationoft4e '
cmrent regulatory status ,ofseCondary materials associated with the shredding ofspent printed
circuit boards, including sweeps/ash, and baghouse dust.

, Sweeps refer.alternatively to 'a powdered qIaterla! that is a residue of thermal :
. recovery ofpiecioUs metal-bearing secondary matena! (often ash thai,is crushed into particulate'
.Ionn in a ball mill or similar device) or particulate material that-is collect~ from fmns'handling
p~ious·metaJ.s such 'as jewelers ~dmetal finishers. Sweeps, Which may be generated.whe~
spent shredded circu!t boards are sent for assaying and reclamation, have been previously
classified by EPA as a by-product (Lowrance to Waste Management Division Directors US EPA, ,
Regions I-X; AugUst 26, 1992). As 'such, when~sent.for reclamation, sweeps'a,e not solid waste'
when cOnSi4ered~~ous solely by eXhibitin~ a c~c~eristic. Ch~teristic by-products are. '
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not solid wastes when reclajmed (40 CFR §261.2(c)(3». In contrast, when sweeps are. derived
· -.from somce material that meets ~e description ofa listed hazardous waste, the sweeps' are solid,

wastes that ate also hazardoqs w~es and are regulated under·the appropriate RCRA regulation
provisio~ (40 CFR §26L2(c)(3».' . .

• • J, • r •

. . EPA has classified baghouse dust from precious metal recovery furnaces as a
sludge (loWrance to Waste Management Division Directors US EPA, ~gions I-X; A~8Ust 26,
1992): As with .the by~pt:Oduct classification for sweeps, baghouse dust is not a solid and .
hazardous waste when reclaimed, when considered hazardous solely by exhibiting a
ch8racteristic. HoweVer, ifthe'source material-to the furnace' contained a listed hazardous ~aste,
then the bagllouse d~t W9uld be conSidered a solid and,hat.arc;ious Waste due to its claSsification,.

· 'as a listed sludge being reclaimed. Also as With the sweeps, even if the baghouse 'dust, is a listed _,
· sludge, it may Still be exempt"from the defmition ofhaz8rdo~waste ~der.40 CFR Part 266~ ,

Subpart F if it contains economically reCoverable .levels ofprecious ~etals. . . ' .. -. '-
, ..., The commenter's request to e!lrtabUsh a, global exclusion from the definition of ,
solid waste for. materials such.as sweeps/ash, fluff, and' baghouse d~t is beyond the scope of this
rulemaking. The Agency '~serts that no change to ~e current' regulatory framework is,necessary

·for these mateiials,given current regUlatory interpretations. . ,-
• . ' _ • 1. '. r' I·
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DCN PH4A019
COMMENTER WestinghoUse Electric Cor
RESPONDER 'RJ;:,
SUBJECT SCRP
SUBJNUM, 019'

" COMMENT Westinghouse supports EPA's
: 'proposal to exclude scrap metal· and shredded circuit boards from

the defInition ofsolid waste. We' concur with the rationale ' .. . .'

presented by EPA in the preamble and believe'these actions would
not adversely impact humap health or the environment.

RESPONSE: '

, The Agency thanks the'commenter for sup~rting the exclusion from the'
definition of solid waste for shredded circuit boards.

'-

"
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. PCN : PH4A021. .
COMMENTER Association ofContainer .
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT SCRP
SUBJNuM 021'
COMMENT The Association ofContainer Reconditioners (ACR)'hereby

comments on the proposed Exclusion ofProc.essed Scrap Metal and
shredded Circuit Boards from the 4efmition of Solid Waste, .
which appeared in the January 25, 1996 Federal Register. Our '.
members are businesses engaged in the cleaning and restoration
ofpa,ckaging inateri8ls,-primarily 55-gallon steel drums. Each
year, more,than 40 million steel dru.qts are reconditioned for
reuse in the U.S. Since source reduction including reuse' is an .
EPA priority, ACR believe~,theproposed rule must h,e revised to
encourage U.S. businesses to recondition and reuse containers
where practicable, instead of prematurely scrapping Used
containers. 7.0 Defuiition o{Processor ACR believes EPA has not
adequately defmed the tenn "processirig." As published, ,
pr~essed scrap metal.is metal that ;'has beensep~ted, melted.,
or otherwise processed to add value'or improve' handling' . :
qualities. tf EPA proposes to exclude processed scrap m~tal from
the definition of solid waste because it is a secondary material
that is "commoditY-like." ProCessed scrap metai is

. "commodity-like" if it has an "inherent positive economic
value," and can be sold into an established market. Since there
is no definition ofthe teim "processing" in the propOsal, any

, action that "adds value" to SCrap met3J, e.g.~ segregation of
like items, constitutes "proe,essing." Thus, virtually any
facility handling metals in any form could be'a scrap metal
processor. It is a given that at some point during the
collection and processing stages, scrap metal becomes secondUy
'materiat and aSsumes commodity-like c~~eristics,but this
stage is not defmed by the EPA. In fact, the AgencY's QWD

research shows that processing is required'before scrap metal
could be 'considered commodity-like. Therefore, ACR believes
that EPA must determine (a) at what.point in the met8I'recycling
continuum does scrap processing begin, and (b) w~at amo~t or .
type ofprocessing is ne~essary'beforescrap metal becomes ,
commodity-like and falls out ofthe defmition of solid waste. .'

.. .
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RESPONSE:,
" \

A material that meets the def~~ori of scrap metal is:exchided from the' ,
, definition ofS9lid waste when it also meets the defmitiort ofexcluded scrap metal. If the scrap .
metal'does not fall Within the definitiop. ofone ofthe categories of~xcJ~~edunproc~ssedscrap ,
metal (4ome or prompt scrap), then the material must meet the definition ofprocessed s~rap ,
metal to'be exclu~~d from the defmitlon ofsolid Waste. In response to in(onnation proVided by

. commenters, th~ Agency· has identified chopping" crushing, flattening, cutting and sorting'as .
.processes 'typically used in the processing ofscrap metal for recyclmg that were omitted from the,

, propoSed definition~ The Agency has added these processes to the definition ofprocessed scrap
metal in today's final role which reads: "scrap ~et8l which has been manually or physically ;
altered to either separate it.into'distinct materials to eIlhance economic value or to improve the '
handling ofmaterials.' Processed scrap metal Includes but' is not limi~ to, scrap metal which has

. been baled, shredded, sheared, choppCd; crushed, flattened; cut, lIle!~ or separated by metal
type (i.e., sorted), and, fme!, drosses and related materials which have been agglomerated/' 'Dte .
.f\gency.,c1arifi~s that the exclusion fo~ excluded scrap metal being recycled applies to scrap metal
that has undergone.a processing step regardless ofwho does the processing. In other words, a'
processing step may be performed by the generator, an intermediate scrap handler (e.g.., broker,
scrap p~ocessor), ora scrap recycler. Once the Scrap metal has undergone 'a processing step, if

,may qualify for th~ exclusi~n. ' . . ,
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DCN. PH4A021 r

,COMMENTER' Asso~iatio~ ofContainer
RESPONDER RE'

, SUBJECT " seRP
, SUBJNUM 021-
COMMENT ,ACR believes EPA should structure a category of"reusable metal '

materials that can be reused for. their original intended
purpose.. Such items should not be defined as scrap until they
have ~et separate and'specific management criteria. For ,

I ex~ple, a RCRA.empty container between 30 and 3,000 liters that
previouSly contained hazardous subs~ces must be cleaned and
mechanically altered (i.e., crushed or. shredded) in order to be,
defined as processed scrap metal.-After mechamcal alteration, "

,such scrap metal shoUld meet at least the'following requirements'
to 'be defmed as proc~ssed scrap metal: (1) the Institute of
Scrap Recycling Industries (ISRI) 4efmition ofcleanness for'
ferrous-scrap be referenced by EPA. ISRI's .definition states:
ttAll grades shall be free ofdirt, nonferrous metals;or foreign

.material ofany kind". However, these terms are not intended, to
, preclude the accidental inclUsion ~fnegligible amounts where 'it

can be shown that this amount fs unavoidable in the customary
',preparation and handling ofthe particular grade; and (2) a " '

steel container ~ust be mechanically processed so as to nieet one
ofISRI's ferro~ scrap codes, such as code number 211 shredded
'scrap. Thes~ defmitions and standards are referenced in ISRI, -
Scrap Specifications Circtdar 1994~ 13-25 G Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20005. Consistent With ISRI's cleanness .
definition, ACR and ISRI have an agreement.that affums
containers are to be cleaned prior ~o being sent to 'a scrap'

, yard. Currently, under ~e Department ofTransportation (DOn
re~ations,an un~lean RCRA-empty container is handled '
analogously to a full container. TIle empty ~ontainer must have,
all closures in place and all labeling as to original contents" ,

'and associated·haDrds. Any unclean crushed.containers would be
req'uired to be containerized ~d labeled. Cleaning prior to
crushing enSUl'!=S DOT compliance. Under ~ormal circwns~ces,

steel dnuns can be reused 5 - 10 times. By clarifying the' -,.
\ definition ofpro<?essing or differentiating "reusable metal '

materials" from other. scrapmetal, EPA would encourage industry
,' to reuse prior to recycling, which is consistent with EPA's ' -,

'Hierarchy of Integrated Waste,Management. (EPA, Decision-Makers
'GuideJo Solid'Waste Management, EPAlS30-SW':'89-,072) A
reconditioner operates in a-manner c9nsistent with the hierarchy

, . .: ..- , .

\ ,.
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,,by cle8ning and scrapping only those that are Untit for reUSe. "
We appreciate,this opportunity to ,comment on the proposed

,changes iJi'reg8:rds to proc,essed scrap II,letal. ' , ". ,

',RESPONSE: .\
" '

,"

'.

. , ..

In the fmal ~e, 'th~ Agency did 'not create,a separate categ~ry'forreUsable metal
materials that can be ~ed for their original in~ended p~se. Although'the cominerite~ suggests
that establishing ~ seParate category would be an incentive for the reconditio$g and reUse of
55-gallon steel drums and other like con~ers, the Agency d~snot be.ieve that the reglilation
,as proposed is a disincentive for such activity. Currently~ drum reconditioning is a form of.' .!

recycling activity and is exempt un~er 40 CFR §261·.2(c) provid~ it m~tscoilditions at 40 CFR
. part 261.7 for emp~ con~ers. Therefore,' drums being reconditioned are not affected by .

, . today's mle. Such dlums are gen~rally fabricated (rom materials such as carbuli steel Which do
'. not contaiJi hazardous constitUents and would likely not be classified'as hazardous., The Agency'

believes ,that the proposed regul~tion do~s not serve ~' a disincentive to"reuse and therefore, a, .
,separate category for reusable metal niater1~S is nat being eStablished in today'sfmal .
mlemmdng.' ' . ,
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DeN _ PH4A032 '.
COMMENTER :Eastman Kodak Company
RESPONPER RE .
SUBJECT SCRP",
S~JNUM . 032 .'
COMMENT We would like to take this 'opportunity'to provide our strong

support for the exclusions to the RCRA definition ofsolid was,te
bc;:ing proposed for' processed scrap metal ands~ded circuit
boards which are incorporated within the prop~sed rule on
mineral and mining processing wastes. "

RESPONSE:
f

, '. The Agen~y thanks the commenter for supporting both exClusions froin the
, defuiition ofsolid waste for excluded scrap metal and shredded circ~t boards..

/ i
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DCN ," P,H4A032
, ' COMMENTER' Eastnian Kodak Company,
,RESPO~DER KM '

,SuBJECT SCRP
SUBJNUM' 032'
COMMENT ' Adopt the,'Proposed Exclusion for Processed' Scrap .Metal ' . '
, ," Kodak agrees,with the Agency that processed scrap metal should not be

,captured by the RCRA definition 'of solid waste when it is
destined for recycUJig. M~y cOmpanies, including Kodak, ,
separate scrap metal into categories in order to enhance its
value in'the marketplace. Thjs material has trUly become a,
commodity in ~e world mar~~ ~ughtby many who,operate metal

,recycling facilities. Once these materials have been separate4 ,
, into metal types (e.g., iron and steel; aluminwn; copper ~d .
brass) they,are maDaged to reflect the real value which they
,represent. Clearly this material is not part ofthe "waste "
disposal problem," and should not 'be subject'to RCRt\. regula~on.· ,
Even though currently there are' minimal requirements in the RCRA
regulations for. scrap metai, it is stigmatized by being '." '
considered a solid (and potentially hazardouS) waste. By .
p~viding the projJoKd exclusion to the definition ofsoli4 , .

, w~ethe Agency can help remove tJlis iinpediment to the
recycling ofthese materials. This is not only important in the,
p~sent manufacturing climate, but Will become in~ingly ,

, important in the years ahead as companies become more involved
in the:d~-manuf~g,ofend.:.of-life equipment

, "

. RESPONSE:

EPA th~b,the ~mn1enter for supporthtg the pJ:Oposed excli.sioDs fi:om the', "
, definition ofsolid~ for~pmet8I." " '\ " .. ,
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DCN. PH4A032 . .' '
. COMMENTER Eastman,Kodak Company,

RESPONDER' J;CM
"SUBJECT . SCRP

'-.-SUBJNUM' 032. ,
COMMENT. Adopt the Proposed Exclusion for Shredded Circuit Boards,

Kodak also agrees 'Yith the Agency that shredded circ~it boards should not be '

, .

, defined asa solid waste ,When intended for metal~ recovery.
, Typically their precious metal content gives these materials a

real'value, making them a cOll)1l1odity in the marketplace.
Shredding the~ is a practical technique used to destroy any ,
proprietary information they may, ~ontain, as well as reducing
'the total volume to 1'e.sto~d and shipped. ,Using this technique
Should not penaliie the generator ofthese materials by',making
them ineligible for-the current interpretation as being,scrap

,'metal. The condition ofe~vironmentallyprotective container '
storage, which is to be applied to the exclusion'seems to be a
reasonable one. In KodalC's experience, shredded circuit boards
are commonly stored and.transporten in containers. Since these,
containers are intended to keep their valuable con~ents inside, '
they will also serve to protect the environment from spills. We
must commend the Agency for presenting this requirement as a
performance staildard~ rather than establishing detailed
presCriptive requirements (e.g.~ size~ porosity, structural
integrity) for the containers. ,This is refreshing and hopefully
reflects a small hitlt of the future direction ofother --:
environmental regulations. Removing regulatory uncertainties and
alloWing shredded circuit boards to move freely in the stream of
commerce will do much to enhance their recycling rate. This is'

s not only iDiPortant in the U.S. but it also sets a precedent for
the rest ofthe world. When this material is being recycled it
is clearly not being ~'diScarded", and therefore is not part of
the "waste disposal problem".

, '\'

I •

RESPONSE:·

, EPA thanks the commenter for supporting'the shredded circuit b~ar4 exclUsion
from the definition ofsolid waste. ; . ' .

,
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-lffiSPONSE:

, The commenter's request, that EPA, establish a mC?re generic.regulatorY construct
which 'excludes secondary materials that are recycled back into manufacturing processes, is ,
.beyond ,the scope ofthis rulemaking. The Agency will be addressing broader issues and .'
clarifications related to the definition of solid waste in a future rulemaking. ModifYing the

, Agency's current interpretation of-the defInition ofsolid waste is more appropriately addressed ~
~ , the context of the Definition ofSolid Wastei"ulemaking. which will be proposed in,th~ near

fUture. . , . ' .

"

.,: .
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, " The Agency, thanks the commenter for 'supporting the exclUsion from the
,definition ofsolid waste for shredded~ircuitbo8rds. ' '

j.

I'
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DCN PH4A033
COMMENTER' International PreciousMet8l~ InstitUte
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT' "SCRP "
SUBJNUM 033, '
c;QMMENT ' . Scrap printed circuit boards contain a,substantial amount 9f

,'recoverable precious metals (Le., gold, silver) and non-precious "
metals (Le., copper), that iender them a valuable commodity and "
feedstock to th~ precious metal refming industry. Scrap
.printed crrcuit boards are shreddedJor anumber of iinportant "
reasons, all ofwhich have been aCcurately portl"ayed by the ,

. agency in the proposed mle~' The shredding of printed circuit '
boards also has long~n a $mdard practice in the industry

,'and has not resUlted in an ~nvironrilentalincident. rPMI 'agrees
. With the agency that s1Uedded printed circuit b9ards ~usi ~, '

properly containerized prior to refming, not only for, .
.enVironm~ntal. prote~tion but because of~e high value, as welt
IPMI alSo agrees with the Agency that such material'should be
excluded from R,CRA jUrisdiction.' , .

, ,

RESPONSE:'
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" DCN PH4AQ34 .
COMMENTER . Institute of Scrap Recyclers
RESPONDER RE, , ' .
SUBJECT SCRP, '.
SUBJNUM 034, .. '. '
COMMENT ISRI 'supportsefforts by the Agency to amend the·definition of

, solid waSte by'excluding ~om its defmition "commodity-like'"
,materials, such'as scrap metal. Following are ISRI's comments
. in response to issues raised 'by the Agtmcy. in the above "
,'refe~nced Proposed RuJemaking. ISRI enthusiastically supports "
EPA's efforts at recogDizing the "commo<iity-like" nature ofscrap I

metal.. Scrap metal whi~h has' been'diverted or removed from the '
waste stream for recyclirig is a commodity that is arialogous in "

. v81ue~ physical state, and environinent8l benefits - ifnot, ,
better iIi ,terms ofenvironmental benefits- to any other product '

r '
, or raw material. Scrap processors purchase scrap'metal'so as to

,redaitD the metal components~and then sell the 'recovered metal
. , to nlills, foundrieS, alioy manufacturerS, ingot makers, and ,,'

other.conSwners for use in making ne~ metal bearing products,
,such as 'automobiles, appliances, and other consumer products.;
The metal recovered by the scrap processirig industry is a I,' "

, ,product sold in the open market in compe~tion with virgmraw , ..
,,materi31s. Scrap processors have no motivation to dispose of ..'

'. such a valuable and, useful product, and infact, their .
, 'activities preciude the disposal Qr'these products. EPA's basis

': ' for ex~ludiIig processed scrap metal being recycled from,
re~ation as solid,Waste is that it is suffic~ently ','. : '
'commodity-like.in The Ag~cy further discusses five/factors
which it.utilizes iii evaluating the commodlty-like nature of ,
processed scrap metal, or any other materialbeing c<;lnSid~

.for exclusion·from the definition ofsolid waste. Using these •.
.. .,' five, factors, ISRI would like to add the following pointS to '

.further suppo~ the Agency'sd~tion ofthe commodity-like
. nature ofProceSsed sCrap metal: 1. '"The'degree ofprocessing
the riulterial'has undergone and the degree offurther processing,

. that is required." All'ShiPIPents ofprocessed scrap me~ meet .
,strict specifications. Industry specifications exist for' ,
approximately 250' different~eS of,noilferrous andferrous

,'scrap"metal.' Shipments are iejected'ifthe specifications are
., not'met. 2" "The value of the material after it haS beeit

. • I I' I

reclaime.d.1t As acla,lowledged by EPA, ~crap met8l is traded both
nationally and internationally in established markets for
,positive eConomic value. As evidence of its v&ue, prices for
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many scrap commodities are generally published in the daily
Americ~ Metal Market and'we~kly Metals-Week. European and world

, ·price evaluations are published weekly in:Metal Bulletin
(1on40n): Reported prices for specific transactions in the Asian '
market are published in th;e TEX .Report (Tokyo). Other
publications provide additional pricing data. 3. "The degr~e'

,tQ which the reclaimed material is like ari analogous raw '
materIal." Scrap metal is used in lieu'of virgin metal because
of its comparable (and in'some cases preferable) perfonnance to
virgin'~etal,while 'providing a substantial cost'savings for the '
manufacturer refleCting the_mar~e~ price ~d,the environmental ,
benefits ofscrap. ,Steel made from scrap is chemically and '
me~ll~gically equivalent.to steel manufac;:tured from virgin
ore. Ip fact, most ~etals and alloys produced in ~e United
States are' made using secondary materials. Any weighing'ofthe .
environmental-costs and benefitS ofvirgin versus scrap metal
use as raw materials should alsO~e into account the avoided

,environmental damages as~ociated with mining· and beneficiation
ofvirgin met8.l. 'In some industries, ·the use of scrap lowers \.
eniissions and waste gene~tion. 4. "The extent to which an end
market for the reclaimed material is guaranteed." End markets
for scrap metals include steel mills, foundries? die casters,'
mills, fabricators, and manufacturers. Due to the fact that the
'capital and operating costs ofusing scrapinetal are gener8l1y ,
lower than those costsinvolvCd with using virgin ores and, that
there are no chemical or physical !iifferences between the
respective QUtputs, it is 'likely that the importance ofscrap as ,
a raw matenal will only grow by the future, thus ensuring the
availability of end markets. There is virtually unanimous I •

agreement that demail,d for scrap metal is, and will continue, on ,
an upward trend. 5. "The extent to which a ,materiaUs managed .

. to miDimiZc'loss.ft. The scrap processing industry is' coinmitted .
toward responsible and environmentaily safe opera~g procedures '
and practices. According to an EPA sponsored report on the' \,
,environmental risks associated with scrap metal recycling,
"very few, ifany,'instances ofenviroDmental or hUman health
damages can be directly attributed to scrap metal mismanagement, . '
during scrap metal recycling." In f~ct, environmen~ .
management practices in the'scrap proc~ssing industiy are
increasing. According to EPA: ttgiven increasingly stringent.
controls on recycling faCilities,-requiring containment
buildings and runoffcontrol" increased use ofengint:ering .

,controls to c.apturedusts~and increased hygiene aware~ess at '
'.
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-the job site, the potential for contamination and worker ,;
exposure appears to have dramatically decreased over the past
decade;" .1. As aCknowledged by EPA inthe-st\!dy quoted above: .
"sCrap yards historically accepted a vast array ofmaterials
which 'resulted in contamination n9t directly associated with the -
metal . Over the past decade, at the urging ofthe, Ihstitute' -,' .
ofScrap Recycling Industries, shredder operators have begWl

"to'refuse any scrap contaiDing batteries, ,gas tankS, tires, and -
,other items to reduce contamiDation from lead, PCBS, CFCs, and
olper-hazardous'substances. 8 In fact, several years ago _
ISRI issued' an Environmental Operating Guidelines manual
provid.ing site !Danageme~t practices designed to mininiize
potential adverse.environmental effects for all the types of

. equipment and processes typically employed at a scrapprocesshlg '.
facility. SoW'Ce control progtams are now C0mn10~ throughout the
scrap processing industry. 9 In additi<'-n, the NPDES stonn wlilter
pennit program has' resUJied in the issuance ofpennits requiring
scrap processing facilities throughout the country to deve~op, ,
pollution prevention plans containing Best Management Practices '

I 'addressing'good ho~keeping, preventive maintenance, spill
control and response, employee training, runoffmanagement,
erosion control, an4 other control-measures: 10. By recognizing
'~t Scrap metal is a commodity-like material and notsolid
waste, the Agency is removing asignificant deterrent to the . ,
increased recycling ofscrap metal. The proposed exclusion will

. . minimize.the regulatory burden currently associated with scrap "
'metal arid prOvide,~ded economic and/other incentives toreeycle . :
the material, th~ benefi~ $e environment, industry, and'the
nation as a whole. One example ofthe way·the current inclUsion'

. ,of scrap metal in the definition ofsolid waste: acts as'a
possible deterrent to its reCycling is in the international ' ,
trade of scrap iD,etal. In September of 1995, Parties to the
Basel Convention agreed to amend the Convention to includeabali
,on the m~v~ent ofhazardous waste,recyclables from developed', '
colJDtiieS to'developing 'Countries, effective Janualy I, 1998. '. ,

- To date, few countries have ratified the amendment and instCacl'
are awaiting guidance from the Convention's TechniCal Working

, , Qroup on what recyClables are c~vered or excluded by the ,ban. .
Significan~ trade in~pmetal and other secondary materials .

• ,~Urrently"eXists and the amendment to the Basel ,Convention ~uld ,'
,repreSent a signifiCant rion-tarifftrade barrier to its, ,
-contiDuing trade. Jbe Clinton.Administration. luis been verY vocat .'
in its support ofthe ~act thatscrapnietil.l should be excluded

, , .
"
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from the juri-sdiction of the Basel Converition. The ~xclusion of '
scrap metill from the U.S! definition' ofsolid waste.as expressed .
in RCRA, would bring the U.~. domestic reg~latory situation in
line with the. positi9n that the State Department, the Department
ofCommerce, and EPA haye taken internationally. .

RESPONSE:

.The Agency thanks the commenter for supporting the exclusion from the
.definition.ofsolid waste for processed scrap metal. . .
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DeN· PH4A034
C9MMEN'TER Institute of'Scrap Recycl~,
RESPONDER RE, .
SUBJECT SeRP'

;' ~~=,O~:A SHOU~D M~I?IFY'ITS PROPOSAL SO'THAT ALL scRAP METAL ....
,. , , DIVERTED OR REMOVED FROM THE SOLID ,WASTE STREAM AND. , ,.. ,;

" ,

,
r

, ..

. \

•• f.

I "

:.

. .

. I ~ .

DESTINED. FOR RECYCLING IS EXCLUDED FROM THE DEFINITION,
Of: SOLID·WASTE. EPA should.not distinguish ~twee~ p~essed and

',unprocessed. scrap metal,in promulgating the~soJid waste,exclusion for scrap metal
that is to be recycled. The five factors that EPAutilizes.to '

. ,eva.t~te the'comnlodity-like natme ofprocessed scrap metal'
,apply to unprocessed sCrap metal that has been diverted or "
removed from the solid waste stream for the purpose ofbeing
recy.cled. Scrap metal divertedoriem~ved'from the'solid waste
stream alSo· has econolmc value and end marketS and isjqst as
analogous to raw matCrlal,as processed scrap metal. In .
a4ditio~ as with processed scrap metal, the physical state of, .
scrap metal diverted or removed' from the solid waste stream
limits the dispersion'of~etal constituents during handling,and
for proCessing. According to'a recent 'EPA report: "Bureau of
Mmes conUnodity. experts and other expe~ conta;eted by SAlC
'agree'that scrap metal i~lf should not pose an e~vironmental '
concern, ~ven ifthe scrap is stored exposed to the elements
'during storage. Inf~many ofthe metals'are either '
corrosion-resistant or will oxidize, binding potential
contaminants in the metal." The artificial distiriction created '
by EPA tx$veen processed and unProcessed mp metal also
c~tes,;.unnecessary confusion for individuai facility' operators. , '.
It will be extremely difficult in many instances for a .

,particular f8cili~ opeiator to difJerenti~tebetween 'processed .
·and,unproceSsed Scrap metal for the purposes ofregulatory

, jurisdiction due to their similar. and in some cases identical
-' -nature. ISRI recogrtizesthat in ,order for. th,e ~gulations to ,
, work, ,both the regulated communitY and· tl,1e regulators need to .
Know at What point scrap metal exits RCRA Subtitle C ". '

-juriSdiCtion. ISRl recommends that .point not be when processing
accurs,' but instead when the scrapm~ is,diverted or removed

·froin the .solid waste stream for the purpose ofrecycling. Thus, '
proposed Section 261.4(a)(113) would read,as fol,lows:·261.4 '.

·Excllisions. (a) * • • (13) Processed scrap metal diverted or
removed from the solid waste~ for ~e pUlpQse Qfrecycling
I ~. - • • ' '. ; • • • •• • '"e:,'

. ,
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:being reclaimed. By specifying that scrap metal is no longer a
, solid waste when diverted or removed from the solid waste stream

, .'

, for recycling, the exclusion will fully capture all scrap'metals
meetmg the "commodity-like" criteria specified by EPA. In '
addition, ~ the follo~ng examples make clear, such a criteria _.

, can be easily' followe4 by both indUstry and EPA: Example #1 :
Industrial Cuttings and Turnings. '1ndUstriai cuttings ,and '

'turnings are a very common form of scrap me~ generated' by the
, . metal working/fabrication industries. Turnings and cuttings are '
, , often generated in such a ~y that processing is unnecessary

pri~r to shipment ~o the consumer. Thus, the turnings and '
cuttings might-never meet EPA's proposedexclus~onfor proce$sed
sCrap even though they are definitely "commodity-like" (i.e.,

"'~ey have high intrinsic value, are in demund in many end,'
marketS, and pose ,li~le environmen~ risk). Under ISRrs ,
proposed 'exclusion, the turnings and cuttings would be excluded
from'the definition ofsolid waste at the 'point the generator
decides that the materi8J. will be sent for recycling. Example
#2: Automobiles and' white Goods. What about, an automobile, or
appliance, found abandoned along the roadside? In such a case, " '
the materials have not been diverted from the solid waste,stream '
for the purpose of recy.cling andt.luls woUld no~qualify for the
proposed exclusion. If~e citY picksthem"up and delivers them,

.to a ~andtill fo~_disposal; the same result would occur.
However, what if the landfill decides to sell the automobile to
ascrap processor for recycling, or if.th~ city makes the .same
decision? Th~ automobile is no longer a solid waste and exitS ,
RCRAjurisdiction at the point where a party takes an active
step to put 'the material in question into a stream ofcommerce

'which leads'to its recycling. Example #3: Demolition Scrap.
,There are some.situations~which scrap metal destined for .

, recycling may be ,generated ill a form sUch that it is'lnixed with
waste destined for dispoSal. Such may be ,th~ case during ,

I

demolition proj~. In such a s~tuation, th~ scrapm~ would .
exit Subtitle C jurisdiction at the point at which'the scrap
metal is remov~ from the solid waste and sent for recycling..
This often occurs at the demolition site. As the above examples'
illUstrate, creating an exit from RCRAjurisdiction for scrap
metai based not on whether it has~n processed,'but on when it'

~ has been diverted or removed from the solid waste stream would
. not be difficult to manage and would be more consistent with "

EPA's desire to exclude from the definition ofsolid waste' .
"commodity~likett materials. ~ '.
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In response to information provided by conimenter.s, EPA identified and studied\
ttiree'diff~rent types ofunprocessed scrap metal to det~rmine whetherthe scope ofthe exclusi~n
should he expanded: home scrap metal, prompt scrap metal and obsolete scrap metal. Home',

, ' s~p is scrap metal generated by steelmill, foundries, and refmeries such as turnings, cUt!ings,
punchings,.and borings. Prompt scrap, also known as industrial or new scrap metal, is generated.
by the metal working/fabrication industries~d iticludes such'scrap metal as turnings, cuttings,
punchings, and:borings. Obsolete scrap metal is compose4 ofworn out,metal or a metal p,oduct
that has outlived it original use, such as automobile hulks, railroad carS, aluminum beverag~

cans, steel beams from tom down buildings, ~d household appliances. . ' '
, The Agency evaluated five factors to determine if it is appropriate to exclude the

waste from ReRA Subtitle C jurisdiction; The five' factors are: 1) the degiee ,ofprocessing the
material has undergone and the degree of further prQcessing that is required, 2) the value of the
material after it 'has been rec,laimed; 3) the degree to which the reclaimed material is like an
analogous raw'material, 4) th~ extent to which an end market for the reclaimed 'material is .
guaranteed, and 5).the extent to which a matenal is managed to minimize loss. 11le Agency
applied these five factors to the three categories·ofunprocessed scrap met8J to detenniIie ifany of
these categories meet the criteria for ·'commodity-ijke" found at 40 CFR §260:31(c); ,

, The Agency evaluated'unprocessed home scrap and prompt scrap against each of
, the five factors ~d found that these categories ofscrap metal are substantially similar to
processed scrap'metal:due to the availability ofestablished markets for the' matetial's utilization,
inherent po~itive economic value ofthe material, the physical form ofthe material, and the "
absence ofdamage incidents attributable to the material. However, the Agency has not found "
sufficient data for evaluating unpIoC¢~ obsolete'sCrap metal8.gainst the set offactoIS " ,
considered when detenniniD.g ifa partially reclaimed material qwilifies as "commodity~lnce:' and "

.therefore be granted a variance from the definition ofsolid waste. '
, B~ on its Bnalysis, the Agency hasd~ed that the .scope ofthe exciusion

should be expanded to inclUde both unp~essed home and prompt scrap, metal. The Agency is
l;1ot expanding the sc;ope ofthe exclusion 'from the :definition ofsolid waste'to include obsolete "
scrap metal•. Providing an exclusion from the definition of solid waste for obsolete.scrap'metal ~t

this time woul4 be premature and will be better addressed in the Definition o(SolidWaste
rulemaking, due to be proposed in the near future: . , ' :' ", ' ' " "
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DCN PH4A034
, ' COMMENTER Institute' ofScrap Recyclers

R$SPONDER RE
" SUBJECT SCRP

SUBJNUM ,034 ,
COMMENT IN THE AL~RNAtIVE, SHOULD EPA ELECT TO RETAIN ITS

...
PROPOSED DISTINCTION BETWEEN "PROCESSED" AND

UNPROCESSED
SCRA,P METAL, CLARIFICATION D,:F THE TERM "PROCESSING"IS

,REQUIRED
,Although ISRI clearly prefers that EPA not distinguish betWeen

processed ~d improcessedscrap in promUlgating the"exemption
from the definition of solid waste for scrap metal that is to be
recycled, sh~uld EPA decide to do'so ISRI requests that the
Agency clarify its defmition ofprocessed scrap metal arid ,
provide guidaI)ce in the final rUle on how the exclusion will be
implemented. Specifically, EPA should specify that for the
purpo~es of Su~titleC jurisdiction, scrap metal is solid waste
up until the point at which it has passed through the first

. process operation, regardless ofwho performs the fust '
. processing step. This is further.explained below. . e

RESPONSE, . , ,
" " Under the new exclusiQn for;excluded scrap metal, ifthe scrap metal is not home

or prompt scrap, the exclusion will not take effect at facilities until scrap metal has undergone a .
processing step. Therefore, there will be Ii certain period of time frOm the point that the scrap

, ~etal is generated until the first proeessirig step that scrap metal 'Yin'be exempt from the '
hazardous waste definition,but not excluded from the definition ofsolid waste (40 CFR
,§261.6(a)(3)(ii». A material that meets the definition ofscrap metal is excluded from the
definition ofsolid waste when it also meets the definition ofexcluded Scrap metal. Ifthe scrap

, metal is not one,ofdie unprocessed materials (home or prompt'scrap), then the material must
meet the definition ofprocessed scrap metal to be excluded from the definition ofsolid waste.
Based on several comments, the Agency baS identified chopping, crushing, flattening, cutting and

,sorting as processes typically used in the processing ofscrap metal for recyCling that were /
, omitted from the proposed definition. The Agency has added these processes to the definition of

processed scrap metal in today's final rule which reads: "scrap metal which has been manually or
physically altered to either separate it into distinct materials to enhance'economic value or to
improve the handling ofmaterials. ProcesSed scrap metal includes but is not limited to scrap ,
metal which h8s been baled, shre4ded, sheared, chopPed, clUSh~ flattened, cut, inelted, or ,.
separated'by m~tal type'(i.e., s~rted), and, fines, drosses and related materials which have been'
agglomerated. It

"
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DCN PH4A034, ' ,

COMMENTER, InStitute ofSci'ap'Recyclers
RESPONDER RE' "
SUBJECT 'SCRP,
SUBJNUM ' 034'
COMMENT The Definition of "Processed Scrap ~etals". Must ,

, be Clarified to Include Chopping, Sorting, and Other. Common
Processing Steps in the Recycling ofScrap Metals. ISRI requests '
that EPA modify the definition ofprocessed scrap :metal to

, Clarify the range ofprocesses that are, typically employed for
processing scrap metal. Scrap'processors prepare ferrous,scrap

'. in a number ofways. By far the most common methods are sorting
(identifying and segregating the scrap into different categories
or grades before it can be melted into new metal products), .
shredd~ng (primarily used ,in processing automobile hulks arid
appliances), shearing (primarily used in cutting large and h~vy
scrap - including I-beams, pipes, ship plate, and railroa4 cars
- into useable sizes), baling (used to compress metals that
require greater density before remelting), and torc:;h cutting , '

, (used to reduce metal'objects into a more manageable size or to
separate'one metal from another for sorting purposes). Some
facilities have more sPecializetl operations, such as choppers :
(used to process wire and cable through'granulatio~), automotive
engine block breakers, flatteners, 'turnings crushers 8I.ld bormgs
briquetters. Non-ferrous metal is processed. in similar ways.
The purpose ofall of~ese operations is to recover the metal
,content of the scrap by processmg it into prepared grades
s~table for use in making ~ew metal. Although the defInition \
ofprocessed scrap metal ,proposed by EPA incorporates many,of
the above 'PrOc~sses for haDdling scrap metal, not all are "
included. IJi additio~ the preamble discussion mcludes a
definition ofprocessing which appears to be even'narrower~
the prOcessed scrap metal definition: "Processing includes. ,
1) manual or mechanicaIseparation ofscrap metal either 'into
specific scrap categories containing different metals (e.g.,
ferrous and nonf~us, copper and steel) or metal and non,:,~etal .
compoJ.lents (such~ shredded steel and fluft), and 2) Unit
operatio~ such as sintering and melting operations which melt
,or agglomerate materials such as drosses and fmes iDto scrap .
metal." ISRI requests that the Agency modify the definition of '
processed scrap metal as follows in orde~,to further s~~ify I

processes typically used inth.e processing of scrap metals f~r '
'recycling: "scrap metal which has been manually or physically. . ,-
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alt~red, to either separate' it into distinct materiais to
enhapce economic value or to improve the handling of
rnaterials~:Processed scrap metal includes'but is not ..
l~mited t~ scrap metal which, has been b8.Ied, shredded, '
sheared, chopped, crushed, flattened, cut, melted,

, agglomerated,(for fines, drosses and related m~terials which
are notscrap metal prior to agglomeration) or separated by'

, ' ." me~l type (Le.; sorted)..EPA .. MUst Recognize that '
, the Processing' of Scrap Metal May Begin at a Point ;
Prior to Delivery ofthe Scrap Metal to a Scrap Processing
Facility According to the pr~ble discussion to the proposed
rule, the exclusion ofpro~essed'scrap metal from,~e defmition '

'~. . of solid ~teis "restricted to ,scrap metal whi~h has been
, .processed by scrap metal recyclers." The proposed regulation
,its~lf does not contain this restriction, ~ut ISRl reques~ that
the Agency acknowledge mthe fmal rule that scrap metal .

· processuig is rreql:lently a'multi~step process. Scrap'metal
, which is cut, sorted, baled, or otherwise pro<;~ssed bya scrap

.. ' generarorprior to delivery to a scrap processor for furth~ "
processing has delivered processed scrap to the ~crap proc~ssor~
but the pre~ble does not seem to recognize this possibility. '
For example, stamping plants often b81e metal Stampings prior to
shipJ;t1ent to the scrap ,processOr, generating some ofthe highest

'" quality baled Scrap: Obviously the baled scrap metal should be ,
consi<i.ered processed' when 'it leaves the stamping plant for,

'. recycling. Similarly~ if a scrap processor receives amixed- , ... :',"

load of sClClP metal ~ntaining st~l pipe, I-beams, '¥ld auto .
parts, sorts the scrap into.different grades·or different " ,
categories from which these different.grades can be niade' (e.g.,
the steel pipe into ~I steel~ the I-beamS into a plate ~d '

· strilcturalgrade,'and the auto parts into #2 steel), and then"
,'ships some or ail of the sorted scrap 'to a second scrap , .

" ' processor for further processing (e.g., baling or'sheanng), is the "
. " m~ ~~nsidered proCessed scrap when itamves'at the second ,
.' yard? The answer should be yes. Scrap.processing facilities vary
., in terms'ofthe equipment they pOssess and the oPerations they,

conduct. Theyariability in operations is dependent upon a .
· number,offactors, not liinited to' customer needs; resources, .

transpOrtation requfrements~ and geographical limitations. As a .
result, some processing facilities serve as brokers ofsome " ,"
scrap metals and processors - both intermediate and fmal,- of '

,other scrap metals. It is verY common for scrap proces~o~ (or
9rokerslto purchase processed scrap either.fot~ct,resaleto'

.' " .

i
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, h1 ~sponse to information provided by ~everal commenters, the Agency ·has
. identified chopping, crushing, flattening, cutting and sorting as processes typically used in the
prOCessing ofscrap metal f~r.~ycling that were omitted from the proposed definition. The'
Agency has added these processes to the definition ofprocessed scrap·metal in today's final rule
which: reads: "scrap metal which has been manually or physiCally altered to either separate it into
distinct materials toe~ce economic value or to improve the handling ofmaterials. Processed
scrap metal includes but is not limited to scrap'metal which has been baled, shredde:d, she~d,
chopped, crushed, flattened, cut, melted, or separated' by metal type (I.e.; sorted), and, fines,

\

,a consumer (e,g., a foundry, smelter, or mill), or, for further
proce~sing prior to sale. It is'also common for generators of-
industrial sc~p to. take certain prelilllinary processing steps
:priorto deliver·ofthe scrap to a ~crap processor. Thus~ it
would be helpful if the Agency clarified the preamble language
'when'it promulgates the final rule to recognize these scenarios
and make it clear that scrap metal exits ReRA jtirfsdiction at .'.'
the time it has passed through the first processing operation, 
regardless ofwho performs it. There is No Need to'
Create a .SeParate Category of "Reusable Metal
Materials" in Subti~e C to Address the' Reconditioning of

.~s.. ISRI is aware of Ule concern ofthe Association of
. Container Reconditioners (ACR), as expr:essed in their letter to.
this dO,cket dated March 25, 1996, 'that the definition of
"processed scrap met8I" be narrowed in some way to assure that
reusable metal matenms (metal containers) are reused to the
.maximum extent possible before.they are scrapped." Specifically~
ACR's comments propose a new category ofmaterials - "reusable
metal materials" - that would be e.xempted from the defInition of'
scrap metal "until they' have met_separate and specific' '

-management criteria." 17 Presumably; the purpose 'ofdoing so
would be to ensure that drums sel)t for reconditioning would also

.be excluded from the.definition of solid waste'and would not be
seen .to have any regulatory disadvantage over drums sent for
scrap processing. However, ACRfails to recognize that under
the current Subtitle Gregjme, drums being shipped to a
reconditioner for reuse are not solid wastes since they were
never "discarded," nor would this change under EPA's 'proposed
exclusions for processed.scrap metal. Thus, ACR's conc;e.mover
diffeJ#lg regUlatory treatment ofdrums ~estined for -

. Reconditioning versus drums destined for scrap processing is .
unfounded and unnecessary.18 . "

RESPONSE:

,"
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drosses and related materials which have be~n agglom~rated."
, . , The Age~t:y agre~s that today's regulatiori is 'a not a disincentiv~ for container

reconditioning. 'Currently, dIum'reconditioning is a fonn ofrecycling ~ctivity and is exempt'
Under 40CFR §261.2(c): Therefore, drums being reconditioned are not affected by today7s rule.

.SU~h diums 'are generally fabricated from materials such~as carbon ~teel which do n~t contain" '
, h~douS constituents and would likely not.be classified as hazardous. The Agency.believes
that the proposed r~gulation does not serve as a disincentive to reuse and therefore, a separate

- category i~ not being esta~lishe~ in today's fmal iulemaking., - ,- ,
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DCN PH4A034
COMMENTER Institute ofScrap Recyclers e'
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT, SCRP:
SUBJNUM 034

. r.

COMMENT ,METAL-BEARING BY-PRODUCTS GENERATED FROM ~,

PROCESSING OF SECONDARY MATERIALS ARE "COMMODITY-LIKE" AND.
CONSISTENT' WITH THIS PROPOSEO'RULEMAKING, EPA SHqULD EXCLUD~

,,- ,( THEM FROM TIlE DEFINITION OF SOLID WASTE UNDER SECTION "
261.4,

-, I

": "

RATHER THAN CONTINUE THEIR CURRENT EXCLUSION UNDER
SECTION 261:1. Metal~bearing by-prQduct materials generated during secondarY

" , materials processing (e.g., slags, drosses, and skimmings) 'are "
"cUlTently cat~gori~ed by EPAunder the geneIal category of
,"characteristic byproducts," along with a wide range of

" by-product materials generated by thechemical~ manufacturing,
and other industries. The broad categorizatio~ ofmaterials
from such a wide range of industries does not recogniZe"
differences in environmental risk and r~cyc1ing rates that
existS between these materials. Similar to scrap metal, and
unlike m~y other by-product materials, metal-bearing
"by-produ~ts generated from ~econdary materials processes are"
"commodity-like" in that they pose little enviionmental risk,
possess high intrinsic value, and are recycled at' high rates.
The fact that metal-bearing by-products are'recycled msuch
high volumes clearly indicates that a ,demand exists for suc~
secondary materials aild that end markets are available. All
'characteristic by-product niaterial~ when reclaimed are exempted
from the definition of solid waste underSubtitle'C by virtue of

" ' 40 CFR Sec. 261.2. E?A is currently re-evaluating this '
'exclUsion, along with the entire definition ofsolid waste, as

" part ofthe Agency's "Reengineering RCRA process."
- .. Given the 'similarities between scrap metal and metal bearing

by-products, I~RI recommends. that the Agency retain the cmrent ,
- exclusion from the definition ofsolid wastes for metal bearing,.. ,

by-products, butremove it from the larger category of ' .
-by-product mateP.als contained in Sec. 261.2·and place it under
'Section 261.4 (exclusions).'Specifical~y, EPA should revise ,
'proposed Section 261.4{a) sO that it reads as; follows: 261.4
E"clusions. (a).* * • (17) Metal-bearing- by-products from "
secondary'material~ processes that are being recyCled. Although

_ EPA will be addressing the regulation ofby-product materials,as
part ofits "Reengineeriiig RCR.A"proc~s", ~t:would be most "
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. "appropriate' for the Agenc)' to make ,the above proposed ,change in.'
, .' 'this Rulemaki,ng, since'this Rulem~ng is focusing on the proper' ..

. , .regulation of'"commodity-like" materials under Subtitle C.
RESPONSE:

At this tim~, the Agency is in the process ofaddfessing regulation ofby-prod~ct .
materials as part of the DefInition of Solid Waste rulemaIqng.' Fi~alizing the ~~inmen~e(f,
revision is.beyond the scope ofthis rolemaking and woUld be more appropriately addres~d in
the context ofthe DefInition of Solid Waste rulemaking. In tQday's fInal nile~·the exclusion from
the'defIlution ofsolid'waste for metal-bearing by-product materials will remain part of the" :
,broader exclusion for by-products exhibiting acliaracteristic ofhazardous waste when reclaimed
found at 4p.'CFR §261.2'.,, - ' . '\. .: .
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DCN, PH4A034
COMMENTER Institute ,of Scrap Recyclers
RESPONDER RE, ' ...'
SUBJECT ,SCRP
SUBJNUM 034
COMM....~T ISlU supports the Agency's proposed exclusion of shredded

circuit boards from the definition of solid waste. The shredded
boards are s~ld in international markets for their pre~ioU$' '
met8ls~content. The current regulatory scheme adds unnecessary

. costto the recycling ofprint~dcircuit boards. In fact, du~
to the, decreasing amount ofprecious me~s on circuit boards,

, many recyclers are finding that the cos~ associated with
processing are exceeding th~ value of the recovered material. '
The exclusion ofthe shredded circuit boards from the definition
ofsolid waSte will help decrease the costs associated with
processing~ thus making the recycling of the boards more
economical. In a past inteInal memorandum, the Agency has stated
that unprocessed, spent printed cir~uit boards are co~idered

."scrap metal'· due to their physical state and the fact that
recoverable metals are an integral part ofthe boards."
Unrortunately', many persons,have 'not had ac~ess to this internal'
memorandum, thus I&R1 requests that the Agency reiterate its
position with regard to spe~t prlDted circuit boards mthe
final rule promulgating the exclusion for shredded circuit

,boards.'

"

,r.

"

RESPONSE: , ' ,

"

. \

, '
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The Agency th8nks'the commenter for supporting the exclusjon from the

~efinitionofsOlid waste for shredded circuit boards. In the final Iule, the Agency reiterates the
.status ofwhole spent printed circuit boards, and cites,the int~memorandUm referenced by 'the,
commenter, so that the iDforn1ation should'be readily available in both the Federal Reaister form '
and in the internal'memorandum (which is also available to the public).
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DCN PH4A034 .
CQMMENTER Institute of S~rapRecyclers
RESPONDER, RE
SUBJECT SCRP
SUBJNUM 034 ,
COMMENT ISRI REQUESTS THAT THE AGENCY FIND THAT THE PROPOSED
, EXCLUSIONS FROM THE DEFINITION OF SOLI]).WASTE FOR SGRAP
METAL AND SHREDDED C~CUIT BO~S ARE BEING PROMULGATED PURSUANT
TO HSWA SO THAT THE EXCLUSIONS WILL TAKE EFFECT IMMEDIATELY IN ALL
THE STATES.

In its discussion of state
, authority, EPA states that the proposed soiidwaste exclusions

for scrap meial'and shredded circuit boards fall into the,'
, 'category ofrules' implementing non HSWA statutory provisions.
. The effect of such a detemiination on the part of the Agency: is
that the' environmental and economic benefits ofthe exclusions
will be delayed for a substantial amount of~ime as each state
begins the process of amending its own regulations and EPA,
approves these changes. Given EPA's intent to promote the
recycling ofcommodity-like m~~rials, it would be mo~
appropriate for the exclusions to take effect in each ofthe
,states immediately following prom~lgation by EPA. Th~, ISRI
encouragesEPA ,to include the solid waste exclusions Under HSWA
such that the exclUsions will take effect immediately. If this
is not possible, ISRI requests that EPA provide incentives and
encouragement to the states to adopt the exclusions'in a time
efficient manner.

e,'

RESPONSE: '
, , ' , .

" ,

, . Under §3006 ofRCRA, 'EPA may authorize quaiified states to administer and :
~nforce the ReRA piOgi'am.within the state. FollowiJig authoriZation, EPA'retains enforCement.
authority'under section 3008, 30i3, and 7003 ofRCRA,altho'ugh authorized states have primary
eDforcement responsibility. The standards and requirements for authorization are found ii140 '
CFR Part 271. '

Prior to HSWA and in cases where Federal regulations are promulgated under
the authorities provided by ReRA, states with final authorization administer their hazardous
w~epro~ in lieu ofEPA administering the Federal program in'~e states. 'The Fede~
'requirements no longer apply in authoriied states, and EPA can not issue pennits for any
facilities that the state is authorized to pennit. When new, ~ore stringent Federal reqUirements

'. are promuigated or enacted, s~tes are obliged to enact equival~nt authorities and/or regulations
within specified time frames., New'Federal requirements do not take effect in an authorized state

, ! until the state adoptS th~ reqUirements as state,law. ;
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, After ,HSWA took ,effect,,-the new RCRAsection 3006(g) mandated that if new'
" requirements an4 prohibitions are more stringent than the current prograrri, and the new

'requirements and provisions are written pursuant to 'a HSWA provision, then the rule takes effect
in authorized states at~e same t~e that they take effec;:t in Unauthorized states.. EPA, is directed
to carry out these requirements and prohibitions in authorized states, including the issuance of . .
permits: until'state are granted authorization. New Federal requirements which are less stringent
'than stat~ programs 'do not take effect in authorized siates~ ~ess and until the sta,tes adopt such

. provisions. , . . . . , . . '

, The determi~tionofwhether a new regulation or provision is HSWA or ~~n-
HSWA depends upOn whether ,the new provision is written purs~t to:thelanguage that was .
originally promulgated in RCM 'in 1976, or language that was changed or appended under' .
HSWA. The Agen~yhas (\etermined that the amendments to'the defuiition of solid waste
proposed in the supplemental PhaserIV rule were written'purs~t to ~on-HSWA lang'48ge in
RCM. In addition, the new e~clusions'are less stringent than the c~nt prograa~. For these .
reasons, t4e. final rule will not take effect i~'authorized states until th!= s~tes :aClopt the p~ovisions:

. ,
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DCN '. PH4A03S·
COMMENTER Metals Industries Recycling
RESPONDER 'RE '
SUBJECT SCRP·.
SUBJNUM' 035 \~

COMMENT . MIRC supports the exclusion of'processed'scrap-metal from the
d~fmition of solid waste. . . .

RESPONSE:' . '

.' The Agency thanks the commenter for suppOrting the exclusion from the
definitio~ ofsolid waste for processed Scrap metal. ". .

.' I

/

'.
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DCN PH4A035
COMMENTER r .Metals Industries Recycling
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT SCRP '
SUBJNUM 035 "
COMMENT MIRe Supports the'ExcluSion ofProcessed Scrap Metal from

the DefInition of Splid Waste. EPA has proposed to amend the
, definition of solid waste by excl,uding uprocessed scrap metal"
that is recycled. I& at 2361. EPA's propos31 is limited to
scrap metal which has been "processed" by "scrap metal
recyclers" to be "traded on the recyclmg market" for further 
reprocessing into metal end 'products. 'EPA has defined
"processing" of scrap metal to include: "(1) manual or
mechanical separation of scrap metal either into specific scrap

, categories containing different metals ( ferrous and '
. I

non-ferrous, copper and steel) or metal and nonmetal components
(such as shredded steel and fluft), ~d (2) unit operations such __ '
assintering and melting operations which melt or agglomerate '
materials such as drosses and 'f~es into scrap metal." Id at
2362. As a general matter, NURC'str~rigly supports EPA's proposal
to exempt processed scrap metal that is recycled from RCRA
jUrisdiction. 'However, the defInitioris of "partially processed"
arid "unprocessed" need clarification. the preamble states
that "process~d scrap metal does not include any distinct
components separated from unprocessed or partially processed

: scrap metal that would not otherwise m~et the current definitio~
of scrap metal." It is unclear at which point scrap metal would
no longer contain djstinct comPo~ents and would be considered
"processed." EPA sh~uld clarify this point for the regulated

, community. MIRe supports the position taken' by the InstitUte of
Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc'. ("IS~") that EPA should mo~fy
the de~tion ofproc~ssedscrap metal as follows: Scrap metal
which has been.manually or physically altered tc? either separate
it into distinct materials to enhance economic value or to

, '

improve the handling ofmaterials. Processed scrap metal ,
includes but is not limited to scrap metal .w~ch has been baled,
shredded, sheared, chopped, crushed, flattened, cut,'nielted,
agglomenl~d (for fines~ dr9ssesand related materials which are '
not scrap prior to agglomeration) or separated by metal type
(Le., sorted). (S~e ISRI) Scrap metal should exit RCRA
Subtitle C at the point that the material has been diverted Qr'
removed from the solid waste stream for the PurPose,of,
recycling, or, ,altemativeJy, at the point that the'scrap metal. . .
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,has passed through the first processing operation (see id. 6·9).
pPAhas not,adequately defined "scrap metal recych=rs." It
IS not clear frOql the 'preamble whether anyone, would be ' .
considered a scrap me,tal'recycler'or'whether hIS limited to
individ~s me~ting specific criteria. It js equally unclear ,
wha~ IS meant by '~jraded on the recycling market." As
proposed;,EPA's exclusion may not apply to scrap metal that is '

, not "traded on the recycling market." Some scrap metal is sOld
directly to,a recycler or otherwise processed by a facility for '
its own recycling pUrposes. ,EPA should clarify that the'scrap ,

, • \ M. )

,metal exemption would apply equally to all processed scrap.metal' , '
regardless ofwho perfonns the processing ,and whether it i,s . '
actualIy traded on ,the recyclhig market. Such a clarification. "

, wO,uld acco~odate those that process scrap metal for their,oWn
use (Le., an electric arc steel'maker that operates its " ,
,own scrap yard,or remelts unprocess~d "home~' scrap). MIRC also
encourages EPA to continue evaluating the apptopriateness of
exempting all scrap metal from the definition of solid waste. ,.
'In the meantime, NIRC supports maintalning the exemption from
the d~fuiition of.hazardous waste for unprocessed scrap metal " .

", that is recyCled.' - , '

"

,-'~e '- RESPONS~:

, '
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"

, The Agency wo~d like "to tharik the commenter. for supPorting the exclusion , '
from the.definitionof solid waste for excluded scrap metal. The coinmenter has raised,several
diffe~nt 'issues for, respOnse; a request fotclarification'ofthete1111S "partially procesSed" and

, "unproCesse~;," the,po,int at ,which ~~p metal would be considered "pr~esse4;'~ and:a request
for clarification ofthe ~erms "scrap metal recycler" and "traded .on the recycling mark~." ,

, ' _. " . ,EPA employed the tenDs ;'ui1processed" and "partially,processed" scrap metal in:
: ,,' the preamble to clarify 'the term '''proces~ scrap metal.'~ The~ "partially processed scrap
, metal" was use~ in'the preamble as a way of-indicating tlult Scrap 'metal meeting the definition-of

pro.cessed scrap metal need',not be completely recycl~d,' but may have complet~, one ofseveral
steps in the process ~f~ycling ~e material., For~ce, scrap metal that ~'been cut and '

,sorted by the generator prior to being sent to a scrap'metal reCycler would meet the defmi~on of .
,Processed scrap metal. The term ~Bllyprocessed scrap metal was intended to convey this type ,
ofactiviiy. Therefore, in the context ofthe final rolemaking, the term "partially processed scrap.,
metal" haS the same meaning'as the terin ~~processed scrap metal." The term ~'unproces~scrap
metal" c9vers th~ uit,iverse ofscrap metal which does not fall within the.definition of proCessed
sCrap metal. '(

.' The language it1 the proposal~ not ui~ended toJ~t,excluded ~ateriais from
the definition ofprocessed scrap metal if the processing does not occur at a scrap metal d~aler. '

, In the fmal rule the Agency clarifies that the exclusion for processed sCrap metal being t:ecycled'. _ ..

.'

- .',.
.~ . \ .

, '



, ,

applies to scrap metal ~at has undergone a processing step (as defined' in ~~ preamble:to'the.
proposed rule) regardless ofwho does the processing. In other words, a proces~lng step may be ..
performed by the generator, an intermediate scrap handler (e.g., broker, scrap processor), or a

, scrap recycler. ' , " '
Additionally, the ~ommenter requested cl~fication concerning whether the '

, applicability ofthe exclusion would be affected by the point atwhich tlieprocessing is,
conducted.. As discussed in the preceding ~ection, the exclusion for processed material is not;
effective'Until the scrap metal has been pfQcessed. Once the scrap metal has Undergone a

. processing step, it ~ay qualify for the exc~Usion from the definition ofsolid waste.
" Finally, the term "traded on the'recycling market" is intended to convey that a

market exists for th~ material 'and therefore the material is likely to be handled'as a'valuable
cQmInodity. This rationale holds true for materials which are recycled or processed OIl-site to
enhance a facility's process. , l

:'\
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, . DCN , PH4A036 ,
" COMfvffiNTE~ ,ASARCO IncOrporated ,

RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT, , SCRP
SUBJNUM 036 '.' " , , '
COMMENT The exclusion for shredded circuit boards should be '

,It exp~~ed.AS~COsupports, EPA's p~o~.sed exclusio~ fto~ the
, .:t defimtlon ofsohd waste for shredded cU'cwt boards destined '
II' . -' .',. - -

ii- for metal recovery that are containerized., There are, however,
1\· additiorial materials related·to the manufacture ofcircuit
11 " hqards tlu~t are also recycled within the primarY: ~eral -
,il. processing industry that should likewise be excluded from the '
Il: : -defInition of-solid waste., For example,.Asarco's~t Helena
!i ' plant processes valuable silver,and gold fmes and dusts that ,-
1:, ' are by'"products of the circuit board manufacturing 'process. As .
" circuits are carved into a board, a dust containing copPer, gold

, l,f 'and silver 'is produced. ~e dust is collected and shipped to

I
' East Helena for metals recovery' and these materials are, . I

. I contaj.nerlzed during shipment and storage. Therefore, EPA
II, ',: should exclude ~etal-bearing- dusts 'and f~es,ge~erated in ~e /

.11' , production ofcircuit boards from the defInition ofsolid waste '
'i . for all 'the reasons EPA luis identified-to exclude shredded' - ,

, Ii circuit boards. Althoughthe~t precious metals exclusion
Ii . may apply to, these materi81s, see 40 C.F.R. S 266)0" the more '
Ii tailored or particUlariZed relieffor recycled c~1iit boards ' \
'!\ ",' would bemoi:e ,appropriate.' , -
"a

','

I,

:,

"

" ,

- ,,
:

, "

.> ,

, '

,
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RESPONSE:
~ il' ,

, . ;1'" ' Se~eral commenters requested~i EPA e~~d the sco~ ofthe exclusion to
, inl:lude other secondary materials that are currently 'classified as 'soli~ and hazardous wastes such

, as: F006'(~water treatment sludges ltom electroplating operations) and meta1.be8nng,dusts ' '
arid fines. EPA is c~nt1yworking on a proposed rule to amend the definition ofsolid waste· . , i

. and beliey~ th8t-effort is theCo~ forum to addre~ the regulatory status ofthese additional .
mnterials. . . , . :,' , ' ' :'. , ".'l . , - . .

II
II

I
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DeN PH4A053
COMMENTER ' Inco Ltd., Intemat'l'Met
RESPONDER RE, .
SUBJECT 'SCRP . , ,-
SUBJNUM 053, . .

" COMMENT I ~ The Proposal To Exclude Processed Scrap Metal anlShredded
Circuit Boards that'are recycled from the defini~onof Solid

,Waste also is sound. We also support EPA's proposal to exclude
processed scrap metal:arid shredded circuit boards that are '
recycled from'the deflilition ofsolid waSte. As EPA correctly
notes, processed scrap meulI clearly qualifies as
'''coriunodity-like'' when evaluated in tenns of the factors that the
Agency has established for making that detennination, i.e., "I)
the degree of processing the material has undergone and the '
degree of further processing that is required, 2) the value of

, the materi,al after it has been reclaimed; 3) the degree to which
th~ reclaimed material is like an analogous raw material, 4) the

, extent to which,an end market for the reclaimed material is
guaranteed,S) the extent to which a material is managed to
nunimize loss." 61 Fed; Reg, at 2362~ We note in passing-that,
application of these same factors would lead to a~conciusion '

. that high t~mperaturemetals recovery slag is'''CODimodity-like''
as well. EPA also is on sound ground in proposing to exclude
from the'definition ofsolid waste shredded circuit boards

"{ destined for ~eta1 rec~vely,provided that they are managed in
containers sufficient to prevent a release to the enviromnent
during storage and shipment to the recovery facility'. As the .
Agency observes, it is important to create a condition,al

, exclQ8ion ofthis sort for shredded circuit boards "in order to
facilitate recovery ofthis materiai..~' See 6t'Fed. Reg. at
2362/3. EPA should recognize that creating comparable
conditional exclusions for other metal-bearing materials will

, facilitate recovery ofthose materials as well. A'$ discussed in
Part I, above~ one way ofaccomplishing this would be to broaden
and generalize theconditionaI exclusion that the Agency has
proposed'to establish for characteristically hazardous secondary ,
materials genera~ed~d reclaimed within the primary mineral
processing industry. We·urge EPA to expedite the development of
a generalized,con~itional exclusion for all metal-bearing,
secondary I?1aterials that are destined to be reclaimed.
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RESPONSE:
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il " The Agency thanks the'commenter for supporting the exclusi<m from :the

d;~finitionof.solid Waste for both excluded. scrap metal and shredded circUit boards, Tlle'
. ',d~mmenter also suggested two other wast~s that should be excluded. First. the commen~

stlggested:that high temperature metals recovery (HTMR) slag could qualify for an exclusion '
, based upon the five factors under 40 CFR §260.31(c) that EPA uses to evaluate whetherparti81ly

".' rc:claimed ~aterials qwiIify for~ exclusion frOm the definition of solid waste. EP~ is c:urrently: .
, w:orking on a, ruiemaking that addresses the regulatory s~tus ofHrMRslag and the Agency, ".

bc~lieves that there is no reason to discontinue that effort. The commenter also' suggested '
e";aluating other metal-bearing materials under the same five factors,' EPA'is curr~ntly workhig, "
on' a proposed rule ~o amend ~e ~efinition of solid waste and ~lieves that effort is ,the correct ' ,
f(lrum t'?'ad~s~ the regul~tory status ofany additional metal-beariitg material,s. Hpwever, the
Agency points out that any party I,Day petition the EPA,or state, ifauthorized, for a v~ance from
,claSsifiCation as a: solid waste for materials that ate, partially. reclaiIried. Partially reclaimed
materials may be granted'a variance~m Classification as solid waste, if~ reclamation, the "
resulting,material is "commodity~like:,i The Regional AdmiJiistrator will evaluate such a petition
arId make a detennination based on the evaluation factors for ,de~erm~g whether a partially-
,reclaimed material.. is "'commodity-l~e" provided in'40 CFR 260.3 i (c).' , ,'"
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DCN '. PH4A054. ' ,
COMMENTE~ RSR Corporation
RESPONDER RE .
SUBJECT SCRP .
SUBJNUM 054 J

COMMENT RSR supports the proposed exclusion for "processed sc~p metal"
. from the RCRA definition ofsolid waste.RSR urges EPA to .

clarify that batterie$ and certain materials associated with
lead-acid batteries.are not "processed scrap metal." ,-

' ...'

. RESPONSE:
. .

. The Agency thanks the commenter for supporting the proposed exclusion from
the ~efinitiori ofsolid'waste for excluded scrap metal. In the preamble to the proposal,the
Agency,discussed materials which are not considered to Qe exclu4ed scrap metaL' ne Agency,' .

, explained that "excluded scrap metal does not include any distinct components separated from
unprocessed or partially processed scrap metal that would not otherwise meet the current· .' .
definition ofscrap metal." The language in the preamble was intended to clarify that·any distinct
components that are separated'from the scrap metal that would not otherwise meet the.current
defmition ofscrap ~eta1 would not meet the defmition:ofprocessed scrap metal. The language
was not intended to confuse the eXisting definition of scrap meW.. In the January 4, 1985 .
preamble (50 FR 614), the Agency defmed scrap metal as bits'and pieces ofmetal parts (e.g.,
bars, turnings, rods, sheets, wire) or metal pieces that are combined together with bolts-and
soldering (e.g., radiators, scrap aut~mobiles, railroad box cars), which when worn or superfluous
can be recycled. The Agency excluded from the definition ofscrap metal: secondary.materials
from smelting andrefming operations (e.g., slags,' drosses, and sludges), liquid waste containing
m~tals (e.g;, spei1t acid and caUstics), liquid metal wastes (e.g., liquid mercury), and metal- .: .
.containing wastes with a significant liquid component (e.g., spent lead acid batteries). For a

\ , .
material to qualify as Pt:OCCssedscrap metal, it mUst fIrst meetthe definition ofscrap metal.
Undertoday~s exclusion, the existing definition ofscrap met8J. continues'to apply. Therefore,
secondary materials from smelting and refining operations (e.g., slags, drosses, and sludges),
liqUid wastes containing metals (e.g.,,~t acic;is and caustics),liq~d metal wastes (e.g., liquid
mercury), and metal-containing wastes with a sigilifIcant liquid component (e.g., spent lead acid
batteries) do not meet the defulition'of scrap metal and therefore do not qual~fy 'as excluded scrap
metal., .
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. DeN PH4AOS4
COMMENTER RSR Corporation
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT SCRP
SUBJNUM 054
COMMENT Based,on !he foregoing, RSR believes that the options and

proposed exemptions are patently unfair. If the rationale for,
the proposed, exemption holds true for the, priinary industry, it '

.should hold equally true for the secondary metals industry.
, RSR thus urges EPAto abandon'the expansive approach as

proposed, or to promulgate a like exemption for the secondary,
m~tals industry.

RESPONSE

,The commenter's r~uest is beyond the scope of the propose~ exclusion for
scrap metal and shredded circuit boards propos~d in the Phas~ IV supplemen~ rule.

, ,
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DeN PH4A054, "
~C()MMENTER RsR Co~oration
RESPONDER ',RE
SUBJECT ,SCRP
SdBJNUM ' 054 "

'CqMMENT ,'RsR supports the:proposed exclusionfor "processed '
, ,,:', scrap metal" from the RCRA definition of solid waste, provided

:; . that it is EPA's intent to exclude from'this definition
II 'materlalssuch as lead4 acid batteries; and certain ~ther

, II lead,.bearing malerials generated,'by batterYr.ecl8Ji,.ation' and/or
II separation activities. "RSRagrees with EPA's concluSion .
1\' ~;, that processed scrap metal (as defined in the proposed i'ule) is
Ii sufficiently "commoditY like", and that regUlation ofthis . .

-II material.'ls not"neeessary. RSR seeks clarification on the
,r,,' .definition of"processed scrap metal. " EPA's proposed "
I ,,~efinition ofthis~ is as follows: "Processed ~c~p metal" .
," IS scrap metal.which has been ~anually or mechanically,altered

, i to either separate it into distinct materials to enhance: ','
, II ", ,economic value or to unprove the handling ofmaterials. "

, !' ' Proce~d sCrap metal inCludes but IS not limited to scrap mCtaI ..,.l ~cli has been bailed, shredded,shearep, melted, agglomerated ,

]

i[ , '(for fines, ~ss and related materials which are'not scrap - '
metal prior to agglomeration) or'separa~d by ~etaltype. E~A's .

'II, 'II ' preainbJe discussion on this definition states that the term
, '1[',' "processed Scrap metal" is not intend~d to inClude,batteries,

1[' spept ~ids, sl~gs, dr9ss, ashes, and s~udg~s that have a'form,
';~! ~ssimilar to~pmetal. RSR believes excludiDg these types
II, ,ofmaterials from the defiilition is appropriate and consiStent
III' with EPA's paSt ~terpretations on the RCRA regullito~ ,
'I' status ofsuch materials. ~vided that EPA clearly ~~ds 'to '

, exclude suchmaterials·ftom the definition of"processed scrap
I 'metal," R$R supports'the propOsed exemption. RSR ~s '

.. 1[ '. concerned, ho;wever, that the proposed regti!atory de~ti~n' does
l' not accurately reflect this intent, particul.arly agglomerated
'I ,materials. Regulated entities·orState agencies could construe
'I the parentheticalstatement'to mean that dross, etc., are

considerecfprocessed scrap metal. This concern'is heightened by ,:"
,I" - the fact thatEPA 's 'clarification limiting the scope ofthe, -,

~ 0 • propOsed definition i$ contained inthe,p~ble, and not "-", -,
clearly reflected in the proposec;i re81:datorylanguage. T() ensure

, 'that EPA's 4ltenfis clear b.1 this regard. RSR recommends
11 'that EPA revise the·definition.ofproces~ed scrap metal as

~,:I ' ,f~llows (~ugg~sted rev:isions~ red~inCd): ttProce~sed sc~p "
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metal is scrap metal which has been-manually or mechanically
altered to, either separate it'into distinct materials to enhance
economic value or to improve the handling of materials.
Pro~essed scrap metal includes but is not limi~ed to scrap metal,

,which has been bailed, shredded, sheared, melted, agglo~erated
(for fines, dross and related materi~s which are not scrap ,
metal prior to agglomeration) or separated by metal type. ,
"Processed scrap metal" does not include l~ad·aCid batteries;
slags, dioss, ashes, sludges, 'capacitors, or other
liquid-bearing material, fluff, or other nOQ-metalresiduals,
liquid metals such as mercury~ or spent caustics or acids, or
distinct components separated from thes~ materials. " ". \

RESPONSE:
\

In the preamble to the proposal, the Agency discUsses materials'which are not.
included within the'defmition of excluded scrap metal. The Agency explait1.edthat "'excluded

, scrap metal does not include any distinct components separated from unprocessed or partially
processed scrap n;letal that would not othenYise meet the current definition ofscrap metal." ,The '
language in the preamble was int~hded to clarify that any distinct components that are separated
,from the scrap metal that would not otherwise meet the current definition ofscrap metal would
not meet the defmition ofexcluded scrap metal.· The language was not intended to confuse the ,_ .
eXisting definition ofscrap metal. In the January 4,1985 preamble (50 ER '614), the Agency .,

'-defined scrap metal as bits and pieces ofme~ parts (e.g.~bars, turning, rods, sheets, wire) or
metal pieces that are combined together with 'bolts and so~dering (e.g., ~ators, scrap
,automobiles, railroad box cars), which when worn or superfluous can be recycled. The Agency

, excluded from the defuiition ofscrap metal: secondary materials from smelting'and refming ,
operations (e.g., slags, ~osseS and ~ludges), liq~d waste containing metals (e.g., spent acid and

. caU:stics), Uquid-metal wastes (e.g., liquid mercury), and metal-containing ~astes with a .
significant liquid, component (e.g., spent lead acid batteries). In order for a material to qualify as
pro~ssed scrap ~etal, it ,must first m~t the definition ofsc~pmetal. Under today.'s. exclusion,
the existing defmition ofscrap metal continues to apply~ Therefore, secondary materials from
smelting and refining o~tion (e.g., slags, dross~,s, and sludges), liquid wastes containing .
metals (e.g., spent acids and caustics), liquid metal wastes (e.g., liquid mercury), and metal.; ,
containing wastes witha significant liquid component(e.g., spent lead.acid batteries) do not meet
the definition of scrapme~ and therefore also do not qualify~ excluded scrap ~etal.
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DeN, PH4AOSS '
COMMENrER Copper &,B~s, Fabncator

, :RESPONDER, RE , ' ,
" " SUBJECT . SeRP

'SUBJNUM 055,
. ',; ·CQMMENT The Coun~il SuPWrts th~ AgencY'sPropose~ ExclUsion of

:i Processed Scrap Metal.from th~ Definition ofSolid Waste. The
ii Council agrees with the Agency that processed scrap metal which
I~ I has been diverted or removed from the waste stream for recycling
Ii ' '
II . is sufficiently commod,itY-like that regulation is not neCessary.
jl The Council further suppOrts the Agency's recognition that"
ii" ' because ofi~ physical qualities, processed scrap me~ h3s !lot"
, ' historically contributed to the waste management problem and it
~ "ii is'unlikely'to do'so in thefuture~, The Agency's decision to ,
II, 'exclude scrap metal will furtheiencourage the already active'

, 11 ~n:efiCial recycling activities iliat are'more 8nalogous to, ,"
!f m,anufacturing operations~ waste management. I~ its' proposed ,
I~ 'rule, the Agency cites five faCtors it considered in detenniriing ,
I , ,whether to excl~de processed scrap metal from the defmition of

, ' solid w8Ste. The Council supports lite Agency's rationale f~r '
[ ,each fc\ctor and adds the following comments as they relate to

1'1 ' 'the brass mill industry: 1. The degree ofprocessing ~e
I, matepal has ~der~one and the degree offurther processing that
'il .' ': is required.,~rocessed scrap metal generated from brass mill

, Ii operations must meet strict industry specifications for metal
'Ill content in ordert9~ $old as 'a,commoditY. Shipments not

1f ' ' 'm~tin~ these strict standards are rejected. S~pmetal ;,
,,11 ' sold as a' commodity undergOes substantial processing before

II " being'sourced as rawmateriarfor a fabricated product. For
!~. example, brass tines would be remelted along with other brass
11"'" scrap to be used uiraw ,material for ,braSS Sheet. '2. The,

,II " ~ue ofthe. material ~er it bas tJ:een reclaimed. As "
Ii acknowledged by the Agen~y, scrap'metal is traded both

,II "nationally and internationally in markets. In the.United " .. ,
II ,'States, the copper is liSted daily:.in the American Metal Market, ,
'I reporting on the 'metals industry, and,copperb~ mills is sold '.' , ,
I at prices relatedto,virgin coppi'f. For example, o~ April 19,

'I copper scrap from brass mills;W8S priced at $117.25Ilb and AMM,
'11 virgin COpPel cathode~ pticed at SI29.00/lb~· ~ .~e, ,

It degree to which the reclaimed ~teri~ is like an analogous raw ",
,~I material. In the brass mill industry, the principal raw
I· , material source is scrap metal, not virgin metal. Brass

,I prOducts (copper and zinc alloy) made' from scrap are chemically
I·" " .
I .. ", .
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and metallurgi~aily equivalent to products mari~factured from;
virgin copper and Zinc. The difference minput material does ,
not affect the chemical composition, the physical ' , '

,characteristics, or the end use of the finis!ted brass mill
products. 4 The'extent to which an end market for the

.reclaimed- materials is guaranteed. End markets for scrap metal

.from brass mill operations are guaranteed~ Br~s mills reuse .
their own scrap metal or sell to recyclers. Recyclers will often '
further process the material and resell to the original mill

, under a tolling arrangement. In' other words, all me~s
generated from brass mill operations are reused. -With its
reduced costs and env,ronmental benefits, the demand for scrap
,metal as araw material source will only grow in the future thus
ensuring the availability ofend markets. S. The extent to .'
which a material is managed to minimize loss. Scrap metal from "
brass nliU operations is in a solid non-dispe~ible fonn so that

. loss is minimal. Because of its commercial value t sc~p metal
resulting from brass mill operations is contaiJ:ted in a ,
designated area with ininimal handling and movement until it is
reuSed. This type ofbeneficial reuse offers minimal risk to
the environment. By recognizing that processed scrap metal is a '
commodity·like material and not solid waste, the Agency is, . .
'removiIig a significant disincentive to recycling. The proposed·
exemption will minimize ,the regulatory burden currently
associated With scrap metal and provide added economic ~d other
incentives to recycle the material. Further" the exclusion of ,
scrap metal from the U.S. definition ofsolid waste as expressed

:in'RCRA, would add consistency and support to the'U.S.-position .
with respect to theb~ placed on the transboimdary movement of
solid wastes, some ofwhich are recyclable materials, under the
,Basel Convention. The United States has not ratified the Basel
Convention and it is Unlikely to do so 'until it bas clear
guidance from the Convention's Tec~c81 Worldna Group on what
recyclable materials are covered,by the ban..The United States
bas advanced the position that scrap metal should be exclud~d

from the jurisdiction of the Basel Convention. The Agency's
decision to exclude sCrap metal.from RCRA jurisdiction would.
bring the U.S. domestic regulatory scb.eme in line withtbe
position the United State,s bas taken in~emationallY.
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RESPONSE:'

The Agency thanks the ~oIrimenter fQr Jupporting the ex~lusion from th~
.defini~0I1 of solid waste for ,scrap ~eta1. . .
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. C~nt1y; by.produc~ ~xhi~iting a characteristic ofhazardous w~te are . .
, excluded from the definition of solid waste when reclaimed (40 CFR §261.2). The commente~ is

correct in stating that metal-bearing by-product materials ge~erated during secondary material

, .DCN." PH4A055 "
COMMENTER .Copper & Brass Fabricator ~

RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT SCRP·
SUBJNUM 055'. '.

COMMENT ' Metal bearing by-p,roducts generated from the
pro~essing of secondary materials are commodity-like metal
bearing by-products generated during secondary materials
processing (e.g., slags, drosses~ and 'skimmings) are currently
categorized by the Agency under the general category of
'''characteristic by-pr()ducts"~der RCRA. Unlike other
'by-products in this general category, metal bearing by-products "
resuJting from secondary materials processing possess high .
intrinsic value and are recycled at high rates. For example,
zinc-rich baghouse duSts captured from secondary copper an4
brass'smelting and casting operations were marketed as

..commodities long before methods to capture emissions ~ere
r¢<luired by air pollution control regulations. Like scrap metal,
metal be3:ring by~produc~ are recycled on-site as raw material,
or sold to' recyclers who further processes the by-product for
vano,us applications. Further, like scrap me~, a demahd
exiSts for secondary materials and.end markets are available: 
'Thus they are more like scrap metal than by-products; Currently,
charact~ristic by-products when reclaimed are exempted fronphe
definition ofsolid waste under 40 CFR section 26 i.2 ..
(Defmitio~ofsolid·waste). Given the similarities between
scrap me~ and metal bearing by:'products, the Council
recommends that the Agency retain the current exemption fOf

._me~ bearing byproducts, but provide it under 40 CFR Section
261.4 (ExclusionS). Although the Agency will be addressing the
regUlation ofbyproducts as part of its ~IReengineeringRCRA for

,.Recycling" initiative, lD:etal bearing by-products generated from
the proceSsing Qfsecondary materials are commodity-like. .
Therefore, consistent with tliis ruleniaking, the Council ~
requests that the Agencyexcltide metal bearing by-products:under
section 261.4 rathertban continue their exclusion under section
26t".2.

RESPONSE:
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.processing~ such as slags, 'drosses, skinuiiings~' and'sludges, retain the cUrrent exclUsion'fro~ the : .
. definition ofsol.id~te when reclaimed. The regulatory status ~freclaimed by-productS is'

beyopd the scope ofthis rulemaking. The Agency is.in the process of-addressing the regulation'
.: ofby-product materials as part of the upcoming Defimtion of Solid Waste rulemaJdng. '
FinaIizing the commenter's recommended revision is beyond the scope ofthis~ rulemaking,and is
mo~ appropriately addressed in the context ofthe Defmition'ofSolid Waste rulemaking. In
today's fmal rule, the exclusion from the defmitiqn ~f soiid waSte'for m~tal-bearing by-product

.materials will reinain part of the broader'exclusion for by- produc~ exhibiting acharacteri~tic of ,
hazardous waste'when reClaimed.found at 40 CFR §261.2. .
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DCN PH4AOS6
COMMENTER Utility Solid Waste Activities Oro.up
RESPONDER' RE, . "

. SUBJE~T SCRP
SUBJNUM 056
COMMENT USWA9 supports EPA's proposal to exclude from the

defmition ofsolid waste processed'scrap metal,and shredded
circuit boardS that are managed in containers. 61 Fed. Reg. at
2361 -63. This proposal is 'grounded in sound environmental'
policy and will encourage and promote the recycling of these

· waste· streams. While this proposal is a step in the right .
direction, USWAG believes that the use ofseparate rulemakings
on a case-by-case b~is is not the most effic~ent or producti~e. .
method for excluding recyClable Waste streams from the RCRA
program: This approach involves ari extraordinarily onerous and
time~consuming mechanism for advancing recycling. This,is
especiallytrue.in the case o(the electric u~lity industry, , ,

\ ' which genenltes many secondary recyclable materials that are
· more "commodity-like" than "waste-like" (e.g.., slightly

contaminated mercury that must be "clleaned up" prior to reuse),
but that nonetheless are labeled as "solid wastes" Under the
current regime 'and are faced With market entry barri~rs common
to most recyclable so~id wastes. As EPA itseif recogD:izes, the
designation ofa recyclable ~aterial as a "solid waste" ,
stigmatizes the waste stream and creates a significant deterrent
to its beneficial 'reuse. Id. at 2363. Attempting to remove'·
these barriers on a' case..by-case basis through individual

, notice and comment Nlemakings, as is being.proposed for circuit,
, boards, is inefficient and unnecessarily delays the commercial

advairtages and environmentafbenefits of inc:;reased recycling. A
mote productive and efficient approach would be'for EPA to
establish self-implementing criteria for qUalifying for a
variance from the definition of "sOlid waste" - [e., ,
establishing readily identifiable factors for distin~shing
betWeen "solid waste" and "commodity-like" secondary ~aterials

that d~ notW8l!&t1t ltsolid waste" designation - in lieu,of. . ,
making'such determinations through the case-by-ease approach,:
under the current 40 C.F.R.,§260.31-proceduie. Indeed, the .
very cornerstone ofthe RCRA program is predicated on the ' .
regulated conu.nwUty using a self-implementing procedure to
deteJmine whether a "solid waste" is hazardous (e.g.., per 40 CFR

· 262.11); surely, a similar self-implementing procedure can'be
~d by the regulated community to distinguish between .

, • j' , ", •
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"commodity like" secondary materials and "solid wastes." USWAO'
,also underStand~ that EPA ~s preparing its' comprehensive '
proposal to 'amend the definition of "solid wasteff to/simplify
the req~mentsapplicable to recycling: ,This effort also will
advance,recycling e~ortS while reducing unnecessary regulatory

, burdens., USWA.G Urges ,EPA to issue~s proposal as soon as
, possible., , '

.'

RESPONSE: , ,

,The Agency t:hanks the commenter for' supporting, the exclusions from the
defmition of solid w~te'for excluded scrap metal Bnd shredded circuit boards that are being
reclaimed or. recycled. . .' , ,; , " ,', ':,' .

. Thecommenter seems to' be taking the positio~that promulgating exclusions for
recyclable materials one by one is inefficient ~cause there are~y wastes'that could be' f

considered tobe commodity-like, and ilierefore 'shoUld be excluded from the defmirlon of solid
, ,·waste. ~e commenter's request is beyond the $Cope of this Iul~making and is better addressed
~, in the Definition of Solid Waste ruleinaking,'due to be proposed In the near future.,' '
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·DCN· PH4A07S·
COMMENTER ,Recyclers of Copper Alloy
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT . SCRP
'SUBJNUM. 075 .
COMMENT The,commercial recycling ofcopper alloy products has been a

·dynamic aspect ofthe United States economy for nearly three 
quarters.ofa century. RE-cApts comments seek to ensure that

, EPA and others who may review this Docket are aware of the scope -'
, and 'impOrtance ofcopper alloy recycling. We do so to

Wlderscore the concomitant unportance of EPA ensuring that its
, fmal rule continues to'recognize, as appears to be intended by

',·the Agency, that the cominodity.likenatur~ of scrap metal
, (including metal by·products) wamints exclusion fr9m RCRA

Subtitle C jurisdiction under 40 CFR Part 261.4. In this regard, r

,we incorporate the comments which were filed in this Docket by
the Institute ofScrap Recycling Industries, Inc. on April 18, ,
1996, and by the Copper and Brass Fabricators Council, Inc. on"' .
April 24, 1996. See also Eastman Kodak Company's Aprill7,
1996, c;:omments in this Doc~et afl~2, and'RE.CAP'sMay 15, 1995,
submissi(,ln to the' EPA Reengineering Task Force (SERVICE$ 212A)
concerning commoditY like secondary materials. At _east 4 '
billion pounds (2 million tons) ofbrass and recycled copper
,alloys are recycled every year in the United States. The 'alloys
are recycled by'a wide variety of industries. 'For example,
nearly all ofthe brass used by the American plumbi~g fittings
indUstry comeS from recycled copper ~lloys. ,The faucet you use

·today may have been made from the faucet which your grandfather
used as a child. And your faucet eventwilly will become·the .
scrap from which these and other copper 8110y 'products are made. '
·More than 30,million faucets are' produced annually iIi the United
,States.-Brass and brQnze,are among the oldest and most valuable _
,'metal alloys known, having been employed by.people for millennia
~ a mtiltitude ofways. (Brass is a mixture ofcopper. and zinc .
and ~ronze a mixture ofcopper and tin, both in varying.
proportions.) 1,774,300 short tons of copper in scrap ofall
kinds was consumed in.1994; the last year for which complete '

.data is available. ~s is 3.55 billion P9unds, and this is the,
copper content ofall the scrap consumed.' The total tonnage of
scrap is of~ourse qigher. In 1994, scrap,supplied 47.3% of the
total copper consumed in'the Vnited States. T9tal co~s~ption

. ' was 3,754,1 00 tons. (CoppeJ;' Development Association, Copper
,Supply and Consumption in,the U~ted S~tes - 1994:)Our copper

. ".'
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, .alloy and secondary metals recycling industry is a priceless ,
asset: While'the art ofalloying copper has been utilized for
thousands ofyears, it remained for,twentieth-century'America to
initiate and enjoy'the many benefits of large-scale,production
',ofhigh quality, dependable copper-based ,alloys, in ingot foim;
cohforming to'exacting specifications and offering substantial ,
economies., The primary reasons for',this phcmomenon,center on
the .increasing diversity ofmanUfacturing and the increasing' ,
need for co~rving th~ Nation'~ resources. Each and ,every ton
of recycled copper alloys represents:' 'Many tonS of '

· pollution nQt introduced into'our atmosphere; Thousands of .
, pounds ofvaluable metals ,not sent to aIteady overburdened

lan4fi,lls;·Acresofland conserved,and not stripped to expose
· the' m~erals below; Asubstantial energy savirigs; "-ad ,,'
, Several more tons ofore that ~n't unnecessarily mined and'
,refined., Se~ also comments of Institute of Scrap Recy~ling

Industries;'Inc~, Apr-. 19, 1996, at n. 1. Thi$ reservoir of' .
recycled copper alloy prOductS is indeed an iniportailt part of
,our national 'treasure. These products are essential to our ".

" ~ation's highly diversified'and interdependent-economy, as well '
'as to ourriational'defense. Automobile radiators, free-cutting
brass'rod and other machining turnings, 'obsolete fauce~~ 'and a

, wide varietY ofother c~pper alloy scrap are collected and .
processed as part ofthis large U.S. 'secondary metals industry..
Scrap ~s melted and alloyed to exacting sPecificationS by ingot

. ,manufa~turers,'brass mills and foundries in the manufacturing of
'. " thousands ofconsumer~industrial and military components and

products, ~uch as components for eVerYday'use in: ' ,
elevators, light switches, brass lamps~ laWn sprinklerS, screws

.and bolts, dOor'hinges, doorknobs, keys, and golfclub heads;
Valves,' fauceiS and other plumbing produCts: these are '
critical to the co~tion and housing industry; Fire .' ,

.. ~ i'

sprinklers and .fire,hy4raDts; Bearings: - these facilitate ,
rotating and sliding partS With minimal friction in engines,
,t~ aDd tr8nsmissio~ in passenger automobiles; ,diesel
'truc~ and traCtors;mining aitd other machinery; ,mil~tary,

ailcraft, tanks and aircraft carrierS the slide along which the
aircraft launching catapult travels); Worm 'Wheels: theY' ,

,are'needed for RPM reduction, 'which conserves fuel; they"'"
enable equipment such as hospital beds, or Winches on,milif:arY' ,

• f ': vehicles, 'to be'raised and lowered; Impellers: they "
' ... 'proVide circulation'in irrigation pumps~ sewage pumps, 8l)d pumps

· critical to paper mills and numerouS other Industries; Pump' .
, '.. .".
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housings, pressure regulat~rs, water meterS,'and ,other water
~tility hardware; Etectri9al power equipment and
transmission line hardware; .and Radar wave guidance: here
the copper alloy's non-:magnetic properties are essential.
Furthe~ perspective on copper ~loYI recycling m~y be helpfuL '

,By way ofexample, we tum to 'the ingot industry component of,
our coalition. The production of quality ingot metal alloys is
not. a simple melting process, but is a fully developed,
carefully supervised, and scientifically controlled refining
process. \\1ten an article ofcopper or copper alloy, be it an
auto~obile ladiator, a faucet, a trolley wire, a valve, a door
handle, or a ship's propeller, has served its purpose or is no
longer fit for service, it is ready to be converted.into .
something useful. The, ingot industry consumes more than 150
million pounds ofautomobile radiators every year, ana one,must
add to this the fact that the wrought industry consumes more '
than,300 million pounds of scrap every year in makingplumbing
fittings alone. Metal value is' continually present in this
'equipment, even though't;lte equipment is no longer ofvalue,for
,its original purpose. Copper has been said to be an everlasting .

. metal. While it does n~t last' forever in anyone fonn, it is .
continually being recove~d, refined, realloyed; reworked, and .
used again. Indeed, this revolving fund ofrecyclable metal in
industry isa significant item in the total reserves·of-the .
·United States. It is in this connection that the ingot' industry
plays'its most important role.' It co~vertscopPerprod~cts that
have been diverted or removed from the solid waste stteam into·
useful ~etal so that they again become active in industry. We
hope that these comments have provided EPA and others who may .

. review this Docket with ,a better understaIlding ofrecycled' .
copper al~oy products' critical impOrtanCe to manufacturing in .
the United States. With this baCkground in~d, we again urge, ,.
EPA to ensure that its final rule continues to exclude theSe '
materials 1n?m RCRA S~btitle C jurisdiction. -

i lffiSPONSE:

The Agency thanks the'commenter for supporting the exclusion from the
definition ofsolid waste for sCrap metal. In today's fuuil rUle, the Agency has exPanded the

, scope ofthe exclusion to include home sc~p metal (e.g., turirings, cuttings, punching~ and
borings generated by steel mills, lOUndries, and refineries) and prompt scrap metal (e.g., turnings,
cuttings, ptinchings; and borings generated by the me~ worlQilglfabricationindustries). ' .
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, The Ag~cy~ the colDJ11enter for suPPo~g the e)c:clusion frOm the ,
definition ofsolid waste for scrap metal.' '. . ~ . .

j, ~ ••1

, ,

RESPONSE:

DeN '. PH4A077 i

" '( COMMENTER .The Aluminum Association
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT SCRP

. ,SUBJNUM 077' ,
,COMMENT 'The Aluminum Association ("Association")"in conjunction with

.its membe~ companies, is pl~d to submit ~mments to the I ':

I above-referenced !We. The Aluminum,Association is a trade
association founded in 1933 and comprised ofseventy-six members

, ofthe aluminum industry in the United States. Member companies
. ~clude producerS ofprimary and secondary aluminum,' aluminum
, ,alloys, seini-fabIjcated wrought, cast alwilinwri, and related ,','
: products. These commentS address two major issues: (1) EPA's"
,decision to exclude processed sCrap metal being reclaimed f['GO:::

the definition o(a solid waste under RcRA, and (2) the merits
,ofaffording acomparabie ,exclusioD: to cover the aluMinum ,
byproducts skims and drosseS. 1. The Association supports EPA's
decision to' exclude processed scrap metal from the RCRA

,defmition of~lidwaste. The Association commends the Agency
for its,proposal ,to amend the defiiUtion of-solid waste to '
~xclude processed 'scrap metai being recycled, from ReRA '
j~sdiction. Association members'are intent on recovering
metal from'aluminum products, and treat scrap metal' as a
valuabl~col11l!1odity, which'meets all criteria set by the Agency
for avoiding regulation as a waste~ " "

":.
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DCN ,PH4A077 ,
COMMENTER' The Aluminum Association

'RESPONDER RE '
SUBJECT ' SCRP . '
SUBJNUM 077'
COMMENT' Under RCRA's current regulatory

scheme, scrap metal is regulated as a solid waste. Scrap metal
is defmed as "bits and pieces ofmetal parts or metal pieces' ,
that are combined together with bolts or soldering, which when
wann or superfluous can be recycled. "40 CFR 26 1. 1-, ,
(c)(6). However, EPA exempted from RCRA'Subtitle C re81:dation
all'scrap metal being recycled. 40 CFR 261.6(aX3)(ii).
According to EP~, this was an interim measure taken to allow the

, Agency to study scrap metal management and determine whether. '
, regulation was necessary 50 Fed.' Reg.'614, 649'(Jan. 4, 1985). '-

.. , The proposed regulation would change the methqd by which processors ,
ofscrap ~etal avoid "waste" management·requirements.

.Unger the proposal, EPA wou)d
,specifically grant an exclusion, under 40 C.F.R. §261.4(a), ' ,
from the definition ofsolid waste for "processed scrap metal"
being reclaimed..The proPQsed rule deflne$ "processed scrap,
metal" as "scrap met8I wbicJ:thas been manually or mechanically
altered to either separate it into distinct materials to enhance
economic value or to improve the handling ofmaterials." 61
Fed. Reg. 2,338, 2,371 (Jan. 25, 1996). While the Association
!=mbraces EPNs exclusion ofprocessed scrap from solid waste
'regulation, it also supports the, suggestion of~e InSti~te of
Scrap Recycling, Inc. ("ISRI~') that EPA should modify its
proposal so that all scrap metal diverted or removed from ,the
solid waste stream and destined for recycling is excluded from
the definition ofsolid waste. As detailed in ISRI's comments,
unprocessed scrap"removed from the solid waste stream for .
recycling has the same commoditY~like nature as processed scrap,

, and creating an artificial distinction between the two will
, ' crea.1e unnecessary confusion-for individual-facility operators.

'RESPONSE:

In response to information provided by commenters, EPA identified and s~died
, three different types ofunprocessed waste -to dete~e whether the scope ofthe proposed
exclUsion should be expanded: home scrap metal, prompt scrap metal and obsolete scrap metal.

, lIome scrap is scrap metal generated by steel mill, foundries, and refineries such as turnings,
,cuttings. ,punchings, and borings. Prompt sc:tap, also known as industrial or new scrap metal; is. .. . '.
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, generated by the me~ working/fabrication' industries and includes such scrap metal as tumings+
, cuttings, punchings, and borings.' Obsolete sc~p ni~tal is composed of'Worn out metal.or, a m~tal

· product,that has outlived i,t original uSe, such as auto~obile hulkS, railroad cars, aluminum .
,beverage cans, ,steel beams from tom down buildings, and household appliances.' " ' .

. The Agency uses five fac,tors when evaluating ~hether a partially-reclaimed"
" materiaJ.is "commodity-like" and is not part.ofthe waste management problem and thus is (,

,appropI:iate to eXl::lude the materia) from RCRA Subtitle C jurisdiction~ugh issuance 9fa
"..vari~ce (40 CI"R §260.31(c;». The five factors are: I) the degree ofprocessing the material has

, undergone and the degree offurther processing thalis reqUired, 2) the value of the htaterial after'
, it has been reclaimed, 3) the degree to which the recl~ed material is l!ke an analogous raw,
.,' material, 4) the eXtent~ which an end 'market for 'tile reclaimed materi&;! is,~teed; and 5) the

extent to which a material is managed to minimize loss. The Agencyappli~d these five factors to: .
, '. the three categori~s ofunproc~ssedscrap me~ to detennirie if these categoric:s meet the cnteria

· for "commoditY-like" found at 40 CFR §260.31(c).' " , : " " ..,' ' .
I " .' • The Agency evaluated unprQCessed'home ,~rap arid 'prompt sCrap against each of
the five fac~ors ~d found that these categories ofscrap metal are substantially similar to
processed 'scrap metal due to establishecI markets for the material's uti,li7atio~ the 'inherent
positive economic value~ofthe'm8:teria1, the physical.fonn ofthe material, and the absence of

· damage incidents attributable to the material. based 01)~s analysis,.the agency has expanded
, ' "the scope of.the exclUsion' for scrap metal to include both unprocessed home andim~s~d

., .pr~mpt scrap metal. ' ',' .' .: " . :' , .
, . The Agency has not found sufficient data for evaluating unprocessed obsolete

. scrap metal ag8.inst the Set of factors used to detertnjne ifapartially ~eclaimed 'material qualifies'
for a variance from the definition of solid waste. ,Therefore, the Agency is not-expanding th~ ,
sCope'ofthe'ex~lusion from the definition ofsolid waste to include obsolete scrap metal. . .
Providiilgan exclusion from the definition ofsolid Waste for obSolete scrap metal at this time

,would be premature and is' better ad~ssed in the Definition of.Solid Waste rUlem8king, due t() -

~ proposed in the near future. . '. "
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. DCN, PH4A077"
'COMMENTER The AluminUm Association
RESPONDER. RE
SUBJECT . ' SCRP
SUBJNUM . t 077
COMMENT The Aluminum

Association urges E~A to extend the exclusion for scrap metals
"to skims and drosses,'aluminumpro,cessing bY"pl'C?ducts that I:t~ve
commodity-like charactc;:ristics similar to scrap metal. Aluminum

, skims and drosses are valuable materials and are considered an
,important meiaI source by'the, aluminuin ind~try. BeCaUSe these
by-produ~ts contain fully recoverable.metal, they~ not ' --,
discarded or landfilled. .
Skims and drosses'are by-products ge~erated as part ofthe
8lumin~ melting process. Whenever molten ~w:riinuni is exposed
to the atinosphere;.a thin layer ofaluminum oxide fonns on its . , .
slirface. Scrap aluminum being melted is coated with aluminum
oxide. This oxide material is the starting poini for
by-products derived from melting alwninum: The oxide, layer
increases during stirring,.transferring; fluxing or pouring
operations, and floats to the surface of the molten aluminum.

: It builds up in troughs, funiaces, and crucibles during the
. 'casting process, and free·aI~um becomes mixed and entrapped

with the oxide. "Dross," in this cpntext, refers to a solidified
. material generally consisting ofoxides ofaluminum and oth~

, alloying -materials sUch~ magnesium, fonned when molten
aluminum reacts with the atmosphere or moisture. The term:.
."skim" connotes an accumUlation ofoxide with entrapped metal,
fonned on the metal. surface after melting from oxide films
introduced as surface oxides on all charge components.
Skims and drosses are currently categorized
by EPA as "characteristic by-products,II along with a variety of
by-prOduct materials generated by chemical and manufacturing
industries. When reclaimed, all characteristic by-products are
exempt from the definition ofa solid waste under 40 CFR .
261.2. Tbatthe~unent.broad "characteristic by-productll

categoly captures skims and drosses evidences the categoryes'
failure to recognize the differences in environmental risk and
recycling rates that e~sts for alUIPinum skims and diosses ~
opposed to'other byproducts. Similar to scrap metal, and unlike
many other by-product materials, aluminum skims and drosses are
'''commodity-·.;Jike/' posing little environmental risk,. high ,
intrinsic value, and are recycled at higher rates.

" ,
~.... .
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, " ,EPA has not, proposed,to create a'sim:ilarly,favorable exclusion for skims ~d
drosses as it has ' ", " ,

, ' . , for scrap l11etaI. , , \
, But~ skims ~d drosses would continue.to , .

be exempt, as well.as all characteri~c by-products, from -
. treaim~f8;S a solid waSte ifthey were reclaimed. In its, '. .

I decision to'amend the definition ofsolid waste to exclude scrap
" metal, EPA was properly guided by 40 C.F.R: 260.31(c). 'QUs

provision states that the Agency may grant requests for a ,
,' variance from classifying as a 'solid waste those materials t)lat' ;' _' '

, have.been reclaimed but must be reclaimed further before :
recovefy is completed If, after initial reclamation, ihe,
reSUlting material is "commodity-like." This deterplinatioil

• .1 • . f

must be based on the following factors: (1) 'th~ degree,o.!
, processing the material has und~rgoneand the degree of~er

processing ~t is ~uired, (2) .tJ1~ value ofthe materiw '
aftt? it is ~claimed, (3) ,thede~ to wh:ich the recl$ned

, material is like an analogous raw material, (4) ihe extent tQ:
:wl,rich an en~ .market for the rec;.18.4ned maierial is guaninteed,

. (5) the, extent to which the reclaimed material is handled to '
, minimize loss, and (6) other 'relevant factors~40 C. F. R. ' "
. ',_2~0.3 t (c). As detailed below; becaUse ahuuinum skims and
, drosses meet.th~ criteria for recycling listed in 40 C. F. R.

l"., ; _260.3 1 (c), the exc.lusion should be extended to these '
." 'by~products as welt 1, The Degree ofProcessing Done to'

, 'Skims and Drosses Supports Their Treatment as Co~odity Metals'
I , " ' EPA has articulated the policy that the more sub,stantiBJ the.' .

, initial processing, the more likely the resulting material 'is to " . "
, be commodity-like. 50 Fed. Reg. at 655. In the preamble to the

,,; proposed rule, EPA rioted, that processed scrap metal is", ,>

Separated, mel~ or ,otherWise procesSed to add valUe or improve .
'handling qualities. lII.Fed. Reg~ at 2,362...Companies that' .
generate skimS and drosses may recover,the metal' content frOm ,
these byprod~ on site ,or send them off-site to facilities ,
'which are specifically designed to process ~ese inaterials for r

• _ J • ..

recovery. Skims and,drosses are melted and[ agglomerated,
. . 'o~tions that'are recognized as suitable p~~ssiD.g.,61 Fed.

Reg. at. 2362., Indeed, these types of-processing helped clear , ,
the 'way for EPA's proPO~ treatment ofscrap,metal. 'Id. at

2,371 (proposed 40 C. f. R. _26 1. 1 (cX9». 2.Aluniinum ,' ..
By~products Are Valuable Commodities The more valuable a .'
material is after iiliti81processiDg, the more likely it'is to ' .,'
be commodity;.like. 50 Fed. Reg. at ~S5. ,Like sc~p~e~;

• !

. ~'
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skim.,; and drosses are traded natio~ally and 'intemationaliy in
, established markets for positive economic value. These '

byproducts are traded, as' any other commodity, under sale or
tolling contraets~ The ~coverablemetallic content is ,
,systematically tested and serves is the basis for pricing. As ,
aluminum is sold as a commodity with prices based on the LondQn
Metai Exchange"many producers pw:chase scrap including aluminqrn
by-products as a raw material becaus~ it is less expensive than
primary aluminum! 3. Aluminum By-products'Are Very Similar to
- Raw MATERIALS Used in Aluminum Production, and in Fact, Are
Often'Used'as Raw MATERIALS in AlUminum Processes,Under EPA
policy~ ifthe initiall)'-reclaimed material can substitute for a
virgin material" for instance as .feedstock, it is,more likely
to be commodity-like. 50 Fed. Reg. at 655. Skims and drosses
comprise a signi,fi,:ant Portion ofthe current alUminum market"
and are' accepted as raw materials by the secondary aluminum
processing or aluminum recycling industry. By-products are used
in lieu ofvh:gin.metal because ofth¢ir comparable 'performance

; and substantial cost saVings. Recycling ofaluminum skims and
'drosses i,s'very common, ~d econo~cally feaSible with metal
,content as low as 8 percent. Depending on the material and
p~ocesses employed, reco~ery rates may range, up to 60 percent
and higher.
The 'Aluminum Association Urges EPA to extend the 'exclusion for

'scrap metals to skims and drosses,'aluminum processing /"
by-prodUcts that Iulve commo4ity-like characteristics similar to
scrap metal.AJuminum, skims and (irosses are valuable materials
and~ , considered ,an important metal source by the aluminum
industry.' Because these by-products contain fully recoverable

,metal, they are not discarded or landfilled. '
Skims anddrosses~ by-products generated- "
as part ofthe aluminum melting process. Whenever molten,
aluminum is exposed to the atm~sphere, a,~ layer o(al~um
oXide'forms on its surface. Scrap aluminum being qtelted is
coated with aluminum oxide. This oxide material is the startiilg
point for,by-products derived from melting aluminum: The o~de '
layer increases during st,frring, transferring, fluxing or '

, pouring operati9ns. and floats to the ~ace ofthe molten
alumirium. It buildS l,lp iri troughs, furnaces, and crocibles
.during the' casting process, and free alwi1jnum becomes nlixe~ 'and
.entrappc:d with the oxide.: '~Dross," in this context, refers to a ,
solidified material generally c9nsisting of oXides ofal~um

, .and other ~l1oying -materials. su:ch as magnesium, fonned when

•
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molten ~Uminum: reacts ~th tbe atmosphere or moisture. The'
. 'term "skim'~ connotes a# accumulatiop. of oxide with entrapped'

,metal, formed on the metaJ.·surface after melting from oxide, .
films introduced as sUrface o":ides,on all charge !=omponents.
Skims and drosses 'are currently categc;>rized
by EPA as "ch8racteristic ~y.products", along with a v~~ty of
by~productinate~alsgenerated by chemical and manufacturing
industries., When reclai;med, all characteristic by-products are

, . .exempt from the definition ofa solid waste under 40 C. F. R. ,. "
261.2. That the current broad "charac:~eristic by-product" '
.category' captures skim$ anQ diosse$ evidences ~e C!1tegory's . '

, {ailme to recognize ~e differi:n~s in enviro~enial risk ,and
· recycling rates that exists for ahunmum skims anddrosses as '.' .
, opposed tQ other byproducts. Similar to scrap metal~ and'~~e .
many other by-product materials, aluminum skims and drosses are .

.' "commodity-like," posing little environmental risk, high'
intrinsic value, and are recycled at higher rates. Companies

·that generate skims and drosses may recover the metal content
" froin these byproducts on site or send th~m off-site to ,

facili~es w~ch are specificalJy designe~ to process these. .
materials.for recovery. Skims and drosses are melted and ,

.. ' . agglomerated, operations that are recognized as~suitable

processPlg. 61' Fed. Reg. at 2~62. Recycling ofaluminum skilns
~ dresses is very common, and eConomically feasible with metal
content as low as 8 percent. Depending on the materia) and .
proce~s employed~ recQvery. rates may range up to ()O percent·
and higher•.4.1. GUaranteed End~markets' EXist for Skims and
Drosses at Dom~Sticand InterDational Smelters; Mills and .'

. :Foundries Again, skims 'and drosses are cO,mmodity-like because~

. in. fulfillment ofEPA Criteria, there'are existing and '
f guar8nteed end-mar~ets for the initially~reclaimed material. 50
, ,Fed. Reg. at 655. in 1994, the US'aluminiun indUstry generated

.. approximately 970 million pounds o.fskims and drosses. ' "
·Approximately 177 iDiIlion pounds were',reclaimed,on site, while'
an 'estimated,773 ~lIion poundS went off-site for reclamation. .
On a facility-specific basis, one coinpany processed 170,mjllion
pOtin4s ofaluminum by-pn;Kluets which it generated, sending other
vol~es off-site for further,processing to companies which toll
or specialize' iilal~umby-product tecoyery. One such ,

.:' recovery facility processed 200 million pounds ofby-products, '
," at~ average'recovery rate of60 pereent. The facility ~en

;returned· the recovered metal tQ its customers. The . .
'commodity-like nature ofskims' and drOsSes is also evidenced in

~' , '. ." . .., . .
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,a healthy import/export market. The U.S. exports approximately
10.4 million pounds ofaluminum by-products annually, while
aluminum compariies import 30 million pounds ofaluminUm

. byproducts per ye~. As a result of the lower capital 'and
operating ~osts ofusing scrap'metal' and alumirium.by.:produ~ts,
versus virgin material, the import/export market is expected to ,
continue to grow.· 5. Aluminum By-products Are Managed To
Minimize Loss and ReleaSe to the Environment Like scrap metal,
skhDs and drosses are processed to minimize loss ahd to maximize .
recoveries,.ofalumiIlum metal, again satisfying.EPA's criteria
for chafacterizing a material as commodity-like because of the

, care With which,it is handled. 50 Fed. Reg. at 655. Because,
the industry treats thes~ materials as commodities, it strives .
to recover all the metal, content feasibly recovered from ,

, aluminum bY-pfC?ducts. While economic incentives ensure that the '
potential for releases to ~e environment ofthese 'materials is
iow, recyclers also practice responsible and environmentally
safe operating procedures. ProCessors prevent Josses to the
en~onment for the most part by keeping the material covered .
and dry, forestalling any 'poteiltiallosses due to potential

.. reactiVity With water. Furthermore, there has been an absence
of.~age ~cidents attributable to skims an,d drosses.
The Aluminum Association recommends
that EPA to ~opt the II1Stitute for Scrap Recycling's suggested
rule language regarding metal-bearing by.-products,- which
states: 261.4 . Exclusions (a)(17) Metal-bearing·
by-products from secondary materials processes that are being
reclaimed. The Association cites the ~scussion above regarding'
the commodity-like nature of skims and drosses as cOplpelling
evidence that, as least regarding these aluminum by-products" '. '
the ~uggested exclusion is justified. ,\ , , .

,The Aluminum Association supports EPA'.sdecision to exclude
processed scrap metal being reclaimed frOm the definition ofa
solid waste under ReRA. EPA based this detennination on an
ex8mination,offactors showing th~ commodity-like nature of ,.
processed scrap~ Because the aluminum by-products'skims and '
drosses also pass this te~ the exclusion should be extended to .

,- these by-products as wel,1. For similar reasons, the Association'
supports ISRI's position that the scrap ,metal exclusion should
also apply to unprOcessed scrap that ha;s been removed from the
Solid'waste stream so it may'be recycled. For similar reasOns, '
the Association s~pports ISRrs position that the scrap metal

'. exclusioD; should also ,apply to Unpr'!cessed scrap that has been .
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" .remov~d from the solid waste'stream so it may be rec~cl~d: " " .'

, ,RESPONSE:' 'I' • " ,

.' .(

. CUrre~tly, by.products exhibiting a c~teristic of~douswaste are
excluded from the defrirltion or'solid waste'when reclaimed (40CFR§261.2). Usually"metal
bearing by-pioductmaterialsge~erated during 'secondary Il)aterials proct:ssing~ such as sUms,
drosses, skimmings, and sludges, re~ the current exclusion from the defInition ofsolid waste
when reClaimed. The commenter asserts that skims and drosses have lowenvironment8J risk~
,possess high ,intrinsic value, and~ recyCled athi~ ra~s, therefore appearing to De similar to
scrap metal. ,Therefore, the commenter recommends that these materials be distinguished from

,other Dy-products by providing a separate exclusion under 40 CFR 'part 26I A(a) f'Qr.metal
,bearing by-produCts when reclaimed. At this time, the Ag~ncy is in the process of~ssing

, ,regulation ofby~product materials as part ofa separate'rulemaldng o~ the Definition ofSolid
Wast~" Finalizing ~e commenter's recommended revision 'to the ,definition of~lidwaste'for

, 'metal-bearing 'by-products is beyondtJ:1e s,cope ofthis rulemakilig and is more appropriately ,
addreSsed in the context ofthe'Definition ofSolid Waste mlemaking~ :The exclusion from the .
defInition ofsoli4 waste for metal-be~g by';'product materials wil1'~main part ofthe 'broad~r
exclusion for by-pn;>ducts exhibiting ~ c~ristic ofhaZardoUS' w8ste when reclmmed. '
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DCN . PH4A080
COMMENTER 'Molten Metal Technology
RESPONDER RE '
SUBJECT , SCRP
SUBJNUM 080
eOMMENT MMT supports both of these

. , ',proposed excluSions. ' In certain applications, MMT's CatalYtic
, ,Extraction Process (CEP) produces a processed metal product from

metal-bearing second8.ry materials. We have historically been, '
able 'to 'sell this product produced at our Fall'River Facility to
s metal brokers at a price ofSSO-100 per ton. We expect metal
product from our commercial operations to be considerably more
valuable. In aQ.y event, we·believe the Agenc;y's reasoning in
developing the proposed exclusion is so~d: this material has a
relatively high value that minimizes the chance ofor incentives
for mismanag~ment, there are well established marke~ for the
product, and it is a~gnmaterial not ass~ciated with',

· enviroImlental instilts. MMT is actively exploring the potential
for using CEP to recover valuable products from circuit boards.

- The State ofCalifomia's Department ofToxic Suostances Control
(DISC.) iscmrently evaluating CEP performance data for
pro~essing such'ma~erial under the auspices ofthe DIS~.'s

Technology Certification Program. We agree- with theAgency's
rationale fat proposing to exclude shredded circuit boards from

I . -

the definition ofsolid waste. In this case, ~e Agency has ,
proposed a conditional excluSion for shredded'circuit boards'
destined for metal recovery based 'on maIiagement ofthe shredded'
circuit boards in containers~ We agree that.such materials are ,',
inaIUiged more litre materials in commercethari wastes. MMT also
urges EPA to recognize and understand the broad,principles

· 'underlying these specific proposed exclusions, Le., that it is '
possible and desirable to develop exclUsions from the defInition
ofsolid( wasterbased on the commodity-like nature ofcertain

. materials (e.g., processed. scrap melal) and/or the management
ofthe material (e.g., shredded circuit boards in containers
destined for recycling). ,We note the Agency has also opted this
approach elsewhere in this proposal~ ;;mdin other recent
rulemaking proposals (e.g., contingent management options fQf '

· recycling in the petroleum rule, conditional exclusion for r,

product-like synthesis gas in the MACT rule for combustors). 'We
believe the opportunities for this kind ofcreative, ,
encouragement ofenvironmentally sound recycling are virtually
~imited, 8n~, ~ge the Agency to ,work to identify and ilDplet1l;ent '.." .
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such oppcirturiities in all its rulemaking ac~ivities. :

RESPQNSE: .' . '..
I
, . The Agency thBnks tJie'coininenter for,suppOrting th~'exclusioris from the,

definition of solid waste for excluded scrap metal and shredded circuit boards. . '. ~., '
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DCN ,.' : PH4A082
COMMENTER ' Horsehead ResourCe bevelopm~nt
RESPONDER RE' ')". . '
SUBJECT 'SCRP
SUBJNUM '082,
CO~T ·I1RD supports the exclusion ofprocessed scrap metal from:, .

" the definition' of solid waste. .

RESPONSE:

TheAgency thanks the commenter for supporting the exclusion from the
defmition of solid waste for excluded scrap metal. hi today's final' rule, the Agency has expanded
the scope ~fthe exclusion to include home scrap metal (e.g., turnings, cu~ngs, punchings, and .

'borings generated by steel mills, foundries, and refineries) and promp~ scrap metal (e;g., tumings~
cuttings, punchings, and borings generated by the metal working/fabrication industries).
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·DCN. PH4A083 ,
COMMENTER ;Eleetromcs IndUstries Assn
RESPONDER: RE ' ..
SUBJECT, \ SCRP
SUBJNUM '083. "~ .
COMMENT EIA~s comments do not address;the entire proPosa1~but'~tead'

are'confined to the matters-addressed in "Part Two: Other RCRA
Issues." Specifically~ we express.~Ur support for the proposal .

.'py the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA" or "t4e '
,Agen~y") to revise the regulatory definition of "solid ~8ste" 'to .
exclude pI:ocessed scrap metal and shfedded~circuit boards. We
also suggest a number ofWays in which theproposal'c6uld be
.~proved. . "

• r

RESPONSE: 'J,

,,'

..
'". \

;

. " The 'Agency'thanks the c.ommenter for supporting.the exclusioqs froin the
defmition ofsolid 'waste for excluded scrap metal and'shredded circl,Jitboards: ( . .'-
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.DeN PH4A083
'CoMMENTER Electronics Industries As
RESPONDER RE
SUBJECT SCRP :
SUBJNUM . 083
COMMENT EIA Supports the Proposee;J Revisions to the Definition .of

·"Solid Waste" O~ members are interested in the current proposal
because of its Potentiallybeneficial impact on the cutting-edge .

,product return, d~s8ssembly, and recycling programs developed in
the c=lectronics industry. EIA members have devised innovative,
means ofdesigning products to facilitate th~ir re-use,
refurbishment and recycling..Many ofthese programs, however,
are impeded by the operation ofEPA regulations. Some companies
are discourag~d from recycling el~tronic products and .

,componentS ,because ofthe regulatory uncertainty surrounding "
aspects ofthes~proirams. For example, the Agency's

, regulatjons are unclear concerning whether these, productS my .
classified as "waste" and whether product disassembly programs
are subje~t to regulation. As a result, some comp~es are ,
deterred from· implementing and/or expanding these prognims

. because ofthe ~certainty as to whether they mUst comply ~th
the burdensome reporting and record keeping~ pennit, and other
requirements associated with the managem~nt of solid and

·hazardouswaste. For this·reason, we applaud the initiative of
the Agency to propose to modify the definition of"solid waste"

,under the Agency's regulations promulgated purSuant to the
Re~urce Conservation arid Rc=covery Act (RCRA) to exclude
processed scrap. metal and shredded circuit boards. ·Metal and
circuit boards are COlDJD9n elements ofelectronic products, and
excluding these itemS from ~CRAjurisdiction Will likely advance·
the AgeQ.cy's-and the industry's common goals in encouraging the
recycling ofelectronic products. The proposal will facili~te

sound recycling practices, 'and thus further it key goal ofRCRA:
to promote the protection ofhealth and the environment and. ,to. .

- conserveyal~le material and energy resources by ... (6)
minimiZing the generation ofhazardous waste and the land .
dispo~ ofhazardous waste by"encouraging process substitution,· ' .

·materials recovery, properly conductedrecycljng and reuse, and
treatment." ReRA section 1003 (a)(6), 42 U. S. G.-section
6902(a)(6). We fully agree With the Agency that processed scrap
metal and shredded circuit boards are more ,lIco~odity-like" ~

"waste-like," and that these items have not contributed to the
soli~ waste disposal problem~. Unlike oth~r materials, used .

..
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. electronic productS are not necessarily "waste" when they are
. removedJrom service by a particular customer. These items may : "

. . be re-used in their entirety, or components or parts 'can be '
, 're-used•. rebuilt, or recycled. and,therefore th~se products.are

potentially valuable commodities with astrong market for these
materials. ,Their value results in their ~dling in a manner '
that is protective ofthe,enViro~ent ,The Agency states that
it reached this conclusion based ,on a review ofthe literatUre,

, d4tabases, and consultation ~th the Bureau ofMines, and '
.. ., therefore it appears that their is ample support in the recor4 ','

to justify this conclusioD;. ~IA ;would be ~appy to pro,:ide EPA,
with additional information if the Agency, fmds it necesSary.
While we fully support the Agen;cy's proposal~ we believe ~t ,
the fInal rule shouid be1mproved!Ita number ofrespects; and
we add the following co~ents ..

. RESPONSE
, The Agency.~ the cOlnmenter for, sqpporting the exclUsions froiD. the

defmition ofsolid waste fO,l excluded Scrap,m~taland shredded circuit boards. .

" ,
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bCN.' PH4A083
COMMENTER Electronics Industries As,
RESPONDER, RE
SUBJECTSCRP ' ,
SUB~M 083 .
COMMENT" Processed Scrap Metal EIA supports the Agency's

proposalto exclude processed scrap metal ti'9m'the definition of
solid waste. We believe that this approach Win provide greater
regulatory, certainty and remove spme regulatoIy burden, thereby
facilitating the recycling ofscrap me~. Nonetheless" we . ,
suggest the following revisions to the portion ofthe proposal
applicable_ to scrap metal. A. The Regulatory Exclusion Should
Extend to Unprocessed ~crap Metal Being Sent to a Recycling
Facility, Not Only Scrap Metal Already Processed by a Recycler
The.Agencts proposal "is restricted to scrap metal which has
been processed oy scrap meull recycl~rs,to be traded on
recycling marketS for further'reprocessing into'metal end
produets~tl 61 Fed. Reg. at 2361. This restriction unduly
narrows the, application and benefit ~f~e propos~. The logic'
of exClUding scrap metal processed by a recycler should also '
extend t~ 'scrap metal being sent to a recycler. After all, both '
materials' are deflped for recycling and are managed as such. As '

· the court stated in American Mining Congress" v. EPA, 824 F.2d
1177, 1190 (D.C. Cir. 1'987), "EPA's authority [extends] only'to

.materials that are truly discarded, disposed of, thrown away, or ,
abandoned." Scrap metal from electroni~ products destined for
recycling should be excluded from the definition of solid w8$te
because such matetials are potentially valuable commodities that .
are not "discarded, disposed of,' thrown away, or abandoned. II

This approach also produces anomalouS results that make little .
sense. Under the Agency's approaCh, material sent to a· scrap
recycler is a RCRA-exempt ~lid waste, and.the scrap recycler
subjects it to processing that transforms it into a material
1hat is not 'a solid waste. The reasons why such a diStinction
is'n~ssary ,or appropriate are unclear, and it is· also unclear
how this regulatory' transfopnation o~curs. The Agency states
that "materials generated from the recycling ofunprocessed
scrap were mismanaged and have historically contributed to·the

·.waste managementproblem," such as batteri~s, ash, and other ,
residuals. 61 Fed~ Reg. at 2362. Simply because materials
generated frOm the recycling ofscrap, such as ash and
residuals, may be classified·as a solid waste does not ..

.necessarily mean thai the unprocessed scrap itself isalso a· ..
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".~olid'waste. We suggeSt thatEPA reVise tne'propo~ to extend "
the exclusion to all scrap beipg'recycled. regardless'whether it : ' ,:
has already ~en, processed by ~ recycler. Because of.itS . ';
physical fonn. arid the manne~ in which it is handled. .'

, I • ,

unprocessed scrap from electronic products that ~s destined for
recycling poses' n9 riskS to human health and the environment. "
The Agency should reconsider its approach. B. ' The ExclllSion. ,
Should Apply to ~~rap Me~ Being "Recycled" The Agency needs to'
,revise and clarify the regulatory language concerning the

, exclusion'for scrap metal. ' The preamble to the Proposal refers "
'to 'tl?-e exClusion applying to processed scrap metal being "
,"recycled.,I, See, e.g.; 61' Fed. Reg. at '2361,("The Agency"
proposes to 'amend the definition ofsolid waste by excluding

'. processed scrap metal being reacted from RCRAjurisdictions)
"(emphasis ~ded). -'The proposed reguJatory language, however, '

refers to processe4 scrap metal,being ",~laimed." See 61 Fect
Reg. at 2372 (proposed section 261.4(a)(1 3». EPA should
revise the proposed regulatory'language to ensure !hat the final
rule makes it clear that the ~xclusion for scrap ~eta1 applies

.to materials 'that are "recycled." As'EPA is aware, the ' '
, \" regulatory'defmition of~e terms "recycled,,'and "reclaimed"

are distinct, with the term "reclaimed" being a sUbset ofthe
,'teim t1r:ecycled.~' EPA's regulations state that a material is'
, "recycled" ifit'is "w;ed.reused, or recl~ed." 40 C'.F.R.- ,

section 261.2(a)(7). A'material is "reclaimed" if it is
"processed to,~ovet a usable product, or if it is regenerattd~,
Examples are recovery o(lead values from spent batteries and
rege~el'a:tion of~pent.sOlvents~ft, 40 C;F.R. section 261.2(a)(4)•. , ~

Th~ under the proposal it is possible that processed ,scrap ,
metal ~ing recycled by, means o~erthail reclamation ~glit be
interpreted as falling within the definition ofsolid waste. To

',avoid this,unintended result, the Agency s~ould revise 'proposed
section 26 i-,4(a)(l ,3) to refer to "procesSed'scrapm~ being

.' reCyc~ed~ 11L Shredd~ Circuit Boards We 'support EPA's
.' ~proposaI to e~cludeshredded circuit boards from the detmition

, ..ofsolid waste. Furthermore, i~'isapproPriate that the 'Agency ,
has provided fleXibility to industry in d~g,the,maimer
in which such' shredded circuit boards are handled.. We believe
that the Agency is correCt in setting fo~ a broadPerro~', '
standard,-,the m~terial must~ "stored in containers prior to
recovery~t ale sufficient to prevent a:releaSe to ,the .'
ePvironmenttl. - ratb~ than mandating comp~iance with preci~,.

inflexible specificatio~ concerning the handling ofshredded \ "
• '-. . • • .,., j
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. . The commenter raised several different issues in this comment: the role ofsct:8P

metal recyclers in.the exclusion;' the possibility ofexcluding unprocessed scrap metal from tile
definition ofsolid waste; the use of the term 4'recycled" rather than ureclaimed" in the texi ofthe

.' exClusions; and a request for clarification ofthe,regUlatOry status ofwhole circuit boards. '
In regard to EPA's use ofthe term 4~scrap'metal recycler" in the proposed ruie,

the' Agency agrees with the coniJl1enter that the language in the preamble CQul,d lead to ~e .
conclUsion that scrap metal does not qualifY for the exclusion until it is processed by-a scrap
metal recy~ler. The language in the proposal was not intended to limit the exclusion in this way.
In today's fuuil rule, the Agency clarifies that the exclusion for pro~essed scrap metal being
recycled applies to scrap metal that has undergone a processing' step (as defin~d in the preamble

.to the proposed role) re~ar<lless ofwho does the prOcessin~. Ip. other words, a proc!=ssing step",

'.

, .circuit boards. The Agency, however, should' go further 'wjth
regard to used wlio,e circuit boards. Under the proposal, the 
Agency announces that it Will revise the 'definition ofsolid '
waste as:applied to shredded circuit boards, but that used whole
circuit boards will retain its existing regulatory status as
exempt (but not excluded) ~crap metal. See 61 Fed. Reg. at-
2363. As the basis forthif$ approach, EPA,refers to a 1992 .
guidance memorandUm - an apparent reference to the Memorandum ,.
ofSylvia K. Lowrance, Office ofSolid Waste, "Regulatory status
ofPrinted .Circuit Boards", (Aug. 26, 1992). EPA should use this
opportunity to clarify the regulatory status ofused whole
circwt boards and thereby promote the sound recycling ofthes~

materi~s. At~um, the Agency should fopItaliie the current .
"interpretation expressed mthe 1992 Lowrance memorandum. EPA
guidance me~orand~ me constantly subject to reint~:r;pretation
and possible revision, but a regUlation would provide further
clarity and certainty concerning this is~~e. Accordingly, the

.final JUle should iriclude regulatory-language specifying tluit
used whole cir~uit boards are inCluded within theme~g o,f
scrap metal for purposes ofthe exemption from regulation as ~

haZardous waste. The Agency should also specify that used whole
circuit boards destined for reCycling are excluded 'from the'
definition ofsolid waste as scrap metal being recycled. As
stated above, scrap metal destined for recycling should not be

: considered as ':solid waste," and used whole ~ircuit boards (as
a type ofscrap metal) should also rec~ive the benefit of~t .
exclusion. It makes little sense to classify shredded circuit
boards as an excludednon·~ while subjecting used whole
circuit boards to an exempt solid waste status.

RESPONSE:

"

I
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, maybe perfo~edby,the gen~tor, an intermedi~te scrap.handler (e.g., broker, sc~p processor),
or a scrap ~ycler. Once the scrap metal has undergone a processing step, it may qlla!ify for the
excluSion for excluded scrap niet~L .

,- . '. ,-" .
, .' . The commenter also sugges~ed that the Agency ~xpand the exclusion from the

,~definition ofsolid waste for ~rap metal to includ~ unpro~essed, sc~p metal. The commenter '.
asserts that th~ five factors that EPA-used to evaluate whether processed scrap metal is' .. '

· comniodity~like under 40 CFR §260.31 apply equally to unprocessed sc~p metal being recycled.
In'response to information provided by commenters, EPA identifie51 and studied th:Cee different .
types Qfunprocessed scrap metal to determine'whether the scope of the exclusiorishould b~

'expanded: home scrap metal, prompt scrapme~ and obsolete SCfctp metal: Home scrap is. scrap
metal generated by steel mi,lIs, foundries" and refmeries such' as tupUngs, cuttings, p~chings, and .

. :' borings. Prompt scrap, also known as hldustrial or new scrap ~etal, is ge~erated by the metal ' •
.working/fabrication industries and includes such semp metal as tUrnings, cuttings, punchiDgs,
and ~rings. Obsolete'scrap metal is composed Qfwom out metal or a metal product·that has
outlived it original use, such as automobile'hulks, railroad cars,.aluminum beverage cans,:steel
beams from tom. down buildings, and household appliances.
'. " :. , 'The Agency lises five factors when evaluating wh~therapartially-reclanned .
'material is "commodity-like"'and is not p~,ofthe waste management problem and thus is
,appropriate to.exclude the mat~ri~j,ttom RCRA Subtitle' C jurisdiction through issuance ofa
varian~e (40 CfR §26Q.31(c». The five 'faCtors are: 1) the'de~ ofprocessing ~e material h8s
undergone and the degree offurther processmg that is required, 2) the vaiue ofihe materia1.after,
it haS been reclmmed, 3) the degree towhich'the reclaimed materiafis like aD analogous raw
material, ~) the extent to which an end market f-:>r tbereelaimed materi81 is guaranteed, and 5) the .

, extC?lt to which amateri~ is manag~d to minimize loss. The Agency applied these five factors to .'
th~ three categories ofunprocessed Scrap metal to detennine ifthese categories ,meet the criteria
for "commodity-like"found at '40 CFR §260.31(c). '

, The Agency evalUated ,unprocessed home scrap, and prompt sc.rap.against each of' ,
· the five factors and found that.these categories ofscrap' metal are,substantially,similar to· ' .'

processed scrap,metal due to established markets for the material's utilization, th~ inherent
positi~e ecC?nomic value ofthe ma~al. the physical fo~ ofthe maierial~ and the absence of.
damage incidents attributable to the material. ,based on this analysis, th~ agency has expanded '

· the scope oCthe exclusion for scrap metal'to :mclude both unprocessed home and unp~essed '
.prompt scrap metat, , . . . , ' . .

The,Agency has not fomid sufficient data for evaluating unprocessed obsole~e

,scrap metal against the Set or' faCtorS used to determirie ifa partially reclaiinet:i material qu8Jifies
for a variance from the definition ofsolid waSte...Therefore, the Agency is not expanding the' ,
scope ofthe exclusion from the,definition ofsolid ,waste to'includ'e obsolete scrap metal.' .
ProVj4ing an exclusion, from the definition of"solid Waste for obSolete scrap metal at this time~
would be premature and is better addressed,. in the,Definition' ofSolid Waste nilemaking, due to
'be proposed intlle near future. . '. ,'. " . - " ,

. , . The' commenter also raised the issue ofusmg the tenn."recycled," instead of
,~'reclaimed" in the I~guageofthe excluded scrap metal exclusjon. The Agencyagrees'tIu1t the
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excl~ion should h8:ve been Written with the term "r~cycled," and has ~hanged the language in
the fmal rule. . '

EPAdi~agfee~ with the co~enter's assertion th~t it does not,make sense to
exclud~ shredded,boards from- the definition ofsolid'waste,.while le~ving whole boards withiri the
definition ofsolid waste, even though wh~le boards are exempt from regulation as a hazardous .
waste. Wl:101e used circuit boards are less commoditY-like than shredded circuit boards because
whole used bQards are harder to assay, more'difficult to handle and may contain proprietary
information ofgenerator and manufacturers. In addition, EPA notes that s~ce 1992, used whole

. bOards are currently classified as scrap metal and therefore when recycled are completely exempt
from RcRA regulatory requirem~nts. Therefore, no RCRA regulatory'-requirements such as
manifesting; export or storag~ permit requirements currently o~te as disincentives to :"
environmentally sound recyclins·ofthese materials. The exclusion from RCRAjUrisdiction for,
used shredded'circuit bOards is necessary only because they do not qualify'for the definition of
scrap metal,and 'thus ~ay be subject to ReRA regulatory requirements that may, serve as
disincentives to the~ recovery. EPA also'beHe,ves that because whole used circuit board~ are
classified as scrap metal, that excluding.whole used boards from the definition of solid waste is
not necessary to ensure environmentally sound recovery of-these materials and would be
confusing to the Agency~s current defiiUtion of scrap metal.

'\
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" "DCN PH4ALOS , " '
COMMENTER Association ofBattery RecyclerS

" ,RESPONDER' RE ' '
SUBJECT . SCRP"
SUBJNtiM 0 "

GOMMENT EPA haS proposed to ,exclude IIprocessed scrap metal"
, from the RCRA defmition ofsolid waste. The ABR understands'
from EPA's p~amble 4iscussion ofthis issue that the proposed
temi "processed scrap metal" would not include batteries, spent
·acids, and process secondaiy materials such as slags aIid,drosses ,

, and~ould pot include any'lldistinct,compone~ts sep~ted from,
" unprocessed or partially processed scrap metal that woQId not
: otherwise meet the cUrrent definition ofscrap metal: ' "

Historically, the Agency has excluded the ~oregoil;lg m,aterials
,from the regulat~ry de~tion of "scrap metal. II The ABR "

, ~derstands thatEPA has ~efined the term "proces~d" scrap
"' ", "metal" as a ~ubset ofscrap,metal. In other words, materials'

__ that would'not be considered' "scrap metal," as ,thattenn ",..
, ~wTently is interpreted by EPA, would likewise not be '," '
. considered "processed sctap metal.'" Based on the foregoing, the
" ~R interprets the proposed definitioil: of~'proces~ed'sc~p

metal" to specifically e~clu4e spent le!1d acid ~atteries, .
b~ttery components, and any lead be~g mat~nals generated by,

, the separation (e.g., breaking), reclamation and/or recycling of "
"spent or off-speculation lead-acid batteries 'and other

le8d.;.bearitig materials. The definition also would~exClude any
process secondary materials generated by the lead reclamation '
and/or recycling process.' Accordingly, any ofthe abOve, ' .

, :materials that~tly a,e regulated as "solid waste" undet , " "
" RCRA, would continue to 'be 'so regulated. Assuming that the above'

interpretati~i.l'ofE~A'~proposal is aCcurate,the ABI.t has no
: objection to excluding "procesSed scrap inetal" from t,he

definition, ofsolid',w8:ste. 'Ho~er;,to the,extent thatthe' ,
, proposal purpOrts to eXpand'the definition' of "scrap metal" to

'include m&teriaIs not currently enCompaSsed by tliat definition,
", such ~t'is nota~t and the proposed rule does not '
, 'afroid a4equ8te nC:lticeoroppo~ty for ~mme~t. '_

','

RESPONSE:' "

, ,

I,

\. ' ,

" .

, " ," ," ,:rh~ comenter requests 'cl8rificati~~ that scrap me~ that contains components
, such'as batteries 'or mercui'y switches, which do not meet the~t definitiori:ofscrap metal,

, ":,,': ,also do not meet the defi.nj.tion ofpr~ess~ scrap metal in ~e proposal. in the preamble to the''. ',' , ' " , " ',". ,",
• •••• , • •• '. J. • I
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propo,s~, the Agency discussed mateiials which are not considered processed'scrap metaL The:
Agency explained that "processed,SC?rap metal'does not inciude any distinct components '
separated from unprocessed or partially'processed scrap metal that would not otherwise meet the,
~urrent defitiition ofscrap metal." The'language in the preamble was intended to clarify that any ,
distinct components that are Separated from the scrap meUll that would not otherwise meet the
current definition ofscrap n:tetal would ,not meet the defmitipn ofprocessed1scrap metal. "The
language was not intended to confuse the exiSting definition ofscrap metal. ,In the January 4,
1985 .preamble (?O FR 614), the Agency defmed scrap metal as bits and pieces ~fmetal P&:ts
(e.g., bars, turning, rods, sheets, wire) or metal pieces that are combined together with bolts and
solderirig (e.g., radiators, scrap automobiles, railroad box cars), which when woni or superfluous
can be'recycled. The Agency excluded from the definition ofscrap metal: secon~ materials
from sniel~g and'refining operations (e.g., slags, drosses, and sludges)~;liquid waste containing
pletals '(e.g., spent acid, and caustics), liqui:d metal w~es (e.g., liquid mercury) t and, metal:
containing wastes with a significant liquid component (e.g., spent l~old acid batteries). In'order
for a matenal to qualify as processed scrap metal, it must first me~t the definition ofscrap;metal.
Under today's exclusion, the existing d~finition of scrap metal continues to apply. Therefore, ,

. second2ry.materials from 'smelting and refiniilg operation (e.g.,' slags, drasses, and sludges), ,
liquid wastes containing ~etals (e.g., spent acids, and caustics), liq~ci metal wastes (~.g., liquid
mercury), and metal-containing wastes with a significant liquid component (e.g., spent lead acid
,batteries) do not meet the definition.ofscrap metal and therefore do not qualify as,processed '

, scrap metal. ' - . ,

,f
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DeN PH2A003 , .
; COMMENTER The Penta Task Force

RESPONDER JLAl3IOSA
SUBJECT' WOOD 1 J'

SUBJNUM' 003 ,
C.OMMENT, The Penta Task Force str~ngly supports the proposal to Set'a ", '

, . technologY·based standard for F032 waste as an alternative toa' ,
" ' treatment'standard based on numerical dioxirilfufan limits. As"
, , '. . explained in our comments on the August, 1995 Phase IV LDR "

. ',proposal, nurneric8I limIts for dioxin and furan constituents 'of '.- '
, F'(}32 waSt~ will raise treatment costs to prohibitive leyels,
. ,will foreclose the only practicable avenue 'for tr~atment ••
" iliennal treatment in,c~mb~tion'~tsth~t are subj~ct to ",

"subtitle C standards, and is. u.consistent with EPA's past
regulation ofother similar chlorinated waste, that contain
dioxins and furans (Le.; F024 waSte). See Comments,'ofthe Penta

" .' Task Force on EPJ,\ls'Proposal To Set Treatment Standards Under.
, : the Land Disposal Restrictions (,ILDR") PrQgram for .

Chlorophenolic'WaStesfr~ni Wood Preserving' Operations (November
, 20, 1995) (h.erein~er ,,'Penta Task Force Nove~ber20,' 1995

Coinments")..ofthe three options offered in the Notice, the'
Penta Task Force strongly favor:s Option 1 ·~'a CMBST"standard -- .
because it proyides a substantial number of (acilities that
could mariage,F032 waSte in an environmentally-sound manner. The .
Penta Task Force also:recognizes that Oplion 3, which provides'
for combUstion in RCRA- Pemlltted facilities, ~ould provide some
increase in the number ofcombustion fac;ilities that would' "

,. a~cept F032 wastes and, ,thus, is Jar preferable to'the propOsed
.' dioXin/fur3n limits: 'We,do not·believe that Option '2, which

'would require comb~tion facilities to certify compliance with' ,
,'the proposed'M8x:inium Achievable Control Technologies (ItMACT")

dioxin/furan emission standard of0;2 ngIDSCM TEQ in advance'of.
, its final,promulgation, is practicable. And fmally, the Penta
Tas~ Force does not,believe that any change to 'the existing F024 '
treatment Standard is warranted. Indeed, sel~ction of Option 1 "
-- a CMBST ~dard - would subject bOth F032 and F024' Waste to,: .
the ,same stanClafd arid~ the advantage of requiljng no revision
to the F024 standard. ,Our speci~c comments on each of the

, proPosed 'alternative treatment optionS for F03,2 waste are set , '
, forth below. L'TREATMENT OPTIONS A.. Option 1~,CMBST Stanqard. I

Option·l would allow combustion ("CMBST") ofF032 waste in high
teinperatw-e,organic destruction technologies, such as combustion .
in incinerators, boilers, or indU$trial furnac,es operated ~ ,

"

,- .

.j .', ,



,\

.. : .accordarice.~ith ~pplicable RCRA requirements. See 40.C.F.R.
268.42 (Table 1). The CMBST.standard is listed as a treatment
standard for numerous hazardous waste codes, and reflectS EPA's
recognition that 'combustion technologies generally are capable
ofeffectiveiy treating complex orgamc waste streams. The CMBST
standard also is permitte4 for the tr~atment ofa number pf
chlorinated orgariic waStes classified as "toxic" under RCRA, and .

:thus is fully appropriate for F032 waste which'shares the same
classification under RCRA. In short, a CMBST standard·foT F032

.waste would allow the waste to be ~ated in a variety of' ,
combustion practices Without comprQmising' health or the
envU:onm~nt.B. 9ption 3 ..• CMBST I,n RCRA·Permitted Devices'-,

, The Penta Task Force recognizes that Option 3, which provides
". ',for combustion in'RCRA-pennitted facilities, would increase the

number ofcombustioll facilities that would accept F032 waste
and, thus, is by far preferable to the' proposed dioxinlfuian
treatment standard. Option')' also would fully satisfy the LOR
criteria as an appropriate treatment standard. Indeed, EPA's
August, 1995 proposal was' predicated on the finding that
incineration is the best demonstrated available treatment
("BOAT;') f6~ ~ioxlnslfurans in FO,32 waste. And EPA has
_oft-stated that various types of incineration have been' '
demonstrated to tre'at'high and low level dioxjD/furan
constituents in a variety oforganic wastes to levels below .

.' ,
detection limits'in incineration residues: Option 3 thus would
ensure that F032 wastcds.treated by,BDAT technology without the
atten~t stigma and capacity 'shortfall problems that would
result from setting dioxinlfurannumericallimits in the
,treatment residue. Although Option 3 is preferable to setting
dioxinlfuran nwnericallimits, we do not believe there is a .
regulat~ry justific.ation for limiting the treatment standard to
permitted combustiondevicesonJy. As recently as April, -I996,
EPA has amended the treatJnent ,standards for the various waste
codes that were previously subject'to an incineration (INCIN)

.' standard to allow combustion in all hazardous' waste
inc,inerators, boilers and industrial furnaces under the new ,
treatmentcode CMBST. See 61 Fed. Reg. ,15,566, 15,601·15,653
(April 8; '1996). EPA has offered no justification for retreating ,
from that decision now in the case ofF032 (and perhaps F024)
~astes. Un,der either opti~n- Optio~ I' qr Option 3 ... the
number of treatment facilities t1)at would accept F032 wastes
would be greatly expanded. The Penta Task Forc~ believes that
all options being considered'by the Agency'are fully protective

I '.
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ofhealth and safety and., thus, consideration of practicability ,
and cost should drive the seleC?tionofthe appropriate treatment
option.

"'

[Note: Text has been cut and appears in other codes. ]."
" ' . \ . '. .

-, ,

"In sum, the,Pe~ta Task Force strongly ~upports the
.proposal to set an alternative technology·based standard for "
F032 waste. We favor Option I ... the CMBST standard •• but
recognize that Option 3 ..... CMBST in RCRA:~rmitted facilitie~ ••.
will increase the number ofcombustion facilities that will ..

I accept F032 ~~t~s. We believ~ that Option 2 --, CMBST with a
proposed" MACT dioxin/Man emission standard is impracticable."
If.the-Agency-is inclined to reject Optio~ 1, then it should "

, , adopt a modified standard based on both Options 2 and 3 -- a" ,
standard that would allow treatment in combustion 'units that :ar~ ,
"eith~r RCRA-permitted'or that comply with the fmal ~CT ".
~tandard as promt¥gated inotder to ensure that combustion uni~
'other than those th~t are RCRA-permitted will ,be able to accept

-F032 waste once the fmal MACT is'promuigated. - "
" '.'. . ~ .

, -,e" RESPONSE

" "

F032 an4'F024 are.toxic wastes listed ~der the 40 CFR 261, Part D and the
combuStion ofthese wastes is cu.rrentIy allowed in com~ustiondevices.that meet'a four 9's .

"" Destruction Removal Efficiency performance. The Penta T~kForce has asked EPA to adopt
the same compliance treatment ~daid or"combusti"on' currently applicable.to F024. Adoption_
ofCMBST would waive the" monitoring ofDIF constituents iri F032 .res~dues resultirig from well
designed and well ope;rated combustion,devices. ' EPA codified such ti'eatmen~ compliance '

, " alte~ative as incin~tionor "~GIN" in the 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0 unit (see"~d_Third rule
see 5S FR 22580-1, JUne 1, 1990). EPA~ater amended the standard tQ a CMBST standard in
the Phase_ 3 rulem~g. EPA' believes:that the" suggestion has merit, provided combustion'occurs
in devices that can assure destruction ofthese hazardouS constituents. utiits subject to s~~s. '".'

. establishing COIHC standards, or specific co~trot~ for.DIF, satisfy these criteria. As; explained in
the preamble; the~ are PI;Irt 264 inciDerators ~d Part 266 BIFs, pluS'interim statuS incinerators .
that have demonstrated good combustion effiCiency. (See-also, Final BOAT Background .,
Document for WoodPre~ervingWaStes F:032, F034, artd Fq35. April.15, 1997.)" EPA is adding"
·,this standard in the fmal rule, and alsQ is amending the standard for F024 to conform to a-
CMBST standard that requires operation under Part 264 incineration or Part 266 BIF~.. .

. " II. . ~ . .
\ ' • • • ~ ", • 1 - •

EPA's authority to prescribe treatment limits or methods oftreatment under the
LOR are'set under. section 3004 (m) ofHSWA~ Under such: ijSWA provisions, "EPA is directed
to set treatment ,"stan9m'ds that would reduce short. and l~ng~term.thieats to the human, heal!h and

" ,.'

. ,

I '
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The Agency acknowledges that ensuring' the combustion device operates under
good combustion conditio'ns (i.e., either under a DRE standard ,or by limiting comc' levels in

.stack gas) may not necessanly ensure control ofPCDD and PCDF emissions. However~ under
existing omnibus permit authority ~ permit writers can prescribe on a case-by-case ·basis, operating
requirements that can ensure appropriate combustion perfonnance for the treatment ofhazardous
W3$tes (See 40 CFR264:345(a) and 266.l02(e)(2»: This authority haS'been invoked frequently
to justify controls on permitted hazardous waste, incinerators which controls are more stringent
than those' explicitly authorized by the regulations in 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart o. EPA believes .
that these authoriti~s can be used to' minimize thr~ats to the human health and the environment,
that may arise from the combustion ofF032 and F924:

the environment.

I

I'

. .
, ,EPA agrees with ,that well designed and well operated ~terim ~ts'operated

.linder 266 qualify for the'proposed alternative CMBST compliance standard. Virtually all
hazardous waste incinerators have already been issued RCRA permits and thus have '
demonstrated compliance with the PRE performance standard that ensures destruction of toxic
organics in the waste feed. In addition, RCRA regul.ated boilers and'industrial furnaces are ,
subject t~ substantive interim status combustion controls that limit COIHC levels'in comb~stio~ /
gases, ensuring that the devices operate under good combustion conditions, and can include
expliCit control ofPCDD.and PCDF under specified conditions,(see section 266.103(c)(I».

. Other commenters to the ~ODA presented persuasive comments that the ,
" , , \

combustion ..CMBST...•compliance treatment alternative is also,available for F032 and F024 '
combusted in combustion units operating under in~erim standards of 266. EPA is persuaded
that such units. often meet more stringent staI)dards than those imposed on 264, incinerators.
EPA has also determined that ad hoc technological cQntrols can be imposed, ifneeded, to ensure
that the combUstion ofF032 and F024 in 266 units are' conducted in-a well designed and well ~
'operated combustion device. . As a result, EPA has revised suboption 3 to expand the availability
of the propOsed combustion ItCMBST" treatment complian~.e' alternative to include those units
regula~d under either 266 or 264.. '

, ,

Aftet-reviewing public comments, EPA concurs with the cominenter. that ' .
promulgation of' regulatory performance requirements for 'combustion technologies treating DIP
constitUents inF03~ and F024 Will ul~tely be ad~ssed in the MACT rule and that fmalizirig .
the MACT standards at this 'time may impose an undue burden on the industry. .EPA intends to .
finalize the propOsed MACT standards in April 1998. EPA believes f\uther that until MACT
standards are promulgated, ad'hoc technoiogical controls can be issued to enSure'tluit the ,
treatment ofthese wastes ~scondueted in well designed and well operated combustion devices.
In the interim, EPA is relying on ,RCRA Omnibus pennit writer authorities to address pOtential
concerns with-regard to the implementation ofthis promulgated combustion compl,iance
treatment alternative. EPA has withdrawn, therefore, the proposed suboption 2. In addition,

_ EPA bel~eves that such Omnibus permit authorities are 'some how limite4 ~o ensure that P1e
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combustion ofF032 in combustion devices oper~ted under the provisions of the 40 CFR 265 are .
conducted routinely in.well desi~ned and operated treatment units. EPA has Withdrawn,
therefore; the'proposedsuboption 1. '"

, ,
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<DCN PH2A003
COMMENTER The Penta TaskForce
RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT' WOODI ,
_SUBJNUM 003
COMMENT. , The Noti~~ of Data Availability seeks comment on: among other

, tfiings, three options that are being considered by EPA as
alternative treatment standards for pentachlorophenol ("penta")' .
wood preserving waste ("F032 waste"). The three option~ are: (l) ,

. a "CMBSTlt treatment standard, (2) a CMBST treatment standard for
combustion units that achie,ve dioxin/furm emission limits of
0.20' ngIDSCM TEQ, and (:3) a CMBST treatment standard for
combustion devices that are pennitted under subtitle C of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("ReRA"); The Notic~ also
advises that a change in the proposed treatment standard foi
F032 waste may dictat,e changes in $e F024 (a group of
chlorinated aliphatic w,ast~s) treatment standard.

REspoNSE

"

.e.

The commenter expresses 'concern over EPA's proposal to apply the same '
" regulatory controls on the combustion of F032 to F024 wastes. Specifically, the commenter

objects to EPA's proposal that Fq24 and ,F032 are subject to the saine combustion requirements.

I ~e commenter believes that EPA should not reopen the existing ~MBST
standard applicable to F024. This is because the commenter believes that F024 is s~gnificantly

different than FQ32. EPA acknowledges that these wastes differ on·the concentration levels of
specific hazardouS homologues otDIF constituentS and the typC ofD(F precursorS both waste
-have. EPA believes that the issue is in fact the same: can compliance with a DIF standard be
assUred without monitoiing residues. EPA believes that the answer-is yes'for a cornman class of
combustio~devices. EPA does not see any basis for a fmding that an interim status incinerator .
can assure destniction for either type ofwaste, absent at least a showing ofgood combustion
conditions by such a unit. The Penta Task Force h~ asked EPA to' adopt the 'same compliance ,
treatment standard ofcombustion cunently applicable to F024. Adoption of ~e CMBST,
would 'waive the monitoring of DIF col1.stituents in F032 residues resulting from well designed
and 'well operated combustion devices. EPA codified such treatment compliance alternative as _
Jncineration 01' "INCIN" in the'40 CFR 264 Subpart 0 unit (see Third"rhird rule (see 55FR, ,
22580-1, June"1~ 1990». EPA later amended the standald to a CMBST standard in the Phase 3
rulemaking. Today, EPA is adding this standard in,the fmal rule,.and also is amending the.
standard for F024 to confonn to a CMBST standard thai requires operatiofl under Part 264
incineration or Part 266 BIFs. '. ,

, ,EPA's authority to p~scribe,treatmentlimits'or methods of treatment Under the
LDRare set under section 3004 (m) ofl:lSWA. Under such HSWA provisions', EPA"is directed',
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•• 'to set treatnieI1;t'standards ¢.at w'ould reduce shoi1~ and long-term threats'~o Ute h~an'healih ~d
the ~nvironment., EPA believes ·that Omnibus permit authorities under ReRA andother'

'. , 'available environmentalfederal/state laws can be used·to support the establishment of3004(m)'
tr~airrient standards ~d thus, to prescribed apprqpriate technological c~ntrols onireatinent
methods prescribed for these' wastes. EPA has pro~ulgated specific performance standard~ for
the op~ratiori of incinerators combusting certain acutely toxic 'waStes that contain' DfF

· constituents (see 40 CFR 264.343 (a)(2) and 5.0FR 2005,: January 1:4, 1985). EPA has
·promulg~ted ,similar kinds of technqlogy tre~tmerit standards for h~dous wast~s regul~ted '
'Under §268.4~'an(fhazardous debris §268.46. These specific treatment s~dards under§§268.42
and 268.46 prescrib~' treatment methods,and EPA has relied on permit authority, federal/state air

· emission standm:ds, or promulgated operational technology,pelformance requirements to ensme '
that the technology treatment methods are protective of the human health and the environment., ." .,' .' . -, .

; ...

, Aft~r reviewing public comments, EPA concurs With 'the commenter that
I • I ., .. ... • •

prom~lgation of regulatory perfonn~ce requirements for comqustion'technologies treating DfF
constituents in F032 and F024 will u,ltimately be addressed iIi the MACT rule and that finalizing
the MACTJstandards at· this time'may impo'se an Undue'burden'on the industry,; . EPA intends to
finalize 'the propOsed MACT standards in'Aprjl 1998. EPA believes further that witil MACt
sumdards are promulgated, ad hoc'teclmological controls can be issued to ensure that the, '
treatnlent "(these.wastes is conducted iIi well de~igned and well operated combustion deyices.
In the interim~ E.PA is relying on .RCRA Omnibus permit writer authorities to address potential
concerns with regard to the imple~entation oftrus promu.1gated combustion compliance "
treatm~r:tt ·altern,ative. El?A has Withcirawn, therefore, .the proposed suboption 2. . In addition, I
EPA,~lieves that such Omnibus permit'aut:1}orities. are s~me'how limited to ensure that.the '
combustion ofF032,in combustion d,evices operated under the provisions of the 40 CF~ 265 are
conducted routinely in well designed and operated treatment units. EPA has withdrawn,· .'
therefore, th~ proposed.stiboption 1. ,','.' , . . .

i \ " l,," •

".

, .'110~

..

, ..... Other commenters to the ~ODA preSented'~rsuasivec~mmeniS that-the'
combuStion "CMBSTft compliance treatment alternative is also available' for F032 and F~24':
combusted in co~bustion ~ts operating under interi!l1 st;andards of 40 CFR 266. I?PA is \
persuaded that ~uchunits often·meet more stringent standards·than thos~ imposed ~n 40 CFR .'
264, incinerators. EPA has also detem1ined that ad hoc technological controls c~ be imposed, if
needed,· to ensure that tbecombuStion ofF032 and F024 in 40'CFR 266 units arecond~cted iiI a .
well designed and well operated comb~tion device: As a res~t, EPA has revised suboption 3 to'
expand the availability ofthe proposed combustion "CMBST". treatment cQrit.plianc.e ,altemat~ve .

.. , to include those Units regulated under either 40 CFR 266 or 264. ,EPA believes that since the ,
commenter is burning F024 in 40 CFR266 unitS the impact 'of!his promulgated alternative Will' j

be 'minimum on the management ofF024~ EPA believes thai the suggestion has merit, provided
combustion occurs in devices that can assure destruction of these hazardous constituents. Units .
'~ubject ~o standards establishing,COIHC standards, or'specific controls fo~ Off, satisfy these'
·cnteria. As expla;,ne<f in the prea:mble, these are Part 264 incinerators and Part 266 Blfs, plus ..

. i.titeri~ status incinerators that have demonstrated good combustion effi:ciencY. {See'also, Fin~•... ,.,'

~.

"

, ..



,.

BDATBackground Document fqrWood PreserVing Wastes F032, F034, and F035, April 1,5, A.
1997.) ., ..

~ .

. \

. ~... ..
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DCN '. 'PH2A009
COMMENTER Dow Chenucal
RESPONDER..- JL~IOSA

,. SUBJECT . WOODl
SUBJNUM · 009 '. '
COMMENT Dow supports EPA's earlier'decision'regarding, BOAT F024 and

, believes this kind ofapproach can be adopted for other,waste
codes such as F032 as proposed in Suboption I. Dow supports the .
application'ofthe existmg F024 alternative ~6m~ustion '
, treatment standards t~ F032 even though these wastes are
different. These alternative combuStion standards have been
established as BDAT for F024 and therefore are protective of
,human heal~ and the 'environment under LDR: Dow agrees with
EPA's determ,ination that combustion is a :r:obust t~chnology and

, is capable of handling a wide variety ofwaste, therefore, if" '
EPA determines that the CMBST sumdard is protec~ive ofhuman

I" •

, 'health and ,the environment when applied 'to the significantly :
different F032;wastes~ then the alternative combustion standards
should be establi~hed for F032'. ' "

, '

" '

"

"

, RESPONSE
The c~mme~terexpre~se~conc~rn~thEfA's p~oposal to apply the 'same '

regulatory controls on the combustion of F032 to F024 wastes. Specifically, 'the commenter
objects to EPA's'proPQsal that F024 anqF032 are su~ject,to the'same combustion requirementS.

. ,

The commenter believes that EPA should not reopen the'existing CMBST
standard applicable to F024. This is because the commenter believes that F024:is significanUy

, ' different tlian F032. EPA acknowledges~t these wastes 4iffer on the c~ncentration,Jevel~ of. .
" specific haZardous honiologues ofOIF constituents and the type .ofOIF preCursors both waste' , '

hav~. EPA believes that the suggestion has merit, proyided combustion o,ccurs in devices that can _
,'. assure destruction ofthese hazardous constituents. UnitS subject to standards establish,ing

cOlHe standards, oi-specific controls 'for DIF,satisfy these criteria. As explained m the
preamble, these are pait 264 incinerators and Part 266 BIFs, plus interim status incinerators that
have demonstrated good combustion efficiency. ,(See also, Final BOAT Background pocument
.forWooQ Preserving'WaStesF032, F034, and F03S,AprillS, 1997.) Nevertheless, both wastes
are toxic wastes listed under the 40 CFR261 PartD and the combustion these wastes is currently
allowed in combustion aevices that meet a.four 9's DestrUction Removal ~fficiency performance..
The Penta TaSk Foree'lias as~ed EPA to adopt the same compliance treatment standard of
combustion currently applicable to ,F024. ' Adoption of tJie CMijST would waive the .
monitoring o!OIF constituents in F032 residues result¥tg fr~m 'w~ll designed and well ope~ted
,combustion dc;:vices. EPA codified such treatment compliance alternative as incineration' or
,"INCIN" ~ the 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0 unitl(sec 'Third Third rule (see 55 ~R 22580-1, JUlie I,

: 1990». 'E;PA later amended the standard to a CMBST standard in the Ph~e 1 rulemaking.
• • • .' 1 • ~.

7 .'
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EPA is adding this standard in the final ru~e, and also is amending the standard for F024 to
conform to aCMBSTstandard that r~q'!1ires operation Wlder Part 264 incineration or 'Part 266
BIFs. ' ,. .. '

EPA's authority to prescribe tre~iment limits or methods oftreatment under the
LOR'are set under section 3004.(m) of HSWA. Under such HSWA 'provisions,' EPA is directed '
to set treatment standards that would reduce short- and long-term threats to the human health and
the;environnient. EPA believes that Onlnibus peniJ.it authorities under RCRA and other,
available envlroprnental federaVstate laws can be used to support the establishment of3004(m)
treatment standards and thus, to prescribed appropriate technological controls on treatment
methods prescribed for these wastes. EPA has promulgated specific performance standards for
the operation of incinerators combusting certain acutely toxic waStes thiit contain OfF
constituents (see 40 CFR 264.343 (a) (2) and SO.FR 2005, January 14, 1985). EPA has

.promulgated similar l.cinds·of technology treatment standards (or hazardou's wastes r~guiated
. under 268.42 and hazardous debris 268.46. These,specific treatment standards under 268.42 and

268.46 prescribe treatment methods and EPA has relied 'on permit authority, federaiJ~tate air
emission standards, or promulgated operational technology perfoililance requirements to ensure
that the technology treatment me~ods are protective of the human health ~d the environment.

•

Other commenters to the NbDA presented persuasive comments that the
combustion "CMBST" compliance treatment alternative is also available for F032 and F024
combusted in ~ombustiop units operating under,interim standards of 266.' EPA is persuaded "
that such units often meet more stringent standards than'those imposed on'264~ incinerators. e·
EPA has '81so determined that.ad hoc technological controls can be im"o$ed, ifneeded, to ensure
that the conibustion pfF032 and F024 in 266 units are conducted in a well designed and well. .
operated ~ombustion device. As a resultt EPA has revised suboption 3 to expand the availability
'of the proposed combustion' "CMBST" treatment compliance alternative to include those units
r~gU1ate~ under eitl!er 266 or 264. EPA believ'es'that since ,the commenter is burning F024 in·
266 units the impact ofthis promulgated alternative will be minimum on the management of
F024. . ,

"

.'
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DeN PH2AOll " .'
COMMENTER Vinyl' Institute
RESPONDER, JLABISOA',
SUBJECT' WOOD1 .
SUBJNUM ,ol,i .
COMMENT In the May'lO .notice, EPA. requested comrn~nt on a 'new option for .

. treating F032 under which incinerlition would De set 'as,the .
treatment method for dioxinlfuran (DIF),concentrahons. DIF.
concentrations would not need to' be measured in the treated'.. . ~.

residues..EPA also.outlined three suboptions, summarized .as ' ..
foll.o~s: Suboption 1: Apply the existing F024 alternative'
combustion treatment-standard (CMBST) to F032. Suboption 2:,·

. Establish F032's and revise £024's CMBST alternative 'standard to
', .. require thecombusiion~t to achi~ve a dioxin emis~iori' . . .,

·standard. Suboption 3: Revise .F024's CMBST alternative standard
(and set F032's staildard)to limit the ~ombustion of F024 and .
F032 to combustion devices that have been permitted.. For the .

,reasons discussed below, the'Vinyl Institute opposes suboptions '
,2 and3, but wo~ld support suboption 1. In prior rulemakings; in

. which,it appl,ied its criteria for identifying hazardous wastes
:'under RCRA, the Agency listed the F024 and F032 waste streanis as

different waste streams from non-spedfie sources: To now 'apply .
the same'treatment standard to different:,Waste streams, the' .
Agency must more fully develop the ruleniakingr~cord. To

" proceed otherwise would be arbitrary'~d capriCious. F024 and
F032 are furidamentally chemically differe~t wastes. As pointed'
out by the Agency in the 'notice~ although the Agenc}'i has not .
fully reviewed:~ta appearing in a characterizationstudy by: '
Vulcan Chemical, which was attaehed to the Penta.Task Force's '
.co'~ent on the origin~ proposal, the Agency indicated .in the '.'
.notice'~t the data "do not appear to support a determ~ation ,
. that F032 and F024 .~ exactly alike.'" The'noti~,e further
in~icates that DIF concent;rations in F024 and F03~ vary by'as '

· mucp as two orders ofmagnitude. In short, the listings for" .
' .. F024 and F032 at 40 C.F.R. Part 261 and the data submitted by'

Vulcan'reasonably support'the conclusion that ~ese ~hemically"

d~ssimilar streams should be evaluated ip.dependently bY.EPA
under RCRA and may· not ne~essarilyJequire the same treatment,
standards. Even:thougIt the was~es are signific.antly chemically ,
different, the Vinyl Institute woUld support suboption 1, Le., ,

· applying the existing F024 alternative combustion tre,a~ent' .
· . standards ~o F032. Over the years, 'combustion has. proven to be .

"effective in protecting human health and the e~v~oiililent. As: .

. .
\ .

i.

.'
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, ..

. EPA indiCates, it,believes that "well-operated and well-designed ,
combustion Units can meet the treatment standard foi F024 and
F032.n In additio~, unlike ~tibopti~ns 2 and 3, with sUboptio~
1, facilities and regulators alike will 'find that determining
compliance is more'stiaightforward and that it provides 'the
widest my of technology to effectively treat hazardous Waste'
streams from different sources.

. RESPONSE

•

The co~enter express~s concern over EPA's 'proposal'to appl; the same
regulatory controls on the coi'Dbustion of" F032 to F024 wastes. Specifically; the commenter

,objects, to EPA's proposal that F024 and F03iar~ ~ubject to the same comQustion requirements.

Th~ commenter believes that EPA should not reope~ ,the existing CMBST .
:suUtdard applicable to F024. This i~ because th.e commenter believes that F024 is significantly
'different than F032. EPA acknowledges that these wastes differ on the concentration. levels of
specific hazardous homologues ofDIF constituents and the type ofDIF precursors both waste,
have. EPA believes that the sugge~tion has merit, provided combustion occurs in devices that, .
can assure destruction.ofthese hazardous constituents.. ynits subject to standards establishing "
COIHC standards, or specific controls for OIF, satisfy these criteria. As explained in the ,
preamble, these are Part 2~ incinerators and Part 266 BIFs, plus interim status inc.inerators that
have demonstrated good combustion efficiency.' (See also, Final BDAT Background-Document e

,'for Wood Preserving Wastes F032, F034; and F035, April, 15, 1997.). EPA is adding this '
standard in the final ruie, and also is amending ~e standard for. F024 t~ conform to a CMBST '
standard that requires operation under Part 264 incineratiqn or ,Part ~66 BlFs. .

, \

, , Nevertheless, both wastes~ toxic wastes listed under the 40 CFR 261 Part 0',
and the combusti9n these wastes is'c~tly allowed in combUstion devices that meet a four 9's .

" ,Des~ction Removal Efficiencyperfonnance. The Penta Task Force has asked EPA to adopt the
same compliance treatment standard ofcombustion' currently applicable to F024.' Adoption of ' "

, the <;:;MBST would wajve the monitoring ofDIF constitUents in F032 'residues resultifig from
, well designed and well operated combustion d~vices. EPA codified such treatment compliance'
, alternative as incineration or "INCIN" in the 40 (:FR 264 Subpart·O Unit (see Third Third tule

(see 55 FR 22580~1, J~e 1; 1990». EPA later 'amended the,standard.to a CMBST standardin '
the Phase 3 mlemaking.' .

I "

, EPA's authority io prescribe treatment limits or methods of treatment under the
LOR are set under section·3004 (m) ofHSWA. ,Under such HS'WA provisions, EPA is directed. , ,
to set treatment standards that would reduce short~ and long·term,threats to the hWtl81} health and
the environm~nt. .EPA believes that Omnibus permit authorities under ReRA and other
available .environmental federal/state laws can be use<l to'support the e~tablishme'nt of 3004(m)
treatinent standards and thus, to presoribed appropriate technological contI-ois on.treatment. ' .' .. . . e,
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m~thodsprescribe~ for these~aStes. EPA has 'promulgated speci'fic p~rl'onnance st;ndards fot.e: .' the 'operation ofiric'ineratOi"S combusting certain acutely toxic wastes .that contain OfF '., .. '
constitue'nts (see 40 CFR 264.34,3 .(a) (2) and 50"FR 2005~ January 14,1985). EPA has
prOInulgated similar" kinds of technology treatment standards for hazardous wast~s regulated ,

" " 'under 40 CFR 268,42,and hazardous debris 40CFR 268.46. These specific treatment standards "
, "under·§S268.42 and 268.46"prescribe treatinentmethods and, EPA has relied on permit authority.'

I' ~ , federal/;iate air e~ission standards, or prom'!llgated 'op~rational techriology'perform.mce :
r~quirements to ensure that the technology treatinent methods are protective of the human
,he"alth and the environment. '

"

. I

, "

. -
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DCN PH2A012
. COMMENTE~ Beazer'

RESPONDER· JL
SUBJECT .WOODl
SUBJNUM 012' .
COMMENT Although Beazer does not endorse any of the .three sUbopti~ns 'l.

proposed, Beaker beiieves that the first suboption would provide
the most fl.exibility'to the' regulated 'community and would best
serve to contain'costs for such treatment. This option 'has been
successfully used for F02~ wastes and s~ould be expanded to
include F032 wastes. Beaker believes that adoption of either the '
second, or third suboptions.would beinconsistent with the '
Agency's goals in setting the alternative, treatment standard.
These suboptions both would require additi~nal control equipment,
and/or permitting ·before a.facility could accept F032 wastes. As
such, we believe that commercial availability will be limited to

" ,

a smaller universe of incineration and combustio~ facilities and
consequently, there would be a potential for incre;tsed costs '
with no increased environmental benefit. In conclusion, Beaker,
supports the 'establishment of the alternative treatment

. ,standard,''as rnodified by .suboptio~ 1 for F032, wastes..
Notwithstanding,this position, it is important to note that
while the incineration/combustion,treatmentstandard may relieve
some of the burden on the regulated' community 'to meet the ' "
concentration-based standafds, itdoes not completely solve the
waste d.ispOsal problem. Although, the use of incinerationand I "

combustion for limited .volwnes ofprocess waste stream~ may be
pOssible under the proposed rule,' incineration will never De '

, cost-effective for large volumes ofwastes, especially
remediation wastes. As stated in our previous comments, Beaker :"
disagrees with.EPA:s capacity estimates insofar as those
estimates do not account for the approximate 8.5.3 MM t~ns of ,
soU impacted by previous woo~f treating operation,S which may
require treatment under the proposed Phase IV LDRs. Based on the
existing incin~tion capacity tQ date, it would take over 200
.~Years to treat this quant,ity of~ateriaL Moreover, most.. .
incinerators cannot manage large volumes'of impacted media. ,
'Al~ough, in theory, the combustion alternative may,broaden the
scope of-available facilities, in practice, it remains to ~.

'seen whether those facilities will be able to accept the types
. ofwastes generated at remediation sites.

.RESPONSE
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, . " , EPA is promulgating treatment standards that set ,nlimericallimits' for the '
regul'atic)fl'of Dioxin ~d Furan (DIF) h~dous constituents in'F032, -In'response'to comments
from tlie Penta Task Force and the American' \yoo<:! Preserving.Institute, the EPA has also '
p,roposed and is p~omulgati.ng in t~da.y's ruJe analternative complia:nce treatment standard that'
sets combustion ("CMBST") as a treatment method for DIF constituents in F032... . . ~ ... .. \ -,

. 'EPA notes that the adopted approach al!ow~;'flexibility for complying ~ith the
treaunent requirements applicable to soils contaminateq with F032 wastes, EPA has also: ,

'-identified ~nergy/chemi.ca1 intensive treatmept alternatives in th~ Final'BDAT ~ackgroood .
Doc~ent that can ~nable remediation spils/wastes ~omeet the UTS limits pio~ulgated'today. '
EPA also believes that soils/media contaminated wi$ F032 that are difficult to treat or for which

,EPA 'may detemiine the treatinent standards are inappropriate can seek alternative·treatment
, .~tandards pursuant to 40 CF,R Part i68.44(h)', In addition, ~ther potential waivers or v~ances
.' are explained in the Final BOAT B~ckgroun~ Dqcumerit for WC;>0d Piese~ipg Wastes (F03,~"

.F~3~, and FO~5). ,'... . , . ,'. , .' '.' . , '.'
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'DCN ,PH2AO12 ,
COMMENTER Beazer'
RESPONDER 'JLABIOSA
SUBJECT WOOD1, .

\ SUBJNUM 012' .
COMMENT In response to these and other comments asking EPA'to consider

, . alternatives to setting dioxin/furan concentration limits in the .
fin~ rule, EPA is.now considering an alternative option that
would provide what it believes is additional flexibility to F032
ge~er~tors. The new option would establish an alternative
treatment standard that sets incineration/combustion as a .
treatmept method for dioxinlfuran constituents in lieu of .
meeting the proposed concentration..based standar:ds. The
~~ncentration~based standards for other orgwuc constitUe~ts iIi
F032, however, would still be required to be achieved: 61 fed.
Reg. 21420.

RESPONSE
. .

. . EPA is promulgating treatment standards that set numerical limits for the
reg~la~ion of Dioxin ~d Furan (OIF) hazardous constituen~ in F032. In response to comments
from the,Penta Task Force and the American Wood Preserving Institute, the EPA has also
proposed and is promulgating in today's rule an alternative compliance treatment standard tha~ • '
'sets combustion ("CMBST") as a treatment method for DIF constituen~ in Foi2.

. " . ., EPA has pr~mulgated,however, a,revis~d ~CMBST" compliance alternative
.which limits ~e availability ofth~ "CMBST" to those co~bustion devices in complianci~th
applicable combustion standafds in the 40 tFR 264., Subpart·O; or 266. F032 wastes'
combusted in combustion devices operating under 266 or 264 do not have to monitor the
concentrations of DIF left behind in combustion residues. However, the facilities must meet
UTS 'numerical limits applicable to each,organic and metal constituent regulated in' F032 as' a
prerequisite to land ,disposal. , ..' "

. .' It should be emphaSized that facilities seekingthe combustio~'ofF032in an
incinerator regwatedunder a 265 Subpart 0 do not qualify for<a "CMBST" treatment standard;
F032 residues arising from 265 wilts must meet' the applicable ur.S numerical limits for each,

.regulated DIF conStituent as a prerequisite to hind d~sposaL " -

I

i.
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bCN 'PH2A015
,COM~ENTER'.CKRC "
, RESPONDER .JLABIOSA

SUBJECT w00b1 ...
SUBJNUM 015

. COMMENT ,Option l:--CMBST Treatment Stand~d This option of the NODA
requests commerit 011 applying the existi~g"F024 alternative' .'
combustion'treatment standard to F032. In its April 8,1996 r.and

,;Disposal Restric.tions Phase III final Rule, EPA modified the' ,
, ", treaunent stand~d expressed as INCIN, which specifi~d hazardous

, waste incineration, to CMBST, which allows combustion'in
.incinerators, boilerS and.industrial furnaces., This modification'
'.confirm~ that, regardless ot-the technology; a wetl-opera~e4
combustion urut complying ~ith either the BIF in~erini Stat'.'5 'or

,incinerator regulatipns can manage RCRA hazardous waStes i,n a
'manner protective of human· health and the environme~~. Thi~

,I 'supports EPA's,sta~edbeliefin the NODA:that,llwell-operated and
. well-designed combustion units·can meet the treatment s~dard

for F024 and F032:"'This is the'orily option within the proposal
that is 'consistent with Ag~ncy policy determinations in .
promulg~ted rule.makings. Thus, it is the only option which the
Age~cy requests commentthat re,lies'upQn information which has
been s~bject ~o full public notice and comment; and it appears~ .

, ',to be the only 'option presented With a sound en~>ugh basis to be
, justified as an'alternative combustion treatnient standard for. ~. '. . ~ -~

F032,wastes.: ' , ' .' .

.'"

"

'.RESPONSE
.-

, , The cC)~enierhas submitted ,c()riune~ts'on ~a~h' ~egula~ory s~boptioiis,EPA
. proposed to assure compliance with an alternative treatment standard of combustion --. .
"CMBS.~~'·--. 'Adoption of the "CMBST" ,standard Will allo~ the disposal of FQ32 without the

. peed for monitoring the concentrations of OIF constituentS in the treated F032 wastes. ,The
commenter' Urges EPA to withdraw suboptions 2·and 3, and to'promulgate, suboption 1.' hi, ' "

:, .addition, the commentei' .submitted extensive coinments and 'studies which the commenter
'; believes may 'lead EPA to conclude ~at the proposed suboption 2'Ci.e.~ the pr~pOsed MACT air "

'. ' emission limit for,plF) is flawed. .

, .'
.EPA's authority to prescribe treatment limits or methods of treatment under the

LDR are set under section 3004 (m) of.HS\VA.. Under such HSWA provisions, ,EPA is directed'
to' set treatme~tstandards that would reduce short- and long-term threats to the human health and'
the ,environment. EPA believ~s that, Omnibus'pennit a~thoritiesunder ReRA and other ..
available environmental federal/state laws can 'be used to support the establishIDent of 3004(m), '

~ ~ . . . , .
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treatment standards .and thus, to prescribed appropriate technological controls on treatment
methods prescribed for these wastes.. EPA has promulgated specific performance sia,ndards for .'e
.the operation of incinerators combusting certain acutely ·toxic waStes that contain Off:
constituents (see 40 CFR264.343 (a) (2) .and 50 FR 2005, January 14, 1985). -EPA has
'promulg~ted similar kinds ofte~hnologytreatment standards for hazardous wastes regulated'
undet268.42 and hazardous debris 268.46.. These specific treatment standards under 268.42 and- '
268.46 prescribe~eatment meth~ds and EPA has ·relied,on perinit authority, federal/state air
eIPis~ion standards, or pI:omlilgated operational technology perfonnance requirements to ensure _

.. that the technology treatment methods are. protective of ~e human·health and the environment.
, ,

. .
Like ,other commenters, this comrnenter·has presented persuasive and factual

comments that the ~ombus!ion "CMBST" compliance treatment alternative is 'also available for
FO~2 and'F024 combusted ,iri combustion Units operating under interim standards of 40 CFR '.
266. .The EPA is persuaded that such units often meet' more stringent standards than those
imposed on 40 CF.R 264, incinerators. ~PA has alS!l determined that ad hoc techD.ological
con.trols can be imposed, ifneeded, ' to ensure that the combustion of F032 and F024 in 40 CFR
266 units are conducted in a well designed and well operated combustion device. As a resUlt,
EPA has revised ~uboption 3 to expand the availabilitY of the proposed combustion "CMBST" .

. treatment compliance alternative to include those units regulated ~der either 40 'CFR 266 or
264.' , .
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DCN .' 'PH2AO 15
" COMMENTER CKRC'
.RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT . WOOD1, .
SUBJNUM 015
COMME'NT Option 3 '-- CMBST Treatment Standard for Combustion Devices that

. are 'Permitted Under Suqtitle C· ofRCRA EPA.sugge~ts,in suboption' .
j that an alternative in which'it would limit land ban treatment ',' .

. . of F024 and F032 wastes to combustion units that have recei~ed a
RCRA.p~nnit, as, opposed to those that are operating uilder .

: interim status. The Agency 'appears to unjustly ass.ume·tha~ ~ll
.permitted units-- through u~e of the ReM section 3005(a)(3)
.'''omnib~s'' authority in the permitting process -~ have been 
,subjected to dioxin/furan limitations that are sufficiently

.' ~tringen! t~ address EPA'~ pUrported conc"ems. We submit that·
'. ~s approach is wholly illogiciil,and clearly: is unsupported by

the record before ·EPA.·First, it assumes that after use of . ,
on:u.Ubu~·authority, the,standards imposed on c'~mmerci<d
incinerators through RCRA permits are tiniforinly more 'stringent ..,
than i~terim status standards,on BIFs: CKRe's Petition for ".
Rulemaking of Januaiy;18, 1994 (attachmept 3) most clearly. . . -'.,

. demonstratesj~t the opposite to .be true. Current EPA niles and "
policies impose more stringent 'requirements on cement kilns than

, on incinerators. A'cursory comparison of the currently,effective'
, Boiler and Industrial Furnace (BIF)'rules and the in.cinerator . .

. 'niles shows that cement kilns are subject to more ext~nsive .' '
.requireme~ts:.most notably, Off specific regu,~atory)anguage,
and the emission standards for ten toxic metals' in' the BIF rules

• • t ,

that are lacking in the incinerator rules. Virtually all of the. "
BI~ ruie reqwrements apply' during interim ~tatus and' are fully: I . . ,

'enforceable during interim status. ,EPA has on at leaSt ,two·
recent occasions conftrined this fact. In 'an October '1995 EPA-
Region VII Fact Sheet (a~chme~t4)distributed at,a public
hearing; EPA states !bat "Federal regul~tions tl1atapply to 'air

'. ·em~ssions from cement plants bUrning hazardoUs waste are newer,
. and more comprehensive than the regulations for hazardous waste·

. '.. 'incinerators." Also, in the Agency's May 30, 1996 lerie~ ~o Toni..
Blank of the Ass<?ciat,ion for Responsible Thermal Treatment.'

. (ARIT) (attachnjent 5}M~ke Shapiro, Director ofilie Office of
Solid Waste, writes that "the cement kilnStatldards provided,by

. the Boiler and Industrial furnac~ rule are, in fact, more.
I' stringent thail the Subpart 0, Part 264; incinerator standards in

that they. establish ri~k-based emission' limits fo~ individual. ,... -:

i

',,'

, "
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RESPONSE

The commenter has submitted commen~ on each regulatory' sUboptions,ErA
'proposed to assUre compliance with an·alte~tive'treatm.entstandard of combusti(;m -
"CMBST"---. Adoption of the ~CMBST" standard'will'allow the disposal ofF032, without the

, ~T' • \ ' .. ~ •

_metals~ hydrogen chloride, and ~hlorine, in addition,to the same'
ORE and particulate matter starldards that apply .to ' '
indnerat~rs." In addition, site-specific risk as~essmentsori

BIF:.regulated cement kilns confIrm the effe~tiveness of the BIF
regulations to limit emissions from these facilities at levels '
that are protective ofhuman health and'the environment. The "
Texas Natural Resources Conservation Commission (TNRCC)
(attachment 6) and EPA Region VI (attachment 7) recently ,
completed risk assessment s~dies on a cement kiln'eng~ged in

, energy recovery in compliance with the BIF rule. These studies
concluded that the risk$ posed by operation of the cement kiln
burning waste-derived fuel is low. The multi-year TNRCC study
,waS notable ,in that it focused on not only ,the health risks,
,but, more importantly, on the actual health effects ofnearby ,
~sidents. The suboption also assumes that all permitted '
incineJ!llors ,have had sp~cial prov~sions imposed through omnibus
that more stringently address dioxins and furans than the

, controllevl;ls now being achieved by interim status cemen~
kilns. EPA ,quite dearly does not ~ve the record, to support

, this assumption and, in fact, the current rulemaking record,
, demonstrating BIF compliance shows that interim status cement "

,kilns are just as likely to control dioxins and furaris in a
.superior manner as ~ompared to permitted incinerators.
Furthermore, based upon the omnibUs guidance that has been used

, . for incinerator pennitting over the last few yem and the "
permit conditions ofwhich we are aware, we believe it is,
manifestly and wholly illogical for EPA to assume that" "
commercial incinerators operating under RCRA pcimits ~ould, ,
somehow deal more effectively with EP{\'s concernS than interim .
status cement kilns. Unless EPA 'has data and infommtion in the
record ~o support this aSsumption across the board, such a "
regulatory distinction would be arbitrary and capri~ious. '
FOOtNOTES 11 In the NOOA., EPA reports the'HWC MACT proposed limit
as 0.20 ng OIFTEQ/dscf. The units are ~lated incorrectly :
~d should be 0.20 ng DIF TEq/dscni. /2 "E~ssionsTesting of~h
Grove CeqIent Company Foreman, Arkansas Waste·Derived Fuel
Facility Cement Kiln No. 3, May 19, 1995., "
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, peed for monitoring the concentrations of DfF constituents in the treated F032 wastes. The
commenter urges EPA to v..ithdraw suboptions 2and 3, andto promulgate, suboption'l. l~
addi'tion. ,the colllI'rienter submitted exterisiv'e comments and studies which"the commenter,
believes'may lea4 EPA to conclude that the'prbpos~d subo'ption 2 (i.e., the proposed MAC,T air
emission limit for DIF) is flawed.' . "

, ., .
EP.'\'s .,authority to prescribe treatment limits or methods o,ftreatment under the

LDR are set Wldsr section 3004 (m) ofHSWA. Under such HSWA provisions, EPA is <;Jirected "
to set treatment standards that would reduce 'short- and long-term threa~s to the human health and
,the environment. EPA believes that 9mnibus perm~t a~thoritiesU11der RCRA and·other ' ,
available environmental federal/state laws can .be ,used to support 'the establishment of 3004(m). -

. ' , ~eatment stan~ds arid thus, to prescribed·.appropriat~ technological controlS on treatment
methods prescribed for these wastes. EPA has promulgated speci~c:perfomlance~tandards for

. the operation of i!1cinerators combusting certain acutely toxic wast~s that co.ntain DIF· . , .
constituents (see 40 CFR 264.343 '(a) (2) ,and 50 FR 2005,January 14, 1985). EPA has -
p~omulgated'similar ki~ds of technology treatment ~tandards for hazardous waste~ regulated
under 268'.42 and hazardous debris 268.46. These specific treatment standards under 268.42 and, ,
268.46 prescribe,treatnient methods and EPA has. relied on permit authority, federal/state air
emission standards, or promulgated operational. technology performance 'requirements, to ensure

.. that the tech.ilOlogy trea~ment ~ethqds are, protective of the hunian heal~ ~d the envir~~ent,

. I

, .
.. Like other commenters,' this commenter has presented persuasive and factual .

90mmen'ts that the combustion "CMB5T" c,ompliance treatment- alternative is also available for
F032 and F024combusted in combustion units operating under interim 'standards 9f 40 CFR
266;' .The EPA is persuaded that such unit~ often meet more stringent s~dards than those
imposed on 40 CFR 264,'inCinerators. EPA has also determined that ad ho~ technological

- controls can be imposed, if needed, ~o'.ens~e that th~ combustion 9f F032 arid F024 i;l1 40 ~FR
.266 units are conducted in a well designed and well operated combustion device. As a result. '
EPA haS revised suboption 3 to expand the av~ilabiUtyof the 'proposed combustion "'CMBST" .

, treatment compliance altemativ~ to..,include those units ~egulated,Under either 40 CFR 266 ~r '
. 264., . .'" .. ,

.1
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DCN ?H2A0;21
COMMENTER J. H. Baxter
RESPONDER. JL '
SUBJECT WOOD}
SlJBJNUM:, 021', ._ ' , , ' '

.' COMMENT, A. Treatment Standard for F032 Wastes J:H. Baxter is encouraged
. by the alternative treatment method for F032 wastes described in

EPA's suboption 1. 61 Fed. Reg. 21421. ~soption is based on
a review of infonnatiop. submitted in response to EPA's initial
proposal.. in<;:luding waste characterization data from Vulcan
'Chemical and economic infonnation from, in~er alia, J.H. Baxter.
Suboption 1 would allow F032 wastes to be combusted in devices

, that meet the "CMBSr' standard set forth in'the final Phase III ".
rule issued on'April 8, 1996, while ~uboptions 2 and 3 are more, ~

restrictive.

RESPONSE

EPA is promulgating treatment standards,that set 'numerical limits for the . )
reg~lation of Dioxin and Furan (DIF) hazardous'consdtuents in F03i. In response' to comments
from the Penta Task Force and the American Wood Preserving Institute; the EPA has also' '
proposed and is promUlgatmg in today's rule an alternative compliance treatment staridard that
sets combustion ("C~ST") as a treatment- method for DIF constituents: in F03~. ,e.

EPA has promulgated, however, a revised "CMBST" compHance alternative
. which· limits the'avaihlbility of the "CMBST" to those combustion devices in compliance With
,applicable combustion standards in the'40 CFR 264 Subpart 0, or 40 CFR 266. F032 wastes

. combusted in combuStion devices operating under 266 or 264 do not have ·to monitOr the
conce~trations of DIF, left behiIid in combustion residues. However, the facil~ties ~ust meet

, UTS numericalliniitS applicable to each organic and me~ constituent regulated iIi F032 as a
prerequisite to land disposal. . ". , . '

• , , J'

. It -should be emphasized that facilities seeking the combuStion ofF03~"in an
inc~erator regulated under a"40"CFR 265 Subpart 0 do notquali~ for a "CMBST" treatment
~tandard. F032 residues arising from ~O CFR 265 units must"meet the applicable·UTS
numerical limits for each regulated DIF constituent as a pre~uisite to' land disposal. '

·EPA's authority to prescribe, treatment limits or methods oftreatment under the
LDR are set under section 3004 (m) ofHSWA. Under such HSWA provisions, EPA is directed
to set treatment s~dards that would reduce short'; apd long-tenn threats to the human health and
the environment. EPA believes that Omnibus~rmit ,authorities ~der ReRA and other ,
~vailable environmentai'federal/state laws c~ be used to'support the establishment of3004(m)
treatment standards and th~ to prescribed appropriate technological' controls on ~eatment .

. '. . \ . . .
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methods prescrib~d for these wastes, EPA has 'promulgated specific performance standards for ..
th.e operation ofi'ncinerators combusting ce~in'acutely toxic wast~s that cOl1tain D/F
constituents (see 40 CF~ 264:343 (a) (2) and 50'PR 2005, january 14, 1985), EPA has·
promulgated similar kinds of techrlology 'treatment standards for hazardous wastes -regulated' .
under §268.42 and hazardous debri's §268.46.· These' specific~reatment staJ:1dards under §§268A2 .
and 26846 p:rescribe treatment method~ and EPA has reli~d on permit atithority~ federai!state air

. em.ission standards, '~r promulgated operational ,technology performance requirements to. ensure
that the ,echnologytreatment methods :are protectiveo'fthe human health and the 'environmei1t,
.' '. .

, '
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DCNPH4P039 ' ,
COMMENTER' AWPI.'

RESPONDER' JL
, SUBJECT WOOD2'
SUBJNUM 039'

• Jr·

COMMENT LDRs FOR NON-WASTEWATERS, SHOULD NOT BE BASED ON TOTAL
,CPNCENTRATIONS In 1986, when the Agency first promulgated LDRs

, for dioxin and ful-an wastes (F020-23 and F026-28), the t ppb '
LD~ were pr:omulgated as leachate levels not as, total' " \ ,
concentrations. Under the Universal Treatment Standards '
'.. ) - , ' "

promulgated in 1994, these LDRs became total concentrations. '
Now, soils containing constituents in excess ofUTSs'inust be '
treated, regardless of leachabilitY., This ignores the effects
of geochemistry and' the corresponding limited ::iobility or
availability ofconstituentS of concern previously recognized by ,
'the Agency. At the Selm~ Wo~d Treater CERCLA site, 13,Oob cilbic
yards of arsenic soils were successfully immobilized.using
conventional stabiliiation tec,hniques'in tests performed by," "
EPA's. Office' ofResearch and Development (ORD), Risk Reduction
and Engineering Lah (RR,EL). In the ROD f()r the Seima site,
leachable standards for the metal constituents and for " J, •

pentachlorophenol were specified in lieu of total
concentrations. COMMENT: EPA should either raise the UTSs to '
reflect the differences iIi basing the standards on':total .. ,
co~centrations~ or'-base the 'tDRs:for,no'n-waste~aters,onl~achate'

.' "conce~trations. " " ; , , ,
RESPONSE

, . , "

. The commenter is asking EPA to set vrs limits for dioxin and ruran (DIF) , .
, hazardoUs constitUents in F032 that are based on leachate concentrationS as measured.bY the "

" TCLP rather than concentrations measured by the total c~nstituent analyses. The commenter
belieyes that TCLP is a better Performance indicator for OfF since these constituents are not that
mobile~" . ' "

',e··:
I .'.

r • . •

" EPA i~ ~ot persuaded by this comment. ,A leaching standai-d'fo~'toxiCorganics
like OIF comports badly With a statutory standard requiring that short and long-term"mreats to the "
human health and the enviromnent are "minimized." Congress expected technology-based . '

,'treatn:i~nt to be usedto satisfy, this requirement, In particular, that hazardous organics be'
destroyed prior to disposal. (125 'Congressional Record S 9178 (July' 25, .1984)'(~tateinent ~f Sen. '
Chaffee). Given that"dioxins are the most toxic, ofall of the Appendix 8 hazardouS copstituents, .
destruction of these constituents is particUlarly appropriate. EPA-also believes that there are a," :

,number ofdestruction and recovery technologies that can meet the promulgated limits.· EPA is
,thus promulgating urs limits as propo~ed; , " " ' .

:. ... ' . .
l • ,"/'
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a ." DCN -' PH2A009
., . ,~OMMENTER Dow Chemical

,RESPONDER" JLABIOSA
'SUBJECT WOOD2

. SUBJNUM 009," .
COMMENT Dow disagrees with' gPA that F024 and F032~e similar enough to

'. necessarily wa.qant the same LDR treatment standard. EPA has '
,stated that F024 and F032 are different and Dow agrees With
statement. These wastes were listed as different waste codes
since they al~ generated in signific~tly different processes
and have fundame'ntally different scopes. ,F024 is essentially

. some,of the wastes from the production o( chlorinated aliphatic,
hydrocarbons with one ,to five carbon atoms by free radical
catalyzed pro.cesses..F032 is essentially some of the wastewater'
from wood preservatives associa~ed with chlorophenolic'compound' ..
formulations. Note ~t chlorophenolic compoUnds' are :not .

. ' 'aliphatic and have at least six carbc;m ato~s: This requires
'that the carbon atom bOlind to the chlorine atom in the F024
wastes is unsaturated, pt,itting these materials' into' acompletely

. different 'class .ofcompounds from the unsaturated carbon atom,
'. bouna to the chlorine iil the Fq32 wast~ descrip~ion., Further, '
~e F032 waste listing only includes wastewater" while, no such .
criticallipiitation appears 'in the F024 waste listing. Thus,
three of the fundamental aspects of the definitions of these tWo .
waste codes differ. tqese distinct~onssupport EPA's long held ._
view that these two waste codes are fundamentally different. .
(See 40 CFR' 261.31) This distinction is' further supported when
EPA considers,the maXhnumDIF concentrations, the only data
contained in this part 'of the ~otice., . . '

~. ~ -
~SPQNSE: .,

r \. •

EPA acknowledges that these wastes are different With regard to the
concentrations and iype~ of DIF homologuesand isomers present in these two waste as well as
other precursor hazai-~ous <?onsiitu~n~ to the f01:matio~ ofDIF in combustion'devices.· ,EPA also (
acknowledges that separate listing detenninations'granted separate ReRA waste code listing
classificatloQg fo~ 'each of these'two wastes. EPA emphasizes, however. that both wastes,are
toxic-WaStes, listed under the 40 CFR 26i Part D~ and the c~mbustion ofthese wastes is ' '
curren'tly allowed in combustion devices that meet a four 9's Destru~tion Removal Efficieri~y ,..
performance. The' Penta Task~ForceJ1as asked EPA to adopt the same compliance treatment·
standard ofcombustjon currently applic!ible to F024. Adoption of the "~MBST" would waive'
the monitoring ofDIF.constituents in F032 residues resulting froni- well designed'and well ,', ,
operated combustion: devices. ,EPA codified such treatment compliance'aitemative as '
i~cineration or "INCIN" in the 40 C~R 264 Subpart 0 ~t (see Third Third rule (see 55FR

•• . ..'
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.22580-1. June I, 1990». EPA later, amended the standard to a: CMBST standard in the Pl,1ase 3 ,:.'6.
rulemaking. EPA believes that.such action was inappropriate for F024 and is thus, recalling in •
this rulem~ng such ,trel!ltment standard to limit thecqmbustion of.F024 to those devices which
EPA can pr~scribe operating controls that ensure that they ~e well de~igned arid operated.

EPA has authority under Section 3004 (01) to address short-tenn c~:mcems that
may result from-the combustion of these wastes and in particular, the potential emissions ofDIF
from combustion devices. In addition, EPA has authority under 264'Subpart 0 and 266 to '
impose technological controls that can ensJ.lI'e that the destruction and removal of Priority., .
Hazardous Organic Pollutants such as OfF and other DfF precursors in F032 and F024 is,

\ '

accomplished during combustion.. EPA believes that for the purpose of implementing the II

CMBST" standard the proposed subopt~on,calling fOf the adoption of the proposed MACT air
emission limit for OIF may impose, a regulatory burden '00. the coml;>ustion industry since the
merits ofsuch proposed limits still being deliberated under the ,MACT rule. The MACT nile is
scheduled for promulgation'in April 1988. EPA helieves that in 'the iriterim the available RCRA
pemlit Omnibus authorities under 266 and 264 can be used to ensure .that compliance with tpe '
proposed treatrnent,altemative' of "CMBST" is conductrd in well designed and operated \U1its'
and .that the "CMBST" practice itself is protective of the human health and.. the environment.
As a result of this determination and authorities, EPA has. withdraWn the proposed suboptions 1
and 2. EPA has promulgated, instead, a compliance treatment standard of "CMBST" that is

, limited to those units operated ~der 266 and 264 Subpart O.

l
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bCN . . PH2AO11
· COMMENTER ' Yinynnstitute

RESPONDER JL.
SUBJE~T WOOD2
SUBJNUM 011
.COMMENT· On ·May 10, 1996,'EPA requested comments' on, inter' ali~ proposed,

treatment standards on wood preserving wastes, F032, Under Phase· '., "
, IV of the Land Disposal Restri.ctions (LDR) of.the Resource .
. Con~ervation and Recovery Act (RCRA).· EPAannounce4 in Ule
comment request notice that modifications to the proposed

. trea~ent standard for F032 wast~s might require modifications
to the'treatment standard for chlorinated aliphatic wastes,

. F024.. ·F024 wastes may be generated by some Vinyl InStitute .
., member companies. .

RESPONSE .

.',.' .

'f

( .

.',

. "
. ' EPA is promulgating· a m9dified treatment combustion' alternative of "CMBST"

for F032 that limits the'co~bustion of F032 in .devices.·regulated under the 40 CFR266 and 264
Subpart O. As proposed, EPA is amending the existing "CMBS.T"·compliance treatment,
alternative for F024 and promulgating instead, the s~e "CMBST" treatment alternative finalized. " ~.

for'F032 in today's rule. EPA notes that F024 combusted in incinerators operat~d in compliance .'
with th~ 40 CFR 265 Subpart 0 dOQ.ot qualify' for these alternative "CMBST" treatment
alternative unless the facility 'can demonstrate ~at t1:le combustion effiCiency ofthe' Pan 265

.' 'incinerator is similar to or better than those Under Part 264 (incinerators) or Part'2~6 (BIl))..
"EPA wi,ll use 40'CFR 268.~2(b) to exam.ine and detennine how equivalent Pw:t 265 incinerators '.
are to Part' 264 incinerators or Part 266 BIFs. (See Final BOAT Background Document for .

· Wood'preserving Wastes F032, F034, and ~035, April 16, i997, ~d the pr~ble for.a .
discussion ofsuch:detennination ofequivalent ~atmeD,t pursuant to 268.42(b).). As a result,

. facilities or gene~torswho elect to.comb~t FO~2 and F024 in 40 CFR 265 incinerators must.~.

monitor the levels ofDIF constituentS in the treated residues Of rely on expert kDowledge as a
· prerequisite to ,land dispo~. . ,; , '. .

.;
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DCN" PH2A015
COMMENTER ,CKRC
RESPONDER JLABIO$A
SUBJECT WOOD2
SUBJNUM 015

. '.
COMMENT Option 2··CMB~T Treatment Standard for Combustion

UnitS that Achieye DIF. Emission Limit of 0.20 ilgIDSGf\.t TEO 'In th~

,NDA Option 2, EPA requests comment on using the proposed HWC
MACT 0.20 ng/DSCM (corrected'7% Oxygen)!l DIF emission standard

,for RCRA hazardo~s waste combustion Units as a requirement ofa
CMBST alternative treatment, standard: First, ,CKRC believes it is '
inappropriate to take proposed limits, which have not been. '
subject to pub,lic comm,ent, and u~e them as, a basis to develop

, regulatory policies in other rulemaking efforts ••,particularly'
aproposal as controversial as the Hazardous Waste Combustion ,
(HWC) MACT rule. Second, CKRC strongly opposes this ~mission '
limit as it is based on a faulty assUJ1lption that there is a" .

. direct correlation between hazardous waste feed and emission
rates, CKRC has provided the Agency ~th significant data
c(;intrary to this assumpti~n. For eXaInple, CKRC's comments on
EPA's Combustion Emissions Technical Resourc~ Document (CETRED)
(attachmeilt2) and a February 6,1995 study by (attachment :1)
Rigo 8; Rigo Associates, Inc. showed that there is no correlation
between chlorine 'feed and dioxin emissions from cement kilns.

. Further, ~e data demonstrates that there is no correlation ,
between emitted hydrocarbon and/or carbon monoXide and dioxin'
e~ssionseven at levels well in excess of those experienced .'
during upset (COC and trial bum) operating conditions.

'Consequently, feedrate limitations are inappropriate because
they generally~ not emission control techniques. This
fundamental,concern is'heightened by the Agency's listing of
several "effective, contrpls to inhibit Dtj;' foonation" from
cement kilns~ While some of the general OfF controls raised in
the NDA may be appropriate, CKRC,has specific concerns about
three ofthe four controls referenced in the notice. APCD Inlet

; temperatures ofl~ss than 400 d~gF for ~eflue gas - CKRC
generally agrees'that there is a>correlation between temperature

, control~d dioxin emissionS. However, the Agency's sPecific
reference, to 4000F is directly at odds with' its reference to 418
degF in its. Combustion ~missions Technical Resource Document
(CETRED)'dated M:ay1994>and its HWC MACT proposed rule'dated '
April 18,1996 . FUrther, the'BIP- rules identify,an operating

, wi':'aow ofAPeD temperatures betWeen 450 and 750 degF for cement
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kilns Y.jth potentially high emi~sioi1s. These facilities are
required to test for OIF during their certification of '
compliance~and trial bunt testing and are requfred 't~ meet a
site.:.specific, risk-based ~IF emission ljmit. This testing as
well as numerous other testing data supplied to'the Agency,
dempnstratesthat the'site':specific eleme~t plays an' important.
role in this c'orrelation, calHng into question the .

, appropriateness of relying on 'any one 'particular temperature
'. number for cement kilnS.across the board: Further, the Agency's'
. study ofOIF emissions d~ng',cement kiln trial burns confiimS ,

that there is no relation between hazardous waste feed (or. ' '
POHCs) and emissions.l2 Good Combustion Pr;:i~tices ~- CUC has

· pr~vided the Agency with a tremendous amoUnt ofdatR, such as ".
· the Rigo'report 'cited above, that demonstrates th~re is np . ,
correlation between "good combustion" parameters and dioxin

. :..emissions. The reference to '''good combustion practices " as a .
dioxin emissions control is particularly'troublesome to CKRC as

, EPA has traditio\nally re~ied'on knowledge 8:bout~d data from' .
.' inc~erators to define '~good comb~tionpractices.'!· As discussed

below. EPA is in possession of data'de~onstratingthe
· inappropriateness of applying ~ese same incinerator-based
. principles to cetnent kjlns consideri~g the extraordinary

differences between the two devic'es•. Activated Carbon Injection
•• (2KRC 'also i~:~odcem~d with the Agency's i~plication about

, the effectiveness of activated carbon injection in cement kilns '
", as a ofF emission controi. Simply because carbon,injectiori may .

be an effective O/F control in a ~uiUcipal'wasie combus~or (MWC)
"does not ensure its effectiveness in a cement kiln. A cement
kiln is a'very differe~t device with qifferent purposes and

'. ope~ting parameters than an incinerator. The Agency's .
consistent failure t~ reco~ these crucial differences and

.' exi~ting test data to the contrary calise CKRC to question the
appropriaten~ss of technology ~fer with regard to ~tivated.'.
carbon injection from MWCs to.cement kilns: CKRC's.concem is

\, furthe:tjustified in the next sentence ofthe NDA when EPA .
states that "...studies conducted at varioUs domestic ' " .
incineration units'such as 'light weight aggregate kilris and
c;e~ent kilns..:" '(NDA eleCtronic version, p. 7). As we have'
c.ommented consistentlY.in every set ofcomments submitted to the
Agency (attachment 2) as well as during numerous meetings with ' .
the EPA stilff,a.cemeiltkiln is not 3D: incmerator. Considering' ..

,the completeness of the record on this issue, this, inaccurate
.' I statement clearly reflects that these issues are more complex '

" 't
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. ,and technical than should be dealt'With in this notice~ CKRC
'will co~eQt more fully on both of these control issues in it~ ,
cOl1U11ents on.the proposed HWC MACT rule which will be subrtlitted
by the. AUguSt 19, 1996 co~ent dead,Hne. CKRC has 'additiorial' "
cbncem.s regarding the basis of this optiqn. The NDA discussion
r.ontinues that "EPA's studies show that at least 50% ofthe" .'. . '

facilities tested for the proposed combuStion nile,meet t~s
MACT limit." CKRC strongly disputes the 'validity of this
statemen~ and notes that the Agency fails, within the context of
this NDA, to consider the extraordinary costs associated with
iinplementation of these limits, which currently, are subject to '. '

public comment and ~der significant debate. Finally, the Agency
states that ;"any ReRA permitted or interim status combustion
4evice ,capable ofdemonstrating achievability in ,meetjng.the...
dioxin (TEQ) air emission discharge limit would be allowed to

I .... '-

combust F024 and F032." Because the ~gency has not selected suc~

a standard, CKRC is unable:~o comment on the ability ofa
combustion device t6 demonstrate achievability in meeting the .
DIF limit. Further, the Agency provides no explanation ofor
criteria on w~ch to base the "capability to demonstrate. .
achievability." Without such criteria and other implementatIon

, . discussio~, we are Unable to substantively comment on this
option. CKRC strongly opposes codification of the DIF limit ~ a
requi,rement of-the CMBST alternative because it is based on
,information that has n~t been' subject to full public notice and ' '
'comment in the more appropriate HWC MACI rulemaking process
which is currently WlderWay. It also embraces erroneous
~echnical silpportto address global issues with far-reaching i ,

policy implications. These fundamental flaws demonstrate that
there is no sound basis for going forward With.such an approach:

RESPONSE

;EPAls' authority to prescribe treatmen~ limits or methodS of treatment under the
LDR are set under section 3004 (m) ofaSWA. Under such HSWA provi$ions, EPA is directed '

-to ~et treatment standards that would reduce short- and long-term threats to the human health and" '
the environment.· EPA believes that Omriibui; pennit authorities'under RCRA and other .,
available environmental' federal/state laWs can be used to support the establishment of3004(m)
treatment standards and thus, to prescribed appropriate technoiogical controls on treatme~t
meth~dsprescribedf9r these wastes. EPA has promulgated specific performance standards for
the operation ofincinerators combustitlg certain acuteiy toxic ,waStes that contain DIF
constituents (see 40 CFR 264.343 (a) (2)' and 50 FR 2905, January 14,J985). EPA has

., promulgated similar ki~d~ ofte~~ologytreatinent s~dards f9f hazardous waste~ regulated
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'e under 268.42 and hazardous debris 268.46. These specifi~ treatm,ent standards under 268.42 and
268A~ prescribe treatment methods andJEPA has ,relied on permit ,authority, federal/state air '
emission standards, or promulgated operational' technology performance require~ents'to ensUre
that the'technology treatment methods' ~e, protectiye, of the h)JIIlan health and the e~vironment. ,,

, ,After reviewing. public continents, EPA concurs with ~e,co~enter that .' , '
promulgation of regulatory performance requ;.rements for combustion technologies treating DIF
constituents'in F032 'and F024 will ult~mately be.add:ressed in the MACT rule and that 'finalizing

. the'MA~T.staI1dards at this time may impose an uqdue burden on'the industry.. ' EPA intends to
_finalize the proposed MACT s~dards in April 1998. Like the commenter, EPA believes that

, '

, ,\intil MACT,standar4s.'are promulgated, :ad hoc technological controls can be issued to ensure \
that the treatment of these wastes is ,conducted in well designed and well 'operated combustion
devices, 'EPA also agrees that units'reg~lated under the c'urren~ Part 266 standards, which
includes cement kilns, qlay be eligible for the, alternative standard for CDD.~d GDFs in 'these
wastes. 'See p~eamble for rat.ionale. '

,I
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DCN . PH2A020
COMMENTER CONDEA
RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT WOOD2
SUBJNUM 020 ... .
COMMENT CONDEA Vista Company is an occasional generator ofF024 ;.vaste .

from itsyinyl Chloride Monomer manufacturing facility. We are
writing in response to the May 10, 1996 Federal Register not,ice
,regarding Phase IV Land Disposal Restrictions. In this notice",
EPA proposes LDR treatment options for wood preserving waste. ,
F032, and potential~y, the waste of interest to our company,
F024." .

RESPONSE

EPA is addressing th~ commenter's concerns in triday's fin~ ~le..
~.. .

. ,
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DCN . " PH4P023,
, '\

COMMENTER Beazer EaSt,
RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT WOOD3 ,
SUBJNUM ,023',
COMMENT B. The Propo~ed LOR for Hazard~us Waste"No. F034 Sh~uld Not ,

, :Include Arsenic and Chromiwn as COCs. 'The proposed LOR for F034
. ,includes -arsenic and chromium as COCs. 66 Fed. ,Reg. 43682. ,

, Beazer believes iliat EPA's inclusion 'of thes~ inorganic .
,constituen~jn the F034 LOR is'unnecessary and inappropriate.
The,F034 listing includes [w]astewaters~'process residuals,
preservatives~ drippageand spent fonnulations from 'wood
preserving. processes generated at plants that used creosote '
formutations.AO C.F.R. § 261,.31 (emphasis added). In contrast, \
the hazardous waste listing for F035 include~ [w]astewaters,
process resid~s; preservative dnppage and spent fonh~lations

; from wood preserving processes generated ,at plants that uSe
inorganic preservatives containing arsenic and: chromium., ' , ,.,

" ,'Although.F034 w~tes cont8ln no metal COCs, EPl\.has included the "
arsenic and cfuomiwn constituents under the F034 LOR because

• " . I

creosote and copper chromium arsenate ("CCA") formulations
~Onietimes h~ve been 'usedaf the same ,wood treating sites: This
rationale, however; is contrarY to, the Agency's regulations on
~aste categorization whi¢h provide'that [f]or the purposes of
compliail~e~th 40 C.F.R; Part 268 ... the generator must ..

, " . deterinine whether the waste is identified in Subpart C of40
C.F.R. 'Part' 261 by either: (1) testing ..'. ; or'(2) , applying'
knowledge,of the hazard ,characteristic in'light of the materials

'or pro~essesused. 40 C;F~R. § 262.11(c). Regulated'parties who
actively operate wood treating piants or perform cleanups at '

, wood treating'sites arc' able to tell With substantial 'ce$inty'
whether'CCA ~as us~4,at the site. ,CCA is a s,ubstantially
different formulation from either creosote or penta and ~t is
,not difficult to determine its presence in the field. When the

, generator has knowledge that CCA was used at the site, the
wastes,associat~d with the CCA pri;>cess would b~ ch~cterized'as' .

. F035 ~d the tDRs fo~ ~035 would apply. 4,0 C.F.R. § 262.1 1(b)..
, , EPA has stated that the LpR parameters for each waSte are to be

, those cohsti~ents proposed forreguJation in the waste. 60' .
Fed. Reg. 43680, Col. 3. EPA followed this rule 'in proposirig

, LDRs for F032 and F03S, but not for F034. Arsenic and chromium '
were not constituents proposed for regulation':in F034.40

, C.F.~. Part 261, AppendixVII.J?1us, inclusion of these .

"

i'

'.,,'

'J

,J
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materials as COCs for F034 is clearly contrary to'EPA's
'methodology for selecting the LDR parameters and is arbitrary

. and capricious. RECOMMENDATION: OW!lers and operators, as well as
. regulated entities involved in w.ood tre~ting site remediations,

have'extensive knowlegge regarding the preservatives u~ed at
their sites. As such, it makes little sense:to expend valuable'
res~urc~s to analyze for constituents' that cannot be present as .'
a result of the preserving process.
Beazer believes'that generator knowledge of the current or past
site operations is suffi~ient to satisfy Part 262 requirements and
that the omy.result of adding the metal ~onstituents to the F034

. 'LDR will be the unnecessary ,analytical costs ofproving what is
,already known. Beazer requests that EPA delete arsenic and
chromium from the F034 LDR in the final rule.

RESPONSE

e.

, .

.\

EPA is not persuaded by these comments. Arsenic and chromium m:e identified
as hazardous constituents under the UTS and BOAT lists. EPA relies on these lists ahd other
information to select hazardous constituents for regulation under the Land Disposal Restrictions

. (see Final BOAT Background DocUments for Universal Standards (Volume A· Nonwastewaters '
. and Volume B- Wasetwaters)"July 1994, and Final BDAT,Background Document for Quality
A~surance / Quality Control Prece~Ures and Methodology, October 23:, 1991)., Further, these. a
constituents are also identified'as hazardous constituents ofconcern supporting the .listing of W'
F034 (see 55 FR 50450), Listing Background Document for Wood PreSeiVing W,astes, and
Appendix VII, under.40 CFR 261).' Simply put, EPA believes that treatment of these toxic
metals, which are known to be present in these wastes. in concentrations high enough to support
listing, is necessary·tominimize the threats posed by land disposal of these wastes. EPA is
prom~gating, therefor~, UTS limits for l\!Senic and chromium (total) -as proposed.

\,

.....

. ,
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'DCN PH4P023
COMMENTER lB~aze~ East

,RESPONOER JLABIOSA .
',SUBJECT WOOD3
,SUBJNUM 023 ,

COMMENT .C. The Prop~se~ LOR for'H~dous Waste No. F035 Should
Not Incl,~de Vitrificati~n.'L Stabilization 'should, be BDAr for
F035. EPA iS,proposing that F035 be treated using ,vitrification
to meet LDRS. Review of~he ROD SUI1l}l1ary,r!=veals that slag 1 •

yitrification has not been specified ~n any of the 37 wood' '
treating site RODs evaluated by,yersar. T~ Beaze~'s knowledge,- ,

J ' omy one faci,lii)' in the United States -- Marine Shale __ , -
" Processors ("MSP") ofMorgan City, Louisiana _.: utilizes

vitrification.in atested, fun-scale'p~ocess. MSP's'f\1ture
regulatory statu~, however, remai~ in quesdon.,Currently, MSP
is appeaIing EPA's rejection ofMSP's Part a interim'statuS, '
boiler and industrial fu.qlace p'ermit. Due to the uncertain

. "nature ofMSP's regulatory status and potential future rac~,of
any other vitrification facility, vitrification, is not an
"available" or appropnate treatment technblogy. Vitljfication
was chosen for immobilization for arseni_c presumably because
conventional stabilization.ofmemc can be 'somewhat .
problelI1atic~ 'As presented at the J~e 1995 AWMA National
Meeting, studies by EPA's RREL on stabilization have shown that. ~

" the variable solubility ofarsenic in high and low pH ranges is
easily overc9me by treatability lesting and proper pH contrQlof
the cementllim~ mixture in the field. In this study, EPA

. . successfully.stabilized 13,000 cubic yards ofarseDic 'soils
using c,onventiorial stabilization t~c~ques. StabiliZation of.
~senicwastes is much m~re controllable, thaii thenna! processes

'. because'arsenic has been shown to volatilize in high temperature
atmospheres .such as an,incinerat~r ~r slag furnace. The, ,
treatment alternatives specified in'the PropOsed Rule will
trans(er'arsenic.to a vapor stream where it is not accounted for
as Closely. 'See'Tabl'e 3-B, Data Requirements'for Thermal ' '.' "
DesorPtion,.in EPA's Pres~ptiveRemedies for'Soil, Sedlments.' .
and Sludges at Wood,Treater Sites Quick Fact Sheet-(Draft-Nov.
1994) ("[v]olatile metals (As, Cd, Cr, ~b. Zn) v~poriie and are

,difficult to,r~move from emissionS:") The complexity of arsenic
volatility is also noted in EPA's Summary ofGeneraticm. . "
Dispo~, and Treatment P~ctices for Wood Prese~ipgWastes ' ,
F032, F034, and F035 (SAlC, May 1990). The SAlC document notes:

.- "[b]ecause, arsenic volatil,izes at high temperatw:es, ,. .' , ~ .
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EPA has stated in the preamble that vitrification represents BDATfor arsenic
since the propose~ UTS is based on the performance of slag vitrification on arsenic in mineral"

.processing copper smelting dust. Also, EPA has.indicated in the Phase.4 proposal that,
'stabilization can also meet the proposed UTS limitS for arsenic. (60 FR 43681 and 6,1 F~ 2359)
,,Because EPA is establislUng anumerical limit under the 40 C,FR 2.68.40, other treatment '

'. tecriologies capable ofachieving the arsenic UTS limits, other treatment technologies capable.o~
, •• ~ J '. ~

RESPONSE

-' \

, ,

, ,incineration may not be an applicable treatment for F032 or F034
~ast~s co'ntaminated with arsenic." The arsenic volatility
process limitation is applicable to both vitrification and "
incineration and should be addressed' by. the EFA before the ,
Propose;d Rule is finalized. Moreover, vitrification technology
is more complicated than portraye4 in the Proposed Rule: , '

'Vitrification ofarsenic wastes may require two additional '
treatment steps not specifically identifie:d'iIi the Proposed
Rule. These additional steps are described in EPA's
Vitrification Technologies for Treatment'of Hazardous and
Radioactive Waste Handbook (May 1992). The VitrificatioQ'
Handbook notes: "[c]ertain waste feeds'~ay require chemical 'or '
thermal pre;.treatment to c~nvert arsenic oxide to less volatile '
forms before vitrification..." Vitrification Handbook,p. 4-}. '
The H~dbook explains that the 'process required is 'to convert
the arsenic to. a cal~ium oxide in an~ther thermal process and
then re-introduce, the thermally treated mixture into'the'slag
furnace. Id. This process is notably more complex than
indicated in the Proposed Rule and further supports the use of
the'much less· complex~' coriventiomiJ cementitious stabilization ,

, methods for'arsenic wastes. Finally, ,EPA's Pre~umptive Remedy'
document does not acknowledge the Use ofvitrification as a. ,

candidate iIrimQbilization technique. Rather, it specifically
identifies "cementitious materials,' including Portland cement,

.fly ashllime, and fly ash/kiln dust" as th:e solidification
methods. RECOMMENoAnON: .,
EPA should propose stabilization as the BDAT for arsenic baSed on
a lack of' demonstrated and available~' full-scale vitrification
facilities". Stabilization ofarsenic in wOQd, treating wastes has
been proven' by EPA to be effective and haS been previously s~lected .
by EPA as a presumptive iec,hnology for treating arseni~ in

, F035 wastes. EPA should avoid the mevitable confusion that will
arise in the field as a result of the conflicting proglams and '.'
promulgatestabilizati0D: as BDAT for the. F035 LDRs.- ,

~"
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achieving the_numerical limits are not prohibited except fo~'those that may constitute
impermissible dilution or land disposal. ' .:-. ) .
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DCN '. PH4P023
COMMENTER Beazer East
RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT, WOOD3
SUBJNUM 023 i .

COMMENT 2. The vrs 'for F035 nonwastewaters
should be b~ed on leachate' con~entration. EPA has established
vitrification as BDAT f~r arsenic and stabilizati9n-as BOAT for
chromiuni. 60 Fed. Reg. 43681. EPA has proposed that each

. constituent proposed for regulation i~ F035 (arsenic an4
chromium) comply with its"applicable urs in'the treatment
standard table at 40 C:F.R. § 268.40 as a prerequisite for land

.disposal. 60 Fed Reg. 43680. However, the urss for chromium
and arsenic 'at 40 C.F.R. § 268.40 are designated as leachate
levels, whereas, the UTS for chromium and arsenic in F035 as
proposed are to~l concentrations. 60 Fed. Reg. 43682. Beazer's
experience indicates that the proposed UTSs for chromium and
arsenic 'cannot be achieved \\jth,the specified immobilization'
technologies.: Iinmobllization technologies are not designed to
reduce'total concentrations ofmetals in the waste, so the F035

.LDR as ~ed, cannot be met. In studies by EPA~s RREUORD,
13,000 cubjc yards ofarsenic soils at the Selma Wood'Treater

.CERCLA'site were 'successfully iminobjlized using conventional
stabilization techniques. In the Selma site full scale

\ .

stabilization study performed by EPA's RREUqRD, leachable
stand.aIds fQr, the metal constituents were spe~ified i.n the RqD
in lieu oftota! concentration standards. Further, the study

, addressed the use of leach tests other than TCLP, such -as .
Synthetic'Precipitation Leachate Procedure ("SPLP") (pending .
SW846 Method 1312) and distilled water leach. Beazer supports

,the use of these more appropriate. leach tests. EPA's RREL/ORD
researchers have-shoWn that the variable solubility of arsemc
in high and lo~p~ ranges is easily overcome by treatability .
testing and proper pH control of the cementlliJ;ne mixture in the
field. The alternate leach tests noted above reduce the
incc=ntive of remediation contractors to create a less
environmentally-sound stabilized,mixture. The misguided
incentive created by the TCLP test method is thai by
'deliberately r~sing the pH ofthe stabilized ·waste, the, . . . - "
contractor ensures that.when the acid/is added in theTCLP test~
the resultant pH ofthe test material falls into the m~d pH
range where the arseni~ is riot water soluble. Thus, the
stabilized waste passes the TCLP at the deliberat~ly elevated pH

..

. ...
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, ,

:level. However, beca.use'thepH ,of;the stabilized'waste is
. elevate,d, it is n'o~ in the range ofhighe~ solubilitY .in'water. '
.' This pH man~gernent for stabilized arsenic' wastes actually
_results iii a wast~ that leaches more in a natural water,

, "environment than it does IIi the TCLP aCid leach test. ' The
, ~~Jtemate lea~h procedUres discussed above wq¥ld mitigaie the

incentive to manipulate the treatability testing and result in a .
more environmentally protective means ofmanaging the waste. .

, ' RECOMMENDATION: J , ,

EPA must revise the UTSs for the' metal ,constituents to a leachable
staridard for all me~s. Further, Beazer recommends EPA 'consider
the use of the SPLP or'pistilled water leach procedui'ejn lieu'of

. the TCLP method to ~nsuie the stabilized material is truly not, .
leachable in its final environment. '" J

RESPONSE

• ., • • • 1

, The commenter is presuniably referring to the proposed U,TS for, metal .
constitue,nts in'l}onwas~ewate;r forms ofF032, F034, arid F035. EPA is promulgating UTS for ~ ,

\. ' " 'these metals as proposed. As Indicated in the preamble oftliis final rule and the Final BDAT '
Background documeQt for F032..FQ3~, and F035; compliance With the concentration of metals in " "
nonwastewater fonns shall b~ measured in leachate extracts of grab, samples, as measured by the ' ,'e. Tc'LP analyses. ,Since EPA is promulgatirig treatment 1imits~ other treatment technologies are
~ot prohibited except for those that :IJ.lay constitutt: imPermissible'dilution~, " '

." '

.' " , . ' . . \

For w~tewater fonns ~fF032, F034, and F035, EPA is promulgating as,-- .
. propo,sed~' Compliance ~s detennined by measUring the prescribed concentrations for chromiuin
and arse~c constitu~ntsin composite waste ~ple,s, as measured ~y ~otal;coristituent ,~~yses. "

\ '

, The commenter has also asked EPA to conSider the 'use of the' SPLP '~r distilled
~ater l~ach procedure in lieu'of.the TCLP to 'ensure that the stabilized material is trtiIy riot
leachab~e in its fmal disPosal envito~ent. This commenter':sproposal is beyond the scope of
the.. UTS promulgated today. In addition, EPA lacks data de~cribing how 'equivalent or superl~r ' ,
SPLP. methods are over T<;:LP in i4¢ntifying stabilized 'metals.' As a result, the cOmlnenter . '
should Iconsi4er a rulemaking petition to the A4Jninistrator regarding such; test method' : '.
'performance'and its applicability tO,hazardous wastes ban from land dispo~ praC~ices pursuant
to the provisionS in .§§260:~O and 2~O.21. , I

I,

'.
"
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.. DCN .. 'PH4P113

COMMENTER 'Chemical Manufacturers Association
RESPONDER JL
SUBJECT WOOD3
SUBJNUM 1'13
COMMENT

B. EPA should allow concentration-based as well as
technology-based criteria to satisfy, BOAT for metals in , '
nonwastewater forms ofF032, F034, and'F035. ,

,~n the preamble, EP~ indicates that for metal in nonwastewater
forms of F032, FO~4., and F030, 'stabilization is BOAT for chromium
(total), and that vitrification is BOAT for arsenic. Use of the

, word "is" and not the phrase standards "::. are based on"implies
that the Agency intends to allow only the' use of these specific
technologies to treat these constituents to levels below which
these wastes may be land disposed. However, tlle regiiIatorY
language in the table ~t 268.40 indicates that the nonwastewater
standards for arsenic an4 chromium are numerical standards ,
~MA has copuiiented in the past that it generally favors' ,
concentration-based treatmept standards for BOAT and that it
supports the allowance oftechnology-based standards as
an alternative to, and not as a replacement for,

" concentration-based standards. Yle maintain this positIon. Although
the Agency and CMA may not currently be aware of technologies
other th3:D stabilization 'and vitrification that could be'used to .
treat for chromiUlD: and arsenic in,the wastes described above, we' '\
favor the flexibility afforded by a concentration-based standard
which would allow any tec~ologythat,can meet these'levels as an
altemative. CMArequests that the preamble languitge be modified to
clarify that any technology that can meet the level~ indicated in , .

, 'the,~ble, may be-used. . ' ,
In'addition,. EPA is propQsing F032 wastewater and nOnwastewater
standards that would require meeting a concentration that does not
exceed 1 ppb (or 1 ug/kg) for all the,PCDD and PCDF homologue and
isomer constituents' proposed for regulation for F032 wastes. Even
ifa 1 uglkg level is achievable forPeDD and for PCDF, analytical "
,limitations'may pie~lude VTS levels this low. "
Normally when EPA se~ treatment standards foroa waste '
constituent;a procedure is followed in which both ail'iaccuracy
correction factor" and a' '!variability factor" are applied to the

, concentration of the constituent observed in the treatment data
that supports the standard. See, Fin81 Best Demonstrated Available

. Technology (BDAn Background Doc~ent fot Universal Treatme~t

1144·
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Standards Volwrte A: Universal Treatment Standards for Wastew~ter
, 'FonnsofWastes" 52 (July 1994). Th~ accuracy correction factor IS
, used to account for analytical limitations in the available ' ,

treatment performance. pata, and the variabil~ty factor is used, ". .
tp cOIl,"ect for ,variations' in wast~.treatment, sampling, analytical.

, tec_hniques and p~ocedures; and other factors Pt~taffect treatment
. "perlonnance;:, ,,' , " i ,

However, we are notsure if EPA accounted for variability and ,
',' accuracy in setting the univerSal tr~atment standards for "'f '

nonwastewa~er fonns of these organic wastes We Urge EPA to do, so.
As CMA\hasprevlously written in its july. 9, 1~93 comments on,the
lvbiy 24,1993 Interim final rule on land disp~sal restrictions for :
igmta~le and corrosive characteristic wastes whose treatments '
:standards were, vac~ied, organic wastestreams' are not e~ily , .

, ~alyzed'forconstituents at very, low;concentrations. CMA· ",
\reiterates itS previous recommendati~n that EPA expiicitly states
.that, 'given approved test methods, nondeductible levels of ' .
constituents are equivaJent to zero concentration and should also , '
be appiied this the settit:lg ofUTS levels. ' . , __ , .

. '

: '

.,

, RESPONSE
I •

,'-j
follow ..
below:

. .
'" .' .' , . 'i . • \

The commenter raised 'four issues and EPA's responses to such comments:
" " '.' '.'

. ,'" .

1. .Ciarification that EPA i~ setting numerical :iimits 'for th~·re~l~tion of,Arsenic .
arid Chromium (total) in was(ewater and ~oi1wastewater fonns of ~O~2. .

-~ EPA is c1arir;i.Ilg iD. today's final rule that. EPA i~ promulgati~gUTS'limi~ for .',
"the regulation ofArSenic and' Chromium (total) i.ri F032, F034~ and F03S. Since EPA is'
, 'establishing UTS limits that are expressed as maxiMum, concentrations ofthese met8ls allowed

.. :' "for.land disposal~ the use of any' treatment technologies capable ofmeeting 'the UTS limits is.not'
prohibited ~xcept'for those that may constitute impeqnissible di)ut~on.

I .

l •

"Analytical Difficli1tie~~'may p~clude the establi~hment'ofUTS liMits'for F032.,
. " , ' '\

2..

, '
. ,

. ,

••

, EPA's'l~cks data from the commenter to ~sess what kind oftechnical
,difficultieswil! be encountered during the~alysis'ofF032 waStes. " ,

. . ...., .
After reviewing the chaiacterization,data of the .Penta Group, the reported'
.: .' 'I ~ ." , " .' • • • .' .I
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~d~ffiytiCl~~ d~~culties,and F032 Characthteriza~on.sl~~ieS;fEPhA ~~ concluded ththat the reported ,a
I ICU tIes appear to represent more 'e unJ.a~ll1lanty 0 c eriusts performing e chemical ' .,

analyses with DIF recommended test methods rather_ than real flaws in the ~est me~od. EPA
believes further that the alleged ttdiffi,culties" can easily be overcome by routine laboratory clean-
up procedures and the use of appr,opriate solvents and other laboratory calibration techniques.
EPA has enhanced,' therefore, the discussion of these recommended procedures ,arid calibration
techniques in the BDAT Background DocUment. Also, see the Administrative Record
supporting today's'PhaSe 4 final rule/or the technical document titled: Background Paper
Addressing-Technical Issues Related to Analysis 0/F032 Wood Preserving Wastes jor Dioxins'
and Furans, dated June 19, 1'996. -

3.. EPA should correct the DIF limits for accuracy and variability.

Sev~ral commenters were correct in pointing it out that EPA d~d not correct the
, proposed UTS"limits for DIF in F032 with accuracy and variability factors, as typically done in
, the calculation of treatment standards of other hazar~ous constituents prohibited from land'
"disposal. ~PA did not adjust the proposed UTS limits for DIF constituents, nor EPA is doing so
in ~oday's' fmal rule, as expl~ed below.

,The UTS treatment limits are based on combustion te~hnologies that EPA
believes will meet the proposed UTS limits for DIF'in F032 as long as the combustion ofF032 is
conducted in a device that is well designed and well operated. EPA concluded in the Solvents
and Dioxins rule that a six-nines Destruction and R~moval Efficiency (DRE) combustion device e
can routinely achieve the promulgated limit (see January 18, 1986, 51 FI((l733-1.735).Based '
o'n the perf9rmance ofa four-nines DRE rotary kiln incinerator burning F024, EPA believes that
a four-nines ORE unii that is well designed and operated can'also meet,the proInulgated UTS
Iirilits for O/F (see June 1,' ~990, 55, FR(22580-22581). Although none ofthe' subn:titted ,
comments or data appear to support the revisions to DIF limits proposed by the commenters,
EPA may revisit this issue in a separate rulem~ng .jf riew data becoIJ;le'available..,

However, EPA points outto the'commenter that EPA-generally allo\VS
deviations from the promulgat~d treatment limits to concentration of up to one order of
magnitude above the applicable tre,atment standard (Le. the numerical UTS-limit) prescribed.in
the 40 CFR,268AO, for the ashes arising from combustion devices. EPA refers to such treatment
limits atlowances as ~e analytical detection limit (compliance) alternative..Facilities seeking the
disposal ofsuch combustion ashes muSt satisfy the provisions in the 40 CFR 268.40 (d) (1)
through (3) and 268.7 (b) (5) (iii). (Also, 'seeJune 1, 1990, S5 FR (22541-22542).)

,
, "

EPA is promulgating treatment standards that set numerical limits for the
regulation of l;>ioxin and Furan (OIF) hazardous con~tuents in F032. In response to comments

, from the Penta Task Force and-the American Wood Preserving Institute, the' EPA has also
proposed and is promuigating in today's rule, an alternative compliance treatment standard that
sets combus~ion (ltCMBST") as a treatment metho~ for,DfF ~o~stituents in F.032., '
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The'revised "CMBST' compliance ~lternative limits the ,availability of
"CMBST" to those combustion devices in complianc~with applicable combustion standards in "
the 40 CFR 264 , Subpart 0, or 40 'CFR 266, Subpart H. F032 wastes combusted in combustion ,

,devices op~r'ating under 266 or 264 do not,l,lave to monitor the conc~ntra,ions of DtFleft behind
" in combustion residues. HoWever, the facilities 'must me~t VTS numerical,limits applicable to ,

each org'anic ~d metal'constjtuent regulated in F032 as a prerequisite to land ~i~posal. "
~... i ..' ,

'It should be emphasized that facilities seeking the co~bustion of F032 in an'
'inciner~tor regulated under a 265 Subpart 0 do not qualify for a "CM~St" treatment standard.
F032 residues arising from 265 units must meet the appl~cable VTS numerical limits for each '
regulated DIF conStituent as a'prereq~isite to land disposal. , , ~','

", "; ,

"

, 4. ,'. Proposal that "nondetection limit~:' are equivalen_t to Ze!0 detection~.
"

•

, EPA believes thecommenter is co~~~m that a detecti~n limit in a treated, waste '
above ~ vrs numerical limit m~y fail to meet th~ 'applicable treatment standard even if the

, ' targeted analyte is below the detection limit. EPA believes that' a "nondetection limit" is not '
feasible way to address ~s concern. EPA believ;es th~t a constituent shown,below:a particular

,targeted 'detection limit means that the,co,nstituent is either destroye4 by the employed
techno~ogy;masked in the waste residue due to matrix interferences, or it could be measured in '

, concentrations below the targeted detection limit. As a result, it could be possible that the '
constituent ofLDRconcern is still above the appli,cable vrs limit should the,targeted'~election
limit ~e above the UTS promulgated limit. Therefore, EPA believes that a facility ~ould still be
deeme'd mviolation (,>f the applicable limit if EPA detects such constituent above its VTS limit.

• , I 'l ,

I ' '

, However, 'EPA points out 'to the- co~enter that EPA generally allows :
deviations from the promulgated treatment limi~ to concentration of up to one order of

, magnitude above the applicable treatment standard (i.e. the ~umerical UTS limit) prescribe,d'i~

the 40 CFR 268.40, for the ashes arising from combustion devices. EPA refers to such treatment
limits allowances as the anal)1ical det~ction lhnit (compliance) altemati.ve: Facilities seeking the

, disposal ofsuch combustion ashes must satisfy the provisions in the 40 CFR 268.40 (d) (l) ,
, through (3) and 268.7 (b) (5) (iii). (Also, see June I, 1990,55 FR (22~41,~22542):) Another

option available to ~e <?9mnienter i~ to verify if the :waste ofconcern is different from the one
supporting the' VTS limit and seek from EPA a treatability variance.pursuant to provisions in the
40 GFR 268.44. " " ' " ' .

"

••
, \

,J •
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DCN. PH4P039
COMMENTER AWPI
RESPONDER JL
SUBJECT' WOOD3

, ,SUBJNUM 039
COMMENT EPA is proposing to apply Universal Treatment Standards (UTSs). '

to wood'preserving wastes (F032, F034, and F035). AWPI submits
the following comments with respect' to the proposed. treatment
standards: PROPOSED LDR FOR F034 Each constituent that EPA is .

. proposing for ,regulation in F032, F034, and F035 must comply
wi~·its applicable UTS in the treatment standard table at 40
CFR 268.40, 'as a prerequisite for iand disposal. Arsenic and

·chromium were not constituents proposed for regulation in"F034.
·TestIng for arseruc and chromium would be justified only ifCCA
~ used at a facility. COMMENT: The proposed LDR for FO~4
should not include arsenic and chromium as constituents of

. ..
concern.

RESPONSE

.'

J

.'

I

The commenter is asking EPA to withdraw the proposed VTS limits 'for DIF in
F032 or to promulgate "incineration" as an alternative compliance treatment standard for DIF
.constituents in F032. Based on F032'characterization data from the Penta Group, EPA has ' e
determined that i~.is,technically feasible to co-promulgate an alternative treatment standard of
combustion ("CMBST") and EPA has done so in today's final rule. (see ~PA's preamble in

, today's final rule, and'the Final BDAT Background Document for F032, F034, and F035).' Also,
. EPA is 'promUlgating UrS limits for DIF in F032, as proposed. The' commenter also raised .
several comments seeking EPA's withdrawal of the proposed UT~ limits-for DIF in F032 and -.,
for-metal constituents in F034. EPA is addressing each'of these ~oinments below•.

I , ' '.

-. '

. . '

. EPA is not persuaded by these comments. Arsenic 'and chromium are'identified
as hazardous constitUents under the VTS and BDAT lists. EPA relies on these lists and other ' ,
information to select hazardous constituents for regulation und~ the Lapd Oisposal Restrlction~
(see Final BDAT Background DocumentS forUniver~al Standards (Volume A ~ Nonwastewaters

• I • ~ ~.' • ~ .'
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and Vol~e'B-,Wastewaters)~Jufy 1994, and Final BDAT BackgroW1d Do~ument for Quality
\ Assurance I Quality Control Procedures. and Methodology, October 23~ 1991). Further~'these

constituents are also identified as hazardpus constituents of concern suppOrting the listing of,
( F034 (see Listing Background Document·for. Wood Preserving Wastes, and Appendix 7 under 40

CFR 261). It is necessary to trea;t these toxic ~etals in order to adequat~lyinini~i;z~ th~ threats'
posed by land disposal of tqese wastes.' EPA is promulgating~ .therefore, UTS limits fo~ arsenic,
~d chromium (total) ,as proposed.' ' .

, .

, .

', .

.' ~

, .....
',.

i •

. "
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DCN· PH4P039
, COMMENTERAwPI

RESPONDER JL .
SUBJECT . WOOD3 .
SUBJNUM 039
COMMENT PROPOSED LDRs FOR F035 AWEI is puzzled at EPA's

selection ofvitrification as BDAT for arsenic., The Agency has
recognized the potential for arsenic to volatilize at high .

, t~niperatures. COMMENT: EPA should explain why it disregard:s this
p9tential problem before,recommending vitrification for arsenic
waStes. ,The Agency should alsq explain .why it disregards
stabilization whcm EPA has successfully used this technology'tor
arsenic at a wood treating site. AWPI is unaware ofa single;· ,,
full-scale vitrification facility and requests that the EPA
identify the sourc,e, for commercial vitrification.

RESPONSE

~.

The co.mmenter is "puzzled" at "EPA's seiection·~fvitrificationas'BDAT for
..arsenic." The EPA is' not recommending the use ofvitrification ofarsenic to meet the
promulgated UTS limits. EPA has stated in the preamble ¢.at vitrification represents BDAT for ,

, . arsenic since the proposed UTS is Qased on the performance of slag vitrification on arsenic in .
- mineral processing copper smelting dust. EPA also notes that the potential for air emission from "e
, such slag vjtrification studies were minimized by first converting arsenite to arsenate trioxide

(see ~DAT Background,Document for Arsenicl Selenium Wastes, 1990). In addition, EPA has
, indicated in'the Phase 4 proposal that stabilization can also meet the' proposed UTS limits for
arsenic constituents (see Final BDAT Bac;kground Document arid fmal rule's preamble
discussion). Since,EPA is establishing a concentration basec;l.number for the regulation of

. arsenic in F034~ other treatment technologies are not prohibited. ~
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'" DCNPH4P027
~bM¥ENTER 'Rolli~s Envi~onrnental

':RESPONDER JL
,SUBJECt WOOD4"
SUBJNUM 027
COMMENT" , "

RE~ fully"sup'ports' the treatIJ1ent standards as proposed for F032; .
34'.& 35,.These standards reflect the use 9fthe .demonstratedly ,,'

,achievable Universal Treatmen~ Stand~ds (UTS), 'and are protective, .,'
of hU!Jlan health and the 'environment.: -' .
The Agency indicated that some ~ommenters to th:e ANPRM of April, ','
199.1 were concerned about the proposed,'DioxirifFur~ treatment '
st~dard for ilOnwastewater F032 'wastes. The'conunenters expr~ssed

concern aoout the ne~d to monitor DioxinIFuran's'in the treatmeii.: '
I . residue, and'about the available capacity to treat these wastes. We _ .

cont~nd ihe inchision'pf a DioxinlFuran treatrilent standard' for FO~2 .
is necessary to assure proper treatniept ofthese·wastes'l:!hd there
is more than sufficient capacity available to provide this'
treatment.
Dioxins and F~ans are' present' in ChlorophellOlic fonnulations '
which arc'used in the process generating this waste. In addition,
if the treatment process for.' these ~astes is nO,t proper~yoperated, .

',and fully monitored, treatment of Chlorophenolics could actually
result in some DioxinlFuran·forination (a properly run and ~onitored '

, '. treatmerit process will not allow this refonnation and can routinely ,
, meet t.Jte propOsed DioxiliJ!uran standards). A treatment standard for'
. 'Dio~inIFura:n's Win assure ,that FQ32' wastes are treated correctly , J

- -with.proper treatmen~ practiCes to' destroy all organic' . , " "
c0!1stituents;, ~roper treatment includes destroying.
the DioxinIFuran's in the waste and preventirig their reformation in
the treatment process. Therefore, 'the DioxinIFuran treatment
stap.dard is tteeded to require treatment o{all haZard~us _'
constituents in-F032 waStes and. thereby meet the "minimize threat"
level required by RCRA.. , " ' - I

RESPONSE
i '

, .

"

I

,-

"

.-
./

,' EPA is promulgatirig treatment standards that set numerical limits for the . ,_
regulation of Dioxin ~d Furan (DIF) hazardous constituents in f032.- In response to co~ents
'from the' Penta Task Force and the AInerican Wood Preserving Institute. the E'PA has alsq .
proposed and'is promulgating in 'today's 'rule~ alterriat~ve. compliance treat;ment sumdard that

, sets combustion ("CMBST") as a .treatment method solely for· DIF con_stituents in F032.. '
. \'." - . . ~. .'.~ .". . .. '....,. "."

"
, . '.

I
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. This alternative limits the availability ofthe·"CMBST" to those combustion ie'
devices subject to combustion standards in 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0; or 40 CFR 266 Subpart H.
.F032 \vastes combusted in 'combustion devices ope~ating under these standards do not have to
monitor the concentrations of .o1F left behind in combustion residues. However, the facilities
must meet' VTS niunerical limits applicable to every 9ther organic a~d metal constituent . .
regulated in F032 as a.pre~~quisite to land disposal. . '

It should be emphasized that facilities seeking the combustIon of F032 in an .
.inc'inerator regulated under a.40 CFR 265 Subpart 0 40 not qualify for, a "C~BST" treatril~ht .
~tandard·. F032 residues,arising from 40 CFR 265 units must meet the applicable VTS '
nume:ricallimits for·each· regulated DIF constituent ~ a prere9uisite.to land disposal.

. '

EPA also believes thaffacilitj~s operating a Part 265' incinerator th~t can
demons~ate to EPA that their combustion device operates in a manner that conforms to the
comb~stion controls achieved by P~ 264 inciner!itors or Part.265 BIFs may qualify for the,
CMBST treatinent standard pursuant to a treatability variance under 26,8.42(b). '(See Final
BDAT Background Document for Wood Preservi~g Wastes f032, F034, and F035, April 15,
1997, ~d today's preamble discussion.) .

, EPA'disagress som'ewhat with the commenter's assertion that numerical
standards are needed for DIF. 'EPA is persUaded that permitted incinerators andBIFs ne~d not.
monitor these constitUents. As set out in the preamble, these Uni,ts are subject to Controls on '
combustion efficiency' (BIFs.directly, and.incinerlitors through omnibus detenninations) as well '. e

, as controls on DIF emissions when operated in a manner conducive for DIF fonnation (under the
. same authority). EPA believes these Units will fully destroy 'DIP in the wastes. The Agency

believes it is justified, to. assure the availability ofcapacity, to provide this modest compiiance
accommodation. .

I '. '

,)
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DCN ,PH4P.032 ,
CqMMENTER Penta Task Force '.
RESPONDER It
SUBJECT' _WOOD4
SUBJNUM 032'
COMMENT

F. The Levels' Of DioxinslFurans In F032 Wastes 'Do Not Warrant,
,Sep~at~ Di6Xin/Furan treatme~t Standards: ' _' -'"
To the extent EPA has conCluded that the concentrations of

, dioxins/furans in F'032 waStes are sufficie~tly high towarrartt the
, extraordinary' me'~ure of incineration in ~ ~ix 95 uni~, , ' . " '
that conclusion is unw.arranted. 'Only acutely h~dous diof(in

, containing wastes (i.e., F020-F023,F026, F027,and F028) are
required,to be incinerated in a'six 9s unit. Bilt, as EPA's' '(

, anaJ.ysis clearly, shoWs, the concentra\ions'of dioxins/fUrans in
. ' FO~2 wastes are some three to four orders ofmagnitude lower than .... " .
, ' the corresponding dioXinlfuran concentrations in wastes designated'

as acutely hazardoUs. ,- See Tables attached to LabiosaMemorandum
'Re:"Regulati~nsof Dioxins in F032,and U242" (un~ted) (Dkl. No.
, PH4P·S0128). ,

, Mor~ver, there is a substantiaJ likelihood that EPA haS
" ov~rstated the levels o~dioxins and furans in F032 wastes.'
, , Accor~ing to data in the Agencyis possession, the average. '
. dioxinlfuran,concentrations in F032 process sludges and'residuals' ,
,'are 3.0 ppb for TCDDs, 1.0 ppb for'PeCDDs,' 2,OO~ ppb for HxCDD, 20
, ppb for TCDFs, 500 ppb for PeCDFs, and 3,000 ppb for mcCDFs. See
-F032 BDAT Background-Doc~ent,Table 3·8 at 3~56. But, these data
were culled from sampling of wood preserving sites during the '
mid-1980s. See BackgroUnd DQcument Supporting the ·Proposed Listing'
of Waste 'f!om 'Wood Preservation and Surface rrotc:ction Processes, -

\ Vot,I, Table 1-2 at 1-4 (Dec. 19, 1988). A number of significant
.event shave occurred since that time ~t bring ,into issue whether

, these older'data, reflect the dioxinlfuran'concentrations in F032
,wastes currently.generated at wood proces~ing fa~ilities;, '
The concentration of dioxinslfurans in commercial '
pentachlorophenol formulationS have decreased substantially since' ,
the-mid~1980s. In'1986, U.S: manufacture of ,"
pentachlorophenol becarile subject to comprehensive regula~ion under

"" the Federal Insecticide,' Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act ("FIFRA")' ,
which sets'stnngent limlts on the levels '
ofhexachlorodibenzo·p~dioxiri ("HxCDD") in the pentachlorophenol'
that is marketed in the U.S~A Settlement Agreement entered into ..
between EPA and the U.S. manufacturers of penta l~rnits the HxCD,D ,

... :

,-,

, ,

' ..

, ,

•

.'
~.'



content of each batch of p~ntachiorophen61Ieleased for shipment
to no ~ore than 4 parts.per-million ("ppm"), arid 2 ppm HxCDD for
the average 'of all batches rel~ased'for shipm~nt in any calendar
month. Thi~ limit in HxCDO content must be met without causing the
fonnati~n orany detectable amounts of2;3,7,8-TCDD at a limit of
detection limit of no higher than 1 ppb." .
U.S. manufacturers are also required to sample and analyze every
batch of pentachlorophenol released for shipment for HxCDO content. "

, An additional samplipg and analysis for 'other dioxin/fufan
contaminants ar~ con~ucted once a month, or after 120 batches
ofpentachlorophenol has been~ produ~ed. Tl!e results of the ~alyses

· are submitted to EPA's Office of ~esticidePrograms in monthly
·reports. ,
As a resultofthese U.S. requirerp.ents, U.S. manufacturers have
applied sUbstaptial resources to the investigation of penta .
manufacture in relation to the formation of HxCOO in the
product. ' The Hxcob content of individUal batches consistently ·meets, ,

U.S. requirements with the average monthly H~CDD levels'of all
batches between 1.5 and 1.8 ppm. These reductions have been
accomplished by carefully opiintizing the reaction parameters used
in penta manufacture so as to minimize to the exte~t practicable
the formation of HxCOO. As shown below, not only has.the" HxCDD,
content of penta been minimized, but the concentrations of a
number of other dioxins/furans have been substantially reduced.
Thes~ are ~Ummarized'below:'· . -

· TeOD Content. The F032'BDAT Background Document reports that the
c.ohcentration ofTeOD in technical grade penta~hlorophenolranges,
from < 0.0'3. ppm ~o 18 ppm. F03~-BDATBackground Document, Table
3.:.2 at 3-49. The attached table (T~b 2) set forth analyses of '
penta produced by Vulcan ~uring the period January 1989 .
through August 1994.8' As shoWn in the'ta~le,:rCDD has not been

· detected in Vulcan' produced penta at the detection limit of 0.001
ppm. (Analysis of KMG-Bemuth's product gives comparable resultS.)
TCOF Content.'The F032 BDAT Background Document reports that the
concentration ofTCDF in technical grade pentachlorophenol ranges
from O~Olppm to 10 ppin. Id.,Table ]-2 at-3-49. Vulcari's.analysis
of its penta. product produce4 during the period January 1989
through August" 1994 shows the absence of TCDF at the detection
limit of 0.001 ppm. See Table at T~b 3. (An~ysis ofKMG-Bemuth's
product gives comparable'results.) ,
8 The data discussed above was cQllected in connecti<?n with,
c,omments prepared on E~A'S 4raft dioxin'reassessment document in
the fall of 1994. 'The conunents covered the'period-January'
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, 1989 thr~ugh Augu~t 1'994 and these data'are attach~d ~ exhibit to :
,'these comments: ,The composition of penta produced since August of
, 1994 are consistent with, these data. ,

"PeCDDIPeCDF ,Content: The F032 BDAT'Background Document
reports that the concentrations of PeCDP in pentachlorophenol range

" {rom < 0.03 ppm to 100 ppm; and the concentrations ofPeCDF.rapge
from 0.03ppm,tb 40 ppm. Analysis of.penta produced <:turing the :'

. period' January i989'through' August 1994 has not indicat~d
the' presence of either PeCDD or,PeCDF at approximately the 0.005'

,ppm'detection limits. See Tables at Tab 4. '(Analysis. of .
K.L\1G·::Bemuth's proquet' gives comparable results.) '. .
HxCDJ;) Content., The F032 ~DAT BackgrQund Document reports that·,

, the concentration of~xCDD -in pentachl~rophenol ranges from < .0.03:'
, ppm to 1,000 ppm., As discussed above~ and as-s.hoWn in the attache,d

tables (Tab' 5), the'~CDD content of each batch of Vulcan-produced
pe~ta is consistently below 4.0 ppm ~ith the 'average monthly HxCDD
revels between 1.5 ppm and 1.8 ppm. (AnaIysis of . .
IqvfG-Bemuth's pro~uct gives comparable results.)' ,',

, HxCDF Content The F032 BOAT Background D~cument reports that
, th~,concentratlon of HxCDF in Periiach1o,rophen~i ranges from < q.03
ppm to 90'pprn. Id.' ,,' '
The.an~ysisof Vulcan-p~duced penta ~or the period Janwlry 1989
throughAugust 1994 is set forth in the attached table (Tab 6).,

>ThatartaJysis shows'that the concentration ofHXCDF ,. " ·1

in Vulcan-produced p~nta ranges from "Not,Detectedi, (approximately'·
0.1 ppm det~ction limit)to 13.4 ppm with the aver~ge HxCJ:?F 'content,

. 'ofproduct produced dunng the period at 1.7 ppm. (Analysis of'
, KMG-Bemuth's'product gives comparab~e results,.) , '

, ,In sum; beca~ethe concentrations ofdioXin and~ congeners
,,in pentachlorophenol fonnulation used 'at wood preserVing sites has
: sharPly decreased over theyem"the concentrations of these
constituents in the waste streams also wO,l-lld be expected:to ,
have declined. ' "
Perhaps of even greater impOrtance, the dioXin' ~onc,entmtion. in
the F032 wastes is expected to be only a fracti~n of that found in
the .commercial product. Typical Penta wood treatment solu~o~
contain roughly 5-7% penta by w~i~t, or 50,000:70,000 ppm. With .
respect to HxCDD, for- e~ample, commercial penta contains an average
HxCDD content of 2 ppm, or 0.0002%: As such, the ijxCDD cont~~to~a .
typical penta wood treatment solution is roughly 100 to 140 ppb. '
Because process residuals gener8lly~ay contain only about '
one-tenth of the pentachlorophe~ollevels in the treating' ,
solu~ions; it is highlY,likely that the HxCDp content fu F032 ,

'.
/
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\ -
- proce~s wastes \vould be no more than 10 ,to 14 ppb. :lnd not the,

2,000 ppb estirz:1ated by EPA.,' ,_ ' .
Moreover, ope~ting practices within the wood preserving industry
have changed since ~he data supporting the F032 listing rule were
coHected. In the past, most of.the facilities used
high temperatures in t~e treating process"The~e terriperatur~s' could
have' led to the fonnation of dioxins and furans from chlorophenols /

, 8l1d·other dioxin and futan precursors in the treating solutions and '
may have account~dfor the elevated dioxin/fuian leveis ip the EPA
data. By contrast, rriany wood preserving facilities now operate

. their processes at ambient temperatures.(Fot those facilities that,
,currently operate at higher than·.ambieilttemperatures,-tIie
facilities control their process parameters to a far greater degree,

, than in the past.) hi addition. many of the wastes that were
,:analyzed by EPA iricthe IIlid-1980s •.; i.e. drip track samples'

and contaIirinated soils and sludge~'from ~ank fann.areas and aroun~
process areas ~- were reflective ofoperating practices that are no .
longer used at wood pres~rVing,sites. ..

" In short. the~e is a finn basis for cOD:cluding that the dioxin
concentrations in F032 wasles are significantly lower than that ,
estimated by E_PA. The Penta Task Force has recently commissioned a
-sampling arid analysis ofsome two dozen process waste streams from

, SIX different wood preserving sites. The results of that analysis
will-be preserited to the,Agency shortly. We urge EPA todefer.a

, decision_on the proposal until it has had'an opportunity to review
these new data. -, '\

RESPONSE

.'

"

.I •

,'The commenter believes that the concentrations ofdioxin and furan (DIF)
constituents in f032 may not w:arrant regulation under the land disposai restrictions. The
commenter points out that EPA~s characterization data on untreated F032 describes the

,<> concentrations ofDIF ofpast formulation practices and thatcurrent practices generate F032
wastes with far lo~er conceil~tions than those originally reported-by EPA dUring the listmg 0[/
F032 as a hazardoUS waste in '1988. The commenter also submitted'data: on the characterization
of PentachlorophEmol (PCP) fonnulations, as well'as estimates of what concentrations DtF may
reach in F032. In a separate repOrt. the commenter submitted characterization data describing

( : 'several waste streams that the'comm~nterdescribed as F032 wastes (see BOAT Background
Document for this infonnation.) , , .

Iri response to commentS from the Pent8. Task Force and the American Wood
Preserving Institute, the EPA has also proposed and'is promulgating in today's'ruIe an alternative .
compliance treatment'standard that sets combustio~ '("CMS'ST") as a treatment ~ethod.for DIF

(
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constitUents 'in F034. EPA 'is.also prQ~ulgating 'tfeiltme~i li~its fb~ DIF as proposed.', ,
, \. '.~ . .

" EPA haS' proin~lgat'ed, howe~er" a ~evi~ed 'iCMBST" co~pli~ce'alteinativ~ .
which limits the a~ailability of the "CMBST'" to 'tho,~~ comb4stiondevices in'compliance with.· , "
'applicable combustjon standards in the 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0, or, 40 CFR 266, F032 wastes

", combusted in combustion deviees operating under 40 CFR 264 or' 266 do not have to monitor the
, concentrations of DIF left behind in combustio'n ,residues: H9~ever, 'the facilities must meet, .

. , yTS num~ricai limits"applicabl~to 'each org~ic and. metal constituent regulated in F032 as a
, . prerequisite to land disposaL" . . .

I .' • "

. ,

, ! The data submitted by the Penta Group consist oJ char~cterizationdata
describ~ng PCP,commercial grades (see monthly 'averages of~CP commerciafgrade from v~ts in' ' ,
Tables 1 thlough 6 (0 attached to the original comment), a characterization study of several F032

, ,waste streams a~ six wood,preservi~g' facilities, and a bench-sc~le ~combustion study on several
l032 waStes> All these data are summarized 'in'Appenqix,K ofth~ Final BOAT BackgrOun~ .
Document for Wood Preserving Wastes F032, F034, and F035, April 15, 1997, and they are !lot

,,. repeated here. " _ ' ,

. Af1er revieWing'these data, EPA was persuaded by the comm~nters thai the, ,'" ,
- .'steps taken'by'the manufactures for formulating t~e. cOInplercial grades'ofPCP do appear to have
, diminished the .loadings of,PCOD and" PCOF in F032 wastes tei levels far below the one

characterized by EPA during the sampling data collected by EPA during the 'early 70's' . EPA
.was not persuad~d;ho~ever; by' t;he subin,itted ,data that. all the consti,tuents proposed fOf, .
,regulatiQn 'in F03,2 are present in concentrations below the' 1ppb proposed for th~ regulated
pcno and,PCpP in F032 wastes. The chafac~erizati~ndata from six piants suggest that Hx- "
CDO and Hx-CDF, Te-CDD, .and Pe-COF can be'found at levels well above the l'ppb:The
commenter believes~ however, that the reported values for Te-CDD and Pe-CDF (some samples)
rmiy have been· false positives fro,m the an8.1yticat i~trUn)entemployed. Another peculiarity of .
the data is that all the sampled faciiities but one did not characterize for each on~ of the proposed'
PCOD and ;PCOF·constituents proposed for regulation in F03'2'-filter press cake ~~tes. The 'one

, facility who tested for PDDD and PCDF 4id' report up to 2 ppb for Te-CDD (according to the, '.",
commenter ~ a false pOsiti~e result), 1~O p~b f9r H~-CDD, ~d 560, ppb· for Hx-COF. ' ' , '

" '. - ~ •••• J

It h~ been EPA,experien.ce ~ough:out ;th~ land disJ)C?sal program that .
hazardous conStituents ofconcern thataie within the same or,up to one order ofmagnitude as

, the detection limit of an an~Ytical te,st method are most sensible to masking,by other '. '
c.onstituents in percent levels unlc!ss appropriate corrective and clean up me~ures are foll9wed .
to remove the constituents of ari31Ytical concernS from the other'interfering constituents: EPA
lias provided guidance in today;s,BDArBaqkgrotlnd Document on two EPA :SW 846 Tes~'

. Methods (namely, SW-846, Method.8280A (proposed in the Update III, July 1995) and Method"
" ' '8290 (Update II to the "Diird'E'qition 9fSW -846, December 1994) that EPA believes ,win enable

~ood pr~servirig facilities to overcome ~e potential interferences that the Penta Gr~up may have
encouiltered..f' ; " I .; , ,

, .'
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, Other point made by the Penta Group is that another commercia.i: manufacturer . ' r.

of PCP is believed ~o have similar trends for the concentrations ofPCDD and'PCDF in PCP oils'
and in F03.2 wastes to the one ~sh~Wnby the Penta Group's F032 'characteri~tion study; .
However, no characterization data on such other wastes were made' available'to EPA. Another
point made by the Penta Group is that it is believed that past liSting data showing high
concentrations ofall the PCDD and .pCDF' proposed for regulatian may ha~e been the result from
past practices for treati.ng wood products at high temperatures. The,commenter felt such ,practices'
have'been abandoned by the industry and that most wood treaters:have swit~hed to formulation

. processes that ~mph~ize arri~ient temperatures. However, the co~enterc~ot assure with
.certainty whether this is standard practice at all wood treater facilities in the J:Ilw:ket.

.. . " .
''l- •

Because of the uncertainties found with the P~nta. Group characterization data
. with regard.to Te-CDD, Te-C,DF arid Pe...PCDD, EPA cannot suppOrt a detennination that thes~

constituents are not present i~ F032. Based on the available data from .the listing of F032, EPA
has decided to retain the list ofconstituents proposed for regulation and to promulgate treatment '
standards as p!Oposed. -,

!
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, bCN. ,'PH4P039
'CO~lMENTERAWPI
RESPONDER JL
SUBJECT ,WOOD4
SUBJNUM ,039 ",
'COMMENT EPA's F032 TREATMENT STANDARDS DO NOT

, , , I , REFLECT CURRENT DATA:'EPA's ' '.
.' treatment standard for F032 is based on data that do not reflect the

current formulation' o'f pentachlorophenol. The levels of dioxins
and furans in commercial pentachlorophenol fpnnulatiOlis ,have
been reduced significantly since the mid-1980s. hi

r
1986, EPA

:set limits on concentrations oJ impurities in pentachlorophenoi "
and required that manufacturers submit repoftS on a monthly ,
basis. The results ofover- five years of'reporting for one, .
manufacturer are enlighterung:DATA ARE NOt REPRODUCED HERE
Clearly, ,the data on technical grade pentac~oroplienol used by', '

.. the EPA in support of.the F032 listing are not representative of .
the current fo~ulation of pentachlorophenol~,~ith the d~crease '
in the concentrations'ofd~oxin and furan congeners in the

,preservative, treating form~lation, it is logical to expect a·,
corresponding decrease in ~ioxin and furan constitu,en~· in' the "
waste streams. Vulcan Chemicals, an AWPI mem~r company and a'
manufacturer ofpentachlorophenol for the tre~ting industry, . .' "
will be submitting analytical data from six different wood '

, .preserving sites in an: effort to ,provide coritemporary dioxin and
furan data in F032 wastes. COMMENT: AwPI urges the Agency to
defer its~4ecision oil this proposed rule until it has ~eviewed

, l the new data.,

J

eo,

:e

, '

, RESPONSE' ,.',
J. , ': Does EPA's'Proposed F032 Treatment Standard fail.~o reflect current data ~n

., the' treatment of F032? . .
. .' ~ -.

. , , ' ,The coriunenter feels EPA has disregarded.available data'on the treamient of
F032.' Presumably thecommenter' is referriilg to the treatment ofF032 cQntaminaied soils since
wood preserving was~es have bee~ land disposed Without treatment. ' . ,

'", ' ,

, EPA has rev.iewed eXistingpmctices for the'treatment ofhaz8rdo~wastes
, believed as difficult to treat as F032. EPA has also examined available 1992'data on the
. treatment of soil contaminated with F032. Based on these:infonnation, EPA has determined that
. the treatment data supporting UTS- represent the perfonnance of treatment" technologies that are
Best Demonstrated and Available for wood preserving wastes. EPA does not believe thllt the . , ' ,
1992'data regarding die treatment of F032 s'oiis support revision of the proposed UTS lill)ii~

• • .' I " •
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'. since on most instances the technologies show inferior performan~e·to. the one achi~ved by VIS e
based technologies. Funher, EPA does not have to set treatment standards that can be met bv
other or 'all available treatment' technologies. (See Final BDAI Background'Document for \~'ood
Preserving Wastes F032, F034, and F035.) As a result, EPA is promulgating VIS limits for
F032 as proposed. .'

2.
practices.

. ,

EPA's characterization data on F032'd~ not reflect existing waste generation

, .. . EPA has received· new data on the characterization of F032 wastes' and has
.incorporated in the' Final BDAT. Background Document for Wood Preserving wastes this new
information. Howe,ver"EP~ has not been p¢isuaded'by these new data ~at the proposal for
setting treatment standards for D(f in F032 should be withdraWn. This is because the OIF
constitUents proposed for regulation are still present in F032 at c'onc;entrations well above the
UTS limits proposed for regulation. These,constituents also resist environmental' degradation
mechanisms and thus, long-term threats to the' human· health and the environment will not'
necessar)' be minimized if allowed tq be disposed of untreated. EPA h~ thus c~ricluded that _ .

. , these constiments are still of regulatory concern. As a result, EPA is promulgating the proposed
, UTS limits for.OIF. EPA is.~lso,promulgatingan alternative compliance treatment standard of

CMBST for OIF. ',' ". '

The data submitted by the Penta Group cons~st ofcharacterization data e
describing pCP comm~rcial grades (see monthly averages of PCP commercial grade from yats in
Tables 1 through 6 ( attached to the original comment), a'characterization study of severai F032~ ..
waste 'streams at six wood preserving facilities, and a bench-scale combustion study on several
F032 wastes . All these data'are sWnmarized in Appendix K of the Final BDAT Background. ,
Document for Wood PreserVing WaStes F032, F034, and F03S, April' IS, 1.997, and'they are not

. repeated here. '

After reviewing,these'dat8, ,EPA was persua~ed by the commenters that the
steps taken by the manufactures' for fonnulating .the commercial grades of PCP do appear to have
diminished the loadings of PCDD and PCDF in F032 wastes to levels far below the one. . .
characterized by EPA during the samp~ingdata pollected by EPA during the early 70's: EPA
was not persuaded, ho~eyer, by the submitted data that all the co~stituentsproposed for
regulation in F032 are pres~nt in concentrations below the I ppb proposed for the regl:\liited

.PCOO and PCDF in F032 wastes. The characterization data from six plants suggest that Hx
CDO and Hx-CDF~Te-CDD,' and Pe-CDFc,an b~ found a~ levels ~ellabove the I ppb. The
commenter believes, however, that the reported valuesior Te-~DDand Pe-CQF (some samples)

, may h'3.ve beeIt" false positives from the analytical instrument employed. Another peculiarity of
the data is that all the sampled facilities but one did not characterize for each one oithe proposed
PCOO and PCOF constituents proposed for regulation in F032 tilter press cake wastes. TP-e one
facility who. tested for ~DOO and PCDE did report up to 2 ppb for Te-COO (according to the

,commenter - a false. positive result), 190 ppb f~r Hx-COD, and 560 ppb for Hx-~DF., - •

I .
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, " , ' It h~ been, EPA exp~rience through out~ the l~d d~sposal program that . ,
hazardous;constitue-pts orconcern that are within the same or up.to one order of magnitude as
the detection limit of anan~lytlcal test method are most sensible. to ,masking by other
constituents in' percent levels unless,appropriate corrective and clean up meaSures are fQllciwed
to remove the constituents of analytical concerns from the 'other interfering constituents..EPA
has provided guidance in'today's'BI?AT Background Document on two EPA SW 846 Test
Methods (namely, ,SW-846 Method 8280A (proposed in the Update III, July 1995) and Method
'S290'(Update II to the Third Edition ofSW -846, December 1994)that EPA believes ""ill enable

, wood 'preserving facilities to overcome ~e potential interference~ that the Penta Group may have
encoUntered. . " . ' . '" ' "..

, ' .:', . Other,p~int'~~de py Ute Penta Group is that another comrtlercial manufac~er ,
of PCP is-believed ~o have simil~ trends for.the concentrations of PCDD and P,CDFin PCP oils ," ,

, and 'in F032 wastes,'to the' one shown'by the Penta Group's,F032 characterization study. '
'\ However, rio characterization data on such other waStes were made 'available to ·EPA. Another :
' 'point' made by the Penta Group is that it 'is believ~d that pasflisting datitshowing high . "

concentrations of all the PCtiD 'and'PCDF proposed for regulati'on may have been the result from " ' .
past practices for tre~ting wood products at high temperatures. The commen~erf~lt such practiCes'
have been abandoned by the industry and that most wood treaters have swi~ched to formulation

',' proce~~es that emphasize ~bi~nt temperatures. However, thecommenter C,aDnot' assure with
certainty whether this is standard practice at all wo~d trea~e'r,facilities in the market" "

• 1'· .

'.

•',

.' ,

, ;

, BecaUSe of the unceruiinties fOWld with the Penta Group characte~zation'd~ta
with regard to Te-CDD~ :te-CDF and Pe... PCDD;EPA cannot support a'determination that these
constituents are not 'present in F032. Based on the available datil from the listing of ;F032, 'EPA
h~ d~cid~d.to retain'the listofconstituents propo~ed for regulatio~ and to promulgate treattpent
standards ,~,proposed. " ' : ,.," ..
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DCN PH4P048
I "

COMMENTER, Chemical Waste Management
RESPONDER. PS'B
SUBJECT WOOD4
SUBJNUM 048 "
COMMENT

The EPA is proposing to apply UriiversalTreat~entStandards(UTS)
\ '

to wood,preserving w~tes F032, F034, and F03S., ._
C~ has several COIlUIlents on the proposal as it presently exists.
The first'cOlnment is a clarification with regard to the specific
BDAT standards that apply to F032, F034! and F035 waste streams.,

. - Currently, there are differences in the preamble table (See 60 Fed.
Reg. at 43,682) and the 'BOATstandards reflected inpropos~d 268AO , ,
(See 60 Fed. Reg. at 43,696). The Agency~sOctober 25, i 99'S,
correction to this proposed rule{60 Fed. Reg. at 54,645) indicates
that the table contained in the preamble contains the correct list
of proposed regulated constituents, while the'268.40table is
incorrect. CWM understariqs this tq mean that F032 is the only. waste

"stream. ~o have dioxins and furans proposed as BOAT, and that F035
lias 'no organic constitu~nts proposed as BDAT. The.Agency needs to
ensure that this is accurately reflected in the final rule so as " ,
to avoic;l the confu~ion caused by these errors in the propos~. '
CWM'g second comment oli this proposal involves the Agency's
proposal to regUlate dioxins andfurans in F032. CwM is concerned
by the Agency's statement that "EPA has identified one commercial
facility currently permitted to combust wastes tha~ m~y have pCDn,
and PCDF constituents with concentrations one to two of magnitude
higher than those levels found in F032" (See 60 Fed. Reg. at
43,682). The statement indicates to CWM'that the Agency is intent
on regulating F032 wastes as an acute dioxin waSte. If this is the

'case CWM believes that this contradicts the'Agenc'y~scapacity
analysis which indicates that there is sufficient
incineration capaCity for wood pt:eserving waste streams. CWM
believes that F032 wastes should not be regulated as an acute
dioxin waste. If it is~ot regulated as an acute dioxin waste then "
CWM agrees $it ~ere'isexisting incineration capacity available. '
CwM requests that the Agency clarify this in the final rule.

" FUrthermore, ·it is not clear to CWM how the Agency's
Combustion, Strategy will alleviate this problem as the Agency
states it will. The establishment of stricter dioxin and furan
requirements 'on combustion facilities will still not alleviate the
dioXin myth in the eyes of the public that has been perpe~tedby
the Agency.

\
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DeN .. ·· IPH4P048 \'
'CbMMENTER ,Chemical Was~e Management
RESPONDER PSB .'.
SUBlECT ' WOOD4
SUBJNUM ' 048'

RESPON~E,'

, ,

, "

"

; I

.•'., ~

, . _ EPA iden~ified ~everai dis~re~~ci~s' in 'the list of ari~th~ limitS ~f speci~~~ .
, ~azardous constinients proposed for:regulationi~ several pages of the 60'FR (43,680~36~2 ~d,

. : 43694-43697). EPA later issued a Correctipn Notice to clarify what portions o(the preamble
I ' • ,,"'were, incorrect and what portipns ~ere correct (see 6,0 FR 546451, October 25•.1995)., Also.

several cOrnIIlenters and two technical j oumals pointed outto these discrepanci~s. EPA is '
promulgating pursuant to the Correction Notice unl~ss othe~se noticed in this preamble and in
the Final,BDAl" B'ackground Document for these Newly, Listed, Wood Preserving Wastes (F032,
F034, and F035). ' . " . . j -

.: , Also, it appe~ that the comment~r '~~,'c'ancemed that since ~e BDAT model
supportin'g numerical limits for DIF constitUents ~as'based on six 9's Destruction and Removal.
Efficiency (DRE) 'incinera~ors,' facilities seeking compliance with the numerical. limits in ' ,
,RCRA incinerators, cement kiInS~ or other 'industrial furnaces achieving a four 9'5 ORE were
'likely to fail the proposed UTS limitS., It also,appearsth~tEPA's discussions in the prealiibleand,
the BOAT Background Document for F032, FQ34, and F035 that at least oile facility was .
pc#mitted,to treat DIF containing wastes as difficult to treat as F032led'the commentor to

"believe that EPA was' considering to limit the combtIStion of F03i to as,ix 9's DRE -RCRA
: 'combUstion device. EPA is clarifying, therefore, that ~ today's rule EPA is n<?t amending'

§§264.343 (a) (2) or 266.104 (a) (3). ",
, .

, :', It should be noted that,although the' BOAT combuStion technoiogies suppo~g ,
'the develop~ent of. UTS linUts for OIF ~egUlated in noriwastewater fo~s ofF032 and F024 met
'a RCRA incineration performance'ofsix9's ORE perfoImance, the modeled,co~pliance '
treatment alternative of' "CMBST" w~ based on the perforil).ance a f~ur 9's ORE - ReRA 264 '
Subpart 0; rotary ~ln incinerator combus~g F024. Da~ from the F024 incineration study',
'shows,that a well designed and well operatea four 9's OR;E.incineraior'can also me,et the
'proposed l~ts of 1'ppb fo~nOriwastewater forms ofF024. "

\. ,
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DeN' PH4P062
COMMENTER 'RETEC .
RESPONDER, JL,
SUBJECT WOOD4
SUBJNUM 062
COMMENT

Tre,atment Standards for Wood Preserving Wastes
We do not support the proposed regulationqf dioxin and furan

,constituents in F032.Use ofother surrogate compounds such as .
pentachlorophenol or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (}lAM)
cQnstituents may be appropt:iate. Specifi~ally, these compounds can
be used as a ~urrogates for treatment of wastewater by carbon .

, absorption. Water,at two wood treating sites is treated through
activated carbon and sUbs~quendydischarged under an
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System pennit. The
Jaciliti~sconducted' effluent monitoring for dioxins and ft.u'~
(Table 1). Data from the sampling events' show ~at

effluent conc,enf;tatio~ for pentachlorophenol,' PAHc~>nstituet.lts as
,well as dioxins and furans are well below the Universal treatment
standards (DTS). Hence, PCP or PAH constituents can be USed,'as ,
surrogate compounds to demonstrate dioxin and furan concentrations'

.are below urs levels. W.e request 'that ~P:A consider such an approach '
for'F032..

RE$PONSE

Retec asked EPA to withdraw its proposal for the regulation ofDIF conStituentS
in F032 wastewaters. The commenter believes that the'regulation ofPCP and Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAlIs) can ensure'the reduction of DIF in: F032 wastewaters.' The
comnfenter also submitted data with regard to concentrations ofDlF,'PCP, and PAHs analytes i~,
two effluent F032 wasteWat~ treated by activated carbon adsorPtion. These data appear to '.

, support the commenter's statement that monitoring of PCP and PAHs may serve as a surrogate
candidates for the reduction ofDIF levels in these particular eftluent wastewaters. However,
EPA lacks data to detemtine if the alternative surrogate constituents proposed ror regulation can
also serve as .surrogat~sfor monitoring the treatment ofPIF in wastewater treatment effluents
resulting from other treatment technology trainS that may achieve the proposed'VIS.
Furthermore, the choice ofwhen to use surrogate pollutantS is within EPA's expert discre~ion.
and here, the Agency believes it best.t9 analyze for CDD/CDE given the toxicity of these
hazardous cQnstituent. (In the case of nonwastewater being combusted, there is the competing
consideration_ofassurmg suffiCient treatment capacity and the fact that CMBST is not ordinarily
a qlatrix-dependent technology, that' persuaded EPA to adopt a standard allowing compliance
without monitorin~ for COD's and: C~F's.}'A1though EPA is not adopting this propose~

•
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'alternative treatme,nt standard for OfF regulated in FO~2 'wastewaters, EPA poi,n~s out th~t ,
, treaters of F032 wastewaters'can a9.dress this kind of alternative compliance monitoring'scheme

in their pennits' WaSte Analys{s Plans (WAP).

EPA is thus promulgating UTS.limits for DIF constituents as proposed.
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RESPONSE

, EPA identified several discrepancies in the list of and the .limits of'specific e
, hazardous constituents proposed for regulation in several pages of the 60 FR,(43680~3682,and

43694~43697). EPA later issued a Correction Notic,e to clarify what portioris of the preamble.
were incorrect and 'what portions were correct (see 60 FR (546451), October 25, .1995). Also,'
several commenters 3:Dd two technical journals pointed out to these discrepancies. EPA is
promulgating pursuant to the Correction Notice unless·otherwise noticed in this preamble and in
the Fiilal BDAT Background Document for,t;bese Newly Listed Wood Preserving Wastes (F032,
F034, and F035).
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I ,DeN PH2AOOj .,'
'COMMENTER The Penta Task Forc'e
RESPONDER JLABIQSA '
SUBJECT, WOOD4
SUBJNUM 003
COMMENT" , II, REVISION .to'THE ' i :, . " ' . , '

, ,F024TREATMENT STANDARD ay'proposing to link the treatment
, standards for F03~ was'te with that for F02~ waste, EPA has' ,

" apparently concluded that both wastes should'b~ subject to the: "
same treatment standard. The Penta Task Force ~grees, qut ,
believes that :both wastes are'appropri~tely, regulated unde'i a '
'CMBST standard and thus ho revision of the' F024 treatment
standard i~ !1ecessary. 'Both wastes are classified'as "toxic" .
Under RCRA arid neither falls Within the acutely hazardous waste
category. Mqr~over; we doubt that EPA would have proposed '
stringent dioxinlfuran limits for F032 waste had the Agc;ncy, had,
before it the current data on the dioxin/furan levels in '

- commercial p~nta formulations ahd the resultant wood prpcessing
, waste~ We believe the Agency's prior exp~rience with the stigma

_ ,\" and resultarit treatment capacity shortages that occurred in'the '
case of the F024 rulemaking would have counseled against the

. ',selection ofdioxinlfulan limits in this rulema19ng. A.s 
explained'in c;mr November 20, 'l995 comments, the dioxiiilfur~, ' -

, ' content ofF032 waste has declined substantially,over the past 
decade. Penta Task Force November 20, 1995 Comments, at 21:"26. '

~ . . .
Not only have the levels of dioxinslfuran~in ~ommercial grade

, pentachlorophenol de~lined 'significantly. the le\rels, in penta .
. wood preserving,wastes have also fallen. Tliis is'reflected in.., .
the data submitted by the Pe~ta Task Force o~ waste samples
,coJlected from 'six (6) wood treating·plants; See Clie~ical,·. ,

, Analysis ofF032' W~tes for ~0lychlorinate4 Dibenzo-p..dioxins,
PQlychlorinated 'oibem:ofurans, apd Peritachloroph~nols,(March
28; -i 996). These data clearly ,demonstrate thatEPA has

" significantly overestimated t1?-e levels 'ofdioxins~and furans"in' ,
" .

, F032 w~te. P~t in context, the data show tI:tat F032 'and F024 are'
. indeed similar becalise the levels of dioxins orfurans in either'

case is not s~fficientiy tugh to warrant speci~ltreatmeni
standards. 'In either case,a CMBST standard is fully' protective"
,of health and safety and is a fully appropriate trea~ent

method.
. . ~ ,

/' RESP,ONSE
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F032 and F024 are toxic wastes listed under'the 40CFR 261. Part D and the e
combustion of these waste~,is c~ently allowed in combustion devices,that meet a four 9's \
Destruction'Removal Efficiency,perfonmmce. ,The Penta Task Force ha:s asked EPA ,to adopt .
the same compliance treatment 'standard,of. combusti~n curre~tly applicable t<? F024.. Adoption ,
of CMaST would 'waive the monitoring of DIF constituents in F032 residues resulting from well

,designed and \vell operated combustion deviccrs. EPA codified ~uch treatrrient compliance· :
alternative as incineration or "INCIN II 'in the' 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0 unit (see Third Third rule
(see 55 FR 22580-1,' June 1, 1990)). EPA hiter amended the staildardto a CMBST standard in

• the 'Phase 3 rulemaking.· EPA generally agrees with the cotlUl').ent; but is amenaing the treatment
. standard for F024 (so th~lt it is the same as the comparable F032 wast~s). ,The revised standard

limits th,e CMBST compliance alternative to those units with Part 264 i~Cineration permits or '
.' Part 266 BIF controls and combustion efficiency.. ," ...

EPA also believes that facilitie's operating a Part 265 incinerator that can
, demonstrate to EPA that.their combustion devi~e op'erates in a manner that conforms to the

combustion controls achieved by Part 264 incinerators or Part 265 BIFs may qualify for the
CMBST treatme~tstandard pursuant to a treatability vari~ce under 268.42(b). (See Final
BackgroUnd Document for Wood PreseI:Ving Wastes F032, F034, and F035, April 15, 1997, aPd
today's preamble discussion.) - ' ' .

" ,
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DCN PH4P023
COMMENTER B~azer East, Inc'.
RESPONDER JLABIOSA
,SUBJECT WOOD4

,COMMENT' ,'II. EPA HAS FAiLED TO CONS'II)ER, THE TECHNICAL, ECONOMICAL' , .
.AND PRACTICAL IMPACTS OF THE'PROPOSED LDRs ON REMEDIATION EPA's' ,

, Propose<;i Rule fails 'to consider, a number bf critical issues
,related to the remediation of W09d treating sites. ,These issues'
involve tDRs f~r F032, F034,and F03S' as discussed below. A.
The Proposed LDRs for H3zardou~ Waste No. F032 Will Create

, Institmountable DisposaJ Probiems. 1.' DioxinIFuran sh~uld not,
be regulated constituents under, the F032.LOR. Reguhition of ":
dioxin/furan as constitUents under the 'F032 LOR is' ' . ", ,

, sdientificall~ unwarranted. On~.o'f~e first LORs for
dioxin/~an-containing ~astes was established by EPA for F027. " "
EPA establisJ1ed the F027 LOR at 1 ppb (in leac~ate) and is now ,
arbitrarily applying f.11.e 1 ppb standard to F032. EPA's' '
characterization ofF027 ,as acutely hazardoUs was based on' trace'

,levels ofhexachlorodioxins. 'See Toxicological Profile for, .
, Pentachloioph~nol: May 1994, ~gency for To?,ic S~bstan~~s and

" Disease Registry (ATSOR). EPA considers h,exachlorodioxins as-
, potent animal 'carcinogens. ·Id. This charactetiZation of '
, , hexachlorodioxinS is nonechnically founded' arid is even re~ted

" py the results of a bioassay perfonned by the National Toxicity
'Program ("NJ"P") in 1989, the resuIts,ofwhich.were reported'iIi "
'NTP-TR-349 and'in NIH Publication 89-2804(the,"NTP cancer.,

, bioassay"). AS·Q.oted in a NoveJitber 27, 1991 letter fromVulc~
, Chemicals to EPA (the "Vulcan Letter") (obtained froin the RCRA

, docket), the NTP cancer, bipusay on penta.conclusively'
" demonstrated that any cancer response observed in exposed

l~boratory animals was due to the toxic overexposure of the test
animals to penta .and not to, the trace amounts of
'hcxachlorodioXin present. Seethe Vulcan Letter, p.3. Moreover,
the EPA'~ Science Advi~ory Board's ("'SAB'S"), recent'evaI~tion
ofEPA's draft dioxin risk reassessment doc~ents has·sharply
·criticized,.EP~'~ reliance on the standard default ass~ptiop 9f .

:.a linear 'non':'threshoid model for carcinogenic risk and has
, called for a substantial rewrite of the assessment. The SAB .. ~- . . . .

concluded that one major weakness of the assessment was,that the
presentation of scientific fi~dings Portrayed in the:d.tafi· "
conclusions was'tiot balanced and exhibited a tendency to

. overstate the evidence of ~anger. Accordingly,BeaZer believes
that EP~ c~ently ,is Without sufficient scie~tifi~ ~ases fo~ .'

, ,

: '

. :.

',.

'.
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regulating dioxin/furan 'as a constituent of F032.
RECOMMENDATION: Given that EPA has yet 19 scientifically
demonstrate arid support the risk from low level· exposure to .
dioxiil/furan, Be~er recommends that EPA exClude dioxin/furan
from regulation 'as pw·tofthe F032 tORs untH~g~eement on the

. scientific underpinnings of this regulatory ~ction' is achieved.
RESPONSE ' :

" EPA agrees with the comme~ter that the'proposed treatment standards can ha,,:e
a 'chilling effect on ongoing remedial activities under RCRA; offsite remedial activities under

,CEReLA, arid new or modified onsite ,Record of Desicions under CERCLA. EPA agrees,
further, that in many intanc~s, the cost to comply, with ~uch treatment standards may be
prohibIted., EPA emphaSizes, however, that HSWA prohibits EPA from taking into account cost '.
considerations when setting tr~atment standards that implement RCRA 30~4(m) provisions.; .
EPA points out, how~ver,that although HWIR media and HWIR regulatory efforts are still on
the,horizon and'such regulatory frame works are more appropriate; generally, for remedial '

, activities; EPA caMot'adopt the commenter's proposed option that media contaminated with
. 'wood preserving wastes are exempted,from the LDRs., EPA's promufgation of such susggested

option will be illegal since F032, F034, and F035 are·newlY'listed wastes and EPA is mandated
by H~WA to ban all and nelwy listed ReRA hazaIdous wastes from ~and disposal pra<;tices. As .
a result~ treatment standards are needed to implement such restrictions. (See HSWA Section
3004(in) and 3004 (g)(4); Chemical Waste Mao3aement v, EPA., '869 F. 2d, p.C. Cir. 1989)..)

, . . •The'commenter believes that EPA lacks a,"scientific base(I)s" for reiul~ting the
proposed list o~ 'PCOO and PCOF'as r~gulated DrS' constituents in F032'because of the ongoing'

,.debate on how toxic ~CDD and'PCDF are. 'The commenter pointed out to'EPA's Science '
Advisory Board's (SAB) comments on EPA's draft dioxin risk reassessment documents to .

, support their argUment. The commenter~so believes that PCDD and PCDF are better suited for
risk based approaches and that the proposed (technology based) treatment standard for each
regulated peDD and PCOP Sh9uld be adjusted to reflect risks ~o the human health and 'the

.' environment.1 The commenter.,points ou~ further, that ·EPA ha;s already acknowledg~d that
."dioxirilfuran" are immobile and thus, presumably, treatment standards for these constituents
may not bew~ted.' .

, , Thecomnienter i,s correct to point out that the Agency is'current!y re-evaluating
- , , the available "s,cientific literature" in an effort to address the SABcomments on EPA's draft

dioxin reassessment documents. However, all the concerns expressed ?y tl,le SAB and others "
- have been related to the 'precise degree of toxicity of dioxins.. In fact, concerns have been raise~

.th~t the, Agency has Under estimated the toxicity 'ofdioxin with respe~t to effects other than .
. . . !'. , . .

- '

.e.
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I See, generally, 50 FR at ~7'986-7 (September 19, 1994) for'EPA re~ponses regarding Risk vs:.Technology·
. b~d,treatinent limits. Thisiss~e is not being r~open~~ in today:s rulemaking. . . '
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cancer'. There has ~een ~o serious argument that dipxins ~e n~t all toxic and should theref~re' ~o~
be regulated. More'over, the issue ofwhat "scientific bases'; justifies EPA to identify and to treat

. peDO and PCOF,in F032 as toxic hazardous cpnstituents of conc'em in F032 wa,s detennined in
the final rule listing F032 as a hazardous waste under Subtitle C of ReRA. (Se'e 55' FR 50465

,,67, December 6; 1990.) EPA is not-re'opening this EPA detepilination for, public review under
this rule. [emphasis added]' . .

, f

, In t~e; flnal rule 1i~ting'F032 as a hazardous waste, EPA clas~ified ali the
congeners of PCDO abdrPCDF constituents regulated 'today in F032 as ioxic constituents that
warranted the imposition of regulatory controls under Subtitle C of RCRA. PCOO and peDF. '

, constitu~nts are also listed in Appendix VIII ofth~ 40 CFR Part 26~ '~d in the UTSIBDAT lists
of hazardous constituents. As a result, EPA believes that the regul8:ti~n of PCDD, and PCDFis .
legal.. However, the cominenter' specifir:. _~C)mmerit, suggesting that EPA rescinds,i'ts'final
4etennination,that finds,PCDDand peDF as h~dous constitUents warranting controls under
the 40 CFR Part 261-268; can be addressed by the'EPA if.the commenter'submits'data to EPA
that may warrant changes,to the 40 CFR 261 through 268, pursuant,to the rulemaking pet'hion
procedures established in the 40 C~R Part 260.20. .... ,

The co'mmenter i~ also correct observing that EPA h~ stated in the Sol~ent and
Dioxin nile that P¢D~ andPCDF are in.unobile (i.e. generally wi~ the cQntext ofpeing

. insoluble in water). (51, FR 1602' (January 14, '1996). The co~eilter is also correct to'point out
that based'on toxicity equivalents (TEQs) --the toxicity of several isomers and congeners of'
PCD.D.and·PCDF in F032 may be less than the one associated with 2~3,7.8- TCDD. However,

-'the commenter'cannot have it both ways'. Fix:st, the commenter expressed strong reservations on
EPA's scientific ,approaches to dioxin ,risk assessment and sta~ed that 'it is questionable whether .
EPA should be regulating or not dioxiIl;S and Mans" as toxic constituents presumably under, ,
RCRA. Second, 'the commenter believes that the same scientific rationaie to estimate the'
pote'ntialtoxicity 'potency 'or'different congeners and is~m~rs is also use~ to adjust upwarq,the '

, technology 'based treatment standards promulgated today for pcob and PCDF co~stituents.

Likewise~ EPA was not persuaded' by the same suggestion ofother commenters urging EPA to _
, 'set'treatment standards for PCDDIPCPF that are adjusted upward:with TEQs. [emphasis added].

, .'. . . - '- ,

There is still.a heated, debate 'on the precise toxicity that may arise from. ,
individ~ or apmixtm:es of PCDD and PCDF congeners andisom~rS., 'No one has suggested <?r
coIiviCeq EPA that the regulated PCOO and PCp,F,constiriJents are noftoxiC.. EPA is also under
a"Congressional-mandate to set treatment standards that substantially reduce 'the short-,and 19n9-

, tenn,toxicity'or mobility ofhazardous constituents prior to disposal. Although EPA believes. that
" technology, risk~ or healtJl based trea~ent standards can satisfY, generally~ the provisions of ., .

3004 (m), 'EPA does not routi~elyadjust treatment 'standards promulgated under the 40 CFR Pari
268 to correct ot adjust with health o(x:isk ~ased q~tifiers or factors any of the treatment

. . '." ~

"\-
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st~daids promulgated for each UTS!BDATconstit~ent regulated by EPA: ~ 'For example,' like
'. PCDDfPCDF, 'PNA's are\other toxic,hazardous constituents found in F032 that are also

relatively insoluble in water and thus, presumably less likely to migrat~ frot:n a Subtitle C
hazardous landfill. And EPA have selected specific constituents within the rNA's for regulation,
without relying,on toxicity ranking factors for arrivipg to such list of regulated co'nstituents. (See "
Final BDAT Background Document for Wood Preserving Wastes). However, under the land
disposal restrictions, treatment levels are based on technologies that substantially reduce the
loadings or concentrations of such constituents prior to disposal. Further, no one is suggesting'
that EPA i's'setting, today, treatment. standards that force the treatment ofPCDD,and PCDF
below'levels were the concentrations of these constituents cease to be hazardous. To the

, , contrary, EPA believes that the treatment standards promulgaied today are within a range of ,
treatment levels that will reduce, 'generally. short- and long-tenn threats to' the human health and
the environment. EPA is thus pro~ulgating as prnposed. '

" ,

t '.

, -

1
I'

I

.'

•

, ,

. '

" 2 Nor is EPA precluded from doing so, if EPA dete~ine~ that a /Ieatment standard promUlgated today is, .
inappropriate for a.con~inated :nedia purs':lant to a treatability variance, granted under !~~ 40 c~~ ~art 268.44 (h). ,,' Ie,
. . '. ..... ..
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DCN, PH2A003 ,
COMMENTER The Penta Task Force'

, ' RESPONDER JLAB~OSA(

SUBJECT WOOD5
. SUBJNUM 003 , f

COMMENT ,C. Optio~ 2 --'CMBST With a 0.20 ngIDSCM MACT "
Limit. The Penta Task Force believes that'Option 2\;.- CMBSTwith' ,
a 9.20 'ng/DSCM TEQ MACT limit for' dioxin/furan ~missions',--' is '
an impractiCable treatment option; To the extent ,EPA has
prop<?sed Option 2, becaus~ of concerns that dioxins/furans can pe

, reformed'in.the post-combust,ion zone as products of incomplete,
coinbu~tion ("PIGs"), It is important torecogniz~ that th~
problem ofP~C formation is not liII,1ited to F032,(or even FO~4

, waste) but rather is·endem,icto the combustion of all.
'chlQrinated organic waste. Cqmbustion of F032 (or even' F024)

, waste wpuld contribute only marginally to the total volume of
dioxins/furans emitted by all combustion sources~ There thus
w04ld be little, ifany, environmental'betiefit~chievedby' .

. requmng combustion facilities to. meet the proposed
dioxin/tUran emission limits as a,prerequisite for treating,F032 "
(or even F024) waste but not other chlorinated waste.' The '

. volumes ofFO~2 (or even F024) waste, although sizeable,are',·
: .unlikely to provide sufficient market incentives for,combustion
,-. -facility operatorS to agree to meet the proposed .MACT standard

. :in:advailce of their promulgation. Indeed, our discussions with
, 'v~ous combustion facility operators indicate that they are' :
,. . . \

. 'un~ikely to accept F032 waste under the terms offered by Option
2.,The problem is not so much that many combustion'- Units do' not
cUrrently meet ~e limitS; EPA's own analysis suggests that 50
percent. of facilities for which the Agency has da~ currently ,
mee~ the .20ng/DSCM TEQ standard. 61 Fed..Reg. 17,358, 17,382
(Apr. 19, 1996). Rather the comb~tion facilities are un.likely
to be willing to perfomi the analyses, maiIltain the records, and

, satisfy the other a4ministrative requiJ:ements that.would be : ';
, necessary to certifY compliance with ,the proposed MACT standaid.
. Moreove~. these-faciiities, would not be expected to be willing' ,
.' to coqunit resources now'to, comply with a- piopo~ed standard that
may,change ~pon final promulgation. And given the cost of .
meeting ~e MACT standard for the remaining 50 percenti~e of .
facilities, whic,h EPA has estimated at $26.2 million (61 Fed.
Reg. 17,382), there is no reaSonable likel~hood ~at these, .
facilities will modify 'th~ir operations now simply in order to
be a;ble to treat .F032 (and perhaps F024) waste; In short, Opti<?n

.,'

, ,
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2 does not address the principle problem with the proposed '
dioxin/furan treatment standard -- the lack ofavailable '
treatmenf'capaclty for such v.;aste and the exorbitant cost of
treatment in those limited circumstances where the capac.ity does
exist. 'Requiring advance compliance with the proposed MACT
stanaardis unnecessary. For F032 waste, EPA has indicated that
it will" retain Universal Treatment Standard ("UTS") levels for
all of the regulated non-dioxiDlfuran constituents as pan of
the overall treatment standard under eith~r of the three "

, options. 61 fed. Reg. 21,420. These non-dioxin/furan
concentration limits will proyide sufficient assurance that

"combustion devices that treat F032 waste are ,well-operated and"
that the waste is' appropriately !;reated. Moreover, the real
difference betWeen a,CMBST standard, as provided by Option 1, '

, and a CMBST plus a proposed· MACT $tandard, as provided under
Option' 2, is essentially one of timing. The EPA rulemaking on
the MACT standard has already reached the proP9sal stage and the
public comment period is scheduled to close in August, 1996; See

, 61 Fed. i,Reg. 27,038 (May 30, 1996). The additional period of
time needed to allow the MACT rulemalo'ng to reach the fmal
promulgation stage will be only a fraction of the six years that
have lapsed since the Agency's listing of F032 waste as
hazardous. There is thus no basis for believing that. the puplic
would be, at, r:isk if EPA were to permit F032 waste to be, treated·
in CMBST units now and allow those units to meet a MACT standard
in the normal course of that standard's promulgation. To the' ,
extent, however, that EPA is inclined to ~elect Option 3 --
CMBST in a RCM-permitted facility - rather than a CMB'ST
standard, we urge that EPA provide for treatment in combustion'
unils that are either RCRA.permitted or meet the MACT limit as ,
ultimately promulgated. Once the MACTstandard bec,omes final

, there would be no conceivable justincation of depriving
non-permitted combustion facilities ~f the opportunity of ' ,
treatiilg F032 waste, and providing'that opportunity 'now as part

. "of thisrUlemakiIig will obviate the need to modify the F032
standard once the flrial MACT is promulgated.

.'

•

RESPONSE·

After reviewirig public comments. EPA concurs.with the commenter that
promulgation of regulat~ryperformance requirements for combustion technologies treating DfF
:consti~ents in F032 and~F024will ultimately be addressed in the MACT !"Ule and that fm8.lizing .
"theMACT standards at, this'time may impose an un4ue burden on,the indUs~. 'EPA intends to. . . ,.
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tln~1ize the proposed ~iACT' startd~ds in April 1.998.' EPA believesJurthe; that witil :",lACT
.. standards are promulgated. existing standards yvill generally assure that the treatment of these
wastes is conducted in well ,designed and well operated combustion devices.
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DCN PH2A009 \
.COMM,ENTER Dow-Chemical
RESPONDER JLABIOSA -,
SUBJECT WOODS .,
'SUBJNUM 009
COMMENT Dow encouragesEPA to consider continued'improvement and '

, ,refinement of the RCRALDR program and also agrees with EPA!s
.,assessment 'that combustion technologies generally c,an treat 'a'
'b,road range of wastes' and residues. Dow is further supportive

. of adopting t~chnology standards where this makes sense" thus
, avoiding unneeded sampling and analytical work. However; Dow is

'extremely concerned with EPA's suggestion of imposing
restrict~ons under LDR (Suboptions.2 and 3, 61 FR 21421) that

, deal ~ith iss,ues other than Umd disposal and which are
currently regulated by other provisions of RCRA and/or

, equivalent authorized state programs. Dow strongly believes
this is unprecedented within the LDR program and beyond its '
scope. Imposing 'air emissions limits or c'onstraints based on'

, ' . pennit status un4er, LDR would establish tremendous new
precedence for the remainder ofthe LDR standards' which are
based on some'fonn of combustion. Ultimately by proposing \"
Suboptions 2 ~r 3, EPA raises the question regar,ding the safetY

, and effectiveness of treatment systems.which ,are Jegulated under
EPA's own program~ and fonn the basis for much of its LDR
progr~.

RESPONSE

\ ,

. The commenter is unclear about EPA's authority for setting additional regulatory
. controls that'could establish how a treatment method technology standard ought to be

implemented. Also,' EPA is Wlclear on the comments emphasizing that EPA is setting a , . .
precedent with this rulemaking. TIle commenter is particularly concerned with EPA's proposal'
that the.same regulatory controls proposed for F032 are also promulgated for,F024. '

.'\

EPA's authority to preScribe treatrrient limi,ts or methods of treatment under the
LDR are set under section 3004 (m) ofHSWA~ Under such HSWA provisions, EPA. is directed
toset treatment standards that would reduce short- and long-t.~nn·threats to the human'health and
the environment. Such standards cannot allow cross-media transfer ofhazcirdous constituents in
excessive levels. Chemical Waste Management v. ,EPA;976 F. 2d ~,.17 (D.<;.,Cir.1992). EPA'
believes that the regulatory staridards for combustion units satisfy this test (although the Agency
IS in the process "freevaluating those standards and aJPending them to reflect perfonnance of

" '

MACT).
'., .
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After reviewing 'public comments. EPA cdncurs with the c~,rnrTIent~r that
pr.omulgation of regulatory perfonnance requirements 'for c~mbustion technologies treating'plF " ' ,{

" constituents in'F032.and F024 will ultimatelv be addressed in'the MACT rille and that-tinahzing
, the MACT st~dards at' t~is time m~y imp'os,~ an undue burden on the industry. EPA intends 't;

finalize 'the propo~ed ~1ACT standards in April 1?98. EPA believes further that ~tii MACT
standards are promulgated, existing standards will generally as~ure that the treatmef).t of these
wastes is conducted in weU'de'signed and well operated combustion devices.: '

'..1' • 1. I .

" , o.ther commenters to'the NOPA presented persuasive comments that the
combustiofl"CMBST" compliance treatment aitermitive is also available for F032 and F024
combuste'd in combustion units operating under interim s,iandards of 40 CFR 266. EPA'is
persuaded that such units often meet more stringent standards ,than those iqtposed on 40 CFR 26·f
incinernte;rs.· EPA has also detemliried t~at ad hoc technological controls caq be imposed, if ,
needed, to ensUre that the combustion of F032 aild'F024 in 40 CFR 266 units are conducted in a
,well designed and well operated combustion device. As a result, ~PA has revisedsuboption 3 to
'e~paIid the availability oft4e p~oposed combustion "CMBST" ,treatment compliance' alternative

, to include those units regulated under. either 40 CFR 266 o,r ~64. '

"

I '
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DCN PH2A009
'COMMENTER 'DOW Ch~mical
RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT WOOD5
SUBJNUM 009 , ,
COMMENT EPAdoes 'not address the apparent lack of any tetra~PCbF data

related to F032. Additionally, the detection level is '
unreported for~ the F032 penU!-PCDD, so tQe public has no
meaningful infonnatiori regarding the relative maXimum
concentrations of these two classes of compoUnds. Every class

, of compounds for which meaningful data was provided. shows that
"the F032 contains higher concentrations ofthe compounds of

, '. ' - \
concern; EPA's presentation ofdata seems slanted towards the
conclusion to treat these wastes in an identical manner.
However. the listings themselves and the data seem to support
the conclusion that these are tWo very different waste streams .
that should be evaluated on an' individ~l basis. Regardless of '
what isoone with FO~2's LOR standards. EPA should ~ot revisit
its recent promulgation of F024 LOR standl;U'ds. EPA's proposal to
require combustion ~ts burning certain-LOR wastes to also meet·
specified stack emissions limits or permit constraints',goes
beyond the scope of LOR'and is'duplicative to other programs -

. already well developed in RCRA: Both Suboptions two and three
(61 FR 21421) propose condition~ on treating either F032 and/or
F024 that seek to address issues having nothing to do with the
goals ofLOR as desc,ribed'in the plain construction of the text
of Section 3004(d), (c), (g) or (k) of RCRA and 40 CFR 268.1.
Dow is unaware ofthis approach being used for any other BOAT .
detemiination in the LOR prograr,n and should.~PA continue to

, pursue this approach, it calls into question,all of its previous, '
decision-making under LDR regarding BOAT deterinmatlons.
plainly, the goal ofLD~ is to address issues haviitg, to deal
.with the land disposal ofRCRA wastes. Neither the ability ofa
unit to meet a certain stack emissions limit, nor ~i unit's
permit status have anything to do with the unit's ability to ,
meet LDR standards..ANY treatment unit managing RCRA wastes for
which LDRstandards have been issued, must assure that its
:residues m~et applicable standards: EPA must maintain the focus,
of LDR: on land dispos8.1 and avoid duplicating requirements ,under

. other. provisions ofRCRA or equivalent prog~ams in,authorized
. states and/or federal and state air programs. The emissions
c~ntrols progr~ for the haZardous.waste comb~tion industry is '

1178
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;~l mature pro'gram ~nich has been'operatirtg inni.any states and
~ regions for as many as 15 years. Almost all COrilmercial and "

~aptive operations in:thc.: U.S. have eith~r been pennitted Und~r
ReRA or an equivalent state authorized program'or are operating
under the self-implementing ~IF regulations. These programs

" require ~mportant waste handling provisions, combustiop. unit _
operations controls"and emissions ·limits. In addition, some, _.' __
units today already have dioxin ,emission limits 'and ~ith the "
l;lpcoming MACT regulations for all forni's of hazardous waste
burning deVIces, EPA's efforts to further improve the ( , "
perforinance of, this industry will be accomplished. Therefore, '
~EPA does not need to establish a hrand new componeilt of the (DR
program as suggested 'in SUboptions 2 and 3. '

RESPONSE
"

, '

, ,

'The commenter expresses concern over EPA's propos~l to apply the same'
. regulatory'controls on the ~ombustionof F032 to F024 wastes. Specifically, the co11'inienter ' 
: objec~ to EPA's proposal that F024, and F032 are subject to the same,combustion requiremems.

. " . \

A __ . . Th~ co~enter believes that EPA should'not-reopen',the existing CMBST
• standard applicable to F024. This is-bec~use the commenter believes that F024 is significantly

, different than F032. EPA acknowledges that these'wastes differ on the concentration levels of- ,
~pecifichaz8rdous homologues ofDIF 'constituents and the, type ofDIF precursors ,both waste

, have. '~ev~rtheless, both w:astes are toxic wastes listed as hazardous wastes under the 40 CFR
- 261 and the 'comb~iion of these wast.es is currently allowed in combustion devices that meet a' " '

four 9's Destruction Removal Efficiency perfonnanc~. The ,P.enta Task Force has asked EPA to
, adopt the saine compliance treatment standard of combustion, currently applicable to F024. '
, Adoption of"the CMBST would waive the mOIutoring of DIF ,constituen~ in F032 residues "', {
~esultihg from 'well de~igned and well operated combustion 'devices. -EPA codified such :'.
·treatment complian~e alternative as incineration or "INCIN~' in tlle.40 CFR 264' Subpart 0 uttit
(see Third Third rule (see 55FR 2258Q-l, June 1, 1990».. EPA later amended the standard to a
CMBSTstandard in the Phase 3.rulemaking:, - ....

, ,

. \. EPA believes that the 'suggestion has m~rit, provided combustion occurs iIi '
devices that can aSsure destruction of these hazardotisconstituents. Units subjecHo 'standards

.', establishing 'COIHC standards, or specific controls for DIF, satisfy these criteria. As explained'in
, the preamble, these are Part 264 inCinerators and Part:266 BIFs, pl~s interim status',iQ.cinerators

" that have pemonstrated'good cOqlbustion efficiency. [See, also,Final BDAT ~~ckgI:o:und 
Document Wood Preserving Wastes for F032, F034, and F035 (April fS, '1997).] EPA is adding'

. '. . l

"this standard in the final rule, and al~o amending the standard for F024 to conform tq a CMB~r
standafd that requires operation under Part 264: incinerators or Part 266BIFs.

. ." . ~ ~
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EP~'s authority to prescribe treatment limits or methods of treatment under the .
LDR are set under ~,ection 3004 (m) of HSWA. Under such HSWA provisions, EPA is' directed
to set treatment standards that would reduce short- and long-term. threats to the human health and .
the environment. In today's rule, ?PA allows F032 to comply with eith~r,a numerical limit or
~ith the use ofacombustion device operated in accordance \Yith Part 264, incinerators, or Pa.rt
~66, Boile~s and Industrial Fumaces (BIFs): EPA believes that by lImiting the promulgated

, method ofu-eatIrtent, 'i.e.,.'availability of the combustiotl ('~CMBST") standard, to a Part 264 .
'"' . incinerator or 266 BIF, EPA can ensur~ that the combustion orDIF in F032 is conducted ina

manner that i~ protective to the human health and me environment. EPA !las promulgated '
similar kinds of technology standards for ,hazardous wastes regulated under Part 268.43' and

. hazardous d~bris under Part 268:45. These specific treatment standards under· Parts 268.42 and ."
268045 prescribe 'treatment me~ods and,EPA has relied on permit authority, federal/state air .
emission standards, or promulgated operation~l technology perfonp.ance requirements to ensure
tha(the technology treatinentmethods'are protective to the human health.and the environment,
and in particular do not result in the type of impermissible cross-media' transfer of hazardous
constituents referred to by·the Chemical Was~e Manaiement court. .

_ After reviewing public comments~ EPA concurs with the commenter th~t

promulgation of regulatory performance requirements for combustion technologies treating OIF
constituents in F032 and F024 will ultimately,be addressed in the MACT rUle and that finalizing .. _.;.

. the MACT s~.dards at this time may impose an undue burden on the industry ~ EPA inten~s to, •
finalize the proposed MACT stari4ards in April 1998. EPA believes further that until MACT
standards are promulgated, existing standards will generally assure that the treatment or'these '
wastes is conducted in well designed'and well operated combustion devices. .

other c~mmenters.tothe NODA presented persuasive comments that the
combustion "CMBST" compliance treatment alternative is also available for F032 and F024
combusted in combustion units operating under itltenm standards of 40 CFR 266. EPA is
persuaded ~at such' units often meet more stringent standards than those impOsed on 40 CFR

) 264, incine~tors.. · EPA has also detennined that combustion controls can be Unposed, if needed, .
to'ensure that the combustion of F032 and F024 in 40 CFR.266 units are conducted in a well
designed and well operated combustion device. As a result,' EPA ,has revised suboptlpn 3 to
expanctthe availability ofth~ proposed ~ombustion "CMBST" treatment compliance alternative,
to include those units regtilated under either 40 CFR 266 or 264., '

, .

/

I .

"
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D.CN .PH2A009
. COMwtENTER, DOW- Chemical' ",
RESPONDER :JLABIOSk . ,
SUBJECT . WOODS ' .
SUBJNUM 009 ' " . ,

.COMMENT EPA's assump.tion that dioxin emi,ssions aI).d .levels in combustil;:>n
wastes will increase unless additional requirements are imposed '.
,(such,as Suboptions 2 and 3) is ,flawed. EPA js concerned that by

'. retaining die CMBST standard for F024 ~aStesthere will be a'
sudden increase in DIF.emissions and increaSed concentration's' ,

, . adsorbed onto,combustion 'vYastes. This assumption is fla~ed: ,
F024 wastes have be~n incinerated in combustion,units for ~any

,years. F032 must also' be incinerated since the Penta Task Force
. is requesti~g CMBST ~ an alternative. treatment meth~d. (If "
. this is not the case then EPA'·should review F032 waste's .
'separately from F024 with respectto'Sub()pti~n #2.) Dow does not'"
agree that a si~pie CMBST standard c.ould 'lead to,increased air
·emissions .of DIF when these wastes have'been incinerated all'
afong. If a facilitY 'decides to incr~as~ flow to these units or

, .build 'a new,combustion unit, as alWays, appropriate permits or
modifications' will have to be acquired. D9W is con~em~d that'

. the ·datab.~e used for evaluatlilg'complian~e' with the DIF
emi'ssion standard is .not, representative of all comb\1Stion units.
'Issue # 3 ...;·EPA refers to a 'number ofbackgroU;Iid documents for
the claim that at.least 50°,io of the·.facilities tested for the '
proposed ~ombustionrule meet Utis MACT limit. This s~teme~t

. is veery questionable considering. the databaSe upon which this, .
aSsumption is based..This database will' be commented on dwmg
the comment periodIfor the ,propOsed MACT combuStion standard.

. . Dow ~oubts that there ~s adeqUate r~presentation ofcaptive
.: . '. ", incinerators in this d8tabaSe since DIF data is not required ~o .

be generated. It is also 'very 'doubtful whether 50% :if .
':' combustion units would'meet the DIF'~imitsset by the MACT
s~dard withou:t ilrst 'install~g controlfequipment. ,EPA ~ust .
not revise F024's CMBST alternative standard to limit the . '
combustion of F024 .~o 'comb~tion devices that have b~en' .
'pennitted. Dow disagrees with EPA that combustion of F024 waStes .
should .be liniited to combustion units that have been issued a

. ' . \ .
. RCRA ,permit. Many commercial 'and'non:'commercial BIF in Texas and
Louisian~ are currently operating uili;ier interim status. The EPA.
Region 6 Combustion strategy states that 55 commercial'and
non-eo~ercial BIFs are cUrrently operating underRC~ interim
~status, in fact no BIF'unit in Region 6'has,a RCRA pe~it at " .

'-

I ..

••-.
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, this time. Some of these BIF units may ~anage F024 \vaste. If
, EpA were to require F024 wastes to b~ burned in permitted uni~,

facilities may be forced to send this material to a limited '
number of permittea commercial incinerators (in some cases ,
out-of-state): In~ineration at a ~ommercial unit would be very ~'
costly and wasteful of existing incineration capacity, and it is ',\

. doubtful whether there would b~ enough capacity at the
. commercial facilities to handle this additional amount 'of
mat~rial. Although many BIF units operaie under interim status,

. these units are more stringently regulated than' perm*ed RCRA
,incineratorS. BIF,facilities are required to meet very stringent
emission limits and are required to conduct compliance bums. '
every three years. In addition, monitoring and recordkeeping is
more extensive than that required for permitted units. In',

"addition to the interim status requirements, BIF units are'
required to·have Clean Air Act permits'which must take into'
account impacts on 'the surrounding community. Many hazardoUs

. waste incinerators have ,RCRA permits, however, very few have
undergone the omnlbus risk review that EPA is using as the
rationale' for limiting F024 wastes to permitted units. Given
this fact~ EPA's ration~e for requiring F024 w~testo be \
incinerated at pennitted units'is seiiously undennined.
Realistically, permitted. units that have not undergone the
omnib,us site-specific evaluation or risk assessment are no .
different than an interim status umt in evaluating of the.

.necessity for more stringent penni{copditions in order to'
protect humW:i health and the environment. Dow believes that the
current ReRA interinl status'Bn'~ regulations and emission .'
requirements are sufficient at this time to ·eli.mii1ate the need ;
to require additional limitations to combustion of F024 wastes. .
In summarY, EPA should neither change the F024 standard nor
imp~se ~ interim OIF emission standard.

, \

.',.".

,.,'.

'RESPONS;E

EPA agrees ,with the commenter that all BIFs should' be.eligible for the
alternative treatment standard; and.further'agrees that imposition ofproposed MACT
requir~nients for DIF is premature. ' Howe~er, EPA disagrees that interim status incinerators
should automatically be eligibleJor the CMBST compliance alternative. These units are not .

.subject to standards that assure goo~ combustion efficiency, and it is EPA's,'view.that eligibility
, . for this alternative should be limited to combustion units at leas~ capable ofdemonstrating such

~fficiency. Thus, the is'sue is not Whether combustiop. units have gone through a site-specific risk
. • . I .

,.assessment for PIF, bl?-t whether, if cOOlbustion facilities are not going to monitor ash to
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docurnent:compli'ance, whether they are at least able to demonstrate operatio~ with good .
combustion efficie!1tcy, e,ither'through compliance with regulatory standards like COIHC~ or
thro~gh a 'specific' demonstrat~on. , , '

. IThe cOmlnenter expresses'conc~rn over EPA's proposal to ~pply the same.
regulatory controls on 'the combustion of F032 to F024 wastes. Specifically, the commenter
objects to EPA's proposal th~t F024 and F032,are s~bject to the same'combustion requirements.

.... i

.. \ The commenter believes that EPA should not reopen the existing CMBST
. standard applic~ble to F()24. This is because the ,commenter believes that F024 is significantly.

" d'ifferent to F03,2,. EPA aC,knowledges that these wastes differ o'n the conceritr~tion levels of ..
specific haZardous homologues qf DIF constituents and the type of Off precursors· both waste
have. Nevertheless, both' wastes are toxic wastes listed Under the 40 CFR 261 Part 0' and the

, combustion 'of these waste~ is currently' allowed' in combustion, devices that m~e,t a four 9's'
OestrUc,tion RemovalEfficiency perfonnance. ' The Penta Task Force has asked EPA to"adopt
the'same compliance treatment standard 9fcombustion currently applicable to' F'Q24. Adoption '
of the CMBST, would waive the monitoring:of DIF constituents in F032 residues resulting from

I .' • .• \ I ....

" weB designed and well opera~ed combustion devices. EPA codified'such treatment' compiiance ,
alternative ,as incineration or "INCIN'~ in the 40 GFR 264 Subpart 0 Unit (see Third Third nile
,(see 55 FR22580-1, June I, 1990». EPA later amended the standard to a CMBST standard in

, ' the Phase 3 rulemakhi.g~ f..
. .

EPA b~lieves thatthe suggestion has merit, proyided combustion occurs in
, devices that can assure destruction ofthese hazardous constituents.' Units subject to standards

esta9lishirig CQIHC standards, or,sPecific controls for DIF, satisfy these criteria.· As ~xplained in '
the preamble, these are Pan: 264 incinerators and Part 266 BIFs, plus interim status incinerators

, that have demonstrated good combustion efficiency. [See, also, Final BOAT Background .
Document Wood PreserVing Wastes for F032, F034, and F035 (Aprill5; 1997).) EPA is addi~g

. this standard in,the final rule, and also amending the standard for F024 to conform to a CMBST .
standard that requir~soperation under Part;264 incinerators'or Part 266 BIFs.

EPA has promulgated similar lqnds of technology standards for hazardo~ , '
, ' , w~tes regulated ,under Part 268.~3 and hazardous debris under Part 268.45: .These'specific·

. . treatment standards under Parts '268.42 and 268.45 prescribe treatment methods and EPA has
, , ',relied on pennit a1:1thority, federal/state air emission standards, or promulgated operational

., technology perforinance,reqwrement~ to' ensure that'the technology'treatment methods are,. " . . .

.,' 1183
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, .
protective to the human hearth ,and the environment, and in particular do not result in the type of ,A
impennissible cross-media transfer of hazardous constituents referred to'by the Chemical Wast~ •
Manaljement coUrt. -

After reviewing pubiic comments; EPA concurs with the' commenter th~t .
promulgati<?n of regulatory performance requirements for combustion technologies treating OIF '
constituents in F032 and F024 will ultimately be addressed in the MACT rule ahd that finalizing
,~he MACI stan!iards at this time may be premature. EPA in'tends to finalize the proposed '
MACI standards in April 1998. EPA believes further that until MACT standards are

.; promulgated, the promulgated CMBST'treatment staridaJ:d can assure that !:he,treatment ~fthese
waStes is conducted in well designed and well operated combustion devices. 'In the interim. EPA
~s relying on Omnibus perinit writer authqrities to address potential concerns with regard to the .
implementation of this promulgated combustion compliance treatment alternative. EPA has
withdrawn, ther~fore, the proposed suboption2.' " ,

. Contrary to the commenter's belief ~hat a simple "CMBSTrt alternativ~ treatment
s~dard (Le. this is adoption,of suboption 1) is protective of the human health" and the . - '
environment, EPA believes that some c,ontrols shall be imposed on the combustion ofF032 and
F024 if the facility wishes to avoid monitoring ash f~r compliance with OlFtreatment standards.

, This is because these two waste in addition to containing some levels of OIF constituents in
the untreated wastes, th~y contain precursors to the fonnation of OIF constituents (e.g. '
chlorinated organics). DIF can -be f<?nned as products of incomplete combUstion, in the post-:-

,reaction flame zone of combustion devices, and under some predetennined air pollution control e
dc::vices operating conditions (e.g.' off gas rea.ction temperatures ranging from 4000 F to 750° F or
when'keeping the inlet temperature'o(gases to fiber filters, eleCtrostatic precipItators, or '
'scrubbers below 4000 F iIi order to prevent OIF fonnati.on). Unlike the commenter, EPA believes
that ih~se kind of treatment perfonnarice uncertainties ~hall be minimized for combustion
deviCes seeking compliance with the propOsed treatment standard alternative of "CMBST" for
these wastes. (EPA also notes that F024 and now F032'are the.only treattnent standards where
~e Agency is essentially allowitlg compliance with a nwnerical standard without a monitoring'
requirement, and so does not accept the implication of the comment (possibly unintel?-ded) that '
limitations on Unit eligibility being promulgated in this treatment standard ate inconsistent with
other standards adopted by EP1\:) EPA believes, further, that such uncertainties can be, ',." .
minimized 'by requiring combustion units seeking compliance witli the combustion alternative '
t~ adopt good combustion practices, 'te~perature controls, risk analyses, or other applicable '
operating conditions. EPA believes that current RCRA Omnibus permit authorities under the'
40 CFR 264 Subpart 0 and the regulatory standards in 40 CFR 266 can be used to address these,

" concerns and thus, to minimize such,uncertainties. EPA believes, however, that such Omnibus
~rmit authorities are some how limited to ensur~ that the combustion ofF03~ in combustion
devices operated under the' provisions of the 40 CFR 26,5 ar~ conducted routinely in well -.
designed 'and operated treatment wilts. EPAhas withdrawn, therefore, the proposed suboption 1
and abolished the existing, "CMBST II for F024. '

e"
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"Otner commenters t~ the N,ODA present~d' persuasive ~ominents regarding the
, merits for allowing the 'availability of the F032 and F024 combustion treaiment alternative to

, ' ., I I . . .

those units operating underAO CF:R 266. E~A is persuaded that such'units often meet'more.
, strim!entstandards than those imposed on 40 CFR 264, incinerators. EPA has also determined·,
that ;o~busiion control~ can be imposed.,if need~d: t() ensure that,th~ combustion of F032 ~d
F024 in 40 CFR 266 units ar.e cOhducteq in a well designed and 'well operated co'mbustion
deyice. As a result, EPA has revised suboption '3 to expand 'the availability of ~he proposed

"combustion "CMBST" treatment compliance alternative to include those units regulated tinder
. "" either .40 CFR 266 or 264. ,EPA is thus promulgating· this revised suboption 3 ~ ~'CMBST"

. I . . ..

.standard for F024 and F032. . .

'\ '
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, ' EPA's authority to prescribe treatment limits or methods of treatment tinder the
LDRare'set under section 3004 (m) ofHSWA. In today's rule, EPA allows F032 to 'comply with
either a numerica11imit or with ,the use ofa combustion device operated in accordance with Part
264, incinerators, or Part 266, Boilers and Industrial Funiaces.(BIFs).' EPA believes that by .

_limiting the promulgated method of treatment, Le., availabIlity of the combustion ("CMBST')
standard, io a Part 264 incinera~or or266'BIF, EPA c~ ens~e that the combustion ofDIF in,
F032 is conducted in a manner that is protective to the human health and the environment.

.' ,
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EPA has promll1gated similar kinds of technoiogy standards for hazardous

RESPONSE

,pCN PH2A010'
COMMENTER EDF
RESPONDER jLABIOSA
SUBJECT WOODS -,
SUBJNUM,OlO ,
COMM,ENT The remaining discussion in this portion of th~ comments

add.resses the alternative three options assl!Jl1ing arguendo the'" .
m.Jineri~ dioxin limits are not finalized. Under the first option,
the F024 "combustion" standard would apply to F032 as well. This'

,option does not ensure protection of human health and the
environment since EPA's data indicate many combustion devices

are not designed and/or operated ,to minimize dioxiI;l emi~sions at
the present time: New combustion standards intended to correct
this problem are not scheduled to become 'effective for four or

, five years. Under option '2, EPA would require thec~mbusti~n ,
device receiving F032 and F024 to meet the recently proposed '
,dioxin emission standards of 0.20 ngJDSCF, and demonstrate

, ,compliance every 1~,months. Under option 3, the, facility must be
permittee! so that EPA could employ the RCRA Section 3005(c)(3) ,
omnibus authority and consider additional emiss~on limits ,
necessary to protect human nea1th and the environment. EDF urges
the selection ofboth options 2 and 3. Both options are needed
to ensure the dioxin emissiqn limits"are met; since compliance
demonstratiohs during interim status are self-implementing. In
addition, the omnibus authority .remains ,an important vehicle for
controlling PICs at a combustion facility, an essential .

, consideration for chlorinated waStes. Finally, option 3 will
,proVide an important incentive for combustion devices to obtain
RCRA permits. The continued_operation ofcombustion facilities
in interim s~tus is one ofthe longstanding embarrassmt!nts of '
the ReRA program.
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,_ \\:astes regulated under part 268.4~ and' haz¥dous deb'tis under Part 268.45. The~e specific
~tr~at,~en~ ~t~dard$ under 'Part~ 268.42 and 268.45 pr~scribe treatmeptme~ho~s and EPA has
relied on pennit authority;'federal/s~at~air emission standards, or promulgated operational
techpology perfonnance requirements'to ensure that,the technology treatment met,h,o.ds'are·
protective to, the ~uman health and the ehvirpnment, and i.n"particular ~o not result in the type. of
impenni~siblecross-media transfer of hazardousconstitueriJts referred t6 by the Chemical Waste
#:Vfanaae,menl court. . J

.' . EPA peli~ves t~at the combination of ineetin~ numerical standards for all oth~~ constituen}s plus
controls on 'good combustion (either through ,Part 264 incinerators or actually in the Part 266 .

J .'standards) are adequate to assure deStnlctionof DIF sufficient to meet the numerical treatment
. requirements under 3004(m). These standards are also sufficient t.o assure that the types of

, iinpezn:1iss~ble cross-media transfers referred t.o by the Chemical Waste Mana2ement case (976
F.2d at I?) will not·occUr.' I, . ','

Aft~rreviewingpl,lblic c'omments, EPA was persuaded by an outgro\\th of
comments tha:t' emph,asized that ,promulgation of MAGT ~onU"ols ~n combustioil'pevices treating
F032 and F024 will be prematUre anq that EPA shall·make such determination within the, ",
scheduled fip.al"MA(:T rule for incinerators and BIFs. EPA was persuaded furth~r by comments,
that Part 264 incinerator and Part'266 BIF controls :can assure the destnlcti~n' of DIF in these

"wastes.. (See Phase IV's Pr~artl;bl~on Wood PreserVing Wastes and the Fin~l1 BDAT Backgr'o~d
Document for F032, F034, and F035 (April 15, 1997). . "' ". ..' .' . ',',. .. . . . ,
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DCN" PH2AOll,
COrvfMENTER Vinyl Institute
RESPONDER JLABISOA
SUBJE<:;-r WOODS

"SUB,TNUM '011
COMMENT., The Vinyl Institute does not

, support sub6ption 2: as it is wmecessary, duplicative and
inappropriate. In particular, EPA's recently proposed Hazardous
Waste Combustion M,ax~mum Achievable Control Tec~ology (MACT). ..
standard will effectively address EPA's conc~ms related to the .

: reformation ofOIF in F024 wastes. Requiring facilities
currently treating F024 wastes to mee~ DIF e!Dission standards .
would be duplicative or potentially inconsistent with the MACi'

, standard, potentially requiring facilities to install additional, .
pollution control equipment or to discontinue incineration of
F024 wastes, which could result in capacity problems given that
it is unclear h~w many units will be able to meet this standar~~

.Likewise, the Vinyl Institute does not 'support sUboption 3
. . because limiting combustion ofF024 and F032 wastes to .

RCRA-pemiitted incineration units could also cause many
manufacturers to be required to cease incinerating F024 wastes
and to ship these wastes ,off-site, which would also "

, significantly ,increase the load to commercial RCRA-permitted
incineration units, leading to severe capacity problems and ,

, increased risk to human health and the environment due to
, additional handling and transportation re4uireinents. The Vinyl
I~stitute urges EPA to adopt,suboption 1, as it is the ,only . " .
suboption supported by th~ record. It also achieves regulatory
and'statutory goals and provides.the necessSry technological
flexibility.' We th:ankyou in'advance 'for your consideration of
these comments. .

"

. ,

•

RESPONSE'

, After reviewing" public comments,'EPA concurs with'the coriunenter that
promulgation of r~gu1atorYperformance reqUirements for combustion tecitnologies treating DIF
constituen~ in.f032 and F024 will ultimately be addressed in the MACT rule arid that finalizing
the MACT"standards at ,~s time may impose an undue burden on the industry. ,EPA intends to
fmalize the proposed MACT !,'tandards in April 1998. EPA believes~er that until,MACT
standards are promulgated, combustion coptrols under Part 264. incinerators, and Part 266, BFls,
can be issued to assure that the tieaqnent of these wastes is 'conducted in well d~signed and well '
operated combUstion devices. existing standards 'will generally assure that the treatment.of these
wastes is conq.ucted in well designed and well,op~rated combustion'devices. . .

,
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Other commenters to' the NODA'preseiued p~rsuasive cornments,tl:Hit the
combustion "CMB'ST" compliance treatment alternative is also availaQ.le for F03~ and F024 '
combusted in combustion units operating under interim staJ;1dards of, 266, EPA is persuaded .

. . that such units often meet more' stringent standards than those imposed on 264, incinerators.' :.
EPA has also determined ,that combustion controls can be imposed, ifneeded, 'to ensure that the' .

.... combustion of F032 and F024 in Part 266, BIFs are'c'onductedin ,a well'designed and ,well
.operated combustion device. As a result, EPA' has' revised suboption 3 to expand the' availabiiity
of the proposed combustion "~MBST:' treatment compliance ~lternative to inClude those units.
regulated under either '266 or 264. EPA believes that s'ince the cOJ!lffienter :vas advocating for '.'
retaining the option that F024 wastes ~an ,be combusted in .266 units, the impa~t of this

I - ' • , . • •

promulgated alternative may be minimum.on the current management of.F024.
• '. .. J
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" DCN" PH2A015
COMMENTER CKRC .

, RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT WOODS ' ~

SUBJNUM' DIS' , .
COMMENT The C~ment Kiln Recycling Coalition '(CKRC) is a national ~iade

.association representing virtually aU those ,cement companies ' . ,
involved in the use of waste-derived fuel in the cement,
manufacturing process as well as those companies involved in the
collection, processing, managing, and marketing of such fueL
CKRC' ha,s twenty member companies representing over 100
facilities throughout the U.S. CKRC's membe'rsare regulaied by
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) for burning,
such fuels in boilers and industrial furnaces (BIF rules), '
codified at 40 CFRpart 266, Subpart H. While CKRC haS several'
'concerns regarding issues raised in the"'Land Dispos~ .
Restrictions Phase IV Rule Notice, ofpata Av~il,abi1ity(Issues
Associated with Clean Water Act Treatment Equivalency, and
Treatment Standards for Wood Pre~erving Wastes and Toxi¢ity ,
Characteristic metal Wastes)" (NDA), CKRC is most concerned with

j , ,

the Agency's overall effort to attach global combustiop. issues , '
(currently'in the proposal stage of another ~Jemaid~g process)
w:hich have broaa policy implications to a notice of data

, availability specific to wood' preserving wastes. CKRC is
strongly opposed to this appr,oach as it effectively circumvents

.the rulemaking process which enables affected parties to be .
informed clearly about the Agency's regulatory intentions, 'to' .

, .
adequately consider theit impacts, and provide appropriate .
comment. Thus, CKRC urges the..Agency to delete the broad policy,
issues from this very specific notice ofdata availability.

RESPONSE' .

EPA agrees:with the commenter that the proposal to impose MACT standards on
combustion devices treating F032 and F024 was premature and EPA has thus withdrawn such·

, regulatory 9Ptions in today's rulem'aking. ~~e preamble. . ,
' .......

','

. , '
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DCN' . PH2AOi5
COMMENTER CKRC

. RESPONDER )LABIOSA
SUBJECT . WOODS
SUBJNUM, 015 . , . ' .
COMMENT. Closing CKRCis stronglY'opposed to the Agency's effort to

attach broad~reaching, global combustion issues to a notice ~f .
. data availability specific to treatment of wood preserving. ,

wastes. B~ed on the il1appropriate polJcy~development precedent
s~ch activity could set, and in the, face of data to the .

',contrary, CKRC,urges the Agency to strike.these global issues
, fr~m the NDA: . "' .

RESPONSE"'

. ,

•

. EPA agrees with much of the comment. It would be premature to base a' .
regulatory standard in this rule on the'proposed MACT standards. Howeve.r, EPA does ,not vie~'
th~ n~ow issue ofwhether·a'combusti6n Q,evice should be able to: waive monitoring of . "" '
combustion ash as 'global'. Rather, it is' a narrow issue related to LDR compliance. The .
Agency's view is that eiigibility should hinge on demonstrated ability to combust efficienily~~a

. reasonable, and limited approach. Such demonstration can ~ome from having rec~ived a pennit, .
,being sU,bject to the "BIFstandards, or made a specific demonstration of such ability: Se~

.. pre,amble.' . ' .

r ' .
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" . . ,
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RE$PQNSE

-, The commenter expresses concern over EPA's proposal to appiy the same
regulatory controls on the comb~tionof F032 to F024 wastes. Specifically, the'commenter
objects.to EPA's p,roposal that F024and F.032 are subject to the same combustion requ4'eme~ts. '

, ' The commenter believes that EPA should not reopen the existing CMBST
st~dard applicable to F024. This is because the commenter believes that F024 is significantly

, different to F032. EPA acknowledges that these wastes differ on the concentration levels of
.. ,,specific hazardous homologues of DIF constituents and the type ofDIF precursors both waste

have; Nevertheless. both wastes are toxic 'wastes listed under the 40 CFR 26i and the, .,' .

'.
'.

, l

DeN PH2~016,

COMMENT'ER: Dupont
. RESPONDER .JLABIOSA
. SUBJECT' WOODS
SUBJNUM " 016 "
COMMENT, DuPont ~upports limiting the scope of the proposed treatment

I standard for F032 Wood Preserving Waste to treatment standards
for F032 Wood Preserving Waste. EPA's proposed suboptions 2'and
3 for establishing F032 treatment-standards would also revise
F024's CMBST alternative, standard ~d would effectivt:iy redefine
,the CMBST standard. Specifically, proposed suboptions 2 and 3 "
would impose dioxin stack controls and permitted s~tus to ,
limit whl,;h hazardous w~te treatment units co~ld combust F032 arid
F024 wastes, apparently due to concerns about emissi<;ms of
chloriI1ated dioxins \U1d furans. EPA's proposed,Revise4', ,
Standards for H~ciousWaste Combu~tors (61, FR 17358, April 19,
1996) address controls on dioxin and furan emissions from '
hazardous was~e incinerators, cement kilns; and light-weight
aggregate kilns. Regions and States are proceeding with
permitting for interim statuS incinerators, b,?ilers. and
furnaces. Consideration of the appropriate stack controls on ,
dioxins and furans is best left to the Age~cy and cOD'ijllenters in
the conteXt of the Revised Standards for Hazardous Waste
f -.

Combustors rather than in' a rule to set LDR treatment standards
for- wood preserving wastes. Imposition ,of stack controls' or
permitted status as a possible part of the CMBST treatment
standard would be premature and 'could interfere with ongoing

. , rulem3king and permitting efforts., Instead,' the Agency should '
,limit the scope ofdevelopment of a treatment standard for F032
waste to Qnly F032 ',was~es and should not revise theCMBST .
stan4ard for' other wastes.



, .... -, '
,"

\ '

: combusti~n of these w~st~s is cU;rTently alio'wed ,in combystion de'vices 'that ~eet a t9ur 9'5
Destruction Removal EffiCiency performance., 'The Penta Task ,Forc~ h~ asked EPA to adopt,
the same compliance ~reatm,ent standard of combustion currently applicabl,e to F024. 'Adoption

· of the C~1BST wQuld waive the monitoring of DIF constituents in F032 resi4ues resulting from,
weIi 'de,signed and weU'operated combustion devices., EPA codifie<;i such treatment compliance

. alternative as, Incineration o{"INCIN" in the 40 C'FR, 264Sl.lbpart 0 tinit'(se~ Third Third rule'
(see 55 FR 22580-1,,' June I', 1990)). EPA lat~r amended the. standard to a CMBST standard in.
the"Phase 3 ruh~inaking. ,., '

',. , I " •• , .... , ." r .

..

" ,

• 1

'. ' 'i.
, ,EPA believes that the suggestion has merit, p~ovidedcombustion occurs in,

devices that can assur~ destruction of these hazardous constituents. ,Units subjectto'standards ' :
establishing COIHC standar'd~.. or specific controls for DfF, satisfy these criteria. As explained in'
the preamble, these are Part 264 incinerators and part 266 BIFs, plus interim .scitus incine'ratois '
that have demonstrated good combustfon efficiency. [See,also, Final BOAT Background

·Document Wood PreserVing Wastes for F032; F034, and F035 ,(ApnI15, 1997),] EPA is adding '.
, this standard/in the fin'~ rule, and also amend;ing ~e,staJ1dardfor F024 to'confo~,toaCMBST
· standard that r~q~ires operation under Part 264 incinerators or Part 266 BIFs. .":,

I

-,.
" .

, '

, " ' 'EPA'sauthority to'prescribe treatment limits or methods of treatment under the
LOR are set ~der section)004 (m) ofHSWA., Under s~ch HSWAprovisi'ons; EPAi's directed
to s~t treatment standards that would reduce sho~- and long-term threats to the hwnan health and
the environment. In today's rule~ EPA allows F032 to comply with 'either a numerical limit or
WIth the use ofacombustion devfce operated in accordance with Part i6~, incinerators, or'Part

.. ,266, Boilers and Industrial furnaces (BIFs). EPA believes that by li~iting th~,promulgated
'. ", method pftreatment, Le., availabilitY ofth~'combustion ("CMBST") standard, to.,a'Part 264 '

, inciilenitor or 266 BIF.. EPA can ensure that the combustion of DlFin F032 is conducted in' a '
, manner that iS,'protective to the hU:Irt~ health and the'environment. " '",

. .'-'.

EPA has promulgated similar kinds of technology standards for hazardous
"w~tes regul~ted WIder Part 2'~8A3 and hazardoUS debris under Part 268.4$. These ,specific ,
treatment standards under Parts 268.42 and 268.45 prescribe treatme~t methods and ~J>Ahas '
relied,on pe~t authority, federal/sta~e airremission Standar:ds, or promulg~tedoperational- ':,' "
technology performance requirements to ensure, t!:l:at tJ1e technplogy treatment methods are " .
protective to the huinail he~~ and ,the environment, and in partiCular do 'not result in' the tYpe of
'Impermissible cr~ss-mediatransfer of hazardous constituents referred to by ,the Chemi¢'lJ Waste
Manaiement court. ' .. . ,-

"
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"
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, .After'reviewi~g public comments, EPA'concUrs with 'the· commenter that
promulgation of regulatory performance requirementS 'for combustion 'technologies 'treating Off
constitUe!1ts'in F032 and F024 Will ultimately be addressed in the MACT rule and that finalizing

,,'theMACT standards at this time may be premature..EPA intends to finalize the prpposed
I , ' MACT standards in ApriH 998. EPA'believes further that Until MACTstandards are' , . '>

promulgated. Part 264 incinerators and Part 266 BIF'can assUre 'that the,trelitIpent Qfthese w~tes· . ". . . ......' - ' , .

•• I
.' ,

If' .



is conducted in well designed and well operated combustion devic~~.EPA has withdrawn.' •
therefore, ~he proposed subbption 2. ' "i '

. , ,

, ' ~ Contrary, ~o_the'comme~ter's belief that a simple "CMBST" altemative·trea:tme~f
- standard-(Le. this is adopt~on of suboption I) is 'protective of the hUQ1an health and the

environment, EPA belieyes that .some controls shall be imposed on the'combustion of'F032 and
F024 if the facility wishes to 'avoid monitoring ash for compliance with DIF treatment standards.
This is because these' two waste in addition to containing some levels of Dif ·constituents in
the untreated wastes, they contain precUrsors to the fOmlation of OIF constitUents (e.g. -

. chlorinated organics). DIF. can be formed-as products of incomplete combusti6n, in the post
reaction flame zone ofcombustion devices, and under some predetermined air polluti~n control
devices operating .conditions (e.g..off gas reaction temperatures ranging from 400o'F to 759° For'
when keeping the inlet t~~}J~(ature of gases to fiber fiJters, electrostatic precipitators, or .

, scrubbers below 4000 F in order to prevent DIP formation). Unlike the commenter, EPA believes
that these kind of treatment performance uncertainties shall be minimized for combustion '
devices seeking compliance with the proposed treatmet:tt standard alternative of "CMBST' for
these wastes. (EPA also notes that F024 and1now F032 are the orily'treatment standards wher~
the Agency is essehtially alloWing compliance with a nwnerical s~dafdwIthout a monitoring

, requirement, and so does not accept the implication ofthe comment cPossibly unintended) that
limitations on unit.eligibility being promulgated in this treatment standard are inconsistent \\lith

, , other standards adopted by EPA.) -EPA believes, further, that such uncertainties can b~

minimized by requiring combustion units seeking,compliance with-the combustion alternative e.'".
to ~dopt good combustion practices, temperature controls, risk analyses, or other applicable'
opera~ing conditions. EPA believes that curre~t RCRA Omnibus permit authorities ~der the

. 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0 and the regulatory standards in 40 CFR 266 can be used to address these,
, concerns and thus, to-minimize such uncertainties. EPAbelieves, however, that such Omnibus
'. permit authorities are some how limited to ensure' ¢.at the combustion ofF,032 in combustion
devi~es operated under the provisions. of the 40 CFR 265 are cond~cted routinely in well
designed and operated tr~a~ent units. 'EPA haS withdraWn, therefore" the,proposed suboption 1 -
and abolished, the. existing "CMBST II for F024. , {

. Other commenters to the NODApresented pe~uasivecommen~~egarding the
pterits for allowing the availabilitY of the F032 and F024 combustion treatment alternative to·
those units"operating under 40 .CFR: .266. ' EPA is persuaded that such units often meet more
stringent standards th3nthose imposed on 40 CFR 264, incinerators. EPA has 'also determined
that combustion controls can be imposed, if needed, to ensure that me combustion of F032 and

. 'F024 in 40 CFR 266 units are conducted in a well designed and well operated com~ustion

device. As a res~lt, EPA has r.evised suboption 3 to expand the availability of the 'proposed'
combustion "CMBSTt treatine~t compliance alternative to include those units regulated -under
either 40 CFR 266 or 264., EPA believes that since the comrnenter was advocating-for retaining
the option that F024 waStes can becombusted in 266 units, the iIp.pact'ofthis promulgated .

, alternative may be minimum on the management QfF~24. - .
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DCN· . ,'PH2A018
COM~IENTER Chemi~al Wa~te Management'
RESPONDER JLABIQSA
SUBJECT WOODS,
SUBJNUM 018, "
COM~fENT III.-TREATME~T STANDARDS FOR F032 WOOD PRESERVING\\:,ASTES'

,',', ' The Ag~nc'y,requestsco'rnment on the establishment 'of treatment
standards~for F032. Specifically the Agency 'propose's an '
alternative'treatment standard with three suboptions. The .
a1te~ative treatment standard opt~onwould be based on~CIN as

'a specified technology. The suboptions'would 1 ) allow,CMBST' as
well as INCIN; 2) establishCMBST as a specified technology an.d
require dioxin/furan (DIF') air emission limits as proposed by , '
'the incineration MACT; 3) allow F024 and F032 treatment in oniy
permitted combu$tio.n units.CWM believes that the eaSiest ..
approach'to implement would be to establish INCIN or CMBST as

. the treatment standard for the DlFconstituents in the F032 ' ;
wast~s. If F032 dioxins and furans are rc;:gulated in this manner

.then CWM incineration facilities Will be much more likely to
accept F032 '~aste streams than if Spe9ific DIF constituents are
regulated·individually. CWM does not believe that Suboption 2,
should be adopted at this time. the Agency .should ad~ess DfF
air emissions .~der the pro.posed MACT rule,Jor h~dous waste

. , combustion devices. See.61 Fed. Reg. 'at 17,358 (April 19, l' ,
'996). " " .

.- J

"

RESPONSE, \,
. I

··'e

. .
.' EPA essentially agrees With the commenter, except that-interim ,status "-

incinerators shoul4 not be automatically eligible for this' alternative Unless they-can demonstra~e'
good combustion efficiency equivalent to what a perrilitt~d incinerator or a regulated BIF must
act:Ueve. See Phase IV's preamble or Wood PreservIng ~aste and Final BDAT Background,

, ~ocument for Wood Preserving Wastes·F032, F034, and F035 (April 18, 1997). " ' ,
...

'. '

~. ,
~ ", I

"

t •• •
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bCN' . PH2A020
COMMENTER -CONDEA
'RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT' WOODS
SUBJNUM' 020
COMMENT CONDEA Vista Company urges. EPA to adopt·sub-option.I fo~'F032

, wastes. This option maintains the current treatment standard of .
combustion (CMBST) for F024 waste. Weare concerned that
imposing a dioxin/furan emission standard on facilities

, .
otherwise capable of F024 waste destruction could limit or
eliminate the disposal options in the immediate future. Long
temi, EPA has proposed a MACT standard for incinerators; boiiers ,

, and industrial furnaces that will limit dioxins and furans. The
implementation of that MAGTstandard should be 5ufficientto
assure minimal dioxin and furan emissions from facilities
treating F024 waste..

EPA believes that the suggestIon has ~erjt, provided combustion occurs in
devices that can aSsure destruction of these hazardoUS constituents. Units subject to standards

~ I· • '.

establishing COIHC ,standards, or sp~cific controls for DIF, satisfy these ~riteria. As explained in
the pr~amble, these are P,art 264 incinerators and Part 266 BIJ:s, plusinteriin status incinerators.
that have demo~strated good combustion efficiency. [See, also"Final BDAT Background .
Document Wood Preserving Wastes for F032, F034, and F035 (April 15,1997).] EPA is adding'
this standard in the final rule, and also. amending the standard for F024 t9 confonn to a CMBST

"
'.

•r'

, ' .RESPONSE . , .
The commenter expresses concern over EPA's proposal to apply the same

regulatory contrQls'on the combustion of F032 to F024 wastes. Specifically, the commenter, .
objects to EPA's proposal that F024 and F03i are ~ubjec~ to the same combustion requirements.

'.

1196 '

, .
. ,The commenter believes that EPA should not reopen the existing CMBST

standard applicable to F024:. This is bec(;luse the commenter believes that F024 is significantly
. different to F032. EPA acknowledges that these wast,es differ on the c9ncentration, levels Qf
. speCific hazardous homologues of DIF constitUents andt~e type orDIF precursors both waste.
have. Nevertheless, both wastes are toxic wastes listed' under the '40 CFR 2()1 Part D and the '
combustion of these wastes. is currently allowed in combustion deviCes that meet a four 9's
Destruction Removal Efficiency perfonnance. 1)le Penta Task Force has asked EPA to adopt

: the same compliance treatment standard ofcombustion currently applicable to, F024. Adoption
~ , '

of the CMBST would waive the monitoring ofDIF constituents in F032 r,esidues resulting froni
well designed and well operated comb~tion devices. EPA codified such treatment compliance
alt~rnativeas incineration or "INCIN" ,in the 40 CFR 264 Sllbpan.o unit (see Third ~rd rule

-, (see 55 FR 22580-1,' June 1, 1990». EPA later ~ended the'standard to a CMBST standard in
th~ Phase 3 rUlemaking. '



. /'

, 'I.

'. standard that r~quir~s operation under Part 2.64 inci~erators,or'Part 266 BIF's..' . '. .
, I

I ,

"j.

e.'

,. _ EPA's', authority to prescribe tr~atment limits or m~thod~joftreatmentunder the'
'. LDR. are set unqer section 3004 ,(m) of HSWA. Under s¥ch'HSWA provisions. ,EPA is directed

to se,t ~reatment standards that would'reduce short· and long~term threats to 'the human health and
. the environment. : _ i

. ' .. ':.",' ,

'In'loday's rule, EPA allows F032 to comply. with either a numerical limit or with
. the~ use of a combustion device' op~rated in a~cordance 'with Part' 264, incinerators, o~ p~ 266.

Boilers ~d Industrial FUrnaces (BIFs)~' EPA believes that py limiting the promulgated method of
treatment, Le. availability Qfthe combu~tion ("CMBST") standard, to a Part 264 incinerator or '
266 'BIF, EPA can ensure that the combustion of DIF in F032 is ~0nducied in a manner that 'is'
protecti,ve to the human health and the. environment., " ~ . ', '

-,'

EPA haS promulgated similar kinds 'ofte~hnology st~dards,for hazardous
wastes regulated ~de'r Part 2~8;43 and hazardous debris under pait 268.45: 'These specific.

'treatment standards under Parts 268.42 and 268.45 prescribe treatment methods arid EPA has " ,
relied'o~ pennit.authority;'.federallst8.te air e~ission standards, or promulgated operatibnal ~
technology,perfonn'arl.ce requirements to ensure that ~e technology treatment methods are ,
protective to the human heal,th arid the' enviroQ.Illent, and in particular do not result in the type of

,irt:lpermissible cross-qtedia transfer of hazardous constituents referred to by the Cheniical WaSte
Maoaliementcouft. " ,,' ,. ,

"

EPA recogruzes that somefacil~ties that operat~;P~ 265 incinerators'may'attain
, lequivalent combustion controls.tothose achieved by Part 264 incinerators or Pait ,266'BIFsand
" thus, should'be allowed iO,comply with the CM~ST treatnieni standard promuJgated'for F03Z. , ~

C' But EPA believes ~uch determmation should b~' made on site~specificcases pursuant to EPA~s.
authorities' under the ~O CFR Part 268.42 (b). EPA has proyided 'guidance intoday's rule,
preamble discussion for woodpreser:ving wastes and the Final BDAT Background Do~ument for
Wood Preserving.Wastes on how determinations for"equivalent treatment 'uride~ 268.42 (b) wi~i

: 'be administered for facilities who believe·their Part 265 incineratqrs meet the combustion,
performanc~and controls attained by part 264 incinerator or a Part 266 BIFs devices.

• I," '" ,

After reviewing public comments, 'EPA c~p~uciwi~ the commenter that
promulgation of 'regulat,ory performance requirements for combustion tec~olqgies treating DIF
constituents in F032 ~d F024 will ultimately be addressed ~n the MACT rule a;nd that finalizing'
"th~ MAC,T standards at this time may impose an Undue burden.on the industry. EPA intends to

, finalize the proposed MACT stan4ards I in April 1998. ,EPA believes further that until MACT
, standards are Pl'?mulgate~, cqmbu$tfon controls can be imposed, ifn~ed~; to ensure·that the

treatme,nt of these wastes }s conducted in \Yell designed and well 'operated co~btisti()n ~evices.'

Co~tr~ to the co~eri.ter's belief that'a ~imple "CMBST" alternativ-e treatment ,- .',
,; ~ • •••• I • . •• • .' .. ~

•• >'
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. standard (Le. this is adoption of suboption 1) is .protective of the human health and the
environment, EPA believes th~t some controls shall be imp'osed on the combustion of F032 and
F024 if the facility wishes to avoid mqnitoring ash for compliance with DIF treatment standards.
This is because these tw'o waste in addition to containing some levels of DIF constituents in
the untreated wastes, tney contain p~ecursors to. the formation of DlFconstituents (e.g.
chlorinated organics) . 'OfF can be formed as products of in,complete combu~tion, in the post
reaction flame zone 'of combustion devices; and under some predetermined air pollution control'
devices operating 'conditions (e.g:off gas reaction temperatures ranging from 4000 F to 7500 F 6r
,when keeping the inlet temperature of gas~s to fiber filter.s, electrostatic p.recipitators. or' '

, scrubbers below 4000 F in order to preventDfF formation). Unlike the commenter, EPA believes
that these.kind of treatmentperfonnance uncertainties shall be minimized for combustion "
'devices seeking compli~cewith the 'proposed treatment standard alternative of "CMBST" for
these wastes. (EPA also notes that F024 and now F032 are the only treatment standards where'
the ~gency is essentially allowing complianc~'with'anumerical· standard without a monitoring
requirement, and so does not accept the 'implication of the comment (possibly unintended) that·
limitations on unit eligibility being promulgated in this treatment stan~ard are inconsistent ~th
·other standards adoptedby EPA.)' EPA believes, fw1,her, that stich uncertaintie~ can be"
minimized by requiring combustion units seeking compliance with the combustion alternative

, to adopt good combustion practices,. tem~ratilre controls, risk analyses, or other applicable
operating conditions. EPA believes that' current RCRA OmnibuSpertnit authorities under the
40 CFR 264 Subpart 0 and the regulatory standards in 40 CFR 266 can be used to address these
concerns and th~,.to_minimize 'Such uncertainJies. EPA bel,ieves, however, that such Omnibus
permit authorities,are some how limited to ensure that the combustion of F032 in combustion
devices oPerated under.the provisions of the 40 CFR 265 are conducted routine~y in well .
designedand operated tre~tmentunits: EPA has withdrawn, therefore, the proposed suboption 1.
~d abolished the, existing "Cl\fBST " ~or·F024.'

Other commente,rs to·the NODA presented persuasive comments'regarding' the.
merits for allowing the availability of the F032 and F024 combustion' treatment alternative to

.' .' those units operating under 266~ .EPA is persuaded that such units often meet more'stringent,
standards than those imposed'on 264, incinerators. EPA has'also d.etermined that-combustion
controls can be impose~ ifneede~ to ensure that the combustion of F032 and F024 in 40 CFR,
266 units'are conducted iIi a well designed and w~ll operated combustion device. As a result,
EPA h~ revised sUboptiori 3 to expand the availability of the proposed combustion "CMBST"

" treatment compliance. alternative to include those'units ~gulated 'u:ndereither 40 CFR 266 or ,
~64. EPA believes that since the commenter was advocating for ~tainingthe option that F024
wastes can be combusted in 266 units, the impact of this promulgated alternative may be - .

". minimum ~n-the management ofF024. ' ' ",. .
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DeN . PH4P023 .\
'COMMENTER ' Beai:er East. Inc.
RESPONDER JL' ", "

, '

SUBJECT WOOD6 .' ,
CO~MENT 2. the analytical m~thod for 'detecting dioxin/furan is

problematic, 'Since the ,inception bfEPA' s efforts t9 regUlate
. dioxin" serious questions have been raised by the regulated" ,

. COlnmunitY regarding its det~cti<?Q, ana analysis. ' Beazer believes
the inclusion of'dioxin/furan as a parameter 'for the F032 LDR,

, particU:'~arly at" the l~w levels specified in .the Propo~ed Rule; '. i

. is problematic ~ue to a,nalytiCal interfereQces and elevated
: detection)imits cloudirig performance verification. Beazer i~ , .

especially co~c~rned about th~ potential for false positives; "
EPA's BDAT Background Document for Wood PreserVing "Wastes (July,
i995) supports this concern. The document explains: [a] number
'of analytical chemistry difficulties are associated with the
a~lysis of F032 Wood Preserving Waste s~ples for PCDDs arid

.. PCDFs. T~e most significant problems ar,e due to interferen~es .
, 'resulting from the'high concentrations of pentachlorophenol,
ch1orophe~ols, creosote, 'and inqrga¢cs. The effe~ts of these

, interferences may re~ult in elevated detection limits, ,
insufficient method sensitivity, and biased faise positive' ,
results~ Moreover, the analytical, problems assoCiated with '

. me~siJ.reinent ofvery low levels of the dioxins/furans described
'above a~eexacerbated by tPe substantial c,omplexitie~ of a '

, non-homogeneous sample matrix, such as soil, sediment and
, " , , ' J

shidge. ' ' , :' .,.. ,
" ,

RESPONSE ... , " " : ' ,
_ Several cotinn~nts emphas~ed that there ,are "analyiical difficulties associated,

with the characteriiation of Dioxin and Flu-an constituents in' F032". These commentors have', "
urged ErA to withdraw the pr~posed l~ts for DIP ~ F032 in light'ofsuch "analytical '
difficulties". , This_commentor lacks det3.iied info~ti6nthatmay enable 'EPA to furtper '
evaluate the alledged .!'analytical difficulties" enc.ountered, for the,routine character~ati9nof
D/F,'in F032. ' " . ' . , .

'.-

,e

, r

" ,

...

, B~sed on other ,comments that' provided, inf~rmation ~n the 'kind of. "analytical'
difficulties" pre,ssUmably encountered during the analyses, of F032. EPA has concluded that the , ,

, alledged "analytical ,difficulties" 'may be a. direct resuit of inappropriat~analytical test method
procedures and perhaps, l~te~ experience!9f the laboratory chemists rather tJ:1an the, potential
'short-.eomings with the recommen~ed EPA's SW 846 Test Methods. B,ased on ~es~ fmdings.,
EPA believes that, it is'technically feasible'to promulgate the proposed numerical limits.," '

.; " ,.

.. .... . .... \ \ , . .~ . ." . . - .

. ' Also, EPA has revised the Final BDAT Background Document for Wood
-', . . ,,'
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. .
. Preser.ving \Vasres to rec~imnend the use of SW 846 - Test. M~thod'; 8280 A or 8290. as the

methods.of COlnplian<:e for the characterization DiF analyres in F032. EPA also poiIits out that •
there are laboratories in the country that r6utim;ly untilize Methods 8280 A and 8290 to .
analyse DiF in complex waste streams, soils, sediments. and debris. The BOAT Background'
Document for Wqod Preserving WasteS F032, F034, and F035, provides a discussion of the
recommended tetst methods and' guidance on protocOls and laboratory techniques that can
minimize 'potential analytical difficulties" inherent to the analysis of DiF analyres in F032 .
waste streams. 'EPA is thus' promulgating 'numerical limits for OfF constinmets, iIi F03

2
. as

p~oposed. r •

. !

• <
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,DeN;' -_-PH4P023·

COMMENTER Be~er East
-RESPONDER :SB

. ~UBJEC.T '. 'WOOD6
SUBJNUM' : 023 . -
COMMENT .:. , /

, ,EPA should delete dioxinJfuran.from the F032 LDR because ,of the'
difficulties in vE7ritYing the ~'oncentrationS of the materhlls in' "
media.

:RESPONSE

\

) .

I·

, ! S~veral,comments emphasized trult there are' ~anal~tical d,ifficulties associated
with the cha!acteriZation of Dioxin and Furan' constitUents in F032 ".. TJ1esecommentors have

. urged EPA to --withdr~w the p~oposed.limits for D/F:in F032 in lIght o(such "analytical
- difficulties": This co~eD:tor lackS detailed infonnation that may enable EPA to funher

e,valuate the alledged "analytical difficulties-" .en,countered for the routine characterization o(
DIF in F032. '._ " -, . _ . - -. '. - ~ :; - _'. ' ~',

, ,~ased on other'comments _~at. provided infor:mation'on'the'l9nd of "analytic~l

difficulties" pressumably encountered during the analyses of f032, EPA has- concluded that-the
alh~dge.d "ailalytical difficulties" may ~ a direct res~lt of inappropdate analytical test method,
procedures and perhaps, limited experience of. the .laboratory chemists rather~ the potential
short-comings wi~ the recommended EPA's SW 846 Test M;ethods. Based on these fmdings;
EPA'believes that' it is technically feasible to promulgate 'the proposed nuinerical limits. '

. ' AIS~: EPA has 'revised the FinalBDAT Background 'Document fur 'WoOd
Preserving Wastes to recommen4 the u~e of SW 846 ~ Test.Metht?ds:8280 Aor 8290; as. the
methOdS of compliance for the characterization ·D/F analytes in, F032. EPA also points out that

-there are laboratories in the country that routinely untiiizeMethods 8280 A aoo 8290 to
analyse DIF in complex waste streams, soils, sed:iments, and debris. The -BOAT Background"',
Document for Wood Preserving Wastes ·F032, F034, and F035, provides a discussion of the
recommended.letst methods ,and gUidance.on:protocols and laboratory techniques.that can",
minimize ~potential analytical difficulties" inherent to the analysis of Dlf analytes in F,032 ,
wast~ streams. EPA.is thus'promulg~tingnumer,icallimits for DIF constitu~ets in F03~, as.". , .. \

, proposed..'j

. '.

- \
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,DCN ' PH4P032 ,
COMMENTER THE PENTA TASK FORCE \
RESPONDERJL, "

. SUBJECT WOOD6
SUBJNUM' 032

, :COMMENT ,
, !

•
, , '

B. The BDAT Standard Must Be Adjusted To Reflect Accuracy Correction and
Variability Factors.' ' .

. '.

. . . . .

. , If EPA now questions the ability of incineration to completely destroy dioxinS ,and furans in
F032 wastes and therefore is inclined not to establish'an alternate incineration'standard, we .
urge EPA to revie~ the data and set dioxin/furan limits which' fully' account for analytical and .
treatment variability. EPA normal procedure ins,ening, treatment standaI:ds for a wast~

constituent is to apply both an "accuracy correction factor" and a "variability factor" to the '
conc~tration of the constituenl observed,in the treatment data that support the standard: See,
Final Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BDAT) Background Document for'Universal
Standards· -- Volume A: Uriiversa15tandards for Wastewater Forms.of Wastes, 5-2 (July
1994) '(hereinafter "UTS BDAT Background Document"). The accuracy correction factor· is
used to account for analytical limitations in the available treatment performance data and the '/
variability factor is used to correct for variations in waste' treatment, sampl~g, analytical
techniques and. procedures, and other factors that affect treatment performance. Id. Where, as
here', the incineration perf~rrnance data show tha~ the concentration of the consti~ent in the ash '
is below the detection limit, EPA normally applies a default variability· factor 'of 2.8, and a
default accuracy correction factor .of ~.O. Id., Vol. B. at 5;.5 .. &-4. " .

But in 'establis~g the universal treatment standards for nonwastewater forms of organi~
waste, EPA.. departed from its normal practice and set the UTS at the 1 ppb detection,l~t

withoutaccounting for variability. If EPA were to apply the nonnal variability' arid accuracy
correction factors to the 1 ppb detection limit 'for dioxins/furans in F032 nonwastewaters, the '
adjusted treatment standard would, be 1 ppb x 2.8 x 5:0, or 14 ppb.9 '

RESPONSE

Several comments emplu\sjzed ~t there ~e "analytical difficulties associated, '
with the characterization of Dioxin'and Furan constituents in F032~. These commentors have
urged EP,A to withdraw the proposed limits for DfF in F032 iillight of such "analytical
difficulties". ~s commentor lacks detailed information that 'may' ~nable EPA to further ,
evaluate the alledged "analytical difficulties", encountered for the, routine characterizatjon of

. DfF in F032.

Based on other comments that provided information on the kind 'of "~nalytical

,I •
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,:'difficuicies" pre~~umably encounter~d during the analyses of F032-,;~PAhas'concluded thai, the I

alledged' "analytical difficulties',' may be a direct result of inapproptiat~'analytical test method
p'rocedures and perhaps, limited experience of the, laboratory chemists rather than the potential
s,hort-comings with the recommended EPA's sW 8~6 Test ~ethods. Based on these-findings, '

.I. .• '.

EPA believes that it is technically feasible to' promulgate the proposed numerical limits: '
. • i _

. : Also, EPA has 'revised .the Final' BDAT Background O~~ment for ·Wcod
Preserving Wastes.to,re~oriunend the use of SW 846 - Test Methods, 8280 A or 8290, as the
methods of compliance, for the characterization OfF analytes in F032: EPA also points out ,that
there are laboratories' in the country that routinely untilize Methods 8286 A and 8290 to .

, ,analyse,O/F in,complex waste streams~ soils', 'sediments, and debris,' The BOAT Ba:ckground
Document for Wood PreserVing Wastes F032, F034 , and f935 ,'provides' a discussion of the

- recomrnendeq tetst methods' and guidance on protocols and laboratory techniques that can ' '
minimize "potential analytical difficulties" inherent to the analysis'of D/F ap.aiytes in F032~
waste streams. EPA is thus promutgatingnumei-icallimits for D/Fconstitunets in,F032, as
proposed;. ' . , ", '
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In addition, the,commenter felt that the high concentrations of PCP 'will. '
'interfere with the .analyses of OfF. ·EPA believes that aggressive oxidation or reduction
technologies must be used to reduce the concentrations of halogepated' organics in' F032 . EPA

t '
also exPects incineration to be the technology of-choice since as of today it has been proven the
best ,technology available to destroy organics including D/F co~tituents. EPA also believes. .. ..

•

•

•
I -, .

" .
RESPONSE

, "

After reviewing the characterization data of the commenter and the reported
analytical difficulties, EPA has concluded that the reported' "difficulties" appear to represent

, more the unfamiliarity of chemists perfol'IIliIig the chemical analyses with D/F recommended
test methods rather:than real t}aws in theJest.method~ E~Abelievesfurther that the alleged '
"difficulties"'can'easily be ove.-come by routine laboratory clean~up procedures and the use'of
appropriate solvents and other laboratory calibration techniques. EPA bas enhanced,
therefore, \the ~scussion of 'these recommended procedUres and calibration techniques in the
BDAT·BackgroUndDocume~t. Also, see the document titled: Background Paper Addressing-·_
Technical Issues ,Related to Analysis ,of F032 Wood Preserving Wastes for Dioxins an~

'-Furans, da~d June 19, 1996, in the A~strative R~cird for teday's rule~g. '

DCN PH4P039 :
.COMMENTER AWPI
RESPONDER 'JL '
SUBJECT' 'WOOD6

, , SUBJNUM, O~9

COMMENT ANALYTICAL PROBL.EMS ASSOCIATED WITH DIOXIN AND
FURAN 'WASTES EPA acknowledges the existence of several
analytical problems associated with dioxin wastes. EPA notes: '
[a):'number of analytical chemistry difricultie~ are associated
with the analysis of F032 WoodPreserying,Waste samples for
[polychlorinated-di6enzo-dioxms) PCODs and ,
[polychlorinated-diberizo-furans) PCDFs. The most significant _
problems are due to interference's resulting from the .high ,
concentrations of pentachlorophenol, chloiophenols. creosote,
and inorganics~ The ,effects of the~e interference's may result
in 'elevated detection limits. insufficient method' sensitivitY•
and ,b,iased false positive results. Non-homogenous sample
matrices (e.g., ,soils. sllidges. sediments) intensify the .
analytical problems ~ited above. C;::OM~ENT: AWPI believes ,EPA's

, treatment level of 1 ppb for dioxin and furan in F032 wastes is
unr~asonable and places the generator in an impossible sitUation
when attempting to'verity'performance. ,EPA' should delete the
dioxin and furan limitS for F032 or accrpt incineration ma
four-9s' incinerator 'as an ,alternative treatment technology.

! '
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.that inc~eration can. significantly reduce the levels ~f per below detection and thus:,..
eliminating most of the potential·inierference$anticipated by the commenter..
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EPA lacks data from the commenter to assess what kiD.d of technical'
difficulties will be.encountered during the analysis of F032 wastes. EPA contacted the
cOnUnenter for a copy of the attachment ~i~. Since. the document' was never received; EPA,
cannot respond to the commenters statements regarding that repor,t. .

, After reviewing the char3cterization data of the Penta Group, the repo.rted.' \. .
analytical difficulties. ~d F032 Characterization studies; - EPA has concluded that the reported
"difficulties'" 'appear to represent more the unfamiliarity of ~hemists perforining the chemical
analyses. withD/F recommended te~t methods rather than real flaws in the test method. ~PA·

believes' further that the alleged "difficulties" can' easily be 'overcome by routine laboratory ,
clean-pp procedures and the use of appropriate solvents arid 'other laboratory calibration .
techniques. EPA has enhanced, therefore, tl,le discussion,of. thes~ recommended procedures
an4 calibration techniques in the BDAT Background Document. Also. see'the Administrative
Record supponing today's ~hase 4 final rule for the te~hpical document titled: Background
Paper AddressingTechnJcalIss.ues Related to Analysis of F032W~ Preserving Wastes for

}Dioxins an':i Furans, dated June 19,'1996. ' e "

.,

e·.

DCN -:", PH4P065.. _
COMMENTER Safety-Kleen Corp.,

. RE~PONPER JL
SUBJECT WOOD6
COMMENT,. 14. Even if a 1 (g/kg (1 ppb) level for PCDD and for PCDF can

be achieved through treatment. it may be impossible to confirm "
compliance with such a low UrS leveL ;rhe Agency has proposed to
set the F032 wastewater and nonwastewater treaonent standards 'at '

, l' ppb (or 1 (g/kg) for all the PCnD and PCDP homologue and.
, isomer constiroents proposed for regu.la~ion for F032 wast~s.
~ven if a 1 (g/kg levei is achievable for ~CDD and for PCDP. : ,
analytical tiInitations may make it impossible to confirm that

'I such a low UTS level has been met. As has been P9intedout to
the Agency in industry comments on several,LDR'rulemakings in .
recent years. organic' waste streams, are not easily analY7;ed for
certain coristitue~ts at very 'low concentrations. The Chemical

, Manufacturer's Association,(CMA) ~omments on the Ph~e IV LDR
propos~d regulation include a report that discusses why the
.Agency shoul<I not establish concentration limits without .
considering analytical limitations. The report recommends that ~ ..
EPA explicitly state that. given approved test methods, '.
'nondetectable levels of constituents are,equivalent to zef(~' ,
concentration. 'Rather than re~at all the various issues raised
in the CMA docuinent, Safety-Kleen incorporates by reference
CMA's comments on this issue.

RESPONSE
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DeN PH4P113
COMMENTER Chemical Manuf~ctUrers'Association
RESPONDER JLABiOSA
SUBJECT W0006 .

.SUB~NUM 113
COMMENT

B. EPA should allow concentration-based as well as
technology-based criteria to satisfy BOAT for metals .in .
nonwastewater forms of F032, 'F034, and F035. .
In the preamble, EPA indicates that for metal in nonwastewater
fonns of F032, F034, and F030. stabilization is BOAT for chromium

. (total)" and that vitrification is BOAT for arsenic. Use of the
word "is" and not the phrase standards" ... are based ull'" mlplies
that the Agency intends' to allow only the use of these specific .
technologies to treat these constituents to levels below which ,
these wastes may be land d~sposed. However, the regulatory .
language in the table at 268.40 ~dicates that the nonwastewater·

, standarg.s for arsenIc and chromium are nUmerical standards
CMA has commented in the pas~ that it generally favors
concentration-based treatment standards for BOAT and that it
supports the allowance of technology-based stan4aJ'ds as
an alternative to, ~d not as a replacement for, "-
concentration-based standards. We maintain this position. Alih~ugh
the Agency and CMA may no.tciurently be aware of teclmologies "
other than stabilization and vitrification that could be used t6 ' ,
treat for chromium and arsenic in the wastes described above, we'
favor. the flexibilitY afforded by a concentration~based standard .
which would allow any technology that ~an meet these levels as an
alteqmtive. CMA requests that the preamble language be modified to '

.clarify that any technology thatcan meet the le,:els indicated in
, the table may be used. ,

" In addition, EPA is proposing F032 wastewater and nonwaStewater
. standards that would require meeting a concentration that does not ' .
exceed 1 ppb(or 1 ug/kg) for all the PCOD and PCDF homologue and .
.isomer constituents proposed for regulation for F032 wastes.'Even
if a 1 ug/kg level is achievable for PCDO and for PCOF, analytical
limitations may preclude UTS' levels this low. , .
~orm~l1y when EPA sets,treatment standards for a waste
constituent, a procedure is followed in which both aD IIaccuracy
correction factor" and a "variability factor" are applied 'to the
concentration of the 'constituent observed in the treatment data
that suppons the standard. See, F:inal Best Oemonstra~ed Available

, Technology (BOAT) Background Document for Universal Treatment
t • •••.• • "
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... Sta~dards V~[u~~ A: Universal ~Treatmerit Sta~dards for 'Wastewater
Forms' of Wastes" 52"(July 1994). 'The accuracy correction factor is
used to account for analytical.1irnitations in the available . , :
t~e~tment performance data, and the variapility f~ctor is used .

. to correcifor variations i~ waste tre~.l.tnient, sampling; arialytical
, , techniques and procedure~, a~d other factors that affect treatment ~

'.performance. ' :..,.,.
However: we are not sure if EPA accounted for variability and
accuracy in setting the universal tte~ltment standards for ' .

• i .... \

nonwastewater forms of these orga~c ,wastes We urge EPA to do so. :
As GMA 'has prev'iously .~ritten in its July 9, 1993 co~ents on the

.May 24,1993 Interim fInal rule on land ,disposal restrictions '-for' .
ignitable and corrosive characteristic. wastes whose treatIlJents
standards 'were vacated, organic wastestreams are not 'easily .
.analyzed for, coilstituent~ at very low_ c~ncentrations.. CMA .

'. reiterates its previous recommendation that 'EPA explicitly states
that, given approyed test. methods, nondequctible level$ of .
constituents are equivalent to zero' concentration and should .'also
be applied this ,the setting··of tiTS leveis..

, .' :

"

'. '.

.',

. .
,RESPONSE

follow
'.'beiow:

, .

'T);1e c9mment~r raised' four' is's\J:es ·and EPA js responses to such com.r.D.e~t;s
~ , ~.' , " ...."

1.
, '

ClarifIcation that EPA is setting numerical limits for the regulation of Arsenic
and Chr~miuIn (total) in wastewater and rionwaste~at~r fomis.of F032. .'

. EPA is clarifymg in todaY"s. fInal rule that EPA is promulgatingUTS limits for
the regulation of Aisemc and Chromium (total) mF032, F034, and F035. Since EPA is

. I \ '. I . . .

. establishing. UTS limits that are exp~essed as maximum concentratio~ of. these metals. allowed
for land disposal, the:use of any. treatment technologies capable of meeting theYTS'limits is'

.' 'not prohibited .excep(for ~,?se tha~ may cons~itute ,~permissible dilution.
,.h

2;
. F032.,

, ..Analytical Difficultie~~ may p'reclude the establishment of tiTS limits for..
• • !,",' '

\. -

,.·"e.

EPA'lacks data from the comrrienter to assegs'what kind of technical
.' difficulties wilJbe'encounter~d during the a~~ysisof ;F032 wastes.

After' revi~wiilg' the.character~ation data 'of the. Penta Group, the ~eported'
,', ' ,.,' . , .'
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~nalytical difficiIlties. and F032 Characteriz:uion studies: EPA has conCl~ded that, the reported '.
· "difficulties" appear to r~present more the unfamiliarity of chemists perfonning the chemical '
analyses with D/F recommended test methods rather than real flaws'in the test method. - EPA
believes further that the alleged 11diffic~lties" can easily be overcome by routme laboratory ,

,clean~up proce.dures and the' use of appropriate solve~ts and other laboratory calibration
· techniques. EPA has,enhanced. therefore, the dis~ussion of ,these reconunended procedures
and calibration techniques in the BDAT Background Document. Also, see the Admimstrative
Record supporting tod~y's Phase 4 final rule for the technical dpcuinent titled: Background:

, Paper A9dressing Technical Issues Related to Analysis of F032 Wood Preserving Wastes for
Dioxins and Furans,.dated June 19. 1996.

Several commenters'were'correct in pointing it out that EPA did not correct '
the proposed UTS l,imitsJor D/F in F032 ~ith accuracy arid v~iability fa~t.oi's, as typically ,
,d?ne in ~e calculation of treatment standards of other hazardous constituents prohibited from

. larid disposal. EPA did not adjust the proposed UTS limits for D/F constituents, nor EPA i.i
doing'so in today's final rule, as explained ~low.

1;'he UTS treatment limits are based on combustion teclirtologies that EPA
believes, will meet Ule proposed UTS limits 'for'DIF in F032 as long as the combustion of F034
'is conducted in a device that,is well desig!1Cd and well operated. EPA ~oncluded in th~

,Solvents and Dioxins rule that a 'six-nines Destru~tion and Removal Efficiency (DRE) ,
'combustion device can routinely achieve the promulgated limit (see January'i8. 1986, 51 FR,
,(1733~1735». Based on the performance of a four·nines' ORE rotary kiln incinerator burning -
F024, EPA believes ~at a four-nines DRE umt that is well'designed/and operated can also '

". meet the promUlgated UTS liniits for DIP (seelune I, ,1990, 55 FR (22580-22$81). Although
·non~ of the submitted comments or data appear to,support the rev~sions to D/F limits propOsed'
by the commenters, EPA may revisit this issue in a separate rulemaking if new data become
available.

L '

e,

EPA should correct the D/F limits for accuracy and vadabiiity.
'. - ...-.3.

121Q

. However, ,EPA points out to the commenter that EPA generally allows .
deviatioll$ from the promulga:ted; treatment limits to concentration of up to one order of.
magnitude above the applicable. treatment standard,(Le'. the numerical UTS limit) prescribed in .
the 40 CPR 268.40. for the ashes arising from combustion devices. EPA'r~feis to such -, ,

,- treatnientlimits allowances as the,analytical detection limit (cop1pliance>,alt~niative. Faciliti~':s
seeking the,disposal of such combustion: ashes must satisfy the provisions' in the 40 CFR
268.40 (d) (1) through (3) and 268.7.(b)(S) (iii). (Also, see June 1. 1990, S5 FR (22541-
22?42).) . ' - "

, \ '

, In)addition, EPA,has set an alternative compliance tr~atment' standard that sets 
combustion "CMBST" as a tre~tment'standard for'DIF for nonwastewater fonnsof F032:
To quaiify ,fora ~CMBST" treatment standard. the combUstion,~~vice shou14 ',~ oper~ted "

r •
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, \

unde~·3. 40.CFIt 264 SUbpan 0 ot u~der a 266 oper~ting p~rrni~ and' the 'Permit ';"riter
will use his/her Omnibus power authorities to determine if a combustion device seeking' to treat

,F032 can' ~e. dee~ed' 'well operated and well designe9 combustion.·devices. If deemed a well '
operated and designed combustion de~ice, the facility will not have to monitor the' ",'

, I. . ' • . .

concentrations of OfF constituents in wastewater and ~onwastewater forms arising from the
combustion ofF032. ' EPA feels therefore that such alternative compliance treatnient standard
fully addresses the concerns, raised ,by ,the commenters.~' ,

• " .." f •. •

4: Proposal that "nondetection limits" are equivalent to zero Qetection.
, . 4,,,' \ . - •

.1,

, .

, '

•

t • . " • -.

EPA believes the commenter is concern that a detection limit in-a treated waste'. :' . . '. , .' ) (

, above a UTS numerical limit may fail to meet ·the applicable treatment standard even if the :
targeted ailalyte is bel~w the detection limit.. EPA beii~ves ,that a "n()n~etect~on limit" 'is not
feasible way to address this concern. EP~ believes tha~, a constituent 'shown below a parric~lar,

targeted detection limit means that the constituent is' eith;er,'destroyed by the employed ..,.
. technology, mask iIi the waste residue du~ to matrix interferences, or it could be 'measured in'
concentrations below the targeted 'detection limit.' As aresult, it could'be possible that the
constituent,ot'LDRconcern is still abov~ the app,li~able'UTS limit should the targeted sel~tion
limit.be above the UTS promulgated limit. therefore, J?:PA believes that a facility could still ~
de~med in violation oCthe applicable limit if EPA detects such" constituent above its UTS

;' .limit.
" .

However,.EPA pomtS out to the'comme~terthat EPA generally allows
deviations 'from the promulgated treatment limits to concentration of up to cine order of

. magnitude above' the applicable 'treatment standard (Le~ the' numerical· UTS limit) prescribed 'in
, the 40C~ 268.4Q, for ~e ashes arisiDg from combustion devices. "EPA refers to such

treatment limitS allowances as the analytical'detection limit (compliance) alternative. F.aCilities
seeking,the d~sposal ofsuch combustion ashes must"satisfy the provisions i~the 4O·CFR ;-
268.40 (d) (1) through'(3) and 268.7,{b) (S) (iii).: (Also, see June 1: 19~, 5S FR (22541- _ . . -,
22542).) Another option'available to. the cQmmenier is to veritY if the'waste ofconcern is ~ " ~,
different from the one supporting' the VTS limit and seek from EPA a treata~ility variance ,'

, pursuant :to provisions in: ~e 40 CFR 268.44:· , "

. "

. ~.

. -

,'.
\. '
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'. DCN -, PH4P023, ,

,COMMENTER Beazer East, Inc.
RESPONDER JL '
SUBJECT WOOD? '. . '" .,

COMMENT 'a. BCD Technology EPA has asked for comment on the use of BCD

i

"

•

\ ;

. -

technology and other technologie~ to treat dioxin/fur~n. 60, ,
Fed. Reg. 43681, Col. 3: Beazer,aoes not believe that the BCD
tecpnology has been'sufficiently demonstrated to warrant its '
inclusion in, the ,list of candidate nonwastewater treatment -'
technologies: Our information suggestS that EPN researchers. at
its Risk Reduction and Engineering Lab ("RREL/ORP",)j" advised
that demonStration tests at ,two sites have resulted in evidence'
th~t' the dechlorination process in the ':liquid r~actor", is not

. 'successfully perfonning, specifically for dechlorinating ,.'
. 'dioxin/furail. A test iIi 1993 indicated that-dioxiillfuran could. '

be'removed from,'~oils, but th~ off-gas stream treatment could
'riot be evaluated due to analytical interferences. A recent 1995 .
test in Region X was terminated due to ..the iiiability of the '

"'process to meet the air emissions, standards for dioxins/furans~

Id. b. Shirco Infrared'Thermal Process The AgencY-has
~uggested, in the ~roposed Rule that the Shirco iilfrared thennal

, process can ~ used to treat dioxin/furan. 60 Fed. Reg. ,43681'-
, ,This process. was. tested by EPA in 1987 for destruction of'PCBs~;

Jd. ,However. Beazer found'no data in EPA's Superfund Innovativ~

Technology. on-line'dataQase regarding use of the' technology for
destruction of dioxins/fur-ans. Indeed. the Dioxin Treatment '

. ~, ~Document indicates that although infrareddestnlction,hU
, advanced' to commercial use itl Germany, no-perinitted facilities . .

eXist iIi the United States for destruction of-dioxins/furans. . .:
, 'Diox~ Treatment Document~ p. 26:c. Rubber Supercritical

Oxidation Thermal Process The Agency also suggests that the
Hubber sUPercritical oxidation process can be used to treat

.dioxin/furan wastes. 60 Fed: Reg. 43681, ,Col. ,3. Accoiding to ,.'
! the' Dioxin Treatm~ntDocument, however, the HubbC:r superctitical <

ox~dation therma1proCe~s referre4'to in the Proposed Rule can,
only be lisedt<,) treat liquid. wastes and perhaps fIDely·ground.,

. ~·slumes. Dioxin Treatment Document. p. 60. It has not
been tested at a commercial scale on any solid w~tes or even _
the prop9sed thin slurries. thus furtherliJItiting its
appropriateness as a viable technology. Id. d. Pyrolitic, .
-Dest~ction Pyrolitic destruction is another technology that EPA
believes is capable of treating dioxin/rJrail wastes. Id. L~e' -,

, th~ Hubber process, pyr~litic destruction of dioxiillfuran has'
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, ,
, , the same lin?-itations in that it can only treat liquid wastes and'

perhaps finely ground,. thin slurries (with a viscosity similar
to·30 \v.t. motor oil). The technology is being pursued by only
one company and has not been demonstrated at commercial scale
for destruction of dioxinlfuran. 'Qioxin Treatment Document, p.
60. e: APEG and KPEG Processes In ~e PropOsed Rule, EPA

" . requests coinmep.~ on.whether the APE9 or KPEG processes can be
used to meet the dioxinlfuran LDRS. Id., The APEG lind KPEG
processes were introduced in the 19805 and found application at
.commercial scale,for dechlorinatrng organic fluids and oils..
However, the treatment of nonwastewaters ,has not progressed
successfully since its introduction. As an example,. a Region VI
CERCLA site in Houston mobilized a full scale APEG treatnient
system owned by Galson Research Corporation six Of seven years
ago and wa$ unable to, meet the treaonent requirements for PCBs.
'The unit was demobilized and Galson h~s not pursued: the,·
technology further. f. Ultraviolet Photolysis EPA has also
requested'information on the use of llitraviolet photolysis in
treating dioxin/niran. 60 Fed. R,eg. 43682. Col. i.. The use ,of
ultraviolet ph,otolysis for destruction of dioxin/furan in soils '
requires dissolution of the dioxinlfuran' from the 'soU'into a '

. solvent extract and subsequent destniction of the dioxinlfuran
. in the liq~id solvent. This"technology wit! face the same
developmental difficulti~s impeding the development of critical
fluid extraction for soils (material handliIig and agglomeration)
and for the' BCD liquid reactor (destruction of the dissolVed '
dio'x4ts/furans in the solvent' extract to levels low en!Jugh to

allow recycle of the solvent). Further~ the process has not yet
been demonstrated at commercial scale. g. Biotreatment
Finally, the AgencY.proposes the use of biotreatment for
wastewater. 60 Fed. Reg. 43681. Cot 1. Beaur contacted

, several water treatment equipment manufacturers [0 verify that
.' the proposed treatment stand8rds could be achieved with the
s~.ified technologies. Zimpro, the manufacturer ~f one of the
most effective w~tewater biotreatment systems available had no,
data to support removal of dioxinlfuran to the proposed' UTS
levels. B~use the ability of biotreatment to' achieve the
very stringe~t dioxi:nlfuran' UTS levels for wastewater was not
-confumed by' Beazer's contacts with equipment vendors. Beazer

. ' requests that EPA provide 'performance data to cQnfmn the
assertion made above regar~ing biotreatment of wastewaters.

- RECOMMENDATION:,
. RESPONSE"
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. ." . ,The commenter ~aised conce'ms on whether the treatment !echnologies ,
. mentio~ed by' EPA in the Phase 4 preamble and the ProposedBDAT Background Document

for F032,'F034, arid ,F035 are 'commercially available to meet th~ proposed tiTS ~imit~. The
,commenter has' also pointed',out to potenthll waste/soil characteristics that may limit the '
application of the treatIilent technologies suggested'1;>y EPA as potentially' applicable to'
contaminated media. EPA has addressed and incorporated specific comments' on each .
soil/groundwater re~~diationtechnology describe~ by'~e commente~ into the Final-BDAT
Background Document for Wood Preserving F032, F034;-and F035, April 15, 1997 (see.
specifica.11y, ,Section 6 and Appendix K'in such BDA! Background. Qocument). . ,-.

'. ..

EPA riotes~ however, that none of. these technologies have changed EPA'
detennination of the BDATtreatment technology modelS that support the uts treatment .

-standards promulg~ted, today, for eachone of the regulated constituents.in F032, F034'- and
," F035. ,- EPA has found, however, , that energy and cp.emical intensive remedial technology

-trains are most likely to enable members of the regulated communitY to meet the promulga~ed _ - '
- treatment standards since these technologies' ~an ,treat: generally, within one or two orders of ,-

magnitude of the UTS limits and presumably, may be able to undergo optimization for _
soils/gro~ndwaters_that can be pretreated.to undergo,effective treatment. EPA also recognize~:
that there maybe instances where some contamiIUlted media may be unable to' meet the _

'treatment standards,due to matrix interferences or where.EPA is pets~ded that the treatm~nt , _.. '
standards are not.appropriate. ' (See~ 'fo(ex~ple; .the memorandum titled: Use of Site~Specific

Land'Disposal Restriction TreatabilitY variances Under 40 CfR 268,44(h) Durin& Cleanups,.,"
. froni Michael Shapiro, Director t office, of Solid, Waste and Steve Luftig, Director, Office .of
. Emergency and Remedial,Response, to,RCRA/CERCLA Senior Policy Mangers, Region I~X;'
dated January 8, 1997.) ," . " ,

" • ',. • • ~ ~ 1. • • • • •

Although EPA believes that treatability variances under the·40 CFR 268..44(h)
will be effective~ generally, in addres$ing circumstance~ where, the contaminated medi~ Can.D.ot

,meet the treatment staIf,dards or 'where the treatment staDdard ,may be, inappropriate. the EPA
has identified in~e Final BOAT Background Document other potential waivers or variances

.that may lessen the '~pact of the land disposal restrictions promulga~~ tOday. ' .
• I •. ... .~ , -..' ." •

','
~"'.' '.

\ \

.," .
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DeN -. PH4~Q32

COMMENTER Pen~ Task Force
RESPONJ;:>ER Jt .
SUBJECT WOOD?
SUBJNUM 032
COMM~NT ' .

'II. ALTERNATIVE T~ATMENT STANDARDS PROVIDE THE ONLY
PRACTICABLE SOLUT~ON. _

A. EPA Should Establish Incineration As An Alternative Treatment 
Standard~

Incineration iIi a four 9's combustion unit currently is the only
practicable technology' for treating F032 waste'streams. Because of
the stigma problem, that technology will be unavailable if the

\, Agency sets treattnent standards for dioxin/furan constituents' in
the waste~ In our view. the problem can most readily be address~d

,by setting alternative treatment standa:rds that allow a gene,rator
to meet either the numerical treattnent standards for dioxins/furans
or a technology standard specifying incineration. The provision

- . for' incin~ration as a technology standard -would solve the stigma' ,
problen;t in ~~t four 9's incinerators.and BIAS would no longer have
any reason tO,decline to ,take' the wastes. The ,-
-alternate performance-based 'nu,merical treatment standard would'
allow the generator the flexibility of selecting any applicable
'treatment method as long· as the numerical treatnient standardsI'are
met. This would provide adequate incentives to the continued,'
development of alternate non-41c~eration technologies..
EPA appears to believe. and has oft stated. that incineration
destroys dioxins and furans to levels below analytical detection.

-,Because EPA believes that incinera~onwill necessarily.desttoy the
dioxins and furanS in F032 wastes. there is no need. to establish
dioxin and furan'stal1dard$. ID.ctneration will serve to ~nsure that
these constituents are appropriately treated. .
To the extent EPA would prefer to set some concentration-based
limits to 'provide a mechanism to ensure proper co~bustion '
performance of individual ti:eatment units, it can -
designate polycyclic aromatic hydroc'arbons ("PAHs") as part of the
inc~~ration ,standard. See Attached report entitled' "Evaluation of

,Potential Surrogates for DioxinS in W'ood Treatment Residues."
. (Tab 7)'- The PAHs have similar physical properties to the'

.-- dioxins/furans in terms' of their relative vapor pressures~ boiling
points, and aqueous stability. Also; many of the PAHs are
more difficult to bum than the dioxins/furanS. The table below
provides a ranking of ~e, thennal stability of vario~s comp,?unds on

/
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,: ~e basis of the tempeniture required for 99 percent destruct,ion ;
" given a"teactlon time.of2,O seconds under'oxygen-depleted ,,'

conditions (designated II T99 (2) degr~es e"), As shown in ,the table~
many bfthe PAHs -- i. e., naphthalene -- are ranke4 as more
'thennally stable than the listed dio;Xins, (Furans'are consigered ' ,
to be less stable than dioxins and.thus necessarily would have, a ,
lower,ranking score.)

• \ _. I ~ "'.

[TABLE IN TEXT NOT REPRODOC~D ..HERS,]

, '
" ~

".

J'

\ ,
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;' .'
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"

.
"

,-,

Moreover..a' number of PAHs -- nap~thalene, benz(a)anthracene,
, . , benzo(a)pyre~e,' benzo(k)flouranthene, dibenz(a.h)anthrace'ne and

jndeno(1,2,3-c:d)pyrene are present insignificant quantities in F( ,
.. 32 wastes. See Tables, inAttachment at Tab 7.As such, these ,pARs
ar~ presen~ in suffici~nt concentrations to illlow analysis ,:'.
and detection in the combustion,residues. " ' '. '. . . ~ - .
The, relative difficulty of analyzing for dioxins and furans 'in
F032 wastes provides an additional justification for establishhtg

. an alternative standard based on incineriuion,'technology': In "
general, ,numerical standards are established f<:>r waste constituents

, which are amenable to'analyses~ and standards specifying 'specific
treatment technologies are developed for wastes that are difficult ,
.to analyze, 'See Fmal Best Demonstrated Available Technology (BDAT)
Background Document for U and P Wastes and Multi-Source Leachate '
(F039), VolumeC: at 1~2' (May 1'990):, Indeed,the
treatment standards f~r a: significant number of waste cod~s ,specify ,

'a te~hnologybased treatment, As disc~ssed in'Section'3.8.3 of the'
.F032 BDAT Background Document. there are ~ignificant problems '
, associated, with the analyses of dioxins/fu~ in F03~wasies,'

These problems are fully'described in:many 6fthe teChnical, .
, documents found in ,tl;1e docket to this rulemaking. As EPA's'-

, contractor have observed in one such report: " ' " '
, ,""These samples also'ha4 adevastating effectoD the'performance of '

r • I· .

the capillary chromatography column during the GC/MS, analysis.
, ,Injecting,the samples without dilution caused iminediate apd

irreversible d~ge to',the column to the' point where"virtUally all ,
, of the coinpounds would bellost even in standards. It is possible

'that the internal stanclar$were 'actually present in the fInal, ;.. -
extract but could' not be" detected due ,to, the degradation of the
capillary ~oIUmn. . } . ' ., '

The nature of this interference dOes not lend itself to
straightforward docw:n~ntation. 'Eyery thne th~ samples 'Ne're injectec;l'
iiI ei.ther laborato~, ~:c,hromatogran;t,of baseline noise 'and column

/ '
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, .
, bleed would result. 'and all subsequent injections would also

give primarily ba$eline ,t:l0jse ~nd cO!Unln bleed. This would re~ult '
, in breaking 'down the instrument. cleanil)g the chromatographic
"system, replacing the c~lumn, recalibrating, and trying again. II

In light of these sigmficant analytical diffi~ulties. and the '
availability of other constituents, I.e.,PARs, to provide a
measu're of proper combustion performaJ;1c~, the~e is QO

justification for requiring that dioxins/furans be aQalyzed for in
,'combustion residuals:

r

RESPONSE'
. ' ,

)n response t(j commentsJrom the Penta T~k'FQrce and',the American, Wood
Preservin1dnstitute.. the EPA has also prop,?sed and is promulgatiD.g in tOdaY's rule an
alternative compliance treatment standard that'sets combustion (",CMBST") as a treatinent
m~thod for P/F constituentS in F()32. \EPA is, also promulgating treatment'limits for OfF as
proposed. ' , '. '

EPA has promulgated, however, a revise4 "CMBST" compliance alternative,
which 'limits the availability of the "CMBST" to those combustion d~vices incompliance
with'applicable combustion standards in the '40 CFR 264'Subpart p·,.or, 40 CFR ~66. F032
wastes combusted in combustion·devices operating' under 40 CFR 264 or 266 do not have to
monitor ,the concentrations of DIF left behind, in 'combustion residues. However, the, facilities
must meet UTS numericalliririts applicable to each organic' and metal constittient regulated 'm
F032 ,as a'prerequi~ite to land disposal. ' ,

, It should'be emphasized thatfacilities'seelditg the combustion of F032 in an ,
incinerator regulated under a 40 CPR 265 Subpart.o do.not qualify for a "CMBST" treatment
s~dard. ,. F032 residues arisirig from 40 CPR 265 units :must meet the appli~able UTS
'riumeric~ limits for each regulated D/F constituent ,as a prereCIUisi~, to land disposal.

, EPA's authority to prescribe treatment limits ormethods"oftreatment under' ,
the LDR are set und~r section 3004 (ni) ofij:SWA. Under such HSWA provisions. EPA is '

I ' .

directed to set trea!Dlent standards that would reduce short- and long-tenn threats to the human
,.health and the environment.,

, In teday's rule, ~PA'allows F032 to comply ~ith either a numerical limit or
with the use· of acombustion device oPerated in,accordance withPart 264, incinerators, or Part"
266. Boilers and IndustriafFurnaces (BlPs). EPA believes that by liiniting the promulg~ted

. method of, treatment, i.e., availability of the combustion (UCMBST") standard. to a Part 264
incinerator or 266 BIF, EPA can ensure that the combus~ion of DfF in F032 is conducted in a

,. manner that is protectiv~ to' the humaIi health and the environment. " '\

121'S '
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" EPA has 'promulgated similar kinds of t~chnology standards f9r hazardous'
wastes regUlated under Part 26&.43 and hazardous, debris under Par:t.268.45. These specific"
treatment standards under'Pans 268.42 and'268.45 prescribe treatment methods and EPAhas

-' ~elied on permit authority • .f~derallstate ~ir ~mission stan~ards. or promulgated operational ..
- technology performance requirements to ensure t~at the tectmoiogy treatment ~ethods are /-
, protective to the human health and the environmeI:lt;and in particular do not result in the type
of impemiissible ,cross-m~ia transfer of hazardous constifuents referred to by ,the Cijemical, ,
'Waste Maoaiement' ~ourt.. ,. .', '" ' - ',' - '. ' _

~ . ., \ . . l'

in addition. 'EPA' does n~i a~~eptthe commenter~; a~sertion tha~ analyzi~g fqr . ,
non-DfF constituents should serve as,a surrogate 'for DfF destruction tQ BOAT leve,ls'. ,
Although demons~atiOIi of destruction of the other coriStitueo;ts is certaWy' some' evidence· of , ;
destruction of DiF"as well. the.Agency believes 'some added assurance'is desirable given the' .

-toxicity of D/Fs. This, added assurance is the part of-the alternative standard' assurmg that _
, \ ,treatment is occurring in a' combusti01i unit which is known to operate with' goOd combustion' .

,.. efficie~cy. either because" it is supject"to an 'explicit regulat9rY stmdard ,or (iri the case of
interim stanis incinerators) has ma~e aspecific demonsti'a,~ion of such efficiency. '

I: .

. ~J '
" ','
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DCN . ' PH4P032 '
,COMMENTER P~ilta Ta~k Force
RESPONDER JL " "
SUBJECT WOOD?
SUBJNUM '032
COMMENT

D. Requiri~g De Facto SiX 95 Incineration Of F032 Wastes 'Is
Unjustified And Contrary ~o ~PA's "Toxic" Classification For'These
Wastes.
EPA in,1990 expressly considered whether to'designate F032 wastes
a~ an acutely hazardous dioxin-conmining ~aste and thereby ~ubj~ct

the waste to the special management provision of 40 C.F.R. §§ .
261.30(d), 2u8.31, which includes treatment by an incinerator
meeting six 9s DREs. See 55 Fed. Reg: 50,450 (Dec. 6. 1990) (flnal
F032 listing rule). See also 53 Fed. Reg.53,282. 53,291-53,308"
~Qec. 30, 1988) (proposed rule). After an exhaustive review. of
the data, EPA conCluded that F032 wastes should'be designated as
toxic (tather-than as acutely hazardous). As a consequence of ~s "
1990 li~ting decision, F032 wastes should 'not be subject to the
exacting standards for incinerat~on (incineration by asix 9s

. unit) that are required for acutely,hazardolis'wastes. '
EPA's decision to classify F032 wastes as toxic rather than

, acutely.haZaId~us was fumly 'grounded in the record. At the time
the Agency considered the designation of F032 wastes,' the National"
Toxicology Program ("NTP") had published a cancer bioassay on
comm~rcialpentachlorophenol formulations of varying HxCDD content.
The NTP data demonstrated that·HxCDD was not a valid predictor of
the risk aSsociated with pentachlorophenol wastes. As. EPA
explained: . ,
In ligpt of the NTP study results" EPA can no longer use HxCDD as
a reasonable ,surrogate to indi~ate the toxicity of' _ :
pentachIorophenol The NTf study provides carcinogenic potency
values for pentachlorophenol pr~ucts 'such as ,
ltpUritied"penta~hlorophenol, 0;245 (mglkg/day)-I, and technical"
grade pentachlorophenol, O.788(mg/kg/day)-1, which are within the
range of values associated with other wastes listed as toxic:

, . SS Fec:l.Reg. a1.50,461. In,short,:because the NTP,study
, demonstrates that the carcinogenic potency of F032 wastes is well

wjthin the range of potency values of other toxic wastes re'gulated
under RCRA, the Agency had no choice but to designate F032 ,wastes

. , as a to?tic waste. ,
Having decided the issue in 1990, EPA now apPears.to be att~mpting .
through t,he RCRA land' disposal ban program to require that F032 . "

:. , . .' " .. - ... '

, ,"
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wastes be treated as if tli~y 'were a~utely .
h3.:Zardous dioxin~ontaining wastes,. i.e., by friCineration to six 9s

.pRE.. This, ~onclu~ion is apparen.! fro~ the record. I~ the proposed
rule; EPA states that "it has identified one commerciai-, "
facility cu~ently pennitted to combust wastes that may have pCDb
and PCDF constituents with concentrations ,one to two orders of '

,magnirude higher than'those levels found in'F032." 60 'Fed.Reg: '\,
, 43,681. That statel11-ent necessarily refers to. the Aptus .incinerator
. in Coffeyville, ~ansas,because Aptus is the only, ~'fixed-Qase"
commercial incinerator pennitted to· handle dioxin-contaminated

. ' wastes. :See Ei Digest, "Environm~ntal Infonnati<;>ri, II ,Minneapolis,
, MN(June 1994), at 22. The draft RIA also suggests that EPA' '
,contemphltes si~ 9s incineration for F03~ wastes, see, RIA, 3-7
("Under'thi~ rule, wooc:l preserving facilities will ~required, "
to incinerate ~io?tin~ontaminated waste (i.e., F032) nO,nwastewaters '
and demonsu:ate a destruction and removal"efficiency'rate of
99.9999 percent. "); see, id., Exh. ES-6 n.a. ("InCineration costs
for F032 nonwastewaters· assume a99.9999 percent'destruction .

, and removal efficiency rate"), as, do statements in,yarious staff, '-
memoranda that have been added to the' ~lemaking record. See, 'e:g..
M~niorandum from J. Labios~ to R. Kmch and L. Rosengrant" Re: .

, "Regul~tion of 'Dioxins in F032, F033!', and U242" (undated) (noting
that rotary kiln incinerators followed with adequate air pollution
contr~l devices (APCDs) are likely to meet existing six' 9s DRE '
perfonnance requirements). , . ,
Having deCided the i.ssue ih.1990, we believe that is' improperi,for

, EPA now to propose a treatment strategy. that treats F032 wiJ,stes as '
though they had been identified as'acutely hazardous and relies on
the management of-the w~tes in a six'9s incinerator. But unless:'

, the stigma issue.is squarely ad~resse~ ~ ~s rule~g,

precisely :that ,imp~oper res~lt wil~ come ,to fruition.

, '
,.'.

'"

I
\

RESPONSE

, It appears that the commenter was 'concerned tl)at since the BDAT model
,. supporting numerical liniits ..for D/F constituents was' based 'on six 9's Destructi9n and : "

", ReIlloval Efficiency (DRE) incinerators, facilities seeking compliance with the numerical
;limlts'in RCRA incinerators, cement kilns, ot other industrial furnaces achieving a four 9's
DRE

i
w~re iikely to fail the proposed UTS limits.' It also, appears ~t EPA's, discussions in .

the preamble and the BOAT Background Document for F032, F034, and F035 that at least
one facility was perinitted to treat D/F containing wastes' as difficuit to treat, as F032 led the
commenter to believe' that' EPA ,was 'considering limiting the' combustiop.of F032 to a six 9' s'

/ DRE ': RCRA combustion device. EPA is clarifying, therefore, that in today's rule EPA'i~
• • ..' I
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, not ~endin~ §§'264.343 (a) (2) Of 266)04 (a) (3) ,to,~!ompel the'combl;lstion of F032 or F024 ';A.
in a six 9'5 Destruction'and R~ffioval Efficiency combustion device, Nor has EPA proposed •
that 'the cOffiQustion of F032 or F024 be only conducted in a six 9'5 or a fQur 9's DRE
RCRA combustion device.'

.,

, " '. It sho~ld be noted that although the BDAT combustion technologies supporting .
the development of vrs limits for DIP tegulated in nonwastewater forms' of F032 and F024
met a RCRA incineration performance of six 9's DRE performance. the modeled
compliance treatment alternative, 'of "CMBST" was based on the performance a four9:s DRE .
_.RCRA 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0, rotary kiln incinerator combu,stiilg F024, Data from the
F024 incineration study shows that a well designed and well'operate4 fQur 9'5 DRE

'incinerator,can also meet the proposed limits of 1 ppb for nonwastewater forms of F024:
Based on this information. EPA ~lieves' that' RCRA Omnibus permit authorities can be used
under~40 CPR 264 Subpart 0 and 40 CFR 266 to ensure that the combustion'ofF032 (and
F024) is conducted in a well designed and well operate9 combustion devices and thus,
~ing the rele~se' or gene~ationof D/F during combustion ...

\ ,

. ,

I '\ •
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DCN: , .PH4P039
GOMMENTER AWPI
RESPONDER JL.:
SUBJECT' WQOD7 '
SUBJNUM' 039 0 ,

"COMMENT, F032 REQUIREMENT FO~ SIX-9'S INCI:t-iERATION IS,
'UNWARRANTED, "'. ,'", ' . '. ','

EPA is inappropriately requiring treannent ~tanqards -for F032 ,at levels
accorded to acutely hazardous waste. This is evi~enced by' ,', ','
several sta,tements.' The Agency "identified one facility .
currently permitted to combust, wastes that may have PCDDand
PCDF constituentS one to tWo orders of magnitude higher than
tho~e levels found,inf032'" (the ApttIS f~ci1ity). "Inciner~ti9rt
costs for F03i non~wastewaters'assumes a 99.9999 percent
destruction and removal efficiency" according to the draft RIA. 0

,

Anundated .int~inal memorandum~tweenOSWER staff noting that,
rotary kiln iricinerato~s followed with ,adequate air pollution: ' ,
contrordeviCes (APCDs) are likely 'to ,meet existing six 9',s,DRE .
performance requirements. 'EPA ,h~salready given a thorough- .

; tevie\\:, to'the proper classification of F032 wastes. Th~ Agency _
cited,the results of the Natio~l Toxicology Program (NTP)

" cancer bioassay'on comm~rcialpentacWorophenol formulations of
, varying HxCDD content as further ,evidence in support of a "toxic

waste'! classificati9n.,CO~MENT: This "backdoor~' approach to
,regulate FO~2 as ~ de facto "acrutely ~ardous w~ste ',' is'

, , inappropriate and filrther evidence of the need for EP~ to .
" reconsider the UTSs, for F032 wastes.-. '

-oJ' '

RESPONSE

\ ...' ~

-,e

I '

It apPears~atth~'coinmentor was ,concerned th8t since the BDAT model '
" supportirig numerical limits for O/F·constituentswas based on'six 9's Oestnlction.and Removal

I • • •

Efficiency (DRE) ,incinerators, ' facilities seeking compliance with the numerical limits in ,
.....'. .
-RCRA,incinerators, ,cement kilns. or qther industrial furnaces achieving a four 9.'s DRE'

were likely-to fail the propOsed UTS limits. : It also appears ~i EPA's discussfons in the ,
'preamble and 'the BOAT Background Document for· F032. F034, ~d F035. that at . least one
facility was permitted to treat O/F. containing wastes 'as difficult to treat as F032' led the '
conpnentor.to believe that EPA wa.~ considenng limi~ing the combustion of F032 to a six'9's
DRE - RCRA combustion dev~ce.,' EPA is clarifying~ therefor~, that· in tOday's rule EPA is .
not amending §264.343 (a) (2) or §266.,l04 {a) (3) to compel die combustion of. F032or'F024
in a six 9's Destruction and Re~oval Efficiency -combustion device. Nor mis EPA'proposed

'! th~.t the combustion' of F032'or,F024 be only conducted in a six 9'g or a four 9 's.DRE-
o. • RCRA combustion device. " I

A"W'y.
..
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It should be noted'that although the BDAT combu5tio,n technologies supportinge
, the development of tITS limits for D/F regulateq in nonwastewater forms of F032 and F024
; met a 'ReRA incineration performance of six 9's tiRE perfonpance, the mod~led compliance

treaunent alternative of "~MBST" was based on the performance a four, 9..~s DRE - RCRA 40
CFR 264 Subpart O,'rotary kiln incinerator combusting F024. pata from the F024 '
incineration study shows that a ,wel~ designed and ~elloperated four 9's DR£' incinerator caIl:
also.meet the proposed limits of'l ppb for nonwastewter forms of F024. ,Based on this
information,' EPA believes that RCRA Omnibus permit authorities can be used under 40 '
CFR 264 Subpart 0 and 40 CFR 266 'to, ensure that the combustion of F032 (and F024) is "
conducted in a well designed and well operated 'combustion devices and thus, ,minimizing the
release or generation of D/F during combustion. '. ' . '

",
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DCN" PH;4P02.7 ' .
~OMMENTER 'Rollins Environmental
REspoNDER lL'-

'SUBJECT 'WOODS
SUB1NUM, . Oi7

. COMMENT
EPA is p~oposi~g' treaune!1t standards fO,r the ~ooq preserving
wastes F032, 34, & 35. For the purpose of these comments RES 'is
assu~ing the proposed treaunertt 'standards 'for these wast~s' are '
those listed in the prea.¢ble' of this proposed rule. The treatinent .
s'tandards listed in the regulatory langUage of this proposal rule '
do not.coincide with the hazardous constituents of the, thr~e
wastes, nor do they reflect the intent expressed throug.p.out the ..

, preamble. Therefore we are' assuming the treaonent standards ,in the'
'prearilbleare,~e'proposedstandargs for these three 'wastes streams:

RESP9~SE

..,

, .

•
\ I ,; ~ .' . ',' .

'EPA identified several discrepancies ,~'the list:of hazardou~ cOl~tituen~ and "
the constituent limits proposed for regulation in severa~ pages of the 60 FR (43680-43682 and
43694-43697). EPA later issued a CorreCtion Notice to clarify what portions of th~ preamble .
were incorrect'and ~hat portiotls'-were correct (see 6O,FR (546451), October'25, 1995)., Aiso, .
several coInIIienters'and two technicid jour,nals pointed out to these discrepancies. EPA is':
promulgating :pursuant ~o ~e Correction Notice unless ot.Perwise noticed in this' preamble and
in the Final BOAT Background Documenfforthese Newly Listed WOod Preserving Wastes
(F032; F034~,andF035)." "

I '

• '.

..

I '".
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DC~ PH4P032 I ,

CQMMENTER THE PENTA TASK FORCE
RESPONDER J~

SUBJECT WOODS
SUBJNUM 032
COMMENT

For wastewate~ forms ~f F032: EPA has' proposed
treatment standards for dioxfus and furans that are

- in the"parts-per-trillion ("ppt lt
) range. The,proposed

standards were traI1$ferred from the universal
treatinent star~dards for dioxins/furans in organic,
wastewater. The UTSs, in turn,' are based on "
biological treattnent of wastewaters that contain
very low concentrations of dioxins ,and furans arid

, the treatment standards were set by mt.iltiplying the
average effluent conce~tration after treatment times
a variability factor of 2.8 and an accuracy

, correction factor or5.0. UTS BOAT Background
;Document,. Vol. A. § 5-6.

The universal treatment standards for the various
" regulated dioxin and furan h~mologues,. with the

exception of PeCDF. were developed by :
trarisferring'data from the'treatment of 9 It should

. ,be noted that EPA'applied the 2.8 variability factor
and 5'.0 accuracy correction factor in establishing
the dioxinlfuran universal treatment standard for '

, wastewaters. but inexplicably· failed to do so when
establishing the UTS standard for dioxins/fuians in
nonwastewaters. See id., VoL.B at Table 6-1. '" ' ,

.... J ,

, 1 . I '
TCDD-eontaining wastewaters. The concentrations
ofTCDt> in the \yastewater streams ranged from

.. O.{)()()()4 ug1L to O.0118'ug/L. Id. ,Tables: $-156,
5-155. In contrast, the average ,concentration of

~ , dioxins and furans in the wastewater forms of F032 ,
wastes as 'reported by EPA are in the range of 0.9
ug/L to 66 ug/L, or roug1?lY' 2,000 to 5,000 ~imes
more concentrated Ulan· in the wastewaters used to

, develop the universal treattnent standards. It is
improper for E»A to, transfer the UTS standard

, because there is no ,assuranc~.· that the UTS' stilndard

-'- .'
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,c~n be met with the higher dioxinlfurari
cQncentrati6~ found in t~e F032 'wastew~ter'
,streams.

B" Wasiewater-Treatinent Technology Cannot Ach'ieve The Proposed BOAT'
,:rreatmem Stan~ards. '. .' ' - . '

· EPA 'has selectea wastewater treatment ,
, .technologies, such as biological treatment, as ' .'
, BOAT for wastewater forms of F032 wastes. But·
, EPA'has incorrectly concluded· that such treatment. . ""

technologies can be used to meet the .
parts-per-trillion (lio~in/furan concentration limits
o(the proposed rule.

.The probJem with EPA's analysis is most sharply'
· illustrate~ by' considetmg the 'biotreannent
peIfonnance data used 'in establishing the universal
treatment st,andards for dioxins and; furans in
organic wastewaters.' The data indicate a removal J

efficiency of roughly 78 percetlt. See UTS BOAT'
Background Document for Wastewaters, Tables
5-155, '5-156. If the sam~ removal efficiency were
achieved for dioxins/furans in the more '
concentrated F032 wastestreams, it is clear ~t the
proposed treatment limits would not be met. The .
dioxins/furaris in f032 wastewaters .are in the range.
of 0.9 ug/L to 60 ug/L: Seventy eight percent
removal would only fedl,lce the dioxins/furaris ~ 
the.effluent to 0.18 ug/L to 12 ug/L. Theseflnal
concentrations are from 2 to 190 times higher than
the proposed F032 wastewater. treatment standaid .~

·'of 0.063 ug/L (or S to 343 times the proposed F032 ' .
· wastewater treatment standard of 0.035 ug/L for .

'. PeCDF)., ." .. , '.
,.

. /

.-

e,",'
. - ~

St;ated another way. if the Agency had evaluated
data on the biotreatment ofF032 wastewaters, it
~O\ild have observed dioxin/furari concentrations in
the treated e~uent iiJ. the .range of 0.18 ug/L to 1,2 .
ug/L (based on an influentdioxinlfuran -.
concentration in the rapgeof 0.9 ug/L to 60 ug/L
aIJ,d a 78 percent re~oval efficiency). Application
I· '", .
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of the stand~rd v~~iability factor of 2.8'and the
~ ," , ,accuracy correction factor of 5.0 would 'have

result~d in an adju~ted treatment srandard in the
range of 12.6 ug/L to 168 ug/L (based,on.0.9 ug/L·

, x,5 x 2.8 and 12 ug/L x 5 x 2.8), or between 200 to'
2666 times higher than the propos,ed 0.063 ug/L ,
limit (360 to 4800 times higher than the proposed

" 0.035 ug/Llimit forPeCOF). In swri, ~eBDAT
standard in the prop~sed rule does not r.eflect the
concentration of dioxins/furans that would result
from biotreatment and, as such._must be adjusted
upward.

RESPONSE '. .
. EPA agrees' with the cOMme~terthatthe concentrations of peOD and PCDP

in wastewater forms of F032 , as generated. will be, normally, much higher than those found
in EPA'sdata base describing. influent wastewaters to biqreactors.' EPA is not persuaded.', .
however, l>Y comnients emphasizing that the treatment limi~ are not achievable;

The'practice of feeding diluted concentrations of PCOD and PCDF to
bioreactors.is ari expected result iil any biological wastewater treatment process because PCDI?

., and ~CDF can be highly toxi~ to microorganisms. One way to overcome such diffiCUlty is to,
acclimate micro-organisms to some threshold tolerance levels of PCDD and PCDF coming~into

,the rea~tor. Another way to enable the tieatriient ofPCDD and PCOF in bioreactors is to '

reduce the loadings of pcp'oils., PCDD, PCDF; and toxi,c metals. The loadings of such, ,
pollutants can be reduced with tlie use of appropriate chemical/physical separation processes, ~'

, '(e.g. oil/water separators. distillation. flocculation, or'dissolved air 'flotation). routing the "
. pretreated wastewaters to holding~, -adjust their pH. or diluted these wastewaters with,

other wastewaters. In addition. the use of. activated carbon adsorption for reducing'the levels
. of nonpolar cOO$tituents such as PCDD and PCDF from bioreactor 'effluent wastew'aters c~iIr -_

also e~ble facilities to meet the promulgated limits for PCDD,and PCDF. EPA has, ,
determined thatsuch practices. incluc;ling the.use of a~tivatedcarbon adsorption systems. are
also co~on in the .wood preserving ind~stry and can be optimized. generally, to' meet the
treatment limitS promulgated today. In fact. activated carbon adsorption is among t!te most
prescri~treatmentmeth~ for groundwater or surf~ce waters abateme~t in Records of

-,De~isions where wood preserving facilities reported PCp. PCDD. ~d PCDF as·
groundwater/surface water pollutan~. (See Appendix K ,in the, Final BDAT Bac~grou~d for
Wpod Preserving Wastes (F032. F034. and F03S), April 15, 1997.) EPA is thus promulgating

, treatm~nt standards for PCnD and PCDF in wastewater fonps of F032 as pr~posed.
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DCN - ,,', PH4P039

" COMMENTER AWPI '
'RESPONDER it

. "SUBJECT "W0008 ,"

, SUBJNUlvi 039'" ' , '-, ,,' , ',,' , ,
COMMENT - 'TREAl'MENT' STANDARDS FOR DIOXIN AND FURAN CONGENERS '

, , 'DO NOT REFLECT RISK Th~ Agency ignores the differences in " '
the r~sks associated With each of' the diox:i~ al,ld furan congener .
constitl,Ients . EPA proposes the'same concentration treatment'

• f standard for all dioxin and furanJlon-wastewaters of 1 ppb 'whHe
wastewater, treatment staQdards ,are set at 0.000063 mg/L. Having

, identified 2.3,7,8-tetrachloro-diberizo-p-dioxin as the most , '
to~ic 'of the polychlorinated diberizo dioxin/furan co~geners.. EPA' ,

, adopted toxi~lty equivalency factors (TEFs) which permits the
" . 'conversion'of any PCDO or PCOF congener into an equivalent" '

concentration of 2,3,7 .8:-TCPO or Toxicity Equivalents (TEQs) Of "
, , ,tliesix congeners' identified in the proposed rule, five are .

significantly less toxic than 2,3,7.8-TCDO. , ' ' '
Penrachlorodibenzo-p-4io.xins (2,3:7.8-PeCD'Ds) and'
pentachlorodibenzo-p-furans (2,3.4" 7,8-PeCDFs) each have a rEF
'of 0~~.'Hexa~lilorodibenzo-p-dioXins7(2.3!7,8-lixCDOs), "

. tetrachlorodibenzo-p-fui'~ (2,3,7,8-TCDFs), and, '.
hex.3.chlorodi~n2:o-p.,fur3.ns-(2,3,7,8-HxCO:fs) eacti have a TEF' of
0.1. COMMENT: EPA should set treatment standards'that are
reflective of the actual risks posed by the' indi~idUa1' PCOO or "

" PCDF co~geners by using TEFs. Further., EPA should addtess the '
,risks posed by the constituents of concern: when ,disposed' in a

. " , I

secure Subtitle C landf111. not the residential risk model that ,
, the Agenc;y has utilized.· " . .

,
", ,

e·

RESPONSE,· . . ,
. ,The commenter has asked EPA to reexamme the constituents selected Jor

, regulation such ~t EPA only regulates those'that represent the "highest risk". The .
, . coniin~nter suggests that EPA regulates O/~ constituents in F032 bas~ on total equivalency

factors which allow the conversion' of any polychlorinated dibenzo~p~ioxin (PCDO) and
, polychlorinated dit>e~o-p-fuiaDs (PCDF) into an ~quivalent concentration of 2,3,7,8-'
-:t~trJchlor¢ibenzo-iHIioxin. The'comm~nter,"feels such an approach may be more appropriate' ,
" for F032. ,. .

Section3004 (m) gives 'EPA regulatory discretion to set either technology or 
risk ~ased l~its that would set the marcimum eOl?-ce.n'trat,ions of O/F in F03i 'thatean ,be land _
disposed. EPA's selection of regulated constituent. was based on ,the concentration of
untreated constituent ~ea~ured in the untreated was~e and the IUceli~o04~~at,~ese,c,oristituents

'\ '
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'3 Nor is EPA precluded from doing so, ifEPA dete~ine5 that,a treatmeni 'standardpromulgated today is. 
inappropriate 'for a contaminated media pursuant toa treatabilitY variiUtce granted under the 40 CFR pari 268.44 (h)... ' . .... .'

••.• J'. .' . . , "

can regulate other D/F constituentsj'sorriers and homoldgues present'in F032. EPA believes
that ' .

this approach- is also 'peimissible under the land disposal restrictions sinc~ the selected
constituents are. present at concentrations abo,ye VTS limits and these ~onstituejlts are also
hazardous constitUents of concern that drove EPA's' decision making for listing F032 as a
hazardous waste under Subtitle C of RCRA. Certainly, there is no suggestion that the' I ,ppb,
level is a level at which threats to the human health and the environment are minimiied.
Alth~ugh th~re, ,remains' considerable 'uncertainty as to what t)le ultimate ~inimu~ threat le~el
should be, it is ~lear that potent'carcinogens like DIP. constituents are not regulated past such

:. point. (See, for example, 61 FR 1878Q, April 29, 1996.) EPA also points 'out that although'
. ,the hepta- dioxin andhepta-furans were constituents of listing concern, ~PA chose not'to " .

regulate all their homologues and' isomers since EPA determined that regulation of the tetra~,
penta-, and hex,a- will re~late them '[00. Likewise, EPA identified'octa:.congeners and

, isomers of di9xin and furan constituents and they were not, regulated since they'can al~o be
regulated by the selected constituents. '

I

\

I

•
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, . The commenter is correct to point out that based on toxiCity equivalents
(TEQs) '--the toxicity of several- isomers and congeners of PCDD and PCDF regulated in F032
may ~ le~s: generally, than the one assOCiated wi~ 2,3,7,8- TCDD. However,EPA notes'
that the tools to me1;1Sure the precise to~icty and other health ~ffec~ poseq by'PCOD and PCDF
in wastes,' oils, and other matrices' is currently being scrutinized by EPA as part, of the ongoing
debate on EPA;s dioxin health risk assessment.' No one has suggested or convinced EPA that
the regulated PCDP imd PCDF coristituen~are not toxic. Although EPA believes that" '.

, .technology ~ risk. or,health based tre~tment standards can satisfy, .generally ~ the provisions of,
,3004 (m), EPA does'not routinely rely on health or risk based quantifiers or factors_.to adjust
upward or downward 'treatment 'stand3rds promulg~ted, under the 40' CFR Pax:t 268, or for. the

. selecti'~)fl of UTS/BDAT constituents regulated by EPA.-3 For example, like PCDD/PCDF,
PNA's are,other toxi~ ~dous constituents found in F032 that are also relatively illSoluble in
water and thus. presumably less likely to migrate from a Subtitle C hazardous landfill. And
.EPA have selected specific constituents within the PNA's for regulation without relying on"
toxicity ranking factors for ~ving to such list of regulated constituents or to adjust their

. treatment linlits upward._ (see Final BDAT Background Document for Wood Preserving
, 'Wastes). However. under the land disposal restrictions. treannent levels are based on

technologies that substantially reduce the lo~dings or concentrations f?f such constituents prior
to disposal. Further~ no one is suggesting that EPA is setting, today, treatment standards that

. ' will force the treatment of PCDD and PCDF below levels were the concentrations of these ..
constituents cease to be hazardous. To the contrary, ~PA.believes that the treannent standards
promulgated today are within a range. of treatment levels that will reduce. generally. shon-.

. and long,.term ~eats to the human health and the environment. EPA.is thus promulgating a~



, .
) , • I

'"

, 'propose~,

. ~. ' .,;

, ,', ," Becaus~ EPA is setting 'treatme,nt standards that ~re based'on the perfonn~nce
, o~ trea~e'nt technologies, EP~. does rely, ge'nerally; on statistiCal tools to calculate v!iriability
,fa~tors that can'be ,used: in setting the· final treatment standards. EPA, relies on variability :

, factors to ,account for tluctua~ions, ~ris.ing from samplin~ techniques or for fluctutations arising
i from ,the nonnal operation of treatment processes,' EPA ha~ determined•.however, that the
'treatment stimdards forPCDD and PCDF do not 'need:adjustmerits because EPA believes that
, well 'operated and designed ~ombustion devices can treat, generally: PCDD and PCDF below'
" th~ Ippb limits proimilgated t~ay for nonwastewater formS of F032. ,~PA has)settled this'

issue ~.nthe·promulagtjon of theSolvent and Dioxin Rule, the'Third Third' (f024), 'and'the '
" development of UTS limits forPCDD,and PCDF in Phase 2.. (See, Sf FR 40615, November .
...7.1986; 55 FR'22580-1, June 1,1990;'59 FR47982, September 19,.1994). In addition, EPA
,believes that by pro~ulgating. today, a compiiance treatnient staild~d alternative of " . '. "~'
combustion; the issue of-potential adjustments for PCDD an4 PCDF in nonwaste-water forms '

/. of F032 becomes mute: This is because·underthe combustion t~eatment standard compliance '
alternative, combus,tion residues arising from Part 264 , mCulerators, or ,from Part 266,; ,

.industriai boiler and furnaces, can be land disposed without the monitoring of PCDD ,an,d
, PCDF consti~ents in F032 derived' fiom residues:

.'
, .
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DeN PH4P1l3 ,
COMMENTER Chemical Manufac~rers Associ~tion
RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT WOODS
SUBJNUM '113 ._
COMMENT ,

B.,EPA should-allow concentration-based as well as
, 'technology-based criter'ta to satisfy BDAT for metals in

nonwastewater forms of f032, F034, anq FiBS.
In' the preamble; EPA indicates, tha,t for metal in nonwastewater "
fornis of F032, F034, and F030: stabiliZation is BDAT for chromium
(total), arid that .vitrification is, BOAT for arsenic. Use of the
word, "is" and not the p~ase standards" "', are based' ~n" implies

, that the'Agency intends to allow only the use of these 'specific
techDologies to treat these constituents to leyels below which '

, these wa~tes may be 'land disposed. However. the regulatorY
: language in the. table at 268.40 indicates that the nonwastewater
, standards for arsenic and chromium are numerical standards
CMA h~~ commented ip. the'past that it generally (a~prs
concentration-based treatment standards for BOAT and that it
supportS the allowance of t.echnology-based staJidards as
an alternative to. andnot as a.replacement for;
conceIl:tration-based standards" We maintairi this position. Although

,the Agency and CMA may 'not currently be aware of-technologies
other than stabiliZation and, vitrification that could be' used to
treat for chromium and arsenic in the wastes described aboye. vie
favor the flexibility afforded by a concentration-based standard
which would allow any teChnology that can me,et these levels as an .

, alternative. C~ requests ,that the preamble language be modified to
, clarifY that any technology that can, meet the levels indicated in' '
the table may 'be used. ,
In 'addition. EPA' is pro~sing F032 wastewater and nonwaste~ater,

. standards that would require meeting a concentration that does ,not
exceed l'ppb (or J ug/kg) for ~l the peOD and PCOF homologue' and
,isomer constituents proposed for regulation for F032 waStes. Even '
if a,l1;1g/kg level is achievable for PCODand torPCDF. analytical '

~ ,liIDitations may preclude'tiTS levels this low. . '
Normally when EPA sets treatment standards for a waste '
constituent. a procedure is followed in which bom an "accuracy

, correction factor" and' a "variabIlity factor" are applied to the, , .
concentration 'of the constituent observed in'the treatment data
that supports the standard. See, Final B~st Demonstrated Available'
Technology (BOAT) Background D.ocument, for Universal Treatment'

, :
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The comnienter raised four issues and EPA's responses':to such comments "\
• • J.' '.' . '. '. .'.

\,•

. "

Standards Volume A: Vniv~rsal Treatment Standards for Wastewater
. Fonns of Wastes, '~2 (July 1994): The accura~y correction factor is

used to account for analyticallimitat~ons in "the available
treatment performanced,ata, and the ,variability .factor is used'

, to correct for variations in waste treatrrlent, sampling, analytical
" techniques and procedl;lres', and other factorS that affect .treatment

, perforrriance.·' , ' , . .
, ' .' However, we are not. sure if EPA accou'nied for variability and . "
. , accuracy in setting the universal ~reatmeht standards for' ,

'rionwasiewater forms: of ~ese:org:hticwastes,We urge ~PA to do so. '
As 'CMA has previously written in its July 9, 1993 comments on the
May 24,1993 Interim final nile on land disposal restrictions for '
ignitable a~9 corr~sive' characteristic wastes whose treatments. ~

standards were yacated, organic wastestreams are not easily
,analyzed for constituents at very 'low concentrations'" CMA
reiterates its previous recommendation that EPA. e~pliCitly stat~s

that, given approyerl test methods;, nondeductible levels of .
constituents are equivalent to zero concen,tration and should also '
oe applied this the ,setting of VIS levels., '.

" ,

RESPONSE

follow
'below:

,-

, ,

" ,

• I

,
','

1. Clariflcation:that EPA' is settinginumerica1:l~tS for the regulation ~f Arsenic .'
'and Chtomium'(total) in wastewater and nonwastewater fo~ of E032. ", .

~. - EPA is cla.t:~fy4tg in today's rmal rule'that EPA is promulgating UTS limits for
the regulation of Arsenic land Chromium (total) in F032, F034; and F03S., Since EPA is - . ,

.. establishing VIS limits that aI:e expressed as 'maximum concentr~tions of.these metals allowed
for land:disposal, the' us¢ of any" treatment technologies capable of meeting'the VIS limits is
not probl~it~d 'except for thos~ that may cOIistitute: impermissible dilution.

. ' 'I. ,

2. , ' ,

F032.'
..Analyticai O'ifficulties;' may preclude the eStablishment of UTS limits' for

. . ~ .

e·

( I " ,

EPA's lackS data from the commenter to assess what kind of technical
, difficulties 'will b~' encou~tered'during the analysis of F032 w~stes.'· " ,,',

'," I ,"

,After revi,ewmgme char~cte~ization'dat3 of the Penta. Group, the reported,. ...... . .
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analyti~~l diffi~ulties, ~rid' F032 Characterization studies;' EPA has\~oncluded that the reponed. e.
"d,ifficulties" appear to repres~nt more the unfamiliarity of chemists performing the chemical
analyses .with OfF recommended test methods 'rather than real flaws in the test method. EPA
beiieves further that the ~lleged "difficulties'" can·easily be overcome by routine'laboratory "
clean-up procedures apd the use of appropriate solvents and other laboratory calibrat.ion ,
techniques. EPA has enhanced. therefore, the discussion of these recommended procedures .'.
andcalibration techniques in the BDAT Background Document.. (See also the Administrative
Record supporting tOday's Phase 4· final rule for the technicai document' titled: Background'
Paper Addressing Technical Issues Relined to Analysis of F032 Wood PreservingWaste~ for
Dipxins and Furans. dated June 19.1996.) .

Several conuneq.ters were correct in pointing. it out that EPA di4 not correct·
the proposed UTS limits for DIF in. F032 with accu~acy and variability factors, as typically .
done in the calculation of treatment standards qf other: ha2;ardous constituents prohibited from
land disposal. EPA did not adj¥st the proposed UTS limits for D/F constituents. nor is· EPA
doing so in today's fmal rule. as. explained below. . '

I The UTS treatment limits are based on combustion, technologies that EPA ,
believes will meet the propqsed UTS limits for DIF in FQ32 as long ·as the combustion of ~032 '
is cond~tted in a device ~at is. well designed and well operated. EPA concluded in the ..
Solvents 'and Dioxins rule that a six-nines De~truction and Removal Effi~iency (DRE) .: .. _
combustion device can routinely achieve .the .promulgated limit (see January 18, 19!16. 51 FR

. (1733-1735». Based on the perfonnan~eof afour-nines D~ rotary kiln incinerator' burning
F024, EPA believes that a four-nines DRE unit ,.that is well designed and operated can also' .
meet the promulgated UTS limits for OfF (see June.1. 1990, '55 FR(22580-2258l).Although.
none of the submitted'comments or data appe~ to support the revisions to DIF li.n:iits' proposed

. by ~e commenters. EPA inay revisit this issue in a separate rulemaking if new data }'>ecome
, availabl~.. .

'.1234
e'

EPA should correc~ the D/F limits for accuracy and variability.3.

, In 'additi6n. ~PA'h3s set an'al~e~tive complianc~ treatment'standard that 'sets
: combustion ,"CMBST" as a treatment standard for DlF for nonw~stewater fonits of F032.

\ .

....
,However, EPA points out,to thecomrnenter that EPA generally allows "

deviations from the p~omulgated treatment liriiits to concentration of up to 'one order of:
magnitude above the applicable treatment standard (i.e. the numerical UTS limit) prescribed, in

. the 40 CFR 268.4<,l, for the.ashes arising-from combustion devices if the matriX from CMBST
cannot be aDatyzed to the treatment level using the proper analytic procedures. EPA refers t9

, suc~ treatment limits,allowances as the analytical detection limit (compliance) alternative.
',Facilities s~ldng the dispOs~ of such·combustion "a~hes must' satisfy the provisio~ in the 40
..CFR 268AO, (d)'(I) through (3) and-268.7 (b) (5) (iii). (Also. see· June 1.1990.55 FR
(22541-22542).) . . '. . . . '.. ...' ,. ,

"



" ;'

't,' •

-, '

'To qtiaiify 'for a "CMBST" treatment standard, the combustion device should be operated-
", ~nder a 40 CFR 264 Subpart- 0 or under a '266 operating permit and the Permit writer -
t· • • \ •.~m- use his/her Omniblis power- a':ltliorities to determine- if a combustion device seeking tb treat

F032 can be deemed well operated and well designed combustion devices. If deemed 'a weli - '
operated and designed combustion device, the faciiity will not have to monitor,the' " .

_con~entrations"of D/F constituents in waste~ater and npnwastewater forms 'arising from the 
combustion of-F032. EPA feels thereforetha;t such alternative compliarice treanp.ent standard
fully ad~resses the ~?ncerns raised' by the comIlienters. ' --

i.';,

, /

4. . Pr~posal,thai ~-nondetection limits n are equivalent to zero detection:. .' .,. ' ..' .., .

. .

EPA ~lieves the' comhtenter is concemthat a d~tection limit in a tr~ated- was~e
abov~ a UTS numerical limit may fail to me~i the applicable treattnent s~dard even if the
targeted analyte is :below the detection 14nlt. EPA be~ieves that Ii "nonde~ection ~imif' is not

\ • • • • #. (- - - ....

-- feasible way to address tI:tis concern.,,- EPA believes' that a' constituent shown below a particular
. targeted detection lirillt means that 'the constituent is either destroyed by 'the employed \
-techiloJogy .. mask in the wa~te ,residue due to, matrix 4lterferences. or it could be, measured in _
conc,entrations below the target~d -detection limit. As a resuli. it equId t>e pOssible that the-,
constituent of LOR concern is still above the applicable UTS limit should the' targeted selection

\ . I I., . , •

limit be above the UTS. promulgated 'limit. Therefore, EPA believes that a facility, could, still be
deemed in violation of the applicable limit ifEPA'_detects s~ch constituent above its UTS' ..
linllt. I ' "

j •

.' \

- However. EPA points, out' to 'the c'ommenter that .EPA.generally allows
-deviations fi-Qrn the promulgated treabnent linlits to' concentration of up to one order of ,
magnitude 'above the applicable treatme'nt standard (i.e. the numerical1)TS limit) prescri.,ed i~
the 40 CFR 268.40, for the ashes ¢sing from combu,stion devices. EPA'refers.tosuch .

. treatment limits allowances as the analytical detecdonlimit. (compliance) al~rriativ~., F~cilities I '

seeking the disposal, of such combustionashes'IIJ.ust satisfy the-provisions in.the 40CFR . .
, 268.40 (d) (l)through (3) and 268.7 (b) (5) (iii). (Also, see June 1;1990,.55 FR(22541

225,!2).)· Another-option available to the commenter is to verify if the waste of concern is
-_different from the one supporting the'UTS limit and seek from EPA a treatability variapc~

pursuant to provisions in the 40 CFR 268.44. " ' . \, - .
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DCN ' PH4P039
,COMM,EN,!ER AWPI'
,RESPONDER JL
SUBJECT WOOD9'
SUBJNUM 039 j ~ " l • ., •

COMMENT " DIOXIN A~D FURAN LIMITS FOR F032 WASTEWATERS ARE
U~ACHIEVABLE , ",'
, EPA has proposed treatment stan~ards for. F032 wastewaters'that

were trarisferred from the UTSs for dioxi~ and furans in organic
wastewater. These UTSs are based on biologicallreaunent of '
wllstewaters containing v'ery low cohcentrati~nS of dioxins and ,

, , furans ranging from: 0;00004 jJ.g/L to O~0118 jJ.gl.L. The average
conceotr3,tions of dimdn and furans in F032 wastewaters are inuch

, higher ,ranging'from 0.9.'jJ.g/L to 60 ·jJ.g/L. COMMENT: 'Given that the "
'removal efficiency for biological treatment of the lesser "
concentrated was only 78 percent, AWPI does not believe that EPA
can support the claim'that the ui's ~an be met' with the highe~,
concentrations Qf dioxins am;! furans found in F032 wastewaters .

.RESPONSE
. ~..

" T~e coinmentor has asked EPA to withdraw the proposed VTS limits fo~ the
'regulation of dioxin and 'furan (D/F)'constituentS in wasewater forms 'of F032. , The
commento,r indicates that the proposed UTS limitS cannot be,achieved-since the untreated
concentrations ,of D/F in F032 are niuch higher than ,those observed in' untreated wastewater:
. ' ,. l' .

supporting the ,UST-limits.. , . ,

.' ~ ' ," Like other commenters, this comentor feels th~f the limitsproposed'for DJ'F in
. F032 ~astewaters are not achievable. Commenters feel that EPA's own wastewater '. ,
, 'cliaracterization data showed'that theD/F concentrations in untr~ated F032 wastewaters w~re

at significant or4ers of magnitude greater~ 'the untreat~d ,concentrations in wastewate~
supporting the proposed uts limits. They also emphasized that the performance of biologic~l

" I ,

treatment units treatjng D/F constituents a<;hieve up to 78% de'sQ'Uction. and thus, .it may yield
, an effluent witA. higher co~centrations than those proposed by EPA. As a result, the .

commentor concluded that the proposed treatment standards for D/F in 'wastewaterforms of
F032 cannot be met.' " .'

, ,
EPA has examined "the" available daul on the characterization of F032,

'pre~~iling management practices for waste,waters as,difficult to treat as ~032, ~nd 'for
wastewat~rsmanaged by biological treaonent systems. EPAacknowle'dges that the
concentrations ofD/F in F032 wastewater~,'as generated"are much higher than those treated

, by'the biologicai treatment systemsupportipg the'VTS lirilits for D/F promulgated today.,'
Based on the available data, EPA believes that prevailing, w'ast~water treatment practices in the

. ~. ....
',/.

;..
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Wood 'Preserving industry can be optimized or up graded to meet the'DfF limits pro~osed for
F032 wastewaters. . , . . '

.Another commentor asked EPA to withdraw its proposal for the regulatiOIi'of
OfF constituents in F032 wastewaters. The commentor believes that the regulation of PCP and·
PolycycIlc Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PARs) can ensure the r~ductionof OfF in F032
wastewaters. The commentor also subnutted da~ ,,:,ith regard, to concentrations' of DiF, PCP,
and PAHs a~lytes in·two,effluent ~032 wastewaters treated by activated carbon' adsorption.
Th~s~ data appear·t~.support thecomriient~r's st3temen~ that m~ni~orin'g of PCP and P~s' •

.'"

• >

. i238

'i ., .

EPA believes that these F03i wastewaters can meet the p'ropos~d .li}nits
because Wood Preserving facilities currently treat these wastewaters via biological ,treatment
,and the' concentrations of Pentachlorophenol(PCP)and D/}= in F032 wastewaters 'are being , '
reduced _substantiaily iil order to enable the treatment ,of F032 wastewaters' via biological
treatment processes., In general, the PCP in F032 wastewaters in-Wo9d Preserving f~cilities is
comprised of soluble and nonsoluble PCP loadirigs or fractions. Ge'nerally, soluble PCP·
fractions,enhance the solubility. of OfF constituents in the wastewater. ~onsoluble fractions of _
PCP also carry concentrations of O!F and these constituents partition with oils, colloids, an~
su~pended sO,lids.

Soluble PCP fractions are being treated in biological treal!IIent processes once
appropriate pretreatment- units have removed the' norisoluble PCP loadings to the wastewater
treatment system. Also, a reduction in the loading of colloids. metals, total s~spended

, . solids(TSS), oils, ~d'grease to biological treatment 'processes 'is necessary. because these "
0; wastewater,' contaminants can mmbit the per:formanct; of biologicaI tr~atment processes. These'
wastewater inhibiting contaminants are typically treated in physical/chemical trains such as API
sludge tanks which separate oi!' and 'grease fractions from the wastewaters, followed by the .
treatment of API waste'?Vater' effluents in a dissolved air flotation (OAF) which removes'
reSIdual oils, residual grease, and colloids, and followed by' filtration of DAF wastewate;rs to" " It
:remove TSS and any residual colloids. These was~ewaters are then routed to holdmg tanks .
.which feed them to biological treatment processes. If biological treannent etl1uen~ still yield"
wastewaters with O/F concentrations above the UTS limits, these wastewaters can be treated
by a~equenceof three treatment trains:(l)filtration (if'necessary), (2) pH adjusnnent to a '
neutral or slightly acidic Pl:l, and (3) activated carbon adsorptiQn. ,'EPA has. data'on the ,
performance of these ~hnologies and the available data support promUlgation of the proposed.
UTS liri;Uts.. EPA believes that, generally, activated carbon adsorption (ACA) will allow
facilities to treat wastewater effluents from bioreactors. ACA is w~dely used for the
remediation of suiface waters/groundwaterS at wood treater sites.· As a result. EPA is
promulgating the UTS limits for O/F in wastewater fo~ 9f F032, as proposed. In short, .
EPA believes'the standards to be achievable through pretreatment to remove-interferitig agents,

. I

followed ,(if necessary) by sequential treannent to achieve the standa1i:ls. For additional
I ~ . ' . '

discussiQn on EPA's d~termination, see FinalBDAT Backgroun4 DocUment for Wood
Preserving Wastes F032, F034. and F035. ., . '.. .



, .. " . .
may serve 'as a' surrogate candidates for the reduction of D/F levels in these particular eftluent'

'wastewa'ters, ' However, EPA lacks data, wdetennipe if the alternative surrogate co~tituents '
" propos~d for regulation, can also serve asslirrogates for 'monitoring' the. treatment 9f D/F in
'waste~ater treatment 'effluents resulting from other treatment technology trainS that may ','
achie,,:e the proposed UTS. Although EPA is nOl adopting this proposed alternative treatment
standard for D/F :regulated in F032 wastewaters, EPA points out tpat treaters of F032 I

, wastewaters can address this kind of alternative compliance monitoring scheme in their' .
,pennits' Waste AnaJysis Plans (WAP). Another option to the monito,ring of OfF ip treated , '
F032 wastewater treatment effluents "is -the 'use of e~pe~ kpowledge to certify that F032 '"
wastewaters meet the applicable UTS limits' for DIF or any other regulated,constinient 'in the

" , waste (see 40 CFR 268.7)'. It shpuld be' emphasized; however, that wether or not regulated
D/F analytes are monitored in a WAP approved by EPA o,r an authorized State, EPA is not '..

" precluded from enforcing the applicable treatment standards ,by, characterizing each D/F, .
,orgaDic. and '~etal analyte regUlate~ ,in FO~2; ,

. EPA lS promulgating .. therefore! ' urs lintits for' D/F i~' wastewater: fonns' of
F032 as proposed. EPA also notes that it expects the wastewater'standards to ,have little

, practical 'impact. If wastewaters are treated,in ta~, LDRs do not apply because there, is n~
land disposal." If the wastewaters are treated in impoundments, the impoundments will meet
minimum technological requirements and 'so .satisfy the requirements of se~tion 3005 (j) ('11),
which'means that .the wastewaters ,dq not'have to be treated before ,they :are placed in the
impoundment. ' If the ~ast~waters are'injected, there is aI11pl~ capacity among Class. 1 wells

,,with approved no mig~alio~ petitions·'to 'take ;untreated w~stewaters. ,;

•
" .' . , "
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., DCN' .. PH4P023 .
COMMENTER ,Beizer East. Inc.
RESPONDER IL,'

, SUBJECT WOODIO
, COMMENT .. During'the past sever.al years. it has become appar~nt that EPA '

,. 'h~s begun to rethink its overall approach 'to· the r:nanagement of .
,hazardous wastes. With the ~dvent of the corrective action .

': manage~ent unit ("c:AMU") rul~. EPA has begun to di;t~guish ,
11 between waste~ ig¢nerated during rem~diation of sites

("remediation.waste") ',and prqduction: wastes generated by'
.on-going manufacturing faciiities ("as-generated wastes"). ,
Re90gruzing the vast 'difference between remediation wastes and ,
as-generated w,astes, iriitial efforts are now underWay by' EPA to' '
develop mdependent regulatory programs for these wastes. For
example, the Age~cy is cu~ently.drafting a proposed,Hrlardous ,
Waste Identification Rule (ffHWIR") designed to more· " ..

, 'realistically',~~ra~terize ~nd maiiage' ~edia impacted by \. , .
!hazardous waste. In addition, after five years ,in l~bO, 'EPA has '
announced,that an'Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on,
Subpeu:t S regulations will be, published in early 1996. EaJ;'ly
repon:~ indicate'that the S'ubpart S· regulations will fu~er
a"vance EPA's goal of providfug 'flexibility and incentive to the
regulated community conducting remedial activities at Resource,·

. Conserv'ation and Recovery Act ("ReRAn) and.Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act ,

, ("CERCLA") sites. Beazer,believes that these EPA, initiatives
'~y and should provide much-needed' flexibility, to the regulated'
coinmunity managing remt:cliadon w~te without, a~verse impa~t to

. ~uman health or the ~nvironment. This worthy'EPA goal, however..
:will not come to froition for $e management of wood treating
site remedia:tion wastes if EPA promulgates the propo~ed LD~ for
Hazardous WaSte Nos: F032,. F034 and F03S as drafted. In short,'
a' stri~t 'application of this proPosal will b~g remediation of
wood treating sites to a standstill., Parties conducting these
remediations, such as Beazer," will be.lc~ft with no workable ;
option for :in;1plementing the remediatlons required by state and '
federal administrative Qrders and decrees. The proposed LDRs

,'for wood treating' wastes wi~l thwart the progress made to date '
fo~ several rea~ons. As discussed~in'greater deta!l below, the'
'Ag~ncy's propose~.LDR for dioxin/furan 'congeners (hereinafter

, referred to, as ':dioxinlfuran") as constituents of F032 LDR lacks
scientific justification and will create insunno~ntilble disposal

'problems.' For example, EPA has determined that its proposed one
, " .r • " .

li41,
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parfper'b'illion ("ppb") c'oncemratipn limit for dioxi~furan

can be achieved by incineration. withoufconsidering the
cOnSequenc~' o'fonly one incine~ator being, licensed in the United
States to accept such waste. Furt~ermore, EPA has . . '.
,in~entionally, through its Dr~~ Combustion S,trategy for ' " '
.Combustion ofH,azardous Waste, May 1993 ("Combustion Strategy").

, ,created significan.t Unpedirnents to the' issuance of new pennits
for additional hazardous waste incinerators', . Moreover, as
Beaze'r has cOIislstently maintain~d in its previouscommen~, the
public ,simply refuses to tolerate the. risks 'of new incineration,
particul~lfly with respect to th~ more controversial substances.
sl;lch as ~CBs or dioxins. Under these, circumstances, any thought

. of Obtaining a new'permit for art inciner~tor which would be used
,, to incinerate dioxin/furan is unfathomable. Application of these'

LDRs will result in an EPA..created Plonopoly of the dioxin/furan
incineration business., Because, the costs of incinerating
diox~nlfuran-eontainiI)g wastes are already beyond the reach of
the regu~ated' co~unity for any significant amount of materi;d.
the proposed LDR for F032 will iikely: (1) serve as disincentive

,to the regulated cOnUnuni,ty to commence 'remediation voluntarily
of media contai.ri.ing F032; (2) result in disruption. delay or
total cessation of activities at remediation sites; and/or (3)
create fmancial demands that will be impossible to meet for
those regulated entities whic~ are required by either a state or
federal authority to ex~ava.te F032 media:: Beazer believes that, '
by req~iring incineration for dioxinlfuran. but only pennitting ,
one incineraior to treat dioxiil/furan. 'EPA is placing the
re~lated community in an impossible situation. EPA f S approach'
would res~lt in F032-impacted remediation waste 'being caught 'in

, • I

, the Catch-22 position of not being ,treatable at the site due to '
" LDRs while at the 'same time not being accepted for " ','
.treatment/disposal by any 'outside ~ommercial entity except tIie
lone permitted incinerator. 'wh~se cost and capacity re~traints ,
will 'essentially rule out its use.. Beazer believes that a ,
ntiniber 'of a~ternative~ to iIicineration can be employed at wood
treating ~ites that are protective of human health and the
environment. Another ramification of ~PA's proposed LpRs
involves the extremely low w~tewater treatment standards for
wood treating wastes. EPA's stringent wastewater, treatment
requirements (e.g., dioxin/furan levels of 0.00063 mg/l) will'
have a profound impact on the management of remediation of
groundwater at sites,., According to, the regulation,' the regulated
cpmmunity will be forced to· expend valuable resources to'design ,
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and constIuct wastewater t~~atrnent facili~jes capable of m~eting
these low limits fo(any'was.tewaters genera,.ted at sites,where .
pentachlorophenol (" penta") was usec;i. Again,. these requireme:nts
will result in a,shutdown of remedial actions at these si'tes. A '.
third critical impact of pr~mulgating s~ch stringent LnRs is
that EPA' 'will effectively exclude all innovative technologies
from consideration at such 'remedial sites. Such action is in'
direcrcontniventton .of RCRA and CERCLA, '42 U:S.C. § 6902(a)(9)
and 42 U.S.C. § 9621, and will re,quire expenditures at sites, .' ;'
that,are wholly disproportionate to the.environrnen~l benefit.' ,
Moreover, the exclus'ion of non-incineration alternative' .
technologies to irea~ impacted wood preserving remediation waste
to LOR.staoC1ards will result in bringing the remediation process .
to an abrupt halt. As,such, EPA's propos~d LORs for F032 a,re '

:arbitrary,capricious' and an abuse of discretion. For these
reasons and others discussed. in these comments, Beaier 'believes ' .' ,
that the Agency must' give careful consideration to the necessary ,
integration of the proposed LORs '(designed to protect the land ,"
from dumping'of primarily untr~ted as-generated wastes) into

· RCRA and CERCLA '~s' critical cleanup programs (designed to
r~mediate the'land to. acceptable c'onditions). Rather than

.dep~ from its' emerging policy to promote and facilitate
. remediation,' the .Agency must clearly state in the final rule, . .

that th~.LDRs apply to as-generated wastes only (in keeping with .
. its position that as-generated wastes and remediation wastes ' '.
differ sigIijficantly) and that the management of remediation' i ,_

, waste (including the application of LDRs) will be governed'
e~cJusively by the .HWIR upon promulgation, as modified by 'the '

· new Subpart S role. By excluding remediation wastes from the
. ': ·current LDR.rolemaking. EPA.will cOIitinue to facilitate ','

.. remediation activities. Moreover. no adverse environmental
,'effects \y'ould be'expected as'a result of this exclusionbe~au~e .
I the riskS associated wlth.management of these materials will be .

. address~d on a site-specific basis. 'By utjlizing a risk-based' .
· approac1;l for remediation waste management (as we' understand will
be propOsed in the HWIR ~and Subpart S rules). non-incineration'

, 'technqlogies willlike,ly be available to the regU:I~ted commtlIuty .'
for tre~ting remediation waste at wood .preserving sites, l;lD.d.
where adequately protective of human health and the environment. .

.- 'these'remediation-generated materials cail re~ain on-site and be . . .
~naged accordingly. Should EPA fail ~o exc.lud~ remediation' .
waste from tlie instant rulemaking, then EPA must, as a matter of ....
~ourse and' with:0ut imposing,p~otra~ted regulatory hurdle~, "allow

, ,
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the use of CA'MUs at all ':'Iood treating sites managing remediation'
wastes after the proposed capacity variance tenninates and until
the HWIR rille f s impact.on remediation is manifested. o.therwise" ~

, entities will be forced to undergo the exhaustive variance
petition process for exclusion f~om the LDR-regime -, a process

"which is not only difficult to navigate successfully bue will
result in the unnecessary commitment o{the Agency's 'and 'the
regulated communitY',s time and money. This comment package
addresses the technical and legal shortcomings of the proposed
LDRs for wood treating wastes, including its associated.
analytical problems, questionable science and capacity,
shonfalls and the impact of 'this Proposed Rule oil' future
rulemakings. 'For organizational purp9se~, the technlc~! and
practical shortcomings of the Proposed Rule are discussed ~,

. Section II and, based upon ~_number of the points discussed in
,Section II, the more global aspects of the proposed LDRs and how
they will affect site .cleanups are addressed in SectioIlm.· '

-Beazer requests that EPA giv~ its full conside'ration to the~e
comments. EPA I S failure to incorporate the recommendations
discussed in these comments amounts to arbitrary Agency action.

, which is in 'Violation of and reviewable under RCRA a~d the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §706:

RESPONSE

" ,

1244

. , .

~, EPA ackn~wledg~s.the commenter concernS and,agrees that the promulg~ted

limits can impact ongoing remediation a9tivities at wood preserving sites and· that comp~ian~e
, with the tr~at.nlent limits promulgated today can potentially shif!: the focus of remedial activities
"away fro~ ex-situ to in-situ or to~close ~ place ,(e.g. capping) remedies., 'EPA also agrees
, that there might be instances were th~ promulgated treatment limits m~y be detennined by EPA
to be "inappropriate" or ~·unachievable~by som~ conta.mjnated media at wood preserving
sites.' And fPA may do so; on a case-by~ase basis pursuant to ~PA's authoriti~s Q,nder

- Th~ co~enter is concerned with the potential impa~t the proposed treiltment
, ' . limits for the regulation of .PCDD and' PCDF constituents in wastewater and nonwastewater
, , forms of F032 can haye on'remedial-activities taking' place at wood preserving 'sites. The

commertter has raiseq various arguments that the commenter believes should persUade EPA to
, withdraw the proposed regulation of peDD and PCDF ,in F032 or mat may persuade EPA to
delay applying ~e proposed limit to con~tedmedia atwood preserving sites. The
commenter believes that the proposed treatment limits for regulatmg PCDD and,PCDF in
nonwastewater 'and wastewater forms of FQ32 will be unachievable and will discourage the .

'excavation of soils/debris/sediments or the pump and treat of surface ,water, leachate, and 
groundwater:. .

'.
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CERCLA 'and'RCRA. However: it would be illegal for EPA to delay or withdraw the ,
regulation of-hazardous' media 'c9ntaminated with F032 because ,F032 is a' newly listed waste

, prohibited from land disposal. In addition, ' EPA is not persuaded -that th~ cOQcentrations of
PCOD and PCOF in F032 or in contaminated [lledia with F032 do not warrant regulation" ,
~nder the LORs.' (S.e~ Fimll BDAT Backgrou~d O~ument for Wood Preserving Wastes ,
(F032, F034, and F035) for EPA's rationale for, regulating F032 iii. hazardous wastes and
contaminated media, and respo'nse to comments under' Wood 4 issues.) ':', {, '
.' . , .

, ,

;, .' •••••• • • " I . • • ~. " •

, , Based on the review of wastewater management practic~s available at the wood
prese'rving industry and on data describing'treatnient the performance of technologies' that can
facilitate the ex-situ remediation of contaminated media, at.wOOd preserving sites;~EPA
believes', that, th~se treatme~t ~limits are feasible and that. they also s,hall apply, to' contaminated "
media: EPA also' believes that two or more technology trains may,be,necessary to, meet the

, treatment limits pio~uIgated today. , First, wood sites containinated with' PCP has relied on'·
,combustion technologies to destroy PCP, PCDD, PCDF, and. other 'organic contaminants , ,
,generally, for the destruction of "hot spots" .. 'T~e treatmen{of contamiilatedgroundwater or
surface water via physical/chemical. (PIC) treatment followed by biological' treatn'ient or ',~

followed .by carbon adsorption are also being practiced; extenSively, by the wood preserving
industry, and in the remediation of groundwater ~d surface wate,fs at wood preserving sites.' ',',
,For instance, trea~ent trains ~e used ,at remedial sites to coUec't ,Non;.Aqueous Phase Liquids'
and to concen~rate~ r~cycle, .or su~sequently de~troy the:con~entration of PCP oil~ which ~ls~
may show significant con~entrations of PCDDandPCOF constituents. Wastewa~ers from
these PIC process may undergo biological treatment or just undergo carbon adsorption' prior to
~ outfall dIscharge tinder a National' Point' Discharge Elimination 'Sys~erP permit or to an '

'onsite're.injection t'? the groUndwa~er. In a4dition. EPA disagrees with the conunenter that
the treatment'limits set today for PCDO and PCDF. in wastewater forms -of. F032 are so

, "stringent"· mat extensive-wastewater treatnient processes, will have to be instilled to'meet the
.. treatment limits promulgated today. 'This"is be~ause EPA believes that properly pretreated :
wastewaters (e'~g. removal of pCP oils and colloids via API sludge removers followed by ,
d;issolved air flotation) followed by activa~d carbon.adsorption' (ACA) carl ~eet the ' ,

" promUlgated treatment limits. Activated 'carbon adsorption 'is a tectmolo'gy routmely used 'to
remove the 'concentrationS' of hydrophobic constituents such as PCOD andPCDF fr~m' :.
groundwaters, surface waters, and industrial wastewaters and,ACA IS routinely used for such
purposes at wood'preserving sites.' 'Based on,data describing the performance of these', .
techriologies, EPA believes that combustion (soils/debris), and PIC treatment followed'by,

- activated 'carbona~so'rption (wastewaters, groundwater, and surface waters) can'~ optimized
to ,~~t the treatment limits promulgated today. '" " ' "" \ ' . "

, " '" , , I

, ',,' Also, EPA believes that 268.44 (h) can readily1allow the comrilenter to meet
alternative treatment limits when a particuI~ treatment technology tram is unable to treat

1 'contaminated soils.debd~. or rpedia to the treatment limits promulgated tOday or for media
which EPA detennines' the treatment limits ~i~ inappropriate. (See Final BoAT Background' .

..' -~ Document for "!Nood Preserving' W.astes and'appropriat~ EPA' gui~ance 'cited' in the FiIial '
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BOAT Background document.) EPA also disagrees'th~t the pursuance of treatm~nt'. '
alternatives under,268.44(h) may be an undoable burden to the 'indusiiy. First. some,
members of the regulated community, remedial vendors. and pr~sumablY the comme'nter itself.
has already gained experience with the procedures :for' sOliciting from'the EPA Regional,'
Administrator treatability variances. This is 'beca\lse the industry has already, dealt with o'rh,er
remedial wastes contaminated with wood pres~rving wastes already prohibited forIP land "

,disposal, e. g. KOQl and characteristic wastes: 'Also. EPA believes that the treatability
variance process can be readily incorporated; as ~t isnormally'done for other wastes prohibited

, from)and disposal. into the scope of feasibility studies conducted under CERCLA or RCRA.
In fact, feasibility studies are often an integral part in scoping out the alternative treatment "
limits to be achieved under 268.44 (h). (See, 'generally, LDR Guidance '6A and 6 B. and the

, Fipal B'DAT BackgrouI,ld Document for WoOd Preserving Wastes (F032, F034, and F035».
EPA believes, therefore, that the .marginal cost for pursuing ~ treatability variance, generally.
can be m4rimized. " -. -

- ,

J Finally, the commenter believes that in order to lessen the regulatory burden
that LDRs may impose at-wood preserving sites, the E~A should grarit CAMU:s to all wood .
preserving sitesmanagirig remediation wastes without delay, once the National Capacity ,
Variance" has expired. ~PA believes that although a CAMU can be one of several options
available to wood preserving sites, . such an option can only be made available, on a site
specific basis and inllccordarice with the applicable regUlations under the 40 CFR 264 Pan S',
Although EPA expects, however" the HWIR media and generated waste proposal to put to rest
most of,the issues raised by ~the commeD:ters, EPA believes that the interim guidance for
granting treatability variances under 268.44 (h) can address and minimized must of the'

, ~oncerns' raised by Beuer~ (See, for ex~ple, memoran~umtitled: Use 'of Site-Specific Land
Disposal' Restriction TrearabiJity variances UDder 40 CER 268,44(b) Durina Cleanups, from

- Michael Shapiro, Director, Office of SoUd Waste and Steve Luftig, Director, Office of
Emergency and Remedial RespOnse, to RCRAICERCLA Senior Policy Mangers, Region I-X~
dated January 8, 1997.) ,

" ,
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,DeN, ' PH4P023
COMMENTER B~azer East. Inc.
RESPONDER ',JL,
S.UBJECT . WOODIO· '. " I - ',"

COMMENT III.' FUTURE RULEMAKINGS AND 'Po'LICY FORMATION ,
AFFECTING . REMEDIAnON MUST BE CONSISTENT AND pRACTICAL.
A. ~he Proposed. ,'" " , '" .

LDRs for Wood Treating Wa~tes as 'prafted Will Negatively Impact
the HWIR For Media. 1. 'The proposed LDRs w'ill limit the HWIR

. treaurient alternatives;' The proposed HWIR for media is part of I '

,the ~linton Adrillnistration Regulatory Reform Initiative, to •-,
! ,exempt certain impacted' media from.-regulation as hazardous waste

.-" and' to establish media-specifictre~nnent standards for tho~e

impacted media which are not exempted from regulation. By'
estabHshmg a management program fo~ irilpacted media outside

, Subtitle C, EPA is acknowledging the fundamental differ~nce:
between process waste'and remediation waste. EPA is expected,to
establish "Bright Line" concentrations of-hazardous w8:ste ' ,
constituents in media. Media with constituent levels below the
"Bright Line II will no longer JJe~onsld~red to .IICOn:tilin"'
hazardous, waste. Media 'which '~onta~ h~ardo.us waste.
constituents above the "Bright Line" will require t;reatment
prior to land disPoSal. "EPA~ indicated that these,treannent

" standards will include various options such as (1) treannent to" .'
10:% of the original constituent con~entration, (i) use' of'
certain qualified imiovative,technologies, and (3) treannent-to
tert times the, EPA UTS for the regulated conStituents. As

, discussed abov~, -the Agency's proposed LOR for F03-2.Will make,
.. -the third option cost prohibitive becalise the d:ioxin/furan LORs,
.as propo~ed,.are so stringent that the regulated community' ~ill ;'
- be'provided little relief even if the,LPRs 'are multiplied by a :, '

factor of 10. With regard to the second option '(the us~ of
, imiovative technolog~es), EPA's recognized 'alternatives ,

, described in the Proposed Rule are not implementa~le ,in the
, 'field for F032"II~so, developin~nt of such technol~gies will ~,
. unlikely given the lack of development and ,pennitting unIe~~ EPA

~ , ~cc~pts the res~ltsof the Innovative technology in ad.vanc~ of
, full scale pilot stud~es and does. not require further trea~ent~

rhus, the treannent options e,xpected to ,be set .forth in the
fInal HWIR may realistically be limited to only one when'appiied

,'to wood treating' sites where 'penta w~s used: reducti<?n of the '-
original coD.sti~~nt'coIic~n~ation by 90%. -This option may also,
be cQst Pfohi~itive for media ,impacted by F032. 'l}1~refore. if

,

. \

•
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EPA, sets theLDRs for dioxinffuran as proposed, no options will
exist lor treatment .of penta wastes other than incineration. -At .
a'remediatiOJ? ~te, this means that media cannot be disturb~d

without violating LORs. Thus, remediations will simply stop and
~ill be replaced with 'all the subsequent legal wrangling
necessary for protection, of the"parties' from civil imd
stipulated penalties and drawn out barrles over the mea~ing of

-force majeure cl.ause's and .other impossibility defenses. To the
ext~rit that lIl;edia is already disturbed or the Agency insists on
requiring media ma~gemeht, the oIily practical solution may be
to p'tace the impacted media' in an on-site uniuhat meets RCRA
mi~um technology requirements. After placing the regulated
cO!Dffiunity in ~s Catch-22 situation, EPA should not be heard
later to criticize or challenge the regulated co'mmunity 's
inabiJity to meet LDRs. Timirtg may playa critical role in the, ,
inter-relationship of the HWIR and the LDRs for wood preserving "
wastes:, ,!he,LDRs for wood presex:'ing wastes are expected to be
prOmulgated far in advance of the HWIR rulemaking; As such,
these, "process waste" LDRs wiil,apply to remediation wastes.
Although EPA is' considering a national- capacity variance for a
period of two y'ear~ in th~ Proposed Rule (which Beazer wholly
suppons), it ,is impossible to predict how long it will take EPA
to promulgate the HWIR rulem3.king, especially l;onsidering ~at
the Subpart'S' rule, was flIst propose,d·in 1990 and is not '
expected to ,be even re-proposed until 19~6. Even assuming that
EPA would appropriately draw a "Bright Line'!- that does not'

'characterize media as a Subtitle Chazardous waste, compliance _
with the LDRs during 'the inte~ period will result in .

.unnecessary .expense and delay. As stated. in the Proposed Rule:
for some of the wastes at issue in this rule it may not be .

- f~asible to ,ship wastes off site to a commercial facilitY. In
.' panicular, facilities with large volumes of wastewater,s may n~t

readily be able to transport'their waste to treatIitent.
facilities. Alternative tr~atment Jor these wastes may need 'to'
be constructed on'site. 60 Fed. Reg. 43685, foomote 4'.-' The
example of groundwater further underscores the point: There are
not enough resources anywheI:e to extract groundwater for _
off-site treatmen~ to LDRs. And, the time and costs associated
with permittmg and constructlon of individual treannent
facilities to'meet the impossibly low UTSs for groundwater have
not been even considered by EPA. 1J1ese additional expenses must
be addressed 'under the, Regulatory Impact Analysis ,to give the .
regut'ated community Ii fair idea of ih~ true costs of this _1,
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a~tion. RECOMMENDi\TION:
'\'

IU;SPONSE'

, ' EPA agr~~s w,ith t,he commenter that 'the propos~d treatinent standards 'can
'have a chilling effect on ongoing remedial activities under RCRA, 'offslte remedial 'activit'ies '

, under 'CERCLA, and new or modifiedonsite Record of decisions under CERCLA. EPA "
agrees~ funher, that in many instances, ~e cost to comp'ly with such t~eatment standards may
be prohibited. EPA emphasizes, however, that HSWA prohibits'EPA (rom taking;imo 'acco~nt

cost consider~ltions when' settingtre,atme'm standards that implement'RCRA 3004(m)
provisions. EpA points out. however:, thilt although 'HWIR media'and HWIR regulatory' -',
efforts are ,still on the ~orizon and such regulatory frame works are more appropriate. "
generally, for, remedial, activiti~s; EPA cannot adopt the comrnenter's proposed option tha~ .

,media contalninated with,wo(Kfpre~erVing wastes ~e exemp~ed from the,LDRs. EPA's
promulgation of such'suggested option will be illegal sipce :E032,~F034, and F035 are newly
listed wastes' and EPA is mandated·by HSWA to ban all 'and newly listed RCRA hazardous'

. wastes from land disposal practices. As a result, treatment standards are needed to lmplem"ent
such restrictions.. (See HSWA Section'3004(~) and 3604 (g)(4); Chemical'Waste Management'
'y. EPA .. 869 F: 2d. 'D'.C,. Cit. 1989) ",'

"

, '. EPA also" points out that the promulgated treatment limits may be dete~ed
'by EPA to be ~ inappropriate;' or "unachtevable" by, some contaminated media at. w9qd'
pres~rving sites. ,And EPA may do so, on case-by-case basis pur~uant to EPA's authorities

,under CERCLAand RCRA. ',EPA belie,ves that ~lthough ~WIR'media and HWIR waste' will· ,
plit most of the co~enter cpncerns to rest, EPA bel~eves .--that in the Interim-- the ~CRA
regulatory op~ion under ' . , .,... '.., " , "." .'
the40 CFR268.44 (h) can address the commenters concerns. 'EPA notes that EPA's
cOnStroc~of ,300(m) all9ws EPA to"set technology or risk based treatment standards ,and in
today's ,fuuil,role, EPA has seiected a technology based approach: EPA points olit;, further, ~
that such interpretation also haS been extended to variances:graJited under' the 40 CFR '
768.44(h). (see memorandum titled: Use Of Site-Specific Land DispOsal Restriction ,
TreatabilitY VarianCes Under 40 CPR 268,4400 Durin~ CleanuPs, 'from Michael Shapiro.
t~irector : Office of Solid Waste and Steve Luftig; Director: Office C?f Emergency and '

, . Remedial Response, to RCRAICERCLA Senior Policy Marigers, 'Regio~ I-X, dated January :8., ,
,1997.) .EPA,has discussed other, potential waivers or v~ances from the treatment standards ~ ,
promulgated'today 'in the Final SPAT Background'Document for Wood Preserving Wast~s
'(Fo;2, F034. and F035), : , " , ' , " '!,' ," " ,

'\
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DCN PH4P023
COMMENTER Beazer East, Inc.
RESPONDER· JL
SUBJECif WOOD10 .
COMMENT' :. B.. The Proposed [DRs Are Contrary.to EPA's Goals for

Corrective Action:. On July 27, 199q (55 Fed. Reg. 30798), EPA
proposed .regulations governing corrective action implementation.

. Of these proposed regulations, oIiIy the sections addressirig
· CAMUs and temporary units were finalized.' 58 Fed. Reg. 86~8

· (February 16, 1993).' The remainder of~e 1990 proposal,
,.however, has been used routinely by states and EPA regions as"

· guidance as these entities implement corrective action programs.
..Under the corrective action program, the facilityowner/operator
. is responsible for conducting the remedied activities. EPA has
informally indicated that it believes that there has been .
general reluctance on the p~rt of facility owners and operators
,to undertaJee voluntary actions at RCRA sites. As a result, EPA
is lookirig for.opportunities to create incentives to ~e use of
voluntary activit)'. As part of its reproposed Subpart S '.
rulemaking, it is expected that EPA 'will introduce several .
mechanisIIlS' to increase flexibility under the correct.ive action
process under ,ReRA. The HWIR-m~dia rule discussed aboveis . '.
considered. to be ,complimenM to EPA I S correctiv~ action· I

program.because it provides·state and EPA regions with a .
mechanism to railor requirements for management of contamiilated '
media to the risk posed ~y' any give~~edia ~d the 'cirCumstances.
at any.given corrective llctionsite. However, the HWIRrule is

: also expected to rescind the CAMU rulem8king~ Without the
availability of <;:AMUs, the LDRs will playa dominant role in the
,management of remediation wastes. Unless EPA excludes '.
rerilediat~on wastes from the wo¢ pre.serving waste LDRs, the'
regulated community will refrain from voluntary cleanup
activities. MoreOver, the··available remedial alternatives will
be drastically decreased.. Oecisio~ regarding corrective action.
at wood treating sites.will be made based on whether the
remediation wastes can be disposed .of in accordance with the

~ LDRs in a manner that is not cost prohibitive. A.s discu~sed in
the 1990 Subpart S p~oposal,. the Agency believes that.many ..
potential remedies· will meet the tJ:1reshold criteria proposed for
corrective measures selection and in'such a situation, cost is .
an imPortant consideration in choosing ~e remedy which most
appropriately addresses the cir~umstances at the fa~ility; and
which uses the resources of the facility owner and operator inost
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efficiently·.· 55 Fed. Reg. 30798,.30825 ..Col. 1, (1uly'27,
1990). Under such a scenario, corrective measures arsites- _ ' .

.where·penta: was used will qe drive'n by cost.' As stated abo~e,'. ~.- '. '. .
due to the exorbItant cost of incinerating dioxiryfuran w::lstes
anc~' the, lack of alternative technologies, either cleanlips wHf

, ce'ase or not be undertaken voluntarily - 'REC0t:-1MJ;:NDATION:

· RESPONSE
• 0. '\ \

'EPA'agrees with me commenter that the proposed treatment standards can '
have a chilling· effect 'on ongoing remedial activities under RCM, offsite remedial activities, .
under CERCLA, and -new Of modified ansite Record of Decisions under-CERCLA.,- EPA '
agrees, fu~~r" that in many instances,'the c'ost to co~ply- with suc'h tr~~tment standards-may

· be prohibited. EPA ,emphasizes: however, that HSWA prohibits EPA from taking into account
",cost cOnSid~rations'when s~tting treatment standards that implement ReM 3094(m) "

provisions.. EPA-points ou;t, however, that although.HWIR media ~d HWIR,regulatory
efforts are still on the horiZon and'such regUlatory fra,me works are more-appropriate,. .
generally, for remedial activities; -EPA cannot adopt the commenter;s,proposed option that·
media contaminated with wood preserving, wastes are exempted from the LDRs. ~PA's .
promulgation of such suggested. option will be illegal since F032, F034, and F035 .are' newly

. listed wastes 'and 'EPA is mandated by H5WA to ban all and newly listed RCRA' hazardous '. } "" ,

wastes from land disposal practices. As a. result. treatment s~dards are ne~ded to, implement
·such restrictio~-.. (~ee HSWA S~ction -3004(m)' and 3004 (g)(':1-); Chemica'! Waste Mana~ement
. 'y.' EPA , 869 F. 'ld, D.C. Cir. 1989) .. .

• !

.:EPA points out that the promulgated treatment.1~tS may be,determined,by
'EPA to'be ina;ppropriate or unachievable by some contamiruited media at wood'preserviJ1g' ' '.
sites. And EPA ~ay do,so, 'on case-by-case basis' pursuant to EPA's authorities under: .

, CERCLA an~ RCRA. (See Citgo determination, 61 FR 55718. October 28, 1996.)' EPA
believes that althol:lgh HWIR media and HWIR wa~te will put most of.the commenter concerns

- to ~est; EPA ,believes --that iD the interim--' the RCM regulatory option under the 40 ~FR
. 268.44 (h) can address the'commenters concerns. EPA notes that EP,A's.constructs of '300(m)

.' 'J • - - ,. •• .

.. ' allows EPA to set technology or risk. based treatment standards and in teday's final rule, EPA'
,, has selecte~ a technology based- approach.' EPA pOints out,' fu~er ~ that such '~terpretation '

also has been extended to v~ances granted under the 40 CFR 268.44(h)~ (See memora.ndum
titled: ,Use Qf Site-Specific Land DispOs3J RestrictiQnIreatabilitY variances Under 40 CFR
26&,44(b) DurjDi Cleanups, from Michael Shapiro~ Director, Office of Solid Waste and
Steve Luftig, Director, Offlce'of Emergency an~ Remedial Response, 'to RCRAICERCLA '
Senior Policy Mangers, Region I-X, dated January 8, 1997.) EPA ha~ discussed other
potentia" waivers/or variances ,from the treatinent standards promulgated today in the Final
BOAT Background' D~ument for Wood Preserving Wastes (F032, F034; and F035).' ;'
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DC~ .PH4P023
COMMENTER Seazer East, Inc .

.RESPONDER JL "
~UBJECT WOODlO· "
COMMENT C. EPA's Selection of Incineration as BOAT fo'r F.032 Is

\ . .' ~

Contrary to Its Presumptive Remedy for Wood Treating Sites.
, Several years ago, the Superfund program began the' "presumptive

remedy" initiative to ~tr~amline 'site investigations and
facilitate -the selection of remedies ,by utilizing 'past
experience at similar'sites. Presumptive remedies are preferred
technologies .for common categories of sites, ba,sed on historical
patterns of rem~dy selection and EPA scientific and engineering
evaluation of performance data on technology implementation.
See, ,Presumptive Remedies: Policy and Procedur~s;,EPA

"540-F-93-047, September 1993'" EPA believes $it once
pr~sumptive remedies are selected, they are to be used at all '
appropriate sites, including RCRA sites. Id. The Agency is

, .currently in the process of drafting a presumptive remedy for
wood treating sites. This presumptive remedy will incorporate
EPA's TecJ:mology Selectio.n Guide for Wood Treater Sit~s, EPA

, 540-F-93-020, May'1993, Beazer has providedconunents and has
met with EPA regarding the presumptive remeay lor wood treating

-sites 'and expects the presumptive remedY'to include '
bloremediation. incineration for limited hot spot areas, and ' ,
stabiliZation for metals. The Agency's proposed LDRS for'wood
treating wastes are inconsistent with these presumptive - ,
remedies. Ex-situ 'biotreatment of wood treating wastes will be

.' eliminated by virtue of the' proposed LDE,. 'regulations because any
F032 remediation wastes 'Yhich ate excavated will require, -

, incineration to meet the 1 ppb standard for dioxinlfuran: The
proposed LDR for F035 is al$O inconsistent with the Technology
Selection' Guide for Wood Treater Sites which calls for , '

" stabilization of CCA, not 'vitrification. RECOMMENDATION: EPA
cannot continue to promulgate conflicting regulatory programs
that apply to the same groups of 'remediation wastes. Nor can.,
EPA cpntinue to promulgate regulations that are intended to " ,
apply to only process waste ~d yet not clearly exclude
remediation wastes from their jurisdiction. The Agency is under
a statutory mandate to provide the, regulated COnlmunity with
consistent regulatory programs. Beazer believes that EPA should
ensure that the proposed LDRs meet that mandate. IV, .

",CO~CLUSION In conclusion, Beazer requests that the Agency give
full consideration to the foregoing 'co~ents., We are prepared
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. to discuss any of these is~ues further, with y<?u upon _request.
r

, RESPONSE

-', '" EPA agrees with¢e c,ommenter that the prop<?sed treatment standard,s can
,have a chilling,effect on'ongoing remedial'activities under RCRA. affs,ite remedial a'ctivities

,',under CERCLA. and new or modified' onsite Record of DecisionsunderCERGLA. ,EPA
agie,es. fi!rther t' that in' m~nx i~tances, -tp.e cost to, co~ply with such treatrrient smndards m~y ,
be prohibited. ' EPA emphas~es. however, that HSWA prohibits EPA from taking into account
cost considerationS when setting treatment standards that implement'RCRA 3004(m) "
provisions; EPA points out.ho~ever, that although HWIR media and' HWIR ;egu~atory
efforts are still-on the horizon'and such regulatory frame works are more appropriate, _ 
generally, 'for remedial activities; EPA cannot adopt the cominenter',s pr9posed op~ion that

,.' media contaminated ~ith woOd' preserving-was~es'are exempted fr~m the LDRs.. ,EPA's,
tiromulgat~ori of such suggested option w.ill be illegal since F032, F034" aI!d F035 are newly .

.. listed wastes' a,nd EPA is ,mandated by HSWA to ban all and newly 'listed RCRA hazardous
was,tes from land disposal practices. ' As a result,' treatment stand~rds' are ~eeded to iInpleIIlent

.:. such resttic~ions. ,(See HSWA Section 3004(m). and 3004 (g)(4); ChemiCal Waste Manai:ement .
, v.-EPA , 869',F. 2d. O,C, Cir. 19-89,). '

."

, ,EPA is not ~rsuaded,by' the ~omrn.e~ters argume~ts that the concentrations 'of, -
PCOO anQ. PCOF in F032 or in remedial sOlls/groundwaters cio riot warrant treatment " ','
standards under the LORs. EPA has, determines that these constituents are toxic and
hazardous, and that they are il1so'carcmogenic, constituents' in F032 warranting treatment '
standards unde~ the LORs. EPA's rationale for setting treatment standarQ,s fo~,these '

, constituents can be found in the Final BOAT Background Document for. Wood Pre~erving
, Waste$ (F032, F034, and F(35) 'and in other portions of this Response to Comments "

" .document, 'and thus it is not.repeated here. . ., ,
.... . . . . ' ...

• ' ' ' , '- .' I' '" - ' ,

EPA,also pOints out that the p~o'mulgated treatment limits· may be deteimined
by EPA to. be .. inappropriate" 'or "unachievable;' by some contaminated media at woOd
preserVing sites. ,And EPA may d,o so, on ~ase-by-ease,basis pursuani to EPA's authoritieS ,

" . under CERCLA and RCM.EPA believes that although HWIR me!iia arid HWIR waste will
'put mo'st ~f the commenterconcems to rest, EPA be,lieves --that in the int~rim-- ,the ~CRA "

, re~latory option under ' , "'",
the 40 CFR 268.44 (h) c~ address'the commenters concerns. EPA-notes mat EPA's

" .. COI\Structs of 300(m) allows EPA to set technology or risk ba,sed treatmeni standards 'and in
today;s fInal rule, ,EPA has'selec~ed a technology based approach. E~A- points out; further,

\ th~t such 'interpretation also has been extended to vari~nce_s granted under the '40 CFR.
'26~,44(h). '(See' memorandum titled:'; Use Qf Site:.Specific LandDjspQsal Restrictjon

, yreatabUitY variances Under 40 CFR 268,44(h) Durini: Cleanups, from Michael Shapiro.
Director, Office 'of Solid Waste and Sieve'Luftig; Director, Office of Emergency and- :

, Remedial Response, to RCRAICERCLA Senior 'Policy Mangers, Region I-X. date4 January ,8,
o ..... .... •

.....

e-"
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1997;), EPA has, discussed- other potential w.aivers or variances from the treatment standards .'
promulgated t6da~ in the Fin~l BDAT. Background Doc,ument for Wood Pres~rying Wastes
.(F032. F034, and F035). .

"
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. "DCN . PH4P027 _

COMMENTER Rollins Environmerital
RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBjECT' waOOll
SUBJNUM' 027' .

-.
COMMENT " .

Co~ente~s were also concerned ~hatincluding Diox~n1FuranS in the"
treatment standard for F032 wastes will reduce commercially
available tre,atment capacity for these wastes.,RES is .
confident this coricern is unfounded. As the largest supplier of
commercial incirieration services, in the U.s, we 'ate confident there '
is ample commercial treatinent capacity 'available to treat F032
wastes..

a.
."

. RESPONSE

, EPA' is promulgating' treatment ~iandards i.h~t ,set numeridl limits for the
, regulation of Dioxin and Furan (D/F) hazardous constit1:lents.iIi F032., In re~porise to .

commerits from.the Penta' Task Force and.the American ,WOOd Preserving Institute. the EPA
has also proposed and is promulgating jn today's rule an alternative compliance .treannent '

: standard that sets combustion ("~MBS~") as a treatnie~t m~~od for D/F constituents in·
F032. ' . . .. I ' . ' ' ,

, EPA has p~omulgated, ho~ever, a revised, !'CMBST" compliance alternative
.'. '" wQich limits the avapability' of th(;:. "~MBST" to those comb}istlon'devices subject to'the "

combustion srand3I:ds in the 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0, or 40 CFR266, Subpart H. As proposed.
EPA is amendipg the. existing "CMBSl" compliance treatment alternative for F024 and
promulgating iristead,$e same ,"CMBST" ~eatment 'alternative fmalized for F03~ in today '$' '.

rule. EPA Q.otes thai F032 combusted in incinerators, oPerated in ~oIPpliaIice with the '40 CFR
. 265 Subpan 0 do norqualify for the'se alte~tive "CMBST" treatment alternative, unless the
. facility, cail demonstrate that the combustion effichmcy 'of the 'Part 265 incinerator is similar to
, ' or better than those under pari' 264 (incinerators) or·Part 266 (BIFs). EPA will use ,40 ern '

268.42(b) to exainine,and deterrtUne how equivalent Part 26S'mcinerators are to Part'264 '
incinerators Of Part 266 BIFs. (See Final BDAT Background: Document'for Wood PreserVmg
,Wastes F032~' F034. and"F035, April 16, 1997. and'the preamble for a discussion of such,

I ' .

d~termination of e.quivalent treatment pursua~t to 268.42(b).). ~s a resul~; facilities, or,-
. geI\erators whoel~t;t to combust F032 ~d F024 in:4O CFR 265 incinetators must monitor the
. levels of D/F constituents ,in the treated residues or rely on expert knowledge as a prerequJsite
. to land disposal. . ' ',' . ' ,
'. . -

• ,
. "
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"
The commenter has stated that there is sufficient treatnient capacity to treat

• - • ".. t' • -

•
F032 wastes.

" .
EPA agrees with the comment. except in the cases of F932 co'ntaniinated 'soil and debris. 'and' ,
.' .' J • •• ' • • .,'
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EPA notes that in 1989, the Agen9 found difficulty in'locating facilities to'
receive F024 wasteS until the treatment standard' was ¥I'ended to include a CMBST aiternative.
Under the same line of reasoning, the Agency believes that by includmg theCMBST

,alternative for F032 wasteS. generators wiU have.more t1exi~i1ity in their choice of treatment
facilities. The Agency also .believes that by promulgatmg the CMBST alternative for Fl)32

. wastes. constituents of.concern will continUe to be foUy treated. and therefore the standard" ,\

does"not compromise the. Agency'S coinmitmentto protection of human health and the .

.enviromnent. .

mixed wood preserving and radioactive wastes. As.detailed in today:s preamble. EPA believes ...
.there is sufficient capacity for both wood preservi~g wastewater and nonwastewater liaZardous •
wastes. However. given the lack of available capactiy and other issues associated with soil and
debris contaminated with F032. ·F034, and F035 wood preserving wastes. EPA is· gratiilng a:'
tWo-year variance for these wast",,: 'In addition. EPA has determined that sufficient alternative
treatment capacity is not available for radioactive wastes mixed with wood preserving wasteS•.

and i~ gra~ting a two-year national capactiy variance . . '..



DCN : ,,' I PH4P032
COMMENTER Penta T~sk Force
-RESPONDER JLABIOSA

'SUBJECT WOOD11
I SUBjNUM', ,032 ' I

:- CO'MMENT
, I. EPA SHOULD NOT'ESTABLISH A CONCENTRATION STANDARD

.:' FOR DIOXIN AND FURAN CONSTITUENTS OF F032 WASTES. '
, A. The Stigma'Associated ,With Dioxin-Containi~g, Wastes Wip Cause
, Incineration Facilities to Refuse To Accent F032 Wastes.' , '

" In prior rulem3.kmgs, EP,A has 'recognized 'that ~e'siigma
associated with w~stes that must be trea~ed to'meet specific dioxin
anJ· fur,an limits'leads to severe capacity shortfalls. See, e.g., 55
Fed.Reg. 22.520, 22,580,(June 1,1990) (F024 waste).' Indeed. in

, , ' l '

the F024 rulemaking, the Agency found it necessary to revise the
standard'to delete'the dioxin/furan liiriits and to offer
incineration 'as an ,alterDati~e technology in order to prod 'the

" treatment 'industry into accepting the wastes.' 55 Fed. Reg. at
' ..~ 22.581. As :ePA acknowledged in'the con~e'xt of that ruiem.a.k.iilg: ' \

[T]he Agency is revising the treatment'standards promulgated on'
,', Ju:ne 23, 1989 to specify incineration as a method of treatment, for '

~024 waste~' .;...... ,Ordinarily the Agency would not alter a .'
, ' 'regulatory standard due to industry recalcitrance. In this case.

however. the clear ~xistence of a problc::m,: the Agency I s, desire to
have industry resume treatme~t of these wastes '(there 'was no'
capacity shortt:all until E;PA promulgated, the Second Third treatment
standard), and the statuiory prohibitions on 'disposal and storage

, (which, foreclose alllegitiJ;nate waste management options) ~ve '
'led EPA to revise the treatment standald. .

., 55 Fed. Reg;' ,at 22,581: Since.. that time; EPA ~s prom~lgated
dioxin and furan treatment standards·for only one'other type of

, waste '~t wo~ld require incineration ' ./.' ,
'-~ioxin-containing'multi-source leachate (F039).1 In the case of _
F039,wasteS. ho~ever, it waS clearlyunderstOodtlult very,'li~e of .
the waste would require treatment. Set? Response 'to Co~ents on,th~,

Background DoCument for the Second Third Land Disposal Restrictions-
! in: the ~oposed Rule Dated January 11, 1989 (~4 FR 1056), Vo!'3 .' '

(June'8, 1989) (response to co~ent 51,eii-1) (rioting that' ':',
"[~]heAgencydoes not expect, however, that dioxins' and furans

'will.often be present iii mUlti~sourc«: leachate at concentrations, '
requir,ing treatment"). As such, ,the stigma, and ,related """
capacity ,shortfal.l~that- normally would };lave been expeCted to result
from the .dioxin ana furan treatment standard for F039 did not ,arise,..'. .

• 1 • ~ ...

,.'
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Inde~~d. 'data in the docket for this tule~g strongly 'suggest '
. that there may be asignificant concentration of dioxins/furans in .

the particulate matter currently removed from emis,sions
by incinerator air pollution control devices. The Draft Combustion

. Emissions Technical Resource.Document (CETRED), (EPA 53Q-R-94-Q14)
(May 1994), presents data on particulate emission rates for 17
commercial hazardous waste incineration facilities (22 data sets ' '

, ,
with a total of 133 data points). CETRED. Tabl~ 4.3-1. The average
particulate emission rate for the facilities was 0.19 grains (gr)

, of partiCUlate per dry staDdard cubic fOOl (dsct) of. stack gas.
where the oxygen Jeve, of ~e gasis.7 percent. Id. The .

e',,I

. ,

in practice. ,
. , tn the current proposal, EPA h~s,s'uggested that itscorripustion

strategy wIll alleviate the stigma problem. See 60 Fed. Reg. at
43,686. See a,lso Bac~ground Document for Capacity Analysis for Land
Dispqsal Restrictions -- Phase IY:' Issues Associated with Clean' ,
Water Act Treatment Equivalency, and Treatment Standards' for Wood
PrFserving ,Wastes and Toxicity Characteristic 'Metal Wastes
(Proposed Rule), at 311 (Aug.: 1995) (Dkt. No. PH4P-S0292)
(hereinafter"Capacity Analysis"). But EPA has failed to explain
how its ,combustion strategy which focuses .
1" The BDAT treatment standard fornonwas~ewater forms of K099,
~astes also specifies a 1 ppbJimit for dioxin and furan,
constituents, but that standa~'d is based on chemical oxidation and
not incineration. 53 Fed: Reg. 31,138, 31,170 (Aug. 17, 1988).' As'
such:, the K099 treatment standard does not raise the stigma .issue .'
discussed above. '
'on reducing dioxinlfuran emissions would address the heart of. the .
stigma issue ~~ the reluctance of incinerat~roperators to analyze
for qioxins and furans in combustion residuals. This reluctance is
accounted for bY,'three factors: (1) the cost of analysis for
dioxins and furans which can-run as
high as $1,500 per sample, (2).the need for multiple burns to
reduce dioxinzfuransin treatment residuals to low levels. and (3)
the conSiderable concern within the treatment industry ,
that "analysis for dioxins/furans in treatment ,residuals may open up
a "Pandora's 'Box." The last factor arises because dioxins and
furans are preseni in many of the chlorinated waste stre~,
'handled by incinerator facilities and are al~o prOducts' of
incomplete combustion ('.'PICs"), and the industry is not:currently.
required to 'imalyze,' or 9therwise account, for the dioxins/furans
'itt the residuals. '

,',

'-
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dioxin/furan 'an emission 'rate for eight of these facilities' is also ,
given in Table 4 ..9~2 of the CETRED document; the ave'rage wa~ 157.5

· '~anogr~lIn:s'(ng)of dioxins/furans per. dry standard cubic meter
(dscm) of stack gas with a 7 percent oxygen content. The following
equ~uion provides a'm~asure of the average
dioxinifuran concentration in the emissionS: ' .

. " (.. .

· {{(l57.5,x 10-9 g/dsem) / (0.019 gr/dsct)} x 7000 gr/lb} /-454
g/lb * '0.0283 emJef=' ,:,
3671.ppb,. .
and is based' on the' assumption thilt the dioxins and furans in the
stack are in' particulate Of c'ondensed form. Oli 'a toxIC equivalency

{ C'TEQ"} basis 2, the diox'inJfuran concentration in the particulate"
i~ rouglily 193 ppb and thus I would exceed the 1ppb Iimhs of the

- proposed rule by'some two ,orders of magnitude.3
, ' .. .

" .
2 Table 4.9-2·ofthe CETRED document provides a value of 8.38,

'. ng/dscm for dioxirilfuraI). emission rates' on ~'TEQ basis .. This value
, is plugged.mto the abQve equation to derive ,the estim~te of 193 .
ppb for dioxin emissions on a TEQ basis. . .
3 .The 1 ppbdioxinlfuran treaonent .standards would translate into

. 1.85 ppb of toral dioxins/furans on'a TEQ basis. This results from·
application of the TEF values for the various dioxinlfuran

'" 'homologues 0{F032 wastes··to the I ppb proposed treatment standard. •
thus, 'the T~F value of 1.0 provides an adjusted TEQ of 1 ppb for .

,TCDD, the TEF'value of 0.5 provides an adjusted TEQ of 0.5 ppb for.
· PeCDD, theTEF'valtie, ofO.l'ppbprovides an adjusted·TEQ of 0.1
ppb HxCDD. Similarly, the TEQ values for 'the furans are: 0.1 ppb.
for TCDF, ,0:5 ppb for PeCDF,and 0:'1 ppb for HxCDF." These values.. ,\ . .

.·.conservatively_.assume ~t'all dioxin and furan congeners are· .
present in the bi<?logically active'Z.3 78-chlorinated form.. )' ,
The C,ETRED d~ument also sugges~ ~t the. dioxinlfurar. content of -:

" incineraior particulates'may,exceed the proposed treatinent '
.. standards even after their operation is upgraded un.der'
· the compustion strategy. Two proPosals for controlling"hazardo.u5 .

waste inciner~tor emissions are c~ntemplated und:er the combustion' ,
strategy. Under the first proposal; the particulate emission rate
for. hazardous waste combustion units would be limited to 0.01. i

gr/dscf and the dioxinlfur~emission rate would be liffiited to 0.17 .
ng/dscm TEQ. CETRED, v~ vii. The dioxin/furan concentrations in the

/ particulates under' this first proposal could be as high as 7.4 ppb
on a TEQ basisA· '- .
Under the second proposal, th,e particulate emission rate 'would be

. limit~d to O'~0049 gr/d~cf and .the 'digxin fur~ "eD1iss!on rate would

'\

'.
.'

.e·'
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,The commenter .has raised several argup;le~ts sec.:king to persuade EPA in ..
withdrawing EPA's proposal fo.r regulatirig Dioxin a~d Furan (D/F) hazardous constit,Uents in· .
F032.. One primary concern raised by the cO!J1.ffienter is that there is a "stigma associated with .
the regulation of D/F .in wastes" that may compel incineration facilities to refuse providing .
combustion servic.es for F032 if EPA adopts the proposed UTS liniits for D/F consti~eilts. . e
EPA is not persuaded by ·the'argument that the regulation of D/F sbould be withdrawn. -The
DIP constituents proposed! for regulation in F032 are present· in F032 in significant .
concentrations above ~e UTS proposed limits rmd some of these constituents also supported. ..
the listing of F032 ·as a h11Z3.rdous· wastes. EPA also believes that .combustion and non-. .
combustion treatment technologies are demonstrated to reduce' the ·short- and long-term threatS
to the human health and the environment assoCiated ~ith th~ disposal of F9~2. EPA is thus
promulg~ting UTS l~ts fo~ D/F as?ropose~.

, .'

, EPA acknowledges the potential imp~ct the regulation of D/F -limits may have
on the availability of combustion capacity. in particular, ~e reluctance of commercial .

.hazardous waste incinerators to accept F032. should EPA codify' the UTS'limits as the Dilly
compliance option for D/F in F032.. (EPA's experience of lack of availability of capacity forF

. 024 wastes after. promulgating a standard that included'a n~ericallimit for CnDs sh~ws' that .
the commenter's coqcems are rational.) EPA believes, funher. that combustion r~presents' the

: Best Available .Treatment Technology for ·F032. EPA is also Persuaded by the Penta Group' '.
arguments that art alternative treatment standard of Combustion ("CMBST'") may make it . ..
easier, for'combustion facilities to accept·these.'wastes and still treat CDDs to levels reflecting
BDAT. (EPA's experience with the F 024·wastes again serves as'a guide. The diffIculties in· .
finding available treatinent stopped after EPA amended the treatment standard to· provide a
CMBST alternative.) 'EPA has thus promulgateq an alternative treatment standard of .

. ~ombustion ("CMBST") fo'r the regtilation,ot'I?/F prior to disposal. (See the·BOAT: .•

RESPONSE

, J

1260/

b~ limited'to 0.12 ngJdscm on a TEQ BASIS. Id .. v, vii. The '
.dioxinlfuran ,concent~at~on in the partiCulate under this .
second proposal coul4 be as·high as 10.7 ppb 'on a TEQ basis.~·Under
either prop.osaI.ther'bfore, the ,dioxinlfuran concentration in the . .
particulates would easily exceed the proposed dioxinifuran..' "
treatment standards for nonwastewater forms of F032 waste ..
Also, in ~ight of the public hysteria associated ·with.dioxins. it
is not entirely clear that th~ pUblic will accept the burning of
any dioxin-eontaining wastes even after the combustion strategy is
implemented: As demonstrated by the recent difficulties
experienced ~y companies attempting to obtain dioxin in9inerator
pennits, ttle public continues to be opposed to the burning of any

. . dioxinjContaining waste~ even when'the facility can demonstrate

.' that it will meet 99.9~99 percent DREs. '
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Background Document Jor F032; F034~ -and F035, and today'"s final rule preamble ror further
'discussion on EPA's, ratio~ale in promulgating this aiternative treatment $tandarct.)' "

, '\ ",
" ' ... The coinrnenter also asked for cl~rification on how the Combustion Strategy

\ .' , ,

":,ill mi~ize t~e stigma for regulating D/F in waste~ being combusted. As noted in th~ ,
Notice of Data Availability (NODA) ,(see 61- FR 21418: May 10. 1,996), 'EPA p.as' idemitie,d the
generati~n and"emissions of OfF constituents from combustion' devices as potential

:en,vironmen~f concern. ,:The concern is 'legi,timate', but is not linked to :combustion of t~ese

particular wastes; More importantly, 'COD emissions from 'h~zardous waste combustion can
be' c'ontrolled,to levels' thar are prot~ctive of human health and the environcient. TheA-geney is
presenth developing, sU~h astandard as part of the'rulemaking now being conducted for these .'
uni~. ; EPA' pointed out ~at information"'supporting the proposed ~A<;T lits for. reducing the

l
",

emissions of D/F air pollutants into me attnosphere indicates that about half of the combustion
facilities"tested by EPAhteet the proposed DfF air emissions standard'. (See NOOA. 61 FR
-21438 and the proposed revisions for Hazardous Combustors: '61 FR.17358. April 19, 1996)..
In th~ May l,o~ 1996 NODA:'EPA proposed further several options that may minimize:the .
potential fonnation and emision of DiF from combustion devices. One suboption was 'to-

, allow any hazardpus'combustion deviCe to manage F032 and F02~ wastes'prior to land
disposal. E~A 'also prop9se~ that compliance with the proposed MACT limit of 0.20
ng/SCDF (TEQ).be,required for those combustion devices treating F032 and'F024. EPA' "
believes that the proposed air emission 'limit may neeq to undergo further comment and ~eview'
and that it would be to preainature.'to finilize this limit for ~032 and F024 wastes. In add'irion. '
EPA' proposed 'to linlit the combustion of F032 and F024 to combustion devices that have a
,final Part B' pennit under 40 CFR 264 an<i 266. F032 or F024 c~mbusted in i;ncinerators _' . \
operat~d in,co,!I1pliimce with the 40 CFR 265 Subpa'rt b would not qualify for these ~l1ternat~ve /'

/' "CMBST~, treatment altema~ive,unless the facility· can demonstrate that the combustion
efficiency:of the, Part 265 incinerator is siirtilar to or brtter than those ,underPart 264 "
(incinerators) or Part 266 (HIPs) under 40 CFR'268.42(b)., EPA is promuigatirig today tIlis"
propos~d third option'since it will allow' greater access to ,combustion devices and it also will

,allow ,permit wri~ers' more lat,itude to prescrib¢ technical controls and operating' conditionS that'
: 'can'minimize the potential for generating and emitte4 amounts of D/F. , I ' , ,

, The commentor raises ~ 'third argumet:lt that the commentor ,believes sh~ll
'~onipel EPAto 'withdraw the prop~sed UTS limits for specific D/FconstinientS in,F032. The
c~mmentor's argument focu~es on several OfF stack emission rates suggested in tpe' CETREp

',document, TEQ assumptions, ari~ calculations that the' commentor believes suggest that me''
exi$tmgcombustion devices may be unable to meet"me'proposed UTS limits. EilJ\ notes that
no a ,priori methodology :yet exists which cap. predict ilie exact perfol1l1ance an i'ncineration'
device will have on the quality of incineration ash•.incineration sc~btJer water, or on the air,

, \ '

emissions ,from combusti0I! devices. The level of performance c~mbustion 4evices 'can achieve
must be detennined through field'testing, and.by setting in place appropriate technological and. ,

. operating controls that can optinitze the ultimate performance of the combustion ,device aI,ld,the
,allowed emission discharges. ' Ep,A feels that the pefmitting process for incinerators enables' '

. '. . " . '..' .

.' ,
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EPA and authorized states to as~ess the' need for such controls and t~ ensure that F032 are tit
treated via combustion.practices tha~ are well designed and operated. EPA also. believes that
the existing rule~ for Qoilers and industrial furnaces under 40 CFR Part 266. Subpart H

provide the same assurance.
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DCN . PH4P039'
COMMENTER AWPI
RESPONDER I JL
~UBJECT '. WOODll
SUBJNUM .039',
COMMt;NT EPA IGNO~S THE STIGMA ASSOCIATED WITH DIOXIN AND
FURAN WASTES

, EPA states .that incineration should be able to meet the proposed ..
treatinent standards for ~rga:nic wastewaters a~d non-wastewaters.
'Howev,er, this"ignores the stigma associated with dioxin and" .
furan was.tes. EPA is aware of the dioxin and furari. waste stigma
and has ackIiowledged this it 'directly 'an~ indirectly on several
occasions. In 1991, the Agency noted that, "the conunercial
hazardous waste treatment industry ·tends to shy away from thes~

(dioxiri.:containing) wastes, thus resulting ~Il"unnecessaiydelays

. ih' such trea~ent:" The' Agency also .acknowledged that. ' , .
'. incineration capacity is limited arid "·the possibility of.

increased capaCity in the fut\:1re is constrained by,' EPA' s "Draft'. : .
Strategy for Combustion of .Hazardous Waste". issueCl in May 1993.
Presently, Jhere is only' one"incinerator permitted to accept .
dioxin-concaining wastes in the United States ( Rollin's APTUS
faci~ity.in Coffeyville, Kansas). EPA has no( issued standards
deal~g with particulat~ matter and dioxins/furans under its .
combustion strategy. Given the strong. public resistance to new

. incinerators, and the huge costs'associated with permitting a .". ,
·six-9'~. facility (several millions .of dollars), additional .

.'inc.ineration cap~citY for' these. wastes is. not likely. COMMENT:
AWPI belieyes that sufficient incineration capacity does not

. exist to meet the actual volumes of F032 wastes. .
RESPONSE . I'

•••••

e.

• ~ 1_

\

EPA is promulgating treatment standards that sei numerical limits for .the.
regulation of' Dioxin'and Furan (D/F) haZardous constituentS in F032. In response to·
commentS 'from the Penta TaSkForce-and the American Wood Preserving Institute, the EPA
has also proposed and is 'promulgating in tQ4ay's rule·~·alternative compliance treatment ..
standard ~t sets combustion ("CMBST")' asa treabne.nt method for D/F constituents. in'
F042. '

, ,

. '.

••••

. . EPA has promulgated, however, ~.re.vised i'CMBST" compliance aliernative
which limits the availability of the~CMBST" to those combus~ion devices in compliance'

. with applicable co~bustion standards in the 40 CPR 264' 'Subpar{O, or 40 CFR 266,·Subpan .
H: F032 wastes combusted ill. devices operating under:.40 CFR· 264 ·or 2§6 d9 not have to

, . monitor the concentrations of DfF left behind in combustion residues. However, the facilities. ...:..' . ..

1263 .
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'must meet UTS numerical limits applicable, to 'each organic and metal constitue~t regulated in e
F032.as· a prerequisite to land ~isposal." ' ' , . ' ,

'. . It should ,be emphasized' that facilities seeking the comb~stiori of F032 in an.
incinerator regulated under a' 40 CFR 265 Subpart 0 do not ,qualify 'for a "CMBST" treatment
standard. un1es~ th~y, ar~ ~qle to make a: demonstrat,i6n of equivalent performance ,to a \,
permitted incinerator or to a BIF. F032 residues arising from all other 40 CFR 295 units mus'[
meet the applicable vi's 'numerical linlits for each regglated DIE constiruent as a prerequisIte'
to land disposal. .., .

'.

~ .'
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" DCN PH4P039
COMMENTER AWPI

"RESPONDER JL :'
SUBJECT' , WOODU
SUBJNUM' 039
COMMENT ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT STANDARDS FOR F032 WASTES EPA

'. . '

"'has' ,
previo~~ly, acknowledged thatincineraiion effectfvely destroyed
dioxin and £Uran constituents. 'The Agency offered incinerati~n ,
as an alternative technology in the' F024 tulemaking although '
this was, in response to "industry recalcitrance o. and "the
Agency's desire'tohav~ industrY resWJ?etreatment [of F024]. ' .
COMMENT: Recognizmg the stigma',associateu with incineration of '•r, . . • \
dioxins and fur~ns. the li;lnited capacity, and the inherent , '.
difficulties in analyzing for dioxin an(f furan constituents,' EPA
should promulgate an alternative standard based .on incineration

, in a four·9·s· combustion unit.
RESPONSE

, \

" ' ',. (: EPA is'prb~ulgat~gtrea!ment standards that,set numerical limits ide the
regulation of D,ipxln and Furan (DfF) hazardous' constituents in F032. In reponse c,o
comments from the Penta Task Force an~ the American Wood Preserving Institute, the EPA
has also proposed and is pro~ulgatmg in,coday's nile analternativ~'compliance 'treatment
standard that 'sets 'combustion ("CMBSTtr) as a treatment method for DfF constituents, iii . '
~932.

, t

, , . : EPA bas promulgated, howe~er. a revised . "CMBST" complian~e,alierantive
which limits the availability of the ."CMBST" to those combustion 4evices ill compliance'
with applicable. combustion standards ,in the 40 CFR 264 Subpart 0, or ,40 CFR 266. F032.
wastes combusted in'combustion deviCes'operating under 40.CFR 264 or 266 d~ not'have to
monitor the coilcenti'atio'ns of OfF left behind in combustion residues... However, the facilities

., • t, must nie~t UTS 'numerical ~imitS applicable to each organic and'metal c<?nstituent regulated in '
,( . ',F032'as aprereq~isite ~o land 4isposal. . " ,

" ,It should ~'~mphasized fuai facilities ~eeking 'the ~ombusiion of. F032' in an I •

, incinerator regula~ under a4O'CFR 265.Subpart 0 do not'q~a1ify fOI: a "CMBST". treatment '
(s~dard, unless they are,able to make a d~~oqSt.ration o~ equivalent'performance ~o·a. ' ,'. '
·permitted incinerato.; or to a, BIF. '..F032 residues aris~g from all9ther 49 CFR 265 units must'
me~t the· applicable urS numerica. limits for each regulated DfF constituent as a prerequisite
to land disposal. . \, .' 'i .. , , ' " , '" . . . . . ' , .. '
\ '. . .. . . .

. ~ '.

'. " . EPA I S 'authority to pres~ribe treatment linUtS or methods or'treatment um;ler .
, , the LDR are set under section 3004 (m)' of H$WA. Under' such HSWA provisions, EPA IS' '., " " , ,

.. ,
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" a
directed to set treatment standards that would reduce short- and long-term threats to the human '..
heaith and the environment; EPA belives'that .Omnibus pennit ~uhthoritiesunder RCRA and.
other available envirorunetal federal/state-laws can be used'to support the'establihnient of ,
3004(m) t~eatment sta~dards and thus, to precribed appropriate technological 'controls on
treatment methods prescribed for these wastes. \ EPA has promulgated specific 'performance'
standards -for' the operation of incinerators combusting certain acutely ~oxic wastes that contain -
DfF constituents (see 40 CFR 264.343 '(a) (2) and 50 FR 2005, January 14. 1985)." E~A has'
promulgated similar kinds of technoiogy treatment standards for hazardous wastes ,regulated ,
under '§268.42 'and hazardous debris §268.46. These specific treatment standards under-
§§268.42' and 268.:46 prescribe treatJ;Ilent methods and EPA has r~lied on' p'ermit authority. '
federallsqite air emission standards, or promulgated operational technology performance
requirements, to ensure that the technology treatment methods are protective of the human '
health and the,environment.

\

•

·~1 .

I "
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DCN PH4P039
COlv~MENTER AWPI,'

.. RESPONDER JLABIOSA
. SUBjECT WOODn .. ,., ,

SUBJNUM 039· , . '
.~. . "

C9MMENT

. '.

• i".

" '

. ,,

'e

:,',e,

ALTERNATIVE TECHt;lOLOGIES TO INCINE~TION DO NOT EXIST'
EPA states that "any 'ava.i~able technology cail be used to, meet the LOR level: AIrol the

so-~a11ed "alternatives" were evaluated by the Office of Techriology Assessment (aTA) in
'1991~' ~ f ,.

Of the thineen identified d'ioxin and, furan treatIilent techno'logles; only one (rotary kiln
, incineration) h~d been developed; pennined and used ana' site cleanup.
,COMMENT,: , ' ,,':' , .

AWPI is unaware of any alternative technology that has been developed to commercial
scaie. pennined'to receive; and capable'of meeting th~ 1 ppb PCDn and PCDF UTSs. "

. • • I , •

" INCINERATioN FOR F032.'IS NOT "AVAILABLE" ,
, EPA has based 'its treatm~nt standards for F032,on incirierati~n. The Agency e~timates

, tha~ the 49 plants u~ing pc;n~chloroptienol gen~r;lte 12.600 tons of FQ32 non-wastewater '
,process '. ,. . .

~ludges and residuals per year. In addition. these plants wil~ generate 'some !0,500'tons of
. ,F032 ' . ',. <

, soil' and 'debris annually. . "
. , While not disputing that !he technology has been demonstrated, Awpi questions'how
EPA c~ state that it is "availal!le.," Only one' site (AP:I'US) is pennined to accept ' ,
dioxm..containing wastes with a .19.SOO to 24,500 tons per year capacity. Of mat amount. ,70
percent is dedicated to'TS~A-regulatedPCB ~aste.leaving 5:850,to 7,35qtons,per year .

"capacity-available for other waste streams., '
"

<:OMMENT:. . ,_
-: I(one a~sumes that the APTUS facilitY will dedicate the remaining 30 perc~nt 'capacity

exclusively to bl:lrning FO~2 wa~te, and assuming the high,end of the capacity. ,range, (7.350

'tons. . ." .
per year), the APTVS facility comes up, short'by,15.75Q tons per year. One six-9's facility
does' ' . " , ",
not'constitute ,"available'" technolpgy.

REPSONSE:
The COJ:!llDeht~r'beli~ves that treatIilent te~hnQlogies identifidd in the BOAT,

Background Document and tlle OTA document canno~ meet the proposed IUnits for PCDD· and'
PCDP, in media cq~tam.inated .with F032.' It 'appears that the'commenter js ,also referring to .

. ,

J,
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, '

I ' EPA recognizes and acknowledges. fu$er, that ther~ will be.s'oils or.
contaminated media for which either the treatment standards are inappropriate Qr sUnply'
'cannot be achieved. EPAI>elieves that these difficult to treat soils/contaminated media could

. . - . \ . -"

be addressed, generally, through a treatability variance in the 40 CPR 268.44 (h). EPA has
also listed and briefly. di~cussed othervaIjancesand legal venues in the· Pinal BDAT,

'Background DOCument that could lessen the impact of the treatment standards proplUigated
today (see Final BDAT Background Docum~nt and for Wood Preserving Wastes F032, FO~4. -'
and F035 and for a citation of approprlate EPA guidance). EPA is thus promulgating, today',
treatment ~tandards ~'p~opoSed. ~' " '

how the proposed !imits my impact remedial activities thafwould like to rely on offsite . e
treatment options (e,g. excavation followed by offsite treatment :and disposal). EPA agrees
w.ith the commenter that most of .the remedial treatment technologies described in the OTA
do~ument and. EP~ BDAT document may .not,currently be,developed for offsi~e treatment: .
since the focus o~ such treatment processes i~to facilitate 'onsite, clean ups. ..

, , EPA agrees with the 'co.mrnenter that the proposed limits, can be achieved, :
. generally, via combustion. However, EPA disa2rees with the ~omme·nt·that soils treated via
alternative retti~diation technologies identified by-EPA or the OTA ~eport often 'will fail ,to'
achieve the proposed treatment 'limits .for PCDD and PCDF. EPA has detennined that energy
arid chemical intensive technologies stich as chemical dehalogenation, thermal desorption,' and
solvent extraction (~peCifically, tile Critical Fluids 5-pass system) are most likely to enab,le the
"treatment of contamjnated soils to' the UT'S 14nits promulgat~d today. EPA also ,believes that
difficult ill creat soils may be amenable to optimiz~tio~ such that 'alternativeJreatment levels "
pursuant to the' 40 CPR 268.44 (h) can be set. (See Final BDAT Background Document for
Wood Preserving Wastes F032, F034. and F035.) This deterrninationis based on the
treatment ofwastes. PCP oils. PCB 'oils; sludges an~ soils 'believed as difficult to treat.as.F032
and F034 wastes. EPA notes that, for example, thermal desorption can achie~e or treat,' _
generally, organics as difficult to treat as PC,DD and PCOP well below the UTS limiis in
matrices such as _soiJs, sludges, and debris'. Solvent extraction can also be optimized,
presumably', for sludges, otIs, and perme~ble soils. , '
However. EPA ackIiowledges th!lt thermal desorption or solvent extraction residues pregnant
with PeDD and PCDP at concentrations above me UTS limits will have to undergosubsequem' e'
'treatment via combustion or chemical dehalogemition prior to 'disposal.

• ~ • I
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~. Another concern expr~ss'ed by the cOrnn1enter was what kind of controls EPA .
intended to impose on the combustion of F032. EPA is'clarifying that F032 are toxic wastes
anq. that combustion devices combusting these wastes would be required ~o meet appropriate
combustion controls that would,ensu're the destruction of PCOO andPCOF. I\nd the .' ,
combustion of these wastes can take place in. either four· nines or fn'~ six·nint;':s pestrtlction

. , and Removal Efficient combustion device. Because EPA' believes that well designed and 'well '
operated combustion devices can meet, ge'nerally, ~e promulgated l~ts: EPA'has .
promulgated an alternative compliance treattntmt standard of"combustion. CO'lnpllancewith'
these siaild",rd' waives the need for monitoring for ,pcnn and PCOF in combustion residues as
long as other' hazardous org'anie and metal conStituents are monitored prior to disposal. EPA
has limited. :however.,theavailability of this ~lternative combustion u:eattnent standardlto units
treating with combustion.controls under Pan 266, B~Fs,or Part~64. incinerators; A Pan 265 .
incinerator; whQ can demonstrate to EPA:that the combustion controls at'the facilitY's ,
combustion unit are equivalent to a part 266, tHFs, 'or Part 26:4, incinetator,may be able (0 '

'qualify for the alternat~ve combustion treatment standard provided the·Part 265, facility .ob~ins
from EPA an equivale.nt treatment detenninatio~ pursuant to the 40 CFR Part 268.42(b). (See'
preamble di~cussion and FinalBDAT Backgro~ndD.QCument for Wood Pres~rving,'Yastes fo~
'additional discussion on the implementation of .the CMBST standard.) EPA believes that this
altemativ~ compliance treattnent standard can. address the 'concerns 'expressed by the ,
,cominenter.on:wha~ kind of controls EPA' will'impos,e,on the combustioIl.of F032 wastes.. '. , , -

,. ,
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RESPQNSE
"

DCN PH4P058
C.OMMENTER 'lH BAXTER
RESPONDER' JL,' ,_
SUBJECT WOODl1
SUBJNUM 058.' .

, COMMENT
Incontras't to the ,concern about treatment 'delays it viewed as
serious in 1991, EPA now curtly dismisses the issue in one
sentence, stating that the Agency's "Combusti6n Strategy" .
wili alleviate this problem. 60 Fed. Reg. at 4~682. In reviewing
the' 'proposed regulation there is no discussion of the '" ~ombustion

Strategy" or'whether facilities legally·will be able to accept
. and treat wastes with the assocjated dioxin staridard usmg this

,t1 Combustion :Stnitegy;" . ,.' , "
'Presumably,. the "Combustion Strategy·" refers to a draft policy
'statement issued by EPA on May-l8. 1993, that discusses both short

, .and long-term goals fOf, incinerators and industrial furna~es. It is
, impossible to ascenain how this policy statement can alleviate

the unwillingness of the hazardous waste industry to accept F032 ,wastes ,tf a dioxin
standard is ,imposed. As noted earlier by EPA, refusals by "
commercial hazardous waste .~eaters to accept ~astestreams '
with specific d.ioxinstandards are based on,public sensitivitie,s
and concerns about increased'liability. Changes in permitting .
requifements or incinerator ~apacityapplicable to a dioxin',
'standard for F032 may be goals of ,EPA's draft policy. These goals

'. currently have not changed' pUblic perceptions. or decreased
liability concerns for waste treaters'. No treatment standard

. should be tied to these chatigesuntil they are realities.
In the· newly proPosed regulation. EPA has Identified only one '.
commercial facility currently pennitted.to combust wastes·that may
have PCDD and PCDF constituents with concentrations above -the
ire~tment standard proposed for F032 wastes. 60 Fed~ Reg. at
43681. It is our understanding that this incineration facility has
an annual capacity of only 22,000 tons.' Seventy percent',of~

annual capacity is devoted to incineration,of TSCA-regUlated ,
wastes contaminated, with polychlorinated biphenyls. Therefore, this .
facility has additional 'annual capacity for only 6,600 tons of
wastes from RCRA-regulated disposal ac~ivities. This
predictable, extreme capacity shortfall i~ not addressed ,at all, by
~P~ in the proposal. . ,
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, 'The commenterasked'EPA ro ~larifv how the Combustion Stra[e~v may lessen
, •• ,'II _... ... ,

the public perception on the 'c0!Dbustion of DfF containing wa~t~s. Under'the Combustion
Strategy, EPA has directed pennit writers to ,conduct risk assessments and to detennine
whether or not the combustion of low level dioxin cont~ining wastes is being conducted in a

, manner'that'is protective 'of the human health and the enVironment', 'EPA is exercising EPA's
Omnibus perrl1it writer authority under me s~tute to ensure tha't the combustion praCtices are
being conducted properly. In 'addition,' EPA has proposed new regulations for Hazardous
Waste C~mbustOrs, revised Standards, nameiy the MACT Combustion rule, that would s~t 'air
emission tiniits 'on OfF particulate' emissions. (See 6-1 'FR 17358-175,36, Apri119, 1996,)

,/ .. ..
1 ~~.

'[ Subsequent 'co 'the Phase 4, proposal, 'EPA published,~ Notice of Data
Availability (NODA) that call for three'suboptions that may allow the disposal of F032 wastes, '

I • ~, '. •• , ..

combusted in well designed and, well operatedco,mbustion ,dev~ces ,~ith0':lt the need that DfF
'constituents, ar~ monitored in thetrea.ted waste' prior to,disposai. 'EPA proposed three
suboptionsthat'would ,implement the proposed combustion compliance aiternativ,e, namely ,a
combu,stiQn ·"~MBST" ~tandard: (1) adoption o~ the existing "CMBST" sUnpard for' F024 .
(chlorinated aliphatic .waste that also contains OfF constituents);' (2) a "CMBSr" that would

;compel meeting a proposed MACT limit for O/F air emissions, and (3) "CMBST" tha.t wouict"
limit the combustion of F032 and F024 to fully pennitted incinerators under 40'CFR 264 Part
B. (~ee 61 FR 21418, May 10, 1996.) " , ,

, After an e~austive' review of the public comments and due to ~ outgrowth
of the public.conunents, EPA withdrew suboption 2. EPA also withdrew subption 1 since'
EPA: concluded that adoption of suboptlon -1 may limit EPA aQility to compel risk arialyses and'

, inciner~ltion 'studies ,that can demonstrate that F032 or F024 w~stes are being combsuted in
manner protective to the human ,health,and the.environment.. EPA was also persuaded:,by
comments emphasizuig that combustion units operating pursuant to 40 CFR 266, 'Subpart Ii
m.ust:meet stringeilt'emission a~d combustion controls and that EPA Omilibus pennit
authorities can l;llsob~ used ,(for permitted devices) to ensure that the combustion of F032 and

, F024 is conducted in well designed and well operated c,ombustion devices. ' EPA has ", ,
, ' promulgated', ther~fore: a revised subopti01l' 3 that limits the availability of a ','CMB$~" fqr the
; regulation of O/F constituents regulated in F032 or F024 to those F032 or F024 wastes'

'combusted in either 40 CFR 264 or '266 combustion devices. F032 or F02~fwastes c'oinbusted
in 4Q CFR 265 incmerators' must m~t applicable UTS' limits for O/~ as a p~erequis~t~ to land
~isposal-. unless the owners/operators are able to make a demonstration ~f-equivalent '
perf?nnance to a.pennitted inc~erator or to a BIP." .. ,

....
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DeN PH4P058
COMMENTER JH BAXTER
RESPONDER SB

. SUBJECT' ··WOODll
SUBJNUM 058

,COMMENT
Along with other me~bers ;f the wood 'preservation industry t J,'H. :
~axter is concerned a~out the impact of the proposed 1.0 pan per '
billion tt,eatment standard for dioxins and furans i~ the F032. .
.wastestreams. I.H. Baxter believes there is not adequate capjlcity,
for treaunent of F032 wastes if a treatment ~tandard is established .
for dioxin constituents, "Even with ,adequate capacity, the high co'st
of 'incineration would make the economiC impact on our company and

, ' - . I,' , . '

, other aff~ted ~o6d treating facilities de,:astating.
, . We also have provided cOlIlIl1ents on the current classification'of

wood preserving production waste waters a~ solid waste. J.H. BaXter
believes EPA should amend the regU~ations to exempt recycled wood'
'preserving waste waters froin'the .defInicion of solid waste. ,
1. Treatment Standards for F032 Wood Preserving Wastes. EPA's'

'- Proposal Does Not Address CapacitY' Shortfall Issues .
J.H. Baxter uses peJltachlorophenol (penta) to treat wood products,
pr~arily utility poles and-utility pole- cross arms, that are .
e~posed to extreme weather, conditions for .extended periods of
service. The treating solution Cor,these wood,products consist$j'of
penta '~nd oil; .usually fuel or .. , '.
diesel grade. Cons~quently, F,032 wastestteams have high energy
values. They are accepted at pem1itt~d incineration facilities as
alternative energy sourCes. If the prC?posed regulation with 'the' .
associated, dioxin standard is adopted, the wood preserving
industry no longer will be able to utilize the'facilitie.s currently .
permitted to bum r032 wastes." '.;
In 1991 EPA requesied data and comments· on treatment'standards for'
many newly listed R<:::RA wastes, including F032 wastes. At that time,
the Agency- noted that in its experience when dioxin and !Uran .
consti~ents are proposed for regulation in waste-specific ,
treatments, the hazardous waste indus~ ~tends'to shy away" from'

.. the treating such wastes, cre~ting delays in treaqnent. 56 Fed.
Reg,~'55160, 55179 (Oct. 24,1991); The proposal stated that the
delays result"due to the acute sensitivity of the public to these'
c,onstimentS and the increase in liability resulting from handling
them. Id~ In effect; these wastes are pariahs 'as far as the
public and the - _
hazardous waste treatment industry are concerned.,EP~._therefore, -

~\ . ~ ".
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~olicite,d ideas on how f032 treatment standards could be' .'.
cons,ttucted. so a~ to avoid anticipated bottlene~~s in treatment
for these wastes.
In ,the current proposal, EPA notes that many commentors'to' its

)991 not~ce expressed concerns that facilities would not accept'the
- Fon waste if the treatment standards inciudea dioxin limitation.'. '., .

J.H.. Baxter shares these concerns.,J.H. Baxter has been informed' '
by Laidla.:v Environmental, ~e commercial hazardoqs waste facility'
currently handling ,OUf F032 wastestreams, that Laidlaw wilf,not
accept'these wastes if the dioxin standard for F032 wastes
'is adopted. J. H. Baxter· has no doubt that it will be extremely : '
difficUlt, if not impossible, to obtain timely treatment for F032 '
~astestreams; should dioxin constituents be regulated. " '

• '.. I. • •

RESPONSE
" .

",

, '.
".. "".

. '

"

. ,

"

I,

,',

EPA is pr~muigating treatment staridards that 'set 'numerical limits for the , ,
-regulation of Dioxin and Furan (DIP) hai;ardous'constltueri~s in,F032: IQ. reponse to "

comments from the The Penta Task Force and the Arn~ricari Wood Preserving' Institute, the '
:EPA has also proposed ~nd is promulgatmg in' today' s ~le an alte~tive compliance treatme~t
standard that setS combustion rCMBSTtI) as a treatment method for D/F constituents in
F032. .', ... ~ , . ' " '" '_ ' "

. ~ i .. " . . , 1 •

" EPA has'promulgated, however, a revised "CMBST" compliance alterantive
.which' Hmi~ the availability of the "CMBST" ,to those combustion'd~vices ~ compliance
wi~'appli~able'combustion'sta1idards in the 40 CFR 2,64 • Subpart 0, or 266. F032 'wastes.
combusted fu combustion devices' operating'under 266 Qf' '264 do not have to IlJ.onitor the ..
concentrations of DfF left behind in combustion residues. However, the facilities must meet' '

\ J '

" , UTS numericallin:Uts applicable to each organic'and metal constituent regulated in F032'. as a
, 'pre~equisite to lapd.disposaL '

,It 'shoul4 be emphasized'~t facilities seeking the'coinbustfon of F032 in an in'cinerator : " ' , '
, regulated under a 40 CPR 265 Subpart 0 do. not qualify for a ::CMBST" treatment standard."

, : unless they are able'to make a de~onstiation_6f equivalent performance to a permitted'
, 'hicin~ratorot: to a ,inFo F.032 residues, arising from all other 40 CFR 265·uIiits must meet the,

applicable UTS nurnericallimits,'for each ,regulated DfP:coristi£l.1ent as a prerequisite to land
~ disQ.osaI. I" " • , '

, "Although ~~,co~entor $upported ~e 'promulgation of t4e propos~d
",CMBST" treatment Standard, under 'suboption 1. EP.f\ believ~s· thai the adopted final
"CMBST" .'Standard fully addresses the commentor's',conceJ;JlS. '

"

'e''. .-
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. DeN ,PH4P097 .
COMMEr'HER' Hazardous Waste Management '
~SPONDER JL ' '" ' .
SUBJEC.T, WOOD 11
SUBJNUM -097 \
COMMENT.

- ~

,,' Seco~dly. the Agency ~as n~t adequately 'considered the ext~nt <;>f
the existing cap~city to combust, this waste'as'supported by the
Agency's 'own statement that. "EPA has identified one commercial

. f~cility curr~ntly permitted to combust-wastes that may have PCDn
, and PCDF constituents wi,th concentrations' orie or two orders of·
. magnitUde higher than those levels found in F032" (60 FR,43682)., :
.This statement contradicts' the Agency's capacitY analysis which '
indicates that there' is ~ufficient incineration capacity for wood

.' preserving wast.e streams. C~rren~ly, the~e may be 'in~ineration
capacity fonheF034 'wastes; however, that capacity does rtot
include capacity 'for dioxins ,and frirans thai are proposed as BDAT
for F032. Furthe~ore, it is not dear how the Agency's Comb~stion
Strategy'will alleviate this problem as. asserted by the Agency. '·The

. ' ... \

establishrilent of stricter dioxin and furan.requirements on '
.combustion facilities, will still not al.leviate the myth in the eyes '
of the public ~atdi?xin is the. most toxic cotnpouri4 known to
man a~d thatne exposure is acceptable. As a result, the Agency

" should reevaluate this position and either'promulgate a two-year
- ' capacity va.rian~e or remove the di,:,xins, and furansfrom the '

, F032 treatment standards. '

, RESPONSE ..
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It should, be ~oted thilt .although the BOAT combust~on technologfes supponing
.th~·developrhent of UTS limits for D/F regulated in'nonwastewater forms of F032 and F024
meta RCRA incine'ration performance of six 9' s DRE perfomlance, the modeled compliance
t~eatment alternative of "CMB$T" was based on the performance a four 9's DRE • RCRA,
264 Subpart O. rotary' kiln incinerator combusting F024. Data from the F024 incineration
study shows ,that a well designed and well operated, four 9's DRE incinerator can also meet 'the
proposed limits of 1 ppb,for nonw'as'tewater forms of F024. Facilities seeking.the combustion
of F032 in an incinerator regulated under' a 40 CFR 265 Subpart 0 do not qualify' for a '
"CMBST" treatment standard. unless they are able'to make a demonstration of equivalent
performan~e to a: permitted incinerator or .to a BIF. F032 residues arising from all other 40
CFR 265 unjts must meet the apPlicable UTS numerical limits for each regulated D/F
constituent as a. prerequisite to land dIsposal. .'

The commenter also stated that there is insufficient treatment capacity to 'treat
F032 wastes. As detailed in today's preamble; EPA believes there is sufficient capacity for
~oth,wood preserving wastewate~ and no~wastewater.hazardous wastes. Howeve~, given the
lack of available capactiy and other i~sue's associated with soil and debris'c~ntarninated w~th~

F032. F034, and F035 wood preserving wastes, EPA is granting a two-year variance for these
w,~ste,s" In addition. EPA has determined 'that sufficient alternative treatment capacity. is not
available for radioactive wastes mixed with woOd preservipg wastes, and is granting.a.two-year
na~ional capactiy variance. .' '

EPA, notes that in 1989, the Agency found difficulty in,locating facilities to
'receive F024 wastes until the treatment standard was amended toinclude a CMBST alternative:
Under the same line·of reasoning, the Agency believ~s that by including the CMBST. '
~ltemative for f032 wastes, ge~e~ators will hay~ more flexibility'in their choice of tr~atment
facilities. The'Agency also believes that by promulgating the CMBST al~einative'for F032
wastes. conStituents of concern will continue. to be fully treate~. and therefore the stand;ard
does not compromise 'the Agency's coiIimitment to protection of human health and the .

• r.enVIrOnment.' ,

, .,
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DCN'" ,PH2AOO3'
COMMENTER, The P~nta Task Force

,RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJE<;T' WOODl!'
SUBJNUM 003 ' ,
,COMMENT ,-As' ~xplairied in our November, i995',co~ents. the,

prlJ:ctical consequ~nces 'of setting dioxin/furan numerical limits
for F032 wastes would be to force -.yood preserving .facilities to
send their was,tes to. the only comine~cial incineration facility
7- the Aprus Incinerator in Coffeyville, 'Kansas -- that is . ,
permitted to tre~t dioxiri-contaiiting waste. The cost wouLd be·. / '

.exorbitant,. The most recent quote for incit:le,ratirig F032 was,te at
the Aptus facilitY i~ $S;63Ilb ($l1,260/ton) . .Given:,the volumes
of F032 waste that 'are, ~xpected. to require'treannent annually .,.-, " \
s,ome'1t:6oo tons of F032 nonwastewater sludges arid residuals'
(see Capa~ity ~lysis, 3-;·8) '-- the c~st :'of treannent at ,the
Coffey.ville facility would be roughly $142 million per year~:

These prohibitive and ilnne.cessary costs would .need to, be 'borne
by the relatively few wood' preserving sites -- 49 in all -,- that
'would be subject to the rule. In sharp contrast, a CMBST
standard .would allow F032 wa'ste to be appropriately managed at a
'fraction of that cost. ,FOOTNOTE 1/ The ,
P~nta :fask Force believes that the exorbita~tly high' cost of ,",

: incmera,tion at the Coffeyville facility is a' dire~t consequence:
of the lack of competitive pressure by other combustion '
,facilities: These ,other 'facilities have no int~ntion of .
,accepting ,P032 waste und~r ~ircUmstanc~s'where they would be .
. ,required to analyze th~ir ,combust~on residuals for ~ioxins 'and
furans. the oPerator of the' Coffeyville facility h~ argUed ,in " .
comments to the Agency that it supports srl-ingent dioxinlfuran
limits for F032 waste: But $lt commenter has'provided nO,health
01: safetY. justification to support itS position. And we fmd it .
difficillt to' believe that aregulated entity would argue for '
m9re striI,lgent reguhl~ion up,less it believed. that a competitive
advantage would,accrueJrom such regulation.
•• • J '

RE§PONSE
, '

)

'. , "

: The commenter is con~etned that EPA's proposai that some' of the proposed
regulatory ~oritrols on the combustion of F032 and F024 wa~tes may create a defacto" ,
monopoly on treatment of these' wastes at high. a~d unneded cos~;' SpecificaUy,' th:e

,c'ommep.t~r is concerned ~ith EPA's'proposal to promulgate sUbop'tio~ 2 as prerequisite for the
dispQsal.of F032 via a "CMBST" "'compliance treatment alternative.' In general. the' "

" ,

. :'
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I, '
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co~e~ter' is mlly supportive of t~e p'roposed "CMBS'T';' ~r~atmetlt alternative. The
commenter feds that F032 merits a siinHar " CMBST" treatment'alternative as F024 and the
commente! asked' EPA to clad,fy' its rationale for proposing potential amendments to the
existing 'TMBST " treatment alternative..

The final rule provides' a means for most corn,bustion units <to accept th~se
wastes and satisfy BDAT treaunent requirements without specifically analyzing ash for CDDs.
Iri,repo~e to c~mments fr~m the The Penta Task Force and the American Woo,d Preserving
Instinite, the' EPA has proposed and is promulgating in today' srule an alternative compliance
treaimen~ standard that sets combustion C'CMBST") as a treatment methOd for D/F , '
constituents in 'F032.

;

,I . The revised "CMBST~ compliante al~eraptive lim1t~the ayailability'of r.he
,"CMBST" to those combustion devices in compliance with applicable combustion standards
in the 40 CFR ,part 264. Subpart O. -,or 40 CFR part 266. Subpart H.. F032 wastes combusteq
in combustion·devices operating ,under P~s 266 or'264 do not have to 'IPonitorthe :
cQncentrations of DIF left behind in'combustion residues. However, the facilities must meet

, DIS numeri~al limits applicable to eac'h 'organic and metal constituent regUlated in F032 as"a
prerequisite to land disposal. Facilities that qualify for this option are not'specifically required

'to maintain a DRE standard at the same level'as required for F020, F02l, F022.,F02J"F026,
or F027 under 40 CFR §264.343(a)(2). 'The revised "C~BST'" compliance alternative only
requires the use of combustion uQits that are' permitted under ei~er 40 CFR Part 264, _Subpan

, ' i .
O. or Part 266, Subpart H.

o

0

" '

,It should be emphasized that faciHties seeking the combustion of F032 in an
,incinerat~r regulated-under a 40 CFR' 265 ,Subp~ 0 do not qualify 'for a "CMBST" ~ea~ent

. stan4ard, unless they are able .to make a dem~nstnition of equivalent performance to a
permitted incinerator or to a BIF,. F032 residues arising fro~ 'all other 40 CPR -26? units must
meet the applicable DTS numerical limits for each regulated D/F constituent as a prerequisite

\, ' '

toJand disposal ' .' ' ' :: . . , .
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. PCN, PH2AOO9
CO~iMENTER ~ Do~ Chemical
~S~ONDER JLABIOSA .
SUBJECT WOOPl!. ..
SUB)NUM 009. .
COMMENT SUboptions 2 and'3 also raise natioqal capacity questions which

EPA m~st address before further consideration of adopting such .
constraints can ,proceed In cons'ideri~g the additional:
limitations described in S\lboptions 2 and 3. EPA has not

. addressed whether ~ufficient availaQle capacity would remain
which is licensed to treat the ·volume of F024 and F032 currently
generated. pow alone curtently generim;s over SO,GOO tons per
year of F024 at its V.,S. faciiities: Inlplementation of "
Suboptions 2 pr 3. woulq. require asignificant p6rt~on of that
waste volume to be managed offsite in cOlnmerCial uIiits .. Before' ..
proceeding, EPA must analyze the U.S'. wide gen~ration of ~e '.
':potentially impacte~ waste cqdes considering how muCh available ,
'treatment capacity would be available after such requirements .'
. would go into effect. .

RESPONSE

I~ todaY's'iulemaki~g, EPA'has Withdrawn'~ub~Ptions i and 2.(~~;exPlained
below) and promulgated a revised version of suboption 3 which enable the implemenration of .
,~e propose,d compliance'treatment alternative for the re~lation of Dioxin ,and.Furan . .
conStituents (D/F) in F032 .. ' .

Some comments asked EPA'to defer 'the adbption.of·suboption 2 to the ,
. MACT rule. "Other conunents pointed out that adoption of suboption 3 would preclude the use
,of industrial boilers and furnaces which in most instances have combustion controls that are "
more stringent than ~ciner~tioncontrols~ ADother ce;,mnienter expressed con~erns th~t' ' .
adoption of subopqon 1'may' allow the combustion of F032 iIi'incinerator devices operated '
under :1-0 CFR 265 which' the commenter feels lack' adequate regilia:tory controls to ensure that
the design and operational performance capabilities of such devices are adequate to destroy;
DiF constituents. , ' ,

'I ,

,I , ' .' ~. • ,i'

,EPA fInds these"comments 'persuasive. EPA has withdrawn. therefore. the
proEosed suboptioOs :1 a,nq 2. EPA has also revised sUboption 3 to' l~t ,the availability, of the'
proposed combu5tion"CMBST" compliance tr~atment standard :alternative t9 those, units'
operated under the '40 CFR Z64,; Subpart () and 40 CFR 266. Facilities seeking the' .

,combustion-of F032 in an incinerato,:- regulated under a40 CFR265 Subpart. 0 do,not qualify
for 'a"CMBST" treatment standard, 'unless they ~re able to make' ademonStration of equivalent
perfonnance'to a permitted incinerator or to a BIF (40.CFR §268.42(b».' Althoug~ EPAha~ .

, withdrawn sUboption 2•. EPA is not precluded from using' existing~isk analyses metliodologi~s
'0 ..' • .... • ,
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. .
and to'require the performance of combustion st'4dies to determine whl;lt appropriate comtoIs ..

" if any, should be reqJ.lired during the c()mbustion of F032. EPA believes that ad hoc .
technological controls can be prescribed to ensure the appropriate combustion c;>f F032. This is
because existing ReRA Omriibus permit authorities under 266 ·and 2~, can be used to address
the ,concern that F032 is treated in well designed and well operated combustion device prior to

, disposal. This adopted approach may be superseded by the outcome of the proposed MACT
limits for DfF arising from combustion devices schedule'for promulgation in the April 1998.

.. ' ' Facilities seeking'the combustion of F032 in an incinerato( regulated under a,
40 CFR 265. Subpart 0 do-not qualify for a. "CMBST" treatment staildard, u~ess they are able
to make a: demonstration of equivalent performance to a permitted, incinerator or to a BIF:
F032 residues arising from all other 40 CFR 265 units must meet the applicable UTS
numerical limits for each regulated DfF constituent as a prerequisite'to land ~i~posaI. :

• --J •

. EP.A ~lieves that ~romulgation ,of this reviSed suboption 3., ,fully addresses.
the concerns of the commenters, fully addresses the capacity 'concerns raised by the
commente~s, and that this suboption is protective of the human health and the environment. -
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, . DCN, ' PH2A012
COMMENTER :Beazer East '.
RESPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT . WOODll '
SUI,UNl!M 012' .
COMMENT Specifically, EPA discusses 'the Penta Task Force's aild the'

American WoodPreserving Institute's concerns that promu)g:~ltion

of concentration limits for dioxin/furan hazardous co~tituents '
in Hazardous Waste F032 may discourage commercial incineration
faCilities fromtreatirig this waste. 61 Fed. Reg, 21420. For the " .

I ~. '. " -. . .

record, Beazer also submitted comments which were critical of
EPA "5 proposal to establish dioxinlfuran constituent ' ,
concentration limits as LORs for F032. It'was andc9ntinues to

/, be Beazer's belief th~t selection of incineration ~s· the Best
, De~oristrat~d Available :Technology ("BOAT") will bring cleanups
'.of wood treating sites to a halt due.(o a lack of capacity at'
'off·site incineration facilities, negative communitY reaction
for ori·site incineration facilities and skyrocketing treatment
costs.. Beazer recolIlII1ended that EPA omit the dioxinlfuran
~onstituents from the 'LDR constltu~nts of concern for Hazardous

" .
Waste No. F032. ..Beazer cited several reasons {or not includ,ing ...
dioxin/furan as part of the F032 LDRs, to wit: '(1) EPA's .'failu:re .

. io scientifically demonstrate ~d support the risk' from loW. '
level exposure to dioxin/furans; (2) the problematic nature of .
the analytical methOd used for detecting dioxinlfurans; and .(3) ,
the nop.·availability of incineration 'capa~ity for treannent' of , . I

• 1 ~ • ~

,large quantities of soil.and debris which may 'con~fu F032.
RESPONSE

"

e. .

"

, ·EPA is not persuaded by the cOIl1Il)ente:r's argumentS ~t the re~lation, of '
D/F in F032 is not;necessary or tluit such propo~a~ woul~ delay treatnient of'F032.' EPA, "
points out that thes~ cons~itents .are toxic to the hUman health and the environment and that PIF
consti~~ntsalso supported th~ 'listing of F032 as a hazardous 'waste 'under Subtitle'C of "
RCRA. (See:'Background Document for the Listmg of Wood Treater Wastes (F032, F034. and
F035) .As the cOInmenter maybe aware, EPA's existing guidancedOcumenis on the "
management of cori~tedmedia at wood preservIng sites also identify D/F constituents as.' , ,

, 'RC~ constituents to be addressed .during, the design of clean up treatment options and within
. ' ,the scppe of Record of Decisions. FurtlJ,er, EPA existing soil guidance ':iocuments for wood

.preserving sites' also identify incineration and thermal desorption as treatment options capable
. of meeting clean,up levels a~d treatment'standards under the LORS. (S~e Presumptive'

Remedies for Soils, Sediments, and Sludges at Wood Treater'Sltes (Directive 9200,.5·162. also' . ,
" published under NTIS: ·PB-95·96341O); Technology- Selection Guide for,Woad·Treater Sites '

(EPA 540·F-93-020 'or Pub:.9360:0:46FS); and Contaniinants and'Remedial OptIOns 'at Wood
. , . - .. ~ .. .. .... . .... .' .

. I'
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Preserving Sites.(EPAi600/R-92/182). )

'Fi~a'liy, 'the majority of commenters were ~ore supportive or EPA's pro'posai
to co-promulgate both treatme~t'limitsand ari alternative compliance treatment standard of
combustion, ··CMBST". for the regulation of D/Fin F032. Like EPA, these commenters felt'
that such· approach can create more available capacity, ba~ed on empirical experience with
F024 wastes. . . ,

\ .

/

.' '

.. !
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. , .
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,e' PCN PH2A012,
COMMENTER Beazer
RESPONDER, JLABIOSA
SUBJECT WOOD'll , ,
SUBJNUM 012 ,;
COMMENT: In oUf comments to the propose9·Phase' IV rulemaking. we

discussed the 'un~vailabilitY of any commercial incinera~or·wmch
could meet thep'roP9sed 1· part per billion,~DR'concentration
standard for dioxin/furan. aside from the Aptus facility in

.Coffeyville. Kansas. The ins~nt proposal wpuld allow
incineration or com,blistion of the' was't~s by facilities with (
destruction removal efficiencies (".DRE'.') of 99.99% raUler than

l'the'99.9999% DRE required for "dioxin-listed'! wastes. 40 C.F.R'
.266.104(a)(3). Theoretically. this' altemativeLDR' treatmeht'
standard shouid increase the.availability of incineration and
combustion facilities.to manage FO~2 wastes. '

RESPONSE . . "

I' •.

,
, . \

; It appears that the to~~nter was concerned that since.the BDAT ~odel
suppo~ing nuniericallimits for'DfF constituents was' based on six 9's Oe$truc~ionand Removal
Efficiency (ORE) incinerators, facilities seeking compliance with the numerical limits in

.' RC:RAQlcinerators, ~ement kilns, or otJ1er iridustrial furnaces achie:ving a four 9's DRE 'were
,. 'likely to tail the proposed UTS limits. It aiso appears from EPA's'discussions in the preamble

and the BOAT Background Oocwneilt"for F052, F034, and F035 that at least one fadlity w~s
perrilitted.to tr~at Dff c:o~ltainfug wastes as ~ifficult to treat as F032. This 'le~ the c~mlnenter'
to believe that,EPA,was considering' linllting the combustion,of F032 toa:slx 9's ORE-RCRA
combustion,device. EPA is clarifying, -therefore, that in taday's rule EPA'is not :~ending' "
264.343, (a) (2) or 266.~04 (a) (3) to compel the co~bustion of F032 o~·F024'.in a six 9'~ -
.Destru~tion and Removal Efficiency combustion device. Nor 113s EPA proposc;d that· the
comb~stion" o( F032 or F024 iS,only conducted in a six-9's or a four 9'5 DRE -RCRA ' , "

. combustion device. - .

;...- "

It"should be ~oted'that'althoughthe BDAT·combu~tion ~echnologies supportmg
, the, development of UTS liniitS for OfF re8ula~ed in nonwastewater foims of F032 and F024

, , meta RCRAincineration.i'erformance of six 9's DRE performance, the modeled compliance.
treattnent alternative of "CMBST" was b;1sed on, the perfomiance a four 9" s ORE - RCRA, I

, 2~ubpan'O, rotary kiln mcinerator combusting F024. - O~ta from the F024 incineration
. study shows that a well.d~signed and well operated four 9' s' DRE incineratc:>f can also m~t the~ ;
.proposed limits of 1 ppb for nonwa~tewater. fo~'of F024. . .' '. ", ,~

, , 'Based on this inform~tion, EPA 'believe~ that RCRA'Q~bus permit '
authorities can be used under. 40 CFR 264, Subpart 0 and 40 CFR 266 to ensure ,that thee . combustion ~f F032'(and F024) is conducted in a we~l.designed and we1l9perated combustion
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devi~es 'and thus. 'minimiiing the release orgeheration of 'OfF during combustion.. ' This' .•
adopted ~pproach may be superseded 'by ,the outcome.of the, proposed MACT limits for DiF,
arising from cO,mbustion ~evices,schedule,for 'pr?mulgation in the April t998.

~ . . .

.Facilities seeking the combustion of F032)~ an incinerator regulated under a" ,/
40 CFR 265, Subpart 0 do not qualify for a \"CMBSr'~ treatrnentstandard, unless they,are"able
to make a demonstration of equivalent performance to a pennitted incinerator or to a BIF.'
F032 residu~s ar'is.ing from all other..'40 CFR 265 units must meet the applicable VTS . ,
numeric~J limits for each 'r~gulated' DfF constituent as. aprerequis.ite to'land disposal.

. . ~ . " ' EPA believes that promulgation of this revised suboption 3, fully address~s,
, the 'concerns of the commenters. fully addresses the capacity concerns raised by the

commenters, and that this suboption is. protec~ive of the hum~ health and ,the. env4"0nment. '

/,
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.DCN PH2A,013
COMMENTER 'Georgia Depanmenr of, N,aruraJ Resources, EPD

I . RESPONDER 'lLABIOSA
SUBJECT WOODll"',
SUBJNUM ;'013 " , ' "

'CPMMENT The Georgia Department,of NC.ltural Resources, Environmental
Protection Division (EPD) has reviewed the' above notice of data,
availabiliry and woulci like. to take this' opponuriirj to provide . ;
additional comments on the issue of treatment capacity for soils.
contamimited with F032 wastes.' Specifically, the State of
Georgia may be unique in the nation for having avery : '" .
substantial amot:.n~ ofthis material on hand that will likely .
place a strain on the :capacity of virtually any,' treatment
methodology th~t is ultimately selected for F032. wastes.

~~ON~ -,

EPA is addressip.g 'tl}e commenteris concerns ~ tOday's rule.
. .. ..'.

"

.' .
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, DeN PH2A021
COMMENTER i. H. Baxter

. RESPONDER jLABIOSA
, SUBJECT WOODll
SUBJNUM 021 ,
COM~IENT In its comments on the August 1995 proposal. J:H. Baxter made '

,'de,ar'that the cost of incineration and lack of available '_ '
capacity would irilpose a real, unwarranted hardship 00 many' ,
members of the wood preserving industry. ~ Suboptioo 1 appears to

. address this problem by ,expanding the number, of facilities , .
. available to treat F032 waste,s. In the very limited time made

available to coinment on this 'proposal, J.H. Baxter has tried to
asce,nain the impact it would have if implemented. We
understand from sources in the waste disposalindustry that .1

implementation of suboptio,n 1 should result in adequate ,
capacity. Further, J.H. Baxter has been informed that it should

, not cause the dramatic p;ice increase for disposal-of ~032that
will ,occur if the original proposal is implemented. J .H. Baxter
ha~ not been able to obtain any meaningful information on the
impact o~ sUboptions'2 and 3.. Therefore, J. H. Baxter remains

. very concerned that either of these are unlikely-to yield the,
saine benefits. They boUl will result in a smaller universe of .
approved combustion faci1i~ies and in higher prices. Therefore,'
J.H.:Baxter urges EPA to adopt.suboptionl, not suboptions 2'or
3 when the fmal P~se IV nile is issued. If EPA is interested
in proceeding with sUboptions 2 or3, it, along with OMB"must
carefully assess the benefits and burdens of these proposals, as
well as the impact on the regulated conUnuIrlty. To obtain
-meaningful public input. EPA also should provide additional time
for comment.

, RESPONSE,

,Economic considerations have /no bearing in the development of tr~atment
standardS under the LDR. EPA is relying solely on treatment management alternatives
allowed under Section 3004(m) of HSWA, which EPA believes eI¥lble the reduction of
shon-and long-term 'risks 'asSOCiated with the disposal of DioxiIfand,Furan (D/F) co~tituents

in F032 wastes.

EPA is promulgat~g' treatme,~t standards' that set numerical'limits for the
'regulation of Dioxin and Furan (OfF) hazardous constituents in F032. In response to ,
comments from the Penta Task Force and the AInerican Wood Preserving Institute, the,EPA
has also proposed and is promulgating in t~ay, I s rule an 'alternative compliance treatment.
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standard"that sets combustion.' CCMBST") as a ifeatmen~ 'method for D/F constituents in'" .-
'FO'"2 " ,,', '. '.:> • ." '" ' , " ',', , "'"

EPA has'promulgated, however, a revised '''CMBST'' cpmpliance alternative
which 'l,irni,ts the·availability of the "CMBST" ,to' those combustion devices iQ. compliance ",
with applicable combu~tion standards iJ). the 40 CFR.264 .' Subpart 0, o~ '266. F0'32 wastes' .
combusted in ~onibustion devices operating und.er 266 or 264 do not have to monitor the
.concentrations of D/F left behind in combustion residues. ,However, the facilities must meet
UTS n~merical fimjts applicable to each organic and metal co~tittlent r~gula~ed -in F032 ,as a'

. prerequisite to land disposaL " ,.
..

It sho~l1d b'e eplphasized tha~, faciliti~s seeking the comb~stion of F032 'i~ an inc,ineratgr
regulated under a40 CFR 265, Subpart 0 do not qualify for, a "CMBST." treatment sr,andard.;
'unless they are able to make a demonstration of equivalent performance to a :perrnined
incinerator or to a BIF.. F032 residues arising from all 'other 4O,CFR 265'u!1its must meet the

, . ~pplica:ble .UTS numerical liIpits for each regUlated DI,F constituent as a prerequisite to l~l11d
.". .
disposal. \,. '., ,,' , ',-:- .-

, ,EPA's a~th~rity to .prescribe treatment limits or methods of treatment: lind;r. ,
the LDR ,are 'set under section~3004, (m) o.f HSWA .. Under 'such 'HSWA provisions, EPA' is "
directed to set treatment standards that would reduce short·, and long·term threats to the human
hea,lth and ,the enviro~ent. EP~ ~lieve~ that Oqmib~s permit ,~utJ:iorities under RCRA ,and

,other available environmental federallstate laws c'an 'be used· to silpport the establishment of . '"
3004(m) ti~atment s~dards and thus, to prescribed appropriate technological controls on
treatment methods prescribed for these wastes. EPA has promulgated specific performance'

, standards for the operation of incinerators combps~~g ce~in acutely toxic wastes th~t con~in
DIF constiwents (see 40 CFR 264.343 (a) (2)., and 50 FR 2005,; January. 14, 1985): EPA has.,
promulgated similar kinds'of technology treatment ~tan,dards for hazardous wastes regulated' : .
under §2~8.42 'and hazardous 'debris §268.46.,.These specific tr~atmentstandards under
§§268.42 ,and 268.46, prescribe treatment'meth~s and EPA has relied on permit autho~ity, ,

:; federal/state aireniission ;standards; or promulgated operational. technology perfo'rmance
,. requiie~ents to 'ensure that the, te~hnology treatment me~ods are' protective of the human '

.' ..health and the. ,environment.

. (
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__ .,' DCN' PH2AOOi '
. COMMENTE.R Penta Task Force

. RESPOND.ER _JLABlqSA
SUBJECT, . WOOD12 '
SUB)NUM 003
COMMENT 'The Penta Task 'Force is' comprised of the two U.S. manufacturers

. - of penta --Vulcan ~heqticais. a division of Vulcan Material~. :'
, Company. and KMG-Bemuth. Inc. Penta is 'the chlorophenblic'

,che,mical used in wood preser"i.ng processes that generat~ FO'32
waste. Accordingly, the Penta Task Force is profoundly 'affected
by the Agency',s August. 1995 Phase IV LDR proposal and the May"

. '10, 1995 Notice of Data Av'ailabHity. .
RESPON_SE' .' '),' , .

'. EPA is a:ddres~~g the co~enter' s 'cond~ms in't~ay' S f~i ~le'.

.' .

. /
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EPA is ~ddress~~ the commenter's ~oncems ,in coday's fmal rule.
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DCN PH2AOO9
COMMENTER Dow Chemical Company
'RESPONDER JLABlqSA
SUBJECT WOOD12'
SUBJNUM 009
COMMENT The Dow Chemical Company (Dow) appreciates this opponutrlry to

comment on this irru)ortant Notice of Data Availab'ility and ' "
respectfully submits these comments on the notice pU~lished in
,the May 10, 1996 Federal Register'pages 21,418 - 21,422. Dow is' '
o,rny submitting co~ents 'on item 2 'Treatment Standards for .Wood
Preserving Waste F032, and Potentially, F024.

RESPONSE' '

. .
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peN PHZAOIO
COMMENTER· EDF
RESPONDER iLABrosA
SUBJECT WOOD12,
SUBJNUM 010
COMMENT These comments are submitted to the U. S. Environmerltal

Protection Agency (EPA) in response to the Agency's notice'of
data availability (NODA) related to the laild'disposal
restrictions (LOR) program under the Resource Conservation,and 
Recovery Act (RCRA). EPA's NQDA was published in the Federal.
Register at 61 FR Z'1418 (May.1O, 1996). Desct:iption of the ,
Comr,nenter EDF is a nationa,l non·profit environmental adv~cacy

j organization with more than 300,000 members dedi~ated to' the
protection of human pealth and the 'envirolunen~ by inter alia,·
eliminating unnecessary exposure to ha:zardous substances,
including hazardous wastes: EDF members'live, wl?rk, and recreate
in areas immediately affected by the~ improper management of
hazardous and industrial wastes, inclUding the hazardous wastes
addressed in this ~ODA.,EDF participates,extenSively in ReRA
implementation and oversight, inclUding actIvities in the .
regulatory, legislative, and judicial contexts. The NqOA
Generally Though published under the title .. Notice of Data
Availability", the' curreni notice largely requests comment on
issues for whi~h the Agency. lacks data, has never propose~
regulatory language, and/or never articulated a rationale'or

. me~Odology' .for reaching a particular positio~. In many cases,
the only,material on which EPA seeks comment' i~ the position of

. / ,other,commenters~ ,
REspoNSE

, "

. EPAbelieve~ that it clearly presented certain issues 'for supplemental commeqt' .,
in a legitimate.manner. The issue is whether there should be an alternative :means 9f '
compliance for the CDD/CDF sta~dards. EPA proposed an alternative whereby monitoring'
was unnecessary if treatinent was conducted in certain types of devices. The basis for the
alternative standard was that if the device is combusting efficiently and demonstrates
co~liance with all other organic standards through monitoring, compliance 'with CDD'
standards would also be demonstrated. EPA has adopted essentially this approach in the final' ,
rule, the alternative being'available only to combustion devices subject to at,;.the stac!c controls

" which 'show efficient co'rilbustion conditions (these are,HIFs and pennitted incinerators. all of
whom would be subjec~ to continuous CO or HC standards; and in some cases, to at-the-stack .
CDD/CDF controls, plus interiin status incinerators able to demonstrate equivalen,t
perlorniance.)· EPA believes that this level of comblJstion is a valid alternative way of . .'. ..}. .

'. ."
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peN PH2AOIO
COMMENTER EDF'
RESPONDER JLabiosa

, SUBJECT WOOD12
SUBJNUM 010

. C0MMENT Conclusion EPA should ab~ndon issues raised in the NODA not
ripe for consideration in this I1.I:lemaking, arid promulgate, the

, 'necessary treatment standards aS,expeditiously as possible
',> ~' reflecting the comments expressed herein.
RESPONSE ' >

EPA believes that the revised suboption 3 allowing ,the combustion of F032
and F024 in combustion devices regulated under 40CFR 264 Subpart 0, and 40 CFR 266
Subpart H, fully addresses _EOF concerns that these wastes' are combusted in a manner that will'
achieve the numerical CDO standard'- The Agency's experience with'F024 wastes, which can
achieve these same stap.dards (as established iititi,ally in the June 1989 Second Third
rulemaking), demonstrates that comb~stion properly' conducted can treat CODs to this level:"
See also information·in the. BD~T Background Document for these wOod preserving wastes.'
EPA, believes it is warranted to adopt this :alternative standard, because a) the standard is
equally effective at minimizing 'threats posed by land disposal ofwooer preserving wastes; and ..
~) the alternat,ive creates desirable flexibility' and is likely to provide more availab,le treatment
capac~ty for tllese 'wastes. thus further minimizing threats by increasing th~ likelihood that'
Jreatmen~will occur promptly. EPA•s past experience with F024 wastes again supports these
conclusions.' . . '

, ,

. EPA has qeferred the proposed MACT standard 'for 'the combustion,of F032'anq F024
to the MACTrule, scheduled' for.promulgatioi1'in April 1998" EPA believes that a~option,of .
such proposed treattnent 'standard for F024 and F032 may impose regulatory burden on th~ .
combustion industry while tec~cal issues on the proposed air einission for D/F~MACT liritit '
are still' being deliber~ted. EPA believes that the existing CO/He standards. plus at-the-stack
controls on D/F, 'are adequate to assure that the treatment standard for D/F will be met without
analysis~ EPA's experience with F024·wastes in 1989 lends credEmce to commetlters' 'concerns
that there will be insufficient capacity without this c~mpliance alternative. EPA therefore has
decided to ~dopt it.

. , ,
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, DCN PH2AO 11
COMMENTE'R ',Yinyl'Institute
RESPONDER JLabiosa "
SUBJECT. WOOD12

. SUBJNUM, 011 ( .
COMMENT On behalf of our client. the Vinyl Institute (VI). a division of

The Society of the Plastics Industry; Inc'. (sr.·I),'we are pleased '.
,to, submit the following comments ~n the above:'captioned maner.
61 Fed. Reg~ 21.418 (May 10, 1996). As discussed ~low, we

. ,support,suboption 1 as i~ relates to F024 wastes .
. 'RESPONSE'

EPA is addressing the commenter's concerns 'in today's'linal,rule.
,

.,
I
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: DCN ,PH2A012
COMMENTER .,Beazer East
RESPONDER' :JL
~UBJECT \yOOOI2',
StJBJNUM 012
COMMENT EPA has identified three' sUboptions 'ror implementation, of the'

proposed alternative treatment method. ?uboption ~ would apply
the existing F024 combustion treatme.nt standard to, F032. .
Suboption 2 would establish the incineration/combustion',

. " alternative standard but would require the combustion unit to
ac'hieve a dio?Cinlfuran emission 'standard. Thus. such u'nits'would '

"

be r~quired 'to install con~rols to limit the' potential for ,
fonning and e~itting dioxinffuran emissions into the atlnosphere. '
or adsor-priem' into the~waste. EPA'has suggested ,that the

. dioxinlfuran emission standard proposed by EPA under the Clea,n
.' Air Act, that ~s'. a, maxirili.un toxicity, equivalent emission

standard of 0:2 mg/dscf for combustion unJts burning .' ,
, '. RCRA·hazardous wastes; could be a requirement of the combustion

alternative treatment standard., Under this suboption. any'
RCM-permitted or interim status combustion devite capable of,

" meeting the 0.29 mg/dscf stapdar~'would be allowed to combust'
F032. The thirdsuboption would limit the combQstion of FO'32
waste to combustion devices that ha:ve bee'n peniutt~d (Le.•
Suboptions 1 and 2 would apply to interim status and
fully-permitted facilities b.ut under. SUboption 3 ,only, . .'
fully-pemlitted facUities could,accept,hazardous waste). 61

,'Fed. Reg. 21421. ' "" ,
RESPON:SE, '. ',''\

'e

" .

•',

IIi today's fInal role, EPA is promulgating: as proposed, numerical limits and
an alternative compliance treatnient standard for tl;1e regulation of eac'h Dioxin and Furan
(D/F) constituent regulated in F032 ~d F024;' After reviewing public cOllll1lents, EPA
decided not to promulgate suboptiQns. 1 and 2. . In addition. EPA atnenc:te~ the proposed '
suboption 3 and promulgated, a revised combustion _:"CMBST" --- tr.eatment standard ,

" alternative thai meets BDAT under the Land Disposal Restrictions. ,The revised "CMBST" ..
"standard Jsorily available for those unitS operatfug pursuant to p'enriit conditions under 40
CPR 264, Subpart 0, or operating under the Part 266 standards for 'BIFs. F032 or F024 ,

, wastes treated pursuant to'the ,"CMBST".treatment,compliance alternative do 'not have to be', . . ,
monitored' to see if the. numerical limits for 'DIP- constituents have been achieved'. However,'

;the other ,organic and metal constituents must be ~nalyzed to assure they meet the applicable
. UTS limit as 'a prerequisite'to land disposal.' " " . " .

. : .
"
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, 'Facilities'who choose'to ,combust F032.or F024' in an incinerator operating, e,
pursuanrto 265 provisions must meet the applicable treatment limit f~r each one of the
regulated 't)/f constituents, organics, and metals a's a prerequisite to land disposal. ,EPA also,
believes that facilities operating a Part 265 incinerator that can demonstrate to EPA that their
combustion device operates in a manner that conforms to the combustion comrols achieved by
Part 264 incinerators or Part 266 BIFs may qualify for the CMBST treatment s"randard '

" '

, pursuant to a treatability variance under 268.42(b). (See Final Background Document for
Wood Preserving Wastes 'F032, F034, a~d F035. April 15, 1997, and today's preamble

discussion.) -

'; .
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'DCN PH2A012,.
COM~IENTER. 'Beazer
RESPONDER' JLabiosa
SUBJECT . WOOD12'
SUBJNUM 012 "
COMMENT Beazer East, Inc. ("Beazer").and' its ..subsidiaries'and

affiliates with :headquarters in Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. hereby
" submit comments in response tathe United States ,Environmental
, .Protection Agency's (" EPA'.5" or ,the '~Agency ,r s") notice of data '

availability for the Land Disposal Restrictions Phase IV' "
Proposed Rule. - Issues Associated with Clean Water AcfTreatment '.-

. Equivalency,. and Treatment Standards' for: Wood :preserving Wa~tes '
and'Toxicity Characteristic Metal Wastes~ 61 Fed. Reg. 21418,
May 10, 1996' (hereinafter referred to as the "Notice"). On .
August' 22, 1995, EPA proposed the Land DisPQsal Restriction ..

, ("LDR") Phase IV rule("pi6pos~dPhase IV rulemaking") (60 Fed..
Reg.A3654) which, among other things, set forth proposed '
treatment standards for newly listed and characteristic wastes. ;
Beazer provided comments to the August 22, 1995, Notice of" .
:PropOsed Rulemaking wl!ich addressed' the proposed. LDRs for wood

- • J preserv~~ wastes.F032, F034 an~ F03~. :Th~se ~omments are,
incorporated by reference as if fully set out herein.. See, .'
Comments of Be~erEast, Int. R~g~ding the AugUst 22, 1995
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and·Request for Comment on LaIid

. Dispos~l'Restrictions ~ Phase IV, November' 17, 1995. In the, '
instant Notice, EPA discusses certain data· and' comments that it. . '. .
has received. in response to the propo~ed 'Phase IV nilemaking a~d

requests co~ents on certain issues raised by the Phase IV
. proposalco~enters. 61 Fed. ,Reg. 21419. '

RESPONSE ' , . "'\,.

, I

"

, ,

~PA is adckessing ~e commenter's concerns in' today's fmal rule.
• • • .'. I • •••

, ,

...

"

-'

. .
" ,

. '
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DeN· PH2A014
COMMENTEREnv; TechnologIes Inti
RESPONDER. JLABiOSA
SUBJECT WOOD12. ' ..
SUBJNUM. 014.' . " .
COMMENT II: Treaunent Standards for Wood Preserving W'aste F032. and

Potentially F024 .In this NODA. EPA has suggested three
alternative treatment standards·ror F032. wood preserving wastes .

. 61 FR at 21420-21. ETC is considering these alternatives in
greater'detail and will provide suppit:mental comment.

RESPONSE· .' ' .

, .

EPA did not. receive supplemental. comments from ETC w~th regard to ·the
proposed "CMBSr" treannent' standard altemati~~ and each one of the three proposed not :'.
mutually exclusive. sUboptionS. ' i

. . . . ,

\.

. "

\ .

"I

".

..

• • '1 • . •

;
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• - II- ~

/ . \ "

, After reviewing public comments, EPA concurs with the commenter that
I' • - • - , • ~. 1

promulgation of regulatory perfonpance requirements for combustion te~tuiologies treating
DIP constituents in F032 arid F024 will ultiniaiely be addressed in the MACT rule and that. .
finalizing the MACT ;Widaid:s, at ,this'time is premature~' T~e standards are only proposed,~
'and may' well unde'rgo change as a result of pUblic coID.I1:tents rec~ived. ,EPA: intends to .'
finaliZe the proposed MACT'standards in'April 1998.' EPA believes' fuqher that untilMACT .

. standards are promulgated~ srand8rcls for permitted incinerators and for 13IFs (which may be I

supplemented by conditions adopted pursuant.to permit writer's omnibus authortty; upon a .
proper site-specific ,demOIistratiori ofneed) are sufficient to, assure that D/F in the wa'~te will be

" destroyed to the lev~l of the ·treatment standarC\. The 'particular controls are those ,ass~ring' .
'proper combustion efficiency.'~nd .. 'for some units, at-the-stack'D/F standards. EPA therefore

. has .m<;Kiified its propos~l. '. '. . . . .
'...

, .'

, '.

(

" .

. " './ .

pCN . PH2A015·
tOMMENTER CKRC·.
~SPONDER JLABIOSA
SUBJECT ,WOOD12
SUBJNUM . 015 ",
COMMENT In the fqliowi.i1g p~ragraphs, .CKR<; comments on sPecific concerns

raisedwithih each NDA option to set an a.1temative treannent', '
standard 'for F032 wastes that ¢,e Agency, 'haspublished' for
comment. but stresses the· importance of,our fundamental process

., concemas it is applicable to each ·specin~ issue identified in ,
, this comment letter. I

RESPONSE

..

·.,e

. ,
'.

,
" ,'-.:

p

"

.... '

. ,....•,,·w
'.
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DCN ,PH2AO 1'6
COMMENTER ,DuPont
RESPONDER JLABIOSA .'
SUBJECT WQOP12
SUBJNUM ,016 ,
COMMENT" DuPont i~'pleased to submit one original. 'two pape'r and one

cO,mpu'ter disk A~CU file'copy of our comments on the '
EnvironmentaI" Protection Agency' s notice of data availability
for Land Disposal Restrictions Phase, IV Proposed Rule--Issues
Associated With Clean Water Act Trea~ent Equivalency, and
Treacment Standards for Wood Preserv~ng Wastes and Toxicity

, Characteristic Metal Wastes published,in the Federal Register <?n
May 10,'1996. DuPont is a generator and treater of hazardous
wastes which are' potentially impacted by' this rulemiling, once
final. ~f there are questions regardiflg any of the'information.
pr~vided in this package, pleas~ call me'~t 302~774-8056 .

.~ ,DuPont appreciates your consideration of these comments,
RESPONSE

EPA IS addressing the commenter's c()J~cerns in this final rule.

'.

..
, .

- j'

i302

, '

''', .

, J
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DCN PH2A021
COMMENTEE, J. H.Baxter
~SPONDE:R' JLABIOSA
SUBJECT , WOOD11
SUBJNUM 021
COMMENT J:H. Baxter & Company (I.H. Baxter) submits these commem$ on "

the information set' forth in the above·referenced notice. I.H. ' '
#. I .. .

Baxter is a family·6wned company in ¢,e wOod preserving
. industry. J.H. Baxter·is very concerned about the potential

impact of the proposed regulations on the ~dustryand submitted. .
comments on EPA's August 1~9.5 Notice, proposing land ui:>posal
restriCtions forcenain wood preserving wastes. Two aspects of
EPA's May 10 Notice'concern J.H.. Baxter: 1) treatInentstandards
for F03~ wastes~ and 2) excluding' wood preserving·w~ste waters

,from the definition of sQlid waste.
RESPqNSE

. . .
EPA is addressing the commenter's concerns in today:s final rule.

'. . . .

"

I. ,

'I
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DCN ' PH4Pl13'
, ',COMMENTER Chemical Manufacturers', Association

RESPONDER 'J~ " , '
SUBJECT WQOD12- "Non Detection Limits"
SUB1NUM ' 113 "

,COMMEN'I: ,
B. 'EPA should allow concentration-based as well as

.[echnology-based, criteria to satisfy, ~DAT fo~ metals in,
nonwastewater fonns of F032, F034, and,F035.

. In me preamble, EPA indicates 'that for metal in nonwastewat~r
. .. \. \

, forms of F032. F034, and F030, stabilization is BDAT for chromium
,(tocal): and' that vitrification is BDAT for ~rsemc" Use ,of the', , 'j ,

,'w.ord "is" and not the phrase standards" .' ... are based on"· irriplies
that the Agency intends to allow only' the use of these specific "
technologies to treat these coqstituents, to levels below which,

, • • ~ • , •• '... 1.

these wastes may Qe land ,dlSposeCI. However, the regulatory "
langUage in the table at 268.40 indicates ,that- the nonwastewaterc ,

standards for arsenic and chromium ~eritimerical standards
CMA has ,commented in the 'past ,that it generally ravors
concentration-b~sed treatment standards for BOAT and that it
supportS the ailowance of technology-,based standards as " '
an alternative to, and not as arc;:placement for,
concentration-based stind3!ds. We maintain this position.' Although : :, '
!he Agency andC~ may not currently be aware of technologies'
other than stabilization and vitrification that could be used to .
treat for cmbmium and arsenic in the wastes described' above;~ we
favor th~ flexi~ility afforded by a concentration-based standard.. . .." \ .. ,. .
which would, allow ,any technology that can meet these levels as an",
alternative. CMA reqliests that the preamble language be modified to
c;:larify that any technology that can meet the levels indicated in '
,the table may ,be, used. , . '
In addition, EPA is 'proposing F032 ~astewater ~d nonwastewater

',' standards that would require :meetipg aconcentration that does not '
.'e~ceed 1 ppb (or 1- ug/kg) for'all the PCDU'and PCDf homologue and
,isomer constitUents proposed for regUlation for F032 wastes. Even,
if a 1 ug/kg level is ac;:hievable, for ~CDD and fo~ PcDF, analytical
limitations may 'preclude VTS levels this ,low.
N~rinally when E,PA sets treatment standards for.,a waste '
cOlistinient, a procedure is followed in which both an "accuracy"
correction fa~tor" and,a "variability ,factor," are applied ,to the
con~~ntration of the constiturnt :observed irj the treatment data

, that supports the standard. ' See, Final Best Demonstrated Available' ,
Technology (BDAT)' Backgrpund Document for Vmversal Treatment

. . ." . ."'. '

• ,r

,e

.'

, /'

"
, .",



. '.
'\

'l . "
Standards Volume A: Universal Treatment Standards for Wastewater

" Forms of Wastes, 52' (July 1994). The accuracy correction factor 'is
\lsed to account" for analyticaJ limitations in the available
treatment performance data, and the variabiiity factor is used
to correct for variations in waste ireatm~nt, 'sampling, analytical
techniques ~rid procedures, and' other factors that affect treatmenc
perfonnance. ,

, However, we are notsuie i(EPA accqunted for variability and'
accuracy in ~ening the universal treattnent standards for
nonwastewater fonns of these organic' wastes We urge EPA to do so.
As CMA has previously wrinen in its July 9, 1993 comnients on the
May 24,1993 Interim final rule on land disposal restrictions for
ignitable 'and corrosive characteristic wastes whose treat;mentS '
standards were ,vacated, organic wastestreams are not 'easily,

, analyzed for constituents at very low concentrations. CMA i

reiterates its previous recommendation that EPA explicitlY,states
that, given approved test methods, nondeductible levels of '

,constituen~s are'equivalent to zero concentration and should also
. be applied this the sening of UTS levels.

, ,

RESPONSE

•

The commenterraised four issues and 'EPA's responses to such comments' e
follow below:

, .
L Clarification that EPA is setting n~mericallimits for the'regulation of Arsenic' .

and Chromium' (total)'in wastewater arid no.nwastewater forms of F032.

EPA is clarifying in today's .fmal rule that EPA is promulgating UTS limits for
~e regulation of Arsenic. and ,Chromium (total) in F032. F034, and F035. Since EPA is
establishing UTS limitS ~t are expressed as maximum concentrations of these metals allowed'
for land disposal. the use of any treatment technologies capable of meeting the UTS limits is
not prqhibited except for those ~tmay constitute impermissib.le ~ilution.

'..
, "

".

2.
F032.

.. Analytical Difficulties" may preclude the establishment of UTS limits fo~
.'

f. .

, ' EPA's lacks data from the commenter to assess what kirid of technical· ,I

difficulties will be encountered'during,the'analysis of F032 wastes; :
'. . . .

- ,

After reviewing the characterization data of the Penta Group, the reported
analytical difficulties, and F03~ Characteriiation studies; EPA has' concluded that the rep<?rted

1306
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, :!diff1culties" appeir to repres·ent. more the i.infamiliarity l?f chemists performing the chemical
analyses with DfF recommended test methods rather than'real flaws itt the test method, EPA .

. believes.further mat the alleged ."difficultie$" can easily be'pvercome by routine laboratory
.clean-up prOcedures and the use of appropriate solvents and other laboratory calibration' .'
techniques. EPA has enhanced, therefore, the discussion of these recommende'd procedures'.
and. c~libr'ation tectuUquesin the 'BDAT Ba~kgrourid Document:" Also, see ihe Admin~str:ari~e
Record supporting,today's Phase 4 final rule for th,e technical document titled: .
B~ckgroun,d Paper Addressing' Technical Issues Related to Analysis 'of F032 Wo04
Preserving Wastes for Dioxins and Furtins, dated June 19~ 1996.' , ' ,

• .' • I. •

. "

" .

3. . " EPA shou,ld cO!J'ectthe D/F l!mits for accuracy and variability.
"

Several comrnenters were ~orrect in P9in~ing it out that EPA did' not correct
'the proposed UTS·limits for D/F, in F032 with accuracy and variability factors, as tYpically .' 
done iri the'calculation of treaonent standards of other hazardous conStituents prohibited, from
land disposal. , EPA did not ~djust the prop'osed irl's l~ts ior DtF constituents, nor EPA IS

, ~oing so in toqay.'s ruial rule, as explained below. .' ,
.... ', ... ,..; .

"

..~.'.

The UTS,treatment limits are based on combustion,technologies that EPA ,"
.believes will meet the proposed, UTS.limiis for D/F in F032 as long as the cOr!Jbustion of F032 .
is conducted in a device tha~ is well designed and well 'operated. EPA conclud~d in the

"Solvents and Dioxms'rule that a' six-nines Desi!uction and'Removal Efficiency,(DRE)
combustion device 'can routinely achieve the promulg3;ted limit (see January 18, 1986.51FR '

. (1733~1735»: Based 'on the peIfonnance of a four-nines DRE rorarykilnincinerato'r burning
F074. EPA believe~ rpat a'four:'nines DRE unit thai is well designed and oPerated can also

. . . _. '.

'meet the promulgated VTS limits for D/F (see June 1, 1990, 55 FR (22580-22581 )"" Although·
,none of the submitted comments or data appe¥ to support the',revis,ioils to D/F li~ts proposed "
by the c~mmenters. EPA may revisit this issue ~. a.separate. rulemaking if ne\y data qecome .
available. ,

\ ~.

, Howev~r. EPA,points out to. the commenter'.that EPA ge~~;al1y allows
deviations from the proinulgated treatment limits to concentration of up to one order of'

.. " magni~de above the applicable tr~a:ttD.ent ~~d~rd (Le. the/numerical UTS limit) prescribed in
the 40 CPR 268:40. for the ashes arising from combustion devices. ,EPA refers to 'such .
treiltment limits allowances as the analytical detection limit (compliance)' alt~tnative.· ,:Fadlities,'
seeking die disposal of.such combustion ashes must satisfy ,the provisions' in'the ,40 CFR ',' ,

,268.40 (d) (i) through (3) and 268.7 (b) (5) (iii). (Also, see June 1, 1990, 55 FR (22541- " '. "
225~2f.)·: , " ',' . . . ' " .' ',,: , ' " ' , '. :

. "

.' : ", In addition, EPA has set,'an alternative compiiancetreatment~standard that s~ts' ~-
~ombustion "CMBST" as a treatMent standard for-DfF -for nonwastewater fOIms 'of F032.
:ro qU:~lirY for a"~MBST" ,treatment standard, ¢e combustion d~v,ice ShO~ld ~ .operat~d ,
under, a 40 C~' 2,64 Subpart 0 or under, a 266 operating perritit ana the Permit writer, ,

I • 4'

, "

," '.
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will use his/her OJIUtibus power authorities to determine if a combustion device seeking to treat
F032 can be deemed well operated and well designed combustion devjces. If deemed a well .
operated and designed combustion device, ~4e. faciVty Will not have to mOrUtor ~he .
~oncentratioi1s ofDIF constituent~ in wastewater and nonwastewater fonus arising from the
combustion' of F032. EPA feels therefore that such alternative compl.iance treatment standard
fully addre~ses the concerns raise9,by the commenters.· .

, .

•
"

. I

4. Proposal that "no'ndetection limits" are equivaleIlt to zero detection.

, EPA believes' the ·commenter is concern that:a detection limit in a' treated ',t.'~ste
above a UTS numerical limit may fail to m~et the applicable .treatinent standard even if the
targeted a~lyte is below the detection limit. EPA believes that a"nondetection liniit" is 'not
feasible way to address' this concern. EPA belieyes that a consiituentshown below a particular
targeted detection limit means that the constituent ,is either destroyed .by ~e e~ployed

technol~gy; mask in the waste residlle due to matrix 4iterferences, or it could be measured'in ~

concentrations below the targ~ted detection limit. As a result, it could be possible that the
' .. conStituent of LOR concerp. is'still above the applic~ble UTS limit should the targeted sele~tion .

li.n!i.t be above the trrs promulgated' limit. Therefore, EPA believes that, a facility could still be ,
deemed in violation of$.e applicable limit if EPA detects such constifuent above its UTS _
limit: . .•

However,,EPA points out to th~ commei1.terthat EPA generally allqws
deviations from th~ promulgated treatment limits to 'concentratiori of up~o one order of
magD;itude above the applicable tteannent standard (Le. the numerical UTS'limit) prescribed'in
the 40 CFR 268.40, for the ashes cirisiitg from combustion devices. EPA refers to.' such
treatment lin}its allowances as the analytical detection limit (compliance) 'alternative. Facili!ies'
seeking the disposal of such combustion ashes .inustsatlsfy ~e provisions in the 40 CFR
268.40 (d) (1) through.(3) and 268.7 (b) (5) (iii). (Also', see June 1, 1990, 55'~ (22541
22542).) Another 'option available to .the commenter is to verify .if the waste of concerti·is

. different from the one supporting the UTS'Jimit and seek from EPA a treatability. variance
pursuant. to provisions in the 40 CFR 268.44:

'. . ..,
"

(

··e
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,. RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COi\I:\l~NTS
ON THE PROPOSED PH..\SE IV .

LAND DISPOSAL RESTRlCTION RULE:
. '! •

Wood Preserving Wastes',

I'

, ,

. Office of Solid Waste.
U.S.' Environmental Protection Agel\cy ,

April 15., 1997 .
" ,
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, INTRODUCTION

EP~-\, propos~d the ,Phase lV Lane! Dispos(j.1 Restriction (LDR) rule in .-\ug~st J 995'to . -
, regulate decha~acterized \vaste\vaters and several ne\vly listed hazardo"us was'te's, I. A~ pan of the '
proposed rule. the Agency soli~ited imd received' p~bli~ comments, This document reviews EPXs '
response to comments that relate to the Regulatory lrppact Analysis (RIA) conducted tor the '\

, proposed Phase IV 'rule,1 We discuss ,below only those comments related to ~lieanalysls of the ,',
costs. benefits. and ~conoQ1ic impacts qfthe proposed rule," \Ve also exclude,discussion of'

, comments on the ponicn of the proposed rule addressing decharacterized \vaste\v~uers In \.lar~h

, I996'Congress passed the ,Land Dis'posal Program'Flexibility ,-\~t. a statute that'essentially "
. ,postpones any decision on potential regulation ofdech'aracterized ~vastewaters until'EP,~

" conductsastudy of-the ris~s ppsed by units that manage these wastes, \Ve,als9 ,exclude "
· discuSSi9n of comment on the ponion of the proposed rule addressing treatment standards tor Je

metals,' The Agen'cy is reproposing treatment standards for TC metal' nonwasiewat~~s, ,-"",
Responses to public comments made on the TC metals ponion of the pro'posed rule will be '
addressed in the response to cOmments document for the final rule. '

· • . . .' ~ J ' .· , . '

.'
In several instances. comrne~ts'o~ the proposed rule'led EPA to initiate new analysis to ,

'refled the c6ncer~s 'of commeritors and to inc.orporate 'their suggestions for impro\:ing the impact,
assessment.. We 'identify below the major issues raise'd in the comments and de~cribe the analysis'

, ,that we pertorm~d in' response, We address: each of the major issuesc9mmentors raised for rhe
Phase IV LDR rule regarding treatment standards proposed for newly identified wood preserYing,

• _. 4' ,.....

wastes: ' '

\VOOD PRESERVING LDRS

Summary of Comments

.Commentors on the portion oft~e rule that esta,blishes LDRs atUTS le~eis for wood .
, preserving wastes focused on three major issues: (1) commentors in the wood 'preserving industry
. ,suggested that the eco'flOmic impact ofe~tablishing diqxin treatment standar.ds'based on ,"six

nines" incineratio~ is very large and is underestimated in'the RIA because they disagree with both. -. . . . .,

'I EPA, "Land Disposal Restrictions ~-Phas~ IV," 60FR 43654, August 22,'1995.

2' See'Regulatory ImpactAnalysis ofthe 'Phase, IV Land Disposal Restnction Rule, which can
be found in the ddcket for this rule. " ' ' , .

. , l

. l ~

. ,

{

•
. ,) In most 'cas~s ~e ha~~,not addressed th'e wide "range,of comments that deal with EPA's

" seleCtion of specific Policy options, EXamples of such comments, include arguments related to the,
Agency's decision to regulate specific constituents, the'suitability of granting'compliance variances,
to certain industries, and 'the basis for'selecting concentratio.n"stahdards. EPA I S re~ponse to these
comments 'is sum!D~ed in th~ preamble, to' the final rule. ,', , '.' , '," "
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. ' .

the cost per' ton 'and tonnage affected' es~imates i~ the RlA: (e,g,. est'i~ates of tonnage afn~~ted did
'':lot i9c!ude quantities of remedial waste at \voodpreserving sites); (2) commentors supported '
language in'the rule that \vould' provide exemptions for recycling of wood preserving- ,
~vastewaters,; and (3) commentqrs .expressed' some concern about differences in the quantity
estlmates"in the capacity analysis and RIA (the difference \'..~as substantial. approximately a~ 'orger
of magnit.ude) and 4) commentors ,expressed ~oncern th~t EPA had underestimated costs of the
proposed n.Ile for media (e,g" soil and groundwater·) contaminated \vith \\'ood preserving \\a5te,
\lost'ofthe cOll1mentors expressed similar concerns'aT).d most referred expliCitly 'to the' co,mment:,
ofthe American WQod Preservers Institute: '

EPA's Response

. ' ,

, EPA's reyised RIA addresses most of the concerns of commemors, First, [[[revisions to
the proposed rule .allow for less stringent "fournines" incineration of wood preserving wastes(
affected bv the rule, EPA reconsid~red its suggestion that these wastes be co~busted onlv iri

.I • _~ ...

units meeting~ a "six nines" standard, This was not required in the listing rule its~lf. and is not
\varramed in any case,since these wastes are not !isted as acute hazardous ~·,the principal dec.-def,

. contaminant are HCDDIHCDFs, not the 'more toxic TCDD/TCDFs" ,As a result of this chan!!e. '
the estimiued unit costs for incineration dropped 'sub~tanti~lly, from appr~ximately 56.000 pe; ton

, to a range of$l,OOO to $1,500 per ton, depending,on whether the waste contains bo.th organic "
and metal hazardous con.stituents (wastes that contain both types of constituents are'more costly
to treat to UTS'standards). EPA has also evaluated the option'oftreating nevilyiqentified \\ood
preserving \vastes in ,other co~bustion units such as cement' kilns and the economic feasibility of' ", e
t,his option. "

Second, the final rule affirms' ary exclusipn for recycling of certain w~od preserving
wastewaters -- this assumption is reflected in the cost and affected waste analysis conducted for
the revi_sed RIA· as it was in the RIA supporting the propqsed rule.

. ' Third, EPA devoted considerable effort to developing revis,ed estimates of the total.
quantity of affected wa~te that accurately affect the legitimate uncertainty in measuring these
quantities using exi~ting sources of information. The revised RIAnow incorporates a ,range 9(.

. estimates, with the low end ofihis range based on 'the waste-per-unlt.:product approach employed'
, 'in the. RIA for' the proposed r:ule and the high end of this range reflec~ing quantities of wo;od
"preserving wastes reported in EPA's Biennial Reporting System" After careful efforts to correct
for differences in the manner in which the data were collected and interpreted, the two estimates
nonetheless still differ by' a factor of five, Differences in these estimates reflect that BRS' ,

" , '\"

estimales include some undetermined amount of soil and debris nqt captured in the waste-per,.
/ unit-production approach, and may 'also refl~ct' some uncertainty over the physical form of the

.waste as reported in the BRS. Using a range of estimates, is a reaspnable method to reflect t~ese

uncertainties in evaluating the quantity ofaffected wastes: 1. •

"

, , ,

EPA als.a,explored the possibility of~pdatingaffected wast~ estimates that rely on the
waste-per~unit.produ,c:,ta~proach.tised in ~he proposed ~A, but founei that the ~ood preserVing
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indu'srryrio longer sponsors dev~i~p~ent of the compreh'ens'i\:e', detailed estjrnates of i~9~$trY
production necessary to i'!TIplement this approach: Rec,ent industr}-' data.collection ~ffori:s may nOI

represem trends in the industry as ay,/hole, and:do hot pr~vide i~formatic;>n at the detailed Je\'e!, '
necessary to update the waste-jJer-unit-product approach The result of EPA's effons to imprlwe'
estimates of tpe impact of~vood preserVing LDRsare sU!TImarized in Exhibits I· and 2- below,. '

" '
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J .•
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> I'

, "
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"
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Exhihit I

.
Creo:,ott:!1nonwnic (F0.34)

Chlorophenol/1nore:anic (F032)

Chlorophenol/Creosote (F032)·

ChlorophenollInore:anic/Creosote (F032) ,

Inorllunic (F035)

,'w

18
c

,
19

, 12

6

~ 12

362

469

1.350

3.860'

Number of active facilities daui \vas taken trom the 1993 Mic~e\\'right repon: BRS datu indicate a total estimate \)1 Q\W !
2,00 facilities generating primary newly 'listed w,ood'pr~servingwastes,. I
Quantity'estimates are based qn data trom, Wood Preservalion SlalisriCs:--l993: A Reportlo lh~ IFood.Preser.-ing "
Induslry in the United States (Tables 7 apd 8) and waste generation rates.fromRegulatory Impacl .-llla~\'sisfOI',lh.: Filluil
Listing afCertain If"ood Prese,villg Wastes tExhibit 2-17)" - I'
Quantitv estimates are based on data from "Re\'ised Wood Pres~f\'ingEstimates." a memorandum fromJCr Incorn0rat<?J i

to EPA:s Capacity Programs Bran~h:June 18. 199~ and include an u'Uknownamount of soil and debris . I
Includes quantity' estimates tor wastewaters and preservative dripp;age, ' 'I
No wastewater~ipreservativedrippage are generated, Facilities recyck/reuse alIoftheir f035 w'aste\\'~t..:r~, ,
InCludes qua~tlty·estimates tor process solid resIduals, Spent tormulations are assumed to be minimaL ;lm.l-therdl'r.: ~n.: '_ I

,not atre~ted b~(the proposed Phase IV restrictions,' . < -, ' I
In the BRS scenario. we were unable to dlrecll\" classt!\- all F032-bearing wastes, Theretore. we have alh:at..:J tht: "'I,li

,F032-bearinl! waste ouantit\, 1~.I 0::; tons') acc~rdine: to' the proportil~ns i~ the Micklewril!ht scenano !

\ '

'.
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'Exhibit 2

, I

ESTI;\lATED L~CREMENTALTREATME:'iT COSTS OF THE PROPO'SED Rt;LE:
~EWLY LISTED WOOD PRESERVI1"G WASTES .

j'

,.a
"~'
rr======;===============:==;===::;=========:==========~

:i
S2.:;tll~J7,1 '1

Total Costs lin millionsl

SO.3 to SlOA ~O, I· tt) SI,G
!

SO,3 tl"l $2,2 ,:Sr), I to SO.6~,

$()3 to $2.0 SO.! til sn3
.. .

50.2to$1.) $0.1 to $0.2
• I t

505to 53.5 $0 I tn SO.5

$0.7 to$O.1 50.3 III SO, I .

S3.J to S20.9 SO.7to 53.73,860 to 18.8U8 '

" 348 to 2.3g5 . ,

, "2.t0 to !.6'+5
, '

1,70 to 1.165

'+14 to 2.907
..:. i

i.350 10-:284,',

chlurnphenollinor~anic/Crcos(1tc1F032)

:1
'l~
"IInen'mental ;1

, Com.hined LD.R' Suhtitle C Treatment CIl't '.j
Tn'atmcDt .mll 'Land Attributahle' to .;1

W,a~te Qu~ntit~· Subtitlc~C Disposal Ph.hC IV lD Rs 'j
Prese~' ..th'e T"pe (Wastecodel Atfected (tonslDisllosa" (Baseline) lin mil/iiJn" Ii

1~~---';'-_----'-oL"";"';"-'---:'-;'~~-+--~--';"", ~~I---.A..o-_..,..-r-~--:,,;,,~-+-~~~---,:!

Cr~<)~('tt: IFI13-l) 1.086 [0,1.671 51.(1tl' $1 (, SiJ.2 tt) S(),3 S,J:\ (",~L~' "

•
1.

. •

.
•

.1. ~ ~

Note: 'Cost estimatcs are based on intonnation from both the k)w·cnd~ Mickk:';\rillhl ami high.;enJ. BRS-bascJ sC'::l;Jr:us;,::": :,r.. "
for Phase IV atlected noilwast~watersonly. F032 and F034 wastewaters are treat~d and Jisdlarg~d III a rhiw allj Fn~::: ;'
wastewaters are recvckdlreused. ' I

" .' I . . I
. Incineration costs tor F032 arid F034 .nomvastewaters assume a 99,99 percent destruction and rcmo\';j! dlk:ie.i)';\,r:lte, 'I'

, The values in the F035 range appe.ar in Llcse'ending ord~r to, maintain thi fonnut' witlim the' nmge: !he lir~l \':\!UI: i'1.'1;;rl.'n..:.:..;
~ thi IOW:Clld ¥ickkwnght scenario. while the second value rderc:nccs the'high-end. BRS scenario. This i~ rdki.:l<:J \n ;b,: I

I
' . , " , • . I

tota s. , . " '... i
Totals nia~' not add due to rounding. . ' . !
Ba:sdinc: costs for F032 include incineration costs tor 180 tons of F031/D037-mixed waste reliulated b\"·Phasl.' II LDRs !

.'

i

, }.

•

- .J
.~ "I •

, 'FiJ.lany,becau~e environmental ~edia contaminated by wood pres~ryingwastes is being
,granted a' capacity variance for two years, no costsfrom the Phase IV final rule will be incurred

.' 'during this time period, Beyond this time period. any remaining remediation of these contaminated
media still have a series 'of alternatives 'that would preclude the, n'eed to.'incinerate these media as
commenters claim, In-situ treatment of these media are exempt from LOR treatment standards,

, Second. placement of wood pre~erVing re~edi~tionwastes into or within aCorrective Action' .
Management Units (CAMU) designated by the Regional Administrator does not 'constitute'land ' ' .

.disposal. 40 CFR §264.552(a)(.l). Third; the al~ernative treatment staIld~rd for'dioxins and .furans·
for F032 wastes'allows com~ustiori"in a wider range ofunits (e.g., cement ~ilnsj at 'a low~r cost t'han
in the proposed nile. Fourth, hazardOUS' de~ris can be treated using alternative treatment standards
.provided:·at 40 CFR §268.4.5.. Fjnally. p'rospective EPA rulemakings such as the Hazardous Waste' ,

. Identification Rule for contaminated rne~ia ~hould be t~ effect at the end of the capacity Varial?~'e'
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